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Making a Small Electric Plant Pay

By S. O. Newton

AT
The first year the increase in

number of consumers was 81 per

cent. ; in two years it was 147 per

cent . , with a 75 per cent, increase in

electric income in two years . With

the growth of business there was a

demand for better help , which of

course meant an increase in wages,

and that a larger maintenance ex

pense was necessary .

An obsolete system of accounting

was found to be in use, and this

was continued for five months after

the writer took charge . Then the

system recommended by the com

mittee on a standard system of ac

19051904

Months1903 Montlin

1906

Montlas

+50718 91011121 2 3 + 5 6 i 8 9 10 11 12 1 2 314 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 1 2 3

$2000.

M
$1500 .

INCREASE, BOTH WATER AND CURRENT,

ACTUAL CASH COLLECTIONS BY THEMONTH

$ 935 .

AVERAGE

INCOME ,

1903

T the time at which the writer

took charge of the plant of the

Weatherford Water , Light &

Ice Company, its financial condition

was such that interest on the bonds

had not been paid for a long time.

The plant had not had the benefit of

good engineering practice , although

the electrical equipment was with the

art in its day . The subsequent man

agement, however , apparently had

not been good, as no progress had

been made in modern methods.

The plant had a combined electric ,

water and ice business , though the

last-named had been abandoned. The

electrical equipments were running

on throttle , not on the governors .

The town people were disgusted

and the company had little load .

We found $ 65 in the bank and a

tax charge of $363 that should have

been paid a month before for the

taxes of the previous year . Repairs

were begun at once on the plant, no

attention being paid to efficiency, as

the sole object was to keep running.

We did not know whether it would

pay, but we were simply feeling our

way. The writer busied himself with

a monkey wrench , and on one occa

sion wheeled coal, patched the belts,

and did such other things as an or

dinary station man would have done .

With the improvement of the ser

vice the people caught the inspira

tion of our purpose and the demand

for current came . The engine gov

ernor was placed in commission , some

regulation was secured , and in due

time a twenty -four -hour service was
furnished . A thousand dollars were

spent on the engines , providing a new

piston , piston rod, valves and rocker

arms . When the engine repair work

was finished, every moving element

of the engine was new,

$300 . FUEL LINE

PR
OS
PE
CT
S

1473

81%

JAN , 1905 JAN , 1906NUMBER

CONSUMERS

JAN . 1 ,

1904

INCREASE IN NUMBER OF ELECTRIC CONSUMERS

CURVES SHOWING INCREASE OF REVENUE, FUEL CONSUMPTION , AND INCREASE IN NUMBER

OF ELECTRIC CONSUMERS OF THE WEATHERFORD ( TEXAS ) WATER , LIGHT & ICE COMPANY. IT IS

INTERESTING TO NOTE THAT THOUGH THE NUMBER OF CUSTOMERS AND REVENUE HAVE MA

TERIALLY INCREASED, THE FUEL CONSUMPTION HAS REMAINED PRACTICALLY THE SAME.

I - I 1
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counts, at the Niagara Falls conven- four square miles, and the popula- machine which was installed in 1901

tion of the National Electric Light tion, about 5,000, is consequently for running the " fan circuit.” The

Association , 4n. '1gor, was adopted quite scattered . Through large sec- outboard bearing was found to be i

With . thre :urd method, the office rec- tions of the town the houses are inch low and not lined in the direc

Hords:furnished no intelligent guide in placed on corners, and we have to tion of its drive . The steam was

• developing the business, and for lack cater to the numerous one-story cot chasing through the holes of the

of such comparative data the first tages . core supports in the piston .

year's work was done practically by Shortly after the writer took One of the things not formerly

intuition. The income of the com- charge the city contracted for seven done in the station was compensat

pany in the previous year was $ 10 ,- multiple -arc lamps at $ 120 per year, ing for the peak-load line loss . At

000 for water and electric service . outage deducted (six 38- inch carbons, first we used the old primitive indi

The income during the first year of and one inch carbon ), operating cators and kept on the "dot.” Now

the writer's management was on 70 per cent. of efficiency . The use voltmeters, and com

$ 14,000, and a trifle over $ 16,900 yearly rate figures out about 7 cents pensate about twenty volts to get

during the second year ; the income per kilowatt-hour for this service. good light on the peak ; near the

for ten months of the third year was Our current cost the first year was station we use 120-volt lamps, and a

$ 15,501.88, which would bring the 7.3 cents per kilowatt-hour, and 9.5 mile away 100-volt,-not good regu

total income for the year up to about cents the second year. As will be seen , lation . However, we now have 2

$ 20,000. The percentage of gross then , the service to the city is given per cent. regulation on alternating

operation for water and electric serv- a loss , but the load lasts for current.

ice was 69 per cent . the first year twelve hours and helps to improve In the station equipment was found

and 72 per cent. the second year, the the load factor. During our first a feed pump which the help said was

slight increase being due to increased two years' growth we got along with “ shot to pieces " and was not in use .

wages .
a ton of copper and a carload of As it was a power pump the writer

Immediately on taking charge of poles. About twelve tons of copper believed it to be worth something,

the property the writer reduced the were already up. and, for an example, it was over

meter rates 10 per cent. without When the writer first came to the hauled at a moderate expense and is

public announcemnt to that effect, plant it was amusing to see the
now in use almost continuously . If

the customers not being advised un- " floor" wondering when it was best it would have cost as much to over

til they received their bills a month to start the lights, even if it was haul this pump as a new one would

later . We immediately adopted the quite dark . Our peak would be have cost, the writer would have

methods of the larger companies in about 90 amperes, at perhaps a 20 preferred to have done it for the ex

dealing with customers, treating all per cent . load factor, running from ample to the help.

of them in an equitable manner. dark to sunrise. Our load now is The engines were located about 75

There were a number of meters in 450 amperes at the peak, with twen- feet from the boilers , and the steam

town, but for the most part the ty-four-hour service and a load factor piping was found to be inadequately

patrons were on flat rate . As qui- of from 40 to 48 per cent . covered . The knock of the engines

etly as possible, the flat-rate custom- The working force comprised a was something terriffic ; they could

ers were induced to adopt meter collector , engineer, fireman and be heard three blocks away .

service, a few being changed over at helper, and a water - plant man . The In the second year we continued

a time to avoid confusion . During local wireman did such wiring as was the repairs, and began the payment

the first year we spent $ 600 for me- required and placed the meters. The of bond interest which had long been

ters and $ 1,400 the second year, and old equipment consisted of one 9- defaulted ; in fact, the writer is not

are still buying inch x 14 -inch Buckeye engine oper- aware that any truly earned interest

In December, 1903, when thethe ating at 250 revolutions per minute was ever paid in the plant's history ;

writer took charge, the meter rate with 100 lbs. pressure, belt connected this second year , $ 1800, or 3 per

was cents per kilowatt-hour, to two 20- KW Edison bi-polar gen- cent. of the defaulted interest, was

which was at once reduced to a erators . The Edison machines were paid .

sliding rate from 18 cents to made in 1887, at which time the In January, 1904 , the plant had no

cents, according to conditions, such plant was installed. motor load aside from the fan load

as length of hours, time of day, and One belt had patches the thickness in summer, with the exception of a

class of service . The minimum rate of the belting leather, and when those 2 -H1. P. motor, which was occasion

was $ i and in some cases $2 . The patches ran over the pulley, you ally used by a physician for driving

average return last year was 12.9 could see the light in the corner bar- a static machine. We soon put two

cents per kilowatt-hour. The income ber shop, and for that matter all small motors in one printing office

of the water plant is $ 7500 a year . over the town, giving a characteristic for operating job presses , one 2

Our progress gave the owners flicker of “ belt splicing.” The arm- H. P. motor in another printing of

promise that there were possibilities ature had been rewound and was fice, and one in a third printing

of development in this plant , and riding on both pole pieces because office , one in a bottling works, and

they were consequently ready to buy the rewinding was a poor job ; a two in bakeries.

new apparatus. week later it was short- circuited and Our water pumping was done by
We spent $ 3000 the first year in we were obliged to insert a splicing. a Cook steam -heated (sucker rod)

the repair of the plant , and a like In due time the armature was 10 inches x 36 - inch stroke, which

sum the following year ; during the placed with a new one, and a new was replaced in February, 1906 , by

present year we are spending about belt was also bought, the bank bal- a pump driven by a 17 - H . P. West

$ 10,000 on alternating -current instal- ance and the fuel in store being inghouse belt -connected motor. It

lation. thoughtfully contemplated meanwhile. effects a saving of $ 1800 per year.

The town of Weatherford is the An 8 -inch x 12 - inch Russel engine We have now new alternating cur

county seat and extends one mile in running at 305 revolutions per min- rent equipment nearly ready to start,

each direction from the court house, ute was direct connected to a 4-pole, and a nice increase of load in pros

so that it covers an area of about 110 -volt, 25 -KW General Electric pect.

20
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A Card Record System for Central Station

Apparatus

By H. N. MÜLLER, of the Allegheny County Light Co., Pittsburg

'

Name Index . Meter index . Transformer Index

FIG. 1.-A RESIDENCE AND GENERAL INDEX CARD.

HE apparatus of a central sta
Residence and General Index Card

No. St. Ward District .

meters, station transformers
Residence or Power K.W. Volts. A.C. or D.C.

and devices for the transformation ,
Lighting K.W. Volts . A.C. or D.C.

metering or conversion of current
Other Contracts for this Street Number. House Service. Wires

into either power or light, unlike

hardware or grocers ' stock , which
Special Reports.

is usually kept upon shelves or in

storage in places accessible for ready

inventory , is scattered throughout the

length and breadth of the territory

served by the central station system .

To properly follow up such appara

tus to avoid loss through improper

records, destruction , or by theft , be

comes a difficult matter, which in

creases with the individual articles

to be recorded.

The central station manager of to

day often finds himself with a sys

tem which is the result of the con

solidation of smaller systems, which ,

in turn , often consisted of still

smaller urban and suburban plants.

The records for apparatus of these cerning all old material, by the fol- ratus be approved, it is immediately

first owners may consist of anything, lowing method :-- given a number, which is preferably

from the vest -pocket memorandum to All apparatus purchased must be stenciled into a metal name-plate or

a quite comprehensive collection of passed by the testing engineer or on a convenient and conspicuous part

data. Only too often, owing to the other authorized department, for ap- of the apparatus proper. This point

limited number of such properties at proval or rejection based on the per- is mentioned with a view of cau

the beginning, the records consist of formance of the apparatus as com- tioning against numbering by means

indifferent book notations supple- pared with the specifications on which of painted letters or figures, which

mented by the memory of the line- it was purchased . Should the appa- are found to be of short life, easily

man or inspector on the job .

For hunting up and making a re Residence or Name Indexand Lamp Renewal Cond

cord of each piece of such appara- Mr.

tus, as well as adding to it all such Contract No. Dote

additional stock as is required from

time to time, and for following up the

location , performance, efficiency and

maintenance of each , a card record

system , which has exceeded the ex
No. Street

Receipted

pectations of the originator, is given By

here.

After the various forms had been

developed, a general inventory was

taken by a patrol of all the lines of

the operating company and reports

were made of the serial number, size

and make of all apparatus found,

whether in use or not, and the report

was then sent to the department of

records, where it was transcribed to

the cards. Other forms were de

veloped for insuring the regular en

try of all additional stock purchased,

as well as adding information con FIG. 2.-A NAME INDEX , AND LAMP RENEWAL CARD .

3

Other Installations

See

Terms of Hene wol Contract

Delivered
Ward

Datc

Renewed

Lamps Issued

68 16 32

Notes.
For
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Meter Data

Order No

Installation

No.

and

Street. District. Ward .

in Capacity

Found Cal ration

Creepyo Ye Full Creer Vio YV2 Ful?By

a

No. 3.

Reverse Side

See No. 3 A.

Date. Installation

Cut Out

Sul Fannd

Repaice

foundInstallion

Cut Out

Left

O
n
e

R
e
v
o
l
u
t
i
o
n

o
f

H
a
n
d
o
n

D
i
a
l
:

M
u
l
t
i
p
l
y
b
y

Installation Seals found

Cut Out

-Test.

Installation Seal Fannd

Cut Out

Test.

Installation Seals found

Cut Out

Test

Installation Saal Food

Cut Out

Test.

Installation Seal Found

Cut Out

Tert

Installation Seals found

Cut Out

s
i
d
e

o
f

C
a
r
d
.

D
a
t
a
o
f

E
n
t
r
i
e
s

c
o
r
r
e
s
p
o
n
d to

t
h
a
t

o
f

s
i
m
i
l
a
r

d
a
t
e
s on

o
t
h
e
r

Left

apparatus at the time of its accept

No. L.& P. Co. Amps. Volts. Purchased ance from the manufacturer. This

No
M'fs Make.

Style card , with a card for every occupant
Remarks

or consumer, as well as for every in

stallation by house number made at

the receipt of the contract, together
If found creeping give R.P.M.

Inspection .
Date

Tested with the data cards, gives us the

series of cards , which are described

here.

The residence and general index

card, shown in Fig. 1, bears in the

upper left hand corner the street and

number at which the given installa

tion is made. These cards are filed

in the following divisions and sub

divisions :- First , all cards of a

given district or borough ; second ,

into various wards of the borough ;

third, alphabetically under the vari

ous streets , and finally in order of

their house number.

On the top of the card is given

what might practically be called the

fixed information for a given place ,Test Dispositisa

such as the character of th estab

Repair

Test Disposition lishment, the use made of current,

the quantity in kilowatt, the voltage ,
Repairs

Disposition alternating current or direct current,

single or polyphase, and whether the
Repairs

Disposition house is wired for two or three- wire

distribution . Attention is also called
Repairs

to other cards should there be other
Disposition

contracts under the same street num
Repairs

Disposition ber, a possibility in the case of apart

ment houses.
Repairs

Disposition Cnder " Name Index” is noted the

Repairs name of the occupant reported at theNo. 3A .

Test Disposition various periods of inspection or in

stallation opposite the date of theRepairs

Disposition report . Under " Meter Index " is

Repairs placed the date of inspection or in
Dispasitian

stallation and the company's serial

number of the meter installed or of

the one found already in service .

FIG. 3.-FACE AND REVERSE SIDE OF A CARD FOR METER DATA. Similar information is given under

" Transformer Index.” Under “ Special

erased and usually painted over while certificate of test should be enclosed Reports" is noted the date , file, and

the apparatus is in service . For this in a protecting envelope bearing upon page number of any special reports

purpose it is advisable that the oper- its face such data as voltage , ca- or correspondence bearing on

ating company develop an escutcheon pacity , and the like , to determine the plaints of unsatisfactory service, ex

plate with the name of the company adaptability for any work for which cessive bills or cut- out for non -pay

and a blank space for the serial num- it may be desired, as well as the in- ment, theft of current, or any other
ber. This can be gotten up in a structions to forward the certificate information of value.

very neat and permanent form and to the record
department when From this card can be had the

of such size as to permit of its use properly filled out. The duplicate name of the occupant, the number of

on various forms of meters, trans- sent by the tester to the record clerk , the meter and of the transformer re

formers, arc lamps, Nernst lamps, who is thereby notified that the ap- ported at any given date , giving a

fan motors, and the like , without de- paratus has been approved on a cer- close index to any card for other in

facing or marring the instrument tain date and on a given order num- formation , as follows :

from an artistic point of view . ber . The card is accordingly made Having the name of the occupant

At the time the number is at- out and placed in the store room of a certain address, a card of that

tached to the approved apparatus, it stock files, where it is kept until the name, filed alphabetically, should be

is desirable that a certificate with the return of the original showing the found . This card is known as the

data of test be issued in duplicate ; place and date ofplace and date of installation and index and lamp renewal card, and is

this certificate should supply the in- data as called for on the separately shown in Fig. 2 .shown in Fig. 2. It gives the " Con

formation called for on the various described cards. The card is then tract Number." " Date," and " Terms

cards to be described later , as well taken from the store room stock files of Lamp Renewal Contracts ," and

as indicate by blank spaces the addi- and filed according to the prospective also refers to other installations un

tional information to be filled in by index of each . der the same name. This card was

the various parties making the in- From the above it will be seen that designed primarily for a cross index to

stallation in service. The original a card is made up for every piece of the location of a customer should the

Left

W
.

H
r
s
.

Left

Installation Seels Fannd

Cut Out

Test

Installation
Seals found

Cut Out

Tent

Installation Seals found

Cut Out Repairs

Test . Dispasilan

Left

com
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NO K.W. PriL & P Co.

M'I'r. Ma ke . Class Sec VoltsNo.

OrderNo.

Remarks

Losses

COPPER CORE

IM TRUE POWEN

WATT

VOLTS WAT ACTOR

R
e
g

.%

w
o
r

i
m

PRIMARY A PRIMART SECONDARY TURNS

SECONDARY & IRON & IRON or COILS M

AD
A
Y

Reverse Side

See No 4A

Date Cut - in

No

No Street
HOUSE
ox

FOLE

Ward District
Connected for

WIRCI

Dote

Cubout
Condition

name only be known, but the addi Transformer Dula Card .

tional space was used to good ad
Capacity Type Volts.

vantage as a record of the lamps re

newed to a given customer, and also Purchased Specification No

for the addresses or house number

at which the lamp deliveries were

made at the various times recorded .

Under “ Street and Number” are

shown the various localities at which Insulation Test

a given customer has been found,
Vollage Between

Date Ratio. Tested By

opposite the date of inspections or

lamp renewals for a period of time

depending upon the life of the card

system . From this street and num

ber reference can be had back to

the first card described.
No. 4

Under " Date Renewed ” are showni

the number of lamps of each candle

power issued opposite the respective

date, the name of the company's em

ployee making the delivery, and the

name of the party receipting for the

lamps, with a margin for special re

marks or reference to other reports. Installation

From the first or " General Index ”

can be had the number of the meter

at a given installation and given date .

The card covering this can be found

filed according to the operating com

pany's numerical order of the in

strument. This card , which is shown

in Fig. 3 , is printed on two sides .

On the face is shown in the upper

left -hand corner the operating com

pany's serial number and directly be
Maintenance

low the manufacturer's number : other Repair , Made

fixed data , such as amperes, volts .

make, style of the instrument, date of

purchase, the order number, etc. , are No 111

given , with room for remarks.

Beginning at the left is shown in

order the date of installation or in

spection of the meter, the house

number, street , district and ward in

which it is installed , the name of the
FIG . 4.-FACE AND REVERSE SIDE OF A TRANSFORMER DATA CARD.

inspector making the test or installa

tion, the results of the test at the is preferred to a reading in figures , paratus for stock , and is kept in the

various loads ( both before and after, on account of the liability of error on store room stock file until the re

if repaired and calibrated ), with a the part of the meter reader. A dial turn of the duplicate certificate to

margin for other possible notes . On picture has special value where hands the record department with the pa

the reverse side of this card , and become shifted and the error of read- pers authorizing the connection or

corresponding to the same date of ing dates back to some time in the installation . The data called for in

entry as that on its face , can be past, a solution for the incorrect Fig. 4 , as described in the following,

found the details , such as the rea- reading often being found by com- is then entered and the card takes

son for the visit of the company's paring the relative position of the its place in the order of its serial

employee (whether for the purpose hands as reported at some prior date. number, which is shown in the upper

of installation , removal or test ) , and On the extreme right is to be shown left-hand corner . In addition

further on is shown the condition of the value of the smallest or right- given such fixed data as the serial

the seals of the meter as found , also hand dial in watts or kilowatt -hours. number and name of the manufac

as left by the inspector on this trip . also the dial constant by which the turer, the capacity, type , class , pri

The card also indicates the repairs reading is to be multiplied.
mary voltage, secondary voltage,

made, which , in the case of numer- The transformer data card, shown date of purchase , order and specifica

ous entries, can be shown by sym- in Fig. 4. is also filed and indexed tion number, with room for remarks .

bols representing various operations. according toaccording to the operating com- In the vertical column beginning at

Under " Disposition " should be pany's serial number. Each trans- the left is placed the date on which

stated whether the instrument was former approved for service has a the test was made and its results, the

left in service, scraped, returned to test certificate or card as described insulation test between the various

the manufacturer or otherwise dis- in the foregoing similar to that for windings and the parts of the appa

posed of. Further to the right is the meters. A card is , made out im- ratus usually tested , the losses of

shown a fac - simile reproduction of mediately after notification is made transformer , copper and iron, the

the dial at the time of the visit . This by the department approving the ap- ratio between the respective wind

Cروا

are
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!

ings , the regulation or unity or other the cost of time and material used the applicant may be authorized to

power factor, the full- load efficiency for repairs , and the like , are of ser- obtain .

( which, of course , can be calculated vice in determining the merits of This unit system permits of its ex
from the other data ) , and the name relative makes and of value to the tension to include all other transient

of the tester . engineer. apparatus.

On the reverse side of the card is The collection of the maintenance With regard to the method of

given , in the upper half, the date of data is accomplished by the means of filing the apparatus in the order of
installation, the number of the order a shop tag , which can be attached their number, various refinements can

authorizing it , the street and house by the employee removing the ap- be made use of to further facilitate

number at which the transformer may paratus, at the time writing thereon the system , such as separating trans

be installed, also whether installed in the date and cause of removal, etc. , formers of different capacities into

the house or on the pole, the ward or by the stock clerk at the time of series of different numbers, that is ,

and district, the voltage of primary its return to him . This tag has making the 1000 -watt transformers

and secondary , and the method of spaces provided for additional infor- in a series of numbers, beginning

connection , whether for two or three mation called for on the apparatus with 1000 ; thus, the first one-kilo

wire , the blank following being for card described above . This tag is watt transformer would be 1051 , the

notes in case of special voltage or generally represented by the test slip, second 1002 , and so on . The first

phase. In the lower half is the date the duplicate of which it accompanies ten -kilowatt transformer would be

and number of the order authorizing to the record department. It is of 10,001, the second 10,002, and so on .

the cut-out or removal, the condition further use in checking the time of Meters and other apparatus can be

of the transformier, the repairs made employees stated on it with the time classified by voltage or capacity, and

and their cost . charged by them on daily time slips. by prefixing a letter to the number.

i record of the location of the The efficiency of the above sys- the manufacturer's name can be in

transformer is , of course , necessary tem , of course, depends upon the dicated , thus imparting to anyone fa

to properly keep a record of the ap- accuracy and faithful collection of miliar with this key knowledge of

paratus, and the card shown in Fig. the information ; therefore , all re- the capacity, number and make of

4 serves cross index to the ports and papers relating to the data the apparatus, as well as permitting

" General Index Card " first described. covered by the system should bear the grouping of each capacity col

The transformer card is thus linked the stamp of that department through lectively in the files.

to the rest of the card record sys- which they pass , to show that the in- The use of various tints of paper

tem , and means are provided for ob- formation has been made a matter of for each class of work can be carried

taining any information from the record . The department is thus an out to any extent, according to the

manufacturer or any department of exchange or clearing house to which demands and opportunity for the

the operating company having any- all other departments contribute and simplification of the system .

thing to do with the purchasing, in- to which they apply for information . The question of relative expense as

stalling , or repairing of the trans- The man in charge should be a man against the advantage must be de

former or data relative thereto. of judgment and discrimination ; he cided in each individual case , depend

The history of a transformer, such should see that all forms are properly ing in a large measure upon the

as the original efficiency, performance filled in and forwarded and that amount of the apparatus and the ex

in operation, ageing and depreciation , only such information is issued asonly such information is issued as ' tent of territory it covers .

as а

Corrugations in Street Car Rails

By H. B. NICHOLS

While the subject of corrugations in street car rails is not strictly an electrical one, it is of vitai

interest to every street railway. The author is engineer of way of the Philadelphia Rapid Transit Com

pany, and is responsible for a number of up - to -date methods in street railway track maintenance.--The
Editor.

T one

HE primary cause of corruga

tions in street car rails, it is

assumed here, is vibration ,

either in the rails or in the entire

track structure ; that is , the wheels of

1110tor or other power-driven cars

have a tendency to skid or slip be

cause of the rapid vibration of the

rails , which , by reason of the inertia

of the car , the wheels are unable to

follow instantaneously, thereby caus

ing friction between the wheels and

rail to vary in accordance with the

wave length of vibration .

The corrugations may arise from

any
of four different causes ,

namely, the vibration or lateral bend

ing of the web of the rail itself ; the

rails being loose on their supports ;

the ties being loose on their founda

tions ; the vibration or movement of

the foundation immediately under

the track structure .

Which one of these defects or con

ditions caused the corrugations, can

be ascertained by inspection of the

head of the rail. Each condition pro

duces corrugations of a different

character, not only in length and

form , but also with certain other

peculiarities difficult of explanation

without referring to a case in point.
The writer has several times been

asked why these corrugations do not

appear more frequently on steam

roads, if they are , as he believes , due

to vibration . The answer is , in his

opinion, that the comparatively loose

rail is forced ahead by the great

weight of the locomotive in the well

known long wave, and that there is

very little slipping in the wheels of
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C

cases a

BENDING IN A STREET - CAR RAIL

tration . It will be noted that the

frame may be rigidly clamped to

the base of the rail, and that the

vertical arm is provided with a pis

ton A carrying a nut B , the piston

being forced against the head of the

rail by a spring behind the nut. A

hand or pointer C is pivotted at G ,
the upper end of this hand engaging

the nut, the other end resting on a

graduated arc. The lengths of the

upper and lower arms of the hand or

pointer are in the ratio of 10 to 1 ,

each graduation representing 1-64 of

an inch .

In using this machine it is only

necessary to clamp to the base of

the rail and set the lower end of the

hand at zero, which can be done

by turning the piston in the nut. The

amount of lateral motion in the head

of the rail , due to bending or buck

ling of the web, will then be indi

cated by the marker H , which is

placed against the hand before a car

is allowed to run over the rail . In

many movement of 3-32

inch was noted .

In order to further verify the re

sults of this experiment, fish plates

30 feet in length were secured and

bolted to the outside of the rail , thus

AN INSTRUMENT, DESIGNED BY THE AUTHOR, FOR INDICATING THE AMOUNT OF LATERAL giving a support to the head and

greatly stiffening the entire rail .

After a few months it was found

the trailer cars. The writer has had was found to be very spongy , con- that on rails equipped with these fish

several letters from engineers of for- sisting of clay and water-bearing plates corrugations were rapidly dis

eign roads, describing their troubles gravel. For this reason the excava- appearing. AsAs strengthening the

with corrugated rails , and has noted tion was carried about 7 inches be- rail in this manner would be too ex

that in the most serious cases the low the ties , and the space filled pensive to be practical , it was de

rails were supported by chairs or with concrete to a point i inch below cided to stiffen the web of the rails

were provided with some form of a the grade of the bottom of the ties . by using a special brace on each

cushion. He thinks a careful in- The ties were then carefully tamped alternate tie along the outside of the

spection would show that there is a with a mixture of fine concrete and rails . This work was completed a

slight movement between the rail and the space between them filled to the little over a year ago, and a recent

its supports . base of the rail , which was also inspection shows that nearly all of

It has also been called to his at- tamped. An additional 2 inches of the corrugations have disappeared .

tention that on some street car tracks concrete then placed as It has been noted by some roads

where the rails were extremely loose
foundation for the paving. that corrugations were appearing on

there were apparently no corruga- After a year's service the rails of rails laid on a concrete base , but in

tions . He has found , however, that both tracks were found to be badly every case that has come to the

in many cases the corrugations ac- corrugated over practically their en- notice of the writer the rails

tually existed , but in such elongated tire length , the corrugations being had been temporarily supported by

form as not to be apparent from from I inch to i } inches apart and wooden ties , concrete being tamped

casual inspection. However, a rail extending from the gauge line over under the base of the rail between

flexible enough to produce only these about two -thirds the width of the the ties with no provision made for

long corrugations would bring other head . In order to ascertain the cause taking up the shrinkage, which al

troubles quite as serious, and it would of this trouble, the paving and ways takes place during the setting

be practically impossible to main- the concrete were removed above the and drying of the concrete .

tain such a track in any heavily ties both in and outside the rails , In many cases where track is con

traveled paved street . and a careful inspection was made structed in this manner the rails sel

The writer has made quite a num- and measurements taken to ascertain dom have a continuous or uniform

ber of experiments and trials to if there were any vertical movement support, by reason of their not hav

verify his theory, and would call at- in the road -bed or rails , but none ing anchorages or holding-down de

tention to case . About five could be detected . It was thus evi- vices other than spikes in the ties ,

vears ago it was proposed to recon- dent that if the writer's theory was spaced at long intervals. This re

struct a section of double track about correct there must be a lateral bend- sults in a slight movement of the rail

2000 feet in length, using a 90
ing or vibration of the rail itself . on its foundation , and soon causes

pound, 9-inch girder rail laid on ties and in order to ascertain if this were corrugations to appear, although

on a gravel base. When the excava- a fact an instrument was constructed , quite frequently where light rail is

tion was made, however, the carth as shown in the accompanying illlus- used the trouble comes from the

were а

one
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by a flexible shaft , because when the

eye approaches the rail closely

enough to permit the operator to

manipulate the wheel , the corruga

tions apparently disappear.

In nearly all cases filing is prob

D

A CLOSER VIEW OF THE FILE HOLDER, SHOW

ING THE FILE AND THE GUIDE LUGS

ably the best method. The file

shoạld be mounted in a heavy cast

iron holder having guiding lugs

bearing along the gauge line of the

rail and equipped with long handles

FILING OFF CORRUGATIONS IN A STREET-CAR RAIL at each end, so as to permit of opera

tion by two men from a standing

bending or buckling of the web of the ties and by tamping, using a position. One form of file holder is

the rail, as noted above . coarse gravel wherever the founda- shown in the accompanying illlustra

The writer believes that in con- tion is found to consist of soft or tions .

crete road -bed construction it is ab
spongy material. To prevent the possibility of

solutely necessary to provide some Corrugations in light rails , due to trouble from bending of the webs of

means of drawing the rail down on the bending of the thin web, are the rails , the writer , about two years

its bed , thereby taking up the shrink- difficult to remedy without consider- ago , had the web of the heavy rail

age and preventing any liability of able expense, but after the heads which his company is using increased

the rail moving on its foundation . have been filed to a comparatively to a thickness of 9-16 inch . In sup

In this class of construction vibra- smooth surface , it has been found port of the theory which he has ad

tion can be prevented only by pro- that setting the track to a slightly vanced, he would add that on a sys

viding a rail of the proper design wide gauge will sometimes prevent tem of about 600 miles he has been
and an absolutely uniform and con- a recurrence of the defect. able to reduce the amount of cor

tinuous support. It is very difficult to grind off the rugated rail to a very small percent
When the trouble in tie construc- summits of corrugations without age . The price of immunity from

tion is found to have been caused by a specially constructed machine this trouble , however, is eternal

loose rails or ties , the only remedy mounted on a truck , and practically vigilance, and , it might also be

is to grind or file the head of the impossible with the usual portable added, the expenditure of consider

rails , and to immediately follow this grinding equipment, consisting of an able money in maintenance when any

work by firmly securing the rails to emery wheel connected to a motor form of wooden support is used .

Short -Circuits in Alternators

By E. B. RAYMOND, Electrical Engineer, the General Electric Company

an

TO
O properly understand the ac

tion of an alternator when
short- circuited , the following

should be appreciated and understood :

1. The time constant of any cir

cuit and its influence on the rise or

fall of current in that circuit - Lenz's

law .

2. The armature reaction of

alternator.

3. The self-induction of an alter

nator.

4. The current in an alternator

armature when the latter is short

circuited andand the field gradually

brought up to normal value .

TIME CONSTANT

The time constant of a circuit is

L

expressed by the formula where

R

L is the coefficient of self - induction

and R is the resistance of the cir

cuit . The coefficient of self -induction
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mences
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FIG, I

'I=
2

FIG. 2

a

of a circuit equals (maximum Aux cated another circuit A ' , short-cir- Fig . 4 , representing an alternator.

passing through that circuit X the cuited upon itself . Let us see what At the position shown the e . m . f . in

number of turns surrounding that occurs when the current in A com- the armature is always a maximum .

Aux ) divided by ( amperes flowing to decrease . The lines of At a position 90 electrical degrees

in the circuit X 108 ) . The unit of force which are created by the cur- from this the e . m . f . is zero. If the

rent in A , and which pass through current is in phase with the e. m . f .

the circuit A ' , now start to decrease. when the latter is a maximum , the

As before, this decrease creates an former is also a maximum .

e . m . f . in A ’ , sending the current

around clockwise in the direction of

I '-2' -3 -4'
12

TV S This current tends to send lines

of force in the same direction as the

current in A ( which is now being

decreased ) originally did . Thus

self-induction is the henry . The self- the act of reducing the current in A
TIME

induction is calculated as shown, and the flux produced by it has

which thus gives henrys; when mul- created a current in A which tends

tiplied by 27 n , where n is the fre- to hold up this original flux . This

quency, the product gives the in- has been expressed as Lenz's law ,

ductive resistance in ohms. Thus in that in all cases of magnetic induc

any circuit , knowing the Aux passing tion the induced currents have such
through, the turns, the current pro a direction that their reaction tends

Since the current in the armature

ducing the flux , and the resistance , to stop the motion which produces
passing through the armature turns

L them . creates a magneto -motive force pre

the value of
cisely as do the field ampere turns ,

can be calculated . L

R It can be shown that this value
they must be reckoned with as doing

Self-induction in an alternating R
their part in creating the Aux through

circuit, or in a circuit in which the expresses in seconds approximately
the armature, as well as the field

current varies , shows itself as two -thirds of the interval which
ampere turns . When the current is

back e. m . f. Thus, if the current in elapses from the time of applying
a maximum , as shown in the posi

a circuit is growing smaller , the voltage to a circuit to the time when
tion in the figure, the ampere turns

lines of force in that circuit are de the current has reached its constant
of the armature are acting at right

creasing. If in any circuit the lines
E angles to the field ampere turns. The

of force are decreasing, there is in- value , or -- E being the applied e .
tendency is thus to distort the field ,

duced an e . m . f . in such a direction
R the flux growing denser at the pole

as to produce a current which tends m . f . ( a constant) and R the re
tips 4 and 3 and weaker at 5 and 6 .

The effect of this action is to requireto create lines of force as originally sistance of the circuit . As has been

passing through. Thus the current explained, this rise of current can
more field ampere turns , since the

induced by this decrease of lines of not be instantaneous, but the back extra turns required by the dense tips

force tends to retard the reduction m . f . due to the increase must are more than the less turns required

of flux , as well as the reduction of first be overcome, using up a cer
by the weaker tips .

current in that circuit. tain definite amount of time. If, however, the current lags be

This can be seen by referring to The formula for this increase of
hind the e. m . f . , it does not reach

Fig. 1. Let the current flow in the tR

circuit A in the direction 1-2-3-4 current is 1 = 1 ,

shown by the arrow . The lines of L

force flow up from the N pole and I = current in amperes at any in

down into the S pole. Let the cur- stant t .

rent start to decrease. By this ac- li = final current .

tion there is induced a current tend- E = the base of the Napierian

ing to flow clockwise or in the di- logarithm = 2.71828 .

rection as before . This follows from R = resistance of the circuit in

the well -known law that looking at ohms. Time
any circuit along the lines of force, L = inductance in henrys.

that is , in the direction a free north A curve plotted by introducing FIG. 3

pole would tend to move, a reduction values in this formula is shown in

of the lines of force produces an e . Fig. 2 . maximum until the armature has

m . f . tending to create current in a The formula for the fall of current passed beyond the position shown in

clockwise direction . An increase in in a circuit closed by the resistance Fig. 4. The current may be a maxi

the lines of force produces opposite R at the instant the voltage is with mum at the position shown in Fig.

results. This , in turn , is , of course, R + R 5. In this case the armature ampere

based on the fact that a wire moved drawn is 1 = 1,--I t turns exert a demagnetizing effect,

to cut lines of force has created in it L as well as a cross magnetizing effect,

an e . m . f . in a certain definite direc A curve plotted from values ob- and hence the extra current in the

tion. tained by this formula is shown in field coils are required to overcome

Thus it will be seen that the extra Fig. 3.
these. If the current lag 90 degrees,

induced current is in the same direc
all the turns of the armature oppose

tion as the original current and tends
ARMATURE REACTION those of the field . Thus the voltage

to keep it from decreasing. Suppose In considering the armature reac- of an alternator is the resultant of

just opposite this circuit there is lo- tion of an alternator, let us study the ampere turns of the field and the

e .

C
U
R
R
E
N
T

-

1-2
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in

armature , the latter , or lagging, cur

rents tending to pull down the volt

age, requiring extra ampere turns in

the field to make up .

SELF-INDUCTION

The effect of self - induction in an

alternator is entirely different from

that of the armature reaction just de

scribed . The former is a question of

ampere turns of the armature, and

their influence on the total ampere

turns producing the fux, and hence

the e . m . f . The self -induction of an

alternator is the back e . m . f . created

by ( amperes X 10% ) , and in the other

L' equals (main flux X turns

spools) divided by ( amperes X 10% ) .

Let us take a specific case of a

100-KW . , single-phase alternator of

20 poles and 500 volts .

Flux per pole = say , 6.000.000

lines.

Turns per spool = 600.

Amperes per spool = 6 .

Resistance of 20 spools in series =

12 ohms.

L 6,000,000 X 20 X 600

Then

R 100,000,000 X 6 X 12

this point there are no armature volts ,

since the terminals are all connected

together, forming a short circuit.

The field current is steady. The

armature currents combine to pro

duce a magnetomotive force of con

stant value ( not varying with the

wave of current) , which is character

istic of a polyphase armature wind

ing, as can be shown. The ampere

turns of the field equal approximately

those of the armature, the latter cur

rents lagging so as to directly de

magnetize the field ampere turns.

We thus have a stable condition , as

described .

If only one phase be short-circuited .

the armature reaction is no longer

constant, but pulsating, so that while

a stable condition exists , the field

current no longer is wholly constant,

- = IO

FIELD

NN S S

S
ARM, S N

:3
FIG. 4

nu
a

FIG. 6

-

are

N

by the local Aux around the wires of Suppose the armature to have 20

the armature proper. slots per pole and two conductors per

Thus, in Fig. 6 W and Ware two slot, and carry current of 200

wires in the slot of an armature core amperes. The self- induction flux of
A 81. c

which are opposite the pole N. From this current would be 60,000 . The

this pole are streaming into the core resistance is 0.15 ohm . Then

the lines of force or flux represented L' 60,000 X 20 X 2 X 20

by the arrows a , b , c , d , e, f . This 0.016

is the main flux producing the gen R 100,000,000 X 200 X 0.15
since the flux resulting from both

erator e . m . f . and is the Aux which Thus the time to bring up the main armature and field ampere turns

results from the field ampere turns flux after suddenly impressing an e . varies, the field current being con

and the armature reaction or arma- m . f . on the spools is much greater stant and the armature pulsating

ture ampere turns described in the than the time for the rise of the self
with respect to the field . This flux

foregoing. induction flux ; or equally , the time
varying, as described, and passingThere is , however, another flux for the main flux to die out, the e . m . through the field turns, creates in

circulating around the wires W W f . creating it having been removed, is
them an e. m . f . affecting the field

current itself . Eddy currents
FIELO

also created in the pole face, par

N S N S ticularly if the pole is not laminated,

5 4 6 31 and tend, according to Lenz's law , to

stop the variation .

S N S
Let us now apply the above data

to the conditions resulting from

ARM . short- circuiting an alternator sud

denly upon itself when running with

normal field current. Let us
FIG. 5

sider first a three -phase alternator

which suddenly has all three ter

in the slots, which does not produce very much greater than the time for minals short-circuited at the terminal

an e . m . f . as does the flux a, b , c, d , the self -induction flux to die out
board , as if the cable leading from

e , f, but holds down the e . m . f . of under similar conditions.
the machine suddenly short- circuited

the machine. The path of this flux
at this point while the machine was

is shown by the dotted line 1-2-3-4, SHORT-CIRCUITING ALTERNATOR

fully excited .

circulating around the wires, and is
WITII INCREASING FIELD

The short-circuit may occur at the
small compared with the main flux Let us take a three -phase alternator maximum point of e . m . f . or at some
of the machine. The time constant and without any field current short- other point. The results ap

L'
circuit all phases of the armature parently not much different, for what

of the flux is far smaller than the simultaneously. Now gradually bring the first e . m . f . wave does not do

R up the field current. As this is done, the next one does. But we will con-,

L the current in the armature will grad- sider for a moment that the short

time constant of the main flux , for ually increase until it reaches a value circuit occurs first at the maximum of

R perhaps three times the normal, when the e . m . f . wave of one of the cir

L in the one case equals ( self- induc- the field has reached its normal run- cuits . In that circuit there is a rush

tion flux X armature turns) divided ning full - load value. Of course , at of current and an endeavour to ful

con

THE

are
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FLUX

+
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H

FIELD

an

fill Ohm's law , that is , to reach a cur- eventual constant value ), the field considered as part of the armature

E current has also leaped to many times self -inductance in considering the

rent when E equals the e. m . f . its normal value, and, for a moment, original leap of current ) and then de

R the flux is held up by this leap of clining to the value e , which is the

at the moment chosen and R = the L short -circuit current with normal field

resistance of the armature ( we as- field current. Thus the of the after the rush is over .

sume that the external circuit has no R Curve 1- k - f shows the action of the

impedance).
main field flux comes in and the field current. At the time a- b of the

But this cannot occur immediately. leap of field and armature current short -circuit this current leaps up to

The flux of self- induction must be

created as the current rises . The time

constant of this self -induction circuit

described above must be satisfied .

Thus the speed of this rise is such

L'

that of the self - induction circuit

R ARM .

will be satisfied . As a matter of

fact, the speed is nearly instantaneous,

the current jumping to many times

the normal value. All this holds

true of the other phases of the alter
TEnator.

L
As stated , the armature reaction or

magnetizing effect of a polyphase

alternator is a constant value, the
А

summation of the armature magneto
TIME

forces of the various phases always
FIG. 7

being a constant at any given output

of current. Thus the first tendency

of this suddenly rising armature cur
dies down, in accordance with the k, holding the flux constant for a mo

rent is to act upon the voltage and
curve shown in Fig. 3. The high ment. It then declines like the rest

flux of the machine, since the arma
armature current holds on , creating till normal value is again reached at

ture furnishes ampere turns just as
enormous current, and only let- f. If only one phase is short -cir

important as the field .
ting go gradually , in accordance with cuited , all this occurs as before ; but

Also on a short -circuit, since the the law expressed by the curve . The now , as has been explained, the field

inductance of the winding is much
flux declines to zero , the leap of the current is no longer a smooth curve.

greater than the resistance , the phase
armature current declines to the value It then might appear as in Fig. 8 .

of the current resulting from this
described in section 4 , and the leap The jump occurs at a- b , as before,

short - circuit is one giving a large lag
of the field current returns to its old and the tops of the current grow less

ging effect. Hence this current, as
value. and less to a final value. An illus

has been shown, is a direct demag
A plot of these conditions might, tration of this from actual readings

netizing one. Thus this rush of cur
therefore, look like Fig. 7. The taken while a short- circuit was

rent tends to immediately pull down

the flux and the voltage of the alter

nator to practically zero . While this

is accomplished eventually, to be sure ,

it is not accomplished at once ,

will be shown.

Eventually, it is true, this arma

ture current reaches a certain value,

the voltage of the armature becoming

The flux of the machine be

comes practically zero , only enough

being left to create an e . m . f . neces А B

sary to force the armature current

through the armature impedance ( a

very small amount of flux ). The curve g -e - d shows the variation of curring oncurring on one phase is shown in

field and armature ampere turns are flux , being constant up to the time Fig. 9.

practically equal and directly opposed. 0 - b , where the short-circuit occurs. The instrument used was so sensi

While all this occurs immediately , then declining to zero , in accordance tive and active as to actually plot the

as far as the eve can see , as a matter with the time- constant law . wave of e . m . f . or current itself

of fact it is done only after the time Curve h - j- e shows the armature ( ordinary commercial instruments

constant of the main flux is satisfied . current, which is zero or any visual simply record the square root of

For when this armature current running value, up to the time a - b . mean square values ). An examina

jumps up . so also does the field cur- then jumping to j . following the time- tion of the illustration shows the

rent by an equal amount ( expressed constant law of the inductance flux jump of armature current, the tops

in ampere turns ). ( we assume that the field circuit has of the waves growing less and less.

Then the armature current on its no in «luctance, either in the spools The jump of field current is also

first leap has reached its greatest or in the external field circuit, as shown. The curve is not continued

value ( perhaps twenty times its otherwise this inductance should be down to the final value, since the

OC

as

therezero.

FIG. 8
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switch used to make the short-circuit

was automatically opened again, re

storing the original condition .

As the figure shows, the field cur

rent was running along at 52 am

peres when the short-circuit was ap

plied . The current then jumped to

stantaneous jump in a certain direc

tion and then a decline, the latter

being due to the field flux variation ,

and hence a variation of the field

current itself ( the field current being

completed through the exciter arma

ture ) , resulting from a direct cur

Line Current 23,350 amps.

པ་བཅས་པའི་སྐབས་
Potential of short cicuited phase

enormous

50 2 amps

Fiela current 5 2.5 umps .

with the field, that is , there is super

imposed upon the alternating current

a large decreasing direct current, pro

ducing the diminishing maximums be

low the line in the figure which

marks the normal line current.

Even during the time of this short

circuit the decrease of these maxi

mums and the approach to an alter

nating current symmetrical about the

line marking the normal line current

is very plain in the figure.

During this transient interval with

normal flux part of the time and with

armature currents the

torque or pull on the armature wind

ings is tremendous. The effect upon

a machine is as if it had been struck

with a thousand hammers.

While a properly designed ma

chine will stand this performance re

peatedly without trouble, special pre

cautions in design must be taken to

withstand it . The winding which

project beyond the core, and which

are thus not supported by the slots

in the core , unless held firmly by

bands inside and out, or unless they

are of unusual strength themselves,

will be distorted entirely out of

shape , thus ruining the winding. In

addition , the arms of the revolving

element, the keys in the shaft , and

the shaft itself all undergo an

enormous strain, so that good alter

nator design means a consideration

of mechanical forces far beyond

those connected with normal opera

tion . With direct- current apparatus,

there is an automatic relief in the

fact that the machine will “flash

over” at the brushes, relieving the

strain to a certain extent .

FIG. 9.–AN OSCILLOGRAPH RECORD, SHOWING THE RESULTS OF A SHORT-CIRCUIT IN AN

ALTERNATOR

502 amperes and started to decrease, rent in the field and a tremendous

in accordance with the curve shown alternating current in the armature

in Fig. 3 , thus making less and less acting together in the same magnetic

the tops of the current waves. These circuit .

current waves of the field were pro- The voltage , as shown in the mid

duced mutually by the tremendous dle of the figure , goes to zero at the

alternating “ armature reaction ” am- time of the short - circuit ( or prac

pere turns ( plus the field ampere tically so , the variation being due to

turns ) and the jump and decline of the existence of a slight resistance of

a direct current . the cable making the short -circuit ) .

Thus, as is shown , the decline is and rises again when it is over. The

that of a diminishing direct-current line current jumps to a very large

superimposed upon an alternating figure ,-22,250 amperes . - and dies

one , the former being an almost in- down just as described in connection

The Co -operative Electrical Development

Association

A Conference of Electrical Interests at New York, December 13

L remembered," wConference be company;then wissell, eher al. Beisein
AST March , will doubtless J. S. Anthony, the General Electric minating Company, of Boston ; E. E.

Jackson, Noble, Jackson & Hubbard ;

representatives from the vari- Company ; W. H. Blood, Stone & E. S. Kiefer , the Western Electric

ous electrical interests was held at the Webster; W. C. Bryant, the Bryant Company ; W. M. McFarland, the

Hotel Imperial in New York , to con- Electric Company ; Walter Cary , the Westinghouse Electric & Manufactur

sider plans for the organization of Sawyer-Man Electric Company ; J. ing Company ; J. E. Montague, the

the Co-operative Electrical Develop- Robert Crouse , the Co-operative Elec- Buffalo & Niagara Falls Electric

ment Association . trical Development Association ; A. L. Light & Power Company; F. J. New

On Dec. 13 , another conference Doremus, the Crocker -Wheeler Com
bury, the John A. Roebling's Sons

was held at the same place and the pany ; W. W. Freeman , the Edison
Company ; A. D. Page , the General

subject was again thoroughly dis- Electric Illuminating Company, of Electric Company ; Chas. B. Price,

cussed. After the meeting was
Brooklyn ; J. F. Gilchrist , the Chicago the Pettingell- Andrews Company ; F.

called to order by W. M. McFarland , Edison Company ; E. W. Gilmer, the M. Tait , the Dayton Lighting Com

the following gentlemen responded to Warren Electric Specialty Company ; pany ; F. S. Terry, the National Elec

the roll call : R. S. Hale, the Edison Electric Illu- tric Lamp Company ; Arthur Wil
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liams, the National Electric Light over, in time and point, its evolu, sociation at Denver, Col. , June 6 to

Association ; E. W. Goldschmidt, the tion . As to its origin and develop- II , 1905, as a result of which that

Wagner Electric Manufacturing Com ment, it may be said that the idea association was interested enough to

pany ;E. W. Rockafellow , the West- was conceived among the incandes- appoint a committee of three central

ern Electric Company ; James R. cent lamp manufacturers in Februl- station managers to co -operate in the

Strong, the National Electrical Con ary, 1905. further development of the work.

tractors ' Association . Their thought, however, was Broadly on the above basis the sub

The following members were pre- very restricted one compared with ject was again presented before the

vented from attending : the present plans, inasmuch as they incandescent lamp manufacturers on

A. T. Clark, the American Circu- contemplated co -operative activities February 7 , 1906 , when it7

lar Loom Company ; Henry L. Do- with the distributing trade which had unanimously endorsed, and an ap

herty ; W. A. Layman, the Wagner for their objects solely the increased propriation of one -fifth of one per

Electric Manufacturing Company ; use of incandescent lamps, doubtless cent. on their entire sales covering a

Gerard Swope, the Western Electric to the disadvantage of any other period of three years was made.

Company ; O. A. Stranahan, the Allis- styles of electrical illuminants, and This led up logically to the joint

Chalmers Company. without particular regard to the meeting held last March, when the

Following the roll call , Mr. Crouse power and heating ends of the busi
entire proposition was laid before

told of the work done by the associa This idea culminated, so far you, and you unanimously passed

tion. His remarks in entirety are as the incandescent lamp manufac- two resolutions :—First, to the effect

given herewith : turers were concerned, on May 12 , that the entire proposition gave

1905, when an appropriation of$ 10 ,- good promise of highly profitable re
REVIEW OF TIIE WORK AND THE RE

000 was made to put the initial plans turns to all concerned, and that the

into effect. general plans for its prosecution

The purpose of this meeting is to Further consideration of the sub- through the Co -operative Electrical

consider the objects and plans and ject led to the logical conclusion that Development Association could be

the results of the work of this asso- in any such co -operative movement undertaken along equitable and prac

ciation, on the basis of which a cor- with the distributing trade it would ticable lines.

rect conclusion can be arrived at as be a mistake to take it up along such Second , that a committee be ap

to the desirability of putting it in narrow lines, for the reason, in the pointed, consisting, for the most part ,

position for continued and more ag- first place , that there exists a com- of yourselves, which was to complete

gressive operation. plimentary relation between the light- and agree upon a practical form of

During the past few months there ing end of the business, which is organization with a view of putting

has been issued to you a considerable obviously a night load , and the heat- it into effect, and, further, that when ,

number of bulletins dealing with ing and power end of the business, in the opinion of this committee , a

many aspects of the proposition de- which is obviously a day load . The sufficient number of organizations

veloped in the past two years , cov- proper balance of these three ele- and companies had agreed to

ering the subject in much greater ments in electrical service , so as to operate in the work, they should be

detail and more broadly than the secure as even a load as possible, is authorized to perfect the organiza

time on this occasion will permit. a subject in which all should be in- tion and supervise its initiatory work.

The object of our present meeting terested , as it seems to be the effective W. H. Blood, Jr. , the president of

will doubtless be best served by as means to increase profits, and a pos- the National Electric Light Associa

brief a review as possible of the sible reduction in rates , which , of tion, as well as the co-operating com

proposition, in order that ample course, would mean accelerated busi- mittee appointed at Denver, evi

time may be allowed for a full and ness of itself alone . denced the keenest interest in the de

free discussion of it . It will , there- Not only does this complementary velopment of the association's work ,

fore , be my purpose to cover the relation exist among the different which was getting to be fairly under

more salient points connected with it branches of service of the distribut- way in June.

under the following general head- ing trade , but likewise a comple- It , therefore , seemed appropriate

ings : mentary relation exists among the that the objects , plans and work of

1. Its origin and the more im- manufacturers in the prosecution of the Co-operative Electrical Develop

portant points of its development. any such plans, for the reason that ment Association should be presented

2. Brief reference to its objects upon the activity with which the final to the National Electric Light Asso

and the theoretical and practical implements for serving the public ciation , which was done.

basis. with light, heat and power are ex- The entire proposition received the

3. The work which has been done ploited depends the success of all the unqualified endorsement of the co

to date. manufacturers producing the gen- operating committee in their report

4. The cost of this work . erating and distributing equipment. to their convention. President Will

5. The results which have been It was , furthermore, obvious that iams appointed a committee of five

accomplished. the distributing trade would be very central station representatives to co

At the afternoon session will be much more logically and quickly in- operate in the further development

presented the commercial plans form- terested in co -operative commercial of the work . Our acknowledgments

ulated for the future, and the con- work which addressed itself to their are due them for their hearty inter

stitution and by -laws which have interests as a whole rather than an est , assistance and co -operation.

been prepared in tentative form . attempt on the part of one manufac

turer, or set of manufacturers, to ex- OBJECTS OF ASSOCIATION STATED

ORIGIN AND DEVELOPMENT ploit their product without regard to Before describing, briefly, the ac

The proper perspective , often diffi- the interests of others . tive work which has been done dur

cult to find , is essential to a correct
This broader scheme for co -oper- ing the past year, it will doubtless be

estimate of a picture or a proposi- ating with the distributing trade was well to briefly refresh your minds as

tion in its main essentials and its de- elaborated in a paper presented be- to the objects of the association as

tails. I wish , therefore, to hastily run fore the National Electric Light As- set forth in the constitution :

CO
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as

First, the promotion of the in

creased and more extended use of

electrical service by the public for

light, heat and power against all

competitors for like service , as an

end in itself , and as a means to the

increased demand for electrical ap

paratus and supplies and the

operative planning and execution of

the various means and methods

effective to this end.

Second , the establishment of co

operative relations, both moral and

financial, among the different elec

trical interests from the manufacturer

tu the consumer, to the end that each

may contribute in some measure to

ward bringing about the above re

sults desired in common by all .

The ground on which the conten

tion is based that limited commercial

co -operation is feasible, fair and

profitable for the manufacturing, cen

tral station and other electrical in

terests , is the almost absolute de

pendence of the manufacturer mak

ing generating and distributing appa

ratus and supplies for his market

upon the commercial activity of the

manufacturer who produces the final

utilities through which the market

common to all — the public — is in the

end electrically served . These utilities

are comparatively few in number, as

will be observed in the field of light,

the incandescent, the glower, the

mercury vapour , the tube and the arc

lamp ; in the field of heat , miscel

laneous appliances for domestic and

industrial purposes : and in the field

of power, the motor in endless and

detailed application.

The money value of these devices

is only a fraction of the total volume

of the manufactured product, yet they

create a demand for all generating

and distributing apparatus and sup

plies, and constitute the edge of the

commercial wedge through which is

opened up the market for all such

apparatus and supplies, - sockets,

porcelain, wire , conduits, switches,

motors, transformers, dynamos, en

gines, boilers, and the like .

In their turn , the manufacturers,

jobbers and contractors are dependent

in varying degrees upon the com

mercial activity of the central sta

tion and others in exploiting elec

trical service to the public ; ultimately

we all depend, like links in a chain ,

upon this great preoccupied, in

credulous and indifferent public, with

a purchasing power of $ 18.659,000,

000 distributed among its 85,000,000

individual units.

First. — A large amount of literature

has been issued by the association in

regard to itself , its objects and plans,

making a strong appeal to the busi

ness sense and business imagination

of the entire trade.

The association offered a prize of

$ 1000 for papers on the " Organiza

tion and Conduct of a New Business

Department for Central Stations,"

which brought out some of the best

thought on the subject. This, in,

turn , has been made widely effective.

through publication in all of the

electrical trade papers and through

dissemination in pamphlet form .

Other commercial literature, such

as a complete tabulation of applica

tions of electricity , has been issued,

which it is not essential to review in

detail at this time.

Second . - Certain advertising agen

cies were interested in the work for

the purpose of affording to central

stations and the distributing trade in

general the avenue through which

could be secured , at reasonable rates,

effective advertising and follow -up

campaigns for local use .

The work of the advertising agen

cies , I believe, has been very effective,

and large numbers of central sta

tions, and some contractors and job

bers , have taken advantage of their

service.

In addition, through the advertis

ing agencies there has been issued to

central stations, manufacturers, con

tractors, jobbers and their salesmen ,

and the trade in general, a campaign

of commercial literature which aimed

to emphasize the importance and op

portunities for going after the pub

lic's business more aggressively.

Third . — The active co -operation of

the electrical technical press

early secured , and by the first of

this current year all of the papers

had opened up commercial depart

ments devoted to the question of

ways and means of exploiting most

effectively the electrical service . Their

work in this field may be summarized

briefly .

During 1905, 148 columns de

voted to this general subject ap

peared in the technical press, while

during this current year, 1906 , 1054

columns were devoted to the subject,

which , if capitalized at advertising

rates, would amount to $ 15,700 .

I understand that their decision to

co -operate with this movement in the

opening up of these departments con

stitutes a departure in general tech

nical press journalism , and must,

therefore, indicate their interest in

the entire campaign, as well as their

disposition to contribute their full

share in the work .

Fourth . A special effort has been

made during the past year to in

terest the salesmen in the work of

the association . The logical basis

on which the salesmen's interest has

been so far secured, and can be in

creasingly secured in the future, is

well put in the following extract

from a salesman's letter :

“ Here's wishing the Co - operative

Association continued success,

their success is my success."

The attempt has been made to fa

miliarize salesmen with the plans of

the association , and in particular to

secure their co -operation in present

ing, by word of mouth , to the dis

tributing trade the arguments and

commercial data , which were sent to

them direct through the campaign of

commercial literature, trade press,

and the like . There can be no ques

tion but what this has had a very

marked stimulating effect in bringing

about results.

Fifth . — The particular point has

been made to present the association,

its objects and plans before electrical

associations of various kinds. It

was presented before the National

Electric Light Association in June at

Atlantic City , the National Electrical

Contractors in July, the Electrical

Jobbers at Niagara Falls in Septem

ber, and before six State associations

during the summer and fall . In each .

case it has had an attentive and re

spectful hearing, and the different

associations have shown their interest

by the appointment of committees

which are to co -operate with the gen

eral association. It has furnished in

this manner an occasion for the dis

cussion of the commercial phases of

the business to a greater extent, I be

lieve , than would have otherwise been

the case.

Sixth .-- The possibilities of com

mercial publicity in the newspapers

was tested out through the dissemina

tion of an article entitled “ The Elec

tric Home," which was very widely
used in Sunday editions, and the

space devoted to it , capitalized at ad

vertising rates, would have aggre

gated $ 10,000 and above.

Along the same lines other elec

trical articles have been introduced

into trade papers of allied industries,

of which there are about a thousand,

clearly demonstrating that the right

kind of matter furnished to them

will be freely used.

was

WORK DONE IN 1906 .

The work which has been done by the

association during the past year may

be briefly summarized as follows:

COST OF WORK

The following is a statement of ex

penses which have been incurred in

the development of this work from

May, 1905 , to November 30, 1900 :

Traveling and entertaining other than repre

$5,579.73

Freight, expense and cartage .. 355.23

Advertising matter . 13,470.43

sentatives....
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397.02

158.25

33.13

13.96

29.01

440.60

200.00

174.32

116.47

478.31

19.71

Total..

a

ments ...

Membership to electrical associations and
signs was presented by O. W. Lee, ship in so many other branches of inSocieties .. 177.00

Postage . 2,099.96 and the writer presented a paper dustry. Lava has ere now proved it
Expenses representatives ..

Subscription to electrical trade papers dealing with this proposition. In self a good fertilizer, and earth
Subscriptions to other than electrical trade

1906 eight papers on commercial sub
papers . quakes afford an excellent excuse for

Subscriptions to magazines, etc .. jects were presented by thirteen men , building anew .
Press Bureau clippings .

It may be asserted ,

Trade paper advertising . one of these papers being a symposium without the slightest fear of contra
Special newspaper and magazine advertising

by six gentlemen .
Salaries, officers and clerks.. 1,496.82 diction , that the industry has been

Telegraph and telephone .. Perhaps what can be considered an revivified by the publicity campaign
Stationery and printing. 1,986 . 46

Sundry expenses . impartial summary of the situation of recent date, that it has ceased to

Office furniture and fixtures..

Prives...
is contained in the report of the com1,000.00 minister to the comfort of the many

Library , mittee on progress before the last as- in order to meet the necessities of

Total ... $28,256.41 sociation meeting by T. Cummerford the million , and that it has made

The following expenses are either already incurred or
Martin , which, while I do not pro- splendid advances toward the accom

contracted for :
pose to read it in full , I wish to in- plishment of its universal purpose

Completion of campaign and commercial litera

ture through to February 26, 1906... $ 3,969.85
sert for your future reference :- and potentialities.

Publishing Applications of Electricity ” in
“ The year 1905 would appear to " The manifestations of this newSweet's Index for architects (expense may

be incurred 1907 ) ...
700.00 mark the beginning of a new period period have been numerous and vari .

Prizes for Electrical Solicitor's Handbook (due

for payment 1907 ) . 2,500.00 in the development of electric light ous, and one of the most encourag

Advertising and announcing same in trade

and power in the United States. Itpapers and otherwise .. 500.00 ing has been the growth of this asso

500 copies of “ Looking Forward ” . 500.00 would be difficult to define the nature ciation . Another has been the ac

Fifth central station paper on organization and

conduct of a new business department. 250.00 of the change briefly. Perhaps it is tivity displayed by the territorial and

Otħce expenses to January 1 , 1907. 175.00

Traveling expenses to January 1 , 1907 . 251.71 safe to sum it up in the statement State associations and the creation of
Miscellaneous bills . 133.65 that the central stations of the coun . new ones, notably that in New York
Joint conference , New York 200.00

try , realizing the cumulative effect of State . A third evidence has been the

$9,280.21

the reductions in the cost of produc- interest displayed by the manufac

The following are the amounts ing and supplying electricity to the turers in fostering new business, ex

which I would estimate have been
public, had united upon a commercial emplified by the Co-operative Elec

been contributed by the activities of
propaganda to sell the cheaper cur- trical Development Association. Yet

those whose co -operation has been se
rent thus

rendered available . The a fourth has been the devotion by the

cured or induced : gaze and the study of the manager technical press of a large share of at
were turned outward rather than in- tention and space to what is , after

Trade papers in establishment and maintenance

of new business departments .. $ 25,000.00 ward. all , a matter quite without technical
Advertising agencies in the establishment and

" For several years previous a
maintenance of special electrical depart

or engineering importance, viz . , dis
25,000.00

process of consolidation had been go- cussions of the art of selling and
Newspaper publicity secured . 10,000.00

ing on actively . In most cities the winning the public eye and ear - in
Total .. $ 50,000.00

service had become unified , financially this instance for electrical current

On this basis the money energy, and physically, under one manage- and apparatus, though virtually all

therefore, which has been directed to ment . Elsewhere large sections of in- the arguments and most of the prac

this work amounts to $ 97,536.62. dividual States had undergone the tice would apply to the sale of beer

same centralization of the sources of or beef. It is improbable that undue

GENERAL RESULTS electrical supply . Beyond this, nu- emphasis can be long maintained by

Broadly speaking, I believe that merous plants scattered all over the all or any one of these agencies , but

the general result which has been country, ill- constructed , poorly run , the present effect of arousing ener

accomplished is the effective direc- badly financed, had become subject gies that languished is of tremendous

tion of the attention of the entire to a common ownership or operation benefit; and an outlook that was

trade to the consideration of the pos- in highly competent hands. Thus, rather discouraging during 1903-4

sibilities of the commercial develop- while technical changes and improve- was brightened to such an extent

ment of the business , particularly on ments did not cease , the interest that only the best auguries can be

the part of the distributing trade . shifted very manifestly from the en- formed and entertained as to the

Admittedly, in the words of repre- gineering to the commercial side of future.”

sentative men in the distributing the industry, and at the present mo- As significant of the commercial

trade , the industry has been essen- ment this newer situation is still de- awakening all along the line, among

tially technical, and attention has veloping the largest , as well as among the

been very largely centered upon the “ The central station manager has smaller central stations, H. K. Mohr

engineering and operative phases of within the last two years received presented a paper before the Edison

it. more advice as to the sale of his Association of Illuminating Com

The first commercial note in the current than he endured as to its panies at their last meeting on the

National Electric Light Association manufacture in the whole previous subject of “ Costs and Results of

was sounded in 1903 by Henry L. twenty. Probably no body of men Soliciting and Advertising , " a num

Doherty, in which he called attention ever before found themselves the ber of points from which I am

to the above condition, and empha- subject from the outside of so much tempted to extract. The following

sized the necessity and the possibili- uninvited instruction as to how they paragraph will, however, answer the

ties for the commercial and business should run their own business, and purpose :

exploitation of central stations . In it is natural that they should find “ From the inception of the elec

1904 the first paper on advertising themselves bewildered by the multi- trical industry special care and atten

and new business-getting was pre
tude of their counsellors. Presently tion have been given to the keeping

sented by La Rue Vredenburg , of they will discover that no great harm up of accurate engineering data and

the Boston Edison Company. In has been done , but that , on the con- records in a more or less uniform

1905 a paper was presented by Percy trary , huge benefit has sprung from manner .

Ingalls, of the Public Service Cor this convergence on their field of the “ Is it not time, then , for us to be

poration, on the same subject; one on experience derived from salesman- gin keeping uniform records pertain
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ing to the business- getting depart

ment, so that questions regarding im

portant commercial problems could

be asked and answered readily and

with certainty ?

“ Would not a committee , whose

duty it would be to collect the data

available and submit the results ob

tained and conclusions reached in the

shape of a yearly report to the vari

ous member -companies, be of the

able , this year, for the notice taken

of papers presented on the subject

of " New Business -Getting.” In addi

tion, the technical press, both in its

editorial comments and in its new

business departments, reflects the

vastly increasing attention being

given to this sbuejct .

This result is herewith presented

for your attention in the form of a

detailed report, classified by states .

On the average it costs central

stations 45 cents per 16-candle-power

equivalent of new business secured

through advertising, soliciting, etc. :

30 cents for soliciting expense, and

15 cents for advertising expense .

Using these figures as the unit , the

$551,167.50 noted at the bottom could

CONCRETE RESULTS

During the past two months an

AMOUNT OF INCREASE .NEW BUSINESS
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Total .. 934 96 58 165 331 193 17 232 29 195 43 42,250 33 119 165 38 181 8

greatest practical value and assist

ance to us all ?

" This association has at present six

active committees, exclusive of the

executive committee, and of this

number there is only one , the com

mittee on electrical heating, which is

directly concerned with the commer

cial side of the business. If it is

true that the gaze of the central sta

tion manager has turned outward ,'

and the interest shifted from engi

neering to commercial problems, may

we not hope for a committee to help

us overcome our rapidly increasing

difficulties ? "

The programmes of the different

State associations have been notice

193 Central stations direct-by -mail adver

tising. $ 218,447.50

232 Central stations newspaper advertising

(estimated $ 200.00 each ).. 46,400.00

96 Managers of new business departments

at $ 1,500.00 each .. 48,000.00

331 Solicitors at $ 720.00 each.. 238,320.00

Grand total. $ 551,167.50

NOTE .- 165 display rooms opened by central stations
not taken into account.

effort has been made to get together

the concrete results which appear to

have followed this entire campaign .

These naturally pertain to the results

in the central station field , inasmuch

as well-organized work has not been

undertaken and has not been possible

in the other fields by reason of the

insufficiency of funds, as well as on

account of the time necessary to pre

pare such campaigns.

reasonably be expected to result in a

total added business of 2,720,050 16

candle -power equivalent.

Thirteen 16 -candle -power equivalent

to the horse -power would aggregate

209,234 horse -power.

This, at $ 100 per horse-power,

would amount to $ 20,923,400 for the
necessary generating and distributing

apparatus.

This assumes that all business was

added to the peak load , which would

not be the case .

The result should , therefore, be

discounted, but to what extent is diffi

cult to determine.

This statement covers reports which

have been received directly or through
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Business

$ 20,000,000

10,000,000 30,000

30,000

.0015

.003

.006

.012

was

salesmen from 934 central stations. I believe that while remarkably cut its eye-teeth, finds a milk diet, in

It shows that go central stations or- good results have been accomplished, consequence, inadequate to its further

ganized new business departments yet they are to be qualified in terms development, has quite broken loose

this year and 58 previous to this of the general prosperity prevailing from its maternal apron strings, and

year ; that 105 central stations added
in all lines of business. Undoubt- appears before you as a very promis

solicitors this year, amounting in the ediy an unusual increase would have ing commercial youngster, whose

aggregate to 331 solicitors ; that 193 been enjoyed by the electrical busi- future growth and development must

began direct advertising this year, ness, regardless of the association and be entrusted to the larger interests

and 17 previous to this year ; that its work . and guidance of the whole electric

232 began newspaper advertising Individual judgment will vary on family.

this year, and 29 previous to this this, but the following figures will be In the discussion following the

year ; that 195 increased their adver- found interesting and suggestive :- reading of Mr. Crouse's paper, it

tising appropriation this year , 43 of

them making the direct report that Expense of Association's Expenses

Resulung. Association . Per Cent. of Business .,

they had increased their advertising Business resulting as figured ... $ 30,000

appropriation $ 42,250 ; 165 central
One-half business resulting as figured ...

One-quarter business resulting as tigured .. 5,000,000

stations opened up display rooms this One- eighth business resulting as figured .. 2,500,000 30,000

year, 38 having opened them up pre

vious to this year ; 181 began opera As an offset against too great a dis asked if the light, power

tion of their own electric sign this count of the result, the fact should and incandescent lamp manufacturers

year, and 8 previous to this year . be borne in mind that it has not been would unite to carry out the plan

This result has been capitalized , as possible to secure complete returns on suggested . Mr. Crouse, replying,

you will note , and it would appear the results. The writer has personal said that the resolution appropriating

that on the basis of a fair estimate knowledge of a number of such one - fifth of i per cent. was to become

$ 551,167.50 has been spent in going cases where the details are not avail- operative as from the first of the year.

after new business by the stations in
able for use . The original $ 10,000 was spent and

dicated and others indicated from Most any way you analyze these also $ 20,000 advanced by the incan

other sources . results, I think you will be forced descent lamp manufacturers. They

On the basis of the average ex to the conclusion that this plan of co- had thus discharged their share for

pense for securing new business, this operative commercialism , —the mass- three years, that is , one- fifth of i per

amount should have resulted in new ing of a small fraction of our com- cent. on their sales, which for one

business to the amount of 2,720,050 bined selling forces on the public's year would be easily $ 10,000.

16 -candle-power equivalents, which, business, -opens up an avenue for in- A representative of the incan

figured on the basis of $ 100 per creasing the sale of electric current, descent lamp interests said that

horse -power, would amount to $ 20 ,- apparatus and supplies which is very many inquiries which they had re

923.400 for the necessary generating highly efficient. ceived could be traced to Mr. Crouse's

and distributing apparatus. Certain If you should credit the associa- work, and that they could praise his

qualifications are suggested in this tion and those co -operating with it work fully. The proportion which

connection in the table, where figures with the fourth result above men- they would be called upon to pay

are given in detail. tioned , it would more than have justi- would be very much less than the

Four gentlemen, who are in posi- fied the original appropriation of benefits received . They were, there

tion to know , inform me that , in their $ 287,000 suggested in Denver in, fore , perfectly contented with con

opinion , the very rapid increase in 1905 , assuming a profit to the manu- tributing their share and could heart

the demand for incandescent lamps facturers of 15 per cent. on the in- ily endorse what had been done.

is traceable in some considerable de- creased business. In commenting on the increase in

gree to the work of the association In conclusion, permit me to ex business since the inauguration of

and those co -operating with it . I press my very great appreciation of the association , it said that

understand in a general way that, the uniform courtesy, patience and this progress was as good a barome

without having exact figures , the co -operation which has been given to ter as could be obtained . The total

gain in the incandescent lamp busi- me in my personal relations with you increase in the incandescent lamp

ness this year has been 25 per cent. all in the development of this work business would not be less than 20

over 1905, as contrasted with a gain thus far. Whether not it is per cent. The total of all manufac

of 8 per cent. in 1905 over 1904 , and written in the book that our joint for- turers ( quoting from figures of the

of 5 per cent. in 1904 over 1903. tunes will lead us to the actual initia- past sixteen years ) was less than the

Representatives of the manufac- tion of the association and the further figures of last year . The percentage

turers of heating devices have stated prosecution of its work , we may all , stated was the greatest increase in

openly before State conventions their I believe, feel some personal satisfac- that period, and shows that nearly all

belief that the association has con- tion in having made an honest and central stations cover their business

tributed very largely to an increase an earnest effort to evolve a com- by careful advertising and soliciting.

in this new branch of the business mercial plan , which, while justifying From a selfish standpoint, the next

beyond anything which was reason- itself in the cold dollar fashion of question would be whether the busi

ably expected on the basis of its pre- business, gave at the same time ness men might not say that they are

vious growth. promise of improving both personal fairly started and adopt these meth

Is to the results which may have and trade relations in the future. ods without the expense of the asso

been brought about in other styles of The incandescent lamp manufac- siation, or whether the association

illuminants and in motor work , I turers are the generous fathers of can get every station in the country

have 110 means of knowing very this proposition, which Mr. Jackson , to adopt this method and aid the as

definitely, except that as the work at your meeting last March, was sociation in what they had to con

has been addressed to all branches of pleased to call my " baby.”. Carrying sider. The work , considering what

electrical service impartially, similar out the simile, I feel that it has now has been done toward the success

results should have been secured . outgrown its swaddling clothes, has which the stations are having, by the

was

or

1-3
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use of certain methods in keeping be- fully and had been impressed by the One of the questions at the begin

fore the central stations the advanced awakening of men in business in the ning, said W. M. McFarland , was as

methods of getting business, was smaller towns, where the people were to whether the manufacturers and the

worth the expense. who should be awakened and where central stations would go hand in

An incandescent lamp represent- they would make large sales . hand. They had to contribute on ac

ative thought a portion of the He had been told recently by a count of the benefit to them . He

success arose from the embarrass- man who had gone to the bottom of thought the latest speaker's statement

ment of the original committee that the matter, that the men in the busi- would strengthen the hands of the

was appointed by the lamp man- ness were themselves doing all this representatives of the manufacturing

ufacturers to take up the scheme. work ; but he himself did not believe companies and strengthen the appeal

Mr. Crouse, as chairman of the com- that. He believed that there were of this association to them .

mittee, called upon various advertis- thousands of men who were not as It was said that in small towns

ing agencies for the purpose of ac- thoroughly alive as they might be. the manufacturers were changing over

quainting them with the plans. He According to figures submitted, said to electric power, and that particular
then called a meeting of the commit- another speaker, 85 per cent. of the line would be worth more to his com

tee and invited the advertising agen
central stations are located in compar- pany than the amount which they

cies to attend. Each one was given atively small cities . In a great propor- planned to contribute if the proposed

a separate hearing, but in the end all tion of these towns the central station organization went through . When a

the propositions looked so good that manager had some other business and man moves to one city from another

the choice of one could not be made. he gives his surplus time to the cen- where electricity has been pushed, he

The question then was how to put tral station affairs . One man , in a is far more apt to become a user of

them all to work . town of 30,000 people, had profited electricity than he is if he comes from

In discussing the length of time it by the association's work, and had a city where it has not been pushed .

would take to make the work effec- acknowledged that he had been mak- In the long run , it is well worth

tive , none of the advertising men ing a mistake for the last ten years . while to have it pushed in other

place it at less than a year, and some Now he is up to date and he is busy. cities . The magazine advertising will

more, up to three years. In regard They now have display signs, have be even more than valuable.

to supplying orders, business is in the advocated electricity for illuminating, Another central station represent

same condition. To bring out things heating, and the like. The speaker ative said that while at first the

in a year or a year and a half from admitted that the central station man plan did not impress his company

now , the pressure should not be taken was doing his work, but it was with very much , they soon discovered that

off . It would provide a wedge for the ammunition furnished him by the there seemed to be no limit to the

business in the future, and whether association . He did not expect the field to be developed by the proper

we are confronted later on with the association to aid in the work of the management of the company. They

embarrassment of unfilled orders, it large stations, but expected it to were very enthusiastic. Central sta

will not work to the disadvantage of reach the small stations, as it had tions have learned that this develop

any.
been doing ing scheme is the proper way to take

A representative of the central sta- Not only the small companies, but hold , and advertising is the question

tions stated that they are agreed that the larger ones as well , said a central of the hour. He had learned from

the association's work is helping them station man , had been helped by the central station men all over the coun

tremendously. Salesmen coming into association's work . He could, how- try that they are taking a great in

his office had commented very favour- ever , understand the manufacturers' terest in this work , and this interest

ably on the pamphlets sent out by the feeling that possibly it might not be is growing constantly, which will

association . Other companies were wise to put on too much pressure just that the central station ,

feeling its effects. In Batavia things now . His company, however, would regardless of its size , will endeavour

had been at a standstill for many continue to push as hard as possible. to push for more business, which
years, but it is now one of the liveli- From the central station standpoint, means more apparatus, more lamps,

est towns in Western New York. He the sooner the matter is taken up, the and more business for everybody con

had spoken to nearly all the central broader the scope of the plan, the cerned ; it should be pushed along.

station managers in his section of the more effectually carried out, the bet- As a representative of a medium

country, and they had said that the ter it will please the central stations. sized station, he would say that they

association had been a help to them . He believed that the consumer could would be glad to assume their pro

Another incandescent lamp repre- be reached by newspaper and maga- portionate part of the expense.

sentative agreed that the present was zine advertising The art of making lamps, said an

no time to rest , but that, on the con- It was also stated that the central ther speaker, was not wide open until

trary , they should push ahead harder stations which were already doing a 1894, and the following seven or

than ever . It would take some time to good deal had been encouraged to do eight years showed that the business

work it out in the proper way , and he more, and central station managers was doubling about every seven years.

thought they would find that in a were in very much better condition From 1903 to 1905 , the business did

year, or two years, or three years , the now than anybody else in the coun- not increase perceptibly. Something

business now being handled and the try, and they are feeling and realize evidently had to be done. Vore peo

orders taken in would not be as great that they must be up and doing. The ple were making lamps. The old

as to -day. Instead of letting go , central stations should be included in manufacturers were being crowded

therefore, they should push hard. this movement. They are going to and doing less business ; whereupon.

A representative of the jobbers be great factors , probably greater the lamp manufacturers inaugurated

said that their observations had con- than the manufacturers. He thought this scheme. They had proved, and

firmed their belief in the work . He that a magazine campaign would be had the right to claim , that they had

thought that the jobber was further- productive of the best results, as they brought about the prosperity of the

ing the work , and had yet to find the are widely read by the people who apparatus manufacturers, due to ad

men who were not interested. He can afford to use and pay for elec- vertising their cause . For their own

had watched the movement very care trical conveniences.
means and business they had made

mean
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larger contributions and had brought A corps of expert solicitors , one A national campaign of advertising

about the necessity for the apparatus for light, one for power, and one for in magazines and periodicals.

manufacturers to increase their heat.

plants . One representative, co - operating PLANS FOR 1907

The various bulletins and informa- with the electrical contractors and The plans proposed for 1907 would

tion which had come to his company their trade press . consist of such of the above general

from time to time , said one speaker, One representative, co -operating plans as are indicated as follows:

had been sent out to the branch with architects, builders, real estate President, having general super

offices and selling men , and had dealers , contractors, their trade press , vision of the association.

proved of considerable help to them . associations and conventions, State First vice- president, whose gen

He felt that the work of development and National, emphasizing the very eral duties would be as previously

should be carried on in one way or great present and prospective utility noted in the first sketch .

another, and that undoubtedly the of electric service for light , heat and Second vice -president, whose duties

work of the association had had a power. would be as indicated in the first

good deal to do with the general busi- Secretary -treasurer. outline.

ness acquired by the manufacturers. One reader, reviewing all literature One representative, whose duties

He felt that as soon as the plans were from which could be extracted use- would be as previously noted .

definitely laid out and submitted to ful matter for electrical publicity A corps of expert solicitors , one

the officials and directors of his com- through any channels . for light, one for power, and one

pany they would be willing to co- Three stenographers. for heat.

operate . Two clerks and one office boy. One representative, co-operating

Mr. Crouse then outlined the plans Monthly issues to central stations with the electrical contractors and

for the future of the association . of commercial data and information their trade press , as noted above.

stimulating and instructive in charac- One representative , co -operating

CO -OPERATIVE COMMERCIAL PLANS FOR ter , similar to that issued during with architects, builders, etc. , as

THE FUTURE 1906. The character of this liter- noted above .

Membership in this association is ature to be adapted to cities of 10 ,- Secretary-treasurer .

planned on the basis of three years , 000 and under, 10,000 to 100,000 and Reader , as noted above.

as will be later observed in the con- 100,000 and over. Two stenographers, as noted above.
stitution and by-laws . It may be Monthly issues to electrical con- One clerk , one office boy.

well, therefore, to sketch the line of tractors of commercial data and in- Monthly issues of commercial lit

activity which it might be planned to formation which would be instructive erature to central stations, as noted

reach in 1909 , or the third year of its and stimulating in character suited above.

operation. to their trade conditions . Monthly issues of commercial lit

While this programme is undoubt- Bi-monthly issues of commercial erature to electrical contractors, as

edly more elaborate , extensive and data and literature to architects noted above.

expensive than we are any of us pre- ( 5000 ), builders and contractors Bi-monthly issues of commercial

pared for to -day, and while in the (5000 ), their trade press, associa- literature and data to architects ,

light of further experience it may be tions , etc. , emphasizing the very builders , contractors, etc. , as noted

very materially changed, a glance great present and prospective utility above.

ahead may serve the purpose of indi- of electric service for light , heat and The " Electrical Co -operator," quar

cating the possibilities for continued power. terly publication, official organ of

development.
The " Electrical Co -operator ," as the association, as noted above.

The officers and their assistants the official organ of the association , Publication of the " Applications of

will be as follows: issued quarterly to a list of 16,000 Electric Current" to architects, as

President, having general super- central stations , manufacturers, job- noted above .

vision of the association's work. bers , contractors , their salesmen , elec- Special work by the electrical

First vice -president, having gen trical associations, the trade press , trade press , as noted above .

eral charge of the work in the elec- etc. , in which the activities of the Prizes offered and advertised for

trical field , co - operating with the association along all lines will be re- electrical solicitors' hand -book .

larger central stations ( 100,000 popu
viewed . A national commercial press bureau ,

lation and above ) , syndicates , job Publication of the " Applications of as noted above.

bers, contractors , and with the trade Electricity ," as now compiled by A national advertising campaign in

press and advertising agencies. lines business in Sweet's Index of magazines and periodicals.

Second vice-president, co-operating Construction Material, reaching 5000
with moderate sized central stations, architects. LINES OF WORK ELABORATED

jobbers, contractors ( cities of a popu- Special advertising in trade press It will not be possible within the

lation of 10,000 to 100,000 ), trade of the building and contracting trades. reasonable limits of time at our dis

press and advertising agencies . Special work by the electrical tech- posal to go into complete details as

Three representatives, having the nical press , the issuance of special to the specific lines of work which

same line of work as referred to in commercial supplements, etc. are planned under the above head

connection with the second vice-presi- Prizes similar to already ings, as a number of them could be

dent ( cities of 10,000 to 100,000 ). offered and advertised for electrical elaborated into a paper by itself .

Twelve representatives, having the solicitors' hand - book . However, enough may be suggested

same line of work as immediately Establishment of a school for elec- under each heading to indicate its

above described, but for cities of trical solicitors. directness and practicability.

10.000 population and under. A national commercial press bureau

One mechanical and electric en- for the dissemination of news of
THE PRESIDENT'S WORK

gineer , to advise on alterations and every character pertaining to elec- The president's work , as is ob

equipment where essential to further trical service and development to the
vious, will be along the line of the

commercial progress. daily press of the country. general supervision of the activities

ones
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of the association , presenting the as- to other companies, for use in their fore, a very fertile field for effective

sociation and its work before National new -business departments. work .

and State associations of the central Finally, it would be his duty to The detailed statistics in reference

stations , jobbers and contractors, as turn in for permanent record a to this situation in the States of

well as before the associations of port on the general situation in each Michigan and Ohio , cited as being

manufacturers, aiming to increase the city and a statement in detail as to typical, are noted below :

interest in the work and to stimulate the commercial conditions existing, so As regards the system of flat-rate

greater co -operation in making its that in the course of time the progress charging. this, of course, affects the

work increasingly effective. His time made, as reflected by increased com- question of day circuit , and its

would also be devoted to a consid- mercial activity, could be tangibly deficiency as a general system of

erable extent in increasing the mem- gotten at . charging and extending electric ser

bership of the association . vice is well known.

SECOND VICE - PRESIDENT'S WORK

THE FIRST VICE -PRESIDENT'S WORK
The work of the second vice -presi

WORK OF EXPERT SOLICITORS

The first vice- president would have dent would consist of substantially l'rovision is made for a corps of

immediate supervision of the detail the same lines of activity , except that expert solicitors, one for power , one
work in the electrical field, spending it would be devoted to cities of a for heat, and one for light. Under

the greater portion of his time call population of from 10,000 to 100,000. the direction of the first vice-presi

ing upon the lighting companies, He could , in addition , make a point dent, they would be employed in as

jobbers and contractors in cities of of urging upon such of the central sisting such central stations as may

100,000 and over for the double pur- stations as are not represented in be found to desire it in starting an

pose of giving and receiving infor- State and National associations the active soliciting campaign. In this

mation about the latest and most importance of membership and the connection it has already been sug

effective selling means and methods. advantages to be gained from it . gested by several of the smaller cen

He should be able to profitably ad tral stations that they would wel

dress the soliciting forces of the com
SPECIAL REPRESENTATIVE'S WORK

come an arrangement whereby they

panies and to stir up increased en- The special representative, as here could secure the services of a solicitora

thusiasm and interest among them provided, would work along the for a part of his time. This suggests

by reviewing the work of other com- same general lines, except that his a line of work which, if found prac

panies and soliciting forces where work would be among cities of ticable, might be indefinitely ex

the most progressive methods are fol- population of 10,000 and under. tended. It could also probably be

lowed and the best results secured . Some special conditions are , how- placed upon a self-sustaining basis

If the suggestion already made is ever, met with in these cities which after some experience has been gained

found to be practicable, he could ar- are not met with in others, namely, in the work .

range for the interchange of expert the question of the establishment of
solicitors from one company to an- day circuits, and the existence of the REPRESENTATIVE ANONG ELECTRICAL

other , which would doubtless be old flat -rate system of charging for
CONTRACTORS

found to have a very stimulating service. Provision is made for a representa

effect upon the soliciting forces, and Referring to the question of day tive who would devote his attention

experience would undoubtedly sug- service in these cities , which is an to the electrical contracting interests,

gest other lines of activity along important one , it will be noted from co - operating with them along lines

comparable lines which could be fol- the table below that 67.78 per cent. which might reasonably be expected

lowed out. of the central stations in Michigan to result in increased business . This

Where conditions would indicate and 65.6 per cent. of the central sta- work would be based upon an analy

the advisability, he would arrange to tions in Ohio do not maintain 24- sis of the commercial practices of the

give a dinner to the leading commer- hour service. most progressive contractors, with

cial men connected with the central This condition prevails, as already the object of calling such methods as

station , jobbing and contracting in- noted , largely in cities of 15.000 forcibly as possible to the attention

terests , at which the association work
population and below . The president of contractors generally .

could be presented under most fa

vourable circumstances. Much good CENTRAL STATIONS GIVING NIGHT SERVICE ONLY, AND NIGHT AND DAY SERVICE .

to the business would doubtless re
5,000 and under.

Sight Service .

suit from such all -around
All Day Service .

inter

changes of ideas, experiences and Michigan ..

improvement of acquaintances. 5,000 to 10,000 .

Such general subjects as co-oper- Michigan ..

ative advertising of electrical ser

vice in the local newspapers by all in
10,000 to 100,000 .

Michigan ..
terests affected could be discussed, Ohio .

which seems to offer great possibil 100,000 and over .

ities in the few instances in which it Michigan ..

has been tried .

He would use his good offices to Michigan ..

further the interests of the co -operat

ing advertising agencies where he

believed their service would benefit of the Michigan Electric Light As- He would also examine the condi

the local interests. sociation , at their last meeting, stated tions under which central stations and

He would make a point of fur- that many of such stations should be contractors are at present working

nishing the trade press with such operating a 24 -hour service , that together to the best advantage, with

commercial information as he secured there existed no sufficient reason why the object of making the basis of

in his work as would be stimulating they should not.they should not. This offers , there- such relations known widely in both

STATE .

Total

Number.

192

181

Per Cent.

of All .

80.34

67.54

No.

153

162

%

79.69

89.50

No.

39

19

%

20.31

10.50Ohio ...

19

46

7.95

17.16

6

12

31.58

26.09

13

34

68. 42

73.91Ohio .

23

31

9.62

11.57

3

1

13.04

3.23

20

30

86.96

96.77

5

10

2.09

3.73

0

1

0 .

10.00

5

9

100.00

90.00Ohio .

All s'zes .

239 0 .

0 .

162

176

67.78

65.67

77

92

32.22

34.73Ohio , 268
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COMMERCIAL ISSUED

FOR

the central station and contracting tion to report to the press bureau any as a building correctly wired is al

fields. interesting or novel applications of most a sure user of electric service .

For the purpose of creating as electric service which would be writ- On the other hand, thousands of possi

much interest as possible in the as- ten up and sent to the trade papers ble customers are at the present time

sociation and its commercial work, reaching the trade which would be lost on account of properties not hav

the officers of the National Electrical interested. ing been wired during the last ten

Contractors' Association have offered years. This loss will be all the more

the use of their trade paper for the LITERATURE TO keenly felt and appreciated as in

establishment of a new -business de CENTRAL STATIONS creased efficiency develops in electrical

partment along the same general lines During the past year a campaign appliances , which will make them

as those already in vogue in the tech- of commercial literature has been is- more and more practicable for peo

nical press, but naturally conform- sued to the central stations and the ple in moderate circumstances, as ap

able to the special requirements of jobbing, contracting and manufactur- pears to be the present outlook in the

the contractors. ing trade in general, which has em- lighting field .

phasized aggressive commercialism
REPRESENTATIVE WORK AMONG

along the general lines of service ,
THE TECHNICAL PRESS

ARCHITECTS, BUILDERS , CON

soliciting and advertising. This cam- The technical press are deserving

TRACTORS, ETC.
paign was keyed upon the practice of of the very greatest credit for the

Provision is made for a representa- the most progressive and successful manner in which they have endorsed

tive whose work would consist of a central stations, and its principal this entire co -operative commercial

broad and general study of the pro- argument was based upon the gen- campaign through the opening up of

position of the wiring of property of eral proposition that if $6 and $ 8 per new business departments in their

all kinds, both old and new . He capita income for electric service is papers. There can be no doubt that

would make careful examination into proved in numerous instances to he they have exerted a powerful in

the relations existing between archi- possible where these aggressive com- fluence in bringing about the results

tects , builders, contractors, real es- mercial methods are employed, and which appear to have been accom

tate dealers and the electrical inter- 50 cents to $2.50 appears to be the plished.

ests . He would make it a point of varying result in cities where they are The association would aim to work

getting in touch with the National, not employed, that aggressive com- as closely as possible with the tech
State and city associations of the mercialism along the lines exploited nical

press
in every way , as they con

architects, builders and contractors , in this campaign and in the trade stitute an effective medium for reach

with the object of presenting before papers would appear to be the miss- ing the distributing trade, along

them papers dealing with the sub- ing link . these lines.

ject , and emphasizing the very great The aim would be, briefly , for the It has been suggested that for

present and prospective utility of coming year to carry this part of the the present commercial supplements

electric service for light, heat and work along in such a manner as not should be issued , dealing with par

power. to lose any of its cumulative effect. ticular phases of the business - getting
This would involve a strong recom

problem , and doubtless other
mendation of the policy of freely ELECTRICAL CONTRACTORS AND

will be found for their columns, on

specifying extra outlets - Poors, base DEALERS

the basis of which the association
boards and walls—as well as separate A campaign of commercial liter- will find it profitable to spend a rea

circuits for heating and miscellaneous ature will be issued to the electrical
sonable amount of money with them .

electrical appliances, which is now contractors and dealers , dealing with

not so generally done as would be the subject of the extension of the
ELECTRICAL SOLICITORS '

in the interests of both the owner or business from their standpoint. This
HAND - BOOK

occupant, and the electrical interests, would be worked out along the same In the year 1906 the association

which would directly profit. general lines as the previous cam- offered $ 1000 for papers on the "Or
He would prepare, at the same paign in the central station field , but ganization and Conduct of a New

time, articles for the trade press of adapted to their special conditions. Business Department for Central Sta

these different trades which would This campaign would closely dove- tions.” Liberal responses were made

keep this subject before them in a tail in with the work of the special to this offer and valuable papers

live and instructive manner . representative, as before described. were contributed , which have been

He would tabulate all the effective made of the greatest possible use

means and methods as now employed ARCHITECTS , BUILDERS , CONTRACTORS , through publication during the past

by central stations, contractors REAL ESTATE DEALERS , ETC. six months in the trade journals and

others to secure the wiring of old For the purpose of supplementing by direct issuance to the trade in

and new construction work , and put the work of the special representa- pamphlet form . This has worked out

this into the most effective and con- tives among the architects, builders, so satisfactorily that it has been

venient shape for general distribu- contractors and real estate dealers, deemed advisable to offer $ 2000 in

tion through the trade press and a bi-monthly campaign of special ad- prizes for the preparation of an

Special campaign of literature reach- vertising would be issued to 5000 " Electrical Solicitors ' Hand -book,"

ing these trades, as will be later re- architects, and , in addition , to the to be arranged in loose - leaf form

ferred to. leading builders, contractors and real suitable for carrying in the pocket.

As he would be in touch with the estate firms, which briefly would pre- This prize money is divided as fol

latest practice in wiring and applica- sent forcibly the very great present lows:

tion of electrical devices, he would take and prospective utility of electric ser- $1000 for the light section , sub

charge of keeping the lists of appli vice for light, heat and power. divided into $ 500, $ 300 and $ 200 for

cations of electric current up to date Work in this field will be conceded first , second and third .

and issue them to the electrical trades to be of a most fundamental nature . $ 1000 for the power section , sub

and to the architects and contractors. It is obvious that this line of work is divided into first. second and thiral

Tlis work would put him in posi- important to all electrical interests, prizes of $ 500 , $ 300 and $ 200.

uses

PRIZES FOR

or
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man .

on one on

a

$ 600 for the heat section, sub- is because it is transforming our The following is extracted from

divided into three prizes of $ 300, modern life .modern life . The man interested has his remarks at that time :

$ 200 and $ 100. only to describe some 'novelty' of " Conscious co-operation comes

The papers will be judged by a this marvelous transformation and when all the people interested in

committee appointed by the president, it immediately becomes ' news .' producing electricity and producing
of the National Electric Light As- "To make the matter practical, Mr. the various instruments, machines,

sociation and the awards made at the Crouse asked me to demonstrate di- equipment, lamps, motors, heating

next meeting of that association. rectly the possibilities of this kind devices, and the like , required to use

There is at the present time a very of news service in behalf of elec- electricity, get together and say :

great demand for electrical solicitors, tricity . As an instance of what ‘ The more people there are who

doubtless in consequence of the very might be done , a few weeks ago II want electricity in some form or in

greatly increased interest and ac- sent throughout the country a de- all of its forms, the better for us ;

tivity in this field , and it is hoped scription of the home of Mr. Hill- therefore, we will get together and

that this book will serve , first, to You will find one of the re- spend money in educating the people
stimulate present soliciting forces in sults in the Cleveland ‘Plain Dealer . ' to recognize electricity as the greatest

competing for the prizes ; second, That article was printed all over the modern helpmeet of business and do

that the final product will be a per- country. The Washington ‘ Post' used mestic life. ”

manent value in the way of stimulat- it in a very ingenious way. It pub- This expert, in discussing maga

ing and instructing solicitors , re- lished the article with a large dis- zine advertising as a general propo

lieving managers in many cases from play page, and the sition , expressed the opinion that

the details of instructing solicitors . page opposite , the business manager collective co -operative advertising by

Particularly among the medium- printed an advertisement of the local all the individual firms and corpora

sized and small central stations the central station . This up -to - date , far- tions of a given industry in which

solicitors are drawn from the young sighted manager evidently 'tipped the advantages of the use and ser

men in the place, who frequently off ' the central station about the vice of devices are exploited on a

have had no experience in the elec- plans of the news page, so the man- general basis , disregarding the indi

trical field . This book should be of ufacturer of current ordered the very vidual claims and individual dif

very great assistance in these cases extensive display advertisement, tell- ferences of different manufacturers,

in rapidly whipping these solicitors ing the public where they could get is the sound and logical method to

into more effective salesmen . all the electrical devices mentioned pursue, avoiding in this way un

It should also be valuable to man- in the news article . That was , to necessary waste of competitive ad

agers of the smaller central stations, me , as striking an example as I ever vertising in popularizing the service .

where the soliciting is done by the saw of 'commercial publicity' sup- In the long run the business result

manager or employees having other plementing the work of regular ad- ing would doubtless reach the dif

duties to attend to . vertising. For , in the last analysis. ferent interests concerned through

the two things are very different and the various distributing channels esNATIONAL COMMERCIAL PRESS

should aid one another. tablished in reasonable proportion to
BUREAU

" I am satisfied that if you were to the expenditures incurred .
I believe that this offers one of the

establish through this new associa- The campaign , as here outlined .

most fertile fields for effective work
tion what Mr. Crouse calls a 'Na- would involve an expenditure of

in popularizing electric service . It
tional Electrical Press Bureau , you $ 151,550 during 1907 .

obviously is one of the broadest lines
could demand steadily a great deal

of work which could be undertaken MASSING OF SELLING EFFORT

of news space in the papers through
by the association , inasmuch as every

out the country. Your ‘ Electrical In the field of mechanics the effort

line in the trade and everyone con- News' should tell of the novelties of of the electrical and mechanical en

nected with the industry would be the time, and of novel uses of old ob- gineer is , among other things, to

directly or indirectly benefited .
jects , showing in a very practical

eliminate the loss and waste of fric

To go into this subject in any con tion . Is it not a fact that the con
siderable detail would require a pa

way, though not too pointedly, how

any reader could make use of the
scious and unconscious effort of

per by itself . I cannot do better, same things himself. modern business must be to reduce

however, in disposing of this sub
“ This would be publicity of the most the friction , loss and waste of com

ject , than to extract a paragraph from valuable kind . The local central sta- petitive selling ?

a paper presented before you by Mr. tions could follow it uip directly . If We may not reasonably hope, in

Ivy Lee, last March , on this sub
conducted properly. the net results

our day and generation , to see much
ject :

should be extremely satisfactory to of a change made in a competitive

" Now there can be no question the editors , the readers and the man- system which is as old as the world ,

that electricity is one of the most in
agers of the papers , as well as to and which will only change on the

teresting subjects in the world.
those of you who are engaged in an

basis of different motives actuating

application to our daily life is con
industry which represents the latest men's activities , and with a rapidity

stantly becoming more widespread .
practical benefits of science and which is proportionate to the rate of

This is an electrical age . The atten

progress . ”
change.

tion the world has recently given to
This proposition is , admittedly, an

the Cooper Hewitt light, the Marconi
ADVERTISING IN MAGAZINES AND PE

attempt in a very small degree to

wireless telegraph and the Roentgen
get away from competitive exten

RIODICALS

ravs shows with what eagerness the sion of a market . , and to reap the
public watches for every development This is likewise a line of activity advantages which must accrue when

of this current. Electricity will al- which cannot be gone into effectively commercial effort is directed and

ways have a large 'new's value.' Even within the limits of time available massed, without competitive opposi

such well-known objects as the tele- to us . The proposition was effect- tion from within , toward populariz

phone and telegraph are constantly ively presented for vour considera- ing the service and extending the busi

featured in the day's news. The in- tion at the last March meeting by a ness .

terest in electricity is perennial. That national expert in this field . We are proposing to get together

.
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OF

COMMITTEE ON AND

are

in this association on the basis of an

assessment of approximately one -tenth

of one . per cent. on the output, a

tax which can be in no view a par

ticular burden to those who co -oper

ate in the movement ; but while it is

small in the case of any individual

company, it is readily seen that it

makes a very large sum in the ag

gregate, and will render possible the

prosecution of extensive plans for

increasing the business.

The sales expense of electrical or

ganizations, particularly the manu

facturers, keenly competitive.

For every increase in selling ex

pense , or increased gain in business,

on the part of one manufacturer a

corresponding effort is necessitated

on the part of others, analogous to

the maintenance of the navies and

standing armies of nations.

This necessary competitive strain

is very largely for business , either

already existing or resulting from

the normal growth in business gen

crally .

This association, while it proposes

no essential change in existing com

petitive trade relations, opens up a

commercial programme which is log

ical and consistent , and where every

dollar put into it will carry its full

force and effect toward the exten

sion of the business, not only with

out competitive opposition, but with

the disposition on the part of all to

see it do its full work.

It is further reasonable to

ticipate that the evolution and growth

of the association will tend to the

general improvement and harmony in

trade relations, which means again ,

within certain limits, increased sell

ing and distributing efficiency .

Walter Cary was of the opinion

that before the matter was presented

to the manufacturers an organization

should be effected. He, therefore ,

offered the following resolution , which

was carried unanimously :

“ Resolved, That it is the sense of

this meeting that the commercial

programme outlined for the Co

operative Electrical Development As

sociation for 1907 and the future is

along sound lines , and gives good

promise of highly profitable returns

to all concerned.

“ That it is the further sense of this

meeting that immediate steps be

taken to perfect the organization of

the association , and to prosecute its

commercial plans vigorously, pursuant

to which the chair is requested to ap

point three committees of five mem

bers each , as follows:

" Committee on Constitution and

By-Laws.

" Committee on Membership and

Assessments .

“ Committee on Commercial Pro- CERTIFICATE OF INCORPORATION

gramme." CO -OPERATIVE ELECTRICAL DE

Mr. McFarland then announced the VELOPMENT ASSOCIATION

following committees :
We, the undersigned, all being

persons of full age, and all being
CONSTITUTION citizens of the United States , and at

BY - LAWS least one of whom is a resident of

E. E. Jackson, Noble, Jackson &
the State of New York, desiring to

Hubbard. form a corporation for the purposes

A. D. Page, the General Electric hereinafter set forth , pursuant to the

Company.
provisions of the membership corpo

Walter Cary, thethe Sawyer -Man rations law entitled “ An Act Relating

Electric Company. to Membership Corporations," ap

F. J. Newbury, the John A. proved May 8 , 1895 , as amended

Roebling's Sons Company. from time to time, do hereby make,

W. W. Freeman, the Brooklyn sign and acknowledge this certificate
Edison Company. and do hereby certify :

First – The name of the proposed

COMMITTEE ON MEMBERSHIP AND AS- corporation is Co -operative Electri

SESSMENTS cal Development Association .

J. S. Anthony, the General Elec- Second - The objects and purposes

tric Company for which the said corporation is

Walter Cary , thethe Sawyer -Man formed are for the promotion of the

Electric Company. increased and more extended use of

W. W. Freeman , the Brooklyn electric current by the public for

Edison Company. light, heat and power as an end in

Charles B. Price , the Pettingell- itself , and a means to increased de

Andrews Company. mand for apparatus and supplies, and

James R. Strong, the National the co-operative planning and execu

Electrical Contractor's Association . tion of various means and methods

effective to this end ; the establish

COMMITTEE ON COMMERCIAL PRO ment of co-operative relations, both

GRAMME moral and financial, among the dif

ferent electrical interests, from the
F. S. Terry , the National Electric

manufacturer to the consumer, to
Lamp Company.

the end that each may contribute in
W. C. Bryant , the Bryant Electric

Company.
some measure toward bringing about
the above results desired in common

R. S. Hale , the Boston Edison

by all , and the mutual co -operation,
Company

A. L. Doremus,Doremus, the Crocker
benefit and protection of its mem

Wheeler Company.
bers. In furtherance of its said ob

jects and purposes, it shall have
E. W. Gilmer, the Warren Elec

tric & Specialty Company. power to purchase and acquire in the
State of New York , and elsewhere.

F. Bissell , the F. Bissell Company.
such real and personal estate and

property as may be necessary
AFTERNOON SESSION

proper , and to mortgage the same to

At the afternoon session Mr. Crouse
secure the payment of any bonds

read the proposed certificate of incor- which may be issued by the corpora

poration , the by -laws and constitution tion , and generally to do any and all

of the association .
things which may be necessary or

proper in connection with its ob

OF INCORPORATION jects and purposes, which may not be

TENTATIVE BY -LAWS contrary to law . The corporation is

The proposed certificate of in- not to make a profit, not to make or

corporation and the tentative by- declare dividends, and is not to en

laws suggested for the Co-operative gage directly in the business of sell

Electrical Development Association
ing electric current, or manufactur- '

are given below . They have been ing or selling electrical machinery or

prepared by the legal department of apparatus.

Henry L. Doherty , whose liberal co- Third- The territory in which the

operation in this , as well as in other operations of the corporation are to

phases of the development of the be principally conducted is within the

entire movement, is gratefully ac limits of the United States of

knowledged. America and its territories and pos

They are not presented, by any
sessions, and Canada and Mexico,

means, as a finality in the way of a
but it is also to have power to con

plan of organization , but it is hoped duct such operations in part outside

that it will form a fairly concrete of the limits of the United States , so

text for further careful consideration . far as may be necessary in açcom

an

or

CERTIFICATE AND
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on th

plishing the objects and purposes
of added to from time to time with the ARTICLE VI . - OFFICERS , HOW ELECTED ,

its organization . growth of the association , on the DUTIES, ETC.

Fourth — The principal office of the basis of the membership assessment 1. All officers shall be elected by
corporation is to be located in the as set forth in the by -laws.

the vote of a majority of the manag

borough of Manhattan, city , county , The number of managing directors ing directors, representing not less

and State of New York. shall not at any time exceed twenty- than a majority in amount of the

Fifth — The duration of such cor- seven , and at such time as the mem- membership assessinents. The officers

poration is to be perpetual . bership assessments would increase shall be elected for such periods as

Sixth - The number of directors of the number of managing directors the board of managing directors may

such corporation is to be twenty- above twenty - seven , the basis of rep- decide upon , or until their successors

seven . Until the first annual meeting resentation shall be adjusted to keep are duly elected and qualified. Their

the number of directors shall be nine. the number at twenty -seven . remuneration shall be fixed by the

Seventh— The annual meeting of Active members, individuals, firms board of managing directors.

the members may be called by the or corporations shall be represented 2. President. The president, or in

officers with the approval of the di board of managing directors his absence the vice-presidents in

rectors, the same to be held at such on the basis of their membership as- order, shall preside over all meetings

times and places as may be approved sessments, as may be provided for in of the association and the board of

by the directors, and may be held the by- laws. directors ; he shall enforce all rules

within the State . 3. There shall be advisory direc- of the association ; he shall appoint

tors , consisting of representatives of all committees not otherwise provided
BY -LAWS - ARTICLE I. - MEMBERS electrical associations, societies, for; he shall decide all questions of

1. Active Members. - Any indi- others ( not eligible for active mem- order subject only to an appeal, but

vidual, firm or corporation engaged bers ) who may, at the request of the in all cases it shall require the vote

in the manufacture, construction or officers of the association , be ap- of at least a majority of the manag

sale of electrical or other apparatus pointed by their respective bodies to ing directors, representing not less

and supplies necessary to the produc- represent them , and to assist by their than a majority of the membership

tion , distribution , or utilization of counsel, advice, and moral co -opera- assessments, to overrule his deci

electric current for light, heat or tion in carrying out the objects of sions; he shall have general manage

power, or in the sale of electric cur- the association . ment and supervision of the work of

rent for these purposes, shall be eligi- The method of appointment, term the association and submit at the

ble to active membership upon pay- of office, duties, etc. , shall be pre- semi-annual meetings of the directors

ment to the association at stated scribed in the by -laws. a detailed report on progress and

periods during a period of three plans, which report shall be in addi

years, of such an amount as may be ARTICLE III . - MANAGEMENT tion transmitted to the active mem

determined upon and provided for in
1. The active management of the

bers, and, at his discretion , to the as

the by - laws.
affairs of the association shall be en

sociate and honorary members ; he

2. Associate Members.-- Any indi
trusted to the officers, subject to such

shall have authority to enter into al

vidual, firm , or corporation , associa
limitations as may be prescribed by

liances and contracts for service of

tion , or society shall be eligible to
the board of managing directors.

various kinds tending to promote the

associate membership subject to such interests
2. A majority of the number of

of the association - pro

conditions as may be incorporated in
officers and managing directors rep

vided , however, that he shall not

the by-laws relative to eligibility, resenting at the same time not less enter into any contract for the ex

rights , duties, etc.
than a majority in amount of the

penditure of ten thousand ( $ 10,000 )

3. Honorary Members. - Any indi
membership assessments, shall con

or more, except on the approval of a

vidual shall be eligible for honorary majority of the officers and directors,

membership
stitute a quorum for the transaction

whose practical and
of business.

representing at the same time not

scientific knowledge of the electrical less than a majority of the member

arts would recommend them to the ARTICLE IV . ship assessment, such vote being se

association .

The officers and managing direc
cured either in writing, or at a semi

annual meeting : and , provided fur

ARTICLE
shall have powerASSOII . - OFFICERS OF

tors to enact,

ther, that no expenditure of any kind
CIATION amend, and enforce all necessary by

shall be incurred for which there are

1. The officers of this association
laws and rules, and to provide penal

not sufficient funds in the treasury ,

shall consist of a president, two vice
ties for their violation .

or due on membership assessments

presidents , and a secretary-treasurer , to meet the same, outside of the re
ARTICLE

whose appointments, terms of office,
V.- MEETINGS

serve fund hereinafter provided for.

duties, etc. , shall be prescribed by the 1. An annual meeting of the ac- No moneys shall be paid out, nor
by -laws. It is provided, however, tive , associate , and honorary mem- obligations of any sort incurred

· that no person shall be elected as an bers, by classes , or collectively, may without the approval and counter

officer of this association who holds be called by the officers, with the ap- signature of the president.

an official position with a member- proval of the directors at such times 4. Vice-Presidents. - In the ab

ship company. and places as may seem desirable. sence of the president, the vice

2. There shall be twenty -seven 2. Regular meetings of the officers presidents, in order, shall preside at

managing directors, elected by, and and directors shall be held not less all meetings and perform the cuis

selected from the active members. than twice a Vear, on the second tomary duties of the president.

The managing directors shall be so Wednesday of September and the 5. Secretary - Treasurer . - The

grouped into classes that the terms of second Wednesday of February, at retary - treasurer shall attend all meet

one- third of them shall expire each the office of the association or some ings of the association and board of

vear . It is provided, however, that other piace designated by the presi- directors : he shall have charge of the

the first board of directors shall con dent for the transaction of necessary records, files, reports, accounts , as

sist of nine members, and shall be business. sessments, funds and other papers and

THE

Sec
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as

or one on

a

a

properties of the association, per- tire output of such electric current, managing directors, representing not

forming, in addition, the customary or electrical or other apparatus and less than a majority in amount of

duties of the office and any others supplies. the membership assessments, thereby

delegated by the president. He shall, 4. The above membership assess- losing all rights and privileges of

not, however, have any authority to ment of approximately one -tenth of active or other membership, pro

pay out moneys or incur obligations I per cent. or other percentage on vided , however, that any such accused

of any sort on behalf of the associa- sales as described may be varied officer, director, or member shall be

tion except on the written approval either by increasing or reducing, by furnished with a copy of the charges

of the president. the vote of a majority of the officers against him at least ten ( 10 ) days

and managing directors , representing before action is taken, and be auARTICLE VII.._RESERVE FUND

at the same time not less than a ma- thorized to appear either in person
1. From the funds received from

jority in amount of the membership or by counsel in his defense.

the membership assessments there

shall be annually set aside 10 per
assessments, such change to become

effective on Jan. 1 of the succeeding ARTICLE XIII.-RULES OF ORDER

cent. of the same a special re
fiscal year, and to become effective “ Robert's Manual of Procedure"

serve fund , and this shall be con
upon all active members pro rata . shall govern in all cases not herein

tinued until such reserve fund has
provided for.

reached an amount equal to the aver
ARTICLE IX . - OFFICIAL SYMBOL

age annual expenditure of the asso- The official symbol of this associa ARTICLE XIV.

ciation for the three preceding years , tion shall be a magnet with the word Special meetings of the members,

hundred thousand dollars “ Co -operation ” inscribed the
directors , and officers may be called

( $ 100,000 ) until such average may upper semi-circle, three dollar marks
at the discretion of the president, at

be arrived at . ( $$$ ) appearing on the plate, and
which only the matter for which the

2. This fund shall be held as the initials “ C. E. D. A.” across the meeting was called shall be consid

savings account or invested in safe face. ered.

securities, on the instructions of the ARTICLE X. - QUORUM
ARTICLE XV . - REPORTS

officers and managing directors, for A quorum of officers and managing The president shall make quarterly

the purpose of insuring that the work directors for the transaction of any
reports of progress and plans to the

of the association may be carried on business shall consist of not less than
active members, and, at his discre

without serious interruption during a majority of the officers and manag- tion, to associate and honorary mem

periods of business depression and
ing directors representing not less

disturbance which might cause
bers , such reports to be issued as of

than a majority in amount of the the dates of the regular quarters of

lapse in membership. membership assessments. the fiscal year .

ARTICLE VIII.- MEMBERSHIP
ASSESS ARTICLE XI. - BOARD OF DIRECTORS

MENT
ARTICLE XVI. - FISCAL YEAR

The annual payment into the as
1. The membership assessment for sociation of five thousand dollars The fiscal year of the association

active members shall be approxi- ($ 5000 ) in membership assessments shall be from Jan. I to Dec. 1 , and

mately one- tenth ( 1-10) of one (1) by a single individual, firm or corpo the fiscal quarters from Jan. I to

per cent. on their sales of electric
ration , or

March 31 , April 1 to June 30. July

current, or electrical or other appa
a group of individuals,

firms or corporations, shall entitle
I to Sept 30 , Oct. I to Dec. 31 .

ratus and supplies necessary to the such individual, firm or corporation

production , distribution, or utiliza
ARTICLE XVII.-- CHANGES OF BY -LAWS

or group of same to one managing
tion of electric current for light , heat director. 1. These by -laws may be altered

or power other than in connection
The board of officers and manag

or amended as follows :

with electric traction work , the same

ing directors shall meet semi-annually
2. Any proposition to alter , amend ,

to be paid in during a period of
on the second Wednesday of Sep

or repeal any existing by -law shall be

three years , subject to the detailed tember and February, and shall in- presented in writing during a meet
terms of the membership contract . spect and review the affairs of the

ing of the officers and board of di

2. The above , which shall be the
association , following the regular

rectors at any time before adjourn

basic rule for membership assess
order of business as provided in the

ment, seconded by not less than

ments, may be varied at the discre
by -laws as to meetings, Article V.

three officers or directors , shall be

tion of the officers and managing di
The board of officers and manag

read twice, and if approved by a ma

rectors in particular cases , if found ing directors shall either elect a
jority of the officers and managing

not to be equitable and fair, by a
finance committee of three, or

directors, representing not less than

vote of the majority of the officers
range with public accountants

a majority in amount of the member
to

and managing directors representing thoroughly examine and audit at any ship assessment, shall become part of

not less than a majority in amount these by -laws ; but no such alteration

of the membership assessments.
time, and not less than annually, the

records, accounts , or other affairs of
or amendment shall affect any ques

3. Similarly, by a vote of a
the association, reporting to the board

tion pending at time of its adoption.

jority of the officers and managing
at the next meeting.

3. Any additional section of these

directors, representing not less than a by-laws not in conflict with any ex

majority in amount of the member
ARTICLE XII. - EXP ( 'LSION

isting by - law's or the certificate of in

ship assessments, membership may be Any officer , director, or active as- corporation may be adopted at any

accepted from individuals , firms, or sociate, or honorary member, in the regular meeting of the officers and

corporations on the basis of the pay- judgment of the officers and direc- managing directors upon being pre

ment of approximately one -tenth tors, found violating the rules and sented in writing. duly seconded .

( 1-10 ) of one ( 1 ) per cent. or other regulations of the association, or act- twice read and approved by a ma

percentage on their sales of electric ing in a manner prejudicial to the ob- jority of the officers and managing

current, or some one line of electri- jects of the association, may be ex- directors, representing not less than

cal or other apparatus and supplies pelled from the association by a vote a majority in amount of the member

as above described less than their en- of a majority of the officers and ship assessment.

ar

ma
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PAPERS READ AT THE NOVEMBER MEETING IN NEW YORK

New Types of Incandescent Lamps

BY CLAYTON II . SILARP

FOR
OR a number of years the stand

ard of electric lighting has

been set by the carbon - filament

lamp, consuming initially 3.1 watts

per candie -power. Progress there

its low voltage , and, most of all , byard of efficiency to a point far be

the limitations of the visible supply vond that obtainable with either car

of the material of which the fila- bon or tantalum . Since the graphit

ment is composed. ized or “metallized ” carbon filament

Within the last two years the situa- has in this country become a regular

tion has altered materially. I marked commercial product, the properties of

improvement in the process of manu- which are moderately well known, it

facture of carbon-filament lamps, is deemed best in this paper to take
which has been announced and de- up more in detail the peculiarities or

scribed by John W. Howell before the properties of the tantalum and

this Institute, * has resulted in the the tungsten lamps.

commercial production of lamps which

operate 2.5 -watts -per - candle PROCESSES OF MANUFACTURE

basis instead of a 3.1 -watts- per -candle It is not necessary in this place to
basis. go into a discussion of the process

A German firm , going back to the of manufacture of the filaments of

class of materials employed in the the metallized carbon and of the tan

earliest attempt at the manufacture talum lamp, nor of the appearance of

of incandescent electric lamps, has the lamps themselves, since these

produced a lamp with a wire of have become quite well known. In

tantalum as the glowing body, and the case of the tungsten lamp, cer
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has been , but chiefly in the way of

minor improvements in the process of

manufacture, rating of lamps, and in

the way of a more general adoption

by electric lighting companies of the

3.1 -watts -per -candle lamp .

This watt-per-candle consumption

has been recognized as the minimum

practicable under good operating con

ditions . Any radical or considerable

improvement in the lamp itself has

seemed improbable of attainment.

The degree of improvement which

has been made in the carbon fila

ment lamp has been indicated by data

given by J. T. Marshall in a paper

before the Franklin Institute* . The

continuous increase in the effective

life of incandescent lamps burned at

3. I watts per candle between the

years 1888 and 1904, as given in

Marshall's paper , are shown in the

curve, Fig . 1 . The effective life at

the present time is seen to be sub

stantially two and one-half times as

great as the life in 1888.

The advent of the osmium lamp

cannot be said to have altered the

state of affairs materially . In spite

of its very high efficiency and long

life, this lamp seems precluded from

exercising any revolutionary influence

on lighting practice , on account of

C
A
N
D
L
E

P
O
W
E
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60
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FIG. 2

with an efficiency greatly in advance of

that of the established carbon fila

ment. More recently still , various

experimenters have succeeded in pro

ducing lamps with a filament of me

tallic tungsten which carry the stand
* Journal of the Franklin Institute , 1905, vol .

CLX. , page 21, Asheville convention paper , 1905 .

tain peculiarities of the construction

are made necessary by the properties

of the tungsten filament itself .

The metal tungsten (German

" wolfram " ) while ordinarily reck

oned as one of the rare elements , yet

is from the point of view of lamp

26
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DISTRIBUTION OF LIGHT IN VERTICAL PLANE

ABOUT 113.5.VOLT OSRAM LAMP
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the quality of tungsten filaments . While it is reasonably certain that

Another process is the substitution the details of the processes of manu

process of Drs. Just and Hanaman . facture of these two lamps differ from

This process seems to be very
similar each other , yet they are probably

to one patented by Lodyguine some
alike in their general features. The

ten years ago. In this process a very method consists in forming a paste

fine carbon filament is heated in an of finely - divided tungsten with a

atmosphere of a chloride of tung- binder of organic material , such as ,,

sten and hydrogen. Under proper
for instance, sugar solution , and

conditions of the experiment, tung- squirting it into filaments through a

sten is deposited upon the carbon die. The carbon is then removed

filament; the hydrogen acting as a
from the filament by heating the lat

reducing agent. By heating the fila- ter in an atmosphere of steam and

ments by means of a current, the hydrogen or by the use of some sini

whole filament is converted into tung ilar process .

sten carbide . The carbon made is Still another tungsten lamp is

then removed from the filament by known as the “ Z ” lamp. The pro

heating it in an atmosphere of steam cess by which it is manufactured in

and hydrogen. The steam is decom- volves also a squirting of a paste

SPHERICAL REDUCTION FACTOR.0.815
posed, its oxygen uniting chiefly with consisting of finely divided tungsten

the carbon of the carbide . with an organic binder, but differs

FIG. 3 Whatever tungsten is oxidized in from the other in the method em

this process is reduced again by the ployed to remove the carbon .

manufacture quite plentiful enough A well-known manufacturing com

for all practical purposes. While its pany has announced that it is about

price per pound is high, yet con to put a tungsten lamp upon the mar
VERTICAL DISTRIBUTION OF CANÓLE-POWER

sidering the weight of the metal en ket , made by a process differing from

tering into an incandescent lamp, it all those mentioned above , but no in

is not especially expensive . One of formation as to the nature of this

its most important uses at the present
process is available .

time is the production of tungsten It has also been announced that

steel . The metal is infusible by any John A. Heany has been successful in

ordinary process . The melting point producing tungsten lamps, but details

of tungsten filaments has recently as to his method of operation are

been given by Waidner and Burgess also entirely lacking. Some lamps

at 3200 degrees Cent. made by Mr. Heany have been the

The metal is commercially obtain subjects of experiments made at the

able in the form of a fine powder. National Bureau of Standards.

Tungsten does not seem to be ductile, It will be seen from the foregoing

so it is impossible to draw it directly that the possible methods for pro

into a fine wire, as is done success ducing tungsten lamps are probably

fully in the manufacture of the tanta quite numerous, and that the pros
lum filament. It unites readily with. pects are that we shall have in the
oxygen and with carbon at high tem near future a number of competing

peratures . These peculiarities have processes of varying degrees of merit.

made the problem of the production Time and experience will be re

of tungsten filaments a rather diffi- hydrogen which is present. It is im- quired to show which is best adapted

cult one. It has been atacked from possible to say exactly whether this to practical application.

several sides , and different processes process is actually used in the manu

for the manufacture of tungsten fila- facture of these lamps or not, though

ments have resulted . the statement may be made with a

The earliest process to be brought reasonable degree of certainty that

to public attention was that of Dr. some substitution process is used by

Kuzel. Kuzel's process consists in Drs. Just and Hanaman .

the production of a colloidal solution The manufacture of filaments of

of tungsten by forming an arc be- osmium presented a problem similar

tween terminals of the metal under to that of the tungsten filament. It

the surface of water. The colloidal is , therefore, natural that the process

solution , when it has been brought of Dr. Auer von Welsbach should ,

to the proper consistency , is squirted by proper modification , be adapted to

through a die into filaments , which , the manufacture of tungsten lamps.

after being dried , are converted from Experiments along this line have been

the colloidal condition into the crys- carried on by the companies in Ger

talline condition by the passage of an many and Austria which have been

electric current through them . In engaged in producing osmium lamps.

this way the filament is produced To the tungsten lamp manufactured

without introducing any carbon , which by the Osmium Lamp Company, of

would unite with the tungsten to Vienna, has been given the name of

form tungsten carbide, a compound the Osmin lamp. The tungsten lamp
which is readily formed and which of the Auer Company, of Berlin , is

moreover is very detrimental called the Osram lamp . FIG. 5
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PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS that of loops. The ends of each

Tungsten lamp filaments manifest loop are attached by means of a

all the ordinary properties of wires paste or by actually fusing them fast

of pure metals. They have high by the use of an electric arc to wires
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110 -volt lainps have been produced

yet for lower candle -powers than 25 ,

and no lamps have been produced for

higher voltages than 220. The fine

ness of the 110 - volt, 125 -candle

power filament is such that it would

seem to be difficult to produce such

a lamp as a regular commercial arti

cle . The 220 -volt lamps are prob

ably yet only experimental.

The properties of the tungsten fila

ments are such that it would seem

to lend itself very readily to the pro

duction of very excellent lamps for

street lighting by the series incandes

cent system . Lamps for 110 volts

are likely , when commercially pro

duced, to have a watt consumption of

50 watts or more . If tungsten lamps

are to be made for small candle

powers, such as are commonly em

ployed in domestic lighting , they

would probably need to be made for

50 volts or under, and consequently

either burned in series or connected

to low - voltage mains.

One of the chief disadvantages of

the tungsten lamp lies in the extreme

fragility of its filament. Blows or

shocks given to the lamp are quite

likely to cause a rupture of the fila
ment. A ruptured filament may ,

however, mend itself by the parts

welding together once 1lore , but

where the filament has become welded

it is quite likely to break loose again .

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS

The features which differentiate the

electrical behaviour of the newer

lamps from the ordinary carbon lamp

is their positive temperature coeffi

cient. The temperature coefficient of
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conductivity and a large, positive brought out from the stem of the

temperature coefficient . The high lamp. The stem of the lamp is pro

conductivity of the material requires longed and carries at its lower ex

that the filaments shall be very fine tremity wires which serve as guides

and quite long if they are to be and supports for the loops of the

used in producing lamps giving a filament.

reasonably low candle -power on 110- All the lamps which have been ex

volt circuits. The degree of fineness hibited up to the present time have

to which it has been possible to re- been intended for burning only in a

duce these filaments is indicated by pendant position. It can be stated ,

ihe following table : however, that by certain modifica

Diameter tions in the details of construction
Tantalum , 110 volt, 22 c - p .

Osmium , 16 volt .. .0.103 mm lamps are now being made which

can be burned in any position. The
After burning

first tungsten lamps produced wereOsram , After burning

designed for low voltages. In con

A fine hair may have a diameter of sideration of the high conductivity

about 0.00 mm . In view of the ex- of the material, the production of a

traordinary degree of fineness which low -voltage lamp is a more simple

has already been attained in the man- problem than the production of one

ufacture of these filaments it does of higher voltage, since for low volt

not seem probable that very much ages a shorter length of the filament

more can be looked for in this direc
may be employed. It would seem

tion . also that it is easier to produce a

Tungsten filaments , when at the lamp of high candle -power than of

temperature of full incandescence , are low candle-power, since a stouter fila

quite soft. It is , therefore, not feas- ment may be employed in the high

ible to produce them and mount them candle -power lamp.

in lamps in any other form than As far as the writer knows, no

2 } New
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TWO KUZEL LAMPS
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a

the ordinary treated carbon filament since it must have two important re- consequences of this can be per

has been shown by John W. Howell sults : ceived by the eye. Since the initial

to be very nearly zero at the tem- First, the light of the lamps is less inrush into the metallized filament

perature of ordinary incandescence. affected by bad regulation of the causes it to come to full incandes

at lower temperatures its coefficient

is negative.

The term “ metallized ” has been

given to the carbon filaments treated

by the high -temperature process on

account of the fact that these fila

ments at their temperature of in

candescence have a positive coeffi

cient. The tungsten and tantalum

filaments have also positive coeffi

cients which are , moreover, much

larger than the positive coefficient of

the "metallized " carbon. The tem

perature coefficients of tantalum , os

mium , and tungsten filaments have

been determined by measuring the

resistance of these filaments at room

temperature and again at 100 de

grees centigrade. The coefficients as

found were as follows:

Per Cent .

per Degree

Tantalum

Osmium

Tungsten (Osram lamp).

FIG . 8

It will be noted that the tem

perature coefficien
t of the Osmium circuit . This means that with

filament corresponds very closely to
cence much more quickly than does

given degree of regulation of the the carbon filament, the relative

the temperature coefficient of pure voltage on the circuit, the service sluggishness of the carbon filament

platinum . The temperature coetti
must be more satisfactory to the is readily appreciated by the eye

cient of the tungsten lamp is higher uiser, and has a direct bearing on when the metallic filament and the

and that of the tantalum filament is
the amount of copper required in carbon filament lamp are lighted up

lower than the average coefficient for feeders. side by side on the same circuit.
In accordance with the

Second, the life of these lamps is
general law that the presence of im

probably less affected by the mo
DISTRIBUTION OF LUMINOUS INTEN

purities reduces the temperature co SITY

efficient to a very marked degree, it TABLE III . The distribution of luminous in

would appear that the tungsten of the Change with 5 Per Cent. Increase in Voltage
tensity in the horizontal plane for

Osram lamp was very pure, while the Candle -power, Watts per Candle, both tantalum and tungsten lamps

tantalum of the tantalum lamp either must be on the average a circle , due

contained some slight trace of im- Metallized to the method of construction of the

purity or that the metal was in such lamps. This circle contains in each

à condition, due possibly to crystal case a number of narrow maxima,

lization or to lack of annealing, that mentary or even continued applica

its coefficient was abnormally low . tion of excessive voltages.

The effect of the positive coeffi- Another interesting consequence of

cient is to give the metal- filament the positive temperature coefficient is

lamps considerable inherent regula- that at the instant of closing the cir

tion. That is , the change of cur- cuit the current through a metallic .

rent through the lamp is no longer filament is much greater than it is

proportional to the change in voltage , a fraction of a second later when the

but is smaller proportionally than the current has had time to heat the

change in voltage. Consequently, in filament to its normal temperature.

watts, candle -power, and watts per In other words, there is an initial

candle , these lamps undergo smaller inrush of current similar to that ex

changes with the change in the line perienced in an are lamp or in a

voitage than is the case of the car- motor, but enduring for a much

bon - filament lamp. These character- smaller period of time. The behaviour

istics are brought out in the curves of the ordinary carbon filament is

of Fig. 3. From the data used in the reverse of this .

plotting the curves the following ta- On closing the circuit, the in

ble has been taken , showing the stantaneous value of the current

change in candle - power and in the through the tantalum lamp is very

watts per candle of carbon , metal- high, but decreases with great rap
FIG . 9

lized , tantalum , and tungsten lamps idity. The instantaneous value of

with 5 per cent. rise in the voltage :- the current through the carbon fila- which are due to reflections from the

The quality of the lamps here ment is much lower, and gradually opposite side of the bulb . Curves of

pointed out is a very valuable one. reaches its ' maximum value. The vertical distribution of a tungsten

pure metals.
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1

new an 1lamp and of a and old

tantalum lamp are shown in Figs. 3 1

and 4 .
1

The difference between the curves

of the old tantalum lamp and the

new tantalum lamp brings out a

marked peculiarity of the tantalum

lamp when constructed with a

microscope, a uniform surface , ex

cept for very slight pittings. A wire

of this sort would radiate very lit

tle in directions nearly parallel with

its length. The law which applies to

a body having a perfectly black sur

face is that the radiation is propor

tional to the cosine of the angle of
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104.2
1.28 (117.0 25 .

88.6

1.25 117.0 26.1

tions of initial cost of the lamp, the

cost of electrical energy, and the

rate of decline of the candle -power of

the lamp. In the metallic - filament

lamps we have lamps of much higher

economy, not only initially, but

throughout their life; they are

lamps of higher candle -power and

necessarily of higher initial cost. It

would seem that the data at present

available regarding such lamps are

not sufficient to permit of the proper

determination of the smashing point .

Certain it is , however, that where

such lamps are used they are likely

to be burned until they fail . This

is the condition which is almost ne

cessarily brought about by their

relatively high cost.

A feature which marks both the

tantalum and the tungsten lamp is

the ability of the filaments sometimes

to repair themselves after having

been broken . If the broken end of a

filament becomes crossed with an

other portion of the filament so that

the electric circuit is completed the

lamp once more lights up . In the

case of the tantalum lamp, a junc

tion of this kind may result in a

very strong weld , so that a point of

this sort does not necessarily con

stitute a point of especial weakness

in the filament. Welds of this sort

between tungsten filaments operated

at normal voltages are much less

secure and are quite liable to break

apart. After a repair of this sort

the candle -power of the lamps is

usually higher than before, due to

the decreased length of filament

which the current must traverse .
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FIG. 10

as

straight-sided bulb. It points to a emission of the rays. The radiation
LIFE HISTORY

change in the spherical reduction fac- from such a body as the tantalum Some of the earliest tests of tanta

tor or ratio of the mean spherical to filament would decrease more rap lum lamps made in this country

the mean horizontal candle-power of idly than according to this cosine showed a much poorer behaviour

the lamp during its life . Such a law , consequently there would be a than was claimed for the lamp by its

change is actually shown by the deficiency of light in directions not makers. In these tests the lamps

lamp . The change in vertical dis- at right angles to the filament. The were burned on alternating -current
tribution may be traced to two filament, however, becomes rough- circuits. Since there was no rea

causes ; first, to the fact that during ened with use , and the little project- son to suspect that the lamps were

the course of the burning of the ing surfaces would tend to increase suffering on account of incorrect

lamp a heavy deposit of black ma- the radiation in these directions. voltage or rough handling, the con

terial is left on the bulb in a zone of clusion was almost inevitable that

a width substantially the same USEFUL LIFE OF METAL -FILAMENT the nature of the current might be

the length of the spires of filament LAMP influencing their life .

stretched between their support. This It has been customary to consider On trial , it was found that tests

zone of blackening decreases strongly as the useful life of a carbon - filament made on direct current instead of

the horizontal intensity of the lamp, lamp its life up to the time when its alternating gave results which were

and much less strongly the intensity candle-power has fallen to 80 per in general agreement with those

in the direction of the tip. Hence, cent. of its initial value. Beyond which had been published abroad .

the candle -power as measured through this point it has been considered Since that time the effect of alter

the tip becomes relatively stronger cheaper to discard the old lamp and nating current in shortening the life

as time goes on . replace it with a new one ; in other of a tantalum lamp lias become well

Another cause of this change is words, this has been taken to be the recognized .

probably the increased roughness of proper “ smashing point” of the lamp. A microscopic examination of the

the filament of the lamp. When the It should be pointed out that this tantalum filaments, new and burned

lamp is new , the filament appears as relation does not hold with metallic- on direct current and alternating cur

a fine, smooth wire, looking like pol- filament lamps. The smashing point rent of different frequencies, is ex

ished steel , and showing, under the of a lamp is determined by considera- tremely interesting. A free -hand
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drawing of such filaments as seen relatively slow decrease of mean apparent . Curves for watts per

under the microscope is given in Fig. spherical candle -power with a large spherical candle -power give an op

5 . It will be seen in this figure that initial increase, is that in some cases portunity for a comparison of the

the unused filament is smooth and

polished, with only slight pittings on

the surface . The filament which has

been burned on direct current is

much less regular ; its surface shows

deeper pittings, and, in places, it is

cut and notched as if with a knife

blade . Some parts of the filament

are much more irregular than others.

The filament on 25 cycles shows

still stronger markings of the same

character as shown on the direct

current , but shows also , in places, a

jointed structure looking like that ob

servable sometimes in basaltic rocks .

This latter effect is even more marked

in the case of the filament which has

been run on 60 cycles . Here, parts

of the filament look as if they were

made up of blocks which had been

irregularly piled one on the other.

The length of these jointed sections

in the filament is about equal to the

diameter of the filament itself . It 1.3

looks, in some places , as if one of

these sections had been almost ex

pelled from the row . The appearance,

too, is very much as if where these

joints occur the filament had actually

separated and had welded itself to

gether instantly.

The filament which had been oper- the final mean spherical candle - power relative electrical economy of the

ated on 130 cycles had the same ap- of a lamp is actually greater than its two kinds of lamp .

pearance , perhaps somewhat exag- initial mean spherical candle-power. The data on some of the makes of

gerated . In short , the increased wear . For purposes of ready comparison, tungsten lamps are extremely meagre ,

and tear of the filament , due to the life curves of a representative tanta- a circumstance which in some cases

use of the alternating current, is very

apparent . The reason for it , how

ever, is obscure . The conclusion is

inevitable that this lamp at the pres

ent time is essentially a direct-cur

rent lamp.

No such effect is observable with

the tungsten lamps. Tests of the

Electrical Testing Laboratories show

quite definitely that their life on di

rect current and alternating current

is the same. This has also been

proved by elaborate experiments to

be true of carbon filaments.

Data on representative tantalum

lamps, the performance of which

may be considered to be characteris

tic , are plotted in Fig. 6 .

The life -history of tantalum lamps

is characterized by a large initial in

crease in candle -power and a cor

responding decrease in watts per

candle, the extreme values being

reached at the end of about twenty

five hours. From this point on , the

candle-power decreases at a moder

ately rapid rate and the watts per lum and of a carbon lamp burned at is believed to correspond to a back

candle increase. The rate of decline 3.1 watts per candle are shown in ward state of their commercial de

of the mean horizontal candle-power Fig. 7 .
Fig . 7. The candle -power of both velopment. Fig. 8 gives the results

is more rapid than that of the mean is on a mean spherical basis . The of tests * of two Kuzel lamps of ap

spherical candle-power, for the rea- exaggerated initial rise of the candle
* Kremenezky " Elektrotechnik und Maschinen

sons given above. The result of the power of the tantalum lamp is very bau ," 1906, No. 6.
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wereproximately 30 volts and 11.5 can

dle-power, made at the Technolo

gisches Gewerbe -Museum , in Vienna.

These tests made in the

laboratory of an electrical company

in Vienna. The lampsThe lamps showed aa

the report.
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3.1
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.. . 67
00

30

candle. After 1776 hours the watts

per candle were 1.24 . The candle

power of these lamps is not given in

It should be noticed that

all the above lamps are low - voltage

lamps, from which a better result is

to be expected than from 110 -volt

lamps.

The results of tests made at the

Reichsanstalt of 16 Osram lamps

of from 117 to 11 volts and 25

to 30 candles are shown in the curves

of Fig . 10. This test extended for

1000 hours. In the course of that

time 5 out of a total of 16 lamps

had failed , while 11 lamps were still

burning. The characteristics of the

lamps seem to be a moderate initial

rise in candle -power and a very slow

subsequent rate of decline.

In Fig . II are shown the indi

vidual curves of six Osram lamps of

32 , 35 , and 45 candle -power, tested at

the Electrical Testing Laboratories.

The results of these tests differ from

the results of the Reichsanstalt test

in that they show practically no in

itial rise in candle -power. The de

crease in candle -power of the lamps

throughout life, however, is very

slow . The watts per candle are also

alınost constant. The life of the

lamps was, on the average , consider

ably shorter than the life of those

tested at the Reichsanstalt.

Tungsten lamps of quite another

foreign make tested at the Electrical

Testing Laboratories exhibited

very large initial increase in candle

power , followed by a practically con

stant condition . The average life is

also much shorter than in the case

of the Osram lamp.

The curves of Fig. 12 are of par

ticular interest since they show the

performance of lamps made in this

country. These lamps were tested

at an average initial consumption of

0.99 watts per candle . Their aver

age life was 363 hours, even at this

high initial efficiency, and the aver

age decrease in candle -power was

17.7 per cent. These curves demon

strate that incandescent lamps can

be produced which will operate suc

cessfully at one watt per candle and

will give a satisfactory life . The

candle -power of these averaged about

40.
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These lamps consumed approximately

1.25 watts per candle initially.

One of them reached the extra

ordinary life of 3537 hours, with a

decrease in candle -power of about

10 per cent. The filaments in both

the lamps were burnt through and

repaired once in the course of their

life . The result of the repair was

an increased candle-power, which is

shown clearly on the curve .

The average result of tests of three

Osmin lamps of 55 volts and 44 can

dle -power are shown in Fig . 9 .

life of 1200 hours and a decrease in

candle - power of 14 per cent. in that

time.

The results of a test of three Os

min lamps of 55 volts made at the

Municipal Electricity Works, Vienna,

showed an initial candle-power of
27.3 and initial watts of candle

power of 1.25 . After 2239 hours of

burning the candle - power was 23.4

and the watts per candle 1.45 . Six

54 - volt Osmin lamps tested at the

Technologisches Gewerbe - Museum

consumed initially 1.17 watts per

COLOUR OF LIGHT AND EFFICIENCY

The colour of the light from the

tantalum lamp is whiter than that of

the carbon lamp, and the colour of

the tungsten lamp is still whiter than

that of the tantalum lamp. The light

of the tungsten lamp resembles quite

closely that of the acetylene flame.

The increased whiteness of the light,

which is produced evidently largely

as a temperature effect, and which
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Per Cent.

100

90.5

100.3

109.2

Per Cent.

100

83.0

101.8

126.5

does not involve a preponderance of and with a frequency of 25.5 cycles investigation by the use of a strobo

certain colours , such green per second, L. found the flickering scope.

violet , constitutes a point of real su- marked ; M. found the flickering To the axis of a small synchronous

periority in the tungsten lamp. Time marked ; S. could see a flickering in- motor was attached a disc with nar

has been lacking to make a regular termittently, as when his head was row radial slots cut in it , one for

spectro -photometric study of these moved suddenly. With the same each pole of the motor. The lamp

lamps. A simple experiment, how- lamps, but with the voltage reduced was placed behind this disc , while

ever, has been made which gives to 100, the flickering was impercepti- close to it and in front of the disc a

some idea of the increased radiation ble to all the observers . suitable photometer was arranged .

of the shorter wave lengths, both of As the voltage was raised suc- The motor was driven from one of

tungsten and tantalum lamps, as cessively to 105 and 110 volts , the two alternators, having their shafts
compared with the carbon lamp at 3.1 Hickering became perceptible. When coupled together, and the lamp was

watts per candle. five of the lamps were removed, leav- supplied from the other alternator .

The metal- filament lamps were ing only six lamps in position, it was The phase of the current passing

photometered against the 3.1 -carbon the consensus of opinion of the three through the lamp with respect to the

lamp directly and then with a red , observers that the fickering was less current in the motor could be shifted

green, and blue glass interposed be- marked than when all the lamps were through known angles by shifting

tween the eye and the eye-piece of in . In other words, the intensity of the armature ring of one of the

the photometer. The intensities so the sensation of flickering seems to be coupled generators. This generator

measured, expressed in percentages a function of the illumination. The arrangement, which was planned

of the intensities measured without flickering was imperceptible when originally · chietly for meter tests ,

coloured glasses , are given in the fol- looking directly at the lamps, but couldlooking directly at the lamps, but could proved itself to be extraordinarily

lowing table : be observed only through light which convenient for such stroboscopic

TABLE V.
is not focussed directly on the fovea of measurements as are here described.

Tantalum Lamp, Tungsten Lamp, the eye. To institute a comparison With the use of this arrangement,

between the flickering of the tungTotal light curves were plotted showing the

Red light sten lamps and of carbon -filament variation in the intensity of the in
Green light

Blue light lamps, two, procedures may be candescent lamps as the current

taken :
through the lamp rises from zero to

FLICKERING ON ALTERNATING CURRENT First, take a sufficient number of its maximum value and decreases to

It has been established as a result carbon - filament lamps of candle- zero once more .

of practice that, in general, it is not power comparable to the candle- To discuss these results, the per

possible to operate incandescent lamps power of the tungsten lamps, lamp centage variation of the light of the

on 25-cycle current with satisfactory for lamp. lamp per cycle was taken under all

results. This statement is made with Second, take a sufficient number of the different conditions. These per

a knowledge of the fact that in cer- carbon - filament lamps having a fila- centage variations were plotted in

tain cities a large amount of lighting ment of approximately the same di- curves shown in Figs. 13 and

is actually being done on 25-cycle ameter as the diameter of the tung- 14 , using frequencies as abscis

circuits . Yet under some circum- sten filament. The curves so obtained, while

stances 25-cycle current produces The numbers of the carbon -fila- exhibiting certain irregularities due

such marked flickering of incandes- ment lamps must be so chosen as to to experimental difficulties, are fairly

cent lamps that its use is absolutely give substantially the same amount concordant and exhibit a common

impossible. of light as the tungsten lamps. The character.

It is an interesting question whether first of the two above alternatives The percentage variation seems

the tungsten lamp presents any ad- was chosen for comparative test , from these curves to be expressible

vantages over the carbon lamp for that is , twelve 32 -candle -power car- by two linear relations, with a point

use on low - efficiency circuits. Its bon lamps were substituted for the of sharp curvature occurring between

positive temperature coefficient and eleven tungsten lamps. These were 25 and 30 cycles per second. That is ,

the relatively low radiating power operated at 3.1 watts per candle. At as the frequency is increased from 15

of its surface would tend to reduce the same frequency as was used for to 25 cycles the diminution in flicker

the flickering, while the extreme fine- the tungsten lamps, no flickering is very rapid . Above 30 cycles the

ness of the filaments, which results could be observed. This is not a diminution in flicker is very slow .

in a smaller thermal capacity, and the surprising result, since the diameter Since it has been found possible in

high thermal conductivity which , as of carbon filaments is much greater some places to operate incandescent

a metal, it probably possesses , would than the diameter of the tungsten lamps on 25 cycles, it would seem

tend to increase the flickering. A filaments, and consequently their ther- probable that a comparatively small

few preliminary tests have been mal sluggishness is a much more im- increase the frequency, which

made in an attempt to gain some in- portant factor. would carry the lamps beyond this

formation on this question . It was In view of the very considerable apparently critical point in the curve ,

very quickly discovered, however, advantages which would be gained might make feasible the general oper

that the question is so very compli- if it could be shown that it is feasible ation of incandescent lamps from
cated that a considerable research to operate incandescent lamps on alternating -current power circuits.

will be required to ascertain definitely alternating -current circuits of fre- Similar tests to the above have

the facts of the case . quency low enough to permit of the been carried out on a 40-watt , 35

Eleven tungsten lamps were at- easy operation of synchronous con- candle -power, 115 -volt Osram lamp.

tached to the ceiling of a small room , verters, that is to say , a frequency of The results of this test as shown in

producing a brilliant illumination in 25 cycles or slightly greater , the Fig. 15 indicate that the stroboscopic

the room . Three observers at- question of the variation of the light variations of a tungsten lamp of this

tempted to determine the presence of incandescent lamps during a half size are not much different from those

or absence of flickering. With the cycle of the alternating current has of an ordinary lamp rated as an

lamps at their normal voltage of 115 also been subjected to an experimental 8 -candle-power lamp when forced to

sas .

1-5
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AND GASES

2.5 watts per candle. The strobo- dition appears to be that in the in- been tried , with the same result, -

scopic measurements, however, may candescent lamp or the ordinary car- exchanging efficiency for life .

be subject to certain of the diffi- bon arc lamp the light is really a In the incandescent lamp, the

culties which affect the detection of by -product, that is , the lamp con- problem of increasing the efficiency

flicker by the eye . In other words, verts electric energy into heat, and can be attacked in two ways. One

the degree of intensity of the light only incidentally produces light. way is to replace the carbon by a

upon the photometer disc may have material which has a lower vapour

an influence on the results obtained.
LIGHTING BY INCANDESCENCE

tension at high temperature. While

However, if the results of this Incandescent lightng is effected carbon has the highest boiling point,

preliminary test can be confirmed by by the clectric current, either by it is not the boiling point which is of

later and more careful experiments, raising the temperature of the light- importance in a lamp filament, pro

the tungsten lamp will be found to giving solid body, a lamp filament, vided that this point is sufficiently

be less adapted to use on alternating by passing a current through it , or by high , it is the vapour -tension far

circuits of low frequency than the passing the current from it into an- below this point.

standard lamp of to -day.
other body. In the latter case the For instance, the metals osmium ,

temperature of the boiling point of tantalum , wolfram ( tungsten ) have a

CONCLUSION
the material is reached , and the crater lower melting point or boiling point

From the data given above it seems of the carbon arc lamp is at the than carbon , but they have at the

certain that the electric lighting in- highest temperature that can be same high temperature a lower va

dustry is face to face with a change reached ; this gives it an incandes pour-tension. These metals can be

of almost revolutionary character. cent light of maximum efficiency, operated ata higher temperature than

The standard of incandescent light probably not very far from half a carbon , and as lamp filaments they
ing efficiency will be brought by the watt per candle -power. But the give a much greater efficiency than

tungsten lamp to a point about three large amount of energy, which is the carbon filament.

times as high as it is at present. conducted away by air currents, etc. ,

The efficiencies of all other incandes- greatly reduces the actual efficiency ELECTROLUMINESCENCE OF VAPOURS

cent lamps and of enclosed arc lamps of the carbon arc below this value.

are exceeded by that of the tungsten When producing light by passing The problem of efficient light pro

lamp. In other words, with the pos- an electric current through the con- duction consists of producing radia

sible exception of some forms of ductor, as in the incandescent lamp, tions; that is, vibrations of the mole,

vacuum -tube lighting and of the no such efficiency can be reached . cules or atoms of the light-giving

magnetite and flaming arc lamps, the Here carbon is also chiefly used . body, of frequencies within a lim

tungsten lamp is the most efficient The higher the temperature of ited narrow range, that of a visible

electric illuminant. Combined with the incandescent-lamp filament, the radiation, and as few vibrations as

its virtue of high efficiency it has greater is the efficiency ; but the possible outside of this range. When

the other advantages of incandescent limit of the temperature is not the heating a solid body, the energy put

lamps in being perfectly simple in its boiling point of carbon , 3500 degrees into it as heat sets the molecules or

character and construction and in Cent., but far below that ; it is the atoms in motion , in vibration . But

being capable of subdivision into temperature where evaporation of when heating a gas or vapour, the

small units. the filament becomes so rapid as to energy put into it appears not

limit its life below economical re- vibration of the molecules, except

quirements. This is probably not perhaps indirectly at extremely high
The Trasformation of Electric

very far from 1800 degrees Cent. temperature, but as rectilinear mo

Power into Light An incandescent carbon filament tion pressure. So heat, while

By Charles Proteus Steinmetz evaporates, thereby decreasing in making a solid or liquid incandes

cross-section, and increasing in re- cent, does not make a gas incandes

F all the achievements of mod- sistance ; the current decreases, there- cent or luminous, but merely in

ern science or engineering the fore the temperature decreases, and creases its pressure.

production of light is the least with the temperature the efficiency There are methods, however, of

creditable. In the transformation of decreases. As the condensed car- setting the gas molecules in vibra

electric power into mechanical power, bon vapour blackens the globe and tion. By chemical reaction or elec

as in the electric motor, or the trans- obstructs the light, another decrease tric stress gases become luminescent;

formation of mechanical power into of light results from absorption . that is , the molecules of the gas are

electric power, as in the dynamo, effi- Thus efficiency has to be sacri- set in vibration . For instance, if the

ciencies far higher than 90 per cent. ficed in the incandescent lamp to gas is used as a conductor of electric

have been reached.reached . Even in the get good life , and the specific con- current, then the molecules of the

steam engine or steam turbine, 60 sumption of electric power, instead of gas are set in vibration , and we find

per cent. or more of the available being one watt per candle -power as a definite period of vibration , or a

energy of the steam as it issues from in the case of the arc lamp ) becomes number of periods or frequencies, in

the boiler is recovered as mechanical as high as four watts per candle- which the gas molecules or atoms

work . power. can vibrate ; that is , gases give line

In the production of light, the effi- The arc , then , is the more efficient Spectra.

ciency of the incandescent lamp is illuminant. But its efficiency is still So in a mercury arc , the mole

measured by a fraction of i per cent.,
low , and here there has been a sim- cules vibrate not as those of a solid

and if we should succeed in increas
ilar result ; to increase the life , the body, but only with a small number

ing the efficiency of light production efficiency has been decreased by en- of wave-lengths. Many of these are

tenfold ,-get ten times as much light closing the carbon arc , in the present within the visible range, within the

get
from the same long -burning lamp. Increasing the fraction of an octave which is seen

power , -- the efficiency of production efficiency of the arc by reducing the by the eye ; one is of a greenish -yel

of light would still be ridiculously conduction of heat by a decrease of low ; another wave is green ; another

low . The main reason for this con- the diameter of the carbon has also is dark -green ; another is blue. Two

as

or

O "

as We now
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vibrations appear as violet, and nu- ergy which sets up the oscillation ; and giving as few lines as possible

merous vibrations excited by the heat which is produced is inci- outside of the visible spectrum .

mercury arc are , in the ultraviolet, dental, is a by -product, and, there

very short. fore , a waste. The lower the tem VACUUM - TUBE ILLUMINATION

Here results a definite rate of vi- perature the less waste of energy Conduction through vapours can

bration , practically independent of the takes place as heat, and the more effi- be of two distinctly different charac

temperature. The mercury vapour cient is the luminescent gas . This ters ,--spark or Geissler tube conduc

vibrates at that frequency which is one reason why the mercury arc tion and are conduction . Vapours or

gives that particular yellow light, is extremely efficient; it has the gases be divided into two

and that particular green light, etc., lowest temperature. classes, --conducting vapours and non

whether the temperature is high or With mercury vapour which is set conducting vapours. The conducting

low, and the wave -length does not in vibration by the current, a very vapours are all of very high resist

change as it does with the radiation high percentage of the total energy is ance . Hydrogen or be

of a solid incandescent body ; it is radiated in the visible range. With called a conducting gas, because a

fixed by the nature of the molecule, carbon vapour, the percentage of en- current can be passed through it,

so that the temperature has no direct ergy radiated in the visible range is especially at a moderately high

effect. extremely small. The carbon arc is vacuum , in the Geissler tube,

It has an indirect effect in SO extremely low in efficiency, prac- which is nothing more than a tube

far as at higher temperature pe- tically non -luminous. Silicon also containing the gas used as a con

riods of vibrations may become more gives a practically non - luminous arc . ductor, at a few millimetres pres

prominent, while small, or almost Others, like calcium , titanium , etc. , sure . At this pressure air becomes

non -existing, at low temperatures. give a very high percentage of light a fairly good conductor, but the re

For instance, in mercury vapour the within the visible range , and so sistance is very high compared with

lowest frequency is that giving the high efficiency of light production. the resistance of conducting solids or

greenish -yellow line, but no appreci- Where high economy of light pro- liquids. The passage of current

able amount of vibration is so slow duction is the only, or the foremost through the conducting gas of the

as to give red light at ordinary tem- consideration , spectra in which green Geissler tube produces light, by

perature. or yellow preponderates are selected, some form of luminescence.

When the temperature is raised such as mercury, bluish -green in the The mechanism of this light pro

very high (but still below the tem- mercury arc lamp, or calcium , yellow duction does not seem to be known ,

perature of the incandescent-lamp fila- in the flame carbon lamp. These two but the light seems to be somewhat

ment) then the mercury molecule illuminants give high efficiency, but of the character of a by-product .

begins to execute a slow vibration , they give it by sacrificing the ineffi- The Geissler tube is extremely effi

which gives an intense red light , and cient colours at the end of the visi- cient when operated with an alternat

red lines appear in the mercury arc ; ble range. But , unfortunately, the ing current of very high frequency.

with increasing temperature it grad- sun , as an incandescent body, gives With decrease of frequency, its effi

ually changes its colour from green the light of solids or liquids, and, ciency decreases and heat is pro

to white to red . Here we have a therefore, gives all the radiations, duced ; that is , the frequency of radia

particularly interesting illustration with the red end of the spectrum tion from the Geissler tube seems to

that for luminescent vapours or gases specially prominent; and, since we; vary with the frequency of the

the law of the black-body radiation call the sun white, the light from the impressed alternating electromotive

does not apply . In a solid black mercury arc appears green , that of force , and have its intensity maxi

body, with increasing temperature, the flame carbon are yellow , not the mum near the visible range only at

the wave - length decreases, yellow of the incandescent lamp, but very high frequency currents .

shorter waves appear, and the light a pronounced monochromatic hue . The production of light in the

changes from the red over yellow The mercury arc and the flame car- Geissler tube, therefore, seems to be

toward white. bon arc are useful for cheap light- connected in some way with the

Now it happens that with mercury ing, regardless of colour. They also change of electric stress . It is not

vapour at the higher temperature, find an application for special effects dependent on it , because even with

a slower vibration , or longer wave , due to their colour. So the mercury a steady current the Geissler tube

of red light increases in intensity arc is eminently suited for outdoor gives light, but its efficiency of light

faster than the short vibrations , and lighting in suburban districts where production vastly increases, and the

the light changes from green to white its effect on foliage and snow makes energy is converted more into light

and ultimately to reddish -pink at it superior to illuminants containing and less into heat, with increasing

high temperature. It is a mere in- red rays, and where the intrinsic frequency. Herein seems to lie the

cident, but it shows that temperature brilliancy of illumination can be kept great difficulty in this method of pro

has no effect directly , only indirectly, sufficiently low as not to show the ducing light by using conducting

in that particular rates of vibration objectionable effect of monochromatic gases at low pressure.

may appear with change of tem- light. The fame carbon arc finds its Considerable work has been done

perature, may become more or less field in advertising, where its intense in this direction by able investigators,

prominent, depending on the material glare makes it especially suitable. and with some success . The Geissler

which luminesces. For general illumination, however, tube gives a very nice light, and by

As a rule, then , it can be said that at least in this country, people have using a suitable gas it can be made

such an arc or a luminescent gas or become educated to require as close to give any colour, only the intrinsic

vapour is more efficient as
an approach to daylight as possible; brilliancy is very low. Very large

ducer of light the lower the tem- that is , to require white light. The tube surfaces must, therefore , be used

perature . This is just the reverse of problem , then , is to find a vapour for illumination , of a magnitude

the solid incandescent body. In a which gives spectrum lines over the probably a hundred times as large as

gas or vapour, a certain definite vi- whole visible range, distributed ap- with the mercury are , which latter is

bration is impressed directly by the proximately in the same manner as already recognized as a luminous

electric energy or the chemical en- the intensity in the solar spectrum , source of low intrinsic brilliancy. In

a pro

mean
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the last years , even with a frequency must first be produced by the ex- start again by a spark at the next
of 60 cycles , good efficiencies seem penditure of energy before the cur- half -wave.

to have been reached. The author rent can flow . The voltage required to maintain

does not believe it possible, how- It also follows that the arc is a the vapour- stream , the voitage

ever , to approach the magnitude of direct- current phenomenon, and, in consumed by a direct- current arc ,

increases with increase of the arc

temperature, that is , increase of the

Temperature, Degrees Centigrade
boiling point of the terminal mate

rial. It is lowest for the mercury

2250 arc , highest for the carbon arc . For

a $ -inch arc it is shown approxi

mately by Curve I. in Fig. 1 , with

the temperature as abscissas.
10000 -400

The voltage required to jumpa

spark across the gap between ter

minals, shown roughly by Curve II .

in Fig . 1 , * decreases with increasing
1750 III

temperature, as is well known, and

intersects Curve I. at tem

perature, A , probably somewhere be

7500
* 0 tween 2500 degrees and 3000 de

grees Cent. Above this temperature

the spark - voltage is below the arc

voltage, and a voltage sufficiently

250 high to maintain an arc is , there

fore, sufficiently high to start it again

at each hali-wave of alternating elec

tromotive force . That is , materials

-5000 200

as arc terminals, which have a boiling

point above the temperature of inter

section A of Fig . 1 , maintain a steady

alternating -current are at about the

750 150

same voltage as a direct- current arc :

while materials with a lower boiling
II "

point than A require a higher volt

-500
age, usually very many times higher,

to maintain an alternating than a
direct -current arc . It must be con

sidered, however, that the temper

250 ature of the boiling point, while be

ing the foremost factor, is not the

only factor in determining the posi

tion of a material on Curves I. and

II., Fig . 1. Individual characteris

tics somewhat modify the position.

Where, therefore, spark gap ter

efficiency as given by the mercury , general, cannot exist with an alter- minals are desired not to maintain

calcium , or titanium spectrum . nating current .
With an alternating an alternating arc , as for lightning

electromotive force at the end of the arrester cylinders, they are found ou

half -wave the current dies out , and , the lower range of the curve : mer

The electric arc makes its own con- therefore, also the vapour - stream , cury , cadmium , zinc, antimony, bis

ductor. The continuous production of and the next half -wave, to pass in muth , the so -called " non - arcing

the vapour-steam requires power in opposite direction, requires a vapour metals.” Where electrodes for al

raising the negative material to the stream moving in the opposite direc- ternating -current arc lighting are re

boiling point, evaporating it , and pro- tion . This does not exist , and the quired , they are found at the upper

ducing its rectilinear velocity. This current does not pass ; but the arc end, above it . In this range belong

power must be supplied by the elec- dies out at the end of the half -wave, carbon and most carbides, as those

tric circuit, as a potential drop at the except if the supply voltage is suffi- of calciumi and titanium .

are terminals, independent of the ciently high to jump a spark across Even carbon shows the phenomenon

length of the arc , and of the cur- the terminals at every half-wave, of re - starting at every half-wave by

rent,-if the volume of the vapour- through the residual vapour left by a high peak at the beginning of the

steam is assumed as proportional to the preceding half -wave. electromotive force wave, as shown

the current, which seems be the An alternating are , therefore, must first by Tobey and Walbridge, in a

case . This potential drop may be be at every half-wave in the condi- paper alternating - current

called the counter electromotive force tion for starting by a spark. Strobo- waves. † With increasing approach

of the arc. scopic photographs with metal arcs to d. this peak at the beginning of

From the character of arc-con- show this phenomenon. - a sharply
* This curve is only estimated , and so can make

duction ,—that the current makes its defined static spark at every half- no claim to numerical accuracy. Curres I. and

Owul conductor ,-it follows that the wave, gradually spreading out to the II . , the arc and the spark -curve, are shown once

more in 1-5 scale ( left side ordinates ) in dotted

are must be started ; that is , the va- more diffuse arc - flame and then dying lines, and the lower part of II . once more , in 1-25

scale as II" in Fig . 1 .

pour-bridge which carries the current out at the end of the half-wave, to † Transactions A. I. E. E .. 1890. vol . 7 , page 367 .
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the electromotive force increases in from the positive terminal. In the give luminous spectra , but those which

height, and the power - factor of the former case the arc has the charac give white are substantially the

circuit tends to decrease , by wave- teristic of the iron arc or titanium metals of the iron group only ,-iron ,

shape distortion . Immediately below arc, whatever material is used ; in titaniuni, wolfram , etc.

the intersection point A are found the latter case , it has the characteris- Long -burning quality requires a

very refractory metals, as tungsten, tic of the carbon arc. material which is not affected, or

and metaloxides, as those of titanium , Since the carbon arc is the steadiest only little affected , by the air . This,

etc. arc , the most work has been done in general, excludes the metals, but

The range of voltage between in the latter direction. The former requires a stable oxide or other fairly

Curves I. and II . in Fig. I is the method, of feeding the luminescent stable compound, as some carbides

range in which rectification takes material by the current from the nega- are. It should also be a conductor ,

place. That is , by maintaining the tive material, has the advantage, how- since as arc electrode it has to carry

vapour- stream issuing continuously ever, that the efficiency does not de- the current . In the intermediate

from one terminal, by an outside pend on the temperature of the elec- oxide of iron magnetite ( Fe, 0, ) , a

source, or by the overlap of several trodes ; the rate of consumption of material is found which is a good

arcs , the alternating electromotive the negative electrode can thus be conductor, is stable at high temper

force can pass a current in greatly decreased by maintaining it atures as well as at low temperatures,

direction only, and so is rectified . In at low temperature ; while the posi- and gives a white spectrum . In such

this range, the arc-stream is a uni- tive electrode, which takes no part an electro luminescent arc , any stable

directional conductor, of very low in the arc conduction , can be made material is suitable as a positive ter

resistance in one direction , of prac- entirely non-consuming. This method minal .

tically infinite resistance in the oppo- seems to be a more direct conver- Copper is generally used because

site direction . sion of electric power into light. it is cheap, is stable at fairly high

The voltage range of rectification , These two forms of arc have come temperature, is a very good conductor

then , is highest atthe lower end of into prominence recently , the flame of heat, and when heated by the arc

the curve , and decreases gradually carbon arc and the metal compound carries the heat away with sufficient
to zero at the point A. With the arc , that is , an arc in which carbon rapidity not to melt or oxidize appre
first members of the group, the upper is not used, but some other material ciably. In all these arcs the vapour

limit of the rectification range is which gives a luminous spectrum , as stream from the negative is a neces

somewhat cut down by the disruptive iron or titanium . In the former case sity . In the mercury arc it is easiest

strength of the air surrounding the the characteristics are those of the of observation, because the arc is en

arc-stream , being lower than that of carbon arc . All the materials which closed in a glass tube.

the arc- stream , and so passing a static can be used to increase the efficiency The amount of vapour produced

spark outside of the arc -stream , or , of the carbon arc,-calcium by the current from the negative is

with a vacuum-tube arc , by a Geissler pounds are used almost exclusively ,pounds are used almost exclusively, usually many times greater than ne
tube discharge through the residual deposit as solids after passing through cessary to carry the current, and most

gas . In the latter case the maxi- the arc - flame, and, therefore, ven- of it can be condensed without any

mum voltage which can be rectified tilation must be provided to carry off appreciable change in the arc -stream .

depends upon and measures the per- the smoke ; that is , the arc must be So also magnetite consumes at a
fection of evacuation . Such Geissler a so - called " open " or " burning" are much greater rate than is necessary ,

tube discharge curves are sketched The life of the electrodes is about ten of an order of 1 gram per ampere

roughly, in dotted lines , as III . , III " , hours. Flame carbon arcs , therefore , hour. This rate of evaporation is
in Fig. 1 . have short- life electrodes , though greatly reduced by the addition of

While vapours, like mercury , zinc , their efficiency is high. small quantities of a material which
etc. , are very good conductors when Again , efficiency has to be balanced is chemically not much different from

in motion under the influence of the against life , or decreased cost of magnetite, but is much more refrac

current, of a conductivity compar- power against increased cost of elec- tory ; so that at the temperature

able with that of electrolytes ; when trodes and attendance. Here in the where the magnetite melts this ma

not under the influence of the current United States the short -burning arcs terial is still solid and forms a kind

they are almost perfect insulators, for street lighting have practically of sponge in which the melted mag

and so can be distinguished from the disappeared . Indoors the excessive netite is held and its consumption

so - called " conducting gases," as hy- brilliancy and the smoke are object- greatly retarded .

drogen , air, etc. , as " non -conducting ionable, so that the flame carbon arc Magnetite , however, while a good

vapours . Low - temperature metal does not offer much prospect for conductor the arc-stream , is not

vapours thus are non -conductors. general illumination. very efficient as a producer of light,

More prospect of success appears and added thereto are other materials
THE ARC AS AN ILLUMINANT

to exist in the true luminous arc , an which give a very high efficiency, as

There are two distinct
ways

of are using as negative a material giv- titanium compounds.

producing luminescence of the are : ing an efficient and brilliant spectrum . In the magnetite are as used at

first, directly by using some mate- Such material should give lines uni- present , that is, in which the mag

rial as negative which gives a lumin- formly distributed not only in the netite electrode contains titanium

ous spectrum , that is , a spectrum with green or yellow , but over the whole oxide , etc. , magnetite is essentiallly

many lines in the visible range, prefer- visible range , and the material should the carrier of the arc conduction, just

ably covering this whole range , to get not be attacked in air , even at high as carbon is in the yellow - flame arc ;

white light ; secondly , indirectly , by temperature. The arc must be an titanium , with its highly efficient white

using some material to carry the cur- open arc , since the material deposits spectrum , takes in the magnetite are

rent which gives a very high temper- as solid , and to get electrodes with the same place as calcium in the

ature to the arc -stream .— which means long life , a material is required which flame arc , as light- giving substance,

practically carbon ,—and making the is stable at high temperature in the but titanium is carried into the arc

arc -stream luminous by feeding some air. stream by the current from the nega

light- giving substance into the arc There are very many metals which tive, while calcium in the flame arc
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are

enters by evaporation from the posi- carbide or magnetite arc , of a life The theoretical considerations gov

tive . equal to or greater than that of the erning the absolute, what you might

The elimination of carbon in the enclosed carbon arc . call the physical efficiency of the dif

magnetite are excludes combustion , ferent methods of producing light,

and this increases the life of elec
DISCUSSION said Percy H. Thomas, had been

trodes to about twenty times that of Prof. H. C. Parker, of Columbia pretty well covered .

carbon electrodes under the same con- University, in opening the discussion , These are very important, but

ditions ; but just as with the carbon said that it is not the melting point they must be taken in the light of

arc , the efficiency of the magnetite of refractory substances that gives a other more practical considerations

arc can be varied over a wide range, high efficiency, but it is the other before they are usable in commercial

with a corresponding variation of life point of disintegration or vaporiza- service . For instance, there are other

in opposite direction. That is , by tion , as is beautifully shown by the things besides the ultimate efficiency

sacrificing some efficiency the life tungsten filament and the tantalum which determine the usefulness of a

can be greatly increased , or the effi- filament, as was pointed out. These type of lamp, as the conduction or

ciency can be increased by somewhat metals have a much lower melting convection of heat due to the presence

reducing the life , by increasing the point than carbon , and yet a much of air .

percentage of light-giving material, better vaporization , and hence show The figures given by Dr. Steinmetz

usually titanium oxide in the mag- a great increase in efficiency . for the maximum possible efficiency

netite arc, calcium fluoride or borate A certain filament with which he of bodies were calculated, the speaker

in the flame carbon arc . had been experimenting, the sub- believed , on the basis only of the

In either case , a very high percent- stance of which is supposed to have rated energy . If these sources

age of the light-giving material tends a melting point of 1800 degrees, has in the presence of air or other gases ,

to the formation of a non - conducting shown an efficiency in experimental there will be a conduction or con

slag at the electrode surface, and if lamps of about 1 watt per candle ,I vection , mostly convection , of heat,

the highest possible efficiencies are with an average life of 700 to 1200 producing the lights in addition . As

desired , - 1 watt per candle-power, hours. The vapour tension of this between an incandescent filament and

and better ,--the effect of the non- substance is remarkable ; that is , it an arc lamp this consideration is of

conducting, or poorly conducting is almost impossible to vapourize the great importance ; the filament being

electrode surface has to be eliminated, substance, which fact bears out the in a vacuum does not lose energy by

by starting the arc from the side of statement of Dr. Steinmetz. convection or conduction . This gives

the electrode, or some other method . One thing which had impressed J. it a great advantage. The arc light

Magnetite, titanium oxide, and S. Howell was the fact that prac- does lose a great deal in that man

most metals or their compounds are tically all the efficient illuminants ner, so that its intrinsically high effi

below the intersection point 4 in Fig. mentioned originated in either Aus- ciency due to its higher temperature

I ; that is, do not maintain a steady tria or Germany, although in the is not so great as might be sup

alternating arc. For alternating arcs, United States we have taken these posed .

therefore ,one of the materials is re- things up and surpassed the orig- The size of units is of great im

quired which is above point A. In inators, possibly, in the use of the portance. A light which has for its

this range there are carbon , carbides, lamps. smallest unit 2000 or 3000 candle

and similar compounds. The tungsten filament, from the power , like some of the flaming arcs ,

Thus the titanium arc with al- nature of the material, could be most cannot get the advantage of its high

ternating current cannot usemagnetite easily made in rather large candle- efficiency, because we cannot dis

as carrier and titanium oxide as light- powers. Dr. Sharp put 25 candle- tribute the light; in one place there

giving material; but titanium carbide power as the lower limit, but the is a tremendous quantity, and in an

is used as are conductor. It obviously really practicable lower limit is other place there is very little . Not

is not so incombustible as the oxide, higher than that; and , speaking for only does it leave the space between

but still so much more stable than the General Electric Company, the the lights dark , but it gets on the

carbon as to be well within the range speaker thought 40 candle -power pupil of the eye, tending to contract

of long -burning arcs . would be about the lower limit at it , so that there is less available

To conclude , then , in the luminous 110 volts , but lower candle -powers light than if the illumination were

arc we seem to have the first instance will be manufactured for smaller uniform at a lower figure. That is

of a commercial application of a units, and lower voltage lamps will a matter of great importance which

direct conversion of electric power have to be employed either m series is not fully recognized. That is the

into light, without heat as inter- or in other ways . But while that great disadvantage of the arc light,

mediary form of energy . It is not is the limit , it fits in exactly in the especially the open -arc light and the

limited to very low values of effi- place where the carbon filament is flaming arcs of high candle -power,

ciency ; but, so far, it seems that weak . The carbon filament is weak and the calcium light; the eye can

only the green mercury spectrum , the above 40 candle -power, and the not utilize the light on account of the

yellow calcium spectrum , and the tungsten filament is strong. Hare which is always directly or in

white titanium spectrum offer an effi- The tungsten filament from 40 to directly in the eye.

ciency so vastly superior to that of 200 candle -power is at its best , and Another great advantage thatmay

incandescent solids that as regards at these candle -powers 200 for the be obtained by one light over

the efficiency of light production 10 incandescent iamp, with its distribu- other is in the intrinsic brilliancy.

possible improvement in incandescent tion and stability, is better than twice That is a point somewhat related to

lighting could hope to approach it . that candle -power or more from an the other . The arc light is the

Typical of these three most efficient arc lamp. He looked to the tungsten worst , the incandescent gas perhaps

spectra are the mercury - arc lamp, of lamp to be the competitor of the less , and then we get to the tube

practically infinite life and bluish- small arc lamps, and the large ones , lights, the Cooper Hewitt light or the

green colour of light; the yellow flame too , for that matter, and for other Moore tube. These have a very

carbon arc of the short life of the open forms of light, the values of which great advantage from this standpoint,

arc-lamp of old, and the white titanium lie between 50 and 203 candle -power. and also the advantage in the elimina

an
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zones or

tion of shadows and that sort of and at least for the illumination of the result being an enormous sacri

thing. the very highest standard it is hardly fice of their efficiency . In these new

The question of mere efficiency by available with our present type of in- illuminants we have those which will

itself , said J. W. Lieb, does not rep- candescent lamps. keep up their candle-power in the

resent necessarily an advance, if it is It was hoped that the characteistics most remakable manner, far beyond

obtained at too great a cost or the of the tungsten filament, its hanging anything we have had here before,,

sacrifice of the life of the filaments, on to the candle -power, even with and with a life that seems to satisfy

or if the development is obtained at large changes of voltage, presented every requirement.

too high an initial cost in the pro- some hope that the tungsten filament W. G. Clark said that in the mat

duction of the filaments themselves. might be the long desired one which ter of the evaporation of carbon at

If in the new developments the effi- would fill these requirements. But the temperature of the incandescent

ciencies of 1 watts per candle-power it seems to be a race between this filament, his observations had led him

for the tungsten filament were to be physical characteristic and the other to believe that the ordinary filament

obtained at an important sacrifice of one of the extreme tenuity of the is not of even temperature, but is

life , then , though the cost of produc- filament making the lamp, on the made up of very narrow

tion of the lamps was very low in- other hand, more sensitive to fluctua- spots of high incandescence, and, pos

deed, we would at once stumble on a tions of current. We, therefore, at sibly in an unflashed filament, of

very serious commercial handicap for least as far as the experiments to actual arcing in some places, and

such lamps. It is a fact that if we which Dr. Sharp has referred, still that the temperature which we ob

should have lamps, even though they have to look forward to some further serve in the mean of a series of high

cost but little and the cost of re- developments, some further modifica- temperature and low temperature

newal would be low , a short life of tion , which may solve this problem . spots these would of necessity be very

100 or 150 hours would make the This question of the efficiency of narrow , but from the fact that the

lamps commercially impracticable, be- incandescent lamps and their per- filament is originally made up from

cause of the fact that the continued formance is of the utmost importance a material which must pass off as a

renewal and burning out of the lamps to the lighting industry, as is shown gas during the process of carboniz

would be a matter of very serious by the difference which a question of ing, it must leave the filament some

inconvenience. With the lamps which pure policy in the handling of the what porous. As the surface is car

have been developed with the high illuminants is apt to produce. In Eng- bonized before the interior, the gases

efficiency, we have very fortunately land and on the Continent it is the leaving the interior would break

coupled therewith a very satisfactory practice of electricity supply com- through any surface seal formed by

light. panies not to furnish incandescent the carbonizing of the surface and

L'nquestionably, as appears from lamps with a current. The foreign reduce the cross- section of the fila

a superficial inspection of the lamps, municipalities in granting privileges, ment at that point.

it is necessary , without question , to to the local companies thought it In an unflashed filament there

look forward for a time at least to wise and best to protect the public would be a tendency to form a small

a considerably increased cost, but against possible abuse by avoiding arc across the gap in shunt with the

with such enormous saving in the a requirement that the company continuous portion of the filament

amount of energy , the initial cost of should supply incandescent lamps back of it . In flashing, these spots

the lamp becomes a factor which can within and included in the cost of would be the first to be covered with

weil be borne. current supply. The result is that the dense low - resistance carbon de

Dr. Sharp referred to one matter there the public goes out into the posited out of the hydrocarbon, and

which was of great interest, and in open market for the purchase of its as the temperature is excessively high

the solution of which Mr. Lieb incandescent lamps. at this point and the carbon depos

hoped the result might have been in What the result of that line of pol- ited is of very low resistance, com

a different direction, -in regard to icy has been, was made quite evident pared with the porous unflashed por

the performance of a high - efficiency recently by the results of some tests tion , the tendency is to over -deposit,

tungsten lamp on 25 cycles. With made in England, particularly of the for the carbon is not only deposited

the carbon filament lamps which we incandescent lamps which were found at the actual point of the greatest

have now of the 3.1-watt-per-candle- on customers' circuits after a temperature, but for some distance

power efficiency, it is unquestionably ber of years of such operation. The on either side. Hence, while flash

true that for the very highest lamps were found to be of all types ing improves the filament, it does

standard of illumination the per- and all efficiencies, particularly of not entirely eliminate the high and

formance of these lamps of 16 can- the lower kind, so that the efficiencies low -temperature conditions. But the

dle -power at 25 cycles is not com- of the lamps found on the system temperature of a carbon filament

pletely satisfactory ; some might say ranged all the way from 6 watts per probably represents the mean of a

it is not at all satisfactory. As to candle -power to 8 , 9 and 10 watts. great number of extremes of tem

just where the line can be drawn, it This has attracted the attention of perature, and the carbon is vaporized

is a matter of individual opinion, and engineers abroad to this problem , and from the high -temperature points

is also somewhat of a physiological there is a growing feeling now to where the greatest amount of vapor

question ; but it is undoubtedly true deviate from that practice and in- ization has taken place ; with the

as an engineering proposition that if troduce a different line of policy so graphitized or metallized filament, the

it were practicable to have our most as to maintain a high standard of conductivity is more nearly uniform

efficient illuminants so that they could illumination , because in the purchase on account of the greater per cent.

be used on 25 cycles with entire sat- of illuminants like incandescent lamps of dense carbon , so it is possible to

isfaction, we would have a condition it is not the same as buying a can- operate the filament at a higher tem

of affairs which would lead to some dle at the grocery store ; it is a diffi- perature.

rapid and important changes in our cult article to purchase at best, and Mr. Clark was of the opinion that

methods of distribution . Our cen the public is too prone, in the pur- the hot point condition also holds

tral power stations are very largely chase of incandesecnt lamps, to look where metallic filaments are made

at present producing 25 -cycle current entirely on the question of their life , up of tungsten filament, for the cur

num
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was

rent passing through the filament at

the time the centering together takes

place will follow the path of lowest

resistance where the arcing between

the particles welds them together and

particles not directly in the path of

the current may not become an ac

tive part of the filament. The arc

ing between the particles would con

tinue until the points of contact fuse

together, when the temperature will

immediately drop below the fusing

point ; but the points of contact

would still represent the points of

greatest temperature.

On account of the fineness of the

particles in the Kuzel filament these

zones of maximum and minimum

temperature would be very close to

gether, but this condition may ac

count for the high resistance and

high temperature coefficient of this

type of filament . It has been noted

that some metallic filaments which

are white in colour at low temper

atures still radiate as black bodies .

The speaker had noted that a great

many white metals turn black be

fore they begin to radiate light.

Steel of a light gray or silvery colour

confined in a vacuum freed of oxygen

passed through several changes in

colour to black before it began to

radiate light at the red end of the

spectrum ; this also true of

platinum , iridium and copper, but
did not appear to be true of

aluminum .

The desirability of securing a light

which covers the entire range of visi

ble wave length was brought out

very well in Dr. Steinmetz's paper,
but instead of endeavouring to se

cure this entire range in one mate

rial or in two similar materials, as in

the magnetite titanium arc , may we

not secure an efficient result by com

bining materials which show high

efficiency at each end of the visible

spectrum ? As an instance, if we

were able to combine the mercury

vapour arc with a light from a ma

terial which showed its highest effi

ciency in the red end of the spectrum ,

the resultant light should be both

satisfactory and economical.

The carbon filament is , of course ,

not sufficiently efficient when main

tained at the temperature where the

red rays predominate, but a combina

tion of the Geissler tube effect with

the mercury - vapour arc would be a

step in this direction .

Regarding the tarnishing of iron in

a vacuum , Dr. Steinmetz said he had

observed the same thing when trying

to use iron in the mercury arc . Even

in a very high vacuum . iron , when
heated . will show different colours.

He had found also in a very high

vacuum that if the mercury arc were

started and the space heated from seded the ordinary carbon arc lamp.

the inside, it was remarkable what a The maximum efficiency of light

mass of gas would come from the given by a tungsten filament at the

glass balls . To get a perfect vacuum temperature of self -destruction is

it was necessary not only to get a something like 0.2 of a watt per can

very high -grade mercury pump, but dle -power. If a tungsten lamp is

to have all glass connections be- run up, the efficiency goes up to some

tween the mercury pump and the thing like 0.2 of one watt per can

vacuum tube, to heat the temperature dle -power, and then the filament

just below where they suck in and melts ; that is the efficiency at the

keep it at that temperature for hours , melting point of tungsten. That

and an almost perfect vacuum will efficiency was obtained long ago by

be had ,--usually, but not always. the flaming carbon lamps. The yel

His idea of the vacuum was entirely low calcium arc has reached a high

changed. efficiency , but, at the same time, the

In regard to the melting point of arc is a larger sized illuminant. The

tungsten , 3200 degrees Cent., he incandescent lamp has the better ad

would not count on that value, be- vantage of giving better distribution

cause it is a black-body temperature of light by smaller units ; at the same

of tungsten . It is that temperature time, the tungsten filament does not

at which tungsten would melt if its have this advantage as much as the

radiation were that of the black carbon filament, because, at least at

body. If it is not the radiation of a the voltage of 110 , it cannot be

black body, it would not melt at that brought down to such small units as

temperature, but some lower tem- the incandescent lamp . Hence we

perature. The paper expressly states have the means at hand of reaching

that it is the black -body temperature these very high efficiencies undreamed

of tungsten , but it is probably not of a few years ago , and the race is

the actual temperature. on between the arc and the incandes

Many things which are now in- cent.

teresting us have been tried before . There are some future develop

An exhausted glass tube, a Crooke's ments possible in the increased effi

tube coated inside with tungsten , and ciency of the arc lamp, because even

exposed to a cathode discharge, gives an efficiency of one -quarter of a watt

a beautiful white globe. The only per candle -power is a ridiculously

trouble is that the luminescence ex- low efficiency from the point of view

cited by the cathode ray is caused by of the efficiency of the electric mo

an extremely high velocity bombard tor . Possibly a still yet higher effi

ment, and the impact of this ex- ciency than this can be had . How

tremely high velocity does not give ever , we must see that what we want

us light only, but also gives me- is not life , but illumination , and then

chanical fracture and destruction , and the question of the distribution of

such a lamp has a limited life . The light comes in , and depends not only

general difficulty in the use of this on the total volume of light obtained ,

cathode bombardment is that the ac- but also on the size of the units, and

tion goes further than merely striking the smaller units give an advantage.

the light wave, -it goes into me- Again , high intrinsic brilliancy

chanical construction , and, therefore , gives a disadvantage and low in

the life of such things is very low. trinsic brilliancy, that is , larger light

As to the discussion of the various from a given source gives an ad

illuminants, we are in a very vantage . In that respect the advan

markable situation . Only a very few tage is with the mercury arc and the

years ago we had the incandescent vacuum tube, which reduce the in

lamp, which, as it was commonly trinsic brilliancy, and is against the

used for series lighting in streets and ordinary arc and the high - efficiency

in the house, was really some kind incandescent lamp. Furthermore, the

of an incandescent hairpin , which total illumination required also comes

could be seen ; it was like a beacon an essential factor , and that

light on the river to steer by ; one is a feature which has never had to

could see the light, but could not see be considered before, because until

anvthing but the light. the last few years all artificial illu

Then we had the arc lamp, a big minants had the same colour, varving

blotch of light , and when under it in gradation from an orange red to

one did not see anything . but it vellow and vellowish white , but with

blinded, and before coming under it a different luminescent material. We

one could not see bevond it , and after have, then , the bluish green of the

leaving the light one could not see mercury, the monochromatic yellow

anything at all . Now the incandes- of the calcium spectrum , and the

cent lamp has been redeemed. It has white of the tantalum .

an efficiency of one watt per candle- In the question of illumination

power , which means it has super- comes in the difference of the physi

re

in as
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a

ological effect of different colours. ciency, has great advantage over the

The speaker's paper stated, for in- reddish yellow .

stance, that green is a much more The reverse applies with veryhigh

efficient colour than red , and that the intensity , that is, glaring light.

same amount of energy put in a When the light is used to draw at

green light gives many more candle- tention for advertising purposes, the

power than a red light. A quarter reddish yellow is always preferred,

of a mile away the orange red has and is also more pronounced, more

long ago sunk down in the darkness, glaring than the greenish light .

while the green light still sends out With lights of different colours the

a visible beam . Where a low in- physiological effects will enter into

trinsic brilliancy is desirable is in the question of the relative value of

suburban lighting ; there the green, the lights dependent on the different

irrespective of thethe physical effi- intensity of illumination desired. Ir

respective of the absolute efficiency ,

the electrical and mechanical effi

ciency, we may find for certain

classes of work that the mercury lamp

is more efficient physiologically than

any other illuminant, while for other

classes of work the flaming carbon

arc will hold its field , due to its yel

low colour. In another case the

tungsten lamp will be superior, but

one cannot speak of absolute rela

tive efficiency, because the physiolog

ical effect varies with the colour and

intensity of the ilumination.

The Organization and Conduct of a New

Business Department

By CHARLES NATHAN JACKSON

A Paper Receiving Honourable Mention in the Co -operative Electrical Development Association's Competition

I ,

a

HAVE always lived in the small five arc lamps. He also got con- have loaded your plant down with
tracts for several factories , and I be- ' short burners : ' About the only

30,000 inhabitants , in Central gan to think that there was a good revenue you get is on the peak in the

Ohio. I had been in the banking prospect of his building up quite a winter. You asked me how I could

business for several years , and was business . However, I did not increase your net profits, and I will

interested, to a certain extent , in our any increase in the receipts , but the say that I can increase your net

local electric light plant . In the manager told me to wait until next profits from twenty to thirty thousand

course of time, however, I pur winter and all these new customers dollars per year , and you need not

chased the entire property. The for- would then be using the light . Of purchase any more machinery.”

mer officers of the company had al- course , we could not expect much in I replied that I did not see how

ways been satisfied to let well enough the summer, as they did not need it. that was possible, as we could not

alone , and , as the plant was paying Gas was selling at a dollar raise our prices. He said that he

a small dividend, they were not very thousand cubic feet , and a walk would cut them to some customers

aggressive. I determined to see if , through the business district at night and raise undesirable ones . “ For

by increasing the business , I could showed all the saloons, drug stores , example, you have a commercial light

increase the net earnings of the restaurants and hotels using gas . and power load of 600 KW. on the

property. Upon inquiry , I found that the price peak, or a revenue of $50 per year
We had a total generating capacity of electric light to such consumers per kilowatt demanded on the peak.

of 600 KW. , and did not do the was about three times the cost of Now, there are a great many con

municipal lighting. The revenue was gas , and, of course , they could not cerns, such as saloons, drug stores ,

about $ 30,000 per year, and the plant afford to pay the difference. The restaurants, hotels and other ‘long

was loaded to its utmost capacity solicitor's business soon began to burners' that you ask to pay at your

about five o'clock in the December drop off , and in a few months his present ten -cent rate , $ 200 per year

afternoons . The manager in charge orders were very few and far be- per kilowatt demanded, which is

was a very capable operating man , tween . He merely said that he had much too high . Imagine a drug

and had had several years of ex- secured every customer that he could , store having forty 16 - candle -power

perience at operating plants . He was and could not possibly get any more. lamps, paying you $ 400 per year .

drawing a salary of $ 2000 per year , In other cities I had seen the Their gas bills are not over $150 per

but did not seem to know much electric light company light all the year , but you will let a wholesale

about hustling the business . When saloons , drug stores , etc., and won- store that closes at 5.30 burn forty

I asked him what we had better do dered why we could not do it . So 16 -candle -power lamps and pay you

to increase the revenue , he said , I began to look around and see if I only $ 50 per year, and they cost you

“ Hire a solicitor and install more could not find a man who could get nearly as much as the drug store .

machinery .” the business . "All of your fixed expenses are the

We finally secured a young man One day, in answer to one of my same for both , but the drug store

who had sold electricity in another letters , Mr. Johnson, a man of about uses about 4000 KW .-hours and the

town, and started him to work, and thirty - five years, called to see me, wholesale store 500 KW . -hours. As

then began to make plans for increas and in answer to my question as to your coal bill is not over one-half

ing the capacity of the plant. We what he could do , he replied that he cent per kilowatt-hour, you can see

were charging ten cents per kilowatt did not know , but that if I would the drug store would cost for coal

hour, and the young man had not give him a guide and a right to ask $ 20, the wholesale house $2.50 . So

been at work very long before he a few questions, he could soon tell you are either making a very large

secured a contract for a wholesale I did so , and the next day he profit on one or losing a lot on the

house that would use about twenty- returned and said , “ I find that you other. "

ine .

1-6
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I could readily see that this argu- five o'clock and get heavier as the few large ones . He was gradually

ment was correct , and asked him other load goes off.” filling up the " valley" in the load

how he would go about it to pro- Ile engaged two bright young fel curve, and our receipts in March

duce results. He replied that the lows and started them after residence were $ 5000, which made feel

town was not large enough for him contracts at the old price of ten pretty good .

to spend his entire time with us, but cents per kilowatt - hour. They would About that time a big cold storage

that he had in training several bright plant was being built, and Johnson

salesmen , any one of whom was ca went after the business, quoting a

pable of going into the town and two - cent rate . He told me that they

working up the business under his would require 100 H. P. about 600

supervision. Of course , it would hours per year, which , at two cents200!

oftentimes be necessary for him to per kilowatt -hour, would give us

help the solicitor on some big con revenue of $4000, of which about 75

tract , and that he would charge me per cent. was clear profit. I had so

$ 1800 per year for the services of the much confidence in Johnson that I

solicitor , and for his own services knew he was right, but I had to ask

he would ask 25 per cent. of the in how the profit could be so much and

creased profits during the first two
turn the names of all prospective cus

years ; after that he would probably tomers over to a stenographer, who
how he could carry the increased

load . “ Nothing easier," he said .
would mail them a series of letters

not be needed , as things would be “ They agree not to use power after

running so nicely that the solicitor
and advertising matter on electricity

4 P. V. in November, December and
for home use . In that manner they

would be able to go it alone. January, so the only time they come

His desire to back up his ability
would get from two to four contracts

near our full load is Saturday night

with such a proposition made me feel
per day. All that time the solicitor

in the summer time, and then our

safe in accepting it at once. He at
was getting all the churches and

load is never more than 400 KW .

once came on the ground to give us
lodge -rooms he could , at a six - cent

rate .

a start , and first got a friend of our
It was not long before I could

see a change in the load curve. It

company to agitate a rate ordinance,

which was passed . · It prohibited a
began to fill out after six , and by

Christmas it looked like the solid line
charge in excess of fifty cents per

in Fig. 3
month per 16 - candle -power lamp to

customers using light not over ten
Johnson was not satisfied with

hours per ciay.
that, but said he wanted one to look 7 gioi 12 1 2 į * Ś 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

The “ long burners,” of course ,
like the clotted line, and that he P.M

were pleased and boosted it along .
would get it with power business. I FIG . 3

The “ short burners,” never dream
replied that factories did not stop

ing that it would affect them , said
work until 5.30, so their load would

“ Regarding the 75 per cent. net

nothing. He then sent for the be on the peak . He said that largeHe said that large profit, I am going to let you answer

solicitor, who was instructed to charge
factories are on the peak , but small that. Do you have to put in any

a flat rate of $5 per month per kilo
shops are not. He had studied their

more machinery to carry the load ?"

watt demanded, and an extra charge
load and found that a load curve

I replied “ No." “ Do you require

of two cents per kilowatt to all light
from a power circuit handling a

any more men to run your plant ?"

customers, except residences, who
great many large and small cus

I said " No." " Then isn't coal the

were to pay ten cents per kilowatt only added expense, and does it cost

hour, $ i minimum . Lodge rooms, you over one -half cent per kilowatt

churches and hotels were to receive hour ?" I took off my hat to him .

a special rate . I could see his 75 per cent. profit.

The solicitor had no trouble in se \ l'hen summer came our receipts

curing contracts with all the “ long held up to about $ 4000 per month .

burners," and at the same time kept All the stores were paying their

an eye open for unprofitable “ short 7 8 9 10 11 12 1 2 3 * 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
" Hat rate .” The power customers

burners” and raised their price to the were paying more than they did in

new rate . The wholesale house, when the winter, the refrigerating plant

asked to pay $ 10 per month , plus two was paying iis nearly a thousand dol

cents per kilowatt -hour, threw up tomers showed a load curve during lars per month , and I began to see

their hands in horror and said that December that began to drop off at visions of a good paying property.

they would not stand for any such four o'clock and reached zero at six , Johnson had an office system that

" hold -up," so they put in gas. and at five o'clock it was only 50 per was very thorough and yet very sim

In October the load curve of the cent. of the total load. There were ple. He first bought one section

station looked like the solid line in several large factories which he knew ( two drawers ) of a vertical filing

Fig. 1 . The load

bed

Focl

200

roo

ol

A.M. P.M.

FIG . 2

before were on at five o'clock, consequently cabinet. The folders were numbered

looked like the dotted line. Mr. it must have been the small shops from " one" up. He had another

Johnson said : “ You will notice that that began to quit at four o'clock and drawer in which he kept his 3 X 5

the load drops off a little after six . were practically all through at five . index cards. When a new contract

If we don't do something we will He began to push power business came in , a work order was issued in

have a curve like Fig. 2 in Decem- at three cents to large and small cus- quadruplicate, two heavy copies and

ber . You will notice that it will be- tomers alike. As there was no firm two tissues ; one tissue was put in

gin to drop off at 5 P. M. I am in town that handled motors, we sold the customer's folder, and the two

going to start a strong campaign on them to our customers at cost. Such heavy copies and the other tissue

residence lighting, churches and lodge a low price on power secured a great went to the operating manager, who

rooms, which commence to burn at many small power customers and a kept the tissue and passed the two

curve
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heavy copies to the line foreman and others ? " He knew no " others." He cents per kilowatt -hour. By adver

the meter foreman . only knew those turned up for that tising we had no trouble in assuring

The operating manager's tissue trip, and under no circumstances the public that it was cheaper, cooler,

was kept on his desk , so that he would he go near any other deal. cleaner and more healthful than gas ,

could see what orders were in the He trained his men ilever to say and we put out fifty sets in two

hands of the men . When the men anything while on a deal until they weeks. The gas manager came to

returned their copies marked " com- got all the information they could , me and asked me how much longer

pleted ” he destroyed his tissue and then to go away and " form a plan we were going to run that offer. I

passed the order back to Johnson, of campaign,” and when they got a replied “ Forever," and he went away,

who passed them , with the contract , plan that looked good to them , " go declaring that we would go into

to the bookkeeper , who would enter ahead and work it. " bankruptcy if we continued at such

customer's name and rate on the At the end of the second year the a price.

ledger , and then would pass them results showed that our revenue was Johnson contended that we

back to Johnson, who filed them in $62,000 per year , and about the only making a good profit on it at two

the customer's folder. He issued increase in operating expenses was cents , as the cooking load runs

work orders for meter tests , com- for coal . I was very glad to pay shown in Fig . 4. It is an all -day

plaints on service , etc. , to the operat- him according to our agreement, and load until people begin to get their

ing department in the same way, al- insisted on retaining him at a salary supper ; the load at 5 P. M. is not

ways filing his tissues at once, so , of $ 1200 per year in an advisory ca- worth considering, and it gradually

at any time, a glance in the folder pacity only. gets heavier until after six . After

would tell what the last move was . Our two largest hotels looked as we put in our new 500 -KW . gen

All prospective customers had a dark and gloomy as they could, and erator, we cannot get enough resi
folder. After a visit , where any- the owners would not install any dences to fill our load curve out from

thing of importance was said or done, more lamps. The solicitor, by mak- five to six, so the cooking load will

he would dictate a " report" and file ing a special rate for a few months, fill in there very nicely and only in

it . He also had a small deck tray, lighted one hotel until it made the

which he called the " tickler.” One other look like a dungeon. That

set of guides were for the twelve made the owner of the " dungeon "

months, and one set for thirty - one sit up and take notice. As soon as + & !

days. the dungeon was well lighted and a

I have seen him dictate a report contract was secured , the solicitor

on a prospective customer, saying had no trouble in securing a 520

that if Jones & Co. renewed their tract with the other.

$ 6
lease December 1 they would be glad 6 7 8 9 10 il iz r ¿ ;

We made a special rate of three
A.M. P. M.

to accept our proposition of April cents per kilowatt-hour, with a mini

15. He would then drop a 3 X 5 mum of five cents per month per
FIG. 4

tickler card in the tickler , for about 2 - candle -power lamp, on signs, the

December 1 , calling attention to re- customers agreeing not to light them crease our expenses a little for coal .

port of April 15 on Jones & Co. before 5.30 . As they came on after The gas manager intimated that if

One day I asked him how a cer- our five o'clock peak, our cost was we would put the price up to three

tain big power deal was progressing. only one- half cent per kilowatt. As cents, he would quit cutting prices in

He looked in the folder and found the sign load would give us a reve- the business district. But we were

that the last thing done was a letter nue of nearly $ 60 per year per kilo- so strongly intrenched there that we

confirming a verbal quotation . It watt, we considered it the best kind thought we had better let the price

was signed by the solicitor, and we , of business. Johnson showed remain at two cents , as it was

to test the solicitor's system , looked that if we charged six cents for sign great " ad " for us .

in the tickler to see if he was taking lighting, we would , as a rule , not get As to organizing and conducting a

care of it . We found a tickler dated over $ 60 per kilowatt per year, as commercial department, after my ex

eight days from the date on the let- they would light them at 4.30 during perience I can safely say : Hire the

ter , asking if the Iron Works had the holidays, and be on our peak, best commercial man in the country

answered May 7. there would be no profit to speak of, and let them do the rest . E. E.'s and

He taught his solicitors never to while at the three - cent rate with the M. E.'s are absolutely necessary in

use their memory , but to keep the 5.30 start , it was nearly all profit . building and operating your plant,

system in first- class shape. He said The gas company, seeing their but don't expect them to be com

that a good man could solicitat “ long burners” leaving them , and, in mercial men any more than you

one time fifty large deals, whose busi- return , getting our outcasts ( short would expect your architect to man

ness would run from three thousand burners ), began a very aggressive age your factory, office, bank or de

to twenty thousand dollars per year, campaign , and offered all sorts of partment store if he should build it .

and could tell any detail of any one cut- rate propositions. Johnson told So far the electric lighting industry

of them in a very few minutes. After me to call on their manager and tell has paid the high salaries to the en

a call on a prospective customer, he him that if he did not quit that kind gineers, and have employed young,

should decide when he would call of warfare, we would give him a inexperienced solicitors at salaries

again , take his notes and then for- " lig " that would hurt. You can from forty to one hundred dollars

get that such a deal is on . imagine what that manager said to per month , to market the product

There were about fifteen deals to from investment of sometimes

which he gave his personal attention After I had reported the result of millions. For that reason good sales

in our town . I have seen him come my talk with the gas manager to men have never cared to go into the

into the office after a week's absence, Johnson , he said that we would ad- electric business, and consequently

look at a small memo. book and say , vertise complete electric cooking out- to -day, when there are millions of

“ I must see Brown & Co. this trip ." fits for $80 on time payments, and
business to be sold , there are very

I would ask him “ How about the would sell current for them at two few men capable of selling it .

me a

me .
an
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The field covered of late has been of Induction Motors, " " Gas -Power

a more or less general one, with a Industrial Plants,” “ Diagrams of

leaning toward the central station . Wiring Connections for Motors ,”

For the future, however, it will be " The Development in Alternating

the aim of the new management to Current Generators," " The Electrifi

specialize in articles of interest to cation of Trunk Lines," " Problems

central station men , without neglect- in the Electrification of Steam Rail

ing the important field of industrial roads."

applications of electricity . In addition to these will be a num

Of the former , we believe the arti- ber of hydro - electric articles , the first

cles by S. O. Newton, H. N. Müller of which, on a development in Col

and E. B. Raymond, given elsewhere orado, will appear in an early issue,

in this issue, to be fair examples. and also a number of new -business

Some of the articles of this class will getting articles .

appeal to the central station manager,

while others will be of interest to the

operating force.
The Co-operative Electrical De

The industrial articles we will aim
velopment Association

to make unique in a way. Much of

the descriptive matter appearing in

the technical press dealing with in lay of a few days in the ap

dustrial installations has been of lit pearance of this issue, we are

tle value in furnishing data for the glad to present to our readers a very

laying out of similar work. It will complete report of the recent meet

be our aim to make them not only of ing in New York of representatives
interest to the general electrical field , of the various electrical interests to

but also of value to consulting engi- consider plans for the organization of

neers in planning work of this the Co -operative Electrical Develop

nature. ment Association.

Another important feature will be The origin of the movement has

a review of the technical press , more already been told in these pages and

complete and extensive than yet given is outlined by Mr. Crouse in this

in these pages . issue. As will be remembered, in

As an idea of what may be ex February of last year the incandes

pected to appear in these pages dur- cent lamp manufacturers appropriated

ing the coming year, a partia list of an amount equal to one-fifth of one

articles now in course of preparation , per cent. of their sales for three

or arranged for, is given herewith :- years, and it is with this money that

" Insurance for Electric Lighting the work under Mr. Crouse's super

Plants, ” “ The Central Station vs. the vision has been carried on . That it

Private Plant," " Electric Meters." has been productive of good results

“ Steam Turbines vs. Reciprocating is apparent from the table showing

Engines," " Central Station Rates . ' the result by States .

“ The Single - Phase Motor on Central These figures are conclusive

Station Circuits ." " Electric Signs." answer to the contention of some

“ Electric Lighting in a Large City ,” that work of the kind carried on by

" Oil Switches." " Lightning Arrest- Mr. Crouse had already been in

“ Electric Drive in Worsted stituted by central stations . That

Mills,” “ The Industrial Applications many central station managers were

Copyright , 1906, by The Electrical Age Company

Our Purpose for 1907

B.
EGINNING with the December

issue. THE ELECTRICAL AGE

passed over to the control of

Mr. John Hays Smith, who for three

years has successfully managed " The

Electric Journal,” of Pittsburg .

The editorial department will con

tinue under the editorial management

of Mr. George W. Martin , for two

years associate editor and for the past

year editor of this journal.

As will doubtless be remembered ,

the present typographical style of

The ELECTRICAL AGE was instituted

with the January, 1904. issue. Since

then the editorial matter has been

gradually changed over from a semi

popular nature to a more technical

one.

a

ers. "

44
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no

use of newspaper advertising ,38 IF bere of Central stations in which
Ik

stirred up to activity in a remark- over one -half million dollars. While

able degree by the association's work, the expenditure of a portion of this

is apparent from the table. Nine sum is undoubtedly due to general

hundred and thirty - four central sta- business prosperity, nevertheless this

tions furnish commercial data . While amount cannot be large in comparison

this is only about one -fourth of the with this total sum .

actual number of stations in the Assuming that the growth of this

United States , it is a very consider- commercial enterprise within the year

able percentage of the number actu- 1906 should have been as large as

ally soliciting the business of the pub- its stature at the beginning of the

lic . In towns of 5000 and under year, the increase in new business ex

only about 20 per cent. of the sta- penditure over this amount is still

tions furnish a day service . For the amazingly large .

most part, these stations are merely The commercial programme out

municipal lighting companies, though lined upon the results of the first

often of private ownership. The year's work should have the careful

completeness of the data furnished reading of everyone in the elec

by the stations returning informa- trical industry. It is full of valuable

tion is also evidenced by the fact suggestions, and gives an outline of

that not more than 1000 towns and the coming commercial developments

cities in the whole United States have of the industry. Mr. J. Robert Crouse

a population of 10,000 inhabitants and the gentlemen associated with

and over . him are to be congratulated on hav

The reported results are truly as- ing demonstrated the soundness of

tonishing. At the beginning of 1906 their commercial plans.

only 58 of these central stations had

organized soliciting departments ; 17
Keeping Track of Central Station

stations employed direct advertising
Apparatus

to the consumer ; 29 stations made

;
a census were of

opened display rooms, and only 8

stations in the entire United States a definite method were employed

operated their own electrical signs. to keep track of the apparatus in ser

This is the condition at the begin- vice , ve believe it would show a

ning of the year. surprisingly large number deficient in

At the end of the year 98 more this respect . In small plants , par

central stations, an increase of some- ticularly , the matter may not seem of

thing like 150 per cent ., have organ
sufficient importance to warrant the

ized new -business departments ; 232 use of a card or other system for

stations, an increase of nearly 1000 purposes of recording the location ,

per cent., have begun newspaper ad- size , etc., of transformers and meters.

vertising ; 165 additional, an increase As pointed out by H. N. Müller, in

of about 100 per cent., have opened
his article on " A Card Record System

up display rooms, and 181 more, an
for Central Station Apparatus," the

increase of about 2000 per cent., have
record of each installation may con

begun the operation of their own
sist merely of a vest -pocket memo

electrical signs. randum or indefinite entries in

These extraordinary percentages book, the memory of a lineman or

show that in the year 1906 the cen- inspector being relied on at times to

tral stations of the United States be- fill in deficiencies . The futility of at

gan direct advertising to the pub- tempting to keep track of the appa

lic , took up newspaper advertising,
ratus in service by these slip -shod

opened up display rooms, and began methods is apparent. More than one

to display their own electrical signs. plant has suffered financially by its

In this year we see the rapid spread- inability to follow up a meter or a

ing of new commercial methods. transformer which , on the disconnec

During the past year also 331 new
tion of a customer, should have been

solicitors have been put to work. As
taken down and returned to stock .

suming that a single solicitor can

cover a population of 10,000 , their Electricity in the Recent Holidays

combined efforts should reach over

more

circles Christmas week stands for

the maximum rate of output of the

entire year, for at that time the de

mands of the holidays and the coin

cidence with them of the shortest

days in the year conspire together

to produce a load which in many

plants is carried with little

anxiety as to the maintenance of con

tinuous service .

It is safe to say that the prepara

tions for the use of electricity this

year in the holidays exceeded any

previous work of the kind . The re

markable prosperity of the country

doubtless was a factor , leading mer

chants to spend liberally for elec

trical decorations and appliances.

Another cause was certainly the vig

orous organized campaigning for new

business which so many central sta

tions have pushed within the past

twelve months.

Even though a large part of this

extra load be withdrawn from the

central station circuits at the conclu

sion of the holiday season, it has

served a valuable purpose in point

ing out that electrical methods of

illumination and power supply are

transcendently superior to other ways

of accomplishing such results . As

means of drawing extra trade these

electrical displays in the holiday sea

son are immediately productive, and

their cost , large though it be in

many cases, is a much smaller pro

portion of the total volume of busi

ness expense than similar outlays
would be in the dull season .

The next few weeks will be an ex

cellent time for the central station

solicitor to press home the all-the

year -round economy of his product,

with special reference to successes

gained in the holidays. During the

January stock taking it will pay to

emphasize the point that one pays

for electric power and light only

when the equipment is actively at

work .

Some of the most interesting ap

plications of electricity in the de

partment stores were in connection

with the displays of children's toys.

To describe the various toy locomo

tives , electric cars , boats, engines

and other devices offered for sale

more widely this year than ever be
fore would fall without the scope of

these comments, but there is no es

caping the significance of such de

velopments as an index of the omni

presence of electricity in modern life .

Much was rightly made by the

salesmen of these toys of their per

fect safety in comparison with the

alcohol steam boilers, engines and

even small turbines for sale on other

counters . It is significant that the
insurance authorities in some

a

3.090.000 nvre people,a very tangible Nºackiliaries in the recentholi

day season could fail to note

been accomplished by the energetic the increased use of electricity in the

director of the movement, Mr. J. great city department stores , extend

Robert Crouse , with an expenditure ing from the most elaborate schemes

of a little more than $ 30,000 . His of special, decorative and general

conservative estimate of the amount illumination to the operation of the

expended by the central stations widest variety of small machinery by

themselves in new business - getting is electric motors. In central station

tion of the country. All of this has

cases
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forbade the demonstration of the such service at the figures now com- example, from their sources in the

latter toys with steam , compressed monly charged by central station and Appalachian ranges to their outlets

air being used on account of the fire power companies is on the road to in the Atlantic , will discover that

risk of the former motive power. the greatest good fortune. the remoter communities which border

No limitations of any kind were im- Cheap power ,—with rates varying these power-giving streams are quietly

posed upon the electric toys . from 5 down to 2 cents per kilowatt- expanding in power utilization , while

Far removed as the electric toy
hour, -has literally transformed many some of the larger Eastern cities are

may , at first sight , appear from the a New England hamlet from a mori- still discussing on paper problems of

commercial exploitation of electricity , bund community to an energetic, live distributing systems and possible

we believe that the familiarity of the
town . In some of these so - called rates .

child with these simple applications "up-country ” communities the per The lesson is plain : every water

will, in later years , tend to render capita use of electricity for lighting power which can be pressed into

his interest in electricity as a con and power service exceeds that in commercial service on a reasonable

more tangible. Our great
even large cities , rising as high as financial basis should be improved as

commercial development of electricity $5 per inhabitant in the territory early as may be, and in cities where

is still so young that we do not
served per annum . water -power cannot be had no pains

realize yet the importance of hav
Soft coal runs as high as $6.50 per should be spared to reduce the cost

ing the rising generation of boys and
ton in some of these localities , and of generating current to the lowest

girls enlisted in the army of intelli the price of gas is often nearer $ 1.40 terms consistent with good service .

or $ 1.50 per thousand feet than it is
gent users- present and prospective

These are days of significant progress

of this form of energy .
$ 1 . With power rates of 2 or 3 in the central station industry. With

cents and lighting rates of 6 cents the gas engines coming more and

per kilowatt-hour, under conditions more to the front as a prime mover

of this kind , it happens that the use of supreme economy and the lamp

The Industrial Value of Hydro of electricity is certainly as common , manufacturer on the qui vive to pro

Electric Power relatively , as is the use of gas in duce more and more light for a given

large cities which depend upon the expenditure of power, there is no

NE of the most striking features combustion of coal for electrical gen- need to become despondent, even if

of modern industrial work is eration. the great blessing of substantial and

the increasing demand for The streets of these communities regular water -power is withheld . It

power which characterizes the eco are lighted by electricity, instead of is a bit mortifying for the dweller in

nomic advance of manufacturing and the dismal gas lamps of many a great city of one or more millions

producing communities. Valuable as suburb of a great city ; the hotels, of inhabitants to find little country

water -power has always been to its stores , offices, churches an . ' libraries villages outstripping him in the

fortunate users, it has remained for
are practically without exception illu- power and lighting applications . Rea

electricity to extend its benefits far minated by electricity. The methods sonable rates and a large volume

and wide. The economic advantages of application may be crude, in spots , of business are more in accord with

of being able to transmit power 200 but the results are favourable . The the spirit of the times than high

miles or more by electricity are small motor is in evidence at in- tariffs and few customers.

greater, necessarily, in proportion to numerable points ; large power users

the community served, its present and are found in the street railways and

potential requirements, than the value
the great manufacturing plants which

Index to Volume XXXVII

of a hydro - electric transmission of are attracted to the place by reason The index to l'olume XXXVII.,

less than a score of miles to the im- able tax requirements, good trans- July to December, 1906, is now ready,

mediate market served. Electrically portation facilities and low rates for and will be sent free on application

transmitted power may increase the electricity. In its uses of electricity to the office.

profits of doing business on a large a community of from 5000 to 20,000

scale in California or Utah , and at people will often be more progressive

the same time it may be a potent fac- than a city of from ten to twenty
Errata

tor in the commercial prosperity of a times these populations. We wish to call attention to an

Vermont city or a New Hampshire It needs no long -drawn list of error in the two formula on page 9

town . of this issue. It will be apparent

The study of the conditions of that small water -powers may be as from a glance that the fraction fol

electric power production from the valuable to small cities as mighty lowing the base of the Napierian
energy of falling water leads one in

Board -of- Trade statistics to prove

cataracts to metropolitan communi- garithm should be the exponent of

evitably to the conclusion that any ties . Anyone who follows the trail the base and not a separate factor, as

community which can avail itself of of the rivers of New England, for shown.

a

no
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Steel Poles on High-Tension Lines of iron fewer of them are necessary,

HE advantages of using steel and consequently there are fewer in

poles on high - tension trans sulators per mile to give trouble . In

mission lines , not only at the case of iron masts special earth

special points, such as river crossingsing of the structure is advisable,

or valley spans, but also on the whole especially if set in concrete , and this

line , are discussed by L. Kalir in the
earthing is best carried out by a steel

Elektrotechnik und Maschinenbau. " rope,-say, 25 square millimeters in

When the transmission voltages section, --carried from pole to pole

reach 60,000, the distance between
above the working conductors and

conductors is usually made 6 feet or
frequently earthed . The rope will

more, while the distance of any one
act both as an earthing wire and as

line from the pole exceeds 3 feet ,
a lightning conductor.

so that the cross -arms, with the The cost of installing an iron mast

massive insulators , weighing from 15 is , of course, greater than for a

to 25 pounds each , make wooden one ; but, owing to the in

sary the use of powerful supports, creased height and strength avail

which are difficult to attach to sin- able , the number of iron poles per

gle or even double wooden masts . mile is much reduced, and by care

square inch for hard -drawn copper

to 14,000 pounds for

aluminum are allowed . With amini

mum factor of safety of 2 , allowing

for wind, sleet , and lowest temper

ature, the normal atmospheric condi

tion will usually give a factor of

safety of about 5 .

The number of poles per mile is

determined by the span, the height

of the pole depends on the maximum

sag of the wire, and the cost of the

pole varies according to its construc

tion approximately as the square of

the height or as the square root of

the cube of the height.

The writer then discusses several

forms of poles, and , in conclusion ,

gives the following cost comparison

for 1 kilometer ( 0.621 mile ) of a

line consisting of six conductors of

25 square millimeters ( 0.04 square

inch or 0.11 diameter) each mounted

on steel poles of the different types

and on wooden poles. Transporta.

tion of material and cost of ground

are not included .

neces

Clermont

Ferrand .

10 9 9

52.50

780

125

2,300

$820

42.50

780

112.50

1,350

$ 480

25

780

112.50

A. E. G. Wooden

Modifica- Masts

tion (Double

of Last. Set ) .

18 small 2 x 32

and 1 large

1,150 & 2,870

$575 $335

42.50

780 740

112 50 400

[ 2 km .)

42.50 85

52.50 52.50

100

80

145 150

42.50

52.50

42.50

92.50

145

42.50

52.50

55

42.50

52.50

40

112.50 75

145145
The Overload Capacity of a Steam

Turbine

N -turbine charac

$ 1,750

fully taking advantage ofthe irregu. Isteristics in stramentpaper beforeI

Niagara- Vigerano

TYPE. Toronto . Milan .

Number of masts per km ..

Weight of one mast, pounds. 1,800

Price of masts .. $ 760

Paintingofmasts.

6 km . of 25 sq.mm. copper cable .

Insulators and supports ..

1 km, of steel earthing wire .

Earth -plates and sundries.

Setting masts . 37.50

Mast foundations.

Fixing the wires.

Total cost of 1 km ... $2,092.50 $ 2,162.50 $ 1,870 $ 1,862.50

The fact that the life of a wooden

pole is only from eight to fifteen larities of the ground and placing

years, means that constant replace- the poles at high points and letting

ment becomes necessary in a long the wire sag in the low -lying points,

line, and this means interruption of the number can often be still more

supply unless, for instance, two in- reduced without using extremely tall

dependent lines on independent or strong masts .

poles are employed . Wood un- In considering the question of the

der stress also is less reliable than stress on the wire due to its own

iron , whilst the superiority of its in- weight, to sleet , and to wind , the

sulating qualities is more apparent author finds that the permissible

than real , as it cannot be counted on stress is the determining factor for

in wet weather , and the insulators the number of poles per mile and

must in either case be capable of their strength . À factor of safety of

withstanding the whole strain un- 2 is considered sufficient , and maxi

aided. In fact , when the masts are mun stresses of 28,000 pounds per

the American Society of Me

chanical Engineers, H. Holzworth

said that the overload capacity of a

steam turbine can be accomplished

with or without by -passing steam

to the low -pressure zone. Without

by - pass steam it can be accomplished

by raising the inital pressure and

keeping the exhaust pressure con

stant, or by raising exhaust and in

itial pressures simultaneously.

Admitting live steam to the low

pressure parts of the turbine does

not necessarily involve a consider

ably larger output at the switch

47
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board. This additional steam can be

supplied to the original steam that

worked already in the h . p . zone,
either with its full static pressure and

no initial velocity (at least insig

nificant against the velocity of the

original steam) , or with a high in

itial velocity and a static pressure

equal to that of the original steam

at the inlet of the by-pass steam .

In the first case the by-pass steam

exerts a back pressure upon the orig

inal steam equal to the static pres

sure of the by-pass steam . If this

pressure is equal to the initial pres

sure of the original steam , this orig

inal steam cannot accomplish any

useful energy in the h . p . zone at

all , and all the considerably in

creased rotation and steam passage

losses in the h . p . zone have to be

entirely compensated by the 1. p .

zone .

In the l . p . zone of course the

amount of useful is

.

energy of the steam has to be con

verted into useful energy only in the
1. p . zone, and, therefore, increased

steam velocities allow an increased

weight of steam to pass through the

1. p . zone .

When supplying by-pass steam to

the original steam with a static pres

sure equal to that of the original

steam at the meeting point , but with

a considerably increased steam ve

locity , then the h . p . zone works just

as before , initial and exhaust pressures

being the same, and the l . p . zone

has the same available energy, and,

in addition , an increased weight of

steam can pass through the l . P.

zone, according to the very great

initial velocity of the by-pass steam .

Therefore, the overload can be ac

complished without sacrificing the

h . p . zone .

000 volts were reached , the smallest an ordinary family of from three to

strand, of 0.099 inch diameter, began six people.

to show brush discharges, while with A very complete outfit , comprising

the biggest, of 0.22 inch diameter, a slate top table with several outlets

the brush discharge only began at for electrical connections, with cords

100,000 volts. and conductors and the following

The potential was then raised suc- utensils : an oven , a broiler, two

cessively to 150,000, 200,000 , 250,000 stoves , a coffee percolator, a quart

and 280,000 volts . At the last potential pot, and a large kettle , may be pur

the hiss of the line was very con- chased for $ 110. This is not so much

siderable, and from the insulators, in advance, therefore, of the ordinary

line, etc. , a bright brush discharge complete kitchen outfit as it might

took place . The electrostatic fields appear.

were so intense in all the neighbour- Moreover, these cooking vessels

hood that sparks could be obtained are of nickeled copper, which is of

from any insulated metallic mass , longer life and is more easily kept

and any vacuum glass tube lit up in good order than are ordinary uten

spontaneously. At 290,000 volts an sils . Those utensils that lock onto

arc sprang from one of the insulators
the stove give the quickest service ,

and set fire to one of the wooden on account of the close contact. For

supports, thus closing the experiment. highest efficiency those water heaters

are the best in which the heating

coils are embedded in the bottom .
The Economics of Electric Cooking

The efficiency of a heater of one

HE results quart capacity is about 87 per cent.

The advantages of electric cooking

by Charlotte D. Seaver , in the from the standpoint of sanitation and
bulletin of the Clarkson School of saving of labour consist in the fact

Technology. The apparatus was ar- that there is no smoke, flame, nor

ranged in two sets , the first consisting soot , and, of course , no ashes nor

of a stove , an oven , a boiler, a tea- dust arising there from . When in

kettle, and a stew pan , and the sec- use there is nothing to indicate the

ond set having a stove , an oven , a presence of heat, for the apparatus

boiler, and a water heater. has the same appearance as when

The results obtained with the first cold . While the cooking goes on

set are given in the following table : there is little or no appreciable rise

TABLE SHOWING RESULTS OF ELECTRIC HEATING AND COOKING.

ablyincreased ." Thetotal available T heatingapparatus aregiven

No. of Experiment... I II III IV V

Broiler .. Oven ........ Oven

Broiling

Beefsteak

1.5 lbs...

Baking cake

Angel food ....

Baking

4 Apple pies

10 in . tin ...... 7 in . diameter

Apparatus used . Stove and tea- Oven ...

kettle

Operation Heating water Baking bread .

Article, kind . 2 Loaves...

Weight (total) . 2 lbs. from 420 3 lbs ..

to 212 ° F ...

Size, each .. 8x6x2.5 in....

Time required min .

1. From cold to effective cooking

temperature 25

2. For operation specified . 32

3. Total minutes.. 57

Energy required, kw.-hr.

1. From cold to effective cooking

temperature 0.1675 0.5795

2. For operation specified . 0.4525

3. Totalkw . -hours.. 1.032

Cost of operation, based on charge of

four cents per kw .-hour . $0.067 $0.0413

Remarks.. Efficiency

found to be

57 8 r . c.

5

6.5

11.5

15

45

60

25

35

60

0.115

0.158

0.273

0.3466

0. 467

0.8136

0.564

0.773

1.337

$0.0109 $0.0325 $0 0535

SOMO

was

High-Voltage Tests at the Milan

Exposition

OME interesting details of high

voltage tests made at the recent

Exposition at Milan are given

by Messrs. Pirelli & Co. in the Lon

don “ Times" Engineering Supple

ment. An aerial 2 -wire line

constructed in a garden near the

pavilion. The insulators were of the

4-petticoat type, 15.7 inches high and

12 inches in diameter. They were

rated for 60,000 volts .

The line wires were hung 5 feet

2 inches apart, and were made up of

copper strands of various diameters

0.099, 0.14 , 0.19, 0.22 inches — in or

der to show the difference of the

brush discharge according to the di

ameters of the strand . The experi

ment was made at night. When 50 ,

In summarizing the advantages and of temperature of the air surround

disadvantages of electric cooking, the ing the utensils. There is no vitia

author says that at the rate of four tion of the atmosphere and prac

cents a kilowatt -hour it would cost tically no radiation of heat into the

double that with gas fuel, and at room , which would be of great ad

the prices ordinarily paid for elec- vantage in the summer .

tricity it would cost at least six · The apparatus may be readily ac

times that of gas or coal, which are commodated on a table, thus doing

the fuels most commonly used. away with the bulky range and its

However, while the first cost of fuel. There is no labour in main

cooking utensils seems high, yet an taining uniform heat , no danger of

outfit may be obtained for $50 , con- fire or explosion , and no danger of

sisting of an oven , a broiler , a grid- personal injury or electric shock , as
dle , a 6 -inch stove , and a flatiron , or the voltage of 110 , which is usually

the following combination : a griddle, employed, would not produce more
two 6 - inch stoves , an oven , and a than a slight burn on the fingers .

flatiron . Either of these outfits would Electricity is quite readily obtained

serve for the necessary cooking for for heating and cooking, and may be
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wise very

are

later plants , but it is a question if

220 volts are not a better potential

for such small work . The current

requirements of anything under a 5

H. P. , 220-volt motor are not , as a

rule, serious enough to make very

much difference in the cost of wiring.

The labour item will not be radi

cally less with the higher voltage ,

and it is a question if the total

yearly 500 -volt motor cost will show

economy when fixed charges and

operating expenses carefully

added .

A single accident to an employee

may easily wipe out the difference in

first cost of a 500 -volt over a 220

volt installation , and while it is pos

sible to so insulate the 500 -volt mo

tor and its controlling switch that no

trouble will arise , it is certainly a

much simpler matter to use the lower

potential in plants where the em

ployee is likely to become careless

on account of daily and intimate as
sociation with the equipment. It

would be unreasonable to decide in

favour of the lower potentials in every

case, but the matter ought to be well

weighed before installing a 500 -volt

outfit in very small sizes of motors.

The time required for cooking T !

Electric Traction by Rectified

Single-Phase Current

used, as has been shown, at a reason workable. It may , of

ably high efficiency. course, be readily drawn into rods

The articles are of superior qual- or fibres, and takes a fine polish .

ity . The work of the oven , for ex- The density of the glass is 2.490, and

ample, is as nearly perfect as possi- it is somewhat harder than the or

ble. The time required, from the dinary soda glass of commerce.

turning on of the current to com- With regard to other physical

plete the baking of a given article, properties, it shows no fluorescence
for instance, may be determined to a under cathode radiation , is very trans

certainty. Results which have been parent to X - rays and opaque to ultra

found the best by experience may be violet light. The specific resistance of

reproduced easily with the electric an average sample is of the order 10 %

oven. It will not burn the top nor ohms at 20 degrees C. , which, al

the bottom of the food , but heats though high in itself, is exceedingly

quickly and uniformly. No particu- low for glass. When powdered and

lar attention is required to be given fused on to clean copper , it adheres

to what the oven contains, for there well without cracking. The change

is no need of changing a pan con- of resistivity with heat, which is

taining bread or cake to get a more very marked, is being examined .

favourable position . Every loaf of

bread or cake may be obtained uni

forin in height, while all are of that Voltages in Isolated Electric Plants

delicious brown so highly desired .

HE selection of the voltage to

various articles of food is practically be used in an electric isolated

the same as by other methods of plant , says “ Cassier's Maga

heating. It takes the same length of zine,” is a matter of considerable im

time to boil a potato of given size in portance. Primarily, the cost of wir

one way as in another, to soften the ing is affected by the voltage se

fibre of meat, or to convert dough lected ; but this is not the only point

into perfectly baked bread. The gain at issue. If a plant is equipped with

in time in electric cooking comes alternating -current motors without

from the heat being so quickly avail- exposed contacts, with no commu

able. For light housekeeping and in tators to give trouble, and well-de

large houses during the summer signed switches, a higher voltage may

months no other method presents so be safely run than in the case of a

many desirable features . direct-current installation .

The author firmly believes that , in A factory equipped with a 550 - volt

spite of the higher cost , electric cook induction motor is , on the whole, a

ing will win its way into public fa
safer installation, from the stand

vour. The greater comfort and con point of the employee, than a direct

venience appeal strongly to the current plant fitted with 500 -volt, di

woman doing her own work, and it rect-current motors on the individual

is not too much to expect that elec
drive basis . Even though a 550 -volt

tric cooking and heating may offer alternating current carries with it a

at least a partial and perhaps a com maximum of over 800 volts at the

plete solution of the domestic service peak of the wave , there is more like

problem .
lihood of trouble from the commu

tators and exposed contacts so often

found in 500 - volt, direct -current
A Glass of Low Resistivity

plants .

GLASS which conducts elec- If, however, the individual direct

tricity comparatively well was current drive being used ,—as in a

described by C. E. S. Phillips modern printing press establishment,

in paper read recently before the -it is important that the switches

British Association for the Advance- and controllers be installed within

ment of Science . This glass may be the most convenient reach of the

obtained by fusing together sodium operators. In some of the more re

silicate and borax in the following cent plants of this character it has

proportions: - Sodium silicate , 32
been necessary to protect these

parts ; calcined borax, 8 parts . If switches by special insulated bar

to this mixture 1.25 parts of Powell's riers , and it is difficult to secure all

flint glass be added, greater stability the flexibility desired without intro

results , and the surface is improved ducing the danger of serious shocks
without any serious loss of con- to the careless employee.

ductivity. Again, it is a pretty difficult prob

A glass suitable for the cases or lem to build very small efficient mo

windows of electrostatic instruments tors for operation on 500-volt cir

may thus be produced, capable of cuits , on account of the requirements

being cast into plates, but on account of insulation . The problem has ap

of its low fusion point, not other- parently been solved in some of the

T

A

HE Paris -Lyons-Mediterranean

Railway , according to " The

Street Railway Journal,

carrying out a series of tests at its

Paris shops on a new type of elec

tric railway apparatus developed by

Messrs . Auvert & Ferrand. This

method includes what is called a

" regulating rectifier," taking single

phase current from the line and sup

plying direct current to the train mo

tors on the Ward -Leonard motor

system .

In principle the rectifier resembles

a permutator, such as is built by the

Société AnonymeAnonyme Egyptienne d '

Electricaté .

The input side of this machine re

sembles the stationary primary wind

ing of an induction motor, while the

winding of the output side , which is

arranged adjacent to the primary, is

connected to a commutator similar to

that of an armature of a direct-cur

rent generator. These two windings

of the machine are stationary. The

current in the polyphase primary

winding produces a revolving field

which penetrates into the secondary

armature winding. This field gen

erates a counter e . m . f . balancing

the primary voltage , and it generates

in the stationary armature conductors

an alternating e . m . f . which bears

to the primary e . m . f . the effective

I -7
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"

were

to a

sistance in This device pas connected T " displacements invarious" te

In one

ratio of the turns of the correspond A Polarity Indicator out, so as to eliminate friction as far

ing windings.
N reciting some of his " Expe

as possible.

By means of brushes on the com
riences on the Road,” in a re

If plant be laid out on these

mutator which rotate in synchronism

with the revolving field a unidirec

cent issue of “ The Electric Jour- lines the cost of power, including am

nal," K. E. Sommer tells of how he
ple allowance for capital charges, de

tional e . m . f . is obtained from the obtained the polarity of a 75 -KW ., preciation, attendance, repairs, stores,

stationary armature. The brushes
125 -volt generator.

etc. , will be less than if it were pro

are attached to a circular electro
A complaint was made that two

duced by an oil engine, and the wind

magnet which bears the same rela
generators would not operate in paral

mill is less liable to breakdowns, as

tion to the primary field as the rotor
lel . After an examination, the con

it is a slow -running and robust piece

of an induction motor to the stator. nections from the generators to the
of mechanism . Another point in fa

An advantage of this arrangement is
switchboard were found to be cor

vour of wind power, although it

that the small mass of the revolving rect . The
generators

then
has not yet been tried , is the possi

parts may be rapidly accelerated to
tested separately with the available

bility of making the plant entirely

full speed , and the time consumed in
loads, and their behavior as to com

automatic, as is done for train light

synchronizing the machine is inap
mutation, compounding, etc. , wasall ing,

ing, in which case it could be locked

preciable with that necessary with a
right.

up for weeks together without risk of

rotary converter,
When thrown in parallel the cir

injury.

The rectifier, like the permutator,
cuit breakers opened instantly. Op

There is no doubt, says the au

does not require a driving motor ca posite polarity alone could have caused
pable of handling the total power, as

thor, that recent improvements in

such sudden results, inasmuch as both
variable -speed dynamos and high

the rotation is only required for col
generators were of the same voltage

efficiency lamps will give an impetus

lecting and not for generating the when paralleled. Apparently the
to the use of wind power for the

transformed current. The apparatus switchboard voltmeter. although
generation of electric current in dis

is , therefore , considerably lighter marked “Direct Current,” was not an
tricts where no source of public sup

than a motor-generator of correspond- indicator of polarity. ply is within reach .

ing output.
The writer had no portable Weston

The sections of the rotating wind instrument at hand. Recourse was ,

ing are roughly compared to auto therefore, had tumbler of
Phase Displacements in Resist

transformers whose steps are so con- acidulated water in series with an in ances

nected to the commutator segments
lamp as a preventive re

that the alteration of the relative
HE of

. re

position of the two sets of brushes successively across the terminals of

controls the mean voltage of the di

sistances is discussed by C.

each generator. case bub

rect -current side of the apparatus .

V. Drysdale in the London “ Eléctri

Thus, all regulation of the voltage minal, in the other case at the other
bles appeared in the water at one ter- cian .” He found that No. 10 wire ,

supplied to the train motors driving terminal, indicating that the gen
wound in spirals about one inch in

diameter, with three - eighths - inch

the train , and consequently their
erators had been paralleled when of

speed, can be effected by shifting the opposite polarity. One machine was
pitch , caused an angle of lag of from

brushes of the rectifier entirely with
16 to 18 degrees with 50-cycle cur

" re - flashed " from the other by pass- rent.

out the use of rheostats. The result
Constantin strip, wound in

ing an exciting current in the proper

ing rectified current is pulsating, but

spirals about one - half inch in diame

direction through its field winding,
an impedance coil placed in the cir

ter , caused an angle of lag of less

and no further trouble was expe

cuit to some extent improves its wave

than one -tenth degree. Incandescent

rienced with parallel operation .

form .

lamps with ordinary looped filaments

may be regarded as absolutely non
The system has not yet been tried

inductive at fifty cycles, as no angle
under actual traction conditions, but

Wind-Driven Generators
of lag was noticeable, although a dis

the Paris -Lyons -Mediterranean Rail placement of two -hundredths of a de

N a recent number of the London
gree could have been detected easily .

Experiments with liquid resist

of two regulating rectifiers, each hav- ment, W. 0. Horsnaill gives the
ances did not give results agreeinging two commutators with four lines following rules for obtaining an ap- entirely, but the difference was at

of brushes.
proximate idea of how a generating tributed to changes in the electrolyte,

To approximate traction condi plant driven by a windmill should and not to the method. Lead plates

tions, the load consisted of four be laid out to give good results in a in dilute sulphuric acid , at a fre

series -wound traction motors which fairly exposed position :-(1 ) Ascer quency of fifty -three cycles per sec

were belted to generators to measure tain the mean daily load in ampere- ond, showed angles of lag varying

their output easily. The rectifiers hours in December when the even- from two to five degrees. In caustic

were geared together and driven by a ings are longest. ( 2 ) Provide a bat
potash the lag was less than one

small synchronous motor at 750 revo- tery of at least double this output. degree. In caustic soda it varied in

lutions per minute, the input current ( 3 ) Install a dynamo which will versely with the density from one

being supplied from a single -phase charge the battery in twelve hours. to three degrees. Iron in caustic

transformer at 160 volts and 25 ( 4 ) Design the dynamo to give an soda gave an angle of lag of less

cycles. The voltage on the approximately constant voltage over than degree. Aluminum in

tinuous -current side could be varied a considerable range of speed. ( 5 ) caustic soda gave angles of lag vary

from 20 to about 250 volts, and the Erect a windmill of sufficient power ing from thirteen degrees down .

over - all efticiency of the converting to run the dynamo at full load with The author's conclusion is that in

system was found to be 93 per cent. ten -mile -an -hour wind . ( 6 ) Fit all cases with liquid resistances , ex

at the latter, and 68 per cent. at the the windmill and gear to the dynamo cept where aluminum electrodes are

former, voltage. with ball and roller bearings through- employed , the power-factor is unity

made with ago-Kw. set,consisting Itimeshe Engineeringe Sapple

con
one

a
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I

within one -half per cent , or less . In these is the Morgan Crucible Com- other type of electrical apparatus

the case of regulation tests, however, pany, of Battersea, who have intro- which has so persistently defied the

the two or three degrees of lead duced in their manufacture several theoretical figures of the designer

which may be introduced by liquid novel features . In the first place, all when reduced to practice. Themag

resistances may appreciably improve their brushes are made with an in- netic circuit of the magnet proper

the regulation of an alternator above visible grain in the longitudinal di- can, of course , be madethe subject

that on an absolutely non - inductive rection , which results in their having of more or less exact circulation , but

load . Iron wire coils are appreciably a low conductivity laterally, and a this circuit is normally incomplete,

inductive at ordinary frequencies. much higher conductivity longitud- and the resulting magnetization de

The large angle of lead produced inally. This feature of stratification pends upon the character of the

with aluminum electrodes may make tends to reduce parisitic currents , armature,-in other words, upon the

them of decided value for induction within the brush and to lessen the load to be lifted .

motor starters. heating. The friction coefficient is A magnet which will lift a steel

also low . ingot weighing 5000 pounds may not

Another type, known as “ link -two” lift a long, thin plate weighing 500

Carbon Brushes for Turbine carbon , has the peculiarity that the pounds,—the armature is not only

Generators longitudinal resistance is higher at magnetically, but mechanically dif

one side than at the other, and of ferent. The thin plate , in addition
N a recent lecture before the Brit

intermediate value between . Hence to its small magnetic cross-section , is

Speed Electric Machinery," Syl
such brushes are of particular value very fexible, and the parts of the

vanus P. Thompson described the for machines running in one direc- plate which overhang the poles of the

tion only, the edge of higher resist- magnet introduce a bending moment
improvements in carbon brushes for

direct -current turbine generators.
ance being the edge where the last tending to tear the plate from the

contact is made; for if the carbon at poles of the magnet. In addition to
The difficulty in applying carbon

brushes to turbine generators, he
the toe of the brush is of higher re- this, when the plate is lifted , it will

sistance , this will tend to diminish be set in vibration by the motion of
said , lies in the high surface speeds

the current that is dying out, while the hoisting tackle , and this intro

of the commutators . Ordinary car
the lower resistance at the heel duces a live load which must be

bons on such commutators are not

will tend to augment the current
satisfactory, because if used with or

taken care of by the magnet . The

dinary pressures (such as 11 to 2
that is increasing, so helping the air -gap between the poles of the

completion of the process of com- magnet and the load to be lifted

lbs. per sq. in .) they are apt to
mutation . The reduction of resist- (which depends on the smoothness

chatter if there is the slightest in
ance in one side of the brush is fa- of the surfaces , the presence or ab

equality of periphery . However

light they are made, their inertia does
cilitated by the introduction into the sence of scale , dust, snow , ice , etc.)

carbon, during manufacture, of finely is also an important factor, affecting
not permit them at speeds of 2000 or divided copper. both the total magnetic flux and its
3000 revolutions per minute to fol

Further experience is , of course , distribution . It may be noted also
low the inequality of surface .

that available text -books on the sub
If.

necessary with these brushes to as
to prevent chattering, high

certain whether they possess the ject of electro -magnets contain only
pressures are applied , then there is

further trouble , for a soft carbon will

necessary mechanical qualities to last a very meagre amount of reliable

for long periods. data relating to the traction of such
smear the commutator, and a hard magnets

carbon will score it into ridges , and
It must be evident, then , that the

in either case there will be excessive

Designing Lifting Magnets design of lifting magnets not only
heating. Messrs . Parsons state that necessitates familiarity with the laws
they have never found carbon T first thought , says A. C. East of the magnetic circuit , but also a

brushes satisfactory except on wood in “ Cassier's Magazine,' thorough understanding of the con

small and slow -speed machine. it seems that the design of ditions to be met and the ability to
Messrs . Siemens-Schuckert, on the lifting magnets for handling smooth , properly interpret these conditions in

other hand, use mixed arrangements homogenous magnetic material , such
the design. This ability can be at

of a few carbon brushes along with as plates, slabs , blooms, etc. , should tained only by experiment and prac

a majority of metal brushes. prove a very simple matter, involving tical experience. Much of the success
Recently , however , the carbon nothing more than a consideration of attained in the later designs of such

manufacturers have bestirred them- elementary and well -understood laws
magnets is due to persistent experi

selves to produce special qualities of of the magnetic circuit. This has ment and the gaining of experience

carbon brush suitable for use with not been found to be the case ; and, under operating conditions extending

high speeds. Foremost amongst in fact, it is probable that there is no over a period of nearly ten years .

Aone



Polyphase Systems of Generation , Transmission,

and Distribution

By M A. SAMMETT

From a Paper Read Before the Electrical Section of the Canadian Society of Civil Engineers

E the

ers .

VERY electrical development poses is somewhat simpler to operate plish this phase transformation by

possesses some typical pecul- than a three -phase system . The two well -known Scott connections,

iarities which should be the phases may be controlled independ- unless all transformers are provided

determining factors in the selection ently for single -phase 'lighting cir- with a heavier high -tension wind

of the frequency of the system as a cuits without any appreciable effect ing, the transformer capacity would

whole, as well as the selection of the of one phase on the other. of necessity be reduced , due to a

generating and distributing systems higher current in the three - phase
as to phases, that is , whether it TWO -PHASE OR TIIREE - PILASE ?

winding, namely, that of 115.6 per

should be two or three -phase. Let us take up the generating cent. of the normal current.

These are the problems with which plant first and see which of the two Should , however, the transformers

we will concern ourselves in the dis- systems, three or two-phase, is more be designed with provision made for

cussion of polyphase systems, with a efficient as well as more economical. this higher current, it would necessi

transmission line of 100 miles or less Power House.-- It is quite well tate larger transformers, or, in other

and pressures up to and including known that for a given capacity, words, a more expensive installation .
50,000 volts at the receiving end . speed and voltage , at a given fre- Besides this increased transformer

While the paper is limited to these quency, the three -phase generator capacity, another disadvantage must

two considerations alone , the ground will prove the more efficient machine. be added, that of a possible reson

to be covered is rather wide, re- Manufacturers who standardize ap- ance with T -connected transformers

quiring therefore a concise treatment paratus use the same frames and for two -phase - three-phase transform

of various characteristics . punchings for the two different types . Whenever one of the phases is

Every system is influenced in its This enables the manufacturer to open , due to a failure of making

design by the nature of the load , turn out a better three-phase gener- proper contact of various switches or

and while a purely railway system ator as to efficiency and heating, re- any of the auxiliary connections, the

will prove most economical and sat- taining the same core loss . high reactance of the high -voltage

isfactory with a given frequency, Switchboard .—Taking up next the transformer will get in series with the

and two -phase synchronous convert- switchboard, we will find that the capacity of the transmission line, and

ers at the sub-stations , lighting and only advantage the two -phase board a resonance is likely to take place,

power companies will require a dif- has in comparison with the three- with the consequent disastrous re

ferent frequency and a strictly three - phase is the saving of one ammeter. sults .

phase system . To compare the ad- . It is standard practice to use an am- Distributing System . — The consid

vantages of the three-phase with the meter in each leg , therefore the erations which held true in the dis

two-phase system and of the two three -phase board will require three cussion of the transmission line will

principal frequencies , is the aim of ammeters . also hold true in the distributing sys

All bus-bars, oil-switch contracts tem . Three-phase delta connections

We shall take up first the ques- and switch compartments, all cables should be made use of, since, on

tion of phases. from generators to switchboard and motor service, a complete shutdown

Whatever the generation and dis- from the board to the transformers due to a failure of one transformer

tribution , the transmission of power are reduced in the ratio of 4 :3 , and must be carefully guarded against .

is always accomplished by three- while 15.6 per cent . larger cross-sec- Again, three -wire three-phase distri

phase. This arrangement allows of tion of copper is required in the in bution will result in a saving of 25

most economical transmission of stance of the three-phase installation , per cent. of copper and insulators.

power with a given drop in the line. maintaining the same current den- It will reduce the maintenance ex

While the transmission of power is sity, the 25-per cent . saving in the pense by the same percentage .

invariably accomplished by three- number of individual parts necessary, The advantages thus enumerated

phase, the generation and distribu- for the installation will be in favor of show clearly the desirability of three

tion is often by two-phase . the three -phase board . phase distribution from the purely

Modern engineering practice Transformers . — The of two
commercial standpoint, and still more

shows, however , the abandonment of transformers for a given load allows so from the point of view of reliabil

the two-phase generator in connec- a greater individuai transformer ca- ity and permanency of supply .

tion with hydro-electric power pacity, and therefore a more efficient It is imperative for the success of

houses, where power is to be trans- transformer. This would have been any central station to build up a good

mitted, and consequently transformed a decided advantage favoring the load and to broaden out the peak.

from two to three -phase. two-phase system , were it not for the This means securing a considerable

It must be admitted that a two- fact that the transmission of power motor load . Let us see, therefore,

phase system for distribution pur- is to be by three-phase. To accom- what are the relative advantages ,

this paper.

use
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comparing two and three -phase mo- As far as the transmission line is application of the recently developed

tors . The induction motor is the concerned , the lower the frequency, mercury -vapor converter and mag

one upon which to base our com- the less the induction drop, the netite lamps. This new system , how

parison, as it is the motor in general smaller the charging current and the ever ,ever, will probably have to go

use . better the regulation. It is a fore- through a process of further experi
The comparison can best be made gone conclusion that, as a purely menting. The conservative investor

from a summary of a convention transmission problem , we will have will still select the higher -frequency

paper by Bradley McCormick , read to adopt the 25-cycle frequency. Our series alternating enclosed arc lamps.

recently before the American Insti- problem , however, is more compli- Induction Motors .-From the com

tute of Electrical Engineers. Given cated . The transmission line is only mercial standpoint, the 60 -cycle mo

two similar frames without windings, a chain in the link, and, important as tors have a decided advantage,

how shall the two-phase and three- it is , it should not overrule the ad- namely, a somewhat higher speed.

phase windings differ in order to se- vantages of a higher frequency as Speed and cost are inversely propor

cure proper operation ? What will applied to the distriputing end of the tional , hence the 60-cycle motor will

be the comparative losses if the two system . In our composite problem prove the cheaper of the two. Of

machines are given the same rating ? the various advantages and disad- course, the low - frequency motors

1. A two -phase machine should vantages should be carefully weighed, have advantages of their own , such

have 22 per cent. more conductors and the selection made on the mer- as better starting torque, higher in

per slot than the corresponding its of advantages of the entire sys- stantaneous, but not continuous,

three-phase Y-connected machine , de- tem , taken in its totality. overload capacity and lower speeds.
signed for the same voltage and Aux Power House . - A table of speeds Unless the motors of the lower fre

per pole.
of generators at 60 and 25 cycles quency are standardized for best and

2. The magnetizing current is the shows a wider range of speeds, and most efficient design the high -fre

same in both the two and three- hence a greater flexibility , when lay- quency motors are more satisfactory.

phase machines when expressed in out 60 -cycle hydro - electric The principal factors in favour of

percentage of the current , which cor- power house. Thus: the 60 - cycle motors are better con

responds to the full -load output. R. P. M. at 25 cycles — 300, 250, 214, tinuous overload capacity and also

3. The copper loss of the two- 187 , 166 , 150. a cheaper product commercially as a

phase machine is 12 per cent . higher R. P. M. at 60 cycles — 327-300-277 , result of higher speeds. Therefore,

than that of the three -phase. 256-240-225, 212-200 , 190-180 , 172- with equally good performance as to

4. The leakage iactor of the two- 164, 156-150 . efficiency and heating, the 60 - cycle

phase machine averages 25 per cent . The speeds of turbine-generator motor will still be ahead of the 25

greater than that of a three -phase units are limited by the number of cycle motor.

machine, therefore the power factor wheels , type , head and output . Railway Load . - The suitability of

is lower .
Therefore, a wider range of speeds low -frequency synchronous convert

Actual results show from 1 to 3 permissible with a 60 -cycle system ers for railway work is a well -estab

per cent. lower power factors .
will enable the selection of the most lished fact . While 60 -cycle syn

These considerations show that the efficient generator-wheel combina- chronous converters are used for such

two -phase machine will have tion . Inasmuch as increased periph- purposes , they are rather an excep

higher temperature rise as a result eral velocities will result in a de- tion , and their operation is less sat

of the higher copper loss . For the crease in active material, the selec- isfactory . What should then , under

same reason the efficiency of the tion of higher speeds will enable us the circumstances, be a desirable way

two- phase motor will be lower . The to choose cheaper hydro - electric sets . of supplying street-railway loads

slip of the two-phase machine will The above conclusions hold true ex without resort to frequency changes ?

also be greater. 'Tests and theoreti- cept when higher speeds call for spe- The latter are out of the question,

cal calculations show 20 per cent . cial construction , which will rapidly due to excessive cost , besides the

greater slip . increase the cost . great reduction in the efficiency of

Thus we see that the two-phase Switchboard . — The switchboard the systems, resultant from their use .

induction motor is a poorer motor under the two frequencies is unaf- Motor-generator sets may be and

for the central- station company, due fected . All meters and potential and are advantageously used in this con

to a poorer power factor. It is also current transformers are designed for nection , and , while not possessing the

less advantageous to the power user, satisfactory operation on frequencies advantages of 25 -cycle synchronous

as a smaller efficiency means a larger from 25 to 125 cycles. converters, have features which make

motor input for a given output. Transformers. Transformers built them particularly suitable for use on

for 25 cycles are a much more ex- long -distance transmission systems,
FREQUENCY

pensive piece of apparatus as well as permitting of a partial ur complete

We will take up now the discus- less efficient than when built for 60 control of the power factor of the

sion under the heading of frequency. cycles . system , depending as to whether in

The frequencies most widely used on Incandescent Lighting, Arc Light- duction motors or synchronous mo

this continent are those of 60 and 25 ing , Power Service by Induction or tor sets are used .

cycles . While other frequencies are Synchronous Motor and Railway Wherever large capacity is pres

made use of, these are the predomi- Load . — With incandescent lighting . ent , due to long transmission lines ,

nating ones . Let us, therefore, an- while 30 cycles is the limiting fre induction motor-generator sets of

alyze them with a view of determin- quency, 40 cycles is unsatisfactory large size can be used to great ad

ing their adaptability for such devel when moving objects are viewed by vantage. For perfect control of the
opments as are under discussion in it . On this continent 60 cycles is the power factor of the transmitted

our paper .
We shall make our an- standard frequency for such a serv- power, synchronous motors should

alysis , not from the transmission ice , while 50 cycles is European, ice , while_50 cycles is European be employed, as in this case the reg

point of view alone, but analyze the practice . For are lighting, 40 cycles ulating of the field excitation allows
generating and distributing systems is the limiting frequency . Lower of a close control of the power factor

as well . frequencies are made use of in the of the transmitted energy, allowing

a
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80

the maximum energy for a given Charging current at 60 cycles, 23

current, and under certain conditions amperes .

will permit of carrying the load at Charging current at 25 cycles , 9.6

unity power factor in the generating amperes.
and transforming apparatus and Regulation at 60 cycles

transmission line. 100 per cent. power factor , full

While the synchronous converter load 9.0 per cent.

is the most efficient of the three 80 per cent. power factor, full

means of supplying railway loads, load current 23.0 per cent .

whenever this load constitutes only (Step -up and step -down transform

the minor portion of the total output ers included in this calculation .)

of the plant, the interests of the Regulation at 25 cycles (including

lighting and power load cannot be transformer)

sacrificed for a most efficient con- 100 per cent. power factor, full

version of the alternating current to load 5.5 per cent .

direct current for railway purposes. 80 per cent. power factor, full-load

In our discussion of frequency we current io per cent.

may conclude that for a mixed load The regulation and capacity or

of lighting and power , with a railway charging current are decidedly in

load not exceeding one -third of the favour of the 25 -cycle transmission .

total power generated , 6u cycles will The results for the 60 -cycle system ,

be the frequency to select . while considerably in excess of those

Charging Current and Regulation at 25 cycles , are considered quite

of the Line .—We are to take up now normal for commercial purposes and,

two more questions . These inasmuch as the increase and de

charging current and the regulation crease in the load is gradual, the

of the line . regulation is well within control of

Let us see how the two frequen- the central- station operators or auto

cies affect our case. What will be matic devices .

the relative magnitude of the charg- As to the railway load , this had

ing current and regulation ? better be carried on a separate cir

Line, 100 miles long. cuit whenever a multiplicity of cir

Load , 10,000 H. P. for each trans- cuits is used in transmitting the

mission circuit. power . In our case there are three

Conductor , No. 0000 . transmission circuits.

Voltage at receiving end, 50,000. Considering the successful oper

Space between conductors, 60 ins . ation of one of the long -distance

transmission lines of 130 miles in

California, where the charging cur

rent forms 40 per cent. of full- load

current, and where the regulation is

40 per cent. at full load , 80 per cent.

power factor, we need not hesitate to

operate our line with a regulation of

23 per cent., per cent. Power

factor .

The power factor of the system ,

however, is to a large extent within

the control of the operating com

pany, as it may recommend to power

users such apparatus as will best

serve the purposes of the system as

a whole . Besides this, by employing

synchronous motors, running as ro

tary condensers, it will be enabled to

regulate the power factor of the sys

tem and keep it , if necessary , at

unity.

These synchronous motors,

ning idle, and used supplementary to

the synchronous motor -generator

sets , will allow of a perfect control of

the power factor of the system , re

ducing the regulation to 9 per cent.

under full -load condition .

In conclusion , we will say that,

under the conditions stated, for a

mixed lighting and power load , with

a railway load not exceeding 33 per

cent. of the total output, a three

phase, 60-cycle system should be em

ployed throughout, and all trans

formation should be accomplished by

delta to delta connections.

run

are

News of the Month

Prizes for an Electrical Solicitor's

Handbook

E Amembered," the " fCo-operative
last year, it will be

,

Electrical Development Associ

ation offered $ 1000 in prizes for

papers on the organization and con

duct of a new business department

for central stations in cities of 50,000

population and under. These prizes

were awarded by the president of the

National Electric Light Association

at the Atlantic City meeting on the

judgment of a special committee,

since which time they have been

given very wide publicity through

the co -operation of the electrical tech

nical press , as well as by issues by

the association in pamphlet form .

Recently the subject of offering

prizes for an electrical solicitors'

liandbook was discussed with the co

operating committee of the National

Electric Light Association, and it

was decided to offer $ 2600 in prizes

for such a production. The prize

money is divided as follows:

$ 1000 for the light section , of

which $ 500 will be awarded as the

first prize , $ 300 as the second and

$ 200 as the third .

$ 1000 for the power section , of

which $ 500 will be awarded as the

first prize, $ 300 as the second, and

$200 as the third .

$600 for the heat section, of which

$ 300 will be awarded as the first

prize , $ 200 as the second , and $ 100

as the third .

In general it is desired to secure a

handbook which will be both in

structive and stimulating to repre

sentatives of central stations, con

tractors or others who are soliciting

the public for the sale of electrical

service for light, heat and power. A

little pamphlet is in the course of

preparation containing general sug
gestions for the benefit of those who

will compete for the prizes , and this

will be very gladly sent upon request.

A committee appointed by the
president of the National Electric

Light Association will judge the

handbooks, or sections of the hand

books, submitted, and their decision ,

which will be made just before the

next meeting of the National Electric

Light Association, will be announced

at that convention, and the nine new

York drafts for the several amounts

distributed to the winners .

The winning contributions, or

combination of winning contribu

tions, will be made of the greatest
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possible benefit to the electrical busi- railroad yard where it is impossible efficiency of the service. Extra un

ness along such lines as may be later to place poies between tracks. In derground cable facilities and central

determined by the joint committee . other places it has been found neces- office stations were planned and con

This affords an excellent oppor- sary to resort to steel bridges to ac- structed , and in the various depart

tunity to make a valuable contribu- complish this end , but here a system ments schools of instruction have

tion to the commercial progress of of tripartite steel poles and double been installed where a large corps of

the art , to achieve a reputation for spans was adopted, and is believed future employees are in course of

business progressiveness, and, withal, to be fully as effective a type of con- training , it being the policy of the

to be well paid for the time, thought struction as bridges, besides being companies to keep in this way three

and energy required . Prospective far cheaper and much quicker to or four months ahead of the demand

competitors should apply for the erect . as regards labor.

pamphlet, giving fuller details of this Six new passenger coaches of the

interesting contest , to the Co -oper- interurban type are nearing comple

ative Electrical Development Associ- tion. They will seat fifty -six passen

ation , of Cleveland , Ohio.
First International Exposition of

gers , and are provided with four
Safety Devices

100 - H . P. motors, which will be ca

pable of reaching a maximum speed
PACE is now being assigned for

Single-Phase Traction on the Erie of from 45 to 50 miles an hour.
the exhibits of the first interna

Railroad

tional exposition of safety de

HE Erie Railroad , which is
vices , to be held at the American

New York Telephone Progress in
electrifying a portion of the

Museum of Natural History, begin
1906

main line of the Rochester
ning January 29 , 1907, and continu

division between Rochester and Avon URING the past twelve years
ing two weeks.

and the branch between Avon and
The exhibits will include safety

the growth of the telephone devices for wood and metal-working

lit. Morris, will soon have the dis business in New York and

tinction of being the first steam rail
machinery ; stamping, grinding and

vicinity has been phenomenal. In

road to put into commercial use the
polishing machines ; safeguards for

1894 there were only about 10,000 boilers, elevators, windlasses, cranes

single-phase system on its lines. The telephone subscribers in the old city

work was started last summer bysummer by ofNew York . During the year just building trades ; safety lamps and
and hoisting machinery ; textiles and

Westinghouse, Church, Kerr & Co.,
closed the net gain in the entire ter

and is now nearing completion. As
explosives ; quarrying and agri

ritory of the two companies, which ,
culture ; chemical industries, safety

is well known, the New York , New generally speaking, embraces a radius

Haven & Hartford Railroad Com
from fire ; railway and trolley safety .

of 35 miles from City Hall , was 67 , It is earnestly desired that all

pany is to use the single-phase sys- 000 telephones - nearly 200 a day - a

tem , but trains will be hauled by

those wishing to exhibit safety de

gain in one year of more telephones

locomotives, while on the Erie road
vices in any of the above classes

than there are in many of the largest

the cars themselves will be equipped
should apply at once to W. H. Tol

cities in the world.

with motors .
man , director, 287 Fourth avenue,

Some idea of the stupendous nature New York, for space.

Current will be supplied by the of the New York telephone system As the object of this exposition is

Niagara , Lockport & Ontario Power may be gained from the following

Company, which receives the current statistics, which are approximately
to awaken the American public to

generated at the new station of the
the necessity of doing something to

correct, for Jan. 1 , 1907 : lessen the

Ontario Power Company at Niagara

causes of accidents to

Number of telephones in service and under American life and labor by means
Falls , and is now transmitting it at contract in combined territories of New

York Telephone Company and the New

60,000 volts as far east as Syracuse
of a permanent museum of safety

York & New Jersey Telephone Company: 389,000

for use on a local electric railway
Number of buildings owned and occupied devices where all problems of safe

by telephone companies.. guarding life and limb be
System . This long transmission line, Number of new buildings in course of con

which is being constructed in dupli
studied in their working details , there

Number of square feet of office space occu .
will be no charge for space .cate, crosses the Erie at Mortimer, pied by telephone companies... .1,094,500

Number of central offices ...

about five miles south of Rochester, Total number of employees 17,000

and from that point the power com
Average number of people per telephone ..

pany is constructing a branch line Although complete statistics of for The Chicago Electrical Trades

about 14 miles in length which is to eign cities are unobtainable, a com Exposition

supply a sub - station at Avon . parison shows that New York has

The sub -station equipment more telephones than London and the second

sists of three 750 -kilowatt trans- ten other largest cities of Great Brit

formers of the oil -insulated, water- ain combined ; not only more than in the Coliseum from January

cooled type, which transform the Paris, but more than all the tele- 14 to 26 , promises to be a banner ex

00.000 - volt, three -phase current down phones in France, Belgium , Holland, hibit. More than 30,000 square feet

to a 11.000 - volt, single-phase current, and Switzerland combined ; more tele- of the main floor of the Coliseum has

which is to be fed directly on to the phones than are to be found in the been sold to 150 of the leading manu

trolley wires of the Erie. twenty largest cities in Germany. facturers and jobbers, many of whom

Difficult problems were encountered An interesting fact in connection will make displays for others, as

at Avon and Rochester in support- with this stupendous growth is that themselves. Not a single

ing the trolley wires over the tracks the engineering department of the branch of the electrical field will be

through the railroad yards, and a companies had already foreseen this neglected, and the exhibits, as

new style of overhead span wire con- development, and had prepared their whole, will be greater and more

struction was designed expressly to plans accordingly, thereby making it elaborate than they were in the show

overcome the difficulty of carrying possible to take on this huge volume of a year ago. At this writing there

heavy trolley construction through a of new business without lessening the are but five spaces left on the main

60
can

struction 6

182

14

con

CH trical show , which will beheld

well as

a
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floor, the complete list of exhibitors

being as follows :

Armour Institute .

American Steel & Wire Co

American Telegraph & Telephone Co.
Automatic Electric Co.

Allis -Chalmers Co.

American Telephone Journal.

Æina Stage Lighting Co.

Anderson , Albert & J. M. Mfg . Co.

American Clock Co.

American Vibrator Co.

Antiseptic Co. , The.

American Electrical Novelty & Mig. Co.

American Sewer Pipe Co.

American Electric Heater Co.

Burns, W. J.

Bryan -Marsh Co.

Bryant Zinc Co.

Brilliant Electric Co.

Bidwell Electric Co.

Beck Flaming Lamp Co.

Bigley Telephone Co.

Bishop Gutta Percha Co.

Baton Electrical Míg. Co.

Bossert Electric Construction Co.

Crockett , W. P., Co.

Chicago Telephone Co.

Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co.

Cook , Frank B.

Cooper -Hewitt Electric Co

Central Electric Mfg . Co.

Chicago Battery Co.

Chicago Edison Co.

Crane Company.

Central Electric Co.

Chicago Lamp & Reflector Co.

Chicago Compound Battery Co.

Commonwealth Electric Co.

Crescent Wire & Cable Co.

Crawfordsville Wire & Nail Co.

Crescent Co.

Columbia Incandescent Lamp Co.

Colonial Electric Co.

Crouse-Hinds Co.

Dixon , Joseph , Crucible Co.

Dossert & Co.

Duncan Electric Mig. Co.

Diehl Mfg. Co.

Dean Electric Co.

D. & W. Fuse Co.

DeVeau Telephone Míg. Co.

Dale Co. , The.

Dittrick -Jordan Electric Co

Eureka Electric Co.

Engineer Pub . Co.

Edwards Electric Headliglit Co.

Electric Appliance Co.

Electric Rotary Floor Polisher Co.

Electric Storage Battery Co.

Electrocrait Publishing Co.

Electric Service Supplies Co.

Electrical Review .

Erwin & Co.

Electrical World .

Engineering World.

Edison Mfg . Co.

Electric Cable Co.

Enamel Metals Co. (Enameled .)

Fort Wayne Electric Works.

Federal Electric Co.

Faries Mfg . Co.

Grubbe, Emil H. , M. D.

Guarantee Electric Co.

Gould Storage Battery Co.

General Electric Company.

Haller Machine Co.

Haines , J. Allen .

Holzer-Cabot Co.

Hamburger, Felix .

Hart Mfg . Co.

Helios Mfg. Co.

Hepburn Telephone Co.

Hunter Illuminated Car Sign Co.

Indiana Rubber & Insulated Wire Co.

Johns - Manville Co.

Kellogg Switchboard & Supply Co.

Keystone Electrical Instrument Co.

Lang, J., Electric Co.

Locke Insulator Mfg . Co.

Lyon Metallic Mfg.Co.

Monarch Electric & Wire Co.

Mathews, W. N. , & Bro .

Metropolitan Electrical Supply Co.

McRoy Clay Works.

Miller Anchior Co.

National Carbon Co.

National Battery Co. The longest test yet made of the
Nernst Lamp Co.

Nungesser Battery Co. Cahill system was from Holyoke,
Nurnberg Flaming Arc Lamp Co.

Mass., to New Haven , Conn . , about
New York & Ohio Co.

Nuttall Co., R. D. 100 miles. Mr. Niesz's representa
Oliver Míg . Co.

Ohio Brass Co. tive also made arrangements while

Oneida Community, Ltd.
East for the first installation west

Okonite Co., Ltd.

Peabody Coal Co. of New York of the Moore vacuum
Phenix Glass Co.

Petersen, II. A., Mig. Co. tube light, - " electric daylight,'
Peirce Specialty Co. it is called .
Public Service .

Phelps Co. Following the precedent estab
Paiste Co., II . T.

Phillips Insulated Wire Co. lished by the directors of the Elec
Packard Electric Co.

trical Trades Exposition Company a
Protected Rail Bond Co.

Reynolds-Dull Flasher Co. year ago, Managing Director Niesz
Roth Bros. & Co.

Rock Island Battery Co. is sparing no expense or effort in

lectric Cordage Co.
making the coming show the greatestShelton Electric Co.

Schureman , J. L., Co. and most interesting trade exposition
Stromberg- Carlson Telep'ione Co.

Swedish American Telephone Co. ever held in Chicago. It will be
Simplex Electric Heating Co.

liberally advertised , and special in
Schott, W. H.

Stolz Electrophone Co. ducements will be offered to attract
Sangamon Electric Co.

Stanley & Patterson , Inc. the attention of the public to the
Sarco Co., The. affair .
Sterling Electric Co.

Sterling Varnish Co. The two hundred and first anni
Speer Carbon Co.

The Consumers Co. versary of the birth of Benjamin

Telephony Pub. Co. Franklin will be marked by a special
Universal Mig. Co.

Universal Electric Storage Battery Co. programme Thursday, January 17 ,

University of Illinois.

Vulcan Electric Heating Co.
and souvenirs will be distributed.

Vim Company. Monday, January 21 , will be " tele
Vesta Accumulator Co.

Vote - Bergen Co. phone" day, and another appropriate
Wagner Electric Mfg . Co.

Western Electric Co. souvenir will be given away. Thomas
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.

A. Edison day will be observed Wed
Western Electrician .

Western Insulator Co. nesday, January 24 , an occasion for
Wilson Trolley Catcher Co.

Wire & Telephone Co. of America.
another souvenir.

Whitney Electrical Instrument Co. During the two weeks of the ex

Managing Director Niesz sent a
position there will be several impor

representative to New York recently tant meetings of electrical organiza

to try and get a temporary installa- tions, notably the Northwestern Elec

tion of the Cahill telharmonic system trical Association , which has its an

in the coming show , but Dr. Ca- nual convention at the Coliseum ,

hill's representatives said that this January 16 , 17 and 18. This affair

would be a physical impossibility, as is usually held in Milwaukee, but as

there is only one telharmoniun com- a compliment to the Chicago mem

pleted , and that is now the beginning bers of the organization , many of

of the permanent installation of the whom are identified with the elec

New York Electric Music Company, trical show , the meetings are held in

which has commenced its service of Chicago. The Sons of Jove will have

music to clubs, hotels, cafés and resi- a rejuvenation on Wednesday night,

dences over the New York telephone January 16 , and the Illuminating En,

wires. gineering Society will meet Thurs

Manager Pihl, of the New York day, January 17. The American

company, however, agreed to at- Electrical Salesmen's Association will

tempt a long -distance test of the tel
have its annual meeting Wednesday,

harmonic system by which an effort January 24 .

will be made to transmit music from Ellery's Royal Italian Band has

the New York central station to the been engaged for afte oon and even

Coliseum during the exposition. This ing concerts throughout the two

will require the co -operation of the weeks of the show , and the Coliseum

Chicago Telephone Company and the Annex will be converted into an elec

American Telephone & Telegraph trical “ Midway," several new and in

Company, which control the long- teresting amusement features along

distance circuit. electrical lines having been secured .
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Electrical and Mechanical Progress

ALLIS -
CHALMERS CO

Motor-Driven Hoists/ spiders have strongly ribbed arms, the clutch , which is of the band fric

and the drum shell is reinforced by tion type . The fixed end of the band

LECTRIC hoists, in order to give deep circular ribs, so that all twist
E the best service,"must be de

is securely anchored to the driving

ing and bending strains are fully gear , and has suitable adjustment for
signed and built especially to

met. shortening the band to compensate

meet operating conditions. When so The brake is of the steel band for wear. The movable end of the

constructed and properly installed

they are as easily handled and give

as good results as steam-driven ma

chines . For underground locations,

or for places at some distance from

the necessary location of the power

plant , it is much easier and cheaper

to run wires than pipes , thus avoid

ing all loss from condensation or

leaks . Either director alternating

current at any of the standard volt

ages and frequencies may be used .

and the hoists can be built for any

desired load and speed of rope .

The Allis- Chalmers Company, of

Milwaukee, has recently put upon the

market a line of standard machines

designed to work under approxi

mately the same conditions as its

well-known small steam - driven hoist.

The single-crum hoists are of 15 .

25 , 35 , 50 and 75 - H . P. capacity , and

double-drum hoists are made in 30,

50 , 75 , 100 , 125 and 150 - H . P. sizes.

The drum , or drums, and motor

are mounted upon a heavy , sub

stantial bed plate of box section , with A MOTOR - DRIVEN HOIST BUILT BY THE ALLIS -CHALMERS COMPANY, OF MILWAUKEE, WIS.

broad bearing surface on the founda

tion . The bearings are carried on type, with a wide face , and is pro- band is actuated by a simple and

pedestals cast in one piece with the vided with a suitable turnbuckle ad- strong arrangement of toggle lever ,

bed plate , so that there are no bolts justment for taking up the wear on motion to which is imparted by a col

to work loose , and the proper align- the brake blocks. One end of the lar sliding on the drum shaft and

ment of the machine is thus main- brake band is securely anchored by controlled by the operator's hand

tained at all times. eye bars around the operating shaft, lever through suitable connections .

The drum runs loose upon the and the other end has a turnbuckle For driving these hoists the Allis

shaft and is made in one piece , of attachment to the lever on the oper- Chalmers Company furnishes either

the best quality of cast iron . The ating shaft , controlled by the oper- direct current or alternating - current

spider hubs are fitted with bronze ator's hand lever . motors wound for the usual voltages,

bushings , which can be readily re- The main gear , keyed on the drum and, if alternating current, either 25

placed in case of wear. The drum shaft , forms the driving member of cycle or 60 -cycle machines. As the

1-8 57
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company builds a large line of mo- train engages with an escapement a three-compartment, oblong cast

tors for both direct - current and alter- that permits the crank to make a half iron box . The bottom compartment,

nating - current work , it can select the revolution at a time. lined with slate , contains the switch .

type and size best suited for any par The second train of gears passes The middle compartment is divided

ticular case , and is fully responsible to the clock and is geared into the so as to open from either the back

for the efficient working of the unit . mechanism of the latter . Should this or the front, and contains the propel

The controllers used with these train of gears be released , the mech- ling mechanism . The upper com

hoists are of the drum type , similar anism would at once run down. This partment contains the clock. The

to those in common use in street car feature is of great value, because it whole is sealed with a heavy door,

service . On all single-drum hoists will be seen at once that the duty locked with a Yale lock , and rubber

the motor is not reversed, but on of the clock , instead of driving any- gasketed with a pressure lever , mak

double-drum hoists the handle thing, is rather to restrain some- ing the switch absolutely tight .

lever of the controller not only con- thing from being driven , and instead The action of the switch is as fol

trols the speed , but also reverses the lows :—The clock and mechanism are

motor, and is locked in the off posi wound and the hands are set so as

tion . If desired, the lever of the to cause an event at the desired hours

controller can be made of the same of the day or night. The switch is

design as the brake and clutch levers . then set by the hand trigger so that

the next operation shall be that de

sired . For instance, if the next

An Electric Time Switch operation is to be closure, the switch

should obviously be set in an open

HE object of an electric time position . As the clock permits the.

switch is to open or close an dial wheel to drive slowly under the

electric circuit at any desired impetus of the mechanism spring, it

time of the day or night with cer carries with it its hands and cams.

tainty and precision . The parts of The first cam engages the escape

a first -class time switch are three in ment, permitting a partial revolution

number, namely, the switch itself , the of the mechanism , and a few sec

mechanism which opens and closes it , onds later the clock trips the escape

and the time controlling element, ment back again , permitting the mech

which is necessarily a clock of some anism to make a full half revolution ,

form . closing the switch . The dial wheel

In the annexed illustration is then proceeds as before until the sec

shown the switch mechanism of a ond cam is brought into play , when

time switch manufactured by the the cycle of operations is repeated,

Albert & J. M. Anderson Manufac but with this difference, the switch

turing Company, of Boston, Mass. opens. This is repeated every twenty

It consists of two pivoted arms car four hours, unless interfered with by

rying laminated contacts and arcing the seven -day wheel, which may sus

contacts , after the fashion of ap pend the operations of the switch on

proved circuit -breaker construction . any day of the week desired .

These arms are separated by a tog It is, of course , possible to supply

gle motion , the central joint of which the switch with several cams which

is thrust upward and downward by & J. M. will open and close the switch sev

the propelling mechanism . When MANUFACTURING COMPANY, OF BOSTON eral times during the day, or to omit

thrust downward the toggle motion the Sunday cut-out or other modi

is dead-centred, and it is impossi- of contributing energy to the propel- fication ; but as this is not commonly

ble to force the laminæ from their ling mechanism it receives energy required, such switches are supplied

contact seats without exerting pres therefrom . only on special order.

sure sufficient to destroy the mech- The shaft on the last gear on the The uses of the time switch are

anism . There is no partial or im- train running to the clock is hollow , manifold . The storekeeper by its use

perfect contact possible. and both the hollow shaft and the can close his store at six o'clock with

The contact mechanism is housed solid shaft within are equipped with the knowledge that at half-past ten ,

in a slate enclosure in a separate trip dogs, which can be set by means when the theatres are out , his show

compartment of the box , and is fire- of stout hands to any desired posi- window will be brilliantly illuminated ,

proof. The lower or entering con tion in relation to the gear. To and that at twelve o'clock the lights

tacts are each separated from the facilitate this setting the gear is will be out and further expense will

jaws of the switch a distance of over marked with the twenty - four hours be saved .

an inch when the switch is open . of the day , divided into quarters, and The central station man finds the

The circuit is opened horizontally in- in order that the daylight and dark- switch invaluable when selling light

stead of vertically , thereby minimiz- ness hours may be distinguished , the to a municipality in certain locations

ing the chance of maintaining an arc. gear is enameled black on half of its for certain specific hours ,, or in sup

The propelling mechanism consists face . plying electric signs or other con

of a heavy spiral spring, equipped A reliable clock is the heart of stant loads at a flat rate for certain

with two trains of gears . One of time switch, and for this purpose the periods of time.

the spindles of one of these trains company has adopted one of the The owner of a private plant sup

is equipped with a crank and con- finest imported eight - day clocks plying power to tenants can often use

necting rod, the connecting rod be- which can be secured, and have this switch with more satisfaction to

ing utilized to force the toggle of the modified it for their especial needs. himself and to his tenants than he

switch up or down . A flyer on this The whole switch is mounted in couid a meter. Institutions, having

SWITCHAN ELECTRIC TIME

TURED BY THE ALBERT

MANUFAC

ANDERSON

a
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HE new plant of the lola Port- I " trict code dealing with therun-.

TUTTE

T

NEW YORK

a certain time for “ Lights Out,” can
The Largest Producer-Gas Power Splice Protectors

use this switch to great advantage .
Plant in the World

Suburban railroads can apply it for

illuminating their unattended wait

ing stations . Automobile charging
land Cement Company, at ning of wires is the following :

stations will find it useful in leaving
Dallas , Tex ., is notable for the “ Careful and neat running, connect

a storage battery unattended . fact that it will have the largest ing, soldering, and taping of con

Hosts of other situations, where producer -gas power installation in ductors are especially conducive to

certain definite hours for current off the world. At other plants of the security and efficiency and will be

and current on are required , will pre
Iola Company both gas engines and strongly insisted on . In order to

sent themselves when the possibility steam engines have been employed, provide a ready means of fulfilling

of a reliable means is at hand. so that in selecting the type of prime the conditions mentioned in the Code,

mover for their new plant it was Jordon Bros. , of New York City ,

with a knowledge of the

Box Fixtures
capabilities of the re

spective powers, and their
HE term “ Box Fixtures" has

decision was influenced

been applied by the Cleveland
by the saving in fuel con

Gas & Electric Fixture Com- sumption that was possi

pany, of Cleveland, Ohio , to fixtures
ble by the adoption of

packed in pasteboard boxes measur gas for power purposes ..
ing 143 by 44 by 44 inches. This The Loomis -Pettibone

avoids the possibility of any parts gas generating system ,

being lost , and the fixture is kept built by the Power &

clean and untarnished until ready for Mining Machinery Com

installation . pany , of Cudahy, Wis . ,

Fixtures packed in this manner will be furnished in three
A SPLICE PROTECTOR MANUFACTURED BY JORDAN BROS. , OF

should prove desirable for those car- units having a total ca

rying goods in stock , as they take pacity of 4500 H. P. Bituminous have placed on the market a splice

up but little space, permitting a large coal and Texas lignite will be the protector, illustrated herewith . The

variety to be carried within a small fuels used , the Loomis-Pettibone sys- protector is shown with the wires

coinpass . The company has deemed tem being adapted to the gasification in place and minus the capping.

this method of packing of sufficient of either fuel without changes in the The advantages claimed for this

value to apply for a patent on it. apparatus, and the resultant gas is protector are that it affords a solid ,

A new factory is nearing comple- guaranteed to be fixed , clean and substantial, soldered and insulated

suitable for use in gas splice, with a fire and waterproof

engines . porcelain protection at the point

The Snow Steam where the insulation resistance of

Pump Works, of Buf- the rubber covering on the wire is

falo , will furnish four impaired by the unavoidable splice;

single -tandem , double- it is held in position by the capping

acting gas engines, of the moulding, and is practically

each with a normal invisible . No whittling of the mould

capacity of 1109 B.1105 B. ing or capping is necessary , there
H. P. These engines no exposed wires at the point

will be direct where the splice is made, and there

nected to alternating- is no chance of capping nails being

current, 25-cycle elec- driven through the splice . Its use

tric generators of 810- makes all work uniform , one branch

KW . capacity each , being an exact duplicate of the

and will operate in others .

parallel . A device of this character appears

Continuous operation, to meet the demand for a better and
VIEW OF " BOX FIXTURES” MANUFACTURED BY THE CLEVE

LAND GAS & ELECTRIC FIXTURE COMPANY, OF CLEVELAND , O.
twenty -four hours per safer class of work. It is made for

day , seven days per two or three -wire branches or any

tion in Conneaut, Ohio , where the week, is required of the power plant . combination of these .

“ Box Fixtures,” comprehending all High efficiency is promised by the

the requirements for low and medium- builders of the power apparatus, the Mention has already been made in

priced product, will be manufactured , guarantee being a kilowatt -hour at these pages of the plans of the New

with particular reference to the re- the switchboard on from 1,1 to 11 York Electric Music Company, to

quirements of the market in the pounds of bituminous coal or from transmit " electric music” over the

United States and Canada . A part 24 pounds of lignite, when operat- city . Recently one of the well

of the factory is already in operation , ing at three-quarters to full load . known restaurants was connected up

and by January i the company ex and the Café Martin is now a sub

pects to meet all orders with prompt A tunnel under the River Seine scriber .

shipments.
from Rouen to Havre is to be built

An attractive pamphlet, fully cov- by the French Government, which A 3 -phase transmission of hydro

ering the various features of these has retained Charles M. Jacobs, of electric power at 50,000 volts is now

fixtures, will be mailed on application New York, the designer of the Penn- under way in Spain between El Car

to the company's office at Cleveland, sylvania tunnels under the North chedo and Seville , a distance of 80

Ohio. and East Rivers . miles .

are

con

a
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neers .

Personal public of this city , for it is due al- of the American Institute of Elec

most wholly to his
P. T. Hanscom , formerly assistant

efforts that trical Engineers , a member of the

engineer of the General Electric Weatherford to -day stands at the American Society of Mechanical En

Company, in charge of the power
head of her class in the matter of gineers, and an associate member of

and mining machinery department ,
electric light and power service . ” the American Society of Civil Engi

is now associated with Curtis &
Allen E. Ransom has associated

Hine , of Colorado Springs , Col. Mr. himself with E. W. Cummings, con The subject of central station ac

Hanscom will have charge of the sulting and constructing engineer, at counting is again being actively taken

electrical engineering work, and will Seattle , Wash ., as electrical engi- up by the National Electric Light

also assist in the management of the neer for the firm . Mr. Ransom has Association , and a strong committee

various hydro - electric plants now be- resigned his position as electrical has been appointed by President Will

ing operated or uncer way. engineer of the Lewiston -Clarkson iams to report at the 1907 convention

of the association. The members of

W. H. Browne has resigned as
Company. His headquarters will be

in the Dexter -Horton Bank Build- the committee are :-II . M. Edwards,
director, treasurer and general man
ager of the Stanley Instrument Com- ing, Seattle . of the New York Edison Company,

chairman ; A. S. Knight, of Boston ;
pany, of Great Barrington , Mass . ,

Elmer D. Barry, who has been in G. W. Curran, of the United Gas Im
and has opened offices at 34 Pine charge of construction work for the provement Company, of Philadelphia :
street, New York . Mr. Browne has

Edison Electric Illuminating Co. , of C. X. Jelliffe , of the American Light

not yet made definite arrangements Boston , at Natick , Mass . , has re

for the future, but anticipates the
& Traction Company, of New York,

signed to accept a position with the

supervisory administration and man
and Paul R. Jones, of Henry L.

General Electric Company, Lynn ,,
agements of plants. Since 1886 , Mr.

Doherty & Co. These gentlemen
Mass . He is succeeded by William have a very thorough knowledge of

Browne has been active in the elec
O'Brien , who has had charge of the

trical field . In that year he began
the subject, and a very valuable addi

South Framingham (Mass .) district,

with the organization and building of
tion to the work already done in this

and who will now assume the direc

the electric railway and lighting
line by the association may be looked

tion of both districts . for.

plants at Richmond , Va ., and he was

associated with those interests until H. M. Littell has resigned as vice- C. E. F. Ahlm , consulting and de

1889. From May , 1888 , until July , president and general manager of signing engineer, of Cleveland, Ohio,

1894, he was general manager of the the San Antonio, Tex ., Gas & Elec has just been appointed consulting
United Electric Light & Power tric Company. W. R. Tuttle has engineer for the illumination of the

Company, of New York city . He
been elected as his successor. Garford Company's new factory at

then became receiver of the Flush
Walter C. Kerr, of Westinghouse,

Elyria, Ohio. This factory has a to

ing & College Point Railroad , Long
Church , Kerr & Company, of New

tal foor space of 102,000 square feet ,
Island , and from 1895 to 1902 was

York, has been appointed by Mayor
and will be used exclusively for the

general manager of the Royal Elec
McClellan as a member of a com

manufacture of automobiles and auto

tric Company, of Montreal, Can .
mission to revise the rules and regu

mobile parts .

Allen E. Ransom has resigned as
lations of city departments as to

electrical engineer of the Lewiston- permits , and the like , for storage of
Obituary

Clarkson Company, Seattle , Wash . , building material in the streets . Wallace Clyde Johnson died at

to associate himself with Mr. E. W.

Cummings, consulting and construc

Asa M. Mattice, up to last spring Niagara Falls on December 15 , with

chief engineer of the Allis - Chalmers
an acute attack of dilation of the

tion engineer, Seattle .
Company, and later engaging in con

heart, brought on largely by over

W. F. Hynes, construction engi sulting engineering work , hasar work, after an illness of about three

neer of the Allis-Chalmers Company, ranged to undertake the management
weeks. Mr. Johnson was born at

Granville, Mass ., May 21 , 1859, a
has just returned from Chili , where of the works of the Walworth Man

he installed a gas - driven electrical ufacturing Company, and will discon
son of Jares W. and Frances A.

generating and air compressor plant tinue his business of consulting engi- Johnson. He was educated in the

in a copper smelting and converting His address is now
public schools , and in 1880 entered

care of

works at Caldero, Chili . the Walworth Manufactur
ing

Com
Williams College, from which he

graduated in 1882. In June, 1905,

S. O. Newton, for the past three
pany, South Boston , Mass.

he received the degree of M.A. from

years manager of the Weatherford Frank G. Baum , who has been in Williams College . In 1884 he ac

( Texas ) Water, Light & Ice Com- charge of the hydraulic and elec- cepted a position as assistant engi

pany, has severed his connection with trical engineering and construction neer of the Holyoke Water Power

that company. Some idea of Mr. and also the operation of the system Company, and in 1886 moved to

Newton's ability as an engineer and of the California Gas & Electric Cor- Niagara Falls to accept a position

a reorganizer may be gained from poration for the past three and one as chief engineer of the Niagara

his article , given elsewhere in this half years , has resigned his position Falls Hydraulic Power & Manufac

issue, in which he tells of the build- in order to take up consulting engi- turing Company, which position he

ing up of the Weatherford plant neering work , hisneering work , his specialty being held up to 1900 , then becoming con

from almost bankruptcy to a good hydro -electric power plants and long- sulting engineer of that company,

financial condition . The high re- distance transmission systems. Mr. which position he held at the time of

gard which Mr. Newton's efforts Baum will continue as consulting en- his death . While chief engineer of

have gained from those interested is gineer for the California Gas & the Niagara Falls Hydraulic Power

evidenced by the following extract Electric Corporation , and will have & Manufacturing Company he de

from a local paper : - “ Mr. Newton's his offices in the Chronicle Buildino , vised and installed a large part of

resignation is very much regretted by San Francisco . about Tanuary 15 . the hydro -electric development of that

his many friends and the general He is a member and vice -president company. He also designed and in

1

neer.
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ARTHI'R VAUGHAN ABBOTT

stalled the development at Shawini The American Conduit Company,

gan Falls, Quebec, and was at the of New York, report a very rapid

time of his death consulting engineer and healthy growth in business . They

of that company. He designed and have found it necessary to occupy

laid out many other hydraulic and larger offices, and have moved from

electric power developments through 170 Broadway to 140 Nassau street.

out the United States and Canada ,
At the Electrical Trades Exhibi

including the development of the

Albion Power Company, and the
tion in Chicago, Dossert & Co., of

Hannawa Falls Company, in St.
New York, manufacturers of the

Lawrence County . He also designed
well-known Dossert joints and sold

and laid out , and up to within a
erless connectors and terminals for

few months of his death was chief
wires and cables, will exhibit a full

engineer of, the Bodwell Water
line of their appliances, including

Power Company, in Old Town, Me.
many new and novel features . The

He was appointed by Governor Odell
booth will be located in Section F,

a member of the River Improvement
Space No. 8.

Commission of the State of New The Power & Mining Machinery

York , and later was appointed by Company, of Cudahy, Wis. , in con
Governor Higgins to serve on the

junction with the Snow Steam Pump

New York State Water Supply Com
Works, of Buffalo, N. Y. , has opened

mission, which position he held at new sales office at 719 White
the time of his death . He was Building, Buffalo, where will be

member of the American Society of handled the several types of gas

Civil Engineers , American Society of generating apparatus , such as the
Mechanical Engineers, the Engi

Loomis -Pettibone system suction and
neers ' Society of Western New

York , of which association he was

pressure gas plants, built by the
American Institute of Electrical En

at one time president; he was an
gineers , American Society of Me

Power & Mining Machinery Com

chanical Engineers, and the Ameri
pany, and the Snow gas engines,

associate member of the American

can Society of Civil Engineers .
Institute of Electrical Engineers, and

built by the Snow Steam Pump

Works. Seward Babbitt, the sales

an associate member of the Society manager of the first-named concern ,
of Arts , London , Eng.

Trade News will make his headquarters at the

Arthur Vaughan Abbott, well Buffalo office, on account of the
The lowe Engineering Company,

known as an engineer and author, of which George Howe, formerly
facility for conducting business from

died on Dec. 2 in New York, after that point.
general manager of the Metropolitana short illness . Mr. Abbott
Engineering Company, is president, The Virginia Portland Cement

born in Brooklyn, N. Y. , in 1854, a has been reorganized with a largely Company, of Fordwick , Va. , is about
meinber of a well-known family of

increased capital. The company has to add a capacity of 2000 barrels per

authors and clergymen bearing his recently been awarded the contract day to its plant, which will be one
name, and graduated from the Poly for the entire electrical equipment of of the largest cement plants in the

technic Institute in 1875. He was the shops for the Stuyvesant High South. Many improvements will be

connected after graduation with the School, the contract price being made in the building and machinery ;
construction of the East River

nearly $ 70,000. For this work the a new power house will be erected,
Bridge , and then became associated

company competed with the largest and the existing mill will be driven

with the Daft Electric Light Com
concerns in the country. Other deals by electricity. In the power house

pany, taking part in inuch of its
of importance are being closed, and two turbines are to be installed, and

early construction of dynamos and
the outlook for the new year is dis- the boiler capacity , increased by 1500

motors and electric railways . In
tinctly promising. H. P. , will now aggregate 2000 H. P.

1892 Mr. Abbott took up telephonic The whole of the old and new ma

work on the staff of the Chicago The Kerr Turbine Company, of

Telephone Company, for which by Wellsville, N. Y. , through their
chinery will be driven by electricity.

The consulting engineers of this plant

June, 1901, when he resigned , he had Philadelphia agency, B. Remmers &
are W. S. Barstow & Co. , of New

constructed twelve new office build- Sons, 328 The Bourse , have secured
York and Portland , Ore. Barstow

the contract for the new power plantings with their equipments and lines .
& Co. have also been retained as

He had in the meantime done con- to be installed in the Bennett Build

siderable electric lighting
consulting engineers for the new

work . ing, Fulton and Ann streets , New

During the past few years Mr. Ab

plant of the Seneca Button Com
York City . The power plant will

bott had been on the engineering consist of steam turbine generators
pany, at Poughkeepsie, N. Y. , which

is to be operated electrically through
staff of Westinghouse, Church, Kerr of a combined capacity of 200 KW .,

& Company, in New York City , do- will be made up of two 75 -KW .,
out, and for the Bergen Point Chem

ical Works, at Constable Hook, N. J. ,
ing also a great deal of work in the 125-volt , direct - current Burke gen

field . He was well known
which are about to be equipped with

erators , direct connected to a 24- inch ,
a new light and power plant.

writer and author, his principal works 6-stage Kerr turbine, and one 50

being " Electrical Transmission of KW ., 125-volt , direct-current Burke With the year comes the

Energy," which has gone through generator , direct connected to an 18- fiftieth anniversary of I. P. Frink as

several editions here and in foreign inch , 6- stage Kerr turbine. The Kerr a manufacturer of reflectors . Through

languages, and a series of six vol- Turbine Company maintain a per- the full line of illuminants, oil, gas ,

umes on “ Telephony .” Mr. Ab- manent exhibit in operation in the acetylene and electricity, Frink re

bott was a member of a number of exhibition department of the Phila- flectors have been varied to meet

engineering bodies, including the delphia Bourse. changes in lighting, but always fol

was

as a

new
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use

lowing scientific principles. Close shades fitted with universal sockets ber of pages , figures being given to

attention has been given to the are illustrated , together with rotat- show the saving over mule haulage.

special requirements of churches, ing shades, adjustable portables, ad- Other literature sent out by the com

stores, art galleries , libraries and justable brackets, and air deflectors pany includes bulletins on remote

public buildings. The experience for for electric fans. control field rheostats for railway

the past year has been very much
Wireless clusters and lighting spe

generators and rotary converters,

the same as that of most manufac
cialties manufactured by the Benja

GE-81 railway motors, and electric

turers of electric products ,-simply a motors in sawmill work .

question of shipments in time
min Electric Manufacturing Com

to
pany , of Chicago. The list includes “ A Few Facts About Man's Life"

satisfy the trade. No misgivings are
cluster bodies of various types, mul are given in a folder sent out by G.

entertained concerning trade pros

pects , and the same liberal treatment
tiple and series ceiling forms, multi

E. Hall, of New York . After some

of the troubles encountered by a man

that has so largely contributed to
ple and series pendant forms, weather

proof forms, arc -bursts, and a variety
in this world are detailed , it is recom

these past fifty years of success will
of brackets , sockets, receptacles,, mended that the reader try Hall's

be the portion of all the friends of

Frink reflectors in the future.

plugs, show -case fixtures and lamp mineral machine oil and forget some

guards.
of these troubles.

The International Steam Pump " Paistery" is the title of an at
Electric hoists are illustrated and

Company has been compelled, by the
described in a bulletin recently is

tractive folder sent out recently by

steady advance in the cost of raw
sued by the Allis - Chalmers Com the H. T. Paiste Company, of Phila

materials, to increase the prices of pany, of Milwaukee, Wis. Hoists of delphia. In it are illustrated and de

its products. This policy has been scribed a

both the single-drum and the double
new swivel crowfoot for

adopted by all other manufacturers with short- stemmed fixtures ,

of -machinery.
drum type are dealt with , data con

cerning the various sizes of each rosettes , hanger boards for multiple

The Wesco Supply Company, of type being given in tabulated form .
arc lamps, and taplets.

St. Louis, Mo., have purchased the Hand telephones are illustrated and
Head -gate hoists manufactured by

plant of the Davis Electric Manu described in an attractive pamphlet

facturing Company, of Springfield ,
the Dayton Globe Iron Works Com

recently issued by the Wire & Tele
pany, of Dayton, Ohio , are dealt

Mass . , including all machinery, to phone Company of America, of

gether with all the finished and un
with in a pamphlet recently issued . Rome, X. Y. Hand telephones, as

finished product, which is being re
The various types are illustrated and

is well known , are those instruments

their features described . In addition

moved to St. Louis, where the for combining the receiver and trans
to head -gate hoists, the company also

mer company will continue the man
builds water turbines , gearing, power

mitter in one piece. Long -distance

ufacture of the well-known “ Davis
transmission machinery, pulp grind

apparatus is also illustrated and de

switches," as well as their other scribed , the company claiming for
ers and beating engines.

specialties. The five -story factory it high efficiency and durability.

building at the corner of Eighth “ Graphite as a Lubricant" is the “ Houghton ” binding posts are also

street and Clark avenue, St. Louis,
title of a pamphlet recently sent out dealt with , their special feature be

has been leased for a term of years , by the Joseph Dixon Crucible Com- ing that the wire is rolled flat be

and in it is being installed the latest tween two conical surfaces and thus
pany, of Jersey City, N. J. This is

and most modern machinery and the tenth edition of a pamphlet with held rigidly.

other equipment for the manufacture the title mentioned, and it has been

of these specialties, and also tablet the company's endeavour to make it In recent address before the

boards, cut-out cabinets, switch
a valuable source of information for Leeds section of the British Institu

boards, telephones and telephone ac engineers, mechanics and students on tion of Electrical Engineers, George

cessories . The factory will be in modern practice in the use of graph Wilkinson said that an easily real
complete operation by January 15 , ite as a lubricant. Anyone interested ized and very substantial economy in

1907 in lubrication will find the pamphlet power plants is to employ steam

worth sending for . temperature water to feed the boil

New Catalogues ers—i . e . , to bring the boiler-feed

" A Pair of Crooks" is the title of water, after it has left the econo

Air compressor lubrication is dealt
a folder sent out recently by the Na- mizer or other preliminary heating

with in a pamphlet recently sent out
tional Carbon Company, of Cleve device, into direct contact with live

by the Joseph Dixon Crucible Com land, Ohio . On the cover is shown steam , so that the feed -water tem
pany, of Jersey City, N. J. The

a burglar throwing the light of his perature is raised before it enters the

various advantages of graphite for dark -lantern on a very crooked arc- water space in the boilers to a point

lubrication in air compressor work lamp carbon . On the inside of the equal to that of the steam itself. Its

are fully set forth . folder is shown one of the company's adoption will secure a greater output

Meteorological instruments manu
" Columbia " carbons placed against of steam from any steam boiler using

factured by Queen & Co., of Phila- a straight-edge to demonstrate the ordinary hot feed water and at an

delphia, are illustrated and described perfect condition of the company's increased economy averaging at least

in a catalogue recently sent out. The
product. 7 per cent ., and in most cases con

list includes thermometers, pyrome siderably more.

ters , hydrometers, barometers and
Electric mine locomotives built by

weather bureau apparatus. the General Electric Company, of Work is now under way in elec

Schenectady, N. Y., are illustrated, trifying a local line of the London &
Universal sockets and shades man- and described in an attractive cata- Brighton Railway, the project being

ufactured by the Henry D'Olier, Jr. , logue recently issued . Besides the of special interest in that it is the

Company , of Philadelphia, are illus- large variety of locomotives dealt first single -phase installation
trated and described in a bulletin re- with, the cost of mine haulage by Great Britain . The Midland Rail

cently issued . A wide variety of this means is discussed in a num- way has also adopted this system .

а

in
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The Animas Power and Water Company

The Largest Hydro-Electric Development in Colorado

By F, O. BLACKWELL

get reliable power, either a steam re

serve must be provided or a sufficient

storage reservoir secured to equalize

the flow .

The recently completed power

plant of the Animas Power & Water

Company, the largest water power in

Colorado, supplies electrical energy

to the San Juan mining district in

the Southwestern part of the State .

The ore, in general, is of a medium

grade, requiring much power for

milling and concentration. Hence,

electric power at a comparatively low

cost is of the utmost importance.

The properties of the company are

located in San Juan and La Platta

Counties, between the towns of Sil

verton and Durango, on the Animas

River. The stream between these

two points flows through a deep and

narrow canyon , with a total fall of

approximately 1800 feet . The ulti

mate water -power development con
FIG. 1. — THE DIVERTING DAM AND HEADGATE AT CASCADE CREEK , A TRIBUTARY OF THE

ANIMAS RIVER IN COLORADO. THE PRESENT 6000 - H . P. DEVELOPMENT OF THE ANIMAS templated by the Animas Company ,

as shown in Fig. 2 , includes the con

struction of diverting dams on the

HE future growth of the mining tances over mountain roads , it is Animas River, Cascade and Lime

industry of Colorado is largely generally over $ 200. Creeks , together with the necessary

dependent upon the develophe develop- of the energyof the energy of the mountain waterways for conveying the flow of

ment of the large bodies of low- streams, where high falls can often the streams to a large reservoir, from

grade ore which have been passed be found, has been of the greatest which a flume leads to a small fore

over in the search for bonanza de- value in lowering the cost of mining bay, located 1000 feet above the Ani

posits. Mines with rich enough ore and made possible the operation of mas River, flowing in the canyon

are of course able to stand a high many properties that would be un- below . From the forebay, the water

cost of labor and power, but the able to succeed under steam power . falls through riveted steel pipe to the

lower grade properties must be As there are no large rivers in water wheels in the power house.

worked on a large scale with labor- Colorado, it is to high head rather When all the power generated in

saving machinery and cheap power than to volume of flow that we must power house No. I is sold , it will be

to be profitable . look for any large amount of power. possible to make another development

The cost of steam power, even in There is another difficulty in the wide by means of a high dam about 3

the mining camps reached by rail- variation of flow between the wet and miles below the present generating

road, is seldom less than $ 100 per dry seasons and the freezing up of station. . From this dam , with 21

horse-power year, and, when coal the streams in the mountains during miles of waterways, a head of 500

has to be hauled considerable dis- extreme cold weather. In order to feet can be developed.

POWER & WATER COMPANY UTILIZES ONLY THE WATERS OF THIS CREEK

2-1 63
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measuring weir was constructed on

Cascade Creek , near the site of the

present diverting dam , and the depth

of water flowing over the weir was

carefully gauged by taking hourly

readings throughout the day for a

period of one year. From these dis

charge measurements, together with

a study of the rainfall records and

other stream measurements made in

Southwestern Colorado on rivers

having similar characteristics to Cas

cade Creek , it was estimated that the

annual run-off of the drainage area

above the reservoir would never be

less than 70 per cent. of the minimum

precipitation of 14 inches , and that

there would always be sufficient water

to operate the plant.

The discharge of Cascade Creek is

very fluctuating, varying sometimes

as much as 100 per cent. during a

single day, due to the freezing up of

the stream during the winter nights,

followed by the subsequent thawing

during the day. The storage reser

voir isis sufficient to equalize the

yearly run - off from the catchment

area tributary to it , and the power

plant is therefore independent of any

fluctuations in the flow of the stream .

DAMS AND FLUMES

A small dam has been constructed

on Cascade Creek to divert practi

cally all the water of the stream to

a box fume 3 miles long, with an

inside depth of 6 feet , and a width of

8 feet . This flume leads to a natural

waterway, known as Little Cascade

Creek, the water flowing along the

bed of the creek for a distance of

24 miles to a point where a second

small dam has been constructed for

again diverting the water into an

other flume of the same dimensions.

The latter is half a mile long and

empties into Cascade reservoir, from

which point a third fume 8800 feet

in length and 3 inches by 4 feet

8 inches in the clear, leads to the

forebay.

The Aume from Cascade Creek to

the reservoir must be of sufficient

size to carry the flood waters of the

stream , while that to the forebay is

designed for the equalized flow .

The largest of the waterways, Cas

cade Flume, was constructed to a

slope of .002 or 2 feet to a thousand

feet. The discharge was calculated

by Kutter's formula for the flow of

water in open channels, which for

measures in feet is as follows :

1 811 0.00281

41 6 + - +

n S

VRS,
0.002811 n

1 + 11.6 +

S R

Velocity of How in feet per second .
n = ( oethicient of friction .

S = Hydraulic slope, or fall of water in any distance

dividel hy that d'stance .

R = Hydraulic radus, or area of disaharge section , divided

by wetted perimeter .
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FIG. 2.-A PLAN OF THE EXISTING AND PROPOSED DEVELOPMENTS OF THE ANIMIS POWER &

WATER COMPANY IN COLORADO

The present water -power develop

ment of the company, which has a

rated capacity of 6000- H . P., utilizes

only the waters of Cascade Creek .

This stream above the diverting dam

has a drainage area of 30 square

miles , the average elevation of which

is approximately 12,000 feet above

sea level. The total area tributary to

the large storage reservoir, however,

is about 48 square miles, the addi

tional 18 square miles being the

catchment area tributary to the reser

voir itself .

Before proceeding with the con

struction of the Animas plant, a

V =
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was

16

AND GENERATING UNITS .

For the fiume in question the co- thickness of 2-inch boards with the being controlled by sluice gates at

efficient of friction was taken at .012 . joints broken . This dam is tem- the inside face of the dam .

This figure is conservative and was porary, and will ultimately be re- The forebay , which covers an area

determined by a careful study of the placed by a higher one of masonry, of approximately five acres ,

conditions under which the flume

would operate , and from tests made

on the number of flumes in actual

service. The velocity as determined

from the above formula with the

water running to within 1 foot of

the top of the fume, or at an actual

depth of 5 feet , is approximately 10

feet per second. As stated, the fiume

is 8 feet wide in the clear so that

with 5 feet of water , the capacity

wouldbe 400 cubic feet per second .

As the flume was constructed in an

almost inaccessible country , where

the ground is covered with snow for

six months out of the year, all the

work had to be carried on in the

summer and fall . Saw -mills were

erected on the ground and the lum

ber was delivered at accessible points

along the line of the flume , from

which points construction was started .

By working mules inside the com

pleted portions of the flume the lum

ber was hauled to the workmen at FIG. 3.-A SECTIONAL VIEW OF THE POWER HOUSE, SHOWING TRANSFORMERS , SWITCHES ,

both ends and in this manner the
THE ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT WAS SUPPLIED BY THE GENERAL

work was carried to completion.
ELECTRIC COMPANY , OF SCHENECTADY, AND THE HYDRAULIC EQUIPMENT BY THE PELTON

WATER WHEEL COMPANY, OF SAN FRANCISCO

The flume consists essentially of

three longitudinal stringers, with sup- which will make a much larger reser- formed by constructing an earth dam

ports every 6 feet , one stringer being
voir. with a 3 - foot core wall, carried to

in the center and one at each side .
A natural rock spillway for dis- bedrock in order to prevent leakage.

The middle stringer is 6 by 8 inches, charging the overflow of the reser- The dam is 30 feet high and 100 feet

and the side timbers are 4 by 8. A
voir to a waterway leading to the long at the crest.

voke of 6 by 6 - inch timbers, with a
Animas River was constructed to one PIPE LINE

knee brace on each side to hold the
side of the dam . The pipe line to the power house is

yoke in position, was framed at every The reservoir is 3 miles in length 2800 feet long and was furnished by
6 feet along the length of the flume ,

and I mile in width at its widest the Pelton Water Wheel Company,

and between these braces a smaller point, the total storage capacity being of San Francisco. It starts with a
yoke of 4 by 6 -inch timbers was more than 1000 million cubic feet . conical section of riveted steel pipe ,

framed, the latter having no knee The water may be drawn from the tapering from a diameter of 60 inches

braces . The box of the Aume is
reservoir to a depth of 50 feet by to 44 inches and embedded 25 feet

made up of a double thickness of i
means of two 36-inch pipes encased below the crest of the forebay dam .

inch boards laid with joints broken . in concrete , the discharge to the pipes The formation of a vacuum in the

All flumes are covered in order to

prevent loss of water by evapora

tion in summer and the probability of

freezing in winter.

The crib dam , which forms the

reservoir, is 750 feet long at the

crest , which is 50 feet above the

ground. The dam has a width of

90 feet at the base and 40 feet at

the top , the foundations being car

ried 33 feet below the natural sur

face of the ground to bedrock . It

is constructed of round logs , 10 feet

between centers, each log being

fastened to the next one underneath

by means of -inch pins, the cribs

being filled with rock. The upstream

side of the dam is vertical and to

assist in making it watertight, three

layers of heavy planks are nailed to

the facing logs. The first layer of

planks is 2 inches thick , and on top

of this is nailed a layer of tarred

felt , which is followed by a double FIG. 4.—THE DAM AT CASCADE RESERVOIR

2
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cent. The downward thrust of the

pipe is taken up by a large concrete

block at the power house, although

numerous concrete piers along the

line of the pipe assist in supporting

and keeping it in place.

POWER HOUSE

The generating station is on the

bank of the Animas River 2 miles

above the town of Rockwood and al

most immediately under the forebay.

The building is of substantial fire

proof construction and built of con

crete , brick and steel . The base is

of concrete and forms the founda

tion for the hydraulic and electric

machinery Brick was used for the

side and end walls. " Ferro -inclave "

and cement are used for the roof

covering the switchboard gallery

also being of “ ferro -inclave" and

foored with cement.

A center row of steel columns sup

ports the roof , and also carries one

line of riveted girders for a 15 -ton

hand -power traveling crane ..
The

inside length of the power house is

approximately 108 feet , the width

FIG . 5.—THE POWER HOUSE AND PART OF THE PIPE LINE

pipe line is prevented by the erection 20 -inch outlets for connecting with

of a 10 - inch standpipe on top of the the gate valves controlling the dis

steel pipe immediately to one side of charge of water to the two impulse
the gate valve at the forebay. This wheels . The minimum thickness of

will always insure the pipe line being pipe is at the forebay end where,

filled with either water or air . The 1 -inch plate was used.

diameter of the pipe varies from 44 The pipe was made in 30 - foot sec

inches to sections of 40 inches, 36 ions fitted with welded steel angle

inches and 34 inches, the largest be- flanges, the sections being bolted to

ing used at the forebay and the gether with composite lead and cop

smallest at the power house. per gaskets between these flanges .

The lower end of the pipe is sub- The heaviest sections weighed 6 tons

jected to a hydrostatic pressure of each , the total shipping weight of

approximately 430 pounds per square the pipeline being nearly 700,000

inch, and is made up of 11 / 16 - inch pounds. All sections were tested be

steel plate, double butt strapped and fore shipment' to pressures 50 per

triple riveted in longitudinal seams, cent. in excess of the hydrostatic

and single butt strapped and single pressures for which they were de

riveted in circumferential seams. signed. A temporary track mine

This section of pipe has also riveted hoist and cable were used in hauling

to it a rolled steel flange to which is the pipe up the bluff, the grade in

bolted a Y branch , tapering to two some places being as steep as 85 per

FIG. 6.—.A PART OF THE PIPE LINE , SHOWING

THE TEMPORARY TRACK FOR HALLING THE

PIPE LP THE BLL'FF FROM THE POWER HOUSE
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64. feet, and the height from the

main floor to the underside of the

roof trusses is 30 feet .

ELECTRIC APPARATUS

Each water wheel drives a 2250

KW. General Electric alternator of

the revolving - field type, which gen

erates three -phase current 60

50-KW. capacity and are wound for

125 volts direct current, either ma

chine being large enough to excite

the fields of both alternators .

The power house has been deat

are of

HYDRAULIC APPARATUS

The pipe line enters the rear wall

of the building, passes through the

basement and terminates in a Y branch

and two 20 -inch gate valves , which

control the admission of water to the

needle nozzles of two 3000 - H . P.

water wheels. These wheels

the impulse type , built by the Pelton

Water Wheel Company, and are cap

able of carrying an overload up to a

maximum of 4000 H. P.

The effective head is 970 feet , and

the wheels run at a speed of 300

revolutions per minute. They are 8

feet in diameter and are overhung on

an extension of the alternator shaft,

which at the bearings is 14 inches

and at the revolving field 16 inches

in diameter. The bearings are 42

inches long and have water -cooling

coils in the lower half for keeping

down the temperature of the oil. If

necessary , water may also be passed

through a 5 -inch hole along the

center of the shafts to assist in keep

ing the bearings cool .

Lombard oil-pressure governors are

belted to the water -wheel shaft. Each

is furnished with a separate oil pump

of sufficient capacity for operating

the two governors, and so connected

that one may furnish oil for either

or both governors , thus obviating the
necessity of shutting down a wheel in

case it is desired to make repairs on

either pump. 5.0.94717

As shown in Fig. 3 , each wheel is

equipped with two 6 -inch needle

nozzles, one immediately above the

other, the upper controlling the ad

mission of water to the wheels and

the lower being a by -pass nozzle. By

means of a system of toggle - joint

levers, which are operated by the
governors and connected between

them and the two needles of each

water -wheel nozzle, the lower or by

pass needle is opened whenever the

lipper needle is being closed, and

trice versa , both nozzles being de

signed to secure by this means a con

stant discharge of water in the pipe

line, irrespective of any change in

load on the wheels, and thus avoid

dangerous rams in the long penstock .

Comparatively little water is wasted ,

due to varying loads throughout the

day, as , by means of a hand wheel

and right and left - handed screw ,

which is connected to the toggle - joint

mechanism , the station attendant can

adjust the motion of the needle noz

zles, so that at the maximum load,

which is likely to come on at any par

ticular portion of the day, no water

will flow through the by -pass nozzles .

FIG . 7.-ONE OF THE 750 -KW ., 4000-50,000 - VOLT TRANSFORMERS, BU'ILT BY THE GENERAL

ELECTRIC COMPANY , OF SCHENECTADY , N. Y.

cycles and 4000 volts. The shaft is signed for an ultimate capacity of

14 inches in diameter at the bearings four of these units with water wheels.

and carries the water -wheel runner , The low -potential current from the

the revolving field of the alternator, generators is raised to a potential

the armature of a direct-connected suitable for long -distance transmis

exciter and the field collector rings . sion by two banks of water-cooled

Each of the two exciters are of oil transformers, each bank consist
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board is of black enameled slate , and

no high-potential leads are brought to

the panels.

The 4000 - volt alternator switches

and the 50,000 - volt transformer and

line switches are of the oil type and

operated by 125 -volt direct current

motors, controlled from small pilot

switches on the panels. All of the

oil switches are mounted on the

switchboard gallery and miniature

red and green lamps on the panels in

dicate automatically whether an oil

switch is open or closed .

There are two outgoing three-phase

50,000 -volt transmission lines, and

each line with a bank of transformers

and an alternator may be operated as

one unit and independent of the rest ,

or the two outgoing lines may be

FIG. 8. — PART OF THE FLUME CONNECTING CASCADE RESERVOIR WITH THE FOREBAY .

A PART OF THE TRANSMISSION LINE IS ALSO SHOWN

1

1
ing of three 750 -KW . units, wound pounds. A water flow of five gal

for 4000 volts on the low -tension and lons per minute is sufficient to ab

50,000 volts on the high -tension side . sorb all the heat generated in the

Each transformer tank, in order to transformer .

completely immerse the core and The switchboard is mounted on the

windings, carries 600 gallons of oil , gallery and consists of two combined

and is , therefore , placed in a closed generator and step -up transformer

fireproof compartment separated from panels, two exciter panels, two out

the generator room by steel bulk- going line panels and a regulator

heads. A heavy sheet-iron door panel. The latter controls a Tirrill

fastened to the bulkhead provides regulator, which is mounted on the

access to the transformers. The six panel and by automatically cutting

compartments occupy the space im- in and out resistance in series with

mediately under and along the front the exciter field circuits, it maintains

end of the switchboard gallery. constant voltage across the station

The cooling coils are extra heavy bus -bars irrespective of the load or

wrought iron lap -welded pipe , with power factor. It may also be con

electrically welded joints and capable nected to over -compound or increase

of withstanding a pressure of 1000 the potential with load. The switch

FIG . 10.-A PART OF THE FOREBAY DAM , SHOW

ING THE STANDPIPE

operated in multiple by closing dis

connecting switches in series with the

high -tension bus -bars. By means of

a 4000 - volt transfer bus, which is

mounted on the switchboard gallery ,

the alternators and transformers may

also be connected for parallel opera

tion .

The wiring consists of insulated

cables in conduits and bare wire in

brick and concrete compartments so

that any damage resulting from an

arc is limited and cannotinjure the

adjacent circuits.

Along the rear wall of the build

ing and separated from each other by

concrete walls mounted the

lightning arresters and line discon

are

FIG . 9.-A PART OF CASCADE FLUME EXTENDING FROM THE DIVERTING DAM TO THE

STORAGE RESERVOIR
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are on

Feet. 130 ° F. 100 ° F. 75° F. 50 ° F. 25° F. 0 ° F.

200. 3.00 2.25 1.75 1.5 1.25 1 .

250. 4.25 3.5 2.75 2 . 1.75 1. 25

300. 5.50 4.75 4.00 3.25 2.5 2 .

400 . 9.50 8.25 7.00 6 . 5 . 4 .

500 . 13.25 12.00 11.0 9.75 8.25 7 .

600. 18.00 16.5 15.5 14 . 13 . 12

700. 24.00 22.5 21.5 20 . 19 . 18 .

800. 31.00 29.5 28.5 27 . 25.5 24 .

900 . 38.00 36 5 35.5 34 . 32.5 31

1000. 46.5 45.0 44 . 42.5 41 39.5

Size of cable . 103,850 C. M.

Diameter of cable . .39 in .

Cross section .. 0785

as

necting switches. The high -tension gullies or other depressions in the at the different temperatures of

bus- bar compartments the ground are crossed the span was in- stringing was taken in accordance

first floor of the building and under- creased and wooden towers were sub- with the following table :

neath the 50,000 - volt transformer and stituted for the poles. Some of these
TEMPERATURE AND SLAG IN FEET.

line switches, which are mounted on towers are 60 feet high with a base Span,

the gallery above . All the oil of 20 feet , each leg of the tower

switches, transformers and alternators being securely fastened to blocks of

are equipped with air -break discon- concrete or else anchored to bedrock .

necting switches so that they can be The longest spans employed were

cut off from the system for repair over 1000 feet .

and inspection. Porcelain insulators for the trans

The electrical equipment was fur- mission lines were furnished by the

nished and installed by the General R. Thomas & Sons Company, of East

Electric Company, of Schenectady. Liverpool, Ohio . They are made in two Tensile strergth of aluminum wire , 24,000 lbs . per sq . in .

N. Y. parts and consist of a 14 -inch head and Tensile strength of cable, 1,884 lbs.

Elastic limit of aluminum wire, 14,000 lbs . per sq . in .

TRANSMISSION LINES a shell which were shipped separately Elastic limit of cable, 1,100 lbs.

Two wooden pole lines have been and cemented together on the ground.
Modulus or elasticity , 8,000,000 .

Weight per foot of cable, .096 lbs .

constructed from the power house to Each part was tested before shipment Wind pressure per square foot, 20 lbs .

Wind pressure per foot of cable, .33 lbs .

Silverton , Col., a distance of 25 by subjecting it while wet to a po- Resultant of wind and weight, 35 lbs .

miles, each pole line carrying a 50 ,- tential of 50,000 volts . The
Allowable stress in cable, 1,000 lbs . .

000 - volt three -phase 60 -cycle cir- sembled insulator will withstand a The table of sag and span was cal

cuit. wet test of 75,000 volts between the
culated so that under the worst con

The poles were obtained from the pin and conductor without arcing ditions of strain , or at minimum tem

timber of the region and range in over. A cast - iron pin is cemented in perature and a wind pressure of 20

height from 28 to 35 feet and are 73 the insulator, two of the pins being pounds per square foot, the wire would

inches in diameter at the top . bolted to a 4 by 6 - inch cross - arm , not be stressed to more than its elas

Each transmission line is of suffi- while the third is fastened to the top tic limit. The method of calculation

cient capacity for carrying the entire of the pole , the three forming a tri is fully described in the writer's paper

output of the generating station so angle with 6 - foot sides. printed in Section D, Vol. II . of the

that in case of an accident to any one The conductor is aluminum " International Electrical Congress"

line it may be shut down for repairs cable made up of six No. 8 B. & S. held at the St. Louis Exposition in

without interfering with the delivery specially hard -drawn wires twisted 1904.

of power.
four turns per foot around a hemp The sub -station at Silverton con

On leaving the power house the core and equivalent in conductivity tains at present three 750-KW. step

lines separate , one running up the to a No. 2 B. & S. copper wire , and down transformers and a switchboard

Animas canyon and the other over was furnished by the Pittsburg Re- for controlling the incoming lines and

the hill to the forebay and across
duction Company. the distribution circuits. The trans

country to Silverton . The cable was supplied in lengths formers are similar to those installed

The region traversed by the lines of 5000 feet and joints were made by in the power house with the excep

is frequented by numerous and de- inserting both ends of the conductor tion that the low -tension windings are

structive snow slides so that while in a flat aluminum tube and twisting wound for 17,000 volts, which is the

either line is apt to be disabled from the latter a few times so as to grip potential of the distribution circuits.

an accident of this sort it is not the cables , the joints so formed being The power is delivered to the mining

probable, in view of the lines running as strong as the conductor itself , regions within a radius of from 10 to

through different sections of country, which has an ultimate strength of 15 miles of the sub - station and at

that accidents of this character will 24,000 pounds and an elastic limit each mine step -down transformers

be simultaneous on both circuits. of 14,000 pounds per square inch . are again installed for reducing the

Under ordinary conditions the poles In putting up the aluminum wire , potential to a suitable voltage for

are spaced 250 feet apart , but where the sag allowed for the various spans lighting and power service .

an



The Ice Problem on Open-Ditch Water

Power Canals

By A. W. DAWSON

and bottoms of shallow streams,

while frazil , as it is called in lower

Canada, forms near the surface on

streams or rapids where the water is

much agitated . Open -ditch canals in

which the velocity of water is low

NOTE THAT THE
FIG. I.—THIN SURFACE ICE JUST REACHING THE RACKING .

ICE IS BEGINNING TO BREAK UP

O
NE of the problems that appar- or by a great reduction of power, an

ently yet remains unsolved in increased expense in the matter of

the design of water -power wages also being incurred .

plants is the practicability of a canal The object of this article is not so

and forebay with structures not af- much to criticise the present methods

fecting the efficiency , in order that a of protecting plants as to give the

plant in the Northern part of this writer's observations regarding the

country may be immune from trouble peculiarity of ice during his experi

FIG . 3. - SLI'SH PACKED IN FRONT OF RACKING

enough to permit a surface ice to

form solidly enough to hold and pro

vide a covering gives very little

trouble, and if the river or lake sup

ply above the intake also freezes over ,

the plant will not be inconvenienced

by ice floes. In most high -pressure

pipe-line systems little trouble is ex

perienced provided the intake is pro

FIG . 2 .---CAKE OR BORDAGE ICE LYING IN FRONT OF RACKING

and shut-downs caused by ice in its

various forms. It is the contention

of the writer that this matter very

seldom receives the attention it de

serves , the result being that a great

many plants throughout this Northern

country are greatly handicapped dur

ing several months of the year, either

by being entirely shut down at times ,

ence in several Northern water -power

plants, in the hope that the discussion

may lead others to tell of their ex

perience and thus bring out informa

tion on this important question .

Many are under the impression

that anchor ice and frazil are the

same thing, but this is not so . An

chor ice usually forms on the banks

FIG . 4. - FORMATION OF FRAZIL ON 36- INCH

STEEL CABLE SC'SPENDED IN THE WATER

70
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tected and the entrance kept well be- from that of a thin flint -like crystal This makes a tough , doughy forma
neath the surface . The water usu- to a more spongy substance, which tion, the adhesion properties of which
ally flows too rapidly in the pipe to gathers together possibly in bunches, increase as the temperature lowers,

permit of freezing to any extent, and causing a loss of power as it passes the mass freezing around the grating,
it is generally feasible to cover the through the wheels. This ice does gate rigging, and wheels.

pipe line and protect it from the cold , not adhere to the wheels as readily This mixture of frazil , anchor ice ,

if necessary. In order to simplify as anchor ice or frazil , but when and slush , holds on much longer than

matters we will consider the different

formations separately, as follows :

Surface ice , cake or bordage ice ;

slush ice , anchor ice , and frazil .

SURFACE ICE

Surface ice forms on still water or

on slowly moving streams. When

the temperature of the water drops to

32 degrees F. , small needle - like crys

tals appear on the surface, and, as

they increase in size and number, ad

FIG . 7. — A VÌEW OF THE UNDER SIDE OF RACKING AFTER THE WATER HAD

LOWERED A FEW FEET IN THE FOREBAY. NOTE THAT THE OPENINGS ARE EN

TIRELY CLOSED BY ICE SHUTTING OFF THE FLOW OF WATER

on

CLINGING TO

OPENINGS ARENOTE HOW THE

coming down in large quantities will , anchor ice or frazil would alone at

in time, cause considerable loss of the same temperature, due, no doubt,

power. Anchor ice or frazil mixing to its greater body or volume. If

with it will, in a few hours, put the the slush is coming in very large

average
low -head plant out of quantities and packs about the iron

service . gratings and turbine cases , the lower

CAKE OR BORDAGE ICE
temperature of the iron will at times

Cake ice usually comes from ice cause the mass to freeze and harden

forming to considerable thickness up. This formation once frozen will
hold

along the shore or edge of structures
FIG . 5. — FRAZIL AND SLUSH

for several days unless

RACKING . and then breaking off into large broken off with ice chisels, thereby

BRIDGED OVER cakes which drift down the canal.

These cakes are usually kept from

here to each other, eventually form- the wheels either by booms shunting

ing a thin unbroken sheet of ice . them past the penstock entrance or

The water beneath freezes to the through spillways into the tailrace .

under surface of this ice , in some If allowed to get to the wheels the

places reaching a thickness of from ice cakes jam up against the turbine

I to 3 feet . However, such fortu- entrances, causing a reduction of

nate conditions are not usually met power until worn away by the cur

with . rent or broken by ice chisels into Х

As water powers in this country small pieces to allow them to pass

are usually designed to have a water through the wheels or discharge out

velocity of from 2 to 4 feet per lets .

second, the ice is not frozen to the SLUSH ICE

banks or walls of the canal, but Slush ice , as illustrated in Fig.
Х

moves along with the current in 3. is usually caused by a heavy

large sheets of thin skim ice from snowfall, especially where the canal

1-32 to inch in thickness, varying supply is taken from a large body of

with the temperature and velocity of open water. This slush or wet snow

the water. has no life and if agitated by being

The moving sheet of skim ice turned over in a current before reach

Aoats down the canal and breaks up ing the penstock will break up into

into small pieces by coming into con- very small particles, which pass

tact with the forebay boom , racking. through the wheel and give no great

or penstock walls . In passing under trouble . If anchor ice or frazil hap

the boom or through the racking, pen to be coming down at the same

these small pieces are turned over time, either of these will cling to and

and churned up, and , provided suffi- build up on the bunches of slush as it FIG . 6. - FRAZIL AND ANCHOR ICE FORMATION

cient time is occupied in getting from floats along the lower temperature of
NOTE TIE FORMA

THE

that point to the wheels, the nature
14 INCHES DEEP, OVER

the anchor ice or frazil causing the WHEEL ENTRANCES, MARKED WITH A CROSS,

of the ice will sometimes change slush to thicken up and hold together. AND ALSO THE FRAZIL, CLINTING TO THE RODS

X

ON TURBINE PEX STOCK .

TION . ABOUT

2-2
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or

VER

ت...

PENSTOCK ENTRANCES

a

allowing it to rise to the surface or drops slightly below the freezing pearance. Although this formation

pass through the wheels or discharge point and when turned over minute feels soft and spongy while under

openings. crystals of feathery ice form , in- water , it will freeze much more

ANCHOR ICE creasing in size until of needle or quickly than slush when exposed to

Anchor ice forms on the bottom pencil shape from 1 to 6 inches long. the air. If , having once been ex

and banks of streams less than 40 These crystals of ice are colder than . posed , even for a short period of

feet deep and has a slushy, heavy the water itself and have a peculi- time and then again covered with

water, it will hold on much longer

CONCRETE APRON ON PIERS than those portions which were not

exposed to the atmosphere.

Anchor ice and frazil very fre

quently visit the plant at the same

time and unless the power house is

FOREBAY fortunately situated the canal

structures particularly well designed ,

so as to keep the greater portion of

this formation away from the wheels,

operation must be suspended until the
PIER

mass is ready to let go. In the ma

jority of cases the trouble sets in to

ward midnight; relief may be ex

pected between 6 and 11 A. M., de
FIG , 8. - CONCRETE APRON FOR USE IN KEEPING ICE AWAY FROM RACKING AND pending on how bright the sun

shines or how quickly the tempera

appearance like wet snow .
ture rises . The writer has noticed

It is arity of staying with the first object

caused by the bottom or banks next they touch , building on each other
that on a clear , bright morning, things

to the cold , running water being very quickly, as is well illustrated loosen up several hours sooner than

cooled below the freezing point , caus- by the formation upon the 4 -inch if the weather is dull and cloudy.

No fixed rule can be given regard
ing the adjacent water to freeze to cable shown in Fig . 4. This cable
the bottom . This formation will

was left suspended in the water at a
ing the velocity of water, tempera

build upon itself until it resembles point where the surface was much ture of air and water, at which an

snow -covered trees or pillars on the agitated, in a few hours forming the
chor ice or frazil will form , as it is

bottom , standing at times from 1 to ball of ice shown .
obvious that the results will vary , de

3 feet high . This mass of anchor ice Although the formation has pending on the depth of streams,

in time is broken away by the cur- feathery, loose appearance, it is sur
nature of banks, and bottoms, ve

rent or a change of temperature, and prising how it will adhere to grating locity of water, and temperature at
rises and drifts down stream , fre- or anything else which it touches, and different depths, all of which more

or less influence the results. Al

though every plant will have to be

dealt with separately, the writer is

satisfied that an observant superin

tendent can , after a few winters' ex

perience in the same locality, usually

tell when he may expect trouble from

anchor ice or frazil , provided he has

established a system of records re

lating to the above-mentioned points .

Forebay racking is quite generally

spoken of as ice racking or ice racks

in describing hydro - electric plants.

The writer has often wondered why
FIG. 9 .-- WHEN THE INTAKE IS AT RIGHT ANGLES TO THE DIRECTION OF THE CANAL , THE

this term should be used, his experi

ence having satisfied him that the so

quently gathering frazil as it floats in a few hours either entirely shut off called ice rack in most cases is more

along, sticking to the first object it the water at the forebay racking by or less of a detriment than anything

touches, be it forebay rack , water closing up the openings as illustrated else to the average low -head plant

wheel or surface ice . in Figs. 5 and 7 , or shutting down when anchor ice or frazil come down

the wheel by filling around the the canal . Very few ice racks are
FRAZIL OR

buckets and gate openings, as shown so designed that the total openings

Frazil ice also has a peculiarity of in Fig . 6.
through the racking is much in ex

adhering to anything it touches, but The formation of these feathery- cess of the total penstock entrance ,

usually requires a much lower tem- like pencils of frazil extends only as the result being that the velocity of

perature to form than anchor ice , deep as the agitation of the water be- the water is increased in passing

varying according to the agitation of low the surface. The lower the tem- through the grating, causing the for

the water. It forms near the surface perature the more numerous these mation of frazil as mentioned above .

on swiftly moving bodies of open crystals and the stronger they will The only usefulness of the racking

water where the water is too much adhere.
While drifting under water during the winter months consists of

agitated to permit of shell or surface these minute particles of ice are stopping any cake or bordage ice

ice forming scarcely visible, but, as they gather which may get past the head gates or

When the temperature falls low together in bunches on gratings, or break away from the canal banks.

enough, the water the surface turbines , they present a yellow ap- The main usefulness of the forebay

TAIL RACE
POWER HOUSE

ICE RACK
S
P
I
L
L
W
A
Y

CONCRETE APRON

CANAL

CONCRETE APRON IS PLACED AS HERE SHOWN

NEEDLE ICE
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POWER HOUSE

TAIL RACE

ICE RACK

FOREBAY

oxu.AA86 287. *1'EPWM FHR

IS PLACED AT RIGHT ANGLES TO THE FLOW OF THE RIVER

rack is really during the summer tion to protect a plant which is an angle of not more than 35 degrees

season, and especially in the spring placed on the side of a stream or to the current down the canal, lead

and fall in preventing drift logs , canal, with its intake or penstock ing to a spillway or “ by pass." This

sticks, bark , and other debris from entrance at right angles to the flow arrangement will prevent a great deal

getting into the wheels and causing of water down the canal , than to of trouble, especially from surface

low power , broken wheels, and gate

riggings . In order to do this work

efficiently and stop small sticks , the

opening between the gratings should

be small, not over 1 } inches near the

surface and 4 inches at the bottom .

A forebay rack of this description is

an expensive ' structure during the

winter months, because the openings CONCRETE APRON

are so small that they close up very

quickly with either frazil, anchor ice ,

or slush . As the openings near the

surface clog up , the water becomes

more agitated , being turned over in
RIVER

getting through the gratings and

thus causing the formation of frazil ,

which will, in time, entirely close up

the openings and make a very good

dam in place of an ice rack or screen .

It is a common occurrence in some

Northern plants for a large crew of
FIG. 10.—HERE THE INTAKE IS DIRECTLY FROM THE RIVER , AND THE CONCRETE APRON

men to be kept working night and

day in the month of January and
ice.take care of a plant in which the pen

February with rakes, pike poles, and
The spillway should be de

the like, keeping the so -called ice
stock entrances are parallel to the signed so as to have a strong sur

rack clear. Many power companies
current, thus forming an end dam face current at its entrance, and suffi

for the canal .
spend hundreds of dollars in this cient drop to carry away all ice floes,

In the former case a very good logs and the like .logs and the like. The canal should
way.

The writer's opinion is that this
protection would be a re - inforced- be deep at the point where the apron

work is a needless expense and the
concrete structure on the surface ex- is placed in order to permit of suffi

tending, as shown in Fig . 8 , like an
power losses would be very little in

cient water getting under to supply

creased if the racking were entirely
apron 6 or 8 feet below the water the penstocks without increasing the

or partly removed during the time
and supported on piers in front of current or drawing from the colder

anchor ice or frazil is flowing down
the racking and penstock entrances , water near the surface. This struc

the canal .

The best protection against anchor

ice or frazil is in providing a deep ,

rather than a wide canal emptying

into a large forebay , extending for a

considerable distance before the

wheels are reached . This forebav

should be much deeper than the canal

in order that the water drawn from

it will not cause any great amount of
SPILLWAY

current. Some plants are designed

so that the velocity of the water in

the forebay is less than one quarter

of that in the canal . In this case the

forebay would freeze over with the

first cold weather, before the water

becomes cooled throughout. Anchor

ice coming down the canal will then

loose its speed in entering the fore

bay and rise with the colder water FIG . II. - WHEN THE INTAKE IS ACROSS THE DIRECTION OF FLOW IN THE CANAL OR RIVER ,

and frazil to the surface and freeze

to the surface ice .

In hydro -electric plants one of the shown in Figs. 9 and IO. ture will greatly assist in getting an

most important requirements is re- This apron will cause a strong sur- ice covering on the forebay and

liability of service , so that the ques- face current along its face sufficient canal, the frazil and surface ice ad

tion of protecting the plant from ice to carry away all surface ice , frazil , hering to it to a great extent and

in cold climates should be well taken and slush which may be floating near building on itself, in time forming an

care of in the design . Among water the surface. ice bridge over the surface.

powers there is such an infinite va- For the second case a re - enforced In either case the racking should

riety of conditions that no set de- concrete apron design similar to that be placed as near the penstock en

sign will apply to all cases . For in- in Fig. 8, forms a “ V ” structure trance as is possible without inter

stance, it is a much simpler proposi- across the canal — as in Fig. 11-at fering with the penstock gates or

CONCRETE APRON
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gate rigging very good arrange- ing and begin to close up the open. A apron as described above to keep the

ment for the racking is one in which ings, instead of necessitating the surface ice floes from the racking

the racks are placed on angle irons keeping of a large crew of men and penstock entrances very little

in sections, from 3 to 4 feet wide , working night and day to keep them trouble will be experienced with rack

the spacing between the racking clean, each section can be raised and ing becoming clogged..

being as mentioned above, i ! inches left sufficiently high to provide Water has the peculiarity of being

on the surface and 3 to 4 inches enough opening at the bottom to sup- heaviest at a temperature of 39.2 de

near the bottom , the total openings ply the turbine. This saves the ex- grees F. , becoming lighter as the

through the rack being greatly in ex- pense of a large crew of workmen , temperature either rises or lowers .

cess of the total penstock entrance and also provides a structure which If the velocity of the water in the

below the waterline. Each section keeps all floating ice near the surface canal or forebay is low and no struc

of the racking should be placed so away from the wheels, the turbine ture causes the water to keep turning

that it can be removed and installed supply being taken from the warmer over on itself , frazil will give little

quickly with little labor. water below . After the trouble is trouble, the formation not being

In some low -head plants, especially over the racking can be again low- started on account of the coldest

when divided into many penstock ered to its original position. water remaining on the surface and

units necessitating portable head When the head is sufficient and freezing on the surface ice .

gates for closing off the penstock en- other conditions will permit, the pen- The same rule would also apply to

trances , a good arrangement is one stock entrances should be placed well anchor ice , if the velocity of the

in which the racking supports are so beneath the surface of the water in water in the canal and above the in

placed that the same movable equip- the forebay, the turbine supply beingthe forebay, the turbine supply being take supply is low . The cold water“

ment which raises and lowers the drawn from the warmer water near remains on the surface, the warmer

penstock gates may be used to raise the bottom , thus keeping away from water staying next to the bottom ,

and lower the racking .
the cold water and frazil formation thus preventing the bottom or banks

With this arrangement, when an- next to the surface . Then if the fore- being under-cooled sufficiently

chor ice or frazil form on the rack- bay is large and provided with an gather anchor ice .

Starting a Rotary -Converter System from Rest

By JOHN E. HILL

SOME were

more .

OME months ago a series of ex- synchronizing the rotary converters cient to carry the sub - station load

periments conducted by in the least possible time, has resulted for a period of twenty minutes or

the operating department of the in minimizing the period of such in The accumulator is kept float

Chicago Edison Company
to de terruptions and insuring practically ing on the service bus by the switch

termine the practicability of starting continuous service . This end is ing of end cells , and if anything oc

from rest a rotary -converter system
further secured by the installation of curs to shut down the converters it

for lighting service , including nu- storage batteries with a capacity suffi- automatically picks up and carries

merous sub - stations, converting three

phase alternating current at 9005 + MAIN

volts into direct current at 250 volts .

This conversion of current is accom + SW .

plished through step -down trans
SW.

formers and six -phase rotary con FUSE STARTING BUS

verters with a normal terminal volt

age of 125 volts per side on a three

wire system , and capable of furnish
SW .

ing an enormous output of current. - MAIN

The principal disadvantage of the

high -tension , alternating-current sys

tem for lighting service , when the

entire electrical energy is generated

by one or two central stations, is the

danger of trouble on the generating

units and of short - circuits or grounds ROTARY

on the transmission system , which

will shut down the sub -stations, with CONVERTER

a consequent interruption of the ser

vice . Ordinarily such trouble at the

generating station is quickly rem
edied, and the supply of energy to

the sub - stations speedily renewed . FIG . 1. - DLIGRIM OF ROTARY -CONTERTER DIRECT- CURRENT STARTING CIRCUIT ,

The high standard of efficiency re
SHOWING THE STARTING RESISTANCE BY WHICH THE SPEED MAY BE REGULATED

FOR SYNCHRONIZING , THE FIELD RHEOSTAT BEING ENTIRELY ( UT OUT AT START

quired of sub - station operators in
THE GREATEST POSSIBLE TOROLE, CONSEQUINILY THE SPEED

handling cases of trouble and also in
CINXOT DE REDUCED BY THE L'SUAL WAY OF STRENGTHENING THE FIELDS
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the load, until the converters the generators at the central station . would tend to supply current to the

again synchronized . Fig. 2 is a dia- If the batteries were withdrawn in entire system . During the day and

gram of the connections between the time to insure their usefulness in syn- the early hours of the evening the

alternating -current and direct -current chronizing the rotary converters, the amount of current consumed in the

systems. connected load in the business dis- downtown section of Chicago is

There is always the possibility, trict of the city is so great during the enormous , reaching many thousand

however, of trouble on the generat- system peak that it would be quite kilowatts, while no single converter

ing units or supply system so serious

as to cause a total shut-down of the

sub -stations for a period sufficient to

fully discharge the sub -station accu

mulators. Should an interruption of

this nature occur during the time of

the system peak, such a result would 9000 VOLTS

inevitably follow . Operating regula

tions require that the accumulators

be withdrawn from the service sys SINGLE

tem , when , with all end cells in cir

cuit, the voltage falls to 75 volts per
THREE-PHASE

side. Whether this requirement could TRANSFORMER

be successfully met has not been de

termined in practice.

If the storage batteries were fully

discharged , leaving the entire direct

current system dead , it would be diffi 186 VOLTS

cult, if not impossible, to synchronize

the converters . Although it is pos

sible to start machines of 1000 -KW .

capacity with a very small difference
INDUCTION

of potential, and any converter will
REGULATOR

continue to rotate when left con

nected to a live bus, with a low volt

age on the direct- current bus the dif

ference of alternating -current po

tential between the high - tension bus

and the primary of the transformer

will be so great that an attempt to

synchronize rotary converters under

such conditions is apt to cause dis SIX-PHASE

astrous consequences . The protective

devices are likely to disconnect the ROTARY

converters from the supply mains,
CONVERTER

and if these devices are rendered in

operative there is extreme danger of

injuring or wrecking the induction

regulator, or causing an excessive

rush of current that may seriously
lower the line voltage . 250 VOLTS

+ MAIN

However, if the rotary converters

can be brought to synchronous speed
+ AUXILIARY

and the moment of synchronism be

clearly indicated by the use of special
D. C. BUSES MAIN

low - voltage lamps, the oil switch may

be closed with he converter, regu AUXILIARY

lator, and transformer in phase with

the generator, and there would be
FIG . 2.--DIAGRAM OF CONNECTIONS BETWEEN THE

no twisting or straining effect on

the regulator, as is present when the

-witch is closed out of synchronism . impossible to pick up this load un- sub -station has a capacity of more

In this case the danger would be less the entire capacity of all the sub- than 6000 KW . at its overload rating .

materially lessened , but there would stations involved was thrown on the Rotary converters may also be

stili be an objectionable rush of cur- service mains simultaneously, a thing started as induction motors from the

rent when a difference of 6000 or that would be impracticable. This high- tension supply mains when the

8000 volts existed between the alter- may be reaclily understood when it is
transformers are provided with half

nating - current bus and the primaries remembered that the tendency of tap secondary windings, which reduce

of the transformer. The high volt- direct current is to flow toward every the voltage of the starting current to

age of the line would tend to in part of the system where there are one- half the ordinary pressure . One

stantly raise the secondary system to closed circuits , and the direct current
converter may be started in this man

the same relative potential, and this mains being all interconnected , the ner as soon as the 9000- volt line is

could not be done without sub-station which first connected its alive at normal voltage . By connect

excessive flow of current from converters to the service system ing it to an idle bus the remaining
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9000 VOLTS
TRANSFORMER

9000 VOLTS

AND REGULATOR

93

186 VOLTS

M w

wm wMOVABLE COIL

w
w
w

w

w
w
w

on the armature field and causes the

armature to rotate in a direction op

posite to that of the rotating field .

To start converters with multi

phase currents and by stages of

gradual acceleration raise the service

system in this way, it is necessary to

have one or more converters in each

sub -station connected through the

transformer to the high -tension bus

by closing the oil switch. One or

two transmission lines to the generat

ing station are closed and connected

to a turbo -generator which is to be

started from rest . As shown in

Fig . 4, the converter direct -current

switches , including the quick -break

and selector field switches, should be

open , and the field circuits discon

nected from the discharge resistances

during the period of starting. The
-93 + 53 +33

direct- current brushes on the rotary

converter should be set opposite the

centre of the pole pieces , the entire

field rheostat should be cut out to

give the greatest possible starting

torque and the potential regulators

placed in the neutral position .

When preparatory operations are

completed bythe various sub - stations,

the generator at the central station

is started with fields strongly ex

cited . The moment the turbine be

gins to revolve a direct-current volt

meter connected across the terminals

of a rotary converter will indicate

the fact by an oscillatory movement

of the pointer. As the speed and

frequency of the turbine increases ,

the oscillation of the pointer be

comes more marked and rapid , and,
STATIONARY

within one minute after the first indi

cations on the voltmeter, the con

verter armature will turn over . The

moment it revolves freely the con

verter direct-current switches should

be closed to an idle bus. The volt

meter must be observed at this point ,

to determine the polarity of all the

converters started. If the polarity

of any machine is not correct , posi

tive to positive, and negative to nega

FIG . 3. — DIAGRAM SHOWING THE WINDINGS OF THE TRANSFORMERS AND INDUC
tive , it must be corrected, after which

TION REGULATOR . THE MOVABLE COIL OF THE REGULATOR IS OPERATED BY A SMALL

all of the converters running may be
INDUCTION MOTOR, AND SERVES EITHER TO BOOST OR CHOKE THE TRANSFORMER

connected to the same bus.

Other converters may be

converters may be started in the Rotary converters may be started started in the same manner and syn

usual way and synchronized. A num- from rest by multiphase alternating chronized. If the speed of the con

ber of the sub - stations of the Chi- currents of low frequency and po- verters to be synchronized is too

cago Edison Company are equipped tential received from a turbo -gen- high, synchronous speed may be ob

with converters of this type, to be erator, which is also started from tained by increasing the sections of

started from the alternating -current rest and gradually accelerated in resistance in the starting circuit,

end in case of need . The difficulty speed, because of the characteristics shown in Fig. 1. The same effect is

of picking up the connected load, of the six-phase converter. As the produced , though in a lesser degree ,

however, is encountered with this multiphase alternating currents cir- by weakening the fields and shifting

method, as under former conditions. culate in the armature , a rotating the brushes backward on the con

To successfully meet the requirements magnetic field is induced in a plane verters. Synchronizing at the low

of an emergency of this nature is the normal to the axis . Heavy currents voltage and frequency at which the

purpose of the new method of start- are induced in the field winding by generator is running is likely to be

ing converters from rest which was this magnetic field, and the magnetic difficult , but by using special low

recently tested . field induced by these currents reacts voltage lamps the moment of syn

h
u
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w

COIL

wy

הז

VOLTAGE.

now
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chronism is very clearly indicated . equals or exceeds that of the service Edison Company fully demonstrated

While reasonable care should be ex- mains, they should be connected to its practicability . No serious diffi

ercised , it is safe , with a line voltage the system .
Additional generators culties were encountered, and the re

below 4000 volts , to synchronize un- at the central station will be started sults were entirely satisfactory.

In the first of these tests, con

verters in eight sub-stations, with a

total capacity of 11,000 KW ., were

started primarily by the turbine , or

subsequently synchronized. In the

second test other sub -stations were
RHEOSTAT

included , and converters with a total

capacity of 18,000 KW. were started
DISCHARGE

RESISTANCE
or synchronized . In the remaining

tests , converters and motor -generators

+ MAIN with a capacity of 27,000 KW . were

driven by one turbo-generator of

6000 KW . at the central station. In

SELECTOR FIELD SWITCHES each test the turbine was accelerated

until the line pressure reached a

normal of 9000 volts. No difficulty

was experienced in operating the tur

+ AUXILIARY bine, the speed being successfully

controlled in each test .

Some time after these tests others

were made on ore extended scale ,

and various modifications and im

provements suggested by the expe

rience of the first were embodied in

the operating regulations and put

into practice. In this second series

• of tests thirteen sub-stations were in

cluded , in each of which one con

verter was started from rest and one
QUICK-BREAK

synchronized, the twenty- six con
FIELD SWITCH

verters thus started having a total

capacity of approximately 20,000

AUXILIARY KW. In all , five separate tests were

made. In the last two tests the time

for synchronizing was limited , and
ROTARY FIELDS

acceleration began much sooner than

in the previous ones .

At the White City sub-station two

1000 -KW . machines were connected

to the service system in each test,

and picked up the entire White City

load. This feature of the experiment

was of special interest and im

portance, as it involved all of the

conditions of emergency operating,
FIG . 4 .--DIAGRAM OF CONNECTIONS OF THE ROTARY -CONVERTER FIELDS.

and its successful completion was a

THE QUICK-BREAK practical demonstration of the utility

SWITCH IS FOR BREAKING THE FIELD CIRCUIT IN SERIES WITH A DISCHARGE
of the method of starting converters
from rest.

PUNCTURING THE INSULATION
In the greater number of sub-sta

tions system excitation was used in

der conditions that would be hazard- and synchronized with the one now the first test and self -excitation in

ous at normal high voltage . running at the low frequency and the remaining ones. The advantage

The time required to complete all potential, until the necessary capacity of system excitation lies in the fact
necessary starting and synchronizing is available for raising the system that the polarity of the converters

operations will depend largely on con- voltage to normal and completely re- must be right when the converter

ditions and cannot be definitely fixed . storing the service . When this is fields are system -excited, thus saving

When only one converter is started done, acceleration begins, and is con- the time necessary to correct polarity
from rest and another synchronized , tinued until a normal high voltage should it come up reversed . In the

all operations should be completed in and frequency are reached, when the case of a total shut-down, when the

two minutes after the first converter sub -stations should have picked up entire direct-current system was dead ,

turns over . and be carrying the system load , system excitation would be impossi

When the number of converters without shock or strain to any part ble , but the storage batteries could

started from rest or synchronized at of the apparatus. This is the special be used for this purpose, for, al

the low potential and frequency is of advantage of this measure of start- though fully discharged, they would

sufficient capacity to carry the sys- ing, and the experiments which were have recovered sufficiently on being

tem load , and after their voltage recently carried on by the Chicagorecently carried on by the Chicago withdrawn from the system to fur

000 )
THE

SELECTOR FIELD SWITCHES ARE TO PERMIT SYSTEM OR SELF-EXCITATION FROM

EITHER THE MAIN OR AUXILIARY BUS BARS , FIELD

RESISTANCE TO PREVENT THE HIGH INDUCED E. M. F. IN THE FIELD COILS FROM
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nish current for field excitation for

this purpose of correcting polarity .

Practically all the sub - stations en

gaged in the experiments completed

their synchronizing operations in

each test in good time. In a number onds. Altogether, the results indi

of instances remarkably quick work cate the high standard of operating

was clone, all synchronizing opera- efficiency which is maintained by the

tions being completed and reported operating department of the Chicago

to the load dispatcher in thirty Sec- Edison Company.

Undeveloped Water Powers in New York State

By WALLACE C. JOHNSON

Some months ago the author made a survey of the Adirondack watershed in New York State to

determine the possibility of utilizing the numerous water powers for electric power generation. The

conclusions drawn from this survey are embodied in this article , prepared shortly before his death .

What lie tells about them should convince those who are fearful of encroachinents upon the scenic

beauty of the region that the development of these powers would add to the attractiveness and health

fulness of the place for summer cainping , while also aiding greatly in the industrial progress of the

State.- The Editor .

T

We

HE progress of the art of de- discharge vast quantities of water, York State to the citizens of other

veloping and using power bringing down silt to form bars in States for coal and for power pur

makes the present as favour- navigable rivers, tiooding the lands poses would be Säved every year.

able to the use of power generated through which they How , inundating In the place of this vast annual ex

by the water - fall as by any other cities and towns, and doing damage penditure for a perishable commodity

method . That being the case , it every year to the extent of hundreds would have investments within

would certainly seen that our water- of thousands of dollars. At other our own borders in permanent works,

power resources should be carefully seasons of the year their flow be- adding to the real ialue of the prop

conserved. There is no country in comes so small that they are practi- erty . 1 roper returns on these 11

the world which so abounds in water- cally useless for any commercial pur- vestments would be provided for by

power opportunities ' as does this
pose. saving the money now spent annually

country, and no part of this country On practically all these rivers there for coal.

is so supplied with this valuable re- is opportunity to create reservoirs by New York State is one of the few

source as is the Staie of New York . which the waters or the foods would that did not early in its history en

To mention but one section : To be held back , and by which the flow courage by legislation the conserv

the north and east in the State is a of the rivers could be regulated. Bying of its rivers. I'ractically the only

tract of land over 11,000 square miles the building of such reservoirs, the storage of water which has been

in extant, lying at an elevation of damage now caused by the floods undertaken is that done by the lum

more than 800 feet above sea level. would be greatly reduced or wholly bering interests. People engaged in

The rivers which flow from this removed . The level of the upper lumbering have been in the habit of

great tract toward the north come Hudson, for example, could be main- building dams at the head waters of

down to an elevation of approxi- tained at a point about 2 feet higher the streams, usually utilizing some

mately 150 feet above sea level be- than it now is, and on through the small lake, and the contents of the

fore emptying into the St. Lawrence summer season , thus aiding naviga- storage reservoirs so created have

River. Rivers Howing to the east tion and saving large sus of money been thrown out, while the waters in

come down to an elevation of about which will otherwise necessarily be the streams are laturally at their

100 feet above sea ievel before enter- expended in dredging in order to highest point, giving an added flow

ing Lake Champlain. Rivers flow- provide for the increasing traffic on to the small streams by means of

ing to the west and south come down the river. which logs could be flooded out of

to even a lower elevation , so that we If sufficient reservoirs were . cre- the upper reaches into the larger

may say that all the water leaving ated to completely regulate the flow portion of the streams.

this great tract of land falls an aver- of the rivers, making it practically This is perhaps why people having

age of 700 feet within a compara- uniform throughout the year, upward a superficial knowledge of the sub

tively short distance. of one million horse-power could be ject, and on some slight acquaintance

This elevated region is sparsely in- developed, whereas now the fow of with the Adirondack region appear

habited. A very large proportion of the rivers is so low that compara- to conclude that the creation of sto

it is covered with a wild growth of tively little use is made of them for rage reservoirs for the regulation of

trees, brush and the like. It is the the purpose of generating power. the flow of rivers means the damming

expressed intention of the State to These power stations would naturally of the outlets and the raising of the

become the owner of practically all be outside the wildverness, and would surface of the smail lakes which are

of this great tract of land, and to be so located that power from them found at the head of many of the

withdraw it from settlement and could be distributed to any point in rivers in that region.

agriculture. A large percentage of the State. Recently many newspapers in the

it has already become the property It is not, however, the only portion State have been induced to publish

of the State. of the State in which such work an item beginning : “ People who

By reason of the mountainous might profitably be done. If the make the Adirondack region their

character of the land making up this rivers of the State were conserved . favorite camping land will do well

widerness tract, the rivers which and used for power , as they would to consider the plans, etc." The

flow out of it are subject to floods be, very many millions of dollars writer of this article goes on to say

at certain seasons of the year, and now paid by the citizens of New that certain people for their own
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purposes are desirous of buildingdesirous of building

storage reservoirs, and he proceeds

to enumerate a list of the small lakes

in the Adirondacks which it is pro

posed, as he says, to utilize as sto

rage reservoirs, and thereby destroy

their beauty, etc. The first water

mentioned in this list is the Fulton

chain of lakes .

it is true that the lakes of this chain

are among the most beautiful lakes

in the woods, and are very much

frequented, but the writer of the

article in question evidently does not

know that the Fulton chain is a res

ervoir created by the State many

years ago for the purpose of feed

ing the Black River canal, and but

for the fact that a dam was built

creating a reservoir, the Fulton chain

would not exist . The smaller lakes

at the heads of the various rivers are

practically useless as sites for storage

reservoirs designed for the regula

tion of streams, from the fact that

they are so located that they have a

small drainage area , and the storage

of the water, which naturally passes

through these small lakes. would

have very small effect upon the flow

of the streams of which they are the

source.

It is necessary that the regulation

reservoirs be established farther

down the streams above which the

larger part of the drainage area lies .

Along practically all of the rivers

various low -lyinglow - iving lands

swamps which could be flooded and

used as storage reservoirs to the

very great scenic advantage of the

country surrounding them .

The laying out an 1 improving of

some of the best of the great private

parks which have been established in

the Adirondack section has involved

the creation of numerous lakes for

the sole purpose of beautifying the

tract . The writer of the article above

quoted goes on to say that if the

storage of water is permitted, from enjoying their cool beauty, but we
15 to 20 per cent. of the Adirondack are glad that they are there. Eleven

land area would be overflowed. The
thousand square miles,-7,000,000

writer personally examined every im- acres ,-are a large tract for New

portant stream in the Adirondack York State to withdraw from settle

area , and has made careful calcula- ment and say that it should remain a

tions as to the land which would be wilderness. Yet that has been done ,

required to be flooded in order to and it has met the uniform approval

fully and completely regulate the of citizens of the State. It does

flow of the various streams, and it is seem , however, that if this great tract

his estimate that less than 5 per cent . can , in addition to being used as a

of the land area on the Adirondacks pleasure ground, be also used in such

would be required for such regula- a way as to confer some commercial

tion . benefit upon the State it would be the

The creation of lakes in place of part of wisdom to permit it to be so

existing low lands and swamps used , provided such use did not in

would greatly improve surrounding terfere with the main purpose of the

conditions. They would in all cases State in its establis ment as a park .

be filled by the melting snow and The location of reservoirs from

rains which occur during the latter which the flow of streams could be

part of March and during the month regulated would seem then to be the

of April up into the month of May. one purpose for which this tract

As the stream flow is , as a rule, up could be used , and at the same time

to the average during the early part increase its desirability as a park .

of the summer, the reservoir lakes As has been said before, the points

would be allowed to remain full . The at which it is most desirable to es

latter part of the summer they would tablish storage reservoirs are usually

naturally be partially emptied, and swamps and low lands, undesirable

would be filled again during the fall for camping purposes. This area

rains. The lowest flow of the streams would be entirely cleared of growth

issuing from these high altitudes before being filled with water , and

usually occurs during January and the shores would at once become the

February, when all the small brooks same as the shores of any natural

are frozen . It is during this period lake.

that a proper management of the res- The structures that would be

ervoirs would call for their being built for impounding the waters

practically emptied so as to be ready would be of such a character that

to receive the flood waters of the they would not intrude upon the

following spring landscape, and there would be no

During the season when the woods evidence, except at one particular

are most frequented the lakes would point where the dam was built, that

therefore be full, and add most to the these lakes were not natural lakes .

beauty of the region . During the The low and marshy places being

time when they were empty or prac flooded, the entire shores would be

tically so , that is , in the latter part dry , and therefore desirable sites for

of the winter, during the month of camping purposes , and the commer

February or the first part of March . cial benefits conferred thereby upon

the woods are not greatly frequented. the whole people of the State of

We are all fond of the woods . Some New York are almost too large to

of us are unable to spend the summer estimate.

are or

>
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Electric Signs in New York

AS
S an instance of what may be

done by a central station to

increase the number of elec

tric signs on its circuits, the results

of an aggressive campaign carried

on by the United Electric Light &

Power Company in New York City

will be of interest. Many of the

small signs in this company's cir

cuits are installed free , the contract

charged for at 10 cents per KW.- and 75 of the raised letter type ,

hour . In the case of the raised let- making a total of 484.

ter sign , the guarantee is figured on The retail lighting contract under

the basis of three hours' use per which these free signs are installed

lamp for twenty - five nights per

month. Thus the larger a sign, the

greater the monthly guarantee. For

example, a customer having a four

letter sign with forty -eight 8 -candle

power lamps must guarantee $ 12.60

COLUMBIA

PHARMACY.

a
n
i
m

FIG . 1. - A PANEL SIGN INSTALLEN FREE ON A MONTHLY GUARANTEE PLAN .

MADE BY THE METROPOLITAN ENGINEERING COMPANY, OF NEW YORK

FIG . 3.—A RAISED LETTER SIGN MADE BY THE

METROPOLITAN ENGINEERING COMPANY

calling for a monthly guarantee. per month , while with a five-letter

These free signs are of two kinds, the sign with sixty -two 8 -candle -power

panel type and the raised letter type. lamps, the monthly guarantee would
The panel type is supplied in two dif be $ 13.02. Where the sign is

ferent forms, one like that shown in equipped with 16-candle-power lamps,
Fig . I and the other , a more re- the minimum is correspondingly in

cent type , shown in Fig. 2 . The creased. The customer, therefore,

raised letter sign is shown in Fig. 3 . pays in direct proportion to the value

The contract for the free panel of the sign as an advertising medium .

sign calls for a monthly guarantee of The company has now on its cir

$3, the consumption above that being cuits 409 signs of both panel types

is that used for ordinary lighting in

stallations. A “ rider" is inserted ,

however, with a blank to be filled in

with the amount of the monthly

guarantee.

Other lighting contracts , calling

for larger consumption, provide for

a wholesale scale of rates . When

the customer makes his own lamp re

newals under these wholesale con

tracts , a discount of one cent per

kilowatt-hour is made from the

monthly bill , amounting to approxi

mately 10 per cent.

in the " wholesale A ” contract , the

customer agrees that during ten

months of each year the montily use

of current shall not be less than

2000 kilowatt-hours, and that during

such months the daily average use of

the total equipment shall be not less

than two hours ; for the first four

hours' average daily use of the total

equipment 10 cents per kilowatt-hour

is charged.

For all excess above four hours'

CIGARS

FIG. 2.-ANOTHER TYPE OF PANEL SIGN WHICH IS INSTALLED FREE ON A MONTHLY

GUARANTEE PLAN. MADE BY THE O. J. GUDE COMPANY, OF NEW YORK

80
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The 0. J.Gude CO.N.Y.

USE ELECTRICITY
AEA

CHEAPRATES

THE UNITED ELECTRIC LIGHT & POWER CO.
West Side Branch Office - 519 WEST 146 th STREET Telephone or Send Postal

WE WISE

B Gloves
The Ret Eclipset-SanitaryClip Leonard Bro's Heath

STANDARD

Blumtein
COALAN WOOD Laundry

MATT DWYER'S

Edgecombe

Stables
Com

Per Eyeglasses

William Dengler

KOSAKS Optician PHOTO

C 40

PHOTO
West St.

SESE 22529
7 Madison AP 135S! 245 West 125St.

TELEPHANE 3 -SERLER " PRESERVERS OFLINEN

FIG. 4.-AN ATTRACTIVE ELECTRIC SIGN OF THE UNITED ELECTRIC LIGHT & POWER COMPANY IN HARLEM

average daily use , 5 cents per kilo

watt-hour is charged.

A discount of 5 per cent. is made

when the monthly bills reach $ 500,

and of 10 per cent. when $ 1000 , if

paid within ten days after presenta

tion .

In the " wholesale B " contract, the

customer agrees to use 2500 kilo

watt-hours monthly. The rate is 10

cents per kilowatt-hour, with the fol

lowing discounts :

For four hours or more average

use daily, I cent per kilowatt -hour,

or 10 per cent .

For six hours or more average use

daily , 2 cents per kilowatt -hour, or

20 per cent .

For eight hours or more average

use daily, 3 cents per kilowatt-hour,

or 30 per cent.

Should the aggregate use of cur

rent amount to 5000 kilowatt -hours

monthly, an additional discount is

made of } cent per kilowatt-hour,

equalling 5 per cent., and for 10,000

kilowatt -hours monthly, 1 cent per

kilowatt-hour, equalling 10 per cent.

A third contract is for very large

installations, and is called the “ Plant

Contract."

The United Company also supplies

current to the Federal Electric Sign

System for numerous panel and

raised -letter signs. The Federal Sys

tem , in turn , rents the sign with illu

mination to its customers, making

contracts an hourly basis . A

patrol turns the lights on and off.

Such large signs as that of the

familiar " Gold Seal Champagne,”

with 289 2 -candle-power lamps, a to

tal of 10.6 KW.; the “ Budweiser"

sign , with 7.15 KW.; " El Bart Dry

Gin ," " Red Raven ," " Victor Talking

Machines,” and numerous "Levey

signs , are supplied with current by

the United Company at regular rates

to the advertising agency, who, in

turn , rent the sign to the advertiser.

The company has also recently

added to its mains another large

“ Budweiser” sign at Park avenue

and One Hundred and Twenty-fifth

street . This is the largest sign in

Harlem , and it attracts a great deal

of attention .

It will be of interest in connection

with this to give some particulars of

some of the methods the company

has adopted to get new business and

retain the old .

Last August a neat note-book, of a

size convenient for the vest pocket,

w is given to each employee. Inside

the cover is printed the following :-

"UNITED WE STAND . "

DEAR SIR :-In the belief that you

are interested in the growth and wel

fare of our company, you are asked

to carry this book with you on all

occasions , and jot down anything

that you see throughout the city of

New York of interest to the com

pany, either in the way of possible

new business or defective service , or

any other suggestions with regard

to development.

It is hoped that you will take an

interest in this matter and try and

turn in at least one leaf daily from

this book.

THE UNITED ELECTRIC LIGHT &

POWER COMPANY.

The book is provided with a metal

slide in which the blank pad may be

fastened and renewed from time to

time. Each leaf is perforated so

that it may be easily torn off, and at

the top is a space for the date, name

and address, followed by the re

marks of the observer. The success

of this plan is indicated by the fol

lowing results obtained up to Janu

ary I

Projects, 784.

Complaints, 198.

Numberof 16-candle-power lamps
secured , 1985

Increase of revenue a year , $ 5000.

The complaints are the notifica

tions by the daily leaflets that an

arc -lamp globe is broken , or some

thing similar , the straightening out

of which helps to maintain the ser

vice at a high standard. This method

PIC NIGAM

YANGONFAKS CASINO

SUNDAY JULY23
#t

JUNION BARBER SHOP
DANS LA

on
MUSIC MALL

A

PETER

FIG . 5.—THE EAST SIDERS USE A NUMBER OF PANEL SIGNS, AS THE ILLUSTRATION SHOWS
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Two letters were sent out, the sec

ond after the lapse of a month . The

first letter was as follows:

has also proved of value in detect

ing theft of current. In one in

stance a bookkeeper noticed that

lights were burning in a building

which he did not have on his books.

An apartment house campaign,

FIRST FOLLOW -UP LETTER

“ You are not using electricity for the

VICTOR

THE OPERA AT HOME

A FAMILIAR SIGN ON UPPER BROADWAY

started in February last year, has illumination of your apartment at

also been productive of interesting the above address.
results . Of the 332 houses to " We beg to call attention to the

which efforts were directed , all were fact that under the present scale of

equipped for electric light service . rate , cents per kilowatt-hourIO

( equivalent to } cent per lamp-hour ),

the cost of electric lighting is greatly

reduced.

" The apartment which you occupy

is equipped for service , it being ne

cessary only to place a meter and the

required incandescent lamps. This

is done by and at the expense of the

company. We make no minimum

charge ; you pay only for the actual

use of light, as recorded by the

meter.

“ The introduction of electric ser

vice will put at your disposal the use

of electric fans and many other

modern conveniences, such as cook

ing appliances, electric flat irons,

curlers, heaters, etc. This company

has at its general office an interesting

exhibit of electric heating and cook

ing appliances, where they are on

sale and may be seen in operation.

" The receipt of enclosed postal

card will serve to bring our repre

sentative to you for further informa

tion .”

The postal card referred to was

printed in blank , the prospective cus

tomer filling in the time at which it

was desired to have the representa

tive call .

The second letter was as follows:

SECOND FOLLOW -UP LETTER

“ Last month we wrote you on the

subject of using electric light in the

apartment which you occupy and

which is equipped for service . Per

haps the letter did not reach its

destination, or was not in full enough

detail. May we not send our repre

sentative to furnish you with facts

and figures concerning this question ?

" Assuming your apartment to be

equipped with fourteen incandescent

lamps, burning all of these lamps,

if full 16 -candle -power each , an

average of one hour daily for thirty

days would cost less than $3 for the

month's supply. The lamps are fur

nished and renewed by this company

without charge. No deposit

quired upon furnishing satisfactory

reference. Meter placed and service

put at your disposal the day follow

ing receipt of application.

" Why not make an experimental

trial of electricity ? If the results

not satisfactory there is no

obligation on your part to continue

its use."

The results obtained from this cam

paign may be summarized as fol

low's :

Gillette
re

Safety

Razor

No Stropping - No Honing

Gillette

are

The Finest
Steel Razor Blade

in the Woeld

Sold

mayai

May 1 , 1906 .
Houses. 332

Tenants. 6,373

Tenants using.. 4,225

Tenants not using . 2,148

Per cent using 66

100 per cent houses. 74

75 per cent houses . 136

50 per cent houses 71

Under 50 per cent . 51

The last four items perhaps re

Feb. 24, 1906 .

332

6,373

4,003

2,370

62

37

124

86

85

Dealers

ANOTHER OF THE LARGE ATTRACTIVE SIGNS WHICH HAVE HELPED TO MAKE

BROADWAY "THE GREAT WHITE WAY"
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are

quire some explanation . By 100 per
cent. houses meant those in

which all the tenants are using the

service ; by 75 per cent., those in

which 75 per cent . are using the

service , and so on . It will thus be

seen that the campaign reduced the

number of houses in which the per

cent. of users was low and increased

the number in which the per cent.

of users was high .

I'rojected buildings are also closely

followed up. The reports in the

building trade journals are gone over ,

and a card is made out, giving the

location , description , cost and the
names of the owner and the archi

tect . An original is kept in file at

the company's office, a duplicate be

ing given to the agent who follows

the matter up. Spaces are also pro

vided on the card to enter the name

of the party to whom the agent is

referred and the final disposition.

This method has added over 1000

KW . to the company's mains within

the past year.

Calculating the Performance of an Economizer

IN
working, from 3 for heavy loads to

2 for a light load, such as is carried

at night.

Crepresents the amount of coal

burned ; in this discussion it is taken

as unity, the values of the quantities

IV and G being reduced to the same

basis .

W is the amount of water fed to

the boilers, and is assumed as nine

pounds per pound of coal.

G is the amount of air supplied for

combustion per pound of coal; it is

here taken as 22 pounds.

T is the initial temperature of

gases entering the economizer, and

depends on the rate at which the

the operation of the plant would be

about as follows:

Midnight to 6 A. M. Load car

ried by 3000 -KW . unit. One bat

tery of boilers in service with one

economizer.

6 A. M. to 8 A. M. Both gen

erators , both batteries of boilers, and

both economizers in service .

8 A. M. to 5 P. M. Load carried

by 5000 -KW . generator. Both bat

teries of boilers and both econo

mizers in service .

5 P. M. to 8 P. M. Both gen

erators, both batteries of boilers, and

both economizers in service.

8. P. M. to midnight. Load car

10000 KW

9000 KW

8 000 KW .

8000 KW

7000 KW

6000 KW

3000 KW

4400 K.W

N many plants the reduction of the

fuel consumption by a small

percentage will effect a large

saving in the yearly operating cost,

and the question of the advisability

of installing an economizer to effect

this saving is thus an important one.

The following method of calculating

the performance of an economizer

and the reduction in operating cost

will, therefore, be of interest.

Let us take as an example a plant

of 8000-KW . rated capacity , the load

being carried by two turbo-gen

erators, one 3000 KW . and the other

5000 KW . At the time of peak load

these generators must carry a maxi

mum of 10,000 KW ., or an overload

of 25 per cent.

The distribution of the load during

the day is assumed as in the curve

given herewith . Thus the load from

midnight to 6 A. M. would be 1000

KW ., from 6 to 8 A. M. 4400 KW .,

from 8 A. M. to 5 P. M. 3100 KW .,

from 5 to 8 P. M. 8000 KW. , and

from 8 P. M. to midnight 2000 KW.

Suppose the boilers to be arranged

in two batteries of five boilers each ,

all supplying steam to a common

main which is connected to both tur

bines. An economizer is to be pro

vided for each battery, or two for

the entire plant . The boiler pressure

is 200 pounds.

The formula used in calculating

the performance of the economizer is

as follows :

Y

X ( T - 1 )

30 51V + GC

+ Y

2GC

X is the rise of temperature of the

feed -water in the economizer.

Y is the number of square feet of

economizer heating surface provided

per boiler horse - power developed at

any time; hence it varies for dif

ferent periods of the day.

a is the coefficient of absorption

for the economizer. Different values

of a are taken for different rates of

4000 KW

3100KW
3000 KW

2000 KW
2000 K.W.

1000KW

MOT. 6AM BAM 12 M SPM 8PM . MDT .

DLAGRAM SHOWING THE ASSUMED LOAD AT DIFFERENT PERIODS OF THE

DAY AND NIGHT

boilers are working. Different values

are , therefore, assumed for the dif

ferent rates of working

t is the initial temperature of the

water entering the economizer, and

will probably lie between 150 de

grees F. and 200 degrees F. Both

these figures are used as a basis of

calculation .

The formula reduces to :

Y

( T_T)

30

+ 1.5 Y

ried by 3000 -KW . generator. One bat

tery of boilers with one economizer

in service.

For the average load of 3100 KW .

during the twenty -four hours, let us

assume 5 square feet per boiler horse

power for the heating surface of the

economizers. Assuming a steam con

sumption of 20 pounds per kilowatt

hour, the boiler horse -power cor

responding to the average load would

be 2067, on the basis of 30 pounds of

steam per boiler horse -power. The

total heating surface required for the

two economizers would then be 10 ,

335 square feet .

.1 =

Under the given load conditions
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For the different periods, then ,

with the values of Y and a as given

below , the values of X are calcu

lated by the formula.

will consider that to generate steam

at 200 pounds from water at 150 de

grees 1082 B. T. U. are expended ,

78 B. T. U. being absorbed by the

Midnight to 6 A.M.

6 A.M. to 8 A.M.

8 A.M. to 5 P.M.

5 P.M. to 8 P.M ..

8 P.M. to Midnight .

Y = 7.75

3.52

5.0

1.94

3.87

= 2.0

3.0

2.25

3.0

2.75

X = .29 ( T – t )

.23

.24

15

232
64

3T

150

550

500

575

500

in this way , however, do not repre

sent the net saving, as depreciation

and repairs, operation, taxes , and in

surance must be considered. It will

be of interest in connection with this

to refer to a paper read by R. D. Tom

linson, before the New York Railroad

Club, giving results of the tests on

the economizer plant of the Seventy

fourth street power station of the

Manhattan division of the Inter

borough Rapid Transit Company, of

New York .

The author assumed that with fair

usage and proper attention a figure

of 6 per cent . per annum on first cost

ought to suffice for depreciation and

repairs. The other fixed charges are

operation, I \ per cent. ; insurance and

taxes , 2 } per cent., making a total of

9.75 per cent. The plant has 16

economizers of 512 tubes each , which

are used with sixty - four boilers of

520 H. P. each . The cost of the

economizers, each having 6760 square

feet of heating surface, is assumed

at $ 15 per tube.

The saving due to the economizers

is given as follows:

150

150

150

150

150

The assumed values T and t dur- water in the economizer and the re

ing the different periods and the cor- mainder, 1004, in the boiler. The

responding values of X are as fol- per cent. of saving would, therefore,

lows : be

78

X 100 = 7.2 per cent.

1082

For a rise of 68 degrees the B. T.

U. expended would be 1031.5 , and

To obtain the average rise in the per cent. of saving would be

temperature of the water in the 68

economizer, multiply the kilowatt x 100 = 6.6 per cent.

hours at each period by the tem- 10.31.5

perature rise and divide the sum of As the average load is 3100 KW.

the products by the total kilowatt- and the steam consumption 20 pounds

hours. The result, 78 degrees , is the per kilowatt-hour, or 9 pounds per

average rise for twenty- four hours. pound of coal, the coal burned per
We have in the foregoing assumed hour is 6889 pounds, and per year

the initial temperature of the water 27,000 long tons. The yearly saving

entering the economizer to be 150 with 7.2 per cent., would be 1940

degrees . If we assume it to be 200 long tons, which , at $3 per ton , would

degrees, the values of X will be as mean $5820. At $ 1.25 per square

follows : foot of heating surface, the cost of

the two economizers, with a total of

10,335 square feet , would be $ 12.

919. Hence the return on the in

vestment would be $5820 = $ 12,919

45 per cent.

The average temperature rise of For a temperature rise of 68 de

the water will , therefore, be 68 de- grees with a saving of 6.6 per cent.,

grees. the coal saved would be 1782 long

To estimate the saving effected by tons, valued at $5346, or 41 per cent.

a temperature use of 78 degrees, we The percentages of saving obtained

87

92

84

64

81

Total coal per year...

Coal saved per year ..

Saving at $ 3 per ton .

Cost of economizers .

Fixed charges..

Net saving ...

Net return ..

180,000 tons

16,506

$ 49,518

122.880

11.981

37,537

30.5 per cent
T

450

550

500

575

500

4

200

200

200

200

200

x
2
3
2
9

х

72

81

72

56

70

If we take the same per cent. of

fixed charges for our calculations,

the net return with a rise of 78 de

grees would be 45–9.75 = 35.25 per

cent., and with 68 degrees, 41–9.75

= 31.25 per cent., which closely ap

proximate the figure given by Mr.

Tomlinson.
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JOHN H. SMITH, President.
erator, found, perhaps , in a reserve difficulty of keeping the ice away

GEORGE W. MARTIN, Editor.
steam plant . If such a plant exists, from the racking. In the suggestions

the trouble may be avoided by shut- made by the author, it will be ob

ting down the water plant and run- served , the concrete aprons are em

Leading Articles
ning by steam during the period of ployed to give clear water to the

The Animas Power & Water Company. By ice troubles . Where the trouble is racking and thus prevent any possi

in the turbine itself, the method of ble clogging by the various ice
The Ice Problem in Open-Ditch Water- Power

Canals. By A. W. Dawson .... 70 running a steam pipe to the top of formations.

Starting a Rotary-Converter System from Rest.
the casing and turning on the steamBy John E. Hill

for about fifteen minutes once
Undeveloped Water Powers in New

State. By Wallace C. Johnson ... twice an hour also appears to have Undeveloped Water-Powers in New
Electric Signs in New York ......

been effectual in removing ice . York State

Calculating the Performance of an Economizer. 83

The Ice Problem in Water-Power Plants ...... The lessening of the flow of water

C'ndeveloped Water Powers in New York State 85

Starting Up a Rotary -Converter System ....... by anchor may be avoided , to of reservoirs

Interesting Employees in Business Develop
certain extent, by removing the

ter -power development in the

Electricity as an Aid to Its Own Production racks and relying on booms and con Adirondacks is before the people of
and Supply

tinuous patrol of the forebay day New York State , the article else
A Producer-Gas Power Plant. By J. R. Bib

and night . This method , however, where in this issue by the late Wal

The Substitution of the Electric Motor for the has the great disadvantage, as pointed lace H. Johnson will be of particular
Steam Locomotive

out by the author, of incurring an in interest .

creased expense for the wages of the
The discussion thus far in the daily

patrol . press seems to be mainly on the point

As is well known , water is at its
of destroying valuable timber land by

The Ice Problem in Water-Power maximum density at 39.1 degrees F. , flooding with water and also taking

Plants the density decreasing above and be
so much more camping ground away

low this temperature. Hence colder from summer visitors .

In these days of " trust-busting"

of anchor and " octopus-killing," the opponent

water - power plants , in the ice has been held to be due to the of any measure which confers priv

Question Box of the National Elec- mixing of the cold and warm water ileges on a corporation is only too

tric Light Association , it would ap- as it flows over falls or rapids or apt to indulge in hysteria and stig

pear that the subject is one of great passes through a head race or rack- matize every such project as a “ grab.”

interest , and when it is considered ing at a high velocity. It has, there- And so in the matter of establishing

that plants are often forced to shut fore , been argued that a decrease in reservoirs in the Adirondacks , the

down in consequence of ice choking velocity in forebays and through zeal of the guardians of the public

the racking , penstocks or wheels, the racks would reduce and even eliminate weal has made them somewhat in

importance of finding a solution of
the formation of anchor ice .

capable of a judicial consideration of

the problem is evident. The article This conclusion , however, does not the question.

elsewhere in this issue , then , in which appear to be generally accepted , as Solely on the point of detracting

the writer gives his experience with in more than one instance increas from the beauty of the region , the

ice in several plants , together with ing the area of the racking has not fears expressed appear , from Mr.

the means of avoiding the difficulty, diminished the formation of anchor Tohnson's article , to be without

should prove of great value. ice . It has, however, distributed the foundation. Many of the sections in

One of the plans in use to a very ice formation , and thus to a certain the Adirondacks have been made

limited extent in freeing the racking extent remedied the trouble, though much more attractive by the very

of ice is in the use of hollow rack it still made hard labour necessary in thing,-building reservoirs to create

bars through which steam is cir- clearing the racks . lakes. - which it is feared will destroy

culated . However, this plan presup- It will thus be seen that none of the beauty of the lands flooded.

poses the existence of a steam gen- these methods does away with the Furthermore, as pointed out by

FR Pegarding numbeice problettion waterex il Trice formatione aboxecube
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startingaseveralconverters. With the Itine of cloretaEdisonte electric bulle

O

Mr. Johnson , existing lowlands and Each of these methods has its ad- purely for love, and while in this par

swamps would be flooded by the pro- vantages and disadvantages. The ticular instance nothing is offered in

posed plan . No one would camp in advantage of starting from the di- the way of prizes, the activity of the

the lowlands , where the run-off from rect - current side lies in that no in- employee in filling his note -book

rains would food the camp, and the vestment is necessary for auxiliary with valuable suggestions is taken

lack of utility of a swamp for camp- apparatus. The choice between into consideration in the matter of

ing purposes, or , in fact, for any separate starting motor and a an advance in salary.

other, is unquestioned. This fact , tor generator is also largely a mat

then , disposes of the contention that ter of cost, where a large number

the beauty of the most attractive sec- of rotary converters are installed the Electricity as an Aid to Its Own

tions would be marred by the pro- motor -generator having the advan
Production and Supply

posed reservoirs. And when it is one unit may be used N February of

considered also that less than 5 per

cent. of the total land area would be converter starting as a motor, also, minating Company, of Boston,

needed for flooding, it does not ap- the voltage builds up more quickly some interesting particulars are given

pear clear why any objection should than when a separate starting motor of the numerous ways in which elec

be raised on this score . drives it as a generator. The re
tricity aids in facilitating its own

The discussion , then , narrows down duced voltage from tap windings also production and supply. To begin

to the question :- What can be the does away with the need of auxiliary with , the coal is taken from the col

objection to building reservoirs which apparatus. yet a difficulty is en- liers by motor-driven hoists and con

will not only provide for the genera- countered, as pointed out by the au- veyed to the furnaces by motor

tion of a large amount of power, but thor, in picking up the connected driven conveyors. In the engine

also increase the attractiveness of sec- load .
room , the valves are electrically op

tions which at present are lacking in The method tested by the Chicago erated , the lubricating oil pumps are

this respect ? Edison Company is not a new one, motor driven . Valves in the water

but has been tried out before. From and air pipes are also operated by

the results detailed by the author, it electric motors.

Starting up a Rotary-Converter would appear that it afforas a solu In the repair shops, motors drive

System tion of a very important problem . the machine tools and the forge

blowers, and the soldering irons are

NE of the problems which com of the electrically heated type. In the

panies having a rotary-con- Interesting Employees in Business lamp department the arc -lamp car

verter system must be pre Development bons are cut to proper size and shape

pared to deal with , even if the emer in electrically driven machines, while
gency never occurs , is a total shut

10 every central station the globes are washed and dried by

down of the system . How serious a ager we believe the particu- means of electricity.
matter this would be is told by J. lars given elsewhere in this Six electric wagons are used for

E. Hill elsewhere in this issue in the
issue of some of the business-getting exchanging lamps in the city and

article dealing with the method methods of one of the New York suburban districts, and electric trucks

adopted by the Chicago Edison Com companies will be of no little in- deliver supplies where needed and

pany.
terest . carry machinery, cable, and poles.

Methods of starting up rotary - con- In other lines of work the plan has The cables are drawn into the con

verters are varied . They may be been in use for some time of placing duits with the aid of a motor- driven

started up from the direct -current a box in a prominent place so that windlass on the truck .

side directly or from the alternating- employees might drop in suggestions In the office, an addressograph is

current side by means of a starting regarding the carrying on of work, driven by a 1 - H . P. motor, and tabu

motor or by impressing a reduced or the like. The plan of the United lating, sorting, and adding machines ,

voltage obtained from transformer Electric Light & Power Company and an automatic envelope sealer are

tap windings. They may also be for giving to each employee a note- all electrically operated . Every sta

started from a motor-generator. book in which may be jotted down tion of the company is provided with

Where no direct current is avail- any information which may lead to a hot -water heater for the conveni

able , however, as in the total shut- getting new business we believe to be
ence of the employees, and electric

down of the sub -stations and the a unique one. radiators are used wherever neces

total discharge of the storage bat- One of the great advantages of sary for the quick and occasional

teries , and where no starting motor, the plan is that the only expense in- heating of any part of one of the

motor-generator or tap windings are curred is for note -books, and that a offices.

provided, only one method remains, very small one. We are not accus- In the outlying towns where the

and that the one described by the tomed usually to get something for Edison service is now supplied , the

author, of connecting the converters nothing: yet when it is considered high chimneys on the small plants

through the transformers to the that the information obtained from have been cleaned, painted white, and

high -tension bus -bars, closing the the books resulted in an increased on them placed the words “ Edison

lines to the central station and con- revenue of $5000 a year, it would Light." The chimneys are brilliantly

recting to a turbo - generator, which seem that this was the case . illuminated at night, making very

is started from rest . However, no employee will work effective advertisements.

man

ΤΟ



A Producer -Gas Power Plant

An Inquiry into the Operation , Efficiency, and Construction of a Typical

Modern Industrial Plant

By J. R. BIBBINS

A Paper Read at the Recent Meeting of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers

FIG. 1-INTERIOR OF THE GAS POWER STATION OF THE GOULD STORAGE BATTERY COMPANY AND THE GOULD COUPLER COMPANY ,

AT DEPEW, N. Y. DIRECT CURRENT AT 250 VOLTS IS GENERATED FOR DISTRIBUTION THROUGHOUT THE WORKS BY THREE 150- KW. GAS

ENGINE UNITS

WTO
ITH all the present activity in the capacity of gas engine and pro- half that of a modern steam plant of

power development for va- ducer to work together harmoniously like character and suited to the same

rious purposes, industrial or under widely varying load demands. work .

otherwise, the value of the simple Fortunately neither of these charges On an average of half load this

producer plant used exclusively for is founded on a basis of actual con- 450 -KW . plant ordinarily consumes

power generation seems to have been clusive experience, and it is the pur- from 2 to 24 pounds of coal per kilo

somewhat overlooked or at least pose of this paper to present some watt -hour, and, on heavier loads , has

questioned . Gas producers , especially practical data upon the operation of reached as low a consumption as it

for bituminous fuels, are quite fa- thoroughly representative com- pounds per kilowatt-hour in regular

miliar in metallurgical work, notably mercial gas power plant, one in daily running. During heavy loads

in the various iron and steel indus- which a high measure of success has the plant has repeatedly developed

tries ; and although the problem of been obtained through intelligent en- 530 KW . without the battery on

gas purification presented in power gineering and supervision . Even
maximum fluctuations , which repre

work is somewhat more serious , yet though some minor improvements sents an overload of 18 per cent .

experience has indicated several might still be suggested , the fact re- rating. Furthermore, with the ex

fairly simple methods of solution . mains that this gas power plant is ception of the engineers in charge

The ability of the modern gas en- operating week in and week out, 24 during the two watches , the plant is

gine to take the place of the steam hours per day , 61 days per week, on operated by attendants originally

engine in general power work has a fluctuating manufacturing load , quite unskilled in gas work ; up to

likewise been questioned, as well as with a fuel consumption fully one- the present writing , however, no com

2-4 87
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As noCompressed Air - 100 lbs. from works, also 6 " 6 " Rand

duplex single stage compressor. 10 hp. motor

Generators - Westinghouse compound wound. Direct cur

rent.

Capacity -- 150 kw . , 250 volts.

Switchboard - 250 volt D. C.

cent . ) the general averages.

system of notification is in force , the

power station cannot be apprised of

anticipated demands from the several

600

2600 123

Hourly Maxima

plete interruption of service, traceable

to defective equipment, has been re

corded .

These facts are thought to be suffi

ciently impressive to warrant their

presentation , particularly as this plant

may be regarded as exemplifying

modern engineering practice and the

service resulting therefrom . It is

hoped that the considerable descrip

tive detail appended will be excus

able as more or less essential to a

full appreciation of the subject . The

choice of a single example seemed to

provide a better opportunity for de
tailed treatment .
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FIG . 2. — LOAD DIAGRAM FOR APRIL 13 , 1905

Producers - Loomis-Pettibone.

Type - Bituminous, duplex intermittent blast. 3 ' - 8'

diameter.

Boiler -- 5 diameter vertical tubular, utilizing waste heat .

Wet Scrubber - 6 diameter, vertical, coke, water sprays .

Dry Scrubbers — Two 97 diameter, in parallel; excelsior,

2 layers.

Valves- gear lift, water cooled ,

Exhauster Roots -Simple engine drive .

Gas Main - 12" diameter.

Gas Risers to Engine --- 8".

Fittings - Screwed .

Valves -- Chapman gate .

Coal Handling -- Bucket elevator, motor driven .

production departments of the works.

The storage battery forming load is ,

of course , steady while it exists , but

it is liable to be abruptly thrown on

or off at any time.

Several typical runs are shown in

the accompanying logs , Figs. 2 , 3 ,

4 and 5 , for April 13 , July 11-13 , and

800

2500 128

500

Engine Curve iK. W
2000 100

CHARACTER OF SERVICE

The plant in question serves the

entire Ġould manufacturing proper

ties at Depew , a suburb of Buffalo,

N. Y. Two complete works are lo

cated here, one devoted to the man

ufacture of storage batteries and the

other to the manufacture of rail

road specialties, principally automatic

couplers. The latter contains a large

and well-equipped steel foundry.

Both are electrically driven and

lighted throughout from the central

gas power plant .

Contributing to the station load

are a large number of labor-saving

machines of different types , such as

electric traveling cranes , charging

tables , transfer locomotives, elevators,

conveyors , fans, pumps and machine

shop tools. The storage battery works

also use considerable current at times

for " forming" battery plates.
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TABLE I.

EQUIPMENT DATA .

450 kw. Producer Gas Engine Power Plant.

Service --Power , somelighting.

Capacity of Plant- 450 kw.

Number of Units — Three,150 kw.

Distribution System - D . C. two -wire .

Pressure --- 250 volts, normal 230.

Power Building - 45'x61' inside .

Height of roof trusses -- 281 .

Height of basement- 9 '.

Total area per kw . - 6.1 sq . ft .

Net area of unit -- 15'x331'.

(With 6 - ft . passageways .)

Net area unit per kw.-2.87 sq . ft.

Walls - Red brick , exterior pilasters, limestone trimmings,

steel frame work .

Roof - Wood, tar and gravel, steel trusses, monitor

Floors -- Steel, wood , a " maple finish .

Basement floor - Concrete .

Foundation - Concrete .

Crane - Hand power .

Producer Building - Steel frame work

Corrugated iron walls and roof.

Charging floor -- Boiler plate.

Cooling Pond -- 1,000,000 gals.
Dimensions — 280 diam . by 93' wide,

Area (Power Plant) 7,300 sq . ft .

Area (Producer Plant) 7,500 sq. ft.

Total, 14,800 sq . ft .

Depth-- Normal 10'.

Holder - 36 " diameter, single lift, 15,000 cu . ft.

Coal used - Bituminous run of mine .

Sources ---Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburg R. R.

Price-- $ 2.30 per ton .

Heat value--13,500 B. t. u .

Engines - Westinghouse three -cylinder, vertical gas engines,

Type - Single acting four-cycle.

Capacity — 235 B. H. P. , 260 maximum .

Normal Speed - 200 r.p.m.

Size Cylinders -- ( 3) 19 "x22" stroke .

Ignition - 110 volts and 8 volts.

2 sets four cells storage battery .

1 motor generator set, } kw .

Cooling Water (Jackets )-Motor driven centrifugal pumps.

Two_2" Worthington “ Volute." 15 hp. motor, 1450

r.p.m.

Cooling Water (Scrubber)---- 2 -stage motor driven . 2 "

Worthington " Turbine " type . 15 hp . motor

OutputCurve K.W.

FIG . 3.—LOAD DIAGRAM FOR JULY II , 1905

Although the power-station load is

smoothed out to some extent by the

overlapping of demands from these

various sources, yet the larger ma

chines pull heavily upon the system

with the result that the load at the

station bus-bar is subject to violent

fluctuations, easily 80 per cent. above

or below ( on light loads 100 per

Sept. 25 , 1905, respectively . Al

though the recorded output is fairly

steady through the day , the Auctua

tions correspond in some cases to

overloads of 15-20 per cent on the

engines.

The original plant was entirely cap

able of handling these fluctuations,

but on account of doubling the steel
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TABLE II .

in

1 2 3

Maximum

Time.

in

2 3

in

2 31 1 Volts . Remarks.

A A A AA.M. 7

8 , 300

, 300

, 200

11

12 o V , 300

, 100A

2

3
, 200

, 300

, 300

R
O
N
N
O
W

1
9
0
0

, 250

, 300

, 300

, 300

230

230

230

230

230

230

230

230

230

230

230

230

230

230

230

230

230

230

230

230

230

230

230

230

1000

2100

2100

2000

2100

2100

2000

2100

2000

2000

2000

1800

1700

1900

1900

1800

1900

1900

1100

1900

1800

1800

1900

1700

10

11

12

A.M. 1

, 300

, 300

, 300

, 300

6 V V

16.00 p.m ..

Previous.

Output .

6.00 a.m ..

Previous.

plant load and adding electrically- load hourly maxima and five equiva- ested in the effect of the load factor

driven air compressors, an auxiliary lent to 8 per cent. overload. The of a plant upon its efficiency and

storage battery was recently in- average coal consumption for all pur- commercial duty. An unusually good
stalled for the dual purpose of secur- poses was 1.98 pounds per kilowatt- opportunity arose in analyzing the

ing a more constant load on the en- hour generated. results of this plant and the approxi

gines with higher economy of fuel, During a ten-day run in Septem- mate relation is presented in Fig. 6 .

and of increasing the average load. ber , 1905, the results shown in Table In order to obtain a closer average,

Formerly it was necessary to keep the III . recorded . The engines the “ shotgun " method ( Fig. 7 ) was

spare unit constantly in service to averaged 871 per cent. of the pos- used, plotting total fuel per day to

tide over the peaks. sible running time and on 54 per output.output. Barring some unusual re

sults occurring in the early days of

the plant , the average fuel consump
TYPICAL LOG .

tion is approximately a straight line
Gould Coupler Company, Depew , N. Y.

within observed limits. From this
Gas Power House Daily Statement for September 26, 1905.

the average fuel per kilowatt-hour
Producers Engines Pumps Station

Wattmeters may be obtained , Fig. 8, and the re

Output Kw . Amperes.
lation approximates a rectangular

1,459,800 hyperbola within normal ranges of
8% overload .

load. The upper convex curve, Fig.

8 , expresses the kinetic or absolute
, 300

efficiencyl of the station , and it is in
P.M. 1

,300
teresting to observe that this small

plant normally operates with an effi

Full load about 1950 amperes . ciency“ between 12 and 13 per cent.

, 200

average.

From the above data and themeas

ured efficiency of the gas engine , the
, 300

efficiency of the producer plant may
, 150

be roughly estimated. Assuming 50

, 350
per cent. load factor, the average

plant efficiency is 12 per cent .; as the
,250

efficiency of the engines is approxi

METER READINGS . mately 17 per cent . at this load ( see

1,462,600 1,466,000

Fig. 1 ) , the producer plant operates
1,459,700 1,462,600

2,900 Output. 3,400
at an efficiency of slightly above 70Coal, 6,000 ; Coke, Coal, 6,300; Coke,

Rate 2.06 lbs. per K. W. H. Rate, 1.85 lbs. per K. W. H per cent . With a higher load factor of

75 per cent., the plant efficiency is 13

OPERATING DATA .
per cent. on an average , that of the

engines 20 per cent. and of the pro450 K. W. Producer Gas Power Plant.

ducers 65 per cent . During an esEngine LOAD - K . W.

% Full Output Loading pecially good day's run , as on Sept.
September, 1905 . Day Run. K. W.H. Average. Rated .

983 11,100 27 , the efficiencies were as follows:

654

971 Plant 15 per cent . , engines 21 per

cent., producers 71.5 per cent . These
24 , Sunday. 33 ) 187.5 +6,600 72.93

701 6400 results indicate that the producer
12,300

279 plant is , from an everyday operative12,600

standpoint, fully as efficient as a
6600

high -grade boiler plant and frequently
Average. 5565 450 11,330

more so . It is certainly not more

Westinghouse Vertical 3- Cylinder Engines--Loomis-Pettibone Producers. difficult to handle.
* Loading Factor= % continuous generating capacity.

tIncludes extra coke used on Sunday for starting new fires As to the cost of power the fol

lowing analysis reveals a total cost
PLANT DUTY

cent. station load factor the plant of well under 1 cent per kilowatt

From the daily records of the consumed 2.04 pounds fuel per kilo- hour , including fixed as well as oper

plant an excellent idea of its opera watt -hour, or 1.44 pounds per B. H. ating charges . At normal prices ,

tive efficiency may be obtained . P.-hour. With coal of 13.500 B. T.
coal costs $2.30 per ton . Assuming

These records, although not elabor U. calorific value, the efficiency of
an average daily output of 5000 to

ate , are carefully kept and show not this plant averages about 13.1. per 10,000 kilowatt-hours representing the

only the output and duty of the cent., thus rivaling, if not excelling, probable minimum and maximum for

plant , but also the maximum loads the largest modern steam -power sta- full working days, and adding the

that occur during the hour. A digest tions. On Sept. 27 , the fuel rate was
Kinetic efficiency is defined as =of a typical day's run is given in 1.88 pounds per kilowatt -hour (or

Thermal equivalent of work done

Table II. and shows continuous oper- about 11 pounds per B. H. P.-hour ) Heat in coal

ation except at noon and midnight ; with 62 per cent . load factor , corre 2 Since the above observations were made the

to be exact , 97 per cent . of the sponding to a plant efficiency of over plant has been giving much better efficiency , the

coa! consumption averaging 1.8 per kilowatt-hour
elapsed time. The load averaged 263 15 per cent. an 85 per cent. load factor. This cor

KW ., or 58 per cent of the generat- The author has been deeply inter

TABLE III .

Station

DATE Hours

Run.

71

Fuel

Used .

20 .

21 .

22

23

4850

5275

6550

4025

2250

91

Coal Coal

Per Per

K. W. H. B.H.P.Hr

2.29

2.16

1.93

2.18

202

220

273

188

11,400

12,700

8,800631

25 .

Factor.

45

49

61

41.7

41.6

59

58

62

62

61

98

450

450

450

450

450

450

450

450

450

450

267

263

ឱ
នទ៥ីន៏ដជ៏ន!៏
។

12,000

26 .

27

28

29 .

97

98

100

98

6300

6700

6700

1.87

1.95

1.88

1.92

1.95

279

275

12,900

12,900

87 } 243.4 54 2.04 1.44

responds to a plant efficiency of over 15.4 at the

engine shaft, or 14 per cent . at the switchboard .

ing capacity in service with nine full Avg. 24 - hr. station load Several runs averaging 1.55 pounds per kilowatt

1 Load factor =
are recorded , equivalent to a plant efficiency of

1 This battery, however , was
17.7 per cent. at the shaft , of 16.3 per cent, at the

not placed im Rated capacity

mediately in service, and does not affect the re Avg. 24 -hr. load
switchboard.

sults presented in this paper, except in the matter
True load factor = 3 Buffalo , Rochester and Pittsburg bituminous

of capital costs.
Maximum run of mine, 13,500 B. T. U. per pound,

with
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400

पुस्त
1500

fixed or capital charges amounting to load factor, Fig . 10 has been pre- tance of load factor is well brought

about 9 per cent. on $91,650 (or pared showing the relation of both out by this diagram , that is,

$81,000 excluding the battery ), the capital and operating costs to the the total cost of power is halved by

distribution of cost items is substan- station load factor , the former plotted increasing the load factor from 24

to 55 per cent . An industrial or

railway power plant usually operates

on about the latter figure , a moderate

sized lighting plant on the former ;

hence, the danger of indiscriminate

comparisons of operating costs in

power-plant work.

Considering that the results above

enumerated have been obtained from

a comparatively small plant , operat

ing under conditions by no means

conducive to the attainment of the

highest economies, the Depew plant

offers a striking object lesson that

should not fail of appreciation among

engineers confronted with similar

problems; and much credit is due the

Gould Company through its consult
" Night 1.98*

ing engineer, W. E. Winship, and its

resident manager, J. O. Gould , for

early appreciation of the advantages

of gas power and efficient manage

ment of the Depew property . The

author begs to acknowledge their
FIG. 4. - LOAD DIAGRAM OF JULY 13 , 1905

courtesy and assistance in placing

cost and operating data at his dis

posal .
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GROUNDS AND BUILDINGS

An excellent location has been

chosen for the power plant adjacent

to the main line of the Lackawanna

Railroad. In the intervening space

is a large semi-circular reservoir ,

serving the two - fold purpose of a

cooling pond and reservoir for gen

Avg. Load
eral fire protection, and incidentally

enhancing the attractiveness of the

property to no small degree.

For convenience to coal supply theAvg. Load Factor 59 %

Coa! Rate -Day
1.87* producer house is located several

" Night 1.87

Average 1.876 hundred feet in the rear , adjacent to

a large metallurgical producer plant

serving the steel furnaces. A single

coal-handling system thus serves

both producer equipments. This ar

rangement of buildings emphasizes

FIG . 5. - LOAD DIAGRAM OF SEPT. 25 , 1905 the possibilities in gas power work of

separating, at any distance, the pro
APPROXIMATE POWER COSTS .

ducer and gas-engine parts of a
Minimum . Maximum

Output - K . W. H. per day ... 5,000 1,0000 power plant for operative, or other ,

Fuel - Cents per K. W. H.
0.25 0.22

convenience.
Labour - Cents per K. W. H

Supplies and repairs (estimated ) c . K. W. H Brick , steel and concrete are large

Operating costs, c . K. W. H .. 0.45 ly used as building material. In the
Fixed charges.. producer house where the fire haz

Total costs, c . K. W. H. ,
1.15 0.80

0.67 ard is , of course , considerable , no

wood at all is employed, walls and
tially that given in the table above. above and the latter below , the X roof being constructed of corrugated

In order to emphasize the effect of
axis . Total cost of power is given iron and the charging floor of boiler

by the total ordinate. Observe the plate. Spacious monitors in both

These charges are estimated , owing to absence rapid change in costs on light load- buildings provide the very necessary
of more accurate data and the comparatively short ing, especially of fixed charges . Coal ,
time plant has been in operation. Assume 25 per ventilation and light.

cent. of total power costs at 50 per cent. load on the other hand, remains fairly
factor, hence the estimate is conservative.

It should be noted that were the plant to oper constant ; labour, a constant charge, GENERATING PLANT

ate regularly at the lower load factors less labour increases rapidly on light loads, and Considerations of operating econ
and supplies would be required and the light load
costs would be correspondingly reduced. supplies and repairs, variable omy largely influenced the choice of

curves, Fig . 10, are based on full plant in service

operating continuously. charge , less rapidly . The impor- gas engines for this plant where

Normal.

8,000

0.28

0.17

0.17

0.13

0.20

0.14

0.11

0.70

0.45

0.52

0.28 0.22

The a
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FIG . 6.-RELATION OF FUEL RATE TO STATION LOAD FACTOR , PLOTTED

FROM OBSERVED DATA

steam coal costs from $2.25 to $2.40

per ton , and gas coal about the same.

At this price it was estimated that,

although the difference between the

steam and gas was small on half -day

working, for a 24 -hour day the lat

ter's advantage was decisive.

The installation of three units of

similar size and identical construc

tion wisely avoided the duplication of

parts which two or three sizes of en

gines would have occasioned . By

the use of direct- connected units a

very compact power -house arrange

ment has resulted, the total floor area

per kilowatt being 6.1 square feet,

and the net area of each unit with

6 -foot passageways 2.9 square feet

per kilowatt .

The efficiency of these engines as

heat engines is well indicated by the

appended results of tests ' shown in

the accompanying Table IV . and in

Fig . 11 also . In the latter the

11pper concave curve represents the

gas consumption per B. H. P. under

different loads and the convex curve ,

the kinetic or absolute efficiency .

The ability to convert into use

ful power over 25 per cent. of the

effective heat in the gas gives evi

dence of high efficiency .
These engines operate the

four -stroke cycle involving constant

quality of mixture and throttling

governing. The actual proportion

ing of gas and air is accomplished by

two plug valves at the bottom and

the top of the mixing chamber, re

spectively, each with graduated in

dex . These valves may be set by

hand at any time to accommodate

varying qualities of gas . In auto

matic diaphragm pressure regulator

reduces the pressure of the incoming

gas to atmosphere at the engine.
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ENGINE AUXILIARIES

A most important factor in the

successful operation of the engines is

the ignition apparatus. For increased

security each igniter plug has two

sets of points, each set independently

connected. Should one set of points,

through any cause , become unfit for

use , a small double -throw switch may

be reversed , thus turning the ignition

current through the other points. In

addition , three independent sources

of current have been provided , all the

apparatus being contained in a cen

tral ignition cabinet. for starting

one of two 8 - volt storage batteries
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1These were made at the builder's works on

natural gas , which was at that time the only fuel

available for testing purposes. As engines for

producer gas are usually constructed for some

what higher compression than those operating on

illuminating or natural gas , their efficiency would

presumably be slightly better on natural ihan on

producer gas ſuel; yet for commercial work

difference of 15 pounds in compression would

scarcely be appreciable.

a

1000 9000 3000 6000 7000 820 )1000 5000

Output-K , W. Urs .

FIG 8 .-- AVERAGE PLANT DUTY AT VARIOUS LOAD FACTORS
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is used. For running, a small 4-KW.

motor-generator unit is used deliv

ering 110 -volt current to the igniters

through incandescent lamps, which

furnish valuable " tell-tale" for

the low to the high -tension system

may be instantly accomplished with

out in the least disturbing the en

gines. The ignition problem has thus

been handled with great care in thea

TABLE IV .

ENGINE EFFICIENCY.

Average of Tests — Three 19"x22" Single Acting Four -Cycle Gas Engines - Engines Nos . 741 , 742 , 743 .

LOAD , Over. Full . Half. Remarks.

Brake horse power ... 325.3 239 121.3 By Prony brake .

Speed r.p.m .. 198 203 206.3 By counter.

Gas per hour .. 3,547 2.840 1,985 Corrected to 62° F. 30 " Hg .

Gas per B. H. P. hour . 10.9 11.87 16.36 Corrected gas - no load-1,250 ft . per hr

Heat value gas* . 920 920 920 Effective B. T. L' . per cu . ft .

B. T. U. per B. H. P. hour. 10,030 10,910 15,050

Brake kinetic efficiency .. 25.37 23.32 16.9 B. H. P. basis .

Mechanical efficiency .. 89 87.5 82.5 Estimated

Indicated kinetic efficiency ..
28.5 26.7 20.5 I. H. P. basis .

Speed variation -max .. 4.2% No load speed 206.6 .

Speed variation - No -full load . 1.8% Average speed .

Speed variation - No - half load. 0.7%

51.6 % On producer gas .Per cent full rating ... 138.4 % 101.6 %

* Pittsburg Natural Gas - Junker Calorimeter.

Engines rated 235 B. H. P. on 130 B. T. U. Producer Gas.

" open circuits," " grounded igniters,"" grounded igniters," provision of six individual combina

or " hanging fire " of igniters. These tions of current supply.

two sets of storage batteries are Starting of the engines is accom

charged alternately through a bank plished as usual by compressed air

full running speed, within 30 to 40

seconds. With higher air pressure

available, starting may be accom

plished in even less time, as the mix

ture ignites more readily when

quickly compressed, owing to the

smaller opportunity for the dissipa

tion of internal heat .

Another important part of the

plant equipment is the circulating

water system for cooling jackets,

combustion chambers and exhaust

valves. Motor -driven rotary pumps

are ideally suited to this work on ac

count of the moderate pressure re

quired — about 25 pounds per square

inch . Two of these pumps ( one for

relay ) serve the engine plant while a

third, of the two -stage turbine type,

serves the gas producer scrubber in

which a higher pressure is desirable .

Although each pump is driven by a

15 - H . P. motor, the power ordinarily

required is considerably less than

this, especially in moderate and cold

weather when the quantity of water

supplied toto thethe engines may be

largely reduced by throttling the

pump outlets.

COOLING RESERVOIR

Previous mention has been made

of a cooling pond. This has a nor

mal depth of 10 feet with a total ca

pacity of about 1,000,000 gallons. It

is approximately semi-circular in

plan and is divided radially into two

compartments to separate the com

paratively dirty scrubber water from

the pure jacket water. All make -up

water used at the plant is delivered

to the pure-water pond through the

engine jackets. The excess over

flows into the scrubber -water pond and

thence to the sewer. It is of interest

that nearly all of this "make-up "

water is supplied from roof drainage.

City water is comparatively expen

sive ( 10-15 cents per 1000 gallons )
and this utilization of roofage insures

an important economy. The pond

also supplies feed-water for some

steam boilers . Cooling water for the

engine is drawn from near the bot

tom through a screen house, while

the hot jacket water is returned to

the surface of the pond, about 150

feet distant .

During the progress of the water

from inlet to outlet enough heat is

dissipated to the earth and atmos

phere to reduce the outlet water to

the proper temperature. During pe

riods of extreme heat and humidity

when the cooling process is retarded,

a larger quantity of water may be

sent through the jackets to compen

sate for the lesser difference in tem

perature. For this the rotary pumps

well suited. In September,

1905 , the following observations were

made :

FIG 9.-ENGINE ROOM SHOWING GAS PIPING AND POSITION OF GAS

REGULATORS

of lamps from the motor -generator

or from the main station bus-bar, ons

or the other set being always avail

able in an emergency . By means of

small double -pole switches at the

igniter cabinets , throwing over from

drawn from a pipe connection to a

compressed air line in the works or

from the relay compressor. Although

only 90 to 100 pounds pressure is

ordinarily carried , yet the engines

may readily be brought up , cold , to

are
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73.8 ° Fahr.

operators. Second, if the exhaust pilasters, thus taking advantage of,

pit is carried to any considerable dis- the reinforcement offered by the steel

tance from the power house, a seri- skeleton of the building ; ( 3 ) simple

ous back pressure is imposed on the sheet steel flap doors or louvres in

Cost of Power -cents per K.W.Hour

Operating4+Fixed

is o is .
6

.
8

1
.
0

6
9

9*

é i

1
0

Jacket water entering pond .. 99.39 Fahr .

Surface of water near inlet. 78.8 ° Fahr .

Air ....

Bottom of reservoir near outlet . 76.1° Fahr .

Surface of reservoir near outlet .. 77.9 ° Fahr.

Average load on plant ..... 310 kw . = 500 hp.

Thus on a fair day with practically

seven -tenths load on the plant there

was a difference in temperature of

1.8 degrees Fahr. in 8 feet depth of

water, 0.9 degree Fahr. difference,

between the temperature of reservoir

at intake and outlet, 4.6 degrees

Fahr. difference between air and

reservoir temperature, and

23.2 degrees Fahr. total cooling, as

there was no overflow froin the power

pond at the time this cooling was

effected from about 7300 square feet

of exposed water surface . Apparent

ly considerable cooling took place

through the transmission of heat

through the bottom of the reservoir.
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FIG . 10.-RELATIVE POWER COSTS AT VARIOUS LOAD FACTORS

THREE 19" X - 22 SINGLE ACTING -GAS -ENGINES

ENGINES NO . 741 742 749

BUILT BY WESTINGHOUSE MACHINECO .
404000

8

6

SPCEO

PIPING

Some trouble has been experienced

with the gas gates , due apparently

to cumulative deposits of carbon , and

frequently it becomes impossible to

seat the valves tight. In work of

this class it would seem that a parallel

seated , quick -closing gate would be engines, owing to the friction of the serted in the roof of the exhaust pit

best suited, being self-cleaning, and
high pressure exhausts on the in- and at two or three points in the

the gas could be cut off almost in
ternal surface of the main . chimney to relieve occasional local

stantly in case of emergency . Usually the well is located close to

The engine exhausts all discharge
pressures. In this manner the nox

the building with a short standpipe.

into a cast-iron header running be
ious gases are easily taken care of

This outlet is almost invariably too by a flue of cheap construction,

neath the floor to a concrete exhaust small, resulting again in serious
well outside , serving as

agreeable appearance, and ample ca
a muffler.

back pressure from throttling. And pacity for any contingency.
Unfortunately, it is impossible to

it usually occurs that, sooner or later ,
cool these exhausts by water sprays

The water cooling piping is sim

the structure is dismantled by sud- ple, a manifold supplying all three
on account of the large amount of

SO, in the gas . If water were used ,

as is the practice with natural gas ,
AVERAGE EFFICIENCY TESTS

the piping would soon be destroyed FOUR -CYCLE TYPE-VERTICAL

by corrosion . As some 30 per cent .

of the total heat value of the gas is

lost in the exhaust, radiation is a

somewhat disagreeable feature , es

pecially in warm weather. This

trouble may , however, be obviated by

enclosing the piping in a concentric

sheet metal casing, through which

rapid circulation may be maintained

from basement to ventilators in the

roof. It is also possible that a re

inforced concrete duct might be em

ployed for exhaust piping, moulded

in sections , cemented in position and TIRATING 14

encased in sheet steel. If rigidly

supported, this material should easily

withstand both the heat and corrosive

action of the exhaust vapours when

water cooied in the usual manner . den pressures due to delayed com- cylinder jackets in parallel. Water

The muffler well is , to be sure, a bustion or other causes . A more enters at the bottom of the jacket ,

common arrangement in gas power logical arrangement would seem to emerging from the top . A small pipe

plants, but most certainly could be be as follows :-( 1 ) A brick or con- loop at the discharge end of the

improved upon. First , the noxious crete exhaust well of large dimen- upper manifold, with vent cock at

products of combustion rising from sions built next to the power house the top to break the vacuum , serves

the pit, although located in the foundation wall and loosely filled with to prevent the syphoning effect which ,

open , are driven directly into the en- large broken rock ; ( 2 ) a brick stack under certain conditions, might pull

gine room during certain prevailing extending to the roof and built into all the water out of the jackets ,

winds, to the great discomfort of the the building structure integral with ieaving nothing but steam . This vent
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200 lb. Spring

Max. Compress , 137 lbs.

B

240 lb. Spring

now

с

160 lb. Spring

FIG. 12.

is useful as a tell - tale , showing stop- refutes the frequent argument that that lost through evaporation. When

page of water supply.
gas engines require more skilled the oil reaches too high a level the

In cooling the exhaust valves a operators than steam engines ; the excess is drawn off, filtered and used

fairly constant supply is desirable, plant not only requires less actual over in the bearings.

manual labour to keep in running In starting and stopping the en

order, but it is fully as responsive gines the attendants have acquired

to good handling as a steam plant. so much skill that the barring lever

All things considered, he " would re- is seldom used. By manipulating the

gret to go back to steam . The fact air valves just as the engine comes to

that the engines are often left in rest it is not difficult to bring the

charge of , and operated by, the oilers , air cams in starting position, so that

illustrates the point in view . no time need be lost in barring the

While the producer is undergoing engine around to the position for

renovation on Sundays, the engines starting.

are also inspected in rotation , mixing

valves flushed down with gasoline to
PRODUCER PLANT

remove lampblack deposits ( likewise A notable feature of the producer

cylinders, now and then , to keep the plant is that it is capable of gasify

packing rings free ) , valves are ground ing bituminous coals withoutmak
in and igniters replaced when neces

ing quantities of tar . The process is
sary, jacket deposits cleaned out intermittent, embodying the

when obstructed to any extent, and more or less well-known system of

the engines generally adjusted. Re passing the green hydrocarbon dis

ducing valves are also cleanel at in- tillates through a secondary fire bed

tervals, from carbon deposits. which has previously been brought

Practically the only trouble ex
ир to the proper temperature by

perienced thus far has been the oc blasting with air.

casional cutting of an exhaust valve, Since the plant was started , a fair

presumably due to cumulative carbon grade of soft coal ( B. R. & P. run of

deposits on the valve seats . The mine) has been used , averaging about

lampblack has also occasioned some 13,500 B. T. U. per pound. Although

difficulty in lubricating valve stems. this coal presumably contains 35 per

Igniters, of course , wear down grad- cent. of volatile, tar destruction in the

irrespective of the load . The ar- ually, but extras are always kept on producers is complete, but, at the

rangement shown in the sketch , Fig. hand and repointed as fast as neces- same time, a considerable quantity

13, is, therefore, employed , by which sary. Usually one igniter will last of lampblack has resulted which has

the jacket water may be throttled as from six to nine months without re- made it necessary to devise special

much as desirable, while constant pointing. means to handle this by -product. No

attempt has been made to market it ,

as some is used in the preparation of

paints for castings, etc.

Straight producer gas is not made

directly, but water gas and air gas

are made at alternate intervals of

varying duration , according to rich

ness of the gas desired . In metal

lurgical plants the two gaseous prod

ucts of the system are often handled

separately , the water gas being used

for heating furnaces on account of

its high flame temperature and the

blast gas in gas engines for power

purposes. And it is an interesting
Indepent Valve Water Adjustments

fact that, although this blast gas

would be absolutely unfit for any

other use on account of its compara

tively low calorific value ,—from 80

to go B. T. U. per cubic foot,-yet it

FIG. 13.-PLAN OF COOLING WATER PIPING FOR CYLINDERS AND is quite suitable for gas engine work,

EXHAUST VALVES in that it is not at all snappy ( as

is water gas ) , and, therefore , per
head is maintained at the exhaust Since commencing normal operation mits of higher compression. At De

valves . engine repairs have been confined to pew the two gases are mixed in a

these two items and are comparatively single holder in the proportion gen
OPERATION OF ENGINES light, considering the conditions of erated .

Four men , two to a shift, operate operation.operation. Very little trouble has
In this system two producers con

the generating plant, the oilers and been experienced with lubrication, as stitute a unit. Usually it is desirable

the two engineers being formerly the main working parts are auto- to have a separate unit on hand for

steam engine operators. The perThe per- matically supplied by the splashing of

sonal attitude of the chief engineer oil. All oil used in outer bearingspecially necessary in order to pro

relay purposes . Here this was

toward the gas engine plant well returns to the crank case to make up vide an opportunity for freeing the

Diagrammatic Plan

Cooling Water Piping

# 3# 1

Cyl .

#2

Cyl . Cyl.

Jacket Water

Exhaust Valve Stem

Flexible Connections to Valves

Supply Main

es
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and a

producer from clinker formed dur- placed on the level of the operating Coal consumption is determined by

mg the week's run . At Depew a tloor. direct weighing in the producer

novel arrangement was first employed, house. Each shift weighs up enough

in the form of a clover leat , with
l’RODUCER OPERATION

coal at the start to run the plant

three producers united at top and
The present method of operating through twelve hours ; shvud there

bottom by a T - pipe connection with
the producer plant requires an air gas

be a surplus at the end, it is weighed

the necessary water -cooled valves .
run of ten to fifteen minutes, accord

back and charged to the next shift,

It was then possible to renew one
ing to the demand for gas at the thus making each shift responsible

producer fire per week in rotation ,
power plant, and a water gas run

for all fuel used during their run .

and , at the same time, save the cost
from one -half to three -quarters of a The entire producer plant is oper

of a fourth producer to complete the
minute, the resulting mixture being

ated throughout the week by four
well suiteci to power work.

(duplicate unit. Through no fault of men , two to a shift, with some addi

this arrangement, however, it was
Frequent testing of the quality of

tional labour on Sundays for clean

not an entire success , owing to the
the gas made is not now practiced ing: All the attendants were un

dithculty in preventing the leakage
on account of its uniformity under

skilled foreigners before taking up

of water gas into the idle producer
the present operating condition . The

the producer work. During a half

through the valves . This difficulty
holder, of course, greatly assists in

day shut -down of the plant on Sun

has now been overcome, and a com
insuring uniform gas at the engines.

days, all renovating of the producer

plete relay plant, including scrubbing
At the same time, it provides suffi

equipment is done; boiler tubes are

equipment, is provided in the ad- cient capacity for operating one unit

at full load for about three-quarters
cleaned, wet scrubber washed down ,

joining producer building with sensi the excelsior in the dry scrubbers

bly better results than before.
of an hour, the full plant in in taken out and shaken free from

versely proportionate time. Storage
lampblack , gas mains flushed out

PRODUCER ACXILIARIES capacity is particularly valuable when
new fire started in the idle

A feature of the system is that all a new fire is being put into service .
producer. At the same time, an

steam required is generated entirely This is usually done during the noon

from the sensible heat of the gases
other producer is taken out of ser

hour, when the load is light, so
vice , fires are drawn, and during the

coming from the producers which that a lowering of the heat value of
week , after it has had an opportunity

would otherwise be wasted in cooling the gas is relatively unimportant.

water . This condition, however, ob- In ordinary operation it is a sim
TABLE V.

tains only when the plant is heavily ple matter to observe the quality of
CHARACTERISTICS OF POWER GAS.

loaded. Running light, it would be gas by means of two sampling flames

difficult to make sufficient steam to always in view of the operators . One
Typical Analysis .

Date , June , 1905 ..
operate the producer auxiliaries. An consumes gas from the holder ; the

air auxiliary boiler would have to be other consumes freshly made gases Intervals of tests (minutes )...

drawn upon . With the high " heats " as they leave the dry scrubber. Any
Average calorific value ...

necessary in the intermittent process, irregularities may then be readily de
71% 10% 9%

this represents an important saving. tected . Calorimeter tests show the

CO. CHỊ OA . Chi.The boiler, however, requires weekly gas as made at the present time to Sept. 9, 1905

cleaning
average slightly above 100 B. T. U. Sept. 12 , 1905 .

The proper cleaning of the gas is per cubic foot ( see Table V. ) . This

a ditticult problem , owing to the fact comparatively low heat value is , of to cool off , the hard clinker, which

that lampblack does not easily ad- course, due to the preponderating pe- adheres to the lining, is broken off .

here to a wetted surface, as does or- riod of blasting. For the starting layer of a new fire

dinary cinder dust. In this plant the With the rate of water gas mixing bed, coke is used to the extent of

gas first passes upward through a practically fixed , the only variable some 3000 pounds per producer, a

wet scrubber containing several tiers factor to compensate for varying de- Suthcient quantity to affect the coal

of small coke constantly wetted down mands for gas is the rate of blasting ; consumption of the succeeding day .

by water sprays. A thin layer of hence, there is a long and subdued If allowed to form to any extent,

dry excelsior is also used in the top air gas run , with a rapid but short clinker constitutes a frequent source

tiers . Emerging from the wet scrub- run on water gas. During the sec- of trouble in operating the plant, and

ber , the gas enters two large , dry ond test , data of which are given it is important that the selection of

scrubbers filled with several tiers of in Table V., the gas consumption was coal be made with this in view .

excelsior and piped up in parallel so observed to be about 1100 cubic feet With fires fairly free from clinker

that not only the velocity of the gas per minute at a load of 395 KW . the suction required for blasting may

is reduced, but also the amount of This is equivalent to 167 cubic feet be only 8 to 10 inches of water , but

gas handled by each drier. Finally, per kilowatt -hour at seven -eighths with fires badly clinkered it may run

an engine -driven Root's exhauster load on the generating units, and rep- up to 25 inches. With 10 to 15

delivers the gas to the holder. resents approximately a duty of 16 ,- inches drop in the scrubbers, this

The various valve movements are 700 B. T. U. per kilowatt-hour, or a imposes from 30 to 40 inches suction

handled mechanically by rack gears little over 11,000 B. T. U. per B. H. on the exhauster, thus largely in

with operating wheels conveniently P.-hour. creasing its steam consumption .

Number of hours test.

20th

3

15

98

113

105

Minimum calorific value ..

Maximum calorific value ..

21st

10

15

91

110

100

23 d

10

15

91

104

100

Maximum variation from avg ..

DATE . H.

9.50 21.0 1.9

10.13 22.8 2.2

N.

0.0 6.5 60.9

0.4 5.6 58.9

2-5
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The Substitution of the Electric Motor for the

Steam Locomotive

I el certification et Steatio railroads
N discussing the question of the plants developing and distributing en- revolutions per minute, or a 6 -pole

ergy for lighting and power pur- generator operating at 300 revolu

in a paper read at the January poses , and through sub - stations 10ns per minute. Reductions in the

meeting of the American Institute equipped with converters for the number of revolutions per minute

of Electrical Engineers, L. B. Still- operation of many interurban lines . implies increase in diameter of the

well and H. St. C. Putnam divided It has been adopted on a very large revolving element of generator and

their topic into four parts, as fol- scale by such companies as the In- turbine, and in machines of large out

lows :-1. A record of certain facts terborough Rapid Transit Company, put the diameter of the revolving

relative to heavy electric traction of New York, for the operation of its element in turbines of certain types

which have been established by ex- subway, surface and elevated lines, may become too large for shipment,

perience ; 2 , calculations of relative by the Pennsylvania and Long Island in view of the limitations imposed by

costs of steam and electric traction kailway Companies for the electrifi- tunnels .

in railway service based upon these cation of New York terminal ser- 4. A frequency of 25 cycles per

facts ; 3 , the transcendent importance vice and operation over a consider- mits convenient and effective lighting

of standardizing electric railway able part of Long Island, and by the of yards and shops by incandescent

traction equipment as rapidly as may New York Central for the electrifica- lamps. It is also more favourable

be consistent with progress ; and 4 . tion of its terminal service . It is than a lower frequency as regards

the question whether a frequency of also the frequency developed by all operation of induction motors for

25 or 15 cycles per second should be
of the great power plants at Niagara shop purposes.

adopted in railway operation by al- Falls, and from this source of power Should our railways in general be

ternating -current motors. it is possible for all railway lines equipped for electric operation , it is
Under the first head were dis within a radius of 150 miles, or an to be expected that in many cases

cussed the passenger service factors even greater distance, to procure an they would undertake to supply elec

contributing to increased earning ample supply of very cheap power. tricity for light and power purposes

power, such as frequency of service, It has been adopted by the New beyond their own requirements, and

speed , safety , increased capacity of York , New Haven & Hartford Rail- the higher frequency possesses im

the line, and the like . In connec- way Company, the pioneer among portant advantages with reference to

tion with this the results obtained by American railroads in the adoption such commercial service .

the electrification of transportation of the alternating -current motor in For lighting and general power

systems in New York City were heavy railway traction, and by the purposes in cases where it is re

dealt with , with diagrams showing Grand Trunk Railway for the elec- quisite that service for lighting pur

the increase by years. trification of the Sarnia Tunnel. poses shall be thoroughly satisfactory

In dealing with comparative costs Alternating current at 25 cycles is in respect to voltage, regulation and

of operation , the items in mainte- also utilized without the interposition continuity, commercial supply at 25

nance of way and structures, mainte- of converters by the motor equip- cycles would be preferable. Through

nance of equipment, conducting trans- ment on a dozen or more interurban the interposition of motor -generator

portation , and general expenses for trolley lines. sets or rotary converters in combina

steam operation were given and com- 2. Our great manufacturing com- tion with storage batteries in such

pared with the estimated cost of elec panies have drawings, patterns and cases either frequency is applicable.

tric operation , the grand total show- dies which enable them to manufac- 5. The higher frequency possesses

ing, with steam at 100 per cent., a ture conveniently and promptly prac- some advantage in respect to the

cost of 82.08 per cent. by electric tically all power -house and sub - sta- ratio of tractive effort to weight upon

operation . tion equipment required for 25-cycle drivers. The best information avail

The standardization of electric rail apparatus. The weight of this con- able to date appears to indicate that

way traction equipment, the authors sideration , however, is somewhat the difference between 25 cycles and

thought, should have serious consid- lessened by the fact that the march 15 cycles in respect to this considera

eration . It would seem feasible and of progress, - just now greatly ac- tion probably approximates 10 per

eminently wise to agree upon stand- celerated by the general adoption of cent. Further data from actual test

ards of practice in respect to location steam turbines, — will undoubtedly are desirable, and must be obtained

of the third rail , the location of the cause a large proportion of existing before it is possible to estimate

overhead conductor used with single- drawings and patterns to be super- closely the weight of advantage pos

phase, alternating - current system , and seded probably in the very near fu- sessed by the higher frequency.

the frequency of alternating -current ture , and certainly within the next 6. The higher frequency is prefer

traction systems. It is equally de able for induction motors in railway

sirable, but probably less easy , to 3. The 25 - cycle is preferable to the service requiring a considerable range

agree upon a standard system of lower frequency in the design of of speed adjustment. The force of

multiple -unit control for train opera- turbo -generators, since it affords a this consideration depends upon the

tion . wider range within which to select probability of using induction motors

Comparing the relative advantages the speed for units of various out- for traction purposes, and applies not

of 25 cycles and 15 cycles in rail puts. For very large units a fre- only to the excellent three -phase mo
way service, the salient advantages quency of 15 cvcles , for example, re- tors , such as are in very successful

of the former were stated to be the quires either a 2 - pole generator oper- use upon the Valtellina line, but also

following : ating at 900 revolutions per minute, to the single -phase induction motor,

1. It is to-day in extensive use in a 4 -pole generator operating at 450 which , perhaps, is not beyond the

five years .
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com

house

now

range of probability. It is probable the controlling consideration perhaps $33 per kilowatt . Cost of

that in any general electrification of pelling the adoption of the four-mo- sub-station transformers would be

our railway system induction motors tor equipment. increased approximately one-third.

will play a part by no means unim- 2. In the application of single- and, in round numbers, the total cost

portant. phase commutating motors to loco
of turbines and electrical power

Without attempting detailed discus- motives in general railway service, the and sub -station apparatus

sion, it is evident from the foregoing minimizing of motor dimensions is , would be increased from $ 70,000,000

brief statement of the more impor- perhaps, still more important, al- to $ 80,000,000.

tant considerations in favour of 25 though in this instance the limita- If it be assumed that one electric

cycles that extremely weighty reasons tions imposed by the space available locomotive will do the work of two

must exist if the adoption of a lower are less obvious. steam locomotives, about 24,000 elec

frequency, e . g . , 15 cycles , be justi- High -speed passenger locomotives tric locomotives would be required to

fied . at least should be gearless . For any take care of the present railway

Consideration of the facts assumed limits of weight per axle business of the country . Assuming

available, however, led the authors and length of wheel-base that fre- the cost of the average electric loco

to conclude that notwithstanding the quency is preferable which permits motive to be $ 25,000, the aggregate

number and force of the arguments the construction of a motor which cost of locomotives required would

in favour of 25 cycles , a frequency will exert the greater pull at the be $600,000,000 . Allowing for the

of 15 cycles was preferable, and draw -bar, provided efficiency , com- increased cost of the 15-cycle trans

should be adopted for heavy elec- mutation and power factors are sub- formers, it would seem that the dif

tric traction . The fundamental and ,The fundamental and stantially equal . ference in cost of the average loco

as it would appear, controlling rea- Those who are engaged directly in motive should be not less than $ 1000

son which led to this conclusion was the design of single -phase motors are in favour of the lower frequency, or

the fact that, within given dimen- probably in position to contribute to for 24,000 locomotives, $ 24,000,000.

sions, a materially more powerful, the discussion of this paper data This is more than twice the estimated

efficient and generally effective sin- which will throw much light upon the difference in cost of power house

gle -phase motor could be constructed subject; but it would seem probable and sub -station equipment.;

for 15-cycle operation than is possi- that, within given limits of dimen- It seems entirely safe to say , there

ble if 25 cycles be selected . sions , 15 -cycle motors would mate- fore, that the aggregate first cost of

Final decision of the question rially surpass 25 -cycle equipment in electric equipment and of steam tur

whether the advantages of the 15 this respect. The authors were in- bine will be decreased by a change

cycle motor, as compared with the clined to this opinion notwithstand- from 25 cycles to 15 cycles . The

25 -cycle motor in respect to dimen- ing the probable advantage of 25- operating cost will obviously be de

sions , weight, efficiency, power factor cycle equipment as regards the ratio creased very materially. At least

and commutation, are such as out- of effective draw -bar pull to weight three- fourths of the above estimated

weigh the many and important con cost of electric locomotives, say,
siderations which favour the higher 3. There can be no question of the $ 450,000,000, represents cost of elec

frequency, required more complete superiority of the 15 -cycle motor in tric equipment. It will be seen ,

data than the autnors have been able respect to the very important features, therefore, that of the apparatus

to secure up to the present time. commutation , efficiency and power which our electrical manufacturing

That the difference is material, how- factor . Efficiency is obviously and companies may be called upon to fur
ever, is established not only by gen- directly important. Power factor nish , more than 85 per cent . is rolling

eral theoretical considerations of the affects the efficiency of the entire stock. Obviously, any argument in

effect of a reduction in frequency system , from the motor to , and in- favour of 25 -cycle equipment which

upon the design and performance of cluding, the generator. Commuta- may rest upon existence of drawings
single -phase commutating motors, but tion , in view of the large and ex- and patterns and convenience in man

also by the following facts :
pensive commutators and the brush ufacturing should have comparatively

1. In the case of multiple-unit complication of this type of motor, little weight.

equipment of passenger cars where is of great importance. The use of 15 cycles instead of 25

locomotives are dispensed with and In order that the question raised cycles also secures considerable ad

motors carried upon the car trucks, may be looked at in proper per- vantage in respect to the overhead

it is very important that the dimen- spective, the following estimates,estimates, trolley conductor and track return .

sion of motors be reduced to a mini- based upon foregoing calculations, With a given limit of voltage -drop,

mum . Cars weighing, say , 35 tons will be useful : this advantage may be utilized by

without equipment and operating on For the equipment of the entire reducing size , and , consequently, the

straight and level track at speeds of railway system of the United States cost of the overhead copper and the

from 60 to 70 miles an hour, require as now existing an aggregate power- copper used to reinforce the track

bui two motors, except as it may be- house output capable of supply- . return .

come necessary to employ four mo- ing continuously 2,100,000 kilowatts Under the plans which were as

tors by reason of lack of sufficient would be required. Of the electric sumed as a basis of the calculations,

clearance at cross -overs . The dif- apparatus installed in the power the amount of copper required for

ference between a two-motor equip houses, a change in frequency affects feeder circuits, trolleys and reinforced

ment and a four -motor equipment in the generators, transformers, and a track - return, estimated at 20 cents

such a case approximates $ 2500 per large proportion of the measuring per pound, would cost approximately

car, besides which the four -motor and indicating instruments. It also $ 750,000,000 were the entire railway

equipment adds materially to weight, affects the cost of the engine or tur- system of the country, as existing in

practically doubles complication, and, bine employed to drive the gen- 1905 , to be equipped for electric

for both of these reasons , increases erator. At 25 cycles the apparatus operation .

cost of operation . The difference be- affected by frequency should cost ap In all the estimates 0000 copper

tween the dimensions of a 15 -cycle proximately $30 per kilowatt. At 15 has been included in the return cir

and a 25 -cycle motor may easily be cycles it would cost on the average cuit, this being bonded to the rails

upon drivers .

a
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in ulse .

at intervals for the purpose of pre- 15 or 1 - cycle. It would be a liali cycle, althouglı 10 per cent. higher or lower
half .

venting dangerous potential on track and the cycle would be the length of would not have been of very great

in case of a broken bond . time between two runs . He would importance, as iar as the operation

make a prophesy : that on a large of the apparatus was concerned .

number of the lines which can , by any was found at the time that there was

In the discussion following the Stretch of imagination , be consid- considerable opposition to the use of

reading of the paper , Frank J. ered as subject to a reasonable pros- lower frequency, principally because

Sprague said that urgent business
pect of electrification, 1200 or 1500 most of the projects presented in

had prevented him from reading the volts would, on any present develop- volved exisung power plants,or it was

paper thoroughly, so that he would ment known, give better results in necessary to tie the new plant to ex

not discuss it . Briefly, he said , the every way than the alternating-cur- isting power plants. The projects

authors had given an interesting re- rent 15 or 25 -cycle overhead system . were also relatively small. Commer

sumé of statistical information based lle had spent four months in a cial conditions practically forced them

almost entirely upon direct-current close study and analysis of one of the to begin at 25 cycles.

operation. They had generalized the most difficult railroad problems in Ilowever, he still advocated the,

features of operation of the steam
this country . Had hy not that very use of lower frequency when it came

railroads of the United States, and week been driven to the limit in try- to heavier work , as in his discussion

ou that generalization had formu- ing to complete that investigation, he of single -phase railway apparatus at

lated certain general ideas. Their would liave been in a better position the American Institute meeting at

plea was for standardization of elec- to have done the authors more justice the St. Louis Exposition in Septem

tric railway apparatus, and for a in criticising their paper. He hoped , ber, 1904. At that time he had said

standardization along the lines of however, in the comparatively near that the heavy railway electrification

operation, 11,000 volts, alternating- future to present to the Institute a was of sufficient importance to war

current trolley at 15 cycies. He had few comparative statements on the rant the use of low frequency which

ventured a few prophesies ; these subject of direct-current and alter- is most suitable for such work , inde

prophesies are now history. The nating - current operation. pendently of any frequencies already
authors asked where, ten years from The next speaker, B. G. Lamme, Ile still held to that opinion.

now , will the 600 -volt, 1200 - volt or contined himself to the question of The strongest reason which could

1500 -volt trolley be. They will be frequency alone. Back in the early be given for the lower frequency was

right here, said the speaker ; just times of alternating -current work , the greater output that could be got

where the 500 and 600 -volt opera- 133 cycles per second was the com- ten from a given motor. For in

tion of the past nineteen years have mon frequency. About 1889 or 1810 stance, with a first -class motor built

been . Ile did not believe that the Mr. Stillwell, in going over the for 25 cycles, the operation miglit be

modest work which is being done problem , saw that the larger work above question, the machine might be

to - lay by those who are actively de- which was coming called for a lower considered perfect in its way , but if

veloping the higher tension direct- frequency, and he was one of the the same machine be operated on 15

current work was appreciated. strongest advocates in adopting 60 cycles, the induction could be raised

He did not find it necessary to cycles as against 133 . A few years from 25 to 40 per cent., wirich meant

come to any conclusions on the elec- later , in connection with the Viagara that 25 to 40 per cent. higher volt

tric railway business, to generalize Falls first large generating station , age could be applied with the same

all the railroads of the United the question of a still lower fre- motor speed , and 25 to 40 per cent.

States. There were many of them quency came in , and Mr. Stillwell greater output obtained from the

in the hands of receivers, and some practically made the decision in fa- same motor, or 25 to 40 per cent.

of the others ought to be. They vour of 25 cycles . At that time it greater tractive effect developed.

could not be taken out of the hands was considered that the development That in itself a controlling

of a receiver if they were electrified , of street railway work , and the use feature in the question.

and could not raise the money to be of rotary converters in such work , It had been verified by actual test .

electrified if they wanted to be. He was such that it was more economical For instance, from a 100 - H . P., 25

preferred to deal with the living, im- to use the lower frequency: cycle motor, 125 H. P. was obtained

mediate question. There lle now comes forward with 15 at 15 cycles. This motor had good

three great trunk line railroads in cycles for heavy railway work on the efficiency, good power factor and

New York City, or terminated in basis that the field is going to be good commutation both fre

New York City , to say nothing of large enough to call for a new and quencies at the ratings given . It

those terminating in Jersey City and more suitable frequency. It seemed was , therefore, not a question whether

elsewhere, which in the near future to the speaker also that, considering the 25 - cycle motor would work , for

will be electrified . One of them was the total amount involved in the elec- it did work successfully , but it was a

developing electrification along certain trification of the railroads of this question of how much more could

lines, and the other on somewhat dif- country, about $ 1,500,000,000 , the be gotten out of it by going to the

ferent lines. There had been con- problem was big enough to call for lower frequency.

siderable discussion as to the wisdom a frequency best suited for the work . It might be questioned that if 15

of both . Leaving these two out of The question is whether that should cycles were better than 25 cycles,

consideration , did we need to look be 25 cycles or something lower. why was not still lower frequency

for a typical trunk line division Over four years ago he had presented recommended ? The answer was that

further than the third road , the Penn- a paper before the Institute in which at 15 cycles the machine could be

Sylvania from New York to Philadel- was described the Washington, Balti- practically saturated, which practically

phia ? Ie would eventure not more & Annapolis single -phase rail- fixed the output. t still lower effiAt

prophesy, but a statement. If that way, and the frequency given was ciency a gain would be made in effi

line were called upon to be electrified 16 2-3 cycles, a ratio of 2-3 to the ciency and power factor, but not

to -day, it would not be, in his judg- standard frequency of 25 . much in output, and a loss is met in

ment, overhead, single-phase, alter- There were certain reasons for other things, such as the speed of

nating -current equipment, whether 25 , adopting that particular frequency, turbo -generators and weight of trans

was

are 110W
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case .

formers. There was some point at

which a compromise could be made,

and it was the speaker's opinion, and

had been for a long time, that this

compromise was considerably below

25 cycles, and should be about 15

cycles. The increased output obtained

from a motor at the lower frequency

was of advantage principally in get

ting a smaller number of motors un

der a locomotive or car, which di

rectly cheapens the cost ; or , on

locomotive, keeping the same number

of motors, a bigger output is se

cured for a given weight of locomo

tive.

But there are some cases where we

do not gain much by the use of lower

frequency. For instance, where it is

necessary to operate a . c . d . c . , re

quiring four motors in order to ob

tain series -parallel control. in most

cases the full gain from the use of

15 cycles is not had, for the number

of motors cannot be reduced . That

is one of the conditions met in the

New llaven Railway equipment, for

the direct -current operation on the

New York end requires the use of

four motors . There are many cases

where the power is purchased in

which it is necessary to use the

higher frequency. Of course, the re

sults are obtained at a somewhat

lesser capacity or at an increased

cost.

One point which Mr. Stillwell had

not touchied on was the fact that the

single -phase series motor could be

made to operate on both 15 and 25

cycles : for instance, a 25 -cycle motor

'will operate very well at 15 cycles

and at practically the same speed , be

cause the speed has nothing to do

with the frequency, and a 15 -cycle

motor, if well-designed, will operate

on 25 cycles fairly well, at its nor

mal capacity, but at slightly reduced

capacity, so that if a locomotive

should be equipped with transformers

suitable for operating at 15 cycles,

for instance, it could operate on both

25 or 15 cycles very well. By taking

a 25 -cycle equipment, nominally de

signed for 25 cycles, and putting 15

cycle transformers on it , the equin

ment is adapted for operation on both

25 and 15 cycles. That is important

in connection with the fact that 25

cycles will have to be used in a cer

tain number of cases , but in other

cases where the generating conditions

can be made suitable 15 cycles will

work to better advantage.

The paper mentioned some of the

advantages of the higher frequency.

one of which was the better ratio of

tractive effort to weight on drivers.

Tests had been , made at East Pitts

burg on clectrical locomotives at both

15 and 25 cycles, and it was very

difficult to determine any difference rail which had recently been adopted

in the ratio of tractive effort to the which were safer than anything

weight on the drivers. In adopted before, but he did not think

cases the tests were possibly in fa- the use of the third rail in yards and

vour of 15 cycles, and in others in under the feet of men would be

favour of 25 , and the difference was adopted as the final solution of the

probably no than would be problem .

found in making two consecutive W. B. Potter heartily endorsed the

tests in any one frequency. If the recommendation of the authors of the

motors are spring connected or have paper for a more perfect standardiza

some flexibility between the armature tion of the systems and apparatus

and the driver, which is true in most for railway work . One thing, how

cases , especially where they ever , he thought should be appre

geared, the difference in the tendency ciated , and that was that standards

to slip practically disappears. were ordinarily secured where it did

Bion J. Arnold said he did not not cost anything to bring them

agree with the authors of the paper about. An illustration might be

that we should standardize at once taken with regard to the adoption of

and thereby shut out the utilization the metric system . All could appre

of the talent and genius of the men ciate how much it would mean in the

who were members of the Institute matter of calculation and intercourse

and other bodies in this and other with European countries, but, so far ,

countries. He was willing to con- it had not been generally accepted .

cele, if the alternating-current rail- So far as the known systems can be

way systems are to be used . that considered with respect to the dif

it is probable that standard ferent problems, this must be done, so

frequency should be adopted, and , far as the railroads are concerned.

far his investigation had from the standpoint of the cost for

gone, in conjunction with work with cach individual One could

Mr. Stillwell, -- the Erie Railroad harılly expect that a road contem

work , his own conclusion was to plating an equipment which would

lean toward the 15 - cycle frequency , cost, say , $ 2,000,000 , for the sake of

although he did not want to definitely standardization and in anticipation ,

stand on that now . It seemed to him perhaps, of sometime effecting a

that it was the frequency which would juncture with some other road at

be adopted on account of the fact some distance, would spend $ 3.000,

that to get the requisite amount of 000 , yet that is just what it would

capacity between the wheels of rail- mean . That relates particularly to

way machines, the gauge being limited . the question as between different sys

it was necessary to get as much motor tens.

in there as possible, and that could With regard to the question of

be done with the alternating -current frequency as affecting alternating

type by adopting 15 cycles. It made singie-phase operations, there was no

the weight of the machine practically question but that the motor, limited ,

the same as 25 , as it increases the as it is , by the space between the

size of the transformer, but reduces wheels and the car body the

the size of the motor, and the net clearance over the track , is the de

weight is the same, but additional vice to which all of the rest of the

power is placed on the machine, and equipment must be subordinated in

that is what must be obtained . Not order to get the best results. A great

as much power is obtained on the deal would be involved in the sub

wheels with the alternating current stitution of 15 cycles for 25 , It

as with the direct current. meant considerable increase in cost

lle personally believed that some for the generating apparatus, a fre

form of high -potential overhead con- quency that would not be suitable for

ductor was going to be the final solu- loliting the cars, and a frequency

tion of the railway question. He be- which for every other use than the

lieved in the third rail , where it was single -phase motor itself, and inci

applicable, but did not believe there dentally the conductor system from

were many places where it is an- the generating station to the motor.

plicable ; in other words, he thought would possess no advantage.

the legislators of this country would He did not think , however, that we

come to a point where thev would could look for the ultimate develop

not permit the use of the third rail. ment the single -phase motor on 25

at any rate , in exposed places, and cvcles. It was true, a motor could

that being the case , he thought it be built that had good commutation .

was up to the electric railway men but it had a relatively small output

of this country to begin to get ready for its size , weighing something like

to take care of the problem when 25 per cent. more than the direct

that sort of legislation came. current motor of corresponding ca

There were certain types of third pacity. With 15 cycles, with the

on

a
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same degree of commutation, the mo- sible that all might see a trans-con- complished. It seemed to the speaker

tor would probably weigh from 10 tinental road electrified. He thought that engineers ought not to go into

to 15 per cent. more only. The effi- it doubtful, and did not think that too much discussion of the detail ,

ciency and power factor would both ought to have any influence in the but to place emphasis on that one

be very much the same. consideration of standardization. We great fact, that almost every specific

The question of 15 cycles is one must think of the fixed charges that case that could be presented bore out

which he thought would have to be have not been taken into account, the conclusion of the paper, which

considered with respect to namely, in the Eastern section of the was based on the problem of the

given problem , but it did not seem country, where it will be necessary United States as a whole, namely,

to him that 15 cycles alternating cur- to re -equip all these plants and oper that electric traction could be adopted

rent, or 25 cycles alternating cur- ate upon what may now be termed with great advantage by the rail
rent, or 1200 volts direct current , a standard frequency of 25 cycles . roads.

or 600 volts direct current would For transmission and power 25 cycles Each one of the speakers, said A.

be required by anybody, any par- was very nearly to standard ; the H. Armstrong, had used his own in

ticular one of them , as suitable time element involved was the major dividual method of stating the same

to meeting every case . Some reference consideration of our standardization. thing ,—that we had in the electric

had been made to the high -voltage Our fixed charges could alter , be re- locomotive a piece of apparatus doing

direct current. With regard to that placed by a proper depreciation, and work that could not be accomplished

type of equipment, and also with re after having taken care of those by the present steam locomotive.

gard to the 600 - volt, direct -current plants that are now operated on a We had outgrown the days of a piece

motor as well , he would say that mo- 25 -cycle basis by that depreciation , of apparatus having an indicated

tors were possible in the ordinary then greater data would be at hand horse -power capacity under 2000 ,

direct-current type which were quite to decide which is the standard fre- having a maintenance charge of 8 or

beyond the other motor as we com- quency. The frequencies in opera- 10 cents per locomotive -mile under

monly know it . tion could be interchanged just as the best level track operation, and

We have always looked upon the well as the exchange of a station double that when the conditions are

commutator of the direct-current mo- with a different design. It could be adverse, and we now had a piece of

tor a good deal as a buzz - saw in a done. He had not the time to go apparatus that under an endurance

sawmill. By the addition of the into the detail , but thought any en- test of 50,000 miles had a mainte

commutating pole to the ordinary gineer could understand what it was nance charge of less than 1.5 , had a

direct -current motor, that is , building to change the operation of any loco- concentrated horse -power of 22,000 ,

the ordinary direct -current motor motive, so he was in favour of hav- and capable of giving 50 per cent .

magnetically of the same character ing more data , and in letting the increase for unlimited periods with

as the single-phase motor, sparking future consideration of that data de- forced ventilation . He believed that

at the commutator may be said to cide it for us . with the asset had in the electric

be eliminated. For instance, a 600- O. S. Lyford said the great ques locomotive the day had been reached

volt motor can be run at 1000 or tion was, Can steam railroads be when big problems in railroading

1200 volts without showing any sign operated more economically by elec- could be approached with supreme

of arcing over or sparking. A 1200- tricity ? The three items which he confidence of winning our over the

volt motor would have reasonably the presumed might raise the greatest steam locomotive.

same margin, so that, so far as com- doubt were repairs and renewals of It was not case of types of

mutation is concerned , there had been locomotives, engine and roundhouse apparatus, or a question of frequency.

an improvement made in the direct men , and fuel for locomotives, or in Each case had to be considered by it

current motor that was comparable the case of the electric work, the self. In ten years from now

to the advance made when the carbon cost of power at the power house. would still be disputing over the

brush was substituted in place of the He would not discuss these different question of frequency. alternating

copper brush . items in detail . but would like to current or direct- current operation.

W. S. Murray thought the most point out the fact that these items Looking back on the history of the

interesting feature of the discussion might be doubled and still the elec- steam locomotive, we had no stand

was the question of standardization .
trical operation would not cost more ard. Representatives of the dif

He was inclined to believe that the than the steam . The advantage to ferent roads, the master mechanics

word standardization looked to be a be gained by electric traction re- and different engineers, had their

good deal larger than it really was. sulting from increased facility and own ideas about various matters in

He did not think the Interstate Com- increased loads which could be connection with their locomotives ,

Commission reports fair hauled had not been capitalized. and the meetings of our steam rail

basis to be a determining factor Those who had had occasion to study road engineering clubs have the same

as to the establishment of standard different specific problems had found lack of agreement.

frequency. The Interstate Commerce the adoption of the electric traction , The locomotive, as turned out by

Commission report would include all if a high -voltage trolley were used , the electrical engineer , provides op

the trans - continental lines, and theie would in no case mean an operating portunity for doing something that

was no question but that those lines cost greater than the cost of steam , cannot be accomplished by steam .

which have been unassailed yet by and in practically every specific case This point had been well illustrated

electricity could be electrified upon a the saving considerable. In in the past by the entire elimination

basis a very great deal cheaper upon allowing for the advantage gained of the steam locomotive in our city

the low frequency than upon the by increase of service , which was work and short -haul suburban work .

high, but he did not think that should made particularly important this It was being demonstrated in the big

have any influence. That was a mis- time and had been strongly empha terminal electrification now going on

leading factor. It must not be for- sized by John J. Hill, the necessity, around New York City that the elec

gotten that the electrification now be- in other words , for getting more ser- tric locomotive can do something that

ing considered was in the Eastern vice out of our existing tracks, we cannot be accomplished by the steam

section of this country . It was pos- at once appreciated what can be ac- locomotive.

a

We
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In our Western mountain sections ference. At least $ 5000 would be The aiter parts of the system , ex

there is going on at the present time the difference, rather than $ 1000. cept the transmission itself , were

very careful consideration of the sub- That would make a difference over affected in the reverse way.

stitution of electricity for steam , whelmingly in favour of the 15 cy- sidering first an interurban road in

solely based upon one reason , that cles , being due largely to the increase which the number of equipments

such roads are in need of a type of of the number of motors. operating were small compared with

locomotive which can surpass the The question of lighting the cars what would be considered on a large

best performance of the steam loco had come up. In regard to this he steam road , as discussed by the au

motive as constructed to-day or would say that very satisfactory thors, the speaker found that for 25

foreseen in the future. A steam lo- lighting could be had with 15 cycles cycles the cost of the power house
comotive having a capacity of 500 by using a low - voltage lamp with a was 34.5 per cent. of the total , sub

tons trailing on a 2 per cent. grade heavy filament. stations 2 per cent., low-tension con

is going to be a thing of the past William McClellan believed firmly struction 14.8 , low - tension copper 12,

when the work can be done with an that the solution of the railroad prob- high -tension 5.4 , bonding 7, and

electric locomotive that would give lem was going to be by means of equipments 25 per cent.

double speed and haul double the the 11,000 -volt overhead trolley, al- With 15 cycles , the power house

trailing tonnage. In the face of
ternating -current, single-phase sys- cost was increased to 38, sub - stations

such facts it is futile to discuss such tem . In spite of the fact that a to 2.1 , low-tension construction re

details of construction as frequencies heavier motor for the power de- maining the same, at 14.8 , and, due

and types of apparatus when the veloped was necessary , in spite of the to the lesser losses in the track , the

main question taken up by the paper fact that the sub -station was divided copper could be decreased to obtain

is the substitution of the electric into pieces and carried around, mak- the same losses to ii per cent.; the

motor for the steam locomotive. ing a large amount of ton -miles in high -tension construction remained

It seemed to N. W. Storer that the the course of a year , as a whole , the at the same, 5.4 ; bonding the same
whole question of the electrification system provided a better solution for at 7 , and the total cost of equip

of steam railroads came down to one the trunk line electrification than any ments 23 , making the total i per

of dollars and cents , and a system other that had been in sight until cent. greater for the 15 cycles. But
which could be operated and installed the present time, particularly if en- changing the scene to a road which

for the least money was going to be gineers could be brought to think approximates steam railroad prac
the one to win out. His experience that 15 cycles was better than 25, and tice , in which the cost of the equip

was that it generally came down to te , for one , after a very careful ex- ments was increased approximately

the question of a locomotive of the amination of every argument, felt 100 per cent., with the cost of the

single -phase type. They had con- sure that absolutely nothing stood in power station a proportional increase,

sidered the direct- current locomotive the way of the standardization of this the figures come out quite otherwise,

and the three -phase locomotive, but frequency and very closely as given in the pa

it did not seem that either one of As to the question of standardiza- per, which showed that as heavy

these was the type of locomotive tion , although the steam railroads railroad work is approached there

which would meet the requirements have not standardized as to details , will be more demand for the lower

of the railways in this country. The they have standardized so that they frequency.

direct-current locomotive, as it had can exchange cars , and steam rail- In figuring these costs, Mr. Slichter

been designed , certainly will not do roads should never be electrified as had found that a great deal de

it . The single - phase locomotive a whole until things are fixed, and pended on the design of the generat

seemed to offer the greatest possi- this should be done right at the start , ing station . The generator itself

bilities. The question of frequency so that one railroad could exchange might increase in cost from 15 to 50

was most important. Every time cars and equipment with others . If per cent. This was due to the fact

the single-phase locomotive came up we could not exchange cars it would that the speed of 15 cycles was go

for heavy work, it very quickly be absolutely impossible to electrifying to be somewhat of a problem

brought up the question of frequency, the railroads of this country, par- in connection with turbine work,

and it always , or nearly always , ticularly on the wholesale scale that whereas with slow - speed , engine

worked down to 15 cycles , or so it Mr. Stillwell had suggested in his driven units it was not so much of a

had been the last few months. Larger paper. problem . It could increase the trans

motors can be had within a limited W. I. Slichter had been particu- formers by 20 per cent., and bring

space, and at least 30 per cent. larly interested in the discussion of about a decrease in the distributing

greater output could be obtained frequency, having studied that sub system of 10 per cent.

from motors with 15 cycles than with ject for 15 and 25 cycles , for single- One point that had not been dis

25 cycles. The question of efficiency phase work. He thought there was cussed was that, although the output

alone is bound to influence the mat no question but that the lower fre- of the motor had been increased 35

ter very largely. The 15 -cycle mo quency was very desirable for the per cent., — the output during ac

tor approximates very closely the effi single -phase motor. There seemed to celeration ,—the continuous output of

ciency reached by the direct -current be a unanimous opinion that the out- the motor was not correspondingly

motor, and there is so little difference put of the motor might be increased increased , and for passenger service ,

in it that one can hardly detect any about 30 to 35 per cent. , by a de- with long runs and lesser accelera

difference. In power factor it comes crease in frequency to 15 cycles . tion , not so much was to be ob

very close to the direct- current mo- This would , in many cases, make it tained by the lower frequency.

tor. The question of cost of locomo- possible to build a motor of ' sufficient In concluding the discussion, Mr.

tives was mentioned ,—the saving in power, in the limited space available Stillwell said he believed that the

cost which would be expected by on the trucks of a car, to obtain great majority of engineers present

asing 15 rather than 25 cycles ,—and the results desired , whereas at 25 would admit that the question of fre

he was bound to say that the dif- cycles it would be impossible ; but we quency was settled decisively by the

ference shown in the paper was en- must, as Mr. Stillwell had pointed testiniony in favour of 15 cycles of

tirely inadequate to cover the dif- out, consider what it would cost . Messrs. Lamme, Storer and Slichter.
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They had testified that the differeitce

in favour of 15 cycles; ás ineasured

in draw -baſ - juill, was ' very great .

When that faol is taken into consid

eratita , in, view of the general per

spective of the problem which the

authors had endeavoured to consider ,

the electrification of the country, as

a whole , it seemed to him that there

was only one conclusion to draw .

In the estimates the authors cal

culated that the expenditure for roll

ing stock on the 25 -cycle apparatus

would be $ 450,000,000. Mr. Storer

had said that the difference in favour

of the 15 cycles would be at least

$ 5000 per locomotive. Scaling that.

down to $ 4000 , and applying that to

27.000 locomotives, the difference is

$ 96,000,000, which is ten times the

difference in cost of power house

equipment. He believed it possible to

standardize frequency and the dif

ference of the position of the over

head trolley. That certainly ought

to be done. The steam railroads had

standardized everything in relation

to the interchange of their traffic.

That precedent must be followed , or

all sorts of trouble will result.

Mr. Sprague had explained why he

had not the same kind of station that

Mr. Murray had . When they met at

Albany, after having electrified the

systems further back into the coun

try, they would have some difficulty

in making their systems fit, and that

was what was to be avoided.

The meeting then adjourned .

The Helion Filament Incandescent Lamp

By Prof. H. C. PARKER and WALTER G. CLARK

: reduced and deposited, together with

which was described recently the other materials, under very ex

in a paper before the Ameri- act conditions. The base which is

can Physical Society, is the result being used at present is a special car

of several years of research work on bon filament, on which the necessary

deposit is made. The filament is

mounted within a globe which is then

pumped out, much the same as with

the ordinary carbon lamp.

When current is applied, the first

noticeable characteristic is the white

light radiated from the filament at a

current density at which the carbon

filament would be radiating only red

rays. The next characteristic is the

whiteness of the light and the high

luminous efficiency of the filament at

its normal current density, and next

the overload or extra current which

it will carry without breaking down.

The filament, while not metallic in

the proper sense, show's a metallic

characteristic in that it is possible to

fuse parts of it together very much

the same as is done with a metallic

filament. This is demonstrated by

the filament shown in Fig. 1 , which

broke, and then fused together where

the parts came in contact.

In early experiments with the fila

ment it was noticed that a point of

maximum candle -power could be

reached , and that further increase in

current apparently did not result in a

proportional increase in light. This

has been borne out by pyrometer

measurements, which are shown on

the curve in Fig. 2. It will be no

ticed that the candle -power increases

with the temperature in practically a

( BLACK BODY ) TEMPERATURE.
FIG . I. - A BROKEN FILAMENT OF A HELION

LAMP WHICH FUSED AGAIN WHERE THE PARTS

CAME IN CONTACT

the part of the authors in the

Phoenix Physical Laboratories of

Columbia University. The name

Helion is adapted from Helios, and

was adopted on account of the re

semblance of the spectrum of the

light from this filament to the solar

spectrum .

In some respects the filaments are

quite remarkable, as they are not

metallic, yet they can be operated at

a specific consumption of one watt

per candle at a temperature which

readings on the Fery absorption pyro

meter indicate is very much below

the temperature of metallic fila

ments when operated at this con

sumption. The Helion filament is

composee largely of silicon, which is
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direct ratio up to a temperature curve is much greater than the car- many hours before being placed on

black body temperature) of approx- bon filament. the life test , and had been tested for

imately 1720 degrees, at which point The greatest degree of luminosity candle - power at various consump

the curve flattens down, until it is for cach lamp appears at .58 m . This tions, etc.

practically flat at 1800 degrees. In result to be due to All were made, mounted, enclosed

some experiments to determine the

overload which the filament would (BLACK BODY ) TEMPERATURE

carry , the power applied has been in

creased by 100 per cent. after the

point of apparent maximum brilliancy

had been reached, the filament car

rving the overload without rupture.

The curve of Fig. 3 shows the fila

ment’s temperature -coefficiency, which

is at first negative; the resistance of

the filament shown in the curve drops

from 32 ohms at 1125 degrees tem

perature to 261 ohms at 1375 degrees ,

then increases to 27 ohms at 1720

degrees, and has a slight negative co

efficiency beyond this point. The test

shown on this particular curve was

made on a short section of a regular

filament.

It will be noticed that the change

from the positive temperature coeffi

ciency to a negative coefficiency takes

place at practically the point at which

the ratio of temperature to candle

power makes its greatest change, as
FIG . 3.—CURIE OF TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENCY

shown in Fig . 2 . The change OC

curring at this point would seem to
characteristic of the human eye, be- in the glass bulbs, and pumped out

indicate that a molecular alteration a Welsbach mantle, the open at the laboratory, where the facilities

had taken place in the filament, but if
gas Hame, and other sources of illu- for mounting and pumping were not

this is so , it would appear that the mination so far tried , all give a maxi- the best, so that this life test does

same change occurs in a mum intensity at this wave length, and not show as good results as will prob

order as the temperature is reduced , it would appear that the normal eye ably be secured on new lamps placed

for when the filament is allowed to is most sensitive to this wave length , on life tests without being strained by

cool and power again applied, the
which is between the yellow and the the other tests to which these lamps

same characteristics are observed . green . were subjected.

The amount of overload the fila
Sufficient time has not yet elapsed That the life of the lamps tested

ment will withstand was well shown

in a lamp in which long copper wires WAVE LENGTHS.

were used to place a small loop fila

ment into the middle of the lamp

bulb. The current passing through

the filament was raised to a point

where the copper wire on

fused. The overload did not ap

pear to have in any way injured

the filament, which remained intact ,

and the only discolouration on the

glass was a slight deposit of copper

on the side near the fused terminal,

there being no deposit from the fila

ment on the glass , although the cross

section of the copper wire is several

times greater than the cross - section

of the filament.

The curve in Fig. 4 shows the rela

tive intensity of light from a Helion

filament and a standard make of car

bon filament lamp at various wave
FIG . 4. - RELATIVE INTENSITY OF LIGHT FROM HELION AND CARBON FILAMENTS

lengths in the spectrum , each lamp

being operated under normal condi- to give conclusive life tests on these was controlled to a great extent by

tions. The curve shown in Fig. 5. filaments, but out of the few tested the previous treatment the lamps had

indicates the energy consumed by the eight lamps have shown lives of from received , the condition of the term

same two lamps in producing this 485 hours to 1270 hours actual burn- inals, and the degree of vacuum

luminosity curve. It will be noticed ing. The lamps tested were all lamps attained , is indicated somewhat by the

that the Helion energy curve is the originally made for other tests, and fact that the lamp which failed at 185

smaller one, while the luminosity some of them had burned for a great hours showed a decrease in candle

reverse
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power of about 15 per cent., while the cases it has been found that the The decline continued at a very slow

lamp which ran 1270 hours showed cement which was being used at that rate and when the last reading was

a drop in candle -power of only about time contained a low silicate , which taken at 1230 hours the illumination

3 per cent. Several of the lamps ran combined with the filament and re- had dropped to about 35.5 candles,

more than 700 hours and a number duced its cross -section near the term- and the consumption was about 36.5

watts.

WAVE LENGTHS .

This lamp failed near one of the

carbon terminals at 1270 hours of

continuous operation. The only black

or discolouration on the glass ,

80 perceptible to the eye, was a ring of

brown colour around the lamp near

the base and opposite the terminals.

From observations made up to the
60

present time, the high efficiency of the

Helion filament appears to be largely

due to selective radiation, as the fila

ment reaches a maximum whiteness

at a comparatively low temperature,

after which increase in tem

perature to the 1720 -degree point in

creases the intensity of illumination,

but does not appear to make very10

much change in the colour of the

light; but with a carbon filament the

colour and quality of the light shows
FIG. 5. - RELATIVE ENERGY CONSUMPTION OF CARBON AND HELION FILAMENTS IN

a marked change as the temperature
PRODUCING CURVES OF FIG . 4

increases.

of them showed an increase in can- inal, causing the filament to part at In making some comparisons with

dle -power over the initial candle the carbon filament, they were run

power during some portion of the The lamp which ran 1270 hours up in temperature to the point of dis

life . One lamp which ran 735 hours
showed rather an interesting per- integration, but even at this point the

showed a gradual increase in candle- formance. The lamp was started at light was very much more yellow

power, which reached a maximum of 37 watts and 37 candle-power. At than the Ilelion filament at its normal

about 2 per cent. the end of 200 hours it began to working temperature. It has been.

Each lamp was started at one watt show an increase in candle -power, found possible to make filaments as

per candle -power, and the filament in which continued until the candle- low as 30 candle -power for present

each case parted either at or near the power reached 40 at 400 hours, the commercial e . m . f . of from 100 to

cement terminals or anchor, which in- wattage remaining practically con- 115 volts, at approximately the same

dicated either a condition of strain on stant at 37. At 400 hours the can- length as carbon filaments. How

the filament or else that the cement clle -power began to decline and again much smaller unit it will be possible

acted upon the filament. In some crossed the 37 mark at 500 hours. to make is yet to be ascertained .

an

20

this point.

Review of the Technical Press

IN

Electric Smelting for the Foundry " The average foundryman of to- would install it immediately to take

day has constant calls for steel cast- care of just such conditions .

N a recent letter to “ Electrochem- ings along with his regular routine " The smelting, or rather plain

ical and Metallurgical Industry," work in gray iron . This, on account melting , of iron electrically has al

Dr. Richard Moldenke, secretary of the rapid introduction of the steel ways seemed to me ideal in its way .

of the American Foundrymen's As- casting into machine construction . We do not want to produce chemical

sociation , writes of the possibilities These steel castings he must sub - let changes in our mixtures if we can

for using the electric furnace in the to the steel foundries. The latter are help it . We want only to melt quick ,

foundry. looking for tonnage, and do not like produce very hot iron, and punish the
“ For some time past,” he writes, to fill up with small quantities of metal as little as we can .

" foundrymen have been interested in comparatively light work. Hence “ If, however, we could have a pro

the developments of electric smelting high prices, which cut the foundry- cess which in no way changes the

so far as it might be applied to their man's profit. In a similar way , the composition, we could put into the

industry. As the necessary informa- malleable castings founder has both melt just what we want out of it , and

tion to whether iron may be steel and grav iron put up to him . one of the serious difficulties of

melted in a commercial way can only " Very few foundrymen are equipped foundry metallurgy would be solved.

be given by our electrical friends, for this. They strive to place these. Again , if we could regulate the tem

perhaps a few remarks on the re- outside lines with other people at the perature in such a way that the iron

quirements involved may be of use smallest loss to themselves. Yet if is not overheated while melting, but

to those who have apparatus and pro there were a convenient and easily can be heated up very high after

cesses adapted for foundry work . operated process, many of them wards, we could obviate the oxida

as
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THERE sEliecleicadvantage, sales

tion of the metal during the melt. reduced though it may be , so that price reached by the latter metal

" The induction furnace, it seems actual steam leakage cannot be de- within recent years. As a matter of

to me, fills these requirements, and termined by its influence on the coal fact , its market price can be counted

I would like to see more work done pile without going to great trouble ; upon to keep materially below that

along this line for the foundry . I but the simple expedient of noting of copper, and the chief present diffi

may be in error, but it would seem the fall of the water column ,—which culty is that of securing reasonably

to me that scrap of all kinds, properly should remain stationary if there is prompt deliveries. A few years

selected , is all that need be melted , no leakage ,-is so easily applied that hence, when the patent situation

cleaned by some ferro - alloy , and then there is little excuse for its neglect clears itself up and foreign pro

cast in the usual way. The enormous in practice. ducers of aluminum reach the Ameri

steel production will always yield can market, the effect upon the price

scrap enough to supply the demand of copper will be very considerable,

for small steel castings, once a pro Substitutes for Copper and a repetition of the present situa

cess of this kind can be made to tion will be well nigh impossible.

work commercially, and I would be HE present enormous price of For all overhead feeder construc

very glad to be of assistance in bring copper is rather serious tion aluminum is surely available if

ing a process of this kind to the at matter for electric roads it can be secured at suitable price.

tention of the foundry world ." that compelled toto install it For working conductors and for un

their feeder systems. Copper derground cables copper has the ad

has now reached a price so high, vantage, but these uses are , on the

Inspection of Power Plant Piping says “ The Street Railway Jour- whole, of a subsidiary character.

nal," as to make it necessary to look With respect to iron or steel the case

sharply into the question of substi- is different. The conductivity of

" The Railway Re- tutes. The two substitutes for cop- steel rails , for example, is an eighth

view ," in paying for the most per most available at the present time
or a tenth that of copper. At any

economical types of engines and are aluminum and iron . The former high price of copper, however, steel

specifying the most expensive boiler has been within the past few years for equal conductivity is , and is

designs, installing the most approved extensively used as a conductor. In likely to remain , the cheaper, par
systems of economizers, automatic

the earlier stages of its employment ticularly if, as is possible in some
stokers, and high -pressure gravity fears were expressed as to its un- instances, old rails can be used for

drip apparatus with condensation re certain tensile strength and lack of conducting purposes.

turrs to the boilers , if the consump- capacity for making sound joints. On elevated structures and in sub

tion of coal is allowed to become Its high coefficient of expansion also ways the location of such conductors

excessive by the escape of steam or made it somewhat difficult to string. is comparatively an easy matter , and

hot water from the plant through At the present time experience they have been used to a limited ex

leaky boiler tubes and feed piping, has removed most of these fears . tent. Of course , old rails are avail

loosely- jointed pipes and stop valves , Stranded aluminum cables as at pres- able only in relatively short lengths,

or loosely -worn valves and pistons in ent manufactured have proved re- generally 30 feet , and the question of

the cylinders of engines and pumping liable, and they are now being suc- joints is a somewhat serious one.

machinery. cessfully employed in many high- Rails can be electrically well united ,

Where the steam is highly super- voltage systems. The tensile strength however, by electric or some other

heated, it is even more difficult to of such cables is about equivalent form of welding and even by some

keep valves tight, and much is yet to to that of soft-drawn copper, but forms of bonding, and since a 70

be learned about the best metals for their relatively small weight enables pound rail has conductivity about

the high and low - temperature ser- them to be used with a somewhat equal to a million circular mils of

vice required in valves for use greater factor of safety . The ques- copper, the fundamental economy of

superheated lines. It sometimes hap- tion of joints , too , seems to have its use is evident even at a consider

pens that the leakage of a steam been satisfactorily settled by the use able expense for making suitable

trap will go on undetected for weeks of aluminum sleeves put on under joints.

if regular inspections of the piping pressure, and while the joints are It is even possible to use such a

systems are not in vogue. with a re- more troublesome to make than in conductor underground in a plank

sulting fuel waste which entirely copper, nothing has been heard of conduit filled with an insulating com

offsets the supposed economy of an late of any material difficulty with pound at a price probably consider

expensively designed plant. them when once in place. In fact, ably below that of insulated copper

It is more or less a thankless task there has been recently a considerable cable instailed in conduit. Of

to hunt down leaks and repair them . tendency to use aluminum for long course , the utility of steel as a con

In most cases it would be highly spans on account of its relatively ductor is greatly limited by the diffi

profitable if a thorough examination small weight. It is also claimed that culty incurred in attempting to use it

were made every fortnight or possi- aluminum conductors are less likely with alternating currents , but as a

bly once a month for leakage . Visi- to hold sleet than copper ones, and direct -current feeder under favorable

ble waste of steam is easy to detect, hence are less exposed to destructive circumstances, steel , with copper at

of course, but the loss through de- strains. anywhere near its present price, de

fective traps and remote auxiliary With respect to cost , the current serves to be seriously considered .

piping can best be tested out by price of aluminum is largely regu- Bevond all this consideration of

noting the fall of water in the boiler lated by that of copper , since owing metals lies the possible chance of re

water columns when the turbines, en- to the patent situation aluminum lief by the use of high -voltage dis

gines, pumps, and heaters are cut off manufacture is at present a tribution for electric railways, and

from operation and full steam pres- nopoly. Those competent to judge the last two years have made a

sure maintained in the boilers. Radia- of the cost of producing it prac- prodigious difference in the conditions

tion and connection losses must be tically agree in holding that it can of economy as between loss of energy

made up by a steady coal consumption profitably undersell copper at anya and investment in copper. The appli

on

a

mo
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cation of alternating current in rail- grounded firmly to the gas pipe in eral alternators running in parallel,

way practice may make also a great the first building. the other side suitable equalizing wires may be

change in the existing situation . came in contact with the trolley wire, fitted between the respective regul

Witli small working conductors sup- which was forced upwards by the lating coils, so as to produce the same

plying energy over long stretches of number of cars under it , increasing compounding of all .

track and fed from aluminum cables the voltage enough to jump some

transmitting high -voltage current, an weak spot in the insulation between

electric railway within the next few the concealed wiring and the steel The Effect of Nitrogen on the Elec

years may be far less at the
mercy

of ceiling from the steel ceiling to trical and Magnetic Qualities

the copper market than is now the the water pipe, and across the street of Iron

to where both pipes met, the rust on

the pipes forming enough resistance OJTE particulars of the effect of :

Peculiar Origin of an Electric Fire to cause arcing between them , burn

ing a hole in the gas pipe and ignit
and magnetic properties are

HAT defective electric wiring ing the oil -soaked wood. given by Hl. Braune in a recent issue

in a building may be cause
of “ Stahl und Eisen ."

of fire some distance away The electrical resistance of soft

or in a building where there is no A New Voltage- Regulating Device
iron wire is increased by the presence

defective wiring. was demonstrated for}jAlternators
of nitrogen, 0.207 per cent of nitro

in Lowell, Mass .. recently , says gen increasing the resistance 16 per

Electrocraft. ” A NEI! voltage-regulating
cent.. or lowering the conductivity

ered in one morning
alternators, designed by 14 per cent., while the wire is made

and extinguished before it had caused Chas. I. Parsons and Alexan- also less tough. Telephone and tele.

any serious loss. der H. Law , of England , and for graph wires should , therefore, con

On investigation, it was shown to which a United States patent has tain as little nitrogen as possible.

have started in the cellar at a point been granted , was described recently The magnetic qualities of soft iron

where a water pipe and a gas pipe in " The Mechanical Engineer," of are also greatly altered by nitrogen ,

crossed . This point happened to be London . which acts similarly to carbon , de

directly uwder an oil tank, a large The device consists of a laminated creasing the magnetic saturation ca

hole was burned in the gas pipe, and ring of iron placed between the pole
pacity and increasing permanent

the water pipe was badly blistered . pieces and surrounding the armature . magnetism . Sheet iron for trans

The only electric wiring in the build- This ring is wound with two coils formers should be as low as possible

ing ' was for an arc light which hung connected together, the coils being in nitrogen , since the bad effects are

outside the coor. The wiring, which placed between the pole tips. In much greater than when used as

was exposeil, proved to be perfectly alternating current is sent through magnet cores.

clear of grounds. the coils, which has the effect of

The current, which was supplied varying the reluctance of the mag

by a transformer on a pole clirectly netic path through the ring. In or- Laminations for Armatures

outside the door, was found to be clinary operation the ring may be

cut off. The same transformer sup- placed either on the generator or ou L'ECIFICATIONS for sheet steel

plied current for two buildings 011 the exciter. The alternating current

the opposite side of the street . It sent through it may be drawn from in dynamo armatures , are given

has been the practice in Lowell for a series transformer, the primary by 11. V. Ilobart in a recent issue

Uie last year to ground one sicie of winding being connected in the leads of " The Mechanical Engineer," of

the secondary wires at every ser from the alternator. London . The steel preferred by the

vice . A ground wire had been con- l'nder light loads the alternating author contains about 0.06 per cent.

nected to one side of these feeders current passed through the coils sur- carbon , 0.01 per cent. silicon , 0.08

at the first building on the opposite rounding the regulating ring is small, per cent. phosphorus, 0.5 per cent.

side of the street , but through an the reluctance of this leakage path manganese, and 0.03 per cent. sul

error, the ground wire COU- is comparatively small, so that a con- phur. Any sheet steel showing less

nected to the gas pipe instead of the siderable portion of the main Aux of impurities than the foregoing will

water pipe. The service wires in will leak from pole to pole by this be acceptable so far as the aging

crossing the street cleared the trol- path. Is the load increases, the cur- feature is concerned .

ley wire about 4 feet , and the in- rent through the regulating coil in- Armature cores are usually built

sulation of the wire not grounded More of this leakage flux from laminations one -half millimetre

worn off directly over the trol- is forced to pass into the armature, in thickness. Theoretically . sheets

lev wire. thus increasing the inductance and of different thickness should be em

In the second building on the op- raising the voltage . ploved in designs for various pur

posite side of the street a hole was If the ring be placed upon the ex- poses, but commercial reasons justify
found to be burned in a lead water citer the effect is the same, except the keeping of but a single standard .

pipe where it came in contact with that in this case changes in load on There are many cases where sheets

the steel ceiling, which covered con- the alternator produce corresponding much thicker than this could be em

cealed electric wiring. One primary changes in the voltage of the ex- ploved with advantage, such as for
fuse of the transformer was blown, citer , and thus in the main exciting the cores of rotors for induction mo

aud a short while before the fire was curent. It has been found that tors.

discovered a troliev wire had broken where such a device is applied to There is not much to be gained by

a little farther up the street , stalling the exciter magnet the inductive loss the use of sheets of less thickness.

eight or ten electric cars directly of voltage in the winding around the for this entails a higher percentage

opposite where the fire was . leakage path is comparatively small, of total thickness of insulating

The conclusion arriver at was that while if applied to the main magnets varnisli, so that the percentage of lost

one side of the secondaries being it is rather great. If there are sev space will be greater. The thinner

a

was

creases .

Was
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Sopane CON

surface immediately back of the oiled

cloth . This method of maintenance

will keep the commutator and brushi

surfaces in good condition .

The alternating -current brushes are

Staggered on the ring, so as to get

an even wear, and it is found with

good care that it is not necessary to

retrim them or seriously disturb their

adjustment frequently than

about once a year. They are then

properly trimmed and beveied and

replaced on the machine. I very

ligiit application of vaseline or ma

chine oil from time to time, while

the machine is in operation will

effectively prevent cutting of the ring

or excessive

brushes. This treatment will pre

serve the commutator and collector

rings in good condition, requiring the

turning down of the collectors at in

tervals of about five years, and turn

ing of the direct- current commuta

tors at intervals of from five to ten

years. As the cost of turning down

comutators and collector rings

ranges from $58 for a 500-6 . ma

chine to $ 10 for a 2003 -K11 . ma

chine, it will readily be seen that

there is room for substantial saving

ly the proper care of these parts.

Wear On the Copper

011

the plate, morcover, the greater will tice , the percentage of life in the

be the percentage which the skin of Edison and Commonwealth systems

inferior magnetic quality bears to the is about 25 per cent. This is con

total thickness of the plate. Vore- sidered to be comparatively high .

over, the price increases with de

creasing thickness. Departures from
SETTING BRUSIIES

this standard will be more often There are 130 brushes on a 2000

justified when made in order to em- Kl. machine and 112 on a 500 -Kl .

ploy thicker sheets than to employ machine, necessitating constant care

thinner . and attention in order to keep them

in prime condition . The water of

Economies in Rotary -Converter

properly setting the brushes is of the

utmost importance. The brush -holder
Sub-Stations

sti on the direct -current side should

ONE interesting facts regarding be accurately and equally spaced all

the operation of rotary crowd the commutator and a line of

verters were given recently by brushes of a given polarity across

Ernest F. Smith , in discussing a the commutator should be absolutely

paper
“ The Rotary Converter parallel with the commutator bars.

Sub -station ," read before the ll'estern The positive brushes on the alternate

Society of Engineers by R. F. positive studs should be staggered
Schuchardt. with reference to each other, so as

to cover the entire commutator sur

BRUSIL ECONOMY
face, instead of allowing the brushes

The question of brusli economy, of a given polarity to track and form

said Mr. Smith , is one of extreme grooves.

importance, especially when consid- Experience indicates that a carbon

ered in connection with the operation brush tension of about one and one

of a large system , such as that of third pounds per square inch gives

the Chicago Edison and Common- most satisfactory service and con

wealth Electric companies. In these tributes to the life of the brush and

systems there are in operation about commutator. The copper brushes on

seventy rotary converters, and when the alternating -current side give very

we consider that the cost of a com- satisfactory results when the tension

plete set of brushes for a rotary con- is from one and one -half pounds with

verter ranges from $ 40 for a 500- a 500 -KTI . to two pounds with a

Kl. machine to $ 180 for a 2000 or 2000 -KT . wit. The cur

kl . machine, which means that the rent density in the contact surface of

cost of brushes only of the con- the rotary -converter brushes in lise

verters in operation in the system in the system referred to ranges from

mentioned is slightly in
excess of 27.6 amperes per square inch for a

$1000, it will readily be seen that 500-671 . rotary to 33.3 amperes per

brush economy is quite an important square inch for 2000 -KIT . rotary on

subject. the direct-current end , and from 50

This matter has been given a good to 57 amperes per square inch for the

deal of careful study, and by careful laminated copper brushes on the al

attention to systematic maintenance of ternating -current end.

brushes. commutators and collector The equivalent of one complete

rings, the life of a set of direct-current row of carbon brushes is treated with

brushes has been increased until it is cynamo oil and distributed in the

from four to five years at the present brush holders throughout the com

time. This figure includes wearing mutator in such a manner as to bear
out and destruction of brushes from on the entire commutator surface.

all causes, such as the wear on com- This is for the purpose of effectively

mutator , sanding, cracking due to lubricating the commutator, thereby

vibrations, explosions due to rapid reducing friction and noise in opera

expansion and burning off of pig- tion . The method of treatment con

tails or unsweating of pigtail caps sists of immersing the carbon brushes

due to poor contact or defective dis in boiling oil for a period of about

tribution of load between brushes. an hour, after which they are

Considering wear and loss due to moved and dried at a temperature of

sanding only, the life of a direct 200 or 300 degrees F. for a period

current brush is equivalent to about of half an hour or more . The com

eight vears, and considering wear mutator surface is frequently wiped

only, the life would be about ten with a clean piece of cheesecloth ,

years for an alternating -current cop- and when the machine is about to be

per brush and twenty years for a sliut down and is well heated up a

carbon brush . It will thus be seen piece of cheesecloth bearing a trace

that, considering twenty years as the of oil is wiped across the commuta

maximum possible life and four years tor , with a clean , dry piece of cheese

as the actual life obtained in prac- cloth bearing upon the commitator

1000

OIL ECONOMY

In connection with oil economy

statistics show that the average con

sumption of oil for each machine in

the system during the past year has

been 3.2 gallons. This is equivalent

to a life of four years for the oil.

The temperature of the bearings is

very closely observed with reference

to the temperature of the surround

ing air, and in all cases where the

rise in temperature exceeds 15 de

grees C. the oil is promptly filtered

and replaced in the bearings. This

will usually result in lowering the

temperature. If the temperature still

remains high the cause should be

further investigated and removed.

The average rise in temperature of

all bearings in the Edison and Com

monwealth systems at the present

time is approximately 14 degrees C.,

the minimum being about 7 degrees

C. I portable filter is used for the

purpose of filtering oil, and is sent

from one sub - station to another as

required .

BLOWERS

It is extremely important that the

condition of the blower equipment

for the air - blast transformers and

regulators be properly maintained at

all times, as the shutting down of the

blower would seriously affect the

operation of the converter units at

times of heavy load , and on account

of the serious overheating of trans

formers and regulators which would

re
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In patients undergoing high-fre- W Hy push type switches must

follow, it would soon become neces- from the alternating-current rings, the sole means of cure, however, is

sary to shut down the main units if and the transformer momentarily apparent from a paper by Dr. John

the air blast were not restored.
connected to the high -tension line, V. Shoemaker read before the Penn

The screens used for cleaning the thus changing its magnetic state to a sylvania State Medical ollege . He

air are regularly inspected and washed more favourable condition . says :

and blown out, and the ventilating
** Electricity in most cases is to be

ducts of the transformers and regu
regarded only as an adjunct to other

lators are thoroughly blown out and
treatment. While giving the special

Electricity in Medicine

cleaned from once to twice a week. electric application we should also

HE London " Lancet" of recent
give appropriate remedies to act upon

STARTING AND SYNCHRONIZING date contains some interesting the glands of excretion and secretion .

In connection with the operation
abstracts of a paper on “ The Massage, exercise in the fresh air

of such sub - stations, accurate syn- Influence of High - Frequency Cur- and proper diet and regulation of

chronizing is about the most im- rents on the Surface Temperature of
habits of the individual — all these are

portant specific operation required to the Body, " read by Dr. W. F. Som- accessory agents and should be con

be performed in a sub -station. Any erville before the Glasgow Medical
joined with the electrical treatment

serious inaccuracy in performing this Society. Patients of the author un
if we wish to obtain the best results .

operation will result in fracturing the dergoing high -frequency treatment
Such , indeed , is the intelligent medi

castings of the potential regulator, had often remarked to him that they cal use of this agent in the hands of

or if there is no regulator used in " felt warmer" after an application ,
the qualified physician. Without

connection with the unit, the arma- and to determine whether this was
such therapeutic accessories electric

ture conductors of the converter are real or imaginary he had conducted ity , like massage, is very restricted in

likely to be drawn out of their slots a number of experiments. It was
its usefulness and tends toward char

the transformer structure seri- first noticed that in all patients the
latanism ."

ously strained. surface temperature varied with the

In connection with the regular individual and the locality, and on Switch Boxes

shutting down of rotary converters different days in the same individual

which are normally started from the and the same locality. HY

direct -current end, it is extremely im be enclosed in iron boxes,

portant that the field circuit of the quency treatment there was during when used on concealed knob

converter should be left closed until the application a rise of surface tem- and tube work , is not clear to some,

the machine stops rotating. This is perature ranging from 1.4 degrees to says “ Electrocraft.” There are three

necessary in order to thoroughly 17.4 degrees, the rise varying ac- good reasons of about equal impor

demagnetize the transformer cores, cording to the individual, the locality tance . In most cases the switch is

and it is partially true in connection chosen , the milliamperage, and the more or less exposed to falling plas

with diametrically connected units . method of application . When a ter , dirt, and the like , and the box

Under certain conditions the con- thermometer was placed on the fore
offers a

more complete protection.

verter may stop with the direct-cur- arm and another on the lower limb , Again, such work is apt to be ex

rent brushes resting on the commu- the rise on the forearm was greatly posed to mechanical injury during

tator bars which are connected to the in excess of that on the lower limb . the completion of the building,

same armature conductors to which After the current was switched off against which the box also offers

the collector rings are connected , there was usually a fall in temper- protection. All such switches are

which are , in turn , connected to the ature , but it seldom returned to the liable to break down under operating

terminals of a given transformer coil. original level within the next fifteen conditions, with resulting heating

This places this transformer coil in minutes. and arcing. The box helps to con

shunt circuit with the armature wind- In one case the temperature dur- fine this incipient fire where it will

ings of the converter. If this trans- ing an eleven minutes' application do little harm .

former coil has previously been de- rose to 103 degrees on the forearm , Owing to the great expansion of

magnetized, its impedance will be an increase of 17.4 degrees . The pa- buildings of fire -proof construction

sufficient , upon throwing the start- tient was unable to bear the current and the demand of fire underwriters'

ing current into the armature of the any longer, not so much on account engineers, and last, but not least , the

converter, to prevent an undue amount of the heat in the arm as because the humble owner of the property , for

of current from passing through the whole limb Swelled to such an the safest and best electrical con

transformer instead of through the tent, apparently from dilation of the struction, it will notbe many years

armature of the converter, and the deeper vessels , that the tension of the before the porcelain " knob and tube "

machine will start. bandages and elastic bands holding work will be relegated to the scrap pile .

However, if the transformer had the thermometers became unbearable. Possibly this opinion may not be ac

not previously been demagnetized Immediately on switching off the cepted by everyone, but it is believed
and the field circuit had been opened current, relief of tension followed. they will at least agree that “ knob

at a time when the magnetization of The rise of temperature and tube” work will in the near fu

the transformer coil was at a maxi- thought to be due undoubtedly to ture be permitted only in small towns

mum in the same direction as would the action of high -frequency currents and outside the fire limits of larger

be caused by the passage of the start- on the vaso -motor system permitting towns and cities .

ing current through the transformer of increased peripheral circulation The initial step in the matter

coil , then there would be practically due to a dilatation of the deeper as has already been taken by the cities

no impedance and the practical equiv- well as of the superficial vessels . Dr. of New York, Chicago , and Wash

alent of a short circuit would be con- Somerville said they might with ington , their ordinances covering

nected to the direct-current brushes greater confidence employ these cur- electrical work prohibiting " knob and

of the converter, thus rendering it rents when treating patients of ad- tube” work within the fire limits.

impossible to start the machine. In vanced years . Such action will undoubtedly be fol

this case the brushes should be lifted That electricity is not evoked as lowed by other cities .

ex

was
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T the annual meeting of the AT

The Public Utilities Association of vice-president, secretary and treasurer Niagara Falls Power Company, 52,

Indiana from among themselves. Semi-an- 500 horse -power, and to the Elec

nual meetings are to be held on the trical Development Company, 46,000

N December 27 , at Indianapolis, second Thursday in May and in De- horse-power.

the l'ublic Utilities Association cember. Membership in the associa- Regarding the diversion of water

of Indiana was organized by tion is open to owners or officers of on the American side, Secretary Taft

representatives from the various elec- public service companies in the State . decided that the Niagara Falls Power

tric light companies in the State. The board of directors elected at Company be permitted to use 8600

The meeting was called by B. V. this meeting were :-B. V. Hubbard , cubic feet per second , the Niagara

Hubbard , secretary and manager of of Mooresville ; J. A. Shunk, of Peru ; Falls Hydraulic Power Company 6500

the Public Service Company, of C. R. Semans, of Winchester ; Wm . cubic feet a second, and the Erie

Mooresville, Ind ., at the suggestion S. Mead, of Spencer , and Dr. J. A. Canal 400 cubic feet a second.

of several men interested . Craig, of Greenwood. At the meet- The permits granted will be

The companies represented at the ing of the board of directors held im- effective for three years. If at the

meeting or signifying by letter their mediately afterward, the following end of six months from the time of

willingness to join the association , officers were elected :-B. V. Hub- actual operation under the permits no

were as follows : bard, president; Wm . S. Mead , vice- depreciation in the beauty of the falls

Evansville Gas & Electric Light president; J. A. Shunk , secretary ; is shown, the permits may be ex

Company, W. B. McDonald, secre- Dr. J. A. Craig , treasurer. tended.

tary and manager ; Bicknell Light &

Power Company, A. L. Brocksmith ,
The Strength of Elm , Oak and

manager; Citizens' Water & Light Annual Election of the Western
Locust Insulator Pins

Company, of Greenwood , J. A. Craig , Society of Engineers

secretary and manager ; Elwood Elec

tric Light Company, S. B. Harting,
T the request of certain con

T

manager; Ligonier Electric Light
sumers, the Forest Service of

Western Society of Engineers,
the United States Department

Company, W. S. Draper, manager ; held in Chicago on January 8,

Marion Electric Light & Heat Com
of Agriculture recently made tests on

the following officers were elected :
fifty -three insulator pins of rock elm ,

pany, George N. Tidd, manager ;
, President, W. L. Abbott; first vice live oak and black locust. The tests

knox Electric Light & Power Com president, Andrew Allen ; second vice
were made at the timber -testing sta

pany, Thomas A. Grist, owner ; Clin- president, E. N. Layfield ; third vice
tion of the Forest Service at Pur

ton Electric Light & Power Com- president, A. X. Talbot; treasurer , A.

pany ,

due University, Lafayette, Ind. The
J. W. Robb, secretary and Reichmann. Of the electrical sec

results indicate the relative strength
manager ; Rockport Water Works

tion, C. A. S. Howlett is chairman ,
of the pins tested , although too smallCompany, A. H. Kennedy ; South

D. W. Roper is vice - chairman , and

Bend Electric Company, F. A. Bryan ,
a number of tests were made to ob

P. B. Woodworth , O. E. Osthoff and
tain authoritative data.

secretary and manager ; Spencer K. B. Miller are members of the ex

The pins were of standard size , i
Electric Light plant, William S. ecutive committee. The secretary is by 8 inches. The oak pins were

Mead, owner ; Muncie Electric Light H. Warder, 1737 Monadnock
from $ to 1 inch shorter than the

Company, George N. Tidd , manager; Block , Chicago.
others, and of slightly smaller di

Plymouth Electric Light plant , C. D.
ameter at the shoulder. Their lever

Snoeberger , president; Putnam Elec
was also about incii shorter

tric Company, Greencastle, John G. Limitations of Imported Niagara than in the cases of the other two

Bryson, manager; Noblesville Heat, Power
species.

Light & Power Company, C. E. Lay
In testing the pins an iron block

ton , superintendent; Covington Light ECRETARY OF WAR TAFT
was clamped to the fixed upper head

& Water Company, H. C. Yount,
recently made public the extent of a small screw - testing machine.

secretary ; Public Service Company, to which the importation of
Mooresville, B. V. Hubbard, secre

The pins were inserted to a tight fit
Canadian Niagara power into the in a hole in this iron block , and

tary and manager ; Arcadia Electric
United States is to be limited . This projected horizontally over the pull

Light plant, J. A. Shunk, Peru , action is authorized by the Burton ing head of the machine. The glass
owner ; Citizens' Water & Light Com

Act , passed by Congress last June, insulator unable to bear the

pany, Winchester, C. R.C. R. Semans, which limits the amount of water to strain of the wire, so an iron model

secretary and manager. be taken from the American side and
of the ordinary glass insulator was

Two committees the amount imported from the Can- screwed on the pin and connected by

pointed, one on organization and in- adian side to 160.000 horse -power. means of a heavy wire to the pull

corporation , consisting of J. A. The latter is divided as follows:
ing head of the machine. When a

Shunk , of Peru , and W. S. Mead, To the International Railway Com
strain was put on this wire the pin

of Spencer, and one on constitution pany, 1500 horse -power : to the On acted as a beam fixed at one end and

and by -laws, consisting of Dr. J. A. tario Power Company, affiliated with loaded at the other, which is prac

Craig , of Greenwood, and Carl R.
the Viagara, Lockport & Ontario tically the condition met with in prac

Semans, of Winchester. Company, of New York , which trans tice . The breaking moment (maxi
According to the constitution and

mits power to Lockport, from Lock- mum load times lever arm ) is taken

by -laws finally adopted, five directors port to Buffalo , and from Lockport, ai a measure of the strength of the
are to be elected at an annual meet by of Rochester, to Syracuse, pins.

ing, and they will select a president, 60,000 horse- power; to the Canadian The iron block mentioned was used

arm

SEC
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T !

Number

SPECIES of Pın .

Tests.

Radia

Inch . x Lever Arm ).

23 Max.

Min .

12

25

3

7 11

Grams.

106 3

119 3

86.6

125.9

147 1

1118

93.8

108 7

77.5

127 1

141.0

110.4

Max.

Min .

Arg.

Max .

Min .

i Avg.

< Max.

3970

5380

2520

4087

4930

3010

2512

3150

1 450

3025

1590

1990

8

42

48

33

Not

Live oak from Houston , Tex .. 12

Vin .

in preference to a wooden cross -arm draws its copper ores from numer- day, and the energy consumed , it is

for supporting the pins, for the rea- ous small mines in Mexico , Canada stated, does not exceed an average

son that the iron block forced the and the l'nited States. of 200 watt-hours per mile.

pins to break under the test . Further- In 1905 there were 183 properties

more , it furnished uniform condi- credited with a production of one

tions for all pins. Thus the results million or more pounds of fine cop Proposed Electrification in the

of the tests do not show the strength per each . Of the 100 leading pro
Giovi Tunnel in Italy

of a combination of pins and cross- ducers, one, the smelter trust, drew

arm , but they show the bending ores from nearly all of Sorth Amer
HE Giovi tunnel, in Italy,

strength of the pin itself. ica , while the others were located as

The following table gives the re- follows:-C'nited States, 40 ) ; Mexico ,
pierces the mountain range

in the province of Liguria ,
sults of the tests : 11 : Chile, 10 : japan , 6 ; Canada and

and known as the Ligurian Ip

penines, and connects Genoa with

Weight Rings per Breaking Moment

(Maximum Load the Lombardy plateau . The defec

( Inch Pounds.)
tive system of ventilation in the tun

Avg . nel has made it impossible for trains
Black locust from Boston , Mass . ... ,

to follow one another at close inter
lug.

vals, and thus made the capacity of
Black locust from Nashville, Tenn .

the tunnel inadequate for the traffic.

Rock elm from Nashville, Tenn . For some time past electrification

has been talked of, but not until re

distinguishable .
cently has detinite action seemed as

sured .

From the table it appears that the Justralia, 5 each ; Spain , Russia and
Two schemes for the conversion

of the road to electric traction were

breaking strength of the two ship- Cape Colony, 3 each ; Germany, 2 ;

ments of black locust pins was prac- Tasmania, Norway, Italy, Turkey and laid before the Italian State railway

tically the same, and may be taken as Newfoundland , I each . Ninety - four administration a short time ago. The

4000 pounds. Live oak pins came of these 105 properties made more first contemplates the adoption of a

next in order of strength , with a than 3,000,000 pounds of fine cop
rack rail laid between the tracks.

breaking moment of about
The second recommends the employ

3000 per cach in 1905.

pounds. Rock elm pins were the
ment of two locomotives which shall

weakest, having a breaking strength
be capable of hauling heavy trains

of 2500 pounds. A Trackless Trolley Road in Italy at a speed of 28 miles per hour.

The oak pins were the heaviest, The latter proposition has met withi

the locust next, and the elm the RON time to time in THE ELEC
favourable action , and the govern

lightest. The locust and elm pins
TRICAL AGE has been noted ment has requested the firms of

failed mostly by splitting from the
the installation of trackless Brown, Boveri & Co., Ganz & Co.,

threads to the shoulder, or by ten- systems at various places on the Con
the Thomson-Houston Company and

sion at the shoulder. Occasionally tinent. One of the latest roads of the Westinghouse Company to submit

the portion of the pin inserted in the this type is that between Spezia and
bids for the execution of the work .

block failed by shearing horizontally. Portovenere, in Italy . The route fol- The capacity of the tunnel when

Nearly all the oak pins failed by lows the seacoast, and for that rea
electrified , it is calculated . will be

tension at the shoulder. son abounds in curves, some having equal to handling 1200 freight cars

a radius of only 23 feet . The grades
of 18 tons capacity per day. For the

are numerous and steep . increase of traffic above that amount,

Production of Copper in 1905 The trolley line consists of two
which is expected in the future, an

wires suspended 18 feet above the
additional line will have to be built.

CCORDING to the Copper ground and 13.8 inches apart. The

Ilandbook, just issued by Hor- troiley used is known as the Cantono

ace J. Stevens, of Houghton, type, and it seems, so far, to have, Rates for Electric Power in France

Mich ., in 1905 there were fifteen in- given satisfaction , negotiating the
dividual companies each of which sharpest curve at a speed of 12 to RITING under recent date

produced more copper than all the 15 miles per hour. from Roubaix , France ,

mines of the globe combined pro- Direct current is supplied at a United States Consul Cole

cluced in 1805. Two mines, each of pressure of 500 volts, and the motors man says that the opportunities for
which macie as much of the metal are of + Hl. P. capacity. They are the use of electric power in manufac

last year as all of the mines of the hwng on the rear axle and drive the tories have led to the establishment

world made during the first five years wheels by means of clutches. The of four new power plants in the

of the nineteenth century, the two controller allows of four speeds for- city of Lille and its environs. The

mines in question being the Calumet ward and two backwards, and also rates for current are essentially the

and Hecla , of Michigan , and the operates an electric brake. An addi- same for all the companies, and are

Anaconda, of Montana. tional brake mechanism is provided based upon a progressive decrease in

Of the fifteen mines of the globe which may be worked by foot or by cost, beginning with a charge of

that made twenty-five million or more hand . Seats are provided for four- 3.80 cents kilowatt -hour for

pounds each of refined copper in 1905. teen passengers in each car, and the smaller horse -power and lowered to

ten are in the United States and one lighting and heating is done by elec- a charge of 0.965 cent and less per

in Mexico , Spain , Germany and tricity. kilowatt -hour for subscribers, for 5

Japan, and one, the American Smelt- Two cars constitute the present horse -power or more , utilized during

ing & Refining Company, generally equipment. Each car in the present. a stated number of hours.

known as the Smelter Trust, and service averages about 87 miles per The prices given in the following

FROA
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W
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table are stated by the companies on

the basis of the reckoning that the

hours of utilization are equal to the

kilowatt-hours consumed , divided by

the kilowatt -hours installed :

ples, nails, etc. , but it is recom

mended that it be rigidly supported

on glass or porcelain knobs merely

to protect it against abrasion or me

chanical injury.

In conduit systems this wire would

still continue to be common to each

outlet and grounded to each conduit

outlet available, making the conduit

pipe the same polarity as the ground

ed wire.

Price in cents per kilowatt-hour.

the

For

For For

Power installed in 1,000 the the

kilowatts. hours 1,500 2,000

of util- hours hours

ization . follow- follow

ing. ing .

Less than 3 kilowatts .... 3.86 3.86 3.86

From 3 to 6 kilowatts . 3.86 2.70 1.73

From 6 to 10 kilowatts. 3.67 2.51 1.64

From 10 to 15 kilowatts 3. 47 2.32 1.54

From 15 to 24 kilowatts 3.28 2.22 1. 45

From 24 to 36 kilowatts 3.09 2.12 1.35

From 36 to 50 kilowatts 2.89 1.93 1.35

From 50 to 80 kilowatts 2.70 1.83 1. 25

Above 80 kilowatts...... 2.51 1.73 1.15

For

more

than

4,500

hours.

3.86

0.96

0.96

0.96

0.96

0.96

0.96

0.96

0.96

Street Lighting Contract Committee

of the National Electric Light

Association

A
Grounding Conductors for Safety

A

outside shells and cases thoroughly

and effectually grounded .

Some suggestions were also of

fered as to grounding interior wiring .

In the Edison three -wire system the

neutral wire should be grounded at

the point of entrance in accordance

with the rules under section 13A of

the supplement of the " National

Electric Code." From this point the

neutral wire should be carried as one

solid conductor without fusing

throughout the system . In other

words, the neutral wire in the three

wire system , or one outside in a two

wire system , or one leg in a three

phase system should be treated as a

common return .

This common - return wire would be

common to every outlet, and in lieu

of insulating joints where fixtures are

hung on gas outlets the grounded

wire should be connected to gas

pipes at this point and also to the

fixture shell and stem . How

ever, it will be necessary to wire the

fixtures as is required in the present

system . This system of connection,

as recommended at the outlet, would

make the shell of the socket and the

fixture stem the same polarity as the

grounded side of the circuit.

The opposite side of the circuit

would radiate from the junction box

thoroughly insulated in accordance

with the rules now in vogue, but

would be protected by single-pole

fusing. On installations where gas

pipes are not available, ground wires

should be connected to fixtures as

recommended above, and at every

possible point ground wires should

be connected to all water pipes or

any such available grounds that may

be had at hand .

Considering again the grounded

wire,

NEW committee, just appointed

by President Williams, of the

National Electric Light Asso

ciation, has been created for the pur

pose of formulating a model contract

and specifications for street lighting .

A great many inquiries have been

made for such a contract,-one that

would be fair both to the lighting

company and to the municipality, and

one that would permit of changes in

the form of illlumination , as new de

velopments were made in the art , on

a basis satisfactory to both parties to

the contract.

The personnel of the committee is

exceptionally strong, the members be

ing Messrs. Dudley Ferrand, Louis

A. Ferguson, Paul Spencer, Charles

P. Steinmetz and A. E. Kennelly, and

very happy results are looked for in

the report to be presented at the

thirtieth convention of the associa

tion , to be held in May or June next .

T the recent meeting at Indian

apolis of the Western Associ

ation of Electrical Inspectors ,

a report was made by a committee

on the grounding of conductors for

safety . It was recommended that

joints in guard wires and guard nets ,

for the prevention of accidental con

tact between high and low -potential

systems, be made mechanically and

electrically secure , the nets to be

cross laced, the wires forming the

nets to have a carrying capacity

equal to the system that they are de

signed to protect , and be thoroughly

and effectually grounded with at least

two grounds having a carrying ca.

pacity equal to the maximum load

carried by high -potential systems.

It was suggested that on high -po

tential .pole lines in places accessible

to the public, bands of zinc or copper

be fastened around poles at a point

not less than 8 or 10 feet from the

ground , with bands spaced between

the top band and the grade line, all

to be electrically connected and thor

oughly grounded with at least two

grounds. This is to afford protec

tion in cases where high- tension in

sulators break and allow high -poten

tial wires to come in contact with the

pole or cross -arm , and also to guard

against possible static discharges

over the face of insulators due to the

formation of moisture or sleet . It

was recommended that strain guys

be thoroughly grounded and strain

insulators be omitted. On arm guys,

where it is not feasible to carry

ground to a cross - arı , a strain in

sulator may be interposed, but the

anchor end should be grounded .

It was also recommended that all

metal lamp cables, arc - lamp span ca

bles , police and fire -alarm call boxes

and all apparatus that the public

may come in contact with where

there is a chance of a cross with

high- potential systems, have their

Single - Phase Traction at the Milan

Exposition

line must be the same as theoutside Om of the interesting features

a re

wire to the center of distribution and

thence on in smaller-sized wire suffi

cient to carry the load . No fuses or

switches are to be interposed on this

size of system .

The first objection that presents

itself to this system is the tendency

of the contractors to want to make

their ground wire of bare copper. It

is evident that this would not be

feasible on account of subjection of

bare copper to moisture and the pos

sibility of
of corrosion . This wire

should have the same insulation cov

ering as is now required and joints

should be thoroughly soldered and

protected with insulation equal to
hat of the wire. However, it does

not seem necessary to provide por

celain tubes where the wire passes

through woodwork . However, it

would not be deemed advisable to

support this wire by means of sta

of the exposition recently held

at Vilan , Italy , was a single

phase railway, about 1000 yards in

length , running between two parts of

the grounds. The line was built by

Godda & Co. and by Brioschi, Finzi

& Co.. under Dr. Finzi's personal

supervision.

The installation was intended to

represent the development as

sult of a lon'y series of tests made

over the Valtellina line and on the

line between Milan and Mussoco.

The system differs from that in use

in this country in that 15 -cycle cur

rent is used. An auxiliary field wind

ing was provided and placed go de

grees with the axis of the main

field coils, for neutralizing the arma

ture reaction.

The trains consisted of four cars

each , each of the cars being a mo

tor car , though not of the same mo

tor capacity. The first and fourth

3-7
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IF an

cars were provided with two motors Were the exhibits of illuminants. ELECTRIC SIGNS

each, but the second and third cars The tungsten filament lamp was given
A large variety of electric signs

had only one motor each . While the its first public demonstration at the

speed was only 20 miles an hour, booth of the General Electric Com
were displayed by the Haller Ma

chine Company, of Chicago, one of

due to local limitations, a consider- pany and that of the National Elec

ably higher speed could have been at
them being the familiar Anheuser

tric Lamp Association , and attracted
Busch monogram , forming part of a

tained . no little attention . The booth of the

The trolley line voltage was 2000, former company was provided with
22 by 30 - foot sign.

In connection with this exhibit, the
the current being led into two trans- a number of each type of the newer

Reynolds Dull Flasher Company, offormers connected in series , one be- types of lamps fitted with Holo

Chicago, had in operation a large
ing placed in the first car and the plane reflectors , each row being

variety of flashers, and the Bodine
other in the rear car . The second- consecutively let up by means of

Electric Company, of Chicago, ex
ary coils stepped the pressure down a flasher .

hibited a number of motors adapted

to 180 volts each , each coil being The Westinghouse interests were
to operating sign flashers, advertis

divided into sections giving a potential represented by an attractive exhibit,

difference of 30 volts. The three consisting of alternating -current mul
ing novelties, envelope seals , and the

like . All the lamps in this exhibit

motors of the first two cars tiple, direct - current multiple, and al
were supplied by the Shelby Electric

connected in series , as were also the ternating series are lamps, Nernst
Company, of Shelby, Ohio.

three motors of the last two cars . lamps, mercury vapour lamps, and
The Federal Electric Company, of

The secondary coils of the trans- Sawyer - Man incandescents. The

Chicago, also exhibited a number of

formers could be connected to sup Nernst exhibit consisted of six lamps
electric signs, including the panel type

ply each group of three motors with of the street series type, the current and the interchangeable letter type.

180 volts, or connected in series to being regulated by a 6.6 -ampere, con
Electric signs and flashers weresupply each group with 360 - volt cur- stant - current transformer.

rent.
also shown by Dinsmore & Lawton ,

Tungsten , tantalum and Gem met
of Chicago.

allized - filament lamps were exhibited

by the National Electric Lamp Asso
DOMESTIC APPLIANCES

The Chicago Electrical Trades
ciation. The tungsten and metal The exhibit of electric appliances

Exposition
lized - filament lamps were placed in

for domestic and hotel use was un

F variety of exhibits and interest electroliers on the corner and en- usually attractive, the display being

manifested in them be taken as trance posts, while the tantalum extensive one, and including

a measure of quality of the re- lamps were placed in wall brackets demonstration by attendants at the

cent Chicago Electrical Trades Ex- at the back of the booth . Chicago Edison Company's booth .

position, the success of the affair The 25 -light series alternating -cur Coffee and biscuit were served, and a

cannot be questioned . In the extent rent are iamp system of the Fort
series of suppers were given by

of exhibits showing the domestic uses Wayne Electric Works of Fort Frank H. Gale, of the General Elec

of electricity , the show was , perhaps, Wayne, Ind .. was exhibited by the tric Company, the menu being pre

unusual. That the electrical fraternity company, a complete working demon- pared by electrical apparatus.

per se found a great deal of interest stration being made. Other exhibits The Simplex Electric Heating Com

in the latest developments and inven- were single -phase, multiphase and pany, of Cambridge, Mass., also

tions in electrical apparatus was in- prepayment wattmeters, small power demonstrated the convenience of

dicated by the fact that many out-of- motors, and fan motors. cooking by electricity , and exhibited

town visitors were present. In fact, The flaming arc lamp exhibit of a variety of smoothing irons, stoves,

the Chicago show has assumed a na- Felix Hamburger, New York , showed chafing dishes, coffee percolators, and

tional rather than a local significance. the beautiful effects possible with like devices.

The affair also assumed a larger im- this lamp. A new domestic type, The exhibit of the Westinghouse

portance because of the several meet- said to excelexcel the imported , was Electric & Manufacturing Company

ings held during the week . The shown, and also miniature arc lamps. coming under the head of domestic,

Northwestern Electrical Association operating at between two and three appliances consisted of motor-driven

met in annual convention , and a Chi amperes, alternating or direct cur- dough -mixers, coffee -grinders, dish

cago branch of the Illuminating En- rent. washers, ice cream freezers , plunger

gineering Society was organized . The A 12-lamp series alternating-cur- pumps, and refrigerating machines .

Sons of Jove also were again re- rent arc-lamp equipment was The North Shore Electric Com

juvenated, and the American Elec hibited by the Western Electric Com- pany, supplying the suburbs of Chi

trical Salesmen's Association held pany, of Chicago, with switchboard, cago , also exhibited a variety of elec

their annual meeting. transformer and regulator. The com- tric heating devices for domestic use .

The current for the exhibits was pany's new “ Hawthorne” type of
GENERATORS ANI) MOTORS, TRANS

supplied from the Chicago Edison lamp, especially adapted for low ceil

Company's system over temporary
FORMERS, ETC.

ings, was also shown.

cables. The alternating current was The attractive array of tinted Besides the exhibit of motors driving

supplied by a Fort Wayne motor- shades and globes and cut- glass the various machines already referred

generator converting the 230 -volt, comes of the Phoenix Glass Specialty to , the Westinghouse exhibit included

three -phase current. The secondaries Company, of New York, drew the at an engine built by the American

of the transformers for stepping -down tention of many visitors. Mandel Blower Company direct connected to

the pressure were connected in Y , so Bros., of Chicago, exhibited an a 7 -KW . generator, an American

that 115 - volt, single -phase and 220- tensive line of electroliers and port- Blower fan driven by a ?-H . P. mo

volt, three -phase current was avail- ables, and the Chicago Lamp & Re tor, a motor -driven engine lathe, a

able . Either meter or flat rate was Alector Company made a similar dis- saw sharpener, and a dust remover .

charged , as preferred . play. Brass art lamps and parts A variety of other equipment, such

LAMPS , FIXTURES , ETC.
were exhibited by C. G. Everson & meters, railway line material,

A most important part of the show Co., of Chicago. lightning arresters, transformers and

ex

ex

as
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was

small power motors, were also ex- turing Company, of Lafayette, Ind ., pany, of Boston , exhibited a variety

hibited . were exhibited by that company, a of specialtiess, including magneto

The Allis -Chalmers Company ex- feature being a transformer showing and battery telephone bells, skeleton

hibited a general line of machinery, the interchangeable ratio connections. bells , high - voltage bells , water -tight

including a new 75 - H . P. alternating- Two 6000 - ampere, single - pole bells, and buzzers.

current generator, a 10 - H . P. in- switches were the features of the ex- The exhibit of the Ohio Brass

duction motor-generator set , a 15 hibit of the J. Lang Electric Com- Company, of Mansfield , Ohio, in

H. P. high -speed generating unit, and pany of Chicago. They are in- cluded rail bonds, overhead line ma

direct -current motors from iš to 20 tended for the switchboard of the terial , insulators, third - rail insulators,

H. P. Models were also shown of Congress Hotel Company's new hotel. trolley wire connectors , and bearings .

the movable and stationary rings of A current-limiting device was ex- A variety of linemen's tools were

blading of a 500 -KW . steam turbine. hibited by the Universal Manufac- exhibited by Mathias Klein & Sons,

The single -phase repulsion -induc- turing Company, of Chicago . This of Chicago.

tion motor built by the Wagner Elec- Hat- rate controller, as it was called, Automatic motor controllers, ele

tric Vanufacturing Company, of St. is for use in controlling the supply vator controllers, starters , and the

Louis , Mo., was shown operating a of the current when sold at a flat like , were shown by the J. L. Schure

small pressure blower. Other ex- rate . man Company, of Chicago.

hibits were transformers and indicat- Various forms of fibre were shown The character of the exhibit of

ing instruments, including a combina- by the United Indurated Fibre Com- the National Carbon Company, of

tion voltmeter and frequency indi- pany , of Lockport, N. Y. The ex- Cleveland , makers of the well-known

cator. hibit included a third -rail covering, " Columbia " carbons , attracted a great
The frame of a 350-KW. alter- oil switch tanks , fibre tubes for pro- deal of attention , several carbon col

nator built by the Western Electric tecting pipes against electrolysis, cov- umns, 10 inches in diameter, being

Company, of Chicago, was exhibited ers for trolley wires in mines and at used to support the top of the booth.

by that company with a motor - driven crossings, automobile battery cases , Dossert & Co. , of New York, made

emery grinder , and a sewing ma- and the like .
an attractive display of their solder

chine motor. Street railway material, The galvanized chain manufac- less cable joints.

including " Electrose" insulating ma- tured by the Oneida Community,
SUPPLIES

terial , were also shown. The com- Ltd., of Oneida, N. Y. , was shown

pany also showed a 45-H . P., 500- in use with mast arm and arc lamp. The supply houses were well rep

volt Ward -Leonard controlling panel A number of sizes for use in hang- resented and made attractive dis

in connection with a large direct- ing electric signs were also shown . plays. An extensive exhibit

current motor. An attractive watch fob , an arc lamp made by the Central Electric Com

Other motor exhibits were that of and chain in oxidized silver , made a pany, including Stanley -G . I. flaming

the Bidwell Electric Company, of desirable souvenir. are lamps, loricated conduit, Okon

Chicago, showing cold and self - cool The Peirce Specialty Company, of ite insulated wire, Columbia incan

ing motors and generators , the cold Chicago, exhibited steel structural descent lamps, Deltabeston magnet

motor being able to withstand exces- material, consisting of brackets , and wire, D. W. enclosed fuses , subway

sive heating ; Roth Bros. & Co. show- a distributing circle mounted on boxes, service boxes, cut-outs , trans

ing motor-driven blowers and grind- 15 - foot pole. The work of the former boxes, Edison primary bat

ers , and the Guarantee Electric Com- Peirce banner drill was demonstrated , teries , and Knowles high -tension in

pany showing the Kimble -Gregory Peirce expansion bolts being set in sulators .

variable speed motors . the holes drilled in a block of stone . The line of supplies exhibited by

Weston instruments, while not One of the well -known Stom- the William P. Crockett Company

shown separately in one exhibit,were baugh guy anchors of W. N. Mat- included Bossert boxes, diamond

much in evidence in many of the thews & Bro ., of St. Louis, Mo., was " H " switches, De l'eau telephones,

booths, notably in that of the Central shown in position in a large box Sarco specialties, Sterling flexible

Electric Company, of Chicago. This panel containing earth . Other feat- conduit, Pittsburg standard conduit

company's exhibit was attractively ures of the exhibit were the “ Har- and Sachs enclosed fuses.

railed in by loricated conduit , other gis ” cable -splicing joint, the “ Kear- The Electric Appliance Company,

features being a pillar of various ney" cable clamp, the " Hold - Fast" of Chicago, exhibited a line of spe

sizes of Okonite insulated wire , vari- lamp guard, the “ Lima" jack box cialties, among them being Sangamo

olis sizes and types of Columbia in- and plug, " Callahan " rollers, and " O. meters , Packard lamps and trans

candescent lamps, and a variety of K." slate cutters . formers, Stombaugh guy anchors,

fuses, cut- outs and other supplies. " Victor" direct reading instruments Sandwich pole chargers, and Paran
The Duncan Electric Manufactur manufactured by the H. W. Johns- ite wire.

ing Company, of Lafayette, Ind ., Manville Company, of New York , The Electric Service Supplies Com

presented an attractive array of di- were exhibited with specialties, in- pany, of Chicago, exhibited what was

rect -current and alternating -current cluding friction tape subway and ser- claimed to be the largest insulator

meters . A feature which drew the vice boxes, fuses, blocks, overhead ever made.
It was manufactured by

attention of central station men was line material, and “ Transite " asbestos the Locke Insulator Company, of
,

a meter running on a 1 - candle -power fire- proof lining for controllers . l'ictor, N. Y., and it was claimed

lamp. An interesting display of electric- would withstand 100,000 volts. Other

In the exhibit of the Diehl Manu- ally -heated tools was made by the exhibits were an Imperial arc head

facturing Company, of Elizabeth- Vulcan Electric Heating Company, of light, protected rail bonds, and a de

port, N. J. , were shown fan motors, Chicago . The soldering tool shown vice for preventing a motorman from

small power motors, and sewing ma- was provided with a tip of forged turning the controller handle too

chine motors for domestic and man- copper screwed into the heating head, rapidly.

ufacturing use . in which was placed a resistance wire Besides a variety of supplies, the

" Hornberger" transformers, built made with a special alloy . Monarch Electric & Wire Company

by the Lafayette Electrical Manufac- The Holtzer -Cabot Electric Com exhibited 6000 -candle-power Nurn

a
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ca

a some

berg flaming arc lamps working two and the American Telephone & Tele- every field of endeavor in which the

in series . graph Company gave full use of its question of illumination plays a part.

The supply line shown by the lines to different parts of the coun- Both indoor and outdoor illu

Metropolitan Electrical Supply Com- try to demonstrate the perfection of mination by gas and electricity had

pany included a variety of portables, its long -distance service. been treated . The question had been

lamps, shades, including the D'Olier A wide variety of cables were discussed from the architect's point

types , Barrett motors , Hylo lamps, shown by the American Steel & of view and the physiological side

and Skeedoodle socket plugs, arc Wire Company, including non -ar- considered. For the first time prob

lamps, Stombaugh guy anchors, fuses moured , lead - covered , rubber - coy- ably in history, oculists and illumin

and cut -outs . ered, and weather-proof types, and ating engineers had met to discuss

BATTERIES
also a variety of rail bonds. Other artificial illumination.

The storage battery manufacturers
exhibits were springs in wide variety, The type of lamp, size of unit , lo

tools for rail bonding, and wire of
were represented by attractive ex

cation and character of fixture , and

hibits. That of the Electric Storage
every description. kind of globe, shade, or reflector

Battery Company, of Philadelphia,
Displays of conduits were made best suited to individual conditions

included a variety of cells from
had been studied .by the American Sewer Pipe Com

a tank with a capacity of 4800 am
pany, the Clay Products Company, During the year many old instal

pere-hours to the cell with a of Brazil, Ind ., the McRoy Clay lations of gas and electric light fix

pacity of 24 ampere -hours. The
Works, and the H. A. Peterson tures had been modernized, and in

Exide" automobile cell Manufacturing Company, of Harvey,was also many new installations the design

111 .
shown, together with the " Exide" and equipment had been vastly im

railway signal cell , car-lighting bat
The Thordarson Electric Manufac- proved from an illuminating stand

teries and accessories.
turing Company, of Chicago, had an point. Central stations were giving

The Gould Storage Battery Com
interesting exhibit, which comprised the subject more attention , employ

10 -inch spark coil, a slow - speed ing experts inpany, of Depew , N. Y. , exhibited a
cases . The

49-plate cell with a capacity of 5760
auto -magneto, a 5 -KW ., 60,000 -volt architect also was beginning to show

ampere -hours. Other sizes of cells
transformer, an electric furnace, X- an interest.

were shown, and also cells for signal,
ray coils and wireless telegraph One of the most important points

transformers.
sparking, and train lighting work . dealt with in the papers had been the

The exhibit of the National Bat
A number of portable electric urgent need of reducing the intrinsic

tery Company, of New York , com
tools were displayed by the Chicago brightness of light sources, and par

prised batteries for car lighting, Pneumatic Tool Company, including ticularly of such asticularly of such as are necessarily

automobile, ignition, fire-alarm and
electric drills , grinders, blowers and within the range of vision .

hoists .
signal work .

In the matter of lighting post

The Crane Company was in evi- offices throughout the country, infor
TELEPHONES dence with an arch of 12 -inch pipe for mation obtained from one showed

One of the features of the tele- the entrance to the booth in which that twelve of the employees, owing

phone exhibits was a demonstration were shown a variety of the com- to improvements in illumination ,

by the Automatic Electric Company, pany's valves and fittings. Special could now do without eye glasses ,

of Chicago , of a 100,000 -line auto- features were an 8 -inch electrically whereas six months ago they were

matic system . The exhibit repre- operated gate valve and a 24 -inch obliged to wear them . The change
sented a part of each of two branch hydraulically operated gate valve had been due largely to removing

exchanges, eight instruments being with electric control. the bright sources of light from the

used in the demonstration . ordinary field of vision .

Telephone protective apparatus, guy The general acceptance of definite

clamps, clips, and a self -welding Annual Meeting of the Illuminating nomenclature and standards would be

wire joint were among the exhibits Engineering Society of immense service in furthering the

of F. B. Cook, of Chicago. systematizing of illuminating engi

A 100 - line express type magneto HE annual meeting of the Illu- neering. Much had already been

switchboard and telephones, and a minating Engineering Society done by committees to bring about

central - energy, private - branch ex was held in the rooms of the the standardization desired.

change switchboard, with common Electrical Club in New York City , The president then announced the

battery telephones, were exhibited by Jan. 14 . appointment of the following gentle
the Kellogg Switchboard & Supply President L. B. Marks called the as the society's international

Company. meeting to order, after which the re- committee nomenclature and

A large map was exhibited by the ports of the secretary and treasurer standards :

Stromberg -Carlson Telephone Man- were read . In his annual address Dr. Alexander C. Humphreys,

ufacturing Company, to show the the president spoke of the conditions chairman , Stevens Institute, Hobo

growth of independent companies, the in the illuminating engineering field ken , N. J .; Dr. Louis Bell, Boston ,

various installations of the company existing before the organization of Mass.: Prof. Blondel, Paris, France :

being indicated by miniature lamps. the society. While the problems of Dr. Hans Bunte, Technische Hoch

Telephone apparatus was also ex- generation and distribution of elec- schule, Carlsruhe, Germany; John

hibited . tricity and gas had received careful W. Howell. Harrison , N. J .; Dr. E.

The Swedish - American Telephone attention, the problem of obtaining P. Hvde. Bureau of Standards,
,

Company exhibited a full line of the best illuminating result Washington, D. C.; Dr. A. E. Ken

their magneto equipment. neglected. nelly . Harvard, University. Cam

Besides giving free service in the In endeavoring to place the art on bridge, Mass .; Prof. Vivian B.

city , the Chicago Telephone Com- a new basis, the society had collected Lewes , Royal Naval College, Green

pany demonstrated the better results and placed on record much available wich , England: Dr. Edward L.

obtained in long- distance talking by information, and had brought to- Nichols, Cornell University, Ithaca ,

the aid of the Pupin loading coils , gether representatives almost N. Y .; Dr. F. Schniewind, New

TH

men

on

was

of
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York City : Dr. C. H. Sharp , New

York City ; W. D. Weaver, New York

City ; J. E. Woodwell, secretary,

Washington, D. C.

President Marks then outlined the

growth in membership of the society

and referred to the organizations in

Boston, Chicago, Philadelphia and

Pittsburg. The society at the date

of writing had 815 members, 252 in

New York, 239 in Pennsylvania, 81

in Massachusetts, 80 in Illinois , 37

in New Jersey , 21 in Ohio , 33 in for

eign countries, the remainder being

scattered throughout the United

States.

The officers elected for the coming

year are as follows :

President, Dr. Clayton H. Sharp,

of New York ; vice -president, Dr.

Louis Bell, of Boston ; managers, E.

L. Elliott , of New York, and J. E.

Woodwell, of Washington, D. C.;

secretary, V. R. Lansingh, of New

York ; treasurer, Dr. A. H. Elliott ,

of New York.

The vote on the adoption of a new

constitution resulted in 144 for and

23 against it .

a

Annual Convention of the North

western Electrical Association

T !

herty & Co. , of New York, brought small ingots of steel, and at the

out an interesting discussion . One of close of the exhibition was taken to

the points emphasized was that the the National Physical Laboratory at

operating cost could be reduced by London. A member of the Kjellin

getting additional business more than company lectured before the Sheffield

by any other one thing. Society of Engineers and Metal

A paper on “Outline Lighting ,” by lurgists at the department of applied
Homer Honeywell, manager of the science , University of Sheffield , upon

Lincoln ( Neb .) Gas & Electric Light the subject of steel making in elec

Company, was read by W. B. John- tric induction furnaces.

son , of Madison, Wis., and dealt with Regarding the cost of operating,

the advertising, sign, and window the lecturer said that the induction

lighting in Lincoln . furnace would permit of a larger

“ Recent Developments in Prime cast , a cheaper and cleaner form

Movers" were discussed in a paper of melting, and reduced cost of la

by Harold Almert, steam turbines bour. The demand for big crucible

and gas engines being dealt with . quality ingots was increasing day by

A paper on “ Some Characteristics day. Die ingots ranged up to two

of Alternating -Current Motors," by tons weight , and the quality of steel

C. W. Bergenthal, of the Wagner inust be perfectly regular and sound.

Electric Manufacturing Company, Crankshafts and axles for motor cars

brought out considerable information necessitated the use of heavy crucible

regarding single -phase motors . ingots . With few exceptions, the

J. R. Cravath discussed “ Some crucible steel makers were confronted

Points on Illuminating Engineering with really practical difficulties in

for the Small Central Station .” One making large ingots.

of the points brought out was that The induction furnace solves this

as the tungsten lamp seemed to be problem for them , for it is as easy

suited for use in a pendant position to make a two-ton charge in such a

only , lamp sockets suitable to furnace as a sixty -pound charge in

pendant now would also be suited a crucible . The saving in cost

to the tungsten lamp, whereas if was easily demonstrated. Most steel

sockets placed in an angle were used makers agreed that the cost of melt

with tungsten lamps they would have ing one ton of crucible steel was

to be replaced by the pendant form , from £ 7 to £ 8 ( $34.07 to $38.93 ) .

unless the lamps were perfected so In the induction furnace it required

that they could be used at an angle. 800 to 850 units to a ton of steel ,

“ Premiums for Employees” were and the cost in Sheffield would be

dealt with in an address by Ernst from £ 2 to £ 2 25. 6d . ( $ 9.73 to

Gonzenbach, of Sheboygan , Wis. , and $ 10.34 ) per ton . Two men and one

a paper by A. Bement, of Chicago, boy would be able to run a furnace.

discussed " Tendency in Design of turning out four tons in twenty - four

Boiler Plants.” hours, so that the cost for labour

On the report of the nominating should not exceed 7s.6d. ( $ 1.82 )

committee the following officers were

elected : The cost of lining, including re

President, Edward Daniell, Mari- pairs, should not exceed 2s . 6d . ( 51

nette, Wis. cents ) per ton ; consequently the ac

First vice -president, B. C. Adams, tual cost for melting one ton of steel

Lincoln , Neb . should be well under £ 3 ( $ 14.60 ) ;

Second vice-president, H. F. Pearce, but if the cost to as

Negaunee, Mich . high as 50 per cent. of the cost of

Secretary -treasurer, R. U. Kim- melting in crucibles, the induction

ball, Kenosha, Wis . furnace had a great claim for the

Directors - J. S. Allen , Lake Geneva , consideration of steel melters.

Wis. , W. P. Putnam , Red Wing. In addition to its freedom from in

Minn .; George H. Lukes, Evanston, jurious gases, which made it an ex

111 . ceptionally clean melting machine,

the advantages to the men working

it were considerable. There was no

Steel Smelting by Electricity lifting of heavy crucibles, and tap

ping was easily done by tilting the

furnace. The lining was not easily

at destroyed, and with small repairs

exhibition held at Sheffield , would last from seven to eight weeks.

England, recently, was a small model He hoped he had been able to show

of the Grongal Kjellin induction fur- that the induction furnace was capa

nace. ble of reducing the cost of produc

This particular furnace was built tion of crucible steel .

to melt platinum , but during the ex- Tungsten and chrome steel, as

hibition was daily used to produce well as other steel alloys, could easily

was

per ton .

was

HE annual convention of the

Northwestern Electrical As

sociation
held in the

Coliseum Annex , in Chicago, Janu

ary 16 and 17. In his address , Presi

dent Harold Almert referred to the

lessening public interest in municipal
ownership

The first paper of the convention

was by Oliver J. Bushnell, of Chi

cago , on "Warrantable Expense for

Veter Testing.” This paper will be

reprinted in a later issue.

In his paper on “ Profitable Co

operation ," J. Robert Crouse's re

marks on the work of the Co-oper

ative Electrical Development Asso

ciation were given a good deal of

attention .

The possibilities of the electrical

development of Wisconsin water

powers were discussed in a paper

by Ernst Gonzenbach. He sug

gested that the association appoint

a committee to secure co -operation

in obtaining for the members the

enormous powers now running to

waste .

on Thursday opened

F. W. Insull of the

North Shore Electric Company, of

Chicago , on " A Uniform System of

Accounting for Small Companies."

The next paper, entitled “ Some

Phases of the Management of the

Smaller Central Stations,” by H. H.

Scott, engineer for Henry L. Do

run

with a paper byºr. Tha minsan, Denme A vices shewmarax electricatrica
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In dealing with depreciation, the

author places it for electric light

plants from 5 to 10 per cent., and

for electric railways from 5 to 8 per

cent. In connection with this is given

the section of the Massachusetts law

compelling gas and electric light

companies to include in the tax levy

5 per cent. of the cost of the plant as

a depreciation fund.

Several pages are devoted to tables

of annuity, compound interest and

sinking fund, together with miscel

laneous account and instrument forms.

Any manager who is seeking for

information along the lines

dealt with will find the book of no

little value to him .

Soine

Elementary Experimental

Magnetism and

Electricity

By William Allanach. Published by Longmans,
Green & Co., of New York. Cize, 5 x 7la

inches ; 265 pages ; 143 illustrations . Price,

$ 1.20 .

be made, and nickel steel had also The properties dealt with are

been successfully turned out. Several water works, gas works, electric

furnaces of this type had already plants , steam heating plants, tele

been erected in different parts of the phone companies and electric rail

world . At Gysinge , Sweden , a fur- ways . The question of organization

nace of 175 kilowatts had been in is first taken up , and the procedure

successful operation for the past five up to the issuing of stock is de

years, and two others were being scribed . In the chapter on securities

constructed at Guldsmedhythan. In are given forms of common and

Germany two furnaces were being preferred stock certificates, bonds and

operated and three were being con- mortgages.

structed, two of which were 750 kilo- In dealing with each class of

watts . In Switzerland a furnace of properties the author has given very

450 kilowatts was now being worked , complete data as to cards , bills , re

while another of 200 kilowatts was ports , and the various books needed .

soon to be started in Spain . In Eng- As our readers will be interested

land a furnace of 200 kilowatts was mainly in material given for electric

now at work and others were in light plants and railways , we will

course of construction. confine ourselves to these . Under

gas works , however, a number of

pages are given up to the form of

report required by the gas and elec

Book News tric iight commissioners of Mass

achusetts.

Wireless Telegraphy for The cash book , journal and ledger

Amateurs and Students
for an electric light plant are dealt

with , the forms with the headings

By Thomas M. St. John . Published by the

author in New York . Size, 5 x 712 inches ; being given . The classification of
171 pages ; 155 illustrations . Price $ 1.

revenue, operation and maintenance,

The author has already published a fixed charges and construction are

number of interesting electrical books next discussed , the various items

for boys, and now that wireless tele- placed under each class being indi

graphy has developed into a play- cated. The various forms of records

thing for electrically inclined youths, given include a construction record

it seems fitting that he should fill out book, plant equipment book and a

the list with the book before us . real estate book. A station record

The various pieces of apparatus book is also described , but not illus

are not only described and illustrated, trated .

but the author also tells how they Under electric railways, the cash

may be constructed . In doing this, book, journal and ledger are also dis

however, the book is sometimes dis- cussed , together with the classifica

appointing. We become interested in tion of revenue, operation and main

finding out how something is to be tenance, fixed charges and cunstruc

made and then we strike ( see the tion. The forms given include yearly

author's book on " So and So " ) . report of income, construction record

Perhaps we are expecting too much book, equipment book for rolling

in one book, however. The book stock , equipment book for the power

does tell how many of the things may station , water -power plant construc

be simply made, and we think it will tion book , and real estate book . An

interest a large number of the above- operating book for the power station

mentioned youths. is also described .

In the succeeding chapter are taken

11p the combined inspection and cus

tomers' registers . The forms for.

Quasi-Public Corporation
these are given for one class of

Accounting and Man
properties, but the necessary head

agement
ings for each class are indicated .

The duties of the purchasing agent
By John F. J. Mulhall. Published by the Cor

poration Publishing Company, Boston . are discussed , with the forms for de
Size , 612 x 912 inches; 199 pages . Price $ 5 .

partment orders, requisitions and in

The interest which accounting has voices .

for the central station manager is in- Under sales department are dis

dicated by the recent appointment by cussed solicitors, credits, collections,

President Williams, of the National claims, complaints and the display of

Electric Light Association , of a com- fixtures for advertising their use. The

mittee to report on systems adapted care of plans of the system , buildings

to electric light plants. In the book and equipment is briefly discussed.

before us we believe that some valu- and also the advisability of installing

able suggestions may be obtained by a chemical and testing laboratory,

the manager who is studying this and the making of periodical ex

question. aminations and audits.

or

Had the author treated his sub

ject in the usual way of elementary

electrical books, we fear he could

have found no excuse for adding to

the already long list . However, the

method of treatment is essentially dif

ferent, and the book is deserving of

consideration on that account.

To illustrate the principles of mag

netism and electricity and the at

tendant phenomena, experiments are

described in detail, so that the student

instructor may perform them .

Following the demonstration , the

student reads the explanation of the

results observed . No distinction is

made between experiments adapted

for lectures or for demonstrations

only in the laboratory, nor is it

specified when they shall be per

formed by the student himself or by

the instructor, this being rather left

to the latter's judgment.

The plan of teaching advocated by

the author is that, after the expe

rimental demonstration , the student

shall place in writing his observa

tions and the principles involved .

This, of course , is a logical part of

the plan. If a student merely memo

rizes ' the description of the expe

riment, doubtless he will forget it

the next day or so . If he performs

the experiment, it will be more firmly

fixed in his mind ; but with the

necessity of afterwards writing down

his observations, his whole attention

must be given to the phenomena as

they occur, so that he may fix thein

still more firmly in his mind. This

plan , if fully carried out, should be

a valuable one .

of
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A Dust Determinator for Blast. purpose for which it is to be used . the cotton is weighed before and

Furnace Gases An apparatus which will separate after . This method might give ac

HE cleaning of furnace gas is every atom of dust roi
curate results if the cotton always

becoming of great importance passing through and leave it in such had the same density throughout the

in the economical manufac- shape that the grains or grammes of tube and were not hydroscopic. The

ture of iron and steel . It not only dust per cubic foot of gas can be cotton may be packed in so loosely

is necessary to clean furnace gas of
determined, is an essential accessory that some of the dust will work

practically all the solid matter in or

der to use the gas successfully in in

ternal combustion engines, but it is

found very desirable and productive

of economy to clean the gas used in

the stoves of a blast furnace, as the

dust is deposited on the heating sur

face and prevents the rapid absorp

tion of heat .

When blast - furnace gas is used for

fuel in the cylinder of an engine, a

very small amount of dust is prohib

itive, as , being naturally gritty , it

will unite with the lubricating oil

and form a pasty mass which pro

duces an abrasive effect only excelled

by oil and emery. As 75 per cent. of

the dust is metallic oxide, it will

be precipitated as iron or steel when

subjected to a temperature of 3000

degrees F., the temperature of com

bustion.

The impalpable dust, so light that

it will be carried along with the cur

rent of gases , does not affect the fur

nace stoves so rapidly, and the gas

used for these regenerators need not

be as clean as that used in the engine

cylinders. When used under boilers

for making steam , the freer the gas

from solid matter the better. The
MANUFACTURED BY THE SARGENT STEAM METER

efficiency of gas- fired boilers depends COMPANY, OF CHICAGO, FOR DETERMINING THE PERCENTAGE OF DUST IN BLAST

as much on the side of the tube next

to the fire being clean as the side

surrounded by the water. for a steel plant using gas cleaners through , and unless the former is

Apparatus for cleaning gas , then,
for furnace gas . carefully dried over calcium chloride

would depend upon the purpose for The ordinary method of determin- and weighed several times , a long

which the gas is to be used. Cleaners ing the dust in air or gas is to make and tedious process, errors will nat

vary in design and operation , and a filter of a glass tube filled with urally arise . Experiments have shown

thev , too , have to be cleaned when absorbent cotton , through which flows that if two cotton-filled tubes are

the gas delivered contains more dust the air to be filtered . The gas is used in tandem , the second will in

than allowable for the particular measured through a test meter and crease in weight, showing that some

FIG. I.-AN APPARATUS

FURNACE GASES
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of the impalpable dust is not re

tained by the first tube.

The filtering medium for the appa

ratus herein described is imply a

diaphragm of white filter paper

through which the gas percolates ,

C.placed

an Sunna

LESMETEA .

in the gas .FIG. 2.-FILTER OF THE SARGENT STEAM METER

COMPANY'S DUST DETERMINATOR

OF BROOKLYN

but on account of the minute inter

stices of the medium , every atom of

dust or dirt remains behind. The

side through which the gas enters

becomes the colour of the dust , while

the other side remains uncoloured.

When two filters are used in tan

dem , the second does not increase

in weight, showing that no dust

permeates such a filtering medium .

The velocity of gas is not rapid

through the filters and test meter,

which has but a 1 -inch pipe, and if

the instrument be erected some dis

tance from the main supply pipe the

deposition of dust on the way to the

filter will cause an appreciable error .

In the apparatus illustrated here

with , and manufactured by the Sar

gent Steam Meter Company, of Chi

cago , a f - inch pipe passing across

the top of the filter holder, Fig . I ,

allows a considerable quantity of gas

to pass the opening to the filter at a

fair velocity, keeping the dust stirred

up. The amount filtered out must

be indicative of the total dust in the

gas .

By keeping continuous records of

the dust in the gas before and after

cleaning, the efficiency of the cleaners

can be maintained . A check on the

operation of the furnace is possible ,

and the minimum wear of the engine

cylinders is insured . A record of

the condition of the furnace gas is

essential in its commercial use .

Fig . 2 shows the complete self

contained determinator, which con

sists of a portable case containing an

accurate test meter, two filter holders,

cross- connected 1 - inch brass piping,

so that gas to be tested may flow

over the mouth of either filter, and Cable Reel Jacks

hose connections allowing the gas

passing through the filter paper to be
NABLE REEL JACKS , recently

accurately measured through the test

meter . Colman J. Mullin Company, of

When the percentage of moisture
Brooklyn , are shown in the annexed

in the gas is desired, it is passed illustrations. These jacks have been

through a cooling coil , where most designed to meet the demand created

of the moisture is condensed and by the handling of heavy and cum

precipitated in a collecting bottle.
bersome reels of lead -covered cable

From the cooling coil the gas is
now so extensixely used for trans

passed through three or four bottles mission purposes.

of calcium chloride, removing effect- A great advantage claimed for

ually any further moisture in the these jacks is that they occupy lit

gas before it is metered or its tle space in being carried from place

calorific value determined . When the

determinations are merely for find

ing the percentage of dust, the

cleaned gas, after leaving the meter ,

is mingled with the main supply and

burned or wasted to the atmosphere.

The cleaned , dry gas may be passed

through an automatic calorimeter, not

shown , by which the B. T. U. are

determined, as well as the hydrogen

A complete record of the

dust and calorific value is an indica

tion of the internal furnace condi

tions, desirable in the economical

inanufacture of steel .
THE " TRIUMPH " TYPE OF CABLE REEL JACK

BU'ILT BY THE COLMAN J. MULLIN COMPANY ,

By using two filter holders continu

ous determinations can be made. By

the proper manipulation of the
to place. The " Triumph ” type of

valves,gas can be passed through jack occupies a space of 6 by 30

either filter while the dust collected
inches, and at the same time is as

in the other , per cubic foot of gas stable as can be desired. This feat

burned, is being ascertained. On ac
ure is valuable when the jacks are

count of the moisture in the gas
used to support the reel over a man

softening up the filter paper, a wire
hole located alongside a car-track

gauze is inserted under the filtering or on a busy street corner. A wagon

medium to prevent the weight of the may pass, where it would otherwise

dust from tearing it . As the de
be impossible, and , moreover , the

posited dust and filter paper remain operator has more room in which to

more porous if kept warm and dry, work .

an incandescent lamp or candle is
Another important feature is that

burned under the filter holder in use. the throat of the stand is not

The inlet and outlet pipe for gas threaded , the head being raised by
passes through the case, which is

turning a nut bearing on the top of
provided with a door and lock , and

the throat. The screw may, there

may be left running twenty -four fore, be readily removed, making the

hours if desired , though hourly read
jack easier to carry on a truck.

ings may be obtained if the varia

tions of the dust under different con

ditions are desired . The proportion

of gas wasting and going through the

meter is adjustable, and can be regui

lated to suit the conditions and loca

tion of the apparatus relative to the

Aue from which the sample is taken.

If the burning or wasting of the gas

fowing by the filter mouth is not de

sirable, it may be piped back into the

sas flue in such a way as to main

tain a circulation through the shunt.

Metallic molybdenum and a num

ber of its alloys have been produced

in Germany by Dr. C. Lehmer, who

used electric furnace of the

Héroult type.

an

TIE " PERFECTION TYPE OF CABLE REEL

JACK BUILT BY THE COLMAN J. MU'LLIN COM

PANY ,
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het hierdie poles'are builtup ofsteel STEunit's turbin0,000KW. capacity

The head is rigid, and so does not self -contained and requires no base . two brushes. The machine illus

offer an unsteady support for the The stator yoke rests on slide rails , trated has the shaft extended to re

reel , thus avoiding excessive wear to which it is bolted . ceive a pulley for driving a belted
on the head or the stripping of These machines are of the revolv- exciter ; they can , however, be fur

threads on the screw . ing-field type, the armature beingarmature being nished without the extended shaft.

In addition to the “ Triumph ” type stationary. The stator punchings The bearings are of the ring -oiling,

of reel stand , the company manufac- are of selected steel carefully an- self-aligning type, and are of liberal

tures other types, one of which , the nealed, and are supported in a cast- dimensions ; both bearings are of the

“ Perfection ," is illustrated herewith . iron yoke provided with numerous same size .

The company is prepared to manu- openings to allow free circulation of The electrical performance of these

facture jacks or other devices for air.
alternators is unusually good. The

the needs of underground cable con- All armature coils are form wound. fields have sufficient margin for

struction according to specifications As the slots are open , the coils can handling inductive loads , the effi

furnished by customers. be readily removed, thus giving a ciency of the machines is high and

decided advantage machines the rating conservative.

having closed slots , in which the

coils are difficult to replace in case of
Self-Contained Belted Alternators

accident. The projecting stator yoke 10.000-KW. Westinghouse Turbine

HE Allis -Chalmers Company, of and end housings completely protect Units for Rapid Transit Work

the ends of the coils where they in Brooklyn

cently developed a line of project beyond the laminated core.

small 60-cycle , belted alternators, one
TEAM turbine electric generating

of which is illustrated herewith . laminations riveted between end heads

These machines are self -contained , and dovetailed and keyed to a spider are to be installed in the Kent

and are built for outputs ranging or hub . The field coils are wound avenue station of the Brooklyn Rapid

from 50 KW . at 1200 revolutions per with square wire, which makes a Transit Company. The order for

minute to 150 KW . at 900 revolu
these is distinctive in that it is the

very compact and durable winding.

tions per minute, two or three -phase. Exciting current is supplied to the
largest ever placed for power gen

They can also be furnished for single field through cast -bronze collector
erating machinery, and that the units

are of the largest size contemplated

at the present time . The new equip

ment will consist of five 10,000 -KW .

turbo -generator units and a large

amount of converting, transforming

and controlling apparatus, all built

by the Westinghouse interests.

In compactness, the new unit es

tablishes a new standard. Over-all

the turbine measures 242 feet in

length , 15 feet in width , and 121 feet

in height above the floor level. This

is equivalent to 3.8 rated B. H. P.

per square foot occupied, or 53 B.

H. P. maximum ; conversely the tur

bine requires 0.026 square foot per

rated B. H. P. , or 0.018 square foot

per maximum B. H. P. The com

bined unit measures approximately

48ļ feet in length , equivalent to 0.075

square foot per KW . rated, or 0.049

square foot per KW . maximum .

The turbine equipment is designed

for a steam pressure of 175 pounds

at the throttle, 100 degrees super

heat and 28 inches vacuum . Under

these operating conditions assumed ,

the units are capable of sustaining

their full rated load continuously with

a temperature rise of 35 degrees C ..

with power factor ranging from 00

to 100 per cent. In the event of loss

A 60 -CYCLE SELF -CONTAINED BELTED ALTERNATOR, BUILT BY THE ALLIS -CHALMERS of vacuum , accidental or otherwise,

COMPANY, OF MILWAUKEE , WIS. the turbines will automatically " go

to high pressure," carrying their full

phase in outputs ranging from 37 rings mounted on the shaft between rated load without the assistance of

KW . at 1200 revolutions per minute the field and the outboard bearing. a condenser. This feature will be

to 110 KW . at 900 revolutions per The bearing housing has three arms, obtained through the use of a second

minute. As shown in the illustra- as shown in the illustration, thus ary admission valve of construction

tion , the bearings are supported in leaving the space around the col similar to the primary valve and

end housings bolted to the stator lector rings and brushes easily ac- operated by the governor in such a

yoke so that the whole machine is cessible. Each ring is provided with manner as to automatically come into

ALS
ERALYEFECO

KELEWS

.

2-8
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as

operation when the overload uponthe watt, air-blast transformers will step tour of inspection of gas engine

machine reaches a certain point. The up the generator voltage to 33,000 power plants in Germany and Bel

action of this valve is to raise the volts fortransmission. gium . Mr. Klein is a member of the

pressures in the various stages and A 1000 - kilowatt rotary converter Royal Institute of Dutch Engineers.

thus increase the capacity of the ma- will be distributed in the sub-stations

chine. at South Camden , Glassboro, New- Robert McF . Doble, of Colorado

Speed variation may be adjusted to field , Mizpah , Atlantic City , and one Springs, Col. , formerly of San Fran

a nicety by a distant control mech- at the Westville power house. The cisco , Cal . , has been retained as con

anism attached to the governor and accompanying air -blast transformers sulting and supervising engineer by

operated from the switchboard. Close for these machines have a capacity Messrs. Curtis & Hine, general man

regulation may be obtained if de- of 370 kilowatts each , three being agers of the recently organized Cen

sired when running alone , and when installed with each of these rotaries . tral Colorado Power Company, in the

running in parallel with other ma- The Pennsylvania Railroad has or- development of their large hydro

chines the regulation may be changed dered all the additional apparatus electric power projects on the Grand

to 3 per cent. of 4 per cent., if found from the General Electric Company, River, Colorado.
desirable. which also furnished and installed the

In the construction of the gen- initial equipment. S. W. Smith , formerly with the

erator the standard rotating field de Canadian Westinghouse Company in

sign will be employed with frame en their Montreal office, has accepted

tirely enclosed SO to facilitate Personal the position of Ontario representa
forced ventilation and incidentally tive for the Packard Electric Com

obviate the noise emanating from O. A. Honnold, who has been act- pany , of St. Catharines, with head

high- speed turbines. Current may be ing as electrical engineer of the Utah quarters at Toronto . Mr. Smith has

delivered at 6600 or 11,000 volts , ac- Light & Railway Company, has been many friends in Toronto and through

cording to the method of connecting appointed chief engineer. Joseph S. out Ontario, who will be glad to

the windings. Wells has been appointed acting gen- notice his appointment to this posi

A good feature of the horizontal eral manager of the company. tion .

type turbine is the excellent disposi

tion which may be made of the con- In order to meet the demands of H. J. Lamborn has been appointed

densing apparatus. In spite of the increasing business, W. S. Barstow & superintendent of power and plant in

compactness of these large units, the Co. , of New York , and Portland, the Yale & Towne works, to succeed

surface condenser will be located , as Ore. , have recently enlarged their F. A. Waldron , who resigned about

usual , directly beneath in the power power plant department, which is in a year ago. The position is a very

house basement, together with all of charge of Perry West. Mr. West , responsible one , involving, as it does,

the condensing auxiliaries , thus giv- graduating from the State College of the management of all steam and

ing a clear engine room floor. This Kentucky, Lexington, with the de- electrical plants, and the supervision

arrangement likewise permits of the gree of M. E. , held the position of (and frequently the designing ) of

most effective means of carrying out general equipment engineer with new buildings. The work involved

the “ unit system " in power plant de- Joseph Williams & Co. , of Louisville, thus requires not only executive abil

sign , which is so important in secur- Ky. Subsequently he was associated ity, but also the training of an engi
ing the best arrangement of boiler with Pattison Bros. , of New York , neer and broad technical experience.

plant. and was actively engaged in steam Mr. Lamborn was born in Philadel

turbine work . Recently he has been phia in 1873 , and graduated first from
with the New York Edison Com- the Philadelphia high school and

Additional Electrical Equipment for pany, associated with George A. Or- later from thefrom the Towne Scientific
the West Jersey & Seashore

rok , chief mechanical engineer, re- School of the University of Pennsyl
Railroad

signing to take his present position vania in the course of mechanical

ECAUSE of the increased traffic with Barstow & Co. Associated with engineering. For three years he was

on the Camden - Atlantic City him is Carl F. Schreiber , a graduate associated with John C. Trautwine,

electric trunk line, it has be- of Columbia University. Mr. Schrei- Jr., in editorial work for the “ Civil

come necessary to add to the present ber is favourably known for his work Engineer's Pocket Book " ; then for

rolling stock about twenty - one cars . in the testing department of the four years connected with the engi

Both the new cars and the generating Brooklyn Rapid Transit Company, neer department of the United States

apparatus necessary to care for the and in the steam department of the Army on harbor and fortification

extra load are similar to the present New York Central & Hudson River work near Philadelphia, and then for

equipment. Each of the cars will be Railroad ; he was also one of the en- a year with the Hyatt Roller Bearing

driven by a GE -69 ( 200- H.P . ) double- gineers of the Electric Traction Com- CompanyCompany as mechanical engineer.

motor equipment, and will be fitted mission. Later Mr. Schreiber worked Since 1902 he has held the position

with the Sprague-General Electric in conjunction withwith George F. of mechanical and electrical engineer

Type M control. Hanchett, consulting engineer. An- and superintendent of the Magnetic

At the Westville power house a other notable addition to the staff is Separating PlantsSeparating Plants of Witherbee,

fourth 2000 -kilowatt, 6600 -volt, 25- Rulof Klein . Graduating from the Sherman & Co. , at Mineville, N. Y.

cycle , three-phase Curtis steam turbo- Delft Technical University , of Hol- ( on Lake Champlain ).

generator will be installed . Addi- land, Mr. Klein entered the field of

tional boiler capacity, with the ne- gas engineering. Among other work John E. Zimmermann, formerly

cessary condenser and feed pumps , in this country. Mr. Klein acted as secretary of the American Pulley

switchboards, etc., and a 75 -kilowatt , designing and constructing engineer Company, of Philadelphia, is now a

125-volt , horizontal Curtis steam in the gas engine department of the partner in the firm of Dodge & Day.

turbo-generator for excitation pur- Wellman , Seaver , Morgan Company,

poses, will also form part of the new of Cleveland, O. He has just re- Charles K. Stearns , mechanical and

equipment. Three extra 700 -kilo- turned from Europe, after making a electrical engineer, has removed his

B.
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and 1903.

all

neer .

Boston office to the Broad Exchange II . A. Currie has been appointed Announcement is made by the Du

building, 88 Broad street . assistant electrical engineer of the Bois Iron Works, of DuBois, Pa .,

New York Central & Hudson River that they have taken over the en

William J. Clark, general manager
Railroad Company, to succeed J. D. tire business of the Lazier Engine

of the foreign department of the Gen
Keiley, recently appointed electrical Manufacturing Company, of Buffalo ,

Mr. Cur- . Y. The DuBois Iron Works have
eral Electric Company, was appointed engineer of the company.

by Governor Hughes as a delegate
rie has been associated with the elec- been manufacturing gas and gasoline

from New York State to the national
trical department of the New York engines for years under the patents

convention for the extension of the
Central Railroad since 1903, when and designs of Arthur A. Lazier

foreign commerce of the United
the plans of the company for elec- former vice-president and general

States, which was held at Washing
trification were first undertaken . He manager of the Lazier Engine Man

ton , D. C., beginning Monday, Janu
has had a long electric railway ex- ufacturing Company, who has sold

ary 14. Mr. Clark hias been for many
perience, having been connected with out his entire interests and retires

years interested in and studied the
the Brooklyn Rapid Transit Com- from the business management and

conditions of foreign commerce, and
pany for the nine years between 1894 company. While in general the fu

his book, “ Commercial Cuba , ” is rec
In Brooklyn he was en- ture engine may have the same ap

ognized as an authority on the sub
gaged in power station work for six pearance, numerous improvements

ject . He has been a delegate to many
years, and later he was appointed as and changes will be made. The Du

important commercial conventions,
assistant to Mr. Keiley, who had Bois Iron Works have not only im

and in 1905 was a member of the
charge of the engineering work in proved the engines in construction

United States delegation at the In
connection with the rolling stock of and design, but have made it possible

ternational Railroad Congress at
the surface and elevated divisions of to operate them on natural, illuminat

the company.
Washington.

ing and coke oven gas, gasoline,

alcohol, distillate , crude oil and kero

Henry Docker Jackson announces sene in sizes ranging from 5 H. P.

E. L. Broome, steam engineer of the removal of his office from 4 State to 300 H. P. Peter Eyermann, one

the New York Central & Hudson street to Room 626 Broad Exchange of the foremost gas engine

River Railroad Company, has re- building, 88 Broad street , Boston ,
thorities, designers and engineers

signed to join the forces of the Stone Mass ., where he will carry on his from Germany, is chief of the engi

& Webster Engineering Corporation, business of consulting electrical engibusiness of consulting electrical engi- neering department, and under his
of Boston , Vass. Mr. Broome will He will make a specialty of designs and supervision the new and

be succeeded by Mr. W. C. Viller, reports on electrolysis, power dis improved “ DuBois" will be produced.

Jr.. formerly assistant steam engi- tribution for mills, railways and The company will continue the man

neer . lighting companies, power -plant econ- ufacture of their celebrated “ Sim

omy and on proposed or existing plex " steam pump, which has had a

Frederick X. Bushnell severed his plants for financial houses.
large use in the mining industry.

connection on February 1 with the The officers of the company are :

Rhode Island Suburban Railway John E. DuBois , president; W. C.

Company, of Providence, R. I. , as Trade News Pentz, vice-president; E. A. Badger,

chief engineer, to enter the employ secretary and treasurer, with I. N.

of Stone & Webster, of Boston . Mr. The Babcock & Wilcox Company IIlamilton as general manager. The

Bushnell received his early mechan- has bought from the Stirling Con- sales and advertising department will

ical training at the Providence Steam solidated Boiler Company, as of Dec. be in the hands of C. E. Stuart.

Engine Company, filling various posi- 31 , 1906, its American property and The head office and entire manage

tions in the shop and drawing room interests, including all accounts and ment will be located at Du Bois , Pa.

until he became designing engineer in bills receivable, and has assumed its At Buffalo , which formerly was the

188 ) . He then spent a year in Ches- obligations and will execute its or- Lazier Engine Manufacturing Com

ter , Pa ., returning to the Providence ders and contracts for boilers and pany's headquarters, a branch office

Engineering Works as general super- appurtenances for installation and use will be retained , together with

intendent in 1891. In 1893 he left in the United States . The plants branches in the principal cities

the company to take up the building thus purchased will be operated in throughout the country.

of the improved Greene engine at the the future by the Babcock & Wilcox

Fuller Iron Works, in Providence, Company under the name and style W. S. Barstow & Co., of New York ,

but owing to the financial troubles of “ The Babcock & Wilcox Company and Portland, Ore ., have contracted to

which occurred in the spring of that ( Stirling Department )," and will be do all the electrical work for an 800

year, this project had to be aban- operated under the direct charge and 050 -barrel cement plant, to be located

doned. Mr. Bushnell then became management of the same gentlemen on the outskirts of Montreal, Canada ,

chief engineer for the Narragansett who have operated the Stirling Con- for the Fordwick Company. The

Electric Lighting Company, which solidated Boiler Company. The gen- works will have about 2509 II . P.

position he has held since that time. tlemen who have been connected with in electric motors, and will take cur

In 1901 he also became chief me- the Stirling Consolidated Boiler rent from the Shawinigan power

chanical engineer for the United Company in its sales department will plant, eighty miles from Montreal.

Traction & Electric Company, which
be associated with the Babcock & The property of the Fordwick Com

controlled all the electric roads in Wilcox Company in similar capaci pany is about two miles in length by

Providence, Pawtucket and the sur
ties . The Babcock & Wilcox Com 000 feet in width , along the St. Law

rounding towns , and in 1902 , when pany ( Stirling Department) will rence River. Provision will be made

these street railway properties were manufacture the Stirling, Aultman & for storing 10.000 tons of coal ad

purchased by the United Gas Im- Taylor and Cahall water -tube boilers jacent to the works. Barstow & Co.

provement Company, of Philadelphia, and appurtenances heretofore manu- have been retained also by the Dan

Mr. Bushnell was appointed chief en- factured by the Stirling Consolidated Durv & Bethel Electric Light & Gas

gineer of the system . Boiler Company. Company, who will remodel their
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present plant completely and install

400 kilowatt additional capacity.

This will include the complete addi

tional steam plant building, coal stor

age and electrical apparatus .

Dodge & Day, engineers, of Phila

delphia, are building the new shops

for the Jones & Lamson Machine

Company, at Springfield, Vt . The

work is being pushed as rapidly as

possible, and the order for steel has

already been placed. The new build

ing for the Bridgeport Brass Com

pany, which is being engineered and

constructed by Dodge & Day, is

well under way, the steel having

been ordered and the foundation

work nearly completed.

The Prometheus Electric Company,

of New York , have recently con

tracted to supply a large concern in

Mexico with their heating apparatus.

This is probably the largest export

order ever put through for electrical

heating apparatus. One of the many

specialties of the company has been

their well-known plate warmers .

During 1906 they equipped a large

number of private residences and

hotels. Among the new and useful

designs produced this year may be

noted a water kettle . They are also

showing an attractive line of chafing

dishes, percolators, ovens, flat-irons,

and other heating devices.

New Catalogues waukee, Wis ., are dealt with in a

recent pamphlet. Other literature

A folder recently issued by the sent out recently are bulletins illus
Wilkinson Steam Turbine Com

trating and describing direct -con
pany of Providence, R. I. , deals with nected Reynolds - Corliss engines ,

the steam turbine built by that com- belted Corliss engines, and poly

pany. Sectional views are shown of
phase induction motors .

the assembled turbine, and the de

tails are also illustrated and fully de- I catalogue recently sent out by

scribed . Besides machines for driv
the Atlas Engine Works, of Indian

ing electric generators, the company apolis, is devoted to a variety of en

also builds a type for marine use , for gines and boilers built by the com

driving centrifugal pumps, blowers, pany . The engines illustrated are

and circular saws. the single-valve throttling, the twin

coupled throttling , the four -valve au

Automatic telephone pay stations tomatic, and the side - crank, splash

manufactured by the Gray TelephoneTelephone oiling types. The boilers are of the
Pay Station Company, of Hartford , horizontal tubular, vertical tubular ,

Conn ., are illustrated and described locomotive and water -tube types.

in an attractive catalogue recently

issued . A wide variety of apparatus Electric cooking and heating ap

is shown, including cabinet pay sta paratus are illustrated and described

tions, registers for measured service in a catalogue recently issued by the

on private or party lines , and street Prometheus Electric Company of

corner stations. A muffler, for keep- New York . The list includes food

ing extraneous noises from affecting and water heaters, water kettles ,

the transmitter, is also described and
water urns, tea kettles , coffee pots,

illustrated .
coffee percolators , chafing dishes,

griddles and toasters, waffle irons,
The Hawthorne works of the

cake bakers , ovens, kitchen

Western Electric Company, of Chi ranges, plate warmers , air heaters,
cago, are fully illustrated and de

radiators, curling iron heaters, flat

scribed in an attractive pamphlet re irons, glue heaters, and instrument

cently issued. The illustrations show sterilizers . The company is also pre
the exterior of the buildings, dif

pared to furnish estimate ; on special

ferent parts of the shops, and some heating equipments of every kind.

of the installations of generators

made by the company.
A card sent out recently by the

National Carbon Company, of Cleve
" The Insulator Book ," a pamphlet land, Ohio , emphasizes the uniformity

issued by the Locke Insulator Manu- of the “ Columbia " carbons manufac

facturing Company, of Victor, N. tured by the company. The reader

Y. , shows a wide variety of in- is told to measure a carbon with a

sulators manufactured by the com- micrometer and find that the diam

pany. Several pages are devoted to eter from end to end varies only in

notes of testing, the various methods thousandths of an inch .

being briefly described with the aid

of diagrams. A few suggestions regarding the

" condulets " manufactured by the

A circular recently sent out by the Crouse -Hinds Company, of Syra

Coffin Valve Company, of Boston , cuse, X. Y. , are given in a pam

Mass., contains an illustration of a phlet recently issued . In the 52

108- inch circular sluice gate built by pages are given 60 illustrations of

the company. This is one of thirteen how the " condulets" may be used.

furnished to the Niagara Falls Hy- According to a statement the

draulic Power & Manufacturing cover, however, there are a thousand

Company. other ways to use them .

cone

The Buckeve Electric Company, of

Cleveland, Ohio, are sending out a

series of “ lamp talks,” of which two,

- “ About Regular Lamps," and

“ Tantalum Lamps," — have been is

sued . The "talks" are just what

their name implies , --information re

garding the lamps given in a chatty,

conversational style.

The Standard Underground Cable

Company, of Pittsburg, announce

that they have recently opened branch

offices at Atlanta , Ga.; Los Angeles,

Cal., and Seattle , Wash .

on

VI . W. Dunton & Co., of Provi

dence, R. I., are sending out an at

tractive calendar for 1907. The

calender shows the products manu

factured by the company.

re
August Mietz, of New York, an

nounces that the commission ap

pointed by the French Government

to report on petroleum engines for

the French Navy has completed the

tests of various engines, and has

recommended the Vietz & Weiss en

gine. The 22 II . P. Mietz & Weiss

engine used in the tests has been pur

chased by the commission.

A very valuable series of five

maps, sent out by the Ontario Power

Company, show the various districts

served by Niagara power. Map No.

I shows the district of the Ontario

Power Company : No. 2 , Eastern On

tario and Western New York ; No.

3. the Welland Canal: No. 4. Niay

ara Falls and vicinity ; No. 5 , Buffalo ,

Depew , and West Seneca.

The short life of tantalum lamps

on alternating - current circuits is a

generally accepted fact in this coun

try, vet in the discussion of a

cent paper by James Swinburne, on

Indoor Illuminants ," before the

Association of Engineers-in -Charge.

of London, it was brought out that

tantalum lamps were running quite

comfortably (600 bours and still

going ) on the County of London

Company's frequency, which is 50

cycles.

Rotary converters built by the

Allis- Chalmers Company, of Mil
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J. H. SMITH , Editor lessened area of the superstructure A Vital Electric Traction Problem

and foundations, which in themselves The New York Central wreck at

are no small items . Woodlawn has concentrated the at

Editorials The use of concrete blocks avoids tention of experts upon a problem of
Potomac Power Plant .... the deadly monotony that seems al- vital interest to electric railway men .
Vital Electric Traction Problem .

most inseparable from the use of con- The discussion of the subject in the
South Norwalk Municipal Electric Plant .

crete molded in place . At the same press promises to differentiate clearly
Central Station Underground Cable Recor i Sys

time a strong structure is secured the track performance of electric and

without the difficult form work re- steam locomotives, and to bring out

Leading Articles quired for reinforced concrete . The many facts of value to those systems

The New Plant of the Potomac Electric Power danger of high temperatures and the which are using, or permitting the

Co., Washington , D. C ...... hair cracks , which so often mar the use of, electric locomotives on road

The South Vorwalk Municip monolithic concrete building, beds suited only to light traffic. It

How Leading Central Station Men View the

avoided. also has a direct bearing on those

A Vital Electric Traction Problem .. The shoe box and stove pipe effect roads which have adopted high -speed

Reinforced Concrete Ash Hopper .. so common in power-house structures schedules.

Central Station Cable Record System . is absent in the present case , owing The article which appears on
Methods of Solving Ice Problems ir Water-Power

to the means employed to accentuate other page is not intended to discussPlants ....

The Effect of the Removal of One Transformer the separate portions of the building, the one-spike theory or the distribu

from a Set of Three Connecte i in Star or by their differing heights. The use tion of wheel impact against the rails ,

Delta .. of skylights and their attendant dan- but it does point out the fact that

Electric Motor Connections ..
ger from drippage are avoided ; at the there are important lateral forces in

Electric Power Notes-New York

Outline Lighting ...
the electric machine which are notsame time the side light for the tur

Warrantable Expense in Meter Testing .. bine -room is not filtered through sev- present to the same degree in the

eral partitions of varying degrees of steam locomotive, and that these

density. The modest coal hoppers in forces must be reckoned with . In the

the track at the rear of the building article these forces and the factors

The Potomac Power Plant are a grateful relief from the unduly of safety were computed for 472

prominent coal and ash plants so fre- inches superelevation. It

quently seen and which often give the hardly necessary to emphasize the

Potomac Electric Power Co. , of impression that the main structure is fact that these values would vary with

Washington, D. C. , described but an annex to this portion of its the degree of curvature and the

elsewhere in this issue , presents a auxiliary equipment. superelevation , together with the

variation from the original design of The auxiliary machinery, it will be speed , and the type of locomotive,

turbine plants having the boiler-room noted, is all on one floor, and the which, in this case, was the joint
at right angles to the generator-room , pumps are not stowed away in a dark product of the General Electric Com

in that there are two firing aisles for alley under the boiler floor. The omis- pany and the American Locomotive
four rows of boilers , instead of three sion of the usual partition at this point Works.

firing aisles . This alteration of the brings all the steam -operated machin- In the analysis it will be noted that

lavout results in considerable saving ery into plain sight in the same room at the speed of 60 miles per hour,

of space, the plant as built occupying and reduces the labor of supervision. which is slightly above the schedule,

29.520 sq . ft. while had three firing Another of the novel features of the factor of safety was from 5 to 6

aisles been used 2700 sq. ft . additional this plant is the use of reinforced con- per spike, or double these figures , if

space would have been required . In crete ash hoppers below the boilers two spikes are to be considered .

cities where land is costly this reduc- in place of the usual steel-plate struc- Under these circumstances the OC

tion of area , which does not impair the ture lined with concrete or fire -brick . currence of this accident is inex

efficiency of the plant , results in a con- These concrete hoppers are fully de- plicable with the present track con

siderable reduction in the first cost , to scribed and illustrated in a separate struction and the New York Central

say nothing of the saving due to the article in this issue. type of locomotive.

seens
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I

The South Norwalk Municipal that if they had adopted progressive capability that is fitted to this place
Electric Plant .

methods they would have been able and just the kind that is fitted to that.

N another portion of this issue will to make some small concessions and Indeed, between government control

have retained their monopoly of the and private control, the difference in

of a successful municipal generat- business . that respect is almost the exact differ

ing plant. This success being, in part, One of the conspicuous features ence between what we call true organ

ciue to the disinterested services of a that stands out in the history of the ization and what is the merest aggre

public - spirited citizen and to the appli- South Norwalk plant is the devotion gation ; for in private enterprise each

cation of sound accounting principles of lIr . Winchester, who has thor- man has comeby a process of attrition
and business common sense to the oughly identified himself with the en- to the place he is best fitted to fill,

work. The employees of the plant terprise and , in effect, supplied the while in government employment each

do not seem to depend for their job spur of one -man control that makes man is dropped into his place, irre

upon some ward boss , whose influ- for the efficiency of all business inter- spective of special fitness , and under

ence is sufficient to override all other prises. Such self-abnegation is not civil service is riveted there ." .

qualifications; and as a result of which only rare , but in public affairs the In the past year the ELECTRICAL

the outlay for repairs is reasonable for man combining the essential qualities AGE has published several articles

a plant of this size . The data in re- of business and engineering manage- dealing with the benefits that follow

gard to the cost of generating current ment and a willingness to devote him- the adoption of broad-gage methods

indicate that due care is taken to main- self to an uncertain public service are in handling the relations between

tain the plant in an efficient condition . not often found in the one person , and the public and public service corpora

The report and balance sheet appear the following remarks of the Hon . tions in preference to the policy of

to show a healthy condition and are Peter S. Grosscup in a recent issue of squeezing the lemon dry at once. The

particularly noteworthy on account of the American Magazine are pertinent policy of building up a prosperous

the presence therein of several items to the case in hand ; and while the ref- future depends on the conduct of the

which are usually conspicuous by their erence of this able student of economic business now , and the fancied wrongs

absence in the reports of such enter- affairs is to government control, he of a few are liable to outweigh all

prises . has stated the question so broadly that considerations of good and efficient

The average cost of generation and it applies to municipal ownership and service . A penny close to the eye can

fixed charges is low for a plant having justifies the present long quotation : obscure the sun . Xecessarily it re

a load factor of 17.6 per cent.; at the " One controlling economic reason quires tact to handle an unreasonable

same time this load factor is higher for opposing public ownership is that patron , ignorant of the many difficul

than that of some municipal plants every individual in society prospers ties overcome in furnishing him with

claiming to produce electricity at low- just in proportion as industry gets the an uninterrupted supply. But it will

er unit rates . The average income per best there is in human capability ; on be found possible in most all cases

k . w . h . is apparently reduced a trifle the other hand, government control to smooth out such difficulties by go

below the normal on account of the and direction never gets, and in the ing over the matter fully with him

low rates charged against the city nature of things never can get , all and giving him a fair insight into the

lighting work. The fuel costs shown there is , or the best there is , in human company's side of the case , and the

by the Diesel engine are low and com- capability. difficulties met. The man for this post

pare favorably with the results gained " Now the government may compete must be one who can keep his temper

by the use of much larger steam- with private enterprise in getting thoroughly in hand, and the results to
driven units on cheap coal. The cost capable men , but it has not thus far be gained are well worth the time

of coal per k . w . h . is very high , which shown anything of the capacity of a spent in such work , unpleasant though

is probably due to the high cost of private enterprise to assign the right it may be. A large company can well

coal delivered at the plant, and to the man always to the right place. The afford to detail à man especially toa

use of the steam units to tide over agency which in private enterprise this work , but in a small organization

peaks . This method of operation is succeeds so generally in eventually such duties must be combined with

not conducive to the best results as landing in the right place the right others, and it is of the highest im

regards coal economy, since a large man is not simply good intention , nor portance that the right man is found

amount of fuel is consumed under mere intelligence, but the intelligence for the place.

banked boilers and in the process of and intention which constantly study

starting up and shutting down the the enterprise in hand - which make
Central Station Underground

steam plant. Owing to this mode of it the one affair in life, constantly Cable Record System
management, the costs of fuel for the

thought of and planned for ; an in

Diesel engine and for the steam plant telligence and intention , too, which In this issue we describe a system

are not comparable with each other. are themselves as nearly as possible for keeping track of underground

This plant is located in a town permanent. That kind of seeking out cables used by the United Electric

whose size , while ample to afford a and watchfulness few government de- Light and Power Company of New

good line of business to a single plant, partments possess. The in York .

would not justify the establishment of charge of government departments In the days when overhead con

a competing plant by private capital. may be intelligent and well inten- struction was permitted, it was a

This fact is plainly evidenced by the tioned, but they are in to -day and out comparatively easy matter for a man

absorption of the commercial business to -morrow . The thing under them is to trace out the different transmis

by the progressive management of its not their child. They never, as a mat- sion lines , as they were in plain sight

municipal rival . When the agitation ter of fact, get their hands and their and not numerous. Where the over

for a municipal plant started , the mind fully into the work. head lines have been replaced by

privately owned central station adopted " Nor will civil service change this. underground cables and gathered

the usual tactics used by the public- Civil service examinations may secure into ducts, the proposition is differ

service corporations of that day and capable men , but no civil service ex- ent. It then becomes absolutely

which , to a regrettable extent, prevail amination can assign the right man necessary to identify every cable at

at present , which simply added oil to to the right place, can pick out of the its terminals, and to know its service

the flames. It is extremely probable thousand capable men just the kind of connections.

men



The New Plant of the Potomac Electric Power Co.

Washington , D. C.

HE Bennings generating plant of
each portion . The windows are set in

T
from the cars into track hoppers lo

the Potomac Electric Power panels , and the walls are finished by cated opposite the end of the firing

Co. , of Washington, D. C. , a neat corbelled cornice. The chim- aisles . From these hoppers the coal

which was recently completed, pre neys are also of concrete , in harmony passes to crushers and thence to ele

sents some interesting innovations in with the building. The switch -room vators , which raise it to belt convey

power-plant construction . This plant and office portion of the building is a ors running over the bunkers . The

supplies current for light and power comparatively low structure, and conveyors serving each bunker have

purposes, as well as current for a above its roof large windows are a capacity of 40 tons per hour. Each

large part of the local street railways, placed in the walls of the turbine- bunker has a storage capacity of 650

and for the Washington, Baltimore & room , thus insuring a plentiful supply tons and consists of a number of in

Annapolis Ry. The plant is located of light without the use of skylights . verted pyramidalhoppers, constructed

on the Bennings Road, near a branch The boiler -room is also lower than of steel plates reinforced with angles .

of the Anacosta River, from which
the turbine-room and this portion of From the bottom of these hoppers the

the circulating water for the con- the plant was laid out in a manner coal is delivered through cast-iron

densers is drawn. to localize the three chimneys on the circular chutes , provided with gravity

In the arrangement of the plant the center line between the two center cut -off gates , to the stoker aprons .

boiler -room is placed at right angles to

the generator-room and the switch

board and offices are located in a low

annexon the opposite side to the boil

ers . The structure occupies a ground

area 164 ft . x 180 ft . , or 29,520 sq .

ft . The boiler -room is 120 ft. x 164

ft . , the turbine room , 45 ft . x 164 ft . ,

and the switch-room and office annex

is 15 ft . x 164 ft . The plant is de

signed for a normal generating ca

pacity of 19,000 kilowatts , making the

ground area per kilowatt 1.55 sq. ft .

About 800 tons of structural steel

were required for the building. The

plant is located on alluvial soil, which

required the use of piles ; the turbine

foundations, however, were carried

down to a firmer soil . Raymond con

crete piles were used, being driven to

a depth varying from 30 to 40 ft .

The condensing water conduits were

incorporated in the lower portions of

the turbine foundations, and to guard

against unequal settlement occurring

between the different units , the con

crete mass was reinforced with old BOILER -ROOM - SIXTEEN BABCOCK -WILCOX BOILERS . 175 LBS . PRESSURE,

rails .
150 ° F. SUPERHEAT

The superstructure was built of hol

low concrete blocks , made by the Lake rows of boilers. The boiler- room From the stokers the ashes drop into

Stone Co. , of Washington, D. C. , and basement has a height of 14 ft . , the reinforced concrete ash hoppers sus

with the exception of a few interior floor being flush with that of the main pended from the boiler -room floor,

partitions the walls are self-support- generating-room ; a portion of this from which they are drawn off into

ing. The blocks used were of uni- basementis given up to the exciter side -tip ash cars and conveyed to a

form size , 3 ft . x I ft . x i ft . , with units and pumps . This part of the hopper which delivers them to the

the exception of special reinforced basement is open to the turbine-room same bucket elevator that serves for

blocks required for the window and and a partition separates it from the handling coal . The elevator raises the

door lintels and sills . This is the first portion of the basement allotted to the ashes to a storage bin located between

extensive use of concrete blocks in a ash -handling plant. A part of this the two bunkers and in line with the

power -plant structure . basement is also devoted to a small chimneys, from which the ashes can

Architecturally, the plant is de- repair shop , the usual store-rooms , be delivered either to cars or teams, as

signed as three connected structures, locker and toilet facilities . desired. The reinforced concrete ash

the points of separation being accentu- Coal is delivered on a siding, par- hoppers are more fully described in a

ated by the difference in height of allel with the building, and is dumped separate article in this issue.
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THE STATION AT BENNINGS IN COURSE OF ERECTION

Building blocks of standard size , 36 inches by 12 by 12 inches ; 100,000 cu . ft . of blocks used .

The boiler-room is designed for

twenty -four boilers, arranged in four

rows facing two firing aisles , each row

containing three batteries of two boil

ers each . The present installation con

sists of 16 Babcock and Wilcox boil

ers designed to supply steam at 175

lbs. pressure with a superheat of

150° F. Each boiler has 6040 sq . ft .

of heating surface and 1180 sq . ft . of

superheating surface of the usual B.

& W. " U " type. The Roney stokers

used have a grate area of 111.8 sq . ft .

per boiler and are driven in pairs by a

small Westinghouse engine.

The smoke - flue connections are

made on top of the boilers between the

drums. The smoke flue connects with

a breeching on the center line of the

battery passing over the firing aisle

and receives the waste gases from the

opposite battery a short distance from

its junction with the chimner. A

damper is provided in each boiler up

take, and an automatically controlled

damper is located in each of the four

flues at the chimney. The three chim

neys were built by the Weber Steel

Concrete Chimney Co. Each chimney

receives the gases from eight boilers,

the third chimney being for the future

installation . The chimney shafts are

12 ft . internal diameter and have a

height of 200 ft . from the floor of the

basement, and 183 ft . above the grates .

While these chimneys are not of un

usual height or size , a number of them

having been constructed throughout

the Middle and Western States, they

have not come into extensive use on

the Atlantic coast .

These chimneys reston and are

tied to a concrete substructure by the

vertical steel reinforced rods of the

shaft . The shaft is also reinforced by

horizonal rings at suitable intervals.

The bore of the chimney is of uni

form diameter throughout. The lower

portion is built with an inner and outer

shell separated by an air space ; this

leaves the inner portion free to re

spond to temperature changes. The

outer shell supports the upper single

shell portion of the chimney, an offset

being formed over the top of the lining

in a manner which prevents soot from

dropping into the air space . Both

shells are of uniform thickness, except

at the offset , and the outer portion

protects the inner from the weather

and wind stresses .

The boilers are fed by two hori

zontal 16 x 1414 x 16 in . duplex

Epping -Carpenter pumps, delivering

into a 6 -in . ring header, from which

risers lead to each boiler . These

pumps draw from two Warren Webs

ter open feed -water heaters located

on the boiler -room floor in the space

between the chimneys, each having a

capacity of 200,000 lbs . of water per

hour heated from 80 ° to 205 ° F. Two

make-up tanks with a capacity of

25,000 lbs . of water each are installed

in the boiler -room , from which water

is drawn to cover the losses due to

waste and leakage .

The steam piping is of mild steel

with Van Stone loose flanges, and

semi-steel fittings, the largest size of

pipe used being 15 ins. in diameter.

A header in backof the boilers re

ceives the steam and is connected

1
2

1
2

THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE STEEL-CONCRETE CHIMNEY
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NEW CENTRAL GENERATING STATION OF POTOMAC ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY AT BENNINGS, D. C.

across the firing aisle with the header vacuum pumps are of the singe-stage erintendent of the Potomac Electric

serving the opposite boilers, forming type built by H. R. Worthington. Power Co.

a large letter " U.” The two “ U's" Motor driven hot -well pumps are In addition to the generating plant,

are cross-connected . The turbines are lised . Each unit is supplied with a there have been erected four new sub

connected to the header , 10 - in . pipes separate atmospheric exhaust connec- stations to take care of the increasing

going to the 2000 kilowatt units, and tion leading in a tunnel under the load . Substations No. 10 , No. II and

12- in. pipes to the 5000 kilowatt units . turbine-room floor to the boiler-house No. 12 were located at stragetic points

Steamseparators are not used , but the where a riser passes to the roof. for extending the service , while new

system is drained , the drip being piped Blake atmospheric relief valves are No. 2 is practically an addition to an

to the feed-water heaters. The auxili- placed in these pipes . existing station ,and for this reason the

aries take steam from a 6- in . header There are two 100 kilowatt 125- amount of space allotted to future

in the basement which is drained by volt exciters driven by Harrisburg en- units is based upon the united capacity

two 34 - in . Squires steam traps. These gines , which also supply such direct of both installations . Each of these
pipes are covered with 85 per cent . current as is required for house pur substations was designed to suit local

magnesia .

The turbines are of the Curtis verti- bearings, the pressure being main

poses. Oil is used in the turbine step conditions peculiar to itself .
The new substation is a brick

cal type with base condenser, the two
tained by three pumps and an accumu

structure with steel frame and con

2000 kilowatt units being four stage
lator.

crete floor and roof, one-story high .

and the 5000 kilowatt units being five
The alternators are superimposed on

The present installation comprises two

stage. There is room for an addi 1100 -kilowatt three -phase transform

tional 5000 kilowatt unit , only two ma
the turbines and are four pole, 25

ers and two 1000 -kilowatt rotaries .

chines of this capacity being installed cycle machines, designed for 6600
The transformers are provided with

at present . The turbines operate at volts . From them the leads pass to
dial switches connected to taps

750 r. p. m . The condenser for the the oil switches in the annex ; these
brought out from different points on

5000 kilowatt units las 20,000 sq . ft. switches are of the well-known Gen
the transformer secondary winding.

of cooling surface ; the circulating eral Electric “ H ” type . This expedient permits the direct-cur

water is supplied by a 24 -in. steam- The designing of the generating rent voltage to be varied . A number

driven centrifugal pump. The 2000- plant was done by the J. G. White of remote control oil switches are in

kilowatt condenser has 8000 sq . ft . of Co. , of New York, and the work was stalled at this substation to control the

surface , and cooling water is furnished carried out under the direct super- incoming and outgoing current, as this

by a 16- in . centrifugal pump. The dry vision of L. E. Sinclair , general supvision of L. E. Sinclair , general sup- plant is used to distribute current to
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GENERAL PLAN OF POTOMAC POWER PLANT

Showing the compact grouping of the condensing auxiliaries due to the use of base condensers , and the arrangement of the suction pipes of circulating pump to permit access
to the foot valves. The piping runs are short and direct and ample provisions are made for their expansion.

some of the smaller substations. A circuit . This substation was de- and provision is made for the air ducts

storage battery having 276 cells can signed for an ultimate capacity of required for cooling the transformers.

be connected to the three-wire system 6000 kilowatts . The use of motor-generators in a sub

or the railway circuits . When in light- Substation No. 10 was designed for station , while common abroad, is not

ing service it is cut in two and an end- 5000 -kilowatt capacity to serve the so in this country. These machines

cell switch having 20 cells connected Edison three-wire system . The pres- are provided with induction motors

to it is used to vary the voltage, while ent installation comprises two 500- which are started through compensa

for the railway service the end-cell kilowatt motor-generators and a 75- tors . The use of motor-generators

switch is used to vary the amount of kilowatt balancing set. There is space makes it comparatively easy to start

load carried by the battery. The bat- reserved for the future installation of up after a total interruption on the

tery is charged from the railway three 1000 - kilowatt rotary converters,- three-wire system , as these machines
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emergency. The apparatus installed

here is designed to carry the load

formerly handled by the steam -driven

units , and consists of a 500 -kilowatt

frequency changer and three 500

kilowatt rotary converters. The lat

ter carry a street railway load, while

the frequency changer transforms the

6600 - volt 25-cycle current to 2400

volt 60 -cycle current.

In the building of the main power

station over 100,000 cubic feet of Lake

concrete blocks were used . The use

of cast concrete blocks in this build

ing marks the advent of a new ma

terial into the field of power plant

construction . A material that

lends itsef so readily to the art

of the architect and at the same

time reduces the cost of the build

ing is certain to find a wide

in this field . The standard

size of the block is I ft . xi ft . x

3 ft ., or 3 cu . ft . Using the best ma

terials , this block can be produced for

33 cents, and adding 12 cents for profit

and 6 cents for hauling and setting in

the wall, makes a total of 51 cents for

3 cu . ft . of wall . A similar amount of

brick wall will cost from $.75 to $ 1.00.

Compared with natural stone, the cost

is even more favorable ; a 5x7 window

sill of Indiana limestone will cost in

the neighborhood of Washington,

D. C. , about 35 cents per lineal foot

and sells for 45 cents . A sill can be

turned out at 12 cents per foot and is

sold for 34 cents . An artificial key

stone, 472 ft . long, 14 in . thick, 29 in.

wide at the top and io in . at the bot

tom costs about $7.50. A natural

stone of the same dimensions costs

from $30 to $ 60.

use

ONE OF THE 5000 K. W. TURBO -ALTERNATOR UNITS BUILT BY THE GENERAL

ELECTRIC COMPANY

serve and it is intended to maintain

an operating force at this point able

to handle the steam machinery in an

can be got in operation and brought

up to voltage and their current util

ized to bring the rotaries in . The

compensator permits the starting of

these machines without causing a sud

den surge on the high -tension lines .

A storage -battery room is pro

vided on the second floor of this sub

station , permitting the installation of

250 cells . This battery will be con

trolled in the same manner as that in

substation No. 2 .

Substation No. 11 is in an old office

building . remodeled to suit the pur

pose . Owing to the small space avail

able , the blowers for the transform

ers were placed in the basement.

This station was designed to handle

a railway load and is equipped with

two 500-kilowatt six- phase rotaries

and two 500-kilowatt three-phase air

blast transformers. These transform

ers are equipped with dial switches

similar to those used in substation

No. 2 .

Substation No. 12 is located in a

portion of an old engine-driven power

station , space being obtained by the re

moval of a part of the disused steam

plant and generators. The remaining

steam equipment is being held in re

WINDOW LINTELS FOR POWER STATION

There are 35 of these lintels ten feet long, one foot thick and two feet high, each weighing

4,050 pounds and reinforced by four three-quarter inch steel bars.



The South Norwalk Municipal Plant

S

a

were

IXTEEN years ago the City of report led to an appropriation of gas, gasoline and fuel-oil engines, it

South Norwalk , Conn ., was sup- $ 20,000 for a commercial addition in was decided that the installation of

plied with electric light and power October, 1897. All of this work was an American Diesel engine of 225

by a local private firm , the Connecti- designed and supervised by Commis- horse -power direct connected to

cut Lighting & Power Co. OperatingOperating sioner Winchester. Commercial light- 160 Fort Wayne generator would

without competition , this corporation ing began August 1, 1898, and in the furnish the required increase of power

lighted the streets with unreliable arc following October the most important economically and avoid the necessity

lamps of 800 nominal candle-power for and distinctive feature of this system of moving the plant. The Council

periods and at prices arbitrarily fixed was instituted when , with the Council's endorsed the commissioners' report

to suit its convenience, regardless of sanction, all the private and public advocating the proposed enlargement

public protest and demands for longer lighting systems were put on a strictly at a cost of $ 22,000 , and a city meet

and better service . commercial basis , fixed charges being ing appropriated the estimated amount

As a result, after a series { public established for all output of the plant,? in June, 1905. The material for in

meetings, the citizens in 1892 voted so as to enable a proper accounting creasing and extending the distribu

an appropriation of $ 22,500 for the system to be used , as customary un- tion system was purchased by the

establishment of a municipal plant, and cier private ownership. commissioners and the work was com

a committee of three was appointed Business increased rapidly, and in pleted by the regular operating staff,

by the City Council to direct its con- May, 1900, $ 17,500 was appropriated with temporary help, four months

struction . Albert E. Winchester, a for enlargement, followed by $20,000 after the enlargement was authorized .

consulting engineer in New York , was in 1903. In the course of these ex- The engine and generator

selected to design and supervise the tensions all of the original equipment started under trial load.

work , and in the course of time he was retired after eleven years of serv The enterprise of the South Wor

identified himself with the enterprise , ice . In 1901 the system of the local walk municipal works system was

making it a life -work . That the South company was purchased by the com- shown at this time by installing a

Norwalk plant is highly efficient is missioners, materially extended and steam system for heating the passen

due largely to this engineer, who gave connected with the city's plant. South ger coaches of waiting trains of the

up a position of promise and financial Norwalk was now operating a com N. Y., N. H. & H. Railroad Company.

success in order to work out to a plete public and commercial service of Though this forms but a small source

practical success those principles of light and power, having overcome all of revenue, and makes a market for

public control which appealed to him . competition. This did not occur with surplus steam , it shows a degree of

How much of the success was due out opposition on the part of the pri- initiative and readiness to avail it

to the system of municipal control, vate company , which was in complete self of commercial opportunity, wholly

how much to the exceptional indi- control in 1891. Numerous suits and at variance with the reluctance to ex

vidual cannot be determined. It will injunctions, offers to purchase or lease tend and the supine inertia so often

furnish opponents in argument this the city plant, and other methods were incident to municipal control. The

ready weapon : “ That where a capa- resorted to . At present, while the op- same appreciation of technical ad

ble individual devotes himself to the position company has control of the vances and readiness to discard anti

principle of public ownership , that street-railway system and supplies the quated equipment and methods may be

force of personal incentive is furnished city with gas, it actually has but one seen throughout the career of this

which is the mainspring of success in per cent. of the customers for electric plant. They prompted the weeding

private control."
lighting and power. out of the original outfit in 1903, and

On the land purchased by the com- The municipal service was so satis- the radical departure from steam to

mittee, a 100 -horse - power plant began factory and the growth of electric fuel oil power generation in 1905.

supplying current to 86 open arc demand so rapid that by the end The plant is the result of a natural and

series lamps on city owned pole-lines of 1904 the commissioners were con- healthy growth .

in October, 1892. The fire -alarm sys- fronted with the fact that another en After 1898 the enlargements were

tem was transferred from the fire de largement would have to be made to paid for with notes signed by the com

partment to the electric works; a de- meet the fall load of 1905. The plant missioners and endorsed by the city

parture in public service which has had practically outgrown its space treasurer, instead of bond issues,

proven advantageous. limitations. Additional boiler capacity These notes have been , and will be, en

After several years of public light- was required if the output was to be tirely redeemed by the profits of the

ing, the results were so satisfactory increased by adding steam units. This plant, which , also, provide for the

that upon a petition to the Council a would necessitate the removal of the interest of the debts contracted for the

committee was appointed to report on generating plant to some city property plant's erection and progressive en

the advisability of enlarging the plant on the water front, where boat de- largement. For instance, the annual

and extending its service to commer- livery of coal could be secured and statement of January 1 , 1906, reported

cial lighting . Mr. Winchester, then a supply of circulating water for con- a debt of $85.400.01 , that of January

one of the electric light commissioners, densing purposes. In view of the 1 , 1907, a debt of $ 74,694.51, showing

was selected to conduct the investiga- trouble and expense, such a movement a reduction of $ 10,705.50, all out of

tion . After a thorough study cover- was to be avoided if a suitable alter- the profit of the business. In addition

ing electric plants in all parts of the native could be found. After a thor- to this $3.445.81 were paid for inter

United States, a favorable committee ough investigation of existing types of est .

130
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$ .04479

Lbs. coal consumed last year

.02764

01715

59,163

2,500,810

.02250

.00359

S

9.916

114

PLANT AND EQUIPMENT sumed. At the present price of 374 hours were generated, 586,872 by the
Considering the fragmentary growth cents per gallon, the fuel cost of the Diesel motor and 285,510 by coal .

of this plant, it presents the appear Diesel engine generator kilowatt- The average income per kilowatt-hour

ance of a unit conception embodied in hour is 3.78 mills. The following data was 4.479 cents and the cost of gen

one comprehensive design. The main is of interest, as showing the efficiency eration 2.764 cents. The average cost

building of brick , 1" stories high , and economy of the South Norwalk by fuel oil was 2.25 cents, as com

109 ft . long, and 48 ft . wide, contain- Municipal Electric Works : pared to 3.59 cents by coal , a differ

ing in the fire-room 4 return fire ence of 1.32 cents in favor of the
Average income perKw .hour.

tubular boilers of 125 nominal horse- Average cost per Kw . hour including int . Diesel engine, showing that had all

depr. exp. and opr..

power each , a feed -water heater, in the output been generated by coal, the
Average profit Kw . hour.

jector and the ordinary boiler-room Gallons of fuel oil consumed last year. cost would have been $ 7,746.71 greater

appliances, excepting that the un- Average cost of coal per Kw .hour.
than it actually was, and justifying

usually complete arrangements for
Average cost of fuel per Kw. hour. the opinion expressed by the manage
Average lbs . coal per Kw. hour.

weighing coal indicate an apprecia- Average Watt hours per gal , fuel oil . ment that the unusual success and

Average Watt hours per lb. coal .

tion of systematic and accurate data
economy of this plant was due, in a

on fuel consumption . The streets are lighted by direct- large degree, to the adoption of the

All the steam engines are of the current series enclosed arc lamps of Diesel unit. It is true , however, that

Watertown high -speed type direct 1400 nominal c . p . on two circuits, hav these figures do not actually apply to

connected to 250 volt direct current, ing 13 miles of wire and a total pos- the whole showing, as the cost of

mutipolar generators; two of these are sible capacity of 130 lamps spaced at
coal per kilowatt -hour is dispropor

60-kw . Siemens & Halske , a 280- intervals of 500 ft . The lamps were tionately high, because steam was used

kw. Eddy and one 165-kw. Fort lighted 357 nights during the past as an auxiliary and to carry peak loads

Wayne dynamo. The Diesel engine year , each lamp averaging 3287 hours only, and entailed the use of a large

shown in Fig . I is direct connected of service at a cost of $.0182 per lamp amount of coal under banked boilers

and in getting up fires.

The commissioners estimate that

the cost of street lights last year was

$5,540, which is $ 1,526 less than

they would have cost if paid for at

the rate of $74 per lamp year charged

Norwalk by a private company. At

the average rate of $83.71 obtaining
in Connecticut, the total saving for

the city since starting the plant has

been $ 21,478.09. What profits have

accrued to private consumers may be

judged from the comparison of base

rates of 10 cents per kilowatt -hour

with 10 per cent. rebate for cash

charged by the municipal plant, and 16

cents with 10 per cent. rebate charged

by the private lighting company. A

comprehensive view of the results ob

tained by the South Norwalk public

works may be obtained from the fi

nancial statement published January 1 ,

1907 , as a report of the commissioners

to the council and here reproduced .

RESOURCES

Land and Buildings.. $ 10.391.67

225 - HORSE- POWER DIESEL OIL ENGINE DIRECT - CONNECTED TO 165 - K . W.
Motive power system . 44,521.63

Electric generating system . 19.904.31

Distributing system.

Miscellaneous equipment. 1.525.76

Legal expenses, rights, title

to the 165 -kw. Fort Wayne genera The increased economy Supplies carried to 1906 .

Cash carried to 1906 ..

tor , which carries the main part of achieved by the use of the oil en- 1905 accounts receivable . 4,792.06

the load . So economical has this en- gine is shown by the comparison of
Total....... $ 122.600.35

gine proven itself that it is run prac- 246 watts supplied per hour for one LIABILITIES.

tically all the time and is credited with cent in 1906 with 191 watts produced 1892 bonds, street light system .. $ 22,500.00

1898 bonds, commercial system . 20,000.00

an average of two-third's the monthly in 1905. This record would appear 1900 notes , commercial enlargement .. 4,000.00

output of the plant . A Norwalk air more favorable had not the 1903 notes , meter installation. 4,000.00

1905 notes , commercial enlargement. 4,000.00

compressor, belted to a 25 horse -power Diesel engine been used for 2/2 1905 notes, commercial enlargement. 19,000.00

months during the latter year.
Bills payable...

General Electric 250-volt motor, is
1.194 51

The commercial light and power Total debt ..

used to compress to about 800 pounds
$74,694.51

Surplus ... 47,905.84

per square inch , the air used for in- service is continuous — 24 hours per
Total.. $ 122.600.35

jecting the sprayed-fuel oil into the day - except during daylight on Sun
OPERATING EXPENSES.

Diesel cylinders. A cylindrical fuel days. There are 460 light and 60 Repairs . $ 2,930.81

oil storage tank , containing 3350 gal- power customers. The equivalent of

lons , is placed under ground close to approximately 10,000 sixteen -candle
Material and supplies . 3,316.69

the plant. From the storage tank the power lamps and motors aggregating Miscellaneous Expenses.. 977.01

oil is pumped into an accurately gaged 598 horse -power in capacity are con $ 24.293.48

distributing tank , which enables posi- nected.

FORT WAYNE GENERATOR
35,429.85

per hour.

5,639.60

370.41

25.46

even

Interest .

Salaries

Fuel..

3,445.81

7.715.97

5,907.17

Total operating expenses .

nected . The rating of generators is Gross gain or profit ..

tive check to be made on all oil con- 565 kw . Last year 872,372 kilowatt Total .... $ 39,077.03

14.783.55
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RECEIPTS,

Municipal lighting ( streets and bridge ) .

Municipal department lighting ..
Commercial light ..

Commercial power.

From loan to 1905 enlargement..

$6,640.80

568. 20

24.932.04

6,836.00

99.99

Total.. $ 39,077.03

OPERATING RESOURCES.
Income for year.. $ 39,077.03

Cash carried over to 1906 . 308. 49

1905 accounts collected . 3,377.10

Total .... $42,762.62

DISBURSEMENTS .

Operating expenses ( less bills payable ) . $ 23.098.97

New construction account. 2.845.55

Reduction of debt (notes taken up ) 12,000.00

Cash carried over to 1906... 25.06

1905 accounts receivable . 4,792.06

Due from fire -alarm appropriation .

Tota! .... $ 42,762.62

In every way this plant has been

a source of profit and credit to the

community. Directly and indirectly

it supplies power to factories furnish- pointed for a term of three years by

ing employment to and supporting the council, which is elected annually.
2000 people. New industries are be- By stipulation and common consent, it

ing attracted to South Norwalk on is arranged that the electric commit

account of the low rates charged for tee and that in charge of the water

light and power . It is almost impos- works shall always be divided between

sible to find a vacant house at any the two principal political parties.

reasonable price within corporate Thus the electric commissioners are

limits, and new buildings are going up always Democratic by two to one, and

in a number of localities. the water -works, Republican in the

The operating staff consists of same ratio. This provision is of little

A. E. Winchester, General Superin- practical value or importance. As

tendent, City Electrical Engineer and long as the city's affairs are properly

Chief of the Fire Department, I managed it will continue in force, but

clerk , 2 engineers, 2 foremen , a meter- as soon as incompetence or dishonesty

nian , line foreman , and lineman manifest themselves this “ gentlemen's

and trimmer. They are controlled by agreement” will be disregarded, as it

the three electrical commissioners ap- has no sanction in law .

.98

I

How Leading Central Station Men View the

Rate Problem

J. S. CODMAN

a

P to the present time, the vari- for consumption only, based on the ous special rate systems; and it is the

failure to fully realize this fact which

systems of charging for elec- hour meter ?!? accounts largely for the prevalent con

tricity have tended totended to accentuate "What is the general opinion in fusion of ideas in regard to the rate

strongly the differences in opinion of regard to a meterrate only, allowing problem .

the writers , and the feeling has arisen discounts for quantity of consump The two systems of charging above

that this question is one upon which mentioned are, first, the flat-rate sys
tion ? "

no two thinkers can agree, and is con
"What is the general opinion in re

tem or charge on the customer's

sequently hopelessly confused . It is
gard to load -factor systems, that is,

" capacity ” as determined by his con

a fact , nevertheless, that on the funda nected load, or maximum demand for

mental principles of rate making there
systems which combine a capacity

current, and second, the meter -rate

is , up to a certain point, a substantial
charge and a consumption charge ?" system or charge on the customer's

unanimity of opinion amongst those " Assuming that ‘load-factor consumption. Both of these systems'

who have thought at all deeply on the
system is desirable, what form of it are simple and easily understood, but

subject, and it is the object of this
is it best to adopt? " neither alone has proved satisfactory.

article to show to what extent this “ Is it advisable to modify the ‘load- The flat-rate system , inasmuch as it

unanimity of opinion exists , thereby factor ' system by the introduction of makes no charge for consumption,

marking off what has already been the so -called customer's or service puts a premium on waste of current

accomplished toward the solution of charge. "? and also favors the long -hour user at

the problem and showing at what "With a load -factor system what the expense of the short -hour user.

point the practical discussion of the should be the basis of the capacity The uniform meter rate , on the other

question should begin. The writer has
charge, that is , what should be taken

hand , although it stops waste, unduly

endeavored to accomplish this object
favors the short-hour user even more ,

to constitute the capacity of the cus

by a series of quotations from the tomcr ?"
and very much more , than the flat

writings of individuals who have
The foregoing questions will be

rate system favors the long-hour user.

made a special study of the subject, taken up in order, but before doing however, that is,by making a chargeBy combining the two systems,

and by references to the rate systems
so a few words of explanation must

of some of the prominent companies. on the capacity of the customer and

These quotations and references are
be given in order that the quotations

also a charge on his consumption, it

selected to serve as replies to the fol
may be thoroughly understood.

is found that the above difficulties can

lowing questions:
There are almost as many special be largely avoided . Waste is pre

"What is the general opinion in
systems of charging for electric cur vented by the meter charge while the

regard to a simple flat rate, that is to rent in this country as there are com- proper combination of the twocharges

say, a charge for capacity only , based panies furnishing current, but there
results in a total charge to each cus

on the connected load of the cus are only two general systems of tomer closely in proportion to the

tomer !" charging of any importance, one of cost of supplying him , thus avoiding

“ What is the general opinion in re- which alone, or both of which to- favoring one customer at the expense

gard to a meter rate, that is, a charge gether, form the basis of all the vari- of another.

a
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as the

Such a combination of the flat- rate fixed at 35 cents, the method of SIMPLE LOAD FACTOR SYSTEM

and the meter rate is the basis of all charging can be expressed in Wright's $ 3.00 per month

the so-called " maximum -demand,"

per kilowatt of

manner as follows : 35 cents per kilo
" differential" or " load-factor" sys

capacity .

watt -hour up to a consumption equiv- $ 0.05 per kilowatt-hour of consump

tems of charging, and the writer will alent to io hours' use per month of
tion , with the proviso that the

here adopt the latter name the capacity and 5 cents per kilowatt
total charge per kilowatt-hour

most descriptive, since with all of hour on all consumption in excess . If shall not exceed 15 cents .

these systems the average rate per on the other hand the maximum rate

unit of consumption to each customer is fixed , let us say, at 15 cents per
WRIGHT'S SYSTEM

depends directly upon his individual kilowatt-hour, it will be necessary to $ 0.15 per kilowatt -hour up to a con

load factor . charge this rate on a consumption sumption equal to 30 hours

Although the " load -factor" system equivalent to 30 hours' use of the
monthly use of the capacity .

of charging avoids the difficulties of capacity per month, 5 cents being $ 0.05 per kilowatt-hour foralladdi
the two old systems, its introduction, charged on the excess as before. ditional current.

partly from necessity , was in a form One of the reasons for the existence

rather difficult to understand, and, of Wright's form of expressing a If the only object in adopting

furthermore, since its introduction
" load -factor” system is evidently the

Wright's method of expressing a

some improvements and details have
desire to fix a maximum rate per unit

" load -factor” system were to fix a

been added, with the result that its
maximum rate

of consumption. It may be that the
per kilowatt -hour

basic principle has been lost sight of maximum rate is fixed by law as was
there would be little to recommend it

to a considerable extent and the whole the case at Brighton, England, where
since the statement of it is not nearly

rate problem thereby made to appear Wright's system was first introduced, as easily understood as that of the

far more difficult and confusing than or it may be that the maximum rate
simple load-factor system with the

it really is . is practically fixed by local custom .
proviso given above. In the first place

In England the first “ load -factor” Again, it may be thought wise to fix
the usual statement of Wright's sys

System introduced that at Man- a maximum rate per unit of consump tem , namely, “ that the high rate is .

chester, by Dr. John Hopkinson
tion , even if by doing so it results in

charged for so many hours'use of the

was a simple combination of the flat furnishing current to the very short capacity,” is inaccurate and mislead

and meter rate ; but in the United
the

hour customers at less than cost , for
ing ; but correct statement,

States the form suggested by Arthur the reason that these customers are a
namely, that the high rate is charged

Wright was the first adopted, and numerically large body , and the ad for a consumption equivalent to so

both in this country and in England vertising effect of a low rate is there
many hours' use of the capacity, is

this form is the most commonly used fore valuable , while on the other hand
very cumbersome.

to -day. It is sometimes spoken of as the business obtained from them is of
The following modifications of

the " two -rate " system , but as there small volume and the loss , therefore,
Wright's system , however, although

is another system of charging known slight and easily made up from the
no less unwieldy than the latter , are

also as the " two -rate " system ,* it is
longer hour users. Still again it may

nevertheless a little more easily under

best to speak of the system invented be realized that for certain reasons *
stood . To illustrate , the following

by Mr. Wright as Wright's system . there undoubtedly is some rate per
examples of Wright's system and

With Wright's system the customer is unit of consumption above which it is
modifications of it are identical in

charged a certain rate per kilowatt not theoretically correct to go even to
their effect on the bills :

hour, or other unit of consumption, the shortest hour customers, provided WRIGHT'S SYSTEM

for a consumption up to an amount always that they at least pay the cost

equivalent to the use of his capacity of connection and of billing , and any
Primary rate of 15 cents per kilo

for a given number of hours per other costs due simply to their con
watt-hour up to a consumption equal

month or per year, and for all con
to 30 hours' use per month of the

nection to the service .

sumption in excess a lower rate per
capacity and 5 cents for the balance.

The use of Wright's form of " load

unit is charged. factor" system , however, is not the FIRST MODIFICATION

It may be readily shown that
only way of fixing a maximum rate

Wright's system of charging is iden
Primary rate of 15 cents per kilo

tical with the combined capacity

per unit of consumption . It can be watt-hour up to a consumption equal

done with the simple " load - factor"

charge and consumption charge, or
to 112 kilowatt-hours per 50 -watt

simple " load - factor" system , except
system by simply offering a uniform lamp of capacity ( or 30 kilowatt

for the fact that a maximum rate per

meter rate equal to the maximum hours per kilowatt of capacity ) per

unit of consumption is fixed . Sup
fixed , as an alternative for the com- month and 5 cents for the balance.

bined capacity and consumption
pose, for example, that the capacity SECOND MODIFICATION

charge is $0.15 per 50 -watt lamp per
charges ; or the capacity and con

month , and the consumption charge is
Primary rate of 15 cents per kilosumption charges can be made with

5 cents per kilowatt-hour. If we fig
the proviso that should the bill result watt-hour until the monthly bill

in a total charge per unit of consump- reaches 2292 cents per 50 -watt lamp
ure it out, we shall find that the total

charge per kilowatt-hour on a con
tion greater than the maximum fixed of capacity ( or $ 4.50 per kilowatt of

upon , then no more than the maxi- capacity ) per month and 5 cents for
sumption equivalent to the use of the

mum rate shall be charged . As an the balance.

customer's capacity for 10 hours per example, the following two systems Probably in the majority of cases

month will be 35 cents . If then the
are identical in their effect on the bills, where Wright's system is in use , its

maximum rate per kilowatt- hour is including the limiting of the maxi- adoption was due to the fact that a

* The original " two-rate " system is one under
rate per kilowatt -hour to 15 maximum rate per kilowatt-hour was

which the customer is charged a high rate for elec- cents .

mum

already fixed , but another reason for
tricity consumed during certain hours of the day

when the plant is heavily loaded, that is , during the
it has been the desire to avoid the ap

peak hours, and is charged a lower rate during the *See “ Discrimination in Rates, " by J. S. Codman, pearance of a capacity charge. This
As a system it is now practically obso page 12 , read before the Association of Electric Light

lete , but the general principle upon which it is based ing Engineers of New England , March 21 , 1906 , and latter object it accomplishes satisfac

is still frequently made use of in the treatment of published in full in " The ElectricalAge" for June, torily, and in some cases the result is
sperial customers. , columns and 2 .

other hours .

1906 .
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undoubtedly desirable, at least at the An addition to the load - factor sys- with their introduction it was pointed

present time. Nevertheless, in the tem which has complicated the dis- out that the connected load of the cus

opinion of the writer , in the long run cussion of it to a certain extent has tomer, which up to that time had been

it will pay to make the capacity charge been the introduction by Henry L. considered the capacity " of the cus

plainly, and to fight for its recogni- Doherty in his “ Readiness-to -Serve" tomer, was not a proper' basis of

tion as just and equitable. With the system of a customer's service charge, charge.

right to make a capacity charge defin- in addition to the capacity charge and Arthur Wright, with the introduc

itely established and the public once the consumption charge. tion of his system at Brighton, Eng

accustomed to it , the differences in This charge, as the writer has al- land , introduced the maximum de

the average rate per kilowatt -hour be- ready pointed out on a previous occa mand as the basis of the capacity

tween < ifferent customers will not be sion , * is absolutely logical for the charge, and since then it has been

noticeable , but if noticed , the reason that certain expenses are pro- quite generally recognized that the

reason for the differences will be
portional to the number of customers maximum demand is the proper basis

plain . Furthermore, whenever it is rather than to their capacity or con- of charge. Just what shall consti

necessary to explain a “ load - factor" sumption, and the addition of this tute this maximum demand, however,

system to the customers or to munici- charge is theoretically an improve- is still a debatable question, and one
pal or State authorities, the simple ment the load -factor system . about which there is great difference

" load -factor" system , with capacity Whether or not it is expedient to of opinion . The writer has gone

charge apparent, is more easily under- make this charge is a question of into this question at considerable
stood. In fact, if Wright's system is whether the additional complication is length elsewhere,* and there was a

adopted, it will generally be found advisable, considering that the ex- good discussion of the question in the

necessary, in order to explain it , to penses proportional to the number of report of the Committee on Rates and

convert it into the simple " load- customers are of small account, prob- Costs presented last June at the con

factor" system and then to show how ably not more than 10 per cent. of the vention of the National Electric Light

Wright's system is derived from the total. At any rate , the additional Association.

latter. complication does not appear to have Having now pointed out that the

Of course , in places where a meter prevented its success in the numerous different load -factor Systems

rate only has been in force for a long cities where it has been tried . fundamentally the same because they
time and flat rates have been for Except with the “ Readiness-to- all practically consist of a combined

gotten , it is a difficult thing to intro- Serve" system , however, this con- capacity and consumption charge, we

duce a capacity charge, but, on the sumer's charge, so far as the writer can return to the questions already
other hand, where fat rates have not knows, has never been made, although propounded and determine the an
altogether gone out, or are of the

there is no essential reason why it swers from the quotations to follow .
recent past, it should not be a difficult should not be adopted with any load

matter to reintroduce them combined factor system , even when expressed " IT'hat is the general opinion in re

with a meter charge. That the capac- in Wright's manner. To make this gard to a simple flat rate, that is to

ity charge can be used successfully clear , let us consider the rates of a say a charge for capacity only based

without any attempt to conceal it , is prominent company using the " Readi- on the “ connected load" of the

proved by the number of companies ness-to -Serve " system . These rates tomer. "

which have adopted it , notably the
are 15 cents per 50-watt lamp of

plants of the American Light & Trac
capacity per month , 5 cents per kilo

H. L. Doherty :

tion Co., where Henry L. Doherty's watt-hour and $ 1.00 per month as a “ Flat rates do not, I think , have a

“Readiness-to -Serve" system is in
service charge, with an alternative single prominent advocate ."

use . uniform meter rate of 10 cents per
It is a curious fact that while the

“ Equitable, Uniform & Competitive
kilowatt-hour. The same results can

greater number of electric lighting be obtained by expressing this in
Rates," National Electric Light As

sociation , May, 1900 , page 6 .
companies having " load- factor" sys

Wright's manner as follows: 10 cents
tems use Wright's form , that is , make

a kilowatt-hour up to a consumption Arthur II'right :

the unit of consumption apparently equivalent to 60 hours' use per month

the only basis of charge, among the " Thus the old tariff of a fixed price
of capacity and 5 cents for all con

companies selling power from Niag
sumption in excess , with a service

per lamp per annum was nearly as un

ara Falls a " load -factor" system of sound as that of a uniform charge per

charging prevails which keeps the unit
charge of $ 1.00 per month .

unit has been shown to be . "
As already stated, so far as the

of consumption entirely out of sight
writer knows, this customer's charge

" Some Principles Underlying the

and apparently makes the capacity the Profitable Sale of Electricity ." Paper

sole basis of charge. The following
has never been made a distinctly

before Institution of Electrical En

statement of the Niagara system , us
separate charge except with the

gineers, England, 1901, page 35 .
ing specific figures , is identical in its " Readiness -to- Serve" system , but the

effect on the bills with the statements
fact that a certain charge ought to be L. A. Ferguson :

of the simple load - factor system and
made to each customer without re

" We find that the more progressive
Wright's system with the modifica- gard to his capacity or consumption

companies have abandoned the old

tions already given . has been recognized by most com

panies and has been partly taken care
methods of selling electricity at a flat

NIAGARA SYSTEM amount per month or on a basis of

of by the use of a minimum bill. The
discount for quantity only, and have

$3.00 per kilowatt per month, plus only advantage of the minimum bill
$ 33.00 per kilowatt per month multi

adopted some more equitable method

over the customer's or service charge
of charging."

plied by the load factor. In this ex- is that it is simpler.
National Electric Light Associa

pression the load factor is taken as Another cause of confusion in the

the ratio of the actual consumption in
tion , Transactions of 25th Conven

discussion of load - factor systems is

kilowatt -hours to 720 times the capac
tion, 1902 , page 416 .

due to the fact that simultaneously

ity in kilowatts , 720 being the num

CI1S

* See " Discrimination in Rates," page 16 or ' The

*See “ Discrimination in Rates ," page 15 , or " The Electrical Age " for June, 1906 , page 414, second col
ber of hours in a month .

Electrical Age" for June , 1906 , page 414 , column 1 ,
umn .
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age cost. ”

E. F. Phillips: for the loss made on the short -hour been said , I am afraid will be at the

“ Flat rates have never seemed to us consumer." moment unpopular. It is the adoption

just or equitable, and, therefore, ap " This taxing of the good load- of a flat kilowatt -hour rate, without

peared to be an unwise business propo
factor consumer for the benefit of the discount, for all electric current sup

sition ." bad one must encourage the latter and plied from the works. A rate on one

National Electric Light Association , seriously discourage the former, which scale would be appropriate for retail

Transactions of 25th Convention ,
obviously implies an unnecessarily or limited users of light, another de

1902, page 436.
poor load factor for the whole under- signed for competition with isolated

taking, which in turn raises the aver- plants for the larger users where the

H. C. Ayers:
costs of supply are proportionately

“ The objections to the flat rate are " Some Principles Underlying the less ; a third power rate is also de

pretty well known to most central sta
Profitable Sale of Electricity ;" page sirable, which might be subdivided,

tion managers ; the principal one is , 29 .
wholesale and retail.”

of course , that your customers will H. L. Doherty: National Electric Light Association ,

waste current.' Transactions of 25th Convention ,
was any system is better than

“ Selling Current to Cities of 20,000 the uniform kilowatt-hour system . I 1902 , page 444.

inhabitants," Ohio Electric Light As think the uniform system can harilly
It will be seen that even VIr . Will

sociation, August, 1905 ; see The Elec- be classed as anything less than ab iams does not advocate a uniform rate

tric Journal, page 354.
surd .”

per kilowatt-hour to everyone.

S. B. Storer :
National Electric Light Association, Joh . F. Gilchrist :

Transactions of 25th Convention ,
" At first , in the absence of any “ I think we will all admit that we

1902 , page 462 .
measuring instruments, the flat rate have wished that our business were

was the only method . This was soon
Alexander Dow : such that a uniform price, as sug

found to be impracticable for most " Mr. Doherty's premises are cor- gested by Mr. Williams, might be

cases. rect . His deduction therefrom that charged ; that is , without even dividing

“ The Sale and Measurements of the sale of current at a fixed rate per it into wholesale and retail quantities ;

Electric Power," 1906 . kilowatt hour is as inequitable as the that we might manufacture electricity

The above quotations all refer to the sale of current at a fixed charge per as the gas companies manufacture

electric light business, but the opin- lamp is fully warranted by the gas — to sell it uniformly at so much

ions of some of the prominent gas premises." per unit ; but such is not the case . I

engineers in regard to their business " National Electric Light Associa- think that New York conditions may

are also interesting. tion , Transactions of 25th Convention , tend more toward permitting that kind

1902 , page 441 . of rate than the conditions of any
Il . H. Gardiner :

L. R. Wallis:
other city or town in this country.”

** The system of paying so much National Electric Light Association ,
“ It results in a selling price directlyper month per location is evidently Transactions of 25th Convention ,

less desirable than even the 'uniform favoring the short-hour consumer and
1902, page 448.

rate by meter,' although if it could positively prohibitory to the long

hour consumer.” S. B. Storer :
be developed with some considerable

degree of justice, it would , from the " The Foresee System of Charging." “ This method is still in very general

managerial point of view , have many
National Electric Light Association ,

use in its simplest form , but there has

points in its favor.
Ig01. been dissatisfaction with it from the

" The Making of Rates and the Ad- L. A. Ferguson : start."

ditional Business System of Costs," " Such a uniform kilowatt-hour price " The Sale and Measurement of

Western Gas Association , 29th meet- requires the company to sell its Electric Power," 1906 .

ing, May, 1906 , page 22 . product to some classes of customers

at an absolute loss and prevents it
d . S. Knight:

F. II . Frueauff :
from supplying its product to other

“ An average price to everybody

“ This method proved extremely un- consumers from whom it might obtain never could be low enough to secure

satisfactory for both the companies a profit, at a price lower than the price
the long -use business, without which

and the consumers.
required by the municipal or State the company would only occupy a very

" Vethods of Charging for Gas," law . ”
limited portion of the field , restricting

American Gas Light Association , Oc- National Electric Light Association ,
its growth and development so seri

tober, 1904 , page 114. Transactions of 25th Convention ,
ously that reductions in prices would

1902, pages 418 and 419 .
be confined to very narrow limits .”

“ What is the general opinion in re " Explanation of Edison Co.'s Sys

gard to a uniform meter rate, that is , E. F. Phillips : tem of Differential Charges for Elec

a charge for consumption only, based " Regarding thethe uniform meter tricity in Boston," March , 1906 , page

on the reading of a watt -hour or rates , it became evident several years 3 .

ampere-hour meter?” ago that if we desired to extend our
H. C. Ayers:

W. D. Marks :
business to any considerable extent,

" The objections to a straight-meter
or to popularize the use of electricity ,

“ Still the meter alone without any basis are , that it does not accurately
some reductions would have to be

contract has its disadvantages.
distribute

made or other methods adopted."
among customersyour

“ How to get Paying Loads for Sta- National Electric Light Association,
their proportionate share of the costs

tions,” Association of Edison Cos., Transactions of 25th Convention ,
of supplying them and will always

1891 . cause some customers to be operated
1902, page 437 .

at a loss to the company and others

Arthur IV right:
Arthur W’illiams: to pay in excess by an amount which

" A uniform price to all classes in- “ I want to suggest a method of makes up their deficiency, or in other

volves the long-hour consumer paying charging, which , in view of what has words, the one customer is helping

a
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lise. "

a

ness .

pay the other customer's light bill, and gers to be met with in discounting electricity charges being based on the

this system discriminates against the all bills of a certain amount or over , units consumed instead of on the com

long-hour user who is by all odds the as where all bills of, say, $ 10 per mercially sound principle of a charge

more desirable customer, and the one month or over , are discounted , a con- compounded of kilowatts demanded

the station wants." sumer having 100 lights and a bill of and units consumed .”

" Selling Current to Cities of 20,000 only $ 10 a month will get a discount, " Some Principles Underlying the

Inhabitants ," page 2 . whereas he should have created a bill Profitable Sale of Electricity," page

The next quotation shows that uni- of $ 20 to $ 30 per month , before he had 26.

form-meter rates , even in the gas busi- reimbursed the company for expenses

ness , are not accepted by every en- actually incurred in order to provide
L. R. Il'allis :

gineer . lIr. Gardiner is not alone in him with light subject to his voluntary “ The idea of a combined contract

this opinion. and meter system is broadly the end

W. H. Gardiner :
Electrical Ilorld , February 29 , toward which all practical methods

1896 , page 223 .
are tending."

" The system of charging for gas " The Foresee System of Charg

L. R. I'allis :
say , one doller per thousand cubic ing ."

feet regardless of any other considera- “ Discounts based upon quantity of

tion — is familiar to everyone, and has
current used do not , as we all know , H. C. Ayers:

merely its simplicity to commend it , meet the exigency, as they discrimi- " A rate may be adopted consisting

the ease with which the public can un- nate only on total quantity of current of a fixed charge and a charge for

derstand it , and the minimum difficulty used and do not take into considera- current as shown by meter, which will

of accounting which it entails. It is , tion whether it is the result of the use have the following advantages.

however, in the opinion of the author of a large installation for a few hours " Selling Current to Cities of 20,000

one of the most unjust, inequitable and
or of a small installation for a number Inhabitants,” page 356.

undesirable systems, both from the
of hours."

M. E. Turner :
view point of the public and that of " The Foresee System of Charg

the corporation, that has ever been in ing ." “ As to a schedule of tariff, any sys

use .
Mr. Gardiner in the following re- tem can be used which obtains the

“ In the ultimate analysis, therefore, fers to both the gas and electric busi- necessary income for the hour's use

the uniform rate by meter can justify of the capacity installed provided for

its existence solely on the facts that IV , H. Gardiner : in its costs, whether this system be a

it does exist, and because it is simple

and easily grasped by the public. As

“ The Quantity Increment System , straight fixed charge of so much per

however, falls down absolutely when
annum and a small running charge, a

suggested before, it would be hard to
it comes to penalizing extremely short

system of discounts equivalent to

conceive of a system more detrimental
hour burning customers with high

hour's use , or the two -rate * system .”

to the best interests of the community “ Graded Costs of Electric Supply ,"
maximum demands.

at large."
“ Therefore, in part its range of dif

Ohio Electric Light Association, Au

"The Making of Rates and the Ad
ferentiation cannot be nearly as wide,

gust, 1904.

ditional Business System of Costs," nor is it , in fact, as rapid as those R. S. Hale :
page 20 and 21 .

given by some of the rate systems

“ What is the general opinion in re- previously outlined , consequently it
“ It is apparent that some system of

charging is needed which will draw a
gard to a meter rate allowing discounts cannot be compared with them as a

for quantity of consumption ?”

profit from the short-hour customers
business getter.

without making them feel that they
“ Furthermore, as its price bears but

Henry L. Doherty :
are unfairly treated, and will give a

a very remote and intangible relation

to any cost curve , it has but slight
low price to those customers who use

" They do not, I think , have a single

prominent advocate." grounds of individual equity when
their proportion of the plant long

hours ."
“ Equitable, Uniform and Competi- compared with these other rate sys

“ Charge for Electric Current on
tive Rates," National Electric Light tems.”

the Wright Demand System ," Elec

Association , 1900 , page 6 .
" The Making of Rates and the Ad

ditional Business Systems of Cost,"
trical Engineer, October 21 , 1896 ,

Arthur Wright: page 392.
page 19 .

“ The bad effects of the flat - rate “What is the general opinion in re Samuel Scotil:

system (uniform meter rate system ) gard to load -factor systems, that is, “ I assume that it will be conceded

are further accentuated by the custom systems which combine a capacity by all central station managers who

of working it in conjunction with a charge and a consumption charge ?" have studied the subject, that the cost

system of discounts to large annual
Dr. John Hopkinson : of service to the consumer should be

consumers, based on the fallacious as based in the main on the hour's use

sumption that larger consumption
“ The ideal method of charge, then,

necessarily involves greater profit.
is a fixed charge per quarter propor

of the capacity demanded by him , and

tioned to the greatest rate of supply
that the tariff schedule should be pro

This indiscriminate discount to large
the consumer will ever take , and a

portional to the costs. "

consumers is another mischievous in
National Electric Light Association ,

heritance from the erroneous analogy charge by, meter for the actual con

of the gas business . ”
sumption ." 25th Convention , 1902, page 435 .

" Some Principles Underlying the
Presidential address November 4 , John F. Gilchrist :

Profitable Sale of Electricity ,” page
1892 , Junior Engineering Society,

"We must, in the opinion of most of
published in London Electrician, No

30 .
vember 11 , 1892 .

us , have a system that will charge a

higher rate to short-hour consumers
W. J. Greene :

Arthur Wright:
*Mr. Turner here refers to Wright's system of high

" It is also possible to make conces- “ It now seems hopeless in some dis- primary rate and a low secondary rate for kilowatt.

hour, not to the two- rate system described in foot
sions without encountering the dan- tricts entirely to resist the demand for note on a preceding page.
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and a lower rate to long-hour con- National Electric Light Association , adopted. There is no doubt that at

sumers, on account of the station in- 25th Convention, 1902, page 425 . the present time, as already stated,

vestment, which may be the same in
H. L. Doherty:

Wright's original form is the most

both cases , although the consumption widely used form of load- factor sys

will be very different. ” “ The system of rates that I advo- tem , both here and in England. This,

National Electric Light Association ,
cate is based on , first, the expenses however, is probably not because the

25th Convention , 1902 , page 448 . due to taking care of the consumers' majority of opinion considers it intrins

accounts , and other similar expenses ; ically the best system , but its adoption

S. B. Storer :
second, the expenses occasioned by the has been due in very many cases to

" It is fully recognized now , how- capacity that the consumer demands, the local conditions. These govern

ever, that the load factor is the root and, third, the expenses occasioned by ing local conditions have already been

of the trouble, and unless a system of the amount of current consumed . The mentioned and it is hardly necessary to

charging gives due consideration to charge might be outlined as ( 1 ) the
enlarge upon them further here.

it there will always be inequality of consumer or meter charge; ( 2 ) ca- As to the next question : " Is it ad

rates and dissatisfaction on the part pacity charge ; and ( 3 ) current visable to modify the load -factor sys

of the power company or of its cus- charge.”
tem by the introduction of the so

tomers, or of both ." National Electric Light Association , called customer's charge or service

" The Sale and Measurement of 25th Convention, 1902, page 403 . charge ?" the answer has already been

Electric Power , " page 1 . The above -described system is
given . There is not very much differ

I. J. Greene: clearly a load -factor system with the ence of opinion about it . In the ma

addition of a consumer's charge.

" This method is not as popular with
jority of cases this charge is not di

short-hour consumers as the plan of
The above quotations show that ex- rectly made, but its justice is probably

pert opinion is practically unanimous recognized by all authorities, and if
charging a fixed rate per unit , regard

in regarding the old " contract " or the charge is not directly made, at
less of consumption ; but the plan is , " flat” rate and also the meter rate, least some approximate method of
without question, more equitable and

either with or without discounts for taking care of it has been adopted. In
just to all concerned . ”

quantity, as unsatisfactory for the
Electrical World . vol . XXVII No.

fact, the answer to all the questions

electric business to-day , and that in
9, February 29, 1896 , page 223 .

discussed above is that there is not

place of them a load-factor system of much real conflict of opinion among

A. S. Knight:
some kind should be used. Further- authorities , but when we come to the

" The differential price tariff is more , a largenumber of electric light last question this is no longer the
theoretically correct, because each step companies have already adopted the case.

under this tariff is practically propor load-factor principle in their rate sys- " With a load -factor system , what

tional to the cost of supplying custom
tems and this number includes nearly shall be the basis of the capacity

ers at that point.” all the very prominent companies, such charge, that is, what' shall be taken,

" Explanation Edison Co.'s System
as those in New York , Chicago, Bos- to constitute the capacity of the cus

of Differential Charges for Electricity
ton , Philadelphia , St. Louis, Detroit, tomer, and how shall it be deter

in Boston ," March , 1906 , page 4 .
Minneapolis, St. Paul, Cleveland, Cin- mined ?"

cinnati, Baltimore, Washington and As regards this question, there is a

L. A. Ferguson : Denver, as well as a steadily increas- wide difference of opinion , but if the

" Our success with the load - factor ing number of the smaller companies. writer has shown that up to this point

and minimum guarantee systems, as There is substantial agreement then there is substantial unanimity of opin

employed with the large consumers, so far, but with the next question ion and that consequently the practical

together with the full realization of the opinions begin to diverge .
discussion of rate systems begins at

principles underlying the cost of sup- “ Assuming that a load -factor sys- this point, he has accomplished his

plving each customer, led us , in 1897 , tem is desirable, what form of it is it object and need go no further. Dis

to adopt for all our new business and best to adopt? " cussion of this question is not within

for the gradual readjustment of our This question is best answered not the scope of this paper , but articles

existing business the Wright Demand by quoting opinions, but by pointing referring to it have already been men

System in a modified form ." out what forms have been most widely tioned .

A Vital Electric Traction Problem

It
pared , particularly upon curves .

I view of the recent steps taken in
ins. The track is laid with 100- lb .

the has been endeavored to do this, using rails and twenty ties are used per rail

dealing with the dense traffic types of locomotive used by the New length, being spaced about 21 ins.

handled at important railroad ter- York Central for the purpose. In centers . The rail are spiked down

minals, and the recent unfortunate making this comparison the working with one spike on each side of each

accident at a curve on the Harlem drawing's were not available , which rail and tie plates are used. The ties

Division of the New York Central necessarily was something of a handi- were of yellow pine, chestnut and oak

and Hudson River Railroad , it is of cap , and while this may cause a cer- bedded in broken stone ballast to their

importance that the question should tain amount of inaccuracy in the full depth . From the standpoint of

be settled as to whether the present numerical computations, it does not in the railroad manager the track con

methods of track construction are any way affect the line of reasoning struction is of modern type , of the

suited to use with heavy electric loco- or the methods employed. heaviest construction and thoroughly

motives. In order to do this the The New York Central accident adapted to high -speed traffic. In con

probable and known effects of both occurred on a 30-5 ' curve, having a sidering the roadbed question it must

types of locomotive upon track and radius of 1858.5 feet , the super be remembered that, with the excep

roadbed must be analyzed and com- elevation of the outer rail was 472 tion of heavier rails , an increased
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number of ties per mile, the use of 2 ° 17' curve was taken at a speed of The train to which the accident oc

broken stonestone ballast and slightly 78 miles per hour by the light loco- curred consisted of five coaches and

larger spikes, the method of con- motive ; and it is was observed that two electric locomotives. Two loco

struction used to -day remains the the entire track shifted in the ballast. motives being used owing to the fact

same as it was thirty years ago . In This shifting was laid to insufficient that the contact shoes on one side of

the meantime the weight of locomo- superelevation on the curve . Accord- each locomotive had been broken off ;

tives and other rolling stock has been ing to the testimony of Mr. W : J. the shoes on one locomotive were on

largely increased and the operating Wilgus, vice-president of the rail- the opposite side to those on the other,
speeds have risen , and a large number road, in reply to a question as to and as the contact rail is not contin

of trains attain , on portions of their whether there was any spreading of uous on one side of the track , being

run , speeds exceeding fifty miles per the rails upon the experimental track, broken at cross -overs and turnouts, it

hour , and some trains on long runs there was not exactly a spreading of was necessary to use both locomotives

are scheduled at such speeds. the rails , but there was an oscillation in order to avoid danger of the train .

The description of the track at the which stretched the tracks out of stalling at such a gap in the contact

point where the accident occurred is gauge at occasional points. All that rail . The use of the two locomotives

transcribed from the testimony was later obviated .” Mr. Wilgus also does not affect the stresses produced

brought out at the subsequent inves- stated that this tendency of the rails in the track .

tigation, and the following was de- to spread was not on the curves but According to Jr. C. H. Quereau,

rived from the same source .
There on tangents. With wooden ties it is

superintendent of electrical equip
were no rail braces used on the outer well known that the outward forces ment, the weight of the wrecked train

rail , and the speed scheduled was 57.6 curves rapidly pulverizes wood was 335.25 tons. In the tests at

miles per hour. The speed of the under the outer edge of the rail flange Schenectady a speed of 61.6 miles per

train to which the accident occurred
and necessitates the trackmen adzing hour was reached with a train weigh

was between 50 and 60 miles per
the tie off to get a new bearing sur- ing 407.5 tons, and on another oc

hour according to the motorman and
face. These forces have also been casion 60 miles per hour was reached

an inspector riding in the cab , and 70
known to attain sufficient intensity tơ with a train weighing 513.6 tons.

miles per hour according to the testi slide the rail along the ties , crushing The maximum speed reached by the

mony of passengers. the spike into the wood, and in some electric locomotive was 85 miles per

The track was laid with tie plates, cases partly pulling them . The rail hour. In the published reports of

and while these act to hold the spikes
also tends to detect or spring more these tests no mention is made of the

up to the rail and to prevent the rail or less between the spikes, and in the apparatus or methods used to deter

from cutting into the tie , they at the course of time the fange of the rail mine the speeds attained, but it is

same time reduce the frictional re- cuits or wears a groove in the spike presumable that accurate methods

sistance with which the rail resists
immediately under its head . This

were used , and that the speed was not

lateral displacement. A point that wearing occurs more rapidly under judged by the locomotive runner's

must be considered is that the weight heavy high -speed traffic than under standard, the number of telegraph

other conditions, and is well known
upon the rail is an important factor poles passed in a guessed interval of

toin holding it in place.
experienced track men .. Such

time. Although the speed of the train

All track is more or less flexible grooves will greatly weaken the spike was testified to as being from 50 to

as regards its shearing resistance.
and, except when the ties are frozen 60 miles per hour, the fact that the

fast in the ballast, a wave or vertical l'pon the curves the outer rail is electric locomotive rides very easily

deflection can be seeni under each
elevated in order to partly counteract makes it quite possible that the actual

wheel. This working of the track the centrifugal force tending tơ throw speed at the moment much

under traffic is liable to loosen ties
ibe moving train off at a tangent. higher ; in fact , the tendency of those

from the ballast, and in thawing
According to " Trautwine's Pocket riding is to underestimate the speed

book ," the rule of thumb for super- of motion .
weather, track in the sunshine will

elevation is one inch for each degree
become soft while that sheltered

The electric locomotives used by

under a bridge will remain hard . of curvature for speeds under 60 the New York Central were designed

Also after sunset the sheltered track miles per hour, but this should be and built by the American Locomo

increased at points exposed to high
will not get hard as quick as that

tive Co. and the General Electric Co.

The rail that was
winds.

fully exposed.
The exact formula for the They are of the 2-8-2 type.

forced out of the track is immediately amount of superelevation, from the

under the north edge of a bridge
same work , is : N. Y. C. ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVE DIMENSIONS

( Eng . Vews. Vov. 16 , 1905 )

where it would be sheltered from the
Class of traffic

sun . On the morning of the day
in which Gauge , standard . 4 ft . 81 , in .

upon which the accident occurred a
Total length over buffer plat

e = superelevation of outer rail in
report was made of “ rough track ” at

inches. RUNNING GEAR
about this point, but inspection by a

v = velocity of train in feet per sec Driving wheels, 8 , diameter... 44 in .

section foreman detected no defect. Truck wheels, 2 front , 2 rear ,
ond.

This report was turned in about eight G = gauge of track in inches.
Trucks... Centered by spring s

hours before the accident.
Diameter of driving axles . 81. in .

R = radius of curve in feet .
One of the points well known, to Driving .

g = gravity = 32.2. Total.. 27 ft .

those having to maintain tracks, is According to this formula, for a WEIGHT

the continual tendency of curves to
On driving wheels . 137.000 lbs.

speed of 60 miles per hour, the super 52,000 lbs.

get out of line ; and the use of transi
elevation of the outer rail should be

Total in working order. 189,000 lbs.

tion spirals, while it tends to reduce 7.31 in . instead of the 4'2 in . as Supply, direct current .
Conductors ... Overhead and third

this trouble, cannot entirely obviate it. measured. The equilibrium speed for

In some of the test runs of the elec
Motors , four GE -84 -A , each

a superelevation of 4'2 in . is 47 miles 550 hp .. 2,200 h.p. ratedtric locomotive, on the trial track , per hour. The speed scheduled at this Maximum power of locomo

near Schenectady, as reported in the point according to the testimony was
Normal full -load current

Railroad Gazette of May 26 , 1905. a 57.6 miles per hour.

Was

? G

е GENERAL
Rg

Fast passerger

forms.

Extreme width

37 ft .

10 ft.

diameter . 36 ir .

WHEEL BASE

13 ft .

On truck wheels .

Power

600 volts

rail

3.000 h . p.

Normal drawbar pull.

tive

Maximum current .

3050 amp.

4.300) amp.

20.400 lbs.
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to

master

Maximum starting drawbar
in the side sway of the two machines, zontal impact of the machine against

pull ... 32,000 lbs.

Speed with 500 ton train , on also the centrifugal force of the sus- the side of the rail will be somewhat
level . 60 mi . per hr.

Control: Sprague-General Electric multiple unit , pended weight has a tendency greater than for a steam locomotive,

with automatic current- limiting lock in the move it entirely independent of the as the largest component of the force
controller. Series-parallel, from four

motors in series to four in parallel. running gear . This side force can be of these lurches causes side pressure

resolved into two components with and tends to displace the outside rail

The locomotive was designed to regard to its effects, one of them on the track laterally.

enable an acceleration of 0.5 tơ 1.0 tending to compress the springs on The centrifugal force of a body

mile per hour per second to be ob- one side of the machine and to lessen moving in a curved path can be com

tained with trains up to 800 tons and the load on the opposite spring. The puted by the formula,

to give a maximum speed of 60 miles other component being force
F

per hour with a 500 -ton train. In parallel to the tops of the rails and In which
Rg

actual test on a 4 -mile track near tending to force the outer rail on a F = the horizontal centrifugal force

Schenectady the results in both speed curve outward or on a tangent to
in pounds.

and acceleration were , it is reported, spread the rails .
W = the weight of the moving body

wholly satisfactory. The difference in the method of
in pounds.

The two -wheel trucks at either end suspension of the two machines arises
V = velocity of the moving body in

are connected to the main frame by a from their mechanical differences. In
feet per second.

a W v?

Steam C G. Spring Supported Load 40,900 lbs. CGS

Steam C. G. Total Load 52,500 lbs,

V
2
0
,t

CGEElec. C. G. Spring Supported

Load 21,500 lbs.

Elec. C. G. Total ,

Load 34,250 lbs .

Steam Center

Drivers 11,600 lbs.

w
8
,

SPS SPS

-
Elec. Cen.

Drivers 12,700 lbs.
SPE

14 4 " IS PE

l
'
1
0

"

2'1
0
2

"

3
'
8

"

4
'
6

"

1
0
,
9 6

'
1
0
3
4

"

6'8 "

FIG. 1. — GRAPHICAL COMPARISON OF THE LOCATION OF THE CENTERS OF GRAVITY AND POINTS OF SUPPORT OF THE

STEAM AND ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVES USED BY THE NEW YORK CENTRAL AND HUDSON RIVER RAILROAD . FU'LL LINES

ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVE . DOTTED LINES STEAM LOCOMOTIVE .

radius arm , and owing to the short the steam locomotive the journals on R = radius of the curved path in feet.

wheel base the locomotive is very the driving axles are located between g=gravity =32.2 .

flexible laterally. the wheels, which brings them very The following table computed by

The steam locomotives used for the close together. In the electric loco-- this formula gives the horizontal cen

fast trains are of the 4-4-2 type . motive the space between the wheels trifugal force generated by the axle

In Fig . I a graphical comparison is entirely occupied by the motors, loads of steam and electric locomo

is made, showing approximately the hence the journals are outside of the tives in passing around a 3 ° 5 ' curve

distance from the top of the rail to wheels, and nearly twice the distance at different velocities reduced by the

the centers of gravity and the loca- apart of those for the steam locomo- effect of gravity due to 472 and 7-31

tion of the points of spring suspension tive. At the same time the center of inches superelevation :
with reference to their centers of gravity of the electric machine is CENTRIFUGAL FORCE DUE TOTAL

WEIGHT ON AXLE IN POUNDS
gravity for the steam and electric much closer to the top of the rails

ELECTRIC DRIVERS STEAM DRIVERS

locomotives . The triangle CGS , than that of the steam machine. Speed 7.31"

SPS, SPS' being for the steam and
Elev .

While this low center of gravity
Mi. per hr.

- 2,027

CGE, SPE, SPE' being for the elec- makes the electric locomotive less
+1,564 + 2,395

tric machine. The effect of this liable to upset and reduces the effect +5,272

spring suspension is to introduce a of the sidelurches in their effect upon The above forces can be resolved

certain amount of pendulum action those riding in the machine, the hori- into two components, one producing

5,161 +3,441

TO

7.31"

Elev .

-1.395

28

Elev .

335

1.692

3,284

50

60

70

80

482 "

Elev .

513

2,593

5.035

7,912

47
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pressure on the top of the rail , the

other pressure on the side of the rail

tending to force it laterally out of posi

tion . These force components are

tabulated below for superelevations of

4.5 and 7.31 in .

CENTRIFUGAL FORCE IN POUNDS PARALLEL

50

60

TO TOPS OF RAILS

SUPERELEVATION SuperELEVATION

7.31 in . 4.5 in .

Speed Electric Steam Electric Steam

Mi. per hr . Drivers Drivers Drivers Drivers

-1,380 -- 2,010 334 511

28 47 1,687 2,585

70 +1,550 + 2,380 3,275 5,020

80 +3,415 +5,230 5,144 7.895

CENTRIFUGAL FORCE IN POUNDS , PRES

SURE ON TOP OF RAIL

SUPERELEVATION SUPERELEVATION

7.31 in . 4.5 in .

Speed Electric Steam Electric Steam

Mi. per hr. Drivers Drivers Drivers Drivers

50 - 180 - 254 27 41

60 4 - 6 135 207

70 + 200 +312 263 402

80 + 447 + 688 413 633

Wv?

2 8

The force of the blow resulting surface. This frictional resistance is

from side lurches is small, owing to less than the side pressure of the

the fact that there is only 38 -in . locomotive at a speed above 75 miles

play in the axle journals. But there per hour at 4'2" elevation. This

is another point to be considered- would bring the resultant lateral re

track irregularities and curves. In sistance on the spikes alone above a

taking a curve the entire suspended speed of 75 miles per hour. Owing

weight is forced to travel sideways to the fact that the track is elastic

at a rate equal to the versed side of laterally as well as vertically it is

the angle through which the train very improbable that circumstances

moves in one second. This energy should arise by which the entire

produces only static pressure on a energy of lateral displacement was

true curve with all of the ties tamped concentrated on one spike.

equally tight and all of the spikes Track spikes, used with 100- lb .

tight against the rail flange . The im- rails, are 58 -in. square, their area in

pact forces due to curvilinear deflec- shear being 0.4 sq . in . and the bear

tion can be computed by the formula : ing area of the rail against them is

0.2 sq. in . According to tests the

E shearing strength of steel is 8/10 of

its tensile strength, or from 43,000
In which

E = foot lbs. energy in moving body.
to 50,000 lbs. per sq . in . In the Iron

W = weight of movingbody inpounds. Age of February 15, 1900,“somedata

v = velocity in feet per second .

was given in regard to the flow of

steel under pressure and the energy

g = gravity = 32.2. required to shear hot and cold steel.

For the case in hand the weight of According to these experiments it

the moving body will be the centrif- would require from 360 to 440 ft .

ugal force due to the speed less the pounds to shear a 58 -in. square spike.

effect of gravity due to the super It is probable that less energy would

elevation . This has been computed for
be required after the spike had been

3 ° 5 ' curve with 4.5 in . supereleva
in the track a while as the area in

shear becomes reduced. From this it
tion .

can be seen that the factor of safety
SPRING SUSPENDED LOAD ON ELECTRIC

LOCOMOTIVE DRIVERS in this piece of track supposing one

Foot poundsenergy spike only to act and considering the
of distance traveled

Speed deflection on the
spring-suspended load only, was from

Mi. per hr. 50 to 64 at 50 miles per hour, from
6.8

5 to 6 at 50 miles per hour and 1.4

to 1.7 at 70 miles per hour and 0.53

to 0.65 at 80 miles per hour on the

This energy which may come into basis that the irregularity of the track

action at any irregularity of the track is equal to the versed sine in feet.

equal to the versed sine given above On the other hand, if , as held by

is resisted entirely by the spikes and many of the most eminent railroad

the friction between the rail and the engineers in the country, not less than

tie plate. The coefficient of friction two spikes resist the shearing stresses ,

of metal on metal varies from 0.25 then we have a factor of safety at

to 0.15 . For the case in hand the 70 miles per hour of from 2.8 to 3.4.

friction may have been anything be- It must also be borne in mind that

tween 4300= lbs. increased by the un- this assumed speed is 24 miles per

balance centrifugal effect and that hour in excess of the speed for which

due to a thoroughly well -lubricated the curve is elevated .

The foregoing tables are of interest

in regard to the total difference be

tween the two types of locomotives.

In the electric locomotive the spring

supported load is 21,500 lbs . com

pared with 40,900 lbs. in the steam

machine; the weight of the drivers,

armatures and axle being, in the

former, 12,750 lbs. against 11,600 lbs.

for the drivers and axle of the latter.

From this it can be seen that the

gyroscopic action would be

nearly equal, as would flange pressure

due to the weight of these parts.

Therefore any difference in the action

of the machines must be due to the

spring supported weight and the

method by which it is hung, as is

shown in the diagram . The following

table compares the centrifugal force

due to the normal spring supported

weight on the driving axles of both

locomotives together with the com

ponent of this force which would pass

into the springs and become vertical

pressure on the rail on a curve of

3 ° 5 ' with 4.5 in . superelevation :
CENTRIFUGAL COMPONENT ON

Speed

Mi. per hr.

be very

Versed sine in feet

due to curvilinear

per second

curve

50

60

70

80

1.445

2.083

2.853

3.682

72.0

261.0

682.0

O

50

FORCE

Electric Steam

Drivers Drivers

210

SPRINGS

Electric Steam

Drivers Drivers

SO421

1.062 2.046

2.062 3,936

3,240 6.199

390

424 1.810

821 3.670

1,300 5,7 10

60

70

80
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S-0°

Reinforced Concrete

Ash Hopper

ONE of the novel featuresofthe
new

tric Power Co. , at Washington ,

D. C. , is the use of reinforced con

crete ash hoppers beneath the boilers.

The details of their construction are

clearly shown in the accompanying

sectional views . A convenient device

in the form of a removable sifting

guard is also shown.

It is well known that considerable

fine coal falls through the front por

tion of over-feed stokers, and to pre

vent this being wasted a cast-iron

pan is generally placed below this por

tion of the stoker , with a raised lip

to keep the siftings in the pan. In

the present case this pan is formed

of concrete and the lip is made re

movable.

The ash hopper is a suspended

structure of concrete, reinforced with

12 - inch round rods, which are hooked

into apron plates rivetted to the steel

framing of the boiler -room floor. The

cast-iron spouts for filling the ash cars

are hung on these rods , those utilized

for this purpose being threaded in

order that the spouts may be adjusted

to level . This type of hopper is much

cheaper to construct than those of

plate steel , which require a lining of

fire-brick or concrete to prevent the

steel from being rapidly eaten out by

the dilute acid formed whenever the

ashes are wet down. The concrete in

these hoppers is no thicker than that

required to line a steel hopper, and

the reinforcing rods and apron plates

are less than 10 per cent. of the weight

of a plate hopper. To offset this re

duction in the amount of steel , a

wooden form is required for the re

inforced concrete hopper, but when

properly designed and made, such a

form can be used over and over again,

thus reducing to a minimum the

amount of lumber required and the

labor of form building.

The heat-resisting qualities of con

crete , of course , depend upon the ma

terials used in mixing, their propor

tions and treatment. Good Portland

cement is required, clean sand of good

quality, free from loam , and if broken

stone or gravel is used it is important

that limestones or nodules be avoided.

When exposed to heat, the limestones

are gradually calcined and will then

slack and destroy the concrete when

water reaches them , even in small

quantities.
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A Central Station Cable Record System

5

A

MAN HOLE

5

TRANSFORMER

SERVICE BOX

4

3 W & M .R. 5/3200 BROE.F2132 Ce. !

TIT

S the method of keeping track of

the various circuits is of great

importance to a central station ,

some particulars of the cable record

system of the United Electric Light

and Power Company, of New York ,

will be of interest as affording central

station men an opportunity for com

parison with the methods of their own

company.

Each circuit of the system of the

United Electric Light and Power

Company is numbered . Parts of each

circuit are sketched on a sheet of

heavy paper , each sheet being given

a map number and carrying also the

number of the circuit. Thus, Fig. I

represents part of circuit No. 106 .

Primary cables are shown by full blue

lines ( shown as broken lines in the

diagram ), and secondary cables by

full red lines ( shown dotted in the

diagram ). Manholes are represented

by circles , and service boxes by

squares . When cables extend further

than can well be shown on one map, a

new map number is placed at the point

at which the cables end on that par

ticular sheet, and by referring to the

new map , the further extension of the

cables can be found.

Thus, in Fig . I at the lower right

hand corner , the limits of the sheet

prevent the path of the primary cables

being followed further, so that map

No. I must be consulted. Similarly,

the rest of the secondary cables shown

in the lower left-hand corner may be

found by reference to map No. 11 , the

continuation of the primaries at the
middle right will be given on map

No. 4 , while the primaries and second

aries at the top of the diagram are

contained on map No. 5 .

Each section of both primary and

secondary cable is let

tered , as shown in the

middle of the diagram .

But one example is

taken as being typical 11

of the whole system .

The meaning of the

figures and letters is

as follows:

Three Washburn & Moen cables,

rubber insulation , 5 / 32 -inch thick ,

curb duct, three Roebling cables,

paper insulation , 7/32-inch thick, curb

duct.
The meaning of “ curb duct"

will be clear by referring to the dia

gram in the lower right-hand corner

of Fig. 2. The ducts are laid as shown

and are numbered beginning at the

curb , the first duct being known as

the curb duct, and so on . If the pri

mary cables in Fig . I were run in No.

2 duct , the letters " C D ” would be re

placed by " No. 2 D."

1

MAP 2 FIG . I. 106

142
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SECTION OF STREET

SHOWING DUCTS

FIG . 2 .

In Fig. 2 is shown the chart by On each side of the street are ruled

which more detailed data regarding off spaces equal in number to the num

the cables and the service may be ob- ber of ducts on each side. Thus, as on

tained. Along the middle of the sheet this street three ducts are laid on each

is outlined each avenue with its cross side, three spaces are ruled off and

streets , the buildings and their street labeled as indicated, " ist or curb,”

numbers. Two red lines are drawn “ 2d duct” and “ 3d duct.” In each

in to show that service is available , section is first indicated by a black

manholes being represented by circles line the extent of that duct, and below

and service boxes by squares. The it is shown in blue if a primary cable,

subsidiary connections, as they are and in red if a secondary, the extent of

called, which consist of the cables the cable in that duct. The size of

from the service box to the customer's the duct, the date installed, and the

premises are shown by arrows , also in diate given up are placed above the

red ink . line. Above the line representing the

cable are placed the size and style of

the cable, and date pulled in , the date

pulled out, and below it the circuit

number

To illustrate : On the north side of

the street the curb duct extends from

the corner of Main street to D street .

The primary cable in that duct, how

ever , extends only as far as the mid

dle of the block between B street and

C street. The size of the duct is 3

inches. The cable is a triplex " Na

tional," consisting of three 250 circu

lar mil leads. The circuit number is

as indicated , 114 .

Location

Primary Secondary

CUSTOMER

Length

and

Diameter

of

Subsidiary

Cost REMARKS
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TNS WITED BLOTHIC LIOUT AND POWED COMPANY

ITO WHOADAT

NOW YORE

Survey

Nese York , 190 --

Name and address Business

Installation drs Inc. HP Mise .

11

Existing subsidiary In adjoining premises ! Number

Existing cables on premises ? Alive

Subucay in front of premises Under rental ? Existing cables ?

Premises tired Name and address of contracter

Other service in building ? Other service in street ?

Remarks

New York, 100

Supt. of Const.

CITIVATED

COST

CSTIMATED

NEVENUE

Naintcables, L & M fre

Subsidiary and cables .

Transformers, Power

Miscellaneous Mise

Total, Total,

Remarks :

Subway to be rented Rental To se cort Estimated cost

Ppproved by Erecutive Committee 190

Suburay applied for Subsidiary arrhed fir

FIG. 4, A. FIG . 4 , B.

In the second duct on the north side, tion with any primary or secondary service boxes. Anestimate of the costof,,
a secondary cable extends the full but by referring to the chart of Main and revenue from , the installation is

length of the duct. This cable comes street , its connection with the circuit then made. On a form shown in Fig .

from the secondary of a transformer can be found. It will thus be seen that 5 the electrical engineer gives type of

in building No. 44, the primary run- the whole system can be followed up service and style of cables to be used.

ning as shown, in the curb duct. from street to street , and the path of If the proposed installation is ap

Transformers are not indicated on the the current from the power-house to proved, a card , shown in Fig. 3 , is
service chart, however, that detail be- the customer's premises quickly traced filled out and filed according to the
ing given only on the map of the by means of the maps and the service location of the customer's building.

circuits as in Fig . 2 , which shows a charts. The various headings clearly indicate

transformer from which secondary When a customer applies for the the data given on the card , so that no

circuits extend both ways. In this company's service, a survey is made explanation is necessary , except, per

case the primary circuit does not stop by the construction department, a re- laps, as to that of owner, and “ A B

at the building, but continues on . port being made on the blank form Number ."

These transformers are installed in shown at A , Fig. 4 and a sketch B When a customer complains of

buildings where current is supplied. is made on the back of the report as to trouble with his service, this card is

Wherever a lamp on a street corner the way in which the subsidiary con- looked up under the street and the

is supplied , the secondary will appear nection is to be installed. In making number of the circuit obtained. The

somewhat as in the section showing this survey , the circuit maps and location of the circuit is then obtained

No. 2 duct on the south side of the charts are referred to in order to find from the chart and map , and the

street . It apparently has no connec- the location of the nearest cables and trouble remedied.
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FORM 63. 6-70-00-800 11416
Methods of Solving Ice Problems

In Water Power Plants

The United Electric Light & Power Co.

1170 BROADWAY

BY R. C. BEARDSLEY.

Our article in last month's issue on "The Ice

Problem on Open -Ditch Water-Power Canals," by

A. W. Dawson , has induced Mr. Beardsley, Chief
Engineer in the Hydraulic Department of the Roberts

& Abbott Co. , of Cleveland, Ohio , to relate some of

his experiences in the solution of such problems.

The Editor.

Name

Location

A
Description

Architect

Contractor

Owner

(Names and Addresses )

EQUIPMENT

LIGHTING POWER

8 C. P. 16 C. P. 32 C. P. Arc Size and Character ofWork of Each Unit

Total 16 C. P. Lighting Aggregate Power

Remarks

Character of Service to be Introduced

case forms on rapids above a

dam, and very seldom , if ever,

forms in deep channels . Anchor ice ,

having once formed, is slightly heavier

than water and floats along at all

depths, depending upon the tempera

ture of the water. Frequently this

anchor ice sinks to the bedof the river

and forms to a considerable depth ,

sometimes even raising the level of

the water ; at other times it comes

to the surface and floats along in large

masses resembling clouds in appear

ance. It is , therefore, absolutely im

possible to provide any means above

the intake for keeping this anchor ice

out of the canal .

The concrete apron suggested by

Mr. Dawson in his article in the Feb

ruary number of THE ELECTRICAL

AGE has been used ( though usually

inade of timbers ) for many years to

keep floating trash out of a canal , but

as will readily be understood, such a

device would afford no security

against anchor ice . There is only one

sure way of eliminating anchor ice

troubles, and that is to build the rack

with the especial object in view of dis

posing of the troublesome material.

This may be accomplished, as shown

in the annexed illustration , by the use

of a rack made in 6 - foot sections.

The rack bars may be made of steel ,

reinforced concrete , or timber, and

serve merely as slides for the netting,

a . which passes over the drum c.

This drum should be heated in some

way, preferably by steam where it may

be obtained, although the heating may

be done with a stove. The speed of

the drum should be such that all the

ice drops off on the down stream side

as the netting passes over the drum .

The entire rack should be enclosed in

some structure so that it may be

heated. This method, while costing

slightly more than the ordinary racks ,

is absolutely sure .

In one instance here a large pulp

mill, using about 3000 horse-power,

had been compelled to shut down for

days at a time during the periods of

anchor ice flow ; the difficulty was

overcome by merely building a house

over the racks and keep it warm . In

this case , however, it required the

services of three to five men constantly

to rake the anchor ice off the racks.

Mr. Dawson makes one statement

in his article , previously mentioned,

which seems to me should be ques

Approved

Electrical Engineer

Agent

FIG . 5 .
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tiflether the Clogging element is ice. WHanke one three connected in

tioned , as it reflects upon the general water, affords a certain amount of second transformer primary . This

ability of our hydraulic engineers. resistance . does not improve matters to a great

He states that the water powers of Anchor ice cannot be permitted to extent, as the impressed voltage on

this country are usually designed to pass through the turbine , as no matter one transformer is 73 per cent . above

have a water velocity of from 2 to how great the velocity or what the normal, and that on the other is 50

4 feet per second. This is certainly shape of the orifice may be, the anchor per cent. above normal. The result

misleading as a general statement. In ice will rapidly close the opening. If with either connection is the destruc

a large majority of cases we design a the flow of anchor ice is considerable, tion of one, or, perhaps, both of the

water power to have a velocity of from a large turbine will be completely transformers.

90 to 100 feet per minute at the racks smothered inside of a few minutes. Two sets of three transformers con

and 100 to 150 feet per minute in the nected in Y and having a common

tail race . This velocity should not be neutral, as in the accompanying dia

exceeded , except in a few special The Effect of the Removal of One gram , can be made to supply a load ,

cases , where cost is prohibitive. If Transformer from a Set of though the capacity is only equal to

high velocities are secured at the head
Three Connected in that of one set alone . The elimination

1acks , the condition of affairs indi Star or Delta of one transformer from the circuit

cated in Fig. 7 of Mr. Dawson's ar throws a double load on the trans
BY C. J. SPENCER.

is sure to take place , no former that supplies that phase, and

HEN transformer of its primary may be loaded to full ca

driftwood, leaves or grass , while if the pacity .

area is liberal, excessive clogging can delta becomes disabled, the re- Connections of secondaries may be

not take place before the rack clean- maining two transformers will supply made delta or Y , regardless of the pri

ers have time to clean the racks . a balanced load amounting to two- mary connections. With secondaries

thirds normal rated load. This fact in Y , the elimination of one trans

has led to various connections of the former practically puts the set out of

Cut Steam heated remaining two of a bank of three service , for the voltage obtained by the
Drum

transformers connected in star or Y, two secondaries in V is only 58 per

when one transformer is removed , to cent. of normal and this is too low for

obtain an output proportional to the operating motors or lamps.
transformer capacity as in the delta Secondaries connected in delta are

connection . operative with two in V at two -thirds

With a bank of three transformers the capacity of the three transformers.

connected in Y, the cutting out of one The voltage is normal, but the current

transformer by short-circuiting the drawn from each secondary at nor

primary connections causes a voltage mal load amounts to 50 per cent. over

of 73 per cent . above normal to be normal, regardless of primary connec

impressed on the remaining two . tions.

Some transformers, notably those with The nature of the load also affects

extremely low iron losses, will stand the distribution of current. Induction

Although troubles are frequent
this treatment and give somewhere motors tend to balance the load,

with the head rack, there are many
near normal secondary voltage, but whether the line be delta or Y con

more troubles with the tail water. It
this is very rare. The iron loss in- nected. The motor draws energy

is a very common condition to find that
creases rapidly with an increase of im- from phases of higher voltage and

in winter, owing to the tail race be

coming clogged with thick ice , the tail

water is backed up several feet . The

tail race being frozen so that its area

is diminished, the water discharged Connect Neutral

from the turbine backs up and runs

cver the top of the ice , and freezing,

backs the water still higher. This
* Cut

process keeps on from day to day .

Aside from the actual cleaning of the
А в с

ice out of the tail race there is only

one way to prevent this loss of head, wwwyCut www jumam jum

and that is by building the tail race

so deep that the 3 or 4 feet of ice

which is apt to form in winter, still

leaves sufficient area beneath to carry pressed voltage , and the ordinary supplies the low -voltage phase, tend

off the water . If this depth cannot be transformer has an excessive rise of ing to maintain a balanced voltage .

obtained , the tail race must be covered temperature when the voltage is in- This feature of a power load has

over . creased 25 per cent. above normal . been applied to advantage in stations

Another very serious winter nui- The result to be expected is that the when the lighting load is compara

sance is the formation of thick ice on iron loss will be so very much above tively small by throwing the entire

the head race . The formation of ice normal that the insulation will burn lighting load on one phase and regu

on the canal not only reduces the area out , and this does occur. lating the voltage of this phase alone.

of the canal by about three -fourths the One connection that has been sug- In the same way induction motors may

thickness of the ice, but also greatly gested is to join the remaining two be utilized to tide over times of trouble

increases the wetted perimeter . The transformers in T. This is done by by keeping them in operation when

under surface of the ice is quite rough , connecting one end of the one trans- one transformer of a set becomes dis

and being in contact with the flowing former primary to the neutral of the abled.

* Cut

BENTULUD F

Cut



Electric Motor Connections

NORMAN G. MEADE

DIRECT -CURRENT MOTORS-SERIES WOUND.

HE diagrams of motor connec- Fire Underwriters should be ad- the fused switch. See that the con

hered to. troller handle is in the off position .

secured from the representa- So far as possible, motors should Close the line switch . Then with no

tive electric companies of the United be placed in clean , dry, well-lighted load on the motor turn controller to

States and cover both direct current and well-ventilated locations. They first notch . If the motor fails to

motors — series, shunt and compound should be preferably raised from the start , try second notch for a very short

wound — and alternating current mo- floor and secured firmly to a solid time , then if it does not start , turn off

tors —single phase and induction mo- foundation , a rigid floor, wall or ceiling controller and examine all connections.

tors , both two and three phase. The where they will be free from vibration. When the connections are correctly

same class of machines manufactured The accompanying diagrams are made the motor will give one rota

by the various companies are grouped self-explanatory, and by tracing the tion with forward movement of the

and the connections shown under the connections carefully the reader should
controller , and opposite rotation with

general heads, direct current motors be enabled to install motors of all reverse movement of controller. If

and alternating current motors. The classes.
the rotation of armature is opposite to

direct currentmotors are subdivided that desired , interchange thearmature

into series wound, shunt wound and Follow diagram very carefully when wires A and AA in the controller .

compound wound. The alternating connecting up the motor and resist- This applies to Figs. 2 to 8 , inclusive,

motors are subdivided into single ance to controller . Run line wires to when controllers are used.

phase and induction motors both two

and three phase.

In the installation of electric motors

there are a number of considerations

that must be borne in mind, beside

the accuracy of the connections, which

may be summed up in a few general

suggestions as follows: All con

ductors, however well insulated,

should always be treated as bare, that

is , under no conditions , existing or

likely to exist , must a ground or short
SWITCH

circuit occur , and all leakage from ARMATURE A

one conductor to the other or from

conductor to ground must be reduced ARMATURE AA

to a minimum .

In all wiring, special attention must JUMPER

be paid to the mechanical execution of

the work. Careful , and neat running,
SERIES SS

connecting, soldering, taping of con

ductors, and securing and attaching

of fittings are especially desirable.

All wiring should be thoroughly pro
STARTING RHEOSTAT

tected from mechanical injury or

abrasion and a strict compliance with
FIG . 1. - DIAGRAM SHOWING HOW THE MOTOR MAY BE CONNECTED UP FOR

USE WITH AN ORDINARY STARTING RHEOSTAT.

the rules of the National Board of

FUSE

SERIES S

ܘܘܘ

THIS APPLIES TO ANY SERIES

MOTOR.

A

RA

7
SS Line

Line
Armature - A

А

AA

S

SS

Armature - AA

Series - s

Series -sS

FIG . 2.-SIZE 212K AND 6K SERIES MOTOR WITH CONTROLLER . FIELDS IN SERIES . ( ROCKER -WHEELER COMPANY.
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RA

o

SS

A Armature - H

Armature - A A
A

AA

Series-S
S

SS

Series - 38 SS A

2 S RA

FIG . 3. - SIZE 27/2K AND 6K SERIES MOTOR. FIELDS IN PARALLEL.

CROCKER -WHEELER COMPANY.

Armature - A
A

AA
Armature - AR

S

SS

Series-S

A

Series - 58
HA

3256

SS

FIG . 6.—SIZE 20K , 30K AND 45K SERIES MOTOR . FIELDS IN SERIES .

CROCKER -WHEELER COMPANY.

m Armature -A

Armature - A A

Series - S
AA

S

SS ol Series - SS

SERIES .FIG . 4.-SIZE I2K SERIES OTOR . FIELDS IN

CROCKER -WHEELER COMPANY.

SS

Armature - A

A

A

AA

s

SS

Armature - AA
AA

Series - S
-

S

Serie's - 55

SS

- CA Armature - A
FIELDS INFIG. 7.-SIZE 20K , 30K AND 45K SERIES MOTOR .

SERIES - PARALLEL .

Armature -AA

A

AA

S

SS

Series —S

Series - SS

FIG. 5.-SIZE 12K SERIES MOTOR. FIELDS IN PARALLEL .

CROCKER -WHEELER COMPANY.
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i
l
s
o
l
u
l

1
0

1
0

郭
ARMATURE A :

FIG . 10.-TWO POLE SERIES MOTOR .

ROBBINS -MEYERS COMPANY.

ARMATURE - AN

SERIES 3

SERIES - SS

CROCKER -WHEELERFIG. 8.-SIZE 25W AND 50W SERIES MOTOR.

COMPANY.

FIG. II .-FOUR POLE SERIES MOTOR

ROBBINS-MEYERS COMPANY.

LINE

E
T

ARMATURE A.

ARMATURE AA

SERIES S

SERIES SS
000000

FIG . 9.-SIZE 75W AND 100W SERIES MOTOR.

COMPANY.

CROCKER-WHEELER

FIG. 12. - ONE - SIXTH TO 3 H. P. TYPE E

SERIES MOTOR . HOLTZER -CABOT COMPANY.
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Clockwise Counter Clockwise

Starting
Rheostat

Line
Starting
Rheostat

Line

13.-FORM B SERIES MOTOR . GENERAL ELECTRICWOUND CA

COMPANY .

Starting Rheostat .

Switch

Line

COD

Cut out

ABCO

A andDare Armature Terminals.

Band Care Field Terminals

Motor connected for counter Clockwise Rotation .

For Clockwise Rotation change external connec
tion from Btoc and connect AloBat the Term

inal Block .

FIG. 15. - SERIES WOUND CQ BIPOLAR MOTOR .

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY.

StartingAreostat

47

MOTOR

FIG .

Starting Rheostat Line Starting Rheostat Line

Clockwise
Counter Clockwise

FIG. 14.-SERIES WOUND MOTOR. GENERAL ELECTRICCE BIPOLAR

COMPANY.

An arrow and the letter " I " or " O " are cast on each of the terminals of

the field coils. The coils should be so assembled on the poles that the

arrow will point toward the armature and the like letters will be adjacent

for connection together .

On grounded circuits it is recommended that the rheostat be con

nected to the positive or line side and the series field to the negative or

ground side.

Switch

Line

Cut out

ABCO

A andDare Armature Terminals

Brand Care Field Terminals

Motor Connected for Counter Clockwise Rotation

For clockwise Rotation change externalconnec

tion from Btoc and connect AtoBat the Term .

inal Bloch

FIG . 16 .-SERIES WOUND ( Q FOUR POLE

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY.
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Clockwise Counter Clockwise

V
O
N
A

Sarling for

in lead

Starting boy

+ lood

FIG. 18.-SERIES WOUND TYPES MOTOR , FRAMES I TO 6, IN

CLUSIVE . TWO OR FOUR BRUSH ARMS, VIEWED FROM COMMUTATOR

END. WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC AND MANUFACTURING COMPANY .

Jumper

FIG. 17. - SERIES WOUND TYPE R MOTOR, VIEWED FROM COMMUTATOR

END. WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC AND MANUFACTURING COMPANY.

Clockwise Counter Clockwise

Stor hing boa

in led

Sheryl

be

in lead

For counter clockwise

rotation reverse armature

leads at brush holders as

shown .

Clockwise Counter Clockwise + +

FIG . 19.-SERIES WOUND TYPE S MOTOR , FRAMES 7 TO 13, IN

CLUSIVE . FOUR BRUSH ARMS, VIEWED FROM COMMUTATOR END.

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC AND MANUFACTURING COMPANY .

Starting for
in lood inDating bewFor counter clockwise

rotation reverse armature

leads at brush holders as

shown.

Line switch

FIG. 20. - SERIES WOUND TYPE S MOTOR, FRAMES 7 TO 13 , IN

CLUSIVE . TWO BRUSH ARMS, VIEWED FROM COMMUTATOR END.

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC AND MANUFACTURING COMPANY.

A ..

o
s

FIG. 21.-SERIES WOUND TYPE S MOTOR AND TYPE 177 CONTROLLER ,

2 TO IO H. P. , FRAMES I TO 6, INCLUSIVE . WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC

AND MANUFACTURING COMPANY.
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Line Switch

Az

܃܃
Line Skyte

FIG . 22. - SERIES WOUND TYPE S MOTOR AND TYPE 178 CONTROLLER,

IQ TO 30 H. P. AT TIO VOLTS AND 10 TO 75 H. P. AT 220 VOLTS - FOR

FRAMES I TO 6 , INCLUSIVE, CONNECT BY FULL LINES. FOR FRAMES

7 AND ABOVE , CONNECT BY DOTTED LINES. WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC

AND MANUFACTURING COMPANY.

ܐܦ
1 1

Line switch
FIG . 23.-TYPE K SERIES MOTOR AND TYPE 177 CONTROLLER , 2 TO IU

H. P. WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC AND MANUFACTURING COMPANY.

000001

lulu

0 1
Line switch .

FIG. 24. - TYPE K SERIES MOTOR AND TYPE 178 CONTROLLER, 10

H. P. AND ABOVE . WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC AND MANUFACTURING

COMPANY.

0
0

FIG . 25.-TYPE K SERIES MOTOR AND TYPE 179 COMMUTATOR CON

TROLLER , IO H. P. AND ABOVE . WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC AND MANU

FACTURING COMPANY.
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FUSE

LINE

00000000
220
FIELD

STARTING RHEOSTAT

ARMATURE

FIG. 26. - SERIES WOUND LUNDELL MOTOR, 14, 12, 1 , 2, 3 FRAMES.
SPRAGUE

ELECTRIC COMPANY .

FUSE

that current is taken directly from the

lighting circuit .

The company's power service is in

use in a large number of apartment

houses for operating two-phase ele

vator motors. Nearly 500 buildings

are equipped at the present date . At

the end of 1905, the number was 332 ,

so that during 1906 the company in

creased its number of elevator motors

by 168.

One of the interesting installations

is that at the “ Claremont," a restau

rant in Riverside Park near Grant's

Tomb. Like all up-to -date restau

rants , the Claremont is supplied with

a dish -washer, driven by a Wagner

1 -horse -power 104 -volt single-phase

motor, running at 1800 revolutions per

minute. In the kitchen, two ventilat

ing fans are driven by a 1 -horse-power

208 - volt motor, running at 1750 revo

lutions per minute. The motor is

belted toa counter shaft, which in turn

is belted to the fans. For polishing

the silver, a buffer is driven by a 12

horse -power 208 -volt motor, running

at 1800 revolutions per minute.

In the making of bread , also, the

cleanliness and despatch of the motor

driven machine are beginning to be

appreciated. As yet , the company has

but one customer of the smaller class ,

a 2-horse-power motor being used to

drive a dough -mixer and a bread

moulder. The former machine can

mix 2 pounds of flour in 10 minutes

while the bread-moulder, it is claimed ,

will save 35 cents in labor to every

barrel of flour .

Fort George, a summer amusement

park, also furnishes a field for the

use of the company's power. Here

the usual array of Ferris wheels, scenic

railways, carousels, moving stairways,

candy-pulling machines, automatic

pianos and orchestrions are all op

erated by electric power supplied by

LINE

FIELD

COOO000000

၀၀၀၀၀၀၀၀၀

ARMATURE

STARTING RHEOSTAT

SPRAGUEFIG . 27.-SERIES WOUND LUNDELL MOTOR, 4, 5 , 71/2, 10 FRAMES.

ELECTRIC COMPANY.

Electric Power Notes-New York The United Co."

Perhaps the best example of the

In the February number, as will be be used to a limited extent , if the load convenience and reliability of the elec

remembered, some particulars were is a steady one . No set rule is fol tric drive is furnished by an installa

given of the electric sign business of lowed for limiting the size of a single tion of a 772 -horse-power single-phase

the United Electric Light and Power phase motor, each case being con
Richmond motor for driving 2 saus

Company. In the present instance sidered separately . For instance,
age machines . The motor is of the

some details of the company's power while ordinarily not more than a 1 two-phase type operating on 208 volts

business will be given .
horse -power motor would be used on at 1720 revolutions per minute . It

The contract for electric power is 210 volts, single-phase, and not more drives a No. 52 “Enterprise” meat

based upon monthly consumption, ac- than a 14 horse-power on 105 volts, chopper, and a No. 27 "Silent Cutter.”

cording to the following schedule : in one case a 10 -horse -power single The former machinehas a capacity of

For thefirst 200kws. 10c. per kw

phase motor is driving refrigerating 1500 pounds of meat an hour, while

the latter will chop from 800 to 1000
From 200 to 400 kws. Excess over 200 8c . apparatus . As no two-phase circuit
From 400 to 3500

From 3500 to 7000

was in the vicinity, and as the load pounds in an hour. Chopping by hand

was the same throughout the twenty
two men could turn out only 50

The company's services is entirely
The proprietor

four hours, the extention of the limit pounds an hour.

alternating current, the power dis- was considered justifiable. formerly used a gas engine for driv

tribution being 2 phase 210 volts and When both lighting and power ing his machines, but the difficulty in

the lighting single -phase, 105 volts . service are furnished in the same starting it, particularly when a " rush "

In many cases, however, where only building separate circuits are run from order came in , compelled him to seek

single -phase circuits have been in- the service. It is only in the case of a more reliable means of doing the

stalled , small single -phase motors may small dental motors and fan motors work.

66 44

46

400 6c .

3500 50 .



Outline Lighting

By HOMER HONEYWELL

SOMES
OME interesting particulars of displayed at their leisure. All the years has been 43 cents for each one

business campaign were large-size show windows have light- dollar of increased revenue procured .

given by the author in a paper colored stucco ceilings and are lighted Of the advertising done at the start ,

presented at the recent gathering of by trough reflectors. Artistic , well- the author believes that the mail ad

the Northwestern Electrical Conven- dressed , frequently- changed windows vertising was the most valuable. It

tion . About the first of February, art the rule in Lincoln . Progressive was done on a fairly large scale and

1904, the Lincoln (Neb ,) Gas and merchants, aided by the Doherty rate , ir a way that was new to a great many

Electric Light Company organized a are responsible for the attractive ap- people. The first week one letter or

new -business department, with a com- pearance of the streets at night . Had card was sent out , the next week two,

petent manager at its head, and the attempt been made to install dis- and so on , until the prospect received

started out with well -defined ideas as play or advertising lighting on a flat a letter or card every day. The mail

to the desirable classes of business meter rate, even though the rate was advertising helped to put the prospect

and the effects on the station load . lower than the present rate , it is more in a receptive mood, and the solicitor

It was the aim to take on a steady than doubtful if the merchants could was able to close the contract quickly .

load that would run from dusk until have been interested . An appeal to The combination of mail advertising

midnight each and every night during the merchants' civic pride and a show- and personal solicitation is a strong

the year. To that end a flat rate was ing of the very small cost for a big lot combination .

figured out , based on the Doherty rate of good advertising works wonders. The effect on the station has been

of $ 1.80 per year for each connected Six o'clock closing is the rule in gratifying. The increase in peak load

16 -candle -power lamp, or its equiva- Lincoln every night except Saturday ,- has been 23 per cent . , while the sales

lent , $ 12 per year for a customer and it would seem that a fine field for have increased 60 per cent.

charge and six cents per kilowatt-hour display lighting would be offered in The sale of signs was not pushed

for current used , all subject to a dis- the smaller towns where the stores particularly until the company had

count of 10 per cent . for prompt pay- keep open every night or two nights made considerable headway in the

ment, and on the actual number of a week, and the people have few other forms of lighting. At the pres

burning-hours as applied to Lincoln . places to go. Well-lighted windows ent time 48 lamp-lettered signs are in

No flat rates are taken on inside and outlining display: s will bring the use , all of them bought outright from

lighting. The company makes free people to the streets at night and cause the local sign -builder. The reason

renewals, and does it whenever the the merchant to put better goods in for installing free outlining on two

men see a lamp out. his window and display them to better year contracts and not installing free

The outlining is installed free when advantage. signs is apparent . The outlining can

two-year contracts are taken , and the In soliciting, the company is always be taken down, be repainted and put

cost of installation figures about 38 careful to impress on the prospect's up again anywhere at a very small

cents per 4 - candle -power lamp in- mind that the outside and window dis cost , while a sign to be used again

stalled, the lamps being placed 18 play is an advertising, and not a light- would have to be remodeled at a con

inches apart. By this method a num- ing, expense . Solicitors are paid a siderable expense. Then , too, the

ber of small stores were induced to small salary and a percentage of the first investment for a sign is consider

light up . The small merchant with increase in gross revenue
over the able, and if the merchant is not re

a strip of 17 4 -candle -power lamps corresponding month for the previous quiredto carry the investment he feels

over his sign , burning each night year . freer to discontinue the use of the

from dusk until midnight, turned on Each solicitor's commission de light. During the last three years not

and off by the company's man , pays pends on the number of points he has over five or six outlining contracts

$5.30 net per month . in proportion to the total number were discontinued where the merchant

At the present time there are in use turned in , and points are given for remained in business, but, on the other

the equivalent of 10,000 4 -candle- each dollar of estimated revenue. In hand, the display of most of them was

power lamps for sign , outlining, and dustrial business is worth 10 points ; increased .

window lighting. The service is used additional inside consumption, There are in use 8,500 4 -candle

by barbers, shoemakers, livery stables ,
points ; new contracts, five points ;out

undertakers, second-hand stores , boot

power lamps for sign , outlining and

lining or signs until 12 o'clock , 10 sidewalk showcases. All these are on

black stands, butcher shops , lunch
points ; outlining or signs less than a flat rate . For window lighting 900

cars and popcorn stands — in fact , all
12 o'clock , five points ; outlining or

kinds of business. No business is too
16 - candle -power lamps are used.

peculiar or small to be a prospect.
signs on meter, three points. If busi- Outlined roof signs also seem to be

The company has one customer, a
ness is taken from the competitor, a popular and cheap method of ad

clothing store , whose sign , outlining
the points are doubled . Each man is vertising. So far all the outlining has

and window lighting amounts to 960 responsible for his own territory , and been done along straight lines , but at

4 -candle -power lamps.
is keen to hold business, as well as to tempts are now being made to relieve

It is claimed that the display light- get new business. the plainness by the use of curves and

ing is one of the most valuable assets
Personal solicitation , newspapers, circles .

of Lincoln , and it certainly has a far- mail advertising and personal letters The sales for the last year have

reaching effect - people promenade are used, and the cost of getting busi- been 689 kilowatt -hours for each kilo

the streets , and can inspect the goods ness to the company for the last three watt connected. The Sunday output

ΙΟ
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are

are

runs about 63 per cent. of the average sons at nine o'clock , and everything ing, say , 100 amperes ), then the mo

weekly output and is largely due to seems to be off at the latter hour. mentary current on closing the switch

flat- rate lighting The line of letter advertising will will be for carbon filament lamps 50

The city has a municipal street- show results in larger cities where the to 60 amperes, whilst for tantalum

lighting plant , and the traction com- store windows lighted , even lamps 630 amperes, and for osmium

pany supplies some commercial light though they are closed . He would about 790 amperes. Doubtless these

and power, but the generous display endeavor to convince the merchant effects are largely diminished by the

lighting is not due to competition, be- that lighting could be profitably used inductance of the circuits , but with a

cause the so -called competitor has but for window display, and that in the metallic filament lamp load the effect

three outlining customers and two small towns , if the windows should be plainly noticeable in the in

customers using signs of respectable lighted, people would come down creased sparking at the brushes of the

proportions. after dinner in the evening to see the generator, not to mention at the

shop -window display, and the desire switch contacts .
DISCUSSION

to purchase is thus created . With regard to the life of the lamps

In the discussion following the J. S. Allen , of Lake Geneva, Wis . , the authorsays that as a carbon lamp

reading of the paper, C. A. Parker, of had found that for a very small lasts longer on alternating current

Detroit, said that there seemed to be amount ( $4 a month ) the night police- than on direct current, theoretically

quite a tendency to revert to the flat man could be hired to turn off the the tantalum lamp should show an in

rate in such business as outline and light. They had made contracts in creased life on alternating current,

sign lighting, especially in the case such a way that the consumer turned provided , of course , that the maxi

of small business. The small man on his own lights , and had found very mum temperature attained during one

wants to know how much it is going few instances where that privilege was cycle is not sufficient to melt the fila

to cost him , particularly in such abused ; but that must be confined to ment. This being so, it is at first sight

classes of business as druggists, bar outside sign or window lighting. By rather remarkable that a decided in

ber shops, and the like . this plan the company had created an crease in life should be noticed when

F. W. Insull, of Chicago, said that exceptionally good feeling among the tantalum lamp is run on an alter

their customers.
his company had made a number of nating -current circuit . When we con

flat - rate , two -year contracts , based on
Regarding rates , Mr. Allen said sider, however, how near the filament

the number of hours use of current
that they had tried the flat -rate and at normal voltage is to its melting

and the number of lights installed .
found it unsatisfactory. They then point, and also bear in mind that it

The plan works well. Many custom
went to the other extreme and placed is alternately heating and cooling ( this

ers are a bit afraid of meter rates , and
everything on a meter basis . It was alternation takes place at twice the

if one talks window lighting to them ,
only within the last few years that frequency of supply ) and that conse

they had come to realize that a com
they will ask how much it will cost .

quently it is subjected to repeated

bination of the two was advisable .

If they are given a rate per kilowatt
stresses, it is possible that part of the

They were

hour, and the cost is figured out , they ground, which , it seems to the speaker,

now taking a middle decrease in life is due to this, and

are still a little afraid . But the mo
resembles the breaking of a bar by the

was a rational one to take , so far as

ment a flat -rate proposition is made
repetition of small stresses well within

he could at present determine. Of
the elastic limit .

them , they are interested . The com course we have had during that time The tantalum filament apparently

pany's patrol turns these lights on and a great many different rates advo expands a fair amount when it is

off . Many small towns are on the cated , rates that were very beneficial, heated to its normal temperature, and

company's circuits , and it is not a diffi- such as the Doherty rate and many this expansion causes the lamp to emit

cult problem to get the window -light others that we know about; but it; a sound immediately on switching in

ing business in them . seems to me that the combination of
to circuit, the noise being due to the

In a majority of the very small the flat rate and the meter rate is the
filament moving over the wire sup

towns, said Henry Almert, of Chi- most enlightened mode of selling cur ports.

cago , the business district is confined rent to the public at the present time. After burning for some time the

to just two or three blocks, generally And this question of a combination filament changes its nature and be

all on one street , and he had seen but
of flat and meter rates gives us an op- comes , as is well known, more crys

very few of the towns where the com- portunity to get closer to the cus talline. When new it appears as a

pany has been warranted in sending tomer . It gives him an insight into straight parallel sided wire , but after

an inspector or someone to turn these our way of doing business that con burning for some time it assumes a

lights on and off. His experience vinces him of our fairness ; and that
more or less disjointed appearance, as

was that the time- switch had not bcen conviction is so pronounced that it if it had been cut into very small

very satisfactory. He had, however, has worked great benefit to the central pieces and these pieces had been fitted

within the last 90 days, spoken with station .
together without proper alignment.

three or four central-station men , These results would seem to indi

some of them large ones , who report
Tests of Carbon and Metallic

cate that one direction in which an in

very satisfactory results from the time
Filament Lamps

crease in the life of the tantalum lamp

OME interesting results of tests could be obtained when used with

into use soon , in one town , a time

switch on each side of the street in the lamps are given by J. T. Morrising greater freedom to the filament

business district, and endeavor to get in a recent number of " The Electri- if feasible, a freedoni similar to that

outline lighting such as the author cian ," of London . which the filament of the ordinary

referred to . He was also going after A fact that has not received much carbon lamp possesses. Possibly it

window lighting and would endeavor attention is the effect that metallic might be found to answer the purpose

to get and keep these lights on a flat- filament lamps will have on a machine to replace the usual zigzag of straight

rate basis from dusk until two o'clock . running on a lighting load . If for any filament by a corresponding arrange

At present, in these small towns at the pressure fails and the ment made from a piece of tantalum

certain seasons of the year the stores whole load is switched on again at wire previously wound in a very fine

close at six o'clock and at other sea- full voltage (the normal current be- spiral.

switches. It had been hisideatoput Sof-carben,osmium and tantalum alternating currents would be in giv

reason



Warrantable Expense for Meter Testing

By OLIVER J. BUSHNELL

a

IN
N discussing the question of war

rantable expense for meter test

ing, in a paper read at the recent

convention of the Northwestern Elec

trical Association, the author said that

probably the most important point to

be considered in connection with the

subject is the frequency with which

meters should be tested . Most cen

tral station managers believe that, as

a matter of general policy , meters

should not run much longer than a

year without testing, both as a protec

tion to the company against loss, and

as an assurance to their customers of

the correctness of their bills. These

men would doubtless also assent to

the proposition that it would pay to

give special attention to meters in

volving a large amount of income.

We can not, however, arrive at the

proper frequency of tests with any

correctness without a study of the

conditions which affect meter accụ

racy .

In all meters the revolving part is

mounted on a jeweled bearing which

in time becomes rough ; again , the

permanent drag magnets are liable to

change from aging, rough handling ,

or short circuits ; again , in commu

tator - type meters the commutator and

brushes will wear and become rough

from sparking ; lastly, all meters are

influenced more or less by vibration ,

dampness, dust, and other conditions

of installation . Jewel wear, the first

of these causes which affect meter

accuracy, is influenced chiefly by the

weight of the moving element, the

number of revolutions of the shaft,

and vibration . The first of these is

constant for a given type of meter,

the second is easily ascertained from

the meter readings, and the influence

of the last can be learned from suc

cessive tests .

Just how much wear a jewel will

stand is somewhat uncertain . Sap

phire, which is almost universally

used , is of uneven structure, and vari

ations in the quality of jewels can not

be eliminated by the most careful in

spection in their manufacture. In a

report on “ Jewels and Pivots” in com

mutator meters made a few years ago

by the Meter Committee of the Asso

ciation of Edison Illuminating Com

panies, it was suggested as a result of

about 200 time tests that 800,000

revolutions be taken as the limit of

wear of sapphire jewels in meters not directly and the old limits of registra

subject to vibration, with half that tion between tests originally adopted

number as the limit where vibration for sapphire jewels have been adhered

was constant. Since that time com- to quite generally among those com

mutator -type meters have been very panies which are using diamond

much improved and in the latest type jewels on account of possible deteri

the weight of the moving element is oration from these other causes.

only one-third as much as formerly. There is an important fact also in

It does not appear that the decrease meter construction to be considered

in jewel wear is directly proportional in this connection which makes the

to the decrease in weight of the mov- size of the meter an element to be con

ing element, but it is probably nearly sidered in determining the frequency

so . It would doubtless be more ac- of tests. Meters of a given make have

curate to adopt a different limit of approximately the same full load

revolutions for each type of meter in torque in all sizes . It follows that

which the weight of the moving ele- meter of large capacity will at

ment is different, but for convenience times necessarily operate with much

1,000,000 revolutions have been quite less torque than a meter of small

generally adopted as the limit of wear capacity with a resultant increased

for sapphire jewels in all commu- liability to error. To illustrate , sup

tator meters . pose a five -ampere 100 -volt meter and

The writer has not any direct data a fifty -ampere 100-volt meter are both

on the wear of sapphire jewels in in- recording a load of one 50 -watt lamp.

duction meters and here again the The first is running on a ten per cent.

weight of the moving element varies load with ten per cent. of its full load

in different types of meters ; but from torque and the other on a one per

a comparison of these weights with cent. load with only one per cent . of

those of the moving elements in com- its full load torque. As the full -load

mutator-type meters and from the
torque of both meters is the same, it

lesser number of jewels found defect- follows that the small meter has ten

ive in annual tests of induction times as much torque on one lamp as

meters, it is evident that a jewel will the larger one . Suppose also that it

stand at least two or three times the takes one-half of one per cent . of the

number of revolutions in an induction full load torque to overcome the fric

meter that it will in a commutator tion of the bearings, the small capac

type . The writer believes the limit of ity meter would run five per cent.

wear of 2,000,000 revolutions, adopted slow while the large capacity meter

by a large Eastern Company, is cer- would run fifty per cent. slow on the

tainly saie. fifty -watt load. It is at once evident

About two and one -half years ago that meters of large capacity should

there was discovered a process of сир- be kept in better condition , and more

ping diamond jewels for meters and frequently tested than those of small

since then they have come into con- capacity.

siderable use. One company has made In accordance with the foregoing

tests of these jewels up to 9,500,000 considerations meters should be clas

revolutions without the stone showing sified for testing somewhat as fol

any wear, but in some of the tests the lows :

shaft points became so flat as to in First-A limit should be set within
troduce considerable friction . What

which all meters should be tested .
the average life of the jewel is the

author can not state , but believes that
Second - A classification should be

it can safely be taken at five times made according to sizes so that the

that of sapphire jewels, and that it is
large meters will be tested oftener

than the small o
probably more than this .

Although the adoption of diamond Third - A classification should be

jewels largely removes jewel troubles, made according to the work done by

the elements of magnet change, com the meter so that they will not be al

mutator friction , and deterioration lowed to exceed a fixed number of

due to local conditions still remain to revolutions between tests .

be considered. These are so uncer- Fourth - Changes in classification

tain that they can not be classified should be made to allow for local con

es .
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up later.

a

every three

ditions as made evident by the results induction meters, and also in the ments, especially on light loads where

of successive tests . method of testing, which will be taken the greatest improvement was needed.

In order to find out the methods A better accuracy was shown by the

now used in meter testing, the writer The classification adopted by the annual tests of type “ C ” meters than

sent out a number of questions on the writer about two years ago for com- by the semi-annual tests of meters of

subject to twelve of the largest com- mutator meters was as follows : the older types.

panies in the country. The first two Annual tests for meters of five to The writer has not given the above

were as follows : ten amperes capacity. schedule, however, as a model, but

How often are your electricity Semi-annual: tests for meters of rather as an illustration. In the light

meters tested ? fifteen to fifty amperes capacity. of the results obtained he expects to

On what basis is the frequency of Quarterly tests for meters of sev- make some changes for the coming

tests determined ? enty -five amperes capacity and above. year. It would seem as though some

The following are four of the Meters making over 1,000,000 differences should be made in the clas

answers received : revolutions of the disc between tests sification of commutator meters as re

First Answer- ( 1 ) By inspection on above classification to be changed gards the type, though the use of

once a year. ( 2 ) The basis of the to more frequent class so as not to diamond jewels in all of the older

frequency of tests is assumption that exceed that number between tests, up types may largely obviate the neces

meters should be inspected at least to the quarterly class . sity. In particular, however, it would

once a year. It has not been thought necessary doubtless be advantageous to test

Second Answer-- ( 1 ) From one to test any meter oftener than once in more of the meters quarterly, placing

month on largest meters to fifteen three months. Where a meter has not at least more of the meters of the

months on induction meters in resi- retained its calibration for this length older types in this class .

dential districts , all meters coming as of time an investigation has been Induction meters have so far been

a rule within either one , three, six , made. Such rapid loss of accuracy classified by the writer on an annual

nine or twelve months' classes . ( 2 ) is usually found to be due to commu basis for testing. Owing to the light

On the basis of the work which the tator trouble caused either by exces- weight of the moving element anii the

meter is doing, the intention being to sive vibration or heavy momentary absence of commutator friction these

test at every million revolutions of the overloads . In the first case the meter meters retain their accuracy much bet

disc in direct - current meters and has been moved or mounted on ter than the commutator type. Data

every two million revolutions in in spring -board, and in the latter a larger compiled from about 14,000 annuai

duction meters . meter has been installed with a better tests showed an accuracy almost iden

Third Answer- ( 1 ) As a general resultant accuracy than if the old tical with that of commutator meters
rule once in twelve months ; some are meter had been left as it was and under quarterly testing. As it is

tested monthly , some tested monthly. All meters tested probable, however, that the meters

months, and some every six months. quarterly have been equipped with measuring the largest consumption
( 2 ) The period is decided by the cupped diamond jewels and the semi- are below the general average , it is
amount of the monthly registration annual class are being so equipped as expected the coming year to test the

varying, of course , with the various rapidly as they can be obtained . larger meters and those showing over
sizes of meters. All meters tested A study of the data compiled from 3,000,000 revolutions between tests on

more than once a year are equipped the tests made according to the fore- a semi- annual basis.

with diamond jewels. Our data shows going schedule reveals some inter- Having decided on some schedule

that a meter equipped with a diamond esting facts.esting facts . In the first place the for periodic testing an important point

jewel need not be tested until it has accuracy of the meters improves in an to be next considered is the advisa

made a million or more revolutions. increasing ratio the more frequent the bility of making installation tests. It

Fourth Answer - Our meters are testing. The quarterly tests at one- is well known that meters transported

tested each time they are returned to half load show fifteen per cent. more some distance are liable to sliglit

meter shop, regardless of time they of the meters to be accurate than the changes in calibration , also that

have been installed . Others that have annual tests , and ten per cent. more direct-current meters, unless connected

been installed three years are changed, than the semi- annual tests, while the according to polarity markings or

tested and cleaned up . We do not test improvement shown by the light load even if so connected where intiuencer

meters on customers' premises unless tests , which are made at one-tenth by magnetic fieids from other con

requested to do so. load , is still more marked . The same ductors, will show some erioi on ligit

Commenting on these replies, the increasing ratio of improvement the loads. The questions sent out by the

writer believes that the first system more frequent the testing, is seen in writer brought back the information

must result in the meters which meas the average accuracy obtained from that two of the largest companies in
ure the largest consumption showing these tests which was as follows : the country make a test on every

the poorest accuracy.

The second tends to keep all meters Annual tests . % load 97.3% 89.6 %

on a level of accuracy at the same per
Semi-annual tests % load 97.89% .90.8 %

Quarterly tests .. % load 99.1% .96.5 %

cent. loads , but will result in a dis

proportionate loss from the large An important showing from the meter installed before the first bill

capacity meters on light loads . data of the meters out of calibration is rendered , notwithstanding the fact

The third system , which takes the is the ratio of the meters slow , to that the meters have previously been

size of the meter also into account, those fast , which at one-half load was corrected in the testing room . In the

will not only keep up the accuracy of more than two to one, while at one- Chicago Edison Company it has been

the meters under heavy service , but tenth load it was five to one. On still the practice to have all meters after

will also maintain the accuracy of the lighter loads the ratio would doubtless installation inspected, and cleaned and

large capacity meters operating con- be further largely increased . It was adjusted if necessary, so as to run

siderably under light load conditions. also shown by the data that the type freely on a light load.

The fourth system , the writer be- “ C ” commutator meters maintained In order to get some information as

lieves, is faulty both in allowing too their accuracy much better than the to the condition of meters after their

long a time between tests , even for older types with heavier moving ele- installation and as to whether an in

1-10 load .

1-10 load.

1-10 load ..
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spection or test is advisable, the writer The necessity for installation tests which can be accomplished. He in

made 100 tests of commutator meters which is shown in a previous part of clines to the belief , however , that the

and 100 tests of induction meters im- this paper proves conclusively, how- test meter with several field windings

mediately after they were installed , ever , that meters should be tested will soon have more general adoption

these meters having all been adjusted under local conditions in which they and prove slightly more economical

in the shop before being sent out. are to operate, and after all danger of than other methods.

The accuracy after installation as change from transportation is over. The number of meters which can

shown by these tests was rather dis- Even if a meter is taken out and in- be tested by an inspector in one day

appointing, especially so in commu- stalled with the utmost care so as not has been variously reported by the

tator meters on light loads . Tests to disturb the original calibration in different companies from which data

were then made on an equal number the slightest, frequently some change was secured at from six to ten . The

of meters after the usual starting in- in the light load adjustment is neces- writer believes an average of about
spection. These tests showed a decid sary to adapt it to local conditions of seven should be obtained in testing

edly improved condition of these vibration or adjacent magnetic fields . commutator meters and eight or more

meters over the others , especially on Four methods of testing are in gen- in testing induction meters .

light loads, and a better accuracy than eral use : The use of diamond -cupped jewels

that shown by any of our periodic
First - With ammeter, voltmeter

is recommended in all of the older

tests . Still there were some meters
and stop watch .

type commutator meters where the

which showed a change of from five jewel is subject to heavy wear . Sap
Second - With calibrated

to ten per cent, in their whole calibra
resist

phire jewels may be repolished once ,

tion . ance , voltmeter and stop watch . but the stones should be removed from

It is particularly desirable that the Third - With indicating wattmeter the screws and polished and inspected

bills of a new customer should be ab and stop watch . the same as new stones and set in new

solutely correct . If a meter is slow
Fourth - With check recording

screws. If polished in the old setting

for two or three months and then is some of the powder is apt to be left

corrected , it leads to the suspicion
wattmeter.

in the screw and cause trouble. Piv

when the bill goes up that the com
The first method is used only on ots also may be used a second time if

pany is increasing the bills arbitrarily direct -current work and the second they are carefully repointed and pol

after it feels sure that the customer should be only so used unless the re- ished . A new pivot or shaft should

will be permanent. The conclusion sistance is absolutely non -inductive. always be inserted when a jewel is

seems warrantable that both alternat- Self -contained shunt Weston am- changed.

ing-current and direct - current meters meters , on account of temperature It is advisable to test meters at two

involving considerable consumption error, should not be used except in points. The light-load calibration is

ought to be tested within one month small sizes , and even then the current usually made at one-tenth load and

after installation . The direct -current should be kept on the instrument only heavy-load calibration at from one

meters will be left in a more per- during the time necessary to make half to full load . It makes no differ

manent condition if allowed to run for each test . Resistance shunts with ence whether one -half or full load is

two weeks before testing so that the negligible temperature coefficient and used as far as the final calibration of

commutator will have become oxi- milli- volt meters should always be the meter is concerned , but the re

dized. For the large class of small used for measuring large currents . ports of the meters as found would

meters for offices, apartments, and The indicating wattmeter should be doubtless show better on a full load

houses a careful inspection appears to
used only for alternating -current test . One-half load is used by the

be a sufficient safeguard. Perhaps a work , as it is not reliable to direct writer as being nearer the running

good division would be that meters current, owing to the influence of ex- condition of the meter.

which it is advisable to test oftener ternal magnetic fields. The check- Whatever tests are made an accu

than once a year should have an in- recording wattmeter has the advan- rate record should be kept and the re
stallation test and others an inspection tage of not requiring a stop watch , sults carefully tabulated. Sample

only. yet if a portable load is used the in- forms for this purpose are appended

The methods of testing should have spector can tell the per cent. load on to this paper . Only by an accurate

some attention , which of necessity is the meter with sufficient accuracy . knowledge of the condition of his

very much abbreviated. The first im- An ordinary meter can be placed meters and a study of the results of

portant point is to have accurate in a carrying -box and used for check- his testing can a central station man

standards. A laboratory standard ing, but it is better to use one ofthe ager satisfy himself as to whether or

voltmeter, a standard shunt and a pre
special test meters of which there are not he is warranted in the expense he

two or three kinds

cision indicating watt -meter make ex
on the market. is incurring

These meters are built with several
These

We come to the question

cellent working standards.
field windings so that the full torque

should be returned to the factory oc
which many may consider the most

of the meter is available at different vital to the subject. What will a thor
casionally for calibration unless the

loads. The meter under test can ac- ough system of meter testing cost ?
company has a laboratory where they

cordingly be tested with equal accu- Whatever is said on the subject will
can be checked. In the absence of

racy at heavy and light loads by con- doubtless be questioned by a good
these a set of the working instruments necting to the field coils of the corre- many, as the practice of different

should be kept for checking other in sponding capacity in the test meter. companies varies so much, both as to

struments only, and returned to the This method is particularly advan- the amount of testing and the expense

factory for recalibration every six tageous where a meter must be tested items which are included under this

months. ona fluctuating load. head. The expense in the same com

Meters can be tested on the cus- Each method of testing has its ad- pany also would vary with the char

tomer's premises or brought in and vantages and each will be found best acter of the customers served and the

tested in the shop. Some have con- doubtless for some kinds of work. amount of consumption measured.

tended that the latter is the more ac- The writer has had all in use and finds Nevertheless approximate figures may

curate way, as conditions are more no particular advantage of one over be arrived at as a general guide to

favorable for correct measurements . the others in the amount of work good meter practice .

now
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experience has shown to be advan

tageous. It is not the intention , how

ever, to limit the expenses to these

amounts as further experience may

demonstrate the advisability of still

more expenditure for this purpose.

Of course , for meters measuring little

consumption , the limit of expense is

reached when reasonable accuracy is

obtained , but for meters measuring a

large consumption the cost of meter

maintenance may be inconsiderable as

compared with a loss of a fraction of

one per cent. in registration .

The high cost for direct- current

meters is partly on account of the in

troduction of cupped -diamond jewels .

These cost about five times as much

as sapphire jewels , but their use is

fully warranted both by the better ac

curacy obtained and by the longer life

of the jewel . The Chicago Edison

Company has put in service over 3,000

of these jewels in the last two years ,

METER TEST .

Dist . .Day .No...

Name

for

W

These figures might be expressed

in cents per kilowatt -hour generated

output or in per cent. of metered in

come, but it seemed to the writer that

they would be more readily under

stood and of more accurate applica

tion if based on the number of meters

in service . The writer collected some

data on this subject, but the classifica

tion of accounts varies so in different

companies that the figures are not

readily comparable or all applicable to

the expense of meter maintenance

only. Meter testing, in the broad

sense we wish to use, should include

all maintenance expenses and cover

periodic testing, shop testing and re

pairing and installation tests and in

spections.

The money actually spent on this

work in different companies from

which figures were received varied

from $0.48 to $ 1.63 annually per

meter installed . The writer must ac

cordingly draw largely on his own ex

perience and the figures of the com

panies with which he is connected for

his conclusions. Naturally the ex

pense for direct- current meters is

greater than for induction meters. It

is customary also to distribute direct

current largely in business districts,

where the wear on the meter is

greater on account of longer use , and

alternating current in residential dis

tricts . A thorough system of testing

based on the principles outlined in this

paper can not be carried on , accord

ing to the estimate of the writer , for

less than about seventy-five cents per

meter installed for induction meters,

and $ 1.50 per meter installed for com

mutator -type meters annually.

It is possible that there are some

companies with few large customers

and little increase in business which

could do the work for two -thirds

these figures , but for a progressive

growing company they are not too

high . These figures include the cost

of all instruments, apparatus and sup

plies necessary for carrying on the

work as well as the cost of material

used in the meters and labor. The

salaries of meter testers is assumed to

be from $50 to $ 65 per month for the

most part and helpers for testing

large meters at $40 per month .

It must be borne in mind that the

amount given will not be spent on

every meter. A third of it would

cover the cost for a large part of the

meters which are tested annually , but

two or three times this amount would

be necessary for other meters which

are tested quarterly. The general

average is also brought up by the cost

of installation tests and inspections,

and of repairs to defective meters, to

gether with the cost of instruments

and general supplies. These figures

are based on a system of testing which

Address.

Installation

Location of Meter.

Watt Meter No.

Reading X

Top Bearing

Shunt Coil.

Com . and Brushes

Size . A. V.

Testing Const . Seal No.

Jewel..
Pivot.

Creeping

testing and the value of the cupped

diamond jewel is readily apparent.

It may be objected that not yet has

it been shown that the estimated ex

pense for meter testing is warrant

able . The reply in the first place is

that any reasonable expense is war

rantable which will make a company's

bills accurate and its dealings with its

customers honest . In the second

place , the expense will be in all prob

ability more than met by the increased

revenues from accurate meters. This

statement is difficult of demonstration

as we are unable to know just what

the accuracy of the meters is under

working conditions, either with or

without testing, but we will give two

illustrations which will hardly leave

any doubt as to its truth .

About two years ago the Chicago

Edison Company changed from a

system of annual testing, with semi

annual testing of a few of the largest

meters, to the classified system out

lined in this paper. Under the old

system the meters ran from fifteen to

sixteen months between tests owing

to interruptions in the work and

changes of inspectors. After the

change sufficient help was employed

to keep the work strictly up to the

schedule. As a result of this testing

the unaccounted- for output decreased

from 8.7 per cent. to 7.1 per cent. of

the total generated, showing a saving

of 1.6 per cent. As the generated

output for the year was 76,454,000

kilowatt-hours the saving amounted

to 1,223,264 kilowatt- hours . This

represents additional energy paid for,

so to determine the income saved to

the company it must be multiplied by

the average price received. Assum

ing this to be seven cents per kilo

watt -hour, we find the saving amount

ed to over $ 85,000. This is sixty per
cent. more than the total meter de

partment expense, about three times

the total expense for testing and re

pairing meters, and eight times the

additional expense over that previ

ously expended for testing.

Take another example. In a sub

urb near Chicago the meters had been

allowed to run much as they pleased

for several years. A year ago they

were all overhauled and some of the

old types discarded . Last fall the in

come showed an increase of thirty

eight per cent. over the previous year

and one-half of this increase was at

tributed by the manager to the im

proved accuracy of the meters .

Meter testing, however, as stated

above, is a matter of ethics as well as

economy. Suppose your average ac

curacy is at present so high that the

cost of testing will not be covered by

the increased income, still it is the

duty of lighting companies to take all
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Report

is. Reads. No. is. ReadsMax . Meters No.

Left Meter .

Tested with

Left Fuses.

.Lamp Bank.

To .. Date .Time of Test .

Checked by Entered .

Insp .

METER INSPECTION .

Mr.

Will you kindly allow our Inspector to test the

Electric Meters in your premises and sign and return

this slip to him on completion of the test ?

CHICAGO EDISON COMPANY.

Date.

Signed

Consumer.

half of which have been in use over

a year and yet only about one per cent.

of them have become worn . Compare

these results with data on sapphire

jewels of which forty to sixty per

cent. are found defective in annual
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possible precautions to prevent inac- older types have all been worn out or

curacies in their bills. Fortunately discarded it is hoped that less_fre

the meters manufactured to-day re- quent testing will be necessary . Pres

tain their accuracy better than those ent conditions, however, demand that

of a few years ago, and when these companies should give more attention

DAILY RECORD OF METER TESTS.

to meter testing than is ordinarily

done . It is also a fact that those com

panies which have done the most in

this line best appreciate its economic

value .
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The Installation and Operation of Alternating

Current Generators

Engineers in charge of power stations, as well as students of electrical engineering, will be interested to read the instructions

for installing and operating alternating current generators recently prepared by the Allis - Chalmers Company,of Milwaukee,
for the use of its customers, which are reproduced in part herewith . What is stated , applies in general to the machines of

any manufacturer, and no difficulty will be foundin noting what isspecialpractice. - EDITOR.

paper. In some small machines it is

necessary to wind the field coils with

square copper wire in order to admit

of excitation at 120 volts .

AL
LL of the generators belong to them varies with the number of

the revolving-field class having phases for which the machine is built,

the armature, or part in which the voltage , etc. Fig. 2 shows a por

the current is induced, stationary . tion of the winding for a three -phase

They are made in five types designed machine with coils arranged the same

Belted, Water -Wheel, Engine, Fly- as in Fig. 1. For lower voltage ma

Wheel and Turbo, the last named be- chines where it is not necessary to

ing for direct- connection to Allis- have such high insulation , the wind

Chalmers steam turbines. ing is frequently of the two-layer type

LOCATION

The location of the generator is

usually fixed beforehand by the posi

tion it must occupy relative to the

2

O QQ OLO

10

10

FIG. I

1

2

3

4

5

Armature Core

Stator Yoke

Armature End Head

Armature Coil

Armature Coil Stick

6

7

8

9

10

Field Spider

Field Pole

Field Coil

Pole Collar

Winding Shield

II

12

13

14

Ventilating Duct

} Field Connections

Pole Keys

FIG . 2. — MULTIPLE SLOT WINDING .

The mechanical construction varies shown in Fig. 3. All the coils are of

to some extent with the size and type the same shape, and each side occu

of generator, so that it is not prac- pies only half a slot , one side lying

ticable to give a description that will in the upper part of one slot and the

apply to all these machines. In most other in the lower part of another slot .

cases , however, the general arrange- The field coilsof all,except someof the

ment is as shown in Fig. 1, which
smaller machines are of bare copper

explains itself . The method of ar- strip wound on edge with adjacent

ranging the coils and interconnecting turns separated by tough insulating

engine or shafting. There is , there

fore , little choice as to this, but it is

always desirable to install alternators,

or in fact any electrical machinery, in

a clean , dry place where there will be

plenty of light and room . Good ven

tilation is important, since the better

the ventilation the lower will be the

operating temperatures of the ma
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or

or

chine . There should not be any com is feasible . Such insulation is gener- b . If the alternator is small and

bustible material near the alternator ally provided by a substantial wooden comes completely assembled , it can

and the location should provide for frame or wooden stringers under the now be set on the rails , carefully

sufficient head room to permit taking rails, the wood being well filled and leveled, and lined up with the driving

the machine apart if necessary . varnished to prevent absorption of pulley .

The foundation on which an alter
moisture . This is practicable with c . If the machine is of large size ,

nator rests should be firm and sub- small belted generators, but with and shipped in two or more parts ,

heavy machines or those direct - con- place the base on the rails and set the

nected to steam engines or water- stator or armature frame in position ,

wheels complete insulation from the first making sure that the planed sur

ground is practically impossible, and faces on the base and feet of the

it is better to ground the frame posi- stator are perfectly clean and oiled to

tively by means of a heavy copper prevent rust .. Most of the larger

wire connecting the frame from a belted machines are arranged so that

water pipe other convenient the stator can be shifted to one side

ground . In other words, the frame to give access to the field and arma

of a machine should either be thor- ture coils , and when the stator is first

oughly insulated thoroughly set on the case it is advisable to locate

grounded so that there will be no it so that it will be to one side of the

doubt about its condition . field when the latter is placed in posi

With belted machines static elec- tion . All bearing surfaces should be

tricity is frequently generated by the thoroughly cleaned before the shaft

belt, thus charging the frame of the is placed in the bearings ; if there are

machine, if the latter is thoroughly in- any rough or rusty spots on the jour

sulated, from ground . This static nals , they should be removed with
FIG. 3.—TWO-LAYER WINDING

electricity is generally removed by crocus cloth ; see that the oil wells are

arranging a comb or series of metal thoroughly clean . When placing the

stantial , in order to prevent vibration
points close under the beltand con- rotor in position , watch the oil rings

and secure smooth running. Small necting them to ground . The pointsnecting them to ground . The points carefully to see that they do not get
belted machines below 100 kw . can , can be easily supported on iron pipes jammed and bent out of shape ; after

if necessary, be set on heavy timber as shown in Fig. 4. the rotor has been placed put the caps
supports, but it is recommended to The generators must be thoroughly of the bearing pedestals in position

use a concrete or brick foundation protected against lightning and highprotected against lightning and high and bolt downfirmly. The stator can

whenever possible ; all machines above potentials due to static electricity.. now be slid into position over the

100 kw. must be provided with con

crete , brick, or masonry foundation ,

concrete being the most suitable . Con

crete for this purpose can be made in

the following proportions : sharp sand,

2 parts ; broken stone, 4 to 5 parts ;

Portland cement, I part, all parts by

bulk .

The foundation should be heavy

enough to secure freedom from vibra

tion and, in building it, provision
should be made for foundation bolts

to hold the base , rails , or sole plates

of the machines. In making the foun

dation , place iron pipes in the ap

proximate locations that the founda

tion bolts will occupy, using pipe hav

ing an inside diameter of at least two
12 ?

inches larger than the foundation

bolts , to allow adjustment. Pockets

should also be arranged in the foun

dation to give access to the anchor

plates and bottom nuts on the founda

tion bolts . After the alternator has

been permanently located , thin cement

should be run into the pipes , thus fix
FIG. 4.-BELTED ALTERNATOR , SHOWING STATIC COMB UNDER BELT

ing the bolts accurately in position .
Foundation bolts should be located by The lines should be equipped with rotor and bolted in place ; if there are

templates made from outline prints of lightning arresters, and in cases where any dowel pins in the feet of the

the machine. The top of the founda- high potential static electricity is stator, see that they are in place be

tion should be leveled off as accur
liable to accumulate, dischargers fore the cap bolts are screwed down.

ately as possible and cement allowed
should be provided to carry it off. Fill the bearings with a good quality

sufficient time to set before the ma- SETTING UP BELTED MACHINES of mineral oil to the proper height as

chine is placed in position. a . The rails should be placed in
indicated by the oil

gauge.

The National Board of Fire Under- position, approximately leveled , and d . Put the pulley on the shaft, and

writers favors the insulation of gen- wedged up so that the weight of the line the whole machine up with the

erators from the ground wherever it machine will be distributed evenly. driving pulley. If possible, run the
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on

machine with a rather slack belt and sion of the engine bed, as with some c . Locate revolving field and en

adjust the alignment while running of the smaller machines coupled to gine shaft in bearing, observing the

so that the belt runs on the center of high -speed engines, or on sole plates same precautions as given under

the pulley and allows the rotor to os- set suitable foundations. The belted machines.

cillate freely in its bearings. stator sole plates are made in two d . Place the top half of the yoke in

e. Tighten down the foundatione parts , the lower one being bolted to position , first making sure that all

bolts and " grout" the rails by mak- the foundation, while the upper plate planed surfaces are perfectly clean.

ing a thin, easy -flowing mixture of is adjustable to facilitate centering the Carefully center the stator with re

one part of Portland cement and one stator with respect to the field . spect to the field by means of the ad

justing screws in the feet and sole

plates, and measure the air-gap be

tween stator face and pole piece at a

number of points around the circum

ference ; it is very important to have

the air -gap uniform , as otherwise the

frame will be subjected to an unbal

anced magnetic pull, causing bad oper

ation .

In large water -wheel and engine

type alternators, where the stator is

split, it is usually necessary for con

venience in shipping to disconnect and

remove a few of the stator coils at the

two partings in the frame . These

must be carefully put in place and

properly connected as per instructions

furnished with the generator. The

coils must not be bruised , and all con

nections should be neatly made and

insulated to correspond with those for

the other coils .

In aligning the yoke, see that the

center of the armature laminations is

FIG . 5. — WATER -WHEEL TYPE OF ALTERNATOR . in line with the center of the pole

laminations ; if they are not in line

part of sand together with sufficient a . Locate the sole plates temporar- there will be a side thrust on the shaft.

water, and pouring it under and ily in position and support them on After the yoke has been finally ad

around the rails ; small clay dams can iron wedges to allow for further ad- justed insert shims between the upper

be used to keep the thin cement in justment . and lower parts of sole plates so as to
place until it hardens. When the

b . Place the lower half of the take the weight off the leveling

cement is partly set the surplus can stator in position and level it approx- screws . Drill and tap holes in the

be removed and the joint under the

rails smoothed up.

WATER-WHEEL TYPE MACHINES

The foregoing directions regarding

belted machines apply for the most

part to water-wheel alternators also ,

except that the latter have no rails ,

and the base is set directly on the

foundation . In this case the machine

must be lined up accurately with ref

erence to the water-wheel so that the

halves of the flange coupling will fit

exactly . After lining up by means of

wedges under the base, the founda

tion bolts should be tightened and the

base well grouted in . Use plenty of

wedges, and place them under both

inside and outside edges of the base

so as to give a firm and even support .

In some cases where the water-wheel

alternators are of large diameter and

run at low speed , no base is provided . FIG . 6. — ENGINE - TYPE ALTERNATOR.

The stator and bearing pedestals rest

on sole plates bolted to the foundation imately by means of the leveling lower sole -plate to receive the hold
in the same manner as described be- screws in the upper part of the sole ing-down bolts for the stator , and bolt

low on engine -type alternators . plate. In case the stator is arranged the latter securely in place. Fig. 7

to shift sideways on the base or sole shows the construction of adjustable
ENGINE TYPE MACHINES

plates , set the stator to one side so sole -plates. A is the lower plate

With engine -type alternators the that it will be away from the rotor bolted to the foundation , and B is the

stator yoke either rests on an exten- when the latter is placed in position . upper adjustable plate ; CC are the
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DRYING OUT

1 Co

leveling screws . The yoke is held in that the brush-holder stand, if any, is the work and special precautions are

line by spline E , and by means of a firmly bolted to the bed or bridge , and necessary with the wiring for high

bolt threaded into block F the yoke that it is properly lined up with the pressure alternators. In running the

can be shifted in a direction at right collector rings . wires the requirements of the Na

angles to the shạft . For sliding the tional Board of Fire Underwriters
BRUSHES

yoke sideways along the sole-plate a should be observed , and special care

jack screw H turns in nut K and The brushes should be carefully should be taken to have all joints

bears against a plug M that fits into a fitted to the collector rings, first using secure and thoroughly insulated. All

hole in that stator foot . Parts H, K coarse sand or garnet paper and fin- wires should be of sufficient cross sec

and M are removed after the stator ishing with fine sand -paper. While tion to carry at least 25 per cent. over

has been shifted to its final position . shaping the brushes hold the paper load without overheating. For wires

e. Grout in the sole-plates , and after well down on the rings so as not to larger than No. 2 B. & S. , it is advis

the cement has set , tighten the foun- wear away the edge of the brush . able to use stranded cable , as it is

dation bolts and carefully check over See that the whole surface of the much easier to run than solid wire .

the alignment of the machine. rush makes contact with the ring,

If at any time the engine bearings and that the finger presses squarely

are adjusted or realigned , the air-gap on the brush . The pressure should be If a machine has been exposed to

between stator and rotor must also be adjusted by changing the position of low temperature, it should not be un

checked over and the stator lined up , the tension spring on the arm , and packed until it has reached the same

otherwise an uneven air-gap will re- should be such as to give a good con- temperature as that of the room ,

sult or the rotor may even rub on the tact on the ring ; a greater pressure otherwise a film of moisture may form

stator. improves the contact very little and thereon due to condensation . After

only causes excessive friction loss ,
COLLECTOR RINGS the alternator has been set up it should

wear and heating of the brushes and be dried out by short-circuiting the

With small alternators the collector rings . Good judgment and careful armature terminals and running the

rings are mounted in place on the attention will soon show the best
machine with low field excitation suf

shaft and connected to the field wind pressure to use. ficient to circulate in the armature a

current about 25 per cent . greater

than normal full load current . An

ammeter should be inserted to indi

cate the current, and the machine run

until it hasit has become thoroughly

warmed up and all moisture expelled .

000000000LMLADO mnohdan STARTING UP

In case the alternator does not op

erate in parallel with other machines

the following instructions should be

observed :

Bring the alternator and exciter up

to speed and make sure that the oil

rings are revolving freely. See that

all resistance in both exciter and al

ternator field rheostats is cut in and

that both field and main switches are

open . Cut out resistance in exciter

field and bring the exciter voltage up

to normal. Close the field switch of

ings . On large machines, especially BEARINGS the alternator, and have all resistance

engine- type where there is no shaft, See that the oil wells are thor in so that full voltage will not be

the rings are shipped separately , and oughly cleaned and filled with a good

in large machines both hub and rings grade of mineral oil; fill up the wells

oughly cleaned and filled with a good generated in the windings. In case

the machine is being started for the

are split so that they can be put in to such height as will insure that the
first time, allow it to run for an hour

place after the rotor has been mounted rings carry up oil . See that the oil or two at low voltage and then grad

in its bearings. See that the collector
well covers are in place so that no

ually increase the voltage until it

rings are fixed securely in position so foreign matter can drop into the bear reaches normal ; the load can then be

as to run true, and connect rings to ings . When the machine is first
thrown on . As the load increases it

leads from the field winding, making started it is advisable to draw off the will be necessary to cut out some re
sure that all contacts are clean and

oil at the end of each day's run and
sistance in the field circuit in order

bolted up tight. fill up with fresh oil until it is certain to maintain full voltage , and if the

With large engine -type alternators, that all fine particles of foreign matter
load on the alternator is inductive a

and also with some of the larger
are out of the bearings . The oil drawn

larger amount of resistance must be

water-wheel machines, the brush hold
off can be filtered and used over again . cut out than with non - inductive load .

ers are supported by a stand bolted
When a machine is first started , it is On light loads comparatively small

to the vase or to a bridge fastened to
advisable to run slow for an hour and

field excitation is required, and it is

the sole plates . On smaller machines
watch the bearings closely before run

advisable to run the exciter at rather

the brush-holder studs are supported ning up to full speed. low voltage and avoid wasting so

by the bearing pedestal . See that all much power in the field rheostat, pro

insulating bushings and washers on
WIRING

vided the exciter voltage is not made

the brush studs are in place and that In all wiring, special attention must low enough to render the operation

the studs are bolted up tight ; also be paid to the mechanical execution of unstable or cause sparking at the

D

A

FIG. 7 .
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brushes, and that the exciter is not conditions , the speed regulation of the alike , and if the drop in speed does

used for exciting other alternators. prime movers must be alike . not result in an equal increase in the

d . To prevent periodic cross
SHUTTING DOWN

steam admission of each engine, one

rents between machines , the varia- alternator will be supplied with more

Where a machine is run by itself tions in angular velocity of the prime power than the other and the load will

and is to be shut down , first cut in re
movers must be kept within certain become unequally divided. Changing

sistance in field of alternator, thus limits . In water-wheel or steam -tur- the field excitation of the lightly

bine driven units the angular velocity loaded machine will not remedy mat

is uniform , but with reciprocating en- ters ( as with direct current gener

gine units there may be trouble due to ators where the generators do not

periodic variation if the engine fly- have to run in synchronism and have

wheels are not heavy enough. independent speeds). The only effect

of changing the field excitation is to
BELTED ALTERNATORS

make a wattless current circulate be

With belted alternators it is very tween the two alternators , the actual

important that the pulleys be propor- amount of power supplied by each

FIG . 8 . tioned so as to make the speeds of the remaining the same. The only way to
alternators such that they will give increase the steam admission is by ad .

lowering the voltage . Then open the exactly the same frequency ; if all the justing the engine governor, and to

main switch and finally the field machines have the same number of

switch of the alternator. The alter- poles their speeds must be exactly

nator field circuit should not be alike . If the pulleys are not of the

opened when full current is flowing proper size there will be excessive belt

because the high induced e.m.f. caused slippage or exchange of cross cur

thereby may be sufficient to break rents between the machines, thus

down the field insulation . With most causing fluctuations in voltage.

of our larger machines a grid resist 19 29 39
ENGINE -DRIVEN ALTERNATORS

ance is connected to the field switch so

that in case the latter is opened the With engine-driven alternators the

resistance is first connected across the speed can be varied by adjusting the

field circuit , thus forming a path governor, and there will be no trouble

through which the induced current from cross currents provided the an

can flow and prevent any abnormal gular velocity of the engines does not

rise in e.m.f. Fig. 8 shows exciter vary too much, and the engine gov

connections for small machines, and ernors act properly .

Fig . 9 for larger alternators where a
DIVISION OF LOAD

grid discharge resistance is used .
When two alternators are running

PARALLEL OPERATION

in parallel their output ( actual power ) secure equal division of load under all
When two or more alternators are depends on the amount of power sup- conditions the change in speed for a

run in parallel there are certain con- plied by their prime movers. For given change in load must be alike

ditions that must be met in order to example, suppose two engine-driven for each engine . When two or more

secure satisfactory operation . These machines are running in parallel on a alternators are run in parallel , it is

certain load , and that each is taking advisable to have an indicating watt
a. The machines must be in syn half of the load. When the load in meter on each machine, so that the

chronism. That is , the frequency creases there is a tendency for the actual load will be indicated. In case

wattmeters are not provided the load

on each should be adjusted so that the
Field Dischorge Switch

sum of the currents as indicated by

the machine ammeters will be a mini

mum for a given total current sup

plied to the line . If the sum of the
machine currents is much in excess

of the line current it shows that a

wattless current is circulating be

tween the machines.

SYNCHRONIZING

The condition of synchronism is

usually indicated either by incandes

EXCITER CONNECTIONS
cent lamps, or by a synchronism in

WITH FIELD DISCHARGE RESISTANCE dicator or synchroscope, the latter

now being used in most large installa

FIG. 9. tions. A synchroscope gives more ac

curate indications than lamps , and

must be the same for each , and the speed to drop slightly, and in order has the additional advantage of show

e.m.f.'s of the different machines must for the engine governors to act and ing whether the incoming machine is

be in phase. admit more steam, there must be a coming into or going out of phase

b . The e.m.f.'s must be approxi- slight drop in speed . Now the two and how much it is out of phase.

mately equal. alternators must always run in syn- Fig. 10 shows diagrammatically

c . In order to secure proper divi- chronism , or at the same speed , as- the connections for synchronizing

sion of the load under changes in load suming the number of poles to be lamps. Two small transformers, A

FIG. 10 .

are :
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Field Rheostat
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and B, have their primaries connected phases should be tested at the same at the throttle . Water-wheel govern

to the same phase of each generator. time by using a pair of auxiliary ors are also frequently provided with

The secondaries , C and D , are con transformers in addition to the reg- an electrical control device ; if not, the

nected in series through a plug or ular synchronizing transformers AB , gate opening must be controlled by

switch p, and lamps KL. Assuming Fig . 11. Transformer A is connected hand to synchronize the machine and

that corresponding terminals of the to the bus-bars and B to the gener- adjust the load .

primaries are connected to ator. A second pair of transformers

CD is connected to one of the other
SHUTTING DOWN

sponding lines on each machine, and

that the two transformers are alike phases, the connections in each case When machines are operated in

in every particular, corresponding being such that the lamps are bright parallel , and one is to be shut down,

secondary terminals will , at any given at synchronism . The connections first reduce the load by throttling the

instant , have the same polarity when should be tested as described above to engine or slackening the belt. Then

the two machines are in phase. When make sure that the polarity of the open the main switch . Cut in resist

plug p is inserted , secondary terminals transformers is correct . With the ance in field of alternator to reduce

of opposite polarity are connected to- main switch open and with the gener- field current, and open field switch .

ator running at full voltage , both sets
GENERAL CARE OF MACHINE

of synchronizing lamps should pul

sate together . If they do not do so
On account of not having a com

the leads from the generator are in mutator , alternators are , on the whole,

correctly connected to the generator
much easier to keep in good running

terminals and should be interchanged order than direct- current machines.

so as to make the lamps pulsate to
At the same time they must be prop

gether. After this test has been made, erly attended to . It must be remem

to insure that terminals a, b , c con
bered that they frequently generate

nected to the bus-bars correspond to much higher pressure than direct-cur

d ' , b ' , c' connected to the generator ,
rent machines and there is all the

the temporary transformers CD can more necessity for keeping them per

be removed. fectly clean . No dirt , copper or car,

bon dust should be allowed to accum
BELTED MACHINES

ulate on or near the windings, and in

When a belted alternator is to be plants sufficiently large to warrant the

thrown in parallel with another ma- expense, it is advisable to install a

chine, first bring the incoming gen compressed air system so that all dirt

gether ; hence the two secondary erator up to speed and adjust the volt can be blown out of the corners not

e.m.f.'s are in series and aid each other age until it is approximately the same otherwise easily reached. It is also

in forcing current through lamps KL, as that of the bus-bars . Adjust the advisable to give the armature coils

which are, therefore, bright at syn speed until the beats of the synchro- and connections a coat of insulating
chronism . It may happen that the

nizing lamps become very slow, say
varnish occasionally.

transformers are not wound exactly one beat in two or three seconds, or Keep the collector rings lubricated

alike or that the connections have be
until the pointer of the synchroscope with a small quantity of vaseline ap

come confused ; it is always advisable , is moving very slowly . Close the plied with a cloth , and see that the

therefore, to test the connections to main switch when the lamps indicate brushes make good contact with the

make sure that the lamps are light or synchronism ( lights light or dark de- rings.

dark at synchronism. To test the con- pending on the connections ), or when Never open the field current sud

nections in Fig. 1o, disconnect B from the pointer of the synchroscope is denly while current is flowing , and see

Gen. No. 2, and transfer the connec
over the central point or slightly

that both main and field switches are

tions, without changing their relative ahead of it . Adjust the field excita- open when the machine is not run

position, to lines i and 3 of Gen. No. tion and see that the alternator is sup- ning

I ; A and B will then be connected
plied with enough power to make it Never throw machines in parallel

to the same lines , and if the lamps are carry its share of the load . In case a when they are out of synchronism,

bright, they will also be bright at syn number of belted alternators
the excessive rush of current throws

chronism where B is connected to - driven from a common line shaft, the heavy strains on the engines and gen

Gen. No. 2 , as shown. If dark lamps belt of the incoming machine should erators and may cause considerable

are preferred , either the primary or be slackened , thus introducing enough damage.
secondary connections of one trans

slip to allow the machine to be syn Remember that the alternators are

former may be reversed .
chronized . After the alternator is in

designed for the voltage indicated on

Another method of testing the con step the belt can be tightened and the the name-plate. They must not be

nections is to leave the transformer load gradually applied . expected to give voltages consider

connections as they are and discon ably above normal with satisfactory

nect the main leads e f on Gen. No.
ENGINE-DRIVEN MACHINES

performance of either exciter or al

2. Both main generator switches are With engine- driven alternators the ternator . This point is here men

then closed , thus connecting both incoming inachine should be given tioned because frequent attempts to

transformers A and B to Gen. No. I. only a small amount of steam until raise the voltage an excessive amount

In synchronizing, bright lamps are to after it is synchronized. The load have resulted in poor operation

be preferred to dark .
can then be taken up by admitting through no fault of either exciter or

When a polyphase alternator is first more steam . In large plants the en- alternator . Furthermore, the rated

connected up it is important to see gine governor is usually arranged so current output should not be contin

that all of its phases correspond withi that it can be controlled electrically viously exceeded .

those of the bus-bars; if one phase from the switchboard, and the steam See that all bolts and nuts are kept

only of a three-phase machine is cor- admission varied as desired. If the tight. Electrical machinery should

rect , it does not follow that the other governor cannot be so controlled receive as much attention in this re

two are correct also . Two of the the steam admission can be regulated spect as steam engines .

are



Niagara Power at the Lackawanna Steel Plant

JOHN C. PARKER

Note-The description of the engineering conditions which led to the use of Niagara power at the plant of the Lackawanna

Steel Company and ihe various notes on the methods of transforming and distributing this power are taken by permission
from a recent issue of The Electric Journal, which enjoyed exceptional opportunitiesin getting the data . It is reprinted

here , since it is an out- of -the-usual engineering article, and is repletewith valuable suggestions. - EDITOR.

A
FEW

use of coal , which would have been
years ago the West Sen

The engineers of this work had

eca works of the Lackawanna out of the question as a competitor to primarily in mind three features, very

Steel Company estab
Niagara Falls power. Some advan

were
usual ones in any engineering installa

lished . At these works electrical tage obtains from the fact that the tion, namely, reliability and continuity

capacity of the Ontario Power Com
energy is used for many of the in

of service ; facility of operation and

cidental processes. Owing to the
pany's generating plant is very large maximum total economy. The para

large size of the gas engines, and the
in comparison with the normal de- mount importance of reliability in

extent of the installation, considerable
mands of any individual customer . such an enterprise as that of the

attention was attracted to the equip
This gives assurance against interrup- Lackawanna Steel Company is so ob

tion due to disabled generating ap
ment for utilizing blast furnace gases

It
vious as to require no comment.

for the generation of power. This gas
paratus and permits the occasional was felt that reliability could be best

engine plant was installed for the pur
carrying of a great excess over the attained by the utilization of as ab

ordinary loads.

pose of operating motors at various
An appreciation of solutely simple and “ fool proof ” ap

points in the plant, these being used
these facts has led the Lackawanna paratus as could be obtained, and by

for large cranes , gantries , unloaders ,
Steel Company to contract with the making all parts of the construction

conveyors, etc. , for the operation of a Niagara , Lockport & Ontario Power straight-forward, simple and readily

trolley system , and for the operation

of roll tables in the mills. The load

is of a decidedly fluctuating character

on account of the frequent starts and

stops, and the concentrated character

of the loading. The load factor, how

ever , is very good as compared with

that of a railway or lighting plant.

The utilization of the blast furnace

gases necessitated the concentration

of the power generating equipment in

one point , so that, with the extension

of the plant, considerable losses have

become inevitable in transmitting the

power at the present low voltages of

250 volts direct current and 440 volts

alternating current. To adopt a dis

tributed generating system would in

volve the abandonment of the gas

engine as a prime mover . On the

other hand, if the concentrated sys

tem were to be retained , extensive and

more or less unsatisfactory step -up

apparatus would be necessary to cut

down the losses in the alternating cur

rent network , entailing a remodeling

of the cable system to accommodate

the higher voltage. Nothing what Company for electrical power , trans- accessible at all times. This condition

ever could be done to remedy the ex- mitted from the plant of the Ontario in the design accomplished the other

tensive loss in the direct - current dis- Power Company at Niagara Falls , two ends which were desired .

tribution, unless inverted rotary con- Ontario . The new electrical equipment, in
verters were made use of at the power The brief description here given of general , consists of four stations ; the

house and corresponding converters the installation for transforming and substation containing transformers

at the point of utilization , an arrange- distributing this power in the works which step the energy from 60,000

ment which possesses manifest disad of the Lackawanna Steel Company, volts to 2200 volts ; and three feeder

vantages and would be tremendously together with a discussion of the more stations, which receive the energy at

costly. salient features, it is hoped , may prove 2200 volts at as many different points

As the steel works have grown, the of some interest. In any event, the in the plant and there convert it to

demand for power has exceeded the rapid progress of the electrical art 440 volts alternating current and 250

present supply of blast furnace gas , makes desirable a frequent compari- volts direct current. It is with the

so that extension of the local gener- son of notes regarding methods of equipment of these stations and the

ator plant would have involved the design and operation. intermediate 2200 volt feeders that

INTERIOR OF TRANSFORMER SUBSTATION .

166
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the present article is concerned . The with intermediate taps down to 2200 Transformer Oil Systems—A sim

60,000 volt transmission line supply volts , and are delta -connected, the ilar investigation has led to the aban

ing the plant is a part of the system primaries being star-connected , and donment of the more complicated fire

of the Niagara , Lockport & Ontario having the neutral formed by inter- quenching and oil emptying systems

Power Company, designed under the nally grounding one end of each wind- which have been quite commonly em

engineering direction of Mr. R. D. ing to the transformer case , which is ployed of late . The recorded facts in

Mershon. in metallic contact with a pair of rails regard to transformer difficulties

60,000 VOLT SUBSTATION
embedded in the building foundations, seem to bear out the theory that these

as well as with the water and oil pipe transformers are about as good a fire

Incoming Lines — Power enters the systems. The transformers rest on risk as can be had when placed in a

substation at 60,000 volts through I -beams bolted to these rails , and can , building of fire resisting construction

disconnecting switches which may be by the insertion of steel rollers , be and containing no large quantity of

operated from a balcony on the front skidded off the I -beams to a small combustibles. The small quantity of

of the station building ; thence passing transfer car which runs on tracks in air in the transformer cases and the

inward through oil circuit breakers the middle of the transformer room . difficulty of igniting insulating oil ren

and series transformers , it is delivered Two spare transformer stands are ders impossible the development of

to the station bus-bars which form a provided in a room at the rear end any high pressures, and improbable

loop immediately under the ceiling. of the station , in which the trans- the ignition of oil vapors. Of course

These bus -bars are of one - fourth inch former cases may be assembled , oil a protracted short-circuit occurring

copper tubing, supported by standard dried and tests run. This room is simultaneously with non -operation of

60,000 volt line insulators . In the oil served by a fifteen-ton chainblock the fused circuit breakers and of the

switch room a cross- connection is pro- hoist supported by a twenty - four inch oil circuit breakers would result in

vided so that power may be delivered transverse I-beam immediately under the building up of internal pressure,
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TRANSFORMER AND HIGH -TENSION ROOMS.

to either side of the loop from either the roof . This arrangement obviates due to the boiling of the oil , a condi

incoming line . The high voltage bus- the need for a crane in the building tion which is a very remote extremity .

bars are sectionalized by inverted knife with its attendant objectionable fea- To guard against any possible diffi

switches hung from the roof, so that tures . The transfer truck may be run culty from such excessive internal

each bank of three transformers may out on rails at the rear end of the pressure, the transformer cases have

be isolated for changes in the bus -bar building and the transformer lifted by been vented at the top to two and one

system , or for cleaning insulators, if means of a railroad yard crane on to half inch pipes leading both to the

desired. the tracks of the plant , so that any roof and to the sewer system , and

The Transformers — From the 60,- part of the transformer may be car- vent is provided with a check

000 volt bus-bars current passes ried to the machine shop, or elsewhere valve for the exclusion of moisture,

through fused circuit breakers — which for repairs . as well as for the prevention of the

act as an auxiliary and selective pro- Transformer Compartments - Care- communication of difficulties from

tection to the various transformer ful investigation has proved that it transformer to transformer. This

banks, and thence in at the top of the would be practicable to install the system gives all desirable safety and

transformers . The transformers are transformers without isolating bar- prevents the liability to accident due

arranged in two rows of six each , and riers ; in fact , that such provisions are to the excessively complicated systems

are of 1000 KW. capacity at normal not only unnecessary but are posi- of piping involved in sewer drains and

loads and are of the oil-insulated , tively objectionable because they in- Aushing connections.

water-cooled type. Of the ultimate volve complications in construction In recognition of the desirability of

twelve transformers, six only have and prevent the greatest accessibility . being able to periodically cleanse and

been installed at present, making two Accordingly the transformers have dry the oil used in the transformers

banks with a seventh or spare trans- been placed with no barriers , and with and, at the same time, to empty and

former with means for connecting it only sufficient space between them to refill transformer cases rapidly in the

into the place of any of the six . The allow proper electrical clearances and event of accident, a system has been

secondaries are wound for 2500 volts safe accessibility for inspection . adopted which combines ' gravity
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emptying and gravity filling with a dations by reinforced concrete arches suggested : first, the installation of a

filtration and drying of the oil in pas- of thirty foot span . The arches are synchronous condenser ; second , the

sage from the submerged storage tank necessitated by the extremely light use of rotary converters ; third, the

for impure oil to the elevated storage character of the soil found in most use of synchronous motor-generator

tank for clean oil . Entirely separate parts of the company's grounds which sets .

lines of piping are carried through a requires extensive piling for almost all Had the first scheme been adopted

central trench in the building for the structures placed . Any of the more it would have necessitated the building

purpose of carrying oil to, and away ordinary types of duct construction of a machine with very special char

from , the transformers so as to pre- was prohibited by the liability to frac- acteristics, and the installation of a

vent the trapping of impure oil which ture, due to the inevitable and indis- special switchboard to take care of it ,

would be washed back by the clean oil criminate placing of heavy stacks of the use of valuable room , and more

in refilling if a single line was used . billets , rails , etc. , and the running of over , the very large and unnecessary

The filling and emptying pipes are the railroad tracks through all parts expense of building a machine specifi

two and one-half inches in diameter, of the plant. cally for this purpose , whereas by

and of short run so that the gravity The cable sections have been calcul- combining load current with wattless

head can fill a transformer tank in a ated to meet three conditions : first, leading current in already loaded

very short time, much shorter than when all are in commission and carry- motors, the same result can be very

could be attained with any reasonably ing normal load the cables should de- economically obtained . Moreover, the

small pump, acting directly. velop the minimum annual cost for correction for lagging current would

2500 Volt Wiring and Bus-Bars- power distribution ; second, when have been felt only at the point where

Current passes through cambric-insul- one-half of the cables are out of com- the synchronous converter was placed ,

ated cables from the transformer mission for repair, or change, or on and not on other parts of the distribu

secondaries along the transformer account of accident, the voltage drop tion system so that only oneof the ob

room walls into the switchboard room , must not be too large for the opera- jects would have been fully accom

and through oil circuit -breakers, to tion of synchronous apparatus, or for plished. On the other hand, this offers

the station bus-bars . The station bus- regulation ; third , under these condi- the advantage that the substation

bars are at present a simple straight tions of double normal overload on operator has the control of power

run of one- eighth by three inch copper each cable, overheating of the cables factor in his hands rather than having

straps supported on 5000 volt line shall not result. These of course are it distributed in the various feeder

insulators by studs fastened into the the conditions ordinarily obtaining in stations.

wall . It is expected that the excel- such work . As the distance of the Either rotary converters or synl

lence of the insulation will obviate the transmission is short and the second- chronous motor-generator sets would

necessity of a parallel bus, but pro- ary voltage reasonably ligh, meeting have attained the end sought for , and

vision is being made at the present the first condition has fulfilled the it became a question between these

time for extending the present bus all other two. two. There is hardly any difference

the way round the switchboard room The secondary voltage for the plant in cost or efficiency between the motor

to form a ring, divided into sections was determined by a comparison of generator sets taking current directly

by knife switches ; thus segregating the economies resulting from the volt- at 2200 volts and rotary converters

the various feeders and transformer age selected , and from double this volt- with their accompanying transform

taps . The present four feeders sup- age. The annual cost of distribution As the 250- volt distributing sys

plying the steel company's plant will is so low with the conditions chosen tem of the Lackawanna Steel Com

be taken out through oil circuit- that the superior economy resulting pany offers a common connection be

breakers to 500,000 c.m. three-phase, from the higher voltage is very small, tween all the generators in these sets

2500 volt cables and thence through and although switching apparatus it was desirable to find some means of

an underground conduit system to the could be a little lighter with higher po- apportioning the load between various

various feeder stations . tentials , operative safety is felt to be stations so as to keep as high an

sufficiently greater with the voltage equipment load factor on the convert
THE DISTRIBUTING SYSTEM

chosen to warrant even a considerable ing apparatus as possible. This could

All secondary current at present sacrifice for the sake of insuring con- be done by varying the field excitation

delivered to the steel company's plant tinuity in operation and safety to the of converters if sufficient line react

from the substation will be trans- operatives . ance were present or were introduced ,

mitted to feeder station No. 2 , al but such an end would be attained
OPERATION

though it is believed that ultimately only at the sacrifice of phase control.

feeders will be segregated and run to Method of Improving the Power- Moreover, it was desired that this end

the various centers of activity , their Factor — The present direct-current should be accomplished more or less

outer ends being connected to form a load at the steel plant is much in ex- automatically by having the voltage

ring system for the improvement of cess of the alternating-current load characteristics of the generators rise

the load factor on the feeders. Per- and the plant load factor is very good . from 250 to 275 volts at full -load ,

haps no part of the installation has The alternating-current power factor , and then to sharply drop so that the

been a matter of so careful and however, is not very high as the equiphowever, is not very high as the equip- machine would automatically “ lie

anxious thought as this distribution ment consists of relatively small in- down ” on overloads , an end impossible

system . The conditions of mechanical duction motors , many of them run- in a well-designed rotary converter .

operation in the plant are so extremely ning at only fractional loads most of Equalizing the Load . - As it is de

severe as to render it impossible to do the time and starting frequently. As sired that the draft of power from the
anything in the way of cutting fine the purchaser of power wishes to keep Ontario Power Company's generating

the design of the duct system . After it up to as nearly unity power factor plant shall be free from peaks , the
numerous studies had been made the as possible, both for economy in his Lackawanna Steel Company will oper

engineers of both companies finally own conductors and in view of the ate part of its present equipment in

settled upon the standard construction conditions of purchase, some form of parallel with the transmission line .

of the Lackawanna Steel Company synchronous apparatus was desired to For this reason , as well as for the

which consists of a group of quad- compensate for the lagging alternat- equalization of loads on the various

ruplex tile duct, carried on pile foun- ing -current load . Three methods were machines, it was desired that the volt

ers .

a
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age of the converting apparatus should

be above the voltage of the original

plant of the Lackawanna Steel Com

pany up to a point representing nor

mal load on the former machines, and

that the voltage should then drop to a

value below that of the old plant , that

is , the regulation of the new installa

tion should be purposely made rather

poor above a certain value of load .

Below this point the Niagara trans
mission will tend to take all of the

load , but no additional load above this

point .

If rotaries were used giving a con

tinuous drop of voltage from no -load ,

the voltage characteristic of the new

plant could be made to intersect the

more nearly flat voltage characteristic

of the present equipment, but such an

intersection would be “ long” and liable

to large displacement dueto the vari

ations in the voltage of the transmis

sion line, or of the machines which

might be run for the purpose of flat

tening the peaks. Moreover, such an

arrangement would not tend to pre

vent excessive overload of the indi

vidual converters in the immediate

vicinity of a concentrated load and

would give obviously bad voltage

characteristics on the system as

whole. These considerations led to

the selection of the present synchron

ous motor equipment.

This article can scarcely be regarded

as complete without an acknowledg

ment of the kindly and generous as

sistance received from the engineers

of the Westinghouse Electric & Manu

facturing Company, who supplied the

electrical equipment, and of the ample

support given by the officials of the

Lackawanna Steel Company - espe

cially should be mentioned Mr. W.A.

James, chief engineer of the Lacka

wanna Steel Company, and Mr. G. M.

Sturgass, electrical superintendent.

The pleasure of association with these

gentlemen has added much to the in

terest of the development. The archi

tectural treatment of the substation

was in the hands of Messrs. Green and

Wicks, of Buffalo , who have given an

unusually satisfactory appearance to

the building. It has been particularly

gratifying to note how very good an

appearance has been obtained by keep

ing the design strictly consistent with

the purpose to be attained , that is , by

a strong and simple treatment of the

structural material with absolute free

dom from attempts at ornamentation .

Good form restricts the writer from

making as complete an acknowledg

ment as he would like , of the direction

and guidance received from his chief,

Mr. F. B. H. Paine , under whom , as

chief engineer of the Iroquois Con

struction Company, this work was

carried out.
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The Electric Range

HE illustration shows one of the

most complete electric cooking

devices designed to meet the re

quirements of those desiring to have
their household entirely conducted by

electricity . The electric range con

tains the following devices :

Steam table with two vegetable

boilers .

Frying surface (with copper cover ) .

There is also a small toaster on the

top surface of the range along the

side of the frying surface , which is

not clearly shown in the illustration .

The switches on the back of appar- were broiled in eight minutes. The

are given one turn to the right . The frying surface gets sufficiently hot for
slate back has three flush receptacles, use in about five minutes. Sufficient

one of which is used for the meat water for any cooking can be brought

boiler. The other two receptacles can to the boiling point by the steam table

be used to operate water boilers , in fifteen minutes. As is well known,

coffee machines or irons, which may steaming vegetables is the best mode

be placed on a shelf shown above the ºf cooking them . When all of the

slate table . When the meat boiler is devices are in use , the outside of the

not in operation, three devices may be range does not get very hot, and the

used on this shelf.
surrounding atmosphere therefore re

The switches on the back of the ap
mains comparatively cool . There is

paratus can be examined through a
no chimney connection to the range ;

it is therefore advisable to place a
small window , which has been set in

the back, which closes with a slide .
hood over the range and connect it

with a chimney to remove the odors

caused by the cooking .

The range shown is made by the

Prometheus Electric Company, of

New York, who make a number of

similar devices .

General Electric Fan Motors

AN motors have reached a place

where they are perennially use

ful, being available for cooling

purposes in summer, and to assist in

the heating during the cold weather,

as well as to supply air in motion for
dozens of other ingenious purposes .

When the central station man sells a

fan motor to -day, it becomes, after

judicious instructions as to its use , a

valuable revenue getter .

General Electric Company

makes a complete line of fan motors

which can be used as business getters

during summer and winter. Desk

fan motors are furnished in a number

of different types for standard volt

ages and frequencies, or specially

wound to order ; and can be obtained

with 12-inch or 16-inch fans . These

with the bracket type fans are avail

able for all kinds of service .

An odd use of a fan was noticed in

a store on a windy street . The cus

tomer's entrance to the shop was ac

companied by a stiff breeze which

disarranged the near-by counters. A

large desk fan motor was mounted

opposite the door so that it counter

acted the force of entering breeze ,

and the door by this method was

opened in a comparative calm .

Combining the compact and effi

cient design of the desk and wall

bracket types of fan motors are the

telephone booth ventilating fans and

the exhaust fans . The spring sus

pension of the former eliminates any

vibration in the telephone booth and

makes what is ordinarily a Turkish

bath cabinet more nearly bearable in

summer . The General Electric Com

pany makes 8 -inch telephone booth

fans for both alternating and direct

current.

Ceiling types of fans are made ;

their broad wooden blades suit them

THE ELECTRIC RANGE.

On the right, there is a copper

boiler supported on brackets . This

boiler is intended for meats or vege

tables , and is connected to the range

by a three- terminal attachment cord,

which, in turn , connects to a flush

receptacle on the slate back .

On the left is a broiler and the

plate warming closet.

Below is the oven , for roasting and

baking .

The various devices are manip

ulated by means of switches, oper

ated by the brass knobs which are

shown in the illustration , in the middle

of the apparatus. To turn the

The apparatus has been subjected to

a number of tests and various articles

of food were prepared. It was found

that all of the devices embodied in the

range worked very well. The oven

is a good cooker and will roast meat

or bake bread or pie in about the same

time that it requires to do similar

work on a coal range. The heat of

the oven , when in operation, will keep

the plate warmer hot . In fact , if the

oven and broiler are in use , it will

hardly ever be necessary to use cur

rent for the plate warmer.

It takes about twenty minutes for

the broiler to heat up , and then chops
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eter for alternating-current fans,and COATING the inside of boiler
a

a

PUREN

TELEPHONE BOOTH FAN MOTOR.

a

especially for the cooling of large Coating Boiler Tubes With
the amount of current used for this

areas without disagreeable drafts. Graphite
purpose. In the offices it was impos

The fan blades are 52 inches in diam sible to plan definitely the arrange

- ,
a thin layer of ments for the various societies , and

56 and 58 inches in diameter for the
graphite, says “ The Electric a molding has been run around the

direct -current motors. All have four
Railway Review ," has given ex'

ceiling about eighteen inches from the

cellent results in boiler plant wall from which drops may be taken

using water containing excessive
off to suit the various desks.

amounts of scale-forming salts . For the auditorium , assembly and

These deposits have required frequent lecture rooms special feeders have

drilling of the tubes . It was found by
been run and in addition extra con

experience that much less scale ad
duits have been provided in order to

hered to the tubes coated withgraph- permit of special service for demon
ite and that the scale which did form strations, etc. A special control

was far more easily removed from
switchboard is located in back of the

them than from uncoated tubes . auditorium stage, provided with dim

The application of graphite might mers ; and a number of special out

be said to have insulated the steel lets are located to provide for all of

from deposit and thus rendered the the purposes to which this room will

tubes more easily cleaned ; and when
be devoted . The connections of the

cleaned their interiors appeared per auditorium feeders are such that sin

fectly smooth without the usual gle phase, two phase or three phase

patches of scale remaining as is the *
alternating current and direct current

case after a tube has been bored with may be supplied.

blades and can be obtained in plain or a turbine-cleaner. The one applica The main entrance hall or foyer is

in ornamental designs. The alternat- tion of graphite so adhered to the illuminated by lamps recessed in the

ing -current ceiling fans have two or metal that the interiorof the tube had ceiling and concealed by ground glass
three speeds, while the 58-inch blade the appearance of a gun barrel, the panes, the lamps being distributed to

direct- current fan can be operated at graphite coat remaining intact after give a good general illumination . In

3 speeds and the 56 -inch blade direct- several cleanings. The graphite may the elevator and side halls the lamps

current fan at a single speed . For be prepared for application to the in- are placed in crystal globes, one or

soda - fountains and restaurants, terior of tubes by mixing it with pure more lampsbeing used per globe, with
combination column fan and electro- mineral oil in an amount sufficient to suitable reflectors to distribute the

lier forms a neat fixture, and such a form a thick paste, or it may be ap light ; the globes being designed to re

fan is illustrated. plied dry. duce the local glare without excessive,

Mention has been made of various
loss of efficiency.

speeds of fans. This speed variation
In the auditorium , at the engineer's

The Wiring and Illumination of the suggestion , the architects provided for

New Engineering Building a space between the ceiling and the

HE unusual requirements to be
floor above , in which the lamps for the

general illumination are placed . A
met in this building make its

wiring system of interest to
translucent glass septem was also used

electrical men .
in the ceiling panels instead of plas

The building being
ter. The details in regard to getting

for the use of the several societies, in
at the lamps were alsoworked out in

common and individually, made it
detail and tests were made in order to

necessary that the current consumed

in different portions should be meas
secure a suitable glass for the pur

ured separately . For this reason the
pose. The result of this care is a verya

feeders were subdivided and the pleasing general illumination without

switchboard designed to have a meter
glare . The dimmers provide means

on each feeder, in order to permit the
whereby the light can be regulatedby

making of the proper charges for the gradual transitions instead of sudden

current used on each floor; separate ly flooding the room with light after a

feeders being provided for the en stereopticon has been in use, which

trance halls and corridors . avoids the unpleasant dazzling of the

The electric current is supplied from audience. In the lecture and assembly

CEILING FAN AND ELECTROLIER . the street mains of the New York Ed- rooms the cove method of locating the

ison Company and the United Electric lights was used with pleasing results.

in alternating current motors is ob- Light and Power Company. The In the library general illumination

tained by a six -point reactive coil and former supplying direct current from is provided by means of ceiling lights

switch . In this way the standard desk two mains, and the latter 60 -cycle al- set in back of a skylight, similar to

or wall bracket type is of well -nigh ternating current. This duplication of those used in the auditorium. In ad

universal application since it may be feeders precludes any danger of in- dition a number of reading lamps are

operated on slow speeds for the office terruption of the supply of current. provided on the reference tables.

desk or home 'and on the higher The hall feeders are so arranged Messrs. Hale & Rogers and H. G.

speeds for stores and halls. Similar that one- third, two -thirds or all of the Morse, associate , were the architects.

speed regulation is obtained in the lights may be controlled from the The specifications and plans for the

direct- current type of desk and wall basement switchboard, in addition electrical equipment, illumination ,

bracket fans by a self-contained four- local control is possible from cabinets electrical fixtures, etc. , were prepared

point switch and indestructible resist- located on the various floors . This by Messrs. C. 0. Mailloux and C. E.

ance, giving three speeds. makes it possible to closely regulate Knox .

THE
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a

THEproper illumination of a

room .

FIG . 1.—COM POSING - ROOM ILLUMINATED BY GENERAL ELECTRIC ENCLOSED ARC

LAMPS WITH INVERTED DIFFUSERS .

Electric Lighting in a Newspaper Newspaper work presents four gen- light sources are large and of a low
Plant

eral classes of illumination : First, intrinsic brilliancy, no uncomfortable

business offices ; second, reportorial blinding effect is experienced , even

newspaper plant is one of the and mailing rooms ; third, type -setting when looking directly at the lamps.

important factors of success in and linotype department;fourth ,press- In the reportorial rooms, news is

such an enterprise, especially as much received , classified and put in readable
of the work must be performed under The business office demands an

form. It is a large open office, well
artificial light. The recently com- ornamental installation capable of pro- filled with desks. All the desks must

pleted plant ofthe Boston Herald Co. , ducing a strong illumination free from be illuminated, so as to facilitate rapid

work without eye-strain . In the mail

ing room , newspapers are received

from the press -rooms, counted and

marked for distribution. These rooms

have about 11 ft. studding and are

lighted by 5 -ampere direct current

multiple enclosed arc lamps with con

centric light diffusers. The lamps are

hung as high as possible.

Type -setting and linotype work re

quires especially good light in order

to permit the operators to read type

rapidly. The metal faces of the type

have dark dead surfaces without any

color contrast, and the type is re

versed , making it quite difficult to

read, even under the best conditions.

The illumination has been accom

plished by the use of a large number

of 5 -ampere enclosed arc lamps.

Owing to the height of studding, in

verted diffusers are used . With this

combination it is possible to hang the

lamps quite high , concentrating the

light downward, and producing a

at Boston , Mass. , is an excellent ex- dense shadows. In the case under
strong even illumination free from

ample of modern practice in such arti- consideration, this was obtained by glare.
glare . The accompanying night pho

ficial illumination . The lighting of the the use of the high -current enclosed
tograph , Fig. 1 , shows the arrange

large rooms of this plant is accom- arc lamp with the recessed type of
ment of the room and the effective

plished by the use of arc lamps, the light balancing selective diffuser ceil
illumination produced.

Perhaps the most difficult depart

ment of a newspaper plant in which

to obtain a satisfactory general illumi

nation is the press-room. While the

general illumination is not required to

be as strong as in the type-setting de

partment, the presses extend up with

in about three feet of the ceiling and

the room is so filled up with over

hanging platforms , rolls and other ma

chinery , that it is very difficult to

avoid dense shadows. By the use of

the enclosed arc and the inverted dif

fuser, very good results have been ob

tained. The light has been projected

into the machinery, so that the use of

small incandescent lamps has practi+

cally been dispensed with . The illumi

nation of this room is illustrated by the

accompanying night photograph ,

Fig. 2.

About 75 enclosed aộc lamps are re

quired to illuminate the various de

installation having been planned by ing. Each lamp consumes 61/2 am
partments of the present installation ,

These , with incandescent lamps in the
the Illuminating Engineering Depart- peres of direct current at 110 volts .

ment of the General Electric Co. in The room is flooded with a soft even
smaller offices, halls, etc. , make the

collaboration with the manager and light, so that there is no difficulty in Boston Herald plant one of the best

engineer of the Herald Co.
reading in any part of it . As the lighted in the United States.

FIG . 2.- PRESS -ROOM IN WHICH THE USE OF SMALL INCANDESCENTS IS

PRACTICALLY ABANDONED .
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Westinghouse Desk Fan Motors

THE accompanying illustrationΤ
was

shows the Westinghouse desk

fan motor for the season of

1907. These motors embody the good

features of previous years and have

been improved to increase their effi

ciency and effectiveness. The West

inghouse fan motors are manufac

tured for use on both alternating

current and direct-current circuits and

Not long since the plant of the ing about 11 lbs. This is due primari

Wadsworth Howland Company, paintly to a departure from the previous

manufacturers of Chicago, design of Decade Testing Sets, which ,

burned . Instead of rebuilding, the as shown by the illustration , consists

company purchased the paint works in arranging the rheostat sections in

the Geo. W. Pitkin Company, arcs , while the bridge sections occupy

which was being equipped with Allis positions within them . Practically the

Chalmers induction motors of the lat
entire rubber top is utilized in this de

est type .
sign.

The contact plugs and switches are

The entire induction motor equip
new type, the latter being

ment, aggregating 300 horse -power, straight leaves and making contact

was placed with the Allis -Chalmers
with the under surface of each con

Company. The power installation is tact block , thus avoiding trouble from

entirely electrical , including electric
dust and dirt. This style of contact

lighting, the underwriters allowing no was adopted after a series of trials in

gas or burning of oil in the building. actual service where its low initial re

of a
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in two sizes, with 12 or 16 -inch fans .

The direct- current types are wound

for 100 to 115 volts and 200 to 230

volts , and may be run at three speeds ,

the lower being 1000, the second

speed being 1200 and the higher speed

1600 to 1650 revolutions per minute .

The alternating - current motors are

made for frequencies from 25 to 133

and for voltages of 100-115 and 200

230. For all frequencies from 25 to

133 there are two speeds except for

40 to 50-cycle circuits, in which case

there is a single speed . The higher

speed ranges from about 1300 r.p.m.

for low frequencies to 1600 r.p.m. for

high frequencies, the corresponding

lower speeds being 1150 and 1200 .

TESTING SET.

THE

Induction Motors in a Paint Mill

HE ordinary user of electrical

power is familiar with the many

advantages which are inherent

in the induction motor when applied

to practically of motor

.

tion is made of this efficient machine

to uses in which it alone is capable of

adequately meeting requirements, that

the full value of the induction motor

is apparent .

Six lead mixers will be driven by sistance and constancy during long use

30-H . P. motors. 10 - H . P. motors were demonstrated.

will drive the white lead and putty Each rheostat has coils of the usual

chasers , three motors being used on denominations and the ratio arms four

tandem mills. 5 -H . P. motors will be coils each , and additional blocks are

used on sampling mills, and others provided, so that one arc can be open

will be used for driving 20 -inch water- circuited , and the opposite arm short

cooled mills. circuited , this being frequently de

sirable, as in the Murray Loop Test.

The resistance coils are wound with

A New Decade Testing Set.
manganin wire , shellaced and baked,

and do not vary over a wide tempera

HE cut above illustrates a new ture range.

The galvanometer is of the D'Ar

market by Queen & Company, sonval type, with a long narrow coil,

Inc., of Philadelphia. It possessesIt possesses securing sensitive and dead -beat ac

some interesting features, and is com- tion , and is similar to that used in

pact, the outside dimensions being 94 their other high grade portable test

ins . by 7 ins. by 77/2 ins . deep, weigh ing sets .

GiriPeacliut it is only when anapplicar Types of testing setput on the
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as

DEAN ESOS

NANAYO

IND

An Ayrton shunt gives the Gal- which is securely riveted into a copper peared to be somewhat undecided re

vanometer a wider range than hereto- cap. Mica disks are then threaded garding it .

fore , shunting values of 0.1 and I upon the rod , then a copper disk which The activity excited in pioneering

being provided. Keys are in series is insulated from the rod, more mica the use of flaming arc lamps for dis

with both battery and galvanometer disks and a second copper disk, then tinctly commercial lighting has re

circuits and can be locked down by mica disks. The plug is finished with a sulted not only in its extensive use for

means of a thumb nut, or both keys neat aluminum handle which protects outdoor illumination, such for

may be depressed by the same finger . the contacts to which the flexible cable streets , parks , docks, railway yards,

Binding posts and switches are pro- are connected. etc. , but also for indoor lighting. As

vided, so the set can be used with an The " Fielding" plug and receptacle illustrative examples in New York

outside galvanometer or batteries , if are manufactured by Stanley & Patter- City, may be mentioned the terminals
desired.

son , of New York, in a number of of the Erie Railroad , 23d and Cham

Queen & Company will be pleased sizes , and they will be pleased to fur- ber streets ; the New York Post -Office

to supply full information and cata nish complete information to those mailing platform ; Ansonia apartment

logues describing this set to those in interested . house, Broadway and 72d street ,

terested .
where some of the lamps are erected

200 feet above street level ; the Tel

The Fielding Plug and Receptacle An Electrically Driven Pump harmonium Co. , Broadway and 39th

street , where the lamps are used ef

The " Fielding " sectional mica plug The illustration shows a direct-con
fectively .

and its receptacle are designed to meet nected electric pump now being built

the requirements of the National Elec- by Dean Bros. Steam Pump Works,

trical Code of the Underwriters, call- Indianapolis, Ind ., which runs noise

ing for a fireproof and waterproof lessly at high speed.

device to carry up to 50 or 100 am

peres , for distributing power to port

able motors, marine and theatre work,

for charging storage batteries , auto

mobiles and other like purposes. The

fact that with the " Fielding " plug

there is no chance to reverse the polar

ity of the contacts makes it particu

larly desirable for those uses in which

the direction of flow of the current is
b

important, as with arc lamps and stor

age batteries ; and as the plug is cir

cular it does not cause the vexatious

delays which are liable to occur with

plugs of other shapes, when the at

tempt is made to use them in dark

places . b .

The receptacle is provided with a

waterproof cap for closing the open

ing, and the split spring contact rings
are located in a heavy block of glazed The pump is double acting, and has

porcelain which is enclosed in a cast low -lift valves of large area . The

iron box . The " Fielding " sectional valves are accessible by removing a

mica plug is built up on a steel rod plate shown in front . The air cham
" EXCELLO" FLAMING ARC LAMP.

ber and vacuum chamber for pump

are inside the casing. Suction and The flaming arc lamps used in each

discharge connections may be taken of these cases were supplied by the

from either side of pump. The upper Excello Arc Lamp Co. , of New York .

opening seen inside of pump is for the The lamp brought out by this com

discharge pipe connection ; the lower pany for interior lighting operates on

opening is for the suction pipe con- 6 amperes direct- current and can be

nection . connected in circuit by ordinary No.

14 wire . Its mechanical construction

is shown in the annexed illustration .

The carbons are placed side by side
A Flaming Arc Lamp for Interior

and slightly inclined toward each
Lighting

other. The arc , therefore , which is

HEN the flaming arc lamp was the source of light, has nothing be

first introduced it was doubted low it to cast a shadow . Above the

if this type of lamp was suit- are there is a protecting cup of white

able for other than general advertising porcelain , which serves as a diffusing

purposes . This doubt was strength- reflector to throw down the upward
ened by the fact that it was especially rays. Two small electro-magnets

theaters and shows of different kinds placed immediately above serve to

that availed themselves of the use keep the arc in its proper position, and

of the lamp when it first came out, prevent flickering. The luminous arc

while the private consumer, the fac- of the Excello lamp is about 1/2 inches

SECTIONAL MICA PLUG AND RECEPTACLE. tory manager and the storekeeper ap- in length .

369B

AN ELECTRICALLY DRIVEN PUMP.

MECHANICAL CONSTRUCTION OF THE
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THE“ Security Snap”socketwhich

METHOD OF DISUNITING SOCKET.

THE

The Security Snap Socket fact alone causes storage batteries to and wear unevenly. All these defects

be greatly preferred for such work . are completely eliminated by placing
" Furthermore, the storage or secondary the plates edge to edge instead of

with the inconveni
battery requires hardly more than face to face, as shown in the new

ence of the screw - fastened type,
one-third of the space occupied by Gould “ tandem ” couple type here il

has recently been perfected by the

General Electric Company, and is
primary cells . lustrated .They require less

cleaning and attendance, and the cost
shown in the annexed illustrations.

It may be of interest that the fire

Such a device has been particularly is less. The internal resistance is
of maintenance and renewal of parts department of one of the largest cities

in this country has recently installed
needed in fixture work where it is lower and a uniform voltage can be several batteries of these tandem

maintained. couples and report unusually satisfac

For the work of fire-alarm tele- tory results. The Gould Storage Bat

graphs and similar installations, the tery Co. has on the press a very in

most satisfactory form of storage cell structive booklet on Couple Types of

has been found in the " couple" type. Storage Batteries , copies of which will, ,

which has only one pair of plates in be furnished to anyone interested .

each cell , as small current capacity To supply current for fire-alarm and

is needed at a low rate of discharge, police-signal telegraphs, railroad sig
and accessibility of parts and absolute nal and similar systems, modern prac

certainty of action are essential. tise usually provides duplicate - storage

Hitherto, separators of insulating batteries for each separate circuit, so

material have been placed between ad- that one battery may be charged while

jacent plates in all couple types of the other supplies current for the

storage batteries , excepting those in circuit. This arrangement possesses

which the plates are covered with hard the further advantage of keeping one

rubber or celluloid envelopes, which battery in readiness at all times in

practically act as separators. Though case of accident to the companion

very inconvenient to adjust an ordi- they are kept as thin as may be con- battery, with sufficient capacity to al

nary screw-jointed socket in the low a delay of sixty hours for repairs ,

husks . Moreover, the “ Security without serious inconvenience.

Snap " socket is so constructed that it

is not necessary to tip the shell to New Universal-Joint Fans

make the fastening. It may , there

fore , be used in small husks as con
HE Lundell direct- current fan

veniently as in large ones.
motors, manufactured by the

Reference to the accompanying il
Sprague Electric Co., of New

lustration will make the construction
York, have been vastly improved for

of the new socket clear. The security
the season of 1907 , with a view of em

of the bayonet joint is combined with
bodying in one fan all the features of

the convenience of a spring snap con
the solid -base desk , the swivel-and

nection . In order to facilitate the

trunnion desk , and the swivel-and

assembly of the socket the cap and
trunnion bracket types. This has been

shell are marked with arrows and a
accomplished, as shown in the an

star. To disunite the socket , the

thumb is pressed on the star, the ar

rows brought into line , and a straight
BATTERY.

pull brings the socket apart . In as

sembling , the cap and socket are sistent with their office of preventing

arranged with arrows in line, the shell short circuits between plates, and are

is inserted in the cap , and turned until plentifully perforated, these separators

the socket locks . necessarily obstruct the free circula

As the shell is fastened by three tion of the electrolyte, which is of

bayonet- joint catches, the connection the utmost importance to the main

is rigid , and the joint is held securely tenance of voltage. This objection is

by the automatic lock . inseparable from the types of cells

in which plates are placed face to face

in order to concentrate great capacity

A New Couple Type Storage in a small space . In many types of

Battery
these cells electrolytic action takes

INN operating fire-alarm and police- place at varying rates, in different

signal telegraphs, private branch parts of the same grid, producing lo

telephone exchanges and railroad cal distortion, which causes the active

signal systems only small amounts of material to drop out as sediment and

current are required , but a closed necessarily shortens the life of the
necessarily shortens the life of the nexed illustrations, by dispensing

circuit is used, and absolute reliability plate. with the usual swivel and trunnion

of operation overrides all other con- Necessarily , the action between the arrangement and substituting for it

siderations. Closed-circuit work pre- positive and negative sides which face a universal joint as a connection be

scribes a low rate of discharge and each other is far more intense than tween the motor and the base , en

freedom from polarization, and there between the sides turned away from abling the fan to be used interchange

is no primary cell of reasonable cost each other, so that charge and dis- ably as a desk or bracket type.

which is not polarized after standing charge take place mainly on the facing This construction presents obvious

on closed circuit for a few hours. This sides , producing a tendency to buckle advantages to both dealer and user .

GOULD TANDEM COUPLE TYPE OF STORAGE

WALL BRACKET FAN MOTOR
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a fan whichmaybeplacedwithequal THormareview of reinforced con

Somany bookshave already been

For the dealer , it greatly simplifies Concrete Factories . 250, 440 and 600 volts and ranging

the problem of carrying stock, as he By Robert W. Lesley , Assoc. Am. Soc . C. E. , pub- from fifteen to twenty -five hundred

will need to carry only one type in
lished for the Cement Age Co., by Bruce & Banning,
New York . Boards; 672 x 10 ins .; 152 pages ; num- amperes ; covering their respective

stead of three . To the user it offers erous illustrations. $ 1.00.
classes, both type A and type C

HIS book switches.

facility upon wall or desk, and can be In design and workmanship the

readily adjusted to move the air in crete factory construction , large- Trumbull switch has been long rec

any direction desired: ly compiled from the many excellent ognized as first -class in all respects,

articles on this subject which have ap- conforming carefully to the require

peared in the columns of the Cement ments of the Board of Underwriters,

Age, and has the advantage of treat- and in the type A switch showing rises

ing the subject in a manner which can in temperature from 25 to 50 per cent .

Book Reviews be understood by the layman . In ad below the underwriters' requirements

dition , the book contains the report of as shown by recent tests of the Electri

Wireless Telegraphy - An Ele the sub -committee on tests of the cal Testing Laboratories . The type
mentary Treatise

United States Advisory Board on A switch , it is claimed , can carry 100

By A. E. Kennelly , A. M. , Sc.D. Published by Fuels and Structural Materials and a per cent. overload without injury.
Moffatt, Yard & Co., New York . Size, 5'4x7%

inches ; 211 pages ; 66 illustrations. Price , $ 1 .
translation of the French rules on re- The Trumbull Company claims to

inforced concrete, as issued by the make more individual switches than

BY A. E. KENNELLY, A.M. , SC.D. Ministry of Public Works. There are any other manufacturer in the coun

a number of illustrations showing fac- try, and to carry more knife-switch

tories , completed and in process material in stock than any other firm

written on the new art of wire- of construction , with the different
in this line.

less telegraphy, or radioteleg- methods of reinforcement . There is

raphy, as we should , perhaps, now also an interesting article on finishing The Anderson time switch furnishes

term it , that a new comer in the field the surface of concrete in a manner to a means of controlling lights by day

is apt to be looked at askance , and to avoid the usual monotonous surface or night without the intervention of a

have its right of existence questioned .
common to concrete structures. watchman ; and is a useful device to

As the title of the present volume the merchant who wishes to regulate

plainly intimates , this unpretentious
his window display lighting to those

Trade Notes
work is of an elementary nature. The

hours when it will be effective; and

opening chapter is given up to a lucid It has been stated that changes and
to the central station manager who

discussion of waves and wave motion, rulings on the fusing of knifeswitches ing for theirbeing extinguished or
has lights installed on contracts call

which is accompanied by several illus- have been so frequent and numerous
trations. This is followed by chap- in the last few years that a switch lighted at a set time. The device is

well constructed, reliable and does not

ters on electricity and magnetism ( es- manufacturer in order to supply the

entire line must go into the business inpecially as these phenomena relate to

go to sleep. It is manufactured by

Albert & J. M. Anderson Manufactur

the other ), electromagnetic waves, detail or find himself on the shelf. ing Company , of Boston, Mass ., who

radiated electro-magnetic waves , un
The increasing demand for alternating willbepleased to hear from those in

guided electro -magnetic waves and
current requires an entirely different terested .
line of switches and has further com

plane electromagnetic waves ; all of
plicated matters, the result being, that

which takes up 96 pages of the book .
while a few years ago an assortment

The approach of summer calls to

It is , however, space well employed.
of a thousand switches was consid

mind the electric fan , and a gentle

With chapter IX begins an interest- ered a good line, it requires to -day
hint in this line has been received in

ing and instructive dissection on a about thirty tlıousand different
the shape of a catalogue of “ The

simple antenna , sources of energy for
switches to make a full line. " This is

Standard " direct -current fans , issued

feeding an antenna, and numerous a large and prohibitive number to the Springfield , Ohio . This line of fans
by the Robbins & Myers Company, of

other practical features of the art,
small maker of switches, and is no

such as tuning, etc. The book closes
doubt responsible for the closing up

is very complete, covering all require

of some small switch factories .
ments , and the catalogue should be in

with a chapter on wireless telegraph
The Trumbull Electric Mfg . Co. an

the hands of all central station men .

working.
nounce that in their new catalogue it

The author appears to have studi- will require forty pages to list 45,000 The Jeffrey Manufacturing Com

ously avoided all reference to ques
separate switches for every possible pany , of Columbus, Ohio, has recently

tions of privacy of invention in wire issued two pamphlets in regard to

less telegraphy, and no particular their methods of handling coal and

wireless system is mentioned through ashes at power plants . One of the

out the work. The book , therefore , pamphlets treats of their overlapping

is in no sense a work of reference, lip swivelling bucket for conveying

but because of the general informa and elevating purposes ; the other il

tion concerning the development and lustrates the uses of the Jeffrey grab

the underlying principles of wireless bucket. In the latter is shown a

telegraphy which it contains, the stu special application of the grab bucket

dent of the subject and the general method to the peculiar conditions ex
reader will no doubt be pleased to isting at one of the Armour Packing

give it a convenient place in their combination ; front and back connect- Company's plants . A gantry crane

libraries. Considering the literary ed, quick break, double break, quick being mounted upon the top of the

ability and the high professional break and double break , fused and un- boiler house , by which the coal is

standing of the author, they would be fused , plain and polished, direct cur- raised and deposited in a hopper from

abundantly justified in doing so . rent and alternating current, for 110 , which it passes to the bunker.

TRUM
BULL

ELEC
TRIC

MIC CO .
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mined upon.

The managers of hydro - electric The Rail JointCompany of Canada, Company for use at High Bridge,

works will be interested in the “ Im- Limited, has been organized , and tak- where extensive electrical work is be

proved Governor” for water wheels en over the patents and business of the ing done, from the Philadelphia Elec

which is manufactured by the Holyoke Continuous Rail Joint Company of tric Company, and from the Public

Machine Co. , of Worcester, Mass . Canada , Limited . Headquarters are Service Corporation of New Jersey .

This governor was invented by Na- at 216 Board of Trade Bldg., Mon

thaniel Lombard, who is well known treal , Canada. They have commenced

by his previous work along this line. the manufacture of their products in
The Royal Motor Car Company, of

Canada and are prepared to make
Cleveland, Ohio , are providing for a

prompt deliveries.
power plant, in addition to the other

buildings, to serve their new factory.
Soldered connections on cables are

As soon as their advisory engineers,

not only difficult to make but are cost
The thirtieth annual convention of Dodge & Day, of Philadelphia, have

ly ; the work is tedious, and for that

reason there is a continual temptation tion willbeheld in Washington, D. C.,
decided on the nature and amount ofThe National Electric Light Associa

power required , the details of the
upon the part of the workman to

on the days of Tuesday, Wednesday, building and equipment will be deter
slight it . Such joints are more or less

vexatious, no matter how good they and 7th of June,1907. The headquar
Thursday and Friday, the 4th , 5th , 6th

look on the outside, and are liable to
ters will be in the New Willard Hotel

be all wrong on the inside, owing to
-the entire tenth floor of which will

the difficulty of getting the solder
New Catalogues

worked thoroughly through the joint. ciatemembers and the general meet
be devoted to the exhibits of the asso

Charles J. Jager Company, of Prov
Another source of trouble arises idence, R. I., is sending out an inter
through the use of acid fluxes which ings of the convention .

esting bulletin in regard to gasolene
have a corrosive action on the cable

engine driven generators for supply

and which cannot be removed effec W. E. Rundle, inventor of the Run
ing current to isolated country resi

tually . The solder joint may also melt
dle graphic cable chart, has worked

dences and upon vessels . These sets

out owing to excess currentpassing to out a standard cable and manhole are made in a number of sizes rang

a short circuit some distance away. sheet , which he is now prepared to ing from 3 to 60 -horse -power.

The Dossert solderless connectors
furnish licensees . These sheets, 22

and joints are designed to obviate all inch by 29 -inch in size , each record ten

A. M. Clark , of 90 John Street , New
troubles of this nature and to displace miles of cable and are bound in loose

the soldered joint.
York , is sending outa catalogue of a

Permission for leaf black flexible leather binder. The

their use is granted by the Boards of system is used by the Interborough number of electrical toys designed for

Fire Underwriters , and a large num
the children . The current for the var

Rapid Transit Co., the Manhattan

ber of prominent central stations , elec Elevated Railway Co. , the New York
ious magnetic engines can be supplied

from dry batteries, and this type oftric railways and railroads are using & Queens County Railway Co., the

these joints . The connectors are made
Niagara Falls Power Co. , the United

mechanical toy is much safer and more

to suit all sizes and combinations of Railways & Electric Co., of Baltimore, interesting than those driven by steam .

sizes of solid and stranded conductors
the Consolidated Gas, Electric Light

and can be secured from a number of
& Power Co., of Baltimore, and the The Automatic Refrigerating Co.,

the prominent supply houses . A London Underground Electric Rail- of Hartford , Conn ., is mailing a

skilled mechanic is not required to pamphlet covering their small sizes

apply the Dossert connector, and the of refrigerating apparatus. This ap

rapidity with which they can be ap
The Ball Engine Company, Erie , paratus is designed to meet the needs

plied is particularly valuable in emer- Pa . , has opened a branch office at No. of retailers and hotels which do not

gency work. The connectors are made 39 Cortlandt Street , New York , for have a sufficient amount of cooling

by Dossert & Company, of New York, the sale of its automatic and Corliss work to call for a steam plant. The
who will be pleased to send complete engines under the management of Mr. compressor is driven by an electric mo

information in regard to them to all Lancelot Copleston, who is well known tor or gas engine. It might pay cen

interested parties. to the New York trade.
tral station men to look into this meth

od of developing a demand for cur

rent, as refrigerating work is of ne

Harvard University is conducting cessity distributed over the entire
The Fort Wayne Electric Works , an extensive series of laboratory tests

Fort Wayne , Ind . , have issued a new
twenty - four hours of the day.

index to their bulletins, dated January pounds. It has recently ordered from
on insulating materials and

I , 1907, which supersedes the previous
the Electric Cable Company, of New

The National Carbon Company, of

index. They have also issued a new
York, a supply of Voltax , the high

Cleveland, Ohio , desires to have all

bulletin , No. 1090 , concerning the users of arc lamps note the cleanliness

"Wood " series alternating current arc
potential insulating compound, which

during the last year has come into ex
of the globe and the brilliant light to

lighting system , which takes the place
tensive use by the street railway com

be secured by the use of their “ Colum

of bulletin No. 1070.
panies in this country and abroad.

bia " carbons. In order to insure fa

The results of these tests will be
cilities for doing so they offer to sup

watched with much interest by elec ply a sufficient quantity of these car

News Notes trical engineers. Another order is
bons to enable a working test to be

from the Brooklyn Navy Yard, which
made.

The Ball Engine Company, Erie, has just purchased a quantity of

Pa ., builders of automatic and Corliss Voltax for use in electrical installation The Oneida Community, Ltd., One

engines, has opened a branch office at work at that place . The company has ida , N. Y. , are sending out a folder

No. 1,213 Chemical Building, St. also recently received large duplicate describing their well known make of

Louis, under the management of Mr. orders for Voltax from the New York galvanized chain . The Oneida chain

O. L. Collins. Central & Hudson River Railroad has replaced ropes and wire cables in

ways Co.

com
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many places and its merits have se- ranging from 1-6 to 20 H. P. fan mo- dent. He is also a member of the

cured it a large number of users . The tors , signal relays for use in connec- Mohawk Club of Schenectady and

Community is well known for the high tion with railway signal apparatus, the l'niversity Club of New York .

grade of work they turn out in all railway signals, automatic -starting Findlay S. Douglas, who has been

lines and their galvanized chain and compensators for alternating-current connected for a number of years withi

the special attachments for securing motors, and price lists of carbon fila- the sales department of the Sprague

it to both the lamp and the pole are ment lamps and miniature incandes
Electric Company, of New York, has

made according to their standards of cent lamps.
been appointed manager of the motor

workmanship. This chain is rust
and generator sales department of the

proof, and snow and sleet have but lit New York office. Aside from his exten

Personals
tle effect upon its flexibility and ease sive acquaintance in the electrical field ,

of operation. About 2,000 central sta
The Trustees of the Rensselaer

he has also an international reputation

tions have adopted this method of sus
Polytechnic Institute have decided to as an amateur golfer, having held the

pension and the number of users is establish courses in mechanical and title of amateur champion of the

rapidly increasing. electrical engineering. The recent gift United States.

A very attractive catalogue on
of one million dollars from Mrs. Rus- II . J. Clark , of Fort Dodge, Iowa,

cement-making machinery was recent
sell Sage, and other recent gifts, has been appointed general superin

tendent of the Citizens' Railway andly sent out by the Power & Jlining through which they have been able to
&

Machinery Company, of Milwaukee,
increase the value of their plant for Light Company, Muscatine, Iowa, suc

the purposes of instruction, enables ceeding Frederick Potvin, who goes to
Wis. The machinery illustrated and

them to do this . thie main office of the company at
described includes gyratory rock and

ore breakers, crushers, quarry cars ,
These courses will be very general Grand Rapids, Mich .

engineering courses, similar to the

crushing rolls, conveyors, elevators,
Ralph D. Mershon sailed Saturday,

civil engineering course now given at
screens , mixing mills, feeders, rotary February 16, for London , England, to

the Institute.

dryers, ball -tube mills, inclined -vibrat take up there matters relative to the

ing screens , air separators, rotary
J. R. Lovejoy has been appointed Victoria Falls power scheme, in con

kilns, coolers, clinker conveyors, coal
general manager of the sales depart. nection with which he has been re

crushers and automatic scales . The
ment of the General Electrical Com- tained for some time past. Jr. Ver

Loomis -Pettibone Gas Producer, built pany. Mr. Lovejoy has long been shon does not contemplate visiting

by the company, is also briefly dealt known to the electrical fraternity and South Africa at this time in connec

with . Several pages are devoted to a
this title is a formal recognition of tion with this work. His present trip

description of the method of manu
the responsibilities with which he has will not extend beyond London , Paris

facture and the preparation of the
practically been charged for the last and Berlin , and his absence from this

raw material by the dry process.
two or three years. Mr. Lovejoy was country will be limited to about thirty

born at Columbus, Ohio , in 1863. days.

The equipment for the series alter- After a post-graduate course at the S. W. Childs has been placed in

nating -current arc -lighting system of
Ohio State University, from which he charge of construction on the Tri-City

the Fort Wayne Electric Works, of
received the degree B. Sc . , he entered work which is being undertaken by

Fort Wayne, Indiana, is illustrated the employ of the Thomson -Houston J. G. White & Company at Rock

and described in a recent bulletin .
Electric Co., at Lynn, Mass ., August, Island, Ill . Mr. Childs has completed

The apparatus dealt with includes the 1886 . Here he gained his practical the work of electrifying the Fort

regulator, the transformer, the switch- experience and graduated from what Dodge, Des Moines & Southern Rail

board , the arc -lamps and the multi- was then known as the expert course road, and has been located at Boone,

plex - lighting arresters . An instruc to take up engineering work in the Iowa, for the past nine months. Un

tion book accompanies the bulletin .
Boston office of the company. Later der his direction a power -house and

Other literature sent out is devoted to
his time was devoted to executive substations have been constructed at

single -phase switchboard panels, di- duties at headquarters, and when the Frazer, Iowa, and forty miles of over

rect- current switchboard panels, and
Thomson -Houston Company was head line and track have been built.

an index to bulletins Nos. 1001 to
merged into the General Electric Co. The gas and electric lighting plants

1089
in 1892, he became general manager and street railways at Moline, Rock

of the supply department. In 1900. Island and Davenport, are being re

A revised edition of a bulletin deal- he was made also manager of the rail- constructed at a cost of $ 2,225,000,

ing with the Moore vacuum -tube light way and lighting departments of the and the entire work has been placed in

was recently issued by the Moore General Electric Co. He is an officer charge of Mr. Childs.

Electrical Company, of Newark, N. J. and a director in several subsidiary

Illustrations are given of various in- companies. Mr. Lovejoy is a director WANTED
stallations of Moore tubes and the ad- and member of the executive commit

vantages of this form of illumination tee of the Schenectady Trust Com By manufacturing concern an

are fully set forth . pany and was oneof the organizers
ELECTRICAL ENGINEER

of that concern . He is a member of to take charge of designing, test

A guide to the design of medium the American Institute of Electrical ing and developing High Voltage

and small capacity central station Engineers, the Franklin Institute and Porcelain Insulators. A techni

switchboards was recently issued as a the American Society for the Advance- cal graduate who has had expe

bulletin by the General Electric Com- ment of Science, as well as several or- rience with High Voltage and

pany, of Schenectady. The bulletin ganizations pertaining to electrical sci- knows insulator requirements

was inspired by the hope that it might ence . preferred . State age, experience ,

be of assistance in designing switch- In addition to his diversified busi- reference and approximate sal

boards for moderate-sized stations, and ness duties, Mr. Lovejoy finds time ary required. Address: Engineer,

represents the latest alternating- cur- to take an active part in promoting care of THE ELECTRICAL AGE , 45

rent practice. Other literature sent the welfare of the Mohawk Golf Club East 42nd Street , New York.

out deals with “ Type C Q " motors , of Schenectady, of which he is presi
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J. H. SMITH , Editor are merely passive, favoring condi- ten cents per year. Personal push

tions ; and also, that they will be con- on the part of the chief executive of

trolling factors only when the public ficer of the company is the most im

Editorials uises electric current as it uses bread , portant influence now at work and is

Central Station Growth ..
likely to remain so for the next decsoap or any other article of absolute

necessity. ade, when it is hoped that the pop
The Vertical Tarbo -Generator,

What nonsense is it to hold either ulation and wealth per capita statistics

Lightning Phenomena .
of these conditions of importance will be seen to have a slight appre

Central Station Operation .. when central stations in small rural ciable effect, but like the measure

Rubber Insulation .... cities of 10 to 20,000 population can ment of some stellar parallax it will

show an annual growth of 10 to 20 probably require some centuries to

Leading Articles per cent., this being four or five fold determine the exact drift of their in

the rate at which the population in- fluence .
Rubber Insulation ....

creases ; and this, too , in towns of Next after personal effort is the

Transformer Boosters ...
which the wealth per capita is low . question of rates, or, more properly ,

Three - Phase Four -Wire Distribution ..
The dominant factors in the situa- the reasonableness of the commercial

Miller's Chart for Plotting Speed - Time Curves. 191 tion are dismissed in a single sen- proposition which is handed to the

Power Factor Measured by Wattmeter Readings. 194 tence : " Among the artificial stimu- public.

Electricity in the Laundry.. lants can be enumerated lower rates , After this the adoption of a wise

Electric Motor Connections. solicitation, advertising and the in- policy in going after the business. As
troduction of new appliances, al- far as possible the efforts of solicitors

Getting New Business..
though the latter might, perhaps, bet- should be concentrated streets

New Principles in the Design of Lightning Ar- ter be classified as a natural cause .' where there are existing feeders, so

The veriest central station tyro that extra capital is not required for

Institute Discussion of Lightning Protection... 211 kuows that these are the real and con- extension . The successful New York

trolling influences in central- station Edison Company has, as nearly as it

activity , and that there is as much could , followed this plan with wis

Central Station Growth
money to be made in a manufacturing dom . On the west side of New York

city as in a city of homes. very few cross streets carry their

V commenting on the factors in
The truth about the matter is , that mains. Selling effort is almost en

the use of electric service is still so tirely confined to the downtown sec

trical Il'orld of April 6th has this limited that the personal influence of tion . Getting a scattered business

to say : " Analyzing the causes which the individual at the head of the com- will check the growth of a company

make it possible for central stations pany is the most important factor in quicker than a bad -tempered public.

to grow , we find one to be the increase the situation. To illustrate the propo- The next most important factor in

in population ," and further along in sition : The president of the electric central- station growth is perhaps the

the same easy narrative this equally corporation in one of our largest cities improvement or betterment of the

obvious truth : “ This leads us up to said to his solicitor general, " I want service which has occurred in the past

the second and very important factor you to hire men to sell current who few years. The engineering features

in central- station growth , namely, are primarily salesmen, and not tech- which have improved the service are

the increase in wealth per capita . nical men .” That was the most im- now fairly well known , and they are

The effect of these two natural con- portant action which that company rapidly being introduced by the

ditions is pointed out with great per- took that year, and from that time it smaller companies. Create a success

spicuity to the reader , but we venture grew rapidly. The same policy on ful central station in a large city and

the humble opinion that neither is a the part of another corporation , in a it will be copied in the smaller places

very strong factor in the growth of city of a half a million, led to a 25 as quickly as this method can be
central stations or in the increase of per cent. annual growth in income, in studied , and what can be done in one

electric service at the present time, a city where the annual increase in city may be done in another .
But we

and we hold that rapid increase of population is three per cent ., and the shall have more to say about this in
population and high per capita wealth increase in per capita wealth about a later issue.

I ,

179
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LIGHTNING

O , was

tical type.

Lightning Phenomena reason than its very weak mechanical Just what the author means by rec

phenomena and construction and the great number of tification of vapor is not clear, as

lightning protection were again opportunities for unnecessary ground- vapor is an aggregation of molecules

discussed at the March 29th
ing of the line, due to the horns. On which simply vibrate at will in all di

meeting of the American Instituteof wooden poles the bringing of the rections. His idea is probably bor
.

Electrical Engineers. Dr. C. P. ground connection in the neighbor- rowed from some loose explanations

Steinmetz presented a paper dealing hood of the insulators, as shown, will of the action of the Cooper Hewitt

with abnormal voltage oscillations in
oftentimes probably aggravate pole mercury vapor rectifier , though even

electrical systems in which he points burning, in this apparatus there is no such thing

out that it is most essential to make
The curves of potential shown as the rectification of vapor.

a " study of transformer connections across a series of gaps will be dis- The data given of the author's elec

and their operating conditions, of gen- torted in actual practice, on account of
trolytic arrester are valuable and from

erator wave-shape and connections, of the leakage of current from cylinder a scientific point of view of great in

the possible origin of higher har- to cvlinder. Furthermore, if the net tcrest. The type of cell . will probably

monics of the potential wave, the con- result of this arrangement is incon
be very difficult to adapt to successful

struction and location of underground venient, a considerable air gap in
commercial operation .

cables , the protection of their joints. series with the smaller gaps will hold

the desirability, size and location of
back the line potential and not add

The Vertical Turbo-Generator

reactive coils." Mr. Steinmetz presents materially to the breaking -down volt

in full the fundamental equations of
N Monday, April 15th , at 8.01

age. P. M., an alarm of fire

the standing wave and makes a calcu

lation for a short - circuit surge on a
The arrester layout, as described , is turned in from the No. I ,

50 -mile, 30.000 - volt, 25 -cycle trans
for 2300 volts, and requires a break- Waterside station of the New York

mission line of No. 0000 wire. He
ing down of 9 shunted gaps to ground Edison Company, owing to a short cir

discusses, also, in an elementary way,
for a free discharge instead of 6 , as in cuit in the stationary armature of No.

the origin of internal disturbances.
Wurt's arrester for the same work . 10 alternator, a 5000 k.w. General

most of which is familiar to students It is doubtful, also , if much can
Electric turbo -generator of the ver

of this subject. The paper does not be expected of a type of arrester The burn - out occurred

contribute anything new to what is tested out at so low a voltage. The
shortly after the machine was placed

already known on this subject, and its real difficulties begin only to be en
in operation, during the peak of the

load and resulted in the forced shut

real merit lies in the logical and clear countered at 20,000 volts and upward ,

classification of lightning disturbances and it is only at these relatively high
down of some of the substation rotary

with the terse descriptions of their voltages that the market devices are
converters, causing considerable in

convenience to current consumers.
origin and behavior. put to serious strain .

No cause has been definitely as
The analogy which Dr. Steinmetz The paper by Prof. Creighton is

signed for the burn -out, which was
ciraws between surf and reprinted elsewhere in full, as it is

localized in the high -tension winding
waves of static electricity is perhaps replete with information of value and

of the generator, involving nearly all
only intended for the layman , as the shows probably the most complete

of the coils. Some of the wires were
similarity is not scientifically correct . collection of oscillograms vet pre- forced out of the slots and cut by the

An advancing wave of practically in- sented in a study of these conditions. revolving field . No damage was done
finite front, changing its shape in It seems very questionable whether

shallower water , but still pressing on
to the high - tension switches nor to the

the results reported in this paper will mains leading to the machine.

until it finally breaks , is hardly analo- give any criterion of the non -arcing This is not the first apparently in

Sous. The electric phenomenon is , quality of these arresters on large explicable burn -out of large -sized,

however, strictly analogous to the be power, high -voltage circuits. Tests on vertical-type turbo -alternators.

havior of water in a trough of smooth , full size plants are absolutely neces- similar accident occurred in the Fisk

frictionless and perpendicular sides . sary , and the tests reported would Street Station , Chicago, in which two

The length of the trough must be seem to be all on 2300 volts with a machines were involved. In Chicago

practically infinite with respect to its very limited capacity. Consequently, the insulation of one machine gave

length , and whenever the capacity the condition in which no arc follows way, burning it out and throwing 100

lessens, there the trough must taper in gaps shunting a resistance is easily per cent. overload on another machine ,

in width . The emphasis which Dr. attained . This is an old condition , but which burned out also .

Steinmetz lays on capacity relations would not have been found the same In the recent case , in New York,

in the various circuits cannot be too
in all probability in connection with the burned - out generator was one of

strongly put. a discharge on a powerful circuit. fifteen units, having a total capacity

The paper by Messrs. Rushmore Furthermore, two of the figures in- of 57.000 k.w. The resulting over

and Dubois presented a large number dicate that the static spark has been load was therefore too small to in

of lightning photographs ; a review applied to the arrester in the early volve the other machines in the

of their opinion of the horn arrester, part of the cycle when the electro- trouble.

which was characterized by them as motive force is relatively low . While These accidents both occurred to

an emergency device of doubtful util- this is perhaps the proper method machines which were thrown in at

ity ; a suggested plan for pole -line when the power to suppress an arc peak loads, and the burn -out devel

protection ; and the experimental re- casily started is being tested, it is not oped a short time after the machines

sults of a 2300 - volt multi-gap arrester , the proper method of determining were cut in on the bus.

accompanied by a full theoretical ex- whether or not an arc will start in In both cases , at the Waterside No.

planation of its behavior. gaps shunting a resistance. The static 1 , and at Fisk Street , the primary

The paper is well written , and is spark should evidently be produced cause of the trouble was due to the

interesting, but we must take excep- when the main voltage is at a maxi- breaking down of the armature insula

tion to some of its statements . mum to get the most favorable con- tion. One of the causes which un

The pole -line construction recom- ditions for following the shunting doubtedly contributes to this break

mended is undesirable, if for no other gaps . down is steam leaking from the tur

ocean
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above the usual working temperature down of Station No. I. About three

of generators. hours later, as a result of the trouble

A leaking gland in the vertical type in Station No. 1 , a large turbo-gener

of turbo -generator is equivalent in its ator in Station No. 2 short-circuited

action to a small steam jet placed after a remarkable performance.

where it will blow through the elec- Generator No. 2 , generator No. 5 ,

trical portion of the machine. It is each 3500 k . w . direct -connected , Gen

futile to contend that such gland leak- eral Electric , three- phase, 6600 volt

age is small, or that the gland is al- alternators and turbo - generator set

ways tight, and that its possible leak- No. 15 of 5000 k . w . capacity were

age is too small to consider when just the only machines in operation in Sta

a few drops of water are probably tion No. 1, and were tied in parallel
sufficient to break down the insulation. on the main bus. At the same time,

The accumulation of the water does there were in operation in Station No.

not occur at a single transfer but is a 2 one 7500 k . w . , 25 -cycle, three -phase,

steady and gradual accumulation of 6600 volt, Westinghouse turbo -gener

dampness. ator set , and one 8000 k . w . General

Electric turbo -generator of similar

Central Station Operation
characteristic, both on the main bus

of Station No. 2 . The main bus of

N Saturday night, April 20th , Station No. I is connected to the main

about 9.15 P. M., three of the bus of Station No. 2 by an automatic

large generators in the Water- release circuit breaker, set to trip

side Power Station , No. 1 , of the New when the cross current between the

York Edison Company, were badly stations reaches 13,000 k . W.

burned in a disastrous short circuit The destruction of a number of oil

that resulted in the complete shut- switches in the clistribution system ,

ON ,

10
8 6 4

14 12

15 D

bine shaft gland condensing on the

comparatively cool surfaces of the

generator . Wet steam has a very bad

effect on all sorts of insulation , and

the construction of the vertical turbine

is particularly well adapted to expose

its windings to leakage while the ma

chine is under steam .

One of the first lessons those work

ing with electrical apparatus is the

danger of dampness to insulation . The

above maxim is so well understood

that skylight drippage is always

avoided, even though its occurrence be

of a problematical and intermittent

character. Steam pipes whose joints

may leak are carefully arranged so

that they do not come immediately

over or under electrical machinery,

and the importance of warming the

machines up gradually is thoroughly

emphasized by the manufacturers.

There is just as much danger in con

densed steam as in water .

The cases cited of the destruction of

5000 k.w. Curtis alternators of the

vertical type without any damage oc

curring at the switchboard or in the

generator feeders indicates that their

destruction was due to internal causes ,

and in view of the well-known care

which is taken in the insulation of

such machinery, it is fair to presume

that its loss was not due to careless

ness in workmanship. A considera

tion of the structure of the vertical

type of turbo -generator will reveal the

likeliest source of trouble .

In the vertical turbo - generator we

have a steeple ; its base a condenser or

an exhaust steam chest ; upon this is

superimposed the turbine ; the gener

ator next and , crowning all , a gov

ernor. Steam for use with turbines is

hot, superheated in fact . Therefore,

to avoid a difference of one hundred

or so degrees between the bottom por

tion of the generator and its top, a

separator is placed between the tur

bine and its generator . At the lower

end of the turbine is a vacuum ; on

its upper side, a high steam pressure .

The vertical shaft passes through the

top cover of the turbine. The possi

bility of steam leakage in this arrange

ment is so obvious as to necessitate the

use of a gland at this point.

The function of a steam gland is to

reduce or prevent leakage. Where it

is made tight enough to stop leakage

the mechanical efficiency of a machine

is reduced . Furthermore , a gland

never remains tight , except when not

working . For the foregoing reasons

steam cylinders are tabooed forms of

motive power for switch control.

Steam , after it has wormed its de

vious way through a gland , is wet ;

very wet . Hence, it will condense to a

greater or less degree on any surface

whose temperature is under one hun

dred degrees centigrade , which is well
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a

taken in conjunction with the blowing about one -third above the normal and result from the emergency trip block

of a manhole, suggest that after the subsided to zero , after which it was acting when the increase in speed was

initial short circuit in the feeder sys- gradually brought up to 5200 volts. clue to motorizing of the generator.

tem there was a short circuit at the From the time of the disaster until In ordinary cases of runaway engines

oil switches in the substation resulting about twelve o'clock , Station No. 2 the stoppage of the valve motion re

in a direct short circuit of the generat- carried approximately 18,000 k . ws . , sults in stoppage of the engine and

ing station . lieavily overloading the two turbo- the residual fly -wheel inertia of the

An attendant standing near genera- generator sets in operation, and pull- moving parts is rarely sufficient to
tor No. 2 noticed the quick speeding- ing the frequency down to about 18 cause damage.

up of this machine, and he fled from cycles per second with the power Several things occurred that fore

the spot so panic stricken that he factor about 70 per cent. At that time sight might reasonably have avoided.

left an elderly lady whom he was the Curtis turbine in No. 2 lost its In the event that the first attendant

showing about the plant. Quickly vacuum , owing to the failure of the who observed the pending disaster had

realizing his lack of thought for at circulating pump, which was motor kept his head, and shut down engine
least, her safety, he dashed back and driven from the feeder circuit, on No. 2 , or there had been any adequate

hurried her away. Within a few mo- which the voltage had gradually means of quickly cutting off the steam
ments the low pressure crank broke, dropped until it reached a point at header of the generator sets , this dis

the top cylinder head was blown out, which the motor was unable to carry aster might have been lessened , if not

and the generator caught fire . Within its load . The load of this machine' prevented.

thirty seconds generator No. 5 had dropped to 5000 k . w ., throwing
Likewise, had the circulating pump

short- circuited and was ablaze, and ex- 13,000 k . w . on the 7500 k . w . West- for the Curtis turbine in Station No.

actly three minutes from the beginning inghouse machine. It continued to 2 been steam driven , this machine

of the trouble turbo -generator No. 15 carry this load at a power factor some- could have held up its load, regard

short- circuited . Almost immediately what less than seventy , which was ap- less of electrical troubles, and Station

thereafter the automatic trip between proximately an overload of about 300 No. 2 would have been kept in opera

the main bus in Station No. I and that per cent. of the normal current. This tion until sufficient reserve power had

in Station No. 2 broke, following the was carried until 12.45 , when the ma- been obtained to carry its load. The

rush of current, and a load of approxi- chine broke down under this enormous
foolishness of driving auxiliary power

mately 18,000 k . w . fell upon Station current. equipment by electricity will probably

No. 2 , overloading the two turbo- It is somewhat idle to speculate on now receive the recognition it de

generators in operation in that station . the actual conditions responsible for serves , as this practice has lately been

Immediately following the shut- this disaster, but certain things appear. condemned by a number of engineers

down of Station No. I and the isola- One of the three machines in Sta- ot prominence.

tion of the substation which it feeds, tion No. I must have motorized , and

the down -town load was picked up by at least one of the other two must

the substation -storage batteries , which have generated the excess voltage. It
Rubber Insulation

can deliver the station capacity for one would have been impossible for either

hour, and the lights were raised again . mission cables is of the utmost

At the end of their discharge limit together, to have speeded up and de- importance to their users. One

the batteries gave out, though in the livered the extra current, so it is sup- of the materials of insulation is rub

meanwhile a number of reserve ma- posed that the 5000 k . w . Curtis ber , a substance which readily lends

chines in Station No. I were gotten turbine in some manner began to race , itself to sophistication. The manu

under steam and the voltage in the raising the voltage and frequency, and facture of this material from crude

alternating- current bus was raised to carrying the two small engine genera- rubber is a secret process, and the

about 5200 volts. The inability to tors with it .
merits or demerits of the compound

maintain a higher voltage was prob- The Corliss steam engines are pro- depend upon the process , as well as

ably due to the destruction of oil vided with an emergency block , which upon the materials incorporated with

switches in the station, which pre throws the valve reach rod out of the rubber. The merits of a rubber

vented the operation of more units. action and stops the motion of steam compound cannot be determined by

Simultaneously with the disaster in and exhaust valves in case of a run- any single test , and the requirements

the station, a manhole at the corner away. In this case the engine being outlined by Mr. Del Mar are

of Forty-fifth Street and Broadway driven at a high speed by its con- doubtedly severe.

blew up , due to an explosion of sewer rected generator the stoppage of the Mr. Del Mar points out the methods

gas, which was probably ignited by a steam and exhaust valves probably to be followed, enabling the user to

short in the feeder system , and a high- trapped a cylinder full of steam and construct suitable specification,

voltage surge of between 8000 and this was compressed until the cylinder which , favoring no one manufacturer,

9000 volts was indicated in the sta head gave way or the crank broke. will broaden the competition for their

tion . The voltage at the station rose Either or both of these breaks could business.

one ofthe 3500 k.w. machines orhot THEinsulation of electric trans
ΤΗ

un
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Rubber Insulation

WILLIAM A. DEL MAR

THE principal insulating materials

ADVANTAGES OF RUBBER. sulating compounds. While it is usual the qualities of the rubber cease to

to specify that compounds shall con- predominate, and the compound par

used in the manufacture of
tain only the finest dry Para rubber, takes markedly of the characteristics

electric cables are paper, var
there is no practical way to ascertain of the adulterant. It is for this reason

nished cloth and rubber compounds .
whether the rubber did actually come that 30 per cent . pure rubber is gen

from Para. Furthermore, it is of no
Of these the only type that is water

erally adopted as the standard propor

proof and weatherproof to any prac
practical import whether the rubber is tion , and that 40 per cent. pure rubber

from Para or any other place , pro
tical extent is the rubber compound.

is required for shipboard work in the

vided that the percentage of extract navy, the larger proportion being

ADULTERATION OF RUBBER. does not exceed 3 per cent. adopted as a special precaution on ac

Paper and varnished cloth insula count of the necessity of absolute re
VULCANIZATION .

tion , being composed of staple com
liability .

mercial fabrics , impregnated with
Rubber gum , in its native state , is The ingredients with which the rub

compounds of well-known oils , etc. ,
of little use for insulating purposes, ber is adulterated differ with the va

are not susceptible of adulteration or owing to its property of absorbing rious manufacturers, and in every case

imitation , and consequently do not water and oxidizing. When mixed their composition is jealously guarded

suffer much in quality from attempts
with sulphur and heated to a tempera- as a trade secret .

by the manufacturers to lessen the ture of from 248 to 302 deg. Fahren THE RUBBER INSULATION PROBLEM .

cost of production.
heit , a combination takes place

which renders the rubbermore staple rubber, containing notover 3 per cent.
Knowing that 30 per cent . of pure

Rubber compounds, on the con

trary, being made of any material
and at the same time increases its

comof extractive matter, when

mixed with any amount or grade of
mechanical and electrical strength .

pounded with suitable materials and

rubber , are easily adulterated and This process is known as vulcaniza
vulcanized to a proper extent gives a

even imitated , the extent to which this tion . All rubber insulation is made of

is carried on beingso great as to make

first-class insulating material , how canvulcanized rubber .

engineers adopt other types of insula
Under-vulcanized rubber partakes

a purchaser of material, represented

to be made as described above, assure
tion wherever possible. of the properties of the native gum ;

himself that he is actually getting
over-vulcanized rubber is brittle and

RUBBER GUM . what it is represented to be , while con
inelastic . In fact , heated to between

fronted with the situation that the
Rubber is a gum extracted from a 350 and 400 deg. F. , vulcanized rub

tree which grows in the tropical coun
manufacturer will not permit any ex

ber entirely loses its elasticity and be
amination of the processes of manu

tries of Africa and South America. comes a hard and brittle substance
facture ?

The quality of this gum varies in known under the name of vulcanite .

many ways, but the characteristic It is therefore of the utmost im
For a long time this question re

mained unanswered , and in the mean
which most affects its commercial portance that rubber insulation be vul

while a new competitor to rubber ap
value is its dryness . This is because canized as much as possible without

the native gum is usually found asso

peared in the field, in the form of
losing its elasticity .

varnished cloth . This insulator , being
ciated with volatile matter , known to The process of vulcanization is said

the trade as “ extract, " which , when the to slightly increase the percentage of
composed of staple commercial ar

ticles of known stability and excel
rubber is made up, gradually evapo- extractive matter , and the manufac

rates and leaves the rubber in a dry
lence, rapidly came into prominence,

turers generally introduce an addi

and brittle condition . This phenom tional amount in the mixing process .
its introduction being further has

enon can be observed in the behavior The total amount in the finished com
tened by the constant failure of low

of a common elastic band which has
grade rubber compounds, with which

pound should not exceed 5 per cent .
the market was infested . The manu

been in use for several months , the
THE ADULTERATION OF RUBBER . facturers of better grades of rubber

drying being accompanied by oxida
compound then sought to protect

tion . Pure vulcanized rubber is not a

themselves by issuing specifications ,
It is therefore of the utmost impor- practical insulating material for the

which would pass their own com
tance that the rubber used in the prep- following reasons:

pounds but not the compounds made
aration of insulating compound First. It can be adulterated with a

by other firms, and thereby made pub
should have a low percentage of vola- large proportion of comparatively lic a number of important facts which
tile extract. The volatile matter is cheap material without losing its good

have been noted and combined by va
usually estimated by digesting the qualities. The pure product, there

gum in acetone for several hours, and
rious engineers for the purpose of

fore, cannot compete, commercially, making specifications of general and
thereby dissolving out the extract . with the compound.

beneficial use . It is these data, given
The proportion of acetone extract in Second. The insulation is not suffi

different grades of gum varies from
out by competing manufacturers, comciently firm to withstand mechanical
bined with the results of experience

less than i per cent. to over 20 per strains , unless compounded with in

cent . , the grades having the smaller elastic substances .

of consumers, which constitute the

basis of modern rubber compound
proportion of extract being generally It has been found by experience

specifications .
from South America . that 60 to 70 per cent of adulterant

The best grade of South American may be added to rubber gum without
PROPERTIES OF RUBBER COMPOUND .

rubber is known as fine Para, and is destroying its useful qualities after The characteristic properties of

the most desirable kind to use in in- vulcanization , Above this percentage, rubber compound which are available

183
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as indications of quality are given in

table I , the qualities which are indi

cated by these characteristics being

given with them .

TABLE I.

CHARACTERISTIC PROPERTIES OF RUBBER
COMPOUND.

CHARACTERISTIC OF

COMPOUND

WHAT THE CHARACTER IN

DICATES

Chemical

Percentage ofRubber ..

Percentage of Ash ... Amount of mineral matter .

Percentage of Extract .. Dryness of rubber if per

centage is small .

Mechanical

Tensile Strength ... Degree of vulcanization ,

amount of rubber, meth

od of manufacture .

Elasticity ... Degree of vulcanization ,
amount of rubber, meth

od of manufacture.

Elastic Limit ..... Degree of vulcanization ,

amount of rubber , meth

od of manufacture.

Electrical

Dielectric Strength ... Degree of vulcanization ,

amount of oily extract,

absence of imperfections.
Insulation Resistance.. Degree of vulcanization ,

amount of insulating ma

terial, method of manu

facture .

Temperature Coefficient

of Insulation Resist

ance .. Degree of vulcanization ,

amount of rubber,

amount of organic matter

besides rubber .

Specific Inductive capa

city ... (Not fully investigated . )

combinations of tests is as follows : show a tensile strength of at least

Tests 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 , 6. Compound, 800 pounds per square inch . This

must contain large proportion of rub- figure is agreed to by practically

ber, properly vulcanized, non - porous, every manufacturer of rubber com

and probably with a small amount of pound in the United States , but the

extractive matter . proportion of compounds which actu

( Very few manufacturers will bid ally show this tensile strength is small.

on this combination .) A sample should be cut so that the

Tests I , 3 , 4 , 5 , 6. Compound will ends gripped shall be considerably

have practically the same characteris- larger than the center, where the

tics as above. break should occur. The sample

( Almost as difficult to get bids on should be bent slightly, in every di

as the first combination .) rection, before testing, in order to

Tests 1 , 4 , 5 , 6. Compound prob- magnify and reveal any surface in

ably contains large proportion of rub- cisions which might reduce the total
ber, very highly vulcanized, of good cross -section.

structure, but possibly a large amount This test is one of the best of the

of extractive matter. six , when carefully performed.

( Recommended by some manufac

turers for h.t. work , as the high vul
SET AFTER STRETCHING .

canization and high proportion of ex- When stretched three times its orig

tract add to the dielectric strength .) inal length , a sample should show a

Tests 1 , 2 , 4. Practically any com- set not greater than 1834 per cent .

pound will pass this combination of after a stated time has elapsed . Al

tests , regardless of amount of rubber though the time requires further ex

or degree of vulcanization . planation, this percentagethis percentage set is

( Practically all manufacturers will agreed to by all the leading manufac

bid on this.) turers .

TABLE II .

DEGREB

TEST

|T
E
S
T

N
O

.

STRUCTURE

PROPORTION

OF

EXTRACT

1 PROPORTION

OF

RUBBER

OF

VULCANIZA'N

1 Dense

Normal

Or

High

2 Small

Normal

or

Lov

3 or

Low

4

Normal

or

High

neous

5 Small

Normal

or

High

6 or

CHEMICAL ANALYSIS .

The chemical analysis can reveal
Great tensile strength Large

little besides the amount of rubber, re

gardless of its quality. The propor- Small set after stretching . Large

tion of acetone extract in the com

pound does not indicate the quality of Normal

rubber used, because this percentage
Prompt return after stretching.. Small Large

is seldom less than five, which , were

it all from the rubber, would mean Great dielectric strength ..
Homoge

Large

nearly 17 per cent. of extract in the

gum . Great resistance , megohms ... Dense Large

Besides indicating very little the

chemical test may be objected to on Normal

the following grounds: Low temperature coeff, of resistance . Large

High

( 1 ) It takes too long to perform

when the total time consumed between
(Note. - The adjectives in the last four columns refer to the characteristic named at the head of the

column . )

delivery from the factory and return
It should be noted that when bids

of tests from the chemist is con
In order to guard against objections

sidered .
are asked for on the basis of tests i , to specific tests , it should be specified

( 2 ) The cost of analyses is too
2 , 3 , 4, 5 and 6, the manufacturers that the test may be performed by the

great for regular tests .
who make a straight bid usually ask purchaser at any temperature between

(3 ) There are very few chemists
a higher price than those who suggest 50 and 100 degrees F. It should also

the omission of one or more of the
sufficiently experienced in this field

be specified that the sample tested

to undertake an accurate analysis.
tests . Sometimes a manufacturer will shall not have been submitted to any

It therefore appears that, as a regu
udertake to meet a certain combina- previous stretching, because a sample

tion of tests , and failing to meet one
lar acceptance test , the chemical anal

with a permanent set will not show

ysis is not suitable , its only use being
or more of these, will request the ac- much additional set when further

ceptance of the cable on the basis of stretched . Stretching should

as a final arbiter of the proportion of
be

rubber present .
the remaining tests . This should be steady and release instantaneous.

carefully guarded against, as it is not
PROMPT RETURN AFTER STRETCHING .

ACCEPTANCE TESTS.
the individual tests , but the proper

combination of them which secures re
The chemical test being eliminated ,

Nearly all specifications which have

sults . been made public state that the set

except as a final resort, there remains shall be measured one minute after

The exact numerical statement of
the three mechanical and three elec release. This, in the writer's opinion,

trical tests to consider.
the six tests will be considered next .

is too lenient, as it permits a very

Table II shows how each of these viscous compound to pass . Five sec
TENSILE STRENGTH .

six tests indicates the five principal onds after release is sufficient time to

characteristics of rubber compound. A good 30 per cent. Para com- allow , if the compound is not viscous

The effect of specifying various pound, properly vulcanized, should or over-vulcanized ,
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DIELECTRIC STRENGTH .

See under Dielectric Stress , below ,

and Table IV.

a

SPECIFIC RESISTANCE.

The specific resistance of insulation

sold as 30 per cent . Para compound

varies between the enormously wide

limits of 150 millions of megohms per

inch cube and 4000 millions of meg

ohms per inch cube.

From the standpoint of leakage , a

mere fraction of the smaller value

exceed 2.6per cent. per degree Fah

renheit. This is in agreement with

the tables used by the most reputable

manufacturers. The object of speci

fying this quantity is twofold : First ,

to prevent the manufacturer using any

temperature correction factor which

will give a figure which complies with

the specifications; second, as a meas

ure of quality of the compound as

pointed out by H. G. Stott , Proc . Am .

Inst . Elect . Eng. , 1906 .

The writer's experience very

CALCULATION OF INSULATION THICK

NESS.

The variety of opinion as to the

proper thickness of insulation to be

used shows that this matter is not

treated in scientific way. The

method of calculating the proper

thickness , given below, while probably

susceptible of improvement is certain

ly much better than the haphazard

guessing often employed .

THICKNESS OF INSULATION.

The thickness of insulation to be

placed on a wire is governed by three

features :

1. Errors in size of wire, eccentric

situation of wire in the insulation , and

similar irregularities.

2. Insulation not to be strained by

application of test voltage .

*

7

TABLE III .

TABLE OF ERROR THICKNESS

SIZE OF WIRE ERROR OF THICKNESS
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14
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.018

.020

10 .022

.0258

6 .028

.032

.0362

.0381

0

00

.040
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000 .045
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.053

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

Diametera bore coole, inches.

0000

250000

500000

750000

1000000

1250000

1500000

1750000

2000000

2000000
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.070

.075

.080

FIG . I. .083

.086

concentric . 089

.095rope .

to

1
3

9

9
0

would be sufficient. It is , therefore, strongly confirms Mr. Stott's opinion

only as a test of quality that high meg- of the value of this test .

ohms may be demanded . Differences

of manufacture cause the megohms of

an over-vulcanized sample of one

make to be greater than the megohms

of an under -vulcanized sample of an

other. A minimum of 750 millions

of megohms per inch cube is conserva

tive, and there is little to be gained by

specifying over 1500 millions of meg

ohms per inch cube.

The insulation resistance of a cable

is derivable from the following

formula :

M = 58x10 " xSxlog **

where

V = megohms per mile ;

S= specific resistance in megohms

per inch cube :

t = thickness of insulation inches

r=radius of wire , inches :

logarithm is to base ten .

TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT OF

SISTANCE . 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

The rate of change of resistance Diameter of Wire , inches.

with regard to temperature should not FIG . 2 .
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TABLE IV.

Dielectric Stress .

CONDITION

KILIVOLTS

PER

INCH

The electric force around a cylindric

al wire , however, is not uniform , the

lines extending radially from the wire

to the outside of the insulation . The

density of the force lines is therefore

greater at the surface of the wire than

at the outside of the insulation . This

explains the well-known fact that

small wires insulated for high poten

tials often show a disintegration of the

inner layers of insulation without any

visible defect on the outside. In this

case

F = :434V

r log ( t + r)

Common working stress..

Conservative testing stress .

High testing stress ..

Break down * ,

3. Insulation to be thick enough to

have mechanical strength .

ERROR THICKNESS.

The thickness of insulation required

to make up for errors and irregulari

ties of manufacture may be termed

the “ Error Thickness. ” Fig. I shows

how this error thickness is found in

practice to depend on the diameter of

the wire. This curve very closely fol

lows the following equation :

Error Thickness ( 64ths . inch )

= V2 x Diameter of wire, inches.

2V Radius ofwire , inches.

Table III is based on the curve of

Fig. 1 .

40 to 43

95 to 100

125 to 135

150 to 300

* This depends entirely on the degree of vulcaniza
tion . The lower figure represents tests on one of the

best grades on the market ; the higher figure repre

sents an over- vulcanized compound.

=

T

where r is the radius of the wire ,

170

ELECTRICAL THICKNESS.

The error thickness being known ,

the electrical thickness, or thickness

required to withstand the electrostatic

stress , may be calculated with the aid

of the logarithmic formula , above.

The thickness of insulation adopted

for potential differences up to about

1000 volts is determined solely by

mechanical considerations , the dielec

tric stress not being concerned .

160

150
Change of insulation resistance with temperatured

Rote = 2.6 % por degree Fahr.

or ti 1371-88.6 bogne A.
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MECHANICAL THICKNESS.

The error thickness and electrical

thickness of insulation are often in

sufficient for mechanical reasons. Fig.

2 shows the minimum thickness of in

sulation which is permitted by me.

chanical considerations. Unlike the

electrical thickness, which is added to

the error thickness, the mechanical

thickness is a total figure which in

cludes everything. This graph , while

based on average practice , may not

meet the requirements of some engi

70

50

1
40

30

TABLE V.20

30 50 110 120 15070 80 100

Temperoture , degrees Fahrenheit.
BASED ON :

Specific resist . of rubber = 1100 x 10' meg. per in ,

cube .

Working dielectric stress = 42.3 kilovolts per inch ,

Testing dielectric stress = 96 kilovolts per inch .
CURVE SHOWING CHANGE IN INSULATION RESISTANCE DUE TO HEAT.

SINGLE CONDUCTOR CABLES .

5000-7000 volts alternating current , single phase.

9000-12,000 volts alternating current, three phase .

ttr

r

Size. Str'ds .

inches , and the logarithm is to the

base ten .

This gives : V = 2.3026 F.r.log.

A stranded cable does not exactly

follow the same law as a solid wire,

but the error, introduced by assuming

a solid wire of the same over-all di

ameter is not very great for the usual

sizes.

Table IV shows the value of F, the

dielectric stress , expressed in kilovolts

Insular

tionWall

64ths

inch .

Test

Voltage Meghoms

Alternat
per

ing .
mile ,

4 B.&S .

2

I

CC

DIELECTRIC STRESS.

When a high potential is established

across the insulation of a cable , the

insulation is subjected to a strain

which depends upon the degree of

concentration of electric force. When

this concentration reaches a certain

value , the insulation will no longer

be able to stand the strain and will

break down. It will not necessarily

be punctured, but will be disintegrated

only where the concentration of elec

trical force has been excessive . For

purpose of analysis , it is usual to

represent the intensity of electric force

by the density of imaginary lines of

force stretching radially from wire to

sheath .

Let F=electric force dielectric

I 2

10

IO

ΙΟ

10

10

IO

37

61

61

OT

O

oo

ооо

0000

250,000 C.M.

500,000

25

22

20

10

18

18

18

17

17

17

17

15,000

IS ,000

15,000

15,000

15.000

1,000

I5,000

15,000

15,000

15.000

15,000

per inch .

4,100

3.300

2,000

2,600

2,400

2,000

2,000

1,800

1.400

1,200

1,000

66

or

Owing to the individual wires of

a multiplex cable being pressed to

gether in assembling, the voltage test

between cables should be slightly less

than double that on a single cable .

Ten per cent . is taken as a conserva

tive amount for the loss due to this .

On three -phase cables the maxi

mum surge voltage between conduct

ors can only be 1.734 times the volt

age to ground. Allowing for squeez

ing , due to assembling, 1.7 times the

test voltage to ground may be taken

as the test voltage from wire to wire .

strain

V=Test potential, kilovolts

t = thickness of insulation , inches,

over error thickness.

then F- where the electric force is

uniform ,

750,000

1.000.000

TEST VOLTAGE ON MULTIPLEX CABLES,

Between conductors and As specified in tables .

ground.

Between conductors, di- 00 er cent . greater than

rect current and single- in table .

phase cables.

Between conductors, 70 per cent . greater than

three-phase cables. in table.

(Megohms to be measured before assembling con

ductors. )

( The thickness of insulation above is settled en

tirely by electrical consideration, the amount of rub

ber being ample for mechanical purposes. The in

sulation thickness expressed in nearest 64ths, test

voltage to nearest thousand , and megohms to nearest

hundred .)
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neers, and should therefore be care- age when the load exceed the mag- primary develops a short circuit be

fully examined before it is used . netizing current, and this increase of tween two adjacent turns, thus throw

voltage with unity power factor is ap- ing these turns out of service and in
SUMMARY HOW TO CALCULATE THICK

proximately proportional to the load in creasing the volts per turn on the rest

NESS OF INSULATION . amperes. of the winding. While all trans

T=Total thickness of insulation , Transformers thus connected have formers are made to withstand a volt

64ths inch .
performed efficient service on lines age considerably higher than normal,

R = Radius of wire, inches.
supplying incandescent lamps, and the for a short time, the continued appli

boosting effect is quite appreciable cation of a high voltage weakens the
t = T - 2VR

with loads having power factors as insulation .

t must be such that, low as 80 per cent. Another portion of the insulation

log ( t+R ) =

.434V
Xlog r, ..... ( a ) The selection of a transformer for which is worked at an unusual voltage

is the insulation between secondarywhere V=test kilovolts .

and iron . Most transformers are now

w = dielectric strain in kilovolts
made to withstand a high voltage be

per inch at test volts.
tween secondary and iron in order to

The minimum permissible value of withstand the voltage impressed at
Tis,

this point with a grounded neutral.

T = 2.5X 10.6 R ...... . ( 6 )b
However, while the manufacturers

Hence, if equation ( a ) gives a low
make their transformers with ample

er value than equation ( b ) , then the
insulation , this insulation should not

latter value should be used.
be abused simply because it is there.

Explanation : The thickness of in
It should be used as a safeguard and

sulation required to make up for ir

protection

The loss of customers incurred by
regularities of wire , expressed in

the uncertain service which is sure to
64ths inch , = 27R . The additional= VR follow when crude methods are

thickness required for insulation is
Ampere turus in percent of normal

adopted for distribution of electric

given by ( a ) . The amount required energy , soon diminishes the receipts

for mechanical strength is given far beyond any gain in first cost ob

by ( b ) .
tained by utilizing the material at hand

this service depends largely upon its

design . A transformer which is nor

Transformer Boosters
mally worked at a high point on the

magnetization curve gives but a slight

BY C. J. SPENCER. increase of voltage with increase of

HE

load , while a transformer which is

use of an ordinary trans

former for boosting a voltage on
normally worked at lower magnetic

densities gives voltages proportional
the primary circuit is a trick well

known tocentral station men , but they
to the current flowing in the second

do not generally understand that the
ary .

insulation of a transformer thus con
Fig. 2 shows the effect of increas

nected is subjected to a strain that

ing the amperes in a definite number

of turns beyond the normal point
it was not designed to carry and that

marked X. The induction soon

will sooner or later develop a ground

and cause trouble on the line.
reaches a point when it increases but

slowly as the amperage is increased .

The induced voltage depends on the

w induction, and in consequence in
FIG. 3 .

creases rapidly at first and then slowly.

wwwwwww A transformer must be selected for purposes to which it was not de
From Station To Lood

which operates satisfactorily at the signed .

niaximum voltage to which it is ex- Potential regulators are made for

pected to raise the line voltage. If the regulation of feeder voltages. The

the line voltage is to be raised to 2500 iron and windings are proportioned

volts, the transformer should be for the correct rise of voltage with

One method of connecting the ordi- wound for 2500 volts . rise of current, and the insulation is

nary transformer for this purpose is This point is frequently overlooked . designed to withstand the voltages

shown in Fig. 1. This is an adapta- · The central station has supply lines impressed by this particular service.
tion of an ordinary transformer to per- of 2000 volts normal potential and While the external appearance of the

form the duties of a potential regu- one of the standard 2000 -volt trans- transformer supplied as a potential

lator. The low - voltage winding is formers is connected as a booster . A regulator may not be greatly different

connected in series with the line and voltage of 25 per cent. or more higher from the external appearance of the

the high -voltage winding is connected than normal is delivered by the pri- standard transformer , the interior in
across the line. It will readily be seen mary winding and, unless the insula- sulation of the two pieces of ap

that the action is to raise the line volt- tion has a large factor of safety , the paratus will be found to differ greatly .
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Three -Phase Four-Wire Distribution

H. L. WALLAU

Engineer , Cleveland Illuminating Company
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3 Phase- 4 Wire - 1/5 to 200 rotts.

Ato Y Connection with Noutrol.

FIG. I.

HE decrease in kilowatt cost of

transformers of increasing size ,

and the consequent reduction of

fixed charges , together with the in

creased all-day efficiency, makes it im

perative to establish alternating -cur

rent secondary distributing mains in

stead of supplying each consumer

from individual transformers. To il

lustrate , a 25-k.w. transformer costs

per k.w. about 38 per cent . of a 1 -k.w.

transformer, while its all -day effici

ency, based on full-load 4 hours and

no -load 20 hours, is about 14 per cent .

higher than that of I -k.w . trans

former.

Successful distribution of current

from low tension mains for incan

descent lighting depends upon the

regulation of the system . By regula

tion is understood the variation in

voltage between no - load and full -load

at that point on a low tension main at

which the greatest drop occurs . This

variation in voltage should not exceed

5 per cent . and whenever possible

should be less .

When the voltage of an incandes

cent circuit drops 2 per cent . below

normal, the candle-power of the

lamps drops approximately 10 per

cent . When a lamp burning on a nor

mal circuit has reached 80 per cent .

of its initial candle-power, its useful

life is considered ended . For this rea

son 98 per cent . of normal voltage is

as low as it is advisable to allow pres

sure to drop at times of peak load.

With 5 per cent . regulation this brings

the no -load voltage up to 103 per cent.

At this voltage an incandescent lamp

burns at 118 per cent. of candle -power

and has its life shortened 52 per cent .

Since the number of lamps burned

during times when the voltage of the

circuit is above normal is compara

tively small , no great loss results.

The regulation of an alternating

secondary system is dependent upon

the drop in the primarymains, in the

transformers and in the secondary

mains ( all of which vary with the

power factor of the load ) , the pres

sure at the high-tension feeder ter

minal being assumed to be maintained

constant by regulators used in con

junction with compensated volmeters .

The power factor of the load has

an important influence on regulation ;

for instance , a 50-k.w. transformer

may have a regulation of 1.1 per cent .

w

w

w

at 100 per cent. power factor, and a

regulation of 3.2 per cent . at 60 per

cent. power factor.

In designing a secondary system it

is essential to strike a balance be

tween the number of transformers

used and the amount of copper re

quired to distribute the load from the

transformers selected, since the fewer

the units, the greater the distance be

tween feeding points, and consequent

ly the greater the weight of secondary

copper required .

In selecting the k.w. transformer

capacity required, the connected load

of various classes of service must be

known and the proper percentage of

demand of each class figured. For ex

ample, commercial lighting may have

a demand of from 80 to 100 per cent .

of the connected load, while residence

lighting may vary from 30 to 40 per

cent. and apartment work from 40 to

60 per cent . of the connected load .

If a commercial district is being de

veloped and a day power load sought

as well as a lighting load , it must be

borne in mind that at certain seasons

the power and lighting loads will lap

and that at such times the voltage may

drop below the prescribed minimum

unless this consideration has been

taken into account in the design of the

system .

Cost considerations make it desir

able to operate the transformers at

overloads during the peak load , but in

selecting the capacities it must be re

membered that the percentage losses

increase about twice as fast as the

percentage load up to about 25 per

cent. overload , and faster above 25

per cent . overload .

Commercially, the best regulation at

the lowest fixed charge per annum is

desired of any secondary system . The

primary and secondary mains are

usually designed for a regulation of i

per cent. with a balanced load of unity

power factor , leaving 3 per cent . to

come and go on for transformer regu

lation and the lowering of the power

factor due to inductive load .

The three-phase four -wire system

looms up very promisingly in this con

nection ; its high transmission effici

ency lends itself readily to an econom
ical design.

One of the most common ratios of

transformation is from a 2100 volt

primary to a 115 volt secondary, a

w
w
w

w
w
w

m
u
n
u
m

w

B

A'

FIG. 2.
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delta to Y connection being used, with

the neutral point grounded. This ar
rangement is shown in Fig. 1 . It

vields 115 volts between any phase

and neutral and 200 volts between

phases. See Fig. 2.

This affords a good voltage for in

candescent and arc lighting and suit

able voltage for either single or three

phase power work, also a voltage on
which Nernst lamps may be operated.

It will be noticed on looking at the

diagram of pressure that the voltage

between phases is shifted by the trans

formation through an angle of 30 °

with reference to the primary ; also

that this resultant voltage N R be

tween phases A and B is the difference

between N d and N B, since in pass

ing from A to B we pass against the

arrow in the first coil and with the

arrow in the second. The resultant

delta of e. m . f.'s may also be repre

sented by the triangle A " B " C " .

Let three transformers having a ra

tio of transformation of one -to -one

be connected on one side, each inde

pendently of the others, to a separate

phase of a three -phase system and leta

their secondaries be independent

(Fig. 3 ) .

Let us assume the voltage across

the primary be to 100 per cent. under

all conditions of loading, the second

ary voltage to equal the primary at

no - load .

Let the resistance drop of each

transformer and secondary main be 3

per cent. and the reactive drop 8 per

cent. both at full load and unity power

factor.

Assume various conditions of load

ing and note the regulation .

Case 1. Transformer No. 1. Loaded

with full load in current in phase with

no -load e. m . f.

Case 2. Transformer No. 2. Loaded

with full load in current lagging 30

degrees behind no-load e. m . f .

Case 3. Transformer No. 3. Loaded

with full load current lagging 45 de

grees behind no-load e. m .f.

Fig. 4 shows these cases . In the

diagrams 1-3 represents the no-load

e . m . f. , 1-2 the current in phase and

magnitude, 3-4 the resistance drop

IR , 4-5 the reactive drop 20 fL I, 3-5

the resultant impedic drop and 1-5 the

pressure at the load terminals in

phase and magnitude.

The diagrams show clearly the in

creased drop due to decreasing power

factor with the same current. Had

the wattage been maintained constant

the drops would have been much

greater.

Case 4. Now, suppose wires D ', E ' ,

F to be combined in one wire. This

produces a Y connected secondary .

Since no change has been made in

loads or voltages we can construct a

diagram showing the regulation as a

four -wire system , Fig. 5 .

The no -load voltages are , of course,

120 degrees apart and are represented

by 1-31 , 1-32 , 1-33 . In Fig. 5 the

same system of numbering is used as

in Fig. 4 , with the addition of a suf

fix 1, 2 or 3 , to show which particular
values are referred to, thus 1-31 rep

resents 1-3 Case 1 , 1-22 represents 1-2

Case 2 , etc.

The no - load triangle of e. m . f.

would be represented by 31-32-33, the

loaded triangle of e . m . f . is 51-52-53 .

If only one transformer had been

aded, say, No. 2 , the loaded triangle

of e. m . f . would have been 31-52-33 .

If a single phase 200 volt load had

been taken off , the triangle of e. in . f.'s

would have had two long sides and

one short one, the amount of unbal

ance and phase displacement depend

ing upon the power factor of the load .

Other conditions may arise when

two phases are carrying a heavier load

than the third, giving a triangle of

e . m . f.'s, in which one side is greater

and one side smaller than the side

representing the drop between the

heavier loaded phases.

Referring to Fig. 3 , it will be seen

that the currents at D, E and F all

flow away from the coil , hence their

resultant in the neutral wire is evi

dently the sum of 1-21 , 1-22 and 1-23,

reversed . This is shown by 1-8 in

phase and magnitude.

It is to be noted , therefore, that a

balanced three-phase load means more

than a balance in amperes per phase,

the relative displacements of the cur

rents from their respective e. m . fi's

must be the same.

Now suppose B' joined to B, C ' to

C, A ' to A , Fig . 3 , what currents will

flow in A , B and C? It is evident that

the resultant current in B, for in

stance , will be the difference between

the original current in B , and the orig

inal current in B ' . The original cur

rent in B was the primary current in

transformer No. 2 , and this we know

to be equal and opposite to the second

ary current of that transformer. Fig .

6 shows the Y of currents , 0-21, 0-22 ,

0-23 , 0-B representing the difference

between 0-22 and 0-21 , or the current

in phase B, likewise 0-C and 0 - A

show the resultant currents in phase

C and A , both in phase and magni

tude.

It can readily be shown that the

current in

Phase A = 2 I Cos. 7.5 degrees= 1.98 1

Phase B=2 I Cos . 45 degrees= 1.41 I

Phase C=2 I Cos. 37-5 deg . = 1.59 I

when I equals the current flowing in

the coils .

Having determined the value of the

primary currents per phase, it is of

interest to determine their relation

535
0

Case II .

FIG. 4 .

33

5 !

23

21

22

52

32

FIG . 5.
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with reference to the triangle of bal- The chief difficulty in operating a

anced e. m. f.'s, which it was agreed four-wire system of distribution is

to maintain across the primary coils that of maintaining a balance , or at

of the transformer. least limiting the out -of-balance load

1-2-3 represents the delta of e, m . to an amount that will not cause a

fi's maintained across the primary, drop in any primary wire of greater

and 0-A, 0-B, 0 -C , the Y of currents magnitude than the boosting capacity

in magnitude and phase. of the regulator, nor cause an exces

Now let us assume the three trans- sive drop in any secondary conductor

formers to be located at the feeder with a balanced primary voltage .

8

9

32

22
B

300

A

- 21

31 21

ing from 1/4 to 50 -k.w ., is by no means

an easy system to balance, nor to keep

in balance as it grows. It is expen

sive , since it means changing taps to

individual consumers all along the

line to readjust conditions when they

become bad. If the secondary is un

derground it is much harder to bal

ance, since phase wires must be tested

out and tagged at each service, and

the cost is almost prohibitive .

Another thing against the four-wire

system is the growing use of Nernst

lamps, and mercury rectifiers for auto

mobile charging. Nernst lamps are

not satisfactory on 200 - volt circuits .

The length of the glower has to be so

reduced for operation on this voltage

that their candle-power is materially

cut down, compared with the candle

power of a similar lamp on a 230 -volt

circuit .

It is impossible to prevent the man

using 200 - volt Nernst lamps from

comparing the illumination which he

gets withthat of some other consumer

on a 230-volt circuit .

Another source of trouble , though

not an excessive one if properly in

stalled , is caused by grounds on the

phase wires, which disturb pressure

conditions.

All things considered , a three -wire

single -phase system of distribution,

with a fourth or teaser wire to supply

three- phase current for power, is pref

erable to a four-wire system .

The regulation across the lighting

phase can be looked after carefully ,

that across the two additional power

phases need not be closer than 10 to

15 per cent.

It is far easier to keep such a system

balanced by connecting smaller sec

tions across the various phases. When

balancing is to be done a few changes

make a marked difference, as 50 to

100 - k.w . may be transferred at a time .

The three -wire system with teaser

has all of the advantages and none of

the disadvantages of the four -wire

system , save only in transmission

economy.

Its transmission economy is , how

ever , sufficiently high to allow of eco
nomical low tension distribution , as

evidenced by the three-wire direct

current systems all over the country .

FIG. 6.

33

terminal , the feeder having resistance Small installations are naturally

and reactive drop. The Y of potential wired on a two-wire system , requiring

maintained is represented by 0-31, a service consisting of a one-phase

0-32 , 0-33 . wire and a neutral; larger ones are

The resistance drops are shown 1-4 , wired three -wire, necessitating the

2-6, 3-8, the reactive drops by 4-5 , 6-7, bringing in of two-phase wires and a

8-9. neutral , the largest are wired four

The delta of e. m . f.'s to be main- wire . All power and light installa

tained on the line side of the regula- tions require the four wires.

tors is shown by 5-7-9 . The regulator A three -wire service , consisting of

boosts assuming the bus voltages to two phase wires and a neutral , cannot

be equal to 1-2 , 2-3 and 3-1 are shown be metered on a three -wire meter ;

in phase and magnitude by 1-5 , 2-7 two separate single -phase meters must

be installed . A four -wire service re

These cases have been worked out quires three meters .

to show some of the practical difficul- A secondary system carrying a load

ties arising from phases out of bal- of 500 -k.w ., distributed among 400

ance. consumers, with connected loadscarry

and 3-9.



Miller's Chart for Plotting Speed -Time Curves

TH
'HE computation of speed-time celeration due to grades has a value of the motors and the gear ratio ; the

curves is the first step in the of 18 pounds per ton for each one per diameter of the truck wheels and the

preparation of run sheets , which cent . of grade , due possibly to the fact line voltage are known ; from this in

are a necessary preliminary in the that the transition from grade to tan- formation and the profile and align

settlement of electric traction prob- gent is made by a vertical curve . ment of the road the run sheets can

lems . This computation is a lengthy Curves can be considered as grades be computed.

one at best , owing to the large num- against traffic, and allowed for in the Messrs . Mailloux , Valentine and

ber of variables which must be taken same manner, the usual allowance be- others have devised charts to be used

into account in each run to determine ing about 0.8 pounds per ton for each in the computation of speed-time

the net acceleration of the motors. degree of curvature; that is , one curves which are conducive to ac

The tractive effort required to over- degree of curvature is equivalent to curacy and materially reduce the time

come the train resistance varies with an up grade of 0.04 per cent. The required for such work. Both of

the speed , but not according to any foregoing refers entirely to the resist- these methods have been extensively

integral power of it . The particular ances to be overcome. The tractive described , and the disadvantage of

curve is a matter to be settled accord- effort of the motor varies inversely each is due to the necessity for a

ing to the judgment of the engineer. with the speed at a constant voltage, graphical subtraction , by the use of

There are a number of formulas and the algebraic difference between dividers , to obtain the net accelera

for this purpose, over fifty having ap- this tractive effort and the train and tion effect available . The accompany

peared in different technical papers grade resistance is available to accelgrade resistance is available to accel- ing charts, devised by Mr. W. C.

within the last few years . The tract- erate the train . This acceleration may Miller, Jr. , formerly of the engineer

ive effort required to overcome be either negative or positive. ing staff of the New York Central

grades is independent of the speed , As a preliminary it is necessary to Railway and now engaged with the

its value being 20 pounds per ton for assume a motor equipment for a train Southern Pacific Company in its elec

each one per cent. of grade. Some of a given weight, the selection of this trification work at San Francisco, are

experiments made by the Chemin de equipment being facilitated by the use designed to obtain the net acceleration

Fer du Nord, of France, under the of tables and curves which can be se- direct. In plotting these charts it is

direction of Monsieur Barbier, have cured from the builders of motors . only necessary to determine and plot

indicated that the resistance and ac- These supply the characteristic curve to scale the net acceleration for differ
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ent speeds of the equipment selected , motor; the resistance due to grade , charts for acceleration values , one for

on a level track or zero grade , on a either positive or negative ; and the series , the other for multiple running .

chart whose co-ordinates are the train resistance , according to the In use the value of the tractive

grades and accelerations, the former selected formula, this being a negative effort required to overcome the train

being given as percentage values , the quantity ; is divided by the accelera- resistance is indicated on each of the

latter in miles per hour per second . tion constant. This acceleration con- sloping lines, and for convenience a

The slope of the lines shown at Figs . stant is the energy required to accel- curve is sometimes plotted , indicating

2 and 3 , representing the net acceler- erate one ton at the rate of one mile the descending grade required to bal

ations available at different speeds per hour per second , and for accurate ance the train resistance. In Figs . 2

and grades, are obtained by comput- work it is necessary to increase this and 3 this curve is marked “ coasting

ing the net acceleration at some one constant to cover the effect of the constant speed.”

speed for two different grades, usually rotating parts . Miller's chart , like those of Mail

the maximum negative and positive The increment of acceleration be- loux and Valentine, is not used during

grade found on the profile. These tween the sloping speed lines increases the controller period, that is, during

values are plotted on the chart and as the speed decreases and is propor- the portion of the run during which

connected by a straight line ; the ac- tional to the portion of the tractive the current passes through the con

curacy of this computation is checked effort speed curve , between different troller resistances; but it becomes of

by the passage of this line through speeds, projected upon the tractive service when the motors'are operating
the point on the zero grade line previ- effort axis , shown in Fig. 1 . Three on the line voltage, connected either

ously plotted. The acceleration lines charts are required for each equip- in series or in parallel. The follow

for the other speeds are then drawn ment, that for tractive effort, Fig . 1, ing.example illustrates the use of the

parallel to this line. upon which are plotted the curves for chart ; the starting current of the
In computing the net acceleration the current required and the tractive motor is 290 amperes, which corre

the algebraic sum of the following effort for the motor equipment under sponds to a speed of 9 miles per hour

quantities: the tractive effort of the the assumed conditions ; and the two on the series notch of the controller or
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18.7 miles per hour with the motors in the available acceleration on a one per point to point method. It is used by

multiple . The portion of the run dur- cent. grade at this average speed is the electrical engineers of the New

ing the controller period will not be +0.73 miles per hour per second. The York Central and Hudson River Rail

considered , as it is the same for all time interval required for this increase road in their work of this character.

methods. The speed of the train on in speed will be 8--0.73 = 11 seconds . The chart , Fig . 1 , is of use in plot

reaching the period when the motors The distance traveled in this interval ting the curve showing the current

are either in series or in parallel on will be 13X1.467XII = 210 feet . In consumed at the different portions of

the line voltage is known, as are also case this distance agrees closely with the run and is so clear that a detailed

the length and percentage of grade the point where the grade changes a explanation is unnecessary . It will be
and the degree of curvature of the new computation is begun in a similar seen that the computation of speed

track , which appear upon the log sheet manner for the next section of the time curves is greatly simplified by the

used to record the computations, the track . A very short experience with use of Miller'schart.

latter in the shape of a total equivalent this chart enables the computer to be- This article has been purposely lim

grade . The intersection of the slop- come expert at assuming the average ited in its scope to cover only the

ing speed line with the equivalent speeds to suit the conditions of grade, method of constructing and using the

grade is found upon the chart and the alignment, etc. The distances plotted chart, as the general subject of speed

corresponding acceleration in miles on the log and run sheets may vary time curves has been exhaustively

per hour per second is read direct. slightly from those shown on the pro- treated in the Transactions of the

Assume that the start was made on a file, but it is advisable, in accurate American Institute of Electrical En

one per cent. down grade and the work , to keep this difference within gineers and in the technical press .

motors reach the line voltage in series the number of feet traveled in one Considerable information in regard to

at a speed of 9 miles per hour; the net half second ; a larger amount of lee- motors and equipment is obtainable in

available acceleration tending to in- way being permissible on less accurate the bulletins of the manufacturing

crease the speed of the train will be computation. companies. The following list of ref

2.02 miles per hour per second. The Miller's chart can be readily con- erences may be of use to those who

distance traveled while the motors verted to suit trains in which the desire to study the matter more fully .

were on the controller is deducted weight per motor varies from that for

from the length of the grade, and it is
Speed- Time Curves, C. O. Mallioux, June 19 , 1902

which the chart is computed by the Transactions, A. I. E. E.

therefore known how much of the use of a pair of dividers, though this Speed - Time Curves, C. T. Hutchinson, Jan. 24

Angrade remains to be covered .
1902 , Transactions, A. I. E. E.

method is not to be recommended for
Speed -Time Curves, C.T. Hutchinson , Oct. 23, 1903 ,

average speed for this distance is as- accurate work.

sumed, say 13 miles per hour, thus This chart has been extensively
Speed - Time Curves, F. W. Carter, June 30, 1903 ,

Transactions, A. I. E. E.

giving a total increase in speed of 8 used in working out run sheets and Speed- Time Curves, Valentine, Street Railway
miles per hour on this portion of the proved to be the most rapid method Journal , vol . 20 , page 303.

run .
Speed-Time Curves, L. H.Freudenberg, Electrical

From the chart it is found that for making such computations by the World, vol . 42 , pages 96 and 219
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Tpolyphase power is by meansof

m
FIG . I.

per cent .
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11000
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Power Factor Measured by two readings , intersects the curve . must be taken at one time . It is im

Wattmeter Readings For instance , wattmeter No. I reads portant that the load be balanced or

700 kilowatt-hour and wattmeter No. the results obtained will not be any

2 reads 350 kilowatt-hour . The ratio where near accurate.

The chart is plotted accurately froma wattmeter having two single of these readings is represented by
phase wattmeter elements mountedon the sixth oblique line counting from calculation, as it is intended to be a

one shaft and registering on one dial,
labor-saving device . However, some

that is, by the polyphase wattmeter .
will prefer to plot a curve with the

This type of meter as developed by
ratio of wattmeter readings and the

Shunt Coil Series Coille

one of the large manufacturing com
Meter Ni1. Meter 19.1.

power factor as co -ordinates. This

panies gives results that amply repay
can readily be done . Readings of 700

for its installation. Owing to the rush
and 350 give a ratio of one-half and

Shunt Coil Series Coil

of increasing business, central stations Meter N ° 2
power factor 86.5 per cent., similarly

Meter N2 .

are not always prepared for new cus
all the points may be plotted to in

tomers and must utilize apparatus in
clude all power factors. A curve ob

stock for purposes to which it is not
tained in this way is simpler than the

adapted. These conditions have led
chart, but the ratio of the wattmeter

to a very general adaptation of single
readings must be calculated every time

phase wattmeters to the measurement
the top line downward. This oblique a power factor is to be obtained.

line intersects the curve at power fac
of polyphase power.

Some central stations are now

tor .865 and the power factor is 86.5 equipped with graphic recording
Two single-phase wattmeters are

connected in a three-phase circuit,

power - factor meters, which indicate

If wattmeter No. 2 reads a loss of

each with its series coil in series with

the power factor at all times and

one wire and its shunt coil between
POWERFACTOR LIAGRAM .

that wire and the wire not connected

to the series coil of the other meter.

( See Fig. 1. ) When the load is bal

anced, the sum of the readings of the

two meters gives the amount of elec

tric energy delivered.

The two meters record the same

amount of energy when the power fac

tor of the circuit is unity. With power

factors less than unity, one meter

runs faster than the other and this

difference in readings becomes greater

and greater down to a power factor of

50 per cent., when one meter stops.

At power factors below 50 per cent. ,

one meter reverses, thus deducting METER NI

from the kilowatt-hours previously re

corded. The ratio of the readings of

the two meters corresponds to a defin

ite power factor . Thomas M. Gibbes

submits a chart, Fig . 2 , which gives

this relation in the form of a curve

from which the average power factor

of an installation can be determined by 500

means of the readings of the watt

meters which measure the electric

energy delivered to that installation .

One of the wattmeters records an
800

increase in total kilowatt-hours regis

tered over that at the previous read

ing. The other wattmeter mayor may
not record an increase in kilowatt

hours , depending on the power factor

of the load. A reverse reading is of 350 kilowatt-hours, then the ratio of record on a strip of profile paper the
rare occurrence, though provision has

the readings is indicated by the sixtli power factor accurately in per cent.

been made for such cases by extend
line from the lowest oblique line and Results can thus be compared with

ing the curve to include all power the power factor is .19 or 19 per cent. results secured at any previous time

factors . The wattmeters have been Readings of indicating wattmeters and defects or improvements noted.

designated as Nos. 1 and 2 for con may be utilized for finding the power The power factor of small feeders

venience in reference. No. I is that
factor at the time of taking the read- and that of any installation is meas

wattmeter which gives the highest ing. With two indicating wattmeters ured with a portable power-factor

reading connected as per Fig. 1,a reading of meter of the size and general appear

The method of finding the power 700 k.w. on wattmeter No. 1 and 350 ance of a voltmeter. Small series and

factor of the load is to find the point k.w. on wattmeter No. 2 indicates a voltage transformers are made for use

on the curve where the straight line, power factor of 8.5 per cent . at the with this meter, so that one set suffices

drawn to represent the ratio of the time of taking the reading. Readings for measuring any load at any voltage .
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Electricity in the Laundry

O NEhef the fertile, fields opento
electrical man , but utterly unknown to

the laundryman. What the laundry

man wants to know is how much it

is going to cost to put in motors , ap

proximately what it will cost to oper

ate them , and some assurance about

repair parts. He knows enough about

machinery to know that it requires re

pair.

In laundry work the day's wash

must be finished up that day, none of

it being left over till to -morrow . Ow

ing to this custom , the washing ma

chines, which require the most power,

are not in use in the latter portion of

the afternoon . The washing in most

cases is finished before two o'clock,

and is an early morning load . The

washing machines are occasionally

driven by a reversible motor attached

to each machine, but the usual equip

ment is to drive several washers from

a line shaft with a reversing-belt drive

to each machine ; in this case from

two to three horse -power is allowed

for each machine . Slow-speed motors

are required for direct drives , and

they should be specially built to stand

exposure to dense clouds of steam ,

and the enclosed type of motor is

recommended .

The extractors are driven by series

motors , and are used for only a few

minutes at a time . These machines

SLEEVE IRONER . STEAM

view , arises from the fact that coun

the introduction of electric tershafts and belts are entirely done

power is what has been hither- away with by installing a motor on

to known as the steam laundry. In each machine . With belts and shaft

the past this line of work has been ing in use, it is almost impossible to

considered as lying almost entirely

within the field to which steam alone

was suitable , owing to the fact that

high -pressure steam is required to

supply the necessary amount of heat

to the mangle rolls and ironers, etc.

In those few cases where steam at

from 80 to 100 pounds pressure was

not available , gas -heated machines

have been installed , and in a very few

cases electrically heated machinery

has been used. Electric irons for hand

work are used in a number of places

and give a much more satisfactory

service than ordinary irons, owing to

the fact that there is no time lost wait

ing for the irons to heat , and , in ad
dition , the laundry stove is abolished.

The laundry field offers an excellent

opening to exploit the use of direct

current motors , as it is necessary, ow

ing to the character of the work, to

install complicated and expensive me

chanical transmission devices , in or

der to secure satisfactory results from

alternating-current motors . Possibly

the best solution of the difficulties in avoid getting dirt and oil on work .

the way of using alternating - current The extent of this trouble will be ap

for laundry work would be the in
preciated when it is known that from

2 to 6 per cent . of the work has to be

handled twice from this cause , and

on occasions 20 per cent . of the work

has had to be done over again. In

one large laundry individual motors

were installed solely to get rid of

belts and shafting with their attend

ant dirt.

Owing to the foregoing reasons the

subject of electric drives has become

a very live topic among the laundry

fraternity, and has occupied a prom

inent position on the program of all

their recent conventions , one and in

some cases two sessions being devoted

to this subject. The laundryman is

already interested .

stallation of a rotary converter or mo- The laundry field, to a large degree,

tor generator set to supply direct has been neglected , owing to the com

current. paratively small size of the individual

One of the advantages of the elec units. The trade has been heretofore

tric drives in the laundry lies in the somewhat difficult to cultivate , owing

fact that many of the operations are to its special requirements , which de

intermittent , and with the electric mo- mand some knowledge of the condi

tors and heaters there is no consump- tions under which laundry machinery

tion of power during the periods when operates, and the fact that the pro

the machines are not in operation . prietor does not appear to take much

A further advantage, and no small interest in load factors and other

one from the laundryman's point of recognized methods of thinking for the

HEATED ROLLS.

STEAM IRONER .COLLAR AND CUFF

BARNES & ERB.

DAMPENER . BARNES & ERB. WATSON MOTOR .

are built in several sizes and run at

a high rate of speed. The load from

these machines comes on just as soon

as the first washer is emptied and they

do not usually run later in the after

noon than three o'clock .
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BUNDLE WORK LAUNDRY.

water joints to be kept tight , and the

steam and drip pipes and the steam

trap disappear. As the steam chests

and rolls are not subjected to steam

pressure they can be made lighter and

the amount of radiating surface, as
m

compared with useful heating surface,

is reduced to a minimum . As a further

advantage, an electrically heated ma

chine does not require to be warmed

up slowly and gets cool quicker than

a steam-heated one, owing to the

smaller mass of the heated portions ;

in addition, there is no waste of heat

or power when the machine is not in

operation. Mangles are used on flat

work and are built in a number of dif

ferent sizes to suit the work, which

varies from handkerchiefs to sheets

and curtains , etc.

Starched work goes from the ex

tractors or tumblers to the starching

machines, which only require small

motors of usually 74 -h.p. Some of

these machines require a slow -speed

reversible motor, while others always
The accompanying line drawings il- the use of a special controller. In

operate in the same direction . A good

lustrate two methods of connecting some cases mangles are equipped with many of the small motors in laundry

electric motors to extractors, in both electrically heated rolls instead of work are reversed by the use of a

of which belt drives are used to trans- using steam for this purpose. The use switch , which is thrown automatically ,

mit the power. The quarter-turn ar- of electrically heated rolls , in either and are of necessity designed to meet

rangement is favored by the Crocker- mangles or ironers, is not common to- this special requirement .

Wheeler Electric Company, while day, but it has many obvious advan- The next step is to the dry room ,

Watson vertical motors are employed tages . There are no swivel steam and where much unstarched work and all

by the Mechanical Appliance Com

pany. Some experimenting has also

been done in the line of placing the

armature directly the basket

spindle, which promises to make a

very compact arrangement, the motor

in this case being an integral part of

the extractor . This latter method is ,

however, limited in its application to

new machines.

Tumblers are installed in large

laundries, to shake out goods which

have become matted or tangled in the

extractors , for which a reversible

slow-speed motor of from one to two

horse-power is required, according to

the size of the tumbler. Washers and

extractors never fall on the lighting

peak .

The mangles, starchers, dry rooms,

dampeners and ironers come into use

just as'soon as the work can be got to

them . The mangles, which require a

medium amount of power, usually

come in service first and often run

late to finish up the work . In large

laundries there are usually several

mangles adapted to different lines of

- work , while in the small laundry one

mangle gets it all . In the larger

sizes these machines are equipped

with three to five speeds in the work

ing direction and one reverse speed,

in order to clear them from pieces

which start crooked or stick in the

machine. These speed variations and
SHIRT BOSOM IRONER. ELECTRICALLY HEATED ROLL.

the reverse are usually obtained by WATKINS LAUNDRY MACHINERY CO.

on
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EXTRACTOR WITH HORIZONTAL SHAFT MOTOR .

of the starched work must be dried added convenience had more than thing practically impossible with belt

before ironing. There are two varie- made up for the expense of the electric drives . It was also found that the

ties of dry rooms, built in a variety equipment. saving in cost of turning out the work

of sizes . The conveyor dry room re- One of the possibilities of the elec- saved enough to warrant the purchase

quires from one to two horse -power tric drive is the opportunities it offers of additional machines. This laun

to operate it , and in those in which a to increase the output of the indi- dry was able to turn out more and bet

vidual machines by a little intelligent

experimenting! The increase in out

put obtainable varies . In one case it

was 300 per cent . , due to well-directed

study of the conditions of the plant ,

though increases of from 50 to 100

per cent . are not unusual . As an il

lustration of how this is done, in a

laundry extractor running at 1000

- revolutions, it was found that the

basket was of ample strength to per

mit the speed to be increased to 1400

revolutions , and a little experimenting

demonstrated that at speeds between

1250 and 1400 revolution the work

came from the extractor with just theEXTRACTOR WITH VERTICAL SHAFT MOTOR.

right degree of dampness for the next

fan is used to circulate the air , a
process, and the time required to dry ter work at a lower cost, and natural

the work was reduced to six minutes .

74-h.p . motor is required to operate
ly increased its business . Another ar

The speed of the extractor, however,
each fan ; in this latter the work is

gument against belts and shafting is

should not be altered on any guess

hung on racks which are run in or out
the number of accidents caused by

work basis . A number of these ma- their use, particularly to the women
as required by hand .

chines , when they were first built ,
From the dry room the work goes

employees. The motor drive greatly

went to pieces with serious results , as reduces the danger of accidents to
to the dampeners and thence to the

ironing machines, of which some re
the peripheral speed is from 5000 to help. One of the features to be noticed

quire reversible motors, but none of
7000 feet per minute. in the accompanying illustrations is

In most of the large modern laun
them use more than 1/2 h.p. Domestic

the complete manner in which the

drie's electric drives are used in order

finish is obtained by pressing the
various gear wheels are enclosed and

to avoid the use of belts and shafting ,

work , in either a foot-power press, as

guarded .

for collars and cuffs, or in a hydraulic
with their attendent dirt. The trouble With regard to the cost of installing

from this cause has often been the
press for shirt bosoms. In the latter

electric motor drives , conditions vary

the pressure is limited to 550 pounds
final argument to induce a laundry greatly , and it is almost impracticablea

to use the electric drive. In one case

per square inch on the ram , the pump $ 10,000 was required to make the
to give a general rule. The follow

is operated by a 12-h.p . motor, and
ing, however, is based on experience

gained in the equipment of a numberfrom 80 to 100 bosomscan be pressed change, and it was found possibleto
A collar and cuff ironer greatly increase the output fromthe of laundries of different sizes , and is

can finish from 3000 to 4000 pieces
various machines by adjusting their therefore a fair average. Note the

speeds accurately to suit the work , a amount of power required to operate

In hand ironing, electric irons are

rapidly displacing the old style , con

suming from 230 to 610 watts per

hour, according to size and weight.

The most effective iron has two heat

ing coils in each iron , one sufficient to

keep the iron hot enough for use while

it is on the stand , the other coming

into action automatically as soon as

the iron is raised from the stand and

supplying the extra heat required

while the iron is in use . This latter

coil cuts out as soon as the iron is

returned to the stand .

In regard to the cost of electricity

as compared to steam operation of

laundries , reliable data are difficult to

get at , but electric operation appears

to result in a considerable reduction

of expense in other lines as well as the

cost of operating, particularly in the

case of large laundries. It has been

claimed that the reduction in oper

ating expenses was as much as 30 per

cent. in some cases , and in other small

plants less than 5 per cent . In the WASHING MACHINE. REVERSIBLE BELT DRIVE.

latter case it was considered that the WATKINS LAUNDRY MACHINERY CO.

per hour.

per day.
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MANOLA

TABLE

SHARI Ove

VABLE

ENCAROL

Pro

On Sep

ONTHOUSE

MOTOR CORP

ELEVATION SHOWING SHAFT

ON WALL GRACATI .

Moon FAO ENEO ON WALL .

MOTOR-DRIVEN LAUNDRY EQUIPPED TO HANDLE A LARGE AMOUNT OF FLAT WORK.

POWER OF ELECTRIC
CONSUMPTION KIND OF MACHINE

AND NUMBER

SIZE OF MOTOR

H. P.

Dry rooms, for each fan ..

Extractor, 20 in . basket .

Extractor, 24 and 26 in . basket.

Extractor, 30 basket.

Extractor, 32 basket..

Mangles, handkerchief all sizes..

*

1 series

14 series

3 series

4 series

Variable

speed con

troller with

reverse

1
45

each machine, the sum of these figures

will be the total horse -power of mo

tors required ; multiply this sum by

150 and the product will be approx

imately the cost in dollars of install

ing an individual electric drive . The

second-hand value of old belts and

shafting is so small that it hardly pays

for their removal . The shafting is

hardly in demand at 18 cent a pound.

The following tables give a list of

the different sizes of laundry machines

and the power of the motor required

to drive them , and the current con

sumed by electric irons. This data

has been gathered from a number of

sources and can be relied upon . Ow

ing to the large number of sizes listed

for washing machines, no attempt has

been made to specify the size of the

individual motor required.

1

it

it
66

3

3

Mangles, 108 in . single roll..

Mangles, 104 in . two rolls..

Mangles, 120 in . three roll ..

Mangles, 100 in . five roll ..

Mangles, 120 in . five roll .

Mangles, 120 in . six roll ..

Mangles, 120 in . eight roll.

Reversing sleeve ironer.

Shirt dampener...

Shirt and bosom starchers.

Sleeve ironers roller and swivel.

Clothes tumblers, 36 by 48 .

Clothes tumblers, 48 by 54 .

3

}

IRONS.

WATTS

MIN . MAX .

Sleeve irons... 230

Polishing irons, 44 lbs. 255

Polishing irons, 64 lbs. 275

Smoothing irons, 64 lbs... 275

Smoothing irons, 84 lbs... 325

Smoothing irons, 10 lbs ... 375

300

330

450

450

540

610

KIND OF MACHINE

AND NUMBER

SIZE OP MOTOR

H. P.

}

}

$

* reversible

}

Body ironer. ....

Body ironer reversing .

Band ironer .

Band starcher .

Bosom ironers.

Bosom press .

Collar and cuff dampener.

Collar and cuff starcher ..

Collar and cuff ironer 22 in . roll.

Collar and cuff ironer 28 in . roll.

Collar and cuff shaper tables.

Combination ironers ...

Dry rooms, conveyor .

1

}

1

1

1

1 to 2

* reversible

}

1 reversible

2



Electric Motor Connections

Shunt Wound Motors

NORMAN G. MEADE

motor will take from the line will just greater when the motor is loaded than

shunt motor is more largely be sufficient to counterbalance these when it is not loaded , and the weaken

used than any other type owing losses , and the armature will run up ing of the field by this reaction tends

to the valuable speed-regulating quali- to a speed at which the counter elec to keep the speed up. The net result

ties which adapted it to the operation tromotive force will allow just suffi- is , therefore, that a shunt motor oper

of nearly all kinds of machinery. cient current to flow to supply the loss ated on a constant potential circuit

With this type of motor, the current of energy. Since this current is very falls off slightly in speed as the load

flowing through the field coils is con- small in a good motor, the counter is applied, but if the motor is well

stant, as long as a constant electro- electromotive force when the motor is
designed and has a low -resistance ar

motive force is maintained on the line. running light is very nearly equal to

The field coils will , therefore, supply the impressed or line electromotive
mature, the falling off in speed from

minimum to maximum load will be
force.

the same magnetizing force , no mat

ter what current the armature may be When load is applied the motor
very small. It is this speed -regulat

taking from the mains. The strength must take sufficient current to enable
ing feature which results in the shunt

of the fields would be practically con- the armature to produce a torque suf
motor being so widely used . If the

stant if there was no demagnetizing ficient to carry the load . In order to load should be accidentally thrown

action of the armature. Take the case allow this current to flow , the counter
off, there is no tendency to race and

where the motor is running free and electromotive force must drop slight
the motor automatically adjusts itself

the only load which the armature cur- ly, and as the speed is nearly constant,
to changes in load without materially

rents have to overcome is the friction this means a slight lowering of speed. changing its speed and without the

and the losses within the armature. At the same time it must be remem- aid of any mechanical regulating de

The amount of energy which the bered that the armature reaction is vices .

CROCKER -
WHEELER

MWWW

Ro Ro Rs R. R3 RAR,

A

O
R

1

1

Field - C

Armature • A1

Main -AA

cc

rig . 28. - SHUNT WOUND MOTORS, FORM F AND I. SIZES 3, 5 , 77/2 , CROCKER -WHEELER COMPANY, BLADE STARTER WITH AUTOMATIC

CUT-OFF. (MAGNETS IN SERIES WITH FIELD. )

To change direction of rotation , connect armature cables

to boltom brushes, as shown in Fig . 29.

If motor must run in both directions, remove copper

connector “ T ” and use dotted connection also . Set rocker

so that motor runs equally well in either direction .

FIG. 29

199
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Rol RRR RRRRப
ோ
ல

А.

Field -C

х

Armature - A

Main-AA

CC

FIG. 30.—SHUNT MOTORS, FORM L. SIZES 14 TO 2. CROCKER -WHEELER COMPANY. WITH BLADE STARTER .

Connector “ T ” must be removed when motor is connected up by the four wires as shown.

To reverse the direction of rotation , remove copper connector “ T ” and put in a connector between the Terminals “ AA ” and “ C ," then use the dotted connection

“ CC instead of "Field-C".

CAO
CKE

R

-
WH
EE

Shunc

Armature A

Armature AA

field

Shunt CC

Armature - A

Main-AA

s
d
u
o

oo o80

FIG. 31.-SHUNT MOTOR , FORM D , SIZES 51

AND 76. CROCKER -WHEELER COMPANY.

FIG . 32.—WIRE DIAGRAM , SIZE 40, 80 OR

150 M. F. CONTROLLER WITH SHUNT MOTOR

FOR MULTIPLE VOLTAGE SYSTEM . CROCKER

WHEELER COMPANY.

MAINS
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FIG. 33. - WIRING DIAGRAM , SIZE 30, M. F.

II CONTROLLER WITH SHUNT MOTOR FOR

MULTIPLE VOLTAGE SYSTEM . CROCKER

WHEELER COMPANY,

FIG . 34.—CONNECTIONS FOR AUTOMATIC

RHEOSTAT AND TYPE " S - L " MOTOR , THE

C. & C. ELECTRIC COMPANY.

FIG . 35.—CONNECTIONS FOR UNIVERSAL

RHEOSTAT AND TYPE " S - L " MOTOR . THE

C. & C. ELECTRIC COMPANY.
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A
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L
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I
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I
N
.
F
I
E
L
D

.

LEFT HANO ROTATION
RIGHT HAND ROTATION .

FIG . 36. — CONNECTIONS FOR MP. 4 SHUNT MOTORS.

THE C. & C. ELECTRIC COMPANY.
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.

S
H
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T

F
T
R
L
D

L
I
N
E

RIGHT HAND ROTATION (STANDARD ) , LEFT HAND ROTATION .

FIG . 37. - STANDARD CONNECTIONS FOR TYPE " S - L " SHUNT MOTORS.

THE C. & C. ELECTRIC COMPANY .
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LEFT WINDROTATION. RIENT HAND POTITION .

FIG. 38. - CONNECTIONS FOR MP. 6 SHUNT MOTORS.

THE C. & C. ELECTRIC COMPANY.
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LEFTHAND ROTATION RIGHTHANDROTATION .

FIG. 39.-CONNE TIONS FOR MP. 8 SHUNT MOTORS.

THE C. & C. ELECTRIC COMPANY.
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LINC
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rusc Todo] TCIMINAL PUTC
TERMICR PUTE

TEAMINAL PLITE
SWITCH

SWITCR
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SWITON

JTANTIN

TOO pes

STARTING

SOA

GA

sreca neurcu acquired

oppo ... STARTING
sex

OR

SPCCI REGULITA

FIG. 40. - WIRING DIAGRAM TYPE " D "

MOTOR 2 POLE .

FIG. 41.-WIRING DIAGRAM TYPE " E " MOTOR

WITH 2 BRUSH STUDS.

G. 42.-WIRING DIAGRAM TYPE " E " MOTOR

WITH 4 BRUSH STUDS.

SHUNT WOUND MOTORS, DIEHL MANUFACTURING COMPANY.

J
N
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LINE AAM
500000 .

E
n
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SHUNT

Fogbo

FIG . 44.-- BIPOLAR SHUNT WOUND MOTOR.

ALLIS -CHALMERS COMPANY. ARMATA

Right hand rotation . For) left handi rotation, reverse
brushes and interchange leads; " A" and "B. "

Barns

首頁 :

FIG . 45.—FOUR POLE SHUNT WOUND MOTOR .

ALLIS -CHALMERS COMPANY.
FIG . 46.—DIAGRAM OF CONNECTIONS STEEL

FRAME BIPOLAR SHUNT WOUND MOTOR , WITH

CUTTER-HAMMER AUTOMATIC RELEASE. TRI

UMPH ELECTRIC COMPANY .

FIG. 43.-SHUNT WOUND MOTOR. THE EM

ERSON MANUFACTURING COMPANY.

Right hand rotation . For left hand rotation , reverse

brushes and interchange leads " A " and " B. '

l
o

..
A B C D

ABCO

AandDareArmature Leads.

BandCare FieldLeads.

A andDare Armature Leads.

Band CareField Leads.

FIG . 47.—SHUNT WOUND , C. R. , BIPOLAR MOTOR .

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY.

FIG . 48. — SHU'NT WOUNI) , C. R. , FOUR POLE MOTOR.

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY.
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Starting Rheostat

J
Switch

Y :Line Line

Cut out

Clockwise Counter Clockwise

An arrow and the letter "I'or " O " are cast on each of the Terminals of

the field coils.The coils should be so assernbled on the poles that

the arrow will point toward the Armature and the like letters .

will be adjacent for connection together,

FIG . 49. - SHUNT WOUND, C. E. MOTOR , FOUR POLES . GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY.

( Shunt Motor Connections will be continued in the next issue .)

Getting New Business

IMPORTANT !

BY
Y getting up and going after new tomers on their routes and to report customer does not have to bother with

business the Janesville Electric all new building operations and alter- them . In introducing electric signs a

Company, of Janesville , Wis . , has ations. As a result of this method list of prospective users of these de

largely increased the number of users nearly all of the new buildings put vices was sent to some of the large

of electric light and power, having up are wired before completion, and sign makers, who sent out their ad

within the last year added to its cir- a number of older buildings have been vertising matter and follow up letters ,

cuits 125 horse-power of motors, 2372 wired while other alterations were in in addition to the work of the solicit

lamps of various sizes and 150 elec- progress. Necessarily , these results ors of the company. This campaigt.

trically heated flat- irons. The re were not secured in a day, but are the

ceipts from incandescent lighting results of several years work in co

were 25 per cent . higher for March, operation with architects, builders, etc.

1907, than they were in this same Outside lights, electric signs and

month of 1906 . This result was show windows are contracted for at

reached not by waiting for new busi- a flat rate the year round, to burn The substitution of tan

ness to walk in , but by going out after from dusk to 11 P. M. These lights talum for carbon in the

it , personally and through advertise are turned off by a watchman andthe
manufacture of electric

ments. Present customers are not

neglected , and a well-directed cam
light globes has increas

ed their efficiency 30 perpaign is kept up to educate them in
MONEY SPENT FOR

the more varied uses of electricity . cent. You can get one

A list of prospective customers is ELECTRIC LIGHT half more light for the
kept , and to them and a number of the

same amount of current
present customers a booklet is mailed is not expense; it is advertising, and

from time to time, 1000 being sent out good, profitable advertising at that. A
by using the Tantalum

each month. These booklets have well -lighted store not only iovites cus. Lamp in place of the or

been found of use in creating a friend
tomersbut shows a confidence in your dinary one . Drop in

ly sentiment toward the company, in
goods. Electrically lighted show wio. our office and see a prac

dows attract attention when people
addition to their educational results.

have leisure for inspecting them and
tical demonstration of

Two solicitors are employed , who will often make a sale the oight before this fact .

draw a salary and receive a percentage

on the first year's receipts of the new Janesville
business they bring in . These men

also read the meters and collect the Electric Co.
bills and in this manner keep closely

On the Bridge

in touch with customers, and have an

opportunity to locate prospective cus ADVERTISEMENTS USED IN LOCAL PAPER.

a

for you .

JANESVILLE ELECTRIC CO.
1

Both Phones
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JANESVILLE ELECTRIC CO.

JANESVILLE , WIS .

局

COPYRION

66

66 46

NOTICE TO CONSUMERS

We desire to render satisfactory service and meritthe confidence and friendship of our customers ; there
fore , will deem it a favor if we are promptly advised of any cause of dissatisfaction.

Bills may be reducedand controversy avoided by promptly extinguishing lamps when not in use . In

case of dispute the bill should be paid in time to obtain the cash discount, leaving rebates or corrections to be

adjusted later.
The company should be notified in case of removal ordiscontinuance of service, as the minimum rate

is charged until such notice is given .

Bills rendered at time of removalor vacation of premises , or to discontinuing customers , and special bills
are payable on presentation .

Lamps burned out of 10, 16 , 20 , 24 and 32 C. P. " regular plain , " will be renewed free to customers, upon

the return of the glass bulbs, unbroken, to the office of the company.
Lamps accidentally broken, lost , or unaccounted for by customers, will be charged to them at 20 cents for

10, 16 , 20 and 24 C. P., and 30 cents for 32 C. P. lamps.

Lamps other than " regular plain " will be charged for extra , at the following rates :

Frosted , (to subdue the intensity of the light ) . 5c . each

Superficially dipped , -red, blue, green , purple or amber. 50 .

Naturally colored glass, -blue , green or purple (16 C.P. only ) . 12c .

-ruby or opal ( 16 C. P. only ) .
.20c.

Our employes shall , at all reasonable hours , have free access into customers' premises to inspect the

meters, lamps and wiring, or to remove the company's property .
The company doesnot guarantee an absolutely uninterrupted service, and it will not be liable for damages,

for stoppage of lights, but a proportionate deduction will be made from the rent for such stoppage.

RATES AND DISCOUNTS

Current for Incandescent Lamps, low tension Arc Lamps, etc., ten cents per 1,000 watt . hrs .

Current for Electric Motor Power, five cents per 1,000 watt . hrs .

Above rates subject to discounts for quantity consumed as follows :

Bills of from $ 5 to $ 10 per month , 5 per cent , discount.

Bills of from $10 to $ 20 per month , 10 per cent. discount.

Bills of from $20 to $ 30 per month , 15 per cent . disocunt.

Bills of from $ 30 to $40 per month , 20 per cent . discount.

Bills of from $40 to $ 50 per month , 25 per cent . discount.

Bills of from $50 and over per mo. , 30 per cent . discount.

Whencurrent consumed for Incandescent Lamps in any month is less than 10,000 watts hours, a minimum

charge of $1.00 for the month shall be paid to cover the expense of inspecting and maintaining metersand
service connections, in addition to the following minimum rates:

For each Motor of 1 -H . P. and less (nominal rated capacity ), a minimum charge of $ 1.25 per month shall

be paid; and for each Motor of over 2-H. P. a minimum chargeof $ 1.00 per month shall be paid foreach H. P
or fraction thereof, of the nominal rated capacity of the Motor.

Wherelamps burn long hours we give a special rate when a contract for one year is made. These rates

may be had on application at the office.

Show windows, signs and outside lights may be contracted for at a flat rate the year round , the lights to
burn every night from dusk until 11 p . m . We will turn them on and off.

Use Electric

Light ..

Stop scratching the

matches on the wall.

It spoils the wall pa

per. But as long as

you use gas or oil

you've got to use.

matches. The "match

less light” is Elec

tricity-a touch of

the button does it.

.

Janesville Electric Co.

Five per cent. cash discount allowed from all of above rates if bill is paid within

twelve days.

ANNOUNCEMENT ON BACK OF BILLS.

A WASHER

AND WRINGER

Operated by a small

electric motor is on dis

play at our office. It

saves lots of time and

labor, costs but two

resulted in placing 48 signs in use , The Janesville Electric Company

which helps to make the streets of maintains a display room with a large

Janesville look pretty lively , for those show window at their offices, and util

of a city of 13,000 inhabitants. ize this window to give working

One of the lines which the company demonstrations of different applica

has gone into extensively is the sale tions of electricity . One of the recent

of power, every line of business being displays was a motor- driven washing

canvassed as a prospective motor- machine and wringer in actual oper

using possibility. The grocer has been ation . The company announces such

induced to grind his coffee by power, displays in the advertising columns of

and the butcher uses a motor to run the local papers. The copy in these

his meat chopper. The blacksmith advertisements is changed frequently

has a motor direct connected to the and the endeavor is made not only to

forge blower and uses a motor-driven catch the eye of the reader, but to tell

emery grinder instead of a file . In
him something interesting. A few of

addition the grain elevators , shoe fac- these advertisements are reproduced

tories and machine shops are num- here .

bered among power customers. In One of the most interesting notices

order to give prospective users an op- sent out by the Janesville Electric

portunity to convince themselves of Company appears on the back of their

the economy and advantages of elec- bills . The first two clauses in this

tric power, the motors are installed on notice are well worth the attention of

trialata monthly rental, which applies central station managers . A notice ofA

toward the purchase of the machine . this kind , backed up by the right kind

The result of this liberal policy is that of a man in the office to deal with

comparatively few motors are dividend of good-will toward the com

moved after they have been once in- customers, always results in a large

stalled and tried .

cents an hour to run.

Drop in and see it .

Janesville

Electric Co.

re

pany ADVERTISEMENTS USED IN LOCAL PAPERS.



New Principles In the Design of Lightning

Arresters

By E. E. F. CREIGHTON

Assistant Professor in Electrical Engineering, Union University , Schenectady, N. Y

-

LIGHTNING arresters care of the VOLTAMPERE CHARACTERISTIC

D.C. ARC BRASS ELECTRODES

BRASS CYLINDERS.

NO INDUCTANCE IN SERIES
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FIG. I.

rectly described by the term rectify

an insurance . A ing. By the term " non -arcing” in the

tain percentage of the cost of present application it is meantthat the

the apparatus can be reasonably in condition of sparking exists without

vested as a safeguard in protecting the the formation of an arc. Transition

apparatus. Furthermore, a percent of a spark, where the conducting

age of the income can also be invested medium is the heated air, to an arc

in protective apparatus as an insur where the passage of electricity is ac

ance against interruption of service. complished by means of convection in

The value of uninterrupted service de the arc stream of zinc vapor, involves

pends upon the nature of the use of the expenditure not only of energy

the current and will consequently vary but also of power. The discharge of

in different plants . Plants which several hundred amperes for a brief

make contracts involving penalties or period has been produced across a gap

interrupted service naturally put a without bringing the difference of po

higher premium on good service. tential across the gap down to the

Protecting the insulation of the ap normal value of 40 volts, correspond

paratus has been an easier matter than ing to a current of one ampere.
The

protecting the continuity of service. power in this case was large as com

It has sometimes happened that the pared to the energy. In this connec

service has been interrupted by the thrown across the transmission line , tiontion brief periods approximating

action of the protective apparatus it overheated apparatus, etc. 1 / 100,000 second are considered . It

self. This is especially true in the seems to require an expenditure of
ON THE DESIGN OF MULTIGAP AR

case of a grounded phase on an in power for a much longer time to bringa
RESTER.

sulated delta or Y system . the arc voltage down to even 100
The novel features of a new multi

It is the opinion of the writer that volts . As the heatingcontinues the
we have in view complete protection

gap arrester consist first, of the dis
voltage decreases. This effect is

at the terminals of the lightning ar
covery of a true non-arcing condition

shown in Fig. 1. The voltage of any

rester apparatus against any high
of shunted gaps ; secondly , a combina

tion in a cumulative manner of sev
increasing value of current is higher

potential surge above 150% of the than the voltage of the corresponding

normal voltage of the system , re
eral shunt resistances,and thirdly, the decreasing value (see the two lower

gardless of the natural frequency of
design of ohmic resistance by the vol

curves ) . The difficulty in the initial
ume method rather than by the radi

the surges and their duration of the transition from the condition of spark

application and also regardless of the ating surface. to the condition of arc is shown by

cause of the surges. Direct strokes of First: Absolute Non-arcing Condi- another test on the same brass cylin

lightning on a transmission line must
tion . The term " non -arcing ” has long ders. Forty -five volts from a storage

ofcourse be taken care ofwherethey been misusedin thesense of arcing battery were appliedto a 1 /32-in .gap
strike . Arresters at some distance only during the brief time of a half and a discharge of a Tesla coil was

awayin the stationcanbe expected cycle or only a few cycles of the gen- passed continuously acrossthegap
for

to take care of only that part of the
erator wave. This action is more cor- several minutes without causing an

charge which reaches the station . arc to form . In other words the

How thoroughly a grounded over battery gave out no energy. This is
head wire will protect the line from a case of a considerable energy at low

direct strokes has not been fully de power failing to cause an arc. It is

termined , or otherwise put , how many

DO
seen from Fig. 1 , however , if the im

and what conditions of overinead pressed voltage of the battery is high

grounded wires are necessary to pro er the arc will form and the arc volt

tect the line against direct strokes of age will drop far below 45 volts.

lightning is not definitely known. It is possible to discharge induced

Arresters can be built to take care static electricity directly to ground

of high -frequency surges, low - fre without the intervention of resistance

quency surges , grounded -phase Fig. 2. - Combined non-arcing and rectifying ar rods or wires and still prevent the
The resistance on the near side of the

surges during an hour or so , and dynamic current from the generator
gaps is of low value. It has cap contacts in the

standing waves. This leaves the slips. The nine gaps in shunt with this low following, with the resultant short

resistance are bridged by a static spark having

causes of interruption of the electrical
circuit. This condition requires the

an initial current value estimated at 1000 am

circuit limited to short-circuits . These
The spark hasa clean -cut outline and adjustment of the resistance in par

illuminates the cylinders near it. In the four

short-circuits may be limited to acci- remaining gaps to the left the dynamic current allel with the gaps such that the cur

dental conditions , such as a wire
is established by the same static discharge. The
blurred impression of the arc is due to the sud- rent will be transferred through the
den expansion of the zinc vapor. The resistance

resistance before the heat expendedback of the cylinders has a high value and plays
*Presented at the 217th Meeting of the American no appreciable part in the dynamic discharge. in the gaps is sufficient to bring the

Institute of Electrical Engineers, New York , March The nine gaps show the new principle of the

29, 1907. absolutely non -arcing condition. arc voltage to a low value. The

FIG . 2 .

rester.

peres.

205
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+-HUN 9 SERILS 32 GAPS HEAVY KNURLED CYLS60

ONE LINE GROUNDED

)

$220AMPS.MAX.

Q = 1.12

9.4- AMP3.. TAZ

tot

75 % OF

2 WAVE

OFK

Q = .3

SERIESX SHUNT GAPS . I

t - OF1 : WAVE OF V I STARTS

J200 V

MAX . 2270 V.MAX.

71% OF

MAX.V.

T
Troov.
MAX

There

zinc vapor.

The current in the resistance

time

Note that

in the
57

@ = 4 COULOMB

RESIS . AND

tOFT -85 % OF A HALF WAVE OF V.

6 - SHUNT S SERIES %2 GAPS, HEAVY K NURLED

CYLINDERS 78 DIAM RESIS IN SHUNT = 29 3w

ONE LINE GROUNDED .

t STATIC DISCHARGE

problem is that of the instability of an value of a few ohms per gap will ex
Wa DIAM . RESIS. IN SHUNT = 28.3"

arc ( which is well known ) under the tinguish this spark before the dynamic

unknown condition of volt-ampere arc can be established . The more

STATIC DISCHARGEcharacteristic of an initially. estab· -- favorable condition for the shunting

lished arc . The condition of instabil- of the gaps witеn the arc is just being

ity of an arc and resistance in parallel started is shown in the upper curve

will now be considered, using the volt- of Fig. 1 . The values of this curve

ampere characteristic (middle curve ) were taken from an oscillogram of BO.AMS,MAX.

of Fig. 1. This curve shows that the the voltage across one gap of an ar

are is extinguished by any resistance rester during the brief period of a half

in parallel which reduces the current cycle ( 1/120 sec ) .

of the arc to about four amperes. Be- Fig. 2 is a photograph of the com
E

low four amperes the rate of decrease bined discharge of static electricity

of current is less . than the rate of in- and dynamic current. In the shunt

crease of voltage, therefore the cur- gaps there is nothing but the spark ,

rent will increase continuously in the whereas in the series gaps both the
FIG. 4.

shunt resistance, stealing away all the spark and arc bridge the gaps. The

current from the arc . are is shown i: the photograph by its
Fig . 4. -Oscillogram 60. Failure of shunt re

sistance. Former" non -arcing " condition .

The assumption is made that the greater size and explosive stream of are only 4 gaps in shunt 28 ohms . The upper

curve is the current through the resistance. Note

total current is constant. This as
the point marked " static discharge,” the current
in the resistance starts at a value greater thansumption is usually permissible. The Fig. 3 is an oscillogram of the cur
can be maintained .

value of resistance in parallel which rents of the two shunt circuits and the is equal to the voltage across the shunt gaps di

viced by the resistance. This peak value bears

causes the arc to become unstable de- potential across the arrester when the out the statement that both energy and

are necessary to form a stable arc of normally

pends on the value of total current ; factor of safety is diminished by hav low voltage value. The middle curve shows nearly

short -circuit condition

ing only six gaps in the parallel path .
of the circuit.

this current lags the potential while the current
The potential across the arrester wave above with resistance in series is

F8NRMPS. MAX
in phase. The lower curve , the potential wave,

drops from 3200 volts niaximum to shows the condition of sensibly short -circuit in

the first half -cycle and the recovery in the second2670 volts maximum , due to the line
half -cycle. Note in the second half -cycle that the

drop and the regulation of the g'en- voltage jumps to about 2500 volts before the cur.SERIES GAPS ONLY, 1.
rent is reversed in the series gaps.

erator .

In order to avoid confusing the prominent. The distinction is liable

above described phenomenon with the to be obscured by the two auxiliary

usual familiar conditions of shunted accompanying conditions— first, the
SHUNT GAPS I.

mutigap , a distinction is herewith ionization of the air around the zinc

pointed out . The unstable condition are and second, by the splashing

of a shunted arc has been known for
3200 V. across the gap of the superfluous

a long time; but this instability has to molten metal in the crater of the arc .

do principally with alternating cur- Some years ago Mr. Thomas stated

rent, whereas in this case only half that it was necessary to limit the cur

a cycle of the generator potential is rent in a multigap arrester in order
considered ; in other words, we are

to get successful operation and also
FIG. 3 . treating the instability of a shunted that the extinction of the arc was ac

direct- current arc during the initially
Fig. 3. - Oscillogram 57. Dynamic discharge complished with greater difficulty if

when gaps are shunted to the absolute non -arcing brief period of formation . the circuit was inductive. The ex
The upper curve is the current wave

through the series gaps and low resistance. Fig. 4 shows the phenomenon of planation of these facts have a practi
middle curve shows the static discharge ( and what

extinction of arc by shunt resistance cal bearing on the matters given fur
little dynamic follows) in the shunted gaps.

lower curve shows the potential across the ar- at the end of the first half-cycle. The ther on in this paper .
rester inside the lightning arrester choke coils .

The , sudden drop in the voltage wave when the are in the series gaps was extin- Current Effect. The extinction of

spark takes place is due to the regulation of the
guished at the end of the second half- an established arc in a multigap arciicuit . There is a 16 per cent . drop . The actual

maximum voltage across the arrester is 2670 max. cycle . This is the effect previously rester cannot take place until the po
This , is divided thus: 2590 volts across the re

obtained in shunt resistances where
sistance and 80 volts across the series gaps. tential reduces to zero at the end of

heavy currents were used . In this
the half-cycle in which the discharge

the higher the total current the less test the ohms per shunted gap were takes place . Incidentally it may be

must be this value of resistance . For too great to suppress the initial arc . remarked that if the arrester functions

example, in the volt-ampere curve There is still much research to be properly the arc should not extend

considered, if the total current is 10 done to determine the exact nature of over the second half -cycle. (Assum

amperes it requires four ohms in par- the phenomenon at the instant of es- ing no high potential surge re -estab

allel to make the arc go out. If the tablishing and extinguishing an arc . lishes the
arc ) . If the rectifying

total current is 22 amperes, the shunt Most of the results are of academic power is not sufficient to extinguish

resistance must be reduced to 1.3 interest only. Here are some queries . the arc at the end of the first half

ohms to extinguish the arc . If the In the extinction of the arc in the cycle, it surely will be unable to do so

total current is 500 amperes the re- series gap at the end of the half cycle at any instant later on account of the

sistance in parallel must be reduced in which the discharge takes place , heated metal in the arc crater . ( See

to 0.05 ohms. This last-mentioned how much effect is due to rectification Fig. 9. ) Consequently such an are

value is too low to be of practical im- of the zinc vapor and how much to the can be extinguished only by the flash

portance . Lightning discharges may cooling of the arc during the brief ing out of the multiarcs in one long

easily reach 500 amperes, but it must period of zero current ? The answer arc in front of the arrester unit, the

be recalled that the volt-ampere char- is not simple, we know . For small opening of the circuit elsewhere by a

acteristic curve of the initial discharge currents, the effect is almost entirely fuse or switch , or by the decrease in

lies far above the two curves given in due to cooling ; for large currents , the generator electromotive force .

Fig. 1 , consequently a very useful rectification by the zinc vapor is more This decrease in potential will be due

MAX .

E

2670 V.

83.5 % MAX, V.

condition .

The

The

-
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1

4253

2400V.

*156

I -PHASE 2 93.y )

E - I - GRP

23.1

E. PHASE 2

I

434 AMPS

to the reaction of the armature current J GAPS , KNURLED CYLINDERS , 18.0 OHMS IN SERIES,3200 V.

on the field winding. Assume then MAY CALCULATED IMP. - 23.3

that the arrester functions properly,
+1350 V. MAX. 29

and furthermore that the spark takes E

place on the rising point of the clec FUSE BLEW .

tromotive force wave , this gives the 2880 V. MAX . 320 V. MAX

K1860MAX.

greatest possible discharge of dynamic

electricity .
REMARKS : - NOTE THE VOLTAGE NECESSARY TO RE-ES 7. BLISH THE ARCThe energy loss in each

AND THE IMPOSSIBILITY OF INTERRUPTING THE ARC WITHOUT

arc will be equal to 16 volts multiplied AUXILLIARY DEVICE . THE ARC WAS MOST MEARLY INTERRUPTED

by the current. In other words, as C/37 A. MAX.
AFTER THE FIRST HALF CYCLE .

the current increases there is a con

centration of energy at the arc crater

which melts more zinc 'than is neces

sary to supply the arc vapor. This

molten zinc is splashed across the

gaps and destroys the rectifying quali
TO FOR .0007 SEC. QUANTITY OF ELECTRICITY PER 1/2 CYCLE = .7

ties of its vapor.
TOTALQUANTITY = 7.COULOMBS

In consequence of the necessity of
FIG. 9.

limiting the dynamic current , some
designers have chosen between two Fig . 9.- Oscillogram 29. Three gaps and 18 ohms on a 2300 V. ( effective ) circuit. Arrester fails to

interrupt the current of 137 amp. maximum . If the arc is not extinguished at the end of the first

evils and introduced series resistance half-cycle, the rectifying effect is lost. The spark takes place at 1860 volts increasing potential. The

into the arrester circuit... Other de
voltage then drops due to line resistance, etc. , and reaches 880 volts max . instead of 3200. It the end

of the first half -cycle the potential rises to 1350 before the current is reversed. At the end of the second
half- cycle it requires only 320 volts to reverse the current. At the end of the first half-cycle on the

current wave, the current remains zero for a brief period . This effect does not reoccur at the end of

32000 MAX any subsequent half -cycle. If the current had been less three gaps would have extinguished the arc at

the end of the first half - cycle.

E - PHASE /

prevent the dynamic current flowing
6-12"GAPS BET. KNURLED CYLS .

in its parallel gaps, yet allowing a 500W IN SERIES. ONE LINE GROUNDED

PHASE DISPLACEMENT = 28 ° high -potential, high - frequency- dis
t -OF I = 116 % OF '12 charge to pass freely across the shunt

1941.V.

gaps to ground, if the resistance offers

3200 V Max an objectionable impedance. There - t : 89.5% OF

is resistance for the dynamic but no
le ~ = .0072 SEC.

resistance for heavy static discharges.

Inductive Circuit Effect. – Oscillo rt= 0072 SEC.

grams show that if the arrester cir
19AMPS. Q :03

cuit is inductive the arc is not extin 3200 V. -
CALC.IMP. - 7.4 "

MAX

ARRESTER - 6 GAPS- ON 2300V. CIRCUIT. guished until the potential has passed

through zero and is well along in the
FIG . 5 . second half -cycle. Since the arc volt

Fig . 5. - Oscillogram 253. Showing current lag, age is only 16 volts per gap for heavy
sudden recovery of potential, and displacement of currents the condition is nearly equiv
another phase of the system . In the lower curve

note the potential recovery when the current is
2800V.

alent to a short circuit. When the

extinguished . The dotted curve shows the orginal

form of the wave. The middle curve shows 434 current dies out the voltage across the
arr peres short-circuit current . There were 3 miles

oi line wire to the generating station . The upper gaps suddenly jumps to the value gen
curve shows the phase displacement in phase 1 erated . ( See Fig . 5. ) The arc has

Fig. 10 .-- Cscillugram 150.
due to the reaction of the armature current in Voltage and current

no time to cool and presumably the of one gap of a multi-gap arrester.
phase 2. It is noteworthy that the voltage wave of

The oscillo

phase 1 did not have a peak value above normal
gram shows an initial voltage of 93 volts. The

ionized air around the arc starts the
maximum of 3200 volts during this interval . drop from spark voltage to 93 volts was too rapid

to be registered by the oscillograph vibrator. This
current in the opposite direction . This sudden drop in potential was due to the heavy

discharge from Leyden jars at a frequency esti
signers choose the evil of a possible condition is to be compared later to

mated at 3,000,000 cycles. The decrease in voltage

short circuit. One improvement in the condition of arc extinction in the from 93 to 23 volts is very gradual with this value

of current density.

liquid electrode arrester , where the
design for this year is the use of a

The upper volt-ampere char.

acteristic curve of Fig. 1 was taken from this

shunt resistance so proportioned as to
current reduces to zero before the po- oscillogram .

tential .

2. Cumulative shunt resistance. Re- ( R ) to the gaps numbered 4 to 10 in

ferring to the diagrammatic condition
clusive is not such as to obtain the

of Fig. 6, gaps Nos. 7 , 8 , 9 and 10 are arcless condition of the gaps. The

protected from dynamic current by areless condition of the gaps 4 , 5 and
the relation of the shunt resistance 6 is obtained through the presence of

( r ) . The resistance ( r ) is small and the small resistance ( r ) in shunt with

requires , say , six series gaps , Nos . 1 , 2, the large resistance ( R ) . So far as

3 , 4 , 5 and 6 to extinguish the dynam- the large resistance R is concerned,

ic arc . Under certain low -frequency gaps 8, 9 and 10 cannot be considered

conditions of discharge, this number
in the shunted circuit . In this cumu

of series gaps is objectionably great . lative manner of installing the resist

Consequently this number is cut down ance , the series gaps may be reduced

to , say , three gaps, Nos. 1 , 2 and 3 , to as near the spark potential of the

an din order to extinguish the dynam- normal circuit voltage as desired.

ic arc at the end of the first half- Each time the series gaps are reduced ,

cycle the current must be less than the resistance must be increased to

that through the small resistance ( r ) ; such a value as to maintain the are
FIG. 8. the relation of the larger resistance extinguishing effect.

FIG . 1 °

FIGUU LIQUID ELECTRODE CELL

PIGUES NU 7

LIQUID ELECTRODE ARRESTER
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2530V

ARRESTER - 6 GAPS

FIG. II .

This

wave.

" 251 were applied even for several seconds. tromotive force absorbed by a single

-3200V. MAX E over R multiplied by the time of arc in practice will be scarcely greater

a half-cycle gives the energy to be ab- than 16 volts per gap or70 volts
E sorbed . This value of energy must total for the four gaps. The spark

equal the product of the specific heat voltage is about 125 times as great

times the weight of material times

-25 ANPS. the temperature times 4.2. 32001, MAX.
* 73

Iz

Assuming a safe temperature and
NO DROP 3200 V3

IN V. MAX .

ON 2300 V CIRCUIT factory of safety, the weight of the
200VMAX. material can thus be determined .

The specific resistance of the ma

0.1 terial must be chosen so as to give a

length of rod great enough at least to

prevent the formation ofan are along

the surface. In the matter of selection

of material for the resistance , notable

improvements have been made.

t - OFI : 20 % OFYWAVE OFV - 0016 SEC

LIQUID ELECTRODE ARRESTER .

Fig . 11.-- Oscillogram 251. Six gaps and no
VI..B AMPS.MAX.

series resistance on a 3 - phase circuit of 2300 volts Q ,0008
effective. The middle and lower curves are of This arrester may have any one of 4-1/32 " LIQUID ELECTRODE GAPS, ONLY.
the same phase. These show a discharge of dy- several forms all involving the same
namic current where the spark takes place on the SERIES RES / S, = 0

descending part of the potential wave. In spite
principal . One form is shown in Fig.

of the short -circuit of the gaps the dynamic current
rises only to 25 amperes. In practice the spark 7. Two metallic electrodes extend in FIG. 13.

niay , of course, take place at any point of the
to a vessel containing an electrolyte of

potential waves. In a poorly designed arrester Fig. 13. - Oscillogram 73. Liquid electrode ar
if by chance the spark should happen when the high conductivity. The electrodes rester using gaps at the surface of the electrolyte.
potential is approaching zero the arrester will ex:

Although the spark takes place at peak voltage
tinguish the arc satisfactority ; if, on the other may be dipped into the electrolyte or

only 0.8 ampere of dynamic current follows. Com

hand, the spark takes place on the rising potential
the effect may be that shown in Fig . 9.

there may be a small gap left between paring the current discharge to Fig. 12, the cur
rent is twice as great and persists for a longer

oscillogram shows the futility of testing arresters the electrode and the electrolyte . If time. This is due to the fact that the discharge
without a synchronous switch to control time of

takes place at a higher point on the potential
spark discharge . current is passed from one electrode The counter e.m.f. of the cells is ap

to the other in either direction , the proximately equal to the peak voltage ( 3200 volts)
of the circuit. There is no disturbance of the

Design of Lightning Arrester Re- liquid must become negative at one potential wave.

sistance.—Except in the case of re- or the other electrode . It requires

curring high -potential surges, the about 1500 volts to maintain the cur- as the arc voltage for a single gap or

multigap arrester should extinguish rent through the cell in spite of the about 80 times as great for the total

the dynamic arc within the time of a fact that the resistance of the cell is of the four gaps .

cycle of the generator wave . This extremely low . The current is limited. Herefromit follows that the multi

period of time is so brief that radia- by the so-called counter electromotive gap arrester does not work on the

tion of heat need not be considered in force of the arc . principle of
counter - electromotive

the design of the resistance . The Electrodes not in Contact. The force but upon the principle of recti

difference in effect produced by the fication. The arrester is therefore

conditions of contact between the suitable for alternating -current cir
# 74.

7200 V.MAX electrodes as compared to the air-gap cuits but not at all adapted to direct

setting is marked. For example ,three current circuits . When the currents

of these cells were placed in series attempt to reverse at the beginning of

across a circuit having an impressed the second half-cycle, several hundred

voltage of 2300 volts effective. Each or even thousand volts may be re

electrode was set with a small gap. quired to cause the reversal. During

The equivalent needle gap was the

same as for four */ 32- in . gaps between $ 3200 V.MAX.

72
standard brass cylinders without se

ries - resistance . With this arrangeNO DROP

3200 V, MAX .
ment several hundred static discharges

having an initial value estimated at
Q3.0001 4 AMPS,MAX .

1000 amperes were passed through

t - OF 1 = 5 % OF 1| 2 WAVE OF V. -.0004 SEC . the cell , but no dynamic current fol

+732" LIQUID ELECTRODE GAPS ONLY.
lowed the discharges. The novel re

lation of counter - electromotive force
SERIES RESIS - OW

practically as great as the spark volt
h-2930 V.MAX . DROP

age of the cell is obtained. The sum 15.6 %

of the counter - electromotive forces
4.9 AMPS. MAX.

Q - 0035

Fig. 12.-Oscillogram 74. Liquid electrode ar

rester using gaps at the surface of the electrolyte. per cell is greater than the impressed t - OFI 214% OF / WAVE OFV = 001 SEC.

Two cells in series . The current rises only to voltage of the circuit, consequently a

0.4 amperes and there is no disturbance in the L.E.GAPS + 4.42 KNURLED CYL.GAPS .
potential wave. spark passes without causing the

SERIES RESIS. = 0.

formation of an arc .
LIGHT STATIC STROKE .

basis of design is the utilization of the Under similar conditions in the

specific heat or the heat capacity of multigap arrester using four 1/32 - in . FIG. 14.

the resister. In the lower resistances gaps the spark voltage of a single
Fig . 14. - Oscillogram 72.

of the lightning arrester it would be Liquid electrode argap may be in the neighborhood of rester using series gaps in conjunction with the

impracticably expensive to design the 2000 volts and the spark voltage of small gaps above the electrolyte. There were two

large lightning arrester choke coils of the pan.

resistance to radiate the energy that the four gaps in series may lie be- cake type in series. These coke coils give the

would be lost therein if the current
exaggerated drop of potential (500 volts) at the

tween 5000 and 6000 volts . The elec- instant of discharge.

M12400"MAX. 500V

FIG. 12 .
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311

32001.Mox

E

the first half-cycle it is necessary to above 1500 volts . In other words, the

have an artificial resistance in series cell has a critical voltage above which

to limit the dynamic current. there is a free discharge of electricity

A liquid electrode arrester set with without the intervention of anything

four gaps of equal value to the above more than a slight ohmic resistance.

mentioned case will have a spark volt- In the foregoing explanation only

age of 1/3 times as great as the elec- general considerations have been held

tromotive force absorbed by the arc , in view . Some of the experimental

considering a single element only ; or data from which tne conclusions were

about 1.8 times as great considering drawn are given later in the form of

oscillograms.

* 80
Electrodes in Contact. When the

metallic electrodes touch the liquid

it is necessary to introduce a single

gap in series to hold back the line

potential. Since the counter electro

motive force of arcs in the arrester

limit the current , this single gap suf
1760V. OROP

fices even at the high potentials used

E across cells

26 AMPS
--3200 V. MAX120.AMPS.

MAY

2982 V

E
FIG. 18.

1170 V

MIN.

2040V.MAY

Fig . 18.-- Oscillogram 311. Liquid electrode ar

rester with the metallic electrodes in contact with

the electrolyte. The spark takes place near the

zero valueof rising potential, consequently , the

rise in current and potential across the cells is

more gradual than in the previous oscillograms.
S5 % MAX.V.

+ 2930V MAX.

T

316

t.OFI = 24.3 % OF

WAVE OF V .- .002 SEC .

LIQUID ELECTRODES IMMERSED

4- 2G APS , KNURLED CYZ'S IN SERIES .

SERIES RESIS. = 0

3200 V.

E

FIG . 15

three-phase line and was subjected to

surges, due to numerous arcs drawn

out between a phase and ground .

These arcs to ground attained max

imum lengths of five feet .

The arc voltage of the liquid elec

trơde depends somewhat upon the
length of the arc. Since it is the cur

rent which depresses the surface of

the electrolyte , the length of arc de

Fig . 15. - Oscillogram 80. Liquid electrode ar

rester with immersed terminals. The heavy light

ning arrester choke coils are in series. These

reactance coils add to the line drop of potential.

This oscillogram shows a method of obtaining any

desired quantity of dynamic discharge before the
interruption of the current. The current has in .

creased from 0.4 ampere (Fig. 12 ) to 120 amp:

maximum due to the immersion of the metal

terminals. In spite of this heavy current dis

charge the current decreases to zero before the

jotential reaches zero. Compare this to the re

sults in Fig. 5 where the potential reaches zero

and reverses before the arc is extinguished.

33. AMPS. E across cells

340

3200V MAX .

1700 V
mw 3200K

FIG. 17.both cells . On a 2300 ( effective) cir

cuit the maximum voltage is about

3200 volts . The maximum arc volt

age of the two cells containing a par

ticular electrolyte is about 3000 volts .

A spark can form into an arc only at

the peak value and is extinguished

long before the generator voltage

reaches zero . Any voltage above 1500

volts per cell produces a rush of cur

rent in proportion to the pressure

17001

334

3200V.MAX.

mum.

E

Fig . 17. — Oscillogram 316. Liquid electrode ar

rester with the metallic electrodes in contact with

the electrolyte. The static discharge takes place
on the rising part of the potential wave. The

diop in the upper potential wave is due to the

inductance of the circuit . The potential wave 174. AMPS

quickly recovers its normal form . The current
E dress cell .

reduces to zero in advance of the potential. The

potential across the cell reduces to zero with the

pciential of the generator wave. The maximum

counter electro-motive force of the cells is equal

to the impressed voltage of the circuit.

FIG. 19.

on long - distance transmission circuits.
Fig. 19. - Oscillogram 340. Illustrating the criti

A simple arrester circuit is shown in cal limiting value of cell voltage . There is but

Fig. 8. The series gaps may be set
one cell on a 3200 volts ( max . ) circuit. The

spark takes place at about 3000 volts and the po

at any value above line potential. tertial drops to 1700 volts and remains sensibly

constant during the rest of the half-cycle in spite

When the potential breaks across the of the capacity of the generator to which it is
connected . The current rises to 174 amp. maxi

gaps the current begins to discharge This cell acts as a short -circuit for pres .

at short-circuit rate. The current
sure above 700 volts , but is active in opposing

the current flow as soon as the pressure falls again

density at the electrodes is such as to 1700 volts .

to start an arc which throws the elec

trolyte away from the electrode and pends greatly upon the value of the

automatically lengthens the are . The current. As the current decreases the

arc voltage is greater than the impressed electrolyte rises toward the metallic

voltage and the current dies out . The
electrode. After the first instant the

series gaps hold back the line voltage . phenomena are of the nature of cush

The electrolyte assumes again its level ion effects.

in contact with the electrode . The The quantity of electricity which

current starts on short circuit but de- passes through the arrester before the

creases so gradually that no surges electromotive forces absorbed by the

have been detected either by the oscil arcs becomes active , depends upon the

lograph or by parallel needle gaps. amount of surface of metallic elec

Extensive experimental tests have trode exposed to the liquid . This

been made on a commercial circuit of value can be increased by immersing

2300 volts , 13,000 volts , and 33,000 the metal to a greater depth.

volts normal voltage. The last-men- The resistance of the arrester is lo

tioned circuit consisted of 30 miles of cated initially in the liquid only but

I

37.AMPS.

Pot. ACROSS CELLS

IbOOV

FIG . 16.

Fig . 16 .-- Oscillogram 334. Liquid electrode ar

rester with the metallic electrodes slightly in con .
tact. The upper curve , the potential wave, is

only slightly distorted. The middle curve , the

current wave, rises rapidly to 37 amperes and

diminishes gradually to zero. The lower curve ,

the potential across the cell, rises with the same

abruptness as the current wave, maintains a con

stant value while the electromagnetic energy of

the circuit is discharging and then drops quickly

to zero when no longer required to oppose the

current discharge.
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117

351

Y LIQUID ELECTRODE CELL ON BRUSH ARC MACHINE " , RATING - JAMP,10000
GAP 78 ".

ARC STARTED WITH BOKER WIRE

-3.6 RMPS. AV

Ct-OF - I TOBURN OFF BOKER WIRE : 21 SEC.

2370 V MAX.

wit handelen
1014V. AV.

E - ACROSS GAPS

FIG. 21 .

FIG , 20 .

Fig. 21 .---Oscillogram 117. Liquid electrode cell on 3.6 amperes constant current . The voltage

varies considerably, due to the splashing of the electrolyte. The small lumps in the current wave

are due to the irregular intensity of the oscillograph arc. The average voltage for this electrolyte and

current is approximately 1000 volts. The arc was started by means of a 5 mile Boher wire. It required

0.2 sec. to burn off this fuse with the current at 3.6 amperes.

Fig. 20. — Oscillogram 351. The recovery of a

liquid electrode arrester after a lightning dis

charge. The upper wave is the potential across
the entire arrester. The lower curve is the po

tential across the series gaps alone. The middle

wave is that of the current of discharge . The

actual wave is not visible on account of poor

illumination of the mirror of the vibrator, but

the duration is shown by the open space in the

zero line of current during the third cycle after

the opening of the shutter. The potential curve

across the gaps shows a drop to zero, then a

gradual recovery to full line potential. During

this interval the arrester is ready for a second
discharge.

in action under the abnormal condi

tion of no series gaps. The action of

the arcs gradually lowered the level

of the liquid until 13,000 volts would

no longer maintain the arcs . The

H - LIQUID ELECTRODE CELL ON BRUSH RRC MACHINE 4/4 " GAP

ONE ELECTRODE ET SURFACE OF WATER , THEOTHER '14" BELOW .
-EC-

86
36 AMPS

07

172142 V MAX

can be increased if found advisable.

This sustained operation should make

the liquid electrode arrester suitable

to take care of the recurring surges

on an isolated delta or Y system , when

one phase is grounded through more

or less of an arc, during a time amply

sufficient to disconnect the faulty line.

In the foregoing experiment a 20

ampere fuse in series with the arrester

was unaffected. Apparently the pos

sibility of an interruption in practice

due to the short circuit of the arrester

can be eliminated as it was in this test .

In practice the number of cells

would be chosen to give a critical lim

iting voltage of 125% to 140% of the

impressed voltage. The gap length

may be set to give any desired pro

tection . Since the arrester has but a

single gap, the spark potential is as
near independent of the natural fre

quency of the lightning surge as pos
sible. It should discharge with facil

ity low - frequency surges. It has a

small dielectric spark lag .

The characteristics of the liquid ar

rester have been studied in detail with

the aid of an oscillograph . A few.

oscillograms have been chosen which

show the effect of a cell on the current

88SV AV.

مهرعسرصمرددیابنامارد La
OE

اویمابرم
-E

-285 V.MIN. AV.

FIG. 22.

Fig. 22. - Oscillogram 133. Liquid electrode cell on direct current showing the time required for

the arc to bore 14 inch below the surface of the electrolyte. The average potential with the liquid as

the negative electrode in 885 volts, but when the arc reaches the metal electrode in the liquid the

voltage drops to 285 volts or less . Shortly after the liquid again sweeps over the lower metal electrode and

raises the voltage again .

time required to do this depends on

the construction of the cells . In the

small cells it is about five minutes and

in the large cells somewhere between

ten and twenty minutes . This tinie

/ " HORN GAP ON ARUSHARC MACHINE

ARC STARTEDWITH ONE STAAND OF BORERWIRE,
136

- SEC
PS

SLAM

6426

MAX

gradually divides between the series

arc and the electrolyte . The electro

lyte is a large body of large cross

section and low specific resistance.

The electromotive force absorbed

by the arc at the electrolyte varies

somewhat with the nature of the elec

trolyte.

Although the initial current may be

considerable , the total current in con

tinuous operation is not . To determine

the endurance of the arrester , a 13,000

volt unit was connected to one phase

of a circuit without any series gap or

resistance . This circuit consisted

of a 2000 -k.w . generator connected

to nearly a mile of cable and seven

miles of overhead line. The other

two phases were protected by gaps

set at 150% of line voltage. The

potential of these phases did not jump

the gaps during the severest tests . It

should be noted that the arrester was

rest

FIG. 23 .

FIG. 23. - Oscillogram 136. Potential ofa horn gap discharging 36 amperes constant current. The

arc rose up the horns with considerable difficulty. The are would fame to a peak and the potential

would strike across below the peakand thus shorten the total length of the arc. The shortening of

the arc would drop the potential. This effect is shown in the lower curve of the oscillogram by the

repeated drops in the potential. The arc held in the narrow gap for about a second. This is shown by

the low voltage of the curve. The total time the arc held was two seconds.
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PENDULUM

B

STRINO

SN .

and potential of a commercial 2300- location by more than about 1/1000

volt circuit . Among other things second. In the following described

shown in these oscillograms are : combination of switches the opera

The effect of discharge at different tions are entirely automatic. It re

points of the potential wave.

The effect of more or less immer G

sion of the metallic electrode on the

current and potential .

The critical limiting voltage of dif

ferent electrolytes.

The critical limiting voltage of the

arc in the standard multigap arrester

( this is given for comparison ) .

The initial short-circuit effect and

subsequent cushion effect.

The recovery of the cell after the

discharge.

The reduction of current to zero be

fore the potential wave reaches zero. LEYDEN

The writer pays his grateful hom

age to the originator of the oscillo

graph , M. André Blondel. The value

of the oscillograph in this work will
DOC

be evident from an inspection of the

oscillograms. The auxiliary apparatus
0

necessary to get initial effects of dis

charges is quite essential . The prob

lem is to place on a revolving photo FIG . 24 .

graphic film with a total time of ex

posure of about 1/10 second , a static quires only the release of a latch . The

spark which will start the dynamic oscillograph is so constructed that a

current Aowing at any chosen point lever operates the shutter. The shut
of the potential wave not varying in ter is opened by the lever and closed

by a complete revolution of the drum

carrying the photographic film , Fig.

24 shows, the connections and loca

tions of the apparatus. When the

pendulum is released it strikes a string

at B which opens the kodak shutter ;

it then closes the circuit between the

two parallel strips during an interval

depending on the velocity of the pen

dulum and the length of the strips.

Meanwhile the synchronous motor

carrying the synchronous switch at D

closes the circuit of the statie machine

located at G. This release of the po

tential on the inner coatings of the

Leyden jars throws the potential on

to the lightning arrester L A, thus

producing a spark across the gaps.

An arc follows from the dynamic po

tential which is also impressed on the

terminals of the lightning arrester .

The vibrators of the oscillograph are

shown at E and I. The static machine

is kept running at such speed that it

will not spark across the gap at C.

The potential of the static machine is

also easily controlled by the applica

tion of more or less needles. These

needles can be regulated to discharge

the current of the static machine as

rapidly as it is generated. The poten

tial can thereby be limited to any de

sired value.

MOTOR

JARS

HIGH RESISTANCE

A

E

E

2300 VOLTS

а

Institute Discussion of Lightning Protection

IN
N opening the discussion of the have , as, we all know , a very much

papers presented by Dr. C. P. more difficult problem .

Steinmetz, Messrs. Rushmore and As regards the second paper , I am

Dubois and Professor Creighton at inclined to disagree with the presenta

the March 29th meeting, Dr. F. A. C. tion of the case of the horn arrester.

Perrine said in referring to the paper The real theory adopted by those who

by Dr. Steinmetz : “ We have as yet have used the horn arrester , is largely

to discuss what occurs when we have left out of this criticism of the horn

two sets of waves on a long transmis- arrester . The horn arrester , where

sion line , started from different points used successfully, has been used on

on the line and coming together . the principle that the wave trains in

Aside from the increased constants, themselves produce potentials which

capacity and self-induction, of the will break down the insulation of

long -distance transmission line, I high - potential lines . The principle is

think we will have some additional that we had better spend our money

difficulties due to the fact that in a in erecting our lines in such manner

long -distance transmission line , cov- as not to make the insulation subject

ering a great area , there may be to the wave trains of relatively low

a storm in a certain part of the line potential, such as we would have to.

and clear weather in the remainder of guard against in our lower potential

the line , or we may have two inde- lines, and the horn arrester is intro

pendent storms in different parts of duced with the idea of saving the ap

the line, giving us lightning effects paratus from destruction where any

which induce waves which meet and other form of arrester would not it

combine, and increase the effects. self be destroyed , and even if pro

Otherwise, we would not have the tected , the machinery would leave the

great difficulty there is before us now line open for damage in the further

of our being able to protect fairly well continuance of the storm . That is a

long and extensive low potential line . condition which has been frequently

When we string that line out in series met in the introduction of the multi

to a greater extent of territory, we . gap arrester even of the best forms.

When we get the extreme cases ,

which Dr. Steinmetz has described,

of the short-circuiting potential and

discharge across the arresters of ex

traordinarily high energy , the multi

gap arresters generally fail and the

line is then left unprotected even if

the machinery is safe . The horn ar

rester is introduced in such cases as

being able to take care of these great

discharges, and while possibly giving

trouble with the synchronous motors

on the line by its long interruption , it

has saved the apparatus and itself as

well. ”

At the last meeting of the Institute

we had , referring to this lightning

problem . Mr. Mershon describe his

system of horn arresters with varying

resistances in series with a group of

horn arresters . If I remember cor

rectly , he said he used five sets of

horn arresters , each of a different

value of resistance in series . That

system has had, say, a year of opera

tion at Niagara Falls , and while it

has shown that the system of protec

tion is not complete and requires for

certain types of discharge that comes

from the line a set of multigap ar

resters , in connection with the horn
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arresters situated probably inside the whether a satisfactory barbed wire rapidly evaporate the electrolyte and

station , so that if any of the high- fre- can be made. I prefer very much a the cells would require considerable

quency discharge passes , the horn 38-inch stranded steel wire by which , watching in order to keep the electro
arresters will discharge over the I understand from this , the ordinary lyte surely at a certain particular level .

multigap arresters and these high - fre- common guy line , made of the best In Mr. Creighton's paper he show's

quency discharges, of the nature of kind of Bessemer steel , with a 3-wire us the benefit of the oscillograph in

the wave train that Dr. Steinmetz 14-inch strand of high-grade steel , the study of lightning -arrester prob

described , are discharged over the would stay up. lems, and that benefit is probably

multigap arresters harmlessly ; at the The treatment of the multigap ar- greater in these problems than in

same time the horn arresters in that rester adds considerable to our knowl- other classes of problems we have met.

connection discharge the low period- edge of the manner of action of this As Dr. Steinmetz aptly said, “ light

icity surges , which are the surges arrester. I think , however, that the ning - arrester problems cannot be effi

which are usually destructive to the subject is treated more completely in ciently studied in the laboratory .” At

multigap arrester . In this I partic- Mr. Creighton's paper than in Mr. the same time, our somewhat re

ularly disagree with Mr. Rushmore Rushmore's, because he explains more stricted methods of work in the labor

and Mr. Dubois, as they seem to indi- particularly the influence of the recti- atory can better be explained and ex

cate that it is their belief that the horn
fying effect of the non -arcing metal- tended to practical use by study

arrester is better adapted for dis to go back to Wurtz's term — and the through the means of the oscillograph

charging high -frequency discharges . capacity effects described in Mr. than by any other possible methods of

As a matter of fact, the opposite is Rushmore's paper are simply in ad- study. The laboratory work on the

true, as is explained in his own paper, dition to the effect of the series re- electrolytic arrester of Mr. Creighton,

and more particularly in that of Mr. sistance or shunt resistance, and in shown here, is of great importance,

Creighton, that the higher the fre- addition also to the rectifying effect particularly because he shows his ar

quency discharge the more rapidly is of the metal in the gaps , and metal rester as a single gap arrester , in other

it carried over the multigap arrester. which will rectify is absolutely neces- words, a horn ; and at the same time

The low -frequency discharges are not sary for the success of the multigap he shows how the horn can be set

as well taken over the multigap arrester. I do not think that the close enough together so that it will

arrester, whereas over the horn ar- function of the resistance in connec- take care of the high - frequency rela

rester the low - frequency discharge is tion with the multigap arrester has tively low - potential discharges as well

more rapidly taken than over the been before as clearly explained as as the low -frequency high- potential

multigap arrester .
Mr. Creighton has explained it , in discharges, and this gives practically

I think the best protection we have which he calls attention to the fact a single -horn arrester with a variable

is a combination of the horn and mul- that there is really no radiation from resistance in series , which is all that

tigap arrester ; the multigap arrester the resistance in such an arrester, and the horn arrester needs to become the

to take charge of the relatively high- we must take into account in forming best arrester of any that can be made.

frequency discharges , and the horn such resistance , the specific heat of Furthermore, the electrolytic arrester

arrester to take charge of the low
the material and the extent of the puts what amounts to practically a

frequency discharges.
metal that it may absorb the energy . variable fuse in the circuit, as well as

As regards Mr. Rushmore's and
At this time, and as I believe for the a variable resistance, and it gives us

Mr. Dubois's construction of a pole
first time , our attention has been also a replaceable fuse. The necessity

head to take care of the overhead
called to the fact that the radiation of of the fuse at all is the greatest criti

ground wire , I think there is some the resistance is relatively unimpor- cism , in my mind, that can be made of

very serious criticism to make. In the
tant. the arresters shown by Mr. Rush

first place, the pipe shown is an ex As regards the electrolytic arrester,
more. These arresters all have fuses

tremely bad piece of engineering. The we seem to have an entirely new form
in them . If they are meant to blow ,

connection of the pole for the amount of electrolytic arrester. I will call I feel quite sure that all operating men

of leverage shown there is not good, your attention to the fact that in the
here will agree with me that in a

and I confess that for the present I last number of the Electrician (Lon
serious thunderstorm , such as we have

cannot see how a workman is going don ) , there is a very complete de
in the South or in the Colorado re

to attach a ground wire , 38 inch in scription of the electrolytic arrester
gion, they will never be replaced after

diameter, to the top of that horn ar- invented and patented and somewhat
they have once blown during that

storm . I do not know of any man
rester, unless he is let down from a used in England by Ferranti , which is

balloon , and there is some means pro- not of this type , but is , if I understand with nerve enough to go near the ar

vided in pulling up the wire to pre- correctly, the type described at the last
rester to put in a new fuse. This sub

vent the dead end not being pulled stitution of a variable resistance coun
lightning -arrester meeting by Mr.

over . As regards the guard wire put Jackson . Ferranti is one of those ter e. mn . f. , and a variable fuse and

on them , as I understand, for the
men who is always inventing things single -gap arrester , which is described

purpose of being a horn arrester to before people are educated enough to
by Mr. Creighton, is , to my mind, the

protect the insulator, I cannot see how use them , and he abandoned his pat
practical solution of the lightning-ar

that particular form of arrester will ent for the reason that he could not
rester problem , and I believe if this

do other than hold the arc . If an op- get it used, although the experiments thing is worked out commercially we

posite horn were brought out from indicated the arrester was a very suc
will be many miles nearer the com

the line , and a horn arrester made cessful one indeed . This principle plete solution of the lightning arrester
there, it would discharge and protect Mr. Creighton has describedhereof problem than we have ever been be

fore ."
the insulator. In the same connec- the actual striking arc in the electro

tion , he speaks of the specification for lyte , and so obtaining the benefit as a
Mr. Farley Osgood, of the New

this overhead wire . I have always resistance of the counter electro Milford Power Company, said :

believed that a barbed wire , if made motive force of the arc is very im- “ Experience seems to show that

properly, is a better means of line portant indeed. It relies for its action lightning-arrester protection is an in

protection than a smooth wire , at the on the formation of an arc within the dividual study for each individual

same time I question very much arrester, which I suppose would very plant and for each individual locality.
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man

In talking with other operating en- case after case of storms in the sur- for grounds, it may be necessary only

gineers I find that they use quite dif- rounding country, but not directly on to have arresters at the generating end

ferent means of protection from the the system , where we will have inter- of the system , or at least at the ex

ones we use, and they are equally suc- mittent discharges between the fuses treme ends, with no equipment in be

cessful or unsuccessful . Each to the extent of fifteen , or even as tween .”

seems to have his own ideas about it, many as twenty - five, in the course of
“ The significance of these three

and I think the lightning -arrester two or three hours, without the slight papers," said Mr. P. H. Thomas,
problem , like some of our other prob- est indication of interruption . This “ seems to be that Dr. Steinmetz and

lems, is going to be a rather difficult is the best record we have been able
the other gentlemen , and their asso

one to standardize. I do not think to obtain with protective devices .
ciates , have given a long and careful

the difficulties of atmospheric condi- “ The paper by Mr. Rushmore and
new study to the question of protec

tions are so very serious , generally Mr. Dubois speaks of choke coils . We tion from lightning, and we have in

speaking. Dense fog causes most of have found them very effective and

our trouble to the outside system .

the papers a statement of the conclu

consider that they are a great protec- sions which they have reached. The

During other times we seem to get tion to the high insulation , outside in

along without difficulty. I will re

completeness of the presentation is

sulators . A 20 - turn coil seems to

late some actual experiences
particularly fortunate, and it would

con

answer our purpose fairly well.
cerning 3000 -volt transmission, of

be interesting to note how nearly most

“ I do not wish to talk very much
sixty miles, carrying three substations,

engineers are coming into the same

about Mr. Creighton's tests, although general line of protection . The multi
with power and lightning load, and it was my pleasure to be at his labora

sixty cycle synchronous rotary con
gap arrester with shunt resistance ,

tory at the time they were made., I leaving out of account the electrolytic
verters . The problem of the multi

can simply corroborate what he has

gap arrester with the resistance in se
arrester for the present, seems to be

said , that some 40 arcs were thrown

ries with the gaps was a matter of
by all agreed to be the most promising

years of study, and was finally given
to ground from one leg of his liquid direction in which to work . The dif

arrester. The arresters just described ,
up because the series resistance sticks ferences now are comparatively small .

the record of which are given to you

broke and the protection was lost .
“ Mr. Rushmore's paper was a care

to show they are very sensitive , were
The next year we took up the multi

ful , thoughtful presentation. He takes

in parallel with the liquid arrester . a broad view of the proposition , how
gap-arrester study without the re

Not once was there any apparent dis
sistance sticks in series . This arrester

ever, considering all the different

wasvery easyto adjustby changing multigap arrester. Dr. Perrine speaks pretty nearly thecorrect stand in each
charge on any of the units of the questions, and I think he has taken

the units to be shunted and changing
of the length of the transmission line

the resistance of the shunt, too . We
one. I am more inclined to agree with

started with fourteen units, of 24
having a great deal to do with the

him in connection with the horn type

matter of protection . That seems to
gaps each , shunting three units with

of arrester than with Mr. Perrine. I

be true . In our experience we found

14 sticks, 250 ohms a piece . It was
think we are far enough advanced to

gradually dropped until we used ten
we have peaks developed between sta

tions which do damage, but the arrest

protect our apparatus without the

units , dropping this to ten units below
very annoying disturbances of the

ers at the end of the line would help shutting down of the plant. The
the multiplex connection between the

very much . We installed what we

fuses, shunting five units with seven ,
grounded wire is certainly some pro

call our midway arrester, a multigap tection, but as Mr. Rushmore says, not

250 ohms resistance sticks . We found
installation about ten to twelve miles

by the tell - tale papers placed in the
complete protection . One of the dif

from the power station , and im
series gaps and shunt gaps ( I mean

ficulties , even if the wire is placed in ,

mediately after this was put into serv
by series the gaps in shunt ), that

is that the discharge which strikes the

ice the constant static discharge on the
when we had seven 250 ohm resist

line is more apt to come from the side.

power -station arresters and the sub- Coming from the side it approaches
ance sticks the current would seldom

station arresters was cut down nearly

pass through the shunt resistance. We
one of the side lines before it does the

half, and the constant static discharge high line, and furthermore there is at
reduced them to five and then found

at the midway arrester was equal, and
that we got at least half of our dis

all times one of these lines which is at

is greater, than at the generating stacharges through the shunt, sometimes a negative potential, with regard to

tion or any of the substations. That

more. This arrester, adjusted in this
the charge which is coming in the

seems to be a fairly good proof that
way, has been successful. It takes

atmosphere ; that is , it has a higher

light discharges without the slightest
arresters on the line are a good thing. protection to receivethe discharge than
For the benefit of other operating en

difficulty ; it takes moderate dis
the ground wire itself. Taking these

gineers I might state that this arrest
charges with but very little difficulty ;

two things together, although the

it takes very severe discharges, at
er equipment is very near the patrol- groundedwire will reduce the number

man's house, so that it is easily con

times , and these severe discharges
of troubles, it can hardly be expected

trolled.

cause the cylinder of the arrester to
to completely eliminate them . It is

weld together, which of course puts
" The worst operating condition often suggested that a grounded wire ,

the arrester out of service.
which we meet is a ground. We have if it be grounded frequently, will act

" Another thing that has been no
more damage done to us when the promptly in reducing the severity of

ticed is that the discharge is more fre
fuse grounds than at any other time . discharges, on account of the short

I could not say that it is only with
quently line to line than from line to

circuiting secondary action . It does

grounds that we destroy apparatus ,

ground. The 1906 record shows that
not seem to me that it is probable that

but more apparatus is destroyed when the effectiveness of this action will be
we have taken in some storms twenty

we have grounds than at any other at all considerable for this reason — to

discharges without an interruption to time. Mr. Creighton's liquid arrest- produce any corrective effect, the re

service, our preliminary breakers be
er, which was connected for the pro- action of the induced circuit on the

ing set at six seconds. We have taken tection of grounds on the system , ap- primary circuit must be considerable.

seventeen discharges without inter
parently solved the problem complete . Take an ordinary static transformer

ruption ; the eighteenth discharge ly. The development of the liquid ar- arrangement, which you see designed

opening the breaker. We can cite rester brings out the fact that, at least here, where the reaction of the second
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ary on the primary is practically per- where the horns are so arranged that anceare set for the voltage of the line,

fect . To accomplish this result it is the current will jump to the horn be- and if the current through the resist

necessary to have an iron core and fore it will arc around the insulator . ance is too great for you to supply, in

the closest relationship between the In this case the system would be dis- other words, if you have to wait for

primary and secondary windings . In turbed either way. Where it is al- the horn to open , which takes some

the constant current transformer, lowed to arc around the insulator , times a second — and if you will think

where there is provision to separate the latter would probably be de- of a second , it is a long time there ,

the windings , if the coils are close to- stroyed and the time of disturbance because some of the other resistances

gether, you have a perfect relationship of the system might be considerable open in a very much shorter time,

between the primaries and seconda- possibly until the insulator is replaced. half a cycle—you will see a second is

ries , and you have a perfect reaction With a horn protecting the insulator , a very long time, and your circuit

of the secondary on the primary. the resulting short circuit, while very breakers are apt to trip the station .”

“ In his admirable discussion of the undesirable in itself, is less disastrous Mr. Ray P. Jackson , State Col

principles covering the discharge than in the former case , and may only lege , Pa . , said in part: " In the type

through a series of gaps , there was necessitate starting up the synchron- of electrolytic arrester which I have

one thing Mr. Rushmore did not take ous apparatus again . ' used, however , I do not consider it

into account, and that is the fact of “ We have had very little trouble at to be the counter e . m . f. that limits

the leakage of current over the sur- our station . The Ontario Power Com- the power current. It seems to be a

face of the insulator between the pany, during the whole of the last dielectric film , and that film is capable

cylinders. This will tend to distort season , had only one discharge froin of puncture and capable of resealing

the conclusions numerically reached . the generators at the generator sta when the voltage drops below a certain

The question of power behind the tion , but had a considerable number volume. It acts like a valve , with a

tests is absolutely of importance in of discharges from the lines , break
spring behind it . When it is punc

this sort of work , and inherently the ing the insulators. These lightning tured , if the static excessive voltage

higher voltage is more difficult to
arresters which have been described exists long enough, there would be

handle ; and personally I should be are essentially station arresters ; they
a very large power current flowing

very skeptical of the general non
must be station arresters, because they through,but of course the high volt

arcing quality of this arrester without
must be so expensive we know that

age due to lightning or surges exists

series resistance, and unless there are
for a very short interval, so that the

no company could afford to install

other data than what appear here, I them for a long transmission line . power current that follows is insig

should not suppose it would be safe
nificant."

Our experience has been that light

to infer anything as to the general ning will hardly travel more than four
Mr. H. C. Wirt , in speaking of the

non-arcing quality . We find in oneof or five tower lengths , before it will go
electrolytic arrester , said : "The only

the oscillographs that 200 amperes ab- to ground from the tower . We must disadvantage is, of course, the liquid .

solutely cuts the energy down from not overlook the fact that the line
For some work, especially at lower

2000 to 200 volts , showinga very lim
protection for continuous operation is voltages, 2000 volts , it would not be a

ited capacity of power behind the dis- also important , nearly as important convenient arrester to put around a

charge." as the protection of the generating city.
Mr. V. G. Converse said , in speak- station apparatus. " I had hoped that these papers would

ing of the horn arrester of which the Mr. William McClellen , New York,
have given more data regarding the

Ontario Power Co. has a large equip- said : “ It has been my privilege in the operation of a shunt resistance type of

ment : last few months to take part in the
arrester. I have personally followed

" I suppose that having had ex- adjustment of the lightning protec
some of the installations of these ar

perience with a large equipment of tion of a substation which takes a resters , and I have some data in my

horn -gap arresters I may be expected current at 60,000 volts and delivers it pocket which I would like to submit

to take exception to the statement at 11,000 volts to a trolley line. We regarding the operation of them . It

made in Mr. Rushmore's paper re- were impressed with the fact that the is an installation at Joplin , Mo.,

garding this arrester , but on the con- choice of lightning protection depends 33,000 volt system . During two years

trary I in general agree with him . very much on the amount of power
with the series resistance type of ar

There are a few points, though de- you have back of it , and the voltage
rester much trouble was being experi

tail ones , which can be overcome with of the line you are trying to protect.
enced, and we made one of the first

the horn -gap arrester . Mr. Rushmore For the 11,000 volt circuit we are in
installations of the shunt resistance

states : ‘Whiere a fuse is used in series tending to use a form of multigap ar
arrester at that point . The operator

with a horn having no resistance it rester-perhaps some of these multi states that he has secured almost per

can , of course , take but the one stroke gap arresters are better than others, fect results from that type of arrester.

and after this the system is unpro- but I see no reason why any of them The shunt resistance should be con

tected .' We have taken care of this should not answer the purpose fairly nected so that the arrester will break

undesirable feature by repeating fuses , well . For the small amount of light down at about 50 per cent . rise in

and by the use of enclosed fuses, so ning which we have at this season of
voltage . If you put a resistance be

that if one fuse blows a switch drops, the year, I notice these gaps begin to
yondthat point , you are adjusting the

connecting in a second fuse, a third show the effect which we know is the circuit too near to the working volt

fuse , a fourth fuse , etc. This type of chief difficulty in the multigap ar age.”

enclosed fuse, as an arrester , very rester , and that is , that sooner or later, Dr. Steinmetz answered the objec

nearly meets Mr. Rushmore's require- if the discharges are heavy and fre- tions against the use of the fuse by

ment for the ideal arrester . It cer quent, they will burn out. If you have saying :

tainly does, in that it will put out the sufficient power back of the arrester, " If we omit the fuse with shunts

are at the end of the half -cycle in so that you can wait for the horn ar- and gaps, that means we have to leave

which it starts . Mr. Rushmore fur- rester to open the circuit , you will not the gaps in , and if the fuse blows we

ther states : “ The real function of the have a shut-down, but that applies still leave that protection in the sys

horn arrester is its use to protect in- only to the largest installations, be- tem , which would be the only protec

sulators along a transmission line, cause usually the gap and the resist- tion , I think, if we desire to eliminate
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the fuse . The use of the fuse per

mits us to give a closer protection for

most of the time and under most of

the conditions, than would be permis

sible if we did not desire to use the

fuse. This, therefore , is not anal

ogous to the fuse in series with the

horn arrester. "

TH to

Reductions in Rates

THE Municipal Gas Company, of, N. Y.

a reduction in the price of

gas from $1.30 to $ 1.20 per thou

sand cubic feet , and the rates for elec

tric current have been cut down from

15 to 12 cents per kilowatt-hours.

These rates take effect on all sales

made after the first of March . This

action followed the passage in the

State Senate of a bill reducing the

price of gas in Albany to $ 1 . It is

expected this bill will pass the As

sembly also .

It pays.

On March 26th , the Narragansett

Electric Lighting Company, of Provi

dence, R. I. , announced that com

mencing with the May meter read

ings the price of electric current for

lighting would be reduced from 20

cents to 14 cents per kilowatt -hour.

A sliding scale of discounts has also

been established which will affect all

bills for light running over $25 ,

the discount increasing with the

amount of the bill. This reduction af

fects the price of electric lighting

throughout the entire State . This is

the first change in price which has

been made in seven or eight years by

this company, The Narragansett

Electric Lighting Company also con

trols the Bristol County Gas and Elec

tric Company, of Bristol. which re

cently reduced the price ci gas in

Bristol, R. I.

The Allegheny County Light Com .

pany, of Pittsburgh, Pa ., announced

some months ago a reduction in the

price of current for lighting from 16

to 12 cents per kilowatt -hour.

ager pays considerable attention to actual cost, the outlets mentioned to be

getting old customers to extend their placed as per direction of the consum

uses for current, as this is the least er , with restrictions according to the

expensive form of new business. conditions existing in your particular

locality ; six outlets will give the cus

tomer a chance to try the light and in
Some Effective Business Schemes.

variably result in putting on addition

HE NORTH SHORE ELEC- al lights. This proposition was offered

TRIC COMPANY, which op about 600 old residents, out of

erates in the suburban district which 53 responded and 23 were se

of Chicago, is one of the livest of cen
cured to the service . This is consid

tral station properties, and a few of
ered a small percentage.

the business -getting wrinkles devised The average man is always ready to

by its contract agent , Mr. John G. accept something which apparently is

Learned, and presented by him in a free , therefore for a period of three

paper for the Co-operative Electrical months make a standing offer to allow

Development Association's 1906 prize $25 worth of current free to any resi

are noteworthy.
dent who wires his home for a certain

It is absolutely necessary at times number of lights during that period ,

that the central station should main- said free current to be used within a

tain a wiring department, and also specified time. The results from this

should encourage private local parties offer were very gratifying, in fact

in the wiring business as the results flattering, as about 40 old houses,

are manifested. The more competi- which before making the offer were

tion you have in the wiring business, almost impossible to reach , readily

the quicker your load will grow. If came on the service.

necessary, throw a few wiring jobs to The following very attractive prop

the local man . Induce the osition was offered to a selected list of

man selling appliances to visit your about 200 residents who occupied their

territory. This also pays. If feasible, own homes :

get all and any firms handling reliable " To the residents of your section

electric appliances to solicit in your who own their own homes, and who

community. They are all working in- have considerable investment in them ,

directly for the central station com- we are making the following very at

pany . tractive offer :

We all know that the resident “We will bring our lines to your

hesitates to have his home torn up , as premises, install our service and at

he thinks it will be, and sometimes is , your direction wire for not to exceed

in order to install electric lighting wir- six , single electric light outlets, entire

ing and fixtures . Again the expense lv free of cost.

prevents him from taking this step. " We would suggest a light for the

Give the resident prospect a cost esti- porch , controlled by a switch in the

mate for wiring his place. We find vestibule ; one in the library for a

that by offering to put in the wiring reading lamp: one in that dark clothes

and fixtures at cost on monthly install- closet will eliminate all possible dan

ments we have secured a very large ger of fire, and one in the furnace

number of old houses, which if it room controlled by a switch at the

not for this proposition, would still be head of the stairs.

using antiquated methods of illumina- All we wish is that you agree tơ use

tion . The new ones will, as a matter electricity for burning the lamps for

of course , take care of themselves. It two years, and that your monthly bill

is a very easy matter to induce a man be at least One Dollar.

building a new home to have it wired . " It is our intention to make but one

Experience has taught us that wir- hundred of these installations, and

ing for a porch light at cost has been the first one hundred applications we

the means of securing on our service a receive will obtain this wiring free of

verylarge number of customers. Sixty cost. This involves an expenditure of

customers were secured out of 275 a very considerable amount of money

people approached by a circular letter. on our part, and if at any time you

This, you will admit, is a very large conclude to equip your premises

percentage. The cost of burning a throughout for the use of electric

porch light is nominal and rarely runs light, it will make a very material sav
over 75 cents or $ 1 per month . At ing in the expense .

first sight you may think it does not " The enclosed postal card with your

pay to put in service for one lamp. name and address, mailed to us, will

It does. It is only a short time be- bring our representative, who will be

fore the entire house or part of it is pleased to give you full information
wired. on the subject.”

The next proposition for old resi- Seventy responded to this letter ,

dences is to wire for six outlets at a and as a result the central station was

concessional price of one -half or the successful in securing 47 old resi

were

One of the results which naturally

follows any reduction in the price of

electricity is the increased demand for

current. The conditions which make

for this increase are twofold ; from

new customers added to the existing

lines, as well as the use of more cur

rent by present customers. The new

customers a positive gain in

bringing the district up to a higher

per capita usage of current, provided

they are located so that new mains are

not required for their supply. A

scattered business is not only more ex

pensive to maintain , but involves extra

investment in distributing lines . Ow

ing to this consideration the wiseman

are
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a

arc

dences, all of which are considered him the why and how ; how to light from $3 to $ 9 per year ; therefore it

very good customers. Their bills windows, and why, because it is his seems advisable to sell appliances at

average about $3.50 per month , this best advertisement. Impress upon him as near cost as possible. The follow

average taken for a period of eight the necessity of showing his goods andthe necessity of showing his goods and ing is a circular letter sent to a few

months. The average cost of wiring show them as before mentioned, un- customers, return postals being en

each of the above houses mentioned der the most favorable conditions. closed .

was about $ 20 . Space will not permit giving an il- " You use electricity for lighting be

The foregoing are a few of the lustration of the modern methods of cause you know its many advantages,

schemes which have been used with window lighting. The writer consid- but you do not use it in all the com

success in obtaining old houses on the ers trough reflector window lighting fortable ways you could or should .

system . A new proposition will al- the most advantageous. The lighting We have at least a dozen inexpensive

ways bring in a few of the old resi- of the interior of the store follows as a appliances that should be in every

dences . natural result . Each and every place household. They add to your comfort

Most towns have a few tenement and requires special attention . and convenience . You have really no

flat buildings . It is sometimes a task In those districts where you find idea how much until you have actually

to obtain the lighting of these build- that it will pay to maintain patrol serv- used them .

ings . It is a good policy to have them ice , install arc lamps on a flat-rate “ I should like the privilege of send
wired at any cost, having the halls basis . Furnish the standard

ing to your home for your inspection

wired separately from the fats , this lamps, do the wiring, both for flat -rate any of our household electric appli

being done in the first place , the rest service and also on meter basis, on ances. First, I wish to send you a

is easy. As a rule, tenants in flat meter basis with a special minimum standard six -pound flat - iron on trial .

building are very good customers, monthly guaranteed . Experience has Try it for thirty days and if it does not

easy to secure and easier to hold . In taught us that arc lamps are most sat- suit you return it. You are under no

order to permanently secure and hold isfactory for space lighting and that obligation to buy. This is the only
the hall lighting, the central station a large amount of well - paying busi

way to show you the extreme conven

shall allow the owner a special com- ness has been secured by doing free ience, simplicity. and economy of this

mission in the form of a discount on wiring. Special attention should be
up-to-date household necessity .

his hall lighting, this discount depend- givento the distribution and mainte “ Use the enclosed postal card , say

ing upon the number of customers in nance of arc lamps . ing when I shall send you one.
You

the building which use the central sta One branch of the electric lighting will be under no obligation to do any

tion service. As a result of this prop- business too often neglected is signs. thing more than look at it,and should

osition the owner or agent of the Do not hesitate pushing it . It means

building is instrumental in having a
you think you do not wish to keep it

big revenue and is a good advertise

backward tenant use light. This prop
( for a trial ) we will return it without

ment. Start out right. Hang a sign

osition also applies to office buildings . in front of your office, also one or two
argument."

Right here I will say that it is im- in another portion of the town to ad
Another good scheme is to have a

portant for the district solicitor to win vertise your business. If you show young lady call at the premises of the

the heart of the janitor of the building, the public that you believe in signs
consumer and demonstrate the various

as he is of great value in securing flat they will follow suit and you will find
electric appliances which you carry .

customers. He is on the ground with that the sign business will grow. Make it easy for the customer to se

the prospective customer at all times Adopt a standard sign.
cure the various articles .

and a word from him goes a long way There are several companies that In most towns there are a few drug

in convincing the prospect that he now make a specialty of furnishing stores. Advertising through the me

should use electric light. central station companies signs at a lium of a drug store seems to be most

The problem of securing store busi- reasonable price , which may be used profitable, as every class will at one

ness we are ready and willing to admit time and time again . Signs furnished time or another call and make pur

is a very difficult one . Many schemes free to the customer have been means chases at a drug store . Would sug

and methods have been tried. The of securing a vast amount of business. gest that an advertising cabinet, 30x50

writer suggests, however, that to start By free the writer means that the inches, be placed in each drug store .

the wayward store customer using signs are furnished, hung and con- Over the top of this cabinet place an

electric light by first getting him inter- nected without expense to the consum incandescent lamp with a globe on it

ested in lighting his windows .
er , under a special contract whereby inscribed " Use Electric Light and

To him window lighting is a matter he agrees to use a certain amount of Power ," the cabinet to be provided

of experiment . In order to show him current each month . If patrol serv- with a glass door. In back of the glass

that it is not an experiment with you ice is convenient, furnish the sign on
doo insert advertising matter period

but an absolute necessity, and that you patrol basis, if not , on meter basis .
ically. The rent for space for this cab

have confidence in the fact that he will The time has now arrived when the inet may be allowed in the form of a

continue to use electric service , wire central station should be active in plac
discount on the druggist's light bill .

his windows free of charge . You may ing electric appliances among its cur
Said cabinet to contain pockets for ad

hesitate to do this . Don't. It is good rent consuming devices . The electric vertising matter which is distributed

business . It is not only an advertise- flat iron seems to take best because it by the central station , the only actual

ment for the storekeeper, it is also the is an article which is in general use . outlay of money in this advertising is

best advertisement the central station There are several methods of placing the cost of the cabinet and the adver

can obtain . The income is good , as a them with the customer. Thirty days tising matter you insert in it . A spec

storekeeper , as a rule, is a long-hour seems to give best satisfaction . Re- ial agreement being made with the

user. Induce him to use the light in cently in a small community 37 irons
druggist to turn the light on the cab

his windows when he has closed the were placed out on 30 days free trial
inet on and off.

store. In order to sell goods you must and only two were returned . These
The central station can readily af

show them , and show them under the small appliances are mostly used dur- ford to spend from 2 to 6 per cent . of

most favorable conditions. This may ing the day. The income received its gross income for advertising pur

be done by using electric light. Teach from an ordinary No. 6 flat-iron is poses.
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$ 23,000

15,000

or electricity for other than municipal tric lights , with 2 cents discount; and

purposes are required by section ii of $ 85.777/2 for arc lamps. Eighteen
the law to first obtain the consent of candle-power was established for the

the Commission. The following is a illuminating power of the mixed gas

list of such applications received and furnished ; a standard of purity was

acted upon , with the amount of the provided , and pressure was fixed at

proposed expenditures approved : not less than that of a column of water

one inch in height.
Village of Theresa .

Village of Union .. An appeal from the order of the

Village of Lake Placid . 45,000
Commission, made as a result of the

investigation of the Syracuse Lighting
COMPLAINTS AS TO PRICE.

Company, has been taken to the Ap

No provision of the law has aroused pellate Division of the Supreme Court

such widespread public interest as in and for the Fourth Department,

that section conferring the power up- and a stay of proceedings therein ob

on the Commission to fix the price of tained.

gas or electricity after a hearing. The complaints of the mayor of

Complaints, as provided by section 15 Plattsburghas to the priceof gas sup

of the law , may be made in writing by plied by the Plattsburgh Light, Heat

the mayor of a city, the trustees of a and Power Company and ofthe price

village , or the town board of a town, charged for electric street service fur

or by not less than one hundred cus- nished by the Lozier Light, Heat and

tomers of the company complained of, Power Company were also adjusted

and after a hearing and investigation after the Commission began its inves

Certificates Of AUTHORITY.
NAME OF APPLICANT.

Issue of Stock . Issue of Bonds .

Annual Report of the New York

State Commission of Gas

and Electricity

HIE corporations, municipalities

and individuals furnishing gas

or electricity for light, heat or

power in the State and under the

supervision of the Commission of Gas

and Electricity number 426 ; the nom

inal capital engaged in the business is

about $ 546,000,000 ; the gross income

from operation approximately $75.

000,000 per annum .

Coal , water, or mixed coal and

water, gas is furnished by 51 of these

plants ; 162 furnish electricity ; 51 sup

ply both gas and electricity ; 12 acety

lene gas ; 13 gasoline gas; and 41 nat

ural gas. Of the municipalities, 3 are

engaged in furnishing gas, acetylene

or gasoline and 35 electricity. Of the

individual plants, 40 supply electricity

and 18 either acetylene, gasoline or

natural gas . Included among the elec

tric companies are 14 transmitting

high -tension current.

APPLICATIONS .

During the year ending December

31 , 1906 , the Commission had before

it for consideration seventy - four ap

plications, upon all but three of which

public hearings have been had .

The applications of seventeen com

panies for increase of stock and bonds

were acted upon during the year.

Sworn statements and testimony con

cerning the estimated cost of construc

tion and equipment and examination

in detail as tothe values of the plants

and franchises and of the indebtedness

of the companies formed the basis of

the determination. Consent

granted to the issue of stock to the

amount of $ 5,348,000 out of a total of

$ 7,333,000 applied for, a reduction of

$ 1,985,000, or about 27 per cent. The

issue of $ 910,000 bonds was approved

out of a total $ 1,350,000 applied for ,

a reduction of 31 per cent. The com

bined stock and bond issues proposed

amounted to $8,683,000. The amount

granted was $ 6,258,000, the reduc

tion $ 2,425,000, or about 24 per cent.

The following table shows the new

corporations which made application

for certificates of authority to transact

business and the amount of stock or

bonds applied for and allowed. A re

duction of about 28 per cent. of the

capitalization applied for was ordered

after inquiry in each instance as to the

purposes to which the proposed issues

of stock and bonds were to be devoted .

Consent was denied to issues of stock

and bonds for remote or possible

future development, further applica

tions being allowable as such needs

arose .

Municipalities desirous of engaging

in the manufacture or supply of gas

Broadalbin Electric Light & Power Co.

Parish Lighting Co ..

Paul Smith's Electric Light & Power Co.

Red Hook Light & Power Company.

Andover Electric Power & Light Co.

West Shore Gas Company...

West Branch Light & Power Company.

Citizens Lighting Co. of Oswego..

Eureka Gas Company .

Cherry Valley Gas Co.

Geneva -Seneca Elec. Co..

The Pavilion Nat. Gas. Co..

Appliedfor. Granted. Appliedfor. Granted .
$50,000 $ 7,500 $40,000 $ 40,000

2.000 2,000

100.000 75,000

25.000 12,000 20,000 10,000

10,000 10,000

85,000 45,000 85,000 40.000

50.000 5,000 50,000 45,000

75,000 75,000

2,000 2,000 5,000 5,000

10,000 6,000

100.000 100,000

100,000 100,000

$609,000 $439,500 $ 200,000 $ 140,000

was

( section 17 ) the Commission may fix tigation. The terms of the agreement

the maximum price which shall be provided a price of $ 1.40, $ 1.50 and

charged , and may, upon its own in- $ 1.80 per thousand cubic feet net for

itiative, order such improvements in gas for lighting purposes and $ 1 ,

the manufacture or supply of gas or in $ 1.15 and $ 1.40 per thousand net for

the manufacture, supply or transmis- gas for heating, dependent upon the

sion of electricity or in the methods amount of gas consumed, as against a

employed as will in its judgment im- former charge of $2.50 per thousand

prove the service .
gross for lighting, with 20 to 40 per

In the matter of the complaint of cent. discount, and $ 1 , $ 1.25 and

the mayor of Syracuse against Syra- $ 1.50 per thousand feet for heating.

cuse Lighting Company, complaining The price of electricity for commer

of prices charged for both gas and cial lighting purposes was reduced

electricity and of the illuminating from a sliding scale of 20 cents to 6

power, purity and pressure of the gas cents per kilowatt-hour to a rate of 12

and of the power and intensity of elec- cents, 8 cents and 6 cents per kilowatt

tric lighting, hearing was begun Jan- hour .

uary 20, 1906, and after an investiga- The investigation begun upon the

tion, in which the city and the com- complaints against Municipal Gas

pany were represented by counsel, the
Company of Albany and the Albany

Commission made an order fixing the Electric Illuminating Company has

maximum price of gas at 95 cents per been stayed by preliminary injunctions

thousand cubic feet , the maximum in proceedings instituted by the com
price of commercial electric lighting panies to obtain writs of prohibition.
at 9 cents per kilowatt -hour the first

year and 8 cents thereafter, and $68
VOLUNTARY REDUCTIONS OF PRICE.

for arc lamps for street lighting. The During the past year voluntary re

rates formerly charged were $ 1.20 ductions in the price of gas and elec

per thousand for gas, with 20 cents tricity have been made by a large

discount for prompt payment ; 12 cents number of the lighting companies of

per kilowatt -hour for commercial elec- the State , in many cases after confer
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ences with the Commission. The fol

lowing list shows the companies mak

ing such reductions, the territories,

benefited and the dates when the new

rates became effective. The rates are

hereinafter given in detail .

The gas companies in the following

list have an aggregate annual output,

to which the reduction in price ap

plies, of approximately 840,000,000
cubic feet .

During the year the number of open

arc lamps employed in street lighting

by electric companies decreased from

9191 to 8605, and the number of en

closed arcs increased from 24,055 to

25,767 . 50,101 incandescents are em

ployed in street lighting.

Companies Reducing Price of Gas.

NAME
Territory . Date

Rome Gas, Electric Light & Power Co. Rome April 1 , 1906

Cohoes Gas Light Co .. Cohoes . May 1 , 1906

The Poughkeepsie Light, Heat & Power Co. Poughkeepsie.. May 1 , 1906

Binghamton Gas Works. Binghamton .. Jan. 1 , 1906

Troy Gas Co .. Troy and Waterford . June 1 , 1906

Peekskill Lighting & R.R. Co. Peekskill .. July 1 , 1906

Lockport Gas & Electric Light Co. Lockport. Sept. 1 , 1906

Kingston Gas & Electric Co... Kingston Nov. 1 , 1906

Fulton County Gas & Electric Co .. Gloversville and Johnstown . Jan. 1 , 1906

Peoples Gas &Electric Co .. Oswego .. Jan. 1 , 1906

Suffolk Gas & Electric Light Co. Bay Shore, Islip and East

Islip . March 1 , 1906

IthacaGas Light Co... Ithaca . Sept. 1 , 1906

Oneonta Light Power Co. Oneonta . Jan. 1 , 1907

Orange County Lighting Co.. Middletown . Jan. 1 , 1907

The Buffalo General Electric Com

pany May ist reduced the price to be

charged for electricity for incandes

cent lighting from a sliding scale of 12

to 4 cents, to a sliding scale of 9 to

4 cents per kilowatt-hour. Reduction

was also made in the prices to be

charged for series are lighting, and

beginning June 1 , 1906 , the rate for

public arc lighting will be $ 56 per

annum for not less than 2833 lights,

but any new lamp supplied by under

ground wires to be at the rate of $75

per annum .

The Troy Gas Company has made a

new contract with the city for public

lighting for five years from June 1 ,

1906, to supply about 460 arc lights at

26 cents per night, or $ 94.90 per an

num as against 3234 cents per night
previously, and to furnish electricity

to the city building at 10 cents per
kilowatt-hour.

The city of Troy entered into a new

contract June ist with the Beacon

Electric Company to supply 178 or

more nominal 2000 -candle-power arc

lamps for street lighting at 26 cents

per lamp per night as against 3234

cents per lamp per night under the old

contract. The Beacon Electric Com

pany supplies the three northern

wards of the city , formerly known as

the village of Lansingburgh. The

contract is for a period of five years .

The Lockport Gas and Electric

Light Company announced June 18th

that from June ist a reduction of 25

per cent . from the rate in force would

be given on all current sold by meter

providing monthly bills are paid by

the 15th of the following month .

Rates heretofore have been as fol

lows:

Jan.

Companies Reducing Price of Electricity.

NAME . Territory. Date .

Buffalo General Electric Co.. Buffalo

Commercial lighting. . May 1 , 1906

Public .. June 1 , 1906

Troy Gas Company.. Troy.

Commercial lighting. June 1 , 1906

Public lighting. June 1 , 1906

Beacon Electric Company Troy.

Public lighting .. June 1 , 1906

Lockport Gas & Elec. Lt. Co .. Lockport.

Commercial lighting . June 1 , 1906

Public lighting.. Sept. 8 , 1906

Rochester Railway & Light Co. Rochester

Commercial lighting . June 1 , 1906

Public lighting .. July 1 , 1907

MunicipalGasCompany. Albany.

Public lighting ... June 21 , 1906

Herkimer County Light & P. Co ..
Little Falls.

Public lighting ... 1 , 1907

Cortland County Traction Co. Cortland .

Commercial lighting . Oct. 1 , 1906

Public lighting Jan. 1 , 1907

Rockland Light & Power Co. Nyack .

Public lighting... April 1 , 1906

Nassau Light & Power Co. Roslyn, Oyster Bay and va

Commercial lighting rious towns and villages in

Nassau County . Summer rates

Cohoes Gas Light Co .... Cohoes.

Power . June 1 , 1906

Suffolk Gas & El . Lt. Co. Bay Shore.

Commercial lighting . March 1 , 1906

Utica Gas & Electric Company. Utica

Public lighting. Jan. 1 , 1907

Saranac Lake Light, Heat & Power Co. Saranac Lake .

Commercial lighting . June 1 , 1906

Montgomery Electric Light & Power Co. Canajoharie and Palatine .

Commercial lighting . Sept. 1 , 1906

Public lighting .. Canajoharie. April 15 , 1907

Ellen ville Electric Lt. Co. Ellenville .

Commercial lighting . April 1 , 1906

Empire State Power Co.
Oneida .

(Old contract with Madison County Gas & Electric Company . )

Public lighting ... Jan. 1 , 1907

* Tonawanda Power Co. Tonawanda and North Ton

awanda.

Commercial lighting . Dec. 1 , 1905

Oneonta Light & Power Co. Oneonta.

Commercial lighting . Jan. 1 , 1907

Schenectady Illuminating Co. Schenectady.

Commercial lighting . Jan. 1 , 1907

East Creek Electric Light & Power Company. St. Johnsville .
Commercial ilghting .. Aug. 1 , 1906

* Keeseville Electric Company. Keeseville , Ausable Chasm ,

For electric lighting 1st 50 kilowatts . 10 cents.

next 50 kilowatts . 9 cents .

next 100 kilowatts . 8 cents .

next 200 kilowatts . 7 cents ,

over 400 kilowatts . 6 cents .

Rates for electric power, service

charge of $ i per k . w . for average

of month , or 75 cents per horse -power

and from .64 cents to 2 cents per k. w .

additional charge by meter, dependent

on number of kilowatt-hours used, or

about $22.63 per horse-power per an

num .

The Rochester Railway and Light

Company adopted a new schedule for

electric lighting in residences June 1 ,

1906 , to such customers as executed

and returned contracts therefor, under

the new rate , on or before June 15th .

The price of residence lighting was

reduced from 14 cents per kilowatt

hour to 10 cents , with a discount of 10

per cent. if paid on or before the 12th

day of the month following, with a

minimum charge as follows:

Port Kent and Peru .

Commercial lighting . Nov. 1. 1905

Chatham Electric Light , Heat & Power Co. Chatham .

Public lighting ...
Feb. 1 , 1096

* Rome, Gas Electric Light & Power Co. , Rome .

Commercial lighting Dec. 30, 1905

Ballston Spa Light & Power Co. Ballston Spa .

Public lighting . Dec. 1. 1906

Yonkers Electric Light & Power Co. Yonkers.

(Municipal buildings) . Jan. 1 , 1906

Edison Electric Light & Power Co. Amsterdam .

Commercial lighting . April 20 , 1906

Public lighting. Jan. 1. 1907

Malone Light & Power Co , Malone.

Commercial lighting . Jan. 1 , 1906

Kingston Gas & Electric Co. , Kingston .

Commercial lighting . Jan. 1 , 1906

Northern Westchester Lighting Company. Ossining and Croton .

Commercial lighting. Feb. 1 , 1906

Geneseo Gas Light Co .. Geneseo .

Commercial lighting . July 1 , 1906

*Not received in time to insert in first report .
For 15 16 -candle -power lamps or less ..

Over 50 and not exceeding 100 lights ..

100 lights and over ..

$ 1.00

2.00

3.00
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62.96

ex

A new contract for public arc light
500

10 per cent . from its regular rate of
Underground circuit in pairs on iron poles.

Underground circuit single lamps on iron poles. . 500

ing was entered into February 5 , 20 cents per k.w. for cash if paid Overhead circuit single lamps .... 2600

1906, between the city of Albany and within ten days.

the Municipal Gas Company for a
200 32 - candle-power incandescents

The Troy Gas Company reduced its

period of five years, beginning June maximum rate June 1 , 1906 , from 16 were provided for in the new contract

21st , at 27 cents per day , or $ 98.55 per
as against none in the old . The prices

cents to 15 cents per k.w.

year, including repairs, cleaning and
submitted by the company were as

replacing broken globes . Under the
The Utica Gas and Electric Com- follows :

old contract the city did the repairing,
pany on October 5 , 1906 , extended

cleaning, etc.

Arc lamps connected with underground circuitthe existing contract for lighting the
To the old price of located singly ...., $68.00

$ 116.80 per year $5 was added for
streets of Utica with arc lights for Arc lamps connected with underground circuit

five years from January 1 , 1907, at
located in pairs.

repairs and 90 cents for broken globes ,
Arc lamps connected with overhead wires..... 57.95

making the
net cost $122.70 per lamp, $ 56 perarclamp as against $ 109.50,

the price stipulated in the present con

as against $ 98.55 under the new rate .
This amounted to a saving of $ 60 ,

tract.

New lights were formerly installed
The company further stipu- 505 per year , or $302,525 for the five

lated that if at any time during the
for $ 153.80, including the cost of the

year period.

new lamp, the post and the lighting ulated rate wasreducedby the Com
extension of the contract the stip- The city of Oneida has made a new

for one year , the cost under the new contract with the Empire State Power

mission that the company would abide Company for public arc lighting at
rate being $ 135.55 .

by it . This action was taken pursuant $37.50 per arc light. Under the old
The city of Lockport has entered

to the recommendations of an

into a new contract with the Lockport
contract with the Madison County

Gas and Electric Light Company to
haustive report made by members of Gas and Electric Company the price

the common council, reciting the ac
supply arc lights at $55 per lamp for

was $66 for one o'clock service. The

tion of the Commission in the Syra- new service is for all night to begin
an arc light of 1200 nominal candle

cuse Lighting Company case , and giv- January 1, 1907.
power , burning 4000 hours approx

ing the result of investigations at
imately, to go into effect September 8 ,

The Tonawanda Power Company,

Syracuse, Rochester, Buffalo and lighting Tonawanda and North Tona1906.

Niagara Falls. Estimated saving for wanda , reduced the price for com
Beginning January 1 , 1907, the

full term of contract, $ 206,242.50. mercial lighting, December 1 , 1905, as
Herkimer County Light and Power The Saranac Lake Light, Heat and follows :

Company is to furnish to the city of

Little Falls series , alternating, en
Power Company, June 1 , 1906, made From , resident incandescent light

closed arc lamps of 712 amperes or
a new rate of 15 cents per kilowatt

ing 15 cents per k.w. with 20 per cent.

hour for an equivalent of 50 hours discount, and 12 cents per k.w. for
540 watts at the lamp at $35 for all

burning per month for each lamp in
night service under a five-year con

commercial incandescent lighting, dis

stalled , with 6 cents per kilowatt-hour count 10 per cent .tract .

for the excess . The former. rate was

The Cortland County Traction
To, 10 cents per k.w. for resident

15 cents for an equivalent of 70 hours and commercial incandescent lighting ,
Company has recently made a five

and 6 cents for the excess . with discount of 10 per cent.

year contract with the city of Cort

land for 110 arc lights for 24 cents
The Montgomery Electric Light Or, a sliding scale at the option of

the customer of 12 cents to 6 cents
per light on an all night schedule, to

and Power Company, lighting the vil

go into effect January 1, 1907. The
lages of Canajoharie and Palatine, re- per k.w.with 10 per cent. discount.

old schedule was moonlight i A. M.,
duced the price of electric current to The Oneonta Light and Power

running about 20 nights a month , for
small consumers from 12 cents to 10 Company will, January 1 , 1907 , reduce

which the company received 2872 cents per kilowatt-hour September 1 , the price of electricity from 15 to 10

cents per night per light.
19 cents per k.w. , minimum charge $ 1

The maximum rate to private con The Ellenville Electric Light Com
The East Creek Electric Light and

sumers was reduced October ist from pany reduced its rate April 1 , 1906 ,
Power Company, supplying electric

12 to il cents per k.w. from 177/2 cents per kilowatt -hour to
light for the village of St. Johnsville,

The Rockland Light and Power 15 cents, with a rate to factories of
reduced the price of electric current

Company, April 1 , 1906 , reduced the 9 cents per kilowatt -hour. All bills
for lighting, August 1, 1906, from 10

price of street arcs in Nyack from over $5 are entitled to a discount as
cents to 8 cents per kilowatt-hour.

$ 105 to $ 88 per year in consideration follows: $5 , 5 per cent. ; $ 10, 10 per Keeseville Electric Company, No

of the increased expenditure for light- cent ., etc.
vember 1 , 1905 , reduced the price of

ing per mile of street circuit.
The Rochester Railway and Light electric current to customers consum

The Nassau Light and Power Com- Company entered into a new contract, ing more than 50,000 watts per month

pany, supplying Roslyn, Oyster Bay September 15 , 1906, for five years for to one -half the base rate of 1212 and

and various towns and villages in the care , maintenance and lighting of Io cents per k.w.

Nassau County, reduced the price of the city's electric street lamps from The Chatham Electric Light, I leat

20 cents to summer customers to 15 July 1 , 1907 , to July 1 , 1912. Under and Power Company entered into a

cents with deposit for one month's the prior contract the price per night new contract with the village of Chat

light bill .
for 2712 single arc lamps was 211/2 ham , which went into effect February

The Cohoes Gas Light Company cents or about $78.50 per year. There 1 , 1906 , by which one 4.25 -ampere are

June ist reduced the price of power to were also in use 495 lights hung in lamp at $70 and six 6 -ampere, lamps

consumers having accounts of over pairs for which the company was re- at $85 each, replaced one 3 -ampere

$ 20 per month by increasing the rate ceiving 1894 cents each per night, or lamp at $54 and six 4.25 -ampere lamps

of discount from 50 per cent . to 66 2/3 $66.61 per year, making the total num- at $75 each . 115 25 -candle -power in

per cent. on the regular charge of 15 ber of arc lights paid for by the city car, lescents under the new contract

cents per k.w. 3209. It was estimated that the aver- were furnished at $ 1.30 per month in

From March 1 , 1906, the Suffolk age number of lamps of the different stead of $ 1.08 1/3 : 16 16 -candle -power

Gas and Electric Light Company, of classes for the five-year period would lights for village purposes were fur

Bay Shore, established a discount of be as follows: nished free .

per month .
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reduced the rate of 12 cents per kilo- APPRECIATING the fact that at

O to 0596

.0586

.0575

.02565

per h . p . hr .

420 to

0225

hr.

013125 per h. p . hr.

.0125

218 25

About December 30, 1905, the Beginning with January, 1906 , the Street Lighting in Denver

Rome Gas, Electric Light and Power Malone Light and Power Company

Company reduced the price of power
tractively lighted streets are one

from a sliding rate with a maximum watt-hour for bills of less than 25

of 8 cents per kilowatt-hour and mini- kilowatt-hours per month, to 10 cents ,
of the potent factors in drawing

attention to a city, Denver, some time
mum of 3 1/5 cents , to the following : the rate previously charged on a3 monthly consumption exceeding that since, placed a “Welcome”arch atthe

400 h. p . hrs. per h . p . hr .
entrance to the union station which

400 to 420 h . p . hrs.
amount, and the meter rent of 20 cents

has attracted a great deal of attention.
440 h . p . hrs. per h . p . hr. per month on bills of less than $3 was

1,000 to 2,000 h . p . hrs. per h . p . hr .

2,000 to 3,000 h . p . hrs.

Another step has now been taken in

.024125 per h . p.hr. also abolished .
3,000 to 4,000 h . p . hrs. the effort toward securing a "greatper h . p. hr.

17,000 to 18,000 h . p . hrs. 013125 per h. p. The Kingston Gas and Electric

18,000 to 19,000 h . p . hrs.
white way” by putting in a new lightCompany, January 1 , 1906 , reduced

19,000 to 20,000 h . p . hrs. per h . p . hr.With a discount of 5 per cent. if paid before the the rate for metered power service ing system on Sixteenth Street . The

I oth of the month. from 8 cents per k.w. with a discount
new lamps are placed on ornamental

of 10 to 25 per cent. , to 7 cents per
iron poles , which are also arranged to

A new contract for the lighting of kilowatt-hour on a consumption not
carry the trolley span wires .

Ballston Spa by the Ballston Spa
exceeding 50 kilowatt-hours per

Light and Power Company went into month and from

effect December 1 , 1906 .
50 to 200 k . w . hrs . per mo..5.6 cents per k . w . hr.

candle -power incandescent lamps are 200 to 1000 k . w . hrs. per mo..4.9 cents per k . w . hr .

furnished at $ 15 from one-half hour 1000 to 2000 k . w . hrs . per mo..4.2 cents per k . w . hr .

2000 k. w . hrs. upward per mo. 3.5 cents per k . w. hr.

after sunset to one hour before sun

rise. Under the old contract the rate
with a discount of 10 per cent . on all

was as follows: For 54 lamps from
bills exceeding 50 kilowatt- hours per

month .
one-half hour after sunset until one

hour before sunrise, $22 per annum ,
The Northern Westchester Light

and 164 lampsuntil 3 A. M., $18 per ing Company, after February 1, 1906 ,
$

1

allowed to customers in Ossining and
annum.

The Yonkers Electric Light and
Croton discounts of io to 20 per cent .

Power Company, January 1 , 1906 , re
as follows :

duced the price of city lighting to the
10 per cent. on bills under $10.

15 per cent . on bills under $ 15 .

municipal buildings of the city of 20 per cent. on bills over $ 15 .

Yonkers from 15 cents per kilowatt- Prior to that time no discount had

hour for the first two hours average been allowed on the rate of 20 cents

daily use of the total connected per kilowatt-hour .

capacity, 10 cents for the 3d and 4th Geneseo Gas Light Company re

hours and 5 cents for excess average duced the rate July 1 , 1906 , from i

daily use, to the flat rate of 10 cents cent per ampere-hour ( equivalent to

per kilowatt-hour. This rate was not 20 cents per kilowatt-hour ) to 12

applicable, however, to commercial cents per kilowatt-hour for incan

lighting descent lighting

The Montgomery Electric Light Beginning January 1 , 1907 , the

and Power Company renewed a con- Schenectady Illuminating Company

tract which expires April 15 , 1907, for established the following rates :

street arc lighting in Canajoharie at 1st ] 25 kilowatt-hours..

$66.67 per annum per arc lamp, for Next 50 kilowatt -hours..

Next 100 kilowatt-hours..

five years from that date at $50 per

arc lamp. with a cash discount of 16 2/3 per

The Edison Electric Light and cent.

Power Company of Amsterdam re A new power rate was also estab

duced the price of commercial light ' lished , namely : a sliding scale from 7:
ing, April 20 , 1906 , from a sliding cents to 37/2 cents per kilowatt-hour, The Sixteenth

scale for lighting varying from 12
Street lighting

depending upon consumption per

cents per kilowatt-hour to 6 cents per
scheme is part of the plan of Mayor

horse-power of installation. A cash
kilowatt-hour according to consump discount of 10 per cent . is also al- Speer to make Denver a city beautiful

tion , to a rate of 5 cents per kilowatt- lowed .
by night. In this effort he has made

hour less 10 per cent . discount, with The minimum charges on lighting a close study of the ways and means

a rate of 31/3 cents per kilowatt-hour installations will remain as heretofore. to attain this result, in which he has

for large installations consuming in The minimum charges under the been effectually aided by a municipal

excess of 1000 k.ws. per month . The power rate will be $ i per month each , art commission composed of leading

city of Amsterdam has entered into a installations of 1 and 2 horse-power citizens. The Sixteenth Street lights

new contract with the Edison Electric capacity, on installations above 2 have become so popular that there is
Light and Power Company for light- horse-power the minimum charge will considerable clamor for the extension

ing the public streets at the rate of be 50 cents per horse -power per

$ 39.50 per lamp per year where the
of the system to other business streets .

month .

lamp is served from aerial lines , and
Plans are now under way to extend

The former rates were 15 cents per

$51 per lamp per year where the lamp
the system to two other streets .

kilowatt-hour, with cash discounts of
is served by the underground system . 10 to 50 per cent . , according to con The lamps used are supplied with

Under the former contract the rate sumption , and a special rate of 10 alternating current. Ninety-eight iron

was $68.99 per lamp per year for cents per kilowatt -hour with discounts poles were used on Sixteenth Street

2000 -candle -power lamps on an all of 10 to 50 per cent. on a contract of and the entire cost of the system was

night schedule.
guaranteed consumption.

$ 16,000 .

12 cents.

10 cents

8 cents

7 centsThe balance at ......

ORNAMENTAL LAMP POST.
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on do

THE Weston ElectricalInstru

Cooking by Electricity The National Electric Light twelve times and after each charge is

Association Convention maintained by the makers to be equally

as efficient and as long lived as anyIa ., with the co -operation of held at Washington, D. C., June dry cell battery of commercial meritHE convention this year will be

the Union Electric Company

has arranged for Mrs. F. V. San- 4th to 7th, and quarters have been
and utility on the market when fresh

born , a well-known writer secured at the New Willard Hotel .
from the manufacturer.

mestic science , to deliver a series of The exhibition hall will be on the

fifteen lectures on household econom- same floor with the hall in which the
Electro-Platers Voltmeter

ics and cooking by electricity . The meetings are to be held . This ar

first demonstration and lecture was rangement promises to be very satis

given on April ist, and the series was factory and convenient. The large J. , have placed on the market
announced by engraved invitations ballroom of the New Willard has a volt meter designed especially to

sent to the members of the club. The 10,000 square feet of floor area, and
meet the requirements of electro

arrangements for this course were this has been laid out for seventy- platers. This instrument is arranged

largely due to Mr. L. D. Mathes , the eight booths .eight booths. A gallery at the north for connection to from one to four

general manager of the Union Elec- end and a balcony on the east side of teen tanks, by independent binding

tric Company. Mr. Mathes has been the exhibition hall will give an oppor

very active in promoting the sale of tunity to observe the exhibits from
current and expects to find this a most above .

effective method of interesting people Mr. Walter Neumuller, Vice-Chair

in the many possible uses of electricity man of the Exhibition Committee, 55

in household. Duane Street , New York, has charge

of the space arrangements.

P
O

F
C

T
one of the new arrivals in the THE Railway SafetyService Com

ELECTRO - PLATERS VOLTMETER.

can

The Lazier Gas Engine

HE Lazier Gas Engine Com Rechargable Dry Cells

pany, of Buffalo, New York, is

pany, Besse Building, Spring

gas- engine field . This company, how field , Mass., is placing upon the

ever , will have the benefit of the long market a rechargable dry cell battery
experience of Mr. Arthur A. Lazier

which the manufacturers state is the
in thisline of work , and have associ- equal to the best dry cells that are

ated with him a staff of experts . manufactured . The cells be

The new machine is already on the
charged in two minutes , while en

market, and owing to its simple de
route, by a simple recharging ap

sign is well worth investigation by paratus which can be carried in the

those contemplating the use of gas
tool box of any motor car . The bat

engines. In getting up these machines
tery can be recharged as many as

the designer kept in mind the desira

bility of accessibility and simplicity

of parts ; and arranged the mechan

ism so that it is not necessary to dis

mantle the machine for simple repairs .

The accompanying cuts show a longi

tudinal and cross section of the en

gine and give a clear idea of its con

struction.

posts. The use of this instrument by

electroplaters is calculated to reduce

the work from a guess-work basis to

uniform results , preventing " burnt"

work and thin deposits with their at

tendant troubles.

THO LAZIER GANHECO

THE LAZIER GAS ENGINE CO
BUFFALO , NY

LONGITUDINAL SECTION ,

LAZIER GAS ENGINE.

CROSS SECTION ,

LAZIER GAS ENGINE,
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A
are

New Type Direct-Current Gener- which makes them moisture proof . however , there is no Niagara Falls

ator and Balancer Sets The armature has toothed slots and available , as was the case at Buffalo ,

LINE of direct - current gener large radiating surface. Non-shifting for the Pan - American Fair ; hence

ators ranging in size from 1/2 carbon brushes are used and the the steam turbine plant of the Nor

to 1772 KW . has been de- windings designed to insure folk Railway and Light Company,

veloped bythe General Electric Com- sparkless running with all load varia- located about seven miles from the

pany. These machines are designated tions.tions. The machines are compound- Exposition grounds, will be utilized .

as Type CQ and embody the cylin- wound for 125 and 250 volt circuits .

drical construction which has dis- A balancer set has also been de

tinguished the CQ and CG motors . signed for use on tinree wire circuits

They are especially applicable as ex- consisting of two CQ machines

BALANCER SET . GENERATOR .

citers for alternators or to supply

direct current for power plant pur

pośes , where a small size of belt

driven generator is desired . These

machines are compact and the bearing

heads are so designed that the ma

chines can be installed on the floor,

wall or ceiling, where the space is

available . Owing to their design the

magnetic circuits are short and the

efficiency, it is stated, is high for such

small machines.

The field and armature coils are

form wound and removable , and are

treated with an insulating compound

mounted on the same base . This set This will , therefore, be the first fair

has forced ventilation for the arma- for which the power will be gener

tures and an intermediate bearing of ated entirely by steam turbines .

the ring-oiling type , similar to those
The power will be generated at the

on the regular machines. Owing to
Jamestown plant of the company by

its small floor space requirements General Electric turbo-generators of

this set is very convenient.

the Curtis type , and transmitted to a

substation in Machinery Hall , at the

The Electric Supply for the James- Exposition on a special line. The

town Exposition
equipment of this substation will con

sist of transformers , rotary convert

proaching exposition at James- ers and motor generators designed to

town is to be generated outside supply current to suit a wide variety

the exposition grounds . In this case , of purposes.

Legal

BURKE VOID

V.

PATENT FOR ANTICIPA- INVALIDITY OF THE VAN DEPOELE RE- the Circuit Court of Appeals for the

TION . ISSUE PATENT, NO . 11,872 (ORIG- Sixth District in the case of Milloy
In this action the Burke patent, No. INAL NO . 495,443 ) FOR A TRAVEL- Electric Co. Thomson -Houston

631,518 , for an improvement in
ING CONTACT FOR ELECTRIC RAIL- Electric Co. , 148 Federal Reporter ,

frames for electric motors or genera
WAYS. 843. Thomson -Houston Electric Co.

tors , consisting of a frame or cradle The twenty -second decision in con v . Sterling -Meaker Co., 150 Federal

in which the armature is mounted , nection with this patent has been Reporter, 589. ( Febr’y 2, 1907 ).

with bearings for the ends of the shaft handed down by the Federal Circuit

to maintain it in perfect alignment, Court of New Jersey , which has again UNION ELECTRIC LIGHT & POWER CO.

was held to be void as anticipated in declared the patent void because of V. SURGICAL SUPPLY CO.

motors for operating elevators pre- the delay of more than seven years COURT OF APPEALS, MISSOU'RI , 99 S.

viously in use in which similar cradles after the issue of the original patent. W. REP. 804.

were used ; and the Bliss patent, No. This application for reissue was made This was an action for a balance of

669,574, for a frame for electric mơ- three years after the patent had been $ 133.08, on account of electric power

tors was also declared void as antici- declared invalid by a circuit court of furnished to defendant by the plaintiff

pated by a similar device . New Eng- appeals, during which time suits were under a written contract . It appeared

land Motor Co. v . B. F. Sturtevant being prosecuted in other circuits. that one of the plaintiff's bookkeepers

Co., Circuit Court of Appeals, New The patent was therefore declared had by mistake described in his reg

York , 150 Federal Reporter, 131 . void, agreeing with the view taken by ister book the meter installed in the

ST. LOUIS
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defendant's premises as " 1/2 con- After the extension was made, the
Obituary

stant," when in fact the meter was “ I ” plaintiff went to his cellar, and before
Prof. E. Hospitalier, who is well

or “ o constant," and consequently the going down turned on the switch known in electrical circles, died re

monthly bills rendered to defendant which lighted the cellar lamp. He cently in Paris. Prof. Llospitalier was

for fourteen months were for only took hold of the flexible stranded cov born in 1852. Ile was educated at the

one -half of the actual electric power ered cord forming the extension of Ecole des Arts et Metiers, Aix and

furnished . The monthly bills were the wiring, to which was attached a l'Ecole Centrale, Paris, graduating

promptly paid as rendered . The mis- lamp socket for an incandescent light,
from this latter institution with the

take in the description of the meter as in such a manner that a part of the degree of mechanical engineer. In

recorded by the bookkeeper in the cord and a part of the lamp socket 1879 he became the editor of La

plaintiff's register book - a book in were in his hand, and in taking the Lumiere Electrique, and in 1883 he

which were recorded the meter slips light from the support he received a was made editor of L'Electricien , with

turned into the office by the plaintiff's shock of electricity which threw him which paper he remained until 1891,

meter readers — was not discovered down, rendered him insensible and in
when he founded L'Industrie Elec

until after the expiration of the con- flicted severe injuries upon him . His trique, of which he remained eclitor

tract period , when the meter was hand was subsequently found to be until his death . In 1882 he was ap

taken out and returned to plaintiff's severely burned and several fingers pointed professor of electrical engi

meter department. In the court below were amputated. The court held that neering of L'Ecole de l'hysique et de

judgment was given for the plaintiff, the conduct of the plaintiff in disre Chemie Industrielle, of Paris, which

from which the defendant appealed. garding the requirements of the ordi chair he occupied at the time of his

On appeal the court held that, as the nance was the cause of the injury and death.

defendant had not , in ignorance of that he was not entitled to recover Prof. Hospetalier was one of the

the mistake, so changed its position by against the corporation. Evidence of founder members of the Société In

doing anything in reference to the the inspector of wires to the effect that ternationale des Electriciennes, and

subject-matter of the contract that to where wires were already installed has at various times held every office

correct the mistake would result in and there was simply an extension
within the gift of the society . He is

injury to him, and as the mistake re- made, it was not his practice to re probably best known through his serv

sulted in injury to the plaintiff and to quire an application to be made and a
ices on the juries of award of a num

an unearned profit to the defendant, written permit obtained before the ber of expositions and through his

the plaintiff was entitled to recover current was turned on , was held to be books. His best-known work is the

the balance sued for, and the judg- inadmissible. Brunelle Lowell
" Formulaire l'ractique de l'Ectricien ,"

ment was affirmed . Electric Light Corp., Supreme Court which first appeared in 1883. and

of Massachusetts, 80 Northeastern which has been revised annually.

Reporter, 406 . Prof. Hospitalier was the inventor
PERSONAL INJURIES RECEIVED OWING

of the ondugrapli for investigating
TO DEFECTIVE WIRING IN A BUILD

LIABILITY PERSONAL INJURIES the wave forms of alternating cur
ING - NON -COMPLIANCE WITH CITY

NEGLIGENCE OF ELECTRIC COMPANY . rents and the monograph, which is

ORDINANCE .
used for indicating gas engines.

In a recent Massachusetts case a
While a boy of fifteen years of age In 1888 Prof. Llospitalier was ap

verdict in favor of the plaintiff in an
was climbing on a pier of a public pointed an officer of the University of

action against the Lowell Electric
bridge he placed his hands upon a France, and in 1900 he was decorated

Light Company, who furnished the live wire strung a short distance from as a chevalier of the Legion of Honor.

plaintiff with electricity, for injuries
the pier and 30 feet above the ground, In 1899 he was appointed a com

received as a result of an extension of fell to the ground and was injured. mander of the Order of the Crown of

the plaintiff's wiring was set aside . In action for damages for Italy.

The circumstances were as follows : personal injuries it was held that

The plaintiff occupied an apothecary the electric company owning the Gen. Eugene Griffin , first vice-pres

store in Lowell , with a cellar under
wire could not reasonably be ex

ident of the General Electric Com

neath . Defendant is a corporation pected to anticipate such an injury; pany and manager of the sales de
furnishing electricity for light, heat

that there was no attraction connected
partment, was stricken with apoplexy

and power in the city of Lowell. The
with the property of the company

while dining at the Mohawk Club in

plaintiff's inside wiring was installed Schenectady and died two hours later,

by an electrical contractor , and all the
which was calculated to allure the boy

wires and other electrical apparatus
to the place where the injury was sus

without having regained conscious

ness , at one o'clock on the morning
inside of the store , except the fuses , tained, and that the boy was a tres of April uith .

fuse box and meter, were his prop- passer, not being in a piace where the He, together with his wife and

erty. Defendants brought the elec- public could rightfully go for pleasure daughter. came up to Schenectady to

tricity to the wall of his store and or business , and having no duty in attend amateur minstrel show ,

there delivered it through a meteronto connection with the bridge. The rule given by the Song and Jest Club, an
the wires within the store . The plain- of law imposing upon persons hand- organization of the younger engineers

tiff employed an electrical contractor ling or manufacturing langerous ele- of the General Electric Company.

to make an extension of his wiring in ments and substances the duty of ex Following the performance, in which

the cellar of his store , but he did not his son took part, Gen. Griffin gave an

notify the defendant of his intention
ercising the highest degree of care to

informal dinner to the performers at

to do so , nor did he obtain a permit
protect the public from danger in all

the Mohawk Club. While at the table

from the city's inspector of wires to
places where they might rightfully be

he suddenly collapsed .

make the extension, nor comply with
did not impose any liability upon the

Gen. Griffin was born at Ellsworth ,

the rules and regulations of the Na
company iwder the circumstances

Ve.. Oct. 13 , 1855. He entered the

tional Board of Fire Underwriters, as stated . Graves v . Washington Water Military Academy at West Point in

required by the Lowell city ordinance Power Co., Washington , 87 Pacific 1871 , and was graduated in 1875. He

of July 26 , 1899, Sections 9 , 10 , II . Reporter, 956. resigned as chaplain of the Regular

FOR

an

an
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Army in 1889, organized and com

manded the First Regiment United

States Volunteer Engineers during

the Spanish - American War and was

with Gen. Miles in the Porto Rican

campaign. He has been first vice

president and sales manager of the

General Electric Company from its

organization . He was a member of

the Board of Governors of the Engi

neers ' Club and was actively inter

ested in the work of that organization .

He was also a member of the Building

Fund Committee of the Engineering

Societies Building.

Book Reviews
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,

a

THIS isa

Electro - Chemistry

By Max Le Blanc, Professor in the University of

Leipzig ; translated by Willis R. Whitney, Ph.D.,

and John W. Brown, Ph.D .; published by The Mac

millan Company, New York . Cloth ; 6 x 9 in.; 338

pages ; 51 cents . Price , $ 2.60 net.

translation of the

fourth German edition of Pro

fessor Le Blanc's text -book , with

some additions made by the translat

ors , which have been placed in brack

ets in order to distinguish them from

the original text .

The original basis of this book was

Professor Le Blanc's lectures , the first

edition being issued in 1895. Since

then the work has been greatly added

to and enlarged. The effort has been

made to include in this book all of the

essentials of the science and at the

same time to keep the work within

reasonable size . This effort of the

author has been well carried out .

In this book a consistent form of

notation has been adopted and a

nomenclature conforming with other

standard works on electricity and

chemistry. It is hardly necessary to

enlarge on the convenience and desir

ability of such a step. In many works

their usefulness is greatly impaired by

reason of the same symbol being util

ized in a variety of ways . Hence one

is never certain as to its meaning;

and the continuity of thought essential

to study is broken.

This work is essentially a text-book

on electro -chemistry which cannot fail

to be a valuable addition to the library

of all interested in this subject. A

number of footnotes refer to the liter

ature of electro - chemistry.

ing résumé of current methods of con- The postal treaty between the

struction , and refers the deeper stu- United States and Canada will expire

dent to the proper authorities for de- on May 7th , and the CanadianGovern

tail treatment, a very useful tabula- ment now has before it a proposition

tion of the bibliography of the subject to increase the rate of postage on

covered being found at the end of periodicals from the United States to

each chapter . This is one of the most such an extent as will make it neces

valuable features noted . Owing to sary for the publishers in this country

the broad field covered , the treatment to increase their subscription prices to

of each subject is concise and presup- Canadian subscribers from 50 to 100

poses a knowledge of those element- per cent . If the Canadian subscribers

ary portions of the subject , which are to the ELECTRICAL Age object to such

too often repeated in many books an increase, it will be well to make

without adding to their reference known their objections at once to the

value . Dominion postal authorities. The

proposed increase in the rate of post
On Municipal and National

age will make it impossible to mail
Trading

the ELECTRICAL AGE to its Canadian

By Lord Avebury P. C., published by Macmillian subscribers at the present subscription
Company, NewYork and London. Buckram ; 178

pages ; $ 1 net. price, except at a considerable loss.

HILE this book deals exclu

sively with English conditions,
Nows Notes

it is an extremely valuable
The National Electric Light Asso

contribution to the literature on mu
ciation has sent out a circular over

nicipal and national ownership, and is

a thorough and fair-minded exposi- Chairman of the Committee on Light
the signature of Mr. Arthur Dow,

tion of the conditions which legiti- ning Protection, requesting that in

mately follow the extensive adoption
formation in regard to such troubles

of socialistic principles. England has
be sent to Mr. Robert S. Stewart ,

had an extended and disastrous ex
Penobscot Building, Detroit, Mich.

perience along these lines , owing to

the fact that municipal and national

trading has been gone into on a wider There is a lack of reliable informa

scale there than elsewhere, and the tion in regard to lightning and its ef

results of amateur and impersonal fects ,fects , particularly in high-tension

managerial responsibility are now re
work. It is to be hoped that all mem

flected in increased taxation and heavybers of the association will co -operate
debts of the local authorities . In in the efforts to secure reliable infor

England and Wales the rate of tax- mation on this subject.

ation per head has increased 83 per

cent. in twenty -four years, the average

debt
At the March 29 meeting of the

head has risen 118 per cent. ,per
Board of Directors of the American

and the average rate per pound of
Institute of Electrical Engineers the

valuation 75 per cent . , and the as

sessed values have been greatly in
following nominations were made for

creased . In addition the local author
the coming annual election : Presi

ities are not able to pay their way, but
dent, Henry C. Stott , New York ;

Vice- Presidents, L. A. Ferguson ,
are running into debt at a rapid rate .

No public man in England is bet
Chicago ; W. C. L. Eglin, Philadel

ter qualified to speak onthis subject phia ; JamesG. White, New York;

than Lord Avebury ( Sir John Lub
Managers, Percy H. Thomas, New

bock ) . He has probably done more
York ; B. G. Lamme, Pittsburg ; H.

W. Buck ,Buck , New York ; Morgan

than any other man, both in and out
Brooks, Urbana,Urbana, Ill .; Treasurer,

of Parliament, for the working classes

of the community. He was for years
George A. Hamilton , New York ;

the chairman of the London County Secretary, Ralph W. Pope, New
York.

Council, and devoted himself to the

arduous duties which that position

The Electro Metallurgical Com
entails . Lord Avebury is a man of

business and scientific attainments, a
pany, of Chicago, Ill . , has taken over

close student of affairs and men ,
the manufacture and sale of the ferro

and

the results of his observation , while
alloys , formerly made by the Willson

dispassionately given , constitutes one
Aluminum Company. The works at

of the most severe arraignments of
Kanawha Falls , West Va. , will be

extreme socialistic tendenciesthat has operated by the former company, who

appeared in print . One of the ele
are prepared to take care of all in

ments tending to give great weight quiries for these alloys.

to his arguments arises from their

broadness and sound common sense A change of corporate name of in

standpoint, as well as the well-known terest to the trade took place April 1 ,

liberal tendencies of their author . 1907, when the Sawyer-Man Electric

Long Distance Electric

Power Transmission

By Rollin W. Hutchinson, Jr. , Association A. I. E. E. ,

published by D. Van Nostrand Co , New York . Cloth ;

514x8 in .; 345 pages; 136 illustrations. Price , $3 net.

While intended as a book of refer

ence for students and engineers, this

work will be found of service by those

who desire to obtain information on

the subject. The author does not

claim to present any new methods, but

has gathered in his work an interest
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Company became the Westinghouse The market price of platinum has The Jeffrey Manufacturing Com

Lamp Company. Thus the name of fallen from $38 to $34 per ounce. pany of Columbus, Ohio ., has got out

the pioneer company in the lighting This drop of $4 in the cost of the an interesting pamphlet showing the

industry passes into history. It has, metal will probably be followed by a varied industrial uses of their con

of course , been generally understood further decline. veyors in the wood -working business.

for a number of years that the Saw

ver -Man Electric Company was a At the annual meeting of the stock- The Chicago Fuse Wire & Manu

Westinghouse interest, and the change holders of the Joseph Dixon Crucible facturing Company, of Chicago , has

of name is only a logical result of such Company the old board, consisting of issued a pamphlet giving in compact

conditions. Edward F. C. Young, John A. Walker,
form the useful information necessary

Edward L. Young, William Murray, for the use of their fuse blocks and

The Northern Engineering Works,
George T. Smith , Joseph D. Bedlle and

of Detroit, Mich ., have recently added

cartridge fuses. They will be pleased

George E. Long, was unanimously re- to send a copy to those interested .

to their facilities a trolley - erecting elected. The board of directors re

shop 50 feet x 100 feet . , served by a
elected the former officers, namely, E.

ten -ton crane ; and a two -story addi
Personal

tion to their tool and storeroom , 30
F. C. Young, president; John A.

Walker, vice-president and treasurer ;
Harry N. Latey , Electrical Engi

feet x 50 feet . These extensions are
George E. Long, secretary. Judge

neer of the Interborough Rapid

of brick and steel construction with Joseph D. Bedle was also re- elected Transit Company, was given a dinner

saw -tooth roofs . The necessities of
as counsel. at the Hotel Manhattan , New York ,

increasing business made this addition on April 12 , 1907 , by his friends and

necessary to meet the demand for
New Catalogues associates, among whom were George

“ Northern ” cranes . S. Rice, Chief Engineer of the Rapid

A very neat pamphlet has been re
Transit Commission ; S. L. Deyo,

ceived from the Miller Saw - Trimmer

Owing to the congested quarters in
Chief Engineer of the Interborough

Company, of Milwaukee, Wis . , de

their old plant, the Steel City Electric
Company; G. H. Pegram , Chief En

Company, of Pittsburgh , has found
scribing and illustrating their trimmer

gineer of the Manhattan Railway , and
for use on electrotypes and slugs in

it necessary to remove their shops to D. D. Smith , Superintendent of

Allegheny. They now occupy an en

printing offices. One of the noticeable
Transportation , Manhattan Railway .

features of this machine is the use of

tire building, thoroughly equipped for
Mr. H. G. Stott presided .

a vertical belt drive from a motor lo

their work , where they expect to be
Mr. Latey will be associated with

cated under the machine, where it will

able to meet the growing demand for
Mr. F. R. Slater, in the firm of Slater

their specialties, the " Star" bushing,
receive all of the dust falling from

the saw .
& Latey, who are Consulting Engi

and the “ Fullman” floor -box .
The convenience of the operator is

neers for the Rapid Transit Commis

sion .

sacrificed by locating the motor-start
The Alberger Pump Company has ing box on the floor with the motor ,

been organized by those identified where it will also receive its share of
Mr. William McLellan , who has

with the Alberger Condenser Com sawdust .
been connected with Westinghouse

pany , to manufacture turbine and cen Such poorly considered drives as
Church Kerr and Company for a num

trifugal pumps. The new company this are well calculated to injure the
ber of vears, has severed his connec

will be a joint occupant of the works
sale of motors not only for driving tion with them to enter the firm of

and various offices of the parent con- these kinds of machines, but in other
Allison , Campion, VIcLellan Company,

cern . The new concern will place on lines as well. The arguments against Consulting and Constructing En

the market a complete line of volute
the use of electric driving that spring gineers , of New York and Phila

pumps, both single and multi- stage, from the improper applications of mo
delphia. Vr. McLellan recently had

adapted for steam or electric driving, tors are very hard to overcome, and
charge of a portion of the work in

and to suit the many lines of work to one badly designed application will connection with the electric equipment

which such pumps are eminently well not only prevent motor sales , but the
of the Erie Railroad near Rochester.

suited . The officers of the new com- sale of current for driving them .

pany are Louis R. Alberger, presi Mr. W. T. Thomas has been ap

dent; George () . Palmer , vice-presi
dent; B. W. Pierson, secretary and The Kuhlman Electrical Company, pointed vice-presidentand manager of

treasurer ; Frederick Ray, chief en

the Rumsey Electrical Manufacturers'
of Elkhart, Ind ., is distributing a

Company; of
booklet entitled. " Suggestion's Per

Philadelphia. Mr.

gineer ; all of whom are connected
Thomas was formerly connected with

with the Alberger Condenser Com- taining to the Selection and Care of

Transformers.”
pany .

In addition to the
the II . C. Roberts Electric Supply

suggestions they call attention to the Company.

Reis and O'Donovan , 1123 Broad- guarantee against burn -outs furnished

way, New York, have added a with their transformers covering two Vr. Clarence E. Delafield has been

chanical engineering department to years' service which , under certain appointed manager of the high -tension
their organization , in charge of Mr. conditions, may be extended to five insulator department of the Ohio

R. W. M. Clark , formerly with the vears. Brass Company, of Mansfield , Ohio .

New York Steam Fitting Company. Mr. Delafield was formerly connected

Reis and O'Donovan are now pre- Bulletin 143 of the B. F. Sturtevant with the Wagner Electric Manufac

pared to handle complete power plant Company, ofHyde Park, Mass., treats turing Company

heating and ventilating installations. of their generating sets with direct

This concern is known by its elec- connected engines, ranging in size

trical work on a number of substa from 20 to 150 k.w., giving in tabular Mr. E. P ' . Dillon has been appointed

tions for the New York Edison Com- form the main dimensions of each general manager of the Pike's Peak

pany and the Brooklyn Rapid Transit sized unit. This table is a convenient IIydro -Electric Company, of Colorado

Company. one for power -plant designers. Springs.

me
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mally operated at constant speed , with Dimensions are given in inches , the

varying field strength when of the customary method of English -speak

compound -wound type , and at con- ing people, and reduced to centimeters,

Editorials stant speed with constant field strength as required for making the magnetic

The Induction Motor .
when shunt wound. calculations. It is to be regretted that

Relative Capacities of Distributing and Generat
The latter type of generator is evi- the electrical units of measurement

ing Systems .. dently the one with which this com- are so connected with the magnetic

The Institute Library . parison is made, as the strength of units that the English method of

Capacity of Regulators ..
field is shown to diminish with in- measurement does not admit of re

High Voltage Generators with Grounded Neutral 226 crease of load, due to the reaction of ducing electrical values to magnetic

Why Public Service Corporations Should Look the magnetizing turns of the second- values, or vice versa , without intro

ary , in much the same way as the ducing constants not familiar to the

Arc Lamp Costs .
electrical public. It would be a greatstrength of a shunt-wound generator

Experience in Selling . field diminishes from the demagnetiz- boon to the electrical engineer if this

ing effect of the armature. country should adopt the c . g. s . sys

Leading Articles
The discussion of this subject is of tem and thus do away with this con

interest, as it fills in the gap between version of centimeters to inches and

Notes on Carbon -Dioxide Recorders
the non -technical descriptions of this grams to pounds.

The Induction Motor...
type of motor and the intensely tech- Heaviside worked long and labor

Parallel Operation of Direct -Current Generators 234 nical text-books on this subject, en- iously to eliminate the constant 47

Underground Conduit Systems for Power Work 236 abling those who care to study the de- which occurs in converting electro

Institute Discussion of the Moore Light ..
sign of induction motors to follow static to electromagnetic units, but

Lightning Phenomena in Electric Circuits ..... 244 the mathematical treatments without without success. The constant is

Estimating Line Loss as a basis for Current difficulty . Indeed, most of the de- there to stay and will always be a

Charge..
signers of motors neglect to describe stumbling block in the path of the

all the reactions which take place, the electrical profession . Likewise the

well -known Heyland circle diagram constant connecting inches and centi

The Induction Motor
meters must be reckoned with , for thebeing constructed without regard to

the CR drop and reactance drop, present at least .

which will be shown in a later issue The author deserves commendation

pears the first installment of an to have a very appreciable effect on for reducing to a few simple triangles

article by Mr. C. J. Spencer on the motor performance. the complicated diagrams now

the induction motor. This type of Some authors introduce imaginary familiar in connection with trans

machine, as the author points out , may quantities, a branch of mathematics formers having stationary and moving

be considered as a generator, with the not developed to the same extent as secondaries. As he expresses it , the

difference that the power generated in trigonometry. Trigonometrical for- great need of modern times is to clear

the motor is lost in heating the second- mulæ admit of reducing complicated away the cobwebs and do away with

ary , and the total power generated, in- equations to a few simple numbers, long equations.

cluding secondary C - R losses, is taken and the tables of sines and tangents

into account in calculating the motor available in all hand -books are of im
Relative Capacities of Distributing

output, while the generator output mense advantage in calculating the

consists of the total power generated, dimensions of sides and angles of geo
and Generating Systems

less the armature CPR losses . metrical figures . Moreover, the cal

A point not brought out very clearly culating rules — slide rules — contain in ing many central stations into

by the author is that the comparison dexes by means of which angles may one generating system , either

between these two types of machines be readily multiplied and divided, or by tying the stations together with

is made with both operating with con- one side of a triangle may be ex- interconnected feeders or by replacing

stant effective field strength at dif- pressed in terms of any other side the stations by one large central sta

ferent speeds. Generators are nor- when the angles are known . tion , is due to improved load factor

EL
SO

225
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American Institute of Mining Engi- OSE of the latest ways of protect

thus obtained. Any part of the dis- ference Library Committee will take sequently the current per wire must

tributing system carries its greatest this matter in hand promptly and make be reduced in this ratio when finding

load at a certain time of the day . some arrangement whereby the library the capacity required of the regulator.

Feeders which supply traction systems may be open evenings and Saturday

supply their greatest load at certain afternoons.

hours of day and night; feeders which It is not generally understood that High-Voltage Generators with

supply power for industrial work sup- the libraries of the American Society Grounded Neutral

ply their greatest load at other hours of Mechanical Engineers, and of the

of the day, while feeders for lighting American Institute of Mining Engi

offices, theaters and private residences neers are placed in alcoves in the same
ing high

each have different times of peak load . room with the Institute library, and
over -voltage surges is to con

Central station managers exert their are open for use to the members of nect the neutral of one or more gen

best efforts to obtain customers who the Institute. The several collections
erators to ground through a resistance.

demand power at times of light load are too valuable not to have wider use
This resistance to be effective must

on their stations and to prevent the in metropolitan New York, which con- have a high ohmic value and large

heaviest loads on the different feed- tains approximately 10,000 engineers amperage capacity, and is for this

ers from occurring at the same time, to whom they would be of value .
reason expensive and requires con

that is to say, they endeavor to im- Practically no use was made of the
siderable space in the power -station .

prove the station -load factor. Institute library in its old quarters, ex
The cost and space required for a

Load factor and relative capacities cept as members made use of reference
resistance of this nature leads tơ the

of distributing and generating systems works. It is understood at the pres- question of the desirability of supply

are intimately connected. A station ent time that the attendance averages
ing more than one resistance.

having a load factor of sixty or eighteen daily. The establishment of Over -voltage surges may be pro

seventy per cent. may have a capacity evening hours and a full day on Sat
duced outside of the station or from

for generating power very much urday would probably increase its use switching the generators on and off

smaller than the total capacity of the ten - fold . the bus-bars inside the station . When

distributing system , where power is
the trouble is external to the station

distributed for many purposes.
one resistance affords ample protec

Capacity of Regulators

Special cases occur where the sta
tion to the system . The other source

HE capacity of a regulator
tion supplies one class of power or

of trouble, that due to opening the

whether employed for raising

light only and where the power factor
generator circuit or connecting the

the voltage of a rotary co !
is good , for instance, stations used to

generator in parallel with another ma

generate power for factories running
verter or for potential regulation of chine when not exactly in step, cannot

day and night, and those generating
feeder, is found by multiplying the be guarded from doing damage with

current in amperes by the increase or
light for tunnels. These, however,

one resistance . It might be argued

are not considered here, except to
decrease in voltage. The reason for that the neutrals of two generators

state that with these conditions the
this is not clearly understood, some can be connected before the genera

capacities of distributing and generat
engineers holding to the idea that the tors are connected in parallel at the

regulator is similar to a transformer

ing systems are equal.

switchboard. In this case no more

and must have a capacity equal to that

For large central stations operating

protection is provided for trouble be

of the apparatus supplied.
compound with many different kinds

tween the generators than would be

of loads , the station capacity may be
All the power of a feeder is trans- obtained by connecting both generator

formed in a step -down transformer. neutrals directly to ground without

as low as fifty per cent. of the capacity Let the voltage be 2000 volts and the the resistance.

of the distributing system . Smaller
current 10 amperes, then a 20 k.w.

stations must have a capacity of about
For protection from over-voltage

transformer is required for trans

seventy - five per cent. of the distribut
surges outside the station one resist

forming this voltage to a higher or
ing system . With the

ance is sufficient. For protection from
electricaverage

light plant which does not have a
lower value. A potential regulator over- voltage surges inside the station

large business with office buildings, the
which would give 10 per cent . regula- a resistance must be provided for each

tion on this feeder would raise or

station capacity cannot safely be less
generator.

than the capacity of the distributing
lower the voltage 200 volts ; the cur

system , for, while the station capacity capacity of the regulator is 2 k.w. for
rent is 10 amperes, then the required

Why Public Service Corporations

may not be utilized during the greater
a single -phase circuit .

Should Look Ahead

part of the year, there is always a de

mand for light during the Christmas
Rotary converters are usually three

holidays that is sure to require forc
ident of a large railroad cor

ing the station equipment to its utmost.
types, and of late the six -phase rotary poration said , “ The public be

has come to be quite common, espe- damined , ” in reply to a question of

cially in the larger sizes . In any sys- great public interest . The point of

tem the capacity of the regulator is
The Institute Library

view which was taken by the late Com

the sum of the capacities obtained by modore Vanderbilt is that which for

by many years governed the executive

ican Electrical En- crease of voltage leg of the officials of public service corporations .

gineers is commodiously quar- system . Some misunderstanding is The result of such selfish and short

tered in an accessible place, it would
caused by measuring the voltage be- sighted methods has been the growth

be a real pleasure for engineers to tween wires of a delta -connected of serious public sentiment against the

use it ; but, unfortunately for them , three -phase system and multiplying ownership of public utilities by private

the hours during which the library is this increase in voltage by the current corporations or individuals. To the

open coincide with business hours, and per wire. In the delta - connected sus- managers of such corporations the

hence any extensive use of the library tem , the current in the individual legs drift of public sentiment is of great

by men closely employed is impossi- or branches is not equal to the current importance not only to themselves

ble . It is to be hoped that the Con- per wire , but is 12 of this value, con- but, in a larger measure, to their

phase, or two-phase for the folder A NUMBER ofyears ago the pres
=

Now that the libraryofthe Amer multiplying the current bicethe in
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Own
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stockholders and those who wages shall be increased i per cent. “ Between these two extremes I be

bonds and other securities of such Whenever the net earnings of the lieve there is a just mean . I believe

companies, to whom the management company are not sufficient to allow that you here in New England, in

is directly responsible, and the payment of the minimum dividend
Boston , have taken the first step to

whom the suffering will fall should of 22 per cent . , employees' wages ward its solution . About a year ago

the income from such securities be shall be reduced i per cent . for each you inaugurated under your commis

jeopardized. 14 per cent . by which the earnings sion system of Government supervi .

The seriousness of the situation fall short of this minimum .” sion a plan whereby the profits of your

should not be belittled , and the col- This suggestion was further digni- gas company are made inversely pro

umns of the daily papers , to an in- fied by being made the subject of the portional to the price at which it

creasing degree , bear witness to the leading editorial of that issue , and the serves the public. As it reduces the

hostility of a portion of the general following comments made price of gas , it is allowed to pay pro

public toward all public utility corpor thereon : portionally larger net earnings. While

ations . This sentiment is not confined “ The Sun recently suggested the I have never approved of some of the
entirely to the columns of the " yellow " possibility of establishinga commun details of this system as applied in

journals, but has gathered sufficient ity of interest between the State and Boston, I believe that it contains the

headway and weight to attract the at- the creature of the State , the public germ of the solution of the public

tention of papers noted for their con- utility corporation ; a Government utility problem throughout the coun

servative tendencies. partnership as a national alternative try. I believe this because this

The Wall Street Journal on April to the impracticable idea of Govern- sliding scale copartnership which you

Ioth printed a letter from Mr. W. J. ment ownership. here have between the public and the

Bryan in regard to the government " With Government partnership gas company retains all the advan

ownership of railroads .
once recognized as a principle , there

tages of individual initiative and al

This letter was not a spontaneous would be little difficulty in finding lows proper incentive under a most

effusion, but was written by editorial
efficient means for carrying it into

commendable system of Government

request, and was extensively com practice. The idea seems to be in the supervision, which exacts a “ square

mented on in the editorial column . air. In Mexico, for instance, a gigan- deal” both for the public and the cor

On April 8th the New York Sun tic merger is about to include nearly poration.

gave three columns on its editorial all the leading railways in one great “ Personally, I am an earnest advo

page to a letter from a noted radical , corporation . The Government as cate of the Governmental supervision

Mr. Thomas A. Watson , now of sumes control of this company simply of public utility companies, and I look

Boston , Mass. , whose views on the in return for a guarantee ofthe sec to the extension of Governmental su

subject of dealing with the public ond mortgage bonds . Here public pervision. But I hope that in it will

service corporation are as follows : control and private management are always be incorporated the principle

“ The company shall be reorganized combined , the latter assuring the de- of profit sharing alike to the public

so as to allow the election of , say, sired flexibility and efficiency. and the corporation as you have it

eight directors , to be chosen four by “ Should the present very general here . I believe that the basic prin

the stockholders , four to represent the antagonism to corporations as such ciples of this profit sharing are applic

public in such manner as may be au- continue to express itself in meddle able in some forms, perhaps as yet un

thorized by the legislature , two of some regulations and burdensome re- developed , to electric lighting, trac

the four selected from the employees strictions it might soon become im tion and even to the Governmental

and representing them as well as the
possible to secure the means neces

supervision of our great railroads.

public . The board of directors shall sary for proper public service . That Thereby we can get from these utilities

have full supervision of the company's is why some intelligent minds are the maximum efficiency of service re

affairs. contemplating the possibility of avert- sulting from individual initiative, they

" The city shall give an exclusive ing such a calamity by some judicious receiving personal gains proportional“

franchise for operating railways in its form of Government partnership in to the service rendered the public."

streets for a certain term of years . the administration of public utilities. Mr. Gardner's views on this sub

" The city shall guarantee a mini- In connection with the foregoing it ject should carry considerable weight,
mum dividend of , say , 27/2 per cent . is of interest to note the views of Mr. as he has had a wide experience in

on the capital stock of the company- W. H. Gardner, as recently expressed the administrative affairs of public

that is to say, if the net earnings of in a speech before the New England utility companies.
the company in any year are not suf- Association of Gas Engineers , in the

There is another dark cloud in the
ficient to pay a dividend of 272 per course of which he said :

sky, in the shape of the " Public Util

cent . , then the city shall pay into the “ I believe that the greatest problem

treasury of the company a sum suffi
ities ” measure passed by the New

before our country to-day is the ra York State Legislature.
cient to enable it to do so .

This bill

tional co-ordination of the rights and

“ The company shall be allowed to
places the supervision of such cor

interests of the corporations ( and

pay its stockholders from its net earn- especially the quasi-public corpora
porations in the hands of a commis

ings a maximum dividend not exceed- tions) and those of their customers , sion whose acts will not be subject to

ing 7 per cent . per annum on its cap- the great public , for whose service judicial review in the courts, and who

ital stock . they exist. must pass on all applications for

“ The city shall be paid by the com- “ The extremist , finding fault with franchises . The commissioners are to

pany an amount equal to one-quarter the corporations , would destroy them be appointees by the governor.

the amount of the dividends paid to and throw the burden of conducting It is needless to comment on such

the stockholders. these services upon our Government. a menacing measure as this. When

" Employees shall receive standard This attitude is but the natural anti- the commission goes into power it

wages and work standard hours. For pode of the attitude held by many will probably remain with power long

each 14 per cent. in dividends paid corporation men , that the conduct of after the strenuous reform adminis

stockholders more than the minimum a corporation is a private matter tration responsible for the measure

dividend of 21/2 per cent . , employees' which concerns not the public. has retired from office .
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Arc Lamp Costs and every night would have required measurement of the voltage showed

HE following current costs for 362,928 additional lamp-hours per an- 90 volts at the motor. The torque was

the municipal lighting plant of
num , or an increase in cost of$ 1,500 , just about one- quarter of what it

Grand Rapids, Mich ., are of in
or a total cost of $21,126.84 , with a should have been .

terest as disclosing a situation that is
net saving to the municipality of Of course there was no alternative

likely to repeat itself with much fre $ 6,162.84 per annum . but to tear out the line and substitute

The Grand Rapids andquency .
The Grand Rapids and Muskegon a larger cable. Accordingly a new

Muskegon Power Co. have contracted Power Company assumes all initial set of 600,000 -c.m . cables were put up ,

to deliver current to the municipal expense in the purchase and installaexpense in the purchase and installa- making an investment of $ 15,000 in
lighting plant at 5 cents a lamp-hour, tion of electric motors and appurte- copper . This remedied the matter

whereas plant operation by steam nances necessary to make the change, somewhat as the motor voltage was

shows a cost in excess of 7 cents. belting the present are generators now 160 volts, but still the torque was

From April 15 , 1905 , to March 31 , from these motors, and allowing them low , and when the motors made a

1906 ( 1112 months ), 2,319,188 lamp to remain in their present locations, heavy demand on the current the

hours cost delivered to switchboard so that should occasion require they torque lessened, so that when any con

.007327 cent per lamp-hour; from could be belted and run from the en siderable number were operating

April r, 1906, to January 31 , 1907 ( 10 gines, as at present. The power com- simultaneously their load performance

months), 2,191,560 lamp -hours cost
pany maintains and operates the en- was unsatisfactory .

delivered to switchboard .007463 cent tire plant delivering the current at the Shortly after the plant was put in

per lamp-hour. switchboards to the street lighting cir- operation the fluctuating motor load

brought trouble. A crane dropped

Formerly the plant was operating cuits.

on a partial moonlight schedule with
$ 1,500 worth of metal from a molten

lights in the downtown business dis
ladle, and the likelihood of a repeti

tricts burning all night and every
Experience in Selling tion had to be prevented . This was

night, utilizing the moon in the outly T was decided by the board of di
done by floating a $ 10,000 storage bat

ing districts after 10 o'clock P. M., rectors of the C. N. & D. Co. to
tery at the end of the feeder line ,

when not obscured by clouds. The drive their mill electrically with
which, of course , remedied the voltage

average hours' operation per night for
variation .

direct -current motors. The mill

all night and every night was 10 hours was two and one-half miles away
It is needless to say that this power

and 15 minutes, or 3741 operating from the power plant of a central sta contract is a losing one to the central

hours per annum . tion which put in a bid for power at
station company. The copper cost was

The Grand Rapids and Muskegon a figure ( 3 cents per kilowatt -hour) 50 per cent . higher than was

Power Company have contracted to which made it undesirable to put in a templated , the cost of erection was

furnish current delivered the private plant. There was no com more than doubled and a storage bat

switchboard of the present city light- petent engineer in the central-station
tery brought the cost up to about

ing plant for one-half cent per lamp- company to pass
double the original estimate. A comthe matter

hour, on a basis of 800 lamps burning and the commercial department as
petent engineer could have saved that

every night and all night regardless of sumed the contract at a rate equal to company several years ' salary, and a

the moon, and additional lamps pro what it was making to smaller power
consulting engineer's fee would not

rata . On the basis of 3741 operating customers, figuring roughly that the
have amounted to 2 per cent. of the

hours per annum , 800 lamps will have cost of the copper line would be offset
additional cost.

2,992.800 lamp -hours per annum , and by selling so large an amount of

at one-half cent per lamp-hour will power at regular power rates.

cost $ 14,964 per annum . The 220 - volt service at the power
Power for Wood-working Tools

According to the former moonlight station was carried down to the plant Announcement was made that in

schedule there was an aggregate of by two 500,000 - c.m . cables, and the this issue would appear an article with

2,629,872 lamp-hours at a total cost equipment and motors were installed. the above title . We regret , however,

of $ 19,626.84 delivered to the switch- When the current was turned on the that lack of space compels us to hold it

board . To operate all lights all night motors would not carry load and a for the June issue.
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Notes OnOn Carbon-Dioxide Recorders

THE
HE question of fuel economy is To obtain accurate results it is not to 70 per cent . of the operating ex

one of the utmost interest to only necessary to know the percentage pense of a plant. A reduction in fuel

central station managers, and of carbon dioxide , but the temperature consumption per unit of output is a

the means by which such economy can of the waste gases as well , since both very effective method of reducing ex

be obtained are being seriously stu- have their influence on the question penses. The diagram , Fig. 1 , shows

died. It is well known that a large of fuel economy.
Changes in the graphically the amount of heat lost

amount of fuel heat is wasted, owing temperature of the atmosphere and with varying percentages of carbon
to imperfect combustion in the fur- the barometric variations also affect dioxide, at various differences in

nace, and that a large part of this loss the result , and parallel records of the temperature between the entering air

is due to the excessive air supplied the draft and the steam pressure and tem- and the waste gases of combustion.
fires. One of the methods of check perature are of value . Experiments have shown that the

ing this loss is by the analysis of the 2 % Cle

flue gases , the proportion of carbon 100 %

dioxide in the waste gases being a
4 % CO2

fair index of the amount of heat that go

is wasted. Apparatus designed for

the analysis of flue gases has been 80 %

known for years in chemical labora

tories , and is often used in boiler tests .
70 % .

The best known device for this pur
6 % CO2

pose is the Orsat apparatus , which ,

owing to its portability, is very con
60 %

venient for temporary purposes. It

does not , however, meet the demand 8 % CO2

for a continuous record of the results

of combustion. The analysis of flue
10 % CO2

gases by the Orsat apparatus requires

about one-half hour, including the
\/28CO2

time required to obtain a sample of
308

1 /4 %CO2

gas , when all preparations for such
1168 CO2

18% CO2

work have been made in advance. The 2011 20 %CO2

sample taken is 100 cubic centimeters,

an infinitesimal amount as compared 10 %

with the volume of gas passing

through the fue , and there is no cer

tainty that it is an average sample. logº 2009 300 * 180 ° 560 6000

In addition to indicating the amount FIG , I.-SHOWING THE AMOUNT OF HEAT LOST WITH VARYING PERCENTAGES OF

of carbon dioxide, the Orsat appara

tus gives the percentage of carbon

monoxide, oxygen and nitrogen ,, The following table shows approx- most profitable rate for the combus

which are present in the gases , and imately the amount of surplus air in- tion of coal is obtained when the

this information is necessary to com- ' dicated by different percentages of chimney gases contain from 10 to 14

plete the data in regard to the condi- carbon dioxide in the flue gases : per cent. of carbon dioxide, and in

tions of combustion . A low percent the use of gas fuel with about 17 to

age of carbon dioxide alone is simply Surplus of air Percentage of 18 per cent.

an indication of something wrong, The carbon dioxide recorder affords

and different methods must be used
required a convenient method of keeping track

to remedy this condition , according of the approximate fuel economy ob

to whether the defficiency in carbon tained , but by itself it is liable to be

dioxide is accompanied by a surplus somewhat misleading, and to obtain

of oxygen or carbon monoxide, the the full value of its service it is neces

latter indicating partial combustion ,
sary to have other continuous records

the former air leakage , either through showing the temperature of the at

the fire or the boiler setting. mosphere and the waste gases , the

The carbon dioxide recorder has draft , barometric and steam pressures

been designed to meet the demand for and temperatures, as all of these vari

an instrument which will give a con ables have their effect upon the com

tinuous record of carbon dioxide in bustion of fuel and must be considered

the products of combustion , doing so
in an intelligent study of the subject.

automatically. There several From this table it will be seen that In fact , it is possible to show a very

makes of apparatus on the market there is a large opportunity to waste economical result judging by the re

which attain this result by different fuel through ill-considered methods, corder diagram , while the actual

methods, with more or less success. when the expense for fuel is from 60 steaming conditions are poor.

CARBON DIOXIDE .

Carbon dioxide

per cent .

over the theo

retical amount

heat lost with

the flue gases

at + 500 ° F.

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

8.5

5.3

3.7

2.8

2.2

1.7

1.4

1.1

.9

.7

.6

.5

.4

.3

90

60

45

36

30

26

23

20

18

16

15

14

13

12

are

229
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ers

Of necessity , the carbon dioxide re- operates on the principle of the flow tact . The gas is therefore passed up

corder is a delicate piece of apparatus of gases through small apertures into through a reservoir, which is filled

and must be installed at some point a partial vacuum , the gases being with quartz pebbles , which are kept

where it can be watched and taken drawn into a chamber through an moist with the potassium hydrate so

care of. This consideration intro- opening and passing from this lution . The solution flows through

duces pipe connections of greater or chamber through another opening this reservoir by gravity ,and means are

less length between the instrument into a second chamber in which a provided for regulating the rate of flow .

and the flue from which the gases are partial vacuum is maintained . The From the foregoing description of

drawn ; and , therefore, unless some two apertures of the same the methods of operation of the differ

means are used to produce a constant size , and means are provided før ent types of carbon dioxide recorders ,

current of gas through this tube the maintaining them and the flowing it is readily seen that the continuous

recorder will be from two to ten min- gases at a constant temperature. As sample instrument affords the most

utes behind the furnace. Even when long as the same volume of gas passes accurate record , and is therefore a

an aspirator is used there is a per- both apertures the vacuum in the first more desirable instrument.

ceptible lag, owing to the difference chamber will be one -half the vacuum The cost of installing these record

between the velocity of the gases in in the second ; but if after passing the varies greatly, ranging from

the flue and the pipe connection. first aperture one of the constituents $225 to $600 , according to its attach

One type of recorder operates on of the gas be removed, its volume is inents. The connections and fittings

samples of the gases drawn in at in- reduced and the vacuum in this cham- in the plant will often cost as much

tervals . This method of operation is ber will be increased. This difference more for each instrument. A large

inherently less accurate than that in in the vacuum will be an accurate plant will require several instruments,

which a continuous current of gas measure of the amount of gas ab- a small plant can get along with one .
passes through the instrument. The sorbed. This method of handling the It is not desirable to allot more than

samples are taken at intervals of sev- gas has been thoroughly tried out and six boilers or furnaces to one instru

eral minutes, and it is possible for a has proved very accurate , the instru- ment, but there is no limit to this num

fireman watching the recorder to per- ment having been used for a number ber when only partial records are

form nearly all of the work which of years in blast furnace practice in wanted . A complete installation cov

admits surplus air to the furnace dur- furnishing records continually for
furnishing records continually for ering the carbon dioxide recorder and

ing the periods in which no samples four or five years, with twenty - four recording thermometer, pyrometer,

are taken ; thereby securing a good hours per day operation . draft gauge, barometer and steam

card on the recorder , though its in- In the type of instrument first men- gauges is necessarily more costly .

dications are of small value. Other tioned and the third , caustic potash And where these autographic record

types of recorder operate by weighing or potassium hydrate solution is used ing devices are reinforced by instru

the gases which pass through them to absorb the carbon dioxide. This ments to record the temperature of the

continuously. These instruments are solution has a high affinity for carbon saturated and superheated steam , the

very delicate, owing to the scale re- dioxide gas , though its absorption latter not only at the boiler outlet, but

quired to detect the slight differences capacity naturally becomes less as it at the throttle as well, it is evident

in the specific gravity of the gases. approaches the saturation point. For that a considerable amount of money

This type of instrument must be ac- accurate work , even where the gases can be put into these refinements .

curately leveled and located where it are bubbled up through the liquid , it The results to be attained by such

will not be subject to vibration or is advisable to use a fresh solution as an investment will, to a large degree ,

shock . The more sensitive this in- soon as each cubic centimeter of the depend upon the intelligent study

strument is , the less it is suited to use solution has absorbed 40 cubic centi- made of the records . The use of the

in the boiler room . These instruments meters of carbon dioxide. Surface carbon dioxide recorder alone has

are made both with and without the absorption , where the solution is not in many cases reduced the fuel con

automatic recorder. One of the weak disturbed, is very slow , and unless a sumption from 8 to 10 per cent., ow

points of the scale type of construc- long time interval is given to the ab- ing to the fact that more intelligent

tion arises from the impossibility of sorption period, the readings will be methods of firing were introduced

shielding any of the metallic parts of inaccurate, the extent of the inaccur- when the recorder made the loss-up

the scale from the corrosive action of acy increasing with the length of the -stack visible . It would not pay

the sulphur fumes so often present in time the solution remains in use. In to install a complete system of re

the gases of combustion. Glass parts fact , surface absorption can only be corders in any plant with a fuel bill

are often used in these scales , and used with an instrument taking sam- less than $ 15,000 per annum , but it

while the metallic portions are gold ples at intervals. When a contin- would pay to install one of the less

plated, long usage results in gradual vous sample is taken , different complicated forms of apparatus in

corrosion of the knife edges and loss method must be adopted to bring the any plant whose fuel bill was $ 2,000

of accuracy. A third type of recorder solution and the gases into close con- per year or more.

>
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The Induction Motor

By C. J. SPENCER

T

as

HE induction motor may be con- The resistance loss is
50

horse- slots in the circumference and the

sidered as a generator, with the power and the developed power is ends joined by connecting rings , this

difference that the power re- 550 horse -power; then the efficiency construction making the well-known

quired to hold the rotor ( secondary ) of this motor cannot be better than squirrel -cage winding. All that is

from turning, that is , the brake horse- 91.67 per cent. The input is 600 necessary is some system of con

power developed corresponds to the horse -power and the output is 550 ductors in which electric power may

power required to turn the armature horse -power, no other losses being be generated . Obviously, the bars
of the generator. The speed of the taken into account except the C'R loss may be of any size and eddy currents

motor secondary equals that of the in the secondary. A motor with produced therein should not be ac

primary field when no power is de- squirrel-cage secondary cannot be counted a loss , as they will have the

veloped. Now , suppose the motor to made with a high efficiency and large effect of producing a higher full-load

be belted or geared to some machine slip, consequently this type of motor speed . With very large bars an al

which requires power to drive it . The is best adapted to constant-speed work , lowance must be made for these eddy

secondary is partially held from turn- and the best designs have close speed currents when calculating the motor

ing and generates electric power . The regulation and high efficiency . speed.

amount of power developed is shown Where a variable - speed induction The squirrel-cage secondary is the

below to equal the amount of electric motor with the squirrel-cage winding most common form , being generally

I — slip is installed , the work is generally of adopted on account of simplicity. It

power generated multiplied by an intermittent character, such is difficult to calculate the resistance

slip short hoists ; otherwise the heating of of the many circuits in this secondary

An electric generator, which de- the secondary makes necessary large because of the dependence of each cir

livers 50 electrical horse -power, re collector rings, making the motor cuit on some other circuit, as the cur

quires a little more than 50 horse- large and expensive. It is cheaper to rent in the end rings flows through

power to drive it . The generator field install a motor with wound secondary several bars . Usually the resistance

is stationary. An induction motor and collector rings for variable- speed of the bars is neglected and the resist
running at synchronous speed does work where the load is carried at re- ance of the end rings made of a value

not develop power. If the motor be duced speeds for any length of time, to obtain the desired slip . Other

attached to a machine and the second- external resistances taking up the manufacturers neglect the resistance

ary slowed down to a speed at which losses. The high -resistance secondary of the end rings and make the resist

50 electrical horse -power is generated, has the desirable feature that the ance of the bars sufficient to give the

the brake horse -power developed will motor can be handled by rough work- desired characteristics. This method

depend on the synchronous speed and men , overloads having the effect of is open to the objection that the heat

on the slip . reducing the speed so that the actual is radiated through the motor interior.

The torque on the pulley of the gen- power required is reduced and the It will be shown that neither the re

erator when generating 50 electrical torque increased . Where slight spark- sistance of the bars nor the resistance

horse-power, or 1,650,000 foot-pounds ing is not objectionable, the same re- of the end rings can be safely neg

per minute , is 1650 foot-pounds with sults obtained by the motor with high- lected .

a pulley 10 feet in circumference, and resistance secondary can be obtained simple method of calculating the

a speed of 100 revolutions per minute. by the motor with wound secondary apparent resistance of a squirrel-cage

The torque on the same size pulley on and a resistance connected perma- secondary is to assume that the cur

the motor shaft when the motor de- nently in circuit . rent in consecutive bars varies as a

velops 50 electrical horse -power, or With the functions of the secondary sine wave function of the distance of

1.650,000 foot-pounds per minute, at thoroughly understood, the motor re- the bar from the pole center, this dis
100 revolutions per minute less than actions are readily calculated as close- tance being measured in electrical de

synchronous speed , is 1650 foot- ly as current and voltage readings are grees . The field set up by the primary
pounds. A six -pole motor on a 60- usually measured on commercial cir- very closely approximates a sine wave

cycle circuit has a synchronous speed cuits. Precision meters of the zero and the current induced is approxi

of 1200 revolutions per minute . The reading type give extremely accurate mately proportional to the field when

reduction in speed of 100 revolutions results and should be employed wher- the resistances of the end rings and

per minute gives a speed of 1100 revo- ever extreme accuracy is required. secondary bars are within customary

lutions per minute, amounting to Ordinarily, however, a reading within limits.

18.150,000 foot -pounds per minute I per cent. is considered as correct, so To assume that the current varies

with the above torque of 1650 foot- it is not necessary to take account of directly with the inducing field is

pounds. unimportant details which affect the equivalent to assuming that the secon

18.150.000 foot pounds per minute =
results but slightly, except to allow a dary is a perfect current transformer.

550 horse -power.
sufficient margin for these items. If the end rings be removed, the volt

The secondary may be wound with
The slip of 100 revolutions per

age induced in the secondary bars will

wire on either the two -phase or three
minute is .0833 of synchronous speed.

vary directly with the inducing field .

phase system regardless of the pri- The resistance obtained is not the

.0833 mary winding. It may also be wound same when the voltage is assumed to

50 h.-p. X = 550 h.-p. with closed loops of wire , or conduct- vary directly with the field as when

.0833
ing bars may be threaded through the current is assumed to vary in this

I
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ratio, but with low resistance bars and of the natural sine for the different taken for example to show the error

end rings the induction motor is so angles are taken from any trigono- of neglecting the resistance of the bars

nearly a perfect current transformer metrical tables . and considering the resistance of the

that there is no appreciable error in When one ampere flows through circuit as due to the resistance of the

assuming this to be the condition . It bar No. 6, the current in bar No. 5 end rings alone. The resistance of the

is sufficient to know that in calculating is .9613 amperes, in bar No. 4 it is bars in the circuit is nearly one-half

the resistance of a secondary, with .8590 amperes, etc. The current in the total resistance of the circuit , and

high -resistance end rings, an allow- the end rings between bar No. 6 and the motor slip will be nearly twice as

ance must be made for the values of bar No. 5 is one ampere, that between great as calculated from formulæ

the current in the bars departing from bar No. 5 and bar No. 4 is 1.9613 which neglect the resistance of the

the sine function ratio and the voltage amperes, that between No. 5 and No.4 bars . While variations in manufac

more nearly approaching these valves . is 2.8203 amperes, etc. The current ture cause motors to have characteris

The number of bars in the secon- between bar No. I and bar No. I on tics slightly different from calculated ,

dary is made one more or one less than the other side of the neutral bar is the there is no excuse for following for

sum of the values of current in bars

Nos. 1 to 6 inclusive and equals
18

4.2693 , or 4.27 amperes.

The resistance of each bar is cal

culated from its dimensions and the

known resistance of a square mil foot

of copper obtained from any electrical

hand -book. End rings are usually

made from some metal alloy , the 42 x 4

specific resistance of which is known,

and with this information and the

dimensions of the end rings the resist

ance from bar to bar is calculated.

Take the resistance of each bar

from the center line of one end ring

to the center line of the other end ring

as .00005 ohms, and the resistance of mulæ which give results with errors

the end ring from the center line of of this magnitude.

even multiple of the number of one bar to the center line of the next The reactance of a squirrel-cage

poles, in order to avoid a pulsating adjacent bar as .000002 ohms. The secondary can be neglected for slips

torque. When twelve bars per pole resistance in each case is taken from
less than 10 per cent., so far as the

gives about the proper spacing, a six center to center of bar and ring to drop in voltage is concerned , for the
pole motor will have 71 or 73 bars .

allow for the flow of current at con- frequency of current alternation at

Take 73 bars as the total number of
tact surfaces.

small slips is so low that the reactance

bars in the secondary. At some time If we find the volts drop around is inconsiderable. This reactance

the angles of the different bars from any complete circuit for one ampere in does affect the relative angles of mag

the center of the wave of magnetic that circuit , we shall know the current neto -motive forces of primary and

flux are as shown in Fig. 1. Only one for any voltage induced in that circuit. secondary, and an error will be in

pole is shown. The volts drop in bar No. 6 is equal to curred if this item is neglected.

There are 73 bars for a six -pole the current , one ampere, multiplied by The error is small in some cases ,

motor, which gives 12.167 bars per the resistance of the bar ; the volts but in others it is large . To be on the

pole ; one pole is taken to include one drop due to inductance is introduced safe side, it is best to calculate the

sixth of the secondary circumference later . One complete circuit is through effect of the secondary reactance at

with a distributed winding. The elec
bar No. 6, thence along the end ring 10 per cent. slip , and, if found small

trical angle subtended by an arc of to bar No. 6 on the opposite side of enough to be neglected at this slip, it

this magnitude is 180 degrees . The the neutral bar and back along the may be neglected for smaller slips. In

electrical angle from one bar to the other end ring . Since there are dif- making up characteristic curves , the

next adjacent bar, found by dividing ferent amounts of current in the end calculations for large slips, that is , at

the total angle by the number of bars rings from one bar to the next , the low speeds, are of great value. They

in the arc which subtends it , amounts volts drop must be figured for each give the pull-out torque of the motor

in this case to 14.8 electrical degrees. section of the end rings and the results and the current at starting. The cal

A table is compiled and printed below added to obtain the total drop. This culation of the secondary reactance

giving the angles of six bars from the is done as in the table below : cannot, therefore, be evaded.

center and the relative values of the

current in the different bars. 1 amp. X

X 000002 ohms x 4 sections of end rings

FIG . I.

an

00005 ohms x 2 bars.

66 44 64

0001 volts

.000008

.00001568

00002256

00002816

.00003216

00003416

1

1.96

2.82

3.52

4.02

4.27

46 44

Bar No.
66 6 66

64 6 16

1 .

2 .

3 .

Electrical

Degrees.

14.8

29.6

44.4

59.2

74.0

88.8

Natural

Sine .

2554

.4939

6997

.8590

.9613

.9998

Relative

Values of

Current.

2554

4939

6997

.8590

.9613

1.0000

Total ...
00024072 volts

5 .

6 . * The volts drop per amperes is

.00024 volts , therefore the resistance

The natural sine of 88.8 degrees is for the circuit is equivalent to .00024

so close to unity that its value may be ohms.

taken as unity without reducing the A motor with secondary bars of

values of current in bars Nos. I to 5 high resistance compared to the resist

to their exact relative values . Values ance of the end rings, is purposely

The reactance of the secondary is

obtained from the dimensions of the

slots and bars, and an estimated

amount is added for the reactance of

the end rings. To calculate the re

actance due to the end rings would re

quire so many assumptions that the
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are :

is through the bar itself . The react

ance due to the flux through this path

cannot be obtained without introduc

ing the calculus. A cursory examina

tion of any elementary calculus is all

that is required to enable any one to

make this calculation for himself or to

follow that given below.

Dimensions as given in Fig. 2 are

reproduced in Fig. 3 , and the symbol

x is introduced to show the points be

tween which this dimension is taken .

The length of path is º/ 16 inches .

The area of path for a fux dB at

plane x is dx times 5 inches . The in

duction through the elementary area

is produced by only that part of the

total current Aowing between the ele

mentary area and the lower surface of

the bar. Expressing the dimensions

in centimeters, the height of the bar ,

12 inch , is 1.27 cm . ; the proportional

part of the total current producing

the flux dB is . Substituting these

values in the formula given above for

m. m . f . , length and area gives :

=

66 66

х

= 12.7
1.27

Х

4 7T

= B
41

Іо a

1.42

I 2.7 dx

4

= B
1.43

.0397 X I 2.710

X

entire reactance may be assumed with the voltage corresponding thereto will

equal accuracy. be expressed in effective or average

Cross-section dimensions of a slot values, as the case may be . In com

and bar are given in Fig . 2. Take the mercial work , the effective values are

length of the bar in iron as five inches .. the only values of interest , conse

Part of the leakage magnetic flux goes quently these values are generally

through the air gap and does not op- used in all calculations.

pose the primary Aux ; another part Allow 20 per cent . increase in in

passes from iron to iron between the ductance for the inductance of the end

copper bar and along the diameter of rings . Alow for two bars per cir

the secondary ; a third part passes cuit. The total c.g.s. lines per ampere

through the copper bar from one side

of the slot to the other side of the slot -442X 1.20 X2 = 1.0608

and links with part of the bar . The reactance of the circuit is the

Take the leakage flux of the secon back e.m.f. induced by this flux and

dary as flowing through one-ha
amounts to

air gap , leaving the remaining half
Back e.m.f. = 1.0608X27 60 X 10-8

for the leakage primary flux. The
volts .

length of pathin air is 16 inches and = .000004 volts .

the area is 1/64 inch by 5 inches. Re The leakage flux between the cop

duce these inches to centimeters . per bar and the external diameter of

°/16 inch = 1.43 centimeters.
the secondary has a path area 18 inch

1/64 .0397 by 5 inches, and theaverage length of

path is 11/32 inch . Then the fux per
5

Substituting these values in the ampere is 5.82 c.g.s. lines and the back

formula : e.m.f. is .000022 volts per bar .

Reluctance of air path only is con

sidered here in figuring the reactance .

Any results obtained are necessarily

approximate. A result within 10 per

cent. of actual value would be a close

B = .442 c.g.s. lines per amp. approximation, and such refinements

With one ampere in the bar, there

are .442 c.g.s. lines produced in the

leakage path through the air gap.

One c.g.s. line cut per second by a

circuit produces in that circuit 10-8

volts . Consider the one ampere as

the maximum value of the alternating

current in the bar ; then the flux found

above is the maximum value of the

alternating flux . This alternating flux

increases from zero to a maximum ,
FIG . 3 .

reduces to zero , reverses to a maxi

mum negative value and reduces to as making a calculation of the com
zero during the interval of one cycle. plete leakage flux through iron and

On a 60 -cycle circuit with the sec- air needlessly prolong the calculation

ondary at standstill, the average rate without giving a more accurate result .

of cutting is 1/240 second . The aver- Two facts are brought to light,

age volts induced are 10-8X240X however , when the reluctance of the

c.g.s. lines , where the maximum value
iron in the leakage path is considered .

of the c.g.s. lines is taken . Maximum One is the immense amount of leakage

values of alternating e.m.f. or any around an entirely closed slot . If the

other function which varies as a sine space between the bar and the external

wave are 7T /: times the average circumference of the secondary be en

values . The maximum e.m.f. is 1/2 tirely filled with iron , the leakage at

times the above value . Taking ad- this point would be several hundred

vantage of this fact , we may multiply times the amount here found with the

the frequency in cycles by 1/2x4=2 A partially closed slot. The other fact

instead of by 4 and obtain the maxi- is the necessity of guarding against

mum value of the induced voltage for high flux densities in the parts of the

any given maximum flux . iron projecting over the slot. By

The induced voltage is in direct making these projections thin and

ratio to the inducing Aux, and by bringing the lips very close together,

using the factor 2 a in preference to the fux density is raised to a point

the multiplier 4 , effective or average where the heating is serious.

values of the flux may be taken and The third and last path for leakage

1.27

a
x

х

, x1.27

M

1.27

3

1.27
dB

IO

This reduces to

dB=8.85 rdx.

The leakage flux through the ele

mentary area links with only

of the bar

d (back e.m.f. ) == 1048 x 2 a 60 X

X 8.85 xdx .

.0000 263 x'dx .

The value of x varies from zero to

1.27 cm .

back e.m.f.
.0000 263

( x4) !.??

= .000018 volts .

The total back e.m.f. per ampere

with the secondary at standstill on a

60 - cycle circuit is equal to the sum of

the voltages due to the flux in the

three paths. The flux through the

air gap was increased 20 per cent. to

allow for the reactance of the end

rings, and was multiplied by two for

the two bars in the circuit . Similarly,

the voltage due to the flux through the

other two paths is increased 20 per

cent . , to allow for contingencies of

manufacture and for the reactance of

the end rings, and is multiplied by 2 ,

giving a total value of .0001 volts .

With 1000 amperes in the secon

dary, the reactance volts are .I volt

at standstill and oi volt at 10 per

cent. slip . The reactance volts at 10

per cent. slip are 10 per cent. of those

at standstill, because the frequency is

6 cycles per second instead of 60

cycles.

[ TO BE CONTINUED.
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Parallel Operation of Direct-Current Generators

By J. C. HAIL
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FIG . I.

tive terminals to the other bus -bar that of a second machine, it would

maximum efficiency at or near when the dynamos are in operation. If , have current supplied and run as a

full load. Therefore, when the as is usually the case , one generator is motor . This, apart from blowing out

of a station varies from running and excited , care must be safety fuses, would not do any in

hour to hour, as it always does in taken that it is not joined in parallel jury since the direction of rotation of

electric lighting and street railway
with a second machine while the latter a shunt generator is the same as that

service , it is desirable to use several is at rest or is unexcited. The arma- of a shunt motor .

generators, which may be put into serv- ture of the second machine would We will now consider series ma

ice one after the other as the station then form a short circuit to the first chines run in parallel ( Fig. 2 ) . If

output increases, and disconnected one and would present no e. mn . f. oppos- two series generators, A and B , con

after the other as the station output ing an
excessive rush of current nected in parallel be started with a

decreases, the object being to main
through its low resistance and both proper division of the load , and the

tain nearly full load at all times upon armatures would burn out. Hence speed of 1 decreases, causing its e .

the generators which are in service , the second machine B must be up to m . f. to decrease, the machine at once

normal speed and generate the same takes a smaller part of the total load

voltage as A before it is thrown in and the current in its field is de

parallel with A. Each machine will creased. This in turn causes a further

then , if both machines are similar, decrease in pressure and again there

take half of the total current. If the occurs a decrease in the load carried

B speeds remain constant, the e . m . fi's until finally the pressure falls so low

will be constant and each machine will that its field is reversed and it is con

constantly carry half of the load . Any verted into a motor . As a motor its

inequality in the loads which may oc- direction of rotation is opposite to its

cur through any cause may be readily direction of rotation as a generator

corrected by means of the field rheo- and the result of the reversal may be

stats . For instance, a diminution in very serious. Since A's l . m . f. is

and thereby obtain the highest pos speed could be compensated for by in- reversed both dynamos will be in

sible plant efficiency. series around their own internal re

This is especially advisable when sistances and would probably burn

each generator is driven by a separate out.

engine, since then the engines may
A

To prevent this occurrence it is

also be operated under the most eco necessary to connect all the field wind

nomical conditions. The use of a num ings in parallel with each other. This

ber of generator units in a plant is can be accomplished by connecting

also advantageous in that a spare unit the armature ends of all the field coils

may be installed at a moderate cost to as shown in Fig. 3. Such a connec

serve in case of a breakdown , where tion is called an equalizing connec

as a single -unit station would have to tion or equalizer. This equalizer has

be completely duplicated in order to a very small resistance and it is evi

provide for such an emergency. With creasing the field current of that ma- dent the total current among the fields

several generators the plant will oper- chine till the proper e. m . f. could be
will be entirely independent of the

ate continuously, since if one genera
obtained .

output of any armature. This ar

tor is out of order a small reserve unit Shunt dynamos tend to steady each

can be substituted at a moderate cost. other for, if one happens tơ run too

This would not be the case if a single fast , its e. m . f. being thereby in.

dynamo were operated for the entire creased , tends to increase the current
A

B
load of the plant . This continuity of developed by the armature ; this in
operation is very important since a creased current causes a decrease in

shut down may cause great loss of pressure, due to an increased arma

trade and be the cause of much dam- ture drop, reaction on the field and

age . decrease in speed due to greater

Generators of the shunt and com- torque having to be overcome. Also ,

pound types used for light, power and if one machine runs faster than an

railway work are always operated in other it takes part of the load off the

parallel. In this method of connection other machine and tends to make it
FIG . 3 .

the e. m . f. of the circuit remains con- run faster, thereby raising the voltage

stant and the current capacities of the and producing equality again . This rangement of course requires the field

generators are added. mutual regulation will take care of windlings to be attached to bus -bars of

We shall first consider shunt-wound any slip in the belt or governing action the same polarity

generators connected in parallel ( Fig . of driver. If the speed of one machine By the equalizer the extremities of

I ) . Both positive terminals are con
should for some reason become so low the two field windings are joined in

nected to one bus-bar and both nega
that its e . m . f. would be less than parallel, and the current supplied to

A

m
m
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e
l
l
l
l
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the external circuit flows in the same ily and that each is giving half of the approximately equal, else they will not

direction through both and magnet- total current that is being supplied to properly divide the load and the com

izes each equally. Should the e. m . f. the mains . If machine A runs pounding of the other machine may be

of machine A ( Fig . 3 ) fall below that momentarily at a slightly increased injured by an excessive current. The

of B a reverse current would pass speed , a momentary increase of its over-compounding of one machine

through A , driving it as a motor, but induced e. m . f. is produced, which may be reduced by a removal of some

as this motor current flows through causes an increase in the current of the series turns or by shunting it.

the equalizer and does not pass in which it delivers and a corresponding The method of operation is as fol

a reverse direction through the series decrease in the current delivered by lows in connecting compound wound

winding of A , it does not change A's B. This is due to the fact that the generators in parallel ( Fig. 6 ) :

polarity . It is necessary to have the two machines form together a closed Suppose machine A is running, B is

circuit, and a slight difference in the brought up to the same voltage, the ex

e . m . f.'s of the two machine causes citation being furnished by the shunt

a large current to flow around this field alone. The equalizer switch is

circuit, adding to the load of one then thrown to excite the series coil of

machine and subtracting from the the machine to be thrown in . The

load current of the other. The in
B

The in- equalizer switch should be closed first,

crease of load current in machine A else conditions will be the same as if

ellell
causes a further increase of the in- no equalizer were used ; often the main

duced voltage in this machine, inas- switch is closed . The main switch is

much as it is understood to be over-- then closed and the load proportioned

compounded , and this increase of e. by means of field rheostats . To dis

m . f. causes a further increase of load connect B when it is running adjust

current in A. At the same time the the field rheostats until all the load is

resistance of the equalizer very low lessened current in B causes on A , and disconnect B from the bus

or else a portion of the motor supply crease of its induced e . m . f. , which bars . The equalizer switch is opened

may pass through the coil of B into tends to decrease its current still more , last, since if it were opened first it

the field coil of A. and so on . This tinequal distribution would be the same as having no equal
If it is required to switch A into of load between A and B when once izer bar.

parallel with B , which is running, it It is a practice to sometimes keep

is necessary to bring A up to the same the equalizer switch closed all the

voltage as B. This is done by closing time , a permanent connection being

the equalizer circuit after both ma made. This compounds the machines

chines have normal speed. When the collectively instead of individually .

same voltage is obtained , throw ma For example, when only one dynamo
chine A on the line.

is working, its current divides among

When it is desired to operate two the series coils of all and they will not

series dynamos of equal capacity in be highly excited ; when , however, all

parallel, the equalizer may be dis the dynamos are working the whole

pensed with by connecting the fields current of each will pass through its

so that each is excited by the other series coil . Thus the greatest field

machine ( Fig. 4) . This is called strength and , therefore, voltage is

"mutual excitation . In this case if started goes on to an extreme and produced, when most needed at full

the pressure of A falls, the load leads to an excessive current in ma- load of all the machines. The method

thereby decreases and the magnetiza- chine A and a negative load current is important because it makes the ef

tion of B is reduced , compelling A to in B, that is , one machine will run as fect of the series coil proportional to

maintain its share of the load . a motor and take power from the total load instead of load on each ma

Series dynamos are , however, sel- other. chine. This is desirable in central sta

dom worked in parallel , but the ex- With an equalizing connection, as

ample aids us in understanding com- in the case of series machines, the

pound wound generators in parallel amount of current in the series coils

operation. is made the same if the drop over

Since compound dynamos may be both coils is the same . The machines A

treated as shunt machines with the
will divide their loads equally if both

addition of series windings , it is evi- have the same capacity. As in the

dent that the requirements for con- case of series machines, the resist

necting both shunt and series ma- ance of the equalizer must be very

chines must be fulfilled when com- low ( practically negligible ). The re

pound dynamos are run in parallel . sistance of the series coils, together

Consequently an equalizer connection with the leads from thence to the point FIG . 6 .

is used to cause proper division of the of common contact, must be the same,

current among the series coils . When otherwise the current outputs will be tions or where dynamos are

two compound dynamos of equal ca- inversely proportional to these resist- compounded.
pacity are connected in parallel “mutu- ances . If two machines of the same In case of over -compounded ma

al excitation " of the series fields may voltage but different capacities are to chines run in parallel the higher com

take the place of the equalizer. In the be worked in parallel with an equal- pounding is usually reduced by : ( a )
case of running compound generators izer , the resistance of the series coils Shunting series field ; ( b ) adding re

in parallel let us consider what would must be inversely proportional to the sistance to series leads ; ( c ) reducirg

happen without the equalizer. Con- outputs . If they have different values speed .

sider two compound generators, A of compounding, the one that is most It has been found that shunting the

and B , in parallel as in Fig. 5 . Sup- highly compounded must have its series coils with a German silver

pose that machines are running stead- compounding reduced until they are shunt, while it is well enough in case

l
l
l
l

l
l
l
l

FIG . 5 .
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of a single over-compounded dynamo, fording a path for a part of the total- so that its compounding is the same as

does not work very successfully when flow of current. An increasing load that of the other machine with which

two or more dynamos are operated in would be largely carried by the dyna- it is run .

parallel. They do not in any way aid mo with the most turns on the series The drop over the series coils of

the different dynamos in dividing coil , because total current powing both machines should be the same .

their load . All the series coils and through the series coil would promote If the character of the magnets is

all the shunts become parallel con- the voltage of this dynamo faster than such that the point of saturation dif

ductors and thereby traversed by cur- that of the other . Hence the best fers for both machines, difficulty will

rents inversely proportional to their method is tơ either place a resistance be found to make machines divide

resistances . These shunts merely in the series lead or reduce speed . load equally. Hence magnet cores

diminish the total flow of current, but From the entire former discussion should be of the same material in both

in no way do they serve to adjust the it is seen that two machines to per

effect of the series coils relatively to form best, when operated in parallel , Armature reaction may also be dif

each other . Suppose two machines, should be designed so that they are ferent for both machines, but this can

A and B, are running, A is over- exactly the same in construction and usually be made similar for both

compounded and shunted, B is the same in their characteristics , that machines by adjusting brushes.

slightly over-compounded and slightly is , they should be identical machines. The resistance of the equalizer

shunted. It is plain that when the If the compounding of one machine should be very small so that current

shunted series coils are in parallel, the is greater than that of another , it will flow through it rather than

shunts will only have the effect of af- should have its series coil adjusted through the series coil of the machine.

cases .

Underground Conduit Systems for Power Work

THEcerse ofacticated calideshaving distancesces.400 feet alonica dicicing
armored

been discontinued

for underground work in re

cent years, cables are now almost uni

versally installed in conduits made

T

k
a
d

I.

Loca
FIG . I.

either of glazed tile , iron or paper

fiber .

The pipes or conduits are laid so

as to form a series of continuous ducts

for a length of not over 400 feet , and

are terminated in brick or concrete

chambers, from which the cables are

pulled in .

Fiber and iron conduits may be laid

with greater rapidity and less labor

than tile conduits, but are more ex

pensive. Fiber conduit offers some

what greater frictional resistance to

the pulling of cables , especially on

curves , and being mechanically

weaker is not so suitable for great

lengths.

SPACING OR SPLICING CHAMBER .

It is found that the greatest length

of cable which can be pulled through

a glazed tile duct without injuring the

cable or requiring special apparatus

is about 400 feet on a straight run or

one with slight curvature . Hence, at

of duct line regarded as ideal, as the excavation

to provide is a minimum , and the cables can fol

chambers, where the separate lengths low the walls very closely and may be

of cable may be pulled in and jointed . clamped thereto where desired . A

Local conditions, such as obstruc- further advantage is the avoidance of

tions and curves , may prevent the 400 the difficulty of bending cables to a

feet being attained in all cases . dangerously small radius, a frequent

It is desirable to have no lengths occurrence in chambers with square

greater than the standard length , in corners .

order to avoid the necessity of keep The rectangular form shown in

ing extra long pieces of cable in stock . Fig. 2 is somewhat more common, but

requires more excavation and more
DIMENSIONS OF SPLICING CHAMBERS . wall material than the first form , and

The height of splicing chambers, is conducive to sharp bends in the

being limited by the height in which cable .

a man can stand upright, is seldom
The type shown in Fig. 3 is con

less than 61/2 feet . The width is sim- venient where it is desired to have a

ilarly limited by the space required to wide chamber without occupying

work in , which is about 4 feet . The much space on one particular side of

length is limited by the length of the duct line, as , for example, where

splice and the space required to curve

the cable from the ducts to the sup

porting shelves or racks , considera

tions which make a length of 8 feet

the practical minimum where there

are large cables .

Special chambers, such as those for

bare grounded cables, for a small

number of telephone or other safe

cables, may be made of smaller di L

mensions than stated above, because

a man can work on his knees in a

chamber 4 feet high and 372 feet wide, two duct lines run parallel a short dis

and the length may be reduced to tance apart. In this case , economy

about 4 feet if the cables are small may be obtained by the use of a com

and flexible .
mon wall on the long side of the

chamber.

FORMS OF SPLICING CHAMBERS.

Fig. 4 shows the side wall type of

Splicing chambers are usually built chamber, which is entered from the

in one of the four shapes shown in side instead of the top, as with the

Figs. 1 , 2 , 3 and 4 . other types. This form is used in the

That shown in Fig . I is usually side walls of tunnels or in retaining

FIG . 2 .
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walls , and usually takes the form of a by a hand pump through the manhole power cables, and therefore make it

long niche in the wall . When built opening. impossible to have as many cables in
in tunnel walls not far from the sur- Where natural drainage cannot be a chamber as when duplex racks are

face of the ground, it is desirable to secured, as, for example, where the used. This, in fact , is the principal

have such chambers open from the chamber is below sewer level , it is argument in favor of iron racks , for

street above as well as from the side, good practice to provide a special the brackets may be made to carry

in order to avoid the necessity of hav- drain pipe to which all chambers are two or more cables each , as shown in

ing the use of a tunnel track when connected, the drainage being toward Fig. 7.

work is to be done in the chambers a general sump pit, which is kept dry Open face ducts constitute a type

by an automatic sump pump. The of shelf which may be conveniently

GENERAL DIMENSIONS.

cost of such a system often compares run all the way through a chamber to

The following table gives the di- favorably with that of waterproofing, connect duct to duct. This gives ex

mensions of standard splicing cham- besides yielding superior results . cellent protection to the cables, but

bers used by several large traction and The sump of a splicing chamber owing to the large size of the open

face ducts, which must be large

enough to accommodate a splice, the
Height No. of

Splices. number of ducts which can be used in

Name of Company. Fig . No.

a moderate size chamber is very lim

ited.

A B с Remarks .
Inside

Feet and inches .

PROTECTION OF CABLES.

Chicago Edison Co ..

District Ry . London

IR T. Subway, N. Y.

Long Island RR

3

4

3

2

2-3 "

2-4 "

1-3 "

1-6"

3 '-3"

5 ' - 6 "

4-4 "

2-3 "

64

1 ' -8" 3-8 "

ManhattanRy . N. Y.

New York Central R.R.

م

ن

ه
ر
ت
ن
ت
ا
س
ر
ت
ا
س
ر
ت
ن
ت
ن
ه
ر

ک
ا
ن
ن

6-O

5 ' - 0 "

3'09

4 '

4 ' - 0 "

4 ' - 0 "

6'0"

5'0

5 ' - 0 "

4 '- 0 "

3 ' 0 "

4 ' - 0 "

3 ' - 6 "

6 ' - 6 " 7'-6" 16

7 ' - 6 " 14 ' - 3 32

14 ' - 0 " | 11 '-4" 64

6'-6" 10 ' - 0 " 18

6 ' - 6 " 9 ' - 0 " 18

6 ' - 6 " 9 ' - 0 " 18

6 '-6" 8' -0" 16 to 48

6'-6" 11' - 0 " 20

6 ' - 6 " 11 ' - 0" 20

6'0 " 10 ' - 0 " 5

6 '-6" to 8 ' - 0 " 8' -6" 20 to 32

6-4 " ' 8'0"

6'3" 7 ' - 10 " 20

When a large direct -current feeder

cable is punctured the current tends

to take a short circuit to ground

44

2-4"

2 ' - 6 "

1 ' - 10"

1-00 "

3 '-6"

3 ' - 6 "

3 '-6"

3'-6"
8

4

24Pennsylvania R.R

Philadelphia R. T. 3 1-8 " corred

NO
and 4 .

L
I
L
L

U FK

는

lighting companies. The letters refer should be covered with an easily re

to the dimensions on Figs. 1 , 2 , 3 movable grating - wooden ones being

often used on account of their prop

The average volume of a chamber erty of foating when the chamber is

is about 16 cubic feet per splice, al- flooded, thereby leaving the sump

though a maximum of 40 and min- open for the pipe of a hand pump.

imum of 6 are sometimes found .

MANFIOLE CASTINGS .

WATERPROOFING AND DRAINAGE .

Usually made with two covers , the
There is great diversity of opinion

with regard to the value of water
outer of which should be strong

proofing splicing chambers, although enough to stand the weight of the
heaviest vehicle , and the inner should

be as high as consistent with the

rough usage they receive . Both coy

ers should be provided with means to

grip them with a hook - bar.

Where power cables are used it is

essential to provide ventilating holes.
It is usual to lock the inner cover

with a substantial brass padlock .

L

☺

p
a
y

E = 4 " to 6 "

F & G = 3 " to 6 "

FIG . 5 .

CABLE SUPPORTS .

FIG . 3 .

the general tendency of the day is to

omit waterproofing and provide effi

cient draining

Waterproofing a chamber is futile

unless the duct lines leading to it are

also waterproofed. This is a very

difficult and expensive process which

seldom shows good results . Water

will also enter chambers from the top

and will be retained if the chamber is

waterproof.

Every chamber should be provided

with a sump into which water can

drain . It is advisable to connect the

sump to the sewer through a syphon

and back -water valve . If this is not

practicable , the sump may be drained

Cables in splicing chambers are

usually supported on iron brackets

attached to the chamber walls . This

construction is very satisfactory for

many types of cables, but for power

cables , especially direct -current feed

ers , a shelf of some kind is preferable,

as it affords some insulation and pro

tection between cables.

Concrete reinforced with expanded

metal or wire cloth has proved sat

isfactory for shelves one inch thick ,

and is inexpensive. A good support

for such shelves is a pair of iron pins

set in iron pipes, which are sunk in

the chamber wall at a slight angle, so

as to tilt the shelves toward the wall.

as shown in Fig . 6.

Shelves cannot be spaced less than

7 inches apart for large wrapped

through the most available paths. If

the cable is supported on an iron rack

which is fastened to the same iron

upright as other cables, the short cir

cuit current will pass through the

racks and uprights to other cable

sheaths, which may be melted thereby,

In order to avoid this it is usual to

interpose a piece of rubber hose, a

creosoted block , or equivalent insula

ting material, between each direct

current cable sheath and its rack .

It is current practice to protect all

power cables in splicing chambers by

a wrapping of asbestos cloth, fastened

on with galvanized steel tape ; some

companies using over this a sheath of

stove piping made fast with galvan

ized steel wire. This protection should

extend all the way through the splic

ing chambers, covering the splices.
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DIRECT -CURRENT CABLES . direct -current cables as much as pos Where this is done high -tension

The cables which give the greatest sible in the splicing chambers. This cables in the same subways should be

trouble in underground conduit lines may be effected by running them in grounded to earth plates. Railroad

are direct -current cables of large car
open - face ducts, or by protecting tracks having insulated sections for

rying capacity. The reasons for this
them with split ducts put around the automatic block signals cannot be

cables and held together by clay. Such
are : used in this way, as the sections

( 1 ) When they are punctured the
ducts may be supported on one or two would be electrically connected

cable is short-circuited to the sheath, light angle irons extending longitud- through the cable sheaths. In such

and the current is so great that the
inally through the chamber. cases the only practical way to deal

sheath is melted, often for a length
( 3 ) The racks on which direct-cur- with large direct-current feeders is to

of several hundred feet . rent cables are supported in splicing keep them out of the duct lines and

chambers should not be in metallic carry them on insulators .

connection with other racks . If , how- This is a simple matter where re

ever , this is unavoidable, the cables taining walls or tunnel walls are

should not lay directly on the racks , available , as it is easy to support

but on insulating pads or blocks , as weatherproof cable on large porcelain

stated above . clamp insulators attached to the walls .

( 4 ) The electrostatic charges on In the open , however, it is usually

the sheaths of low -tension cables are necessary to support the cables on in

insignificant, and none can be derived sulators placed in a wooden or con

from the high-tension cables if these crete trough , which is filled with

are properly grounded. It is there- viscous insulating and waterproof

fore unnecessary to ground the compound. This is known as the

sheaths of direct -current cables of an " solid system ."

insulating system . With a grounded
FIG . 6 . ALTERNATING -CURRENT CABLES .

return system , however, the case is

different, for however well the cable Arcs produced by the rupture of

( 2 ) If the direct -current cable sheath is insulated in a duct line, in alternating -current cables are less in

sheath is in metallic connection with the case of a short circuit the current tense than those produced by direct

other sheaths, the short -circuit current will find its way through the most un- current cables, for the following

will distribute itself among these expected paths, thereby creating wide- reasons :

sheaths, and may melt them in the ( 1 ) The periodic reversal of the

same way as the sheath of the original current tends to extinguish the arc
cable . twice in every cycle .

( 3 ) When cable sheaths are melted : ( 2 ) The amperes per k.w. trans

or burned , not only are the cables put mitted are less than with direct-cur

out of use, but it is often impossible rents , owing to the high voltages used

to withdraw them from the ducts, in alternating -current transmission

which therefore have to be broken systems .

into and replaced . If this does not ( 3 ) The use of two or three con

occur, the lining of the ducts may be ductor cables helps to make a clean

so roughened as to render new ones d . short circuit , which will operate the

necessary.
i :0 :0:31 power -house relays at once and thus

(4 ) The arc established at the point open the circuit. It also does away

of short - circuit is so intense as to be with the tendency to follow any round

a source of danger to linemen , to other about path to ground as with direct

cables and to the structure of the current cables .

splicing chamber itself .
( 4 ) The carrying capacity of the

( 5 ) If the short - circuit occurs far Q lead sheath of a high -tension cable is

from the station -bus, the resistance usually great enough to take without

of the line may be sufficient to keep injury sufficient current to operate

the value of the short-circuit current
the relays in the power-station,

below that at which the circuit break especially where a resistance is used

ers are set to open . Such short-cir in the grounded neutral of the gen
cuits are particularly dangerous be erators .

cause there is no way to distinguish

them on the station meters from a
CHARGES ON CABLE SHEATHS.

regular load. When an electrically charged body

With these facts in view , the fol is introduced , without touching, into

lowing precautions should be adopted a cylindrical conductor, a charge is

with large direct- current cables : induced on the inner surface of the

( 1 ) Where possible, keep the di cylinder, which is equal in magnitude

rect -current cables out of the duct but opposite in sign to the charge on

lines which carry the alternating-cur
ro

the electrified body. If the cylinder
rent cables. It may be advisable to

is insulated from the earth there is

put the required conductivity in the FIG. 7 . also induced on its outer surface a

third rails in order to avoid the neces charge of equal magnitude and simi

sity of auxiliary copper in duct lines spread damage. As grounded return lar sign to that of the electrified body.
along the track. systems are used principally for rail- The difference of potentials between

( 2 ) If it is necessary to put direct- ways , it is usual to ground the direct- the charged body and cylinder de

and alternating - current cables in the current cable sheaths directly to the pends on their dimensions and rela

same duct line it is well to isolate the track rails through stout wires . tive locations , and may be very con

do

U

o

o
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one

as

siderable. If , however , the cylindri- ( i ) Shall be provided with holes ( c ) Filling shall be thoroughly

cal conductor is connected to the for dowel pine if ducts are four -way. tamped, rammed and rolled, or flushed

ground by a metallic wire , it will be Dowel pins may also be called for. as seems necessary to the engineer,

maintained at ground potential. ( j ) Ducts shall be of stated length . and shall be done in a manner to pre

A high -tension cable in a lead It is usual to call for a certain per- vent, as far as possible, a settling of

sheath acts precisely like the charged centage of shorter lengths in order to the earth after completion.

body in a cylindrical conductor de- finish runs or to stagger joints. The 12. Obstructions encountered in the

scribed above, inducing a charge on permissible variation from the speci- course of the work shall be overcome

the sheath which may raise the latter fed length should be stated . in a manner to be approved by the en

to a dangerously high potential. ( 3 ) Description of cement. gineer.

It is therefore necessary to ground ( a ) Shall be of approved brand . 13. Laying ducts,

the sheaths of cables at intervals, in ( b ) Briquettes made of neat ce- ( a ) Shall be laid evenly , with ends

order to carry off their static , as the ment and kept one day in air and six square, so as to leave a tight, well
induced charge is commonly called . clays in water shall show a stated fitting butt joint.

tensile strength . I corresponding ( b ) Joints shall be staggered hori

DOUBLE DUCT LINE .

strength may be similarly required of zontally and vertically.

A conduit line of a large number of briquettes made of one part cement
( c ) Ducts shall be laid in a bed of

ducts should be avoided wherever and two and one -half parts sand.
cement mortar of about 14 -inch thick

possible. While a large line may be ( c ) Shall be protected from mois
ness .

permissible for telephone work, it ture during work .
( d ) Each joint shall be wrapped

certainly is not desirable for light or ( 4 ) Description of sand .
with two strips of burlap 6 inches

power work. The entire output of a. ( a ) Shall be clean and free from
wide and coated with neat cement

station or substation of considerable loam or salt .
mortar, the ends of the wrap to lap

size should not be carried out through ( b ) Shall be sharp and of stated
4 inches. ( It will ensure more care

conduit line, but should be coarseness .

ful work if it be specified that the
divided between two or more lines, ( 5 ) Description of stone.

kept well separated. ( a ) Shall be of crushed granite,
contractor shall supply rubber gloves

to the men who lay the burlap.)
limestone, trap -rock , or other ap

INSPECTION OF DI'CTS . Where ducts are laid on curves , the

proved variety.
wraps shall be doubled if required to

By far the greatest number of cable ( b ) Shall pass through a sieve of

breakdowns occur from injury to the
protect the openings between the ends

stated mesh .
of the ducts on the outer line of the

lead sheaths, either by electrolysis or ( 6 ) Description of brick .
duct, and to exclude mortar from

from abrasions during installation . ( a ) Shall be of good commercial
said openings.

Sharp projections in the ducts should hard -burned sewer brick, or other

( e ) Ducts shall be laid with a man
therefore be carefully guarded against stated variety

a cable pulled over such a pro
drel of specified length and width and

( 7 ) Description of concrete.

jection will have a groove cut along ( a ) Stated proportions of cement,
provided at the end with a rubber

washer for wiping the joints.
its entire length , and the effective sand and stone.

thickness of the sheath will be there- ( b ) Sand and cement shall be ( f ) Ducts shall be laid on a bed of

by materially reduced . The duct mixed dry and then wet with only concrete of stated depth , shall be cov

specifications given below are typical sufficient water to make a stiff paste .
ered at the top with a stated depth of

of the best modern practice, but un
concrete and shall have a stated thick

The stone, being previously wetted,
ness of concrete on each side. Where

fortunately duct inspection is usually shall be added while wet and thor
the duct line goes under railroad

so lax that often in a large installation oughly mixed until all the stone are
tracks , the concrete shall be suitablyscarcely a single duct conforms in covered with mortar. It shall then be
thickened and reinforced.

every particular with the specifica, deposited as rapidly as possible. Ma

tions. Engineers are now beginning chine mixed concrete will be accepted ( g ) If ducts are four-way, they

to realize the enormous importance of if made in a manner approved by the
shall be laid with dowel pins at joints.

giving each duct a rigid inspection, engineer: ( h ) The alignmentalignment horizontally

and rejecting those which have any ( 8 ) Cement mortar.
and vertically shall be satisfactory to

roughness or irregularity. ( a ) Stated proportions of cement
the engineer

Scarcely less important is rigid in- and sand . (Usually 2/2 of sand to I ( i ) The method of wrapping spec

spection during installation in order of cement. ) ified in e is not universal.

to assure the most perfect alignment. ( 9 ) Concrete or mortar shall not other method is to be used , corres

be laid in freezing weather, and shall ponding details should be given.
SPECIFICATION FOR DUCT WORK .

not be used after an initial set has 14. Drainage of duct lines.

1. Location of duct lines. taken place. The grade of all duct lines shall

2. Description of ducts. ( 10 ) Excavation . be such that water cannot stand in

( a ) Single way, or four way. ( a ) Shall always be of such depth the ducts, and they shall be so

( b ) Holes circular or square with as to leave a stated minimum distance ranged as to drain into one or both of

rounded corners. between the top of concrete over the the splicing chambers.

( c ) Maximum outside climensions. ducts and the surface of the ground. 15. Rodding, cleaning and wiring.

( d ) Minimum inside dimensions. ( b ) Ground on which ducts are After the ducts are laid and the

( c ) Minimum thickness of walls. laid shall be rammed solid before any cement is sufficiently set , they shall be

( f ) Shall be free from blisters, concrete is laid . rodded and the contractor shall draw

cracks and other imperfections which , II . Refilling excavations. after such rods, wire brushes and a

in the opinion of the engineer, will ( a ) The best part of the material mandrel of specified dimensions. All

tend to injure the cables to be accom- excavated shall be used . mortar and other foreign matter shall

modated therein . ( b ) Surplus material shall be carted be removed. If obstructions are found

( g ) Shall be of good quality tile , away by the contractor ( or will be which cannot be removed by cleaners,

thoroughly glazed inside and outside carted away by the company, as re- so as to pass the specified mandrel,

( h ) Shall be straight and true. quired ). the ducts shall be removed and relaid .

If an

ar
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Any expense incurred by such work

shall be borne by the contractor. A

galvanized iron wire of stated size

shall be left in each duct from splicing

chamber to splicing chamber, and

sufficient length shall be left at each

end to permit it to be bent in order to

prevent it slipping into the duct.

16. Repairing

All repairing shall be done in a

manner satisfactory to the engineer

and the municipal authorities .

17. No extras shall be allowed the 19. Splicing chambers.

contractor for irregular work except, ( a ) Shall be built according to

( a ) Rock blasting, if necessary . plans supplied, unless local conditions

( b ) Removal of pipes or other ob- interfere, in which case the suggested
structions, if necessary. modifications shall be approved by the

Such extra work shall not be done engineer.

without the consent of the engineer. ( b ) Chambers to be not more than

The contractor shall specify the cost a stated distance apart.

of such work before it is begun . ( c ) State any details pertaining to

18. Details of terminals of duct the design of the chamber and cable

lines. (Whether they go into power supports which may not be clear from

stations , etc. ) the plans .

Institute Discussion on the Moore Light2

I
N opening the discussion on the The paper, said the speaker , gave of light, and the best efficiency seems
paper on the Moore tube. read the first actual engineering data of to be about 2.5 watts per unit flux

at the April meeting of the Insti- this kind of light , the actual energy, of light, that is , per lumen . That

tute, Gano S. Dunn , who presided , current and some data on efficiency, flux of light is given by one mean

said that we should be careful not to etc. Comparative data were given on spherical candle . That gives us about

make the mistake of estimating the the illumination produced by the the efficiency of the tantalum lamp, or

value of the Moore system solely on Moore tube and the incandescent lamp. not very far from the enclosed arc ;

the basis of efficiency. Its intensity Later on , comparisons were made be- better than the incandescent lamp, the

does not vary inversely as the square tween the are lamp and other sys- carbon incandescent lamp, but inferior

of the distance. We must be careful tems. Dr. Steinmetz did not think to the tungsten lamp. The carbon

not to take the test of the photometer much of the comparative value, the dioxide tube is recognized as less ef

as the only guide. relative proportions between the two, ficient. The efficiency of the Moore

The test of the lamp should not be except that it showed that we can in- tube has arrived at that stage where it

the test of the efficiency, but rather the stall incandescent lamps and arc lamps is now in the range of commercially

test of the light it delivers where il- in such a manner as to get very little practical efficiency as an illuminant.

lumination is wanted . A light of high light from very much power . We It is not any more an inefficient illum

intrinsic brilliancy, of concentrated know that if the installation of inant, although it is not of the same

source , over - illuminates the surface the incandescent lamp is left to magnitude of efficient, as , for instance ,

near it , while it under - illuminates the the artistic sense of an architect, the mercury lamp.

surface away from it. The eye is also or to mere accident, we will get this But this efficiency of light produc

inclined to undervalue the illumination condition , but the comparison is not tion is not the only thing. The essen

of the under -illuminated surface, be- fair , because if we replace an unsatis- tial question is : How can we make

cause it often passes on this surface factory incandescent light system , un- use of this light, in other words, the

after having first rested on the bright satisfactory by reason of poor install- distribution ? A very great essential

surface, or possibly upon the lamp it- ation , poor size of reflector , etc. , with is low intrinsic brilliancy to eliminate

self . Not only this, but the excess of an intelligently installed system , we the dazzling effect and blinding glare,

light in the neighborhood of the over- can naturally always show advantages. which applies to the new source of

illuminated surface costs money and The results of the photometric tests light, the tungsten filament, for in

has to be paid for ; besides which that in the paper give for the most efficient stance , which is rather bad. We must,

very excess , by having fatigued the tube 1.4 watts per Hefner foot, which however, not attribute too much im

eye, renders of less value the illumi- would be at right angles to the tube. portance to this feature, because ev

nation we do actually succeed in pro- The average light in the reading is a point source of light can be diffused

ducing upon the under- illuminated twice this . The efficiency of the up- by a defracting or diffusing globe,

surface.
per sum , divided by 1.88, to reduce it holophane or frosted globe . Light is

The feature of Mr. Moore's light our standard of light, the British can- lost by it ; but if we take a 32-candle

is its distributing source , the enor- dle, gives 2.5 watts per mean spherical power tungsten lamp, and enclose it

mously large area over which il- candle -power or per lumen , per unit in a frosted globe three to four inches

luminates, compared with the area of flux of light, 2.5 watts . That test of in diameter, we bring the intrinsic

a nut -shell, in which other lights are the illumination measurements gave brilliancy ,of the whole globe down to

generated, or of a short tube in which us 2.56, so that it makes it probable five Hefners per square inch and prob

a Cooper -Hewitt mercury vapor light that the efficiency of light production, ably less — from 15 to 20 per cent. Vi

is generated . We must be on leaving out all illuminating questions, efficiency - and still have an efficiency

guard in estimating this. merely considering, as we always higher than the Moore light.

The chairman then called on Dr. have to consider, whatever may be Reference is made to the blinding

Steinmetz, who characterized the pa- said , the question how much flux of brilliancy of the mercury tube . The

per as a valuable addition to our en- light we get per watt, and the next speaker had not noticed that . He was

gineering knowledge of the method In illuminating questions we must using the mercury tube almost exclu

of producing light by what may be consider how much flux of light we sively as artificial illumination for any

called an improved Geisler tube, be get per watt, and next whether we work that he might have to do , and

cause it is the old Geisler tube now want to distribute the light and how would not think of using any other

in the form of a commercial illumi- it can be done. The first question is source of light, and found it by far

nant. how much light comes from the source the best .

even

Our
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as a

Dr. Steinmetz challenged the state- Dr. Steinmetz appreciated very of light is not needed to give substan

ment that, “ The only commercial and much also the very ingenious way of tially uniform distribution .

proper method of comparing all feeding the gas into the tubes , and the There were a few more statements

sources of light is on the basis of their method of getting rid of the oxygen that perhaps required challenging.

ability to produce useful illumination, in the air, and feeding nitrogen or car- Mr. Moore stated, " It is now possible

and not by any other basis .” It was a bon dioxyde. These were remarkable to state definitely what their final life

good way where one has a contract and ingenious devices which could
will be, beyond the general statement

with a customer to light his premises, only be admired. that some of these tubes have already

but that does not help one step fur The next speaker, Percy H.
been in operation over4000 hours with

ther . The customer wants to find out Thomas, said that in addition to sup- out change, and that there are good

how he can get good illumination with plying a new candidate among the il reasons for believing that they should
an economical amount of power, and luminants for commercial favor, Mr. continue to run at least as long again ,

if the illuminating engineer puts in Moore had done a good deal to ed- which is a much longer life than any

the lights the important question is , ucate illuminating engineers to consid
other form of illuminant yet in

what type of light to employ to use er the importance of diffusion and dis vented . ” Commercial Cooper -Hewitt

the least amount of power to produce tribution in lighting, and the impor- tubes have operated for 10,000 hours

illumination ? For the illuminating tance of eliminating bright spots. in a great many places. On one or

engineer the most important question His general discussion had a good two instances they had operated for

is , what source of light gives the max- many good points in it . There are a
16,000 hours. As to the statement, “ It

imum flux of light for a given amount good many points, too , to which we is the blinding brilliancy of the mer

of energy ; the maximum quantity of might object. We can take the paper cury tube that makes even a direct

light per watt ? The next question is , a suggestion and forget those glance at it so very harmful to the

whether this source of light is suita- things with which we do not agree . eye,” Mr. Thomas said it was a fact,

ble for distribution , and how much of There is one point which a great so universally recognized among those

the light he may have to waste to get many people do not realize the who have worked under the mercury

the proper distribution. But the state- value of, which Mr. Moore mentioned light or who know by practical experi

ment quoted is rather begging the casually, and that is , if you can do ence with such lights, that this light

whole question of illuminating engi- your lighting in a room from one out- is surprisingly restful and helpful for
neering It may not be desirable for let and do away with the pendants and doing work under it .

the customer, but for the illuminating fixtures and small outlets , you save To make a rough summary, it

engineer the question is how to get the not only a great deal of expense but was a little too soon to tell what the

light efficiency and how to supply the a good deal of fire risk and danger. commercial field of the Moore tube

light with the least amount of power The elimination of the cost of multi

will be. Undoubtedly there is a field
to the customer . ple outlets and many units, fuses,

for such a light. Its good points are
In determining the efficiency of il- cords, etc. , is one of the biggest fac

its relatively good efficiency, not the
luminants, to find out which illuminant tors of economy in Mr. Moore's tube

best, but relatively good, probably bet
requires the least energy to give a cer- over incandescent lamps, and the

ter than most incandescent lamps, its
tain illumination in such area , Dr. Cooper -Hewitt tubes over incandes

diffusion , and the fact that it has no

Steinmetz believes we would find first cent lamps.

Mr. Moore made a great point of
bright, brilliant spots. The chief dif

the mercury lamp, and then for a long ficulties, the speaker thought, would
while nothing; and then the tungsten , the fact that he considers his tube to

be found to be a certain tendency to
and then for a long while nothing: and give artificial daylight.;

This state
fail at times ; for instance, this particu

then the Moore light, the tantalum ment needs a little challenging in the
lar tube is entirely dependent on each

and the enclosed arc , and later on the first place ; daylight gives practically

different filaments and incandescent

a continuous spectrum . Mr. Moore's particular part of the tube ; any crack

or damage done to the tube will affect

lamps and carbon lamps and Nernst light comes from gases and must be
the whole tube . It is not a matter of

a banded spectrum - a few colors well
lamps, etc. After all, neither the

distributed the
taking a spare out of the closet and

Voore light nor the incandescent light
spectrum

putting it up .

has the same magnitude of efficiency
which cannot give the same effect as a

true continuous spectrum . How im
The power factor seems to be a

as the mercury vapor lamp.
portant this matter is will only be de

variable question . It was formerly 50

While criticizing the character of termined if we get a sufficientnumber per cent. Now Mr. Moore has it up to

the paper , we must not forget that it of commercial installations and some
60 or 65 and expects to get it higher

contains some very valuable and im- considerable length of trial . still . If the power factor is made very

portant information, and Mr. Moore
The tube does not give a strictly high it means the elimination, to a

was to be congratulated on the great perfect diffusion , though at first sight certain extent, of the resistance of in

advances he had made in the last few it may seem that this is the fact . Our ductance which absorbs voltage and

years , in reaching commercial condi- surfaces are plane surfaces and have will allow more variation in the cur

tions with his light, reaching com- two dimensions, but the tube has only rent. That may become a serious fac

mercial frequencies, commercial volt- one dimension . The diffusion is per tor.

age. One thing which had not been fect in one plane and very imperfect The power factor is in some cases

especially dwelt on, was the remarka- in the other plane. In one plane the very important. Where power is

bly ingenious valve arrangement of light is diffused and in the other plane, bought from a lighting company and

feeding air or gases into the tube and crosswise, the light is not diffused . the power paid for by meter, it is not

maintaining a constant vacuum . The It is even possible, with incandescent serious, because the drop in wiring

vacuum in this tube is about 1/8000 of lamps distributed over the ceiling, to comes in ; but if the plant is a private

atmospheric pressure . To maintain get a more perfect diffusion than with one the capacity of the generatormust

constant such a low pressure, not visi- the tube. The short interruptions be considerably greater for a lower

ble any more in a mercury gauge, and within the length of the tube are not power factor to get a given quantity

maintain that constant with a few per- as important in disturbing uniform of energy than with the higher power

cent. was a very remarkable achieve- distribution as a large gap from one factor, and this would be an added

ment. side to the other . Perfect uniformity charge against the Moore tube in cases

over
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blind the eye.

where the load was exclusively for tube is about twice as efficient as the bility to localized lighting: Diffused

lighting these tubes. white tube. and distributed lighting is excellent

With the whole illumination in the Taking this comparison, we find for many purposes, but we do not

room dependent on one or two or the watts per candle of the white tube want it for allpurposes. For, where

three outfits, it it impossible to use a would range from 3 to 5.8 . The yel- localized lighting is desired rather

portion at one time. If in a factory low tube, according to this, shows an than distributed lighting in cases

two men are working in a corner, you efficiency over the carbon filament where lighting of high economy is de

cannot light that corner only, and you lamp. Its gain in efficiency is by no sired rather than lighting which takes

must perhaps use ten or twenty times means revolutionary. There is a cer- in all the area , we must use something

as much energy as otherwise would be
tain gain . The efficiency, however, which is capable of division , and the

required . This cannot be urged against according to this showing, is con- Moore tube would appear to be ruled

the tube in all places. It simply shows siderably less than that of the tung- out in this connection .

a certain limitation when considering sten lamp. Consequently we can say , John W. Howell said it had been his

the broad field . in a general way, that the Moore light pleasure to know Mr. Moore and to

Mr. Thomas thought Mr. Moore de does not represent an essential gain know his work during the entire 12
served a great deal of praise for the as compared with the other illumi- years he had been working on the

extreme pains and expense he had gone nants for the present time.
vacuum tube. At first he showed a

to to make his demonstration thor- If , therefore, it is to find a place as small Geisler tube, and for a long time

ough . a practical illuminant it must show afterward it was a simple Geisler tube,

Dr. C. II . Sharp thought that all certain other advantages which the and when everybody thought that Mr.

admired very greatly the persistency illuminants with which it competes do Voore was chasing rainbows he stuck

of purpose and the courage with not possess. Let us consider what to his work with a persistence and en

which Mr. Voore had tackled and had some of these advantages are . It thusiasm which the speaker had never

kept tackling for ten or fifteen years gives a diffused light; that is perfect- seen equalled . The present light is a
this great problem of the production ly true . It is a light of low intrinsic (levelopment from the Geisler tube,

of artificial light by the incandescence brilliancy : it has no bright spots to which it is hard to realize, because it

or luminescence of gases . Certainly It does away with a has been accomplished by this most

the goal toward which he was striv- certain amount of wiring in the build- persistent work , the progress liaving

ing, and the end which he sought to ing. As far as this goes it is an ad been made little by little , step by step,

reach, was a most tempting one . We vantage for the Moore tube. What never any very long steps until very

had all heard a great deal about the are some of the disadvantages ? lately. Vr. Voore has added a com
low efficiency of all of our ordinary il- The speaker thought some might mercial illuminant to those which the

luminants . Very few of them ap- say that the color of it was not all electrical engineer has at his disposal.

proach five per cent. luminous efficien- that it might be. It may be the.color and one which has a good many uses

cy . Some of them may reach the of daylight, but it is a peculiar kind in which it excels others.

value of 10 per cent possibly, but most of daylight. It had the great disad- Mr. Howell wished to congratulate

of them are perhaps of two or three vantage of not being divisible. By Mr. Moore on his work . Among the

per cent. luminous efficiency. It cer- throwing a switch all the light in a uses to which Mr. Moore applies his

tainly was a very attractive problem , room is turned on . We cannot have light the first named is art halls,

that of producing a really high -effi- a little light here or there, as we need There are many art galleries which

ciency illuminant, and an illuminant it . That point was brought out by are open only during daylight hours

working at a luminous efficiency, say Mr. Thomas. This indivisibility of because there is no illuminant Safe

of 90 per cent. instead of 5 per cent.
the Moore light made it necessary, it enough to be entrusted in those art

It was to be sincerely regretted that seemed to the speaker, in all or nearly halls . The speaker thought the Moore

as far as the present indication goes, all of the installations where it is light would be admirable for such

in his endeavor to reach this high goal, used to supplement it by some other work, because there was no possible

VIr . Moore had failed . He had, how- system of light which had this feature danger in using it except, possibly, in

ever , succeeded in producing a prac- of divisibility. It would hardly do to installing it . If this light could be

tical illuminant which will undoubted- place all the reliance for the lighting once installed the public could have

ly find a field for itself in certain ap- of a room of any importance whatever the use of the galleries for much long
plications and which has an efficiency on a tube of this kind. er hours and with perfect safety.

which brings it on a par with many of Another disadvantage was the flick- Mr. Dunn said that he felt very

the other illuminants of the presentering on alternating -current. It is ex- much in sympathy with what Ir.

dav. clusively an alternating -current lamp Howell had said about the work of

If we examine the data given , we at the present time, and when it is Mr. Moore. It had been an example

get some idea of the efficiency . Dr. used on alternating- current of com- of persistence that has seldom been

Steinmetz had gone into this question, mercial frequency, we notice a very exhibited before. He was not forget

and the speaker had gone into it from marked fickering of objects moved ting, in looking backward upon Nr.

a slightly different point of view . Mr. quickly in the light. In cases where Voore's work , how very different the

Moore made a statement that the watts the objects have to be handled with outlook was when , in years gone, we

per Hefner of the yellow tube vary rapidity this would be a serious prac- all looked forward to the day when

from 1.3 to 2.5 watts per Hefner_can- tical disadvantage. In any room where we should have cold light. The speak

dle ; or , in other words, from 1.5 to the objects are moved rapidly the ef- was Mr. Tesla's assistant at the

2.9 watts per candle measured at right fect which is produced could be scarce- famous lecture where he tried to se

angles to the tube. The white tube- ly called anything less than weird , and cure cold light at extremely high fre

the carbon dioxyde tube - has less ef- unless it is possible to overcome this quencies. If he might venture to

ficiency. No data are given on the ef- disadvantage in some practical way, comment some of the pre

ficiency of this tube. However, we and it is hard to see how this is possi- vious criticisms, particularly thie

may arrive at a value by noting that ble . We must mark this clown as a one relating to the measurement

the white efficiency bears a ratio to the serious detriment to this style of light- this light with photome

yellow efficiency of 1.5 to 2.9 , or about ing.ing. Another result of the indivisi- ter and according to the old standards,

I to 2 . In other words, the yellow bility of the lighting is its inapplica- the speaker would say that we have

er

011

of a
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human eye.

a right to take a practical man's view . required more energy to develop the not an important problem at all, and

In the room preliminary tests made in necessary wave lengths of white of the two miles of tubes in use there

the afternoon showed that it takes 10 light, and for a spectrum that closely was not a single practical commercial

kilowatts to illuminate with the lights corresponded with daylight than it objection raised on this question..

behind the cove ; 5 kilowatts with the does to produce yellow light, and one Even in machine shops, where the

naked lights strung around the bor- that has a maximum effect upon the moving of the lathe and the matter of

der, and 5 kilowatts to illuminate with images would be of greater impor

the tube, and all could see that the The length of life of the tube had tance , this matter has turned out to

tube gave a brighter light than either been referred to . He had said 8000 be negligible. On frequencies higher

of the others. That was a practical hours would be longer than any other than 60 cycles per minute the general

fact that no discussion of photometry form of illuminant, referring to com- trouble disappears entirely so far as

or brilliancy or efficiency could do mercial forms of illuminants, and then the average eye is concerned .

away with. We should give Mr. also to have the illuminant in perfect In reference to the tests proposed

Moore credit for having accomplished condition at the end of the test. It is in a room 40 x 80 feet he believed that

that. true that some mercury tubes have it was the practical solution of ob

In concluding the discussion , Mr. had longer life , but at anything like taining a true commercial relative

Moore said that practically all of Mr. the end of 10,000 hours run the mer- value of various forms of light. He

Steinmetz's criticism was answered in cury tubes are not clean . The Moore stated that local tests must be stated

the paper. One thing that would not tube would remain at the same degree in every test of that kind, but of course

be found in the paper was a discus- of transparency for an indefinite per- he was assuming local conditions to

sion of the illuminating engineers who iod of time. The statement about the remain constant.

installed the other systems of light- brilliancy of the mercury light was He believed it the duty of all elec

ing which were compared with the careful. A direct glance at the mer trical organizations to aid in every

tube. The highest talent in the coun- cury tube, judging by personal exper- way possible to standardize all forms

try was procured for the lighting of ience, was harmful to the eye . The of light, and did not think this could

the hall and the lighting was done well mercury tube was a wonderful ap- be accomplished until a room such as

in all respects. The same could be paratus, and the work done by Mr. he had described had been equipped.

said in reference to the arc lamps that Peter Cooper -Hewitt on that line was Reference had been made to art

were compared with the tube. The to be admired by the whole scientific galleries.galleries. He would merely add that
paper showed the location of these world.

in order to grasp the spirit of a paint

arc lamps, and Mr. Moore was sure The matter of breakage had also ing it should always be viewed under

that the majority of illuminating en- been mentioned. In all matters of the same quality of light it was exe

gineers would agree that it would be energy it was well to have duplicate cuted under, namely, daylight. There

a very difficult problem to locate these units , and therefore large areas are fore , the picture should be viewed in

arc lamps in any more desirable or now provided for by equipping a num- the closest imitation of daylight possi

advantageous position than they were ber of tubes, so that the absence of ble , and this can be done by plain car

located in the basement, which was light from one tube will be comparable bon dioxide.

supplanted by the tube. So , also , with to the going out of an arc lamp or As to the color problem and its effect

the location of the incandescent lamps several arc lamps. The best answer on the human eye , the paper also an

in the lobby of the well -known to the opinion on the matter of power swered that question , that the light

theater, which is one of the tests re- factor was the cold fact that the tube that comes nearest to the natural light

ferred to . These lamps were installed in the room was operating at that mo- is the one that is best. The nearer we

in the regular orthodox fashion for ment at 75 per cent. power factor. Dr. approach to daylight the further away

installing incandescent lamps in long Sharp and Dr. Steinmetz referred to we shall be from doing injury to the

rows, which is the best that can be the matter of efficiency, and also spoke eye. There are three factors of im

done. of spherical candle-powers and a few portance in connection with injury to

As to imitating daylight, no form other things. The curves merely the eye so far as light is concerned :

of light will probably imitate it ab- showed the watts per Hefner, and he color, intensity and steadiness. The

solutely , but it should be our endeavor preferred the Hefner, having had object is to generate a light at such a

to imitate it as closely as we possibly years of practical experience in trying low intensity that it is in a condition

can . It happens that with simple car- to use other so - called standards of to be used in its initiative condition

bon dioxid , spectroscope analysis light. If he remembered rightly, the, and final condition without any fur
shows that the light comes closer to committee of the Institute recom- ther change. The incandescent lamp

the imitation of daylight color values mended the use of this word as the or any of the point sources of light

than any other form of light . It is in best standard. The matter of images need shades either to soften the light
a class by itself . The most delicate was also referred to -- moving objects. or to reflect it , or diffuse it or tone

shades of colors have been matched It was true that a higher frequency down its color . With this method we

under the tube when it is producing was not advantageous in a tube of this can decide before we make the lamp

a pure white light. It was not to be kind ; years had been spent trying to just what color we need , and mix our

found fault with if the white light is get methods of overcoming it , without colors in the gases and have the light
more expensive than the yellow light; success. It was found when the tubes of any particular quality which we

it was due to the laws of nature ; it were put on the market that it was desire for any special purpose.
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THERE will be found

Lightning Phenomena in Electric The danger of such accumulations f. Sudden changes of load, connec
Circuits

of potential lies : tion and disconnection of apparatus,

woven a . In their liability to damage the etc.

through the paper submitted by insulation of the system by puncture, Standing waves, oscillations and

Dr. C. P. Steinmetz at the and surges .

March meeting of the American In- b . In their liability of producing, by In water , standing waves are less
stitute of Electrical Engineers a very their discharge, other and more seri frequent and prominent, appearing in

clear and logical classification of ous disturbances. general only as stationary ripples in

lightning phenomena, beginning with The effects of steady electrostatic
small pools. They form when a wave

the definition : stress , whether unidirectional, a to d ,
train is reflected and thrown back by

In its most general meaning, as or alternating as e and f , appear not
an obstruction , and the returning

understood now when dealing with only in its own circuit, but also in cir- wave and the incoming wave. The

electric circuits and their protection , cuits in inductive relation thereto, and standing wave is produced by the

lightning denotes all phenomena of may even be more serious in second- superposition of the impulse wave and

abnormal voltage and abnormal fre ary circuits.
its reflected wave .

quency. Impulse and Traveling Wave.
In general, an oscillation of a trans

The lightning phenomena in elec- The second class of phenomena is
mission line is a complex wave , con

tric circuits then comprise: the impulse or traveling wave. A sud
taining fundamental and higher har

External lightning due to atmos- den local electrostatic charge of a monics.

pheric electricity . transmission line , as by a lightning A transmission line has not only one

Internal lightning due to defects of stroke, or inductively by a lightning frequency of oscillation , as a combina

the circuit or its operation , etc. , and flash suddenly discharging a cloud, or tion of condenser and separate induct

Surges depending for their energy any other sudden local change pro
ance, but an infinite number of fre

on the power of the generator system . duces a wave of potential and of cur quencies, of which one is the lowest

The phenomena of abnormal volt- rent which runs along the line.
or fundamental, the others its odd

age and frequency in electric circuits When reaching the station - gener multiples or higher harmonics.

are the same three classes of phenom- ating or substation - such a traveling These frequencies depend on the re

ena met with in the disturbances in wave is partly reflected by inductance
sistance , inductance and capacity of

any medium which is the seat of en- of reactive coils , transformers, instru the line. Neither of these quantities

ergy : ments, etc. , partly transmitted .
is entirely constant.

1. Steady stress or gradual electric Some of the causes of such travel
A line for very high frequencies can

charge.
ing waves are :

oscillate at any frequency whatever.

2. Impulse or traveling wave . a. Direct or secondary lightning by which in an electric circuitafter a
The oscillation is the phenomenon

a

3. Standing wave or oscillation and
strokes entering the transmission line.

surge.
disturbance of the circuit conditions

This usually gives a single impulse, or
Electric Charge. The pressure of

the total electriccircuit may gradually
very few impulses of extreme steep

the flow of power restores its equilib

rium .
ness of wave front.

rise by an electric charge accumulat Any circuit disturbance may con
b . Electrostatic induction by the

ing in the circuit.
clouds. Every lightning flash in the

tain only the very high -frequency har

Some causes of such steady and
monics, if the disturbance is local; but

cloud , and between cloud and ground,
gradual accumulation of electric it may become universal by including

requires a rearrangement of the elec

charge, and of potential difference
the fundamental and the lower har

trostatic charge on the section of the
against ground, of an electric circuit, monics. In the latter case it is usu

line below the cloud .

are :
ally called " surge."

Traveling waves resulting from this

a . Collection of static charge from
electrostatic induction are usually of

The power which oscillates is the

rain , or snow -drift, or from fog, car lesser voltage .
generated power of the circuit ; hence

ried by the wind across the line. the possible destructiveness of the os

They travel considerable distances,
b . Electrostatic induction from a cillation is limited only by the avail

passing cloud. and probably are the most common able power of the generating system .

c . Potential differences between line
manifestation of atmospheric electric The shorter the section of line

and ground due to differences of at
ity in electric circuits. which oscillates the higher is the fre

mospheric potential in different re
Through the electrostatic capacity quency of the oscillation . The smaller,

gions traversed by the line. between primary and secondary of however, is also the power and the

d . Accidental electrostatic charges transformers, these impulses frequent destructiveness of the oscillation, and

entering the circuit, as friction elec
ly enter secondary circuits at an in- considerable damage results, therefore

tricity from the belt of belt-driven
tensity increased by partial reflection only from low - frequency oscillations ;

machines.
at the transformer, and may even that is , oscillations of the whole or a

Somewhat similar phenomena result
lead to sparks jumping from second large part of the system .

from :
ary wires to ground, as gas and water Local high -frequency oscillations

e . Unsyinmetrical conditions of the
pipes, thus constituting a certain fire are dangerous chiefly by their liability

generator potential: For instance, if
risk , which can be completely elimin- to destroy insulation by puncture, and

in a three -phase system one line is
ated by permanently grounding the to produce a low - frequency surge of

grounded, with the three- phase volt
secondary circuit. higher power.

c . Discharges of slowly accumul
age e betwen the lines and be

Some typical forms of oscillations

ated potential, resulting in a series of are :

tween lines and neutral, the mean po- successive impulses. a . Spark discharges to and from

tential of the total system is that of d . Any spark discharge from the the line, as over some lightning -ar

the neutral point A. line.
resters ; the breaking up of a traveling

f . Existence of higher harmonics in C. dn arcing ground on one plase wave when entering the station , etc. ,

the electromotive force wate of a of an insulated system , or in general result in the formation of very high

polyphase system , of such order that the existence of a “ self -rupturing arc " frequency oscillations, millions of

they coincide in the different phases . in the system . cycles per second .

3
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lb.

1b .

1,620

4,056

300

cable .. 400

200

10,000

Total . $ 35,575

8,000

b . Arcing grounds and other arc being 160 volts . To bring the voltage Now if we assume the power com

discharges to ground from a line of an up further a $ 10,000 storage battery pany to have available only the direct

insulated system ; reflected traveling equipment was installed . current source of power as now used ,

waves, etc., give oscillations which , Taking as a basis the 160 volts de- we shall have to add to the above an

while still of very high frequency, livered , with 220 volts at the gener- other motor- generator set of about

reach considerably further down in ator , a line loss is obtained of 712 per 400 k.w. capacity at an additional cost

frequency than a, hundred thousands cent., requiring a 520,000 C. M. cable ; of about $ 6,000. This will deliver

of cycles per second . allowing for improperly made joints, the 2300 volts to the line. A 2100

c. Charge and discharge of the line, sag of cable , etc. , the size is increased volt motor on the first set, with 10 per

as when discharging an accumulated to 600,000 C. M., about that necessary. cent. line loss, would make necessary

electric charge over a path of low re- Assuming the mill equipment to be No. 000 wire and 2300 volts at the

sistance ; connecting a dead trans- made up of one 150 H. P. and two power -house.

former into the circuit , etc. , results in 100 H. P. motors and 50 H. P. in
Again , if the power company has a

high - frequency oscillations containing smaller motors for machine shop three-phase or two-phase generator of

also an appreciable low- frequency work, it is likely that the $ 10,000
sufficient capacity to deliver 400 k.w.

component. covers the cost of installing a booster to the line, 400 k.w. in step -up trans
d . In general , changes of circuit to obtain the necessary 220 volts and formers can be used if the generators

conditions, as sudden changes of load ; a storage battery in parallel to keep
are wound for 220 or 440 volts . The

connecting or disconnecting a trans- down the energy required during
cost of transformers will be about

mission line; opening a short circuit peak loads. $2,500 , which can be added to the
suddenly , etc., give oscillations in

On these assumptions, the cost of

which the fundamental frequency pre
above estimate in place of the motor

the present installation would be as
generator set last mentioned .

dominates. follows :

e. Low -frequency surges, consist
It may be that the power company

ing primarily of the fundamental
has 6600 volts available for transmis

5 mi . 500,000 CM . cable ( bare) at 25c . per

$ 10,250
wave, may be produced by certain sion , in which case the problem would

5 mi . 600,000 CM , cable (bare) at 25c . per

transformer connections in polyphase
12,400 be simplified even more. It seems

135 poles complete with cross arms at $ 12

systems , in which in case of an acci
probable, however, that they have noeach ..

Erection of pole line at $ 3 per pole ..

dent, an unequal distribution of load ,
alternating - current generators or , if

Erection of transmission line (5 men, 2 weeks

or other causes , the open circuit in- at $ 20 per day total ) . App ... any , that they are of low voltage.
Duplicate of last item using 600,000 CM .

ductance of a transformer coil is in The idea of using alternating- cur

series with the line capacity , in the
Allowance for tearing down first line

Addition of Storage Battery Outfit . rent motors is not worth figuring on ,

circuit of a live transformer . as the direct - current equipment in the

The problem of lightning protec- Deducting scrap value of 500,000 CM , cable mill is undoubtedly better .

tion then is threefold .
$27,575 Aside from all consideration of

1. To guard against the entrance economy as to first cost, the alternat

or origin of disturbances . The cost of the direct current trans- ing -current transmission commends

2. To guard against a disturbance mission, with the present plant, is itself as much superior on account of

leading to other disturbances. thus seen to be about $28,000 . cost of operation . As installed the

3. To discharge disturbance It will be interesting now to consid- system shows a loss of 3772 per cent.

harmlessly : er the cost of a three-phase alternat- of delivered energy in transmission

The most important problems of ing current transmission at 2200 volts. alone as against 10 per cent, using al

lightning protection are met and
This would entail a line of No. 000 ternating current. Other than this,

should be solved before the question bare copper wire strung on poles as the efficiency of the mill will be about
of lightning arresters is approached. in the direct -current plan , and at the the same, using alternating- current or

rolling mill a motor -generator set direct -current.

consisting of a high -resistance second Figuring on 300 k.w. delivered for

ary 2100 -volt induction motor of ap 12 hours each day, at a cost of 112
Estimating Line Loss as a Basis proximately 400 H. P., connected to

of Current Charge
cents per kilowatt-hour, we find a loss

a 250-volt , direct-current generator of
of 113 k.w. for twelve hours or 1350

LSEWHERE in this issue is 300 k.w., mounted on the same bed
kilowatt -hours, which at a cost of 1/2

briefly told the experience of a
plate , and between the motor and gen

cents per kilowatt -hour means a loss

central station in contracting to
erator would be a cast or laminated

supply electric energy to the amount
steel fly -wheel of voor 15 tons weight,

of $20.40 per day , or in 300 days - a

year—$6,100. Against this we have

of 400 horse-power to a rolling mill
depending on speed , load and cycle of

a loss of 10 per cent., or 30 k.w.,

two and one-half miles distant. In
operation of mills. This wheel would

which, at the same cost and time of

the following are given the steps in
have the same effect as the battery

use , figures out $ 1,620 a year loss .

the calculation by which a proper basis
and eliminate the cost of maintenance,

This means a saving in lost energy of

for charging for current might have
repairs, attendance, etc.

at least $ 4,480. This is clearly a

been obtained had a competent engi Figuring on this basis then , we have
large item , representing as it does 121/2

neer been employed.
the cost as follows:

per cent of initial cost of direct -current

To again state the facts : The power installation, or 20 per cent. of alter
742 mi . No. 000 bare copper wire 20,000 ft .

company undertook to deliver 400 nating -current installation , using two
horse -power, in direct current at 220 90 poles ( 150' apart ) at $ 12

Erection at $3 per pole ..
motor- generator sets . This difference

volts , to the mill, and to do so put in Erection Trans . line (5 men , 1 week at $ 20 would be reduced , of course, approxi
per ) and details ..

a 500,000 C. M. cable transmission Motor generator set complete with fly -wheel 10,000
mately 10 per cent. by using the two

line . After completing the work, it Total.. $ 16,500
motor-generator sets with the alter

was found that the voltage at the nating -current installation , as the loss

mill was less than 100. The 500,000 The motor- generator set would cost , due to efficiency of first set would

C. M. cables were accordingly re- complete, probably about $ 10,000 . have to be considered .

placed by 600,000 C. M. cables, the The expenses not included will prob- Besides the above, a saving is made

voltage then obtained at the motors ably balance for either installation . on maintenance, repairs, renewals, etc.

a

at 250. $ 5,000

1,080

270

150
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SOME interesting tests ofa steam

of the storage battery , which will be carefully calibrated , and when filled pump. The leakage from this pump

entirely eliminated by the substitution so that the water would just enter the was caught and returned to the lower

of a fly -wheel. This would probably connecting pipe above mentioned , they feed water supply barrels. It was not

make about 121/2 per cent . of the in- were found to contain : " A , " 413 necessary, therefore, to keep records

itial cost . Placing this at $ 4,000 ( the pounds, and " B ,” 39194 pounds of of this leakage.

booster set to cost $6,000 ) it would water at 58 ° F. As the feed water The steam gauges were checked by

mean a saving of $ 500 a year . during the test was of a higher tem- an inspector's test gauge which had

perature , a correction has been made been verified shortly before.

for the difference. The quality of the steam during the

Test of a 500-K. W. Steam Under the platform , two receiving test was determined by a throttling

Turbine Alternator barrels were placed ; into these the calorimeter, introduced into the steam

upper barrels emptied through the pipe just below the separator at the
plug cocks mentioned. The lower bar- turbine.

have H. L. rels were connected with one another A water rheostat was used for pro

Rice , general manager, and W. by a large horizontal pipe near their viding load for the turbo -unit. Elec
M. Willett , electrical engineer, of the bottoms, and the suction pipe of the trical readings were taken from the
Western United Gas & Electric Com

feed pump was brought into one of regular switchboard instruments in
pany, in that company's plant in Auro the barrels. the station, and also from a set of cal

ra , Ill . A description of these tests Two Stirling boilers , of 250 horse- ibrated instruments.

and the results obtained are given be power each , supplied steam to the Between the overload and three
low .

turbine during the test . Each of the quarter load tests , the boilers were

DESCRIPTION OF UNIT . six drums of the two boilers was pro- tested for leakage. To determine this,

The steam turbine is an Allis -Chal
vided with a gauge glass, and read- all valves were closed after the boilers

mers-Parsons standard horizontal tur
ings of the water levels in all six had been filled to marks on the gauge

drums were taken at the commence

bine, rated at 500 k.w. The generator
glass , and the boilers kept under a

is a standard Allis -Chalmers turbo
ment and end of the test , and also dur- steam pressure of 150 pounds per

alternator, direct coupled to the steam
ing the test . The blow -off pipes were square inch for four hours. A cali

turbines, and rated at 500 k.w. The
blanked off, as were also the feed con- brated quantity of water was then put

nections to the other two boilers in
condensing apparatus is of the Allis

into the boilers to bring the water level

Chalmers standard turbo-jet type .
the station . back to the original marks.

The characteristics of the unit are
The auxiliary steam header for the The following are the results of the

as follows :
feed pumps, etc. , was disconnected test :

from the main header, and the portion

of the main header receiving steam
OVERLOAD TEST .

Rated Capacity 500 KW .

Speed ... 3600 R.P.M. from the other two boilers in the sta 1. Average Load ..... 570.8 k.w.
Frequency 60 cycles

2. Per Cent . of Rated Load

Winding tion was separated from the portion
114 per cent.

E. M F
receiving steam from the two boilers

Current per phase (Normal) 114 Amperes

Construction of alternator . which furnished steam to the turbine Throttle ... 143.3 gauge

during the test , by means of a gate

The turbine was built to operate

Inlet ...

valve which was closed tightly during 6. Vacuum Turbine Exhaust ..

normally with steam pressure at 140 the test . In order that there might be

pounds gauge pressure at the turbine no leakage of steam through this 8. Vacuum at Turbine referred to

throttle, and a vacuum of 28 inches of
30 " Barometer...

valve , the pressure on all boilers was 9. Revolutions per minute..

mercury, referred to 30-inch barome maintained at about the same point 10. Temperature of Feed Water...

ter at the exhaust nozzle . throughout the test , so that both sides 11. Total water used corrected for

of the valve were under approximate
temperature ..

CONDITIONS OF TEST . 12. Drips from Steam Header.....

ly the same pressure. From the head 13. Drips from Steam Separator ..

The time during which the turbine er supplying the turbine a pipe run 14. Boiler Leakage ...

could be spared for test was limited to a 200 k.w. Hamilton -Corliss engine,
15. Moisture in Steam by Calori

5.12 per cent .

from midnight Saturday to midnight which was shut down during the test , 16. Actual Weight of WaterCharge

Sunday ; it was , therefore , decided to the angle valve on the header shutting
able to Turbine ...

run only two tests , viz . , one at 10 to off the pipe. Provision was made ,
17. Actual Consumption of Dry

Steam per k.w. per Hr....

15 per cent. overload, and one at near the engine throttle, to catch the

three - quarter load. drains from this pipe, but they were
THREE -QU'IRTER LOAD TEST .

As the turbine was provided with a found insignificant and were disre- 1. Average Load ... 385.8 kw .

jet condenser, the steam consumption garded.
2. Per Cent . of Rated Load . 77.5 %

had to be determined by weighing the The condensed steam from the
Pressure at Turbine

feed water, and to correct this , it was steam header, as also from the steam Throttle ..

necessary to make a boiler leakage separator near the turbine throttle,
Pressure

Inlet ..

test during the time available for test was discharged into barrels filled with
6. Vacuum Turbine Exhaust ...

purposes. a gauged quantity of cold water. As 7. Barometer ...

To determine the amount of feed the water accumulated , it was taken
30 " Barometer ..

water used , two barrels , “ A ” and “ B , ” out in buckets and weighed , and when 9. Revolutions per minute ..

were placed on a platform and con- the water in the barrel became suf 10. Total water used corrected for

nected with one another by a short ficiently hot to vaporize, a weighed
11. Drips from Steam Header .

horizontal pipe introduced into the quantity of cold water was added.
12. Drips from Steam Separator , .

sides of the barrels near their tops . At the end of each test the water in 13. Temperature of Feed Water.... 86.16° F.

A water supply pipe with valves was the barrel was brought back to the 14. Boiler Leakage....

brought over these barrels for the pur- original quantity.
15. Moisture in Steam by Calori

4.48 %

pose of filling them alternately . Each The feed pump for supplying the 16. Actual Weight of water charge

able to Turbine ...
30612.01 lbs.

barrel was provided with a large plug calibrated feed water to the boilers
17. Actual Consumption of Dry

cock in the bottom . The barrels were was a duplex outside -packed plunger Steam per k.w. per hour..

2 Phase

2200 Volts 4 hours3. Duration of Test ...

4. Steam Pressure at Turbine

2 Pole

5. Steam Pressure at Turbine

123.3

26.77 inches

29.5
46

7. Barometer ...

27.22

3600

78.8

48544 lbs .

318.75

08. 25

1927 lbs .

meter .

43878.23

19.21

4 hours3. Duration of Test...

4. Steam

142.4 gauge

5. Steam at Turbine

ca

87.0

27.57 inches

29.45

66

8. Vacuum at Turbine referred to

28.08

3600

temperature ...
34552.0 lbs .

397.0 lbs .

91.5 lbs .

1927 lbs .

meter ..

19.83
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Theater party .

Preliminary Program of the Wash- Report of Committee on the Fire Evening Session 8:30 O'Clock.

ington Convention of the
Hazard of Electricity, C. E. Skinner, “ Lightning and Lightning Protec

National Electric Light
Pittsburg , chairman . tion ," Dr. C. P. Steinmetz , Schenec

Association.
Report on insurance and kindred tady.

S we go to press the arrange matters, W. H. Blood , Jr. , Boston , in WEDNESDAY, JUNE 5 .

ments for the forthcoming con
surance expert of the association.

Morning
vention of the National Elec Report of Committee on Electric

Automobile ride for the ladies.

tric Light Association are nearing Light Accounting, H. M. Edwards,

completion. While a complete list
New York, chairman . Mr. Edwards

Afternoon .
of the papers to be read is not avail- will preside during the presentation

able that given is sufficient on which

Exhibition cavalry drill at Fortand discussion of this report .

Myer .
to predict many valuable contributions TUESDAY, JUNE 4 .

to technical literature.
Evening

Morning
The large number of points of in

Ladies of the convention are invited

terest in and about Washington also
Automobile ride for the ladies. This to attend the lecture of Dr. Steinmetz

promises to add greatly to the enjoy
will consist of a two -hour trip around in the meeting hall at 8:30 o'clock .

ment of the occasion . The program Washington. At 9:30 o'clock there will be a ball

follows:
Afternoon.

in the small ballroom of the New

Willard . Music by Haley.
MONDAY EVENING . President Roosevelt will give the

members of the association a special THURSDAY, JUNE 6.

Opening of the exhibition of the as
reception . Morning Session , 10 O'Clock.

sociate members — 8 o'clock .
Evening

Reception, followed by dancing —9
" Report of Freight Classification

o'clock . The reception will be held in
Committee, Ernest H. Davis, Will

the meeting room — music being fur
WEDNESDAY , JUNE 5 .

iamsport, chairman .

nished by a section of the Marine
" Report of Committee on Relations

Morning Session 10 O'Clock.
Band. Both the exhibition hall and

between Manufacturers and Central

meeting room are on the tenth floor
Report of Committee on the Present Stations , Henry L. Doherty, New

of the new Willard Hotel.
Methods of Protection from Light- York, chairman .

ning and other Static Disturbances, " Indefinite Candle- Power Ratings

TUESDAY, JUNE 4 .
Alex Dow , Detroit, chairman . in Municipal Contracts and the Ex

" Recent Developments in Protec- perience of The Colorado Springs

Opening Session 10 O'Clock . tive Apparatus," D. B. Rushmore, Electric Company."

Schenectady, N. Y. “ Recent Turbine Developments, "
Convention called to order by the

“ New Developments in Arc Lamps W. L. R. Emmet, Schenectady.
president.

and High Efficiency Electrodes," G. “ The Electric Automobile as an Ad

Address of welcome.
M. Little, Pittsburg . junct to Central- Station Load ," H. H.

President's address.

Announcements , by the secretary .

Report of Committee on Electric Rice , Indianapolis, Ind .

Report of Committee on Progress,
Heating and Cooking, James I. Ayer, " Some Power Experiences," S. M.

Boston, Mass ., chairman. Sheridan , Detroit, Mich .

T. Commerford Martin, New York .

" Accidents," Paul Lüpke, Trenton ,

" Electric Heating ,” C. D. Wood, “ Municipal Ownership ,” Arthur H.

New York .

X. J.
Grant, New York .

" The Future of the Gas Engine," " Why We Failed in a Municipal

“ The Effect of Frosting Incandes- Lewis Nixon, New York .

cent Lamps," Dr. Edward P. Hyde,
Ownership Campaign," Glenn Mar

" Producer Gas Engines for Central ston , New York .

Washington, D. C. Station Work,” ( illustrated by stere
Need for an accurate maximum de

" Italian Methods of Charging for
opticon ), Robert T. Lozier, New Electric Current," Signor Ing Guido

mand meter for measuring the true York . Semenza, Milan , Italy.
energy of polyphase service ; a discus

“ The Frequencies of Flicker at
sion led by Louis A. Ferguson , Chi

Report of Membership Committee ,

Which Variations in Illumination Van- J. Robert Crouse, Cleveland , chair

ish ,” Dr. A. E. Kennelly, S. E. Whit- man .

Executive Session . ing, Harvard University . Report of Committee on Relations

**Efficiency of Various Methods of with Local Associations , S. R. Brad

Report of the Executive Committee, Illumination ," (illustrated by stereop- ley , Jr. , Nyack, N. Y. , chairman .

by the secretary. ticon ), E. A. Norman , New York . Report of Committee the

Report of Committee on Member Report of Committee to Consider Grounding of A. C. Secondary Cir

ship Dues, W. H. Gardiner, New Specifications for Street Lighting, cuits, W. H. Blood, Jr. , Boston , chair

York, chairman . Dudley Farrand, Newark , N. J., chair- man .

Report of Committee to Revise
Dr. A. E. Kennelly will preside

Constitution and By -Laws, Samuel
Evening Session , 8:30 O'Clock.

during the presentation and discussion

Scovil, Cleveland , chairman . of this report. Executive Session .

Afternoon Session, 2:30 O'Clock .
It is expected that several types of Report of Committee on Rates and

illumination will be on exhibition, in- Costs, R. S. Hale , Boston , Mass.,

“ Legal Justification for Differential cluding the Magnetite, Titanium , chairman .

Rates, ” George Whitefield Betts , Jr. , Flaming and Mercury Vapor Ares ; Report of Public Policy Committee,

New York . Moore Tube Lighting ; Tantalum , Everett W. Burdett, Boston, Mass. ,

" Recent Developments in Mercury Gem , Tungsten and Nernst Lamps. chairman .

Rectifiers," Frank Conrad , Pittsburg . Dr. C. P. Steinmetz, L. A. Fergu- Mr. Everett W. Burdett , chairman ,

Report of Committee on Standard son , Peter Cooper Hewitt, F. W. Will- will preside, and it is expected that

Rules for Electrical Construction and cox, V. R. Lansingh, W. D. A. Ryan , Messrs. Charles L. Edgar , Samuel In

Operation," Ernest H. Davis, Will- and others have been invited to take sull , Alex . Dow , Henry L. Doherty,

jamsport, Pa., chairman , part in the discussion . Joseph B. McCall, J , W. Lieb, Jr. , and

cago, Ill .

on

man .
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* Advertising Results Demonstrated A PERMANENT injunction has

Samuel Scovil will participate in the dent The National Electrical Contrac Heating.

discussion . tors ' Association
of the United States .

" Methods of Exploiting Electric
Discussion .

THURSDAY, JUNE 6TH . Heating Devices , T. K. Jackson, Mo

Morning

bile , Ala.
The Solicitor.

Discussion .

Automobile ride for the ladies.
“ Sizing up the Territory - Prepar

ing the Lists of Prospective Custom
" Review of Advertising" ( illus

Afternoon . ers ,” George Williams, Cincinnati, O.
trated with stereopticon slides ), C. W.

A visit to Mount Vernon , going by
" Qualifications of Solicitors for Dif Lee, Newark , N. J.

boat. The excursion will go as far

“ Memorial,” T. C. Martin , Newferent Classes of Business," F. W.

York .

down the Potomac River as Indian Frueauff, Denver, Col.

" How to Measure Results and Pay
Head , returning in time to reach the

Report of the Nominating Commit

tee .

Washington Wharf at about 6 P. M.
Solicitors," Leon H. Scherck , Bir

mingham , Ala .
Election of officers for the ensuing

Evening. " Increasing the Efficiency of the year .

Visit of the ladies to the Congres
Sales Force," J. D. Kenyon , Chicago, Adjournment.

sional Library.
I11 .

E. S. Marlow , 213 Fourteenth
“ Value and Use of Solicitors ' Hand

Street , Washington, is chairman of

FRIDAY, JUNE 7TH .
book ," R. S. Hale , Boston , Mass .

the hotel committee, and E. E. Bondy ,

Discussion .

Commercial or New Business Day.
55 Duane Street , New York, is vice

Adjournment for luncheon. chairman .

Morning and afternoon sessions at

10 o'clock A. M. and 2 o'clock P. M. Advertising
Second-Hand Edison Lamp

Adjournment for luncheon at I

" A Balanced Advertising Program ,"o'clock . Ruling.

Ralph Richardson , Jackson , Tenn.
“ Scope and Character of Papers

and Discussion ," W. W. Freeman ,
“

by United
in Cities of All Sizes,” E. S. Marlow ,

Brooklyn, N. Y. States Circuit Court, District

Washington Reporter .
of New Jersey, restraining William

The Commercial Ficld . “ How to Make the Most of News
F. McKeon and Joseph Conning, oi

Report of National Electric Light
paper Advertising ," A. D. Mackie,

Newark , N. J. , from selling second
Peoria , Ill .

Association Co -operating Committee, hand incandescent lamps unless

W. W. Freeman , Chairman , Brooklyn , " Measuring the Results of Adver marked . " Used and Second -Hand."

N. Y. ( To be read by some member tising , ” M. S. Seelman, Jr. , Brooklyn ,
The decision , signed by Judge Crose,

of the committee designated by the
N. Y.

ends a litigation between the General

chairman .)
“ Value of the Service of the Adver

Electric Company and the defendants,

" Co -operative Commercialism in the
tising Agency or Specialist,” Law- extending over a period of three years.

Electric Field ," J. Robert Crouse,
rence Manning, Owosso, Mich .

Similar suits were instituted , one

Cleveland, Ohio . “ Display Room and Demonstration against Edward Mills, proprietor of

" Possibilities of Commercial Devel as Business Getters,” E. R. Daven- the Newark Electrical Supply Com

opment,” Henry L. Doherty, New port , Providence, R. I.
pany , and the other against Frederick

York.
" New Business by Indirect Meth- W. Chase, proprietor of the Lamp

“ New Business - How to Get It- ods, ” L. D. Mathes, Dubuque, Iowa . Supply Company, of New York., .

How to Keep It," F. M. Tait , Dayton, Discussion . Neither of these parties defended the

Ohio. suit, and decrees were therefore taken

“ New Business Results Demon
Light .

against them by default.

strated in Cities of All Sizes," J. E. “ Illuminating Engineering as

Montague, Niagara Falls Reporter. Aid to Securing and Retaining Busi
Consul-General Ridgely, of Barce

Discussion . ness," C. F. Oehlmann, Cincinnati,

Ohio .
lona, Spain , reports an increased im

Questions of Policy. “Methods of Securing Residential
portation of electrical fixtures into

that country. In 1895, electric light

" Sales Policy in Combination Gas
Business,” R. W. Hemphill, Ann Ar

appliances to the value of $ 200,000

and Electric Companies,” F. A. Wil
bor, Mich .

were imported, of which the l'nited

lard , Rochester, N. Y.
" Co -operative Lighting of Streets

States supplied $5,429 . The import

" The Electrical Jobbers and Dealers by Merchants,” H. J. Gille , St. Paul , situation is in the hands of French

Minn.

Co-operation in Business Getting," R. and German firms. The total number

V. Scudder, St. Louis, Mo. “ Methods of Securing Sign, Win- of incandescent lamps used in Spain

“" Co -operation of the Electrical
dow and Outline Lighting," Homer for street lighting is 119,105 , and 1001

Trade Papers in Business Getting,” F.
Honeywell, Lincoln , Neb.

arc lamps. About one million and a

W. Loomis, Savannah , Ga . , Reporter.
Discussion . half incandescent lamps, 8000

Discussion . Power. lamps and 3000 motors are now in use

for private use. The whole electrical
Wiring

" Methods of Securing Power Busi- equipment of the entire country is

“ How to Get the Old Buildings
ness ," George N. Tidd, Scranton, Pa . much less than that of several of the

Wired ,” F. H.Golding, Dayton, Ohio . " Catering to Power for Automobile cities in the United States .

“ How to Get the New Buildings Charging,” R. W. Rollins, Hartford ,

Wired,” J. Sheldon Cartwright, Knox
Conn .

The Business World , issued by the
ville , Tenn. " Establishing Day Circuits in

Denver Gas & Electric Company, for

" Co -operation of the Electric Con- Towns of 10,000 Population and Un- April, shows sixty - four contracts for

tractor in the Wiring of Buildings," der ," F. H. Plaice, New Bremen , O.
power aggregating 426 horse -power,

James R. Strong, New York, Presi- Discussion .
and thirty -one new signed contracts.

و

an

arc
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Electrical Equipment of a Pulp and

Paper Mill .

THEpower requirements of pulp

А 100 HORSE - POWER PART OF AVARIABLE - SPEED MOTOR OPERATING VARIABLE - SPEED

PAPER MACHINE.

and paper mills present many

problems arising from condi

tions peculiar to this class of indus

tries . Continuity of service and uni

form speed are essential to the suc

cessful manufacture of paper, because

when a run is started it must be con

tinuous, and any lack of uniformity in

speed seriously affects the quality of

the product. The starting conditions

of some of the machinery are severe

and a large overload capacity in the

motive power is therefore necessary .

Electric motors have been found to

fulfil all these requirements and have

been adopted to a large extent by pulp

and paper manufacturers. An im

portant feature is that portion of pa

per machines operating at variable

speeds and including the wire , press

rolls, dryers and machine rollers. It

is essential that the speed variations

cover a considerable range , be easily

controlled and complexity avoided as

far as possible.

An interesting example of this class

of work is found in the plant of

the Grand Rapids Pulp & Paper

Company at Grand Rapids , Wis .

The mills are located on the Wiscon

sin River , about four miles from the

town, where an abundance of water

power is available . This company

strongly advocates the use of electric

drive and fully realizes the many ad

vantages derived from its use . The

electrical equipment was laid out by

V. D. Simons, general manager of the

company, and installed under his di

rect supervision. The plant possesses

mechanical and electrical features of

interest and the entire installation is

an example of modern engineering

practice.

The pulp mill, where the stock is

prepared for the manufacture of pa

per, is operated by water-power , but

the various processes afterward car

ried on employ electric drive.

One of the essential conditions of

paper-making is that as the weight or

thickness changes, the speed must be

easily altered to provide for changes

in the rate of production, which is

usually accomplished by mechanical

means. In the present case , however,

the engineer accomplishes this result

by the use of variable -speed motors.

There are two Beloit paper ma

chines, the smaller of the two having a

capacity of 525 feet per minute or a

total of 21 tons per day, the width of

the paper being 84 inches before and

78 inches after trimming. There are

29 dryers and a 70-foot wire . That

portion of the machine which operates

at variable speeds is driven by a 100

horse-power Westinghouse variable

speed, shunt-wound motor, with a 100 horse-power Westinghouse direct

speed variation of 470 to 750 revolu- current, shunt-wound motor , with a

tions per minute, obtained by field con- speed variation ranging from 470 to

trol. The actual power required, as 750 revolutions per minute, obtained

shown by tests , to drive the variable- by field control. Actual power de

speed portion of the machine under termined by tests to drive the variable

normal working conditions, i . e . , 525 speed is 97 horse -power. The con

feet per minute, is 101 horse-power. stant-speed portion is driven by a 50

That portion of the machine which op- horse-power Westinghouse motor.

erates at constant speed is driven by a The use of shunt-wound motors per

50 horse -power Westinghouse motor. mits the use of field control, which

The larger machine has a capacity has the advantage of high efficiency

of 26 tons of paper per day, at the rate and good regulation throughout its

of 475 feet per minute , 104 inches range.

wide before trimming and 97 inches In the cutter room are two cut

after trimming, and is provided with ters and an elevator operated by a

25 dryers and a 60 - foot wire. The 10 horse -power Westinghouse back

variable- speed portion is driven by a geared motor . An interesting, feature

ARRANGEMENT OF SHAFTING FOR VARIABLE -SPEED DRIVE OF PAPER MACHINE.
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lation of the water-wheel is the ar

rangement for controlling the gates.

They are operated by a Westinghouse

series -wound reversible back -geared

motor, started, stopped and reversed

by means of a double push -button on

the switchboard . There is also an at

tachment on the governor of the en

gine for automatically controlling the

motor , thus regulating the respective
loads of the two generators.

The switchboard is of standard

Westinghouse construction and con

sists of two generators and three

feeder panels.

SON

Electricity and Refuse Destructors

OME particulars of the results ob

tained by the use of refuse de

structors in generating steam for

electric plants are given by A. J.

Abraham in a recent issue of The

Electrical Review , of London. The

A BELOIT. PAPER MACHINE TURNING OUT 500 FEET OF 104 - INCH PAPER PER MINUTE .
average results obtained in a number

of towns of about 20,000 inhabitants

in connection with this motor is that operated by a Westinghouse 10 horse- show that the amount of refuse de

it replaced 250 feet of 37/ 16 -inch line power variable -speed motor, furnishes stroyed annually was 4680 tons, and

shaft . forced draft. the number of kilowatt -hours gen

A 10 horse-power Westinghouse, The generator equipment consists
erated was 200,000 .

driving a full equipped machine shop of one Westinghouse 200 k.w. , 220
In Cambuslang, where the destruc

for general repair work , completes volt, engine type, direct-current gen tor and the electric -lighting station

the electrical equipment. erator, direct connected to a 22x36- are run together, 72 tons of refuse

The present daily average output inch Corliss engine operating at 125 are destroyed each week, and 2520

of this company is 45 tons of news- revolutions per minute, and one West- kilowatt-hours are generated , making

paper .
inghouse 150 k.w. generator of the 35 kilowatt -hours generated for each

The boiler plant consists of four same characteristic belted through a ton of refuse . Only 716 kilowatt

return -tube units 72x16 inches, countershaft to a water-wheel. The hours are generated by the use of

equipped with American under -feed rated speed of the generator is 600 coal , and this is in spite of the fact

stokers . The furnaces are the Dutch- revolutions per minute, and it oper that no battery is installed at the sta

oven type , arranged for burning re- ates in parallel with the engine-driven tion for balancing the load . With a

fuse wood and screening coal . A 54- machine. battery, the author believes , it would

inch Buffalo Forge Company's fan , An interesting feature in the regu be easy to obtain 50 kilowatt -hours per

ton of refuse, and he thinks it safe to

allow an average of 40 for all properly

constructed stations working with ref

use destructors.

The boiler pressure advisable is 2000

pounds per square inch , which would

be reduced to 150 pounds at the en

gine. Out of the 200,000 kilowatt

hours to be generated in a small town

burning 4680 tons of refuse , 187,200

kilowatt-hours may be generated from

the refuse , making a saving of about

$ 2,000 in coal . Combined power

stations and destructor works for

larger towns of from 40,000 to 50,

000 inhabitants have in all cases been

a failure, and the more the load on

the station increases , the greater is the

necessity for moving the destructor

away .

At Hackney , with a population of

over 200,000, the cost to generate 1,
500,000 kilowatt-hours from refuse

was about $ 11,000 , while the cost of

generating 1,470,000 kilowatt-hours

from coal was only $ 5.900. At Pres

ton a destructor is working very satis

factorily in conjunction with a street

railway power-station . Were this deFRONT VIEW OF APAFER MACHINE.
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Ole

Trade News.

The city of Marshfield , Wisconsin ,

has practically finished the building

for housing its new electric light and

water works plant , and has now begun

the installation of equipment. Con

crete foundations have been prepared

for supporting two Allis -Chalmers Re

liance belted engines which will be

used to drive two Allis -Chalmers al

ternating -current generators , one of

225 k.wcapacity , and the other of 100

k.w. The engines are 14x30 inches

and 18x42 inches respectively , and the

generators are 60 -cycle, 3 -phase ma

chines. Of these two units the smaller

will be used to carry the day load,

leaving the larger portion of the light

ing load for the larger machine. Three

new 150 H. P. boilers of the horizontal

tubular type, 72 inches x 18 feet , will

generate steam for the operation of

the station .

BACK VIEW OF PAPER MACHINE SHOWING METHOD OF DRIVING FROM BENEATH THE FLOOR .

Owing to the very rapid increase of

eastern business in power and fan

motors, The Robbins & Myers Com

pany, Springfield, O., have recently

moved their New York office and

salesroom from 66 Cortlandt street

to 145 Chambers street , where they

occupy a five -story building. The

New York office will henceforth look

after all New England trade and

make deliveries from New York.

The Moore Electrical Company , of

Newark, N. J. , has lately sent, via the
Hamburg -American liner Deutsch

land , two men and apparatus for two

installations of the Moore light in the

largest automobile garage in London .

This is the first foreign installation of

the Moore light.

Voltax liquid compound now com

ing into extensive use as a weather

proof paint , has just been specified by

the Board of Education of New York

City as a standard paint for painting

and enameling on screens , radiators,

coils and connections . Voltax will be

used as a paint on pneumatic pipes,

valves , canvas coverings on smoke

pipes, grease extractors, economizer

connections, feed water heaters , re

ceiving tanks, boiler and incinerator

fronts and on all fixtures , boilers, en

gines, pumps, blowers, foundations,

steel bands and tanks set in the floors.

A 50-HORSE-POWER MOTOR DRIVING CONSTANT-SPEED PART OF 86-INCH PAPER

MACHINE .

tructor combined with the electric is a nuisance and is unhealthful. The

light plant the results would not be work of pushing the fuming material

so satisfactory. into the top door is very disagreeable.

The relative advantages and disad- Moreover, these dours are trouble

vantages of the top-feed and the front- some to keep in order. On general

feed types of destructor are given as principles , the fewer openings there
follows : are in a cell , the better, as it is not ad

The top- feed type is more expensive visable to have any openings in the

to work than the other, because, when furnace crown. With a front-feed de

steaming, men are required both on structor there is no objectionable odor ,

top and at the fires in front . the destructor is more easily worked ,

With the front-feed destructor the and in many cases it is actually a dis

same men can stoke and clinker out, advantage to dry the refuse before

reducing the labor cost to almost half. burning it , as much of the calorific

The refuse tipped on the hot cell tops value is lost .

The Vulcan Iron Works Company,

Toledo , O. , have changed the power

in their plant from direct- current 500

volts to alternating -current, 440 volts .

A transformer station has been in

stalled, and the machinery will now
be driven by Westinghouse, Type F.

variable speed motors , connected di

rect to each machine.
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and sites for substations have been

provided at the following points : Bur

leigh, Cedarburg, Georgia avenue ,

Marblehead. Brown Deer, Cedar

Grove, West Bend and Campbellsport.

A. D. Granger announce the re

moval of their New York office from

95 Liberty street to 90 West street .

The Granger Company is agent for

the Skinner Engine Company of Erie ,

Oswego Boiler & Engine Company,

and the Bates Machine Company, of

Joliet, I11 .

A prospectus has been issued of the

Colorado -Wyoming Electric Com

pany, incorporated under the laws of

the State of Nevada, with a capital

stock of $ 350,000 and formed for the

purpose of acquiring and operating the

electric power and light properties of

Ouray, Colorado, and Laramie, Wy

IO HORSE-POWER BACK -GEARED MOTOR OPERATING MACHINES IN THE CUTTER ROOM oming. This change practically means

AND ALSO THE ELEVATOR (see page 249 ) .
that the Ouray Electric Power &

Light Company has absorbed the Lar

The Abner Doble Company, En- to the secondaries of the transformers.
amie property .

gineers of San Francisco , have ap- Each of the thirteen transformers has

pointed Mitsui & Company to act as a capacity of 1667 kilowatts , the pri The Interborough Company, of

their sole agents in Japan and its ter- maries being arranged with taps to New York , has just placed a large

ritories, Korea, China and Manchu- provide for Y connections at several order with the Electric Cable Com

ria , for the sale of Doble tangential

water wheels and hydraulic apparatus.
different potentials, the highest being pany, of No. 17 Battery Place, New

The industrial development now tak
75,000 volts and the lowest 33,000 York City , for flexible mesh rail

volts . The secondary windings are
ing place in the Orient, and the in bonds, which , it is said , will hereafter

creasing demand for high grade arranged for delta connection at 2300 be used exclusively by this company.
volts .

water wheel machinery will make this To meet the rapidly growing demand

co -operative arrangement an advan for this product the Electric Cable

tageous one for both parties. Mitsui Such excellent progress has been
Company is building an extensive ad

& Company is the largest and most made during the fall and winter
dition to its plant at Bridgeport, Conn .

progressive engineering house in the months on the construction work of

Far East and, with its thirty - five the Milwaukee Northern Railway , Among recent improvements in the
branch offices, is in a particularly which will open up communication be

car stations of the International Rail
good position to handle the water tween the Eastern Wisconsin towns of

wheel products of the Abner Doble Sheboygan, Port Washington, Fond
way at Buffalo are four three -motor

Company. du Lac, West Bend and numerous
electric traveling cranes of ten tons

others in this populous district and capacity, operating one overhead elec

The New York office of the B. F. Milwaukee, that it will probably be tric track and trolley, furnished by the

Sturtevant Company has just been re- ready for operation on at least one di- Northern Engineering Works, De

moved from 131 Liberty Street to the vision by early summer. The com troit, Mich.

Engineering Building, at 114 Liberty plete power equipment was pur

Street , where much better facilities
chased from the Allis - Chalmers Com- One of the most distinctive of the

,pany, of Milwaukee, and is of
will be provided for conducting the

numerous fireproof structures now in

standard Allis - Chalmers design, both
rapidly increasing business of this

process of erection in San Francisco

for gas engines and alternators. The is the power station now being built

company. electrical features of the equipthe equip- by Frank B. Gilbreth for the City

ment may be briefly described as Electric Company, corporation

The new power -house of the Edison follows: Three-phase alternating cur- formed by local men . The building
Electric Company of Los Angeles, Cal rent will be generated in the power- will be along lines very similar to
ifornia , on the Kern River, is nearing house at 405 volts by three direct-con- that recently completed by the same

completion . The initial electric gen- nected alternators each of 1000 k.w. contractor for the Seattle Electric

erating equipment provides for an normal capacity, driven at 107 revolu- Company at Georgetown, Wash ., the
output of some 20,000 kilowatts. The per minute by Allis -Chalmers relation of the engine and boiler room

power will be transmitted by pole twin -tandem gas engines, each with a being exactly the same. The struc

lines to Los Angeles and to Santa rated capacity of 1500 H. P. This ture will be of reinforced concrete and

Barbara . Four General Electric Com- equipment when in operation will en- is planned to furnish space for two

pany 5000 -kilowatt, 3 -phase, 50 -cycle, joy the distinction of being the largest Parsons steam turbines of 2000 k.w.

generators have been installed . These installation in America of gas-engine- capacity , with four batteries of water
large machines are water -wheel driven driven electric generating units for tube boilers which will furnish light,

at 250 revolutions per minute, deliver- traction purposes. The main power- heat and power for various commer

ing current at a potentiol of 2300 volts house is located at Port Washington , cial purposes. The engine room will

tions

a
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ers .

be 45 by 70 feet and the boiler room American Locomotive Works, Rich- Philadelphia House of Refuge, Glen

adjoining 84 by 70 feet , with a height mond, Va ., four 400 horse -power boil Mills, Pa., four 250 horse -power.

of 35 feet . In the engine room will be

a traveling crane of 40 tons capacity . Bridgeport Forge Company, Bridge The B. F. Sturtevant Company, of

Requirements for the structure are port , Conn., three 250 horse -power Boston, Mass., report sales of electric

that it shall be thoroughly fireproof , boilers. propeller fans as follows: The Jeff

and , in so far as is practicable, earth- Crown Cotton Mills, Dalton, Ga ., rey Manufacturing Company, Colum

quakeproof. Work on the foundations two 400 horse -power boilers. buis, O .; Victor Talking Machine

is new well under way . At an esti
Home Brewery, Columbus, O., three

Company, Camden , X. J .; Samuel

mated cost of $ 105,000 the building
200 horse -power boilers.

Jackson Company, Pawtucket, R. I .;

has been planned by, and is being
Hudson Companies, two 316 horse

erected under the supervision of S.

Heyl & Patterson, Pittsburg, Pa.;
E. Greenfield's Son & Company,

L. Napthaly, engineer for the com
power boilers, making a total to this

company of 4513 horse -power on
Brooklyn, N. Y .; Ingersoll-Rand.

pany . eleven orders.
Company, Phillipsburg, N. J .; Wos.

The San Francisco office of the Gen

Independence Kansas Cement Com
terburg & Williams, New York City ;

Goodman Manufacturing Company,

eral Electric Company is now perma
pany, Independence, kas.. three 400

nently located in the Union Trust

Chicago, Ill .; Wheeler -Green Elec
horse -power, making the second order.

tric Company, Rochester , N. Y .; Cor

Building, in San Francisco. Since the
James S. Kirk Company, Chicago,

bin Motor Vehicle Corporation, New

fire the office has been located in the
two 500 horse-power boilers .

Britain , Conn .: Thos. G. Plant Com

Union Savings Bank Building at Oak
Joseph J. Little Building, New

land, large temporary warehouses
York , three 275 horse-power boilers.

pany, Jamaica Plain , Mass.: Ideal

Lunch , Boston , Mass .; Jackson &

having also been erected in the same
Quincy Horse Railway & Carrying Company, Boston, Mass.; Harris

city .
Company, Quincy, II ., three 316

Emery Company, Des Moines, Ia .;
horse -power.

and Fred Odenbach & Son , Rochester,

The Northern Engineering Works, City of New York for Ridgewood N. Y.

Detroit , Mich ., has furnished the Pumping Station , eight 300 horse.

plant of the Edison Sault Electric power. Owing to the large increase in the

Company, Sault St. Marie, Mich .,
Pueblo & Suburban Traction &

business of the Electric Cable Com

with a second 15 - ton alternating -cur- Lighting Co., Pueblo , Col., one 378 pany, an extensive addition is to be

rent crane . horse-power. made to its plant at Bridgeport, Conn .

Denver Gas & Electric Company. The new building will be constructed,

The Bureau of Supplies and Ac- Denver, Col., three 524 horse -power of concrete and brick and will em

counts , Navy Department, will open
boilers.

body the most improved forms of fire

bids on May 21st and 28th , and June Texas Company, Beaumont, Tex . , proof construction and equipment.

IIth for electrical material as speci- thirty -two 200200 horse -power boilers The addition will be devoted exclu

fied below . Bidders will receive for eight pipe-line oil pumping sta- sively to the production of weather

schedules for the material on which tions in Texas. proof wires and cables .

they desire to bid by giving the sched- Victor Talking Machine Company,

ule numbers desired by direct appli- Camden, N. J. , two 316 and two 270 Dossert & Company, of New York ,

cation to the Bureau of Supplies and horse -power. have received an order from the Bu

Accounts, or to the navy pay office Warren Manufacturing Company, reau of Yards and Docks, L'nited

nearest each navy yard. Warren , R. I. , one 323 horse -power States Navy Yard , Portsmouth , N.

H. , for 140 Dossert solderless 2 -way
ELECTRICAL MATERIAL .

joints, cable taps and standard ter

minal lugs for connecting under

Quantity . Delivery at Navy Yard . ground cables of 1,000,000 C. M. and

500,000 C. M.

Article . Sched .

Armatures for motors

Battery for electric launch (92 cells ) .

Cabinets, rammer, c . b

Controllers, rammer .

Current , electric .

do...

Fixtures, electrical.

Irons, electric soldering.

Machine, magnet winding .
Motors .

Motor-drive outfit

Motor, induction

Tape , cotton , insulation

Wire .

3

1 .

4 .

4 .

27.600 k . w . hrs.

1.058,400 k . w . hrs

Miscellaneous.

36 ..

1 .

2

1

1

1,300 .

8,000 feet

Wash . , D. C.

Norfolk , Va

do ..

.do

Key West, Fla .

Mare Island , Cal .

Pensacola , Fla .

League Island , Pa .

Mare Island , Cal

.do .

do

Boston , Mass.

New York

Pensacola , Fla .

775

782

775

775

759

704

759

788

706

706

706

782

796

759

The Heine Safety Boiler Company, boiler, making a total of 2881 horse

of St. Louis , Mo., reports some recent power on six orders.

sales as follows: Williamette Pulp & Paper Co., Ore

Asano Cement Company, Tokio, gon City , Ore., one 250 and two 366

Japan , four boilers , aggregating 900 horse-power ; third order.

horse -power. U. S. Navy Department for Nor

Atlantic , Gulf & Pacific Company, folk Navy Yard, two 428 horse -power

stalled on two hydraulic dredges, mak- boilers and four 350 horse -power

four 200 horse -power boilers, to be in- boilers.

ing the fifth order. U.S. Navy Department for Charles

American La France Fire Engine ton Navy Yard, through Muralt &

Company, Elmira , N. Y. , two 230 Company, New York , four 350 horse

horse -power. power boilers .

The General Electric Company an

nounces an issue of $ 13,000,000 10

year 5 per cent. debenture bonds, con

vertible after June 1 , 1911 , into the

stock of the company at par and re

deemable after that date at 105 , sub

ject , however, to the stockholders'

right of conversion. The new bonds

will be offered to stockholders for sub

scription at par to the extent of 20

per cent. of their holdings. Rights

will accrue to stockholders of record

on June 20 and subscriptions will be

closed on July 20 . Payments will be

due 50 per cent. on July 20, 1907, and

50 per cent. on January 20 , 1903. The

stockholders have the privilege of

making full payment on the first date

mentioned, whereupon bonds, or ne

gotiable receipts therefor, will be de

livered to the subscribers. The pro

ceeds from the sale of these bonds

will be used for additional working
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capital. President Coffin , in the an- The H. T. Paiste Company, of Phil- A recent bulletin issued by the B. F.

nual report of the company, recently adelphia have just issued May Bulle- Sturtevant Company, of Boston ,

issued , foreshadowed the sale of new tin No. 43 , in which is shown three Mass ., illustrates and describes elec

securities by a statement that the in- new panel cut-outs, also wiring dia- tric propellor fans. These are built

creased business of the company grams of each style of cut -out.
in a full line of sizes from 18 to 120

would soon make it necessary to raise

fresh funds.
inches, and are carried in stock at

The Robbins & Myers Company works and branch warerooms in sizes

are sending out a unique folder, Bul- up to 48 inches, wound for 119 and

New Catalogues letin No. 55 , picturing the standard 220 volts. Both fan and motor are

The Trill Indicator Company, of
fans manufactured by that company. manufactured by the B. F. Sturtevant

Corry, Pa., is distributing a book on Company. The motor is dustproof;

indicators, reducing wheels and plani “ Electric Jingles ," a book of alpha- the fan may be placed in any location

meters. Besides a full description of betical rhymes written by Carmelita and controlled by switch from a dis

the company's products the book also Beckwith and illustrated by F. G.
tance.

contains much useful and handy in- Cooper, has been compiled for use by

formation about taking and reading central stations in calling the atten

indicator cards. It shows in detail tion of prospective customers to the

how to tap the cylinder, make pipe many and varied uses of current for
Personal

connections, place the indicator, con- domestic and commercial purposes. Professor H. E. Clifford , of the

nect it with the cross-head , adjust the Both rhymes and pictures are very en- electrical engineering department of

tension, etc. The indicator diagram tertaining and should predispose the the Massachusetts Institute of Tech

for a single cylinder engine is care- readers favorably toward the efforts
fully analyzed and rules given for

nology, will next year extend his nota

of the company to induce them to
ble lectures on alternating currents in

finding the horse -power. Character- adopt electrical service. to a graduate course . These lectures

istic diagrams from engines of various

types , including faulty diagrams, are

have hitherto been restricted to the re

Copper and Brass is the title of a

analyzed and suggestions made for new publication sent out by the Copper

quired work in alternating currents of

their correction . The book will be of
and Brass Publishing Co., of Detroit,

the undergraduate students, but dur

interest to every steam engineer. Mich., and devoted to the non -ferrous ing the next college year Professor

metal trades. The initial number ap
Clifford will deliver an advanced

A neat pamphlet sent out by the peared March, 1907. The publication course which will be particularly

United Electric Light & Power Com- is 9x12 inches and contains 34 pages intended for graduate students who

pany, of New York , is entitled , " Pow- almost exclusively devoted to commer- are attending the Institute for the

er Pointers. As the name indicates, cial quotations and to the business purpose of spending a fifth year

a number of reasons are advanced problems of the industry. in the Engineering School, or for the

why electricity should be used for in purpose of their obtaining a second de

dustrial operations . The subject is “ The House Without a Kitchen

treated rather generally and very
gree . These lectures are expected to

and very Chimney” is the title of an attractive

briefly, the object being to open the pamphlet sent out by the Philadelphia

be among the most brilliant and com

pamphlet sentout by the Philadelphia plete that have yet been presented on
way for a solicitor. The illustrations Electric Company to its customers. It

are well executed and the typograph- is the house of Mr. Hillman , of Schen
the subject in any of the engineering

ical work is of a high order. ectady, which is featured . Mr. Ilill
schools of America .

man's experiment shows that at 5

The Pittsburgh Transformer Com- cents per kilowatt-hour, the cost of
George W. Martin , for two years

pany is now sending out a complete lighting and heating his home was
associate editor, and for the past year

catalogue issued on its product. The about on a par with the cost of coal editor of The Electrical Age, on

most meritorious feature of the cata- and gas . The booklet gives cost and March 15th resigned his position to

logue is the frankness with which the current data for a score of heating resume engineering work . Mr. Var

company discusses the building and specialties. tin is now in the engineering depart

testing of its product. ment of the New York Edison Com

Recent literature sent out by the
pany.

A recent pamphlet sent out by the General Electric Co., of Schenectady,

H. T. Paiste Company, of Philadel- N. Y. , includes bulletins devoted to George P. Hutchins, the well known

phia, contains price lists of their elec- belt - driven alternators ranging from advertising agent, has removed his

tric light supplies. 30 to 200 k.w. , " Security " snap sock- offices from 120 Liberty street to 500

etc , “GEM ” high -efficiency incandes Fifth avenue, New York City.

A very complete catalogue issued cent units, and constant-current trans

by the C. W. Hunt Company, of West former panels for series are and series J. H. Hallberg, consulting engineer ,

New Brighton, Staten Island, N. Y. , incandescent lighting systems. Price is now devoting part of his time to the

is devoted to coal-handling machinery . lists are also given for Thomson re- design and manufacture of flaming

Among the equipment illustrated and cording wattmeters and "GEM " reg
“ ” arc lamps and other electrical special

described are steeple towers , freight- ular incandescent units and “GEM ” ties . His office is now at No. 30

handling cranes, coal-storage plants, meridian units. One folder deals with Greenwich avenue, New York City,

cable railways, steam and electric adjustable terminal ground connectors , with the Beck Flaming Lamp Com

hoisting engines, conveyors, scales, and another gives an approximate rule pany, for whom is acting as engineer

weighing hoppers, coal crackers , grab for size of wires for three -phase trans- and general manager. Mr. Hallberg

buckets , blocks, sheaves, barrows, in- mission lines. A useful blotter is de- will, however, retain his old clients

dustrial railway equipment and elec- voted to calling attention to the need and do a general consulting engineer

tric locomotives. of lightning arresters . ing business.
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Frank S. Washburn and Charles H. Pike's Peak Hydro - Electric Com- F. C. McGonnigle, Youngstown

Baker, of New York , have acquired pany, Colorado Springs, Col. Consolidated Gas and Electric Com

the American rights for the manufac- The Torrington Electric Light pany, New Castle, Pa.

ture of calcium cyanamid, an electro- Company, Torrington, Conn . Paul Kearcher, Youngstown Con
chemical compound developed by Pro- Cairo Electric and Traction Com- solidated Gas and Electric Company,

fessor Frank and Dr. Care of Ger pany, Cairo, 111 . Sharon, Pa.

many. Calcium cyanamid is popular- Ligonier Electric Light Company, E. S. Roberts, Escambia County

ly known as “ lime nitrogen," and is Ligonier, Ind. Electric Light and Power Company,

chiefly used as an agricultural fertiliz- People's Light and Power Com- Pensacola , Fla .

er, though it is expected it will be ex- pany, Indianapolis, Ind . E. W. Furbush , Gardner Electric

tensively used in the chemical arts for St. Clair Edison Company, Mt. Light Company, Gardner, Mass.

the production of ammonia and nitric Clemens, Mich . Henry H. Taylor, Garned Electric

acids. It is understood that Messrs. Eveleth Electric Company, Eveleth , Light Company, Gardner, Mass.
Washburn and Baker will extensively Minn . A. L. Selig , The Los Angelos Gas

employ the power of certain large Le Roy Hydraulic Electric Gas and Electric Company, Los Angelos,

water powers which they have under Company, Le Roy, N. Y. Cal.

development along the Tennessee Rockland Electric Company, Hill- W. L. Boxall.

River for the manufacture of the new burn , N. Y. B. F. Pearson .

fertilizer . Buffalo Manufacturing Company, S. M. Kennedy.

Buffalo , Wro . Charles A. Tucker, Rochester Rail

Compania de Gas y Eléctricidad , way and Light Company, Rochester,

Membership Campaign of The Havana, Cuba. N. Y.

National Electric Light Jasper Water, Light and Power C. X. Pratt.

Association

Company, Jasper, Ala. I. E. Powell.

N interesting pamphlet is that
Pend ' d'Oreille Electric Company, F. A. Willard .

recently sent out by the Na
Sand Point, Ida . K. A. Schick .

tional Electric Light Associa Abner Driver, Osceola Lighting James T. Hutchings.

tion, through the chairman of its mem
Plant, Osceola , Ark .

CLASS D.

bership committee, J. Robert Crouse.
The Skagit Improvement Company,

It contains some thirty letters from
Sedro -Woolley, Wash.

The American Railway Insurance

electricity supply companies, telling of The Circleville Light and Power Company, Cleveland , O ) .

the advantage to them of membership Company, Circleville , O. The Franklin Electric Manufactur

in the association . Without an ex CLASS B. ing Company, Hartford, Conn.

ception all concur in the opinion that
P. H. Bartlett, The Philadelphia Harold P. Brown , New York City.

the value received is many times more Electric Company, Philadelphia, Pa. Commercial Truck Company of

than the membership fee . The pamph
Samuel T. Cooper, The Philadel

America, Philadelphia, Pa .

let should prove of great value as an
phia Electric Company, Philadelphia, The Jandus Electric Company,

inducement to central stations to join
Pa. Cleveland , O.

the association . A. R. Cheyney, The Philadelphia

A number of letters are also being
CLASS E.

Electric Company, Philadelphia , Pa.

sent out , the arguments being sound
J. M. Eglin , The Philadelphia

L. A. Osborne, The Westinghouse

and logical, so that they should prove
Electric Company, Philadelphia, Pa.

Geo. Ross Green , The Philadelphia
Electric and Manufacturing Com

effective . One interesting point is

that, while by the last census 231 cities
Electric Company, Philadelphia, l'a .

pany, Pittsburgh, Pa.

W. M. McFarland .

and towns had 25,000 population, the
H. K. Mohr, The Philadelphia

W. C. Webster.

association has an active central-sta
Electric Company, Philadelphia, Pa.

G. E. Miller.

tion membership of 568, SO that D. Fred'k Schick , The Philadel
C. E. Skinner.

the votes of the smaller cities and phia Electric Company, Philadelphia,

towns control as a company in a city
Pa.

of 1000 inhabitants has its vote count
Edward S. Mansfield, The Edison

just as much as a company in a large
Elec . Ill'g Company of Boston , Bos- The aggressiveness of the Detroit

city.
ton , Mass.

Edison Company in securing new bus

The initiation fee is $25 and the
L. Springs Montgomery, Mobile iness by the threefold means of solici

yearly dues $ 10.
Electric Company, Mobile, Ala. tation, advertising and demonstration

J. Robert Crouse, chairman of the
J. W. Ricketts, Oroville Light and is shown by the accompanying table

membership committee of the Na
Power Company, Oroville, Cal. covering the years 1905 and 1906 .

tional Electric Light Association , has
COMPARISON OF CONNECTED LOAD , 1905-1906 .

been doing some excellent work in

boosting the membership of the Asso

ciation . At the meeting of the ex
Jan. 1 , Jan. 1, Percentage July 1 ,

1906,
Percentage

ecutive committee May 2d, the fol

lowing members were accepted :
Meters , No. of Customers.

CLASS 1 . Total connected 16 C. P. equivalents .

ors Only :

The Central Colorado Power Com Horse - Power 5,671

pany, Colorado Springs, Col.

1905 . 1906 . of Inc. of Inc.
6 Mos.

8,646

362,796

11.064

450,215

27.9

24.1

12,331

528.745

22.8

34.8

Number... 1,041 1.398

7,528

34.3

32.7

1.814

10,806

59.4

67.8
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air, which gives a spectrum not far re- When the lights go out on the

moved from daylight, and in color is premises of a customer or the motors

perhaps more pleasing than the yellow stop in his factory, he is sure to send

incandescent filament. in a complaint, and justly so , for he

Much quibbling has been made over knows the value of his loss in dollars

its efficiency, but at the present stage and cents . The merchant knows the

of its development this criticism seems value of one night's lost trade and the

untimely. It is enough that the light manufacturer knows the value of a

is more than ordinarily efficient, and is day lost in producing finished mate

making rapid commercial headway as rial; the amount in either case will

a luminant. likely be greater than the cost for pro

In the beginning its luminous in- ducing light or power for the entire

tensity was low , the power factor was year. It is therefore necessary for all

very low , the operating frequency large central stations to provide a cer

high and commercially impossible. The tain amount of reserve capacity to pro

luminous intensity while still quite low duce the load during times of disable

is now one hundred times that of the ment of part of the equipment.

tube shown in public exhibition in Small stations, below 500 kw ., do

1898. The power factor has shown a not permit of a division of generators

very marked improvement. In tests to obtain sufficient overload capacity

of a year ago the power factor was from the remaining generators when

:56 , while recent tests show a power generator becomes disabled.

factor of .75 . The apparatus now op There are two reasons for this, which

erates successfully on 60 -cycle current. are : first, the increase in cost for the

The cost of the Moore tube is rea- entire station , for a large number of

sonable, being already less than the small units is greatly in excess of the

cost of an incandescent lighting sys- cost for a lesser number of larger

tem with the necessary wiring, fixtures units ; and second , a small generator

and shades. It is not burdened with heats quickly with increase of load .

a renewal charge ; at least some of Peak loads last from two to three

the tubes have been in operation two hours and small generators will not

years without requiring any repairs or carry sufficient overload for this period

glass plumbing," as the building or to allow of eliminating one machine.

repairing of the tube has been face- Take as an example a distributing

tiously termed. system of 300 k.w. maximum load. A

standard generator capacity is selected

Ratio of Generating Capacity from those proposed by the different
manufacturers . For a station of 300

to Maximum Load

k.w. capacity, three 100 k.w. generat

HE maintenance of ors would be a good selection , and, if

there is indication of an increase in

central station than the saving business, the power station had best be

of the interest on the slightly in- built of a size to accommodate

creased capital required to provide re- fourth generator with its motive

serve generating capacity for main power. It would not be safe to force

taining the service in case of accident two of these generators to carry the

to some portion of the equipment. The peak load for more than one hour;

interest on capital thus expended may they would be overloaded 50 per cent.

be considered as the premium on an A better selection of generators would

insurance policy covering the loss of be three of 150 k.w. capacity cach . By

custom due to an interruption in serv- estimating the cost for the entire sta

ice . tion, boilers, engines and generators, it

The Moore Light

6

rectly from gases, as suggested

by the late Professor Langley

in his historic investigation into the

energy of various forms of light, is

bearing fruit twenty years after the

original laboratory work. Three sep

arate investigators , Steinmetz, Cooper
Hewitt and Moore, have been attempt

ing thecommercial productionoflight T Hervico"is greater value to a

a

directly from the gas. While the first

investigator has read numerous papers

before engineering societies, his mer

cury vapor lamp is still a laboratory

device, or at least has not yet given

promise of a commercial success to

rival the lamp of Cooper Hewitt. We

should otherwise have been familiar

with its form before this.

The first two inventors have chosen

mercury vapor, and Moore, while he

has employed carbon dioxide, chooses

255
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will be found that the total cost for plies steam to each engine in two di- structed for the purpose of centraliz

the three 150 k.w. generators is not rections, giving additional security ing power production and great care

greatly more than the cost for three from the shut-down of any one unit must be exercised lest , in thus central

100 k.w. generators and will be less when leaks develop . izing the power generating equipment,

than the cost for four 105 k.w. gener- A reserve capacity of boiler heating the failure of some auxiliary that is

ators . surface over that necessary for gen- ordinarily unimportant will cause an

Stations of moderate capacity, from erating the steam required by the en- entire city to be deprived of light and

goo k.w. to 5000 k.w., permit of a di- gines is a necessity on account of fre power.

vision of generators to obtain sufficient quent cleaning. Somemisunderstand The unit for large stations is 5000

overload capacity from the remaining ing is caused by the present method of k.w., with a tendency toward the

generators when one generator be- rating boiler horse-power on the basis
10000 k.w. unit, the latter size being

comes disabled . Generators, boilers of 30 pounds of steam at 70 pounds made possible by the introduction of
and engines cost about in proportion pressure, evaporated from feed water

the steam turbine. For a station of

to their output when of moderate size, at 100 ° F.
25003 k.w. capacity, six 5000 k.w.gen

and many generators of moderate size Small engines have a steam econ- erators, with motive power, is the only

will carry large overloads for from omy of about 35 pounds of steam per desirable selection , reserve capacity

to three hours. Overload capacity hour non -condensing, and as low as being provided for by the sixth unit.

of all large electric apparatus depends 15 pounds when compound and ex
One main steam header for supply

to some extent on the amount of ma- hausting into a condenser. The en
ing the entire station would necessitate

terial to be heated. Heating of gen- gine economy must be known before
a pipe of such length that it would be

erators is caused by heating in the the size of boilers can be determined.
impossible to take up the expansion

iron due to iron loss, hysteresis and Allowing 90 per cent. efficiency for
and contraction caused by variation in

eddy currents, and heating in the cop- the generator and 10 per cent. friction temperature. Steam headers should

per due to resistance. At times of for the engine, the indicated horse
be kept full of live steam at working

overload , the iron loss is not more than power of the engine driving a gener

at times of normal load , while the cop

gange pressure, but this is not always

ator on a 1000 k.w. load is 1660 i . 1. p . convenient, so that times will occur

per loss increases as the square of the Suppose the engine economy to be when the header contracts from a re

overload . As long as the iron remains 20 pounds of dry steam per hour at cluction in temperature. The large

cooler than the copper, heat is trans- 130 pounds pressure , and that part of
plant is divided into several complete

mitted from copper to iron . This the exhaust steam is used to heat the

small plants contained by one building,
transfer of heat continues until the en- feed water to 200° F. By consulting a

these plants being cross connected
tire mass is approximately of uniform steam table, this steam economy is

with piping to equalize the load.
temperature and requires time to raise found to equal 18.5 pounds of steam

When the estimates for a station of

the temperature to a dangerous point. on the same basis as the boiler rating :
this size are made from actual propos

For a station of 4000 k.w. maximum The 1660 i . h . p . at the engine requires
als of manufacturers, the saving de

load, four generators of 1000 k.w. ca- 1025 boiler h . p . A battery of two 500

pacity each would give good results . h . p. boilers answers the requirements bines is shown to be so great that other
rived by the installation of steam tur

In case of accident to one unit, the for one engine, but for the emergency
motive power will not be considered .

three remaining generators will usual- of cleaning. Boilers, however, aclmit
The only question is the relativa mer

ly permit of forcing to their overload of forcing when of sufficient grate area
its of the vertical and horizontal types

capacity for a sufficient period to take for the grade of coal burned and when
of turbines. The vertical turbine re

care of the overload . Such a condi- the chimney is of large size . Ample quires slightly less floor space than

tion of affairs is only advisable where resources for producing a strong draft
the horizontal type, which advantage

the capital is limited to the smallest either by means of power-criven fans
is offset by an increase in height of

amount permissible and where the or with a large chimney give best re
building. The horizontal turbine has

peak load does not continue for more sults for caring for boiler overloads.

than three hours at the most.
a very decided advantage, due to the

Also , When considering the boilers for
normal position of the bearings and

the load , during the greater part of any particular station, the time over
ease of access to all parts.

the day, must be small enough to al- loads are carried must be taken into

Operating electric companies can
low the generators time to cool. account. Traction systems operating

Engines should be selected of a size a few heavy trains frequently drain
not afford to provide more than one

to drive these generators at 25 per the boilers of steam , causing the pres
linit for reserve capacity. Traction

cent. overload . By this is meant that sure to fall, which in turn increases companies invest such large capital

the range of the engine governor the steam for a given i . h . p . at the
for the complete system that the cost

should be sufficient to govern the cut engine. It is therefore necessary that of the power station is comparatively

off at this load and the engine parts boilers have a large steam capacity small. The traction companies are ,

must be strong enough to withstand to care for momentary overloads. therefore, willing to authorize a large

the stresses set up by this overload . Stations of large capacity, above expenditure to insure continuity of

Steam piping is best laid out with 5000 kw ., usually supply a class of service, the importance of maintaining

one large main taking steam from all service that must be supplied contin- the service having been found so de

the boilers and supply all the engines, Liously. Close scrutiny of detail plans sirable in one instance as to authorize

with valves between each pair of boil- of a large station will frequently show the building of two stations, either of

ers and engines ; a leak in any part of some part of the equipment the failure which can take care of all demands on

the piping can be repaired by shutting of which would cause the shut down the system . The increase in fixed

off the section affected. Where the of the entire station . This part of the charges for duplicate stations may not

space available for the station depends equipment may be the source of feed affect the total by more than one per

on fixed boundaries, as when the en- water supply, feed pipes, feed pumps, cent. , this amount becomes large , how

gine room is built with two dimensions coal supply, coal conveyors, condens- ever, when the difference between a

about equal, the steam header may be ers , exhaust piping, air pumps, steam five per cent, and a six per cent. divi

looped around the engine room to ad- piping, electric cables, switchboard dend is shown , which is further evi

vantage. The looped steam header connections or the fittings of any of dence of the immense importance of

takes steam from each boiler and sup- these items. Large stations are con- reserve capacity.

a

a
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FOR

NOW

The numerous lighting companies,
Low Power-Factor Loads dency on the part of some operators

which are considering an increase in
OR the same number of true watts

of plants is to charge on the basis of

generating equipment to take care of delivered, a low power -factor
the real load .”

possible future business, whose gener
load does not take a different A power load of low power-factor,

ators are already forced to large over- amount of fuel from a high power- which for the sake of illustration we

loads during the long days of the year , factor load , but it requires a larger will place at 50 per cent., means that

would profit by comparing some of the
investment on account of the heavier the actual energy delivered to the load

modern stations lately built with the machinery required . Thus, at Ni- is 50 per cent . of the volts times am

load they are expected to supply. agara Falls , where fuel is practically peres , or the apparent load . The

free and the investment is enormous, actual energy required at the engine

and the customers are large users, cylinder is the 50 per cent. indicated ,

Some Developments in Sub- some of the companies put in graphic but the amperage flowing on a con

Station Design recording power-factor meters so as stant- potential system at 50 per cent .

to penalize the customer who takes his power-factor is equal to twice that

TOWHERE more than in large
power at a low power-factor. Such a necessary to deliver the same energy

cities , where direct -current dis system of charging, while compli- atunity power - factor ; and as the
tribution for lighting and pow- cated , is otherwise reasonable, both in capacity of the generating transformer

er service makes the establishment of the water-power plant and in steam and conducting apparatus is directly

substations necessary , does this part of
plant where the cost of the investment

affected thereby, and, as the voltage

a distributing system require thought is large as compared with operating drop and the regulation of these are

and care in its design. In the first expense . more severe at a lower power -factor,

place real estate is at a higher figure One of the Niagara power com it is to be seen that the electrical part

than in localities where railway sub
panies in its agreement for the sale of of the system is operating under all

stations may be built, and hence the

end sought is to obtain as high a ca

the stress of the full load. Even the
electric power inserts the following

clause :
steam economy is affected when the

pacity per square foot as possible . ampere load of the generator is such
In one large city substations built " The purchaser shall at all times as to require three generators with

within the last few years have aver- take and use the three -phase power in three engines to carry what would or

aged from 2 to 2.6 k . w . per square such manner that the power-factor dinarily be the full load for two gen

foot, but the development in this re- will be as ncar 100 per cent. as pos erators with their engines, a load

gard may be shown by the fact that sible ; but whenever it is not possible which at unity power - factor could be

one of the very recent stations has to take the current at 100 per cent. easily carried by two.

a capacity of 3.5 k . w . per square power -factor and the power- factor is As another illustration , assume two

foot.
less than 90 per cent., then the max- shops, each with 50 -horse -power av

The use of concrete for buildings imum demand for power shall be con- erage load, one of direct- current mo

has extended to substations and pow- sidered as 90 per cent. of the max- tors supplied from a motor -generator

er - stations, the successful results ob- imum kilovolt-amperes taken for a set and the other from small induction

tained with this construction for man- period of one minute each day, except
motors . These average conditions

ufactories having demonstrated its fit- as hereinbefore provided that the

ness and reliability. Not the least part maximum demand shall in no case be
might easily obtain :

of the concrete in a substation , of considered as less than the firm horse- Case 1. - Direct- current, k . w . con

course, is that for the switch compart- power hereinbefore agreed to be taken nected, 75 ; average load , 50-horse

ments, formerly built of brick or and paid for."
power, 3772 k . W .; motor- generator

slate.

Another way of compensating the set efficiency , 72 per cent.; motor-gen

One of the interesting developments operating company for a low power- erator set input, 52 k . W .; synchronous

in the equipment of the substation, factor service is to multiply the real
motor -generator set input, 52 k . w . at

concerning which , however, but little load by --- where x is the average

has yet been made public, is the design power-factor when below .9 .
100 per cent. P. F .; induction motor

of a rotary converter having as an in
generator set input, 90 per cent. P. F. ,

tegral part a device which takes the
In reply to an inquiry whether a 58 k . v . a .

central station should make a charge
place of the induction regulator. Case II. - Alternating -current, k . w .

Whatever this device may be, and
based upon low power-factor , one of

connected, 75 : average load , 50 -horse
the leading central station managers

however it may stand up in practice ,
has written as follows : power, 3772 k . W .; average power

it will yet be welcomed as an attempt factor , 65 per cent. ; average input, 58

in the direction of simplifying the “ Theoretically, I believe that the k.v. a .

somewhat complicated equipment of absolutely fair way to do would be to

the rotary -converter substation. charge not only for the real load of
Assuming an input to the motor

Another hint as to coming simplic- the alternating -current motor, but
generator set in Case 1 and motors

ity was given by W. J. Wilgus in dis- also to make some fair charge for in Case II of 58 k . v . a . , it is readily

cussing F. J. Sprague's paper at the what you term the apparent load re- seen that the transformer capacity re

recent meeting of the Institute. In quired in the way of additional in- quired in each case is the same, 60,

dealing with this question of simplify- vestment in electrical machinery and

ing equipment, Mr. Wilgus mentioned lines , in cases where the power-factor The same investment is required

“ a device which will cost very little , is low or is below unity. For while for each service until the prime mover

will take the place of the rotary con- the operating costs and the investment
is reached. Here , neglecting losses ,

verter and require no attendance "- from the steam engine back to the
one customer requires 37/2 k . w . ofrather a vague statement. Can it be real estate will follow the real load ,

that the battle between alternating the electrical investment will follow
energy, the other 52 k . w .

current and direct current for railway the apparent load . In practice it is Assuming both of these shops to

operation is to be decided by the ad very difficult to find any method to run ten hours a day, one shop would

vent of a rival to the transformer ? accomplish this. I believe the ten- consume 375 units a day, equivalent

.9

х

k . w .
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to a five-hour use of the connected

load , the other 520 units a day, or

Graduating the Thickness of

Wire Insulation

Toaseven-hour use of the connected WE print below a lettere sinto bich
user

load. Mr. Mar replies sev

Naturally the seven -hour eral of his critics who suggest

would be entitled to a better rate than that his method does not take account

the five -hour user, but this would hold of the increased probability of flaws in

true if both installations had the same larger sizes of wires .

power -factor.

If, however, besides the wattmeters,
To the Editor :

a Wright demand meter measuring Several friends who have read the

ampere maximum were installed , and writer's suggested method of graduat

the rate earned fixed upon the hours' ing the thickness of wire insulation

use of maximum kilo volt-ampere de- have stated that this method neglects

mand the charge would be more a factor of some importance which

equitable to both consumer and central will considerably modify the results.

station . This factor is the increased probability

Suppose in each case the maximum of flaws in the insulation of larger

demand were 125 per cent. of the sizes of wire, which they say should

average and that the power -factor of require less dielectric strain to be ap

the motor -generator set came up to plied to larger wires than to

92 per cent. at this demand, while that smaller, in order to cause a break

of the alternating- current motors down. This matter was considered by

came up to 70 per cent. at that de- the writer when formulating the

mand . method in question , and was put aside

The maximum demand in Case I on grounds which are illustrated by

becomes 52 x 1.25 — .92 = 70.7 k . v. a . the following analogy.

and in Case II 3772 X 1.25-7= 67.0 Consider a steel bar, of one- inch di

k . v . a . ameter, which will break under a

The hour's use becomes 520—70.7 stress of 50,000 lbs. per square inch .

=7.35 as against seven hours, and in According to the reasoning recom

Case II 375—67 = 5.60 as against five mended by my friends, a steel bar of

hours. two - inches diameter will break under

If a leeway of from 100 to 90 per a stress less than 50,000 lbs. per square

cent. power -factor were allowed , the inch , on account of the greater chance

product of v 3 by the maximum am- of imperfections due to its greater

peres by the voltage could be reduced size.

10 per cent. and used as a figure from This would undoubtedly be true if

which the hour use was to be divided. the average of tests were taken on

every bar made in the mills. If, how

ever , only bars without flaws are se

lected, the largest bars should show

the same tensile strength as the small

est . Hence, if flawless bars are re

quired , it is essential that the full

tensile strength test be met in every
case .

Applying this reasoning to the case

of rubber insulation submitted to a di

electric stress , if Hawless insulation is

required it must pass the same di

electric stress test regardless of the

area of insulation exposed.

From the point of view of the manu

facturer, of course, it is desirable to

graduate the dielectric stress accord

ing to the size of wire, in order to pass

the same proportion of large as of

small wires out of the total manu

factured . The manufacturer will,

therefore, display great anxiety to

have the dielectric stress graduated ac

cording to the size of wire. Users of

rubber insulated wire, on the other

hand , want just as good material in

the large wires as in the small, and

should therefore require the insulation

to be sufficiently perfect to stand the

same dielectric stress as the smaller

sizes .

It should be noted that the safety

factor recommended in my article is

from 32 to 7 , which is not far from

that used for steel bars mentioned

above when used for structural work .

Yours truly.

WM. A. DEL VAR .



Direct-Current Feeder Calculations for Railways
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ALTHOUGH the aldirectitleret copper may have to be added are an indication of the range of values

fers only tơ direct -current given below in the order in which they which is most convenient to work

feeders , the general principles usually have to be treated . with .

involved are equally true for alter- I. If the drop in the grounded con DISTRIBUTION OF CURRENT.

nating- current railway feeders, the ductors exceeds the legal limit or the

modifications necessary to apply these limit prescribed by danger of electrol
A certain current passing from the

formulæ to alternating-current sys- ysis, copper will have to be added to
positive to the negative system at the

these conductors.
end of the line farthest from the power

tems being obvious.

II . If with this additional copper
station being assumed to cause a total

POTENTIAL DROP .

the total drop in the positive and neg
drop of V volts , the same current di

vided up between n equidistant points
The total drop of potential in the ative feeders is still too great to en

positive and negative conductors is able the cars to start, additional copper along the line will produce a total

governed by four conditions, namely : must again be resorted to, but this drop of ( 1 + ) volts . If n is

the possibility of starting the cars, time it may be added to either the pos- infinite , that is , if the drain of current

the brilliancy of the lights, the limit- itive or negative system . Whether
is uniform along the line, the drop

ing of drop in the grounded conduc- it will be more economical to add it

tors and the relative economy of low
will be

to the positives or negatives will have
If, however, n is not

first cost compared with low energy to be worked out for each case , al- infinite, the drop will be greater

loss. With regard to the question of though an indication is given by the than by

starting the cars , the voltage required
per cent., a quan

fact that if the unit price of conduct

may be derived from a study of the ors installed is the same for both , it tity which is quite small when n is con

motor curves. is more economical to distribute the siderable . It is therefore usual to as

With the multiple -unit system of copper so as to make the resistance sume a uniform drain of current, a

control, the limiting voltage is usually of the two systems equal . proceedure which is further justified

that at which the contactors will op- III . Having provided copper to by the continuous motion of the load

erate satisfactorily, this being about maintain the voltage high enough to which causes it to act as if more dis

one -half the normal running voltage. start the cars , it remains to determine
tributed .

The voltage at which the car lights whether it is also high enough to keep Such an assumption, however, is

become too dim is about 90 per cent. the lamps bright. If not, more cop by no means justifiable on interurban

of the rated voltage of the group of per must be added in the way de or trunk line railroads, as in such

lamps. As , however, these are usual- scribed above. cases the trains are usually far apart .

ly rated considerably below the nor- IV . The feeder system having been In such cases the train diagram should

mal bus voltage , it is permissible to made of ample dimensions to meet all
be consulted in order to find where

let the voltage drop more than 10 per the conditions of the service , it re the greatest load occurs at any time,

cent . without affecting the lights too mains to determine whether the an and the drop calculations made for

seriously. nual loss in the conductors is great
the magnitude and location of load

The drop in grounded conductors is enough to justify the addition of more
thus found .

usually covered by city ordinances, copper in order to keep down the op DISTRIBUTION OF COPPER .

which require it not to exceed a spec- erating expenses. If the conductivity
The drop of potential depends

ified amount. is sufficient, there is nothing to be

The investment in a system of con
largely on how the additional copper

done ; but if the considerations of op
is distributed along the line. It is

ductors may be expressed as an in- erating economy call for more copper ,

itial cost or as an annual interest there- the engineer is justified in recom
therefore important to secure the most

economical distribution of copper
on . The value of the kilowatt -hours mending it .

which will give the required drop.
of energy lost in these conductors is In order to determine the most

The auxiliary copper may be con
most conveniently expressed as an an- economical copper investment, it is

nected to the contact conductor at such
nual expense . The sum of these two convenient to compile a table showing frequent intervals that it virtually

annual items is the total annual ex- the following six quantities: ( 1 ) Val
forms a part of it ; it may, on the otherpense of the feeders , which it is desir- ue of proposed additional conductors.

able to make as small as possible.
hand, be connected at one end only , or

( 2 ) Total annual energy loss ( kilowatt it may be connected at such distances

hours ) in the entire positive and nega
AUXILIARY FEEDERS . as not to be covered by either of the

tive system , including the proposed ad above cases. Each of these schemes
Any direct- current feeder system ditional conductors. ( 3) Value of

requires separate consideration, a gen
consists of two distinct parts , the con- this lost energy. ( 4 ) Value of the ad

eral method of treatment being given
ductors which supply current from ditional conductors. ( 5 ) Annual in for each , which covers the addition of
the power -house to the line and the terest on value of additional conduct

copper to either the positive or nega
contact conductors which yield their ( 6 ) Sum of value of total an

tive system as the case may require.
current directly to the cars . In many nual energy loss and the interest on

cases the contact conductors will be proposed additional conductors. When AUXILIARY COPPER FREQUENTLY CON

sufficiently large to fulfil both func- selecting the figures for the first col
NECTED ,

tions, but more often they are supple- umn two values should be assumed The diagram in Fig. I shows the

mented by auxiliary copper feeders. initially and all the other columns most economical way of distribu

The various steps at which auxiliary worked out for them , in order to give ting the feeder metal with the formu

ors .
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læ for circular mils volume of copper, x , = distance ED, & y = C.M. ofyı = retical curve. It should be remem

watts lost and potential drop . The copper in ED. bered that the curve of most economi

following symbols are used in both x, = distance EC, & yz = C.M. of
cal distribution shows the total feed

Figs. I and 2 . copper in DC. er metal, including the contact con

C.M. = Circular mil , the area of a x, = distance E B , & yz = C.M. of ductors ..

circle of loro inch diameter. copper in CB.
AUXILIARY COPPER CONNECTED AT END.

The auxiliary feeder, in this case ,

being merely a uniform conductor

with the same current along its entire

length , may be treated by Ohm's law

in its simplest form . Auxiliary con

ductors of this sort are useful in con

nection with grounded returns in
which it is desired to minimize the

drop. Two or more insulated conduct

ors of equal resistance , connected to

the line at various points, will each

take off their proportion of the cur

rent without making the entire current

C.M.-Ft. = Circular mil- feet , the= x = distance E A , & y , = C.M. of accumulate near the station, as would

volume of a cylinder of one C.M. area
copper in BA . be the case with a single connection

and one foot long. A volume of cop
C. M. VI . V x

direct from the bus. This gives rise to

per in C.M.-Ft. divided by any num a series of rises and falls of potential

ber of C.M. gives the numberof feet C. M. feet A · L? along the line, but there will be no

of cable of that area required to make serious drop in the grounded conduct

up the given volume of copper.
Drop

V L' ors , wherever there may be in the in

r = The resistance of a C.M.-Ft. of sulated feeders connected thereto .

copper, measured along its length .
Watts lost 3, AVI

FEEDERS INFREQUENTLY CONNECTED .

A B с D This condition occurs where a feed

er cable runs parallel to the line and

is tapped in at intervals through cir

cuit breakers or switches. The ex

pense of the breakers renders it neces

sary to have as few such connections

as possible . Fig. 3 shows an example

of such a system , comprising four con

ductors, some of which may be con

tact conductors and others auxiliary

feeders. Fig . 4 shows this scheme is

a diagrammatic form , the two gener

ating stations being united on account

of their identical influence. Corres

ponding points in Figs . 3 and 4 are

indicated by identical letters .
r = 10.3 for copper of 100% cond. The drop given by the above for

10.4 for copper of 99 % cond.
mula is from the far end of the line. Let,

10.5 for copper of 98 % cond .
The drop from the station end may be

1 = distance from A to B , expressed

.
obtained by substracting this value

10.6 for copper of 97% cond.
in thousands of feet .

from V* .

10.73 for copper of 96 % cond.
R resistance in ohms per thou

10.85 for copper of 95% cond . Drop in DE - k k
sand feet , of contact conductor A B.

x = distance from A to L, ex

If the conductors are partly of iron , CD pressed in thousands of feet .

as with a third rail , it is usual to r = effective resistance in ohms per

reduce the area of iron to its equiva BC
k X ; – x ;

thousand feet of track H I.

lent area of copper.
Y3

c = resistance ( ohms) from A to E.X ; – x ;

V = Drop of potential from the sta
k

Y4 d

tion bus to the end of the line in
resistance ( ohms) from B to E.

Total Watts lost

either the positive or negative con
resistance ( ohms) from C to D.

ductors , as the case may be . Σ
f

E , x
resistance ( ohms) from H to F.

(x ; – x ;)Y2

A = Total current delivered from g resistance ( ohms) from I to F.

the station bus to the section under It is , of course, impossible to exact- Rx = resistance ( ohms) from L to

consideration . ly realize the most economical distri- A.

L = Length of the section , feet .
bution in practice, so that a series of R ( 1-x ) =resistance ( ohms) from

steps, as shown in the second diagram , L to B.
x = Distance ( feet ) of any point should be arranged so as to approxi

from the end of the line farthest from
mate as closely as possible to the theo

rx = resistance ( ohms) from G to

the station . H.

*Electrical World . Aug. 29 , 1003. Feeder Calcu- r ( 1 - x ) = resistance ( ohms) from
k lations for Direct Current Railways by W. A. Del

G to 1 .
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Positive Contact Conductors

C
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Generator Load Generator

G I

E

Track Rails

FIG. 3 .

or half the denominator of the ex

pression for x ;

V = Nc {RIC + 1 ) + d ; * L f(M + N)

While the expressions in the above

formulæ appear somewhat cumber

some, the actual working out of a

numerical case is not tedious if a slide

rule is used.

If there are several trains between

the two substations , the maximum

drop in the section will be the sum of

the drops computed for each train as

if it were the only one on the line, and

the trains should be distributed so as

to give the worst condition that would

arise in practice.

MISCELLANEOUS FORMILE.

The potential drop in any uniform

conductor in which the current varies

along its length , is given by

Volts = ohms per ft. X area of cur

rent curve in ampere - feet.

The watts lost in any conductor

along which there is a uniform drain

of current are given by,

Watts lost = amperes per foot X

area of drop curve in volt - feet.

If a curve of potential drop in any

.feeder system be plotted for one load ,

the drop curve for any other load may

be derived from it by merely chang

ing the ordinates in the ratio of the

two loads in question.

SPACING OF CROSS -BONDS OR EQU'IL

IZERS .

The proper spacing of cross -bonds

between tracks , or of any other equal

izing connection between conductors,

is settled by the following considera

tions. Let,

= ohms per ft . per conductor ;

D = total length of line, feet ;

t = number of conductors cross

bonded, e. g . , number of track rails ;

n = number of cross -bonds in dis

tance D ;

R = resistance, ohms from a point

most distant from the station .

Then ,

Generators

E

Positive

B
Track

Rails
Soundandc

I

D
Confort

Conductors

z

Lood
W =

FIG . 4 .

1B

2A 2

n I

e

t 2

1

n

2

The resistance L to E , equals A more practical expression for the

Ax2 + BX + C total resistance is given later .

RD
The resistance G to F is a mari

where A
ID + c + d mum when

R (1D + d-c)

B = X ' )(1 + d )1D + c + d

C =cRIC +1 + a The total positive and negative feed

1D + d + c
er resistance is a marimum when

KNR + Mer

D = R (1++ ) X

2 PNR : + Lr

The resistance G to F, equals
where

Ex? + Fx + G.
K = IRP + d — c

where, L = IRP + d + c

E M= rl+g-f
rl + 8 + f

N = rl + g + fr ( rl +8 -
F

rl + 8 + f

P = 1 + 음 +
f ( rl + g )

G
rl + 8 + f Having found the value of x such

The total resistance in positive and that the total resistance is a maximum ,

negative feeder systems from load to the total resistance is given by

station , equals
(R= LN ( Sx + V—Tx? }

Hx + Ix + J
where S = KNR + MLr,

where

H = A + F or the numerator of the expression

I = B + F

J = C + G T = PNR ? + Lr

r?

f)

d

e e

R Dw

+

If it thus be plotted as a curve

by taking various values of n , it will

be found that there is a certain ap

proximate value of n beyond which

very little decrease of R is attainable

by increasing 11 .

The most desirable value of n is

usually the smallest value that will ef

fect equalization , and is therefore

taken where the curve just begins to

be practically parallel to the axis of n

as shown in Fig. 5 .

CURRENT VALUE USED IN FEEDER CAL

CULATIONS.

Assuming nearly uniform drain of

current :

a

for x ;
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Car starting. - The average current
during, say , the half minute of maxi

mum possible load assumed to be in

the most disadvantageous position.
Dorted Lines Snow Resistance Lights bright. — Cannot be calcu

niin finity , zie , perfect equalization lated with a useful degree of accuracy,

as the lights will be bright except

when there is a specially large current.

Copper economy. — Calculation im

practicable. Loss in copper will , how

Curve for 7 =2 ever, be greater than if load is as

sumed to be uniformly distributed , and

less than if assumed to be concentrated

in the most disadvantageous way. The
corre OF F4

actual copper loss will therefore be be

tween these extremes .

Heating of cables. The trains be

ing far apart , it is useless to average

the square of the current over one half

7 = number of Equalizer Connections
hour . Five minutes should be ample

time.

COST OF ENERGY .

The cost of producing energy in a

Electrolysis .-Average current dur- the mean of the current squared over power station may be divided into two

ing hour of maximum load . items .

Car starting.--Average current dur- Heating of cables . - Square root of Fixed charges , which are independ

ing, say , half minute of maximum the mean of the current squared over ent of small variations of output, and

load . half hour of maximum load *. Operating expenses, which are pro

Lights bright. - Square root of the Assuming infrequent train service : portional to the output. This includes

mean of the current squared during
Electrolysis.—The train diagram fuel , oil , etc.

hour of maximum load* .
for hour of maximum load to be used. In feeder calculations, only the lat

Copper economy. - Square root of
This will give the load at any time. If ter item should be used, because the

a drop curve is made for the load at fixed charges will exist independent

* The above represents usual methods of calcula

tion . This takes care of the average illumination,
intervals of , say, five minutes, a curve of any saving in line loss, unless the

but not the variations . It does not pay to keep down of average drop may be made there- saving is sufficient to make the plant
the variations of illumination by putting in feeder

metal.
from . smaller.

2010 30 50 60 70
70080 90

FIG. 5 .

the year .

Power Required for Wood-Working Tools

EAcorkclass of industrialemotor
The induction motor of the open or at least in very small groups of

work has special requirements, type is the preferable machine for motors closely powered to their work,

and the application of motors to wood -working establishments, as its that the average consumption of cur

tools which produce much waste pro- use avoids the troubles due to cominu- rent varies from 1/14 to 1/10 of the

duct in their operation has led to the tation and dirt . connected load, though occasionally it
manufacture of the enclosed type of Owing to the fact that wood -work- will exceed the larger amount. In

motor, in which the moving parts are ing machines are of high speed and other words, the average load does not

protected against the entrance of dust, light moving parts, and their load exceed 1/10 of the maximum demand.

dirt and the machines own waste pro- usually comes on with a jerk, it is cus- The given horse -power values are

duct. In wood -working establish- tomary to use compound-wound mo- correct for machines using medium

ments , owing to the fact that the en- tors throughout the establishment hard or soft woods of the sort gener

closed type of motor in fairly constant when the source of power is direct- ally used in wood -working establish
service runs warm , it has become quite current. It follows easily from the ments for the making of door and

usual not to employ the enclosed mo- same consideration that it is desirable window sills , doors , boxes and wood

tor , but to place an open type of motor to use a belt -drive rather than direct trim for houses.

in a suitable box or frame. In many connection or a gear attachment. As the majority of wood -working

cases the surrounding box is of ample In displacing a steam engine or establishments are devoted to certain

size and the motor lay -out is so ar- other motive power by electric motors classes of work, those using soft

ranged that a forced draft of air it is frequently necessary to make an woods seldom use the harder variety,

serves to remove collecting sawdust, approximation of the average load but when they have a small amount of

and keeps the motor's temperature for the purpose of fixing the motor hard wood to put through , the over

down. load on the generator, or in the case load capacity of motors will be ample

In the disposition of motors, it is where power is delivered by a central to take care of the hard wood work .

now recognized as better practice to station , in assuring the customer of It is well to remember also that since

have the motors in accessible places the amount of current which he will the power required by a machine

upon the floor, rather than upon the use and pay for. It has been found varies directly with its speed, that a

wall or ceiling where the motor drive is individual, less load may be put upon a wood
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44

64

64 64
16

16

66 64
64

44

<<

working machine by not forcing its

material through at so fast a rate as

with soft wood.

In shops working entirely with the

commoner hardwoods, as ash , oak , or

walnut , the next standard size above

those listed below should be chosen .

Establishments using the very hard

woods, such as lignum vitæ , should

have all machines equipped with mo

tors of approximately twice the given

horse-power rating .

66

6

46

66 44

66

w
w
w

1
9
1
9

e
n

14

44

BAND Saws .

Band saws are of the endless band style passing

over two guide wheels, one above the work and the

other below it . They are divided into several classes,

according to the nature of the work to be performed ,

as follows :

**

66 40

19"

21 "
44

60 &

66

4

46
€

Resaw's :

60 " Wheels H. P. 6

66

30

25

15

94

15"

6054"

48"

40 "

38"

28 "

20

Jig Saw .

4" for Scroll Work ........ 2 H. P.

GANG EDGER AND RIPPER .

(Refers to Width of Stock . )

30 " Power Fed . 10 H. P.

30" Hand Fed . 10

27" Power Fed . 792

EDGER AND JOINTING SAW .

16 " Saws ... 744 H. P.

EDGING Saw.

16' 1 " Saw, Hand Fed

10 " Saw, Hand Fed 16 ( 1 )..... 5

744 H. P.

TIMBER Sizer .

Six or Eight Roll.
40 H. P.

Above with lower cylinder cutting

first .. 40

PLANERs.

Planer and Matcher :

9" by 8" 15 H. P.

14" 8" 15

8" 15

8" 20

24" 20

26" 8" 20

30 " 8" 20

30 " 8" . Twin 20

6" 15

6" 15

24" 6"

6" . 20

Planers ( or Surfacing Machines) :

30" by 6" to 30 " by 14"
15

H. P.

24" 6" " 24" 12 " 10

Planers for Furniture Surfacing (Double ) :

27" by 7"
792 H. P.

10

36" 7" 10

Planers for Furniture Surfacing (Single) :

16" by 6"
3 H. P.

18" 6" 3

20 " 7" 5

24" 7" 5

27" 7"

30 " 7" 742

7" 7 %

Slat Planer 2

Diagonal Planer and Polisher :

36" wide . 5 H. P.

42 " 722

Diagonal Planer :

36" .
5 H. P.

42" 5

Jointers and Buzz Planers :

8"
H. P.

12 " 2

16"

20 " .

24" .
3

w
e
r
v
e
r
s
i
o
n

722 46

30 " "

H. P.
64 44

O
W
N

56 66

60 4 64

40

46

30 " "
6

Rip Saws :

42" Wheels 10

Power Fed 712

401 Hand Fed 5

Plain Band Saws, suitable for any light work , as

scroll sa wing, cutting -off, etc .:

42" Wheels . 3 H. P.

38 " 3

36" 3

31 "

&

66

46 66

46
44

44
60

30 "
64

64

66

Molder :

One -Sided , with and without Groov

ing Attachment ..
3 H. P.

TENONING MACHINES .

Double Heads , 2 copes 3 H. P.

1 3

No 3

Single
2 3

1 3

No 3

Double End :

Single or Double Heads, 2 Copes .. 742 H. P.
2 7

Blind Slat Tenoning 2

Hand Fed 1

BORERS .

Vertical . 2 H. P.

Car 5

Post .

Radial

Horizontal

Double Chair

Multiple

Dowel.

Pin .

Bench

DOOR CLAMPS .

Heavy Screw , Power Fed 5 H. P.

Dado MACHINE .

5 Head .. 2 H. P.

DOVETAILER AND SHAPER 2

for Sashes . 3

ROD AND DOWEL MACHINES .

Turns to 58 "

1/4 " 2

1/2 " 3

2"

LATHS .

Automatic Back Knife :

40 " Length .. 712 H. P.

50 " 712

Pattern Maker :

16" . 2 H. P.

20 " swing
2

24" 3

Hand Turning :

12" swing 1 H. P.

16" 1

20 " 2

DRUM SANDERS.

Three Drums and Wells :

30 " 5 H. P.

732

10

15

15

15

20

72 " 20

78" 25

84" 25

Four Rolls :

30" . drum 3

36 " 1 5

42" , 1 5

2 drums

36" . 2

42" 2 742

Column Sander 2

Surface 1

Spindle

and Drum 1

Universal Sandpapering Machine 1

Disk Sander, Double Disk .. 2

Sand Belt Machine .. 1

Knife Grinder, Automatic 2

Ordinary Small Emery Wheel (up to 12"

D) .

Box Board Matcher

Sash Sticker .

Door Sticker .

Sandpapering Machine

Rabbeting and jointing Machine

Relisher and Wedge Cutter..

Mortiser..

Hollow Chisel Mortiser .

Heavy Power Mortiser

Chain Mortiser .

Mortisers without Boring Machines

Bit Mortisers...

Blind Stile Mortising and Boring Machine 3

Heavy Variety Shaper .

Two-Špindle Shaper.

Reversible Shaper .

36" *
66

46

CIRCULAR ( Disk ) Saws .

Circular Saws are used for a variety of purposes ,
from making laths to ripping heavy timbers . The

swing saw , supported from the ceiling, is the only

one not held in a stationary frame .

Resaws :

32 Diameter 10 H. P.

24" .. 10

10 " Stationary

Combination Saws :

16" With Dadoing Attachment . 3
H. P.

122 3

16" Universal Saw Bench .

20 " Saw Bench ..

46

66

ಒ

36"

42 "

48"

54"

60 "

66"

66

68

€4

66 66

46

60

e
r

o
r
W
I
N

64

66

64 66

66

14 "

30 "

36 "
46

14" With Boring Attachment
4

129
06 66

10 "
64

H. P. 30 " ,3

3

72

10

10

15

66

& 4

46

H. P.10

15

15
H. P.

MOLDERS.

Inside Molders :

8" -10"

12" and 14 "

Outside Molders :

9" .

12 "

14"

Four -Sided Molders :

g" .

10" .

10 "

14" .

Column Molders :

6 "

66

6

66

4

& 4

10

10

712

71

712

712

712

60

44 44

792 H. P.

792

10

10

46 60

66

12 " Saw Bench ..

10 "

24" Lath Bolter

14" Lath Mill .

Plain Circular Saws :*

36"

30"

24"

22"

20 "

18"

17"

16"

14 "

12"

Plain Circular :

8"

6"

Swing Saws :

36" to 48"

28 "

O
T
O
V
O

46

«

5 H. P. 14

44

5
64

712 46

N
o
w
w
0
1

ܬ

ܠ

ܬ

66

742 66

5

3

H. P.

H. P.
66

48

5 H. P.

8"

Molders :

4" One Side .

6"

4" Two Sides

6 "

4" Three Sides

6"

4" Four Sides

6"

6
66

24" 4

10 "

e
r

o
r
c
u
C
N
N

64

3

66 I
O
N
I
S

N
O
N

14 "

Railway Cut -off Saw :

16" . 742 H. P.

* Circular saw sizes refer to largest diameter of saw

for given machine.
*Sizes refer to maximum width of stock ( as 9" ) by

thickness (as 6" ) it is possible to work into machine.



Institute Discussion on Electric Trunk-Line

Operation

IN
N opening the discussion on Mr. F. tion and long pusher grades with two systems, it will be seen that the

J. Sprague's paper on “ Facts and heavy freight traffic, we may look physical and legal conditions pre

Problems Bearing on Electric with confidence to a gradual expan- vented the adoption of any other

Trunk -Line Operation ," at the May sion of the use of the new motive system than the direct -current.

meeting of the Institute, W. J. Wilgus power in other directions . For ex- When there are no limiting condi

said that with respect to the conditions ample, in the case of the New York tions and the engineer is free to give

that will justify the use of elec- Central the primary object of the use full sway to the exercise of his judg

tricity as à motive power in trunk- of electricity was to abate the smoke ment as to the selection between rival

line operation he believed that nuisance in the Park Avenue tunnel methods, the steam railroad engineer

evolution will govern rather than and increase the capacity of the Grand first asks , which is the most reliable .

rezolution. Railroads, like all other Central terminal. When this decision This question of reliability is much

human achievements, cannot stand was reached it became self- evident more important with a trunk line

still ; they must either move forward that the use of the motive power steam railroad carrying passengers

or backward . It is generally recog- should extend to the end of the sub- from remote points as well as suburb

nized that their ability to move for- urban territory at Croton , on the Hud- anites, and mail and express from all

ward is now limited with steam loco- son Division, a distance of about thir- over the country , than with local street

motive practice, and that the overcom- ty -five miles. While the northerly ter- car systems . For this reason the con

ing of the defects inherent to the minus of the main line is thus planned servative steam railroad man does not

steam locomotive can only be accom- for the present at Croton , it is prob- feel like making experiments with un

plished with electricity. It now looks able that just as soon as the develop- tried systems , no matter how alluring

as if the first movement in this pro- ments in the electrical field will war- their advocates may make them , but

cess of evolution is the substitution of rant such action, the electric zone will prefers a selection from systems

electricity for steam in congested pas- be extended as far as Albany, a total which by long tried experience are

senger terminals at large centers of distance of 142 miles. proved to be thoroughly reliable.

population, where the public demand This brings up the question of the In fact, on the more important

a cessation of nuisances incident to respective merits of the three elec- trunk line installations, batteries are

steam locomotives, and where the in- trical systems now warmly advocated now felt to be a necessity not only to

creasing volume of traffic requires in- by their respective friends, viz . , the provide for violent Auctuations of

creased capacity that cannot be se- direct-current, single- phase alterna- load much greater in range than with

cured by present motive power. The ting -current and three-phase alterna- ordinary street railroad systems, but
success of the New York Central in- ting -current. Looking at the matter also to afford insurance against inter

stallation in both of these particulars from an electrical standpoint, it is ruption of traffic due to minor break

is an illustration of what can be ac- very much to be deplored that the ad- downs in power stations and trans

complished , and imitation will surely vocates of each of these systems have mission lines. The New York Cen

ensue at other places where like con so much to condemn in the tral in its desire to secure reliability

ditions exist . others, as by so doing the steam rail- has not only provided storage bat

Coincident with the change of mo- road men have been frightened into teries , but it has also provided dupli

tive power in crowded passenger a fear of taking any decisive steps cate power stations with access for

terminals, is coming the use of elec- when there is such disagreement fuel by both rail and water, either of

trically propelled trains on existing among those upon whom they must which, in the event of the disablement

steam railroad tracks between large depend for guidance. If, instead of of the other, by utilizing spare units

centers of population where frequent blindly teaching the merits of one and working overload , can run the

units are necessary to accommodate system to the exclusion of others , the entire system . Duplicate transmis

the public. We already have an in- electrical engineers could unite upon sion lines have been adopted for like

stance of this in the electrification of the axiom that each special condition reasons. Since the commencement

the West Shore passenger traffic be- should be carefully studied and the of electrical service last December

tween Utica and Syracuse, a distance system adopted best suited to it , Mr. events have already proved the neces

of about fifty miles. In addition to Wilgus felt certain that the cause sity for these precautions.

these instances where at this time the will be further advanced. The answer to this contention that

wisdom of the adoption of electricity For instance, direct-current was trunk line railroads should use well

as substitute for steam is self-evident, adopted for the New York Central in- tried systems is that no progress can

there are a number of places in the stallation at New York , among other be made unless something is tried. In

West where the capacity of steam reasons, because the clearances in the reply it may be stated that the trunk

locomotives of the highest type is en- Park Avenue tunnel and the ordi- line railroad is not the place to try

tirely inadequate to handle freight nances of the City of New York ab- experiments, but that interurban

traffic on the pusher grades , and the solutely precluded the use of overhead roads of minor consequence should be

only manner in which the increased construction, and yet we are told that selected and the new system well

capacity can be obtained is by means a great mistake has been made and proved before it is installed on a large

of electricity . that no other system should have been scale in territory where its failures

With a start in the substitution of used but single -phase alternating- cur- may have disastrous results .

electricity for steam in the operation rent with overhead construction. En- Further commenting on the neces

of congested terminals, connecting tirely apart from any arguments, pro sity for a study of local conditions, the

lines between large centers of popula- and con, of the relative merits of the speaker said that he recently had in

seen

264
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his charge the adoption of an electric sulted in an increase in the capacity from a financial standpoint. The use

system for operating combined freight of the station of at least 33 per cent . of electricity at the present day re

and passenger service through a Moreover, the rapid acceleration of quires the throwing away of old -type

double -track tunnel now under con- this character of equipment as com- signal and interlocking systems and

struction . In view of the claims pared with locomotive practice has the installation of an entirely new sys

made by the advocates of different resulted in the ability of the Operat- tem at a vast cost , due to the necessity

systems, it seemed wise to prepare the ing Department to maintain schedules for use of the track rails for return

specifications so as not to cramp or with a reduced rate of speed between propulsion current. On one of the

restrict the best judgment of the com- stations. branch lines of the New York Central

petitors, but leave the widest latitude While on this subject of accelera- the substitution of electricity for steam

for ingenuity and exercise of skill . tion it might be well to add that in has been indefinitely postponed be

consistent with the accomplishing of making a selection between the rival cause of the attendant great cost of

the desired object. The invitation to electric systems, relative acceleration making a change in the block signals

domestic and foreign companies, in should be compared not only in con- and interlocking; but one of the elec

addition to asking for bids, also re- nection with the movement of subur- trical companies now gives ground for

quested the filling in of blanks to show ban trains, but also through trains hope that a new method has been de

the annual costs, including interest hauled by electric locomotives. Some vised which will do away with the

charges, depreciation , taxes and op- recent observations have demonstrated necessity for the more expensive por

eration . The result showed conclu- to the speaker the marked difference tions of the apparatus and so far re

sively that for that particular instal- of acceleration between the two prin- duce the cost of the change of sig

lation, the direct- current system was cipal electric systems. In changing naling as to make feasible the electri

the cheapest in both first cost and an- motive power from steam to elec- fication of the branch road.

nual cost , to the extent of from 20 to tricity on trunk line railroads this As to the relative merits of over

25 per cent. less than its nearest com- question of acceleration is one of the head and third rail working conduct

petitor. greatest attractions and therefore ors , steam railroad men have been

The speaker gave another illustra- should not be lost sight of in de- more or less alarmed at the freedom

tion of the lack of wisdom of making termining upon any electric system with which contending enthusiasts

broad generalizations from which to which may offer no greater advan- argue as to the danger attendant upon

draw specific conclusions. We are tages in that regard than the steam lo- the selection of either. It must be con

often told, he said , that the overhead comotive that it displaces. ceded that in return for the many ad

single -phase system should be used Another point mentioned by Mr. vantages that come with the use of

because of the advantage of requiring Sprague that seemed worthy of special electricity, there are certain disad

no substations and substation attend- notice was bonding of track rails . The vantages, among which is the added

ance, but nothing, at the same time, is New York Central has realized the danger from the use of working con

said about the higher cost of alterna- wisdom of its course in adopting ductors, whether third rail or over

tion - current locomotives for perform- bonds concealed beneath the fish head. The question simply simmers

ing the same service, nor the higher plates, as there has been no loss from down to the selection of the system

cost of overhead construction as com- their theft, whereas on other roads which appears to offer the least dan

pared with third rail . About a year where this precaution has not been ger . Mr. Sprague has exhaustively
ago a pamphlet emanating from an taken , electrical operation has been covered the merits and demerits of

eminent authority stated that on four- seriously interfered with from the each , and it remains for the steam rail

track trunk line territory overhead theft of exposed bonds . road men to make a selection , hav

construction would cost about $ 16,000 To do their part in popularizing withing in mind the desiderata of non

per mile , when , as a matter of fact , a steam railroad men the use of elec- interference with the view of signals,

recent actual installation has cost over tricity in solving trunk line problems, elasticity in the adjustment of tracks

$ 50.000 per mile. Also in a recent in- the speaker suggested that all in- to new grades and alignment and the

stallation , while the first cost of the ventive genius of the great manu- laying of additional tracks, minimum

adopted system is somewhat less than facturing corporations in this country danger from derailments, safety to em

one of the rival systems, still the in- should be bent on devising means of ployees and economy of maintenance.

creased consumption of current on accomplishing a desired result at less Regarding the question of standard

one portion of the territory, capital- cost, as this will mean in the end such ization , L. B. Stillwell said that in his

ized , amounts to a very large sum . an increase in the use of electricity as paper , read at the January meeting,

This amount, added to the cost of in- a motive power as to more than com- nothing was said which excluded from

stallation , brings the equivalent cost pensate for the comparatively small further consideration the three -phase

considerably in excess of its rival . loss in decreased unit prices of appa alternating -current system or any

The speaker strongly endorsed Mr. ratus. One of the promising move- other alternating- current system ;

Sprague's remarks bearing on the ments in this direction is the hints that neither was the use of direct-current

wisdom of adopting the multiple-unit have been given of the possibility of motors opposed, at any voltage in any

system for handling suburban service. substituting for the expensive rotary kind of service, except trunk - line serv

The New York Central has already converters and substation attendance ice , in which it is proposed to substi

reaped its reward in adopting this with the direct-current system , a very tute the electric motor for the steam

method in the elimination of practically simple device which will cost very locomotive. The line which divides

all of the delays of train service at the little and require no attendance . This trunk -line service from interurban

Grand Central Station that heretofore one feature, if successful, will go far service, of the class to which hitherto

largely resulted from the multiplicity toward strengthening the hand of the electricity has been applied, is suf

of movements of steam locomotives in steam railroad enthusiast in extending ficiently distinct, in most cases , to be

passing to and from the engine -house the use of electricity more generally recognized without difficulty . For in

facilities and in switching from the than now seems possible. terurban service the speaker had used ,

head to the rear end of trains; in fact , The signal field is also one in which and may continue to use for some time

apart from other improvements made there is room for improvement in re- to come, direct- current equipment.

at this terminal, the use of the mul- ducing costs of installation so as to Every real improvement in electric

tiple -unit system has at this time re- makethe use of electricity feasible equipment adapted to rolling stock ,
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case

whether that equipment be of the di- is the ratio of output when equal the train must give way to a system

rect -current type or the alternating weights are considered . This particu- which eliminates this link, provided
current type, has its value. Each lar case of a motor-car equipment in the single -phase alternating -current

specific case of proposed installation which it appears that four alternating- motor is designed and manufactured

obviously calls for careful comparison current motors would be required to with anything approximating the care

of available and adequate systems. do the work of two direct -current which to-day is bestowed upon the

Such comparisons, however, if they motors is one which had come up in direct-current motor .

are to lead to conclusions that shall the speaker's experience, but obviously With reference to a specific installa

stand the test of time, must take into it is no proof that similar relations tion which he was studying, the

account not only existing and available would hold , for example, in equipping speaker said that he recently obtained

equipment, but must recognize also a locomotive with a given aggregate from the engineers of one of the lead

tendencies in the development of the horse -power. ing manufacturing companies com

art and consider probabilities of future ( 2 ) The comparison is made with parative figures relating to 15 -cycle

extensions and possible connections of a 550-volt direct-current motor weigh- single -phase alternating -current mo

the specific line under consideration. ing, without gear, gear and tors of 200 horse -power at i -hour

For trunk line operation the speaker pinion, only twenty -three pounds per rating and 600 volts direct -current

had held and still holds the opinion horse-power (one-hour rating ). This motors of the same output. These

that the 15- cycle alternating current is extraordinarily light and indicates motors are practically identical in

single-phase system possesses inherent that the motor is , in respect to the re- speed when delivering 200 -horse

characteristics which , in this class of lation of weight to output, superior to power. The data in which he was

work, constitute controlling advantages anything in general use. The latest particularly interested were the max

as compared with any direct-current 200 -horse-power motors offered with- imum vertical dimensions and the

system that has been suggested, or is
in the last sixty days to the Inter- weights of these motors. The max

liable to be developed into an operative borough Company by our leading imum vertical dimensions of the alter

system . With this opinion , Mr. manufacturers weigh, respectively, nating -current motor is 36/2", that of

Sprague's paper joined issue . In the twenty -eight and thirty pounds per the direct -current motor 138" less .

oral discussion of the paper of January horse-power ( one -hour rating ). The The weight of the alternating-cur

25th , Mr. Sprague stated his position alternating-current motor, on the other rent motor is 6280 pounds; that of

with emphasis by saying, " I am going hand, is characterized by a higher re- the direct -current motor 6000 pounds,

to make a prophecy — that on a large lation of weight to output than other both of these weights are exclusive of

number of lines which can by any single-phase motors of comparable gear, gear case and pinion . The

stretch of imagination be considered as output in the market. alternating- current motor requires a

subject to a reasonable prospect of ( 3 ) The comparison is between a wheel base one foot longer than is

electrification , that 1200 or 1500 volts
direct -current and an alternating -cur- necessary with the direct- current mo.

will, on any present development rent motor operating at 25 cycles, not tor. The ratings in the case or both

known, give better results in every
15 cycles, which is the frequency sug motors are based upon the same rise

way than the alternating -current 15 gested by Mr. Putnam and the speak- of temperature without forced ventila

or 25-cycle overhead system ."
tion .

The 25 -cycle motor has a far

The present paper, while presenting higher ratio of weight to output than The speaker was not sure that he
certain data and opinions purporting 15 -cycle motor of the same output. understood the author's reference to

to sustain the contention that the The paper emphasizes the state- the implied necessity of increasing the

1200 -volt direct - current system is ment that " Capacity is the keynote of current carrying capacity of steel

superior to the 15 -cycle alternating- equipment.” With this conclusion few conductors. He quotes from the re

current system , presents no sufficient
will differ. In our consideration of port of the Commission of the recent

and fairly comparable data upon which
capacity of equipment, however, we

International Electrical Congress to

any such conclusions can be based .
should not limit our attention to the show that on 80 -pound rails the ratio

The only data which it presents in a
motor, but should take into considera- of impedance to resistance at 25

comparison of the relative outputs,
tion also the comparative methods of cycles is about nine to one . This dif

speeds and weights of the contrasted transmitting power to the moving ference, of course, is well known, but

trains.
types of motor are those in which a In general, the choice of a in transmitting a given amount of

direct- current motor rated at 240 system will depend upon the ratio of power by single -phase alternating

horse-power and an alternating -cur- capacity as measured in tractive effort current through overhead trolley and

rent, 25 - cycle motor rated at 125
to aggregate cost of equipment. The track return at 11,000 volts, even

horse -power, are compared. No con
converter substations are, as is well when a frequency as high as 25 -cycles

clusions as broad and far reaching as
recognized, a very expensive element is emploved, the reduction in current

that which this paper apparently en of the d . c . system , as it would be ap- employed in current employed by

deavors to establish can be based upon
plied to anything resembling a trunk the increased voltage makes the total

a single comparison of this kind. It
line - expensive not only in first cost, drop in the circuit as measured in

is defective for the following reasons :
but relatively still more so in annual percentage of applied potential less

( 1 ) It compares two motors of
cost and in complication of the dis- than " /40 the drop of a direct -current

tributing system . There are to -day in system operating through the same

equal weight. This comparison used operation in New York City something circuit at 1200 volts.

as a basis for a general conclusion
over eighty 1500 k . w . converter units It should be noted carefully that

obviously is unfair to the alternating for the purchase and installation of while the only comparative data given

current motor, as it takes advantage which the speaker had accepted re- with respect to motor performance

of the fact that increase in the size
sponsibility . While this machinery is relate to the 550 -volt direct -current

of motors of any type, alternating-cur- doing excellent service he knew motor, the paper implies that in com

rent or direct -current, implies reduc- enough of its cost and limitations to petition with the alternating -current

tion in weight per horse-power. Had realize that for trunk line railroad system a direct- current potential of

the comparison brought together two operation in the broad sense a system 1200 volts will be used . It is for our

motors of equal type the ratio of which employs the converter as an es- designing engineers to supply ade

weights would have been far less than sential link between the coal pile and quate data , but the speaker was of the

er .
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in use .

opinion that comparing the 15 -cycle having commutating poles will un- something which is expensive and

single-phase alternating-current mo- doubtedly be the type of direct-cur- must be paid for, and it will simplify

tor with the 1200 - volt direct-current rent motor to be used in the future . the development of direct-current very

motor, the latter in general will have In fact , a number of thousand of such much to go from 600 volts to 1200

very little if any advantage in respect motors are already being manufac- volts , and not spread along through

to dimensions or weight. Moreover, tured on orders received and many 700 volts , 800 volts , 1000 volts , etc. ,

it is not to be lightly assumed that others are in contemplation . One of which might be the natural disposition

rotary converters delivering 1200 the particular difficulties with a single in increasing the direct- current poten

volts would be found as cheap and re- phase motor has been commutation- tial .

liable as the 600 - volt machines now that has been the feature which has With respect to the several rival

limited its capacity, which has de- systems, so - called, Mr. Potter called

When we come to consider the creased its reliability . Also by reason attention to his connection with these

auxiliary car equipment and wiring of the difficulties with commutation, several systems to this extent—that

there is a very radical difference in the armature speed has been consid- at the present time they were building

favor of the alternating-current sys- erably higher. All of these features 600 and 1200 volts direct-current, 6000

tem . In this field, as in the lighting have tended to make the motor less volts 3-phase , and a number of 25

field , the transformer is the key to the desirable as a motor than the direct- cycle single-phase installations.

solution of the general problem of current motor. Speaking on the comparison be

transmitting energy at reasonable cost The speaker said that he believed tween direct-current and single -phase

and utilizing it at safe and easily con- without doubt ( for he had sufficient alternating -current apparatus, Mr.

trolled potentials. evidence to warrant him making the Chas. F. Scott said that he had been

The next speaker, W. B. Potter , of statement) that a single-phase motor somewhat interested to detect the

the General Electric Company, said it can be produced in which the commu- method of the author in arriving at

was not their intention to be the ad- tation is good if not better than the conclusions which are so largely at

vocates of any particular system for direct-current motors without com- variance with those of some other en

the sake of the system itself . In mutating poles , in which the armature gineers .

nearly every case there are controlling speed will not be more than 15 per First of all , he lays stress upon the

conditions which in themselves are cent. higher, with a larger air gap than relative capacity of the motors of the

a sufficient argument to determine has been used here before, and with two types as being one of the im

which particular method of operation conditions for general operation that portant and controlling elements in

is the best suited to those conditions . will make that motor much more reaching a decision . He takes certain

With respect to one of the installa- nearly comparable to the direct-cur- data and a certain basis of comparison,

tions that had been spoken of in con- rent motor than anything thus far, and and from these reaches apparently

nection with a trunk line railroad, this without the introduction of any logical conclusions. The question then

there existed conditions which made extraneous resistance and with an in- arises , Is that data correct ; is the

it obligatory to operate for a consid- crease in efficiency of several per cent. basis of comparison correct ? If not,

erable portion of the distance with The weights of this motor will still is there not other data and other bases

direct -current. It did not appear to be in the neighborhood of 25 per cent . of comparison from which conclusions

him , with the state of the art as it then more than the direct - current motor of may be drawn by the same method ,

existed , or is at the present time, that the same horse-power rated on the but perhaps with different results .

the particular installation which had hourly basis . This does not mean by Mr. Stillwell had touched upon this,

been referred to was a place to try out any means that the alternating -current and Mr. Storer would later take up

and develop the single-phase alterna- motor takes precedence, but it means specifically points of comparison be

ting -current. He thought Mr. Wilgus that the alternating -current motor has tween the operations of the two types

expressed it well when he said that been improved and improvements will of motors, discussing in particular the

the place of experiments of that kind continue to be made so that any con- points made by Mr. Sprague and ar

on the interurban or suburban clusions which may be drawn with riving at conclusions by somewhat the

roads, where the conditions would respect to the proper field of direct same methods, but with somewhat

naturally be better suited , and where current or alternating-current motors different results.

failure, or only partial success, or any must not only take into account the It had seemed to the speaker , fur

difficulties that might be met with, conditions to be met, but also the im- ther, that a number of points which

would be less serious in their results provements that will take place in the Mr. Sprague had taken up had been

with reference to the traveling public. art , and with respect not only to alter- comparisons on a particular basis, and

The same held true in a large nating- current, but direct- current as that he had not considered fully the

measure with one of the other large well. different methods or conditions under

single -phase installations that had Speaking on the question of high- which the two motors may operate .

been spoken of. There the distance voltage direct-current, the speaker For example, he had shown the curves

was a matter of only a few miles, and said that at the present time 600 volts of the two motors ; he had shown that

direct -current for the conditions as direct-current are well recognized as the alternating -current motor had at

they existed , not because of any desire the standard , and he would suggest light load a much higher speed than

to advocate direct- current, as in the that in the consideration of higher the direct- current motor under the

case of the tunnel which Mr. Wilgus voltage direct- current, which unques- conditions taken . There is an ap

spoke of, appeared to be, and in his tionably will be used - in fact, there parent conclusion , therefore, that the

opinion was , a cheaper and more re- a number of such installations alternating -current motor is lacking in

liable system for such a purpose. being put in at the present time — that the excellent characteristics possessed

For a number of years the direct- the next step be 1200 volts. To reach by the direct- current motor.

current motor was made principally the 1200 volts by successive stages will It seemed to the speaker that the
with respect to its mechanical features. induce an interminable complication author had failed there to call atten

Within the past year or so there has with respect to the operating company, tion to another point, that is , the ready

been made a distinct and radical im- because, so far as the manufacturing adjustability of voltage in the alternat

provement with respect to its com- company is concerned, it is simply a ing -current system by means of volt

mutation, and direct- current motors question of development, but it is age taps from the transformer. By

Was

are
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this means the motor, instead of car-, In this system , which had been worked Concerning " Polar Clearance. "

rying through its full curve with a out and fully tested , it was found Many thousands of direct -current mo

constantly applied voltage , which is that the single -phase motor lends it- tors are to -day in operation with a

the usual condition with the direct- self admirably to braking, covering all clearance of 1/8 " to 3/16" between poles

current motor, may have different the desirable qualities in braking and armatures, and in practically all

voltages applied . It may, therefore, which have been called for in the cases where more than 3/16" clearance

develop its different torques at dif- paper, and doing far more than has is used it is for electrical reasons .

ferent speeds, depending on the con- been shown possible with the direct- Further, while the smaller air gap

troller position. Under the control, current motor, or any other motor. used for single -phase motors was at

therefore, of the motorman , the alter- This paper shows that the single- first much feared , the fears have

nating- current motor may have dif- phase motor surpasses its rivals in proved to be without foundation , and

ferent characteristics of acceleration ; this respect in a way which will prob- the present clearances of from i " toI

it may accelerate to a high point; it ably be admitted by all . .15 " have proved to be ample and

may have the same mean acceleration Regarding the statements relating fully as good as .15 " to .25" on direct

from start to maximum speed, with a to single -phase equipments, N. W. current motors because there is no

less maximum rate of acceleration. Storer said that he desired to take unbalanced magnetic pull.

Another point in which changed issue with the author of the paper , as Concerning “ Torque.” The torque

conditions were not taken into con- information which he had, based on of an armature is the pull it will ex

sideration is that of rail loss ; although the present practice of the Westing- ert at one- foot radius. It therefore

the loss per ampere may be greater , house Electric & Manufacturing Com- makes no difference in the result

the loss per kilowattmay, as pointed pany, was entirely inconsistent with whether it is obtained with large flux

out by Mr. Stillwell, be much less. what appears in the paper. In the and few armature condictors, or zice

It seemed to the speaker that in the first place , there are given fifteen so- versa .

treatment of the subject the author called differences between direct-cur- “ Much Larger Diameter of Arma

had , possibly unconsciously, assumed rent and the alternating - current ture and Commutator and Much High

the direct -current motor and its char- single -phase motors. Although many er Speed.” A very general statement.

acteristics as the ideal, and that wher- of these are of little consequence, they What are the facts ?

ever the other motor had different will nevertheless be considered in The armature diameters ordinarily

characteristics, these characteristics order .
run from 5 to 15 per cent. larger than

were naturally and per se objection- The direct-current motor has for direct -current motors of corre

able. At any rate , it had seemed to solid frame like the single - phase mo- sponding output. It is undoubtedly

the speaker that the author had not tor. It has, further, two or true that the armature speeds of the

recognized or emphasized certain ad- laminated poles bolted in , and, if the earlier single -phase motors were much

vantages on the side of the alternating interpole construction is used, has as higher than the speeds of correspond

motor, where these advantages occur. many more relatively small and deli- ing direct- current motors. At the

In certain cases the voltage control cate poles . The alternating -current present time, however, the speed at the

can give a higher speed toa motor in motor as built by the Westinghouse nominal rating of the motor is prac

service than its normal. The applica- Electric & Manufacturing Company tically the same as that of direct-cur

tion of higher voltage gives not only has, in all sizes up to a diameter of 38" ,a rent motors and the maximum opera

higher speed, but higher output to the field punchings made in a single piece ting armature speeds are within the

motor. Something in the same nature and built up and keyed in the frame,
safe limits set for direct -current mo

is attained by field control in the di- making it as solid a construction as an tors.

rect -current motor, but the field con- armature on its spider. A claim for Concerning " gear reduction and

trol is a method of adjusting speed less rigidity in the single-phase mo- gear pitch ." The gear reduction, of

without changing the capacity of the tor is hardly sustained . course, depends upon the speed , and

motor. The voltage applied to a motor “ One has exposed and hence freely as far as gear pitch is concerned, the

and the current through the motor ventilated field coils, the other has same gear pitch is used for single

may remain the same, and hence its field coils embedded in the field mag- phase motors as for direct - current

capacity. But with the alternating nets.” It is known to most motor de motors of the same capacity.

motor an increasing voltage applied signers that coils in contact with iron " Windings of one subject to elec

to the motor allows an increased out- will dissipate heat much faster than trical strains of one character ; those

put from the motor, with the same when in the open air. This is espe- of the other subjects to strains of

current going through its armature. cially true of coils in an enclosed mo- rapidly variable and alternating char

The paper also gives little, or very tor. The speaker had repeatedly acter . No conclusion is drawn from

small consideration to the advantages noticed that motor field coils which this. It may be of interest to know
which come from the alternating sys- have been removed on account of that there have been a number of in

tem between the power house and the roasting out have shown the insula- stances where the single -phase motor

train , through the elimination of the tion in contact with the pole pieces to had broken down in service on a di

rotary converters and the reduced cur- be in good condition , while other rect -current section of the line, neces

rent to be carried . Mr. Stillwell had sides were badly roasted. He there- sitating cutting it out of the circuit ;

already referred to this . The matter fore knew that in respect to ventila- but when the car reached the alternat

of rheostatic losses in the direct-cur- tion of field coils the single - phase mo- ing-current section of the line it had

rent equipment, a matte r which in tor is superior to the direct- current been again connected in circuit and

some kinds of service is of consider- motor. Smaller cross section of coils operated satisfactorily , thus indicating

able importance, had not been touched also allows the heat to be radiated that the electrical strains on alternat

upon . better with the single -phase motors, ing -current are less severe than with

The matter of braking had been re- and the fact that a large part of the direct-current.

ferred to. It will be of interest to loss in the motor is concentrated in Concerning the " variable torque of

know in this connection that a paper the field iron will enable the motor to the single -phase motor ." No com

had been prepared for the annual con- dissipate a much larger amount of ment is made as to the relative merits

vention of the Institute dealing with heat for a given temperature rise than of uniform or pulsating torque. In

braking by the single -phase motors . a direct -current motor .
a recent discussion before the Insti
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tute , Mr. Potter called attention to efforts exerted by railway motors the about 10 per cent, and owing to the

certain characteristics of the torque single-phase motor is so far deficient. greater efficiency in the control of the

exerted by an alternating motor, es- In fact, it comes remarkably close to single -phase motors, the power con

pecially when it reached the slipping that of the direct -current motor. sumption of the car , including trans

point of the wheels. It was stated Concerning the comparison between formers, would in most classes of

that there was an apparent advantage the 125 horse -power and the so -called service be approximately the same as

in the pulsating torque, because when 240-horse-power motor contained in that of the direct- current motor at the

the motor starts to slip it does not the paper , the speaker took issue as to trolley and would be much less at the

immediately decrease its mean torque its fairness . In his opinion , the only power house, A car for passenger

as is done in the case of the direct- fair way to compare the performance service can be equipped with two 200

current motor, but slips in a series of of single -phase motors with that of horse-power, 15 -cycle single-phase
jerks apparently regaining the hold direct-current motors was to assume motors giving ample clearance on 37

on the rail at every pulsation. a car with a certain seating capacity , inch wheels. These two motors will

Concerning the " number of poles." and then consider what equipments, operate a car with the same power
The paper states that the direct-cur- alternating -current and direct -current, consumption per car -mile at the car on

rent motor has “ two or four main are suitable for this service . It was runs as long as five or six miles, as

poles only . ” No direct -current mo- not fair to assume a car of a certain would be obtained with a car of the

tors built in the last fifteen years, ex- total weight, carrying in one case same capacity operated with an equip

cept those on the New York Central fewer passengers than the other . The ment of 200 -horse-power direct- cur
locomotives, have less than four poles . object of a railway company is to ac- rent motors. On shorter runs the

The paper states that the alternating- commodate a given traffic. It follows , relative power consumption would be
current motor has “ eight to fourteen therefore, that an equipment should be less .

poles." The single-phase motors provided which will render the service . Concerning the use of high -voltage
built by the Westinghouse Electric & Motors should be selected on the basis direct -current, the speaker said that

Manufacturing Company have four of their speed -time curves and in ac- motors can certainly be built to com

poles for all sizes up to and including cordance with their particular char- mutate satisfactorily on 1200 volts

125 horse -power. The largest single- acteristics , rather than upon the direct- current. Such motors , however,
phase motor thus far built has a ca- simple horse-power basis . must restrict the voltage between bars

pacity of 500 horse-power. It has Further, it was unfair to take an to a safe limit and have extra space

but twelve poles. isolated case of a single -phase motor for insulation. The construction of

Concerning " a high torque while which may be heavier than the ordi- this motor would therefore put it on a

standing still.” Railway motors are nary , and compare it with a direct- par with the 15 -cycle single -phase

designed to move a train rather than current motor which is certainly much motor both in weight and dimensions.

hold it at rest . At the same time, the lighter than ordinary motors of that
Moreover, it would have practically

single -phase motor is amply pro- capacity. If the author of the paper, the same air gap in moderate sizes of

tected against mistakes of motormen in seeking to compare the two types motors and might possibly have to be

in leaving the current on the motor motors, had taken the 25 -cycle 75- designated with the same style of com
for a half -minute or so with brakes horse -power single -phase motor re- pensating winding on the field as is

set .
ferredto later onin the paper, his con now used for single -phase motors. It

Concerning “resistance in commu- clusions might have been quite dif- would have, in addition , the disad

tator leads." It is well known that ferent. The weight which he assigns vantage of a high voltage always

the resistance leads which are used is 4199 pounds. The weight of cor- present on the windings and brush

in single -phase armatures are used responding direct -current motors is holders.

for the purpose of reducing the loss 3500 to 4200 pounds. If it were not for the greater possi
due to the transformer action in the Moreover, if the single - phase motor bilities of the single -phase system ,

short- circuited coil to a minimum . to which he referred were operated on there is no question but that the high

Their presence is fully justified and 15 cycles instead of 25 , its output voltage direct-current motor would be

the efficiency is higher than it would would be go to 95 horse-power, which quite attractive . As it is , Systems

be if they were not used . would lead to conclusions quite at should be developed which offer the

More or less had been said in the variance with others in the paper. best solution for the entire railway

paper concerning the lower efficiency The weight of a quadruple equipment problem . To attempt to develop a

of the single-phase motor and infer- of 90 horse -power direct- current number of systems would result in not

ence might be drawn that it is about motors furnished by the Westinghouse only scattering the energies of manu

10 per cent. lower than that of the Electric & Manufacturing Company facturing companies, but retard the

corresponding direct -current motor. would be approximately 20,000 ultimate solution and supply the rail

To show what modern motors are pounds. The corresponding weight of ways with a heterogeneous collection

of equipments that would postpone

standardization for many years.

A. C. 25 Cycle A. C. 15 -Cycle
William McClellan said he had

D. C. 200 H.-P.

Torque
studied various types of motors, com

paring alternating with the direct-cur

rent type for certain service , and the

conclusions reached agreed more

closely with the statements made by

those who had discussed the question

capable of doing, the speaker gave a quadruple equipment of go horse- rather than with the statements made

the efficiencies of corresponding power, 15-cycle motors, with oil-in- by the author. He had also stood

sizes of direct- current and alternat- sulated transformers equipped for on an 11,000 -volt train and operated

ing -current motors at different per- 11,000 volts, would be approximately it , and found it extremely flexible in

centages of their full load torque. 27.500 pounds, an increase of about every way , in fact , there was nothing

From this it does not appear that 37.5 per cent. This extra weight to tell that it was any different from

within the ordinary range of tractive added to a 40 -ton car would amount to an ordinary trolley -car or multiple

Per Cent . of

Full Load

125

100

80

60

40

25

D. C. 90 H.-P.

Motor

86.25

86.8

87

86.5

85

82

100 H.-P.

Motor

82

85

86

86.8

86

82.5

Motor

S8.8

89

89.2

88.8

87

84

200 H.-P.

Motor

87.3

88

88.3

87.7

85

82
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unit train . In fact , the acceleration trical power development was repre- will be so high and steady , the rapid

was smoother, which is one of the ad- sented in the railway field by about ity of acceleration required so con

vantages claimed for it . 25 per cent., that is , if all the electric siderable, and the maximum capacity

He had taken the covers off the railroads in and around the cities of the motor so great , that the advan

commutators, and the commutation were operated, only 25 per cent. of tage is decidedly in favor of the direct

was absolutely perfect , there being no the total power generated would be current, and there should be in such

sparks whatever, in spite of the fact required for that purpose , the other case no excuse for using alternating

that the car at the time was pulling a 75 per cent. to be used for lighting, current motors .

heavy overload and was acting as a small power work and an incidental The speaker did not share the ob

locomotive, so that no complaints supply.. jection to the rotary converter, and

could be raised on that score . All of the large cities have adopted did not believe there is so great a gain

A. H. Armstrong said that his very and installed 25 cycles as a nucleus, in eliminating this link . It is an ad

recent impressionsof the alternating- and it would be folly to think of any vantage in a system to eliminate some
motor, which had been gradually thing else coming in . The plants are of the links in the chain , but what we

growing, had been somewhat broken already represented by thousands of want to eliminate is the weakest link,

up . He had witnessed a test of an k . w's . , and this question of standard
and that is not the rotary converter,

alternating-current motor, rated nom- ization is one in which much broader
but the motor . The rotary converter

inally at 125 -horse-power, which op- factors enter than the possible de

erated at 50 per cent. overload with sign of a railway motor. Then , too ,
is about the strongest link in the chain .

perfectly black commutation , hardly series-wound alternating-current
However, between these two ex

a sign of a spark , and the machine motor, as known to -day, is subject
tremes there is a very wide field ,

carried only half its usual complement to change. There may not be the
where either the alternating - current

of brushes. same necessity, apparently, to go to
or the direct- current motor may be

It is true that the direct- current 15 cycles that there is to -day.
used, or rather where different en

motor is also open to certain develop- Dr. Steinmetz said there is quite a gineers may be justified, impartially

ments. Two years ago we would class of service where alternating in arriving at different conclu

hardly make the statement that 1200 motors are necessary . If we consider sions ; but what we should guard

volts was a feasible, common -sense a long railway with very infrequent against is not to adopt any one

method of construction .
The com irregular service , with a considerable System which precludes for

mutating -pole motor has been de- amount of freight traffic which is very ever from going to the other, nor

veloped and largely applied to the rail- fluctuating in nature, in short, condi- to adopt any specialty that means go

way design, and the 1200 - volt motor tions where rotary converter sub- ing to an odd frequency. In regard to

is a perfect success , and we can go stations would show a very poor load the 1200 volt direct-current motor,

higher if necessity calls for it . The factor, in such cases direct -current ap- Dr. Steinmetz concluded that its com

alternating -current motor is also de pears out of the question . Here is the mutation is so infinitely superior to

veloping, and it is very hard to say field for the alternating -current motor the commutation of any alternating

just where it will stop. or steam locomotive . current motor he had ever seen , except

Mr. Armstrong was of the opinion Again , in other cases , where we in the last week , that there was no

that there is no use in going down have a four-track or a six-track rail- comparison. As Mr. Armstrong had

to 15 cycles with all the incidental way with such heavy traffic that the said alternating -current motors could

complication involved in so doing . distance between trains is limited only be operated on heavy overloads, ab

He had heard the statement by the safe headway—or a little solutely sparkless, which were just as

pressed to the effect that in and shorter, sometimes — in such a case the good as the standard direct- current

around the large cities the total elec- load factor in the converter substation motor, or probably a little better.

us

ex



The Induction Motor

Part II.

By C. J. SPENCER

I

THI by

per foot.

a

133100

1 27300

2

FIG . I.

area.

HE resistance of the primary to know is the performance of the current in line wire No. flow's

winding is found by multiplying motor operating at full load whenmotor operating at full load when through legs a and c . The value of

the length in feet of one turn the windings are hot ; resistances at current in line wire 1 is to the sum

by the number of turns per leg and
normal temperatures are compara of the projections of a and c on I

multiplying this result by the re- tively unimportant. With a rise of produced as the value of current in
sistance per foot. Where it is found temperature of 40°C. and a room a is to the length of a . The sum of

desirable to wind the primary with temperature of 25°C. , the operating the projections of a and c on I is

temperature is 65 °C . The resistance 1.732 times the length of a , then the

of No. 00 B & S wire at 65 °C . is current in 1 is 1.732 times the current

1 one -half the sum of the resistances in a . Connecting the primary in star

at 50 ° and 80° , or .000091625 ohms gives .013824 volts drop per ampere
The area of the copper per leg, which, by reference to Fig . 2 ,

strap is less than the area of No. 00 is found to amount to .024 volts drop

B & S , consequently its resistance will per phase. With the delta connection

с a be greater and directly in proportion and one ampere in the line, the cur

to the relative areas . rent per leg is .58 ampere and the

000091625 x = 000096 per ft .
volts drop per leg is .008 volts; this

is also the drop per phase. The delta
3 8

Copper wire can be obtained on the connection gives one -third the drop in

market that will equal in conductivity voltage of the same winding con

the figures given in wire tables for nected in star.

pure copper . It will be shown that the magnetiz

A six -pole motor with four slots
ing current is greater with the delta

copper strap, that is , wire of rec- per pole per phase and four conduct
connection than with the star con

tangular section, the method found ors per slot has 96 half turns or 48 nection of the primary, the number

simplest is to express thesectional complete turns per leg. Assume the of turns remaining the same for both
area in circular mils and calculate mean length per turn as three feet , connections. The choice of primary

the resistance by comparing the then the resistance per leg is
connections is determined by the volt

area found with a wire of approxi- 3 ft . X 48 turns X.000096 ohms per ft . age and frequency of the line and the

mately the same Otherwise = .013824 ohms. motor capacity. Very large motors

there is some difficulty in finding the The resistance per phase depends operating on low voltages at high

proper decimal point, owing to the on whether the motor be star con- frequencies require windings of such

small resistance per foot . nected or delta connected . If delta

A rectangular section of copper connected, the resistance per leg

wire five-tenths by two -tenths inches equals the resistance per phase . If

has an area of one -tenth square star connected , the resistance per

inches. We know there are a million phase is twice the resistance per leg,

circular mils in a circle of one inch where the resistance per phase is

diameter and that a square inch con measured between any two of the

tains one million square mils. The motor terminals.

area of the circle is .7854 times that The current per leg is equal to the

of a square having one side equal to current in one line wire with the star
..013824

the circle diameter, consequently there connection of primary winding. The

are 785,400 square mils in the circle current in each line wire divides in

of one inch diameter. the delta - connected primary, a portion 01ă

strap .5 x .2 inches = .I sq. in . has flowing through each leg to which

of 127,300 circular mils the line wire is connected . The rela

and is a little less than No. oo B & S tive amounts of current in motor and

gauge wire. The wire table in one line are represented graphically by

of the handbooks gives the resistance Fig . 1 , in which the three phases of large area that the skin effect shows

per foot of No. oo B & S wire as the line are numbered 1 , 2 and 3 , and an appreciable loss , or the large flat

.0000778 ohms at 20°C., .00008692 the three legs of the delta-connected strap cannot be bent to the shape de

ohms at 50° C . and .00009633 ohms primary winding are lettered a , b sired , making a smaller wire desirable.

at 80 ° C . The resistance at 80° C . is and c. Large motors for low voltages may

almost 25 per cent. greater than at The relation between the value of be wound with two wires connected

20° C . , which is about the average current in any part of the system to in parallel or a single wire delta con

temperature of the air and the re- that in any other part is the same as
nected .

sistance given for the lowest tempera- the relation between the length of the The reactance of the primary wind

ture is the figure usually given in line representing the first part and ing is found in the same way as al
wire tables . What we usually want its projection on the other part . The ready shown for finding the reactance

The copper

an area

FIG . 2 .

271
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1.025

25
4 X

2.6

4 X

4 77 1.33

2.6

out
I 2.7 dx

roy 1200
IO

4 X

2.6

4 X

2.6

-25

of the secondary and this calculation If the slot were partially closed, as The area at any point distant x from

is given here only to show the effect shown by Fig. 4 , the length of leak- the back of the slot is 5 dx sq . in . =

of different slot shapes. In general , age path would be reduced to one- 12.7 dx sq . cm.

slots may be deep and narrow , or third of that of the open slot and The number of conductors is 4 *

wide and shallow, they may be closed , this portion of the reactance would on the inch basis of measurement or

be three times as great as that of
reduced to centimeters.

50 the open slot with the same winding.

This increase of this portion of the re
dB200,

50 actance does not affect the total motor

reactance to a very great extent, and
d B = 18 , 4 x dx.

is compensated by the reduction in
This flux cuts conductors per

magnetizing current obtained with the

partially closed slot , since the amount
slot and the back e. m . f . per slot is

500
of iron at the air gap is increased. A d ( Back e. m . f . ) 10- 2 a 60 cycles

number of turns is selected, in design
dB

ing a motor, that will give the magnet- Back e . m. f . = .0000355 (x ) 0

izing current required, and when giv

en this requirement the turns for a = .000625 volts per slot.

partially closed slot are fewer than for There are four slots per pole and

500 an open slot, so that the reactance act six poles, giving .015 volts per leg .

ually becomes less with a partially This is almost twice the inductance

closed slot. due to leakage through the wedge at

The difficulties encountered in wind the slot opening

ing a primary with partially closed The total inductance for this slot
200

slots do not always permit of its adop ( Fig. 3 ) per ampere per leg at 60

tion. With the winding here given , cycles is .0245 volts , without allowing

the slot could be closed to 225 mils for the inductance of end connectors.FIG . 3 .

and one conductor slipped in at a time,

partially closed or open . The least but the open slot admits of winding the

reactance is obtained for any given coil on a form and slipping the entire

number and size of conductors with coil in place. The relative advantages

a wide shallow open slot. To obtain of the open and partially closed slots

a wide and shallow slot the motor depend on the relative importance of

diameter must be large . The open mechanical construction and electrical

slot presents but a small amount of
performance of the motor.

iron at the air gap , thus making the The entirely enclosed slot increases

magnetizing current large . The deep the inductance to an immense amount

narrow slot admits of a small motor at moderate loads when the permeabil

at the expense of the primary re ity of the iron is high and to a smaller

actance . The partially closed slot is amount at full load. Another fault

difficult to wind and repair, but has of the entirely enclosed slot is the

the desirable feature of a large amount of heating of the iron over the

slot .
amount of iron at the air gap, with

consequent reduction of magnetizing Suppose the slot to be made as

current. shown by Fig . 5 , where the iron is

To illustrate the relative reactances very thin at the point a and increases

of a narrow deep slot and a wide shal in thickness to the slot sides. It must

low slot , we will find the reactances be remembered that the primary leak

k
of two open slots , either of which age flux is produced by the primary

will take four conductors five - tenths ampere turns where they are not op
FIG. 4.

by two -tenths inches. Allow twenty- posed by the secondary demagnetizing
five mils between conductors and fifty turns , and the flux at a depends only

mils between conductors and iron for on the permeability of the iron and the A calculation of the inductance of

insulation and clearance. The slot primary current . If the iron be thin end turns is without value, so far as

may be made as per Fig
the result obtained is concerned, for ,

3. Assume
at a , then the flux at this point will

an air gap of one-thirty -second inch be sufficient to heat the iron excessive- owing to the many assumptions neces

and a length of iron of five inches. ly to the injury of the adjacent insula- sary , the result will be extremely in

The leakage flux between copper tion . Improperly designed partially accurate . This calculation has some

and the center line of the air gap is closed slots will cause this same re value, in that these connectors may

through an area of 5 by .216 inches
sult. In fact , it has been observed that be disposed to the best advantage for

and the length of path is .525 inches. very thin iron projections of partially obtaining a minimum reactance and

The c . g. s . lines per ampere per con closed slots are heated excessively, the calculation shows how to obtain

though the explanations given for this a minimum reactance .ductor amount to It is a good

4T X 4 turns X i amp. result were not what have been given general rule to make these connectorsB
here. short and to place them close to

B= 26.25
Refer again to Fig. 3 and compute gether . A good ventilation is also a

The back e. m . f . induced per am the reactance due to the leakage flux desideratum to obtain , which the con

pere per leg at 60 cycles is from one side of the slot to the other nectors should allow of air circula

back e . m . f .= 10-8 2 77 60 x and through the conductors, as fol- tion between turns.

26.25 x 4 conductors per slot x 4 lows: The same winding as shown by

slots per pole x 6 poles The length of the leakage path is Fig. 3 can also be placed in a slot as

= .0095 volts . -525 in . = 1.33 cmi. shown by Fig. 6.

175

1.33 cm .

6.97 sq . cm .
IO
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4 7 X 4 2.86

6.97Іо

400

1.732

231 volts .

-8

327 volts 10

soo
4 TT

4 X

1.08

2.86

12.7 dx

IO

20.7 x dx

-8 4 X

1.08

The inductance through the wedge partial loads and at full load is calculating the motor performance.
is greater than the effect of primary re- The motor is considered as running

B
sistance and reactance and secondary under impossible conditions, that is ,

reactance. The motor performance without consuming power and without

B= I2.2 c . g . s . lines can be very closely approximated at drop in potential, due to resistance and

Back e . m . f . = .00442 volts partial loads by considering secondary reactance. A loss is incurred in the

resistance and the magnetizing turns iron core of the motor from the mag

of primary and secondary without netic reversal in the iron with alterna

taking into account the other items, ting -current. There is no error in

but this method is not desirable, as making the assumptions that the mo

the pull-out torque and starting cur- tor can be run without losses as the re

rent are of importance. sult to be obtained is for the purpose

The starting current of the old
of calculation only . It must be re

types of induction motors is so large membered that the true magnetizing

compared to that of modern motors current cannot be directly measured

that the effect on lighting circuits in
on test . The difference between test

reducing the line voltage at starting results and the actual current for mag

can be greatly reduced by installing netization is, however, very slight.

motors of modern types. It is also
Given a six - pole motor connected in

desirable to obtain high -power factor star, let us find the flux necessary to

at starting. The power factor and
induce an e . m . f . of 400 volts between

amount of current at starting depend phase terminals at sixty cycles per

on the reactance and resistance of
second. The volts per leg are :

primary and secondary windings, so

7
that time and trouble expended in re- This is the effective voltage. The

аa
ducing the reactance of these wind

maximum voltage is 327 volts. The

ings is well repaid by the improved maximum Aux is found from the

FIG. 5 . results obtained at starting.
equation.

The inductance in the slot is
х2пбо x 48

sodkooo
complete turns per leg X B, where B

dB represents the maximum active flux

per pole in c . g . s . lines.

dB ape B = 1,800,000 active c . g. s . lines per

d ( Back e . m. f . ) Ιο3 2π 6ο dB 28" pole:

200
The magnetizing effect of the wind

Back e. m . f. = .0001 (x )
+ ing is represented by Fig. 7 , where the

000126 volts per slot . 200 conductors in the three phases are let

.0001 26 x 24 conductors=.003 volts tered a , b and c . The magneto motive

force in the different teeth is plotted.

The magneto motive force is pro
The inductance due to slot and

duced by the three phases. When the
wedge is .00742 volts per ampere or

When the motor is running at syn- wave of magnetic Aux and m . m . f . is

approximately one-third that of the

slot shown by Fig . 3 . chronous speed without developing in the position shown, the currentin

power for work or to overcome fric- phase a is a maximum . When the
The wide slot can only be obtained tion and windage, the impressed volt- current in any phase of a three -phase

by increasing the diameter of the mo age is counteracted by the magnetic system is a maximum the current in

tor. Induction motors are therefore flux cutting the primary winding. The the other two phases is at one-half its

made with as large a diameter as is

permissible. The large diameter,

however, results in a motor rotating

part with large inertia . This is un

desirable at starting, as the power re

quired to bring the motor up to speed

is large and the starting current is

large. Since the potential energy of

the rotating part is large, a brake

made for a direct -current motor of

any given capacity must be increased

in size for an alternating- current

motor of the same capacity . This 288 )Z Z

fact is sometimes overlooked when in

stalling brake equipments where the FIG. 7 .

motor must be stopped quickly.

Knowing the primary and second- magnetizing current is that current maximum . This is graphically shown

arv resistance and reactance, there which produces sufficient magnetic by Fig . 8. IIere the phases are shown
only remains to be found the mag- flux to generate a back e . m . f . that as 60 ° apart, the m . m . f . of the

netizing current and the demagnetiz- will equal the impressed voltage. This successive poles being alternately posi

ing effect of the secondary in order current is considered as not having tive and negative; the positive quad

to find the complete motor perform- an ohmic or inductive drop in voltage rants are taken as one positive pole

ance. The effect of the magnetizing through the winding for the purpose and the negative quadrants as the next

current on the motor performance at of obtaining its value to be used in negative pole, The cosine of phase a

.08

per leg. FIG. 6.
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II2 327

m
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t

327

II2

104

16

II2

FIG. 8 .

of

277000

1 600o

air gap.

17.3

I 2.7

I

is unity and the cosines of phase b and entering the pole and directly over the
This is the maximum value of the

c are each one-half . Phase a has its group of slots of the phase of max- current, the effective value is 44.5

maximum current value and phases imum current and zero voltage neu- amperes.

b and c are each one -half maximum . tralizes the part of the preceding wave It is interesting to determine the

The m. m. f . of one-pole space and the which is directly over the same slots magnetizing current for this motor

and leaving the pole. The distributed when delta connected and on a 200

winding with four slots per pole per
volt circuit. The maximum volts per

phase, as represented by Fig. 7, is not leg are 283 volts and the active c . g. s .

subjected to the total lines per pole, lines per pole .

but only 104 of the total wave is active .
283

X 1800000 1500000

We have found that 1,800,000 c . g.
The maximum flux per sq. cm . is

s . lines are required to counteract the

400 volts impressed on the motor ter
283

X 16000 13850

minals. The total c . g. s . lines per
and the magnetizing current per leg

pole will be 12 of 1,800,000 = 1,940,= is 54.5 amperes maximum , or 38.5 am

000 c . g. s . lines and the lines through pere effective . In this case the current

the tooth of maximum induction are per line wire is not equal to the cur

rent per leg, but is 1.732 times that

of 1940000 277000 current, or 67 amperes effective. If

To find the bore diameter of pri- 400 volts be impressed on this winding

mary iron , assume a maximum induc- and sufficient iron added to carry the

tion of 16,000 c . g. s . lines per square magnetic flux , the magnetizing cur

magnetic reluctance of this portion of centimeter. Each tooth must have an rent would be twice that for 200 volts

the magnetic circuit only are consid

ered . The other poles present exactly

area at the air gap
or 134 amperes. This is three times

the current for the star connection

similar conditions .
17.3 sq . cm .

There is no m . m . f . at the center of

having the same winding and the same

We have assumed a length of iron

the group of slots a when the current of five inches, or 12.7 cm. , then the The reluctance of the iron in the

in phase a is a maximum . At the next width of each tooth must be

tooth to the central one four complete

magnetic circuit is appreciable with

turns are producing the m. m. f . ; at the
1.36 cm .

an air gap as small as 1/ 32-inch. The

flow of flux for one pole is represented

second tooth there are eight turns ; at The width of each tooth is 1.36 cm .,

the third tooth there are four more or .54 inches . The slot shown in Fig.

by Fig. 9. Each pole winding takes

turns, each carrying one -half maxi- 3 has a width of .525 inches , giving a

care of the magnetic circuit for the

mum current, or the equivalent of total width of slot and tooth of 1.065

pole, making it unnecessary to com

plete the magnetic circuits for all the

two turns with the same current as in inches. There are four slots perpole poles. Considerable complication is in

phase a ; and thus to the tooth of max- per phase , six poles and three phases, volved, owing to the length of paths

imum m . m. f. , where the ampere making a total of seventy -two slots being different for different teeth .

turns amount to sixteen per ampere and teeth for the motor. The required Where the reluctance of the air gap

for phase a. Since the m . m. f.'s vary circumference is seventy -two times only was considered above, it was

as shown and the reluctance for all 1.065 inches or 77 inches and the bore shown that the flux for all the teeth

the teeth is the same when the reluct 24.5 inches.
could be calculated by taking one

tooth only and the tooth of maximum

induction was selected in order to de

termine the maximum induction with

out making another calculation. The

reluctance of the iron has the effect of

diminishing the flux through the tooth

of maximum induction to a greater
extent than it diminishes the flux

through the remaining teeth .

In order to find the increase in mag

FIG. 9.
netizing current caused by the iron re

luctance, the permeability of the iron

ance of the path through air is taken The magnetizing current will be
must be known from previous tests .

as the entire reluctance of the circuit , that current which will give the re
With the advance in elective and mag

the maximum flux through one tooth quired flux. Take an air gap of one
netic manufacture, improved results

thirty -second inch measured on the
have been obtained by the large elec

will be 6, of the total . radius that is between iron of primary tive companies so that published data

Imagine the wave of flux to move and iron of secondary and neglect the regarding the permeability of iron is

to the left with respect to the conduct- reluctance of the iron . The length of not available. The magnetic densities

One part of the wave is leaving path is in air 1.0 - inch, or .0795 cm .

at which the iron is worked in the dif

the pole while part of the next wave is
The area is 17.3 sq. cm ., the flux is ferent parts of the motor also affect

entering the pole in the opposite di
277,000 c . g. s . lines and the number of the permeability of the iron in the dif

rection. At the instant represented by magnetizing turns at the tooth of
ferent parts of the magnetic circuit.

Fig. 7 , there are a maximum number maximum induction are sixteen turns.
For the purpose of finding the ef

c . g. s . lines embraced by phase a and
fect of the iron reluctance with a small

the voltage induced in this phase is
From this data we have air gap assume the permeability of the

iron to be 1700 times that of air when

277000

As the wave moves with respect to worked at 16,000 c . g. s . lines per sq .

the conductors, the part of the wave i = 63 amperes cm . maximum , or 11,300 c . g . s . lines

ܓܘ
ܘܣ

ܓܦ
ܛ
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effective, and that all the iron is The length of path in iron is 410

worked at this density. The circum- times the length of path in air, but the

ference of the secondary is seventy- permeability of the iron is 1700 times

seven inches, then the distance from that of air. The increase in magnet

the center of one pole to the center of

the next pole is 12.8 inches . This is

izing current is 410 or 24 per cent .

approximately the length of the mag- This increase in magnetizing current

netic circuit in the iron ; see Fig . 9 . is high because high densities were as

sumed in the iron , nevertheless , it

shows that the iron reluctance cannot

be neglected .

Motor dimensions have been as

sumed without regard for any particu

lar output to be obtained . The motor

output and other characteristics will

be given in another paper.

1700 '

Electric Motor Connections

Shunt Wound Motors

By NORMAN G. MEADE

Supplementing the illustrations of Shunt Wound Motors given in the April issue of THE ELECTRICAL Age ,

a number of illustrations are given below of the same type .

Clockwise Counter Clockwise

TO

STARTINO siented
804

N

Starting

Rheostat,Switch

Line
FIG. 52.48-POLE SHUNT MOTOR. RIGHT- AND LEFT - HAND ROTATION .

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY.
Cut out

FIG . 50.-FORM B, SHUNT WOUND, C. A. MOTORS .

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY.

Clockwise Counter Clockwise

c
a
o

To main Switch To Scarting Rncostat To main Switch To Starting Aneostat

5.10

+L
i
n
e

а
т
е
н

FEOSTAT

manner or placing spools

Al poo'should be so placed that the arrows marked on their bio

point in opposite directions on each succeed.mg cpool. The inolover

spool should be placed as shown in accompanying sheten

The arrowsindicate the direction of winding n
a

ILAR

(OO
Commucator Side

FIG .

BUILT

PANY.

53. - CONNECTIONS OF SHUNT MOTOR

BY THE TRIUMPH ELECTRIC COM
FIG. 51. – SLOW AND MODERATE SPEED SHUNT MOTORS, FORM H.

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY.
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S

TO

N
TO

ri

STARTING BOX
t ०

०
०
०

FIG. 54. - 6 - POLE SHUNT MOTOR . RIGHT- AND LEFT -HAND ROTATION .

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY.

S

100Fi A2

DOUBLE POLE SWITCH.

-FUSE

+

Sit and stor connected to Surting Box

( FIG . 57.-- TYPE “ R ” SHUNT MOTOR . WEST

INGHOUSE ELECTRIC AND MANUFACTURING

COMPANY .

+

FIG. 55 .-- 4 - POLE SHUNT MOTOR . RIGHT- AND LEFT - HAND ROTATION .

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY .

Field reostat

S N

Starting box

०
०
०
०

Double pole

switch

ruse

Diagram showing connections of field rheostat.

FIG . 58. — TYPE “ R ” SHUNT MOTOR . WEST

INGHOUSE ELECTRIC AND MANUFACTURING

COMPANY

+
+

FIG . 56. — 4 -POLE SHUNT MOTOR. RIGHT- AND LEFT- HAND ROTATION ,

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY.
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TO LINE

Clockwise Rotation Counter-clockwise Rotation

il
D.P.,S.T., SWITCH

TERMINAL BLOCK NO.6 AND SCLOW

R10 CONTROLLER

TERMINAL BLCCK NO.7 /.ND ABOVE

MOTOR 1

RA,

RESISTANCE

Syarting

dos ini

lood

Storlisi.barin.leco FYA , ATF

Og

Type S Shunt Wound Motors -- Framies 7 to 13 Inclusive - Two Brush Arms
Seen Froni Commutator End

Diagram of Connections of Type S Shunt Wound Motor and

Type V Controller and Resistance

Note.-The above connections are for clockwise rotation . For counter- clockwise

rotation connect A , of motor to A , of controller and A , of motor to A , of controller.

For motors of No. 6 frame aud below connect as shown by full lines. For No. 7 frames

and above connect as shown by dotted lines.

FIG. 62. - WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC AND MANUFACTURING COMPANY.

TO LINE

Clockwise Rotation Counter-clockwise Rotation III FOR FILLING

3 P.S.T. SWITCH

baFOR ADJUSTINO

SPEED OF PISTON ,

TOP VIEW OF DASH FOT .

C
O
N
T
R
O
L
L
E
R

TEOMINAL BLOCK NO.O

AND BELOW .

MOTOR

A2

།
P'ESISTANCE

TERMINAL BLOCK NO.7

AND ABOVE .

Sterting boa

in lead Storlingbox

in loud

Type S Shunt Wound Motors - Frames 1 to 6 Inclusive - Two or

Four Brush Arms - Seen From Commutator End

Diagram of Connections of Type S Shunt Wound Motor and

Type W Controller and Resistance

Note . - The above connections are for clockwise rotation. For counter-clockwise

rotation connect A , of motor to A , of controller , avd A , of motor to A , of controller and

A , of resistance.

For motors ofNo. 6 frame and below . connect as shown by full lines . For motors of
No, 7 frame and above connect as shown by dotted lines.

FIG . 63. - WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC AND MANUFACTURING COMPANY,

DIAGRAMS OF CONNECTIONS TO MOTOR

TO LINE

Clockwise Rotation Counter- clockwise Rotation

11
D.P.,ST., SWITCH

TERMINAL BLOCK NO.6 AND BELOW

CONTROLLER

RIOR
TERMINAL BLOCK NO.7 AND ABOVE

MOTOR

A
RESISTANCE

Starting to

in .load

Starting box

in lood

CONNECTIONS FOR SHUNT WOUND MOTOR

TYPES S AND SAType S Shunt Wound Motors -- Frames 7 to 13 Inclusive - Four Brush Arms
Seen From Commutator End

FIGS. 59 , 60 AND 61.-WESTINGHOUSE SHUNT MOTORS. FIG . 64. - WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC AND MANUFACTURING COMPANY.
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Line

Switch N

Az

Tho SINGLE POLE SWITCHES

Starting Box

FUSE.

Azf FAI

19999

H

Fikid Rheostat

FIG. 67. - CONNECTIONS SHOWING USE OF

SINGLE - POLE SWITCHES IN PLACE OF STARTING

BOX. WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC AND MANU

FACTURING COMPANY.

FIG. 65. = CONNECTIONS OF STARTING RHEOSTAT AND FIELD RHEOSTAT

FOR TYPE " S " SHUNT MOTORS . WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC AND MANU

FACTURING COMPANY.

Fuse Line
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A
I

Field
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10000000000
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Starting Box
Line

*Switch

Armature

A FIG. -LUNDELL SHUNT WOUND MOTOR , ROUND TYPE

SPRAGUE ELECTRIC COMPANY .

Starting Box homo

Fuse Line

AhA

Clockwise Rotation

For Frames 1 to 6 - Connect as Shown by Full Lines

For Frames 7 and above - Connect as Shown by Dotted Lines OLAH

20000000
FIG. 66. - CONNECTIONS OF STARTING RHEOSTAT FOR TYPE " S"

SHUNT MOTOR , CONSTANT SPEED . WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC AND

MANUFACTURING COMPANY.

Ceeceed
Field

Starting Box

Armature

FIG . . - LUNDELL SHUNT WOUND MOTORS , TYPE " R - T . "

SPRAGUE ELECTRIC COMPANY .
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screw

52

Washer mutat

Groundwire

Tarlator Locke

um Special

Washer

Pole Line Protection on the Elgin Lightning arresters are installed on tion . The pole span adjacent to the

and Belvidere Electric Railway every twentieth pole in the position 45 -degree poles is shortened from the

HE Elgin and Belvidere Electric
shown in Fig. 2. These lightning ar- usuallength , 9272 feet , and guys are

Railway, recently opened up resters are of a type designed for 600 provided to brace each pole against

between Elgin and Belvidere,
volts direct current and are mounted

in Illinois, is an excellent example of
in weather-proof boxes. The ground

up-to -date electric railway engineer
wire from the arrester is No. 6 B. &

ing
S. copper wire, and it is led down the

One of its most interesting points pole along the groundstrip and sol
is the protection of the transmission dered thereto by an effective fasten

line by a ground wire along the en- ing. At the foot of the pole the

tire line . The ground wire consists ground wire passes into the ballast

of No. 6 solid galvanized-iron wire. under the track and connects with a

It is attached to the pole by a lag 0000 cross bond attached to both rails .

screw driven vertically into the apex , At the Kishwaukee River and at two

being held between washers under the other points on the line ground plates
head of the screw . of 18-inch sheet copper , 12x24 inches Lightning

Ground stripon

every 5th pole Detail of pole top showing

methodof lastening groundwire

6

Detail storing method of fastening

ground wire togroundstrip .

Forder top % )

arrester on

evey 201
Pele

& Trolley wireFeeder Inselor

Groundwire on top

of strip

71

46 Cross Bondinstalled every nocofeet

6 Copper wire

Ol
ii

t

6

Cena

Woooo fioc . Pra ,

Foce Tous

Percenim Tuan

FIG . 2 , - DETAILS OF POLE LINE PROTECTION

OF THE ELGIN & BELVIDERE ELECTRIC

RAILWAY .

SLOPE

s ་

FIG . I-HIGH-TENSION WALL INSULATOR IN SUBSTATIONS .

the strain in two directions . The tub

ular insulator referred to is shown in

Fig. I and consists of triple concentric

tubes , the center one of porcelain and

the outer ones of fiber, separated from

each other by fiber rings . The por

celain tube , through which the wire

passes , is 40 inches in length and 1/2

inches in diameter ; the fiber tubes are

respectively 6 inches and 12 inches in

diameter and 20 inches and 30 inches

in length . The whole unit of tubes is

inclined at an angle of 74 -inch to the

The poles are spaced 100 feet , and in size, are buried in the embankment foot to carry condensed moisture out

at every fifth pole, to provide for below water level , and connected by ward.

grounding of the wire, a strip of No. No. o copper wire to both the ground Beyond these tubes the line conduc

22 galvanized band iron 34- inch wide wire and the rails . The Garton -Dan- tors pass through lightning arresters

is held at the end beneath the lag- iels Company, who furnished the low- and are separated by brick barriers .

screw washer and led down the pole . tension lightning arresters , gave the The main high - tension lines pass out

It is securely fastened to the pole by assurance that by virtue of the ground of the building in a manner similar to

nails at 18-inch intervals and comes wire and the ground strip, as above the incoming lines, the arrangement

to an end at the lower extremity of described, efficient protection from virtually making a loop of the high

the pole. The ground strip is there lightning effects could be secured with tension lines into the building.

riveted to bands of galvanized iron the use of only 50 per cent. of the The foregoing facts are taken from

which encircle the base of the pole a number of arresters that would other- a pamphlet issued by the Arnold Com

few inches apart . At the poles where wise be required. pany, of Chicago, who had in charge

the ground strip is attached to the Another interesting detail is the the engineering and construction of

ground wire , a piece of No. 6 iron high -tension wall insulators in the sub- the road.

wire is tied to the lag-screw at the top stations,stations, illustratedillustrated herewith . In

of the pole and left with the end loose bringing the high-tension wires into
Transmission Lines with Syn

and extending upward 6 inches . At the substation, two poles are set 15
chronous Motor Load

the points of transposition the ground feet apart with the cross -arms turned

wire is supported some inches above to YNCHRONOUS have

the top of the pole by an extension usual plane of the cross -arms.

provided for the purpose, this being these cross -arms the high -tension neutralizing the inductance of

done to insure proper clearance be- wires pass directly and without other transmission lines that some com

tween the ground wire and the high- support to the insulators fixed on the panies have installed them for this

tension wires. All guys which extend brackets on the wall of the substation , purpose. It must be remembered,

to within 6 feet of the ground are thence passing through a tubular in- however, that the motor is limited as

connected to the ground wire. sulator set into the wall of the substa- to output when employed for this pur

teetan angle of 45 degreeswiththe SyHecht Round of so much value in
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pose . Alternating-current machinery

is rated for a definite number of am

peres and a given voltage, that is , in

k.v.a. , and not in k.w. A 100-horse

power synchronous motor will de

velop 100 horse-power with the field

line drawn between 0 and any point generator and line capacity are in

in the circle drawn about i as a center creased by the addition of the motor

with radius equal to 300. The values load .

of current represented by lines be- The greatest effect of the syn

tween 0 and points in quadrants III chronous motor in neutralizing the

and IV correspond to those obtained line inductance is obtained when the

motor is running idle . The line ie

represents the current taken by the

motor when the field is greatly over

excited, the power-factor is small and

the actual output is small, about 6 per

cent. of the motor output, without

allowing for losses in the motor.

a

Methods of Getting New Business
TV

I

THE getting of new businessby

0
0
a
m

P.

3
0
0

u
m
p
.

E

DIAGRAM SHOWING THE EFFECT OF SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR LOAD ON THE

INDUCTANCE OF A TRANSMISSION LINE .

been so often advocated that

any further emphasis along this line

might seem superfluous. Some in

teresting points, however, are given

6 by C. N. Stannard, of Denver, in his

contribution to the 1906 prize com
TI

I
petition of the Co-operative Electrical

Development Association. The dem

onstrations are classied as follows :

Office, Home and Church .

At the office or salesroom the va

rious electrical appliances and de

vices should be carefully and thor

oughly demonstrated. In fact , the

last two or three days of each dis

count period it might be wise to ar

range for a competent person to dem

onstrate electricity as applied to the

various domestic uses , showing,

regulated for a power-factor input of when the motor is run as a generator . among other interesting things, the

100 per cent . By increasing the field The current represented by a line chafing dish and various electrical

excitation the current input is made drawn from 0 to a or to any other cooking and heating appliances.

to lead the voltage by an angle to give point in quadrant I , is obtained by Neighborhood demonstrations can

some power -factor less than 100 per under -exciting the motor. The cur
profitably be given in consumers '

cent . , depending on the amount of in- rent represented by the line ob, or homes, allowing the consumer to in

crease above normal. The motor out- any line drawn from o to a point in vite a few special friends, the com

put is reduced directly as the power- quadrant II is obtained by over -ex- pany demonstrator cooking a meal,

factor and the heating is also in- citing the motor. The point c is so and using exclusively electrical ap

creased by the abnormal field current. chosen that the motor delivers its pliances. In this way very effective

The effect of the over-excited syn- greatest capacity with a resultant line advertising may be accomplished .

chronous motor load on the trans- current giving 100 per cent . power Church societies are frequently in

mission is to partially neutralize the factor, the motor output is 67 per cent. terested in allowing a demonstration

inductance of the line. If the motor of full load . Unity power- factor may to be given in their church parlors or

be excited with a field current to give be obtained with any of the current kitchens, at which time various appli

a lead of 10 per cent. power -factor, values represented by the lines drawn ances are thoroughly explained. In

and it develops its full load at this from į to the line oc . The line id this way many ladies forming the

power- factor, 90 horse -power, the represents a motor current of 225 am- various church societies become in

neutralizing effect on the inductance peres and a line current of 500 am- terested and very materially aid in

of the line will be greater than if peres, that is , the line current is not the popularizing of electricity for do

loaded with 100 horse -power and the affected numerically by the load due mestic uses. Ofttimes in interesting

power - factor is 100 per cent. to the motor, and the actual voltage churches in demonstrations, as just

The effect of the synchronous mo- drop on the line is less than before the described, it is found profitable to

tor load on the inductance of the motor was connected . Another value present the church society , free of

transmission line is shown graphically of motor current is represented by ie; charge, with one or more electric ap

in Fig. 1. The line oi represents the this gives a line current less than the pliance.

current taken by the load before the current taken before the motor was In organizing this department and

synchronous motor is connected . This connected. This peculiar result has carrying forward the work, it is

load amounts to 500 amperes and lags been demonstrated a number of times found advisable to first make a house

behind the voltage by an angle to give by actual readings of ammeters con- to -house canvass, carefully carding

90 per cent . power-factor. A syn- nected to generator, feeder and mo- all prospects, upon the completion of

chronous motor with full load ca- tor ; the sum of the current on the which the company possesses item

pacity of 300 amperes can be made to feeder, 500 amperes, added to the mo- ized and detailed information show

give a total live current with the phase tor current, 220 amperes, gives a load ing the amount of possible business

and power- factor, represented by a on the generator of 470 amperes; the to be secured . This information ,
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or

new ones .

seems

found amost important factor inin- T

when tabulated, will be found useful It is profitable to assign men to dark store the value of his neighbors'

and valuable, and is of particular work exclusively upon increasing the brilliantly -illuminated windows

value when the electric company has consumption of present consumers, stores. Representatives might occa

competition , either in the form of an- explaining to them and interesting sionally go over their neighbors' ter

other electric or gas company. When them in the installation of additional ritories at night, reporting at the next

carded, the names and addresses ap- domestic appliances, also decorative morning meeting suggestions where

pearing on the cards provide proper lighting and power, thus increasing by he would seek to improve the con

lists to be used in sending out adver- the company's revenue very consid- ditions found .

tising. erably.
The giving of souvenirs is fre

Representatives should not only be The work done by the representa- quently of assistance in increasing

able to take orders, but possess the tives should be assisted by personal the company's business. It is sug

ability to sell goods. They should advertising and by the lady demon- gested that preference be given sou

canvass all proposed extensions. One strator, providing the company has venirs consuming electricity, such as,

of the most important features of one in its employ. Consumers are for instance, curling -iron heaters , etc.

their work is the securing of addi- frequently satisfied with simply using It is found that each prospect se

tional consumption from present con- electricity for light , but a study of cured serves to assist in developing

sumers . All complaint work should the matter will soon demonstrate to It will further be found

be carefully followed up, and reports one's satisfaction that the company's that the field is inexhaustible. While

made to the office of all poor service, revenue may be materially increased in some instances the costs to secure

making sure that such service is through little or no outlay for con- new business the first year

remedied.
struction, by making a very careful high, the fact must be taken into con

Representatives play a most im- canvass as above described. sideration that the business thus se

portant part in popularizing the com- It will be profitable for the com- cured remains with the company for

pany and in lessening of competition. pany to maintain a portable building, years, and is of no further cost . It

It is important that they watch all in which should be a complete display is not an unusual thing for a new

new buildings, making sure that all of electrical appliances. This build- business department to receive in

electrical features are incorporated ing will prove a good advertising revenue , the first years , three or four

during their construction , that feed- medium and through its use many times the original investment.

ers are of sufficient size tơ take care orders may be secured.

of lighting other than the interior The Doherty " readiness -to-serve"
General Electric Company

system , for instance, sign lighting, rate on electricity when properly pre
Meeting

window lighting, display and out- sented by the representative will be

lining. They should visit architects HE annual meeting of the stock

and builders, interesting them in elec holders of the General Electric

tricity for both domestic and industrial ing the company. This rate also Company, held at Schenectady,

use . serves to increase the load curve , and N. Y. , on May 14th , the following di

The holding of business already se- is for this and many other reasons of rectors were elected : Gordon Ab

cured is most important feature of great value to the company. bott, Oliver Ames, T. Jefferson Coo

a representative's work. It is unwise Upon first thought one only real- lidge, Jr. , Frederick P. Fish , George

to discontinue any business izes that electricity is applied for the L. Gardner, Henry L. Higginson,

simply upon the request of a consu- purpose of lighting and power, but Robert Treat Paine, 2d , of Boston ; C.

mer, as it will be found in many the author has assisted in compiling A. Coffin , J. Pierpont Morgan , S. L.

instances that much business can be between four hundred and five hun- Schoonmaker, Charles Steele, of New

held by a representative calling on dred ways in which electricity is daily York : W. M. Crane, Dalton, Mass.;

the consumer. They can aid the ad- being applied . A few of the most Marsden J. Perry, Providence, R. I.;

vertising work by supplying the one important, interesting and novel ways J. P. Ord, Albany, and E. W. Rice,

having charge of the advertising with are the following : Jr. , Schenectady. Marsden J. Perry

valuable and detailed information. Electricity for house cleaning, was elected to succeed the late General

Specializing weekly is found to be Mercury rectifier, Eugene Griffin as first vice -president,

a most profitable way of directing the Electromagnets for naturing cof- and S. L. Henderson to succeed T. K.

efforts of the representatives. For fee , Henderson , resigned .

instance, on consecutive weeks , it is Electric machine for cutting dress At the directors' meeting in New

wise to specialize respectively on patterns, York, on May 15th , the following

signs, outlining, window lighting, Ares for promoting steady and officers were elected : C. A. Coffin ,

power, decorative lighting, additional rapid growths of vegetables, president; A. W. Burchard, assistant

consumption on present consumers, Arcs over oil tanks for bug ex- to the president; vice -presidents - E .

etc. After specializing a week it is termination, W. Rice, Hinsdill Parsons, B. E.

well to have a report of the success Electricity used in place of an an- Sunny, J. R. Lovejoy; M. F. West

attending the efforts on this class of esthetic for producing insensibility, over , secretary ; II . W. Darling, treas

work. It is further found that when Arc and vacuum for taking and urer and assistant secretary ; I. S.

specializing, representatives concen- printing pictures. Keeler, second assistant secretary ;H.

trate their efforts , and therefore better Special features may be incorpor- P. Schuyler, assistant treasurer ; Ed

results are secured than when work- ated in a representative's work as ward Clark , general auditor ; John

ing otherwise. It must of course be follows: He should occasionally go Riley , assistant general auditor; S. L.

understood that in doing this work over his own business territory at Whitestone, assistant general auditor.

the regular line of work must not be night, thus determining where the The stockholders voted to approve

neglected . Many prospects are se- dark spots are , and seeking to inter- the change in the by -law's providing

cured during a week of specializing est merchants in various forms of dis- that hereafter no officer of the com

where contracts afterwards play lighting. Again , he may dem- pany except the president need be a

closed . onstrate to the merchant who has a member of the board of directors.

ever

are
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TH a

Comparative Tests of the Moore

Light and Incandescent Lamps

HE following comparative il

lumination tests were made in

this Assembly Room No. 2 of

the United Engineering Building be

tween the Moore tube lighting system ,

the regularly installed concealed in

candescent lamp system and a rect

angle formed by rows of exposed in

candescent lamps which was the same

size as the rectangle formed by the

Moore tube. In these tests a General

Electric portable illuminometer was

used to measure the intensity of the

illumination in Hefner feet at nine

stations and at a uniform height of

thirty - five inches from the floor. Elec

trical instruments were furnished by

the Weston Electrical Instrument

Company.

THE MOORE TUBE LIGHTING SYSTEM

The Moore tube, as is well known,

is made of clear glass. This particular

tube was 176 feet long and formed a

rectangle 6212 X 25/2 feet. It was

It was

HEFNER FEET

Moore Tube

System Concealed

Inc. System

Exposed

Inc. System

4.72

3.67

2.90

2.83

3.14

3.83

4. 40

3.66

4.00

1.72

2.83

1.90

2.40

1.98

1.83

1.61

1.90

1.77

2.67

2.37

2.31

1.89

2.07

2.31

3.85

2.47

2.37

1.99 2.48

Unity
1930 .

3.68

3.13

75%

1930 .

2.15

225 .

24.5

41501.71

Unity

1930 .

5.31

118 .

86.4

10250.375

2.62

119 .

42.4

5050.95

134 - inch in diameter and was not pro

vided with a reflector of any kind.

Nitrogen was automatically fed into

the tube, the color of the light being

about the same as that of incandescent

lamps. Photometric tests showed the

tube to require 1.6 watts per Hefner

for the 60 -cycle street mains.

operating at 14.8 Hefners per foot, or

a total of 2600 Hefners.

The tube having been recently in

stalled had run only some twenty -five

hours and had not reached its final

efficiency, which should be about 1.4

watts per Fefner after fifty to sev

enty - five hours' run and thereafter

would maintain this efficiency indefin

itely .

THE CONCEALED INCANDESCENT LAMP

SYSTEM

The tubular 8 - candle -power 119

volt incandescent lamps were located

behind a cove. A two -way socket was

located every sixteen inches, therefore

288 lamps were in use . Immediately

behind each lamp was a Frink reflec

tor. The lamps and entire equipment

were new , having only been used a

very few hours. Equally spaced on

the longitudinal center line of the

ceiling of the room were located three

incandescent clusters, which were con

cealed by opalescent reflectors , each
containing six lamps of 25 -candle

power. This incandescent concealed

lighting has been admirably done and

represents the highest achievement of

the art of so using incandescent lamps.

ТІНЕ EXPOSED INCANDESCENT LAMP

SYSTEM

The temporary circuit of incandes

cent lamps was installed to parallel

the tube throughout its length. It

therefore was located close to the tube

between the latter and the edge of the

cove , so that all of the lamps were

exposed and not shielded in any way.
They were all new 3.5 -watt 117 - volt

incandescent lamps, purchased from

the General Electric Company by the

Public Service Corporation of New

Jersey and loaned for this test . They

were spaced twenty - four inches apart

and therefore ninety were in use. Each

lamp was in a vertical position.

The tables on this page give the il

lumination readings for each of the

three systems taken at stations around

the room . They were made by Mr.

C. M. Axford, of the General Electric

Company, using the same luminometer

which was referred to in the paper.

The electrical measurements were

made by Mr. Nelson Goodwin , Chief

Engineer of the Weston Electrical In

strument Company, using recently

calibrated Weston instruments.

For convenience in comparison a

table of the readings on the same three

stations is abstracted from the com

HEFNER FEET

Moore Tube

System Concealed

Inc. System

Exposed

Inc. System

3.67

2.90

2.83

2.83

1.90

2.40

2.37

2.31

1.89

3.13

75%

1930 .

2.15

225 .

24.5

4150 .

145

2.38

100

1930 .

5.31

118 .

86.4

10250

45

2.19

100 %

1930 .

2.62

119 .

42.4

5050 .

.84

HEFNER Feet

Moore Tube

System Concealed

Inc. System

Exposed

Inc , System

3.2

2.72

2.33

2.7

2.7

3.8

1.44

1.11

1.22

MEASUREMENTS OF ILLUMINATION , UNITED ENGINEERING BUILDING-ASSEMBLY ROOM

No. 2

Station

1

2

3

4 .

5

6 .

7 .

8 .

9 .

Mean illumination .

(Av . Hefner ft .) .

Power factor ..

Area Sq. Ft.

Watts per Sq. Ft .

Volts ..

Amperes .

Waits Total Illuminating efficiency .

Mean Hefner Feet ..

Watts per Sq. Ft .

MEASUREMENTS OF ILLUMINATION UNITED ENGINEERING BUILDING - ASSEMBLY ROOM

No. 2

Tests made previous to meeting

Station

1 .

2

3 .

4

5

6 .

7

8

9 .

a
i
O
N
O
C

Mean illumination (Av , Hefner ft . ) ..

Power factor ..

Area Sq. Ft .

Watts per Sq. Ft ..

Volts..

Amperes .

Watts total

Illuminating efficiency .

( Mean Hefner feet).

( Watts per Sq. Ft . ) ..

MEASUREMENTS OF ILLUMINATION , UNITED ENGINEERING BUILDING - ASSEMBLY ROOM

No. 2

Tests during meeting

Station

1 .

2

3 .

4 .

5 .

6 .

7 .

8 .

9 .

Mean illumination (Av. Hefner ft . ) .

Power Factor .

Area Sq. Ft.

Watts per Sq. Ft .

Volts ..

Amperes.

Watts total .

Illuminating efficiency.

(Mean Hefner feet).

( Watts per Sq. Ft . ) ...

2.75

72 %

1930

1.97

228 .

23 .

3800

1.4

2.97

Unity

1930

5.61

119 .

91 .

10840

52

1.25

Unity

1930

2.41

117 .

40.6

4650

52
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The largest order for alternating- IN the May,issue of THE ELEC

plete test made previous to the meet- Second . — That a rectangle of Moore 229 feet on Tenth Street . The main

ing. tubing has 1.5 times the illuminating entrance of the building is on Chest

It would seem that the illuminating efficiency of a rectangle composed of nut Street , opening into a dignified

efficiency agrees closely with the incandescent lamps. The tube pro- and imposing display room , which

former test for the tube system and duces 57 per cent. more useful illumi- will be used to exploit everything

the concealed incandescent system . nation, yet requires 18 per cent. less which is new and useful in light and

The exposed incandescent system , wattage. It was noted that the in- heat work. Immediately beneath this

however , is 61 per cent. lower because trinsic brilliancy of the exposed in- display room in the basement will be

in the first test the volts were above candescent lamps was too great; but a room of corresponding size for ex

the rated voltage of the lamps. This not so that of the tube. hibiting various types of electric mo

serves to illustrate forcibly a well- The average watts per candle -power tors, together with a number of the

known characteristic of the incandes- of incandescent lamps is not better more important mechanical devices.

cent lamp, i. e . , their rapid falling off than five. Therefore under average The basement will also contain a dark

in efficiency with a drop of voltage , commercial conditions the tube would room where all of the various types

for it will be noticed in the first test have shown its superiority over ex- of electric light will be exhibited.

the volts were 119 as against 117 in posed incandescent lamps on the basis

the second. The latter being the rated of two to one .

voltage of the lamps represents the Underground Conduit Systems

true efficiency based on these three for Power Work
Trade News

stations .

Moreover, since the same ratio

would hold for all stations the illumi
TRICAL the illustra

current generators ever placed by one

nating efficiency .95 given in the com- interest with any manufacturer of
tions was omitted in the article on

plete should be .6 , which would make electrical apparatus in this country “ Underground Conduit Systems for

the tube system about three times has recently been awarded by the
Power Work ." The illustration , given

more efficient than the exposed in- United States Steel Corporation to the
herewith, shows a side-wall type of

candescent system in this particular Allis -Chalmers Company, Milwaukee.
splicing chamber, which is entered

case , and after the end of fifty hours' The Milwaukee company has received
from the side instead of the top. This

run, when the tube will have an effi- orders for thirty -twogas-engine-driven
form is used in the side walls of tun

ciency of 1.4 watts per Hefner, the electric generators, aggregating 68,,
nels or in retaining walls, and usually

ratio will be i to 3.4. Finally after 000 k . w . , sixteen of which are to be takes the form of a long niche in the

500 hours' run , when the average effi- installed in the new plant at Gary, wall . When built in tunnel walls not

ciency of the incandescents will be Ind ., now in course of construction by
far from the surface of the ground, it

about 4.5 watts per Hefner, the tube the Steel Corporation . The other six
is desirable to have such chambers

would show an illuminating efficiency teen units are for the Homestead plant open from the street above as well as

over four times that of the exposed in- of the Carnegie Steel Company, the

candescent lamps. South Chicago and Bay View (Mil

It will also be noted that neither waukee ) Works of the Illinois Steel

similar change in the tube voltage nor Company, and for the central furnaces

a considerable change in the tube of the American Steel & Wire Com

watts due to adjustment of the gas pany, at Cleveland , O.

valve has materially altered its il

luminating efficiency.
The Edison Illuminating Company,

The complete test covers symetri- Detroit, have installed in their Beecher

cally one - quarter of the room , which
Avenue substation a 25 - ton electric

is also symetrical, and therefore repre
Northern crane, manufactured by the

sents accurately the average illumina
Northern Engineering Works, of De- GROUND CONDUIT SYSTEMS” IN MAY ISSUE .

tion of each system . Therefore a room
troit, Mich .

of this kind can be lighted by the
The Steel City Electric Company,

from the side, in order to avoid the

Voore tube for one - fourth the cost at manufacturers of the well -known
necessity of having the use of a tunnel

which it can be done by incandescent bushings and floor boxes, have been
track when work is to be done in the

lamps.
chambers.

obliged to remove from their old quar

CONCLUSIONS
ters at Third Street and Penn Avenue,

Pittsburg, to a large building entirely
The conclusions drawn from the

occupied by themselves at 1207-1219 TECHNICAL GRADUATES
tests are as follows :

Washington Avenue, Allegheny, Pa. WANTED.

First . — That the Moore tube light

ing system has 4.6 times the illuminat- The Philadelphia Electric Company A concern manufacturing Electrical

ing efficiency of the concealed incan- is removing its general offices, former- Railway Appliances and Supplies, wants

descent lamp system as installed under ly at the corner of Tenth and Sansom
several technical graduates to enter their

these local conditions. The Moore Streets , to Tenth and Chestnut Streets ,
Engineering Departments and learn the

tube produces 85 per cent. more use- at which corner the company has

ful illumination , yet requires 60 per erected a steel frame fireproof struc
details of the work. Write stating age,

cent. less wattage than the incandes- ture, seven stories high, fronting thir- experience, reference and salary ex

cent lamp system . ty - two feet on Chestnut Street and pected to : A , c/o Electrical Age.

A SIDE WALL TYPE OF SPLICING CHAM

BER . ENTERED FROM THE SIDE INSTEAD

OF THE TOP . SEE ARTICLE ON UNDER
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@

When guarded by The Light Brigade

from the Edison System the home

will always be safe from darkness.

The New York Edison Company

55 Duane Street
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J. H. SMITH , Editor

current loss was appreciable even in without having them read or even

one clamp. With a clamp every ten abstracted, and taking up the time

feet on each single cable, the loss in solely with the discussion.

Editorials energy would doubtless be consider- The first arrangement seems to us

able . The trouble was overcome large the better one. Discussion is stimu
A Source of Energy Loss in Power -Houses.

ly by grounding the cable sheath and lated by first presenting a number of
The V. E. L. A. Programme.

the clamp, for this purpose a copper points in a paper, so as to suggest to
Testing Fireproof Cables. strap being placed near each clamp, the hearers cases in their own experi

Commutating Poles .... which , with the strap, was grounded ence or questions on which they wish

to the iron -work of the building. enlightenment. It has been suggested

A better way, of course , would that the members take home the

Leading Articles have been to anticipate the difficulty papers and fully digest them there,

The Induction Motor, Part III and to provide a clamp which would rather than at the convention. This

Eletric Motor Connections .
break the magnetic circuit. This can will be done in any event, but the

be done by using a porcelain bush- members will probably find after theyPower-Factor Correction for Synchronous Motors 295

ing around the cable and fastening the have reached home that they neglected

Illumination Standardsand Units of Light...... 301

strap by means of gun -metal bolts . to ask a question on an important

Review of the Technical Press...
In the use of concrete slabs, also , point if they fail to read the paper

Niagara Power for Municipalities.. in place of slate or alberene stone for
at the time of its presentation.

An Oiling System in a Large Power Plant...... switch compartments, septums in pull Another course suggested by our

Taking Care of the Central Station Customer .. 314
ing boxes, or the like , care must be esteemed contemporary seems open ,

taken to see that the reinforcing is namely, dividing the convention into
Approximate Rule for Size of Wires for 3 - phase

parallel with the length of the cable, sections for the simultaneous pres
Transmission .. as, if it be at right angles, the ten- entation and discussion of different

dency to the production of eddy cur- papers in different rooms. This will

rents and hysteresis loss will be in- work well in some cases , but with

A Source of Energy Loss in
creased. the managers of small plants who

Power-Houses
It is for the same reason that, while must, of, necessity, be the head of the

iron pipe may be employed for carry
business department and of the op

substation fiber well , difficult

is conducted by means of single cables carrying alternating current. matter to so dispose himself as to be

cables instead of triplex cables, care present in two places simultaneously .

must be exercised to prevent loss of However, some change must be
The N. E. L. A. Programme

energy wherever the cables run near made if the most important points of

iron -work or when it is necessary to N an editorial in the issue of June the topics are to be brought out, and

clamp the cables to the wall. In a cen- 22d, our esteemed contemporary , our contemporary has started the ball

tral station in one of our large cities , The Electrical World , offers some rolling in the right direction .

part of the cables were run singly up a timely suggestions regarding the

wall and clamped every ten feet or so length of the programme for future

by means of iron straps bolted to an conventions of the National Electric
Testing Fireproof Cables

. Every- HE
thing all right, , words here the with con
until a workman attempted to remove visability of some change in the pres- sists of the usual copper con

one of the clamps, with the result ent method of presenting papers and ductor insulated with pure and vulcan

that his hand was burned .
discussing them . ized india -rubbers, over which is a

On investigation, and after some Two courses of action appear to fire- resisting protection, consisting of

thought, it was apparent that the iron be open : first, making the number of either tapes specially treated so as to

strap , bolts and angle acted as the papers small, having them read or render them incombustible, or of

shell of a shell-type transformer and abstracted and discussed , or , secondly , braiding consisting of similarly treated

the combined hysteresis and eddy- having the number of papers large,having the number of papers large, threads of cotton, jute, hemp, or other

WERELER ina power-house or ingtriplexcables,vitrifiedduetor erating or engineering departmentas

angle fastened inthe wallpaper Light Association. Wewish to add. Theformof fire-resisting theadolesTHE

285
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arc be

even

were con

a

fiber. While these cables are more or carbon was substituted for the copper ing, advantage cannot be taken of the

less satisfactory, they are scarcely to conductor, this carbon being broken in saving in material, which is effected

be regarded as the ideal, for, in the the middle. A current of 60 amperes in large machines by a reduction in

event of an internal arc being formed at 200 volts was then sent through the length of the air-gap and so forth .

in the copper conductor, caused, for the cable which set up an Only machines above 40 k . w . to 50
instance, by a breakage of the insulat- tween the two broken pieces of car- k . w . output will therefore be con
ing rubber, the intense heat generated bon . The arc was allowed to con- sidered .

will cause the rubber to liquefy , and tinue for twenty minutes, and at the It does not appear desirable to in

assume the gaseous state , and end of this period the cable was red crease the number of poles with the

will, before long, burst into flames, hot, but it did not take fire . The new designs. Although a considerable

In a recent issue of Electricity and same test was also made with 90 am- saving may be effected in amount of

Electrical Engineering, of London, peres for five minutes, but the same material used , yet the general sensi

some interesting particulars are given satisfactory results followed , viz . , no tiveness of a machine with an abnor

of tests of fireproof cables made at fire. Another test conducted on ex- mal number of poles fits it rather for

the works of Johnson & Phillips at actly the same lines, but with an or- laboratory experiments than for prac

Charlton. The cables dinary braided cable , proved exceed- tical working, especially under adverse

structed as follows: ingly interesting, for the moment the conditions.

Next to the copper conductor is current was switched on there was a At first sight it would appear that

the ordinary taped rubber insulation ; loud explosion, and the cable burst and a considerable saving would be ef

over this there are several laps of the caught fire. fected in field copper by slightly in

highest quality Manila paper, im- The fifth test consisted of overload- creasing the core length of the ma

pregnated with a special harmless fluid ing a 3.22 fireproof cable (having a chine and reducing the high flux -dens

in such a way as to be uninflammable. normal carrying capacity of about 3 ities in the teeth . This is possible, as

In fact , it was stated that if a flame or 4 amperes ) with 100 amperes. one is no longer restricted in length

is brought into contact with the ma- After the current had been flowing by commutation conditions. A limit

terial , it will give off gases in which for about two minutes the conductors is, however, soon reached , bevond

a flame cannot exist . Over this is a fused, but the insulation remained which a further increase in length is

strong but flexible braiding of small practically unaltered . The same ex- not economical. If this be exceeded

steel wires, these in turn being covered periment carried out with a 3-22 or- it will pay to increase the densities again

with several more laps of the same spe- dinary braided cable resulted in meit- until the increased cost of copper as

cially prepared uninflammable paper. ing the wax compound in a few sec- a per cent. of the total cost just bal

Thecable is finally covered with a braid- onds after the current was switched ances the per cent. increase in output.

ing of specially impregnated jute , and on , and shortly afterwards the cable This density seems to be about 19,500

finished with a fire - resisting compound was in flames. to 20,500 lines per square centimeter.

specially prepared in the firm's labora It must not be forgotten that in

tory. creased armature ampere -turns will

The tests carried out on May 30th
Commutating Poles

necessitate more interpole turns and

were six in number. First a short that therefore there must be a certain

length of this cable was placed over HE use of commutating poles in point beyond which it will not pay to

a Bunsen flame for half an hour, while variable -speed motors has been increase the rating, even if there is

a pressure of 220 volts was maintained rather extensively discussed in ample room in the slot. This limit is

between the steel protection and con- the past and yet the subject has not reached when there are from 300 to

ductor ; the insulation did not catch failed in interest ; in fact , the use of 360 ampere -bars per centimeter of

fire, but simply attained a high tem- auxiliary poles in the design of a rail
armature circumference, the figure to

perature.
The cable was then re- way motor by one of the large manu- be taken depending on the size of the

moved and struck three heavy blows facturing companies has again drawn machine.

with a 2 - pound hammer. On measur- attention to this means of obtaining In the choice of windings one has

ing the insulation resistance it was sparkless commutation ; hence, our ex- now a much freer hand ; a series wind

found to be 75 megs, the testing bat- cuse for giving here some points ing can often be employed where

tery used having a pressure of 500 brought out in a paper by F. H. Page formerly commutating conditions

volts. After dealing the cable sev- and F. J. Hiss, read recently before would necessitate a parallel one . With

eral more heavy blows, it was finally the British Institution of Electrical interpole machines preference should

quite flattened , which brought the Engineers. always be given to a series winding,

wire protection in contact with the In summarizing the conclusions ob- as its self-equalizing properties are

conductor, thus causing a short- tained from their investigation, the au- very valuable with the short lengths

circuit, which blew the fuse. point out that the heating limits of air-gap employed . Another im

The second test consisted of plac- will remain the same whether inter- portant feature is that the variation

ing a piece of cable in a Bunsen flame poles are employed or not, and it isa in commutating Aux is less with the

as described above, but in this case only by a better distribution of the series winding

it was not connected with the elec- losses and a different proportioning Series parallel windings should be

tric supply. While in the fame five of the various parts of the machine avoided , as they usually lead to heavy

insulation tests were taken , at five- that an economy can be effected . For equalizing currents flowing under the

minute intervals . Each test showed the very small sizes it is probable that brush from winding to winding. The

the insulation to remain practically it will not be found of much advantage only time when they can be employed

constant at 75 megs.
After this a to adopt commutating poles as with good results is with eight or a

pressure of 3000 volts was applied to standard. The extra labor cost en- larger number of poles, a doubly re

the cable, but it failed to break down. tailed in fitting commutating poles is entrant or a duplex winding having

To show that an arc taking place of considerable consequence, the avail- been used with excellent results by

inside the insulating material of a ble space between the poles is con- one of the authors on several occa

cable of this description cannot set it stricted , the total number of field coils sions. A doubly re - entrant winding is

on fire, an ordinary piece of fireproof would be doubled , and , as the heat- best with an 8 , 12 , or 16 pole machine;

cable was employed , but an arc lamping limit is reached before the spark- a duplex with a 10, 14 , or 18 pole.

T

a



The Induction Motor

PART III

By C. J. SPENCER

360000

Volts

.102 Volts

FIG . I.

T !
HE direct calculation of induction The demagnetizing turns of the B = 360000 c . g. s . lines .

motor performance from equa- secondary is the sum of the current In finding the magnetizing current

tions containing primary and values in the different bars in any one for this motor as per method given

secondary resistances and reactances pole space. in part II , a primary current of 17.8
is possible, but is tedious. More- Assume a secondary current of 520 amperes was found to produce a field

over , the reactions are not so readily amperes and find the motor perform- of 417500 c . g. s . lines, therefore the

understood, as when the method given ance at 7.5 per cent. slip. The sec magnetizing current for the above field

below is followed . ondary resistance is .000196 ohms, will be

Any current may be assumed as then the drop in voltage due to re x 17.8= 15-3 amperes.
417500

flowing in the secondary. The volts sistance is
There are the equivalent of 60 turns

drop due to the secondary resistance .000196 ohms x 520 amperes = .102
per leg in the primary, giving with

and reactance can be at once calcu volts .

the above current a magneto motive
lated , the required magnetic flux to The secondary reactance is 7.5 per

force equal to that produced by 918
give this voltage can also be calcu- cent. of that, at standstill when run

ampere turns. This is opposed by a
lated , the primary current necessary ning at a slip of 7-5 per cent., since

demagnetizing force from the second

to overcome the demagnetizing effect the frequency of alternation in the
ary current amounting to 2240 am

of the secondary and in addition to secondary is 7.5 per cent. of that at
pere turns, with a current of 520 am

produce the magnetic flux for induc- standstill , then the secondary drop in
peres and 4.3 turns. The magnetic

ing the secondary voltage is derived voltage due to reactance is
flux is 90 degrees ahead of the in

from the motor constants and the volts .075 x .0000786 x 520 amperes =
duced voltage and in phase with the

drop due to primary resistance and .00307 volts.
magnetizing current and the voltage

reactance with this primary current is These voltages are represented in
induced in the secondary leads the

added geometrically to the back electro Fig. 1 , as is also the angle of lag of
secondary current by an angle of

motive force induced in the primary
1 ° 43 ' , which gives a total angle be

by the magnetic flux. The total volt- 00307
1 °43 ' tween the apparent magnetizing cur

age may not be the impressed voltage

for which the motor is designed , but
rent and the secondary current of

91 °43 ' . I say apparent magnetizing
these results are all proportional to the

current, for there is but one current
impressed voltage, that is , the cur

in the primary and values are given
rent, magnetic flux and voltages in the

current behind the voltage. The angle to what is called the magnetizing cur
different parts of the motor are pro- of lag is found from its tangent, which

portional to the impressed voltage ;
rent for the purpose of calculation

they can then be found by making
is equal to = .030i and a table only. From this data we obtain Fig.

of natural tangents shows this angle
proportional reductions throughout.

2 , which represents the opposing am

to be 1 ° 43' .
pere turns and their resultant.

Another possible method is to as
А

sume a strength of magnetic flux ,
The natural cosine of 1 ° 43' is .9996 , magneto motive force must be pro

which method gives results very close or so close to unity that it may be
duced by the primary, which will over

to actual on the first assumption , as taken as unity without error . Since come the secondary magneto motive

the magnetic flux does not change the cosine of the angle of lag is taken
force and give a resultant of 918 am

rapidly with change of load . This as one and the drop due to resistance

method , however, increases the length is .102 volts the total voltage drop

of the secondary calculation . in the secondary is
=.102 volts . 018 Ampere Turns

Suppose the motor constants have
If the angle of lag had been greater

been calculated as per methods given 91 ° 48 '

than that here found, as will be the

in parts I and II and are as tabulated

below . The term “ volts drop per am
case with large slips, the cosine would

be less than unity and the total volt

pere" is introduced in place of henrys,
age drop would be greater than that

since the voltage given is for a 60- due to resistance alone.

cycle circuit only.
The rotating magnetic field cuts the

pere turns. This value is found by

Primary resistance = .274 ohms. bars of the secondary at a frequency the use of any of the well-known

Primary reactance = 1357 volts drop 7.5 per cent. of 60 cycles , since the slip= trigonometrical formulæ and is 2450

per ampere.
is 7.5 per cent ., and the required mag ampere turns. The primary turns has

Secondary resistance = .000196 ohms. netic field to produce the voltage been found to be the equivalent of

Secondary reactance at per necessary to force the current of 520 60 turns, giving a required primary

cent. slip = .0000786 volts drop per current of

amperes through the secondary is
ampere. found from the formula = 40.8 amperes.

Magnetizing turns of primary = 60 .102 volts x 108= 27 60 cycles x An electro motive force is induced

turns .
in the primary by the same field which

Demagnetizing turns of secondary = where B is the total number of c . g . s . produces the secondary voltage and is

4.3 turns. lines per pole. found to amount to 244 volts. This

.00307

102

o

. 102

1

2450 Ampere Turns

2240 Ampere Turns

FIG . 2 .

-

100

2450

60

.075 x B
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mum .

14.56

Volts

283

260200 Volts

244 Volts

FIG . 3 . 11.14 Volts

30 watts

44.5 amperes

voltage lags behind the inducing field slightly. At partial loads where the which is the same as taking one-third

by an angle of go degrees. The angle magnetizing current affects the re- the total power for the power per leg .

between the inducing field and primary sult appreciably, the magnetic induc- The 45 watts iron loss is found

current can be found from Fig. 2. tion in the iron is nearly constant. from effective densities of magnetic

This angle is 66 ° 16 ', giving a total In this hypothetical case where a sec- induction . Maximum and effective

angle between primary current and in- ondary current is assumed for the pur- values of power do not have the same

duced voltage of 156° 16' , or what is pose of making a calculation, no error relation as maximum and effective

the same thing when positive and is introduced by assuming the mag- values of current and voltage, as may

negative signs are neglected 23 ° 44 '. netizing current to vary in direct ratio be seen by trial. The effective value

A current of 40.8 amperes was with the secondary current, but where of current is 70.7 per cent of its

found in the primary, giving a re- the step from a small slip to a much maximum value and the effective value

sistance drop in potential of larger slip is made an allowance must of voltage is 70.7 per cent. of its maxi
40.8 x .274 ohms = 11.14 volts , be made for the change in magnetizing Power, that is , watts, are ob

and a reactance drop in potential current with change of induction. tained by multiplying current by volt

40.8 x .357= 14.55 volts . The triangle shown in Fig . 2 increases age and, if this is done, the effective

All of these voltages are laid off and decreases with the secondary cur- power is found to be 50 per cent. of

at their respective angles in Fig . 3 . rent. The voltage induced in the pri- maximum power.

The geometric sum of these voltages mary depends on the strength of the Dividing the 45 watts iron loss by

is obtained by completing the right field and varies with the secondary three and multiplying this result by

current. Also, the primary current two gives 30 watts as the maximum

and the voltage drop in the primary iron loss per leg . The primary cur

varies in this ratio . rent with 260 volts per leg was found

Since the angles shown in the ir- to be 40.8 amperes and with 283 volts

regular figure represented by Fig . 3
it would be

remain the same for all values of the x 40.8 = 44.5 amperes.

secondary current and the sides of
The iron loss is the product of the

this figure may be drawn to any scale primary current by the volts drop due

without affecting the values of the to this loss and the volts drop can be

voltage in relation to each other, we
23 ° 447 found by dividing the watts loss by

can find what will be the different the current

voltages and currents throughout the
=.675 volts.

motor by increasing all of these quanti

ties in direct ratio with the increase
This voltage should be added to

angle triangle, as shown dotted and the resistance drop in Fig . 3 and in

in actual impressed voltage over that
amounts to 260 volts .

This particular motor happens to be
found for the assumed secondary cur

creases the impressed voltage from

260 volts to 260.68 volts, a difference

delta connected , and the voltage of
rent. It was found that 520 amperes

which may be neglected at 7.5 persecondary current require an im

the circuit is 200 volts effective or

283 volts maximum . All of the above

cent. slip , but which should be taken
pressed voltage of 260 volts. An im

into account at very small slips.
values are expressed as maximum

pressed voltage of 283 volts will give
The secondary current has been

values. x 520 amperes = 506 amperes.
found to be 556 amperes with 283

The required impressed voltage is Part of the impressed voltage over
volts per leg. This amounts to 400

260 volts maximum , neglecting iron comes the iron loss of the primary. amperes effective. The resistance of

loss ; friction and windage must be By calculating the induction densities; each bar of this motor secondary mul

considered a part of the in the different parts of the primary tiplied by the number of bars is .00381

tor output and must be deducted and referring to curves made from ohms. The current in each bar at

from the developed power. Every tests on the iron used , the watts lost tains a maximum when the rotating

calculation upup to this point has due to hysteresis is found to be 45 field is producing its maximum effect,

been approximately in ratio to the sec- watts for the total primary core. The and changes when the relative posi

ondary current. If the current in the iron loss in the secondary is so small tions of bar and rotating field change.

secondary be increased or decreased , due to the low frequency of alternation All the bars are subjected to the same

the resistance and reactance drop in of the secondary current that it may influence of this field and the effective

potential in the secondary will be in- be neglected . Each leg of the primary current derived from the maximum

creased or decreased , the triangle supplies one -third of the total power current in any bar is the effective cur

shown in Fig . I will be increased or and losses in the motor. No confusion rent in all the bars. The ohmic loss

decreased ; the angles remain the same, will arise from the fact that it is cus- in the bars is then

the lengths of sides are changed. tomary to reduce the line current and 400' x .00381 ohms = 610 watts .

With an increase or decrease in volt- voltage to the value per leg for The maximum current in the end

age drop through the secondary, the finding the watts per leg, if it be re- rings is 4.3 times the maximum cur

magnetic flux required to generate the membered that the law of conserva- rent in one bar . Since rings and bars

voltage is increased or decreased . tion of energy holds for motors, as are acted on uniformly , the effective

The magnetizing current, however, is well as for any other machine, and current around both end rings is de

not exactly in direct ratio to the mag that the three legs are symmetrical. rived from the maximum current in

netic flux , owing to reluctance of the
In order to show that the power per any portion of either end ring at any

iron changing with change of mag- leg is one -third of the total power , re- time, and the effective current in

netic density. The magnetizing cur duce the current single phase to that both end rings is 4.3 times the ef

rent is relatively small at large over- of a three-phase system , this is fective current in the bars, amount

loads where the magnetic induction
of the single phase value ; now the

ing to 1720 amperes. The total re

changes to an appreciable extent from sistance of these two end rings is

the value at normal load , and any
voltage per leg of a star - connected

.000211 ohms, giving

change in the magnetizing current at winding iswinding is of that across phase✓3 1720- x .000211 = 625 watts .
large overloads affects the result but wires, giving a total reduction of 13, The total watts generated in the

283

260

as mo

1

V 3

1
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secondary and lost in heating the sec- and the torque 95 pounds on a pulley iron . I have allowed for this differ

ondary winding is 1235 watts at 7.5 one foot radius. ence when plotting the curve .

per cent. slip. The power required The efficiency of the motor is found The secondary reactance increases

to hold the secondary at 7.5 per cent . by adding the primary and secondary with reduced speed, causing the bend

slip by means of a brake or by a c'r loss to the watts loss for the hys- ing over of primary and secondary

driven machine is equal to the re- teresis of the iron and to the motor current curves . This droop does not

sistance loss multiplied by
1 --slip output and dividing this sum into the compare with that of motors having

slip

With the loss found above the
output, care being taken to use ef- a large secondary reactance .

power developed at 7.5 per cent. slip is
fective values of current and to in- One of the chief characteristics of

I have made the above calculations
this motor is the torque curve . Ву

1235 x = 15,200 watts.

for a number of slips and find the
inspecting the torque curve the torque

This is the equivalent of 20.4 horse
values as plotted in the curves , Figs.

will be found to increase with re

power . A motor with the constants
4 and 5 . Current values are repre duced speeds to about 80 per cent. slip,

sented in Fig. 4. It will be seen that from which speed to standstill the

this motor differs considerably from

the older types of induction motors.

The primary current continually in

clude the losses in all three legs of the

primary.

Ethiciency

The power factor of the motor is

the cosine of the angle between re

sistance volts and impressed voltage =

as given in Fig. 3 .

creases with reduced speed, reaching

a value of seven times normal full 30

load current when the speed is re

duced to zero . It is evident that

some form of starting device should

be used for starting a motor of this

type and the motor mains should be

protected by fuses or circuit breakers .

The current values as found in the

calculations are current per leg of the
torque is practically constant ; that is ,

motor winding, and since the motor
this motor cannot be stalled by an

Magaétising Current overload.

is delta connected , the current per
It has no pull-out point.

line wire will be v 3 times the current

The torque characteristic is similar to

Speed R. P. M. that of a variable -speed motor, in that
per leg. The current in the line is

the value represented by Fig. 4 .

the greatest torque is obtained at start

ing, while the large increase of torque

The primary current reduces to with reduction of speed at normal

as given will develop 20 horse -power about 25 amperes at synchronous load makes this an excellent constant

at 7.5 per cent. slip and will have speed and the magnetizing current speed motor.

amply sufficient reserve power to over- reaches nearly this amount at this The power factor is also high at

come friction and windage. speed. There is a slight difference be- low speeds , and a motor ith se

If the synchronous speed of this tween the true magnetizing current characteristics will affect the line volt

motor be 1200 r . p . m ., the speed at and the apparent value used for cal- age but slightly, whether starting or

7.5 per cent. slip will be no r . p . m ., culation due to the hysteresis of the running
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Electric Motor Connections

Compound-Wound Motors-

NORMAN G, MEADE

THa

HE compound -wound motor has pound -wound motor will be greater

a combination of both shunt than that of a shunt -wound motor.

and series windings, and if the The compound -wound motor has

currents flows in the same direction in therefore some of the characteristics

both , the effect of the series coils is to of a series motor without the attendant

strengthen the field formed by the disadvantage of " running away,”

shunt winding. This strengthening which occurs with the latter machine

varies with the load, being the great- when the load is suddenly thrown off ,

est when the motor is operating at as the shunt coils produce a magnetic

maximum load. field of sufficient strength to prevent

It follows, then , that for a given any abnormal variations in the speed
current the starting torque of a com- of the motor.

The compound-wound motor is par

ticularly adapted to the operation of

planers, shapers, slotters and all ma

chines with reciprocating motions,

where excessive power is required

during reversal of stroke, as the in

crease of field strength with increase

of current tends to maintain a more

uniform field , lessening the effects of

armature reaction , thereby maintain

ing good commutation over a wide

range of loads.

CONNECTIONS OF CE BIPOLAR MOTORS

COMPOUND WOUND

CONNECTIONS OF CE FOUR POLE MOTORS, FORM B

COMPOUND WOUND

Jrorninginoster Storting AnO.16

Iwines

#
Switcs

D - Line

Clockwise Counter Cockwi

An arrow and the lever oroarecast on roch or ine Terminon or

merald coils me coils enould be so osemdiden mepoles not

me arrow will point toward ine Armature andwe hirtellen

will odjocontror connecrion rogelner .

on grounoud cruitritis rorem mondod mar me rooster

se connected to ino pesilive or hno side and serios neid

honnepain or ground wide

clociwiv . Counter dochwise

An arrow andthe motor ero ore cost on coon or m. Terminals er

inomaid coil . The coils nould so on Omned on thepoles mer

me orrow will pontroword mearmature and the it , tortor

will adjacent or .onnection rogamor

on groundedcircuits it in recommendedme the rheoutor

connected tomepositive or lino ride and in veriornata

tomeneputin or groundside

FIG. 70.-GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY. FIG. 72.- GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY .

startingRheostat

Switcn

Line

Cut Out

Clockwise Counter Clockwise

5tarling

Rheostal

44
Switch

A BOĆ CD
Line Line

Cut out

On grounded circuits it is recommended enal therhedscat

be connected to the positive or line side and the series field

to the negative or ground side .

A andDare Armature Terminals

BandCare Series Field Terminals

bandcare shuntField Terminals

Motor Connected for counter Clockwise Rotation

For Ciochwise Rotation interchange externalcon

nections to A and Dat the TerminalBlock

FIG . 73.—GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY , C. A. , BIPOLAR MOTORS.

FORM B.FIG . 71. - GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY, C. Q. , FOUR -POLE MOTORS .
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Clockwise Rotation Counter -clockwise Rotation
TO UNE

11
- D.P., T. , SWITCH

CD
TERMINAL BOARD NO . AND BELOW

TERMINAL BLOCKS NO.7 AND ABOVE
CONTROLLER

RESISTANCE MOTOR
Starting bor in lead

A Nytt
Slarting bou in lead

For counter- clock wise ro

tation
reverse armature

leads at brush holders as

shown .

Type S Compound Wound Motors - Frames 7 to 13 Inclusive - Four Brush Arms

Seen From Commutator End

Clockwise Rotation
CONNECTIONS FOR COMPOUND WOUND MOTOR ,

Type S

Counter-clockwise Rotation

For counter

clockwise rota

tion reverse ar.

mature leads at

brush - holders

as shown .

FIG. 77.-WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC AND MANUFACTURING

COMPANY

Line Switch
Starting to

Serting for
Ilnud

in led

Type S Compound Wound Motors - Frames 7 to 13 Inclusive- Two Brush Arms
Seen From Commutator End

FIG . 74.-WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC AND MANUFACTURING

COMPANY.

Clockwise Rotation

用
以 (၃)

1(9ܟܘ|
0

Diagram of Connections of Compound Wound Type S Motors and Type 179

Controller, 10 to 30 h.p.at 110 Volts and 10 to 75 h.p. at 220 Volts

ForFrames 1 to 6 Inclusive. Connect as shown by

Full Lines. For Frames 7 and above. Con

nect as shown by Dotted Lines

Sharhiny do

in hod
Slarny Dom

in La

FIG. 78.- WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC AND MANUFACTURING

COMPANY

FIG . 75. - WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC AND MANUFACTURING

COMPANY , TYPE " S " MOTOR , FRAMES I TO 6, INCLUSIVE, TWO OR

FOUR BRUSH ARMS.
Line

Swiss

Line switch

Starting Box

A, B , S

S , 2.2017 000

Dolcom
cca

Clockwise Rotation

Diagram of Connections of Compound Wound Type S Motors and Type 177

Controller, 2 to 10 h.p. For Frames 1 to 6 Inclusive

Por Frames 1 to 1 - Connect as shown by Pull Lines

For Prames 7 and above - Connect as shown by Dotted Lines

FIG . 76.-WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC

COMPANY

AND MANUFACTURING

FIG. 79.-WESTINGHOUSE
ELECTRIC AND MANUFACTURING

COMPANY, STARTING RHEOSTAT FOR TYPE " S " CONSTANT SPEED
MOTORS.
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+

--

Ling

+ Switch

!8

Line switch

At

Starting Box

ASS
S.

S.AZ 1994 O 2292

Foing star Diagram of Connections of CompoundWound TypeS Motors and Type 178

Controller 10 to 30 h.p. at 110 volts and 10 to 75 h.p. at 220 volts

For Frames 1 to 6 Inclusive - Connect as shown by Full Lines

For Frames 7 and above - Connect as shown by Dotted Lines

For Frames i to 6 ---Connect as shown by Full Lines .

For Frames 7 and above-Connect as shown by Dotted Lines.

FIG. 83.—WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC AND MANUFACTURING
FIG . 80.-WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC AND MANUFACTURING

COMPANY, STARTING RHEOSTAT AND FIELD RHEOSTAT FOR TYPE

" S ” MOTOR, CLOCKWISE ROTATION .

COMPANY.

6

o

o
d

M
W
A
L

52

GM.2

BORN

CONNECTION DIAGRAM 2 POLE

COMPOUND MOTOR

CONNECTION DIAGRAM 4 POLE

COMPOUND MOTOR

FIG . 81.-WESTINGHOUSE ELEC

TRIC AND MANUFACTURING COM

PANY BIPOLAR MOTOR .

FIG. 84 - ROBBINS & MYERS COMPANY.

WWWWWWW
WHE

R. Rol RI RI R2
4
3
0

Field Field

Armature Armature

Main Main

3252
3234

FIG. 82. — CROCKER -WHEELER COMPANY MOTOR, CONNECTED TO BLADE STARTER WITH AUTOMATIC CUT-OFF.
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w
w
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m
w

Line

Line

Shunt - C

Armature - A

Series - Shunt SSCC KRES

Serias - s

Armature -AA

3302

WIRING DIAGRAM

SIZE 44 , 84 OR 174 CONTROLLER WITH COMPOUND

MOTOR.

Shunt

FIG . 85. — CROCKER -WHEELER COMPANY .

Armaturen

Serias 58

Sarias -8

Armaturo -AA

w
e
e
t

Ishunt -CC

3901

10 leo 80

FIG. 83. — CROCKER -WHEELER COMPANY , SIZE 39 M. F. , 14

OR 79 M. F., 15 CONTROLLER FOR MULTIPLE VOLTAGE SYS

TEM

Sec

Field -C

Armature - A

Series -SS

Series.s

Armature -AA

Field -CCCROCKER -WHEE
LEA 3298

1
.
1.

Mo

UV

Field - C

Armature -A

Main - SS CC

AA

If motor must run in both directions, remove copper connector “ T ” and use

dotted connection also. Set rocker so that motor runs equally well in either direc

tion . To change direction of rotation , connect armature cables to bottom brushes

as shown in small cut .

FIG. 84. — CROCKER -WHEELER COMPANY .

If shunt field is not separately excited “ SS " can be con

nected to " CC ” internally and the two external leads " SS” and

" CC " can then be combined into one , running from the field

terminal “ CC .”

FIG . 86. — CROCKER -WHEELER COMPANY DIAGRAM FOR REVERSING

COM POUND MOTORS - FORM L , SIZES 1/4 TO 2 .

AOL me or

Main

AUTOMATIC

RELEASE

STARTEA

Sunt

field

reld

Armature

nain 3250

SMALL STARTERS WITH AUTOMATIC CUT-OFF

FOR SHUNT AND COMPOUND MOTORS.

FIG. 87.—CROCKER -WHEELER COMPANY .
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S
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W
H

SNUNT.C SHUNT.C

ARMATURE A ARMATURE A

SERIES.SS SERIES.SS

SERIES S SERIES .S

ARMATURE AA ARMATURE NA

SHUNT.CCSHUNT.CC

233 84

DIAGRAM FOR
DIAGRAM FORFIG . 88. - CROCKER -WHEELER COMPANY CONNECTION

SIZES 25 W. AND 50 W.

FIG . 91. - CROCKER -WHEELER COMPANY CONNECTION

SIZES 75 W. AND 100 W.

ILINE
UNE

Connectionsfor 6 to31 .

TypeE.Compound Motor

no..era

ö

P

L

FIG . 89. - HOLTZER CABOT ELECTRIC COMPANY CONNECTIONS

FOR 5 - H . P. AND OVER . TYPE " E " COMPOUND MOTOR.

FUSC LINE

SMUNT FILLO SERE FIELD .

1000001 100000

POOOooooo

O

STARTING BOX .

ARMATURL .

FIG . 90.-SPRAGUE ELECTRIC COMPANY LUNDELL ROU'ND - TYPE MO

MOTORS, NOS . 4, 5 , 77/2 AND 10 FRAMES .

00000

FIG . 92.-HOLTZER CABOT ELECTRIC COMPANY.

OwITEN Tut

000 to

STARTING BOX .

COUNTER
CLOCKWISE ROTATION ,

FIG . 93.-SPRAGUE ELECTRIC COMPANY TYPE " D " MOTORS.
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ShuntLINE
FUSC

awo
und

Serres

Serios

Connectionsfor 7ill . and up

M.PCompoundMotor

Note - From 1 to $ 14. soe terminal board.2

April 8,1902.CEC.

Shunt

20000000 le lege
SERICS NICLO SMUNT FIELD

STARTING DOX . que
s

ARMATURE.

FIG . ROUND - TYPE

FIG . 94. - HOLTZER CABOT ELECTRIC COMPANY.

95.—SPRAGUE ELECTRIC COMPANY LU'NDELL

MOTOR FOR 74 , 12, 1 , 2 AND 3 FRAMES .

Power -Factor Correction for Synchronous-

Motors

A
LTERNATING - CURRENT the voltage - only that component of power - factor.power -factor. At lower power -fac

systems have generally recog- the current that is in phase with the tors , the generator will be carrying

nized and, in many cases , con- voltage is effective in doing work and more load , relatively to its rating, than

trolling advantages; they may have, on only this component is measured by the engine .

the other hand, one serious disadvan- the wattmeter . The ammeter, how- It is putting the matter very con

tage not encountered in direct -current ever , measures the total current. servatively when it is stated that in

systems — that of low power - factor. With power- factors lower than 100 less than half the power plants de

With the rapid increase in the indus- per cent. the kilowatts are therefore signed, has the power-factor been
trial use of induction motors and in arc less than the kilovolt -amperes, the taken into account, as it should be , in

lighting by alternating current, the ratio between them being equal to the determining the relative ratings of the
troubles incident to low power -factor, power- factor. The rating of electrical engine and generator. This means

in systems not designed for it , have apparatus depends primarily on the that in a large number of plants it is

become unfortunately familiar. In a heating produced bythe load, and this only the large overload capacity of

paper read at the recent convention of heating depends entirely on the cur- the generators that enables them to

the National Electric Light Associa- rent. The kilowatt load , therefore, put even full load on the engines.

tion , F. D. Newbury pointed out the unless the corresponding power - factor This unequal loading of the engines

more important effects of low power- is taken into account, is not a meas- and generators is not the only bad
factor and to show how , in some cases , ure of the actual load on the apparatus. condition due to this effect of low

these bad effects may be overcome by This has an important bearing on power - factor. The revenue of a sta

the proper application of over -excited the relative ratings of prime movers tion is affected . The revenue depends

synchronous motors. and electrical apparatus. The capacity on the kilowatt load and not on the

of prime movers is determined solely kilovolt-ampere load, since power
THE EFFECTS OF LOW POWER - FACTOR .

by the energy load as measured by the taken by customers is measured by

Low power -factor has two serious wattmeter . The capacity of electrical wattmeter. Therefore, with low pow

results ; it limits the capacity of the apparatus - generators, transformers er- factor the generators, transform

electrical part of the system by load- or feeders — is determined by the kilo- ers and feeders are loaded up with

ing it up with unproductive current- volt -ampere load, which, with a given current that can bring in no revenue .

current for which no revenue is ob- energy load , depends on the power- In a system in which the engines have

tained ; and it means poor voltage reg- factor . The power - factor, therefore, a kilowatt rating equal to the kilovolt
ulation .

should be taken into account in select- ampere rating of the generators and

Unproductive Current: ing a generator for a given engine. other electrical apparatus, the revenue

When the power - factor is 100 per This, unfortunately, is done in very producing capacity of the system is cut
cent. — when the current and voltage few cases . It is all too common to down in direct proportion to the

are in phase-all the current is effect- make the kilovolt-ampere rating of the power- factor . At 70 per cent. power

ive in doing work and the kilowatts, generator equal to the kilowatt rating factor, for example, the revenue will
measured by a wattmeter, are the same of the engine. The current load on be only 70 per cent. of the revenue that

as the kilovolt-amperes, measured by a the generator will only correspond could be obtained at 100 per cent .

voltmeter and ammeter. with the energy load on the engine power - factor from the same current

factors lower than 100 per cent.- when the kilovolt -amperes equal the and same investment in electrical ap

when the current is not in phase with kilowatts, which is at 100 per cent. paratus.

At power
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Low power-factor , then , means that rated current will be between 1.6 per While these figures are necessarily

unless the system has been consistently cent. and 0.8 per cent. With the same approximate, they at least indicate the

designed for the power-factor at which current and 80 per cent. power -factor importance of power -factor in main

it is operating, the different parts of the regulation will be between 4 per taining good service.

the system are unequally loaded . If cent. and 2.5 per cent. At 25 per cent. It has been previously pointed out

the engines are underloaded the pos- overload in current and 80 per cent. that the importance of inherent regula

sible revenue is curtailed ; if the en- power - factor, which is equivalent to tion of generators is minimized by the
gines are carrying their rated load the normal load in kilowatts and 80 per ease with which drop in generator

electrical part of the system is over- cent. power -factor, the regulation will voltage can be compensated for by in
loaded , with attendant troubles and be between 5 per cent. and 3 per cent. creasing the field current. This is only

poor service to the customers . In small lighting transformers - up true provided the field current can be

to 50 -k.w . capacity -- the regulation sufficiently increased with the avail
l'oltage Regulation :

will be poorer than in the larger trans- able exciting voltage. In any genera

The second injurious effect of low formers at 100 per cent. power-factor tor there is a maximum field current

power- factor is poor voltage regula- and very nearly the same at 80 per that can be obtaincu , determined by

tion . This effect is well known and cent. power- factor. At 100 per cent. the resistance of the field winding and

requires no extended explanation. It power -factor the regulation of small the available exciting voltage. If the

will suffice, in the present paper, to transformers will lie between 2.7 per load and power - factor require a field

show how large this effect may be, cent. and 1.3 per cent. At normal current in excess of this maximum , it

considering in turn each part of the rated current and 80 per cent. power- is obvious that the voltage will fall in
electrical system .

factor the regulation will lie between spite of anything the station operators

Considering first, the generators-- 3.9 per cent. and 2.5 per cent., and at can do . The field current required de

it has been the general practice up to 25 per cent. current overload and 80 pends somewhat on the current load

this time to design generators for an per cent. power - factor the regulation but largely on the power -factor. U'n

inherent regulation of approximately will lie between 5 and per cent. less a generator has been designed to

8 per cent. at their rated load and 100 The regulation of feeders is similar- carry loads of low power - factor the

per cent. power - factor. There is , ly affected by low power -factor, but maximum field current obtainable will

however, a tendency toward higher the magnitude of the effect varies be insufficient to maintain the normal

regulation percentages, particularly in widely on account of the varying ratio voltage under this load condition. If

large units, since a considerable re- between the resistance and reactance a generator has a saturated magnetic

duction in cost can be made without drops in different cases . With equal circuit the increase in field current re

any corresponding sacrifice in prac- resistance and reactance drops and a quired for loads of low power-factor

tical operating performance. How- total drop of 10 per cent. at 100 per is much greater than if there were less

ever, with a generator having 8 per cent. power- factor, the drop at the saturation . For this reason an unsat

cent, regulation at 100 per cent. power- same current and 80 per cent power- urated generator will give better op

factor , with the same current and 80 factor will be 13.5 per cent. and the erating performance, because it can

per cent. power- factor the regulation , drop at the same kilowatts and 8o per carry heavier inductive loads, even

in the majority of cases , will be be- cent. cent. power -factor will be 16.5 though the percentage regulation

tween 20 per cent. and 25 per cent., per cent. With a reactance drop would be lower than in a similar gen

varying in different generators on ac- double the resistance drop and a total erator with more saturation . With a

count of more or less magnetic satura- drop of 10 per cent. at 100 per cent. generator not suited for loads of low

tion . power -factor, the drop at the same cur- power -factor, either by reason of in

It is worth while noting that the rent and 80 per cent power- factor will sufficient field current or saturation , it

more saturated a generator is , the bet- be 17 per cent. and the drop at the is possible, then, to have a serious drop

ter regulation it will have, particularly same kilowatts and 80 per cent. power- in voltage in the generator, due to low

at low power- factors ; sơ that, while factor will be 23 per cent . With 60 power -factor.

apparently the saturated generator is cycles and a spacing of about twelve A caution is needed , in considering

the better unit on account of the better inches between wires, the reactrance the bad effects of low power-factor,

regulation , it is , in fact, the poorer and resistance become equal with against concluding that a high power

unit, since it will not hold up its volt- about No. o B. and S. gauge conduct- factor is always better than a low

age under heavy loads so well as the ors . For larger conductors the react- power - factor without considering the

more nearly unsaturated generator. ance is greater and for smaller con- means by which the higher power-fac

This will be referred to later. ductors the resistance is greater. tor is obtained . The power- factormay

At the same kilowatt load and 80 These various figures, showing the be raised by decreasing the inductive

per cent. power- factor (which means magniture of the effect of power-fac- load or by increasing the energy load .

25 per cent. overload in current ) the tor on regulation, are summarized in High power-factor obtained by de

regulation will be between 25 per the following table : creasing the inductive load will always

cent. and 30 per cent. The importance

of inherent regulation of generators
RegưLATION .

from an operating standpoint is mini

mized by the ease with which the ex

citation can be increased and thus

compensate for the drop in voltage.
EqualOf Generators 200 Kw to

This is particularly true provided an

automatic voltage regulator is in
stalled. Similar compensation in Per Cent.

transformers or feeders requires rela

tively expensive auxiliary apparatus.

In transformers of 60 cycles and in

fairly large uits - say between 200
3.9 to 2.5

kw. and 1000 k.w.-- the regulation at er - factor 23.0 )

100 per cent. power - factor and normal

Of Lines and Feeders

Of Large

Transformers

Of Small

Lighting

Transformers

up 50 KV.1000 -KW . Reactance

and

Resistance

Per Cent.

Reactance

Double

Resistance

Per Cent .Per Cent . Per Cent .

8.0 1.6 to 0.8 10.0 10.0 2.7 to 1.3

At normal rated load and 100 per cent.

power -factor...

At same current and 80 per cent. pow

er -factor

At same kilowatt and 80 per cent . pow

20 to 25 1.0 to 2.5 13.5 17.0

25 to 30 5.0 to 3.0 16.5 5.0 to 3.0
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in

But many

Generator

Inductive Load Inductive Load

mean a gain ; high power - factor ob- 2. In proposed systems which will part of the circuit, in addition to the

tained by increasing the energy load have a large inductive load and in synchronous condenser, between it

will only mean a gain provided which the investment for feeders and and the inductive load carries the mag

the increase energy load is transforming apparatus will be a large netizing current ; and, provided the

accompanied by a corresponding in- proportion of the total cost . synchronous condenser is located near

crease in revenue. An increase in 3. In proposed systems which will the inductive load, practically all the

power -factor obtained by increasing have a large inductive load and in circuit , as well as the generator , is re

the energy load by increasing the which slow-speed generating units- lieved of the wattless current. An im

losses in the system simply means such as gas -driven units -- will be portant point is clearly brought out by
an increased load on the entire system used . this illustration . Adding the synchron

with no compensating advantage . The field of application of the syn- ous condenser to the system does not

chronous condenser will be largely eliminate the magnetizing current en
APPLICATION OF SYNCHRONOUS MOTORS

confined to these three cases . Under tirely from the circuit. It is simply
TO POWER - FACTOR CORRECTION .

all other conditions the additional ca- transferred from the generator to the

Enough has been presented to show pacity made necessary by low power- synchronous condenser. As long as an

the desirability of operating a system factor can be most economically pro- inductive load is connected to the cir

at high power-factor. vided by increasing the size of the cuit its wattless current must be sup

classes of load, particularly constant- main generators and other electrical plied from some source in the circuit.

current transformers for series are apparatus, so that the entire system , Whether it can be most economically

lamps and small induction motors, par- engines, generators, transformers and supplied by the main generator or by

ticularly when underloaded, have in- feeders, will be proportionately loaded an auxiliary source of magnetizing

herently a low power - factor, on ac

count of their inductive effect, due

mainly to magnetizing current ; and

with such loads, high power-factor

can only be obtained by adding to the

system an additional source of mag

netizing current that will supply mag

netizing current to the inductive ap

paratus .

The synchronous motor presents a

practical means for raising the power

factor in this way. That central-sta

tion managers recognize the value of
Synchronous Condenser

the synchronous motors in this field

is shown by the increasing use of syn

chronous motors in motor -generator

sets , in industrial applications that re

quire large units, and, in particular

cases , by their use running without FIG . 1.--DIAGRAM SHOWING SYNCHRONOUS CONDENSER CONNECTED TO

energy load, and entirely for their cor A CIRCUIT CARRYING AN INDUCTIVE LOAD .

rective effect, as synchronous con

densers. at the power - factor at which the sys- current, such as a synchronous con

Where there is a suitable load for tem will operate. denser ( in other words, whether the

synchronous motor there is now very Before it can be shown why the use use of a synchronous condenser is jus

little question regarding the advisabil- of synchronous condensers is justifia- tifiable ) , depends on the additional

ity of its installation in cases where im- ble under the above conditions, it will generating capacity required in the

provement in power - factor is a con- be necessary to review the principles two cases , on the cost of this addition

sideration . The similar use of over- involved in the operation and applica al generating capacity ( which is large

excited synchronous motors, running tion of over-excited synchronous mo- ly determined by the relative permissi

without load as synchronous condens- tors . ble speeds) and on the saving effected

ers , is not so generally recognized as
The action of the over -excited syn- by eliminating the wattless current

justifiable . The expense connected chronous motor in raising the power- from the feeders and intermediate

with their installation is easily seen , factor of a circuit may be looked at transforming apparatus.

while the benefits to be derived are from two points of view . It may be The second way of considering the

not so obvious. considered that the over -excited syn- action of the synchronous condenser

There are three cases , however, chronous motor furnishes directly the involves the conception that each

in which the use of synchronous con magnetizing current required by the pieced apparatus is connected to the

densers can be shown to be good prac
inductive load. For example, refer- circuit takes a certain current from the

tice : ring to Fig. 1 , and assuming the syn- generator, each current having a cer

I. In existing systems that are up
chronous condenser not connected to tain power- factor - or phase relation

against trouble due to low power - fac
the circuit, the magnetizing current to the voltage - depending on the prop

required by the inductive load must be erties of the particular apparatus in
tor , which can be remedied only by the

installation of synchronous condens
supplied by the main generator , and all volved . In parts of the circuit in

the line between the generator and the which several of these individual cur
ers . This is , obviously, no case for ar

inductive load, as well as the generator rents exist the total current is the re
gument. This is , undoubtedly, the

first field the synchronous condenser
itself , will be loaded up with this sultant of the several currents. In

magnetizing or wattless current . Now , order to calculate this resultant cur
will occupy, and, in fact , the synchron assume that the synchronous condenser rent each individual current is re

ous condenser is already in the field is in proper operation. Then this mag- solved into two component currents
two large installations, at least , being netizing current is furnished by the one in phase with the voltage, which

under construction. synchronous condenser and only that represents energy, and the other at
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right angles to the voltage, which is kilovolt -amperes ( determined by thekilovolt-amperes ( determined by the power-factor of 70 per cent. A motor
the wattless current . In inductive ap- size of the motor). The total generator set is to be installed which

paratus , such as induction motors , this input then is 22.8 kilovolt-am- will have a direct-current load of 200

wattless component is in one direction peres , being the hypothenuse of k.w. and it is decided to use a syn

from the voltage and is said to be the regular triangle of which the
chronous motor, as part of the motor

lagging, while in apparatus having the energy and wattless components are generator set , of such size that it can

opposite effect—that of capacity — the the two sides. The power-factor of raise the power -factor of the combined

wattless component is in the opposite the motor, and also , in this case , of the load to go per cent. in addition to car

direction from the voltage and is said total load, is the ratio of 11 to 22.8 , or rying the 200 k.w. energy load. It is

to be leading. Over-excited synchro- 48.5 per cent. It is interesting to note desired to know the required rating of

nous motorshave this effect of capacity that with the same motor carrying its the synchronous motor.

and their wattless currents are lead- rated load the energy component First consider the existing load .

ing. In circuits containing several cur- would be 41 k.w. , the wattless com- With 1200 k.w. energy and a power

rents, the total current is the resultant ponent , which is , neglecting leakage, factor of 70 per cent. the total kilovolt

of all the separate components of all independent of the load, would be still amperes is 1710. The wattless kilo
the individual currents. All the en- 20 kilovolt-amperes and the power- volt-amperes, as the third side of the-

ergy components add directly ; the factor 90 per cent. This illustrates the triangle, is 1220 . Now consider the

wattless components add or substract, bad eqect of underloaded induction combined load . The total energy com

depending on whether they are lag- motors .
ponent will be the sum of 1200 k.w.

ging, due to inductive loads, or lead- As a second example consider an for the existing load and 240 k.w for

ing, due to capacity loads. That is , over -excited synchronous motor carry- the motor -generator set, including its

when leading and lagging components ing an energy load of 300 horse -power losses , or 1440 k.w. This load is to

exist in the same circuit , they neutral- and with the field current raised to have a power - factor of 90 per cent., in

ize each other more or less completely, such a value that the total electrical which event the total kilovolt- amperes

depending on their relative values, and input taken by the motor is 300 kilo will be 1600 ( 1440 divided by .90 ).

when they are equal they completely volt-amperes.volt-amperes. Under these conditions This means a lagging wattless compo
neutralize each other and the effect is the energy input, including the motor nent of 698 kilovolt-amperes. It is

the same as though neither were pres- losses, is about 244 k.w. and the lead necessary, then , for the synchronous

ent. In this case the total current is ing wattless component is 175 kilo- motor to supply a leading wattless

equal to the sum of the energy com volt -amperes. The power-factor of component of the difference between

ponents and the power-factor is 100 the circuit is the ratio of 244 k.w. to the wattless component of the existing

per cent. Synchronous condensers, 300 kilovolt- amperes, or 81.5 per cent . load , 1220 kilovolt-amperes, and of the

the lagging or inductive wattless cur- leading combined load, 698 kilovolt-amperes.

rents into the system that neutralize Now consider a load made up of a This is 522 kilovolt -amperes. The re

the lagging or inductive wattless cur- combination of the loads in the first quired capacity of the synchronous

rents due to inductive loads. Refer- and second examples, only instead of motor is , then , the resultant of the en

ring again to Fig. 1 , between the taking one 50 horse-power motor as ergy load ( 240 k.w.) and the wattless

generator and the synchronous con- sume to such motors each carrying the load ( 522 kilovolt -amperes ), or 575

denser, the magnetizing or inductive same load as in the first example. kilovolt-amperes. The power -factor

current due to the inductive load is Then the energy component of the of the synchronous motor itself, it will

neutralized by the leading current due total load is the sum of 244 k.w. on be noted, is the ratio of 240 to 575 , or

to the synchronous condenser. It is account of the synchronous motor, and 41.8 per cent. leading. Here again it

seen that this analysis leads to the no k.w. on account of the lo induc
may be considered that the synchro

same result as when it is considered tion motors, or 354 k.w. The wattless nous motor supplies part of the induct

that the synchronous condenser direct- components are 200 kilovolt -amperes ive kilovolt-amperes required by the

ly supplies the magnetizing or lagging lagging for the induction motors inductive load . The total inductive

wattless current. The first way of and 175 kilovolt -amperes leading kilovolt -amperes is 1220. Of this the

looking at the action of the synchron- for the synchronous motor. These
synchronous motor supplies 522 kilo

ous condenser is simpler and more di- two components are directly op
volt-amperes, while the remaining 698

rect ; it is therefore better adapted to posed and their difference is 25 kilo- are still supplied by the generator.

purposes of explanation and analysis. volt- amperes. The combined load is ,. - If it were desired to raise the power

The second way, while more compli- again , the hypothenuse of a right tri
factor to 100 per cent. instead of 90

cated , leads directly to the method used angle having 354 and 25 as sides, or,

in calculating practically, 354 , and the power - factor
per cent. the synchronous motor would

have to supply a leading wattle
It is now possible to explain this is practically 100 per cent. Consider

ponent equal to the total lagging com
method of calculation. This can besting these figures from the other stand

be done by means of examples. In
point, the synchronous motor supplies Ponent of the existing load, or

kilovolt-amperes. To raise the power

working out these examples it will be 175 kilovolt-amperes of the inductive
factor to 100 per cent. the synchronous

more convenient tơ use kilowatts and component and the generator supplies
motor would then have a capacity of

kilovolt-amperes instead of current. the remaining 25 kilovolt-amperes. It
1243 kilovolt-amperes.

The principle involved, however, is the is to be remembered that the total in

saine. ductive kilovolt -amperes remain some
If there were no energy load availa

First , consider a simple circuit con- where in the system .
ble for the synchronous motor and it

sisting of a 50 horse -power induction These examples cover all the cal
were necessary to install the syn

motor carrying a load of 10 horse- culations involved in the applications
chronous motor as a synchronous con

power and the generator supplying of over -excited synchronous motors to denser, the rating of the synchronous

current to the motor. Neglect the ef- power- factor correction . Practical condenser neglecting its losses would

fect of the line. The motor will have problems, however, present themselves be simply the wattless component, or

an electrical input with an energy com- in a little different way, as is shown by 585 kilovolt-amperes, in order to raise

ponent of about 1 k.w. (taking into the following example: the power -factor to 90 per cent. and

account the motor losses ) and with a Assume that a station has a load of 1220 kilovolt - amperes in order to raise

lagging wattless component of , say 20 1200 k.w. by wattmeter reading at a the power - factor to 100 per cent.

con1

1220
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It has been previously pointed out synchronous condenser proposition than the speed of the generators.

that the application of a synchronous there is also the possible saving in Again, in other cases , with short trans

condenser in a system simply intro- transformers and feeders and the im- mission distances, the saving in feed
• duces a source of magnetizing current proved regulation. This is by no ers may be relatively small. Under

which replaces a similar generating ca- means a complete comparison ; the these circumstances the use of syn

pacity in the generators. To obtain switchboard , buildings, attendance, chronous condensers would not usual

the same magnetizing effect, however, and many other points must be con- ly be justified . When low power-fac

requires a greater capacity in the syn- sidered ; but it indicates that the syn- tor will prevail and synchronous con

chronous condenser than would be chronous condenser at least deserves densers are not used the size of the

necessary in the generator. The rea- consideration . generators and other electrical appara

son for this will be evident when it is Under some conditions the compari- tus, in every case , should be increased

remembered that the increase in gen- son will be more in favor of the syn- to take care of the necessary magnet

erator capacity is proportional to the chronous condenser if the power- izing current, so that the rating of the

increase in total load , while the size factor is raised to only 90 per cent. in- engines and generators will be propor

of the synchronous condenser is de- stead of 100 per cent. It will be noted, tionately the same.

termined by the magnitude of the in one of the previous examples, that A very valuable property of the syn

wattless component. An example will the rating of the synchronous con- chronous condenser will merely be re

make this clear. The same figures denser is 1220 kilovolt-amperes to ferred to . By means of it the voltage

used in a previous example will be raise the power -factor to 100 per cent., at any point of the system where it

taken . Assume that a station has a while it is only 585 kilovolt-amperes , may be installed can be maintained

load of 1200 k.w., by wattmeter read- or less than half, to raise it to 90 per constant within certain limits. That is ,

ing, at 70 per cent. power - factor. This cent. Using the same data as in the the synchronous condenser will act as

load can be taken care of in two ways : previous paragraph, the rating of the a voltage regulator. This requires

First, all of the required capacity can generator should be 1330 kilovolt-am- that the synchronous condenser be suf

be put in the generator, in which case peres at 90 per cent. power - factor and ficiently large , in proportion to the in

the generator should have a rating of the rating of the synchronous con- ductive load, to more than supply the

1710 kilovolt -amperes and should be denser should be 585 kilovolt-amperes magnetizing current so that the cur

capable of operating at 70 per cent. in order to raise the power - factor tơ rent between the synchronous con

power -factor ; second , a synchronous 90 per cent. The cost of these two denser and the generator will be lead

condenser can be installed to take care units, at 100 r.p.m. and 900 r.p.m., will ing. By varying the field current of

of the inductive component, in which be about 5 per cent. less than the cost the synchronous condenser the voltage

case the generator need have a rating of the 1710 -kilovolt-ampere, 100-r.p.m . at the condenser will be varied , pro

of only 1200 kilovolt-amperes at 109 generator. There is , however, to off- vided there is reactance in the circuit .

per cent. power - factor, but a I 220 set this 5 per cent. gain in cost of gen- The field current may be varied auto

kilovolt-ampere synchronous condens- erating apparatus, a smaller gain in matically, to maintain constant voltage ,

er must be installed in addition. In feeder and transformer cost and con- by a Tirrill regulator.regulator. This is very

the first case there is a total generating siderably less improvement in regula- similar to the compounding action of
capacity of 1710 kilovolt-amperes in tion . compound -wound rotary converters .

one unit, and in the second case , of There is another condition under In laying out a new system , or a

2420 kilovolt-amperes in two units. which the use of synchronous condens- new feeder circuit or substation in

Obviously, if the speed of the genera- ers may be justified by decreased in- an old system , in which it is proposed

tors is high , so that the cost per kilo- vestment. This is in cases where a to raise the power -factor by synchro

watt is no greater than with the syn- large proportion of the investment is nous condensers, difficulty will usually

chronous condenser, the plan involv- in transformers and feeders. The syn- be experienced in estimating the prob

ing the synchronous condenser will chronous condenser not only relieves ably power-factor of the new circuit.

be the more expensive. This is some- the generators of the magnetizing cur- In such cases the following approxi

what modified , however, by the fact rent but relieves the feeders and inter- mate figures for typical installations

that, due to the different operating mediate transforming apparatus. That may be of service :

conditions in the generator and syn- is , with synchronous condensers, the It is useful to remember that trans

chronous condenser, the latter can be greater part of the electrical apparatus formers and induction motors take a

built with approximately 30 per cent. can be of smaller kilovolt-ampere ca- constant magnetizing current from the

less material per kilowatt than the gen- pacity than when all of the system op- circuit, as long as the voltage is con

erator. On the other hand , if the gen- erates at low power-factor. In cases stant, independent of their energy load.

erator is operated at slow speed, say where the transmission and transform- This may be considered the total watt

100 r.p.m., it is evident that considera- ing apparatus form a large proportion less component, neglecting leakage .

ble saving can be effected by making of the total electrical apparatus the The ratio of their magnetizing com

the synchronous condenser of relative- saving in this part of the system alone ponent to the rating of the apparatus

ly high speed , say 900 r.p.m.
This may easily pay for the synchronous is reasonably constant. In induction

possible difference in speeds, together condensers. This assumes that the motors this magnetizing component in

with the smaller weight per kilowatt of synchronous condenser is located as kilovolt-amperes averages 30 per cent.

the synchronous condenser, will in near the cause of the low power - factor of the horse -power rating of the mo

some cases make the plan involving as possible, so as to eliminate the mag- tor . In transformers the magnetizing

the synchronous condenser less ex- netizing current from as much of the component averages 4 per cent. of the

pensive than the larger generator. circuit as possible. The ideal condi- kilovolt -ampere rating of the trans

Under the particular conditions of tion is to clivide the synchronous-con- former. For example, if there is a

speed and load used above the 1710- denser capacity into a number of units connected load of 500 horse -power in

kilovolt-ampere, 100 -r.p.m . generat distributed throughout the system at induction motors the constant wattless

will cost practically the the various centers of inductive load . component of the induction motor load

the 1200 -kilovolt-ampere, In cases where high -speed genera- will be 30 per cent of 500 , or 150 kilo

r.p.m. generator and the 12,200- tors, such as steam -turbine units, are volt -amperes. This wattless

kilovolt -ampere 900 - r.p.m . synchro- used, the speed of the synchronous component will be present whether the

a

or sane

as I 00

condenser. In favor of the condensers would probably be lower motors are running with no load or

sanie

nous
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formers.

ers .

Induction motors .

When

be lower .

TABLE II

60

In

in exciting voltage should therefore
Kind of Load . Approximate Power-Factor

be provided.
Incandescent lighting with small lowering transform

93 per cent . There being no energy load, the
Series arc lighting with constant - current transform

From 50 per cent . to 80 per cent . depending whether
speed may be chosen to suit the elec

transformers are carrying their rated number of trical conditions. At first thought it
lamps. An average condition would be 70 per cent .
power -factor. would seem that the speed should be

From 60 per cent. to 85 per cent . depending whether

as high as the frequency will permit.motors are carrying their rated load. In applica

tions where the motors will be continuously loaded, The most favorable speed, however,
such as pumping machinery or air compressors, the

power -factor may be as high as85 per cent.
is lower than this . On account of the

the motors are underloaded the power-factor will high field current required, caused by

the zero power- factor, the field wind

ings become one of the first limitations

with full load . In certain cases this is based on a total load of 100 kilovolt in the design. A large field loss re

fact gives a convenient approximate amperes. Then at 80 per cent . power- quires, relatively , a large number of

means for estimating the wattless com- factor the energy component is 80 k.w. poles to dissipate it , and the speed must

ponent and the consequent synchro- and the wattless component is 60 kilo- be reduced in order to obtain the

nous condenser rating. volt - amperes. With the same energy necessary number of poles.

For purposes of calculation the The conditions of operation of the

tables ( pages 18 and 19 ) will be found synchronous condenser are favorable

convenient. The form of the tables is
TABLE SHOWING K. V. A. CAPACITY OP SYNCHR

NOOUS CONDENSER REQUIRED TO BRING 100 K. V. A.
to starting directly with alternating

due to Mr. P. M. Lincoln . The two FROM ONE POWER FACTOR ( VERTICAL LINE ) TO A current in the armature winding

HIGHER FACTOR POWER (HORIZONTAL LINE ) .

tables differ only in being worked out Use this table where load to be compensated is Whether or not this method can be

for kilowatts in one case and for kilo- measured by Ammeter and Voltmeter . used is determined almost entirely by

volt-amperes in the other . They can the drop in voltage in the system
Factor

be best explained by showing the meth caused by this method. This is de

od of calculation in each case . termined largely by the relation be

Table I , take 80 per cent. power tween the size of the synchronous con

factor ( vertical line) to be raised to denser and the generating capacity.
95 per cent. power -factor ( horizontal If the capacity of the generators is

line ). According to the table it will several times the capacity of the con

require 42 kilovolt-amperes to increase denser and exact voltage regulation

the power - factor to 100 k.w. from the is not important, there should be no

lower to the higher power -factor. The difficulty in starting the synchronous

energy component is 100 k.w.; at 80 load of 8o k.w. ( since in practice it is condenser direct. When so started it

per cent. power -factor the total kilo- the energy load that remains constant will require from one to one and one

volt -amperes is 125 and the wattless with change of power- factor) and 95 quarter times its rated kilovolt-am

component is 76 kilovolt-amperes. per cent. power- factor, the total load is peres for starting. This starting cur

84.2 kilovolt -amperes and the wattless rent will have a power - factor of about

component is 26 kilovolt-amperes. 30 per cent. If the line conditions are.
TABLE SHOWING K. V. A. CAPACITY OF SYNCHRO

NOUSCONDENSER REQUIRED TO BRING 100 K. W. FROM The required capacity of the synchro- such that this starting current is not

ONE POWER FACTOR (VERTICAL LINE) TO A HIGHER

Power FACTOR (HORIZONTAL LINE ) . nous condenser is 34 kilovolt-amperes, permissible an induction starting mo

L'se this table where load to be compensated is as shown by the table . tor may be used .

measured by Wattmeter.

The electrical proportions and op
THE ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF

erating conditions require good damp
THE SYNCHRONOUS CONDENSER .

ing characteristics to prevent hunting.
The synchronous condenser has

The necessary damping can in some

been considered , up to this point, en- cases be obtained by using a short

tirely in its relation to the system . circuited cage winding on the synchro

There are various distinctive qualifica- nous condenser revolving part similar

tions that it should possess, which will to the cage winding of an induction

now be discussed. motor. When this cage winding is

The synchronous condenser operates used for its damping properties it

at practically zero power -factor, lead- should be made of relatively low re

With the same energy component and ing, the only energy component being sistance . This is antagonistic to low

95 per cent. Power - factor the total its losses. It should , therefore, be starting current. That is , if good

kilovolt -amperes is 105 and the watt- rated to carry its normal current at dampers are provided the starting per

less component 34 kilovolt-amperos. normal voltage and at zero power- formance must be sacrificed . In most

The difference, which is the required
factor with the desired temperature cases, however, it is better to insure

capacity of the synchronous condenser, rise . Operating at zero power-factor, good operating characteristics by

is 42 kilovolt-amperes, as shown by leading, it will require a large increase using low - resistance dampers and to

the table. In Table II take the same in field current beyond the no -load let the starting performance suffer to

power- factors. In this case the table field current. The necessary margin that extent.

100

98

95

90

85

SO

75

70

65

60

50

30

10

POWER FACTOR CORRECTION TABLE .

100 98 95 90 • 85 80 70

0

20

31 12 0

25 14 0

53 26 11 0

60 34 21 10 0

66 51 41 30 20 10

71 57 48 36 28 19 0

76 63 55 44 36 27 10

80 68 60 57 43 36 19

87 76 70 62 56 49 36

95 89 85 81 77 73 65

98 96 95 93 92

&
0
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5
4
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们
仍
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%
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99 89 86

TABLE I.

POWER FACTOR CORRECTION TABLE .
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Factor

100
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6.5
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0
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%
0
3
4
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113
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976

69

84

100

140
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962

0

13
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125

270

917

0

13

26

40

55

71

111

256

933

l
i
t
h
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0

15

31

71

216

893

0

38

185
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Illumination

Standards and Units of Light

A

*

British candle, according to Brit- the value of the light standard of the sidered to be the most probable value

ish law , is the horizontal in- United States : at the time and which was the value

tensity of the light from a " There is no legal standard of lum- adopted by the American Institute of

spermaceti candle seven - eighths of an inous intensity in the United States in Electrical Engineers.

inch in diameter, burning at the rate the same sense as the units of weights " Since the establishment of our

of 120 grains per hour. and measures, which have been legal- photometric unit several comparisons

This convenient but inaccurate ized by distinct act of Congress . with the Reichsanstalt standards have

standard has now been practically re- Since, however, the Bureau of Stan- been made, the last showing our unit

placed by the Harcourt standard dards was instituted by Congress as as maintained through incandescent

Pentane lamp, described below under the custodian of the standards lamps to have remained constant to

" Working Standards." 'adopted or recognized by the Govern- within 12 per cent.Weconsider this

The German candle, or Hefner unit, ment,' the standards adopted by the to be an ample justification of our

" Hefner Kerze," designated by H. U., Bureau are the authoritative, and in a policy. We are hoping, however, to

or H. K. , is the light emitted horizon- sense the legal , standards of the undertake in the near future an in

tally by the von Hefner Alteneck
United States . vestigation of primary standards with

lamp, described below under "Work- “ The standard of luminous intensity the end in view of adopting a suitable

ing Standards."
as maintained at the Bureau at present primary standard for the United

The American candle is based on is the mean intensity of a large num States .

average values of the British candle . ber of seasoned incandescent lamps. " In reply to your fifth inquiry we

but it is represented by 1.136 Hefner At the time of the organization of the would answer unquestionably in the

or German candles. Bureau, as indeed is still the case at affirmative .* Since any manufacturer

The decimal candle is one-twentieth the present time, the question of or testing laboratory can send to the

of the light emitted normally by the primary standards was in a very un- Bureau lamps to be standardized, as
l'iolle standard, which is one square satisfactory condition ; and since ere

many have done already, there is no

centimeter of platinum at its melting was an immediate demand by the pub- reason why there should be any ques

point. This is represented in practice lic for a definite and fixed unit , it was tion about the standard of candle

byone-tenth of the horizontal intensity thought best to establish a practical power in the United States.
of the Carcel lamp, which is the stan- unit through incandescent lamps and

" In regard to the publication of our
dard used in France. to postpone until a more suitable time
The Violle standard is the one most the necessarily long investigation of position on photometric standards , we

favored by scientists. It was recom
have no objection to your printing the

primary standards which must pre
information given above, provided

mended by the Congresses of Elec- cede the adoption of a primary stan

tricians in Paris, 1880), and Geneva, dard by the United States.
you state our position in sufficient de

tail to insure a perfect understanding.

1896. " As the Physikalisch - Technische
We would not be misunderstood, for

Reichsanstalt at Charlottenburg was
example, to hold that incandescentRELATION BETWEEN

considered the most authoritative lamp secondary standards should take
CANDLES .

standardizing laboratory in existence the place of permanent primary stan

Owing to the indefinite character of at the time of the organization of the dards. We do hold , however, that

the British standard and the difference Bureau , a number of seasoned incan- until a suitable primary standard for

of color between the decimal and Hef- descent lamps with Reichsanstalt cer- continued use can be found, it is pref

ner candles, an accurate statement of tificates were obtained by the Bureau erable not to adopt any of the existing

their relative values is impossible. The and from these lamps others were standards in their present form , but

following table can therefore be re- made, the mean of all being taken rather to maintain our unit tempo

garded as approximate only. the standard for the United States . rarily through incandescent lamps."

A recent bulletin of the Bureau of

Standards gives an account of re

searches by Dr. Hyde on the relative

values of the various light standards.

Among the important results accom

plished by Dr. Hyde is a redetermina

tion of the relative values of the Hef
Decimal Candle ,

ner and the candle, the ratio being
Violle Platinum Unit .

found to be .893 instead of .88, as

previously accepted . This, however,

cannot be accepted as final , owing to

UNITED STATES UNIT LUMINOUS The lamps obtained from the Reich- the possibility of considerable experi

INTENSITY. sanstalt were certified in Hefner units,
mental error.

The following letter from S. W. but the Bureau reduced the value in
*Can a lamp maker be held to give a certain inten

Stratton, Director of the Bureau of terms of candles, using the ratio i sity of illumination when the candle -power” only is

Standards, Washington , makes clear Hefner = 0.88 candle, which was con
specified, without stating the standard to which the
' candle -power '' is referred ?

STANDARD

British

Candle

Hefner

Unit

Decimal

Candle
Carcel

British Candle

Hefner Unit

1

.88

.96

9.6

19.2

1. 136

1

1.09

10.89

21.8

1.04

.917

1

10

20

104

092

1

Carcel..

2

OF

301
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FIG . I. - LUMMER - BRODHU'M

PHOTOMETER .
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The Harcourt 10 c . p . Pentane lamp constant. Referring to certain lamps

is one in which air is saturated with which by comparison with a Pentane

Pentane vapor, the air gas so formed standard had shown practically no

descending by its gravity to a steatite change in six years, Professor Flem

ring-burner. The flame is drawn into ing says : “ The results of the measure

a definite form , and the top of it is ments are , however, to show that in

hidden from view by a long brass six years , during which these glow

chimney above the steatite burner. lamp standards have been much used,

The chimney is surrounded by a the set belonging to the Pender Lab

larger brass tube , in which the air is oratory have probably remained as

warmed by the chimney, and so tends constant in light-giving power at the

to rise . This makes a current which , same voltage as the Pentane standard .

descending through another tube, sup- Since a standard glow -lamp of this

plies air to the center of the steatite form , used as described in the next

ring. No glass chimney is required, section of the paper, is only in a state

and no exterior means have to be em- of incandescence for a few minutes at

ployed to drive the Pentane vapor a time during each test , the use of

through the burner. such a lamp in many hundreds of tests

only amounts in all to a few hours.

FRANCE .
WORKING STANDARDS, GERMANY AND

LIGIIT UNITS .

UNITED STATES . The Carcel standard is a lamp burn
The following units are used to

The Hefner candle is the light emit- ing colza , or rape - seed oil. It gives
measure photometric quantities other

ted horizontally by the von Hefner than candle -power :
Alteneck lamp. This consists of a

Luminous Flux.-- This is the light

small metal body containing the com emitted by a unit candle through a
bustible, and projecting from it aa

unit solid angle. If the unit candle is
metal tube made of German silver

the decimal candle, the flux unit is
which contains the wick. The tube is

8 mm . inside diameter , and 8.3 mm.
called a Lumen .

outside diameter, and 25 mm . high .
Illumination . This is the illumina

The wick is formed of strands of cot
tion due to unit flux on unit area .

ton yarn , separate threads of which ,
Rotating for

The unit in the decimal system is the

to the number of 15 or 20 , are laid Lux, which is a flux of one lumen per

together straight , not twisted , until square meter.

the size of wick is sufficient to fill the The candle - foot is the illumination

tube without squeezing. at one foot from a standard candle .

By means of a simple rack mechan One candle - foot = 12.21 luxes .

ism the wick is moved up and down so Intrinsic Brightness. The intrinsic

as to alter the flame height, and by brightness of a source of light is the

means of a small rod fixed at the top

of the lamp, carrying two metal sights ,

the flame can be adjusted to be exactly

of the standard height of 40 mm .

The material burned in the lamp is
almost exactly twice the light of the

amyl acetate, C , H , O ,. The quantity Violle standard, the decimal candle,
,

of combustible in the lamp does not
therefore, being one - tenth of the Car

cel unit.
matter if the lower ends of the wick

are well immersed . The lamp is used

without a chimney.
INCANDESCENT LAMPS AS LIGHT

STANDARDS.
The reddish color of the light has

prevented the universal adoption of The candle -power of new incan

this otherwise excellent standard . descent lamps increases for a short

time after they have been put into use.

GREAT BRITAIN . This is due to a decrease in the re

sistance of the filament . If , however,

The Vernon -Harcourt 10 c . p . Pen

tane lamp, although based on average
a good filament is run in a lamp at

normal voltage for about fifty hours,

values of light from standard sperm
9

it reaches a condition in which a small

candles, has been practically adopted
further use will not much alter it .

as the primary as well as the working

standard. If the standard candle is
By that time the glass bulb is black

F ο Ε D C BA

defined as one-tenth of the light emit ened , and the lamp will have lost

ted by this lamp, it is given a definite- candle -power. FIG . 3.—COMPARISON OF LIGHTS . *

ness which places it on a footing with If a filament thus aged is removed

the Hefner and Violle units . This is from the old bulb and placed in a very number of candles per sq . cm . of lum

what has , in fact , been done by the large clean bulb , the candle -power will inous surface.

action of the Metropolitan Gas Ref- be brought back to nearly its old value,
The quantity of light is the Lumen

erees in adopting the Pentane lamp as and there will be much less blackening hour.

the official standard for the testing of of the bulb . Lamps of this type are

gas in Great Britain . said by J. A. Fleming to be very

4Motor

FIG . 2. - FLICKER PHOTOMETER .

14

ܐܝ

G
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ILLUMINATION .

From Das Hilfsbuch der Allgemeinen

Electricitäts-Gesellschaft.

HefnerCan- English

dles per sq. candles

meter of per sq .

floor. of floor .

4-5

3-3.5

1.5-2

1-2

334.41

25-.29

12- .17

.08 - .17

5-6

2-2.5

1.5-3

41- .49

.17-20

12- . 25

Dwelling Houses :

Receptionrooms.

Living and dining rooms.

Bedrooms..

Passages, etc.

Offices :

Principal rooms..
Less important rooms..

Private offices .

SHOPS AND STORES:

Shops and showrooms.

Office and storerooms..

HOTELS :

Banqueting rooras..
Public rooms.

Best bedrooms..

Ordinary bedrooms.

Passages.

Kitchens, etc.

4-7

2-2.5

.33 - .57

17- .20

9-13

5-7

3-4

2-3

1-1.5

1-2

74-1.1

41- .57

25- .33

17-25

.08- .12

.08- .17

For shop -window lighting, 3 to 6

lamps per meter or i to 2 lamps per

foot of window frontage.

are

PHOTOMETRY . the ratio of the square of their dis

tances from the screen .

The measurement of the light from

any lamp is always made by compar
( b ) Equalizing the two shadows of

ing a beam of light from the given
a rod made by two lights by moving

lamp with a beam of light from a
them to different distances . The

standard lamp. If thetotal light from simplest form is the Rumford photom

each sourceis compared , the compari- being much affected by stray light.
eter. It has the advantage of not

son is called simple photometry ;

whereas, if the comparison is made
The intensities of the two lights are

wavelength by wavelength it is
in the ratio of the square of the dis

called spectrophotometry.
tances from the screen .

The opinion has been advanced by
( c ) Equalizing the illumination all

Lépinay, Nicati and Blondel that the over a screen , one portion of which is

semi-transparent and the rest opaque.
eye possesses a form , or detail, dis

criminating power, which is not iden- When a grease spot is made on a

tical with its power of discriminating sheet ofwhite paper,thespot appears

a difference in brightness. That is ,
darker than the surrounding space if

if we equalize the integral brightness if illuminatedfromthe rear. If equal
illuminated from the front, and lighter

on two separate white surfaces, one

illuminated by blue and the other byly illuminated from each side, the

red light, we can more readily dis
grease spot and surrounding paper

tinguish a black pattern drawn upon
will appear equally bright. This is the

the surface illuminated by red light principle of the Bunsen photometer .

than upon the surface illuminated by
That of Leeson and Dibdin has a star

the blue. Similarly , a black pattern shaped aperture in the screen , in which

can be more readily distinguished
is fastened a sheet of tissue-paper or

when illuminated by yellow light than other semi-transparent material.

when illuminated by blue .
( d ) Equalizing the illumination of

Hence, in addition to simple and two white surfaces inclined at equal or

spectrophotometry, there is also a
unequal angles , placed in line between

photometry of detail-discriminating
the lights to be compared.

A typical and simple form is the
power.

Ritchie wedge, in which the two ad
PHOTOMETERS .

jacent sides of a white prism inclined
INTENSITY PHOTOMETERS .

at equal angles to the incident rays

These instruments used in serve as the two surfaces which are

simple photometry to give a general differently illuminated.

comparison of the luminous intensity Whatever may be the exact nature

of two sources of light . of the arrangement for creating these

They all possess the common feature two contiguous surfaces illuminated

of two surfaces illuminated respective by different sources of light , it appears

ly by the lights to be compared, and to be an essential condition for sensi

differ in the nature of the surfaces tiveness that they shall not be sepa

and the method of comparing them . rated by any dark or bright space not

The following classification is by J. A. illuminated wholly by one light or the

Fleming : other.

( a ) Equalizing the illumination of Other photometers on the same

two portions of a semi- transparent or principle are the Bunsen and Roscoe,

opaque screen formed of paper , por- Trotter, Thompson and Starling.

( e ) Equalizing the illumination of

IN
two portions of the field of view of a

telescope by bringing light from two

sources to each part separately by

total reflection in prisms. Examples:

Swan , Lummer- Brodhun, Weber,

Krüss , Fleming.
1

Exa
. no

( f ) Equalizing two fields of light

by weakening one by means of crossed

polarizing prisms . Exam
M

ples : Arago , Zollner, Wild ,

Salomons, Pickering, Nich

ols .

( g ) Equalizing the il

FIG . 5 . lumination on two portions

white surface by

celain or ground glass, the one portion weakening one of the illuminations by

illuminated by one light and the other interposing a rotating disc having cut

by a standard, the equalization being out of it a sector which can be varied

effected by moving the sources of light in magnitude. Examples : Fox- Tal

to various distances. bot , Napoli, Guthrie, Abney .

When equalization is obtained, the ( h ) Equalizing two fields of il

candle-power of the lights will be in lumination by the interposition of an

.

T

FIG. 4.

of a

FROM FOWLER'S YEAR BOOK .

FACTORIES :

General Lighting. .05 - .1

In addition, each machine should have one or more

lamps .

From Franklin & Esty's " Elements of Electrical

Engineering."

The intensity of illumination re

quired for easy reading is one candle

foot or 12,21 luxes .
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a

absorbing wedge. Examples : Pritch- D. Yellow . Fleming, The Photometry of the Elec

ard, Sabine, etc. E. Green . tric Lamp, Inst. Elect . Eng., 1903,

b , Green ( bluish ). London :

SPECTROPHOTOMETERS.
F, Blue. Let A ( Fig. 5 ) be a lamp placed on

The light from any source can be G, Indigo. a post XA standing on a roadway XP.

split into its component colors by H. Violet. It is required to determine the il

means of a prism and each component A comparison of gaslight ( g ) , lime- lumination at any point P. Draw the

measured against a standard by means light ( 1 ) and daylight (d ) , is given line AP , and around A set off the

of an intensity photometer. in Fig. 3 , in which the three sources polar curve of candle -power of the

Ayrton and Perry use an intensity of light are of the same intensity at lampas determined experimentally.

photometer and view the screen the D line . ( Elect . World, Aug. 4 , LetGEF be a semicircle just touching

through a red and green glass suc- 1906.) the polar curve. On the other side of

cessively , obtaining the ratio of in the line XA and on the base FG de

tensities for both colors . The glasses
DETAIL DISCRIMINATION PHOTOMETERS .

scribe a rectangle KFGH, of which

should be ruby -red and signal-green These photometers resemble the in- the side KF is equal to the maximum

respectively , and should , when super- tensity photometers in most respects, radius vector of the polar curve.

imposed, cut off practically all light. but instead of two plain white screens Draw the horizontal line through d ,

O. N. Rood uses a method based on have two screens ruled with a series . draw a line BD vertically through B ,

flickers. The two sides of a white up- of fine black lines on a white back- and through Qwhere AP intersects

right 90 -degree prism are illuminated ground. The lights are adjusted until the semicircle draw QC horizontally

with the lights to be compared, and the lines can be seen with equal dis- and produce it to L, setting off a

the flicker is brought about by the tinctness on both screens. length CL equal to AB. At P set up
rapid motion of a cylindrical lens or Such a series of lines can be made PM perpendicular to XP, and make
biprism of small angle placed opposite by ruling on a white surface a number PM equal to the quotient of BD di

the angle of the white prism . The of black lines i mm . wide and i mm . vided by (AP ) ? This can be done at
lens is caused to oscillate horizontally apart and then photographing to such once by means of a slide rule .

by a train of toothed wheels , turned a size that the width of a line subtends Then if AB represent to any scale

by hand or by a small motor . By this an angle of one minute at ten inches. the luminous intensity of the lamp in

means the two illuminated sides of the In order to overcome the accommo the direction AP, MP will represent

prism are presented rapidly in suc- dating power of the eye , it is necessary the horizontal illumination on the

cession to the eye placed beyond an to look at the ruled screens through a roadway at P.

aperture in frontof the lens . small aperture in an eye -piece which If other radii of the polar curve are

The principle involved is that if two constitutes an artificial pupil. The di- drawn and the same construction fol

surfaces which are differently il- ameter of such a hole may be i mm . lowed out, then the extremities of all

luminated are alternately presented to the lines similar to CL will define a

the eye , a certain peculiar flicker
INTEGRATING PHOTOMETERS.

GLF. called the Rousseau

produced , which is destroyed if the Blondel , C. P. Matthews and others curve , which hasthe property that its

surfaces are made equally bright . have devised instruments by means of mean ordinate FN is the so -called

Another variety of flicker photom- which the mean spherical candle- "mean spherical candle -power of the

eter is that of F. P. Whitman. One power of a light can be measured by a lamp."

source of light illuminates a fixed single setting of a photometer. Similarly the upper extremities of

screen , and the other a revolving semi all lines like PN define a curve XVI ,

circular screen of the same material .
SPHERICAL CANDLE -POWER .

the ordinates of which define the il

The screens are arranged so that al- Polar Diagram . The distribution lumination on a horizontal surface.

ternate views of the fixed and revolv- of light around any lamp is usually If there is more than one lamp, the

ing screen are obtained . If a flicker very uneven , so that a mere statement total illumination is the sum of the

is produced, the illuminations of the of candle -power does not by any separate illuminations.

screens differ. If there is no flicker, means completely specify the intensity. For street lighting, as a general

the illuminations are equal. The most complete statement is a rule, it will not be necessary to con

polar diagram as shown in Fig. 4 in sider more than the two adjacent
COMPOSITION OF LIGHTS .

which the light in any direction is lamps in obtaining the resultant il

The component colors of lights are represented by the length of a line in lumination . We are able, therefore, to

usually referred to as Fraunhofer's that direction drawn from the lumin- set out a curve along a line joining the

lines, which are the black lines in the ous source , the ends of all the lines base of the two lamp-posts showing

spectrum of the sun . being joined so as to form a closed the maximum , minimum and mean il

The approximate locations of these lumination in candle - feet, or any other

lines are : The value of such a diagram for similar units , on the roadway, and de

A , Red ( deep ). practical purposes is illustrated below . cide exactly as to the proper heights

B , Red . Use of Polar Diagram . — The fol- and distances of the arcs to obtain

C , Orange. lowing graphical method is from J. A. a given result.

curve

a

curve .
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Relays for High - Tension Switch
Control

OME interesting points regarding

relays for the control of high

tension switch gear are given

by C. C. Garrard in a recent issue of

the Electrical Engineer, of London.

When maximum inverse time- limit

relays areare employed the objects

sought are twofold : to be able to set

the circuit -breaking apparatus at

such a value that it will protect the

circuit from damage due to heating

or overload, and yet prevent the cir

cuit from being opened by every

momentary rush of current insepar

able from the operation of most sys

tems .

For this purpose two types of relay

are used . In both the time required

to open the circuit varies inversely as

the current . One of them , however,

opens instantaneously if the current

exceed a certain maximum value ,

while with the other the curve tends

to become asymptotic , and the relay

does not open for sudden short , but

very heavy, current rushes . This

property makes the second type of re

lay more valuable than the other, be

cause with a series of relays installed

to protect different sections of the

line, a rush of current exceeding the

maximum would open simultaneous

ly all the relays of the first type ; yet ,

with properly selected relays of the

second type the proper sequence in

opening would be followed.

When connecting maximum -cur

rent relays to three -phase systems hav

ing the neutral point earthed, a triple

pole relay must be used , fed by three

current transformers. On a three

wire , three -phase circuit — that is , one

in which the neutral point is not

earthed — only two current trans

formers are required , by reason of

the fact that the current in one phase

is always equal to the vectorial sum

of the currents in the other two.

Strictly speaking, it follows that a

double-pole relay is sufficient protec

tion for such a circuit, but, for

mechanical reasons , it is better to in

stall a three-pole relay .

In selecting transformers for use

with relays where heavy currents are

flowing, care must be taken that the

ratio of transformation does not vary

too greatly for heavy loads. Such

transformers are usually magnetical

ly leaky, so that the ratio varies. It

It should always be specified that

does not vary appreciably up to at

least 200 per cent . overload . The

general rule governing the installa

tion of reverse-power relays is that wood. Cement is added to make the

they should be installed on all circuits asphaltum flexible and adhesive .
which feed bus-bars . Generators Recently one hundred and thirty

should be equipped only with reverse- eight of these poles were examined ,

power relays. Maximum circuit- the earth being removed from around

breaking apparatus should never be the pole for a depth of one foot . The

installed on them . The reverse- cur- treatment showed results as follows :

rent relay should be set to operate at Of the forty-three poles treated with

10 per cent . of the normal rating of carbolineum , twenty-seven were

the generator. A lower setting is not amined and found to be rotted through

desirable , since the circuit-breaker the sap wood in nearly every case ;

may thus be thrown out if the syn- eighty -seven of the poles treated with

chronizing be done rather carelessly . asphaltum and cement,with the burlap

wrapping, were examined and seem

ingly all were sound.
Preservative Treatment of

The asphaltum and cement and the
Wooden Poles

burlap forms a hard shell on the out

ARIOUS methods now being side of the pole. On twenty -five of

by
these poles the burlap was cut and the

Forest Service for preserving wood underneath examined. Of the

wooden poles and ties are described by twenty - five poles, fourteen were sound

W. R. Wheaton in a recent issue of and the remaining eleven were rotted

the Journal of the Worcester Poly- through the sap wood. Of the twenty

technic Institute .
five poles treated with asphaltum and

The process used with the most suc- cement without the burlap, twenty-one

cess by the Forest Service is what were badly rotted . The poles exam

is known as the open-tank process . ined were cedars from Washington.

This is an application of the old The poles show a sap wood of 1/2 " to

Seeley process. The wood is given 1/2 " in thickness . This sap wood will

a bath of hot oil followed by a bath of rot in from two to three years , but the

cold oil . The poles are submerged in heart will stand for from eight to

hot creosote oil for a depth to one twelve years .

foot above the ground line, and are al- A recent publication of the German

lowed to remain in the hot oil for from government gives the life of treated

five to eight hours. They are then and untreated poles as follows , the

either placed in another tank contain- figures being taken from statistics on

ing cold oil or are allowed to remain 3,000,000 poles

in the same oil as it cools.

When the timber is placed in the Treated with .

hot oil , the moisture remaining in the
Sulphate of copper.

Corrosive sublimate .

wood is evaporated and the air in the
Creosote .

Untreated .

wood cells is expanded . When the

poles are changed from the hot to the There is no question as to the ef

cold oil or the oil is allowed to cool, ficiency of a treatment with creosote .

the difference in temperature induces If a sufficient penetration can be ob

a vacuum which causes the oil to pene- tained , the increase in the life of the

trate the wood. The poles should al- pole is assured. The Forest Service

ways be thoroughly seasoned before has found the open -tank process to be

treatment. Very few poles have been the best as yet tried for the treatments

set long enough to show the efficiency of poles . To obtain the best results

of the various treatments and preserv- the oil should penetrate to a depth

atives . Four years ago the Pacific greater than the pole will check , and

Light and Power Company of Los the pole must be thoroughly seasoned

Angeles, Cal., set a line of poles from before treatment . A treatment with a

San Bernardino east to the power brush will retard the rot for a time ,

house at Mentone. Two hundred and but the treatment is ' not an efficient

one of these poles were treated , forty- one.

three with carbolineum , one hundred In the South and the East , creosote

and fifty - one with asphaltum and ce- has made possible the use of loblolly

ment, the pole being first wrapped pine for poles and ties , and in the

with burlap and then dipped in the West a penetration of two inches at

compound, and twenty -five with as- the six - foot mark of a forty- foot

phaltum and cement with no burlap transmission pole of yellow pine has

wrapping. The object of wrapping been obtained. This will give this

the pole with burlap is to make the pole a life of at least fifteen years as

asphaltum and cement stick to the against a life of three years untreated.

Life .

11 7 years

13.7

20.6

7.7

&

4
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A ,

Method of Finding the Effect of railway, an alternating -current of fifty

Stronger Fields cycles for lighting, and direct current

METHOD employed in a West
for exciting the alternators and charg

It is conern interurban railway repair ing an exciting battery.

shop of finding out what would
nected as a balancer across the three

be the effect of putting more turns in
circuits, so that at times it draws pow

the fields of a motor may be of interest
er from the twenty- five-cycle circuit ,

to some who suspect that the faulty
the fifty -cycle machine running as a

action of a motor is due to weak fields .
generator ; and at other times operates

This test , says The Street Railway
in the reverse sense .

Journal , was employed after the fail
The machine may also be driven by

ure to locate in the armature or in
the direct- current generator running

the setting of the brushes the cause
as a motor and drawing its supply

for excessive sparking at the brushes
from the batteries , but is generally

of a motor . The proposition of wind
used in this way only for starting pur

ing a set of fields with square wire
poses. The rotors of the three ma

and a greater number of turns to test chines are mounted on the same shaft,

the effect of stronger fields was being the two revolving fields being placed

considered , but this would have been
side by side between a single pair of

rather an expensive procedure.
bearings, the direct -current armature

The accompanying diagram illus
beirg at the other end of the shaft be

trates the manner in which the effects
tween the central bearing and a sec

of additional field turns were obtained
and outboard bearing.

The two alternators are each rated

at 600 k . w . , 6300 volts, when opera

ting as generators. The direct-current

machine is rated at 250 k . W. , 220

volts. There is a smaller machine of

the same kind , in which the twenty

five- cycle section is rated at 250 k . W. ,

and the fifty -cycle part at 150 k . w .

then accelerated to a high speed

again , but in a reverse direction at

the instant; and it is this shock of

reversal that calls for the excess en

ergy previously referred to .

To learn something of the condi

tions which obtain when an induction

motor is used to furnish the power to

drive a planer, a series of tests were

made with a 10 -horse -power motor

used to drive a 36 " X 36" X 10' planer.

The object was to determine what

would be the effect upon the power

consumed ( 1 ) by changing the

length of stroke, and ( 2 ) by the use

of a fly -wheel upon the planer drive.

As a matter of good engineering, it

was desirable to keep the weight and

diameter of the fly -wheel as small as

possible and it was therefore mounted

upon the shaft having the highest ro

tative speed, in this case the motor

shaft. itself.

The design of the fly -wheel was

sufficient to store and restore energy

to take care of the shock of reversal

without material change in the speed

of the motor. The duration of tests

was extended over several days and

when averaged and analyzed showed

interesting results.

On a planer the capacity of the

one tested , the size of the work will

usually be such that the planer will

be worked at from one-half to full

stroke, and the tests were run at one

half stroke for one series and full

stroke for the other series . In each

series, the readings under the condi

tions noted nearly uniform .

showing a complete steadiness of

running

The problem easily resolved itself

into that of a long stroke with a

definite number of reversals to sur

T
o

T
r
o
l
l
e
y

Beaters

Armature
Motor Filda Gruuud

SHUNTDIAGRAM SHOWING HEATERS IN

AROUND ARMATURE .

Induction Motor Planer Drive

With and Without Fly-wheel

with very little trouble and withprac THEanordinaryhtype of metal

a

excess

were

has pe

culiar feature among machine

tools of requiring an of

energy at the instant of reversal.

While the demand for

energy is but momentary, it may

amount to as much as five or six

times that used by the machine when

cutting. This condition, says H. P.

excess

shows

the heaters of the car placed as

shunt around the armature of No. I

motor . When the motors were thrown

in multiple the effect of the connec

tions illustrated was simply to increase

the current through the fields , while

the armature current remained prac

tically the same as without the shunt,

because the drop in voltage in the

fields of a railway motor is very small,

as compared with the drop in the

armature. In the test cited the heat

ers were connected to permit of three

gradations of current, and with both

of the heater circuits connected in , the

current through the field , by actual

measurement, was about twice that

through the armature, that is , the

fields were as strong as they would

have been with double the number of

turns on them .

Conditions.

Short stroke - 5 ft . without fly -wheel.

Long stroke 10 ft . without fly -wheel

Short stroke -- 5 ft . with fly-wheel ..

Long stroke-10 ft . with fly -wheel...

Table No. 1 .

Power consumed Per rent .

K. W. Hours of gain

1.848 00.0

1.626 12.0

1 302 29.5

1.210 32.9

Cost of Power Net Saving

per Hour rer Hour

$ 0.0924 $0.000

0.0833 $ 0.009

0.0651 $ 0.027

0 0620 0 030

A

A New Type of Motor Generator

BALANCER of unusual design

was recently installed in the

power station of the Blanken

ese -Ohlsdorf branch of the Ham

burg Metropolitan & Suburban Rail

way in Germany. According to the

The Electrical Review , of London, the

machine is designed for generating

single -phase alternating -current of

twenty-five cycles for operating the

Fairchild in the Journal of the Wor

cester Polytechnic Institute, is made

necessary by the use of reverse belts

designed to give a reciprocating mo

tion to the planer table by shifting

from tight to loose pulleys.

The mechanism provided to shift

the belts is designed to snap them into

position practically instantaneously.

It is essential that this be so, to pro

vide for a sharp and precise reverse

with the minimum amount of drift

ing of the planer table . To render

the belts easy to shift, they are kept

to a narrow width and then run at a

high linear speed to give the neces

sary power. This leads to a condi

tion as follows: a set of driving pul

lev's running at a high rim Speed

which must be brought to rest and

face a given area , and that of one

half the full length of stroke and

double the number of reversals to

surface the same area . At one -half

stroke or five feet in length , the full

width of the planer table was util

ized which gave 2160 square inches of

surface to be planed . Under the con

ditions of full stroke , one-half the

width was used to give an equal area

of surface.

Table No. I gives the power con

sumption in kilowatt-hours and the

per cent. of gain under the given con

ditions.

It will be noted that while the

greatest saving is made by using a

carefully designed fly -wheel prop

erly placed, there is somewhat saved

in mounting the work by grouping to
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give a maximum length of stroke. reasoning, it follows that a proper dis- dence in the cylinder oil, it was very

This accords with the best planer tribution would require that the steam difficult to locate the reason for this

practice and is interesting from that be combined with the oil prior to its high cost .

standpoint alone. The price of elec- reaching the rubbing surfaces . Gen- Tests were made for moisture in

tric energy was taken at five cents per eral experience shows, however, that the steam , which only showed about

kilowatt -hour as a fair average of a reliable means to accomplish this is 2 per cent . on full load. The amount

rates . lacking, or in other words, any good of boiler compound was reduced, and,

result is more or less accidental . in fact , discontinued for a time. The

The problem seems a complex one, points of delivery were changed , and

Lubrication in the Power Plant
as it will be admitted that other new ideas given a fair trial , yet

the best results in lubrication, or prop- with the same results.

X considering the best manner of erly speaking, distribution, have been The engines were stopped and the

getting the oil into an engine cylin- obtained by ordinary means; yet a heads taken off at once, but no trace

der to secure results which will close inquiry into conditions will show of oil could be found. The valves

be both satisfactory and economical, that some overlooked feature exists and cylinder walls were perfectly dry.

the question arises, says The Street to promote satisfactory results . For After several months of this trouble

Railway Journal, does the gravity instance , take an engine or pump, the chief engineer concluded to re

lubricator meet the requirements, and throttled at its steam supply and the place the gravity lubricator on one en

especially of modern engines ? Aside lubricant entering above the throttle gine with a sight-feed oil pump. The

from cylinder oils and their quality valve ; then , we have the steam wire- result was beyond the expectation of

entering the question, the application drawing at the throttled opening. The everyone concerned, and proved so

of any lubricant used externally or in- oil for lubrication in this case com- satisfactory that all the old gravity

ternally will figure in the answer. All bines with the increased steam velocity sight- feed lubricators were discarded

admit that proper distribution on the at the contracted openings, resulting and replaced with this type of pump.

rubbing surfaces is an essential, yet in a better distribution than where The change not only stopped all the

it is found in practice that the faces the oil entered below the throttle . As cylinder and valve troubles, but re

of cylinders and valves are cut and this condition , however , does not ex- duced the cost per 1000 kilowatt

scored in streaks , and other parts of ist in the modern units where the hours, so that the total cost for all

the surface show that the lubricant has low velocity at the throttle entry is oils has been reduced to 14 cents per

performed its function in an unsatis- demanded and provided for by large 1000 kilowatt-hours.

factory manner. openings, it is very probable that the A review of this whole situation

There has been more or less doubt oil has little chance to be atomized proves that it was not the oil , but the

as to the reliability of the existing until it reaches the valve faces ; at method of application. The gravity

arrangements for lubricating the that location it is then swept by the lubricator did not deliver the oil into

valves and cylinders of modern en- steam , and in a more or less atomized the cylinders as was supposed. While

gines. particularly those operating condition into the cylinder. a drop was passing through the grav

with the higher pressures and steam Such varying results in oil distribu- ity lubricator for every four revolu

temperatures of latter -day practice. It tion invite a better means for accom- tions of the engine, it undoubtedly ac

often happens that the best lubricat plishing the desired end, and the posi- cumulated in the pipe until there was

ing oils will fail to distribute properly tive oil feed is a step in that direction. a quantity of it , leaving the engine to

on the rubbing surfaces, even when It seems to offer a means to saturate make from 12 to 14 revolutions be

introduced or injected in two or more the flowing steam with the lubricant, fore receiving any oil ; or if the oil

locations in the pipe , steam chest or delivering the lubricant at every stroke did pass into the cylinders, it went

the valve bonnets of engines . of the engine, so that the entire rub- in in such large drops that it did not

Leaving aside questions as to the bing surfaces of valves and cylinder get a chance to vaporize and evenly

quality of the oils or the amount used, walls are positively lubricated by the distribute itself throughout the cylin

does not the evidence in the majority oiled steam .
der.

of cases point to the fact that a proper It is possible also that the best lubri
With the sight- feed pump the oil is

distribution cuts the larger figure in cant may not give satisfaction, owing delivered into the steam at every

the sum of the satisfactory results
to its not being properly distributed

stroke or revolution of the engine,

obtained in cylinder lubrication ? on such surfaces , and that the lower
feeding the oil into the steam in min

Take a piece of tubing with a ute quantities, thus giving it a better
smooth interior,swab its inner surface grades of oil often give betterresults,

chance to atomize and thoroughly

with good cylinder oil , allow steam to
some of the latter possessing the qual saturate the steam . It can be readily

ity of better diffusion ( if such a termpass rapidly through the tube for a understood how great a saving can be
may be used ) by the temperature of

few moments, and it will be noted accomplished by this method. The

that the interior of the tube has been
the entering steam , the better oil lubri

pump starts and stops automatically

cleaned from all oil by the process .
cating in streaks , due , perhaps, to with the engine, giving the valves and

Such evidence proves that the steam
viscosity or some other quality which ,

cylinders lubrication on the first revo

itself is a good medium for oil dis- in a measure , prevents it from being lution . The sight feeds are easily ad

tribution , provided, however, its veloc- effectively atomized by the steam at
justed to any number of drops per

ity rate is sufficient to pick up the oil , the point of oil entry . minute, and the drops are all uniform

atomize and combine with it during An interesting experience in regard in size, thereby giving the most per
its passage . If this be true, does it to this subject occurred in a power fect conditions for cylinder lubrica

not prove that the velocity of steanı station containing six 36-in . x 62 -in . tion .

at the valve pot edgus contributes x 60 - in . E. P. Allis Corliss cross- This type of pump was preferable to
materially to the diffusion of the oil compound engines of 2000 horse- the ratchet type of oil pump, as the

in the cylinders, although the valve power each . The cost of cylinder oil ratchet type does not feed oil into the

surfaces lacked lubrication in their used averaged from 20 to 24 cents per steam with each stroke, but is set for

bearing ends, the latter being prac- 1000 kilowatt -hours, which proved the number of revolutions desired for

ticallydead ends so far as the steam that enough oil was used to get the each drop of oil . It is only an im
flow is concerned ? From this line of best results . Having perfect confi provement over the gravity lubricator
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strokemote the engine, thereby being support the cost inch brightestery boleh Opisedatehasbeengracpieriod

융

inasmuch that when it does feed it is lody to Bryan as the pole construction length of life of concrete as compared

positive. requires renewal. with wooden poles. The life of an

After studying the subject of cylin- The arches will be set nine feet in ordinary wooden pole is only about ten

der lubrication for two years the the ground and will extend forty feet years, whereas concrete is supposed to

writer has come to the following con- above the ground. They will be twelve last indefinitely. Another advantage

clusions: The power -house valve oil inches square at the bas and taper to of concrete arches is the comparative

will do the work under all conditions ; nine inches at the top. The vertical
. freedom from possibility of destruc

the gravity -feed lubricator is a failure, columns will be reinforced by eight tion by lightning

as it is not reliable ; a ratchet pump is and the bent by seven 38-inch steel

only better than the gravity lubricator bars , arranged as shown in the draw
Drop in Alternating-Current

as to its positive feed ; and that the ing. Midway between the arches,
Circuits

best results can be obtained by feed- which will be spaced 650 feet apart ,

ing a minute quantity of oil with each will be placed two concrete to

of

sure of the oil atomizing and reaching are anchored to steel eye-bolts in the users of electricity as to have

all the working parts in the cylinder. concrete. become recognized by even the lay fra

The trolley will be also braced by ternity as a synonym for the funda

Reinforced Concrete Trolley
bridle guys and sway braces anchored mental principles of the art . E=CR

to the sides of the arches, as shown in for direct current and the problem is
Arches

the illustrations . A 58-inch steel solved . There is , however, in connec

N interesting method of catenary cable will be used for the messenger tion with alternating -current " some

direct- current trolley suspen- wire which supports the No. 0000 thing different" and the manipulation

sion , consisting of reinforced trolley wire . The high -tension wires ,
of more or less involved formulæ

concrete arches instead of the ordinary of No. 4 hard-drawn copper, are sus- leaves in the mind a feeling of inse

wood or iron poles, is described in a pended on insulators on the outside of curity in results which is not present

recent issue of The Electric Railway the columns, as shown, spaced thirty- in the case of direct - current calcula

tions .

In the solution of this problem , Mr.
Seel cable

SteelBory Ralph D. Mershon has worked out a

method which greatly simplifies the

High
Section

operations. A further simplification,

based on Mr. Mershon's method, is

given by Messrs. Chas. F. Scott and

C. P. Fowler in the April number of

The Electric Journal.
Tension

The usefulness and value of this

information cannot be more forcibly

shown than by citing a recent instance

which came to notice. For the opera
Wires

tion of a 150 -horse-powermotor, pow

z "SteelBors er was transmitted 2000 feet over two
Section

independent circuits, in parallel, con

Guy wires ši" sisting of one No. oo and one No. o

line. The drop in voltage was

cessive and the remedy first suggested

was the addition of a third circuit of
Trolley* 0000

No. o wire in parallel with the first

two, the three circuits being arranged

independently so as to secure the least

reactance. This would have meant an

increase in the copper of 45 per cent .

and reduced the total drop from over

25 per cent. to 15 per cent.

Review . This new construction was six inches between centers at the points A further investigation showed that

designed by E. Darrow , Chief Engi- of suspension. if the No. oo circuit be replaced by

neer ofthe Toledo & Indiana Railway. The cost of one section of the above two circuits each of No. 2 wire , suit

It will be adopted on the company's construction , ready for wires, is $ 107 , ably arranged in connection with the

extension from Bryan, O., to Water- as compared with about $ oo for the No. o circuit, the weight of copper

loo , Ind., and will probably be used to ordinary wood pole construction, with would be kept the same and the total

replace the present wooden pole con- bracket fixtures. This increase in cost drop reduced to 1812 per cent. From

struction on the original line from To- is offset by the greatly increased this it will seen that the additional 45

per cent. in weight of copper reduced

the drop only 3 % per cent. over a re

arrangement of the same weight.

This is suggestive of the possibili

ties of the tables in the present issue,

for, while the instance given con

templated the use of multi-circuits, it

Dirriffit
is equally true that doubling the cross

section of copper in a single circuit re

duces the total drop in many cases by

a very small proportion as compared

*4.8 & S

ex

REINFORCED CONCRETE TROLLEY ARCHES.

ANOTHER VIEW OF REINFORCED CONCRETE TROLLEY ARCHES .
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TABLE 1 - OHMIC RESISTANCE AND APPROXIMATE RATIOS OF REACTANCE

TO RESISTANCE .

60 CYCLES

Resistance
Ratio of Reactance to Resistance for the distance between

wires of
Size of wire

per mile per 1000

ft . of line

6" g " 12" 18" | 24" 36" 60 "

of line

300 000 c.m.

No. 0000 .

000 .

00 .

0 .

0.365

0.518

0.653

0.8241

1.04

1.31

1.65

2.08

2.63

3.31

4.18

0.069

0.098

0.124

0.156

0.197

0.248

0.313

0.394

0.497

0.625

0.791

2.10

1.65

1.35

1.10

0.91

0.74

0.60

0.50

0.41

0.31

0.26

2.40

1.82

1.50

1.22

1.00

0.81

0.65

0.53

0.43

0.35

0.29

2.60

2.00

1.60

1.32

1.06

0.86

0.70

0.57

0.46

0.38

0.31

2.90

2.15

1.75

1.44

1.15

0.94

0.75

0.62

0.50

0.41

0.33

3.05

2.30

1.86

1.50

1.22

0.98

0.80

0.65

0.53

0.43

0.35

3.30

2.50

2.00

1.65

1.34

1.08

0.86

0.70

0.57

0.46

0.37

3.65

2.70

2.20

1.80

1.45

1.15

0.94

0.75

0.62

0.50

0.40

O
O
T
A

O
N2 .

3 .

4 .

.

.

40 Cycles

400 000 c.m.

300 000

No. 0000 .

000

00 .

0

1 .

2 .

3 .

4 .

5 .

6 .

0.275

0.365

0.518

0.653

0.824

1.04

1.31

1.65

2.08

2.63

3.31

4.18

0.052

0.069

0.098

0.124

0.156

0.197

0.248

0.313

0.394

0.497

0.627

0.791

1.80

1.42

1.10

0.91

0.74

0.61

0.50

0.40

0.34

0.27

0.21

0.18

2.00

1.60

1.22

1.00

0.82

0.67

0.54

0.43

0.36

0.29

0.23

0.19

2.15

1.74

1.32

1.07

0.88

0.71

0.58

0.47

0.38

0.31

0.25

0.21

2.48

1.91

1.45

1.17

0.95

0.77

0.63

0.50

0.42

0.33

0.27

0.22

2.65

2.03

1.53

1.25

1.01

0.82

0.66

0.53

0.43

0.35

0.29

0.24

2.90

2.20

1.66

1.34

1.09

0.90

0.72

0.57

0.46

0.38

0.31

0.26

3.20

2.44

1.82

1.47

1.20

0.96

0.78

0.63

0.50

0.41

0.33

0.27

25 Cycles

44

500 000 c.m.

400 000

300 000

No. 0000

0.211

0.275

0.365

0.518

0.653

0.824

1.04

1.31

1.65

2.08

2.63

3.31

4.18

0.040

0.052

0.069

0.098

0.124

0.156

0.197

0.248

0.313

0.394

0.497

0.627

0.791

1.40

1.15

0.89

0.69

0.56

0.46

0.38

0.31

0.25

0.21

0.17

0.13

0.11

1.60

1.25

1.00

0.76

0.63

0.51

0.42

0.34

0.27

0.22

0.18

0.15

0.12

1.75

1.35

1.08

0.84

0.67

0.55

0.44

0.36

0.29

0.24

0.19

0.16

0.13

1.95

1.55

1.20

0.90

0.73

0.60

0.48

0.39

0.31

0.26

0.21

0.17

0.14

2.05

1.65

1.27

0.96

0.78

0.63

0.51

0.41

0.33

0.27

0.22

0.18

0.15

2.30

1.80

1.38

1.04

0.84

0.68

0.56

0.45

0.36

0.29

0.24

0.19

0.16

2.50

1.98

1.52

1.12

0.92

0.75

0.60

0.48

0.39

0.31

0.26

0.21

0.17

with the same result in a direct - cup

rent circuit . This is particularly true

of circuits of high frequency and low

power-factor. The tables in the pres

ent issue are a step forward in making

easier the calculation of drop in alter

nating -current circuits and will be

very gratefully welcomed .

In the method described the drop

or " resistance volts,” which would re

sult were a direct current to flow

through the circuit, is first determined

and then a “ drop factor" is found by

which the drop with direct current

must be multiplied in order to obtain

the drop produced by alternating cur

rent . The drop factor depends upon

three things : ( 1 ) the ratio between

the reactance volts and the resistance

volts , ( 2 ) the power - factor of the

load , and ( 31 the percentage value of

the resistance volts .

The first of these quantities depends

upon the size of wire , the distance be

tween wires and the frequency. Table

I gives the ratio of reactance volts to

resistance volts for conditions which

are most likely to occur.

The effect of the second element,

the power - factor of the load is given

in a Table II in which the drop- factors

for various ratios of resistance volts

to reactance volts and various power

factors are given.

The third element, the percentage

value of the resistance e . m. f . has a

relatively small effect on the value of

the drop -factor so that the values

given , which are determined for a re

sistance e . m . f . of 10 per cent . , may

be accepted as practically correct for

all resistance values not exceeding 15

or 20 per cent. The greatest discrep

ancy occurs when the ratio is high

and power-factor is 100 per cent .

In Table I the ratio of the reactance

to the resistance .s given for wire sizes

ranging from No. 6 B. & S. gauge to

300,000 circ . mils , for sixty cycles and

for separations between conductors,

ranging from six to sixty inches. In

the same table will be found ratios of

reactance to resistance for sizes of

wire ranging from No. 6 B. & S. to

400,000 circ . mils for forty cycles, and

from No. 6 B. & S. to 500,000 circ.

mils for twenty-five cycles , both of

these covering the same range of wire
separations as in the case of sixty

cycles. Table I also contains ohmic

resistance per thousand feet of line

and per mile of line for the various

sizes of wire tabulated .

Table II contains various ratios of

reactance to resistance which cover

approximately the same range as those

which appear in Table I. Opposite

the ratios in this table are given the

drop- factors corresponding to power

factors from 100 per cent. down to 20

per cent . The drop-factors are de

termined for a value of the resistance

000

00 .

0

1

2

3

4 .

5 .

6 .

O
o
r

O
N

Note - The resistance in the table is given per mile and per 1000 ft. of line ; the length of wire is two miles

and 2000 ft. respectively .

TABLE II-DROP-FACTORS WHEN RESISTANCE VOLTS ARE TEN PER CENT. OF THE DELIV

ERED VOLTS

Drop - Factors for Power - Factors of -Ratio of

Reactance

to Resistance 100 % 95% 90 % 85% 80 % 70% 60 % 40 % 20%

0.1

0.2

0.3 .

0.4 .

0.5

0.6 .

0.7

0.8 .

0.9

1.0 .

1.1

1.2

1.3

1.4 .

1.5

1.6

1.7 .

1.8 .

1.9

2.0 .

2.1

2.2

2.3

2.4

2.5 .

2.6

2.7

2.8 .

2.9

3.0 .

3.1

3.2

3.3 .

3.4 .

3.5 .

3.6 .

3.7

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.01

1.02

1.02

1.03

1.04

1.05

1.06

1.07

1.08

.1.10

1.10

1.13

1.15

1.17

1.18

1.20

1.22

1.23

1.25

1.27

.30

1.32

1.35

1.37

1.40

1.42

1.45

1.48

1.51

1.53

1.57

1.60

1.00

1.01

1.05

1.08

1.11

1.15

1.18

1.21

1.25

1.28

1.32

1.35

1.39

1.43

1.47

1.51

1.55

1.59

1.63

1.68

1.72

1.77

1.82

1.87

1.91

1.95

1.99

2.05

2.10

2.15

2.20

2.26

2.31

2.36

2.42

2.47

2.52

1.00

1.01

1.05

1. to

1.14

1.18

1.23

1.28

1.33

1.37

1.41

1.46

1.51

1.55

1.60

1.65

1.70

1.76

1.82

1.87

1.92

1.98

2.03

2.09

2.14

2.20

2.26

2.32

2.39

2.45

2.51

2.57

2.63

2.69

2.74

2.80

2.86

0.94

0.98

1.02

1.08

1.13

1.19

1.24

1.29

1.34

1.39

1.44

1.50

1.55

1.61

1.67

1.74

1.79

1.85

1.91

1.96

2.03

2.09

2.15

2.22

2.28

2.34

2.41

2.47

2.54

2.60

2.66

2.73

2.80

2.87

2.94

3.00

3.07

0.88

0.92

0.99

1.04

1.10

1.15

1.21

1.28

1.34

1.40

1.45

1.51

1.57

1.64

1.70

1.77

1.84

1.91

1.98

2.04

2.10

2.17

2.23

2.30

2.37

2.44

2.51

2.57

2.64

2.72

2.80

2.87

2.93

3.00

3.08

3.15

3.23

0.80

0.86

0.93

1.00

1.07

1.14

1.20

1.27

1.35

1.41

1.48

1.55

1.62

1.70

1.77

1.85

1.92

1.99

2.06

2.14

2.21

2.29

2.37

2.44

2.52

2.60

2.68

2.76

2.83

2.90

2.97

3.05

3.12

3.20

3.27

3.35

3.43

0.70

0.82

0.89

0.93

1.01

1.09

1.17

1.24

1.32

1.39

1.47

1.54

1.63

1.71

1.80

1.87

1.95

2.04

2.11

2.19

2.28

2.37

2.45

2.53

2.60

2.67

2.74

2.82

2.91

3.00

3.10

3.20

3.30

3.39

3.48

3.56

3.65

0.60

0.67

0.74

0.82

0.92

1.01

1.11

1.20

1.29

1.38

1.46

1.55

1.64

1.72

1.81

1.90

1.99

2.08

2.16

2.25

2.35

2.45

2.53

2.62

2.71

2.80

2.98

3.07

3.15

3.23

3.31

3.39

3.47

3.56

3.65

3.75

3.85

0.30

0.40

0.50

0.60

0.70

0.80

0.91

1.01

1.11

1.20

1.30

1.40

1.49

1.59

1.70

1.80

1.90

1.99

2.08

2.18

2.28

2.38

2.48

2.58

2.67

2.76

2.86

2.95

3.05

3.15

3.25

3.35

3.45

3.54

3.63

3.72

3.80
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TABLE 111 - EXAMPLES OF DROP CALCULATIONS IN ALTERNATING -CURRENT CIRCUITS.

Example 1 2 3 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

2006 000 10 000 20 000 15 000 40 000 30 000 25 000

400 500 1 500 1 200 10 000 6 000 4 000

90 80 60 70 85 80 80

1 1 3 3 3 3 3

60 60 25 25 25 25 60

2 3 0 1 300 0000 000

m.c.m

24 24 36 36 60 60 60

5 10 25 12 40 30 20

8
8
8
8
8

'
'

''

200

10

90

3

60

6

400

75

95

3

25

0

400

100

80

3

25

0000
1

9 6 18 12 24

1 000 500 750 1 500 2 000

445 625

GIVEN

E.m.f. delivered . 1 000 2 000

h.w. delivered (real power) . 50 75

Power-Factor ( per cent . ) . .. 100 95

Number of Phases. 1 1

Frequency (cycles per second ).
60 60

Size of Wire ... 4 4

Distance between Wires (inches ) . 12 18

Length of circuit
Miles ..

Feet . 2 000 5 000

Онміс VoLTS

Apparent K.w. 50 79

2 apparent K.w. for three phases

Amperes....
50 39.5

one mile

of line

Resistance volts for unit length .
1000 feet

of line 0.497 0.497

Resistance volts for given distance and current...
49.7 99 .

TOTAL DROP

Ratio of Reactance to Resistance ( Table 1 ) . 0.46 0.50

Drop - Factor ( Table II) . 1.00 1.11

Total drop , volts... 49.7 109.9

Total drop in % of delivered e.m.f. 4.97 5,5

Impressed e.m.f. in volts.. 1049.7 , 2109.9

2 500

1 250

62.5

1 720 11 700

860 5 850

147

7 500

3 750

125

5 000

2 500

100

150

75

188

25

12.5

62.5

11

5.5

27.5

79

38.5

125

62.5

157 .74 62.5 57 97 .

1.65 2.08 1.04 1.31 0.365 0.518 0.653

1 300 1 625

0.156

29.3610 900

0.627

19.6

0.791

16.32 150 1 950

0.197

28.5

0.098

30.51 306

0.80 0.65 0.56 0.45 1.52 1.12 2.20 1.22

1.28 1.15 1.09 1.00 1.67 1.45 2.17 1.55

781 1 495 1 771 900 3 580 2 830 2 830 45.5

13.0 14.95 8.85 6.00 8.95 9.45 11.3 11.3

6 781 11 495 21 771 15 900 43 580 32 830 27 830 445.5

0.31

0.51

9.99

4.99

209.99

0.33

1.05

17.1

8.5

217.1

0.44

1.08

30.8

7.7

430.8

0.96

1.40

42.7

10.6

442.7

W. ,

volts equal to 10 per cent. of the de- Total Drop - Referring again to Ohmic l'olts.-- The real k . w . being

livered e . m . f . Table I , it may be seen that the ratio 1500 and power - factor 60 per cent.,

To illustrate the use of the Tables of reactance to resistance for No. 4 the apparent k . w . = 1500--0.60 = 2500

I and II , two examples are here B. & S. wire with 12 - inch spacing k . w . As the circuit is three -phase,

worked and others with varying con- at sixty cycles is 0.46 . In Table II the apparent k . w . to be considered in

ditions have been calculated , the data 0.50 is the ratio which is nearest to this example are one-half of the total

and results of which are given in 0.46, and the corresponding drop apparent k . or 2500 = 2 = 1250

Table III . factor for 100 per cent. power - factor k . w ., which gives a current of

is 1.00 . So that the total drop in 1,250,000-20,000 = 62.5 amperes. This

EXAMPLE 1 - SINGLE PHASE
volts. is 49.7 X 1.00 = 49.7 volts, or ex- is the current in an equivalent single

From Table III it will be seen that pressed as per cent. of delivered e . m . phase circuit delivering half the output

in example i it is desired to deliver f . = 4.97 per cent. The impressed e . with the same per cent. loss and drop

fifty real k . w . at 1000 volts and 100 m . f . would be 1000+49.7 = 1049.7 as occur in the three-phase circuit.

per cent. power - factor over a single- volts . In this case , as the drop - factor From Table I the resistance volts

phase line 2000 feet long composed of is 1.00 , the total drop is practically per mile of line for No. o B. & S.

two No. 4 B. & S. gauge copper wires , equal to the ohmic drop . copper wire are 1.04 volts, hence the

the frequency being sixty cycles and The method of working out the total resistance volts = 25 X62.5 X 1.04

the conductors having a separation of next three examples in Table III is = 1625 volts.

twelve inches. similar tơ the above, all of these being Total Drop: -In Table I the ratio of

Ohmic Volts. — The first step is the single -phase circuits, with changes in the reactance to the resistance for No.

determination of the apparent k . W., the various other data. o B. & S. wire with 36 -inch spacing

which is obtained by dividing the real Example 5 is typical of three -phase at twenty - five cycles=0.56. In Table

k . w . by the power - factor, or 50-1.00 circuit calculations. In this example, II the nearest ratio to 0.56 is 0.60 and

=50 apparent k . w . , which results in it is required to deliver 1500 real k . W. the drop - factor corresponding to this

a single -phase current of 50,000 ; at 20,000 volts and 60 per cent. power- ratio for 60 per cent. power - factor is

1,000 = 50 amperes. In Table I , the factor over a 25 -mile three -phase line 1.09 . Hence, the total drop = 1625 X

resistance volts per 1000 feet of line composed of three No. o B. & S. cop- 1.09 = 1771 volts, or expressed in per

for No. 4 wire are given as 0.497 , per wires, having a separation of 36 cent . of delivered e . m . f . =8.85 per

hence the total resistance volts=2X 50 inches, the frequency being twenty- cent. The impressed e . m . f. would be

X0.497=49.7 volts . five cycles. 20,000+ 1771 = 21,771 volts .

V
i
s
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Niagara Power for Municipalities

HE terms of a contract for a

I supply of power amply suffi

cient to fulfil the require

ments of those municipalities which

have applied up to date, and with

provisions for any future demand ,

have been agreed upon between theHydro-Electric PowerCommissionof AS affording an example of the

an

o

Ontario and the Ontario Power Com

pany, with the exception of a few

minor details.

The contract will call for

amount up to 25,000 -horse -power at

a rate of $ 10.40 per horse-power per

annum , twenty - four hours a day dur

ing the whole 365. If that amount

is exceeded , then the price of the

whole power delivered is brought

down to $ 10 a horse -power.

The following are among the more

important provisions of the contract :

A minimum amount of 10,000

horse -power to be taken , the Com

mission to have the right to increase

this at any time to 30,000 on giving

thirty days' notice , and to secure a

still larger supply on notice , the time

of which will be specifically stated in

the agreement. The price to be as

stated in the foregoing.

The duration of the contract to be

for ten years, with the option of re

newal for forty years , or as long as

the existing agreements between the

company and the Niagara Falls Park

Commission remain in force.

The current is to be alternating,

three-phase, 25 -cycle, 60,000 volts at

the transformer station.

Continuity of service to be guaran

teed under certain penalties.

The agreed amount of power is to

be kept available for the use of the

Commission at all times.

Not less than three - quartters of the

amount of power contracted for is to

be paid for by monthly payments. A

condition in this connection is that

in case the actual amount taken ex

ceeds the three -quarters, then the

basis of payment shall be the gross

amount taken for a specified twenty
consecutive minutes during the

month .

The power is to be measured by

standard instruments, sealed and in

spected by the representatives of the

contracting parties.

Finally, there is a clause vesting in

the Commission the right to purchase

power from other parties, the amount

of which and the territory to be

served thereby have not been settled ,

and will not be, of course , until

further demands now being made on

the Commission for the supply of

power, but not yet put in concrete

form , assume that shape.

It is understood the Commission

will shortly call for tenders for the

erection of poles and the supplying

and stringing of wires for transmis- storage tanks by two 472x234x4 du

sion lines from Niagara Falls and plex brass- fitted Epping -Carpenter

also for the construction of trans- pumps of the piston type. For this

former stations. system , the return pipe between the

engines and the filters is of iron , the

An Oiling System in a Large balance of the system being of brass

Power Plant with iron fittings . Iron fittings are

also used on the brass piping to the

latest practice in the design of
turbines.

an oiling system for a large Cylinder oil is fed by gravity froin

power plant, the facts here given re- a storage tank through a system

garding the lubricating oil circulating reaching the lubricatorson all of the

system in the Long Island City pow
steam cylinders of engines and

er station of the Pennsylvania Rail- pumps. Fresh oil is forced into the

road will be of interest. Three sys- storage tank from a receiving tank

tems of oil distribution are provided by compressed air.,

one for the turbine bearings, one for Below are given the specifications

the crank cases of the Westinghouse for fittings, valves , etc.:

engines, and one for cylinder oil. A All lines 4 " and larger are to be

plan and elevation of these systems
seamless drawn brass tubing.

are shown in the annexed illustra All lines smaller than 4 " are to be

tions. brass except old crank case oil re

The turbine oiling system storage turn header and air vent pipes from

tank is eight feet in diameter by
storage tanks , which are to be full

fourteen feet , eight inches deep and
weight black wrought iron pipe.

is located on the third floor of the On lines 3" and smaller, all 90 °

boiler house at about the level of the turns are to be tees with plugs and

bottom of the bunkers. From the all 45 ° turns are to be Y's with plugs.

tank the oil flows by gravity to the
All check valves are to be Pratt

turbine bearings and thence to a filter
and Cady Check valves with special

tank , from which it is pumped to the
seats .

storage tank by two 6x10x82x12
Four - inch angle valves on engine

compound duplex Epping -Carpenter oil return at filter are to be E. C. & B.

All otherpumps, having a capacity of 200 gal- angle globe valves , SCR .

lons per minute against sixty pounds
valves are to be Chapman gates .

head . This system is entirely of Valves less than 114" to be list No. 1 ,

brass pipe, to avoid all danger of
inside screw . Valves 14" and 2'2 "

scale . to be list No. 1 outside screw and

The oil pumping and filter plant
voke. Valves 212" and larger to be

is located in the northeast corner of list No. 24 outside screw and yoke.

the turbine room basement. The fil- All supply lines are to be run level .

tering plant is a two- story chamber, All return lines are to pitch toward

the oil pumps being located on top of tanks where possible and are to be

The second story contains the free from pockets.

filters , there being several tiers of Al ! fittings are to be standard

pans which carry the canvas filtering weight cast iron.

bags. The lower floor contains the All fittings 3 " and smaller are to

tanks and the suction connections and
be screwed .

valves in the pipe lines leading to the All fittings larger than 3 " are to be

pumps. The system has a capacity fanged.

of about 8000 gallons of oil. About W. I. couplings are to be used

ten gallons is drawn off each day for where necessary on all lines 3 " and

various purposes, including the evap
smaller.

oration loss , etc. The oil is circulated Standard weight brass unions are

through the turbine bearings at the
to be used where necessary on all

rate of fifty gallons per minute for lines 3 " and smaller.

each turbo -generator, the loss being The capacity of the system is made

about one-third of a gallon per tur up as follows:

bine -hour. Turbine Oil Tank

The oiling system for the crank holds 376 gallons per

cases of the Westinghouse engines foot; total.. 5.264

and auxiliaries includes storage Filter Tank

tank three feet in diameter by ten holds 714 gallons per

feet nine inches in height, supplying foot ; total. 2,856

a gravity of piping which connects
Pipe

with all the Westinghouse recipro
holds

753

cating engines and allows the addi- Each Turbine holds 400

tion of oil as needed in their crank gallons; 3 turbines.... 1,200

cases . The discharge from the crank

cases is pumped to a filter tank and Total capacity ... 10,073

passes through the filters to a suction

tank from which it is delivered to the Maximum amount stored 8,000 gals .

it .

a
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Taking Care of the Central residence and commercial lighting will ing department this class of com

Station Customers receive first attention in this paper. plaints will entirely disappear.

The order of work in the new de- In this connection it may be well to

HE principle that a central station

must constantly watch over its
partment will be about as follows : mention two existing difficulties which

customers in the matter of giv
ist , installation ; 2d , improvements ; will cause the new department no little

ing them efficient service is well set
3d, renewal of incandescent lamps. annoyance. One is the tendency on

forth by W. W. Edwards, of the Edi Both in the installation and in the im- the part of those doing the interior

son Sault Electric Company, of Sault
provement of lighting service , the new wiring to allow for only a limited

number of outlets or to distributeSte. Marie, Mich ., in his paper sub- department willwork entirely in har

mitted in the Co-operative Electrical
mony with existing departments. To them improperly, regardless of the

Development Association's 1906 prize
this end all work orders will be issued fact that as much depends upon the

from the main office. efficient use of a lamp as upon the
competition .

First in order is the work of instal
As to equipment, a good photometer

efficiency of the lamp itself . The

lation as applied to residence and comis prime necessity . This should be
other difficulty lies in the color and

mercial illumination. When an ap- quality of wall and ceiling paper and
mounted on a suitable carriage and

plication is made for electric lighting, the shade of interior finish .
equipped with a full supply of screens ,

Many

also an attachment for studying re the interior wiring of the building customers will select sombre green or

flected light. The latter will be found
usually having been done by con other dark colors, apparently ignorant

very valuable, as reflected rays con
tractors, an installation order is made of the fact that this shade of paper is

stitute an important part of lighting;
in several copies at the office by means a powerful absorbent of light and will

the irregular or diffused light being department having work to do on theof carbons, a copy being sent to each
not reflect more than 12 per cent. to

20 per cent. of the light thrown upon
highly desirable for residence illumi

installation . it . While this results in an increasednation . A simple device for studying

reflected light is in the form of a large
The service department at once runs use of current, the gain is more than

box lined with black cloth , and entirely
service lines to the building, or merely offset by the annoying complaints of

connects them as the case may be ,
enclosed except an opening for observ

the customer and the misleading re

ation of the interior and a much nar
while at the same time a man from the ports which he will circulate in regard

rower one for the admission of arti- illuminating engineering department
the cost of electric lighting.

ficial light. Through this narrow
makes an inspection of the premises The opportunities for improvement

opening a direct ray of light is thrown
and assists the customer in the selec- in lighting efficiency are many, but in

upon a small reflector , the light being ton of lamps, reflectors, etc. , best most cases the obstructing ideas or ex

reflected upon any desired surface adapted to the particular purpose for isting carelessness must be located by

placed on the opposite side of the in which each is to be used . In the effi- persistent search . The adjustment of

terior . By placing samples of wall
cient use of lamps, an ounce of preven- a few complaints isonly a beginning.

paper instead of the reflector , the com
tion is worth a pound of cure . Mean- The real aim of this department can

parative reflecting properties of dif
while a meter is installed by the meter be accomplished only by a systematic

ferent shades and qualities of paper
department, an installation receipt be- examination of the premises of every

may be ascertained. However, this is
ing taken for that part of the entire customer on the circuits. In some

only a suggestion, but a dark room of
installation belonging to the company instances, quite extensive alterations

some kind is very necessary in this
Every detail necessary for the satis- may be necessary, but a satisfied cus

work . factory lighting of the premises is con- tomer is a good customer to have. In

In addition to the photometer, an
sidered before leaving, the quality as order to demonstrate the advantages

indicating wattmeter will be necessary
well as the quantity of the light re- of making certain changes, it may

or at least verydesirable in measuring ceiving attention.ceiving attention. The customer is often be desirable to temporarily in

the load of the different installations.
thus given to understand from the be- stall a different kind or size of lamps

A reliable voltmeter will also be con ginning that the company understands with suitable reflectors if necessary,

venient. Each workman in this de
its business and is determined to in- the customer signing a temporary in

sure for him the very best results pos stallation receipt there for.
partment shall possess a set of hand

sible.

tools , such as are used for interior
Too much stress cannot be The consumer is at all times given

wiring. The department should be
placed upon the importance of estab- the benefit of valuable advice regard

supplied with samples of all globes
lishing and maintaining this favorable ing illumination, and will soon learn

and reflectors in common use , to be impression on the part of the cus- to consult this department before

tomer .

employed in making experimental making any change in his lighting in

tests . Improvement in existing lighting
stallation.

Besides the above-named equipment,
service is the next step. Naturally, As to the renewal of incandescent

the department itself will invent many any complaints regarding unsatisfac- lamps, great diversity of opinion ex

devices to aid in the successful con tory lighting service will receive first ists in regard to the proper stage at

duct of its work . Most of these, as attention . Uniformity and promptness which it is profitable to remove the

well as the photometer, will be used
of action are secured by means of an incandescent lamp from the circuit.

mainly in testing and making com- operation order which , like the instal- Many central station companies in the

parisons: a kind of laboratory practice lation order, is issued from the office smaller cities make no attempt what

the results of which will be used in and is made in more than one copy if ever in this direction, except to fur

actual practice, where the different the attention of other departments is nish free renewals as an inducement

lighting effects are noted almost en- desired . to customers to return lamps when

tirely by the eye . Whatever difficulty , it is located and
burned out.

This department will have charge of remedied , even though it involves rad- In every well - conducted electric

all illumination furnished by the cen- ical methods and some expenditure. lighting business, the renewals of in

tral station . Useful illumination in- Complaints have always existed in a candescent lamps are carefully re

cludes or may be considered under greater or less degree, but it is hoped, corded and form one branch of dis.

these three heads : Residence, Com- and confidently expected, that with the tributing expense ; hence the manager

mercial and Street Lighting. Of these , advent of the illuminating engineer- knows the monthly expenditure for
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chieta because of lossof conductivit. To wing tables, issued by

this purpose , often regarding it as a customer's installation . Lamps are ob- partment, will be entered on a running

direct loss . tained from the storeroom upon requi- work order sheet, which will be

The useful life of a 3.1 - watt lampsition, the same as other supplies. charged monthly to a division of dis

at normal voltage is estimated by good Thus the brilliancy of the incandescent tributing expense known as Illumina

authority to be 400 to 450 hours, the lighting service is maintained unim- ting Engineering, only one entry a

3.5 -watt lamp about 800 hours ; at paired , resulting in the satisfaction of month being necessary . The tempor

wirich time the candle -power has the customer and in a substantial in- ary installation receipts on hand will

fallen to about 80 per cent. of rated crease in the earnings of the lighting at all times show the limited amount

value. Practical test demonstrates
the company. of outstanding lamps and other sup

fact that a lamp which has passed the Necessary accounting: --The addi- plies.

above period will not conduct as much tion of the new department need not The work of soliciting for the sale

current as before, the difference in
materially increase the work of ac- of light, heat and heating or other

creasing with every hour the lamp counting The equipment and tools electric devices may profitably be as

remains in service . employed will constitute a branch of sociated or even combined with this

It is true that the lamp will require Equipment and Tool and Instru- department if deemed advisable, as the

more current per candle -power of ment accounts respectively, these be- engineering of illumination develops

light delivered , because the candle- ing classed as assets . ability for, and leads very naturally to

power decreases faster than the con- Salaries and wages, as well as any the soliciting of patronage along this

sumption of current, caused , in part, other operating expenses of the de- and kindred lines.

by the deposit of carbon on the inner

surface of the glass bulb causing it to

become blackened . On the other hand

the total amount of current passing
Approximate Rule for Size of Wires for Three-Phase Transmission

through this lamp in a given time will
Lines

be less than in the case of a new lamp,

HE rough estimates for the sizes of

in carbon - filament of the the General Electric Com- wires for three- phase transmission

old lamp. pany, are for 11se in making service :

It is safe to say that thousands of

dollars are wasted annually by lack of

attention to this important principle, Distances to which 100 k.w. three -phase current can be transmitted over different sizes of wires at differ

ent potentials, assuming an energy loss of 10 % and a power factor of 85 % .

enough to repay many times the extra

cost of renewals.

The habit of allowing lamps to re
Area in Distance of Transmission for Various Potentials at Receiving End

main on the circuit after passing the 2,000 3,000 4,000 6,000 8,000 10,000, 12,000 15,000 1 20,000 25,000 | 30,000

period of their useful life is , therefore,

not only an injustice to the customer,

by reason of decreased candle-power,

but a direct reduction in the earnings

of the lighting company. For these 187.75 333.6 521 25

421.2 658.00

two reasons it is imperative that a sys

tematic renewal of lamps be made at

stated intervals, these being more fre 167,800

quent during the winter mo ! ths. Any

desired conveyance may be used for

this purpose , from a one -horse wagon

to an automobile. A record -book con

TABLE A.

Num

ber

B. & S.

Circular

Mils.
5,000

6

5

4

26.250

33,100

41.740

1.32

1.66

2.10

2.98

3.75

4.74

5.28

6.64

8.40

8.27

10.40

13.15

1192

15.00

18.96

21.12

26.56

33.60

33.1

416

52.6

47.68

60.00

75.84

74.50

93.75

118,50

132.4

166.4

210.4

206.75

260.00

328.75

298

375

474

149.00 254.8 413.7552,630

66,370

83,690

2.54

3.33

4.21

5.96

751

9.18

10.16

13.32

16.84

16.55

20 851

26.32

23.84

30.04

37.92

40.64

53.28

67.36

66.2 95.36

83.4 120.16

105.3 15168

596

751

948212.00

1

105.500

133,10000

5.29

6.71

8.45

1192

15.11

19.04

21.16

26.84

33.80

33 10

41.97

52.85

47.68 84.64

60.44 107.36

76.16 135.20

132.4 191.72

167.9 241.76

211.4 304.64

298.00 529.6 827.50 1192

377.75 671.6 1049.25 1511

476.00 845.6 , 1321 25 1904000

The following example shows how the table may be used :
taining a record of the number and REQUIRED : The size of wires to deliver 500 k.w at 6000 volts, at the end of a three -phase line 12 miles
candle-power of lamps, both delivered long , allowing an energy loss of 10 % and a power factor of 85 % . If the example called for the transmission

of 100 k.w. (on which Table A is based ), we should look in the 6000 - volt column for the nearest figure to the

and returned , is signed by the cus- given distance, and take the size wire corresponding But the example calls for the transmission of five times

this amount of power, and the size of wire varies directly as the distance, which in this case is 12 miles.

tomer . In this way the accounting fore we look for the product 5 x 12 = 60 in the 6000 -volt column of Table A.

department may not only compute the
the size wire corresponding is No. 00 : which is, therefore , the size capable of transmitting 100 k.w. over a line

60.44 miles long, or 500 k.w.over a line 12 miles long as required by the example.

cost of renewals, but also note any If it is desired to ascertain the size wires which willgive an energy loss of 54% ,or one -half the loss for which
the table is computed , it is only necessary to multiply the value obtained by 2 since the diameter varies directly

slight changes of candle -power in the as the per cent , energy loss.

0000 211.600

250.000

500.000

10.62

12.58

25.17

23.92 42.48 66.42 95.69 169.92

28.33 50.32 78.67 113.32 201.28

56.66 100.68 157.35 226.64 402.72

265.7 382.72 598 0 1062.8 1660.50 2392

314.7 453.28 708,25 1258.8 ' 1966.75 2833

629.4 906.56 1416.50 2517.6 3933.75 5666

There

The nearest value is 60.44 and
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ALTHOUGH perhaps not a sentit

Exhibit Notes of the Washington were exhibited arc lamps and arc- A number of flaming arc lamps were

Convention of the National lamp regulators, transformers, single- shown by the New York Beck Lamp

Electric Light Association phase and multi-phase wattmeters and Company. Two lamps wereoperated

prepayment meters, and on motors in series at 110 volts and 60 cycles

tensive Atlantic
and motor -driven apparatus, as buf- without the use of starting and con

fers, hand drills and the like .

City last year, the exhibits of
trolling mechanism .

the associate members of the National
The tantalum and Gem lamps of the The galvanized chain manufactured

Electric Light Association at the

Franklin Electric Manufacturing Co. , by the Oneida Community, Ltd., of

convention held in the Willard Hotel

of Hartford , Conn ., were shown with New York, was shown in use for

in Washington proved none the less
Holophane reflectors of various types. hanging arc lamps and signs.

interesting. Doubtless the fact that
A feature was a reproduction in minia- Remote control switches were exhib

less space was available than last year

ture blue and white lamps of the cable ited by the lettingell-Andrews Co., of

of the new “ Noir " lamp.
Boston , Mass. One of the switches

caused several of the exhibitors to

rely on photographs rather than actual
The Gem , tantalum and tungsten was kept in constant operation by

apparatus to attract attention .
lamps of the General Electric Co., of means of a thermostat,

The Allis -Chalmers Company, of
Schenectady, N. Y. , made a brilliant The Philadelphia Electrical & Man

Milwaukee, Wis ., exhibited photo
exhibit . Hleating and cooking appara ufacturing Co. exhibited a model man

tus and a number of direct -current
hole with conduit cables, transformers,

graphs in a booth just inside the en

and alternating - current for motors
trance. A sign in the booth called at

etc. , and showing its metallic wrap

tention to the company's exhibit at the
were also displayed.

pers, sealing plugs, fuse and junction

Jamestown Exposition.
The well-known " Fancleve" spec

boxes and service -connecting plugs.

In the booth of the American Elec- ialties were exhibited by John L. Glea
The Pittsburg Transformer Co. dis

tric Heater Co., of Detroit , Mich ., a
son , and included boxes of various played several light and power trans

number of electric heating and cook
types, switch mounts, receptacles,

formers and two of 50 and 100 -k.w .

ing devices were displayed.
molding tops and the like . capacity for 22,000 volts.

The exhibit of the American Instru- G. M. Gest exhibited a number of
Electric cooking and heating appa

ment Co., of Philadelphia, consisted of photographs of subway work in Mexi- ratus was exhibited by the Simplex

co , Canada and the United States. Thevarious types of portable and switch
Electric Heating Co., of Cambridge

board instruments.

Gest patent cable rack was also shown. port, Mass., and included a large and

a small range.
Electric heating and cooking devices The exhibit of the H. W. Johns

The exhibit of the Southern Ex

were exhibited by the W. J. Barr Elec- Manville Co., of New York, consisted

tric Manufacturing Company, of of " Noark" subway and service boxes,
change Co., of New York, comprised

Cleveland, Ohio .
the " Victor" combination meter, J.-M. samples of long -leaf yellow pine for

The well-known " condulets ” were junction tape and “ Transite" 'asbes- poles and cross -arms, and also South

ern cedar for the same purpose .
displayed by the Crouse -Hinds Co. tos fireproof doors for high - tension

The Standard Paint Co.. of New
Panel-boards and cabinets and the compartments.

York , exhibited its well-known insu

company's “ Imperial" are headlight The Jardus Electric Company, of

were also shown.
Cleveland, Ohio, exhibited a 25-light lating, compounds, varnishes, tapes,

A number of photographs of various series arc regulator and board with 10
and the like , together with a model

house covered with " Ruberoid " roof

installations were exhibited by the lamps in circuit. Other exhibits were
ing.

Crocker-Wheeler Co., of Ampere, N. “Gyrofans," desk fans, absolute cut,
A wide variety of single and multi

J. , who also distributed souvenir post- outs and pendant pull switches for
ple -duet vitrified clay conduit was

al cards. multiple lamps.

In the booth of the Dearborn Drug

shown by the Standard Vitrified Con

The Keystone Electrical Instrument

& Chemical Works, of Chicago , Ill . , Company displayed a
duit Company, of New York .

variety of
In the booth of the Wagner Elec

were shown samples of boiler scales switchboard and portable instruments

and tubes and valves corroded and in the booth of the Jardus Electric Co.
tric Manufacturing Co. , of St. Louis,

clogged by scale .

Mo., were displayed several of the

A variety of signs were shown by

The solderless connectors of Dossert
company's well-known single -phase

the Metropolitan Engineering Com

& Co., of New York , were exhibited in

motors, of the constant and variable

pany, of New York, including a

that company's booth . These con
speed types.

double - face panel sign and an inter

nectors have been approved by the changeable sign .
An attractive display was made by

the Weston Electrical Instrument
board of fire underwriters.

Poles, pins, cross - arms and brack

The exhibit of the Electric Storage

Company, of Newark , N. J. , consist

ets formed a part of the exhibit of the

Battery Co., of Philadelphia, Pa ., in

ing of new types of switchboard and

National Electrical Supplies Com
cluded " Exide" commercial vehicle

portable meters .

pany, of Washington, D. C. The

batteries, central station accumulators,
The Westinghouse exhibit was ex

Helios flame are lamp, for use tensive, usual.

and a recently developed automatic

High -efficiency,

either direct-current or alternating- metalized - filament

cell - filling apparatus.

lamps, ranging

current circuits, was also exhited .

The Federal Electric Co., of Chica
from 20 to 50 candle-power, were

The exhibit of the National Electric shown with tungsten lamps. A new

go , Ill . , displayed a variety of electric Lamp Association was a particularly single- glower unit was among the ex

signs, one of which was operated by a attractive one, made up as it was by hibits of the Nernst Lamp Co., and

flasher.
the various types of high -efficiency

The Fiber Conduit Co., of Orange

storage battery plates were shown by

wwits sold by the members of the as- the Westinghouse Machine Co.

burg. X. Y., exhibited its several types sociation . Gem , tantalum and tung

of bituminized fiber conduit in straight

Alternating - current and direct-cur

sten lamps made the booth a very bril- rent fan motors, and direct- current

lengths, bends and fittings . liant place. Not the least interesting and alternating -current arc lamps

In the booth of the Fort Wayne were the 1.3 -volt tantalum lamps were exhibited by the Western Elec

Electric Works, of Fort Wayne, Ind .. shown. tric Company, of Chicago.

on
as
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do so .

PATENTED MPARASU

JUNCTION PATENTED

THEIRO -CLECTRO

COUPLE

PORTALA TRGATE

INSTAURENT

CAUCIBLE OF

MOLTEN WETAL

A Portable Pyrometer for Instan- When the tip of the couple becomes ing full details and particulars upon

taneously Taking Temperatures worn away by the continued use , a application to the Co -operative Elec

of Molten Metals
fresh portion is exposed to the molten trical Development Association, Cleve

N manufacturing processes and in
metal and the reading will be the same land, Ohio .

metallurgical work molten metals as if the couple had not been reduced .

and alloys are extensively em
A separable junction is provided, as

Trade News
shown in the diagram , so that fresh

ployed, especially for the making of
castings from molds. It is of the tips can be conveniently applied before At a special meeting of the directors

utmost importance that the metals be enough of the couple has worn away of the Joseph Dixon Crucible Com

mixed, alloyed and poured at the
to appreciably affect the resistance and pany, held May 31st , to take action on

proper temperatures in order to obtain cause an erroneous indication on the the death of Vice -President and

instrument. These instruments are
the best results. The special form of Treasurer, John A. Walker, Geo . T.

pyrometer described here has been being successfully used by a large
Smith elected vice-president,

number of manufacturers.

designed to meet the practical require

ments of every-day shop. practice. Bristol, 45 Vesey Street,New York
They are manufactured by Wm . H.

Geo. E. Long treasurer and Harry

,
Dailey was elected director and secre

The portable indicating instrument
City.

tary.

may be carried in the hand, and with

in two or three seconds the tempera
$2,600.00 in Prizes for an Alfred F. Moore, manufacturer of

ture of the molten metal may be taken .
Electrical Solicitor's insulated wire , announces that his

The possibilities and great value of
Handbook

an instrument of this kind will be fully
Chicago representative, H. E. Cobb ,

HE following extract from a pa- has severed his connection . It is ex

per by R. S. Hale, of Boston, pected that announcement will soon

" The Value and Use of a be made of the appointment of a suc

Solicitor's Handbook " will be of in
cessor .

terest to those who are already com

peting for the prizes as well as to

others who may now contemplate to
In announcing the purchase of the

Wirt Electric Co., of Philadelphia, the

The paper above referred to was
Cutler -Hammer Manufacturing Co.,

presented on the Commercial Pro
of Milwaukee, desires to state for the

gram of the National Electric Light
information of their customers and

Association at Washington on June those of the Wirt Company, that the

manufacture of Wirt apparatus will
7 , 1907.

" I want now to make a brief an
be continued by the Cutler -Hammer

nouncement of a change in plans in
Company. Pending the incorporation

in the Cutler -Hammer catalog of ap
connection with the prize contest for

the best electrical solicitor's handbook . paratus of the Wirt type, the current

The Co -operative Electrical Develop
Wirt catalog should be used . Copies

ment Association wrote to all of those
of this catalog may be obtained from

who had manifested an interest in the
the Wirt Electric Co. , Philadelphia ,

the Cutler -Hammer Manufacturing

proposed contest last April to find out

appreciated by those who are inter
how they felt about an extension of

Co. , Milwaukee, or on application to

ested in foundry work of any descrip- time in which to submit the compet any of our district offices. The pur

tion . ing books.
chase of the Wirt Electric Co. will

The outfit complete consists of a " By general agreement the time was enable the Cutler -Hammer Manufac

portable indicating instrument con- set for October ist , next , and all of turing Co. to meet, more fully than

nected to a special thermo- electric the competitors must have their work ever before, the requirements of the

couple, the two elements of which are turned in to the Co -operative Electric
trade. For many years certain types

disconnected and left without insula- al Development Association, Cleve of Wirt apparatus have enjoyed an en

tion . When the tips of these elements land , Ohio, by that time. viable reputation. Particular atten

are slightly immersed into the molten " I am sure you all appreciate the tion is called to the very complete line

metal, an electric connection is made value of this contest tơ central stations of battery charging rheostats devel

and the reading on the instrument will and others because of the stimulating oped by the Wirt Co., and to the Wirt

be the same as if the couple had been of interest everywhere and a fixing of
field rheostats, which in 1902 were

originally joined. the minds of a great many agents up awarded the John Scott medal on rec

The general arrangement of the on the details of their own handbooks
ommendation of the Franklin Insti

parts forming the outfit for this class through a desire to think up some way tute of Pennsylvania. Bulletins cov

of temperature measurements is by which they could get into this con ering these and other lines of Wirt ap

shown in the accompanying diagram test .
paratus will be furnished on applica

as it would be applied for taking the “ I hold in my hands a New York
tion .

temperature of a crucible of molten draft for $ 2,600, which represents the

metal just before pouring. The ad- total amount to be awarded in prizes WANTED

vantage of this plan is that the tips of to the successful competitors in this

the wires forming the elements almost handbook contest. The money will be
A young man thoroughly familiar with

instantaneously assume the tempera- placed in a bank where it will draw store-room supplies of Electric Light

ture of the molten metal and time lag interest until the time the awards are and Power Company, to take full
error is eliminated . This form of made in October, so that the winners charge of store room ; one capable of

couple has been most successfully ap- will not only get their prize money but

plied to the measurement of molten interest on it as well."
handling men under him ; splendid

metals as cast iron , copper , aluminum , Those interested in this subject will opportunity for the right man.

brass , bronze and other alloys. be furnished promptly a pamphlet giv- Address, c/o the Electrical Age.

THE BRISTOL PORTABLE PYROMETER FOR

MEASURING TEMPERATURES OF MOLTEN

METALS .
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HYDRAULIC JACKS

The different styles and sizes of Watson -Stillman Jacks number 400 .

No matter what your particular job may be , we have the Hydraulic

Jacks to handle it with greatest convenience , despatch and economy.

No matter whether the load is lighter or heavy, we have the tool.

Every Watson -Stillman tool is guaranteed .

Send for Jack ('atalogue and you will see a sure way out of your Jack troubles .

WATSON-STILLMAN CO. OFFICE 26 Cortlandt Street, - NEW YORK CITY.
Branch Office : 453 THE ROOKERY, CHICAGO, ILL.

Recording

Tachometers

JUST PERFECTED

Variable Speed Alternating

and Direct Current Motors

These instruments are designed to

record graphically the speed of any

apparatus . The movable pen , being

actuated by a column of mercury ,

traces a continuous curve on a mov

able chart . They are simple, practi

cal and certain in operation . Full

particulars of our many types fur

nished on application .

Send for Booklet “ C ” covering Printing Press Equipments,

Forge Blowers , Dental Engines , Jewelers ' Power and

Buffing Machines . We have goo Second -hand Dynamos

and Motors in stock and would like to quote you.

Niagara Tachometer &

Instrument Company
GUARANTEE ELECTRIC CO .

Clinton and Adams Streets, Chicago

NIAGARA FALLS, N. Y.

Write for Free Copy

TENTH EDITION CAL AND

GraphileGubricant
Dixon's latest book, " Graphite as a
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Electric Trunk Line Operation of electric operation allows of increas- stations where the voltage is reduced

ing the length of train to an amount by transformers and converted into

subject of electric trunk line op limited only by the strength of bridges direct current by means of rotary con

eration is so great that the rail
and enbankments. Trains of any verters . The sub - stations are placed

road engineer is left without a definite
length may be operated on any electric from ten to fifteen miles apart , and

solution of this problem . Three elec
system , because several electric loco- feed each way for a distance from five

tric systems have been proposed for
motives can be made up with the train to seven miles. The current is carried

the operation of trunk lines, namely,
and operated in unison. Congestion from the sub-stations to the train by

the 600 - volt direct current system , the
of traffic is also greatly relieved by means of a third rail or by overhead

I 200 - volt direct current system and
electric operation , since the electric conductors.

locomotive
the 11,000 -volt alternating current sys

be handled with Since the transmission of electric

tem , two frequencies 25 and 15 cycles
greater facility than steam locomo- power at 600 volts is limited to dis

being proposed for the alternating
tives ; and, in addition, the make -up of tances from five to ten miles , it is evi

the train being composed of a number dent that this system is best adapted
current system . Besides this choice of

of smaller trains each independent of to those railroads having great density
systems we have the choice of a third

rail or of traffic, such as four -track railroads
an overhead conductor for

the other, these several trains can be

transmitting the current to the train .
made up at one time each with its lo- and terminal yards . In order that

comotive and a complete train may there be a load on each sub -station

Where the adoption of electric trac
then be formed from a number of

tion is not compulsory. it may be
somewhere near its capacity , there

these units . should be four or five trains within

chosen on account of cleanliness, in
We must then look for the introduc

creased frequency of service or in
every length of track of ten to fifteen

crease in traffic. Since the passenger
tion of the electric locomotive into the miles in length , say one train for every

railway field , first with those railroads three miles of roadway whether there
departments of steam railways now
have all the business they can handle,

having the greatest density of traffic. be one, two or four tracks. The load

it is not probable that they will adopt electric locomotive is generally for the
While the reason for adopting the on the sub -station can be made uni

form by installing storage batteries,

electric traction for the purpose of in

creasing this business, that is, the rail

purpose of increasing the ability to the storage batteries being charged

road companies will not adopt electric
handle traffic , the conditions actually continuously at a uniform rate and dis

encountered require the extension of charging when there is a train on the
traction for any reason but for the in

the electric zone to include parts of section of tracks supplied by the sub
crease in traffic handled over a given

the railroad where the traffic is not
stretch of track. These trains may

station . By the judicious use of stor

dense . age batteries , the 600 -volt direct cur

carry passengers or freight , the object The 600 -volt direct current system rent system can be applied to railroads
to be attained is to transport a maxi- has been evolved from the original which have such a low density of

amount ofof passengers and street railway 500 -volt system . There traffic that they would not warrant
freight over the railroad. In order to are several instances where this cur- electric operation without batteries.
use the railroad at its highest effi

rent is transmitted for distances from The batteries improve the load factor

ciency the trains must be long. The
ten to fifteen miles, but the loss in volt- of the sub -station equipment.

requirements of safety limit the head age is so great under these conditions Locomotives for 600 - direct current

way between the trains, and when a that the cars cannot be operated at service are slightly cheaper than those

definite headway is adopted the only
normal speed, nor can the full capacity for 25 - cycle alternating current, and

method of increasing the traffic is to of the motors be obtained . From five estimates show that with congested

increase the length of train . With a
to ten miles is generally considered the service where the sub - station equip

steam locomotive the length of train is limit for 600 -volt direct current serv- ment can be utilized to somewhere

now limited by the strength of draft
ice . In order to supply a line of track near its full capacity, it is cheaper to

gear, so that if a railroad company longer than ten miles in length from install the 600 - volt direct current sys

wishes to handle more traffic over its one power station the electric power is tem . By congested service is meant

road it must lay additional tracks or generated by alternating current gen- service in which there is at least one

adopt electric operation. The laying of erators , as it has been found imprac- train for every three miles of roadway,

additional tracks increases the ability ticable to generate a high voltage with regardless of the total length of road.

to handle traffic in direct proportion to direct current generators . This high These are the conditions which have

the increase in trackage. The adoption voltage power is transmitted to sub- led to the adoption of the 600 -volt

mum
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are run

or

direct current system for street rail- actually the expense and unsightly ap- cessive cost for sub -stations. With the

way service . Street cars pearance of the large conductor over- perfection of the single -phase alter

under short headways, and an ap- head does not justify its erection ex- nating system and high voltage trolley ,
proximately uniform load is obtained cept where necessary . Where the time the density of traffic does not have the

with this voltage. for changing from electric to steam importance of former years . Its im

The current was at first transmitted locomotives is not an objection , and portance now is simply a question of

to the cars by overhead wires. With where the density of traffic is great,
whether the traffic can or cannot be

the adoption of long, heavy trains the the 600 -volt direct current system handled by steam , the traffic can al

overhead conductor has been found to renders efficient service , especially ways be handled by electric locomo

assume such proportions that it has where storage batteries are installed tives when power is transmitted at a

been replaced by a third rail where for taking momentary peak loads. high voltage.

possible. At 600 volts the current There are other roads where the The benefits of a high voltage are

necessary to operate a long train density of traffic is too great to be also apparent in the reduction of the

amounts to 2000 or 3000 amperes, re- handled by steam locomotives, but amount of current to be collected , the

quiring a heavy conductor for trans- which will not justify electric opera- current at 11,000 volts is only 164

mission. Allowing 800 amperes per tion at 600 volts. With the introduc- amperes for the same amount of power

square inch cross section of copper tion of this problem many engineers which requires 3000 amperes at 600
conductor, the area for 3000 amperes suggested schemes of operation from volts. The smaller current can be

amounts to four square inches. А a single -phase alternating current trol- readily carried by small wires, and no

copper bar of this size is not readily ley among which one has been in op- difficulty is encountered in erecting an

suspended over the track, consequent- eration on a number of heavy inter- overhead conductor for transmitting
ly it has been replaced by a T- rail lo- urban lines, and has lately been ap- this amount of current to the electric

cated at the side of the track . In ter- plied to trunk line service. The sys- locomotive or car . In fact , an

minal yards where there are a number tem consists of a means of utilizing a dinary trolley wire construction , prop

of terminals or crossovers , it is im- single trolley wire at a potential of erly insulated, would answer all re
possible to so locate the third rail that 11,000 volts . This in itself is enough quirements were it not for the im

it will allow of contact at all times, and to recommend the system for all trunk portance of maintaining the service

will not interfere with passing cars ; line operation, since the allowable dis- and provisions to prevent a breakdown

for this reason the third rail is inap- tance of transmission is increased as in the line. The trolley wire is there

plicable to terminal yards, complicated the square of the voltage. That is to fore suspended from steel strand
crossings and turnouts, and an over- say , the 11,000 - volt trolley allows of cables which hold the trolley wire

head conductor is erected at these increasing the length of line found parallel with the track, so that the col

places .
practicable on the 600 - volt system to lector slides smoothly and without

On investigating trunk line condi- an indefinite length on the 11,000 - volt vibration . The steel cables are ad

tions it is found that there are very system , the actual allowable length ditional protection from the trolley

few railroads operating a train every being limited by conditions of traffic. falling to the ground in case it should

three miles of roadway, and yet the In other words, any railroad having a be broken .

conditions require electric operation at uniform number of trains in continu- The statement that the distance of

some point. It may be that a terminal ous operation can be operated econom- transmission at 11,000 volts is un

station does not permit of handling ically by the electric system at 11.000 limited requires some modification . It

the number of trains required for the volts . is true for the conditions as taken, that

traffic by steam , and that electric op- By uniform number of trains is is , with equivalent feeder cross -sec

eration must be adopted to handle the meant the number throughout the tions and taking into account only the

trains with the available tracks . This year. If 100 trains are operated on ohmic drop in potential. The heavy

is the present state of affairs with a one day in the year, then the power feeders now installed for street rail

number of railroads. Four or five station must be of a size to operate 100 way service are unnecessary for opera

years ago the 600-volt direct current trains, a definite capital must be in- tion at 11,000 volts, so a reduction in

system was the only system available vested in this power station and a size of feeder is made when operating

for traction purposes, a number of definite number of men must be em- at the higher voltage. The alternating

railroad companies were obliged to ployed to keep the machinery in good current system is applicable to opera

adopt this system to handle their trains operative condition . The power sta- tion on roads of several hundred miles

immediately adjacent to the terminal tion is made of a size to care for the in length without expending an ap

yard, the electric locomotives being maximum train movement on the en- preciable amount for feeders. There

replaced by steam locomotives for tire road. Consider this road to cover is an inductive drop in potential with

long distance trains. Officials of rail- a territory of several hundred miles, leavy loads, as in all alternating cur

road companies foresaw the difficulties and supplied by direct current from rent transmissions, which drop de

and loss of time incident to the inter- sub -stations, then conditions may oc- pends on the frequency.

change of locomotives at the yard cur such that the entire number of The first alternating current systems

limits, and only adopted the 600 - volt trains must be operated from any one used for lighting were operated at a

direct current system when compelled sub -station . If there are ten sub- frequency of 133 cycles. This fre

to do so . stations , each to care for the maximum quency was found to give satisfactory

Under actual operating conditions possible number of trains, the invest- service for small amounts of power.

the 600 -volt direct current system ment in moving machinery amounts to As the size of the electric installations

when applied to railroad operation is ten times that required for the 11,000- was increased , the frequency was

found to have two objections: first, the volt system , which would be prohibi- found to be so high that the inductive

limitations of distance in transmission, tive . Formerly when railroad com- drop in potential amounted to a con

and second, the requirements for two panies considered the change to elec- siderable item , even with large wires.

styles of conductors, an overhead con- tric operation, the electric companies The frequency was reduced to 125

ductor in terminal yards, and a third would make inquiries as to the density cycles, then to 60 cycles, and at the

rail on the main line. It is , of course, of traffic , and if this density was below present time the standard frequency

possible to install an overhead con- a set figure they would advise against for large work is 25 cycles . The

ductor for the complete line, but electric equipment because of the ex- adoption of electric operation by steam
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railroads requires the transmission of the motor selected, but curves fairly This difference is far too great for

immense amounts of power, and if representative of all makes of motors these systems to be competitive in

there were no other conditions but the give the impression that the higher trunk line operation. There is a field

transmission of power to be considered motor impedance üt low speed is the for the 1200 -volt direct current if the

there is no doubt but what a lower fre- real factor acting for the betterment motors can be made cheaper or better

quency than 25 cycles will be necessi- of service . The efficiencies of the al- than the alternating current motors ,

tated with the immense undertakings ternating current and direct current which would include railroads . of

in the future. Moreover, the electric motors are closely the same, though it moderate density of traffic though it

manufacturers say their motors have is doubtful wl.ether the actual amount would not be applicable to many of the

greater outputs at 15 cycles than at of coal burne 1 is of great importance present trunk line roads with their

25 cycles , which is an additional to a railroad . It is more important to present schedules.

reason for going to the lower fre- keep down the initial expense for

quency. power equipment and the higher trol
The 220-Volt Direct Current

The single-phase alternating current ley voltage of the alternating system System of Distribution

series wound motor has a higher speed results in the power station or sub

at light loads than the direct current station equipments supplying such a OR shop equipment, when a vari

motor of equivalent rating. In other length of track that the load factor on

words. the series alternating current these stations is maintained at its the distances of power transmis

motor has a steeper speed curve than highest value. sion are not too great , the 220 -volt

the direct current motor. I have been Any other system utilizing a high direct current system of distribution is

told that this is due to the design of voltage trolley will supply the require
found advantageous. By adopting

the particular motor tested ; neverthe- ments of electric trunk line operation. this system the cost of the motor

less, it is a fact that the series wound One system , consisting of single -phase equipment is reduced and the cost of

alternating motor as now built ap- motors operating in conjunction with the transformers required for alternat

proaches more closely the require air compressors, gives promise of good ing current systems is saved at the ex

ments of traction service than does the results ; another system , in which pense of a greater outlay for feeders

direct current series wound motor. If rotary converters are mounted in the than is required for the alternating

the two types of motors be started locomotive for supplying direct cur- current systems. Moreover, arc and

with the same equipment, the con- rent to the operating motors, allows of incandescent lighting can be supplied

troller can be operated to full on posi- the use of a high voltage trolley and at 220 volts , which is not possible with

tion quicker with alternating current the application of induction motors to a higher voltage unless by burning

motors than it can with the direct railroad operation has been prac several lamps in series , a complication

current motors to obtain the same tised in European countries. The which is not desirable. The unde

uniformity of acceleration. The alter- primary object to be attained is the sirable feature of all direct current

nating current motor may be con- transmission of electric power to the systems is the short allowable distance

nected to full voltage when running at locomotive at a high voltage. The
of transmission . A method is here

a lower speed than can the direct cur- high voltage trolley is what makes the proposed for overcoming the evil ef

rent motor to draw the same amount electric trunk line operative; it in fect of a large drop in potential in the

of current from the line in both cases . creases the scope of electric operation distributing system in so far as the

The reason for this is the change of from street railway and interurban service is effected , it , of course , being

inductive resistance of the alternating lines with small trains running under impossible to save the power lost in

current motor with change of speed. short headway to include also trunk the feeders.

When this motor is run at a low speed line service of heavy trains with the The method suggested is to divide

it has a higher inductive resistance present schedules of freight and pas- the switchboard bus bars at the power

than at a high speed ; its construction senger service . This is not always de- station into sections and to operate the

is such as to automatically regulate sired ; frequently suburban trains and generators supplying these sections at

the supply of current. The effect of terminal service only are to be elec- different percentages of over-com

this improved operation of the alter- trified , in which case the 600-volt serv- pounding. Feeders supplying remote

nating current motor is apparent in ice is found cheapest when the density districts would be connected to those

the reduction of control steps made of traffic is great. sections of the station bus bars sup

possible ; it is also apparent when the There is another class of service plied by generators most heavily over

train is in operation and encounters a which includes traffic of moderately compounded. Those feeders which

slight grade, the motors slow down to long hauls with headways between supply intermediate districts would be

a slower speed on heavy grades and trains too long to allow of economic connected to bus bar sections having a

on going around curves than do the operation at 600 volts. A high volt- slight rise of voltage with increase of

direct current motors of the same age direct current system has been load and the feeders which supply the

makes. The ideal motor for traction proposed to care for this work . The shops and buildings immediately ad

service is one which operates at its direct current transmission of power jacent to the station would be con

normal rating at all torques. This is extremely desirable ; there is no in- nected to generators having a straight

characteristic may be represented by a ductive loss in voltage, and the full level voltage characteristic.

curve plotted with horse-power as capacity of the generators can be Modern direct current generators

ordinates and torque as abscissæ . The utilized for operating the cars . This make this system of distribution pos

horse -power output of the series same result is obtained , however, by sible. These generators are supplied

wound alternating current motor more reducing the frequency of the alternat- with series windings to give a voltage

closely approximates constant values ing current so that with equal trolley at full load 5 per cent. higher than the

for all torques than does that of any voltages the direct current and 15- voltage at no load , and have resist

of the other motors. The series cycle alternating current are about on ances connected in parallel with the

wound alternating current motor can
But a railroad is now being series field by means of which the

be connected to normal voltage with operated on the alternating system degree of over -compounding can be

the train running up grades and with a trolley voltage of 11,000 volts, varied at will. The greatest effect of
around curves ; it protects itself. This while the highest proposed voltage of the series field is obtained when the re

may be due to the particular design of the direct current system is 1200 volts . sistance connection is opened. When

a par.
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can

over

50 h.p.

30 all's 10 arcs 20 alcs

the resistance is connected in circuit a sults obtained with multi -voltage vari- the feeders are equal . The generator

part of the current is diverted from able speed motors. supplying the shortest feeder would be

the series winding, thus reducing the When the single voltage motor is adjusted for a level voltage character

effect of the series field with any given · found to have a sufficient range of istic , that is , the voltage will not in

load . As the resistance is decreased speed for the work to be done, stand- crease or decrease with the load, sup

in ohmic value , a greater proportion and two-wiretwo-wire generators be pose this voltage to be 200 volts for

of the total current flows through the adopted for both light and power . The all loads. The next shortest feeder

shunt with consequent reduction of troubles formerly experienced with may have any drop in potential at full

current in the series field , and reduc- burnt -out resistance in 220 -volt arc load ; take the calculated drop as four

tion of voltage at a given load . The lamps have been overcome by im- volts, then the generator supplying

resistance can be adjusted at will for proved methods of insulation and ven- this feeder should be adjusted for 2

any degree of over- compounding. tilation ; 220 -volt incandescent lamps per cent. over - compound, giving 224

A shop layout has been assumed as are now made with a life comparable volts at full load, and 220 volts at no

shown. Light and power loads are with that of 110-volt lamps of equal load . The voltage at the end of this

indicated for each building, and for efficiency, and 220-volt motors give a feeder will then be 220 volts at all

the yard amounting to a total of about wide range of speed on a single volt- loads. Also, there is no danger of

900 kw . The motor load amounts to age . this generator feeding back through

750 kw ., or approximately 80 per With the load as indicated, either the shortest feeder, and running the

cent . of the total. Evidently with this four 200 kw . or four 250 kw . gen- first generator as a motor for the po

preponderance of power load a system erators will supply the total demand . tential at the end of the feeder can

should be chosen which is best adapted When the entire load is carried , the never rise above 220 volts. Similarly

to motor operation , the lighting load four 200 kw . generators are the generator supplying the third

loaded by 12 per cent., which would feeder would be over-compounded to

not be a severe overload unless one of compensate for the drop in potential

the machines requires repairs, in which in this feeder, likewise for the fourthi

10 h.p.
feeder and its generator.

200 h.p. case the remaining three generators

would be overloaded 50 per cent. The There is an objection to this system ,

25 inc . 100 inc. 50 inc . four 250 kw . generators have the de- in that the generators will not divide

sirable feature of allowing one ma- the load equally when the load on the

chine to be shut down for making ad- system is greatest near the point of

justments and the remaining three connection of one of the feeders. This

generators will carry the entire load objection is partially overcome by sup

for several hours without excessive plying each building from two feed

150 h.p. 200 h.p. 75 h.p. heating. The four 250 kw . genera- ers ; thus, when one building only is in

tors appear to be the most desirable operation, its entire load will not be
75 inc .

selection . carried by one feeder, or will one gen

The system as proposed would con- erator be required to carry much the

sist in dividing the bus bars into four greater part of the load when two

sections for this particular installation , generators are in operation. The load

one generator and one feeder being can be exactly adjusted to equal

connected to each section ; or where amounts on all the generators by ad
75 h.p. 100 h.p. 150 h.p. there is no immediate prospect of an justing the generator field rheostats in

increase of station capacity, the bus the same manner as now employed
25 inc.

bars may be omitted entirely and the when the generators are connected to

generator leads extended as feeders. a bus Bar.

Usually the conditions do not allow At times of light load it is only
20 h.p.

of this simple connection of feeders necessary to operate one machine for

20 inc.
and generators, as the number of the entire shop equipment, for the

feeders and generators cannot always drop in potential due to losses in trans
be made the same. Where the condi- mission will be small with small loads,

tions do allow selecting a number of and the voltage at the load will be

being considered of secondary im- generators equal to the number of nearly normal. Generators supplying

portance. It is possible to install a feeders, the station switchboard is intermediate feeders will give the best

third wire for obtaining 110 - volt serv- simplified by omitting the bus bars. results for single operation , though

ice , and this voltage gives a higher Equalizer connections between com- with the size of feeders required to

efficiency of illumination than is ob- pound wound generators are so uni- carry full load current the drop in po

tained at 220 volts. Some complica- versal that the question of parallel tential at small loads will be inap

tion and expense is involved, however, operation without an equalizer bus preciable, and the advantage of gen

by the erection of the third wire, and immediately causes comment. It must erators supplying intermediate feeders

its addition would not be warranted be remembered, however, that the load over those supplying end feeders will

except by improved motor service. is connected through the feeders, and be so slight that any generator may be

Several manufacturers are now mak- that these feeders have an appreciable operated with equally good results .

ing variable speed motors for opera- resistance . For instance, the gener- The advantage of the system as pro

tion from a single voltage, so that the ator supplying the shortest feeder posed consists of a uniform voltage

question of the number of voltages re- will operate in parallel with the gen- maintained at the load without the

quired depends on the relative cost of erator supplying any other feeder expense of boosters or other voltage

the extra wires and the improved re- when the voltages at the far ends of regulating devices .

30 arcs 25 arcs 10 arcs

200 inc.50 inc .

40 arcs 20 arcs 15 arcs

60 inc.100 inc.

Power

Station

10 arcs

SHOP LAYOUT.



Induction Type Frequency Meters

By PAUL MAC GAHAN and H. W. YOUNG

O WING to the fact that the induca

VENCE

CY METER - ROUND DIAL IN

A very satisfactory form of fre- As will be seen from Fig. 1 , coil A

tion speed quency meter has been developed to is connected to line through the resist

with change of frequency, it is operate upon the " induction ” principle ance H , coil B is connected to the same

essential that the supply current be and a short description of this type side of line through reactance I , and
maintained at the normal frequency as may prove of interest to those inter- the common connection of A and B

any change in motor speed affects the ested in the use of alternating current made directly to the opposite side of
driven machinery, and if the speed is machinery. the line. This arrangement gives two

below normal the output of machines Fig . i illustrates the general ar- circuits in parallel, one of which, B-I ,

will be lowered , this cutting down the rangement of the various elements in is highly inductive.

product depending in amount upon the which A-B are two fine wire coils , The meter being of the “ induction "

per cent. of speed drop. This is es each mounted on a core C of laminated type , depends for its action upon the

pecially true of circuits which supply iron assembled in such a manner as to
reaction of magnetic fields displaced

induction motors driving machinery present the air gaps C - D '. Enclosing in relation to each other, and in this

requiring constant or fixed speeds,
one-half of each iron core forming the

design the necessary displacement is

such as motor -driven textile machines
lower side of gap is a heavy copper

secured by the action of the short cir

where any variation from the normal
loop short circuited on itself.

cuited loops E - E , which produce a

The aluminum disk G, one-half of

which is circular in contour and the

other half slightly spiral, is mounted

on a pivoted shaft and so located that WESTINGHOUSE

the circular half passes through the

gap C' and the spiral half through

gap D' . This pivoted element ( Fig.

2 ) is perfectly balanced and is not

provided with any controlling or re

straining force, as is usual with the

majority of indicating meters. The

pointer is arranged to pass over a

suitably graduated dial calibrated to
FIG . 2. - CONSTRUCTION OF FREQUEN

read in cycles . Uniform scale di

INDICATING FREQUENCY METER . visions are obtained by a suitable con DICATING TYPE .

tour of the spiral edge of the disk .

is undesirable, not only to insure a In conjunction with the meter is phase displacement between the en

better and more uniform product but used a non-inductive resistance H and closed and non -enclosed Aux of the

also to eliminate as far as possible the magnetic fields of coils A and B, so

complaints of operators claiming that that the eddy currents generated in the
the machine speed is low or variable, disk by each react upon the other flux

thus accounting for under-production
с and produce a torque tending to rotate

or imperfect output . the pivoted disk G.

The necessity of maintaining satis The action of the meter depends

factory service has, therefore , de upon the torques exerted by the coils
с B)

veloped a demand for accurate, simple A - B , each of which tends to rotate the

and reliable direct reading frequency disk in the direction of the arrows , so

meters uniform in appearance with that with equal torques on both ele
other indicating meters , thus con ments the disk remains stationary and
tributing to uniformity of switchboard at normal frequency indicates the

appearance and construction . proper scale mark. As previously

Aside from their importance in stated , the electro -magnet coil A has

connection with motor installations, in series with it a non - inductive re

they are also extremely useful on all sistance and the coil B an inductance,

switchboards controlling alternating so that as the frequency of circuit in

current generating system as their use FIG . 1. - CONNECTIONS OF FREQUENCY creases the current in coil A remains

enables the operators to determine at practically the same and that in coil B

any time if the prime movers decreases in proportion. The torque

maintaining their proper speed . Ir- an inductance I , the former being exerted by each on the disk is pro

regularities in the operation of engine composed of high resistance low tem- portional to the square of the current

or waterwheel governors can be de- perature coefficient wire and the latter in the coils , and to the frequency .

tected , and by constantly calling speed consisting of a large number of turns Therefore, the torque due to coil A

variations to the operator's attention of wire wound on laminated iron . The will increase with frequency ; that due

the frequency meter serves a useful elements H and I are external and to coil B will decrease owing to the de

purpose in contributing to more ac- secured in a suitable ventilated cage crease of current in same and the disk

curate governor adjustments. for mounting apart from the meter. will move. As there is no controlling

a

C 3
►

A

G

I

METER -- INDICATING TYPE.

are
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spring on the shaft, the disk will move If, however, the controlling spring

until the difference of diameters of is removed and the disk is made ec

disk within the influence of the two centric, the disk will move as before

electro -magnets becomes sufficient to stated until the pull on each side is

equalize the two pulls, when the disk the same ; that is , the curves shown in

will stop, the pointer indicating the diagram above are shifted so as to

frequency on the scale . cross the ordinates corresponding to

the frequency on the meter, andany

change of voltage will affect the pull

of each side equally, making the meter

Graphic Recording Frequency Meter

offers the most convenient method.

This meter in common with the indi

cating form operates upon the “ in

duction ” principle. It differs , how

ever , in mechanical construction , being

of the “ relay type,” employing a suit

able measuring element in conjunction

with a pair of electro -magnets actuat

ing the recording pen . There are in

No
n

- In
d

.

B0I
n
d
u
c .

1
2

P
u
l
l

29

Í fo

Frequency

28

FIG. 3 .

27

26

only

Referring to Fig . 3 , it is seen that

the pull on the two sides varies , as

shown by the curves . To better ex

plain the action of the meter, take the

case of a similar arrangement of elec

tro -magnets, with a circular disk con

trolled by a spring, whose zero torque

is the scale center, then with a con

stant voltage, the difference in the

ordinates of the curves at any fre

quency will be proportional to the de

flection of the disk away from the

center point, the point where the

curves cross being the center position

Fc on the scale . However, if the volt

age increases , both of the curves

shown above will increase their ordi

nates as shown in dotted lines , and

therefore at all points except that at

which the curves cross ( or where the

24

23

22

21

E

8

20

8 AM 7 AM 6 AM0

FIG . 5. - EXACT REPRODUCTION FROM
PAPER - GRAPHIC RECORDING METER .SECTION OF

FULL SIZE.

H
A
A
N

's 's

independent of the voltage. As ac

tually constructed , the meters will be

found to be practically independent of
voltage from 75 to 125 volts. At each

different frequency f-f ' , the variation

in the amount of the disk required

within the air gaps to give a propor

tional scale , is shown by the lines

a - d ' - b - b ' being drawn from the curve

to the line of constant pull.

When it is desirable to secure a per

manent record of the frequency main

tained on a circuit, the use of a

each meter three general elements :

First, the meter; second, the pen ac

tuating electro -magnets ; third , the

driving clock .

The general arrangement of the

various elements is shown in Figs. 4

and 6 , in which the measuring element

is the same as that shown for the in

dicating meter, Figs . I and 2. The

moving element, instead of actuating

a pointer passing over a graduated

scale, carries a light beam , at the

lower end of which are mounted two

FIG. 4. - CONNECTIONS OF FREQUENCY

METER - RECORDING TYPE .

spring torque is zero ) the pull or de

flection will increase and the meter

will not be independent of voltage ex

cept at one point, Fc.
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CY METER .

insulated contacts, H and I , arranged the electro -magnets and urge the pen work on the residence wiring problem ,

to be engaged by the contact J at- mechanism ahead ; this will continue and this fall there will be fifteen or

tached tothe disc .
until the disk has arrived in its posi- twenty men detailed for this work

The pen actuating element consists tion of equilibrium , when the pen alone. The force to be applied to the

of a pair of powerful electro -magnets, mechanism will continue on an instant problem in Boston depends upon the

K -L , differentially actuating a cor- longer , sufficient to break contact and arrangements and results which the

responding pair of pivotally mounted leave behind the disk mechanism upon company is able to secure , and cannot

iron cores , K'-L' . The movement of which, the electro -magnet being dis- be definitely predicted at this writing.

these cores actuates the pen through a energized, it will come to a position of The first cost of wiring an old resi

set of levers so arranged as to impart rest , the pen at this point being direct- dence is perhaps the most serious ob

a straight line motion to the recording ly over the corresponding frequency. stacle to the securing of a new cus

pen . The circuit of these electro- By means of the moving chart a con- tomer for central station service. This

magnets is independent of that of the
always looks large to the prospective

measuring element. The moving sys customer, who seldom loses sight of

tem of the measuring element, how the fact that the contractor's profits

ever, operates a differential set of are included , except in cases where the

contacts which alternately energize central station company does the wir

one or the other of the electro-mag ing at cost, or possibly at a nominal

nets , depending upon the position of percentage above the actual cost of

the measuring element movement. labor and material. The Boston Edi

The clock is of the electrically
son Company does no wiring for cus

wound pendulum type, its function be tomers or prospects, but in the plan
ing to drive the record paper under discussed herein it is endeavoring to

the recording pen at a uniform pre insure residences being wired at a

determined rate, synchronous with the
considerable discount from the usual

time markings on the record paper.
charges for such work. The plan is

Its electrically winding mechanism is to turn all the residence wiring over to

operated from the same circuit as the a single contractor in consideration of

pen actuating electro -magnets, and a reduction in price amounting to cer

the driving motion is transmitted to tainly 15 per cent. An arrangement is

the paper roll through a gear and also made with a fixture house to sup

pinion. ply consumers with fixtures at 20 per

The record paper is 244 feet in cent discount or over , in consideration

length, being sufficient for two
FIG . 6. -GRAPHIC RECORDING FREQUEN of all this business being turned over

months' use at a two -inch per hour to the single fixture house. Although

speed, or a proportionately shorter the contractor's profits on each job is
time at four or eight inches per hour. tinuous record is secured of the actual smaller than on scattered jobs , the cer

The rolls are six and one-quarter inches
frequency variations . tainty of the work and the profit, if

in width and are perforated at each Fig: 5 is a fac-simile reproduction properly handled , insure the arrange
outer edge by a line of holes which , of a chart obtained with such a meter ment as a good business proposition.

engaging on projecting pins on the installed in a large water -power plant . The entire staff of solicitors, of which

surface of the driving cylinder, insure The extreme sensitiveness , as well as the Boston Edison Company has

a positively aligned speed under the the satisfactory record , can easily be thirty, are interested in securing new

recording pen .
appreciated . customers, though, of course , the work

The glass recording pen provides an is specialized into departments and

ink reservoir of such capacity that one classifications. From time to time the

filling suffices for several months' use . A Central Station Plan for the
company adds to its list of prospects in

To give maximum strength with mini Wiring of Residences
various same general

mum width of line the pen - point is
BY HOWARD S. KNOWLTON methods of securing residence cus

drawn to a capillary tube of small bore tomers as have been found acceptable

and heavy strengthening walls . HE Edison Electric Illuminating in other work being used.

As the torques exerted by the coils Recently the Boston Edison Com

A - B tend to rotate the disk in the perfecting a plan during the past pany communicated with a large num

direction of the arrows , it will be seen two months whereby the wiring and ber of its customers asking for such

that with equal torques on both ele- rewiring of residences is to be exe- comments and suggestions concerning

ments the disk remains stationary and cuted at a reduced cost to the con- the service as they might be pleased

at normal frequency the contacts H sumer, provided a suitable arrange- to offer . Among the many replies

and I do not touch either side of ment can be made with some respon- made were some valuable suggestions,

contact J. Any change in frequency sible wiring contractor in the city . but there were few criticisms or com

will cause the internal electro -magnet The plan has been adapted to the Bos plaints of any character . This fact

contact to touch one of the outside ton conditions by working along the has been set forth in a letter which is

contacts, and the connections are such lines successfully tried out in the case sent to customers as occasion requires

that one of the electro -magnets will be of the Edison Electric Illuminating by Mr. R. S. Hale, general agent of

energized, the particular electro -mag- Company of Cleveland, Ohio, and the the company. It further states that

net being that which will tend to sepa- Boston company has had the services " we feel then permitted to assume that

rate the two touching contacts in the during this period of Mr. H. L. Snow , not only do you find the employment

direction of the other one. With the of the Cleveland organization, who of electricity a distinct advantage, but

disk of the meter acting under the in- was in close touch with the working you are pleased with the method of its

fluence of a given applied frequency out of the plan in the latter city from supply. It has occurred to us that ,

and tending to take up a definite posi- its inception. When the plan was this being true , you would be glad to

tion of equilibrium , contact will be started in Cleveland about eighteen have us convey to some of your

made in such a way as will energize months ago, two solicitors were at friends and neighbors knowledge of

ways, the

THE Edison Electric Illuminating
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thecorridor, and asnearthe pointof A SERIESde comprehensivetests

new electrical methods, new appli- In the underground districts a sery- of the total sum per month thereafter.

ances and improvements. Progress in ice main of not less than No. 4 wire The specifications define the duties of

the electrical field has been important, and at least two feet long is required the contractor and the general man

and some acquaintance with this from each service in order to facili- ner of carrying on the work, touching

progress cannot fail to be worth while. tate the subsequent connection of upon the insurance requirements and

May we ask if you will send us the branch cutouts, without interrupting regulations of the Edison Company,

names of those whom you think should the supply to others connected to the responsibility for quality of work ,

be interested ? ” The company encloses same service. The company issues a extras and damages.

an addressed postal and with this let- " street list" showing the different The schedule locates the outlets, re

ter and in this way secures a consider- kinds of service available in different ceptacles, sockets and switches in each

able number of prospects. Another localities . It requires that meters be room , hall and portion of the house

successful method is for a solicitor to located in places accessible for reading where lights are to be installed , and

call upon customers and secure in per- and testing, free from vibration and enables the total cost to be figured by

son the names of friends and neigh- swinging doors, and at least five feet the company on the basis of the price

bors who may be interested in elec- from motor fields . Meters are not al- list without the need of a solicitor

trical applications and whose houses lowed in cellars unless they are reason- visiting the residence. The prices pro

are not as yet wired. In this way a ably dry and clear. Chambers and vide for the cost of wiring houses in

large list may be made up, and at the toilet closets are not allowed for meter process of building, old houses of

company's office this is verified and locations, nor restaurant kitchens, un- wood and old houses of brick or stone .

completed as to address and initials by less at a good distance from ranges

the city directory. and sinks. In office and apartment
Wooden Poles for Overhead

The solicitor's arguments in favor buildings meters for the same floor are
Transmission

of electric lighting against other required to be located at one point in

means of illuminating residences are of

the same in case of residences to be service entrance possible. Wooden were made by C. J.

wired first or rewired on account of meter boards are required, plumb and Wade on different forms of

the original installations having fallen well secured , not over seven feet from wooden pole structures for overhead

behindthe best practice as in working the floor and with room enough to transmission , the results being given

up business with new residences. In allow removing the covers and tipping in a paper presented before the British

Boston much stress is laid on the the demand indicators. Whenever Institute of Electrical Engi', eers.

economy due to the flexibility of the meter boards are mounted on brick or Tests are described with consider

incandescent lamp and the saving in metal walls , they are required to be set able detail , and " single," " A " pole and

decorations over a five-year period. out with air space back of them to “ H ” types of pole are considered. The

It is difficult to submit actual figures insure against grounding meter net result of the tests is to show the

to prospects expressing the value of frames either through moisture or marked superiority of an " A " over a

cleanliness in terms of money and screws . Meters are furnished by the single pole, the “ A ” pole being shown

health , but it is the experience of the company and remain its property. A to be at least 472 times as strong as a

company that when all the deprecia- meter cutout is provided ahead of each single pole. Further tests showed that

tion of decorations due to the products meter for its protection and in order “ A ” poles were preferable to single

of gas combustion and oil burning is that the meter may be connected and poles both as regards economy and

considered , electricity makes as good disconnected without interference with strength . To obtain the required

a financial showing as its rivals , if not any other customer or meter which strength in single poles , they would

better. may be supplied from the same serv- have to be of such a diameter as to be

In addition to the standard Boston ice. The company furnishes no fuses prohibitive in cost , and in some cases

wire department and insurance re- for new work except for its own serv- unobtainable .

quirements in wiring installations, the ice cutout. In the alternating current Another series of tests showed that

Boston Edison Company has a number districts a ground wire is required for whereas a single pole would often de

of special requirements which must be each service , unless supplied from flect to a large extent before breaking,

met by customers, contractors , archi- underground secondary mains or from an “ A ” pole, so long as it held to

tects and engineers . All applications 550 -volt three -phase lines. There are , gether at the top , would only deflect
for either new or additional service of course , other requirements in con- a few inches . The weakest point of

must be made to the contract depart- nection with power service and the an “ A ” pole is stated to be the top .
ment and settled with this branch of use of current on a large scale . where the stress due to windage and

the organization before any orders can The company supplies each resi- weight takes place. The two members

be issued to the Department of In- dence consumer with an eight-page of the pole — owing to their shape-

stallations. Services are entered at wiring contract form , on which is have a tendency to slide and slip on

the most convenient and suitable point made out the agreement between the each other when subjected to a load

and service cutout and switch pro- consumer and the wiring contractor. at the top . One member being in

vided by the company. In the under- This contract form contains the legal compression and the other under ten

ground city districts the service switch memorandum of agreement, the gen- sion , that which is under tension

is located in accordance with the Wire eral specifications , schedule of work elongates and forces itself away from

Department and Insurance require required, and the price list. The the member in compression.

ments, so that it is accessible from the memorandum of agreement provides One advantage of wooden poles

street or back floor . A set-back for the beginning of the work within that the tests seem to have conclusive

charge of $ 1.50 per foot is made for two days after the contractor has been ly proved is their great flexibility and

each foot of underground service be- notified by the Edison Company that recuperative power after severe de

yond two feet from the street line. In it will supply services to the customer, flections from thethe perpendicular,

overhead districts no service charge is twelve days being allowed for the caused by abnormal stresses . Such

made unless additional poles and lines completion of the work . The pay- stresses are frequently caused during

are required, and then charges are ment called for is at the rate of 25 per frosts by the contraction of the wires.

rendered in proportion to the number cent. of the total sum on completion of Mr. Wade gave the life of creosoted

of poles and work necessary. the work and not less than 15 per cent . wood poles as 50 years.
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By H. L. KIRKER
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FIG . I.

HAVE been asked in all serious- grade it would be 10 tons for the same

ness if the magnetism of the elec- train . On a 3 per cent. grade it would

tric locomotive increases the loco- be 30 tons. We see then that the

motive's grip on the track . I will locomotive must be able to exert at

answer in all seriousness that magnet- least a 20-ton draw-bar pull to meet

ism has nothing to do with it . The the requirements of the Port Huron

grip on the track, as in the case of the grade. The Sarnia grade also is 22

steam locomotive, depends on the per cent. The lifting force is not the

weight on the drivers. As a matter of only one the locomotive must exert .

experience, we know that the adhesion The rolling friction must be taken

under favorable conditions is such as care of.
From experience we know

to allow the engine to give a pull equal that 10 pounds per ton should be

to 25 per cent. of the weight on the added for rolling friction — this is in

drivers. The average figure is 20 per dependent of grade and speed within

cent. A locomotive then with 100 ordinary limits. Now , since our train

tons on the drivers could give a pull weighs 1000 tons, we will have to add

of 20 tons-possibly 25 tons — but if IOXI000 = 10,000 pounds, or 5 tons for

30 tons were required to move the rolling friction . The locomotive,

train , the engine would simply slip its therefore, must exert 25 tons draw

drivers unless sand were used . The bar pull to get the 1000 -ton train up

locomotives you are getting for the the Port Huron or Sarnia grade - 20

tunnel have their whole weight on the tons for lifting and 5 tons for rolling

drivers. They weigh 125 tons, conse friction . Twenty -five tons draw -bar

quently are designed to give a draw

bar pull of 25 tons. In general the

net weight of a locomotive can be

taken as equal to five times the rated

draw bar pull.

Your electric locomotive is designed -17184 *

to give 25 tons draw-bar pull because

the train service demands it . The

draw -bar pull for a given service is

easily determined . In the present in
pull means 5 times 25 , or 125 tons

weight on the drivers. We see then
stance it depends on the weight of the

why the service requires 125 ton loco
train and the steepness of the grade

motives .
up which the locomotive has to lift

I stated that both the Port Huron
the train . The St. Clair Tunnel serv

ice involves 1000 - ton trains and 2 per
and Sarnia grades are 2 per cent .

Both grades are also , approximately,
cent. grades. The Port Huron grade

5000 feet long. ( See Fig. 1.) For our

is 4914 feet long, say 5000 feet, and
purpose we will assume them to be

has a 2 per cent. rise . Two per cent.
5000 feet . Two per cent. of 5000 is

grade means that for every 100 feet
advance there is 2 feet rise , conse

100, consequently every time a train

quently by the time the locomotive
goes through the tunnel it drops 100

feet and rises 100 feet . Now if there

has travelled 5000 feet it has raised

the train 100 feet. If the 1000 -ton
were no losses , a train could behave

like a pendulum — the momentum it

train were lifted straight up , the lift

ing force would be 1000 tons . On a
gathers going down one grade would

level track there is no lifting force at
carry it up the other. But there are

all . Now a grade is something inter
losses , so there must be a locomotive

to overcome them . Moreover , the

mediate between the vertical and the
trains sometimes stop on the grade ;

level, so the lifting force on the 1000
consequently, the locomotive must be

ton train on a grade will be something
able to work the train up the grade

between 1000 tons and zero . Since

irrespective of momentum . We are

the grade is much nearer zero than
therefore concerned in knowing the

vertical, the lifting force will be much
amount of work done getting the train

nearer to zero than to 1000 tons. On

the Port Huron grade , which is 2 per
up the grade. Now work is simply

cent., it will be 2 per cent. of 1000
overcoming resistance through space.
It is the product of the force by the

tons, or 20 tons. On a I per cent.
space through which it is exerted.

*An address delivered before The Grand Trunk The force is measured in pounds. The
R'y Literary and Scientific Institute of Port Huron ,
Mich . space is measured in feet . The pro

duct of feet by pounds is called " foot

pounds.” Wemeasure work then in

foot-pounds. The expression is W=

F S. We have just seen that the lift

ing force exerted on a 1000 -ton train

on the Port Huron grade is 20 tons,

or 40,000 pounds. Assuming the grade

to be 5000 feet long, we see that the

force of 40,000 pounds is exerted on

the train through a space of 5000 feet ,

consequently, 40,000 x 5000 = 200,

000,000 foot-pounds of work are done

on the train . The same work would

be done in lifting the 1000 -ton train

straight up the 100 feet , for a 1000

ton or 2,000,000 -pound lifting force

would have to be exerted through a

distance of 100 feet . The product

( 2,000,000 X 100 ) is 200,000,000 foot

pounds, the same as before. If the

grade were i per cent . , it would have

to be 10,000 feet long to rise 100 feet .

The force required in this case would

be only half as great , but since tlie

space is twice as great the result in

foot-pounds would be the same as be

fore. As previously stated , force has

to be exerted also in overcoming the

rolling friction. We saw this force to

be 10 pounds per ton , or 10,000

pounds for a 1000 -ton train . Conse

quently the total force exerted on the

1000 -ton train on a 2 per cent. grade

is 40,000 + 10,000 = 50,000 pounds .

This total force exerted through a

space of 5000 feet means 50,000 X

5000 = 250,000,000 foot-pounds of

work . The 125 -ton locomotive must

be able to do this 250,000,000 fcot

pounds of work . In addition, it must

also do the work incident to getting

its own weight of 125 tons up the

grade. Two per cent. of 125 tons is

25 tons, or 5000 pounds, consequently,

the work done by the locomotive lift

ing itself is 5000 x 5000 = 25,000,000

foot-pounds. To this must be added

the work done overcoming the loco

motive's rolling friction , which is 125

X 10 X 5000 = 6,250,000 foot -pounds.

We have just seen that 250,000,000

foot-pounds of work are done getting

the 1000 -ton train up the grade. Now

work has an exact signification. As

indicated above, it means overcoming

resistance through space. Speed does

not enter into it at all .

means the rate at which work is done.

You know if a tunnel engine runs up

the grade at the rate of 5 miles per

hour each piston makes 70 strokes
per minute . If it runs up at 10 miles

But power

327
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per second.

per hour the pistons make twice as force exerted and the distance through ton train in bringing it up from a

many strokes per minute, and the de- which it is exerted per minute. Force stand still to a speed of 30 miles per

mand on the steam supply goes up is measured by the result it produces. hour in one minute on a level track .

accordingly. The steam consumption One of the results it produces is a This energy is stored in the train .

is proportional to the rate at which change in the velocity of the mass on The conditions are similar to the case

the work is done — it is proportional which it acts . If the draw -bar pull is of the fly -wheel. Once in motion the

to the horse -power. Horse -power such as to give the train a velocity of fly -wheel continues to revolve after

means work at the rate of 33,000 foot- 60 miles per hour in one minute, or the power is shut off until the stored

pounds per minute. Now , if the loco- 60 seconds, we see that the draw -bar energy is used up . Our 1000 -ton

motive exerted a draw -bar pull of pull adds one mile per hour to the train with 60,600,000 foot-pounds

50,000 pounds while travelling at the speed every second during the 60 stored in it will continue to move after

rate of 10 miles per hour or 880 feet seconds it is exerted . This means an the power is cut off until these stored

per minute, it would do 50,000 x 880= increase in velocity at the rate of one foot-pounds are used up . They can

44,000,000 foot-pounds per minute. mile per hour per second. Rate of be used up by the brakes, or by the

This, divided by 33,000, gives 1330 change of velocity is for short called rolling friction of the train , or by run

horse -power -- the rate at which the acceleration . The draw -par pull ex- ning the train up grade. It is an easy

locomotive works when hauling a erted in bringing the train up to speed matter to figure the stored energy in

1000-ton train up a 2 per cent. grade is measured then by the acceleration a moving train if we know the speed

at 10 miles per hour. At 5 miles per it produces. The expression is simply , and weight of the train . The stored

hour the rate would be 665 horse- force equals mass multiplied by ac- energy is equal to one -half the pro

power. At 20 miles per hour the rate celeration , or F - M A. The force is duct of the mass of the train multi

would be 2600 horse-power. This measured in pounds, the mass is one plied by the square of the velocity.

does not include the work done by the thirty -second of the weight in pounds, The expression is W = 12 MV ?. Here

locomotive on itself , which is 12.5 per and the acceleration is measured in W means foot-pounds, MI means mass,

cent. as much as it does on the train . feet per second . Mass has an exact which , as stated before, is one thirty

I have just pointed out that the net meaning, but for our present purpose second of the weight in pounds, and

weight of the locomotive settles the it will suffice to say that mass can be V means velocity in feet per second .

adhesion ; that the adhesion limits the found by dividing the weight in The mass of the 1000 -ton train is

draw -bar pull; that the weight of the pounds by 32. We will assume that 62,500. The velocity here is 30 miles

train , the rolling friction and the per we want to bring our 1000 -ton train per hour, or 44. I feet

cent. of grade determine what draw- up to speed of 30 miles per hour in The foot-pounds of stored energy

bar pull the locomotive must be able one minute. This means that one -half then equal 72 x 62,500 X 44.1 X 44.1 ,

to give ; and that the draw -bar pull mile per hour is added to the velocity or 60,600,000 foot-pounds, which of

and the speed give the rate of work , every second during the 60 seconds course is the nergy required to bring

or the horse -power that the loco- the train is getting up to speed . One- the 1000 -ton train up to a speed of

motive must be able to develop. We half mile per hour means 0.735 feet 30 miles per hour. This figure does

have found the horse-power required per second. Consequently, 0.735 feet not include the energy stored in the

for our train on the Port Huron are added to the velocity each second locomotive. We find the energy stored

grade. Now let us see what horse- for 60 seconds. Our acceleration , in a 125 -ton locomotive moving at the

power will be required to run the therefore, is 0.735 feet . Our train rate of 30 miles per hour in the same

same train at 40 miles per hour on a weighs 1000 tons , or 2,000,000 pounds, way that we find it for a 1000 -ton

level track . Forty milesForty miles per hour consequently , its mass, which is one train that the locomotive hauls. You

means 3520 feet per minute . Assume thirty - second of this, is 62,500 . The will note that time does not enter into

that 10 pounds per ton , or 10,000 product of the mass by the accelera- the formula for stored energy. The

pounds total for the 1000 - ton train , to tion (62,500 x 0.735 = 45,900 ) equals, elements are mass and velocity, con

be the force necessary to overcome the stated, the force exerted — the sequently, the stored energy will be
rolling friction and windage. The draw -bar pull - during the minute of the same whether one minute or ten

draw -bar pull will, therefore, have to acceleration . Now that we have the minutes be taken , to give the mass a

be 10,000 pounds. It will be exerted draw - bar pull, our next step is to velocity of 30 miles per hour. You

through 3520 feet per minute. The determine the space travelled during will note further that the stored

work done on the train then will be this minute of acceleration . It is easily energy increases as the square of the

10,000 X 3520 = 35,200,000
foot- found. At the beginning of the min- velocity. Consequently, if the 1000

pounds per minute. This divided by ute the velocity was zero , at the end it tons are moving at the rate of 60 miles

33,000 gives 1066 horse -power -- the is 30 miles per hour ; the average , per hour instead of 30 the stored

rate at which the locomotive works to therefore, is 15 miles per hour, or energy is four times as great . With

keep the 1000 - ton train moving at 40 1320 feet per minute. Consequently, four times the stored energy, four

miles per hour on the level track . This the draw - bar pull of 45.900 pounds is times the former braking would have

does not include the horse -power ex- exerted through the space of 1320 feet to be applied , or four times the former

pended by the locomotive itself . The for one minute. The work done per distance up grade would be run in

locomotive weighs 125 tons, or 12/2 minute is the product 45,900 x 1320, bringing the train to a stand - still.

per cent. of 1000 , consequently 1272 and equals. say, 60,600,000 foot- If the stored energy is used up in

per cent. additional power (133 horse- pounds. This divided by 33,000 gives , the brakes it is wasted as heat. The

power ) will have to be expended by approximately, 2100 , the horse-power heating due to the brake friction may

the locomotive on itself. required to bring a 1000 - ton train up be sufficient to make sparks fly . The

We have seen that it is easy to fig- to a speed of 30 miles per hour in one heat can be measured . Every 778

ure the horse-power required to run minute on a level track . To this must foot-pounds equals a heat unit - the

the train up grade, and to figure the be added , of course , 121/2 per cent. amount of heat required to raise a

horse -power required to run the train ( 262,5 horse -power ) the horse- pound of water one degree Fahren

on a level track . The next thing we power expended by the 125 -ton loco- heit. Likewise, every heat unit trans

want to know is the power required to motive on itself. formed into motion can do 778 foot

start the train on a level track . This I just stated that 60,600,000 foot- pounds of work. Consequently, the

power will depend , of course, on the pounds would be expended on a 1000- heat that was transferred into train

as
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motion can be given out again in roll

ing brake The

hreat was originally stored in the coal. Tinc uedvantagem claimmechanical
We know from experiment that a

pound of average coal contains 12,000

heat units. We also know from ex

periment that, as stated above, one

heat unit can do 778 foot-pounds of

work. We see then that there should

be a definite ratio between the work

done by a steam locomotive and the

coal the locomotive burns. This being

the case we can , if we know the effi

ciency of the locomotive, figure the

amount of coal required by the loco

motive to do its work . However, I am

now calling your attention not to loco

motive efficiency, but to the fact that

the steam locomotive is a heat engine.

This particular heat engine is based

on the expansive property of steam .

It is a sort of a power plant on wheels.

Its functions are simple. Its actions

are easily understood and, as we have

just seen , is performancee is a matter

of easy calculation.

You probably wonder what all this

has to do with electric locomotives.

Well, the answer is not far to seek .

We have seen that the net weight of

the locomotive must be five times its

, rated draw -bar pull, that the draw -bar

pull is settled by the service condi

tions — weight of train , per cent. of

grade, acceleration , speed, rolling fric

tion. We have also seen that it is easy

to figure the horse -power required for

the various service conditions, and

that our measure is foot-pounds

which is also the measure for the

stored energy of the moving train and

for the heat units in the coal pile.

Then we saw that the transformation

of heat into the forces exerted by the

steam locomotive depends upon the

expansive property of steam . Now

the electric locomotive must be able to

exert the same forces . So far as the

results are concerned then , the two

machines are similar. This similarity

gives us a common ground, a basis for

the comparison of the two types of

locomotives. I shall deal only with the

essential difference between the two

machines, which is this --the force

exerted by the steam locomotive de

pends upon the expansive property of

steam , while the force exerted by the

electric locomotive depends upon the

magnetic properties of the electric

current. You undoubtedly have a

simple mental picture of piston moved

by steam . I want to give you a simple

mental picture of a wire moved by an

electric current. Once you can satisfy

yourself that a wire carrying a current

in a magnetic field is forced across

that field , you can satisfy yourself as

to the workings of the electric loco

motive.

( TO BE CONTINUED .)

Advantages of Mechanical Draft ney draft and produces no more bad

effects for the same intensity of draft.

6. Adaptability to use with econo

draft are : mizers. This is one of the strong

I. Low first cost. For isolated points in favor of the induced draft

plants where the nearness to neighbor- system , as cooling the gases after they

ing buildings does not make it neces- leave the boiler results in an increase

sary to erect a tall chimney in order to in the number of pounds of water

discharge the gases at a great height evaporated per pound of coal, and ,

above the ground, the cost of an in- therefore , an economy in the operation

duced draft system will always be less of the boiler plant without affecting

than the cost of a substantial chimney the draft . It is possible to do any of

unless the plant be small. And usually three things when an economizer is

the cost will be less than the cost of used in connection with an induced

the mechanical equipment and chim- draft system :

ney necessary for a system of closed ( a ) Reduce the speed of the fan

ash -pit, forced draft. until it gives only the draft necessary

2. No necessity of a chimney. An to burn the required amount of coal.

induced draft plant never needs a This results in using less steam to run

chimney to aid in producing the draft, the fan and this saving in steam , to

and whenever a chimney is used with gether with the saving due entirely to

one it is made necessary by other con- the economizer, will usually result in a

siderations than the draft. When any- marked economy in the operation of

thing more than a short stack is re the plant.

quired, the cost of the additional chim ( b ) Run the fan at the same speed

ney should not be charged as a disad- and burn a larger quantity of coal of a

vantage against the mechanical draft cheaper grade, so as to evaporate the

plant, although it must, of course , be same amount of water per hour with

included in the total cost of the draft the economizer that was evaporated

producing apparatus and may often before . This almost invariably results

make the decision of how to produce in a marked reduction in the coal bill,

the required draft adverse to the in- and, therefore, since other things re

duced system . main the same, in an economy in the

3. Control of draft. Since the draft operation of the plant .

is due entirely to the action of the fan ( c ) Run the fan at the same speed

and increases and decreases as the fan but burn a larger quantity of the same

is run faster or slower, it is evident coal than was used before the intro

that it is entirely under control and duction of the economizer. This re

can be varied at will to suit the re- sults in an increase in the coal bill,

quirements of the instant. With a
with an increase in the steam capacity

chimney a hot fire means a high tem- of the plant while keeping the fixed

perature of the escaping gases and charges, such as wages and cost of

therefore a high draft, and a low fire operation of the fan , the same. The

means a low draft; while with an in- increase in the capacity is always

duced draft system the draft may be greater than the increase in the coal

made low with a hot fire or high with bill ; and since the fixed charges

a low fire , and is always independent against the plant are increased only by

of everything except the speed of the the interest on the first cost, deprecia

fan .
tion , repairs and operating expenses

4. Uniform combustion . The com- of the economizers, the cost of making

bustion in a furnace equipped with an a pound of steam is materially re

induced system of mechanical draft is duced. - From " Mechanical Draft,"

just as uniform over the whole surface by J. H. Kinealy.

of the grate as it is with ordinary

chimney draft. There is no burning

through of the fire in spots as there is
Shoemaking Machinery

system of forced draft, especially with in the application of motors to

high drafts. laundry and woodworking ma

5. Leakage inward. This makes it chinery apply to the problem confront
easier for the fireman to tend to the ing the power salesman who would

furnace and ash -pit, avoids the trouble equip shoemaking machinery with

due to blowing hot gases or air , or motor drive. Shoe shops have indi

cinders or ashes into the fire - room , vidual drive and group drive, there

even when the furnace or ash -pit doors being good examples of both. Most

are open ; and further, there is not the shops have started in on the group

same tendency to increase the deteri- plan, applying a motor to drive a

oration of the boiler or its setting that whole foor, or a large section of a

there is with the closed ash -pit system floor. This has been followed by the

of forced draft. The leakage is ex- evolutionary scheme of gradually cut

actly the same as with ordinary chim- ting up the group intoa number of
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protors have been used for this kind The opening of the Electrical

Motor H. P.

smaller groups and finally into indi- Shoe shops are now established over German and French electrical mer

vidual units. the whole country, the western march chants and inventors have signified

Shoe machinery in general favors of civilization favoring their location their intention of exhibiting at the

the limited group type, because the West as well as East . The old cobbler Electrical Show and every prominent

amount of power required in each is fast giving way to a central repair firm in America will have floor space

operation is small and the work is of shop in each of the larger cities , a there. Every invention known will

the rapid intermittent class. One 5- shop equipped with shoemaking ma- have special demonstrators to teachi

horse -power motor will carry several chinery is patronized by the retail buyers, tradesmen , electricians and the

times as many machines that a total stores of all kinds, irrespective of their world in general all that is known con

of 5 horse-power of smaller motors commercial differences in business . cerning electricity.

will carry, if the individual drive “ Wewill have on exhibition at the

were adopted. The group drive in Electrical Show at Madison Square
Electrical Show at Madison Square

this case, therefore, tends to low Garden , Sept. 30 to Oct. 9,
Garden everything electrical,” said

initial cost and good working results. 1907
President Parker : " the modern

Both direct and alternating current
motors and appliances of automobiles,

of course , we will have, but no com

of work Show at Madison Square Gar- plete machines. It is our intention to

for the installation have permitted the
den is announced by President instruct the out-of-town trade or any

individual drive, the motors have been
George F. Parker for September 30 , one interested, and every one who has

usually mounted upon the machines.
1907. All the larger interests in the

attained the age of reason is inter

But if not, then floor, wall or ceiling
electrical trade are taking a keen in- ested in electricity and its uses and

mounting has been used, depending on
terest in this exhibition , and the man- mechanical appliances up to date. The

the conditions.
agement expect to put forth their best

show extends from September 30th to

The following list is based on the

efforts to interest the trade and in- October 9th ."

results obtained by installing motors
terest laymen in the latest and most The big Electrical Show , which will

in some of the largest factories in the
up -to -date electrical appliances, in be an epoch among the show's at Mad

country .
ventions and devices . ison Square Garden , will have besides

At the Electrical Show will be ex- a wondrous floor arrangement and

NAME OF MACHINE , hibited everything from a miniature remarkable decorations a novelty in

Buffing machine. one- eighth of a candle -power incan- the sharing of the box - office receipts
Double buffer and blower

Buffer and grinder.
descent lamp to a ten - ton dynamo. to the exhibitors with the manage

Beating out machine . The exhibition includes every appli- ment. Fifty per cent. of the receipts
11,5

ance for office or home in which elec
will be divided among the exhibitors

Beam dinker, tricity is used. Nowadays the dis
Laster, hand .. 12

pro rata . The following is the basis

Moulder comforts of culinary labors are as of the profit- sharing plan :

34 nothing compared to what they were Each exhibitor is entitled to one

Rounder, sole .
in the past, owing to the agency of the ticket for admission for each dollar of

Setters, edge .. great servant of the world , electricity. rental paid for space ; additional
Splitter

Special.. It is the object of the managers of the tickets may be purchased in lots of one
Stanley leather.

Electrical Show to give an impetus to hundred at 121/2 cents each ; as half of
Stitch separator. delving into the mysteries of electricity this will be returned to exhibitors in
Stitcher.

Shirers and to advance the world toward what proportion to their rental, the net price

Smith stiffening.
might be described as the commercial thereupon becomes 614 cents each .

and domestic millenium . One of the exhibits to be seen at

Shaver, heel Madison Square Garden will be laid Madison Square Garden during the
Sole layer..

out on a plan that is unique. There Electrical Show will be a 2,000,000

will be three avenues, Edison Ave.,
Heel.

candle -power arc lamp elevated in a

Turner Westinghouse Ave. and Franklin
specially constructed tower in the

Channel lip ..

Welt machine.
Ave., running from east to west with center of the interior. Recently Mr.

three cross streets running from north Scott, of the Scott Electric Company,

to south . The interior will contain inventor of the light, made a success

Shoe machines to do the same class 300,000 electric lights. At each cor- ful test with a 300,000 -candle -power

of work require about the same ner goose-neck lamp-posts will mark arc lamp in front of the New York

amount of power, whether manufac- the intersections, and a magnificent Theater, on Broadway, and thereupon

tured by one company or another. arch in a blaze of incandescence is to decided that the power could be raised

In grouping the above it is well to mark the main entrance. Every ex- to 2,000,000 .

confine the sizes of motors to as few hibit will be fitted up with all kinds of The wonders of lighting are to be

in number as possible. Most of these wireless appliances connecting with exhibited in their fullest at the Elec

can be driven from the 3 -horse-power, stations now in vogue. trical Show , and this 2,000,000 -candle

5 -horse -power and 7 -horse-power size The New York Edison Company, power arc lamp, which the inventor

motors. By havingmany motors of a one of the largest exhibitors, has in claims will radiate like the noon sun ,

similar size changes, quick repairs and mind a plan for the exterior decora- will be one of the most convincing

number of spare parts to be carried tion of the Madison Square tower. It evidences of the march of electrical

are best provided for. is to be one solid bank of lights . progress.

Channeller

Dinker... 1

2

Twin

Bus counter .

1

Roller ..

Common sense .

Fifiel

Sinall ..

Scorer.

Triinner

Sole .

Wire fastener ..



The Fuel-Testing Plant of the United States Geological

Survey near Norfolk , Virginia

By C. T. WILKINSON

T
HE fuel-testing work of the at 9000-900 revolutions ; also three An additional alternating current

United States Geological Survey Green Fuel Economizer Company's in- turbo-generator set may be installed as

should be followed with close duced draft fans . indicated ( Fig. 1 ) to supply power for

interest by all engineers , not only be- The method of work planned for external and exhibition purposes.

cause it is important to all power con- this section is to be slightly changed, The steam engineering division ,

sumers, but in this branch of the so that instead of testing a great num- which has now practically succeeded in

government work , because it is under- ber of coals , more tests will be made isolating the performance of the boiler

taken to point out new paths for the of the same coal , different sizes and from that of the combined perform

development of the natural resources different methods of stoking or feed- ance of the boiler and furnace, will

of the country by locating, classifying ing, etc., being employed with the ob- carry on further tests with the object

and testing all kinds of available fuel. ject of determining the most econom- of still further determining the per

In Europe, where the fuel resources ical performance under different rates formance and efficiency of the furnace

are now fully known, there has been of combustion and the best ratios of alone.

no need for so powerful an organiza- grate and heating surfaces. The apparatus in the producer -gas

tion as that which is now rapidly The B. & W. boiler will be placed section is arranged as shown in Fig . 1 .

making the resources of this country beside the two Heine boilers which The gas, immediately on enteringthe

as well known to the public as that of have been brought from St. Louis , all building, passes through the meter and

the older European countries. three having been provided with in- thence to the Westinghouse gas en

gro
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FIG. I.-PLAN SHOWING LOCATION OF BOILERS, GAS PRODUCERS AND ENGINES .

Accurately compiled results of the duced draft apparatus in order to get gine transferred from the St. Louis

more recent work of this branch will a wide range of capacity. The Heine plant, shown in Fig. 4. Some slight

soon be published , and the following boiler provided with the Jones stoker changes have been made in this ap

particulars of the plant in Virginia has the usual arrangement for forced paratus. For instance, producer No.

will doubtless be of interest . draft. The B. & W. boiler was in- 7 has been provided with a water seal

The plan illustrating the location of serted partly to enable tests to be made at the base to permit the ashes to be

the boilers, gas producers and engines of the same fuel with different types removed without admitting air , and

is shown by Fig . I. of boilers . It serves to representthe several holes have been bored at dif

New apparatus has been added in types employing a perpendicular flow ferent heights, to be used for extract

the steam engineering division as fol- of the gases through the tubes , the ing samples of the gas . The purifying

lows: A 250 -horse-power Babcock & parallel flow types being represented apparatus used at St. Louis has been

Wilcox boiler, with superheater, pro- by the Heine boilers. The Heine
removed, (this, it will be remem

vided with a Roney stoker (Fig . 2 ) ; boilers have been rebaffled or parti- bered , consisted of the usual chamber

a Jones underfeed stoker with fan , tioned in such manner as to practically containing iron filings and wood shav

added to one of the old Heine boilers ; double their length by compelling all ings ) , since experience indicates that

two direct current DeLaval turbine the heated gases to pass along the the danger from impurities has been

sets ( Fig. 3 ) , rated 300 horse-power entire length of the tubes twice . considerably exaggerated .
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A special steam pipe has been pro

vided to insure a steady water pres

sure, since the pressure of the supply

mains fluctuates considerably.

The gas engine is belted to a 200

kw . Bullock generator brought from

ture of briquetts from various run -of

mine coals of the Eastern fields, which

will be tested on war vessels under the

direction of the steam engineering

division .

The further fuel -testing work of the

a

Its equip

FIG . 4.–235 H.-P. WESTINGHOUSE GAS ENGINE

-TRANSPORTED FROM ST. LOUIS .FIG . 2. - INTERIOR OF THE BOILER HOUSE.

St. Louis, which serves to drive the

motors for the apparatus in the build

ing, the machine shop, the briquetting

plant, the elevators and the conveyor.

Any additional load required is ob

The plans of this section include the

following determinations :

The proper length for a test run , the

effect of the size of the coal , the best

depth of the fuel bed , the effects of

rapid load variations, the maximum

returns from different fuels, and the

response of a producer plant to sudden

demands for power.

A new work of great importance is

being undertaken by the alcohol and

gasolene engine section .

ment includes two 15 -horse -power,

250 r. p . m . Otto gas engines ; two

15 -horse -power Nash Company's en

gines, one 2-horse-power International

Harvester Company's engine, and two

John Deere engines rated at 14 and

18 horse-power respectively .

Experiments will be made covering

the whole range of this field , but for

the present the work will be confined

chiefly to examinations of different

carburetters with the object of show

ing the lines along which a more ef

ficient method of . vaporization may be

obtained . The other more prominent

work is the examination of the kinds

of fuels available, with special refer

ence to gasoline versus alcohol, and an

investigation of the use of kerosene as

fuel for this class of engines, an in

vestigation necessitated by the in

creasing demand of gasoline and the

limited supply available.

The study of the destructive distil

lation of the coal and its combustion in

gas producers, coke ovens and fur

naces , especially from the standpoint

of physical chemistry, will be under

taken by several divisions.

The briquetting division , which oc

cupies the large room at the end of the

building, is putting down one large

additional German briquetting ma

chine , while the previous apparatus of

English and American manufacture

that was used at St. Louis is installed

'in the same room . The work of this

division will be chiefly the manufac

Geological Survey includes tests deal

ing with the spontaneous combustion

of stored coals, in which an effort will

be made to simplify the methods for

its preventation ; while a corps of

FIG . 3.—DE LAVAL TURBO -GENERATOR SET

DIRECT CURRENT.

FIG . 5. -BULLOCK GENERATOR , TO BE BELT

DRIVEN FROM WESTINGHOUSE GAS

ENGINE.

tained by means of a water-box re

sistance, which can be regulated by the

switchboard attendant so as to main

tain a steady full load value .

specialists will be detailed to investi

gate closely the whole subject of ex

plosions in coal mines with a view to

eliminating danger from this source .



The Power Plant of the Grenoble-Chapareillan

Electric Railway

By FRANK C. PERKINS

IT

250 kw .

INTERIOR OF PLANT.

T is estimated that the amount of ator sets have been provided for oper- other terminal to the negative of the

power available in the Alps ating the electric railway above re- switchboard. The shunt field current

Mountains along the Swiss fron- ferred to , each having a capacity of is controlled by an automatic regu

tier is about five million horse -power. lator and rheostat of the Thury system

The water-power now utilized, it is The turbines operate under a head and the machines are compounded to

stated , is only about one -tenth of this of 470 meters and have a speed of 350 give a constant pressure of 600 volts .

amount or half a million horse-power, revolutions per minute. The turbines The railway is divided into three

but even this development has had a are of the Brenier -Neyret type and are sections and on each feeder a series

great influence on the French industry directly coupled to single phase alter- generator or booster is provided to

along the border, as the cost of coal is nators of the Labour type built by the keep the voltage up to the proper

very high . A large amount of the coal Societe l'Eclairage Electrique. These point . On the Grenoble section the

used in France is imported, and wher- machines generate a current of 125

ever a water power is available the volts with a frequency of 50 cycles per

cost of operation of an electric rail- second. Six one hundred kw. trans

way, power transmission or lighting formers are utilized for raising the

plant is greatly reduced by the in- pressure from 125 volts to 12,000

stallation of a hydro- electric plant. volts . The alternating current switch

The electric railway from Chapa- board consists of three panels, one of

reillan to Grenoble, France, is 43 which is utilized for coupling the al

kilometers long and is particularly in- ternators. One of the transmission

teresting from the fact that it is oper- lines runs south of the power plant

ated onthe three -wire system with a connecting with the Grenoble-Chapa

pressure of 1200 volts between the reillan Railway, about 20 kilometers

outside conductors. from the station , as well as at various

points along the line, lighting step

down transformers ranging from boosters have a capacity of 80 horse

7 kw . to 50 kw . capacity are employed power, and those of the Chapareillan

lowering the pressure of the transmis- section 56 horse -power, while the ma

sion line to 120 volts for the various chines of the Drogeaux section have

villages along the line . an output of 40 horse -power, being

The generating station supplying compounded for constant speed. As

current for the Grenoble -Chapareillan will be noted by the illustration , one

Railway is located near the Burgess electric motor in the center is directly

station and is owned by the railway connected by Rafford couplings to the

company, but the power is purchased two boosters on the two wires of the

from Mr. Aristride Berges at 100 same section .

francs per horse -power per year, with The neutral busbar at the switch

a minimum rate according to this con- board of the generating station is con

tract price of 25.000 francs . As this nected by a cable about 3 kilometers

is a water -meter rate , the actual cost long to the electric railway service

per kilowatt-hour would be .025 rails, the cable having a cross section

francs or about one -half cent with an of 125 square millimeters. Each of

efficiency of 80 per cent for the elec- the three sections may be isolated

trical generators. when desired and a feeder is con

The accompanying interior illustra- nected from the positive busbar and

tion shows in the background three the negative busbar of the power

generator groups consisting of Thury house switchboard to a central point

Electrical Generators of the six pole on the two wires , a positive and a

The accompanying illustrations 600 volt type , each supplying 417 negative feeder being thus connected
show the exterior and interior of the amperes and directly coupled to a with each section , which are 5 kilo

generating plant supplying current for Brenier -Neyret turbine operating at a meters, 13.5 kilometers, and 23 kilo
this railway . It was installed by speed of 325 revolutions per minute . meters in length. The fall of pressure

Schneider Et Cie , of Creusot, France. One of these direct current sets is kept on the Drogeaux, Chapareillan and

The Berges power -house supplies 200 for use in case of an emergency, and Grenoble sections is 150 volts , 225

horse -power for the operation of a the other two are operated in series. volts , and 360 volts , the sections of the

paper factory in large and small units The common terminal is connected to feeders being 64 square millimeters,

and two generators of 200 kw. and the neutral busbar of the switchboard 125 square millimeters, and 90 square

300 kw . respectively are utilized for while one outside terminal of the gen- millimeters respectively. The insu

supplying electric light for the Gresi- erators is connected to the positive lators are of the double petticoat type

baudan Valley . Three electric gener- busbar of the switchboard and the and the line is mounted on metal

THE POWER PLANT.
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SOME

means

THE accompanying illustration

poles. Two copper wires are installed advantages over rope or band types Combined Ice and Electric

along the whole length of the track 70 for electric motor testing, as there is Plants

centimeters apart , each having a diam- an absence of wear and uniformity of

eter of 9 millimeters, the pressure be
OME interesting facts were given

load, while the heat produced in the
by R. E. Lee concerning the op

tween these two conductors being energy absorbing element is not con
eration of a combined ice and

1200 volts .
ducted to the bearing, with the added

The motor cars are provided with
convenience of adjustment to exact

electric plant in a paper read before

the Iowa Electrical Association. The

two electric motors , each having a ca balance and great sensitiveness.
plant is located in Clarinda, Iowa, the

pacity of 35 horse -power, a 4-pole
The brake shown in the accompany- ice manufacturing part being of 15

Thury motor being used on each of ing illustration is of the eddy current ton capacity (based on ice making and

the two axles . Three motor cars are type and was designed to be mounted
not refrigerating capacity ) , and the

employed for each train , which has a on the motor shaft in place of the or
cost of this plant, including additional

seating capacity for about 100 pas- dinary pulley, dispensing entirely with
real estate purchased, but not includ

sengers . Each car weighs about separate frame or bearing. It was de
ing boilers, is about $ 1,000 per ton , or

18,000 pounds, making the total signed for the Electrical Laboratory of a total of $ 15,000. The life of the

weight of the train about 56,000 the University of Birmingham , Eng- plant has been estimated at 15 years ,

pounds. The power plant is capable land. The revolving system carries which
that approximately

of operating about 10 of these trains the fixed portion of the brake, and al $ 1,000 per annum must be set aside

without difficulty, even though part of though there is friction at the brushes,, to replace equipment. It is self-evi

the trains are on maximum grades of this small load is duly represented as dent that the more tons of ice manu

about 4 per cent . The turbines in the torque on the brake lever , the same ap
factured per annum , the less per ton

power -house have an efficiency of 94 plying to the air friction . will have to be added for depreciation

per cent. at full load.
There are two copper disks used, in- in making up one's cost per ton manu

suring electrical as well as mechanical factured .

symmetry, as one revolves on either Under ordinarily favorable condi

Testing Electric Motors by Eddy side of the magnetizing coils and this tions, the ice season does not last over

Current Brakes renders it entirely astatic , at the same six months, which means that a 15

time doubling the capacity of the ton plant would only turn out 2700

brake for a given diameter. The tons of ice running full capacity. But,

English eddy current dyna
brake is mounted on the spindle of the assuming that 300 tons could be

electric motor to be tested, and the manufactured during the other six
mometer brake of 10 -horse-power ca

pressure on the motor bearing may be
pacity on a motor operating at a speed

months, making 3000 tons for the

of 900 revolutions per minute.
year, the sum of 3313 cents must be

adjusted to a nicety. The upward pull

gives rise to no twisting moment as
set aside for depreciation charges for
each ton of ice turned out.

the brake is provided with a link sus

pension attached to a spring balance, being more nearly correct for the av
If estimate is to be accepted as

the latter being carrier by the hooks of
erage small ice factory in actual op

the crane or the blocks used for the
eration, and experience leads the com

testing bed . The pressure on the bear
pany to believe that they should, the

ing may be any value desired , or may
actual cost per ton for an independent

be reduced to zero by means of the ly operated ice factory having a ca

lifting gear , and it is maintained that pacity of 15 tons would be about as

by this unique eddy current brake the follows :

bearing friction of motors may be as

certained with a greater degree of ac- Two engineers

curacy than with any other method.
Two tankmen 3.00

It is stated that the brake may be

carried on the motor spindle without
6700 lbs. coal ... 10.05

In order to test a motor for ef

Oil , lights , waste , ammonia andsuspension for ordinary testing, as its
chloride

weight is less than the normal belt 1.25

ficiency and suitable rating it is neces

sary that the motor should be sub
pull . The theory of the Eddy current Depreciation charges, based on

jected to a measured load of the de
brake, it may be noted , is in many 3000 tons annual output... 5.00

sired amount for long or short periods,
respects the same as that of the induc

and it is desirable that a steady main
tion motor, although it is simplified by $ 23.80

the fact that inductance is absent from
tenance of the load and an accurate

measurement be obtained without af
the motor . It is stated that one of the This makes a total of $ 23.80 for the

fecting the conditions under which the
characteristics of this brake is the manufacture of 15 tons of ice , or an

electric motor is working,
steady manner in which the lever floats

average of approximately $ 1.586 per
after the magnetizing current has been ton .

There are a number of methods
adjusted, and this is said to be due to

utilized for absorbing and measuring
the fact that the center of gravity of

The question which now suggests

the energy of a motor. The energy
itself is : “How does this price com

the sliding weights is slightly below
dissipated by the electrical methods of the center line. By usingproperly pare with the cost of harvesting

testing motors may be by eddy cur suspended flexible conductors, the
natural ice ? " The local natural

rents only, or by eddy currents and
magnet coils are supplied with current

ice dealer claims that it cost $ 1.10 per

hysteresis with fixed field or revolv
without difficulty , without the use of

ton to put the ice in the house. To

ing field and with air cooled or water mercury cups. Electric motors may
this must be added the shrinkage,

cooled testing brakes . be tested for starting torque by locking which is estimated as 50 per cent. for.

It is maintained by many engineers the revolving disks to the fixed part of all ice put in storage, so that this cost

that eddy current brakes have many this Eddy current brake. is really $ 2.20 per ton,

$ 4.50

MOTOR WITH EDDY CURRENT DYNA

MOMETER BRAKE.
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Electric Heating Without Special Concessions

from the Central Station

THỊ
HE number of electric heating kilowatt-hours of energy per month , erating steadily for two years. There

devices in use has increased 100 which represents, at a 10 -cent light- are three embossing presses in this

per cent . during the past year , ing rate , an income to the station of equipment. The head of the largest is

due as much to the improvement of $ 15.84 per year. The automatic 19 by 12 inches ; the machine has a

the apparatus as to the energy of the handle attachment, which cuts off the small panel-board placed within easy

makers. The proposition of the man- current when the iron is not in use , reach of the operator, on which are

ufacturers, however, has almost al- has proved a failure, as the operator placed two double -throw switches.

ways been accompanied by a sugges- invariably ties down the handle. A There are four resistance units in the

tion of lower or special rates , which , satisfactory automatic cut -off has yet press-head, placed at equal distances

of course , would help the introduction to be developed. from the center, and by means of a

of the devices ; but there are situations, For summer use , there have been change of connection from series to

arising from various causes , where a installed in several high - grade dwell- parallel eight different degrees of heat

special-rate proposition is not proba- ing houses electric clothes-dryers, the are obtained. The large press is rated

ble , and often not possible. In a paper heating units varying in capacity from at 220 volts and 16 amperes.

read at the recent convention of the 5 to 10 k.w., depending on the size of The resistance units may be placed

National Electric Light Association , the dryer. A cabinet eight feet high, in the holes left vacant by the extrac

C. D. Wood, Jr. , described some re- eight feet wide and eight deep, may be tion of the old steam pipes. Some

cent applications of heating devices built in sections, each section equipped manufacturers supply a hot steel plate ,

where the devices were made to fit the with a unit of 2 k.w .; this division which may be placed next to the die ;

rates , and not the rates to fit the de- makes possible a saving of current these plates take about five amperes

vices . when a small amount of work is to be and are connected to the lighting cir

The installations investigated are done. During the months of July and cuit .

supplied with current generated by August, 1906 , a dryer of this capacity The machine, 19 by 12 inches, re

steam power ; heating propositions consumed about 100 kilowatt-hours ferred to above, reached a temperature

that are not possible in the case of a per month , which was billed to the cus- of 354 ° F. with an expenditure of

steam station are possible where water tomer at a 10 -cent rate . The dryer 4.07 kilowatt-hours, starting with a

is the source of power. In January, was satisfactory in every respect. room temperature of 75 degrees.

1907, not over 15 per cent. of the cen- Plate warmers of 800 -watt capacity The “ running” current or low heat

tral stations in cities of over 50,000 in- are included in the specifications of the was 0.6 kw ., which kept the head

habitants in this country and Canada architects in many houses. The New at the proper temperature while mak

were giving a special rate of six cents York Edison Company has connected ing 480 impressions of the die per

or under for heating and cooking. as many as 25 plate warmers in as hour.

many different houses in one month . The monthly cost of current for the

DOMESTIC DEVICES .
The average consumption of these de- past year for this work at a 7 - cent

No city in the United States is gov- vices is 24 kilowatt-hours per month . rate was $8.05 per machine. The As

erned by economic conditions so par- Of the small home devices , the sociation of Bookbinders is demanding

ticularly localized as is the city of New water cup has been the most pleasing, these electric heads.

York . The flat- iron , our best ambass- with the possible exception of the heat
GLUE - POTS .

ador of electric heat, will be used nine ing pad . The medical fraternity have

times out of ten in homes where the
Twenty -five inversion coil glue-pots ,

been approached with electric steriliz

laundry work is in the hands of sery- ers , and found waiting for just such a
two-quart capacity, are installed in a

ants. The best way to install an iron device. No doctor likes to use gas ;
bookbinding house on the Edison sys

in a city residence under such condi- his sterilizer consumes
tem .

about 800
These pots were installed Feb

tions is to interest the laundress and watts , and the average office use of
ruary 1 , 1906 , and thus far only one

cook first, and then carry your cam- this device is in the neighborhood of has been replaced. The current con

paign “ higher up." Cards have been 20 kilowatt -hours monthly.
sumption has been 812.5 kilowatt

distributed to the employment agencies
hours monthly, or an average of 1.3

telling about the steps saved by the
BOOKBINDING . kilowatt-hours per pot per working

electric iron , and the same cards have The bookbinding industry affords an
day. Figuring the current at 5

been left at the kitchen entrance ; cir- excellent opportunity for electric heat.
cents per kilowatt-hour, a wholesale

cular letters , with return postal cards, It is possible to supplant the gas
price , the cost per month was less than

are then mailed to the lady of the heated embossing press with electric
when the company used gas and the

The

house. No matter how ignorant and
work was identically the same.

heating units, and make a very fair

superstitious your laundress may be comparison with gas , when electricity
operators will regard a heat-regulating

after she has once used an electric iron is sold for five cents per kilowatt -hour.
switch when they will not turn down

she will refuse to return to the old Steam is generally purchased by the

one. In one case on record the do- month - a 24 -hour expense, regard
WELDING .

mestic threatened to leave if the elec- less of when the heat is needed . On Electric welding has been consid

tric iron were not purchased after it the other hand , gas is not clean, nor ered impractical in sections where or

had been used on a 10 -days' trial . is the desired heat steady enough for dinary power rates of 10 to 6 cents

An average family of five persons, high -grade work . per kilowatt -hour have been available .

where the collars and cuffs are sent Of several good installations of this The New York Edison Company is

out to be ironed, consumes about 13.2 class of apparatus, one has been op- supplying current for the purpose of

the gas .
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welding iron bands used in the trunk only 15 minutes of the hour, as three ing handle cord . One thousand hogs

industry. By means of a transformer amperes are sufficient to keep up the per hour are stamped " Inspected " by

mounted on a frame of the machine desired 'temperature. A thermostat the government meat inspectors in

the voltage is reduced from 110 to 22 with four contact points furnishes the Chicago, by means of a 400-watt

volts. The cross - section of the work automatic heat regulation. The regu- branding tớol that is nothing more

is a quarter-inch square. The currenta lation has been perfectly satisfactory. than an electric soldering ironwith a

consumption of the welding machine die inserted in place of the copper tip .
COFFEE IND COCOA DRYERS.

under pressure runs from 25 to 35 AN INSTANTANEOUS WATER HEATER.

amperes. The consumption of the ma- The cocoa and coffee trade has ap

chine while making 480 welds per hour plied electric heat to its small desiccat
The statement has been made here

is about 1.16 kilowatt-hours , costing ing or drying cabinets. A drver tofore that electricity must be sold at

0.02 cent per weld at a 10-cent rate . 312 feet by
by 2 feet by 5 feet 2.5 cents per kilowatt-hour to be on an

In this particular case, a motor-gener- requiring a temperature of 150 de
equal-cost footing with gas at $ 1

ator set was used to generate the al- . grees , will need about 74 watts per

per 1000 cubic feet ; also that 2 kilo

ternating current, which materially cubic foot when properly jacketed.
watt-hours of energy are necessary to

lessened the efficiency of the whole One heater of this kind has returned
raise 20 gallons of water through 40 °

plant. This work should be particu- a revenue of $ 11 per month . The co
F. in one hour ; these figures are ac

larly interesting to managers of alter- coa and coffee beans are particularly cepted to-day . We are now told of

nating -current systems.
an instantaneous water heater that is

susceptible to the odors arising from

combustion , hence the advantage of
ready for the market that will deliver

STEEL CUTTING .

electric heat. For drying kilns about
60 gallons of water per hour at 30 °

Electricity was used in the recent F. above the hydrant temperature

construction of the Hoffman House in
40 watts per cubic foot are advisable.

(62 ° F. yearly average ) with an

New York City , for cutting steel piling. CANDY JANUFACTURE . expenditure of 4 kilowatt-hours of

Alternating current at 50 volts pres

sure was utilized by connecting one
Warming tables and chocolate dip

energy ; the water reaches the maxi

cable to the steel piling itself and the
ping pots have proved successful in

mum temperature a few seconds after

the switch is closed . The device may

other to a carbon electrode that was
the candy trade. Fifty watts , or the

be connected to the water service pipe.

fastened by a copper plate to a wooden
energy of a 16 -candle-power carbon

The water circulates around the heat

guiding pole. Six hundred and fifty
filament lamp, would produce enough

amperes were developed at the arc, heat to keep the chocolate in working ing element ( a cartridge unit ) with

condition. Wherever these chocolate
out coming in contact with the cur

which represents 32.5 k.w. of current.
heaters have been installed they are at

rent, and an automatic device cuts off

In an eight-hour day, 10 feet of piling the current should the water supply

could be cut, at an expenditure of 260
work to -day. The energy consumed in

kilowatt-hours. At io cents per kilo
the device itself is not large , but it

fail . A place is predicted for this de

vice in restaurants and cafés .

will surely lead to more business along

watt -hour, the work cost $26 plus the Electric heat economies are not fully
this line.

wages of the attendant, which made The company is figuring appreciated . A certain manufacturer

the total cost exactly $3 per foot
with one manufacturing concern to

heat a 30 -gallon batch of caramel paste $30 per month for a steam supply that
in New York City has been paying

of piling. It required two men at

$ 4.50 per day , and two electric drills
to a temperature of 2850 F. The op

is used in a secret wood -working pro
eration will consume jo kilowatt -hours

consuming 44 kilowatt-hours, to drill

one foot of piling per day, costing

cess . He was persuaded to try electric

of energy, and each melting will cost heat and found that he could do the

$ 13.40 per foot. The heating method
about 65 cents. The service is in

termittent, hence the adaptability of

same amount of work as before with

shows a saving, regardless of time, of
electric

a monthly consumption of 50 kilowatt
heat. Where high -grade

$ 10.40 per foot.
candy is made there is always a chance

hours . He was buying current at to

LABORATORY USE . for electric heat.
cents per kilowatt-hour, and his yearly

The milk supply of New York City
saving was $ 300.

SOLDERING IRONS .

is governed by tests made in the city THAWING OF WATER PIPES .

laboratory by means of electric stoves . The manufacturers of switchboards For those interested in the thawing

Twenty -five 3.5 -inch disc stoves, of and telephone supplies find a useful, of water pipes, a few figures are given

60-watt capacity, are used to boil the economical tool in the electric solder- showing the details of operation of a
ether used in the test . Fourteen times ing iron ; a soldering iron equal to a 44 -cell storage-battery outfit, mounted

per hour these little stoves cause the 1.5 -pound soldering copper will con- on an automobile truck , in comparison

ether to vaporize and rise from the sume 70 watts of energy. with those obtained by the use of a

containing flask to a condensing cham- ator will accomplish more work with rheostat in series with a direct -current

ber that holds the milk to be tested. this tool, thereby saving time. Two 3 -wire Edison system with the neutral

The ether after condensation is re- manufacturers using these devices wire grounded . The figures represent

leased by a siphon and conducted into have stated that soldering irons using the average amounts in each case .

the original flask . An open gas flame

could not be used for this work .

The medical officer in charge was so
Time, Pipe,

Amperes Kw . Hours Voltage

well pleased with the operation of Edison

these stoves that he wished to heat

and regulate his incubator, or germ

cabinet, with electricity. The germ current at 5 cents per kilowatt -hour The Edison system is used until the

producer is 22 by 22 by 22 inches, and cost less than soldering furnaces op- season has so far advanced that the

the temperatures to be maintained are erated by dollar gas. This condition number of cases will warrant the ex

100 , 110 , 120 and 130 degrees centi- is possible because of the actual time clusive service of an automobile truck .

grade. The cabinet is made of sheet saved in doing the work . Heaters of
COMMERCIAL COOKING .

copper with three jacket walls, having 1 10 -watt capacity are now made, into

a maximum current consumption of 16 which a soldering iron may be thrust. Although little has been done in

amperes. The heavier curreut is used thereby doing away with the connect- New York City in the introduction of

The oper

Cost per Revenue

Storage battery.

Inch

56513

275

Min .

5.44

19.0

1.39

10.4

31.5

120.0

Case

$ 10.85

14.43

per Case

$ 16.40

16.93
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Total

Outlet

Room

3.5 amp
Sub -basement.. Cellar .. 25

41.5
&

Ash -lift..

Vacuum cleaner.

Instantaneous water heater .

Kitchenette

Exhaust fan .

09

Kitchen . 30

w
a
s

aw
o
t
e

w
a

Basement.
66

3.5

20
66

Wash boiler.

4-1b . iron .

93.5

so

3

Main floor.. 10

Parlor.. 10
44

Plate warmer.. 30

.

10

10
46

Bedroom .

Front bedroom .

Second floor...

N
o
w

w
W
5
1
0
5

5
0
3
7

Portable radiator . 42

Third floor .

Front bedroom .

Middle bedroom

Rear bedroom .

3

3As above .

19

Fourth floor..

forth .

Portable radiator

3

10

12

electricity for complete commercial pose of advising with them regarding The New York New Haven and

ranges , there are six or eight kitchens the extended use of electricity for Hartford Railroad Runs Regular

in operation , where one meal per day heating work ; in other words, making
Trains Electrically

is prepared for the officers and clerks it possible for the future owner to use
The New York , New Haven &

of the various business houses to the various heating devices that he de
Hartford Railroad Company has be

which the kitchens are attached . The sires Several residences in the City

average capacity of these outfits is 10 of New York to-day are wired with
gun to run regular electric trains be

k.w. A few restaurant broiler sets are tween New York City and New Ro
separate heating and power circuits.

chelle, N. Y., and this action will mark

SUGGESTIONS FOR A HEATING AND POWER CIRCUIT IN A FOUR-STORY CITY RESIDENCE the inauguration of a new era in the

HAVING BASEMENT AND SCB -BASEMENT. development of American railways.

The Circuit to be 220 Volts , Connected to a Separate Power Meter . The management of the railroad de

cided some years ago to investigate

electric traction with a view of sub
Ampere

Device Capacity Capacity stituting the new power for the steam
Ice machine..

locomotive. These investigations were
Passenger elevator .

carried on in a very exhaustive man

ner until finally, about a year ago, the

railroad decided to install the alter
Butler's room . 10-1b . pressing iron . nating current single-phase electric

[ Clothes dryer..

Laundry .. railway system , and a contract was

7.5-1b . iron . made with the Westinghouse Electric

Chafing -dish . percolater, and & Mfg. Company for the construction
forth (outlet placed in floor un

Dining- room . der table ). of thirty - five locomotives of this type.

Portable radiator ( outlet placed in

wall ) ... The same company was also given the
Music - room .. Piano player

order for the power-house equipment
Portable Radiator.

Pantry consisting of Westinghouse steam tur
Polishing motor ..

( Library. Radiator in fireplace . bines , turbo - generators, switchboard

Portable radiator..

appliances, etc. , and Westinghouse,Hair dryer, iron , sewing machine,

and so forth .. Church , Kerr & Company, engineers,
Bathroom .. Water cup , hair dryer.

were given full charge of installing

Bathroom .. Radiator , vibrator, and so forth .. 10 the entire system .
Pressing iron , and so forth .

The work was pushed with the ut
| Water cup , heating pad, and so

most vigor, and the East Pittsburg
Play - room

Electrical toys .. shops turned out the first locomotive

last December. The power -house was

completed about the same time and

the installation of the machinery be

used for broiling meats during the If the case in point is a high -grade

noon luncheon hour. These broilers, city dwelling, the following sugges
gan at once , while, in the meantime,

the construction of the overhead work
which are not to be considered com- tions as to available devices and neces

had also been started . The last loco

plete kitchens, bring a revenue of sary outlet capacity may be of use :

$ 12.50 per month, at an average rate An installation similar to the above
motives have been shipped from East

Theof 8 cents per kilowatt-hour.
Preliminary runs, tests

would cost about $850, exclusive of
Pittsburg

Waldorf-Astoria Hotel contains the the devices. This figure is based upon and trial trips have been made on the

largest cooking unit in the United
new line for months under the super

a new house and the circuit independ

States. It consists of 19 upright broil- ent from the lighting circuit. The vision of railroad experts and elec

ers , 4 warming ovens and 4 regular irons might be placed on the 110 - volt
tricians. These were watched with

ovens. This device is situated in the lighting circuit, which would reduce
the utmost interest by the entire rail

south café of the Waldorf, and has a
road world , and all proved very suc

the cost of the above installation.

total capacity of 460 amperes.
cessful. The railroad company, being

One manufacturing company in cen satisfied with the result of these trials,

tral New York is preparing food daily The Nernst Lanp Company during
decided to throw the electric road open

for 2000 employees, all the food being one week received contracts which
to the public, and the first train pulled

cooked by electricity . represent a larger number of candle
out of the Grand Central depot at New

The greatest difficulty in residential power than any individual lighting
York on the morning of July 21st .

work lias been the absence of adequate
Until the first of August trains were

contract that has ever been made since

carrying capacity in risers , special cir- electric lamps became the popular
run only as far as New Rochelle ; be

cuits and available extra circuits. The form of artificial lighting. One of
ginning August 1st the schedule was

customer will often be willing to pay these contracts, from the Baltimore
extended to Portchester, and by Sep

the first cost of the device ; he will ac- Electric Company, calls for lamps ag
tember ist the company expects to be

cept the consumption figures, but he gregating 1,300,000 candle-power, and running electric trains between New

will flatly refuse to stand the expense another from the Marshall Field Com
York and Stamford, Conn . The serv

of special wiring. Twenty -five possi- pany, of Chicago, for lighting their
ice begins with thirty -five 1000-horse

ble installations of bathroom radiators dry goods Store , calls for 700,000
power locomotives, each capable of

were lost in a period of two days' time candle -power, making a total of 2.
pulling a train of ten coaches at an

last winter because of the extra cost 000,000 candle -power. The Marshall
average speed of 75 miles an hour.

of special wiring. To overcome this Field people only decided upon the The inauguration of the single

difficulty and to provide for future Nernst Lamp after they had made an phase system on one of America's

business, an agent has been appointed exhaustive test lasting over two years foremost main line railroads marks

whose business it is to interview archi- of every other form of modern arti- an epoch in the development of the

tects and contractors for the sole pur- ficial illumination. railroad business in this country .

Total.. 238
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.

Westinghouse Electric and Manu- essential to its operation , an achieve- additions to their works in order to

facturing Company, Engineering ment which makes the Westinghouse increase their manufacturing facilities

Executives Company the most important factor so as to meet the constantly increasing

While commenting upon the excel
in the modern electrification of rail- demands for their products.

roads.

lent annual report of the Westing The new eight- story steel structure

house Electric & Mfg. Company, a To these men also belongs the credit which is being erected by the Electric

well-known financier remarked : for the product of the Westinghouse
Company is pushed with the utmost

" One of the most important factors
Company having gained a world -wide

vigor and the contractors have given

that has brought about the phenome
reputation for superior electrical ex

nal business records of the company
cellence and perfect mechanical con

an assured guarantee that the build

struction . ing will be ready for occupancy by
within the last year is the perfect or

August ist . This will give an ad
ganization which dominates all de

dition of 250,000 square feet of floor
partments. It must be extremely

The July business of the Westing
Mr. Westinghouse,

space, to be utilized for the construc

gratifying to Mr. house Electric Company was consider

whose business sagacity and foresight ably above the average. The last in
tion of details and supplies. This

brought this about, and it cannot help
should greatly relieve the congested

formation from East Pittsburg stated conditions which now exist in most of

being pleasing to the stockholders to
that the railway department alone

know that their property is under
the departments at the East Pittsburg

showed a record for orders booked

such an efficient management. works, where every square foot of
approximating about $ 2,500,000.

E. M. Herr , the chief executive
available space is now occupied.

Among these were two of more than
under Mr. Westinghouse, has had ex

ordinary importance. The Brooklyn
Judging by the improvements and

ceptional experience as an engineer Rapid Transit Company contracted
enlargements now under way at the

and manufacturer. He was for a time
for 100 electric railway motors, 200

works of the Westinghouse Air Brake

the successful head of the locomotive of which, of 200 horse -power each , are Company in Wilmerding, the rail

department of the Northern Pacific for the elevated railroad cars, while roads are making, at present, greater

Railroad, where he showed great tact the balance, of 60 horse -power each , demands for brake and draft gear

in the management of men and won will be surface car equipment. In equipment than ever . The Air Brake
a national reputation for his expert connection with the elevated car equip- Company has now about 4000 em

skill in the construction and operation ment, the company will also furnish ploves at work , a larger number than

of locomotives. In 1898 he became
the Westinghouse Multiple Unit Con

vicepresident and general manager of
it ever had on the pay- roll heretofore.

trol. The other large order comes

the Westinghouse Air Brake Com The shops, however, which it was

from the Schoepf interests of Cincin
pany, and it was his remarkable record thought at one time were large enough

nati, which control one of the largest

in that position which undoubtedly
to supply the entire brake require

urban and interurban electric railway ments of the railroads of this country

prompted Mr. Westinghouse to place
systems in this country, operating cars

Mr. Herr in charge of the Electric
for a long period, have already proved

in eastern and central Ohio and

Company at a time when his qualities
inadequate. The company has now in

southern Indiana. This order includes

were quite essential to its success . Mr.
course of erection a core shop 85 x 140

a complete equipment of electrical ap

Herr became vice -president of the
feet , a pattern shop and pattern store

paratus for 24 sub -stations, consisting
Electric Company in 1905 , and his

room 80 x 330 feet , and is about to

of rotary transformers and switch

connection has proved most effective
begin the erection of a new carpenter

board appliances, as well as four
in improving the affairs of the com

shop 45 X 120 feet . The works of the

Westinghouse turbo -generators ag
Air Brake Company have never been

pany.
gregating 26,000 horse- power.

L. A. Osborne, the second vice
busier than at present, the output has

president of the company, in charge of
never been larger and the outlook for

future business has been

the engineering and commercial de The Westinghouse Electric and Man

partments, is a remarkable young man
brighter.

ufacturing Company are now turning

who, though he is but 35 years old , out sixteen locomotives for coal mines The Union Switch & Signal Com

has demonstrated during his career in West Virginia and Kentucky, one
pany has several hundred men at work

with the company an engineering skill for an iron mine in Sweden , another on the site recently acquired for the

as well as a capacity for management for a power company in the State of erection of additional shops, which the

which place him among the leading Washington, andone fora plate glass company requires for the enormous

men of the industrial development of mill at Charleroi, Pa . They are con growth of the business experienced

this country. He is familiar with
within the last year or two . At the

structing a complete electric motor

every detail of the company's en- equipment for a phosphate mine in
present moment every department at

gineering and commercial work, and Florida, for a lumber camp at Mount
the Switch & Signal factory is work

since Mr. Westinghouse, a year ago, Pleasant, Pa.; they have in hand an ing to its fullest capacity and with the

placed him in the important position order for 39 motors to drivemachin
amount of orders already on hand the

which he now occupies, he has proved
ery in a cash register manufacturing management is looking forward to the

a great success . plant at Dayton, O .; they are turning completion of thenew works,so as to

In the engineering department, the out 59 motors for driving textile looms relieve the crowded condition of the

leading men are B. H. Lamme, C. F. at East Hampton, Mass., and a larger old shops.

Scott, H. P. Davis, N. W. Storer and number for running spindles in a All of the Westinghouse companies

others, all known to the electrical pro- worsted mill at Passaic, N. J. Fifteen (leclared the usual quarterly dividend ,

fession the world over for their valu- motors are going to a paper mill in the Air Brake Company 2 per cent.

able contributions to the great achieve- Canton , N. C., and twenty to a paper regular and 218 per cent. extra, the

ments in the electrical industry during mill in Fulton , N. Y. Switch & Signal Company 3 per cent.

the last twenty years . To them be on the preferred and 3 per cent. on

longs the credit for the development the common stock , the Machine Com

of the single -phase alternating current Most of the Westinghouse com- pany 278 per cent., and the Electric

railway motor and the many details panies are now making considerable Company 216 per cent.

never
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The Products of a Great Indus- satisfactory operation of both the gines , steam turbines, hydraulic tur

trial Company as seen in its Ex- steam and electrical ends of his power- bines, condensers, electric generators,

hibit at the Jamestown Exposi- plant. motors, transformers, traction equip
tion . There is also shown a complete line ments, pumping plants, cement mills,

O much stress has been laid on
of apparatus for electric drive, includ- rock crushing plants, dredges , sto m

the naval and military features of ing standard Allis -Chalmers induction shovels, flour mills, saw mills, air

the Jamestown Exposition that
motors and direct current motors, brakes , hoists , mining, milling and re

the importance of the display made by
whose liberal design and uniformly fining machinery and timber preserv

commercial and industrial interests is
excellent service have distinguished ing plants.

them above the machines of all com
not unlikely to be overlooked by the

Attendants at the exhibit make it a

public of the country at large . Every petitors . point to answer all inquiries and those

State in the Union is , however , repre
In the photographs , model and parts who are interested in obtaining copies

steamof Allis -Chalmers
sented industrially, and many foreign

turbines of Allis -Chalmers bulletins may do so

shown in this exhibit may be observed by leaving their names and addresses ,governments were among the first ex

hibitors to secure space for a similar
three of the special features which to which the printed matter will be

This feature of the great
have given these units the command- mailed.

purpose.

fair is doveloping beyond expectation,

having exceeded the plans originally

madefor the exploitation of manu

factured articles of trade, and it is

proving one of the leading attractions.

Among the principal exhibits of
AULIS-CHALMSCo.

machinery to which visitors will be

early attracted is that made by Allis

Chalmers Company, of Milwaukee,

occupying Section 8, Machinery and

Transportation Building, as shown in

part by the accompanying illustration .

The character of this exhibit is not

marked by the display of any unusual

or special apparatus, nor does it in

clude specimens of all Allis -Chalmers

Company's extremely large and varied

line of products , but only a few of the

standard machines whose designs

have been well established , such as are

used in thousands of installations the ALLIS - CHALMERS EXHIBIT AT JAMESTOWN EXPOSITION .

country over, and are doing efficient,

economical, every-day service . ing position that they now occupy, Allis-Chalmers Induction Motors

The larger machines seen at the viz. : channel-shaped shrouds protect Belted to Paint-Grinding Ma

back of the picture , a No. 5 style " K " ing the ends of the blading from in- chinery versus Motors Direct

Gates Breaker and an Allis -Chalmers jury, machine cut slots in the founda- Connected

Band Mill, with Saw Mill Carriage , tion rings insuring absolutely accurate

a certain large Western manu
branches of industry in which Allis- arrangement of balance pistons reduc facturer of pigments, the Wads

Chalmers Company is the acknowl- ing the diameter of the cylinder and worth -Howland Company, of Chicago,

edged leader; namely, the manufac- preventing distortion under varying has for some months past been op
ture of complete rock and ore crush- temperatures. These features are pat- erated by means of forty-odd Allis

ing equipments, cement making plants ented, and controlled by Allis -Chal- Chalmers three-phase, 60 -cycle, 220

and saw -mill machinery. mers Company, in the United States , volt, belted induction motors, ranging

The breaker is identical with those Canada and Mexico.
from 1 horse-power to 30 horse

used by the Pennsylvania Railroad in The greatly extended use of com- power , all of which are suspended

the concrete construction of its famous pressedair for driving drills, pneu- from the ceiling

tunnel under the East River , New matic riveters , hammers, cleaners, The motors are at present operated

York , a model of which is exhibited clipping and calking tools, etc. , has by power purchased from the local

just across the aisle ; and the band mill created a strong demand for small air lighting company, although a 100 k . w .

might be taken for a twin of one compressor plants which may be engine driven alternator is available

which recently broke the timber-saw- placed conveniently to the work in for use if necessary. In order to as

ing record of the South . hand. A portable compressor outfit. certain the exact difference in power

The electrical machinery shown in- mounted on a truck , comprising a consumption between belted and

cludes a belted alternator and an Allis- Christensen Air Compressor, built geared motors, and the relative ef

Chalmers Reliance Engine, the latter solely by Allis -Chalmers Company, ficiencies of the two methods, a test

of which is hidden in the background driven by an Allis -Chalmers motor, was made on one of the paint grinders,

of the picture. This company, as may be seen here with all its acces- and the power actually consumed was

builder of both Corliss engines and accurately measured, using first a
electric generators especially designed At either corner of the space are belted Allis -Chalmers motor, and

for operating with them , offers a placed large swinging racks of frames second a geared motor of another de

proposition of a decided advantage to containing photographs and illus- sign .

the purchaser, who is able to deal with trated summaries of bulletins of the The mill on which the tests were

a single concern and thereby avoid principal products of Allis -Chalmers made is used for grinding yellow

any division of responsibility for the Company, viz .: steam engines, gas en- ochre, after it has passed through a

spacing oftheblades
, and improved THE paint-grinding machinery of

T !

а

sories .
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ABelted Geared

600 400

Countershaft ). 900

10300 12300

7200 8500

26 28.5

73.5

90 SO

On a

mixer. The machine consists of two placed in circuit to record the total used in each test , the primary object

pairs of mill -stones about 30 inches in watt-hours during the run . A four- of which was to obtain comparative

diameter, each mounted with axis ver hour run was made, the mill being data .

tical . The lower stones of each pair cold when started . Allis -Chalmers

revolve while the upper stones are motor 10 horse -power, 220 volt , 26 Allis- Chalmers Hydraulic Tur

fixed . One pair of stones is located in amperes, 3 phase, 60 cycle, 1130 R.
bine and Generator at Nelson,

front of and below the other, so that P. M.
B. C. , Betters Guaranteed Per

the paint discharged from the upper SUMMARY . formance

pair will drop into the hopper of the

lower . The fixed stones are fastened
TEST run of an Allis -Chalmers

to the frame of the mill, while the
Hydraulic Turbine Generator

lower revolving stones are carried on Watts, (Motor Running Idle ). unit was recently conducted at

the ends of vertical shafts connected
Watts, (Motor Running Belt and the city power plant of Nelson , B. C.,

together by spur gearing and driven Watts , Motor Running Mill (Begin in the presence of city officials , which

ning to run ).

from the main shaft by a bevel gear Watts, Motor Running Mill ( End of resulted decidedly in favor of the ap
run ) ..

and pinion. The main shaft runs at a paratus. The turbine generator unitKilowatt Hours for 4 Hours Run (from

speed of approximately 132-136 R. P. recording Wattmeter ). has a normal capacity of 750 k . w . ,
Total Weight of Paint Ground, Pounds 86.75

M., and with the present belted outfit Average Power Factor. but during the test run this output was

is provided with tight and loose belt increased to 1340 k . w . for a period of

pulleys. The mill is driven from a over 45 minutes continuous running

small countershaft located directly From the wattmeter readings given, without undue increase in temperature

above the main shaft, the motor being
and also from the recorded power of bearings.

suspended from the ceiling and lo- consumption for the four -hour run , it The usual tests were made as to the

cated about 10 feet from the counter- is plain that the geared slow speed heating of the coils and bearings. Ac

shaft . motor, instead of saving power, ac- cording to the guarantees the arma

Paint mixed with linseed oil is fed , tually requires about 10 per cent. more ture and field coils did not rise in tem

from a mixer, into the upper pair of power than the belt drive. perature above 35 degrees centigrade.

stones , and after passing through them longer run the showing of the geared The supply for light and power has

is discharged into the lower pair . The motor might be improved somewhat, been furnished up to the present time

process is continuous, and when the because the overload period , during by the West Kootenay Power & Light

mill is first started it requires con- which this motor has a low efficiency , Company, situated just across the

siderably more power than after an would then be a smaller part of the Kootenay River from the new city

hour or so , when the stones have be- total. It will be noted that the amount power plant, out of which source both

come heated and the paint more easy of paint ground with the geared motor companies derive their power.

flowing: The power required also was less than with the belted, showing The hydraulic turbine, which is of

depends on the rate of feed, and the that the greater power consumption standard design, was built at the

setting of the stones ; if the stones are was not due to any increase in the Scranton, Pa., works of the Allis

too tightly adjusted the power re- amount of paint fed into the mill. Chalmers Company, and the genera

quired is very much increased. In The geared motor must necessarily tor, which is the vertical type, specially

these tests every precaution was taken be run at slower speed than the belted , designed for direct connection to hy

to have the adjustment of the stones , and a slow speed 60 cycle motor of draulic turbines, was built at the elec

and the rate of feed the same in each small output is inferior in electrical trical works of the Allis -Chalmers

case ; the wheels for adjusting the performance to a higher speed belted Company, Cincinnati, Ohio .

stones were marked so that they could machine. Its no load losses may be

be brought to exactly the same posi- less than for the belted motor as in
Milwaukee Northern Railway to

tion in each test . the present test , but its efficiency at
be placed in Operation

or near full load will be lower.

TEST ON BELTED MOTOR. by Early Fall

The lower power factor of the slow
Each of these grinders is provided speed motor is not a great objection HE line of the Milwaukee North

with an individual 10 horse-power where power is supplied from a large ern Railway between Milwaukee

belted motor running at approximately system , since power is measured by and Port Washington will prob

1130 R. P. M at full load , and watt-hour meters. If , however, the ably be ready for operation early in

equipped with a type “ A ” potential motors were at any time operated September and all work is being
starter . The following tests were from the customer's isolated plant, the pushed as rapidly as possible to that

made : First, motor running idle with lower power factor would be a decided end. From a point a little over two
belt off ; second, motor running belt- disadvantage, as the current output of miles north of Milwaukee to the town

ing and countershaft, mill belt on loose the generator is limited .
of Grafton , a short distance from Port

pulley ; third, motor running mill and The amount of paint ground in each Washington , tracks are laid . All

grinding paint. was considerably lower than grading between these points has been

In tests one and two , readings of would have been obtained under aver- practically completed. The force of

volts, amperes and watts were taken , age conditions, because the mill- stones men engaged in this work will shortly

Weston instruments being used for were not in first - class condition . This, be put on the work between Port

measuring volts and watts. Current however, does not affect the value of Washington and Sheboygan, where

was measured by a Thompson am- the tests as concerns relative power another gang of workmen has been

meter, which had a range of only 15 consumption, because the condition of clearing the right of way. The Allis

amperes, and hence was not available the mill was the same in each case . Chalmers gas engines are
are being

for load readings. In test three, indi- Also the recording wattmeter readings erected in the main power -house at

cating wattmeter readings were taken were low compared with those of the Port Washington .

at the beginning and end of the test , indicating instrument, which was care- The complete power equipment was

and in addition a Fort Wayne poly- fully checked before the test and built by Allis-Chalmers Company ,

phase recording watt -hour meter, in- found to be accurate within i per cent. Milwaukee. Three phase alternating

stalled by the lighting company, was The same instruments were, however, current will be generated in the power

T

a

case
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feet. This crane was furnished by

the Northern Engineering Works,

Detroit, Mich .

house at 405 volts by three direct-con- give light. Oil attachments and gas

nected Allis-Chalmers alternators , attachments are made which allow of

each of 1000 k.w. normal capacity , adopting the Multiplex lamp to oil and

driven at 107 R. P. M. by Allis -Chal- gas lamps. Each outfit is supplied

mers twin tandem gas engines, each with ten feet of rubber insulated silk

with a rated capacity of 1500 horse- covered cable . The two set outfit has

power. This equipment, when in op- one attachment with ten feet of cable,

eration, will constitute the largest in

stallation in America of gas engine

driven electric generating units used

for traction purposes.

on a

Speer Carbon Co., St. Mary's, Pa .,

have been experimenting for the past

vear new reinforced carbon

brush which they are now putting on

the market. This brush is meeting

with phenomenal success . If any

consumer is having brush trouble,

samples of same can be had by writing

the above company.

T

Electrical Work in Turkey

URKEY is practically a virgin

,

Allis-Chalmers Lighting Equip

ment for Little Valley, N. Y.

HE town of Little Valley, N. Y.,

has recently closed the contract

for a new electric lighting equip

ment which will compare favorably

with that of any town of its size in

Western New York.

There are included in the contract

an Allis - Chalmers 150 k.w. , 60 cycle ,

1100 volt alternator, an 8 k.w. 120

volt, direct-connected exciter and an

18" x 42" Allis -Chalmers Corliss en

gine of 250 horse -power heavy duty

type.

The new engine runs at a

paratively low speed of 80 R. P. M.,

as against the 265 R. P. M. of the

units which were formerly in use .

The fly -wheel alone for this unit

weighs 14,000 lbs., and the new equip

ment will readily carry a load of 4000

incandescent lamps and 25 arcs .

The feature of the Little Valley

plant, which will be marked by the

introduction of the new units, lies in

the fact that, owing to the old equip

ment being retained, a complete dupli

cate system will be available for serv

ice under all conditions.

com

ROYAL MULTIPLEX LAMP.

writes United States Consul E.

L. Harris from Smyrna. l'p to a year

ago there was not a single city or town

in the 800,000 square miles of Turkish

possessions which could boast of a

2 telephone system or of a central sta

tion for electric light or power pur

poses. Now Damascus and Beirut

have their electric central stations.

however queer it may seem that the

former ancient city should lead in

progress the important and quasi

European cities of Constantinople,

Smyrna and Salonica .

Quite recently concessions were
granted for electric light and traction

the other attachment having five feet in Constantinople, Salonica and

of cable to make connections with the
Brussa. Smyrna, the second city in

first cable. The two attachments are the empire, and perhaps the first in

controlled by one switch . commerce and future prospects, seems

to have no immediate future for elec

trical appliances, although perhaps no
The Electric Cable Co.

city feels more the need of them . It is

The Electric Cable Co., of New
rumored, however , that permission

York , has just bought the entire busi has been granted for the electrification

ness of the Eastern Wire and Cable
of the two -mile tramway line between

Co. , of Roxbury, Mass. The latter Smyrna and the suburbs on the south

company is one of the oldest and larg ern shore of the gulf.

est manufacturers of rubber -covered Aside from a few isolated plants in

wires and bales in New England. Its mines and private residences, the con

entire equipment will be removed to
cessions referred to represent the sum

Bridgeport, Conn ., where it will be in of electrical work in Turkey. Bel

stalled in the plant of the Electric gium has so far taken the lead in secur

Cable Co., which has in course of con- ing large contracts, while Germany,

struction a large addition to its plant. with the exception of the Constanti

The officers of the Electric Cable nople concession, nearly monopolizes

Company are : President, Edwin W. the smaller business, the material for

Moore ; Vice - President, F. H. which has to be imported by special

Cowles ; Treasurer, J. Nelson Shreve. permission from Constantinople . The

prohibition now covers everything re

lating to electricity, even the service

Northern Engineering Works able electric bells, which cannot be

The Northern Engineering Works, imported except with the approval of
crane builders, Detroit, Mich ., have the direction of customs in Constan

installed power station cranes, one of tinople.

20 tons capacity for the Toledo Gas It is persistently rumored that this

and Electric Co.; and two of 20 tons unaccountable prohibition of electrical

capacity in the Murphy Power Plant apparatus will be raised within the

at Detroit, Mich . near future. It would be wise for

American manufacturers of electrical

The Atlantic Coast Line Ry . Co. appliances to turn their attention to

have installed at South Rocky Mount this unexplored field and use their

plant a 5 -ton , 3 -motor Electric North- characteristic energy in securing a fair

ern traveling crane, span about 72 share of the coming trade.

The Royal Multiplex Lamp and

Attachment

This lamp has been designed to

take the place of acetylene burners

in searchlights, head lights, regu

lar gas lamps, standard oil lamps

and tail lamps. The Multiplex lamp
derives its name from the fact that

several filaments burned simultan

eously in one bulb . This lamp is

manufactured for 4, 6, 8 , 10 and 12

volts regularly . The 6-volt lamp uses

1/2 amperes and gives 16 candle

power ; with mirror reflector the

candle -power is twice this amount.

The 8 - volt lamp gives the same

candle -power, but uses only 1/4 am

peres . The filaments are made from

a rare metal which greatly reduces

current consumption and gives a more

brilliant light than could be obtained

with the old carbon filaments. Should

one of the filaments break the lamp

would still give a large amount of

light ; even if three filaments should

break or burn out the lamp would still
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New Motor Rheostats which to make internal connections. contact between the sliding brushes

This, together with the fact that all and the segments. The springs which

derwriters recently proposed a
leads are insulated with glass beads , pull the arms to the " off" position en

rule bearing on the vital part of eliminates danger from grounds or
circle the pivot stud and are positive

a motor -starter, the resistance , which short circuits caused by crowded leads . in action. The arms may be easily re

has aroused general interest . This The glass beads are excellent insu- moved from the rheostat by slipping

rule stated that the resistance con- lators and are also absolutely fire- out a cotter-pin . The dead segments

ductor should possess a low or negli- proof.
on the starters have been made of

gible temperature coefficient. One of The Form P resistance unit as de
ample proportions to insure the

the arguments against the proposed scribed is used in rheostats of the fol- proper breaking of the current when

rule was to the effect that resistance lowing sizes : From 1/8 horse-power up the switch arm flies to the “ off ” posi

tion .
material of low temperature coefficient to and including 15 horse -power at

cost so much that motor -starting rheo- 110 volts ; from 18 horse -power up to
In the smaller sizes the sliding con

stats would have to be built with less and including 30 horse -power at 220
tacts consist of copper shoes held

material. This, it was stated , would volts ; and from 18 horse-power up to
down firmly on the segments by

springs. On motor rheostats above

71/2 horse-power, 110 volts ; 10 horse

power , 220 volts ; and 15 horse -power,

550 volts , brass blocks are provided

with carbon protecting blocks which

precede the brass blocks while start

ing ; this prevents pitting. The con

tact blocks, in all sizes , are self-align

ing and can be renewed readily with

out removing the switch arm from the

slate .

Care has also been taken with the

FIG . 1. — MOTOR - STARTING RHEOSTATS . stationary contact segments. The

stationary contacts on smaller sizes

require that the resistance material be and including 35 horse -power at 550 are of brass, while on rheostats of

imbedded close to a heat absorbing volts . In rheostats of 2 horse-power larger sizes all the stationary contacts

mass and such constructions would and larger, the Form P resistance are made of copper and are renewable

interfere with the rapid cooling of the units are fastened to supports inde- from the front . Rheostats in the

rheostat. pendent of the iron cover, these sup- larger sizes also have the initial con

In the light of this discussion the ports being fastened to the slate top of tact point protected by an auxiliary

new motor -starting rheostats just the rheostats. ( See Fig . 2. ) This button which may be removed and re

placed on the market by the General allows the resistance unit to be re- newed from the front.

Electric Company have special in- moved for inspection or repairs with- The motor shunt field circuit is

terest . ( Fig. 1. ) This line of rheo- out disturbing other units or connec- made and broken on the first live seg

stats with no -voltage release , known tions. In larger rheostats the iron ment of the starting switch . When

as Type SA , and with no voltage and grid type of resistance is used, the the starting arm passes to the " off"

overload release, Type SQ , is con- grids being treated with a compound position the field is discharged

structed with a new resistance unit not which prevents rusting. through the motor armature and the

only having a negligible temperature

coefficient but also permitting a ven

tilated construction of the rheostat.

The new resistance, designated the

Form P unit , consists of a low tem

perature resistance material wound on

a tube which is ventilated inside and

out. The whole is covered on both

surfaces with a special compound,

which effectively protects the wire and

holds it in position . The unit so

formed is absolutely fire and moisture

proof, and, if accidentally raised to

such a degree of heat as to melt the

wire , will open the circuit without ap

preciable arcing. The design of the

Form P unit, furthermore, increases

the starting capacity of the rheostat

from a duty of 30 seconds to a duty of

one minute without increasing the cli- The mechanical features of the new starting resistance. This resistance,

mensions. rheostats have also received thorough however, is not in series with the field

In addition to these excellent elec- consideration. Necessarily subjected in the “ running " position.

trical characteristics, the new unit to hard service , the switch arms, con- All of the rheostats are fire and

permits many improvements in de- tact shoes, segments and connections moisture proof and are built to with

tailed mechanical construction . Be- are all designed to meet such con- stand the hardest service . They are

cause of the reduced space which the ditions. suitable for starting direct current

Form P unit occupies, not only is the The arms of the dial switches are of motors. The general appearance of the

space required per horse -power much rugged construction and will undergo rheostats is shown in the accompany

less , but more room is available in heavy handling without injuring the ing illustrations.

FIG . 2 . RESISTANCES .
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BOOK REVIEW

M

Armature Construction

ESSRS . HOBART & ELLIS

have gotten out an attractive

book , entitled “ Armature Con

struction ," which is devoted to the

design , construction and testing of al

ternating and direct current arma

tures. Very complete winding dia

grams are shown which are made ex

ceedingly clear and readily followed

by the adoption of colored inks for the

different circuits. The chapters are

devoted to armature laminations and

their preparation , the armature frame,

armature core ventilating pieces, as

sembling the armature core , construc

tion of squirrel cage armatures, com

mutator construction , continuous cur

rent armature winding system , alter

nating current armature winding sys

tem , insulating of armature

ductors, the winding of continuous

current armatures and the design and

construction of winding forms, the

winding of alternating current arma

tures, finishing and testing: besides an

introductory chapter devoted to a dis

cussion of the different types of gen

erators and motors . Examples of

construction are largely taken from

European practice , though American

machines are not entirely neglected .

Dimensions are expressed in c . g . s .

units. The book is non -mathematical,

being more confined to methods of

construction than to the design of ar

matures. It is well written , and will

be of value to those engaged in the

manufacture and construction of elec

tric generators and motors. The Mac

millan Company are the New York

publishers.

CON

to steer , the whole work of propul- and watts per candle-power are speci

sion being performed by the motor. fied for each type. Adapters for con

If the use of these trucks continues verting T. H. and Westinghouse sock

as successful as reported , they will , ets for the Edison base lamp are also

it is said , replace the old hand-pro- illustrated and described .

pelled trucks at the larger stations on " Electric Lighting in the Depart

the system . ment Store ,” “ The Glower,” and “ A

Departure in Office Buildings" are the

CATALOGUE REVIEW titles of interesting and instructive

The Westinghouse Electric Manu- booklets issued by the Nernst Lamp

facturing Company are preparing for
Company. These booklets give new

publication an instruction book for icieas as to the distribution of electric

Type R motors and generators, giving lamps with special reference to the

in detail all data as to location, found
Nernst type of lamp.

ations and erections of these machines The Westinghouse Machine Com

with other information regarding idler pany send a copy of their catalogue

pulleys. The methods of operation describing storage batteries for sta

and maintenance, with instructions for tionary service. A complete descrip

care of brushes, bearings, armatures
tion of the line of batteries is given ,

and commutators are given under
as well as information regarding their

their respective headings; causes of battery regulator and battery booster.

and remedies for sparking are tab

ulated , and chapters are devoted to Standard gears, including brass ,

excitation, grounds and hot bearings.
iron , steel , rawhide and fibre gears ;

Another section of the book tells how
also gears for special purposes -- spur

to make repairs on field coils and ar- gears , pinions, mitre gears , bevei

matures with method of removing
gears , internal gears , etc. , are com

shaft and reassembling the machine. pletely described and catalogued in

Wiring diagrams for starting rheo Catalogue E issued by the Boston

stats with internal rheostat connec
Gear llorks.

tions are shown , a number of pages

contain blanks for filling out the arma
Bulletin No. 46 , dated August,

ture winding connections and there is 1907, has been received from the H.

a complete list of wiring diagrams for T. Paiste Company. Their new en

bi-polar and multi-polar machines.
trance switch boxes and panel boxes

They also have in course of prepara
are shown, also a line of receptacles,

tion a circular entitled , “ Integrating rosettes and plug cut -outs.

Wattmeters for Single Phase and

Polyphase Alternating Current Cir
The Bryant Electric Company cata

cuits and for Direct Current Circuits,"
logue electrical supplies in a neat

which gives all details of construction
pocket form . They list a number of

of these meters for house and switch brass, aluminum and porcelain sockets

board service , both two wire and three for 250 and 600 volts in a number of

wire, including the portable standard different styles - electrolier, twin , with

testing meter. There are also numer
chain switch , for street hoods, wall

ous diagrams showing the connections Sockets ( both straight and angle ),

to different circuits, with and without rosette sockets, porcelain receptacles,

transformers. weather -proof sockets of porcelain

and moulded insulation , miniature and
Westinghouse Incandescent Lamps candelabra receptacles ; also their com

are fully described in publication 4,003 plete line of switches, cut outs and

distributed by the Westinghouse fuses.

Lamp Company. The classification is

as follows: Standard lamps, mill type Every engineer engaged in the de

lamps, round bulb lamps, tubular sign of electric railways should obtain

lamps, reflector lamps, railway lamps, a copy of the " Electrification of the

street series lamps, miniature lamps, West Jersey & Seashore Railroad ,”

frosted lamps and colored lamps. A recently distributed by the General

table gives the life of lamps when Electric Company. A map of the elec

burning at efficiencies of 3.1 , 3.5 and trified lines is shown , followed by a

4 . watts per candle -power. They description of the roadway, rails and

supply the Edison base regularly with transmission lines . The power station

the option of other bases on order. and sub -stations are also completely

The standard candle -power measured described with line cuts reproduced

by comparison with the British Parlia from working drawings. Minute de

mentary standard candle -power as tails of third -rail construction and of

furnished by the National Bureau of the transmission line are described and

Standards at Washington is the unit illustrated and complete information

on which ratings are based . All types regarding the car construction , trucks

of lamps are illustrated to scale , the and brakes is given in tabular form .

length and diameter are given in The General Electric Company also

inches, and the voltage, candle-power send the July number of the "General,

TE

The Art of Cutting Metals

HE ARTOF CUTTING MET

ALS, ” by Frederick W. Taylor,

M.E., Sc.D. , which was the presi

dential address presented at the last

annual meeting of The American So

ciety of Mechanical Engineers, has

been reprinted and bound in cloth by

the Society , price $3 . This or any

other publication of the Society may

be had by addressing the secretary,

29 West 39th Street, New York . It

is not necessary to send orders

through members. None of the pub

lications of The American Society of

Mechanical Engineers are copyrighted .

Handling Baggage Electrically

An improved method of handling

passengers' baggage at large stations

is being tried by the Pennsylvania

Railroad in Philadelphia. Baggage
and mail trucks that are practically

miniature automobiles have been

adopted. A storage battery and elec

tric motor are mounted beneath the

platform . The attendant has merely
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are :

are

Electric Review ." The paper is well The General Electric Company has their wages, $ 31,841.521 ; the cost of

written and ably describes the General just issued a tlier entitled “ More and materials used , $66,836,926, and the

Electric apparatus. Cheaper Light," drawing attention to value of products, $ 140,809,369.

its tantalum incandescent lamp which The percentages of gain since 1900

Catalogue No. 17 , issued by William admits of a saving of approximately Establishments, 34.9 per cent.;

II . Bristol contains a complete descrip 35 per cent. over the most efficient
capital, 108.1 percent. ; number of

tion of electric prvometers for indicat- carbon filament lamp. The lamp is
wage - earners, 43.9 per cent.; amount

ing, recording and controlling high made in only one size-22 candles of wages paid, 54.7 per cent. ; cost of

temperature. Several records consuming 44 watts — and is approxi- materials. 35.1 per cent.; value of prod

shown as recorded by the pyrometer mately 12 per cent. cheaper to burn ucts , 52.3 per cent. In addition to the

in actual service. The indicating than the 30 -watt incandescent lamps, products reported by these plants elec

pyrometers are made for switchboard
besides being 35 per cent. stronger in trical machinery and supplies, valued

service, and also with a wooden case candle-power. Lamps combined with
at $18,742,033 , were produced by 128

for portable use . The recording pyro- the Holophane pagoda reflector, give establishments engaged primarily in

meters make continuous records of all about 58 candle -power downward.
other lines of manufacture.

ranges of temperature to 3000 degrees Stanley & Patterson , Inc., of New Throughout the States the distribu

Fahrenheit. Several applications are York, carry this lamp in stock. tion of electrical manufacturing has

given with diagram drawings. remained the same in all essential re

A very complete pamphlet on elec
spects. New York , Illinois, Ohio ,

The Emerson Electric Manufactur
trical measuring instruments was re- Pennsylvania, Massachusetts, Con

ing Company publish an attractive
cently sent out by the Leed & North- necticut, Indiana and New Jersey re

monthly, the August number of which
rup Co., of Philadelphia. The list in

has been received. Naturally the
ported 631 of the 784 establishments

cludes condensers, galvanometers, making electrical apparatus at the cen

largest part of the monthly is devoted
shunts, slide -wire and other bridges,

to electric fans and small power
sus of 1905, and products valued at

resistance standard apparatus for $126,807,804 , or 90.1 per cent. of the
motors. The information given will

measuring low resistances, resistance

be found of value to those engaged in
total for the country.

boxes, Wheatstone bridges, ohm
the application of small motors to the The total value of dynamos and mo

meters, portable testing sets , potenti

electric operation of machinery.
tors, which constitute the largest single

ometer, electro -dynamometers, a . C.
class of electrical apparatus manufac

One of the most complete and mod
d. c . comparators, self- and mutual

tured in the census year, was $ 33.454 ,

induction apparatus, precision photom- 860. A slight increase in the value of
ern lines of brass and iron specialties

is shown in the catalogue of The
eters , resistance thermometers and

all ( lynamos ( from $ 10,472,576 in 1900
Wm . Powell Co., of Cincinnati, which temperature indicators.

to $ 11,084,234 in 1905 ) was associated

has been mailed to their customers . with a very large increase in number

This catalogue presents their line
A series of bulletins recently sent

( from 10,527 to 15.080 ) and in ca

in a most complete and practical man
out by the Fort Wayne Electric Works

is devoted to small power motors,

pacity ( from 770,832 horse -power to

ner , giving dimensions of every article 1,328,243 horse -power ). It is obvious

for which a dimension may be re
single -phase motors, Type EF direct

that a relatively small increase in the
current motors and direct -current

quired , and explaining in detail the average size of machines was accom

merits of their well known specialties .
series enclosed arc lamps.

panied by a large decrease in the cost

A valuable series of tables and rules per horse -power to the purchaser.

is bound in with the catalogue, giving
" A Study in Graphite" is the title of

Of the total number of dynamos,
a booklet recently issued by the Joseph

in a concise form information that
Dixon Crucible Company, of Jersey

13.756 , having a capacity of 853.800

every engineer and shop manager re

quires in his daily practice. A copy is
City , N. J. It gives in detail a series

horse-power and a value of $ 6,973,130,

of tests of graphite made by Professor
were direct- current, and 1,324 , with a

yours for the asking
W. F. M. Goss, of Purdue University. capacity of 474.443 horse-power, and a

An interesting book on motors was
Complete descriptions of the tests are

value of $ 4,111,104, were alternating

current. The number, horse -power
recently issued by the Robbins & given , together with illustrations of

and value of the direct -current dyna
Myers Co. , of Springfield , ( ) . The the testing machine. The condition of

various types are illustrated and fully
mos were greater in 1905 than in 1900 ,the bearings and journal is shown by
whereas the alternating -current dyna

described , and in the two pages cle- photographs taken at different stages

voted to notes on the selection of of the tests . Because of the high char
mos increased in capacity only.

motors is contained not a little valua- acter of the matter and the heavy ex
In 1905 , 66,698 transformers were

able information to prospective pur
pense attached to the conduct and pub- manufactured , having a capacity of

chasers. A number of views show the lication of these tests , it was decided
970,908 horse -power and a value of

The value of switch
application to various kinds of work. to make a nominal charge of twenty- $4,468,567 .

five cents a copy for " A Study in
boards intended for electric light and

A bulletin recently issued by the Graphite." A limited number of power and electric railway work has

General Electric Co., of Schenectady, copies , however, will be distributed
advanced from $ 1,846,624 in 1900 to

X. Y., is devoted to the timely sub- free of charge to all those interested $ 3,766,044 in 1905.

ject of electric flat-irons. A number in the science of graphite lubrication .

of illustrations are shown of the vari

ous types and of laundries and other A bulletin recently sent out by the
SALESMAN WANTED :

places where the irons are in use . United States Bureau of the Census is Manufacturer of Rubber Insulated Wire

Other bulletins sent out deal with (levoted to the manufacture of elec- and Cables desires to reach the jobbing

commutating -pole railway motors , trical machinery, apparatus and sup- trade and largest contracting interests .

electrically operated, ratchet-driver plies during 1905. In that year the Wants experienced , well qualified high
rheostat switches, knife blade lever plants engaged in these lines num- class representative . Address : Manu

switches, lightning arresters , and beredd 784 , with a capital of $ 174,000,- facturer, P. O. Box 822, N. Y. City, with

single -phase, high -torque induction 026, the average number of wage- full particulars as to experience , refer

wattmeters . earners employed being 60,466 , and ence , etc.
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Electric Illumination With the introduction of the Nernst would therefore not be applicable to

HE subject of electric illumina

lamp operating directly on 220 volt large buildings of low density of illum

alternating current circuits the field ination, if compared with lamps burn

tion was formerly divided into

two general classes—one , the

of illumination , where a low - candle ing at equal efficiencies. The effici

power unit is sufficient , and where a ency is so high, however, that the

incandescent lamp, and the other the
large territory must be covered , is small amount of current compensates

arc lamp. With the introduction of
for the low voltage, in that the actualthe Nernst lamp, incandescent lamps readily supplied with this type of

lamp. The high voltage at which the percentage drop in potential from the
of high power, tantalum lamp, and

lamp burns adapts it to long sec- main switch to the last lamp is

similar forms of improved methods ondary distributions , and the feature small.

of lighting the gap between small
of operating on an alternating cur- A still later form of lamp has been

units of 16 candle -power and 8
rent is especially suitable for shops developed in which the Tungsten fila

candle-power, and the larger units and yards covering a large territory , ment is utilized . When operated on

running from 800 to 2000 candle
since the alternating current can be

power has been completely bridged, supplied at a high voltage from the
a series circuit the efficiency is as good

as one and a quarter to one and a

can be chosen to suit any conditions

central station to many distributing half watts per candle, and the life is

points , and then stepped down to the 1000 hours. These results are cer

of illumination as required. The old
220 volts required by the lamp. This tainly remarkable, and if they can be

openarclamp of low voltage and high lamp givesexcellent service for iso- duplicatedat a higher voltage on mulamperage was extremely efficient, and
lated stations covering large terri- tiple circuits leave little to be desired .

it has been found difficult to equal
tory .

It must be remembered that the old

its performance with the modern en
The incandescent lamp with carbon form of incandescent lamp with car

closed arc lamp when judged from
filament, when made in high candle- bon filament gives extremely good re

the basis of efficiency alone. Never
power where a long filament is used , sults when of high candle-power and

theless, the enclosed arc has almost
is also highly efficient, both from the low voltage , and burning on the series

completely supplanted the open type standpoint of watts per candle-power circuit at a constantamperage, so that

and in the permissible voltage of dis- the field in which the Tungsten lamp

There are two reasons for this, one tribution . Results have been secured is introduced is already fairly well

of which is the lower rate at which
with this type of lamp approaching covered.

the enclosed arc carbons are con- the enclosed arc lamp for general While the incandescent lamp and

sumed, which admits of a long period illumination with moderately large smaller units have been developed to

of burning between trims. This ad- units. The lamp is also desirable, as , include more intense lighting until they

vantage has been found so great that like the Nernst lamp, it gives a down- approach the carbon arc lamps the

in nearly every case the enclosed arç ward light without shadows, a feature larger units have also been developed

has been adopted mainly on account of decided advantage, as the shadows to larger and larger sizes . Notable

of its infrequent attendance required. cast by arc lamps are usually objec- among these is the flame- are lamp.

The other desirable feature of the tionable, though this difficulty with There are several types of these , many

enclosed arc lamp is the voltage at the arc lamp has been largely over- of which are desirable for installa

which this lamp may be operated, come by the selection of suitable re- tions requiring moderately high volt

which allows of connecting the lamp flectors , or by installing opalescent ages , while all give extremely efficient

directly to 110 and 220 volt circuits. outer globes of the closed -base type. results at low voltages. The color

In fact, the desirability of supplying Lately the tantalum lamp has been of the lamp is good. Its one feature ,
,

the current at 220 volts was of such developed, and has been found to give which may be objectionable , is the

importance that 220 volt arc lamps a high efficiency in moderately sized necessity for more frequent trimming

were installed where considerable units at a low voltage. The length than is required by the enclosed arc.

trouble was at first experienced from of filament of this lamp gives a light The mercury arc lamp is also mak

burnt-out resistance and fusing of of large volume, and high candle- ing a strong appeal to the illuminating

globes; also , the light was not of as power per watt consumed . Judging engineer on account of its high ef

desirable a color as that of the 110 by the length of filament, it would ficiency and low attendance cost. Its

volt lamp. These faults have been seem , however, that this type of lamp greatest objection is the color of

remedied. is better adapted to low voltages and illumination , though where the actual

of arc .
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intendance closed on thisclampmake it Tietuirerandlakeatpractice of sup

this case .

color of the object viewed is of minor
Photometry Photometers are made for measur

the high efficiency and low incandescent lamp
ing the reflection from a surface placed

within the illuminated area , the sur

a strong competitor for public favor,
plying standard 16 -candle -power

face being placed normal to a line

such as in drafting-rooms and ma incandescent lamps for use in testing
drawn from the source of light to its

chine-shops, where it is important to the light intensity of incandescent center and being made of specified ma

make accurate measurements of dis
lamps.

These

These standard lamps are
terial, generally dull white.

tance, and a comparison of color
carefully calibrated with known stand

photometers permit of measuring the

values is not required.
ards and may be accepted as correct

illumination from arc lamps, Nernst

In selecting a form of illuminant within the limits of the customary
lamps and other lamps which are of

there are three things to consider : personal error which occurs in mak
too strong tensity to be compared with

first - the efficiency of the lamp con- ing photometrical measurements. The
the ordinary incandescent lamp. At

sidered as a whole in wattsper candle- greatest accuracy is obtained by com,
first thought it would seem to be im

power measured at the lamp termi- paring lamps of approximately equal possible to make a measurement with

nals ; second -- the attendance required candle -power, since the scale on which
this form of photometer, since the ob

to keep the lamp in proper condition ; the candle -power is read has its widest server must be between the light and

and, third - the voltage allowable at calibration midway between the stand
the surface from which the light is

the lamp terminals. In this last item ard and the lamp tested . reflected, and should , therefore, cast

should be included the question of
a shadow over the surface. Actually,

The wide space between divisions
whether an alternating current or a

however, a measurement is readily
at the central part of the scale has

direct current can be used for supply madle without incurring an error from
one disadvantage, however, in that the

ing the energy , also the frequency at
shadow's cast by the observer.

divisions admit of reading much closer
which the illumination is uniform . The

The distance between the surface
than it is possible to make a measure

frequency at which lighting is ob
and the point from which the meas

ment with a photometer. This fact

jectionable does not depend entirely
urement is made is not important in

has led to some distrust of the meas

on the frequency of the circuit, since
This is due to the fact that

urements made because it is almost

the filament of incandescent lamps and
the surface is large and the intensity

impossible to make two readings by
the vapor of arc lamps introduces a

of light reflected from it does not
different persons or by the same per

time element in smoothing out the
diminish, except at considerable dis

son check when a sufficient interval

variations of light intensity. lamp has elapsed. It would be much betA
tances. This is a point which is gener

with a thick , short filament of high
ally not taken into consideration when

ter if the scale of the photometer did

candle - power when operated at a low
using the older forms of photom

not permit of such accurate readings

cfficiency gives better results at a low
eters , that is , the size of the source

at this point, since the readings, as
frequency th can be obtained with of light is not considered . While it

made from the screen , would then

a lamp made from the same filament check approximately. The difficulty
is perfectly true that the light intensi

material and operated at a higher ef ty emanating from a point diminishes

is that such light measurements are

ficiency . If we take the ordinary car
as the square of the distance from

relative values, and cannot be meas

bon filament incandescent lamp and the point the light intensity from a
ured in exact amounts . If we could

operate it at a rate of 4 to 5. watts
lamp of appreciable dimensions does

state the light intensity in terms of
per candle-power the lighting on

not diminish as the square of the dis
length , mass or time we would know

25 -cycle circuit is not as objection
tance from the source of light, except

definitely just what was stated and

able as the same lamp when connected could always devise measuring instru .
at a distance of several times the lamp

to a higher voltage to obtain an effi
dimensions. Errors from neglecting

ments to read as accurately as de
ciency of 3.1 watts per candle -power. sired .

this fact will creep into measurements

It would , therefore, seem that a lamp
where the size of the light is not con

to be desirable on a low frequency
Owing to the photometric action of sidered by taking the measurements

circuit must . of necessity, have poor
the light rays, a measure can be ob- at a sufficient distance away. Lamps

efficiency. To obtain high efficiency
tained of the light intensity by allow- of the mercury arc and tubular type,

the filament is subjected to a high ing the light to act for a definite length where the lamp has a length of two

current density; maintaining a high
of time on a photographic plate of or three feet, can be measured to give

The
temperature which gives an intense

given strength of emulsion. but a very small candle -power when

white light. On the other hand, to
weight of silver deposited by stated the measurement is made at a dis

neutralize the effect of variations in
methods of development and fixation tance of two or three feet away. If

frequency it is apparently necessary
could then be measured in terms of the distance which the measure

to run the lamp at a low - current densi
its mass, so that the action of the light ment is made be increased the light

ty with consequent poor efficiency.
is definitely reduced to exact figures. intensity will be found to be reduced

What is needed at the present time
Of course , the errors of observation but slightly, until the distance is in

and in manipulating the plate are creased to ten or fifteen feet , from
is a lamp to give a white light with a

low -rate of watt consumption per
liable to be much greater than the which point the light will be found

errors of personal observation now to reduce as the square of the dis

candle -power, that requires but little
tance .incurred by the present method of Obviously there is a slight

attendance, and that can be operated making photometrical measurements .
. error in measuring the strength of an

on a circuit of high voltage, at least However, this method has the de- incandescent lamp having a height of

at 220 volts, and preferably at 440 sirable feature of reducing the meas- four or five inches when the measure
volts. It is also desirable to have this

urement to an exact amount at the ment is made but ten or twelve inches

type of lamp operative on the alternat- time of obtaining the final result, and away , and results can be obtained en

ing current circuit at a low frequency. the question is simply one of follow- tirelv at variance with the actual facts .

This is the ideal to be attained , and ing definitely stated rules; the meas- Another possible method of measur

while lamps of different makes ex- urement is not one in which the per- ing the strength of light can be ac

cel in some one particular, no sonal opinion of the observer comes complished by using the photographic

lamp excels in all of these require- into play; he must follow the stated exposure meters now in the market.

ments. rules as specified. These meters at the present time are

a

one
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only applicable to the measurement Method of Plotting the Hysteresis ment. We have been particularly for

of the strength of light from the sun Loop for Iron tunate in securing several articles for

as reflected by clouds or other strong this department written by Mr. C.

sources of light. They consist of a

piece of sensitized paper, which is

X. Jackson, who has had wide ex
ting the hysteresis loop for iron ,

by Gisbert Kapp , is reprinted in
perience in this line of work.

changed in color by the action of the

full on another page of this issue.
In these articles personal experi

light, and the time from which the
This article will be of immense inter- ences will be given with reasons for

paper is exposed to the time at which
est to those engaged in transformer success or failure in dealing with dif

it is turned to a shade to match a
manufacture and in other industries ferent customers, and a course of pro

colored sample supplied with the
where the magnetic properties of iron

cedure is recommended for dealing

meter is measured, thence by com
are of importance. with a customer under similar circum

parison of the measured time with a stances.

table the relative strength of light is In applying any formula containing

determined. Arc lamps can be readily
a time constant of an electric circuit , All items referring to selling cur

measured in terms, of their actinic the effect of secondary circuits must
rent with methods for the increase in

value and such measurements would
be taken into consideration. The com- this sale both with regard to light and

be of value if it were not for the fact
plete formula for a primary and one power will be treated fully in this de

that the violet rays of light have a
secondary circuit is partment and subscribers will be kept

greater effect than the red rays of
informed of the latest methods in

d

light . Also , these lamps are unde (Li+ Mj) + Ri= E
vogue.

sirable when the violet rays pre dt

dominate . Such a measure, there where L represents the coefficient of Transmission Line Calculations

fore, does not give a fair valuation self - induction of the primary and M

of the strength of light, except for

photographic purposes.

represents the coefficient ofinduction THERE have been devised from
time to time numerous formulæ ,

in the primary due to unit current in
tables and charts to simplify the

the secondary. The primary current calculations involved in designing al

Chances in the Patent Field is represented by i and the secondary
ternating - current transmission lines.

current by j. The primary resistance
N probably no other field of inven

is represented by R. The applied plify the calculations in certain par
While these devices undoubtedly sim

voltage is represented by E.
the electrical industry. While

ticular cases , none of them possess at
The solution of equations involving

this condition is undoubtedly due to these unknown quantities gives ,
the same time the comprehensiveness,

the rapid development of the art itself , simplicity and accuracy of the formu

much stress must be laid on the læ and tables given on one of the fol

scarcity of good engineers, the failure
lowing pages.

E

to inaintain an efficient patent depart i = A concise definition of each symbol

ment and the known fact that suits involved is given and the quantities to

will drag through tedious legal be determined then expressed - i. l . ,

processes. the weight of conductor, the cross-sec

The manufacturer is dependent on where N represents the coefficient of tion of conductors, the power loss and

his engineer for advice, and where self -induction of the secondary and e pressure drop - in simple formulæ re

there is a close similarity of design or is the base of the hyperbolic system quiring for their solution the minimum

the use of a part which has been only RN mental effort.

vaguely covered in a specification, of logarithms. The value of - is The line capacity is considered as

then is time to carefully examine the LS
introducing a correction term in the

specification . It may cost much to
always positive and real . The cur

overlook a clause or minor claim .
values of the per cent. power loss and

rent will therefore increase more rap

Smaller companies should not de
the per cent. pressure drop, as deter

idly with a secondary circuit than
pend on their engineers any more than

mined by first neglecting the presence

when none is present.

a business corporation depends on its
of the capacity effect. The formula

legal adviser. It is wise to bring into
It is therefore important that all derived for this correction term are

consultation the best legal and engi
conducting materials be excluded

approximate only, but as the correc

neering talent which can be obtained
from the proximity of the testing coil

tion term is usually small, the error in
and that the core of iron tested be

and then to proceed with caution.

Failure to do so has frequently been

the true pressure drop or power loss
thoroughly laminated .

is , in ordinary cases , negligible. The

disastrous. Moreover, it is important that the

We speak of those manufacturers winding of the test-coil be thoroughly
approximate expression for the de

insulated as otherwise circuits will be
crease in the per cent. pressure drop

who are honestly striving to enlarge
is a very simple one, being merely the

their commercial engineering field . produced between turns that will have

Of those who are taking chances in
the effect of reducing the time con

product of the line reactance times the

the patent field , little need be said . stant.
apacity susceptance tiines 100 , and is

They cannot expect to remain in a
therefore independent of the value

business where their profits are de of the load and the power factor .

rived from the sale of litigious appa
Selling Current

The quantity " capacity suscep

ratus. tance, " in spite of its name, really rep

a department which will be resents a very simple physical quanti

strikingly illustrated by a recent deci headed " Selling Current.” ty — that is , it is the ratio of the charg

sion awarding one of the large com- Items of interest to central station ing current to the line pressure for a

panies $ 133,000 as compensation for managers, to solicitors and to others single -phase line. A table of values of

damages done by one of the smaller engaged in commercial work and con- this quantity for various sizes of

companies in infringing transformer nected with electric - light and power wires, distances apart of wires, and

patents. stations will be printed in this depart frequencies is also given.

e

2

1:(1+ES)
I +

The truths just set forth have been W ITII this number is inaugurated

9



The Calculation of Transmission Lines

HAROLD PENDER, Ph. D.

(Copyright 1907 ; all rights reserved )

pression for P in terms of Q is

P = 100 - V 10 * + 200 ( 1 + Et ) k’Q

k = power - factor of the load ex

pressed as a decimal fraction .

A =cross-section of each wire in

millions of circular mils.

w = total weight of conductors in

pounds.

1 = length of circuit (length of

each wire) in feet .

R = resistance of each wire in ohms.

Q =per cent. loss in terms of de

livered power.

P = per cent . pressure drop in terms

of delivered pressure.

+ ( 1 +E ? ) k“Q

where t is the tangent corresponding

to the cosine k . )

Table III gives the value of the

" reactance -factor” for various sizes of

wire spaced various distances apart,

also the corresponding cross -section of

conductor in millions of circular mils,

and the resistance per 1000 feet of

copper wire ( 100 per cent. conductivi

ty ) and of aluminum wire ( 62 per

cent. conductivity ), all at a tempera

ture of 20 degrees Centigrade.

NUMERICAL EXAMPLES .

1. To find the weight and cross

section of aluminum required for a

three -phase line in order to transmit ,

with a powerloss of 10 per cent., 15,000

a

Put lw

F

( kE ) ?

The per cent. pressure drop for

either single or three-phase system ,

and for any kind of conductor is

P = MQ + NQ

Single Phase Three Phase

WO problems that every electric

al engineer frequently has to

solve are : ( 1 ) the determination

of the size and weight of conductor

required to transmit a given amount

of power with a given line loss, and

the reverse of this ; ( 2 ) to determine

the power loss and pressure drop ( or

volts lost ) in transmitting a given

amount of power over a line of known

constants. For direct -current trans

mission the calculations involved in

the solution of these problems are

comparatively simple, but in the case

of alternating currents the presence of

line reactance and capacity and the

phase relation of current and pressure

introduce number of complex

factors . Numerous formulæ , charts

and tables have been devised to sim

plify the arithmetical computations in

volved , but none of the methods with

which the author is familiar possess

the three essential qualities of simplici

ty , accuracy and comprehensiveness.

The formulæ and tables given have

been devised to fulfil these conditions.

The formulæ have been put in the

simplest shape possible and care has

been taken give concise

definition of each symbol involved .

The constants entering into the

formulæ are given for both copper and

aluminum and for both three-phase

and single -phase systems; for direct

current distribution the formulæ for

weight, cross- section and power loss

are the same as for a single-phase sys

tem of unity power factor and the per

cent. pressure drop is always equal to

the present power lost. The formula

are all expressed in terms of the power
delivered ; this eliminates the calcula

tion of the current, which is unneces

sary for purpose on hand . * The tables

give all the data necessary for the

complete solution of any case of trans

mission likely to arise in practice,

whether single phase or three phase,

both for copper and for aluminum con

ductors .

Coppert Aluminumt Coppert Aluminum

Given E , W , k , l , and Q. then :

Total weight of conductor..

12.6 F1 6.11 F1 9.45 F1 4.58 F1

to a

Q Q e

2.08 F 3.34 F 1.04 F 1.67 F

Cross section in million CM.. A

Q e Q Q

Given E, W , k , ! , and A , then :

Per cent . power loss....

2.08 F .34 F 1.04 F 1.67 F

A A A A

Given E , W, k and R , then .

Per cent . power loss...

RWRW

2x105

( kE ) ?

105

(KE)

† Temperature 20° C. , conductivity 100 per cent .

* Temperature 20° C. , conductivity 62 per cent .

Where M and N are constants depend

ing on the power -factor ( k ) and the

ratio ( E ) of the line reactance to the

line resistance , this ratio I have called

the “ reactance - factor ” ; tables I and

II give the values of the constants

M and N for various values of k and

E. To a close approximation, except

when the power - factor is nearly unity,

or the receiver current is leading, the

term NQ may be neglected, i.e., in

most practical cases P = MQ. The

complete expression P=MQ+NQ2 is

exact in all cases for a 10 per cent.

power loss ;it is in error less than 3 per

cent . for any value of P less than 30 ; in

any case likely to arise in practice the

discrepancy is less than 1 per cent.

in the value of P. ( The exact ex

kilowatts a distance of 45 miles ( 238,

000 feet ) , the power-factor at the re

ceiving end being 90 per cent., and

the pressure at the receiving end

60,000 volts between wires .

We have

E = 60,000

W = 15,000

k = .9
Let

E = pressure between adjacent wires

at receiving end in volts .

W = power delivered in kilowatts.
F =

1 = 238,000

0 = 10

238,000X15,000

=1.22

( -9X60,000 )

then total weight of aluminum

4.58 X 1.22X 238,000

= 133.000 lbs.

* The amperes per wire in a single -phase system

WX 103

is

KE

W =

578 W

and in a three -phase system
KE

using the symbols in the text . IO
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TABLE I - VALUES OF M.

A =
Power Factors of Receiver

Reactance

Factors
Current Leading Current Lagging

90 95 98 100 98 95 90 85 80 70

0.0

0.1

0.2

.81

.77

.73

90

.87

84

.96

.94

.92

1.00

1.00

1.00

.95

.98

1.00

.90

.93

.96

81

.85

.89

.72

.76

.81

64

.69

74

49

.54

.59

0.3

0.4

0.5

69

.65

.61

.81

.78

.75

.90

.88

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.02

1.04

1.06

.99

1.02

1.05

.93

.97

1.01

.86

.90

79

.83

.88

.64

.69

.74.86 .94

0.6

0.7

0.8

.58

.54

.50

.78

.69

.66

.84

.82

.80

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.08

1.10

1.12

1.08

1.11

1.14

1.05

1.09

1.13

.99

1.03

1.08

.93

.98

1.02

.79

.84

.89

0.9

1.0

1.1

46

.42

38

63

.61

.58

78

77

75

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.14

1.16

1.18

1.17

1.20

1.23

1.17

1.20

1.24

1.13

1.17

1.21

1.07

1.12

1.17

.94

.99

1.04

731.2

1.3

1.4

34

.30

.26

.55

.52

.49

.71

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.19

1.21

1.23

1.26

1.29

1.32

1.28

1.32

1.36

1.26

1.31

1.35

1.22

1.27

1.31

1.09

1.14

1.19.69

Cross - section of wire in million CM

1.67 X 1.22

= .204

IO

The nearest size of wire is No. 0000 ,

which has a cross - section of .212

million CM ( table III ) . The power

loss will then be

.204

-X10=9.63

.212

per cent. instead of 10 per cent., and

the weight of conductor will be

.212

X 133,000 = 138,000

.204

pounds instead of 133,000 pounds.

Example 2 . A load of 7500 kilo

watts is to be delivered at 60,000 volts

to a receiver having a 90 per cent.

power - factor over a three-phase line

of No. oo hemp cored copper cable

( diameter 0.45 inches ), 140 miles

( 739,000 feet ) long ; frequency 60

cycles, wires spaced 8 feet apart.

From table III it is found that the

resistance per 1000 feet of No. 00

copper wire is .0778 ohms; the re

sistance of each wire is then

R =.0778X739=57.5

The reactance - factor at 60 cycles

E=3.2X.6= 1.92

We also have

E = 60,000

W = 7500

1.5

1.6

1.7

22

.18

.14

.46

.43

.40

67

65

.63

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.25

1.27

1.29

1.35

1.38

1.41

1.40

1.44

1.48

1.39

1.44

1.48

1.36

1.41

1.46

1.24

1.29

1.34

1.8

1.9

2.0

.10

.07

.37

.34

61

.59

.57

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.31

1.33

1.35

1.44

1.47

1.50

1.51

1.55

1.59

1.53

1.58

1.62

1.50

1.55

1.60

1.39

1.44

1.49.03 .31

2.1

2.2

2.3

-.01

-.05

-.09

28

25

.22

55

,53

.51

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.37

1.39

1.41

1.53

1.56

1.59

1.63

1.67

1.71

1.66

1.70

1.75

1.65

1.70

1.75

1.54

1.59

1.64

2.4

2.5

2.6

-.13

-.17

-.21

.19

.16

.13

.49

.47

.45

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.43

1.45

1.47

1.62

1.64

1.67

1.75

1.79

1.83

1.80

1.84

1.88

1.79

1.84

1.69

1.74

1.791.89

- . 252.7

2.8

2.9

.30

.07

.04

.43

.41.. 29

-.33

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.49

1.51

1.53

1.70

1.73

1.76

1.87

1.91

1.96

1.93

1.98

2.02

1.94

1.98

2.03

1.84

1.89

1.94.39

3.0

3.1

3.2

-.36

.40

-.44

-.01

-.02

-.05

.37

.36

.34

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.55

1.57

1.58

1.79

1.82

1.85

1.99

2.03

2.04

2.06

2.11

2.15

2.08

2.13

2.18

1.99

2.04

2.09

.323.3

3.4

3.5

-.48

-.52

-.56

-.08

-.11

-.14

.30

.28

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.60

1.62

1.64

1.88

1.91

1.94

2.10

2.14

2.18

2.20

2.24

2.29

2.23

2.27

2.32

2.14

2.19

2.24

TABLE II-VALUES OF N.

Power Factors of Receiver.

k =.9

Reactance

Factors

E

Current Leading Current Lagging

90 95 98 100 98 95 90 85 80 70

.0020.0

0.1

0.2

.001

.001

.002

.001

.001

.001

.001

.001

.001

.001

.001

-
.002

2

0.3

0.4

0.5

.002

.003

.003

.002

.003

.000

.000

.000

.001

.000

.000

Therefore, neglecting the capacity of

the line , per cent. power loss

57-5X7500

Q = 10 % = 14.8

( 9X60,000 ) ?

From tables I and II , corresponding

to a reactance - factor of 1.92 and a

power-factor of 90 per cent. ( current

lagging )

M =1.55

N = .006

Therefore, per cent. pressure drop

0.6

0.7

0.8

.003

.004

.005

.003

.004

.000

, 000

.000

.000

.000

.000.00
5

.0060.9

1.0

1.1

.007

.008

006

006

007

.000

.000

000

000

.000

000

1.2

1.3

1.4

009

.010

.011

008

.010

011

.000

.000

.001

000

.000

.000

2

1.5

1.6

1.7

.013

.014

.016

.013

.014

.016

.001

.001

002

.000

.000

.000

P = 1.55X 14.8 + .006X 14.8=24.2
1.8

1.9

2.0

017

.018

.020

.018

.019

.021

002

002

003

000

.000

001

2.1

2.2

2.3

022

.023

025

023

.025

.027

003

003

004

.001

.001

.002

2.4

2.5

2.6

027

.029

.032

.029

031

.034

005

005

.006

002

.002

.003

EFFECT OF LINE CAPACITY .

The effect of the capacity of the

line is to reduce the pressure drop,

i. e . , better the regulation , and to de

crease or increase the power loss , de

pending on the load and the power

factor of the receiver. Let

b=27fG

where C is the capacity of the con

denser formed by any pair of wires

of the line, and f is the frequency ; b

is called the capacity susceptance of

2.7

2.8

2.9

.034

.036

.038

036

.039

.041

006

.007

008

003

.003

.004

000

.000

.001

.000

.000

.000

.000

.000

.000

001

000

000

001

.000

.000

.001

.001

001

.001

.002

.002

.000

.001

.001

.000

.000

.000

.000

.000

.000

000

.000

.000

.000

.000

.000

003

.004

.005

.002

.002

.003

.000

.001

.001

.000

.000

.001

.000

.000

.000

000

000

.000

.006

.006

.007

.004

.005

.006

002

.002

.003

001

.002

.002

.001

.001

.001

000

.001

.001

.008

.009

.011

007

.008

.009

004

.005

.006

.003

.003

.004

.002

.002

.003

.001

001

.001

.012

.014

.015

.010

.011

.013

.007

008

.009

.005

.006

.007

.003

.004

.004

.002

.002

.003

017

.019

.021

015

.016

018

011

.012

.013

008

.009

.010

005

006

.006

.003

.003

.004

.023

.025

.027

020

.022

024

015

.016

.017

.011

.012

.014

007

008

.009

.005

.006

.006

.030

.032

.034

026

.028

.030

.019

.021

.023

015

.017

.018

010

.011

.012

.007

.008

.009

037

040

.042

033

.035

.037

024

026

028

020

.021

.023

013

.015

.016

.010

.010

.011

3.0

3.1

3.2

.040

.042

.045

.044

.046

.049

045

.047

.050

040

.042

.045

030

.033

.035

024

026

028

018

.019

.020

.012

.013

.014

.009

.009

.010

004

.004

.005

3.3

3.4

3.5

048

.051

.053

.052

.055

.059

.053

.056

.060

048

.051

.054

038

.040

.043

030

032

.034

.021

.023

.024

.015

.017

.018

.011

.012

.013

.005

.006

.006
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the line ( for a single -phase line the

charging current is bE ; for a three

phase line the charging current per

wire is 1.155bE )

Put

a = 100bR

and

therefore, decrease in per cent. pres

sure loss is

p = 2.25 X 1.92 = 4.3

and decrease in per cent. power loss is

2.25

q = 2X2.25X -485–
-1.8

.81 X 17.8

Hence , the true per cent. pressure

drop is

24.2-4.3= 19.9

and the true power loss is

14.8—1.8 = 13.0

TWO OR MORE CIRCUITS IN SERIES .

The above formulæ and tables are

also applicable to the case of two or

more circuits in series , i. e . , a trans

mission line and transformer, if we put

R = R , + R , + ....

R , E , + R , E . + .

E

R

where R ,, R. , etc. , are the resistances

of the separate circuits and E. E ,

etc. , are the reactance factors of the

separate circuits.

viV - k?
t

I —

k

1

( the tangent corresponding to the

cosine k )

Then

Single phase decrease in per cent.

pressure drop

aE

p =

2

Three phase decrease in percent..

pressure drop

aE

Single phase decrease in per cent.

power loss

a?

q = at

2k -Q

Three phase decrease in per cent.

power loss

TABLE III - CROSS SECTION , RESISTANCE AND REACTANCE FACTORS .

Temperature 20 Degrees C.

Reactance factors are directly proportional to frequency and to conductivity:

For Copper Wire and 25 Cycles divide thereactance factors given below by 4 .

For Copper Wire and 60 Cycles multiply the reactance factors given below by 0.6.

For Aluminum and 25 Cycles multiply the reactance factors given below by 0.155 .

For Aluminum and 60 Cycles multiply the reactance factors given below by 0.372.

Ohms per 1000

ft . at 20° C.

Reactance factors for 100 per cent. Conductivity and 100

Cycles per Second

Number

Cross

Section

Millions

of CM .

Distance Apart of Wires in Feet

Copper Aluminum

2 3 5 6 7 S

500

.450

400

0207

.0230

.0259

0334

.0371

.0418

6.97

6.36

5.75

8.26

7.52

6.78

8.99

8.18

7.37

9.56

8 68

7.81

9.94

9.03

8.13

10.28

9.32

8.39

10.57

9.60

8.63

10 84

9.84

8.84

350

.300

250

0296

.0345

.0414

.0477

.0556

.0668

5.10

4.46

3.80

6.00

5.23

4.44

6.52

5.68

4.82

6.91

6.01

5.08

7.18

6.24

5.29

7.41

6.45

5.46

7.62

6.62

5.60

7.81

6.78

5.73

aº

2 at

0000

000

00

212

.168

.133

.0489

.0617

.0778

.0790

.0995

.125

3.29

2.68

2.18

3.84

3.11

2.52

4.14

3.36

2.72

4.38

3.54

2.86

4.55

3.67

2.97

4.69

3.78

3.06

4.82

3.88

3.13

4.93

3.97

3. 20

ko
106

0837

0663

0981

.124

. 158

200

.252

1.93

1.44

1.17

2.05

1.66

1.34

2.20

1.78

1.44

2.32

1.87

1.51

2.40

1.94

1.56

2.47

2.00

1.61

2.53

2.04

1.65

2.59

2.09

1.682 . . 156

3

4

5

0526

0417

0331

197

.248

.313

318

400

.95

.78

.63

1.09

.88

71

1.17

94

76

1.22

.99

.80

1.26

1.02

.82

1.30

105

.85

1.33

1.07

87

1.36

1.10

88.505

6 0263 394 .636 51 58 61 64 66 68 70 71

NOTE.- The above reactance factors are calculated for solid Wire ; they are also practically correct for

stranded cables and cables with hemp cores having the same cross sectional acrea of conductor.

TABLE I - CAPACITY SUSCEPTANCE PER 1000 FEET OF TWO PARALLEL WIRES.

Frequency 100 Cycles Per Second.

Capacity susceptance is directly proportional to frequency :

For 25 Cycles per Second divide by 4 .

For 60 Cycles per Second multiply by 0.6 .

The true regulation of a line having

capacity is then P - p , and the true

per cent. power loss is Q - 9. The

change in the regulation is independ

ent of the load and the power- factor,
the per cent. power loss varies with

these quantities. ( These formule are

deduced on the assumption that the

line capacity can be represented by a

condenser of half the capacity of line

shunted across the line at each end ;

they are , therefore, approximate only ,

but are sufficiently accurate for prac

tical purposes.)

Table IV gives the values of the

capacity susceptance per 1000 feet of

circuit for various sizes of wire spaced

various distances apart for a fre

quency of 100 cycles per second ; the

values for other frequencies are di

rectly proportional.

Example : To find the effect of the

line capacity in example 2 given above.

From table IV the capacity sus

ceptance per 1000 feet corresponding

to a diameter of .45 inch and 60

cycles per second is .88 x .6 x 10 "

.528 x 10 ", therefore

b = .528X739X 10 " – .000391

and

Distance Apart of Wires in Feet

Size

Wire

Millions

of CM .

and

B. & S.

D
i
a
m
e
t
e
r

i
n
I
n
c
h
e
s

.

1 2 3 4 5 6 8

.500

450

400

707 1.51x10

671 1.49

632 1,46

1.26x10 %

1.24

1,23

1.15x100

1.11

1.12

1.08x10 6

1.07

1.06

1.04x10 6

1.03

1.02

1.00x 10 6

.99

.98

97x10 6

96

95

.95x10 6

94

.93

.350 .97 94

.300

.592 1.44

.547 1.41

500 1.37

1.21

1.19

1.16

1.10

1.09

1.07

1.04

1.03

1.02

1.00

1.99

.97

.96

.92

93

.91

92

91

90. 250

0000

000

00

460 1.34

410 1.31

.365 1.27

1,14

1.12

1.09

1.05

1.03

1.00

1.00

98

96

.94

.92

.93

.91

%
%
%

%
m
w
w
w
3
2
2

90

89

87.96 .89

850

1

2

325 1.24

289 1,20

258 1.17

1.06

1.04

1.02

.99

.97

.95

.94

.92

.90

.90

.88

.86

.87

.86

84

84

82

83

82

.81

93 .833

4

5

229 1.14

204 1,11

184 1.09

.99

.97

.95

.91

89

88

.86

.85

.81

.80

81

79

78

79

.78

.7682

6 162 1.06 .93 .87 83 80 79 77 .75

a = .100X.000391 X 57.5=2.25

VI-.81

t =-.485

.9

NOTE .-- The capacity susceptances given in this table are for solid wires ; a stranded wire of the same

cross section has a capacity susceptance about 3 per cent. greater. For special cables having hemp cores use

the susceptance corresponding to the actual diameter of the cable; the susceptance is a function of the diam
cter , not of the cross section ,



On a Method of Plotting the Hysteresis Loop for

Iron with an Application to a Transformer

DR. GISBERT KAPP

I '

0

.

1

FIG. 2.

n 2( -2)

( 2).

IOOC

111 . 2

low resistance to reduce the loss of Now 1. - I is the length of the ordi

produced by a continuous cur- e.m.f. between S and T as much as nate between the curve and the + 1,

rent of Io amperes through n
possible. line, so that ( 1 ,-1) dt is the area en

turns of winding under an e.m.f. of e To make the test , regulate r so that closed between the curve and this line.

volts ; then A indicates the desired magnetizing Integrating between the limits - 0 "-

e = RI. current I , and note the e.m.f. e. Then and + do, to which correspond the

If now e be suddenly reversed , then I times c and ti, we find
los

will pass from its initial value -1,

through zero to the final value +10
1OOR

Any intermediate value of the current 20.= Qo, ( 2 )

must obviously satisfy the equation

if by Q. we denote the whole area be

Il do tween the curve and its asymptote.

+ RI. ( 1 ) Integrating between the limits - .

100 dt and + , to which correspond the

times o and t, we find

By observing t and I a time-current
TOOR

curve may be plotted, and from this $ ot (Q. - Q ). ( 3 )

curve and the known values of e and n
-10'

the hysteresis loop giving as a By combining ( 2 ) and ( 3 ) we get

function of I may be drawn. The TOOR Q.

0
arrangement of the test is shown in knock s sharply over, starting at the

Fig. 1 . same time a stop -watch and noting the

current indicated by A as a function

num of the time . The movement of the Q.

needle for values of I lying between ( 4 )

s -1, and zero is fairly quick, so that

in this region single observations can

only be taken by stopping the watch at
Q is the shaded area in Fig. 2 . Hav

the moment that the pointer passes a ing fixed on a value of I , we find by

predetermined point on the scale. planimeter the corresponding area o,Q

After the zero has been passed the and from ( 4 ) the corresponding value

of the flux 0 .

movement becomes sufficiently slow

for a continuous series of co -ordinate

values of current and time to be noted.

For transformers of similar type the

speed of the needle is approximately

proportional to the two-third power
T

of the output. Thus, if with a 10 kw.

transformer zero is reached in 4 sec

onds, it would be reached in about 612 I

B is a source of current capable of seconds with a 20 kw . and in about 16

giving from 50 to 100 times the mag- seconds with an 80 kw. transformer.

netizing current Io , which is passed The shape of the time- current curve

through the transformer coil T. This is of the character shown in Fig. 2.

current is taken off on the heavy shunt If there were no hysteresis loss , it

resistance S , between whose terminals would be a true logarithmic curve , but
FIG . 3.

the e.m.f. e is maintained and indi- owing to the influence of hysteresis

cated on the voltmeter V. A is an am- there is a depression in the upper part It is thus easy to find by means of

meter with central zero and s a revers- as shown. a planimeter corresponding values of
ing switch Care must be taken to I and $ , and to plot these as shown

liave the contacts of this switch in From ( 1 ) we have in Fig . 3. The hysteretic energy per

good order, so that its resistance may do
cycle is obviously

be exactly the same in either posi- - ( é - RI)

tion. S may conveniently be the shunt dt

belonging to V , so that this instru 100R E=-Xarea of loop.

ment indicates the main current given ( I.dt - Id / ) = dº , IOO

by B , and A should be of sufficiently

Original communication accepted by the Coun
TOOR If there are no joints in the carcass ,

cil of the Institution of Electrical Engineers for
( 1 ,-1 )dt = do . and its cross -sectional dimensions arepublication in the Proceedings. - From The Elec

trician , of London , Eng. such as to make the induction the

8

FIG . I.

2

I OO

11 11

11

11
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the total energy supplied, and

R

Rſ " lödt,

same in any part, the true B-H loop

can , of course, be plotted, and the

permeability as a function of the in

duction may also be found. In most

cases , however , a knowledge of the

exact shape of the B - H loop and of

the permeability is of secondary im

,

0

the energy lost in copper heat. The

latter quantity may be expressed in

This construction applies to any trans

former, whether it has joints or not,

and whether the induction is the same

throughout the magnetic path or not.

By way of illustration I give in Fig .

4 one of the time-current curves taken

on a Westinghouse transformer of the

The cross - sectional area

of magnetic circuits is , in this case ,

constant throughout the path , namely ,

200 sq. cm ., its length is 53.8 cm ., and

as there are no butt joints ( the car

is built up with overlapping

plates ) it was possible in this case to

find the true shape of the hysteretic

shell type .
B

06

0-5 6000

U

1000

032

3000
cass

0
2

2000

01 1000 :

H

10 20 30 10 90 100 110 120 13060 60 70 80

Time in Seconds
01 1000

201

02 2000

03

4000

10

6000

FIG . 4.

W
a
t
t
s

p
e
r

K
g

.a
t
6
0

F
r
e
q
u
e
n
c
y

1-0

RI .

es " ,
I'dt,

portance ; what we require is a knowl

edge of the hysteretic loss in the

whole transformer, and this may be

found graphically from Fig. 2 with

out even drawing Fig. 3 .

The hysteretic energy absorbed by

0-5

0 0

the form

t , I

1 - dt ore

1

I

where I '- I can be determined

I.

graphically by the construction shown

by dotted lines in Fig . 2 . The hys

teretic energy for one half - cycle is,

therefore,

E

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

1
0

Scale of 1000

8000

FIG . 6.
7000

6000

8000
-

[ " ' ( 1–1 ' ) dt watt seconds."

S
c
a
l
e

o
f
Ba
n
d

u

4000 0

3000

2000

1000

2

The integral is the area (expressed in

coulombs) between the original time

current curve and the new I ' curve

shown in a dotted line. The area is to

be taken with reference to the sign of

the current ; that is to say , negative up

to the point I =0 and positive for I > o .

By planimetering the two areas and

deducting that which is negative, we
find

loop. This is drawn to the right of

the time-current curve . In the test to

which Fig. 4 refers n was 120, R=

0.1 , e = 0.06 , I.=0.6.

To obtain greater accuracy in the

planimetric measurements, the I and I '

curves up to zero are drawn to a time

scale magnified tenfold. Tests were

also made with values of I, ranging

from 0.4 to 1.5 , A corresponding to

values of B from 2300 to 8600 respect

ively . From these tests the conjugate

values of H , B , and u are plotted in

Fig. 5 , while Fig. 6 gives the curve

of hysteretic loss per kilogram of iron

at 50 frequency.

1 3

Scale of 8

FIG. 5 .

the carcass in one half -cycle is obvi

ously the difference between

Idt .

i
el

Q* = "(I–I')dt,

E=200*



Electrical Anomaly and Its Vector Solution

H. S. BAKER

=

1

IT
T im Rwas found by accident that when primary ohmic drop in R , = 10X15 = plot i , so that im is the diagonal of the

a transformer had a constant alter- 150 volts = 1 2 inches. Plot this e.m.f. parallelogram having i , and i, for ad

nating e.m.f. applied to its primary (im R , ) as shown, in step with im , jacent sides.

and a certain ohmic resistance applied

across its secondary, that it took less

primary current than when the sec

ondary was open circuited .

SWITCH ( a )

E

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

L
i
l
l
i
e
l

RES.

E11

e

FIG. I. EA

iz Y

FIG . 2 .

WIRING DIAGRAM .

TRANSFORMER CONSTANTS AND SYM

BOLS .

P,

imR1 im

Ratio of turns = 1 to I.

Primary current= ii .

Secondary current = i,.

Primary resistance=R , =say 15 iR

ohms.

Total resistance of secondary, in

cluding external resistance = R , = say

20 ohms.

E.m.f. applied to primary = E .

E.m.f. induced in primary or sec

ondary = e ( for simplicity the leakage

flux that links primary and not sec

ondary is neglected ). VECTOR DIAGRAM .

Magnetizing current (with second 100 volts = 1 inch .

ary open and with induced e.m.f. of 10 amps. = 1 inch .

e in p imary ) = im.1

and so that im R , and e will form a This gives i , as shown and it scales

im vector swll . Then their vector sum is 1.41 inches = 14.1 amps. Calculate

-is constant and known = say E , = PA = 2'2 inches = 250 volts. i; R , = 14.1 X 15 = 212 volts = 2.12

inches. Plot this in step with i , as

Then the ratio

shown. Now the applied e.m.f. ( E. )

For simplicity, definite values of re
scales off 3.81 inches = 381 volts . Now

sistances and other data will be chosen
im to E , = - = .04 the ratio of i , to E is

and the vector analysis will show that
250

with the resistance applied across the 14. I

secondary the ratio of primary cur CISE 2. Close switch ( a ) and ap -= .037

rent to primary e.m.f. is less than with
ply enough e.m.f. ( E , ) to primary to

381

secondary open circuited. ( See Figs. make induced e.m.f. ( c ) =200 volts.

I and 2.)
which is less than in Case I. If in

Calculate

Case 2 the same e.m.f. of 250 volts had

Case 1. Leave secondary open and been applied to primary as in Case i

apply enough e.m.f. ( E ) to primary to i., =--=-= 10 amps.
the primary current would have been

make the value of induced e.m.f. ( e ) R. 20 250X.037 = 9.25 amps. instead of the

= 200 volts. Plot e=2 inches. ( Fig . 10 amps. that it was with secondary

2. ) From known ratio of im to e Plot i, in opposition to c= 1 inch ; im open . Of course , if a low resistance

calculate in = 200X ' / 20 = 10 amps .im is same as before (being now only a were applied across the secondary the

= I inch . Plot this in lagging component of primary current ). Since primary current would be greater than

e by 90 ° Calculate the value of the resultant of i, and i, is im , then with the secondary open .

I

e 20

IO

e 200
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Electric Locomotives Continued

H. L. KIRKER

,

S N

FIG . 2 .

YOTE
Ol' know , of course, that Watt The induction of an electric current properties of the lines of force and

then means work — it is the equivalent want to know why it is that cutting

but commercialized it and thus of overcoming resistance through these lines can induce current. We

made the steam locomotive possible. space. know that a compressed spring will

You do not know , perhaps, who made To explain how the motion of an recoil , and that compressed air will

the electric locomotive possible . Well , idle wire toward or from a parallel reproduce the motion that compressed

it was Faraday. He laid the founda- wire carrying a current could set up it . Now , if we can explain current

tions seventy -five years ago . It was a current in the idle wire, Faraday and lines of force in terms of our

his discovery of magnetic induction imagined the current to be encircled mechanical experience we should be

and his conception of the idea of lines by magnetic lines of force. You know able to see why cutting lines of force

of magnetic force to explain his dis- what lines of force are . You have can induce current. It occurred to me

covery that gave dynamic electricity seen pictures of steel magnets with that if I assumed the lines of force to

to the industrial world. Up to the lines of force emerging from the represent a magnetic whirlpool with

time of Faraday's discovery the only north pole, swinging around in broad the current as its throat, why, I could

practical source of electric current loops to the south pole. See Fig . 2 . explain not only the attraction and

was batteries. But when Faraday repulsion of parallel currents, but the

found that he could induce a current induction of new currents as well.

by mechanical means, and then ex You have seen little whirlpools with

plained his discovery in terms of lines the gurgling hole down the center ;

of force, he gave the industrial world you have seen dusty little whirlwinds

a working idea of electric forces — an with their long, twisting necks en
idea that commercialized electricity . circled by flying leaves ; you have seen

Faraday was familiar with the mag pictures of water -spouts and you

netic properties of the electric current know what cyclones and revolving

-he knew that a current deflects the storms are ; now , with these in mind

compass needle, that parallel wires it will not be a difficult matter for you

carrying currents in the same direc to imagine an electric current to be

tion are pulled together and that par the axis of a revolving magnetic

allel wires carrying currents in the You know how the path of these lines storm ; the axis or the encircling mag

opposite direction are pushed apart. can be mapped with iron filings , how netic whirlpool to be the neck of the

knowing this, his scientific instincts the filings show the lines to form a little magnetic whirlwind , the flexible
told him that since the electric cur- complete magnetic circuit. You know shaft of these vortex rings of mag

rent produces magnetic effect, why, how a bar of iron is drawn in to the netism that dilate as the current in

magnetic effect should be able to pro- poles of a horseshoe magnet, thereby crease and contract and vanislı as the

cluce electric current. Faraday had an completing the metallic path . Sim- current dies away.

extraordinary genius for research . ilar lines are supposed to encircle an You can readily admit that two

lle concentrated this genius on dis- electric current and give it its mag- similar neighboring vortexes will tend
covering a method of inducing cur- netic properties. See Fig . 3. When to merge and revolve around a com

rents , and in a remarkably short time mon axis — whether they be currents

he solved the problem . of water , currents of air , or currents

What Faraday discovered was this of electricity. See Fig. 4. The pull

—the movement of a parallel wire to

ward an electric current tends to set

up in the wire a temporary opposing

current, and the movement of the

wire away tends to set up in the wire a parallel wire is moved toward a
FIG. 4.

a temporary current of the same direc- current- bearing wire it cuts across

tion as the main , and that the tempo- these lines of force. The cutting of

rary current ceases with the motion. the lines of force induces an electric
ing together of parallel electric cir

We know , as stated , that currents cuits then is no more mysterious than
pressure in the idle wire . The result

flowing in the same direction tend to is the same when the idle wire cuts
a merging of two similar neighboring

pull the wires together. We see , then , the lines of force of a steel magnet.
whirlwinds. Should these vortexes

that the induction of a similar current It is the cutting of the lines of force

by pulling the wires apart means that induces the current. The dynamo

work. This mechanical work is trans- is a machine for cutting lines of force ;

formed into an electric current. We it is essentially a machine for moving

know , as stated , the currents flowing wires across dense magnetic fields .

in the opposite direction tend to push We can easily assume the electric cur
FIG . 5 .

the wires apart. We see , then , that the rent to be encircled by magnetic lines

induction of an opposing current, by of force. Starting with this assump- be whirling in opposite directions, you

pushing the wires together , means tion , we find by experiment that cut- will also admit that they would be
work also . This mechanical work is ting these lines is a source of current. pushed apart. See Fig. 5 .
transformed into electric current. We then immediately inquire into the

( To be continued)

FIG. 3.

ooo

000

000
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Electrically Operated Transfer Bridge

New York Central and Hudson River Railroad Company

TRANSFER BRIDGE - LAND END,

both may be operated together. The turned by worm gears connected to a

at points wherefreight cars are main lift motor is controlled by a type shaft . Two screws and nuts are

transferred from water to land , R-27 controller and the smaller motor threaded right hand and two are

or from land to water . These bridges is controlled by a type R-28 controller . threaded left hand , the end thrust on

are sometimes called lift bridges or Motors and controllers are entirely en- the shaft bearings being neutralized

by thus pairing the thrusts ; a gear

on this shaft and a pinion on the mo

tor shaft gives a speed reduction of

approximately four to one.

ORICENTRAL
The apron is raised by steel strand

cables wound on grooved drums, the

other ends of the cables being con

nected direct to the apron . Four gear

reductions between motor and drums

give a speed reduction of approxi

mately I to 256.

Motors and mechanical equipment

are mounted on the framework above

the bridge, ample platforms giving

ready access to all working parts.

The operator's cabin is on the track

level , where the operator has a clear

view of the respective levels of the

tracks on the ferry-boat and bridge .

Mechanical brakes operated by hand

levers permit of stopping the motors

at the proper points. Counter -weights

are supplied, so that the greater part

float bridges, since their function is closed types as is necessary in damp of the work done by the motors is

to lift or float the level of the tracks locations on water fronts . in overcoming the inertia of the mov

on land to match with the tracks on a The mechanical equipment has been ing parts.

ferry -boat. developed from results secured with Hand wheels are retained for secur

The bridge consists of two parts

a main lift and an apron . The two

parts are necessary in order to ac

curately align the tracks without de

pending on the flexibility of the tracks

to too great an extent.

The particular bridge here illus

trated is located at Sixtv -second Street

and the North River and is one of

many in the New York Central freight

yards about New York . It is one of

the most recently equipped transfer

bridges, and was therefore selected as

most suitable for describing the equip

ment.

The motor equipment consists of

two General Electric direct -current

motors, the main lift being raised and

lowered by a 35 horse -power railway

type motor with normal load speed

of 450 r.p.m. at 220 volts, and the

apron being raised and lowered by a

772 horse -power crane type of motor

with normal speed of 650 r.p.m. at

220 volts. numerous bridges or lifts of this type . ing the boats to the bridge. There

Independent rheostatic control for The main lift is raised by four screws is some question whether motors can

each motor has been adopted as connected to structural iron links sup- be applied to drawing in and secur

simplest ; either motor may be op- porting the bridge . One nut engages ing the boats, though several methods

erated independent of the other, or with each screw, the four nuts being have been suggested for this work .

MAIN LIFT MOTOR.

3 5 5
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35 h . p . 742 h. p .

Raise LowerRaise Lower

One method would be to depend on

overload circuit breakers. By setting

the overload trip on the circuit break

ers at a predetermined point, the mo

tors could be operated until the ten

sion on the hawser corresponds to the

Volts at main switch . .

Volts at main switch while operating.

Volts at motor while operating.

Volts drop in service. ..
Per cent ...

Volts drop main switch to motor

Per cent .

Amperes instantaneous .

Amperes continuous.

240

186

182

54

22.5

4

2.1

200

101

240

210

205

30

12.5

5

2.4

140

82

240

230

222

10

4.2

240

234

227

6

2.5

α
ι

3.5

50

32

3.0

45

24

330,000

= 190,000 ft . lbs . per min .

134

or

4

190,000

=5.7 h.p. approx .

33,000

The excessive drop in the service

is due to an extended length of wiring

in the freight yard .

The following data has been esti

mated :

The total weight of bridge is esti

timated at 320,000 lbs . A portion of

this weight is supported by the joint

at the land end ; the screws support

the remaining portion of this weight,

which is estimated as one -half the

total plus 20,000 lbs . , or 180,000 lbs . ,

and in addition they support the

weight of the end of the apron , or

28.000 lbs., giving 208,000 lbs . as the

total weight on the screws. Two

counter -weights are estimated as hav

The actual work done is therefore

only about 5.7 horse -power, the re

maining portion of the motor power

is consumed by the gear friction . The

efficiency of the gearing as estimated

is good for installations having such

a large reduction in speed , especially

as the gears were new when this in

OPERATOR'S CABIN .

7
tripping current, when the breakers

would open and the drum would be

locked at this point by the cog .

After the levels are adjusted the

bridge and boat are locked by heavy

bolts shoved into place and secured

there by pins. The tracks are per

fectly aligned horizontally by means

of hand - jacks supplied on the bridge.

The complete operation of making

ready for the transfer of cars requires

but a few minutes, though every pre

caution is taken to insure this trans

fer without the possibility of throw

ing the cars from the track .

Current for operation is taken from

the regular three-wire 110-220 volt

supply of the New York Edison Com

pany, the power being connected to

the outside wires and a small amount

of current for lighting at 110 volt be

ing balanced on each side of the sys

tem . One enclosed arc lamp serves to

light the main entrance, and numer

ous incandescents are distributed as

required. All lighting is weather

proof ; porcelain sockets and a high

grade of rubber covered wire are in

stalled throughout .

The following data has been ob

tained :

APRON LIFT MOTOR .

ing a combined weight of 153,000 lbs . ,

leaving an unbalanced weight on the

screws of 55,000 lbs .

The bridge is lifted a distance of

approximately 6 feet in one minute

and forty - five seconds , then the actual

work done is

55,000 lbs . X 6 ft . = 330,000 ft . Ibs.

and since this work is done in one

minute and forty -five seconds, the

power is

stallation was tested and had not worn

to their proper bearing surfaces.

The results secured from the elec

tric operation of transfer bridges for

freighthave been so satisfactory that
the railroads are rapidly extending

electric operation to replace manual

labor in raising and lowering the plat

forms for passenger ferries . This

work is a large field presenting oppor

tunities to the motor manufacturer not

to be overlooked.

=



The Choice of Zero Reading and Direct Reading

Testing Meters

PAUL MacGAHAN

THERE has been considerable dis
measured is not readily controlled

or where accuracy is not as im

portant convenience, the conas

among

ufacturers of portable instru

ments concerning the relative merits

of the dynamometer or zero -reading

type of construction and the direct

swing type. It is the purpose of this

oo

Fig . 2 illustrates a voltmeter in

tended for use on alternating or di

rect -current circuits. A different ap

plication of the balance principle is

shown in Fig. 3 , which illustrates a

graphic recording wattmeter for use

on either alternating or direct- current

circuits . In this meter the control

spring is actuated by an electro -mag

net control system rather than by

hand, and this control system in turn

is governed by the balance element

making suitable connections through a

set of relay contacts. An example of

the direct swing type of meter is

shown in Fig. 4.

Practically all switchboard and

portable indicating and recording in

struments not included in the zero

reading class are of the direct swing

type, consisting of a movable element

swinging in a magnetic field , the in

dicating pointer being attached direct

ly to the moving element and opposed

in its motion by a controlling element,

such as a spring or a counterbalance.

The relative advantages of these

two types of construction depend en

tirely upon the service required of

WESTINGHOUSE

200

FIG . 1.-PRECISION WATTMETER .
FIG . 3. — GRAPHIC RECORDING WATTMETER.

ditions are quite different. Under

such conditions the average accuracy

would probably be higher, when using

a meter of inherently less accuracy ,

WESTING
PRUSE

MORTABLE POTWITT
E

article to show that the broad criti

cisms occasionally heard, directed

against either the one type or the

other, are not always justified and that

the user should not confine himself

strictly to either, but should employ

both types as the service considera

tions demand.

The dynamometer, or zero -reading

types of instruments consist of a

movement so designed as to be in a

constant position with reference to

the stationary magnetic circuit ; the

torque between the stationary and

moving elements being balanced by

twisting the controlling spring by

hand or other external means, or vary

ing the position of the weights by hand

in gravity-controlled meters . A point

er and scale indicates the position of

the control spring or the location of

the counterweight is indicated on the

scale when the moving element is at

the zero or balanced position .

The most familiar example of this

class of meter with gravity control

is , of course , the Kelvin Balance. An

example of this class with spring con

trol is shown in Fig. 1 , which illus

trates a " primary" or precision stand

ard wattmeter intended for use in

checking the secondary and other

standards found in central stations

and laboratories.

FIG . 2.—VOLTMETER.

them . Some instruments are to be

used in a laboratory or testing room ,

where speed or convenience of manip

ulation is subservient to high accu

racy . On circuits having great fluc

tuations or where the quantity to be

but of greater convenience. As a

comparison it may be remembered that

one cannot obtain satisfactory results

with a high -powered telescope used

at short range, such as in a theater or

at a race-track . A lower powered, less

357
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accurate opera - glass would be supe- controlled by the torsional head is set mission , it is fed through a transmit

rior for this purpose, as much so as it at the desired point on the scale and ting instrument at a speed of from

would be inferior for work where the operator has then only to manipu- 305 to 500 words per minute, and re

there is a steady support and slowly late the controlling devices until the ceived at receiving station in Gothic

varying range of vision. It is always pointer attached to the moving system letters in page form . In the sending

instrument two styluses are used to

send positive and negative signals .

The styluses are made of sapphire

-ground to a certain angle suitable

for the work which passes over the

embosses and closes the metallic cir

cuit.

While the emboss which the stylus

passes over is small and delicate , yet

it does its work perfectly, and the

speed that is attained is marvelous.

The general construction of the

receiving instrument is the same as

the sending instrument, with the ex

ception that it has a " printer" instead

FIG . 4. - DIRECT - SWING TYPE OF METER.

of a stylus. The “ printer ” consists of

two characters, with which the entire

a case of properly choosing the tool indicates zero . This is a particularly alphabet is formed, or produced.
for the work .

valuable feature in testing arc lamps, One character is actuated by the

Many forms of direct swing instru- transformers, meters,
incandescent

positive impulse, and the other char

ments are at a disadvantage compared lamps , insulation, etc. acter is actuated by the negative im
to the zero - reading types , owing to On the other hand the zero-reading pulse. A polar relay of special design ,

their inherently lower initial and life type cannot be advantageously used having two armatures, is employed.

accuracy, lower torque, more fallible where the load varies quickly ; where One armature controls one character,
construction, susceptibility to error readings are to be taken at a distance,

and the other armature controls the
( on alternating current ) due to varia- or in places subject to excessive vibra

other character, which is used in form

tions in frequency, wave form , effect tion , such as on cars . For this class
ing the letters. Since there are only

of external magnetic fields , inability of work the direct-reading type is pref- two characters to produce the entire

to maintain as high an initial accuracy erable , and by exercising proper care alphabet, it requires an alternation,

under severe operating conditions, in handling, the results under such
and in some cases two alternations to

overloads and shocks , possibility of conditions would average up to a form a letter . As it only requires one

damage to pointer or coils through greater degree of accuracy than if the
or two alternations to produce a letter,

swinging, and very short scale . zero type were used .
from 300 to 500 words per minute can

The characteristically weaker fea be attained under the most unfavor

tures of many “ direct swing " meters able conditions.

are due to the construction necessary The Dean Rapid Telegraph) ]
The Dean Telegraph is perfected

System
to obtain the direct swing feature, and has been tested, and is now doing

namely, in order to secure a large commercial work between Kansas

angular movement of the indicating tem is unlike all other automatic
City and St. Louis on a phantom cir

element it is necessary to work the systems, and the basic principle cuit, a distance of 320 miles. The

movements through a wide angle in is radical. The message is not trans- system was operated on a phantom

the stationery field . This angular mitted from a perforated tape nor circuit between Kansas City and Jop

movement brings the moving system received on a tape, but is prepared in lin , Mo., for one month, and the

into a much weaker , more widely dis- page form with an ordinary type- splendid work done was beyond the

tributed magnetic field than that found writer, using special type with dots most sanguine expectation. Hundreds

in the zero -reading construction. The and dashes above and below each let- of letters and telegrams are being

self- induction of any stationary coils ter . The dots are so arranged that handled daily for representative busi

must necessarily be greater than in positive and negative impulses are men of Kansas City and St.

the zero type ; hence, greater fre- sent over the wire when desired. The Louis, and the numerous indorse

quency errors. There is a greater alternating current is not used , but a ments Mr. Dean is receiving daily

stray or useless field ; therefore, more three-wire motor generator is speaks most flatteringly for the splen

energy is required to operate the meter ployed with the positive of one side did work his system is doing.

and the greater is the effect of ex- and negative of the other side con

ternal fields. It will therefore be nected to the two styluses which alter

seen that the balanced coil construction nates the current when needed . Since the electric motor has become

is inherently superior electrically and The Hammond typewriter is em- a fixture in the Southern cotton mills,

mechanically superior owing to the ployed in preparing letter telegrams. that industry has reached a state of

fact that the moving element travel Instead of perforating the sheet, it is prosperity never known before , and

is restricted to a few degrees and embossed and typewritten at the same since the electric power motor has

damage to pointer or movement due time. If a mistake is made, it is not been brought into the metal mining

to overload, or jewel wear due to necessary to rewrite letter to correct industry, many of the copper , gold

swinging, is eliminated. error ; the operator erases the em- and silver mines in Mexico , Arizona,

The zero -reading type of meter is bosses and rewrites the word in which Colorado, California and other West

especially applicable in making tests the mistake has occurred . This en- ern mining regions have again begun

when the voltage or load must be ables the operator to prepare about operation after they had been aban

maintained at a constant value. In fifty words per minute. After the let- doned, because power to run them was

this class of service the the pointer ter is prepared for automatic trans- too expensive to obtain .

diclaige

ness

em
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W

thereto , to the fuse-boxes located near

the shoes.

The cab is entirely of metal, its

underframe is composed of a center

sill , built of two 10 - inch channels, side

sills of 7 x 372 -inch angles, plate bol

sters and end sills . Within the cab

the apparatus is distributed along the

ΡΕΣ YLVANIA

10001
TOGOL

PENNSYLVANIA LOCOMOTIVE .

END VIEW.

are

Electric Locomotives of the Penn- resemble somewhat a short two-truck

sylvania Railroad passenger car with few windows and

ITH a view to determining the
large wheels.

type best adapted to pulling its
The trucks are of the four -wheel

heavy passenger trainsthrough type, having frames placed outside the

the New York tunnels, the Pennsyl- wheels, with pedestal boxes and ad

vania Railroad has in progress a series justable wedges similar to those used

of experiments upon electric locomo
in locomotive practice .

tives. On account of their short-wheel

base , the trucks have a tendency to tilt

in operation, and thereby shift a por

tion of the effective load from one pair

of wheels to the other. By an ingen

ious automatic switching mechanism

the power delivered by the motor on

the heavily loaded axle is increased

and the power delivered by the motor

on the lightly loaded axle diminished,

in proportion to the difference in axle

loads. By this expedient the pulling

of the heavily loaded axle is increase J

and the power delivered on the motor

on the lightly loaded axle diminished ,

in proportion to the difference in axle

loads. By this expedient the pulling

power of the locomotive is increased

Through the experiments which
25 per cent .

are being conducted on its West Jer
The outer- end casting of each truck

sey and Seashore Division and the
carries the coupler, draft spring and

Long Island Railroad, the company buffer arrangement, so that strains

intends to determine some of the gen- caused by pushing, pulling and buff

eral characteristics of the electric lo- ing are taken directly by the truck

comotive and to secure operating data frames and do not come upon the

based on actual service .
underframe of the cab, except as they

Of the two direct -current locomo transmitted between bolsters

tives now undergoing tests , one is through the center sill . In order to

equipped with four 350 horse-power allow sufficient lateral play when the

geared motors, and the other with locomotive is coupled to a long passen

four gearless motors in order that ger car with considerable overhang,

the relative merits of the two types the coupler head has a free movement

may be determined. of 15 inches on either side of the cen

The locomotive with gearless ino ter line of the truck . To facilitate

tors has one of its trucks equipped coupling and uncoupling on curves,

with two 320 horse-power motors sup the coupler can be swung sidewise

ported by springs from the main jour- and its uncoupling pin raised by means

nals and wholly independent of the of levers at the end of the cab , which

truck frame, while the other truck has can be operated from the platform .

two 300 horse -power motors rigidly Driving wheels are 56 inches in di

ameter, with removable tires secured

by retaining rings. They are carried

by axles 8 inches in diameter at the

center, provided with 6 x 11 -inch jour

nals .

The spring rigging is of the loco

motive type, with semi-elliptical

springs over the journal boxes, and

equalizers between the springs. To

prevent teetering, the equalizer beam

is not provided with a fixed fulcrum ,

but instead supports two nests of heli

cal springs, which in turn help to sup

THREE - QUARTERS VIEW .
port the truck frame .

The collector shoes are attached to

fastened to the truck frame. This ar- the four end journal boxes , and are

rangement will demonstrate the ad- made of two castings forming a spring

vantages of the two methods of motor hinge, with one wing lying in a hori

suspension under the same conditions zontal plane, and sliding on top of the

of service . third rail. The current passes from

In exterior appearance the two lo- the third - rail through the collector

comotives are almost identical. They shoes and the heavy cables connected

sides, leaving a passageway through

the middle. The equipment on one

side of the cab consists of three main

reservoirs , a sand - box, with electro

pneumatic valves underneath, a switch

group, two line switches, a case of di

verters , and two sets of storage bat

teries . That on the other side con

sists of an air compressor, a com

pressed-air cooler, a fan and motor, a

20001

INTERIOR

reservoir for control apparatus, a

sand -box, two line switches, a whistle

reservoir, a motor cut-out, a switch

group, and a case of diverters.
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DAM NEAR ELLICOTT CITY.

The locomotive control mechanism New Power Plant of the Patapsco that it can be told at a glance if either

is in duplicate, and placed in diagonal- Electric and Manufacturing Co. phase is overloaded .

ly opposite corners of the cab, so that HE Patapsco Electric and Man- Polyphase indicating wattmeters

the motorman can operate a locomo
ufacturing Company, Ilchester,

have been provided , one for the street

tive, or group of locomotives, from service and the other to indicate the
Md., recently completed its

either end of the cab, in either direc
new dam and power -house, which , as total output; also two polyphase re

tion . By means of a special grouping will be seen from the following de cording wattmeters, one for street

of switches it is possible to obtain a
scription, furnished by the consulting

service and the other for the com

constant flow of current without a mercial and street feeders are fitted
engineers, Messrs. Newton & Painter,

break , when changing from series to
and given out by Allis -Chalmers Com

drawing wattmeter is further used for

series parallel, and from series paral

lel to full-multiple. The preliminary

panyof Milwaukee, whose generators recording the total output of theplant.

are here installed , has many unique The leads to the generators and com
tests made with the locomotive proved mercitl and street feeders are fitted

that by means of this system of group with distant - control oil circuit -break

ing switches, the acceleration of the ers with disconnecting switches . The

locomotive could be made practically breakers for generators have time

uniform . Both ends of the cab are relays, so in case of trouble on the out

provided with sockets , so that when side feeders, they will not be thrown

two or more locomotives are coupled before the others.

together connections can be made by The dam has a length of 220 feet ,
means of these sockets, and the group and is 40 feet 9 inches wide at its base .

of locomotives can be simultaneously
Its height from the normal tail waters

operated and controlled by one motor to the spillway is 26 feet 6 inches.

man from one locomotive.
At each end the buttresses and deck

Hung from the ceiling in the center of the dam rise to feet above the spill

of the cab are two plug switches and way, so as to allow for foods. The

an ammeter shunt. The conductors spillway is 168 feet long and arranged
from the third-rail shoes are connected

features. The power-house is placed
with anchor bolts , so that in case it

to one switch , and the trolley cable is
inside of the dam , with the waste water

should be found desirable, planks can

connected to the other . be bolted to it sufficient to add two

The switches in the switch group
passing over the top of it . The dam

is situated on the Patapsco River ,
feet . The dam is built of re - enforced

are operated by air pressure . The air about 1/2 miles below the company's concrete and the deck is supported

valve is actuated by a control magnet
other plant, or about three miles from

by 19 buttresses 18 inches thick, which

on a fourteen-volt circuit. When cur
Ellicott City and five miles from the

are spaced 12 feet centers . The deck

rent flows through the magnet the
Western limits of Baltimore.

of the dam is 18 inches thick at the

armature opens the valve controlling
The part of the dam used as

bottom and tapers to 10 inches at the
the air supply

top.

The cab can be lighted by three highand27 feet wide, except at the
power-house is 108 feet long, 14 feet

The part of the dam used for hous

lamps, which are in a series with the buttresses, where it is 18 feet. The ing the plant is fitted with a false ceil

lamps with the headlights ; but nor
power equipment consists of two 32- ing hung 5 feet from the inside so as

mally these lamps are to be concealed . inch horizontal turbine water -wheels, to protect the apparatus from any
Five more lamps, which are in series, running at 240 r . p. m ., each direct water that might seep through the
are distributed over the ceiling, to

connected to 300 kw . 11,000 -volt, 3
deck . The ceiling slopes until it

assist in lighting the cab when re phase, 60 -cycle Allis - Chalmers alter- reaches the vertical sides forming the
pairs are under way, but are not used

nating current generators . It was de- power-house. The side next to the

when the locomotive is in service . cided to use 11,000 - volt generators tail -waters is fitted with windows.

The storage batteries are in two in place of stepping the voltage with
These windows furnish plenty of

sets , so that they can be charged al- static transformers. light, even when the water is flowing

ternately by being placed in series The turbines are fitted with govern over the dam two feet deep. The part

with the motor of the air- compressor,
ors , so arranged that either will con- of the dam not protected by the false

one set being charged while the other trol both wheels when the generators ceiling is comparatively dry, as very
set is in service , the alternation being little water gathers on the inside of

made each day.
are run in multiple. The generators

have 125 -volt belted exciters . the deck , and what does collect there

Locomotives are equipped with
The switchboard located at the end

flows down the concrete deck until

hand, straight air , automatic and high- of the power -house is 10 feet 8 inches it reaches the drain at the bottom . If

speed brakes .
long and 8 feet 3 inches high, stands

it were not for this moisture, it would

12 feet from the wall , and is enclosed not occur to a person that he was

PRINCIPAL DIMENSIONS— ( SAME FOR by grillework on each end. It is fitted standing under water. The water for

BOTH LOCOMOTIVES ). with three voltmeters, two of which operating the turbines is taken

Number of pairs of driving wheels .
: 5are connected directly with two phases through the deck 5 feet 6 inches below

Diameter of driving wheels. ( at bus - bars ) and the other through the crest of the spillway, which helps
Axles , 8 in . diameter, 6 in . x 11 in . journals.

Length inside couplers ..
to keep the trash racks clear of drift

37 ft . 10 % , in . plugs, so that the other phase of either

Length over platforms. generator can be read. A synchro

a

4

56 in .

bod, etc. Each trash rack is io feet

Total wheel base of locomotive..

6 inches and the flumes to turbines 7
scope is placed under the voltmeters,

Width , cab .
feet in diameter. Two waste gates

14 in . all of which are mounted on swinging
Width , body .. 9 ft . 114 in . brackets attached to the end of the are placed near the bottom of the dam ,

Height , rail to top platform .

Height rail to top roof.

the water passing under the floor .board. As the exciters are arranged
Height, rail to top bell, extreme..... 14 ft . 5 % in . to be operated in multiple, a regulator The waste water going over the dam

Weight :

Locomotive No. (with geared
is used for controlling the voltage of is carried on the incline of the spillway

the generators. Three ammeters have to within 16 feet of the tail -water .

Locomotive No. 1002 ( with gearless

195,000 lbs. been provided for each generator, so This causes the water to fall about 10

Wheel base of trucks ..

35 ft .

8 ft .

26 ft .

10 ft .

8 in .

6 in .

1 in .

5 ft .

13 ft .

5 in .

4 in .

1001

motors ) . 174,100 lbs.

motors )..
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TYPE D AMMETER.

the effects ofstrayfieldsandmakesit T brought court boy the National

feet from the side of the dam , and, high torque, light-moving elements cluding 750 volts. The ammeters are

as the river-bed is quite rocky at this and the very small air gap between self-contained up to 60 amperes ca

point, the bottom is not pitted to any magnet -pole faces and the iron core pacity. Larger capacities are fur

great extent. combined with the permanency of the nished with external shunts, which are

The dam backs the water up three- magnets which are made from the made of a special alloy having prac

quarters of a mile, with an average tically a zero temperature coefficient.

width of about 500 feet , to the tail All instrument shunts above 1000 am

waters of a cotton mill located at pere capacity are now provided with

Ilchester. a thermo -electric attachment. This

The plant will supply current for attachment consists of a metal strip

both power and lighting. At present having one end electrically connected

Ellicott City, Catonsville, Irvington, with one end of the shunt, with the

Carroll, Halethrop. Arbutus, St. other end in close thermal contact

Denis, Elkridge, and a part of West with the other end of the shunt but

Baltimore are being supplied from the
insulated from it electrically . The

other plant, the territory covered be ammeter leads are connected to the

ing abɔut six by ten miles. There is shunt and to the metal strip at the two

quite a large day load, as abɔut 250 insulated points. The thermo- electric

h.p. in motors is supplied at different
attachment thus prevents the super

points. As soon as the new plant is imposing of secondary thermo - electric

in operation, it is intended to extend currents upon the current, which is

the lines to West Arlington and due to the fall of potential in the

Mount Washington , about fourteen shunt and the amount of which fixes

miles. the value of the indication of the in

strument. Ammeter shunts with this

attachment will be found free from

best obtainable grade of magnet steel temperature errors due to generation

and subjected to special processes of of thermo- electric current.

hardening and aging which fixes its

magnetic characteristics.

The round cast - iron case which en
The New X-Ray Helmet

Reflector

closes

HIS reflector has been recently

dust -proof.

Inspection or repairs of type D in X-Ray Reflector Company, of

struments is easily made. The soft 247 E. Jackson Boulevard, Chicago,

iron core together with the armature Ili . , which is designated the "Hel

and jewel supports are assembled met" reflector. It is specially de

signed to meet the requirements of

Mr. Victor G. Bloede is president lighting high and shallow windows,

and general manager and Otto Won many windows at the present time be

der superintendent of the company.
ing of this class . It is suited to the

lighting of all windows over 12 feet

high where the depth of the window
New General Electric Instruments

is less than one -half the height of the

lamps above the bottom of the

meters for direct-current switch window , where the lamps are as high

board use has just been placed above the level of the top of the back

in production by the General Electric of the window as the window is deep.
Company. This meets the conditions in a great

These instruments, which are to be many windows at the present time.

known as Type D , are constructed on It is intended to produce an approxi

the D'Arsonval principle. A small mately uniform illumination over the

coil of wire mounted on a light cy goods as ordinarily placed in show

lindrical aluminum frame is pivoted in windows. This reflector marks a most

jeweled bearings so as to move freely decided advance over anything here

in a small annular space between a tofore offered for lighting this class

soft iron core and the pole pieces of of windows.

a permanent magnet. In the first place, it is designed to

The operation of these instruments within the soft steel shell constituting 125 watt Gem incandescent

is rendered dead beat by the Foucault the pole pieces . By removing the lamp, thus giving the user at once
currents generated in the aluminum screws which hold the shell to the the advantage of a 25 per cent . in

frame as it passes through the field of magnet-pole faces , the entire mechan- crease in efficiency over the old style

the permanent magnet. This damp- ism may be removed . carbon filament lamp. It has the

ing quality prevents injury to the The scales of type D instruments further advantage that it will also take

pointer from violent load fluctuations are uniform throughout their entire a 105 watt Tungsten lamp; so that the

and permits rapid and accurate read- range and very legible. The standard user can install these lamps as soon as

ings as the pointer comes quickly to finish is dull black with raised por- they are placed on the market. Fu.

rest after each change in current tions polished copper, making a very ture improvements in incandescent

value. pleasing and durable surface . lamps have therefore been anticipated.

Continued accuracy of Type D in- Type D voltmeters are made self- This reflector has one side partially

struments is assured by the unusually contained in capacities up to and in- flattened and extended down lower

INTERIOR OF POWER PLANT.
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than the rest of the reflector. This remarkably high , as can be seen from directed back into the eyes
of the

flat side is placed next to and parallel photometric curves plotted from tests audience as possible.

with the window -pane, and is designed made by the Electrical Testing Labo- For the lighting of high, shallow

to avoid as far as possible the wasting ratories of New York . In these tests windows, the makers are putting out

of light on the sidewalk and detract- the reflector was equipped with a 125- this reflector with the claim , based on

ing from the value of the window watt clear bulb Gem lamp, giving 50 these photometric curves , that one

illumination by exposing the lamp to mean horizontal candle -power. The 125 -watt Gem lamp with this reflector

passers-by. The reflector is unusually reflector was held in a position as used will give the same results as three 55

large, being about 12'2 inches in in practice with a standard 3'4-inch watt common incandescent lamps used

diameter and 119/2 inches high. This holder. The lamp was placed in such in the most efficient window reflectors

size was necessary to secure high a position that the plane parallel to the for high , deep windows that have been

efficiency of window illumination by loops of the filament made an angle offered up to the time this reflector

was designed , while in the many cases

where mirror troughs or other re
DISTRIBUTION OF LIGHT IN TWOVERTICAL PLANES.

flectors unsuited to such windows

SPECIAL" X Ray " WINDOW . REFLECTOR have been heretofore used, one 125

WITH 50 CP. CLEAR BULB GEM INCANDESCENT LAMA. watt Gem lamp will give the same re

sults as four or five common 16 -candle

power , 55 -watt lamps. With Tung

sten lamps, having twice the efficiency

of Gem lamps, the saving would be
SECTION CUT BY PLANE A SECTION CUT BY PLANEB

even more marked . The makers claim

the honor of being the first to put out

PLANG A (PARALLEL TO a window reflector designed for the

FUAT SIDE OF REFLECTOR) new , large, high -efficiency, incandes

-PLANE BCAT RIGHTANGLES
cent lamps.

TOPLANE A )

TBOTH PLAN ES CUI LAMPA

Axis

New Warehouse at Newark

HE opening of the immense

building at Mechanic, Lawrence
REPORTNo.3161

and Ward Streets , Newark,
PLATE No.1938

ORDER NO. 3076 which the Newark Warehouse Com

PLOTTED BY E.W. ELECTRICAL - TESTING LABORATORIES , NY, pany has constructed for the better
CAECKED BY EW.

JULY 3, 1907,

handling of freight coming into that

city on the New Jersey Central has

been announced .

Railroad men say that the ware

catching as much of the light as pos- of 45 degrees with the flat side of the house is unique, and that there are

sible and reflecting it in useful clirec- reflector. Tests show that over 200 few buildings in the country better

tions. Another important reason for candle-power is given for a distance
adapted for the purpose for which it

the peculiar shape of the reflector was
has been built. The cars of the New

of 40 degrees to the left of vertical

to make it easy to install without mis- in the direction in which it is most
Jersey Central will be switched into

takes. The makers realized in adopt- liseful in window lighting, while for a the ground floor of the structure ,

ing this design that many excellent few degrees the candle -power is 436 .
where their contents will be unloaded

reflectors of conical form are The maximum candle -power is di and lifted by means of a complete

monly misused in window lighting, rected so as to give high illumination
elevator system to various floors set

because the average person who in- on the goods placed in the bottom and
aside for the different classes of mer

stalls and uses these reflectors does front of the window . As higher
chandise , there to be stored until the

not understand the importance of goods are usually placed farther back
goods are usually placed farther back consignee wants them , or else un

pointing them at the proper angle. in the window , a lower intensity is loaded directly onto trucks.

This new reflector was therefore so needed , and these requirements are The entire building is of re-en

designed that it is practically impos- met by the reflector. A very small forced concrete. There is nothing in

sible to improperly install it , and amount of light is thrown outside the its construction that can burn . If the

it is designed so that the lamps point window on the sidewalk . merchandise stored there should , by

straight down. It is only necessary to With a reflector of such weight, it any means, catch fire, there is in ad

install a row of wall sockets pointing is well to have it in good mechanical dition a complete sprinkler system so

straight down along the top of the balance to avoid the twisting of shade that the risk from flames is reduced

window and to place the reflectors on holders and sockets. The weight is to a minimum .

the sockets with their flat sides par- distributed in this reflector so as to An idea of the size of the structure ,

allel with the window -pane, just as secure such a balance.
which occupies a city block and is six

one would naturally do without in- Besides window lighting a number stories high, may be gained from the

structions. Their efficient installa- of other useful applications of this re- fact that there is 370,000 square feet

tion is therefore very simple. Fur- flector will suggest themselves to illu- of floor space. The total weight of

thermore, by having the lamps pend- minating engineers — most notably the steel used in construction is 6000 tons .

ant, use can be made of the new lighting of audience rooms of all There are fourteen elevators and eight

Tungsten lamp, which would not be kinds where the lamps themselves are gravity conveyances. Fifty freight

the case if the lamps were at an angle. concealed behind ground -glass sky can be accommodated on the

The efficiency of this reflector for lights or beams, and where it is de tracks inside the building and there is

window illumination for the size of sired to throw the light sidewise and room for the storage of 1200 carloads
windows for which it is intended is forward and have few rays of freight.

RESULTS OF TEST.

CON1

cars

as
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Lusitania - Electric Equipment

TI

peres .

HE electric equipment of the There are two electric elevators op- Electric -lighting fixtures conform in

Lusitania is of interest on ac erated between decks A and E. These general with the artistic paneling of

count of this being one of the elevators were supplied by the Way- the ceilings in the different saloons.

first large steamships equipped with good & Company, Ltd., of London, These saloons have white ceilings

turbines. Electric light and power is and each is operated by a 15 b . h . p ., which aid materially in distributing

supplied by four Parsons -Brown 110-volt , 600 -r.p.m . motor. the light. The fixtures are either

steam turbines running at 1,200 r.p.m. A complete system of ventilation is supplied with glass globes or are in

and generating current at 115 volts .
provided. Ventilating fans supplied the form of candles, each being oper

These machines are rated at 3,260 am- by the Thermotank Ventilating Com- ated by a snap switch with ball handle.

One of the first noticeable

points is the construction of the com

mutator, which is grooved with

grooves approximately 18 inch wide

and 8 inch deep. Brushes are copper18

and consist of bunches of small cop

per wires of approximately No. 28 B.

& S. gauge. The commutator contains

bands of fan blades which assist in

ventilating The generators have

neutralizing poles ; they are four-pole

compound wound . Operation is prac

tically sparkless at full load.

An oiling system with forced circu

lation is used, the oil passing through

coolers where it is cooled by water

circulated around the jackets . Safety

stops are provided by means of which

the generator can be immediately

stopped by hand or when a predeter

mined speed is exceeded .

There are four switchboard panels,

or rather two switchboards consisting

of two panels each. A fire -door sepa

rates the two pairs of generators and

switchboard panels so that either will

be operative in case of accident to the

other. The switchboard bus -bars are
pany are installed at numerous points. Deck lighting is provided by incandes

connected by circuit breakers at the Motors are entirely enclosed and con- cent lamps entirely enclosed in bull's

fire - door. There are four ammeters on trolled from a water-tight rheostat. eyes with tight-fitting covers. Every

each half of the switchboard so that The rheostat is operated by means of precaution has been taken to render

the output of any machine can be read keys. Glass-covered openings permit the wiringthe wiring throughout absolutely

from either side of the fire- door. In- of viewing the position of the contact water-tight and moisture proof, lead

struments are of the Ferranti type. arms. covered wire being used .

FIRST CLASS DINING SALOON .
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Commercial Experience After Mr. Beilstein took charge Mr. hours per year , for which they paid at

C. N. JACKSON
E. J. Bechtel, superintendent of light- 8c . $ 168 . Calculating on a basis of

ing and electrical engineer, was then $25 per year per kw . connected and

URING the summer of 1901 the in a position to put the business in a Ic . per kw . hr ., the saloon would only

Toledo Railways and LightLight good, healthy condition . pay a ready -to -serve charge of $25

Companies was purchased by We immediately began to study the plus $21 for 2100 kw . hrs. at ic . , or

the Everett Moore syndicate of Cleve- question of cost, and soon ascertained $46, which would cut the revenue

land. that it cost, counting interest, depreci- from $ 168 to $46 , amounting to a loss

Mr. L. E. Beilstein was appointed ation , etc., about $ 50 per year per kw . of $ 122 . He would profit by the

general manager . demanded and about 34c. per kw . hr. ready -to -serve rate . Then if we give

I was employed for the contract de- to serve our customers. In other a short-hour burner, who uses only

partment. words, if all of our customers would about 25 per cent. of his connected

It would be almost impossible to stop using the service for a short load only 300 hrs. per year , his choice

describe the unbusinesslike methods period, a month or two, our fixed cost of rates , he will of course accept the

in use . There was no filing system . would be just the same. There would roc . straight meter rate , as his bills

Letters from customers and all data be no station output which would save would only be $ 7.50 per kw . connected

on all matters were thrown in a con- us 34c. per kw . hr ., which was running per year. We finally decided to

fused mass in the drawers of several cost . Or if we should connect a new charge $ 60 per year per kw . de

desks. customer who would not use the serv- manded , and ic . per kw . hr.

There were two so -called solicitors ice at time of peak load our service We then began to check up all cus

who did not seem to do much except would only be increased 34c . per kw . tomers and ascertain if their annual

quarrel with the customers. They hr. used , barring the small amount to bills would amount to $ 60 per kw .

charged the largest stores anywhere cover cost of meter maintenance. I
demanded and ic . per kw . hr. When

from 4c . to 8c . for light. The smaller will not go into details on how we ever we found one that was considered

stores paid from &c . to loc . and resi- arrived at the above basis or how we unprofitable we " boosted " him to an

dences paid 12c . How the prices were classified our account, as it is a long amount high enough to make him a

made no one knew ; they had always story , which I will cover at another profitable customer. Where electric

been that and the contract depart time.
light was used exclusively we did not

ment had left well enough alone. After finding out what it cost to have much trouble doing this except

One very glaring example comes to serve a customer on or off the peak , with large wholesale houses, who, on

mind. A large wholesale grocer that the most momentous question was , account of their size , received prob

did considerable manufacturing owned " How to charge ? " First we tried ably a 7c . rate on the old method ; this

its own plant , from which was fur- charging according to connected load. class of business should have been

nished possibly 100 h . p . in motors and Estimating the connected load to be written at from loc . to 12c . In such

a few hundred lights. In the winter about double the power - station peak , cases we would keep after them , and

they would shut down the plant at our fixed cost was about $25 per kw . in time get them on a profitable basis ,

about 5 o'clock , and throw the entire connected. This was fine for the cus- or lose them entirely, which did not

load on the Toledo Railways and tomer when he had about 100 per cent. happen often , as we argued the fair

Light Company for a few minutes load factor . But we could not obtain ness of our system and referred them

each day. I believe I am safe in say business where the maximum demand to customers who had received a big

ing that we carried at times 40 or 50 was below 25 per cent. of the con- reduction in their rate because of long

kw . for a few minutes and all we re- nected load, so we soon saw that if we er use per day.

ceived for this service was about $60 continued on that basis we would have We did cut many rates , but always

per year. Would that not surprise the a great many unprofitable customers ; with a view to increasing net earnings.

up -to -date manager of the present like a certain Canadian manager who For example, a certain large depart

day ? gave his customers their oice be
ment store had an 8c . rate . They used

A great many customers used gas tween a ready -to - serve rate and a electric light only in windows and

and electricity - electricity in the sum- straight meter rate. Naturally all of. places where it was a convenience,

mer and gas in the winter - except the long users took the ready -to- while during the holidays they would

during the holidays, when they would serve rate and deprived the electric turn on everything, probably 30 kw .

turn on both and probably increase company of any extra profit it might Our revenue from this store was only

their electric load . Their demand on have received at meter rates . As the about $ 1,000 per year. When their

the power station peak was just as uprofitable short -hour customers se- rate cut to 4c . they quit

great as though they used electricity lected the straight meter rate the elec- using gas and consequently used about

exclusively all the time. The Decem- tric company lost with both rates . five times as much current as formerly,

ber peak on the three -wire direct-cur- You cannot carry 50 per cent. of which at 40 . would amount to

rent system which supplied the busi- your customers at cost plus a reasona- $ 2.500 per year. The demand being

ness district was 1800 kw . in the ble profit and the balance at less than
30 kw . the ready-to - serve rate at $00

year 1900 ; in 1901 it was 2300 kw .,
cost and make money.

per kw . demanded per year would be

an increase of 500 kw . in load and the For example, a certain saloon pay- $ 1,800, adding to that 62.500 kw . hrs.

gross earnings on that system were ing 8c . per kw . hr. used its entire con- at lc . would make the total that we

only increased $22.000 from January nected load of one kw . on an average should receive $2,425 . Thus in this

1 , 1900 , to January 1 , 1901. of seven hours per day, or about 2100 case by cutting the 8c . rate in half

was

364
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THROCGH the continued courte

we increased our revenue $ 1,500 per

year, and only increased our expenses

about $375 , which is about what the

extra current would cost after all

fixed charges were paid.

On the old basis this store cost us

$50 per kilowatt per year, or $ 1,500

plus 12,500 kw. hrs . at 340 . = $ 93.75 ,

or a total of $ 1,593-75 ; consequently

we were losing $593.75 . On the new

contract it cost $ 1.500 plus 62,500 kw.

hrs. at 340. = $ 1,968.75, which gave us

a profit of $531.25 .

Such contracts as this were good

talking points, as we could refer to

them to show the fairness of our sys

tem . We gave the people to under

stand that the law allowed us to

charge them as high as 12c . per kw .

hr ., with a monthly minimum of 1oc .

per 16 -candle -power lamp or equiva

lent. By admitting that such a law

was in force everyone accepted it .

When we could not raise the un

profitable customer's rate we lost no

time in getting rid of him , and in

many cases we would serve notice that

we would remove service on a certain

day if he did not sign the contract

calling for the higher rate . We were

just as glad to get rid of him as we

were to get a new profitable custom

er, as the results at the end of the

first year showed that we increased

our earnings $ 33,000 and only in

creased the power station peak 100

kw . The following table shows the

results of the new system of charg

ing :

Co-operative Commercialism in THEORETICAL ASPECT .

the Electrical Field

Commercial co-operation , which we
J. ROBERT CROUSE

are all dealing with daily, consciously

INTRODUCTORY . or unconsciously, in the development

and management of individual busi

ness, is a thoroughly accepted principle

sy of your officers, yourselves and a recognized factor in increasing

and your special committees, it productive and distributing efficiency.

has been my pleasure on a previous It amounts to the recognition by

occasion to raise the question of closer increasing numbers of men , of the

commercial co -operation at Cleveland, fact that they can gain more individ

Ohio , in 1906 . ually by joining others in the prosecu

The conditions which suggested the
tion of an enterprise, than is possible

in an equal degree by their segre
idea , the organization which nurtured

it , the trade relations existing , and the
gated, conflicting, individual effort.

essential points pertaining to its
Within the memoryof men present,

business has passed consecutively
earlier development, are of record in

through the periods of individualism ,

your previous proceedings and will,
co -partnership. corporation, consoli

therefore, not be again reviewed .
dation and association .

The force of the idea , the practical This rapid transformation in method

nature of the plans, and the efficient has been based upon , and in propor

results obtained are such , I confidently tion to the recognition of broader

believe , as will increasingly commend grounds of common interest, on the

the subject to your best sentiments basis of which , notwithstanding neces

and business judgment alike . sary differences , more effective means

The entire proposition , may I ask for their prosecution has been under

you at the start to view as the product taken .

of the co -operation of many men who Each advance has been in effect a

have been willing to venture their refinement of the co-operative prin

time and considerable sums of money ciple, and has justified itself fully

in bringing to a practical working through tremendous increase in the

basis. The degree of its future suc- efficiency of production with more

cess likewise will depend upon the questionable gains in the field of dis

extent to which it can effectively ap- tribution .

peal to all the branches of the trade
Summed up in a paragraph this

for both their moral and financial co- development has amounted in some

operation. directions to the reasonable restraint

OBJECTS . of such competitive effort as tends to

The objects of this co - operative defeat the real objects of more effici

movement briefly stated are as fol
ent production and distribution and in

lows :
other directions to the stimulation of

ist. The promotion of the increased competitive efforts in channels where

and more extended use of electric the result is a gain to those ends.

It is to be observed that the field
current by the public for light, heat

and power against all competitors for
of manufacture or production has of

like service as an end in itself and as
fered the widest play for enormous

a means to the increased demand for gains in the efficiency of production

electrical apparatus, and supplies and
through specialization, co -ordination

the co -operative planning and execu
and co -operation .

tion of various means and methods Selling and distribution, on the

effective to this end. other hand, have not made any com

2d. The establishment of co -opera parable gains in efficiency, although

tive commercial relations, both moral
refinement and complexity of organi

and financial , among the different
zation have been steadily progressing.

electrical interest from the
All this massing and complexity in

facturer to the consumer to the end
the distributing field has incited com

that each may contribute in some
petitive neutralizing resistance so that

measure toward bringing about the
progress as a whole has been made,

above results desired in common by
at a maximum expenditure of money

and effort.
all .

Production has been subject to the
DOUBLE ASPECT.

advantageous working of the eco

The subject presents itself at once nomic law of increasing returns , while
in two aspects : distribution has been rather subject to

First, as a theoretical principle in the limitations of the economic law

business development. of diminishing returns.

Second, as a practical workable re- If , therefore, within a given busi

finement in business organization. ness, such as the electrical business , a

plan of co -operative commercialism
Read before the National Electrical Contractors'

Association . can be found which will develop un

Year

December

peak in

Kw.

Increased

load

Kw.

Increased

earning

1900

1901

1902

1903

1904 ,

1800

2300

2400

2500

2625

500

100

100

125

$ 22,000

33.000

35.000

40,000

manu

You will notice that under the old

system , from December, 1900, to De

cember, 1901, there was an extra load

on the power station of 500 kw . to

carry business that only increased the

earnings $ 22,000 . If the old policy

had been continued an increase of

$ 108,000, which was the increase from

1902 to 1904 , would have required the

installation of 2,450 kw . additional in

the power station . As a consequence

of our policy it was not necessary to

invest a dollar in new machinery ; a

400 kw . rotary was installed tempora

rily to carry the peak in 1902, but was

not used ; nearly all of the increased

revenue went into net earnings. As

the same labor and machinery handled

the load, only the coal expense was

increased.

( To be continued)
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der the economic law of increasing First , this is noted as among the branches of the trade, the contractors

returns and escape from the wasteful- different services furnished for light- and the central stations in particular.

ness of unrestricted competitive dis- ing, heating and power. The intro 2d. By bringing to the effective

tribution which is subject to the eco- duction of one service strongly dis support of the non -competing
nomic law of diminishing returns- poses the users , as well as others, to branches of the trade the further

such a plan, I believe, must commend the employment of the other two . The
united commercial stimulus and back

itself to your careful consideration . development of the lighting service
ing of the competing branches, the

Even this hasty review of the de immediately emphasizes the necessity manufacturers and the jobbers.

velopment of commercial co -operation
for the development of the power and

3d. The massing of the combined

leads inevitably to the conclusion that , heating service, and upon the proper
as at each step its application has in- balance of the three largely hingesthe selling strength of all branches on the

future development of them all .creased real efficiency, so its further
common market, the public through

a national campaign of advertising

extension along lines dictated by its This community of interest seems
and commercial publicity, exploiting

past evolution must carry correspond
clear when one considers that the

the generic uses and advantages of
ing gains.

electrical devices in which the public
electrical service , and by reaching in

So much for what one may choose
either are or can be interested are

addition allied lines such as architects,

to call the academic side of this propo
comparatively few in number for

builders, contractors , real estate deal
sition, which will be disposed of with lighting, heating and power and rela

ers , etc. , with subsidiary campaigns

the practical statement with which we
tively small in money value, yet upon

and personal work .

will all agree — that a theoretical prop
their increased sale and use depends,

The successful execution of the de

osition is practical when it works.
first, the success of the central station

tailed plans will increasingly generate
and the contractors, and second, that

PRACTICAL ASPECT . of the jobber and the manufacturer.
the disposition on the part of every

one concerned to lend a hand, and
The practical consideration of this The market for us all, therefore,

this in turn would insure the further

question involves three propositions:
whether reached directly or through

extension and prosecution of the

In the first place , as to whether we and against one another, is in the end
movement to which at the present

have not now reached a stage of busi- this great money -spending public ,,
time there appears to be no visible

ness development where a community pre -occupied, incredulous and indif
limit.

of commercial interests actually exists ferent to the advantages of electrical

of which we are not taking full ad- service, so apparent to ourselves.
In discussing the detailed plans of

this Association in those respects in
vantage. Whether by further exten- This question , then , of popularizing

which I believe they have a proper

sion and adaptation of commercial co- and educating the public to the freest

operation among ourselves we cannot
possible useof electricity, for light, hearing on the contractor's business ,

I will follow the subjects treated by
more effectively and extensively influ- heat and power is a vital , existing

ence the public to a larger and larger community of interests to us all,,
your very able and worthy President

before the National Electric Light
proportionate expenditure for elec- vhether we manufacture, job, con

Association last month in Washing

trical service of the eighteen billion struct, or sell current.

dollars of wealth annually produced ,

ton . They are , in order :

We are , in fact , joint sellers of the
rather than that it should be stored

final service . Here is the edge of the
1. The wiring of buildings, to

in savings banks, expended on auto- commercial wedge which we owe it to
which I will add new business getting

mobiles, pianos, talking machines,
ourselves and to one another for the

in general.

etc. , to say nothing of the appliances purest of commercial reasons to drive 2. The standardization of work ,

and devices which immediately com- home by the most effective methods materials and appliances.

pete with cheaper and inferior service
for the expansion of the market, com

for light, heat and power.
3. Trade relations.

mon in this degree to us all .

Second, if the existence of such a As to the second proposition , in As to the present status and com

community of commercial interest can
volving the question of practical

mercial attitude of contractors in gen

be so established, the second proposi- plans, the following are the plans al
eral, I quote the following direct from

tion involves the question as to ready formulated , which have been your President's address, which I

whether practical plans can be pre- reviewed and favorably passed upon may say is further supported by

sented to reap the advantages. by your special committee of two
articles appearing in your trade

Third, assuming the first two prop- years ' standing as well as commit- journal during the past year :

ositions, the third point involves the tees of all the representative asso- " Ilis daily effort ( referring to the

question as to whether per unit of ciations in the electrical field . Some contractor) is in the line of increasing

money and effort expended on the of them have been put into operation , his business, but I believe that in

plans they will yield a better return but many of them remain for the most cases this effort is misdirected

than it is now possible to secure. future, and are contingent upon wide and wasted . I think that the con

As to the first proposition, we have
spread moral and financial co -opera- tractor devotes less energy to obtain

passed in the electrical field through
tion toward which we are aiming. ing new business than to the execu

all the various stages of commercial
tion of the business in hand. Con

GENERAL CIIARACTER OF PLANS.

development and have reached the tractors as such are not advertisers.

period of associations, which exists Broadly speaking, the plans as for- They rely almost entirely on personal

in one form or another ; City , State
mulated aim at the creation and ex- effort for the extension of their busi

and National in the central station , tension of the market along three ness , and as his personal effort must

contracting, jobbing and manufactur- lines. also supervise the work in hand, it

ing fields.
ist. Through creating the favor- naturally follows that the solicitation

An analysis of this broadening in- able conditions and providing the
of new business goes to the wall, and

terest in co -operative or associated proper facilities for the most rapid as a result the contractor's business

work is seen to rest upon an interde- and flexible interchange of the best
continues without substantial increase

pendence of commercial
interests commercial ideas and methods from year to year.”

peculiarly strong.
throughout the non - competing ( To be cortinued)
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are on

FACTORY LIGHTING . be made that his company is securing The latter amount being arrived at by

EVERAL practical points were proper and adequate returns for its adding the fixed charge per kw . per

given by A. P. Biggs in his paper
service in this branch of lighting ; the year to the operating cost per kilo

on factory lighting. He divides company has certain rates and is , as watt - year.

the lighting of factories into two a public service corporation ; required Nos. 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 and 5

classes, namely, space and applied to furnish, and does furnish service for open order, No. 6 on demand contract

lighting. For general space and floor all the customers. Further, it is need- and No. 7 on open order. The first

lighting there must be some large ful that this unprofitable business have three calculations are for a carriage

source of artificial light, and the a fairly low rate in order to get the manufacturer in successive stages of

sources now available for this purpose
profitable business that goes with it . his business. For two years he did

are the electric and gas arcs , the The rates in Detroit are : First, all his lighting by clusters ; at the end

Cooper Hewitt and Nernst lamps. An open order — 60 hours' use per month of that time, by reconstructing the

are requires but small cost for installa- of the demand at 16 c . per unit, bal- building and adopting gas arcs for all
tion , has a high efficiency and low ance at 4c . per unit. Second, de- general floor lighting, the electric

maintenance cost. The Nernst lamp mand contract - 30 hours' use per lighting was reduced from 13 kw .

is desirable for small space lighting in month at 16 c. per unit , balance at 4 demand to 2 kw . demand . Only in

low -ceiling machine shops and in c . per unit, minimum bill, 30 hours the third year, after the changes had

foundries. The light is soft and lise per month of maximum demand been made which deprived the electric

pleasant and the current consumption at 16 c . , term one year. The follow- company of serving 650 lamps, did the

is low . For particular application of ing discounts for prompt payment are electric company make profit in the

artificial light, single incandescents allowed on both agreements : On bills business.

are the sources used . Although the less than $50, 10 per cent.; on bills The fourth and fifth calculations are

installation of a lamp at each machine $ 50 and less than $ 100, 15 per cent. ; for successive years in a cigar factory

is not sanctioned by all illuminating on bills $ 100 or more , 20 per cent. -a six -story building lighted through

engineers, it has the sanction of cus- Under " open order" standard in- out by incandescents. At the end of the

ton . candescent lamps and renewals are first year the customer was persuaded

In shops having low ceilings and
furnished and arcs and Nernst lamps to change 300 individual lights from

much window surface illumination owned by customers are trimmed and 16 candle -power bare to 8 candle

may be good from natural sources for
maintained. Under " demand," all in power with reflectors. The demand

the first six months or, so , but after
candescents, arcs and Nernst renew- was reset and he was billed upon 60

that the windows, ceilings, walls , als and maintenance are furnished . hours' use by its readings, as he was

posts, etc. , blacken and cease to let in The “ open order” is the most com- an open -order customer. He saved

or to reflect light. mon for factory lighting. It cares for considerable , and the lighting com

An example of shop practice with short-hour customers wito use electric pany only lost 10 per cent. on the

individual lights is given ; a bare lamp, lights as auxiliary to sunlight and lighting business against 60 per cent.

13 inches above the face -plate of a daylight. The “ demand ” contract is the year before. His power business

drill-press and 7 inches from center, suited to the lighting conditions of in the last year amounted to 30,800

gave 3.7 foot candles at center of face- but a small portion of factories, as it kilowatt -hours with a demand of 11.6

plate ; the dirtiest lamp in the shop, is designed for the satisfaction of kw .

when substituted, gave 1.55 foot long -hour burners. The sixth is a manufacturer of

candles, while a new clean lamp in the
To illustrate that factory lighting is shirt -waists, skirts , etc. - an all - electric

socket gave 5.7 foot candles. Eight
candle -power lamps

mended .
Income per Year .

Connected Earnings

The writer gives the policy of his
Kw. Open Order

company as advising the use of gas
Allowable

arcs for space lighting for short -hour

burning. He says that all possible
$552.00

short -hour burning is turned over to

the gas company. This policy results

from their differential rates , the

differential rates being high for short

hour burning, and consequently caus

ing dissatisfaction to short-hour cus- unprofitable, the following cases have equipment, using electric arcs for
tomers .

been figured to show cost to customer general Hoor lighting. His lighting
The usual factory lighting can be of the " open order " and " lemand " business was on demand contract, and

considered by central station men as centract, and the amount the business caused a loss to the lighting company

unprofitable business, which is a neces- should have brought in in order that of about $8 . During this year the

sary evil . The assumption is not to it might just begin to be profitable. lighting company had the profit from

are reconi

Kw. hrs .
No.

Demand

Kw .

MinimumDemand

| Contract

1 .

2

3 .

4 .

5 .

6 .

7 .

4330

8163

1800

6850

10410

3052

1644

29.0

36.6

5.6

30.6

26.3

16.6

5.1

12.0

13.5

2.2

22.2

17.6

9.16

2.81

916.00

220.00

884.00

1168.70

416.70

226.73

$632.00

815.65

157.00

1061.70

875.80

492.93

170.25

$ 780.00

973.89

172.30

1410.80

1262.80

500.40

201.10

367
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a

Number of cases .

the sale of 20,000 kilowatt -hours for foundry to put in gas ares for all ture, since frequent trimming is un

power with a demand for 8.5 kw. lighting necessary . The ratio of outages as

The seventh , which is a bath -tub The writer's conclusions are : that compared with the carbon lamp is

factory, has a floor-space of 20,000 an electric - light company cannot af- given as 1 to 3 in favor of the mag

square feet , with wood-working, sheet ford to take on all factory lighting netite lamp.

metal and brass foundry departments. offered to it ; that it is obliged to take This company is using a direct-cur

For space lighting gas arcs were used , a certain amount which is inherently rent system , energy being furnished

and the business gave some respect- unprofitable ; that it should minimizeunprofitable ; that it should minimize by a Brush arc machine. They replace

able return . this amount by first advising the cus- a 480 -watt lamp with a magnetite

As a public service corporation hav- tomer how to reduce his demand by lamp consuming about 320 watts.

ing established rates , this company utilizing light to best advantage ;; The upper or positive electrode is a

must sell at these rates whether a gain second , advocation of the transfer to heavy piece of copper. It is reversible

or a loss results from supplying the
daylight hours of any power load that and has a life of about 4000 hours.

service . can be dispensed with during the The lower electrode is an iron tube 56

Demand indicators are used to ob evening hours ; and third, by passing in.ch in diameter and 8 inches long,

tain the maximum demand for each
over to the gas company such factory filled with black magnetic oxide of

space lighting as can be profitably iron and has a life of 175 hours.
cl :stomer .

It

A business is shown to begin to be
furnished by gas arcs , retaining for is thus necessary to trim these lamps

electricity the long -hour localized only nine times a year. The cost of
profitable when the customer has paid

lighting
for 480 hours' use of demand per year

maintaining these electrodes on

The above paper shows that all schedule such as given is about 600 .
at 16 cents ; say 40 hours per month . lighting is not desirable where the
As an approximation to obtain a clas

per lamp per year. Adjustments are

sification of business as profitable or
rates are fixed and cannot be altered easily made. Repairs and renewals

to suit any prospective customer.
unprofitable the consumption of cur

cost about 540. per lamp per year.

What is needed is a definite rate of It is expected that with the type 3

rent per year by factories as found in
charge for electric energy that fulfils lamp the last item will be reduced .

several customers' ledger accounts has
all conditions. For the power station

been divided by twelve times the REPORT ON ELECTRIC HEATING DEVICES .

considered above, it is apparent that

demand, giving the hours use of de the rate of charge for the demand is The reporter, Mathias E. Turner,
mand per month . All of these fac

too small, and the rate of charge for has deemed it best to confine this re

tories are operating on a regular ten
the supply which exceeds the mini- port to electric heating appliances for

hour day.

mum allowable use is too large. While
household purposes.

16 cents per unit is usually considered The first general criticism is that

a high figure , it is not high for a de- most electric heating devices are too
Average hours use of de

mand per month . mand averaging one hour daily, and slow in heating. What is needed is a

will usually be found too small, as in higher temperature during the first

the above case. few minutes. The second general
5 bakeries , wholesale ...

criticism is that the methods used for
LUMINOUS ARC FROM THE

attaching the appliances to the electric
STANDPOINT CENTRAL STATION

4 candy: circuit must be improved.
3 chemical

OPERATION

7 cigar . Immersion coils for boiling clothes
9 clothing 37 (5 cases average 11.9) Howard Grabill gives an accountof in a clothes boiler are conveniently

35 (2 cases average 11.9 ) the results obtained by the Ashland connected to a receptacle by a fixed
1 knitting

14 machine shops 31 (7 cases average 13.4 ) Gas & Electric Light Company withi Hexible cord and a three -heat push

3 paper box.

magnetite or luminous are lamps. plug. Laundry irons of 6 pounds.4 printing.

8 sheet and metal.
This installation was made in Decem- weight and single heat are perhaps

33 ( 2 cases average 13.7)

ber, 1905, and consisted of 90 type 2 best adapted to general household use .

1 upholstering
lamps, the rate for energy on a mid- A switch located on the iron is a

6 wood working. 24 (4 cases average 11.1 ) night moonlight schedule being $68 simple and effective method of regu

per lamp per year. lating the heat for ironing different

As open arc lamps were formerly materials.

From their nature several kinds of used for lighting the streets of Ash- The electric oven with heaters at

business are invariably profitable . The land, the paper is in the nature of a top and bottom is a superior baker

wholesale bakers use some lighting contrast between that lamp and the but decidedly wasteful of heat. A pro

for 24 hours per day. Brewers have magnetite lamp. ficient chef stated that it was the best

considerable small power about their The clistribution of light is said to baker he had ever used , but this piece

establishments, which are shut down be very good about the magnetite of apparatus wasted so much heat that

about 4 P. M., and the lighting load lamp. There is almost no shadow be- because of its expensive operation the

up to that time continues quite uni neath the lamp. Measurements show electric cooking development is some

form throughout. Machine shops and that the illumination about the mag what retarded. The oven should be

brass works need electric light for in- netite lamp is more intense than that very much better heat insulated ; it

dividual machines only and give a about an alternating current series should heat to a sufficiently high tem
good lighting load summer and

lamp, but no data is given as to what perature in about ten minutes and

winter. The clothing manufacturer
types of lamps were compared . The maintain a temperature suitable for

whose record makes the best showing quality of the light is also very good. most baking purposes with a consump

of his class has on each machine a Another advantage which this lamp tion of not more than 250 watts per

movable arm carrying a lamp of low has is that of fewer outages. When hour.

candle-power with a parabolic re a lamp is found to not be burning it In a particularly well equipped
flector. All his space lighting is by

can usually be started by raising the kitchen an electric cooking outfit re
gas arcs . rope by which it is raised or lowered. placed a gas range excepting only a

The lighting company persuaded Chances for broken globes are reduced vertical gas boiler. Later a vertical

customer operating brass on account of the long -burning fea- electric boiler was tried with success .

8 brass works .

2 breweries.

2 brush..

LAMPS

107

57

85

12

51

10

29

OF

703 engravers

3 harness

9

13

20

18

3 shoes

2 toys . 31

1 wire works 12

one a
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Su

Other kitchen utensils compare very of alternating current. On the other important in determining the use of

favorably with similar appliances hand, where the conditions seem to set turbines.

heated by means other than electric . definite and comparatively narrow The use of artificial means for the

Lately there has been put on the limits to the area which the plant will cooling of the condensing water, such

market an instantaneous water heater. supply, the greatest simplicity, higher as towers or reservoirs, is a financial

This device, together with all the economy in distribution and one, and depends largely upon the

other electrical heating appliances, perior regulation usually obtained
price of coal, the cheapness of which

now make it perfectly feasible to spec from direct -current plants, may deter- in Ohio would seldom permit of the

ity in the house -building plans special mine in favor of this form of supply . use of this system .

heating circuits and single -pipe water The question of the use of single or Another factor which has always re

systems for the exclusive use of elec- of polyphase alternating current is ceived consideration and which may

tricity in all the duties usually per also an interesting one. Single -phase at times determine the character of

formed by other illuminants and fuels , motors are obtainable in sizes running
the steam plant is the sale of exhaust

excepting only winter heating. up to about 30 horse -power, so that steam for heating purposes. The

The applications of electric heat in
where the supply of power in large jacket cooling water in a gas engine

the sick -room is now almost indis
units is not to be anticipated, as , for plant may be similarly used.

pensable. It offers a ready means for
instance, in the case of a strictly farm In the case of small lighting and

quickly and safely boiling small quan
ing community, much is to be said in power plants their combination with

tities of liquids in portable vessels , in
favor of the greater simplicity of the some other form of industrial activity

sterilizing articles and in vaporizing single-phase system. should be given consideration . In

medicines. The heating pad has also Turning next to the question of many cases a power plant may be

won many friends for electricity. Re
prime movers, the following classifica made to pay if during the daytime the
tion will be useful :

liable data was collected from eleven energy of the plant can be consumed

homes using complete cooking outfits . I. Water power. in the operation of some productive

The cooking in the eleven resi
II. Gas power : industry . This works out especially

dences was done at a 5c . rate , and the
Natural gas . well where the industry is of such

expense under these conditions com
Producer gas . character that a part at least of its

pares favorably with artificial gas .
III . Steam power : machinery can be closed down an hour

Reciprocating engines. or two earlier during the winter
CO -OPERATIVE COMMERCIALISM IN THE

Turbines. months without seriously interfering
ELECTRICAL FIELD .

with its success. A combined electric
In regard to water power nothing

This paper, presented by J. Robert
and pumping plant is a similar case .

need be said further than to predict

Crouse, will be found reprinted in full
This is an especially desirable arrange

that before many years much more
ment if water storage is available, so

on another page of this issue. electrical energy will be developed in
that the pumps can be entirely shut off

Ohio by water power than is now
WILAT IS THE BEST FORM OF POWER FOR during the period of peak load. In

done.

STATIONS OF 500 KILOWATTS this connection the electrically driven
Where natural gas is available there

CAPACITY OR LESS . centrifugal pump which has recently
is hardly room for any further discus

come before the public ought to prove

Prof. F. C. Caldwell stated that sion on the subject , since the gas en
useful.

there are now available the following gine thus operated is superior to all

types of apparatus, direct current two- other forms of heat engines.
HELPS TO A SOLICITOR AND WHAT 50

wire, 220 -volt, and three-wire, 110- In the absence of either water or
CENTS' WORTH OF ELECTRICITY

volt, also alternating current single natural gas the producer and gas en

phase or polyphase. The choice be- gine plant is in free competition with

tween these depends on the character the various forms of steam engines, Several examples of electric appli

of the load to be supplied , upon the with a strong indication that the odds cation are given by A. S. Miller with

size of the plant, and upon the condi- are coming to be more and more fa- special reference to the operation in

tions under which it will be operated. vorable to the former. hours per month . Among the exam

The development of the metallic fila- So far the great development which ples given are : A 14 horse -power mo

ment incandescent lamp is stated to be the turbine has shown in the case of tor is large enough for any ordinary

a reason for going to 110 volts. The the larger stations has not been much residence for operating a washing

low resistance of metals as compared felt by the smaller, although at pres machine and three hours is generally

with carbon make the extension of ent turbines in a variety of small sizes required to complete the work. With

these lamps to voltages as high as 220 are available. Their use does not a motor of that size 50 cents' worth

seem improbable. The other factor is show as great an advantage over the of electricity will do eight washings.

the placing on the market of success- reciprocating engine as in the large This machine also wrings the clothes.

ful three -wire generators at a cost sizes . Generally speaking also in the six -pound iron , which is the size

not greatly in excess of the standard case of the small station economy of for general household, consumes 500

two -wire types. Where power is the space is not so vital a matter as with watts per hour or 5 cents' worth of

main business it is doubtless that the the large city plant On the other current per hour, if current is on con

220 -volt system will continue to be hand , the simplicity of the turbine tinuously. As a matter of fact the.

emploved, but where lighting is an im- would be a matter of even greater con- current will be used about half the

portant matter the problem may be sequence, so that the question of rela- time, so the cost will be from 2/2 cents

narrowed down to a question of three- tive first cost would probably be a to 3 cents per hour. Fifty cents will

wire direct current versus alternat- determining factor in most cases. pay for two weeks' ironing.

ing current, single phase and poly- Of course wherever condensing A 12 -inch fan would be appreciated

phase. Between the direct and the al- water is available in ample quantity during the summer months, and be

ternating current the question of dis- anything but the very smallest plant useful as well, as on many days it is

tribution of load is the most important should be operated with compound raining at the times the clothes are

factor. Where the territory covered condensing machines. The availabil- ready to put out to dry, and if hung

is large the decision must be in favor ity of condensing water would also be in the house the fan would be a great

WILL DO .
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aid to drying them quickly. The

fans can be operated for 372 hours a

day for thirty days for 50 cents.

Another excellent thing to arouse

interest is the sewing machine motor.

It can be readily attached to any make

of machine, and the cost is so small

that it would hardly be noticed, es

pecially in a residence where each sea

son's clothes are made in a week or

two. The ordinary household motor

for sewing can be operated three
hours for one cent, or full two

weeks' sewing can be done for 50

cents. The porch light is given as an

other instance of convenience ; also it

is a great protection as it permits of

seeing whd is on the porch before un

locking the door. The cost of opera

tion is given as 50 cents for two

months, burning three hours every

night.

The heating pad is mentioned as

being of great value in cases of sick

If used steadily for three hours

every night for thirty night 50 cents

will pay for the current consumed .

Among other examples are those of

numerous cooking utensils in which

the absence of dirt is brought forward

as a very strong argument. The re

mainder of the paper is devoted to

special applications of small power

motors to the operation of different

machines.

free maintenance of the wiring equip- feet per i . h . p . hour, or from 53 to 75

ment by the majority of central sta- cubic feet per kw . delivered, the vari

tions as a good talking point in com- ation being due to the different quali

petition with the cost of gas lighting ties of gas, which depends upon the

where the mantles must be supplied by method of manufacture.

the customer . The most serious ob Thequestion of rates is considered

stacles met with in gas competition is by E. T. Selig as important when com

the expense of installing electrical peting with natural gas. His company

work .
adopted the following system of rates :

Samuel Rust states that the time de- For the first kw . hour consumed

voted to cleaning and repairing gaso- each month for each light or equiva

lene or other apparatus is generally lent of maximum demand , 15c . per kw '.

considered unimportant by the busi- hour.

ness men in smaller towns. The busi- For the second kw . hour, 100 .

ness man's view of this matter is per kw . hour.

that their employees might as well be For all over two kw . hours per

doing this work when they have the
light, 6c . per kw . hour.

spare time, and the cost is unimpor
A minimum bill equal to 15c . for

tant. The dangerous character of gas

olene outfits is mentioned as a strong
each light of maximum demand, but in

factor against their use.
no case less than $ 1.11 was charged .

Examples of a clipping bureau are
A discount of 10 per cent. was al

lowed on all bills at the above rates , if

given by W. E. Russell in the same
paid by the roth of the month .paper .

Arthur Pomeroy gives data on the A system of free renewal of lamps

cost of operating gas engines, taking growing dim or burning out in serv

into account the water used for cool- ice was established , making a charge

ing. Among the data given is that for of 25c . , however, for the first installa

a 30 horse - power engine running ten tion of lamps and for all renewals of

hours a day, as taking 3000 cubic feet broken lamps. Only lamps obtained

of water per horse -power a year and from the company are renewed in this

12 gallonsoflubricating oil. Depreci- way, contractors and others being pre

ation varies between 10 and 35 per vented from furnishing a low - grade

cent. Natural gas of 1000 b . t . u . is
lamp.

consumed at the rate of 15 cubic feet By using gas under the boilers the

per i . h . p . hour, but the statement fuel cost was cut to half that of coal,

is made that under ordinary operating besides dispensing with the services of

conditions an engine will consume several firemen ; therefore natural gas

about 30 cubic feet per i . h . p . hour. is regarded as an advantage rather

When artificial gas is used , the con- than a detriment to the electric light

sumption will be from 20 to 28 cubic ing business.

ness .

BEST WAY TO MEET GAS AND GASOLENE

COMPETITION .

The portion of this paper by F. H.

Golding brings forward the desirable

feature of free lamp renewals and

Review of the Technical Press

O

Advantages of Electric Motors ments to obtain an exact critical speed color is sufficiently great to make it an

NE of the great advantages at at which flicker photometers are ac- casy matter to select a satisfactory

tending upon electric operation curate. The results are plotted in the speed ; this speed should answer over

is the enormous saving in space, form of curves with percentage varia- the range of illuminations met with

a point of material importance where
tion of illumination detectable by in ordinary work , but if the illumina

land values are high . The Financial photometer as ordinates and fre- tion is very low a lower speed is

Times realized this some time ago , quency of flicker as abscissa. lle necessary, and a diminished sensitive

when in order to cope with its rapidly finds that the intensity of light should ness may be expected .

extending business it had to erect be 5 candle meters or more , and that When comparing lights differing

another large printing machine. The the frequency of ficker should be widely in color a higher speed is re

ability to accommodate this machine between 500 and 1000 to obtain ac- quired, and the satisfactory range of

was only obtained by removing the
curate results when comparing two speed is much more restricted. It is ,

engines and boilers formerly oper sources of white light. Results of therefore, not so easy to strike the

ated . From the Electrical Bulletin , tests are also given in which com- exact correct speed, but a little prac

of London . parison is made between green light tice enables it to be found by trial

and white light; these are not, how- without much difficulty . Finally, it

ever , definite in amount. should be noted that very great exact
Speed of Flicker Photometers

In conclusion , he says the range of ness cannot be expected from experi

An article appearing in the Elec- frequency over which the sensitive- ments of the nature described . The

trician , of London , of May 31st , by J. ness of the photometer is at its best sensitiveness of the eye to a flicker

S. Dow , gives an account of experi- when comparing lights of the same seems to be easily altered, and is par
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COX .

ticularly susceptible to the effects of rather examine the merits of the in- D. P. Storage Battery Company ex

fatigue. One would , therefore, ex- dividual units composing it ; the hibit types of their storage cells and

pect results obtained on different days Irish -built engines being well worthy plates.
to differ somewhat, and this has been of attention in this respect. The wiring of the exhibition has

the writer's experience. It is also The boiler house contains three of been carried out by Messrs. William

inevitable that in the course of the the latest well -known Babcock & Wil- Coates and Son , of Belfast and Dub

long series of readings which such an cox multitubular boilers fitted withi lin , the main switchboard being con

experiment demands the element of close link chain grate stokers and im- structed by the General ElectricCom

fatigue should be present. The repeti- proved form of combustion chamber. pany. The busbar pressure at the

tion of these experiments, however, Superheaters are fitted to each boiler, main switchboard is 220 to 230 volts .

has always led to the same general superheating the steam about 160 ° Ninety 10 -ampere arc lamps, run 9

results. Lastly, it must be noted that F. Two induced draft fans by Messrs. in series , illuminate the Central Pal

the eyes of different observers do ad- Musgrave & Company, of Belfast, ace , and are supplied with a pressure

mittably differ considerably in their electrically and steam driven, respect- of 460 volts. Some 16,000 volt 8

perception of flicker , and the legiti- ively, are used . candle-power incandescent lamps are

mate deductions from these experi- The plant is worked non -condens- used to outline the main central build

ments are therefore limited by the ing. Feed water heaters have been ing and dome, the art galleries and the

fact that they were obtained for the supplied by Messrs Babcock & Wil- bridges over the lakes. These lamps
writer's eye only. are run 5 in series on a supply pres

Among the electrical exhibits are : sure of 500 volts . A throw -over

Messrs. W. T. Henleys Telegraph switch situated in the central build

Dublin Exhibition
Works Company, Ltd., who show ings and consisting of two large liquid

The Electrical Times, of London , of specimens of all classes of extra high motor starters coupled enables the

July 11th , gives a description of the pressure and low pressure electric color of the lighting to be changed

exhibition at Dublin . The grounds of power and lighting cables , telegraph from white to red, and vice-versa ,

the exhibition cover 50 acres; the cables and accessories . The Indiana upon these buildings with very effect

electric lighting and power installa- Rubber, Gutta Percha and Telegraph
ive results. The use of a pressure of

tions are as follows : Works Company, Ltd., have also an 500 volts upon these circuits, while

interesting exhibit of electrical test- effecting considerable economy in first
STEAM PLANT.

ing instruments, cables and other cost of wiring, results in ugly gaps

One 400 kw . direct-driven set con- manufactures. The Robertson Lamp in the lines of light where a lamp fails

sisting of vertical enclosed type triple Company are showing their well- or a connection is defective.

expansion engine by Messrs. Combe known lamps in process of manufac

Barbour, of Belfast, coupled to a ture . The Westinghouse Company,

direct-current multipolar generator of in addition to the generator plant al
The Charing Cross, Euston &

Westinghouse manufacture; speed , ready mentioned, exhibit an improved
Hampstead Tube Railway

330 r . p . in .; voltage, 230 volts . type of tramway controller which is The formal opening of this latest

One 300 kw. direct - driven set con- remarkable for its accessibility and London " Tube" railway is announced

sisting of vertical type cross the ease in repairing its working parts . in Electricity & Electrical Engineer

pound engine, also by Messrs. Combe A working model of a push -button ing, of July 12th . The new line ex
Barbour, fitted with Corliss valve gear electric lift by Messrs. Waygood & tends from Charing Cross to Golders

and driving a Westinghouse direct- Company, fitted with Westinghouse Green at the junction of North End
current generator on the main shaft gcar , is also on view . The Westing- Road and Finchley Road. The line

placed between the center lines of house Company also exhibit improved
of route passes under Leicester

each cylinder ; speed , 90 r.p.m .; volt- and compact forms of oil and other Square, Oxford Street, Tottenham

age , 500 volts. circuit breakers , and a few types of Court Road, Euston Road, Euston ,

Two 70 kw . direct-driven sets , motors. Messrs. Babcock & Wilcox, Mornington Crescent, Camden Town,

consisting of vertical enclosed com- in addition to the up -to - date boiler- Chalk Farm , Belsize Park and Hamp

pound engines by Messrs. Workman , house plant already mentioned, ex- stead , at each of which places there is

Yeames, of Belfast, coupled to direct- hibit an improved form of coal con- a station . A branch line which leaves

current generators made by the Gen- veying plant. Messrs. W. H. Allen the other at Camden Town Station

eral Electric Company, Witton ; speed, & Company, Ltd., of Bedford, exhibit extends by way of South Kentish

550 r.p.m. ; voltage of generators, 230 examples of their enclosed type high- Town, Kentish Town and Tufnell

and 460 volts, respectively . speed engine suitable for direct coup- Park to Highgate, the northern ter

ling to direct or alternating -current
minus of the line.

GAS PLANT.
generators. Le Carbone Company The tunnels and permanent way are

One 250 kw . direct-coupled set , have an exhibit of dynamo and practically identical with the former

consisting of horizontal two -cylinder motor brushes and other accessories . tubes, each tunnel being lined with

gas engine by the National Gas En- Messrs. Musgraves, in addition to the cast -iron erected in sections which are

gine Company, driving a direct-cur- induced draft fans installed in the bolted together and subsequently lined

rent multipolar generator by Messrs. boiler -house, exhibit electrically-driven on the outside with a grouting of lime,

Siemens Bros. ; speed, 180 r.p.m .; fans for various other purposes. which forced in under pressure fills 5

voltage of generator, 220 volts . Messrs. Green & Company exhibit the space intervening between the

One 100 kw. belt -driven set , con- examples of air heaters and econo- iron and clay walls. Grades are be

sisting of 175 b.h.p. single cylinder mizers, together with improved types tween 1 in 60 to 1 in 120. Elasticity

gas engine by Messrs. Crossler Bros., of force pumps, etc. Messrs. Car- of the track is secured in a somewhat

driving by belt a direct-current dy- ron & Company show various kinds of novel fashion . The sleepers of in

namo by the General Electric Com- electrical ovens and cooking utensils. combustible Australian Karri wood

pany ; speed of engine, 100 r.p.m .; Messrs. D. Santoni & Company have are laid on a concrete foundation

voltage of generator, 220 volts. upward of a hundred of their well- which is somewhat narrower than the

The visitor will kindly not consider known flame arc lamps distributed length of the sleepers which conse

the plant as a sample installation, but about the grounds and buildings. The quently overlap either end, and it is

com
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nianner .

upon these projecting portions that same spouting velocity requires a to state the different kinds of

the rails are actually laid . In addi- lower peripheral speed than the reac- woods used for these poles, giving the

tion , the chairs supporting the rails tion turbine. He says : “ The periph- opinion that wood when readily ob

rest on pressed wool- felt pads, which eral speeds of moving apparatus are tained gives the most economical

assist in the elimination of noise and usually between 3600 and 7200 feet result. The northern cedar is placed

vibration . per minute. At speeds higher than first as combining reasonable strength

The power for working the line is this, centrifical forces become serious with resiliency and almost ideal taper

derived from the main power station and require special consideration." ing necessary to afford the maximum

at Lots Road , Chelsea , and is dis- Economical boiler pressures are given strength at the point of greatest pres

tributed to the line from five substa- at about 175 pounds absolute, and sure . Next the chestnut is mentioned

tions , of which one is common to the condenser pressures from 2 to as being used extensively in the

District and Baker Street tubes. The pounds absolute, or as usually ex- middle east because it has a long life

remaining four substations have a pressed, 26 to 28 inches. in contact with the soil . On the

total capacity of 7200 kw. The available energy of expansion
Pacific coast sawed redwood posts are

The Westinghouse signaling sys- of one pound of steam from 175 stated as being utilized quite ex

tem has been adopted. A feature of pounds to 1 pound absolute is 254,000 tensively, while in Mexico the pro

this system is an illuminated track foot-pounds, which gives a spouting cedure is to cut a piece of timber with

diagram upon which the operator can velocity of 4030 feet per second. The rectangular section diagonally across

trace the position of any train in his problem which had to be solved in its broader side from near one side at

section at a glance.
developing the steam turbine was to

one end to near one side at the other

The rolling stock consists of 60 utilize such velocities mechanically. end, making of each section two posts

motor cars and go trailers , a train The first successful attempt in design each of large base and small top .

consisting of two motor cars and ing an efficient steam turbine was This form of support has also been
three trailers. Each motor car seats made by DeLaval by using extremely used by halving I beams in the same

46 passengers and each trailer 52. A
high peripheral speeds, 800 to 1000

feature of the braking arrangement is feet per second. He succeeded in The northern cedar as a proposition

the adoption of Frood's patent brake abstracting by a single turbine wheel for the supply of the immensely ex

block insets consisting of compressed from a steam jet with single expan tended telegraph , telephone and light

canvas and pitch . These blocks , ‘ sion from boiler pressure to condenser and power lines has passed the safety

which wear more rapidly than the
line.

pressure sufficient energy to give an
The western cedar, of which

usual cast-iron brake shoes, are free efficiency comparable with that of the there are immense quantities, is so far

from the liability of interference with best reciprocating steam engine. To away that the transportation charges

the signaling arrangement through overcome the unbalanced forces at make the price per pole almost pro

the creation of iron dust in the tun- such high speeds, DeLaval made the hibitive for ordinary purposes. The

nels.
wheel self-balancing by adopting a chestnut, considered as a supply for

A complete multiple unit electrical long, thin and fexible shaft which its native regions , is to be depended
equipment for motor car is centered itself , that is , the disc is a upon for the immediate future, but is

erected in full view of the pupils in gyroscope making its own axis of sadly inadequate as a supply for the

the training school. Supplementing gyration . The difficulties of obtain
whole country .

this practical model is a large scale ing a balance by this means increase
The principal point of decay in

diagram of connections. The im with the increasing size of the tur- wooden poles is at the ground and air

portance of a thorough education in
bine ; therefore, the DeLaval turbine

line where the alternate drying and

brake operation is not overlooked , has been mainly built for small and dampening induces a condition of

for the equipment includes a complete moderate-sized units.moderate -sized units. The solution of decay which grows and frays the body

air-brake apparatus.
this problem is given in the form of of the pole until the pole is so weak

adopting successive expansion steps . ened that it has to be reset or replaced.

With the modern development of The frequent fires in some districts
The Steam Turbine high -speed machinery the statement are also given as a cause for the short

An article by C. P. Steinmetz ap- is made that peripheral speeds as high life of the wooden pole.

pearing in Cassier's Magazine gives a as 400 feet per second, and even In looking about for a product one

discussion and elementary theory of higher, are used in turbine wheels. naturally feels that the best manu

the steam turbine, starting with ex- One objection to the increase in num
factured article will be steel , but con

amples of overshot, reaction and im- ber of steps is the friction loss of the sideration develops that the length of

pulse water wheels. Then he takes up steam in the wheel passage. He con life of steel without adequate pre

the reciprocating steam engine and cludes with the statement that the servative agencies is not much greater

the thermal engine. After this he proper distribution of the energy be- than the long - lived woods. The state

starts in with the example of water tween pressure steps or stages and ment is made that steel poles, to have

coming from a stationary nozzle, and velocity steps of wheels per stage re a sufficiently long life for considera

impinging on an impulse type of quired to produce maximum economy tion, must be treated on the inside as
bucket wheel. is a question of design and outside of well as on the outside.

His conclusions are that the most the article . So far as the writer has ascertained

efficient peripheral speed of the reac the preservation of steel imbedded in

tion turbine is a speed equal to the properly constructed concrete is per

spouting velocity of the jet, while the Concrete Telegraph Poles
fect . Concrete not only does not dis

most efficient peripheral speed of the The paper read before the Asso- integrate but hardens and improves

impulse turbine is equal to one -half ciation of Railway Telegraph Super Therefore, the life of a

the spouting velocity of the jet . With intendents in convention at Atlantic structure of reinforced concrete is

a combination turbine the most effi- City, June 19 , 1907, by G. A. Cellar, practically unlimited , and a telegraphi

cient speed is between the two values is reprinted in the Cement Age of pole made of reinforced concrete

or more than half and less than the August. The paper starts in with a ought to endure for many genera

full spouting velocity of the jet. The discussion of the qualities required tions, and answer the purpose for

impulse turbine, therefore, with the for the telegraph pole, and then goes which it was erected. Tests are given

one

with age .
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as made on concrete poles which were tance from the pole, and fastened to

reinforced with four 34 -inch round a differential pulley block , which was

bars , each 24 feet long and four 5- attached to a laboratory weighing

inch round bars of the same length . machine ; the results are shown in the

The poles were 8 inches in diameter tables.

at the top, and 13 inches at the base , After the cement poles had been

having a taper of 1 inch to 5 feet. broken , the reinforcement so held

Galvanized iron steps were screwed them that it required almost the

into wooden blocks molded into the breaking pressure to further deflect

concrete, and holes were left for them from their slightly inclined posi

through bolts for supporting the cross tion .

arms. The cross-arm braces were at- The mixture used in these cement

tached to the arm by through bolts, poles was I to 3 . They were con

and fastened to the pole with ordinary structed in cold weather and through

lag bolts driven into the wooden some mischance at the last moment

plugs which were placed in the con- suitable gravel could not be obtained .

crete at the proper places. The con- Pole No. I was found to have a defect

crete poles were set to a depth of 5 in the casting which is believed to be

feet in concrete , and after standing the cause of its early rupture. Pole

desirable, that is , to combine strength

with the least possible weight in order

to obtain ease in handling, and that

the removal from place to place may

be readily feasible .

To fulfil these requirements the poles

should be made with a superstructure

of somewhat greater strength than

the wires which it is required to sup

port, joined to sufficiently added

strength by reinforcement and added

area in the base, especially at the

ground line, and the base should be

reinforced in the most effective way

to withstand the extreme pressure at

the point of fulcrum .

POLE No. 1. CONCRETE OCTAGONAL .

Length Base Diameter. Top Diameter.
Depth in Concrete

Anchorage .

Distance from

Point of Fulcrum to Point

of Load .

30 feet . 14 inches 8 inches . 5 feet . 24 feet 2 inches .

Wireless Telephony

Results obtained at Put- in - Bay, in

Lake Erie , during the week of July

15th to 20th , are given by Lee De

Forest in the American Telephone

Journal, of August ioth . The yacht

equipped with the telephone apparatus

followed yachts and motor boats

around the course during the regatta

of the Interlake Association , and ac

counts of occurrences during the

races were telephoned to the shore

station exactly as events occurred .

The greatest distance at which reports

from the yachts were heard was four

miles.

Deflection

at Top.

Load

Pounds.

Deflection 12 inches

above Ground Line. Time.

Test No. 1 .

31 inches

5 inches

1.830

2,230

35 inch

It inch

3:17

3:18

Test No. 2 .

Temporary deflection , } inch .inch

8 inches

114 inches ...

50

2.630

3,030

inch

inch

i inch

3:19

3:20Crack No. 1 and 2 .

14 inches

141 inches ,

18 inches

25 inches .

50

3,430

3,210

3,150

Test No. 3 .

Temporary deflection..

Crack No. 3 and 4 .

Crack No. 5 and crushed bolt.

Pole broke at ground level..

To inch

inch

inch

4 inch

3:24

3:25

3:26

POLE No. 2 , CONCRETE , SQUARE .

Length . Base Diameter. Top Diameter.

Depth in Concrete

Anchorage.

Distance from

Point of Fulcrum to Point

of Load .

30 feet . 13 inches 7 inches 5 feet . 24 feet 2 inches

Deflection

at Top

Load

Pounds .

Deflection 12 inches

above Ground Line . Time

TEST No, 1 .

Study of Telephone Generators

T. W. Wilder gives an account of

a test on ten telephone magneto gen

erators furnished by ten different

manufacturers in the August number

of Sound Waves. The ten gener

ators were all of the same class or

style, being five -bar machines for use

on bridging telephones or rural party

lines. They were taken from the

regular stock of each manufacturer.

The shape of the curves giving the

voltage with different positions of the

armature are plotted and illustrated

by a series of curves. He states the

desirable features of the different

machines on inductive and non -induct

ive load and which are particularly

good in case the ringing circuits con

tain condensers. Other machines are

shown to give particularly good re

sults for selective ringing with biased

ringers. The curves for the ten

machines are averaged and shown as

a composite curve which might be

considered as the performance of the

average machine as represented by ten

different manufacturers.

inch

2 inches

34 inches

50

1,830

2,230

2:02

2:04

2:08

Test No. 2 .

Temporary deflection ..50 1 inch1 inch .

4 inches
81 inches

2,630

3,030

2:10

2:11is inch

TEST No. 3 .

3 inches ,

31 inches .

34 } inches

50

3.290

3,430 Crack No. 1 . $ inch 2:14

214 inches

39 inches

Test No. 4 .

Temporary deflection .

Crack No. 2 , 3 and 4 , Pole crushed ..

crack at ground level.

50

3,690

22 inches

long enough to permit the cement to

become solid , they were tested in the

following manner :

An iron clevis was placed around

the pole to be tested 10 inches from

the top, to which wire rope was at

tached leading over a pulley placed at

the same height and at an equal dis

No. 2 gave a very much better result.

The consensus of opinion seems to

be that a 1 : 2 : 4 mixture is the best

for use in this class of construction,

and while the experiments were en

tirely satisfactory in the development

of the problem , the hollow pattern is

not considered to be the highest type

Selenium Cells

In the July Proceedings of the

American Institute of Electrical En

gineers is given an account of sele

nium cells by R. A. L. Snyder. Among
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on the

the properties of selenium is men Elements of Electrical Engineer- to harmonize with the color of the

tioned the quality that after being
ing

towers. Specifications called for a

melted and quickly cooled, selenium The Western Electrician , of August guarantee of a 100,000 volt test from

assumes a translucent vitreous forma 31st , contains a continuation of Ele- the groove to the pin for half an hour

tion , and upon being held to the light ments of Electrical Engineering, by under a precipitation of one inch in

will have a dark red color. While in George R. Metcalfe. This issue gives five minutes at an angle of 30 degrees

this condition it is a dielectric and can the different connections for incan- from the vertical. The assembled in

be electrified by friction like glass ; if , descent and arc lamps, showing the sulator was required to withstand a

however, the molten selenium is series and multiple systems of dis- wet test of 150,000 volts for 30

cooled slowly , it will assume a gray , tribution, multiple distribution with seconds , and the separate parts are

crystalline formation, become opaque feeders, mains and distributing lines, guaranteed to withstand a voltage of

to light and will then conduct elec- the three-wire system with two gen- 25 per cent. in excess of the normal

tricity. AccordingAccording to the electro- erators, three -wire system with bal- proportion of over -voltage test. The

magnetic theory of light, it would not ancing set , and the three -wire system insulators are guaranteed to with

conduct electricity did it remain trans- with balance coils . stand a side strain of 4000 pounds,

lucent, as it is a well-known fact that and actually fail at approximately
all conducting metals are opaque to 9000 pounds.

light . Kern River No. 1 Power Plant
The article then goes on to describe

Alexander Graham Bell took ad The continuation of the description the switching stations and substations ,

vantage of this property of selenium
of Kern River No. 1 Power Plant of touching on the hydraulic features.

to invent a wireless telephone. This the Edison Electric Company, of Los

instrument, known as the photophone,
Angeles, is given in the Electrical The Pacific Electric & Los Angeles

transmitted speech over a beam of l'orld , August 31 , 1907. The article Interurban Railway

light . From 1880 to 1881 Professor
starts in with a description of the

From Electric Railway Review of

Bell with Sumner Tainter took out
transmission towers. The data given August 31st. The lines of the com

six or more patents on the photophone
for calculating strains on the towers pany are shown on a map drawn to a

is taken on a basis of a wind pressure

and selenium cells . These patents scale of approximately six miles to the
of 30 pounds per square foot on the

cover practically all the now known inch . Considerable space is devoted
tower and the wire of a 700 - foot span .

properties of selenium .. Improve to the roadway and pole line construc
The towers will also withstand ab

ments in cells since that time have tion, several views of the line being
solute failure of any single wire, even shown.

dealt principally with their practical
An interesting method is

though none of the resulting strain is given for preserving the butts of theapplications to various
purposes transmitted to adjacent wires. There poles; this requires the use of crude

rather than to any scientific investiga- are nine insulators, spaced on six - foot petroleum to the amount of from 7

tion .
centers, five upper of two

to 10 gallons per hole . The oil is well

The photophone consists of a trans- cross - arms, and four on the lower, the mixed with the dirt , as it is tamped
mitter for varying the intensity of a arms consisting of 9 -inch 13/4 -pound about the pole, and this mixture serves

beam of light by means of sound channels. A standard 60 -foot tower
to preserve the wood by keeping away

waves impinging upon it and a re is 12 feet square at the base, the up
moisture and insects ; poles which

ceiver for converting the light waves rights are formed of 4 - inch angles were protected by this method and

at a distant point back into sound and the cross braces of 234 -inch , 3- have been in service more than five

inch and 372 -inch angles, the diagonalwaves .
years exhibit no signs of decay.

rods being 11/ 16 - inch and 58 -inch in
A statement is made that Herr

diameter . Four insulators for the

Ruhmer photographed sound waves
telephone lines are mounted on one

Hydraulic Formulæ

from a speaking arc upon a celluloid
cross bar twenty-one feet above the Adolph Black gives a complete set

film and reproduced the sounds by ground. Forty of the towers were of formula for the discharge of

passing the film between a source of made extra heavy for use at points water through different shaped open

light and a selenium cell in series with
where the line changed its direction . ings in the School of Mines Quarterly.

a battery and telephone receiver.
The insulator pins are of cast -steel , Different shaped openings are taken

The use of selenium as a measure and were furnished as a part of the up in order, and the formulæ devel

of light intensity is mentioned . Se- tower. They are secured to the tower oped in line with papers presented be

lenium changes its electrical resistance by four bolts and are cemented into fore the American Society of Civil

in proportion to the amount of light
the insulators. Engineers, and in different technical

falling upon it . If the selenium is in The transmission line is designed to papers. The article concludes with

the form of a cell with a current flow consist of three circuits with wiring the quotation : " It is hardly worth

ing through it , the current will vary spaced symmetrically on six - foot while to pursue this subject still

according to the resistance , or in pro
centers . This wire is 7 strand 4-0 further into space where we have ab

portion to the amount of light falling
hard drawn copper, having an elastic solutely lost the guidance of experi

upon the cell . Any change in the cur limit exceeding 35.000 pounds total, mental light . Such speculations, while

rent can be easily measured with our
and an ultimate strength of 62,400 possibly ingenious and plausible, when

present instruments, thus making a
pounds. tested with facts generally prove to be

direct reading photometer. The one
The insulators are stated to be the very wide of the truth ."

great objection to the use of selenium
largest yet made for commercial

transmission purposes.
as a photometer is that its resistance

They are 18

inches high, and 8 inches in diameter Improved Condenser Connections

gradually changes. at the grooved top . The top section “ It has been observed that a con

Numerous patents have been taken iz 18 inches in diameter , and the two denser may be doing good work , but

out for picture transmitting apparatus lower petticoats are respectively 14 that indicating gages and mercury

based on the use of the selenium cell ; inches and II inches in (liameter. columns located 50 feet from the con

just how valuable they are remains to
Each assembled insulator weighs 50 denser or the exhaust valve of the

be seen. pounds. They are light gray in color engine can scarcely be expected to tell
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one

a

ca

a

con

the whole story . It is better to have ators are entirely enclosed by a casing passing the exhaust from the auxiliar
indicating apparatus close to the con- into which air is drawn through suit- ies into the low -pressure cylinder of a

denser and also close to the exhaust able ducts from a fresh air chamber, steam engine or one of the later stages

ports of the engine. The first will tell and from which the air is discharged of a steam turbine and using an econ

what the condenser is doing, and the through other ducts into the base- omizer for heating the feedwater. The

lat what vacuum is effective where ment. This system of generator venti- advantage of such an arrangement is

it is needed." The above quotation is lation renders the operation of the especially commendable in plants

taken from the Electrical Traction generators practically noiseless. The equipped with condensing steam tur

I'cckly, in an article by R. D. Tom- excitation of the generator fields is bines. This will be clear when it is

linson . He then goes on to state that provided by two 125 kw. direct-cur remembered that steam will generate
in one case the loss between the con- rent generators, direct-connected to

as much power in a steam turbine
denser and exhaust nozzle of the en

Westinghouse engines, and

when working between atmospheric
gine was 1074 inches, and gives a motor-driven exciter.

pressure and the pressure in the con
series of tests at different parts of the A separate condensing outfit is pro

denser, as it will when working be
piping. Other examples are shown of vided for each turbine. To prevent

both good and bad practice in piping the rapid deterioration of the brass
tween 150 pounds gauge and atmos

the rapid deterioration of the brass pheric pressure .

from the engine to the condenser. condenser tubes by the galvanic ac
The large number of exhaust steam

tion which usually occurs where salt turbine plants which have been so

water is employed, a motor generator successfully installed in the past two

Cos Cob Power Station set has been installed and provided

The New York, New Haven &

or three years proves the truth of these
with suitable controlling apparatus statements . This arrangement, taken

Hartford Railroad Company for maintaining in each condenser a
in conjunction with economizers, will

A description of this power station
counter electromotive force slightly

show a positive saving of at least 10

appears in the Street Railway Journal,
in excess of the electromotive force

tơ 20 per cent., depending upon the

of August 31 , 1907. The station, in
due to the galvanic action . conditions.

addition to furnishing single -phase
The initial boiler installation con

To illustrate this case , assume

current for the operation of electric
sists of twelve 525 - horse -power Bab

power plant of 14,000 kw .

trains over the New Haven Railroad,
cock & Wilcox water -tube boilers set

pacity, fitted with Curtis steam tur

also delivers three -phase current to in batteries of two boilers each . Pro
bines, water tube boilers, dry and wet

the Port Morris power -house of the
vision is made for four additional

vacuum pumps , circulating pumps,

New York Central to compensate for
boilers to take care of the fourth gen

mechanical stokers and forced draft .
erator unit.

the energy required to operate the All the auxiliaries are assumed to be
A novel feature of the boiler set

New Haven trains over the line of the steam driven .

New York Central system . The loca
tings is the installation of an external

Assuming a load factor 50 per cent.,

tion is such that coal can be delivered steel casing entirely enclosing the the output of the station would be

either by water or rail, and an unlim
brickwork , thus rendering the settings

about 7000 kw . The steam

ited amount of salt water for condens
impervious to air leaks.

sumption under these conditions prob
Three Green fuel economizers are

ing purposes is available. A pure ably would be about 19.5 pounds per

feed -water supply is obtained by erect
provided and the boiler Alues leading kilowatt-hour hence, about 135,000

ing a dam about a mile from the
to the economizer are arranged with pounds of water would have to be

power -house.
by -passes so that one or all of the

evaporated for the main engine alone ,

The initial generating equipment
economizers can be cut out.

or say 150,000 pounds, including the

consists of three multiple expansion auxiliaries. In this case the auxiliary

parallel flow Parsons steam turbines. exhaust would be just sufficient to heat

Provision has been made for the in
Possible Electrification of a Divi

the feedwater from 80 to 205 ° F.

stallation of a fourth unit of corre
sion of the Southern Pacific R.R.

Now , since a low -pressure turbine can

sponding size . The turbines are rated The Electrical Review , of August
generate a kilowatt-hour on 50 pounds

at 4500 b.h.p, each , and the genera- 31st , contains a notice that the South of exhaust steam , the auxiliary ex

tors at 3000 kw . at 80 per cent. power ern Pacific Railroad is considering the haust would be sufficient to generate

factor. The turbines are operated at question of electrifying a division of
300 kw . in the main units or , in

1500 r . p . m . by steam at 200 pounds 136 miles in length from Rockland to
other words, produce a saving of about

pressure, and 100 degrees superheat. Sparks across the Sierra Nevada
42 per cent in the coal bill. To this

The continuous overload capacity is mountains. The road is single track must be added the saving due to the

50 per cent. and momentary overloads
and the traffic is very heavy. The

economizer alone, which amounts to 8

of 100 per cent. can be ken care of question is whether the line should be
per cent . of the coal used if the tem

when operating condensing. The tur double -tracked , or whether the single perature of the flue gases is reduced

bines are equipped with the latest ac track should be electrified . Mr. Frank from 550 to 300 ° F. The combined

cessories in the way of automatic J. Sprague has been retained as con saving, therefore, would be about 12.5

safety stops , water packed glands for sulting engineer. per cent.

the turbine shaft, adjustabl
e water

As a matter of fact the actual saving

cooled bearings , and a continuous cir
Economizers and Steam Aux would be somewhat greater than this ,

culation oiling system .
iliaries

as the additional steam in the low

As the requirements necessitated pressure stages of the turbines would

the generation of three-phase current N discussing the advisability of in- materially increase their economy on

for delivery to the New York Central stalling economizers in a power light loads and thus further reduce the

system as well as single -phase cur- plant, the Electric Railway Re- steam consumption . The point to be

rent for the operation of the electric view says that an important feature emphasized is that some engineers
locomotives over the New Ilaven which is sometimes overlooked in the probably consider that the saving of

Railroad the generators are wound design of condensing plants in which 2 per cent. effected by the economizers

for three -phase current, but arranged economizers are not fitted, because ex- alone is not sufficient to warrant in

for the delivery of both three -phase haust steam from auxiliaries is avail- stalling them at the present money

and single-phase current. The gener- able for heating the feedwater, is rates .

I
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are

etc.

CATALOGUE REVIEW generators and motors. The motors circuits, indicating ammeters , volt

Catalogue No. 70, issued by the
are shown completely assembled, with meters and watt meters, are shown

Watson -Stillman Company, is, we be
one end bracket removed , and the end combined with complete cuts of many

lieve , the most extensive which has
bracket and armature are shown sep- sizes of scales followed by lists of

yet been printed where one feature of
arately. Among the applications circuit breakers and other switchboard

hydraulic machine -shop tools
given is that of a direct- connected apparatus, transformers for single and

gathered under one cover , that is ,
generator, a motor-operated blower, three-phase circuits for subway serv

those which are used for forcing fits
also planers and drill presses . Out- ice , and their accessories , feeder regu

or for driving broaching tools , and
lined dimensions and diagrams of lators, tirrill regulators, mercury arc

similar work . All of these presses connection are given in full . rectifiers, chock coils and protective

are described in full dimensions,
apparatus, fan motors and small

weights and prices are given , and the Just what can happen when a steam power motors, with applications to

particular application for which each
main bursts or a fitting on the line sewing machines and other small

press is best adapted is stated. AA breaks, or one boiler of a battery gives
work . Other details are fuses and

curve is shown giving the pressure way, is vividly told in a newly -issued
fuse boxes and blocks, panel boards,

factor curves for forcing fits, shrink- pamphlet describing the Lagonda lamp sockets and receptacles, switches.

ing fits and driving fits for different Automatic Boiler Cut -off Valve . The

diameters of shaft and different al- pamphlet also explains the dangers

lowances from which the tons of pres- from ammonia explosions and the Thomson Polyphase Induction

sure required can be obtained for any way in which the Cut-Off Valve may
Watt Meters are made for the specific

particular case . be used to stop the flow before enough

of the ammonia gets out to do any
purpose of measuring energy in any

harm . A numberof interesting testsThe Crane Company, of Chicago,

two-phase, three-phase or monocyclic

circuit, and consists of two single

send the July August issue of the
are given to show the certainty with

Valve World . This paper contains which this type of automatic valve phase motor elements, each acting

upon its own disk , with both disks

descriptions of pipe machines, piping does the work in case of accident. The

specifications, tests on cranelap joints,

valve is illustrated in detail and its mounted upon a single shaft actuating

with other information of value to the action explained. This pamphlet may the register. The meters may be ap

steam engineer.
be had free by writing to the Lagonda plied to a circuit carrying a mixed

Mfg. Co., Springfield, Ohio. load of lamps, motors or other de

Hydraulic pumps are fully de
vices , and record accurately, irre

scribed in Catalogue No. 71 , lately
The "Kewanee" flange union is ably spective of load conditions.

issued by the Watson - Stillman Com- described in a four-page folder sent Bulletin No. 4527, issued by the

pany. This catalogue replaces their by the Western Tube Company ; illus- General Electric Company, Schenecta

old catalogue No. 56 relating to the
trations of sections through the union dy, N. Y. , describes the latest form

same subject. A new form of large are given both for a properly made of these meters, which are made in

pump construction is shown, in which joint and for an improperly made three types ; one for house service

the accessibility of the small parts is joint, showing that this type of union with metal cover , and two for switch

improved while keeping at the same
is effected even when the pipe is not

time the strains entirely within direct

board use , one having a metal cover

installed in perfect alignment. and the other a glass cover. The

tension parts . Attention is also called
Bulletin gives catalogue numbers and

to a pump which delivers 800 gallons Bulletins Nos. I to 6, inclusive, have

at 30 revolutions per minute at a been received from the Tacony Iron
capacities, etc. , of the various sizes ,

working pressure of 1000 pounds per Company. In these are shown the
and a large number of connection dia

square inch. The pumps are made for Tacony Turbine Pump, a number of

grams showing the method of in

stallation

belt drive , for connection to electric

ofdifferent classes

which are direct connected to electric

motors, and direct-acting in the motors. Both horizontal and vertical
circuits.

single, two , three and four plunger types of pumps are shown, and the

types. A complete list of parts is performance is given in terms of gal- Gisholt lathes are thoroughly de

given , including all accessories . lons per minute with different static
scribed in a catalogue recently sent

heads.

The Cutler-Hammer Mfg . Co.( Mil

out by the Gisholt Machine Company.

waukee ) , makers of electric

Their line includes lathes, boring mills

The General Electric Company send

trolling devices , has just issued a
and tool grinders, several applications

one of the most complete catalogues being shown, the machines being de
booklet - pigeon -hole size - descrip- that has been received to date , which

tive of their line of electric crane con scribed in full.

includes arc lamps for direct- and al

trollers . In addition to full descrip- ternating -current circuits, both mul

tions and illustrations of five types of tiple and series, with dimensions and A novelty advertising and premium

crane and hoist controllers, the book- illustrations of glassware and ac

let contains connection and dimension

paper. One of the most novel and in

cessories , transformers and panels for teresting publications that comes to,

diagrams, repair part charts, prices , controlling the series alternating -cur

net weight and shipping weight of ap
our exchange table is The Vovelty

rent, also recording watt meters for Nenu's, of Chicago, a business man's

paratus, etc. An improved form of two and three wire direct current, and

contactor for handling heavy currents
magazine handsomely illustrated ,

for street -car service, the house meters

is also described.
being furnished with prepayment de

covering the field of novelty and spe

vice, when desired . The well-known
cialty advertising, premium methods,

Owing to the increase in the for- Thomson high torque induction meter, souvenirs, emblems, postcards and

eign business with Spanish -speaking combined with the prepayment device advertising goods generally. It con

countries , the Triumph Electric Com- and with separate prepayment device ,
tains sixty large pages and is full of

pany issue a special bulletin in Span- is shown , likewise , the test induction
new ideas from cover to cover . It's

ish , covering their line of steel frame meter,meter, and meters for polyphase $ 1 a year .

on

con
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.

TRADE NEWS work as principal assistant engineer tendent of this department of the Bos

to Mr. J. F. Stevens, has resigned to sert factory will be in charge of the
The Utah Copper Co. has in

stalled in the Gartield Plant, Garfield,
go with Dodge & Day, engineers and work , and the Nyelec Company will

constructors of Philadelphia , in the be represented by the R. B. Corey

Utah , two Northern Cranes, one of 15
capacity of chief engineer. Company, 39-41

tons capacity, 3 -motor electric type,
39-41 Cortlandt Street ,

Mr. Maltby is a graduate of the New York City, as sales agents.

40 - foot span , and one of 6 tons ca

pacity, hand type.
University of Illinois, class of 1882 ,

and in 1907 received an honorary de
The sales force of the Holophane

gree from the same institution . He

Dodge & Day, engineers and con
has had a long experience in railroad

Company has recently been augmented

structors, of Philadelphia , have sub- construction work, municipal engi- Harry P. Struben.by Mr. Morgan P. Ellis and Mr.

mitted a betterment report covering neering and irrigation work , and been

the entire factory of Fayette R.
connected at various times with the

The former comes from the Electric

Plumb, Inc., of Frankford , Pa., and
Wisconsin Central, Missouri Pacific ,

Appliance Company of Chicago, and

are now engaged in making extensive Great Western and Illinois Central
will travel the Northwestern States .

alterations to the forge shops. When
Mr. Struben was , until lately, con

Railroads.

this work is finished other depart He has had charge, for the United - nected with the engineering depart

ments will be taken up and ultimately States Government, of all the dredg ment of the Pennsylvania Railroad

the entire plant will be remodeled . ing operations in the lower Missis
Company, with headquarters at Bal

timore. Ile will have southwestern

sippi River and designed and built the

The Standard Underground Cable
territory for I lolophane.

lock and movable dam on the Osage

Company having been obliged for the River in Missouri for the government. The large number of gas and elec

past year to maintain Pacific Coast He has been connected with the trical engineers, architects and cen

headquarters in Oakland instead of Panama Canal for the last two and tral station men who are becoming in

San Francisco have now permanent
terested in illuminating engineering,

one-half years , having had charge of

ly relocated at 511-512-513 and 514
the construction of railroads, docks and who call upon the Holophane

Shreve Building, San Francisco , Cal . , and wharves, shops and dredging. Company for data on this science, has

A. B. Saurman continuing as Pacific
He constructed a cold storage plant, led to the engagement by this com

Coast manager. Their new Oakland
laundry and bakery in Panama. pany of Mr. T. R. Pemberton, in the

factory is four times as large as the
Mr. Maltby has designed over position of office salesman and demon

old factory, which was destroyed by
$ 1,250,000 worth of dredging plant strator. The Holophane Company has

for the canal work , and the prelimi
fire shortly after the earthquake of

a very complete demonstration room ,

nary plans and construction work for in which the illumination value of its

last year. The new factory is as near- the Great Galun lock and dam were

ly fireproof as possible . It is equipped
product is shown.

done under his direction.

with new up -to -date machinery for
The Holophane Company has added

the manufacture on short notice of
to its engineering department Mr. T.

The Stone & Webster Engineering W. Rolfe , engineer, and Mr. C. W.
insulated wires and cables, for practi

Corporation announce that on August Fleck , designer.

cally any service . It is also equipped
19th they will occupy their own build- Mr. Bleck resigned from the Safety

with complete warehouse facilities for
ing at 147 Milk Street , Boston , Mass., Car lleating & Lighting Company to

handling the products of their East
corner of Batterymarch Street . establish a department of special fix

cra factories and carried in stock for
ture designing for the Holophanecoast delivery.

Mr. Simon B. Storer, consulting Company, this department being

electrical engineer announces the

The firm of B. C. & Wm . B. Jack
necessary to take care of the growing

opening of an office at 732 University number of large lighting installations

son have removed their Western office
Block , Syracuse, N. Y. , in which he being handled by the Holophane il

from Madison , Wis ., to the Commer
will specialize in power transmission, luminating engineers.

cial National Bank Building, Chicago ,
power contracts, commercial investi

I11 . , and that they will open an East- gations and reports .

ern office in Boston during the month The Edgecombe Company, of Cuya

of September. Mr. William J. Crump
hoga Falls, Ohio , has taken up elec

The American Railways Company, trical contracting, and would like to
ton will be in immediate charge of

of Philadelphia, have secured prop- receive late copies of catalogues of

their Chicago office .
erty in Dayton , Ohio, and are about electrical supplies.

to build new car barns and repair

McKesson & Robbins, of New shops for the People's Railway Com,

York , have commissioned Dodge &
pany. Messrs. Dodge & Day, engi A party of distinguished German

Day, engineers and constructors of
visitors inspected the Schenectady

and constructors of Phila

Philadelphia, to make the additions
plant of the General Electric Com

delphia , have been commissioned to

to their present power plant. The ad pany, and were entertained by the
draw up plans for the construction of

dition will include a new engine, gen company officials in that city Septem
the buildings.

ber 5th. The visitors were desig
erator and necessary changes to pip

The Bossert Electric Construction nated by the German Government as a

ing, wiring, etc. Messrs . Dodge &
Company have disposed of the switch- commission to visit America to in

Day made a report on power require- board and panel-board department of spect the electric railways and high

ments for this concern some time ago their business to the Nvelec Switch- tension transmission systems of this

and the present work is the result of board Company, Twenty -eighth Street country and Mexico . Numbered

that report . and First Avenue, New York City, among the party were Privy Council

who have the sole right to manu- or Wittfield , of the Prussian Govern

Mr. F. B. Maltby, who has been facture Bossert type switches and ment : Prof. Dr. W. Reichel, of the

connected with the Panama Canal panel -boards. The former superin
panel-boards. The former superin- Royal Technical University, Berlin ;

neers
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Director Frishmut, of the Siemens- wire and cable shops, the power- water above the dam . R. C. Lowry,

Schukert Works ; Mr. Pforr, of the house and the foundries . of Seattle, is engineer for the com

A. E. G. Railway Dept. ; Director A. The guests were very flattering in pany, and J. E. Ross, of Seattle , is

Elfes, of the A. E. G. Brunnenstr, and their criticisms of the Schenectady electrical engineer.

Director Jordan, of the Lahmeyer plant, and the General Electric ma

Works.
chinery which they saw .

WASHINGTON WATER - POWER COMPANY

The party left Europe via Geneva, W. A. White , of New York , who is

on the North German Lloyd liner Another silent testimony of the con

Moltke, and arrived in New York on
heavily interested in this company, an

fidence remaining in the country's con

September 3d. The work of study
nounces that a power transmission

tinued prosperity is the large order line of 90 miles length will be built

ing the power -houses and locomotives for railway equipment just contracted
into the Big Bend country, west of

of the New York Central lines, the for with the General Electric Com

Long Island Railroad, the New York , pany by the l'tah Light and Railway

Spokane. The power is to be used

for lighting towns and operating

New Haven & Hartford system , and Company, of Salt Lake City.
manufacturing plants and mills at

the plants of the Interborough Rapid The l'tah Company is planning Davenport
, Ritzville, Reardan, Har,

Transit Company was happily inter- large extensions to its present ninety

spersed by entertainments given by the miles of track and will install fifty

rington, Sprague and Paha. Ile said

officials of

his company has no plans for addi
the above -mentioned new cars . The contract calls for fifty

tional city or suburban lines, adding :

plants, and by the officers of the Gen- complete quadruple equipments con

eral Electric Company.

“ As the city grow's we shall put in

sisting of 200 G. E.- 80 40 horse -power
heavier rails and increase our equip

Boston interested the distinguished motors with K - 28 controllers. In ad

visitors, especially the big Lincoln

ment. Regarding the work we have

dition the company has ordered 74
under way, we have been handicapped

Street power -house of the elevated GE -80 motors, with extra controllers ,

lines, the Curtis steam turbine equip

by reason of the scarcity of labor. We

circuit breakers, rheostats, etc. , for expect to have our new power trans

ment of the Edison Illuminating Com- the re -equipment of old cars . mission line completed from Post

pany, the equipment and service of

the Boston traction system , including
Falls to the Caur d'Alene mining

BIG BEND WATER POWER COMPANY . district within two months. This will

the well-known East Boston tunnel greatly facilitate the transmission of
under the Charles River.

E. P. Spaulding , Vice - President

C. B. Davis, general manager of the

power to the lead mines, and it will

and General Manager of the concern give us a double line. The capacity

Boston office of the General Electric and President of the Idaho Electric will also be doubled . If necessary ,

Company, entertained at luncheon at Railroad , which purposes building a our new steam auxiliary plant could
the Exchange Club. Those attend- line from Kingston to lurray, Ida.,

be placed in commission at once. The

ing included General Bancroft, presi- 33 miles, and J. S. McKenna , consult
plant is capable of developing 3000

dent of the Boston Elevated Com ing engineer, appeared before the city horse -power. Next year we expect to

pany : Mr. Sullivan , president of the council of Spokane, Sept. 3d , and sub- add at least 2000 more horse -power to

Massachusetts Street Railways ; and mitted a petition for a fifty -year fran
the plant."

Mr. Edgar, president of the Edison Il- chise to lay conduits and string light

luminating Company. and power wires for commercial pur- SPOKINE 1.ND INLAND EMPIRE SYSTEM .

The very successful trip was con- poses in Spokane. The measure pro

tinued to Albany, where the members
Postal service has been installed on

vides that the company shall build a

of the commission stopped at Hotel power plant 28 miles down the Spo
the Spokane- Coeur d'Alene branch ,

Ten Evck . They reached Schenecta- kane River and have it in operation in 34 miles, making two trips a day.

dy September 5th and were shown It is estimated that
This is the only railway postal service

through the various departments of 20,000 net horse -power can be devel
on an interurban electric railway in

the works and entertained at the Mo- oped. It is purposed to operate 132 the Pacific Northwest and it is prob

hawk Club . The reception committee. miles of electric railroad and light the
ably the first to be established in the

consisted of Vice-President E. W. city of Spokane, also furnish power to
country carrying United States mail

Rice, Jr., Vice - President J. R. Love- manufacturing plants. The company,
matter distributed on the car for

joy, General Manager G. E. Emmons, offers to deposit $ 10,000 as a guar
points beyond the termini of the line.

General Superintendent E. B. Rav- antee , and pay the city $ 3000 a year
The mail- car is fitted in the same

mond, I. E. G. Representative Wm . until the net earnings shall give an
manner as the postal cars on the trans

S. Hlulse, Asso . Mgr. Foreign Dept. amount equal to 5 per cent., which will
continental lines, with sack racks and

N ... Oudin , Engineer Railway De- then be paid on the earnings. B. F.
pigeonholes for distribution of the

partment W. B. Potter, Engineer F. O'Neill, a banker at Wallace, Ida ., is
mail. Mail matter is received and dis

& M. Dept. D. B. Rushmore, Engineer president of the two companies..
charged at stations along the line

J. E. Voeggerath , Consulting Engi- Vr. Spaulding announces that the
where the car stops.

neer Eugen Eichel. plant will cost $ 2,000,000. The dam SPOKANE TRACTION COMPANY.

All day the German flag floated will be 100 feet high and 489 feet

over the works in honor of the occa- wide, 130 feet at the bottom and 30 Clyde M. Graves, general manager,
sion . The commissioners were amazed feet at the apex . The power -house says that when the work of double

at the size of the works at Schenec- will occupy the middle of the dam tracking on North Washington Street
tady and the extent of the electrical and be over the channel of the river . is completed , a 15 -minute service will

operation in progress in the various Its size is to be 66 by 184 feet , with be put into operation between the

shops. The huge shop No. 86 , where valls 38 feet high and 18 inches thick , northern city limits and Union Park ,

the Curtis turbine generators are man- the cost being placed at $ 400,000. making it the longest line in Spokane.

ufactured , impressed the visitors most There will be seven 10 - foot steel con

and they spent consicierable time in duits leading through the dam -wall to

the galleries watching the work in seven pairs of turbines. The dam will Plans for building a $ 10,000,000

progress throughout the great build- raise the river for a distance of 14 electric plant at 201st Street and Hud

ing. They also found much of in- miles, creating a reservoir and giving son River have been abandoned for a

terest in the railway department, the an area of 12,000,000 cubic feet of while by the New York Edison Com

three years.
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pany on account of the present money
Electrical Show at Madison Square Clippings from Daily Consular

stringency. The new plant was to Garden, New York City and Trade Reports

have supplemented the several other
OVERING a field in breadth Tenders are invited by the Com

large plants already operated by the
never before attempted, the Elec- monwealth of Australia until January

company in New York City.

Within the last year the company

trical Show at Madison Square 8 , 1908, for the supply and delivery

has increased its horse-power by

Garden takes place Sept. 30th to Oct. of one common battery switchboard

gth . Plans are now formed for an and 3000 subscribers' telephones . Full

40,000 , bringing the total up to 333 , elaborateness in the electrical decora- particulars, specifications, bid forms,

000 . With this it operates 5,000,000 tions of this famous old show place by etc. , may be obtained from the office

lamps. It was stated last night that
the big firms that never has been

of the Postmaster -General, Mel

the new plant at 40th Street and the

East River, which was put in opera

equaled, and this wealth of incandes- bourne , Australia , or the Common

cence will represent a large sum of wealth Offices, 72 Victoria Street ,
tion a year ago, will meet the in

money. Every big firm in America is

creased needs of the company's busi

S. W., London, England.

interested , and principal among the
ness for the coming four years. A concession has been granted in

exhibitors are : General Electric , New
- From the New York Times. the Levant for the operation of a

York Edison Company, Electrical street railway line, the construction of

Testing Laboratories, Driver- Harris
which will require rails , fish plates,

The United States Circuit Court for
Wire Co. , Safety Car Heating Co., bolts and nuts , sleepers, passenger

the District of New Jersey filed an Brooklyn Edison Co. , Lord Elec
cars , freight cars , etc. American

opinion a few days ago in a suit tric Co., Standard Roller Bearing
manufacturers should quote c . i . f . for

against the Prudential Insurance Com- Co. , Mogul Paint Co., Monatan Con
cars complete and ironwork only.

pany of America, on Nolan patent No. struction Company and others.

582.481 , granted May 11 , 1897. Among the exhibits will be every in- An American consul in Latin

This opinion is the outcome, after
vention or device used in a commer- America writes that the concession

cial or domestic way.
the hearing of testimony of both sides

for a combined system of waterworks,

and argument at final hearing, of a
Each of the firms exhibiting will drainage, electric light, and electric

vie with the others in producing an
suit brought by the Westinghouse

tramways has been transferred to a

attractive and interesting exhibit, and syndicate in which North Americans

Company against the Prudential Com
it will be an opportunity of a life are interested . The development of

pany, charging the latter with in
time for out-of-town merchants to

these works will furnish a large num

fringenient of Nolan patent No. 582,
see everything in the electrical world ber of opportunities for the supply of

481 in the generator manufactured by in one visit . The Eastern Cahill Tel- modern plumbing material , electric

the Bullock Electric Mfg. Company harmonic Co. will fit up the Garden
goods, etc.

of Cincinnati, O. with their wires and give to the visit Consul Harry L. Paddock, Amoy,
ing public electric music that more China, requests American firms to

In the United States Circuit Court than realizes the romancer Edward forward to him their catalogues, price

for the Northern District of New Bellamy's dream in " Looking Back- lists , trade literature, etc. , which will

York, Judge Ray handed down an ward," written nearly twenty years be filed for reference.

opinion in the case of the General ago . Another marvel will be the
Consul-General John P. Bray , of

Electric Company vs. Wilbur F. Cor- Photophone, with its vibratory phe
Melbourne, writes that the Govern

liss , et al. , trading under the name of nomenon . By attaching this instru- ment of the State of Victoria, Aus

Corliss -Coon & Co. upon Eickemeyer ment to any telephone you can see tralia , has engaged the services of

patent No. 667,308, granted June 25 ; the person speaking on the other end Charles H. Merz, one of the leading

1901. of the wire, no matter if it be over the English consulting electrical engi

local or long -distance telephone, as neers, to report on the suggested elec

In the suit of the Westinghouse distinctly as if face to face . A dem
trification of the suburban railways of

Electric & Mfg. Company vs. Wagner onstration of the efficacy of a recently
the City of Melbourne. Mr. Bray

Electric Mfg. Company, of St. Louis, invented burglar alarm will be given,
states that Mr. Merz will arrive in

Melbourne in November.
Mo., Westinghouse oil - cooled by a real live crook from Sing Sing,

transformer Patent No. 366,362, the now reformed. Other electrical shows An American consul in Asia writes

Master has awarded damages to the have been given before , but never that permission for the construction

Westinghouse Company amounting to of the bigness of the present one. The of an electric railway has been granted

$ 132.433-35 names of the directors interested give in his district. The length of the pro

every assurance of completeness in posed line is about 70 miles, and the

A preliminary injunction was is- this great educational affair . They
estimated cost is about $ 700,000.

sued on July 15th by the United States are : Geo . F. Parker, President : Wal The Bureau of Manufactures is in

Circuit Court for the Southern District ter Neumuller, Treasurer; Dudley receipt of a request from a New York

of New York in the case of the West- Farrand , General Manager Public business man that he be placed in

inghouse Electric & Mfg. Company vs. Service Corporation and President communication with firms manufac

the Wagner Electric Mfg. Company National Electric Light Association ; turing naphtha motors with dynamo

for infringement of Stanley Patent Arthur Williams, General Inspector attachment for electric lighting The.

No. 460.809. granted March 1 , 1892 . New York Edison Co .: W. W. Free- apparatus is to be shipped to Russia.

Under this decision the Wagner Elec- man , Vice-President Brooklyn Edison Consul F. I. Bright , of Hudders

tric Mfg. Company, of St. Louis, Mo., Company: James R. Strong, Presi- field , states that American machinery

is forbidden to make , use or sell self- dent Tucker Electric Co. , President and engineering tools are popular in

regulating transformers, which in- National Contractors ' Association ; that part of England, the goods being

fringe this patent , anywhere in the James C. Young. Secretary of Madi- obtained through importing houses in

United States . son Square Garden . London , Liverpool and Manchester.

on
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Two large Iluddersfield engineering masires American smelting and refining Under normal conditions the cost of

firms are extensive users of American companies, and exporters of copper of the three systems per mile of single

tools and machinery, one of them all kinds, such as wires, bars, ingots track , exclusive of cables and other

having almost 75 per cent of such and sheets, to communicate with him .. equipment common to all , compares

equipment. The lines used in that follows: Underground -conduit

city include factory machinery, ma- A description of the requirements system , $85,000 ; surface -contact sys

chine tools , structural steel , laundry for the four turbines wanted by a tem , $52,500 ; and overhead -trolley

machinery and supplies, hardwaresupplies , hardware foreign government and announced in system , $19.500 . Terms have been

and tools, wire cable and fencing Trade Opportunity', No. 1207 , pub- tentatively arranged with the owners
boilers , radiators, steam valves , and lished on July 16th , has been received of the patents by which they will

wooden parts of sanitary supplies. by the Bureau of Manufactures, and make a royalty of $2,500 a mile of

[ A list of dealers in the above lines, will be loaned upon application from single track and a smaller sum per

as well as in electrical supplies, is on manufacturers. mile in the event of the system being

file in the Bureau of Manufactures.] used on a large scale.

The suburban authorities of Lon

Tenders are invited until October ist don will not permit the adoption of
Consul-General W. II . Michael

by the Swedish Government for three the overhead or trolley system , but
writes as follows from Calcutta : The

350 kw . d . c . generators ; I accumu- are inclined to agree to an experiment

lator battery of 4800 ampere hours' with a surface - contact system . In
Punjab Government has, under the

capacity ; 4 three -phase generators, the new system under contemplation
Indian Electricity Act, granted a

each of a maximum of 11,000 kilovolt the electrical energy is obtained by the
license to the Punjab Power Associa

amperes ; 12 transmitters, each of a contact of skates fixed under the cars tion for the supply of electricity to the

maximum of 3670 kilovolt amperes, with studs on the surface of the road. city , civil station , and suburbs of La

cables, switchboard, etc. Particulars These studs in the center of the tracks hore. In the Government order

may be had for 50 kroner ($ 13-40 ) by are brought into contact with cables granting the license the association

addressing the Vanaging Director , underneath by a mechanical device is stated to be represented by the fol

Royal Trollhattan Canal and Water- operated by magnetic action . The
lewing gentlemen : Maj.-Gen . Beres

works, Trollhattan , Sweden . studs are only charged with electricity ford Lovett, C. B. , C. S. I. , R. E. , of

when a car is actually passing over

The Municipality of Buenos Ayres, them . The principal advantage of the,
Simla ; Sir Thomas Ilighham , K.C.

Argentina, advertises for short-term
I. E. , of Clifton , Bristol; Mr. W. R.

system from the point of view of the

tenders for the construction of under- London tramway authorities is that
Shaw , of Upper Vorwood , London ,

ground electric tramways. the excavation required for the laying
and Prof. C. A. Carns -Wilson, of

of the tracks is very much less than
Westminster, London . The two for

P : F. Bergasse, 299 Rue Paradis, with the conduit, and the cost is pro- mer are retired Indian officials who

Marseilles, France, writes that he de- portionately reduced. had long service in this country .
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Interior Wiring form with the rules and regulations enclosed in vapor -tight globes, as

in force even though the insurance steam will condense on ordinary open

rates are not affected thereby, and sockets and short -circuit the contacts
modern methods of interior

where there is no inflammable mate- at the lamp.

wiring frequently comment on
rial . The rules have been prepared

the crude material and workmanship for the betterment of all electric sys- A peculiar trouble is encountered

found in old buildings. Numerous
tems. with iron conduit in that moisture will

instances are encountered where slow
appear inside of the conduit even

burning weatherproof wire , or fire
Engine houses, round houses and though it be absolutely tight. This

proof wire, as it was called at one
boiler plants, constitute a class of moisture is generally attributed to

time, has been fished through parti- buildings not subject to an increase condensation though it will be found

tion walls without protection from
of fire risk from defective electric where the conduit is absolutely tight

contact with woodwork ; and often
wiring since they are constructed of and no moist vapor can find entrance.

with the insulation , better termed the
brick and metal and contain no in- The reason for the existence of

covering, damaged, leaving the cop flammable material, but they present water inside of tight conduit is not
per rire bare in places. Other in

unusual difficulties in maintaining the satisfactorily explained by saying “ it
stances are encountered where wire

electric wiring in an operative condi- is condensation . It must come from

has been pulled into ordinary gas pipe tion.
the decomposition of the insulation

with cast- iron elbow fittings, and the
Open wiring in such buildings is on the wire .

wire on removal has been bare in

places, showing the insulation scraped burning coal and will last perhaps one
exposed to the gases given off by In fact , there is no other possible

source for this moisture . The con

from the wire by the sharp corners
duit is tight and the moisture is foundof the elbow . Snap switches designed year before falling to pieces."After

this time, the wire can be readily when the conduit is opened. Since
to carry 10 amperes have been made

broken or may break from its own the only matter present inside the pipe
to carry 20 to 30 amperes with ex

weight . The gases given off by burn- is the copper wire and its insulation ,
cessive heating at the contacts. In

ing coal are extremely injurious to the moisture must come from the in

one particularly bad case it was nec copper since the coal frequently con- sulation.

essary to keep the door of a panel box
tains sulphur and moisture. The sul- Granting that this moisture is from

open because the switches would

otherwise have fused so that they
phur burns to form sulphur dioxide the insulation, the question arises

and the moisture appears in the gases whether it is advisable to drain off
could not be operated . Frequently

the slate bases of knife switches were
as steam . Sulphur dioxide combines this moisture, as by so doing the in

with steam to form sulphurous acid, sulation may deteriorate more rapidly
defective ; even now made they

which attacks copper more viciously than it would if the moisture were
are found faulty-one test made at

than does sulphuric acid . Sul- left in the conduit. The insulation

a recent date proved the resistance phuric acid does not readily attack becomes hard and brittle with time

between blades of several knife
copper unless heated to a high tem- when the moisture is drained off. Re

switches mounted on plain slate bases perature, this fact having been

to be below 100 ohms, and in one in

sults are not available to show the

stance it was

pointed out by chemists to show that effect obtained when the moisture is

as low as 30 ohms. the sulphur gases should not affect left in the conduit, though it would

These facts make it apparent that wiring to a great extent. They over- probably cause trouble at fixtures.

definite rules for governing the wiring look the fact that sulphurous acid and Even the lead covering over the in

of buildings must be enforced. not sulphuric acid is the active agent. sulation does not prevent this appear

A number of associations have pre- Wiring adjacent to burning coal ance of moisture, which fact might

pared a set of rules and regulations must be protected . The best method be stated to prove that the moisture

for the guidance of inspectors in the of protecting the wire is to use lead- is condensed from the surrounding

employ of The National Board of covered wire run in conduit and to air . The theory of dissociation of

Fire Underwriters. With some slight bury the conduit in concrete . All matter permits of explaining this

additions, these rules and regulations switches and lighting fixtures should phenomenon with the supposition that

have been adopted by The New York be of the marine type, absolutely mois- chemical combination does not take

Board of Fire Underwriters. All ture-proof, with all exposed metal place until the hydrogen ion has dis

wiring and appurtenances should con- heavily painted. Sockets should be. sociated from the insulation , passed

as

381
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room

an

through the lead and come into contact the paint is in good condition. Con- Another ornamental system of wir

with the outside air. crete also prevents this galvanic ef- ing is to run the wire in brass con

It is the custom to drill holes in fect . duit, the conduit being polished and

conduit at its lowest points in order Conduit should be installed in build- lacquered. This latter method, while

to permit the escape of water. ings while in course of erection . It expensive, can be made extremely at

is as necessary to provide space for tractive with the proper conditions of

Another problem is the selection of conduit as it is to provide space for decoration . Every building

a finish for iron conduit. Conduit other pipes. Wires are too frequently has particular features which best

either galvanized , black enameled or considered unimportant on account of adapt it to some one of the above

painted may be had in the open mar- their small size . Ordinarily, an archi- methods of installing exposed wiring.

ket . Tests have been made to de- tect will not provide space for them L'sually the term " open wiring" is

termine which finish affords the most with the result that joists and timbers taken to mean wiring with porcelain

efficient protection, though the results must often be cut , thus weakening the cleats , knobs and insulators. Cleats

secured have not been satisfactory building structure..
One circuit of can be obtained which separate the

Some tests indicate one finish to be 12 incandescents is supplied by wire wire 1/2- in. or one inch from the sup

most durable, while tests made with run in a conduit of 12 - in . nominal porting surface, knobs support the

other conditions show some other fin- internal diameter, actually about 58- wire 12 in . from the surface and in

ish to give the best results. Obvi- in ., and of external diameter sulators support the wire at a dis

ously a finish should be selected that slightly less than one inch . This size tance of one inch from the surface.

gives the best results with the par- of conduit does not require a large Wiremen frequently object to the

ticular conditions to be encountered amount of room , and space need not ruling of fire underwriters' inspectors

in actual service .
be provided for one or two circuits. who require insulators or cleats

Unprotected wrought-iron pipe or A large building, however, requires supporting the wire one inch from the

conduit will remain in good condition many circuits, making it imperative to surface in damp locations. This rul

for several years when buried in per- cut the supporting timbers, to run the ing is based on observed facts . Wire

fectly dry ground ; where decayed wire exposed, or to provide a wire insulation deteriorates so that it be

vegetable matter is present the con- way. Besides preventing the con- comes inefficient . Where the two

duit will become pitted within one tractor from excessive cutting of tim- wires of a circuit touch the supporting

year. This pitting of the conduit is bers, the wire way allows him the op- surface a leakage current will flow be

usually attributed to electrolysis portunity to make a neat, workman- tween these wires. When this leak

caused by leakage current from near- like system with provision for the ex- age current flows through wood it

by street railways. The results are tension of electricity for other pur- gradually carbonizes the wood, mak

the same, however, when the conduit poses besides lighting, thus making ing it a better and better conductor,

is buried in moist ground many miles the building more acceptable to the until finally the leakage current is suf

iron street railways. Iron conduit prospective tenant. ficient to ignite the wood. The ad

buried in moist ground cannot be ex- Solid iron conduit pipe with a pro- ditional 72-in . space required in some

pected to have a life of more than tective covering gives efficient serv- cases lessens the probability of the

two or three years . Conduit imbed- ice . When a building is to be wired wires touching the surface.

ded in concrete is preserved almost after erection some other method of The relative merits of split and tie

perfectly no matter what the finish protecting the wiring must be adopt- knobs or cleats are frequently dis

on the conduit may be . The concrete ed. There are three systems for wir- cussed in connection with the probable

rapidly dries so as to be a fairly effi- ing old buildings : first, with flexible leakage current across each . Split

cient insulator. Any finish of conduit conduit; second, with wood molding, knobs permit of making a job of bet

will last if the conduit be carried and third, by running the wire open . ter appearance with less labor than tie

through concrete . knobs. They have, however, less

Apparently the rapidity of pitting Flexible conduit may be obtained of leakage surface than the tie knobs, the

of iron conduit depends on the steel or of fibrous material, the selec- current leaking from the wire to the

amount of moisture and organic acids tion between these two materials be- retaining screw and then to the wood.

present in the ground. This is as ing largely a question of the amount Split knobs are not usually glazed at

might be expected. Local currents of protection to be afforded from me- the junction of the two parts, which

are set up between different sub- chanical injury. The flexible steel permits of absorbing and retaining

stances in the iron in the same man- conduit protects the wire from nails moisture at this point.

ner as observed on an unamalgamated that might be driven through floors or Open wiring should be protected

zinc in a primary cell . Where an im- walls. from abuse. Where wire is run

purity is present, a local current is Wood molding gives efficient pro- across a room at some distance from

set up either with another minute im- tection in dry locations , but unless the ceiling without a running board

purity slightly more or less positive , made to match the wood trimmings there is a liability of some one hang
or with the iron of the conduit, the in the room does not present a better ing clothes or rags over it , thus pre

direction of current depending on the appearance than wire run open . senting an excellent opportunity for
substances. A small carbon par- Open wiring when properly erected the starting of a fire. A running

ticle forms the positive pole to with wire run perfectly straight can board is always desirable for protect
pure iron in contact with surround- be installed so that it will not be a ing open wiring which is not run close

ing acid or dirty water with the result disfigurement. A popular method at up to the ceiling.

that current flows from the carbon to one time was to install rubber-covered

the iron, then through the water to wire with a slow burning, white braid ; The subject of wire insulation at

the carbon , this action continuing in some cases the wire was given a the present time is only thoroughly
without regard to the current in a coating of white enamel. Wire need understood by specialists in this line.

wire that might or might not be inside no longer be concealed for the pur- Ordinarily, the electrical engineer is

the conduit ; and with the result of a pose of improving the appearance, satisfied with specifying a rubber in

rapid conversion of the iron to a solu- though it is highly desirable that it sulation containing 20, 30, or perhaps

ble salt . A heavy coating of paint pre- be run concealed as a protection from 40 per cent. of new para rubber and

vents this galvanic action as long as damage. trusting to the manufacturer to sup
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ply this percentage of para. A specify a moderate break -down test is specified and required by most en

better procedure is to specify several on large orders of wire as such tests gineers in charge of large work with

makes and trade names of wire that will demonstrate the uniformity of out regard to the relative positions

have proven satisfactory. Tests for the insulation , but there is absolutely of the outlets and the building struc

determining the exact percentage of no excuse for the modern tendency to ture . Conditions at times absolutely

para in the insulation can only be specify excessive break -down tests . prevent the extension of the “ loop

made by experts with delicate ap- Moreover, the probability is that the system to include all outlets.

paratus. One simple method of de- insulation will be weakened by apply- The above general rules cover

termining the approximate percentage ing excessive tests . Manufacturers few of the details related to interior

of para in the insulation is to cut a can either reject specifications calling wiring . The standard wiring meth

portion of the insulation from the for excessive requirements, can over ods and materials only are mentioned ;

wire, and to measure the percentage look the excessive test requirements, the many types, makes and sizes of

increase in length to which the sam- or can supply what is specified and porcelains, conduit, fittings and fix

ple can be stretched without breaking charge for their product accordingly. tures amount to an immense number.

and the length to which it will return In any case , the wire secured under The wiring contractor must be fa

when released . It is important to de- unusual test requirements is no better miliar with all of these details ; he

termine the final length of this sample than ordinary wire and will probably must know the best methods of doing

because this length indicates the qual- be found defective in actual service. the work ; he must erect work to com

ity to as great an extent as does the Another requirement usually made ply with specifications often contrary

initial elasticity. excessive is the insulation resistance to his
own judgment; he must do

A thickness of ' / 6 - in . of the insula- required of wire. The manufacturer work not fully covered by the specifi

tion immediately adjacent to the metal can make any grade of insulation have cations as directed by the engineer in

wire is invulcanized to minimize the as high a resistance as required. All charge, and the completed work must

chemical action between the copper that is necessary is to dry out the in- be approved by the inspectors of the

and sulphur in the vulcanized insula- sulating compound. This drying -out
fire underwriters and of the municipal

tion . The copper conductor is tinned. process, while it gives a high initial authority . Frequently, too , the work

to further minimize this action. resistance, makes the insulation brittle is allotted on the lowest proposal of

The invulcanized portion of the in- so that it is liable to crack at bends. many contractors, all of whom have

sulation is known as the core . Sev- A moderate insulation resistance is reduced their margins of profit to

eral manufacturers have adopted a desirable, as it is an indication of the small computed amounts with the ex

distinctive color for the core ; in some efficiency of the insulation . Excessive pectation of getting the job. It is

cases they have adopted two colors to test requirements of any form are not needless to say that such business

listinguish between their differentdifferent producive of goods as uniform in more or less demoralizes the craft.

grades of insulation . The better quality as the standard test require

grade of insulation is in some cases ments produce.
H. A. Sinclair, secretary and treas

designated by a white core while a Protective braid should be tough
urer of the Tucker Electrical Con

red core is used to designate a poorer
struction Company, agrees in gen

and pliable, with threads of some

grade ; in other cases these colors are length , and uniform in color, showing
eral with the principles set forth .

chosen in the reverse order . A num
He adds that enclosed fuses should

the impregnating compound to have
be used

ber of other manufacturers make the entered all parts to an equal degree. more extensively than at

core and insulation of one uniform The outside surface of the braid present as they generally tend to

color. should be hard and smooth .
prevent the replacing of a fuse with

The necessary thickness of insula
copper wire, though he had lately in

tion for low voltage service , below No difficulty is encountered in ob
spected the wiring equipment of a

600 volts, is determined by the size taining copper wire with a conductiv
building and found nine places where

of wire. The insulation must be thick
enclosed fuses had been replaced with

ity closely approximating 100 per

enough to prevent fractures develop- cent. There are two reasons for this .
copper wire. Such a practice he des

ignated as criminal.
ing from bends in the wire. A clause One reason arises from the mode of

might advisably be added to specifica- selling bare copper wire . It is sold Mr. J. C. Forsyth , chief inspector

tions tabulating the maximum size of by weight , the weight determining the of the New York Board of Fire Un

wire which may be bent to a stated exact length ; both the weight and derwriters, stated that but little printed

radius. The reason for the added length can be readily measured within
matter had been published on the

thickness of insulation for large wire a fraction of one per cent., thus limit- above subject.

and the minimum advisable radius to ing the error in either quantity well He adds as follows: " A decent

which large wire should be bent is due within one per cent. The other rea- compound is little affected by the con
to the fact that insulation on large son arises from the unit of resistance tinuous presence of moisture, but the

wire is stretched and compressed to measurement being higher than is alternate presence of moisture and the

a greater percentage of its original actually the case . Pure copper has drying out of insulation causes the in

length than is the insulation on small less resistance than the present ac sulation to deteriorate rapidly even

wire when the wire is bent to the cepted standard . when composed of the best com

same radius. The insulation on large Joints at branches in wiring when pound.

wire is necessarily thicker than that well made by experienced wiremen “ By decent compound I mean a

on small wire, owing to the difference are effective in carrying the current, compound properly vulcanized and

in weight between large and small and are effectively insulated . Such with all sulphur eliminated after vul

wire, the heavier wire requiring a joints require valuable time; it is usu- canization . The sulphur when present

stronger insulation to resist abrasion ally cheaper and better to avoid joints in the compound oxidizes the copper
when installing

at branches by extending the wire conductors. Tinning prevents this ac

Insulation tests are usually more from outlet to outlet, continuing the tion .

severe than necessary . One test that wire in one length from the panel “ The core of unvulcanized rubber

frequently does more harm than good board to the last lamp on the circuit. next to the copper betters the insula

is the high potential break -down test The wiring is then said to be installed tion for initial tests , but soon deterio

so often specified. It is advisable to on the " loop" system . This system rates , pulverizing to a dry powder.
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“ A lead sheath , or any other cover

ing that excludes air from the insula

tion , is effective in preserving the in

sulation in its initial condition for an

indefinite period . The lead , however,

may become pitted by electrolytic ac

tion, in which case it , of course , loses

its value in this respect. Joints of

lead - covered wire must be carefully

made, every precaution being taken to

prevent the entrance of moisture at the

ends of the lead sheath .

“ The conditions to be encountered

must be considered. In engine-rooms

where conduit is of necessity run close

to steam pipes, rubber -covered wire is

not satisfactory . Slow burning

weather -proof wire gives good results

in such locations. I require slow

burning weather -proof wire in iron

conduit pipe where the conduit is in

stalled in dry and hot locations.

" I do not consider the percentage of

fresh para contained in an insulating

compound as important as some seem

to think it . In some cases a high per

centage of para is important, though

my experience shows that a low per

centage of para gives good results

with average conditions. Correct vul

canizing of a compound is of more im

portance than the percentage of para

used in making the compound.

“ Water will appear in conduit. This

is usually attributed to condensation

of moisture contained in the air in the

conduit. Part of this moisture may

come from decomposition of insula

tion ; almost all substances give off

moisture wheri heated.”

Mr. Forsyth then unwrapped a

short section of iron pipe, which had

been cut from a length to show the

effects of a break -down, due to water

of condensation. Thelength of run was

150 ft . , size of pipe three inches, and

there were two 500,000 c . m . stranded

cables in the pipe. Thelength wherethe

break -down had occurred was in the

lowest portion of the run . One cable

had been fused apart and numerous

large holes in the pipe were evidence

of the destructive effect of the burn

out.

" I require all conduit to be tapped

at the lowest points to drain off

moisture.

“ The principle fire hazard comes

from weak, unmechanical switches ,

cut-outs and other devices. These de

vices heat at the contact and cause

the major portion of the fires traced

to defects in electric construction . A

strong construction is essential.

Switches, cut-outs and other electric

devices should withstand normal serv

ice indefinitely."

The Electrical Show , Madison elaborate display seen . Its alternat

Square Garden
ing -current sign of large size over

HIE Madison Square Garden hung their space, carrying at one end

Electrical Show is over for the a full - size leaf of the Gold Seal sign ,

year 1907. In every way the
so familiar to Broadway.

show has been a complete success , and The New York Edison Company

its energetic management has demon- built a splendid octagon pavilion in the

strated again that an electrical fair is center of its extra large booth , and ar

a highly beneficial thing to the whole ranged more than a score of power

fraternity of dealers, jobbers and man
and utility applications about its booth ,

ufacturers if rightly conducted . each in charge of a demonstrator.

The three illuminating companies in This was a novel departure by an ex

Metropolitan New York joined hands, hibiting central station from the usual

and their united efforts produced such display work and was calculated to

a show of enthusiasm , good feeling familiarize power users with the pos

sibilities of the electric motor, as per
among exhibitors and large attendance

by the public as has not been reached
haps could not be done in any other

since the initial Madison Square Ex
way. Its uniqueness is very likely to

hibition in 1890 , and the opening show
associate the Edison Company with

of Chicago in 1905. electric -motor work in the minds of

The usual small booth littered with
the public.

its exhibitor's line of goods was con
Electric lighting has come to be so

common
spicuous in its rarity . Most of the

a feature of such displays

smaller booths were tastefully deco
that we may presently expect central

rated , the exhibitor seizing upon some stations to pay little or no attention to

decorative feature of his product for
this end of the business at our elec

its better display. Unlike preceding
trical shows, leaving it to the manu

electrical shows in the Garden , there facturers to educate engineers. The

were no fake exhibitors. The man
public does not care whether it gets

tantalum , carbon or tungsten . What
agement is to be commended for its

it wants is agreeable light at a reason
courage in refusing to allow the small

able cost.

concessionnaire to prey off the visiting

public . Heretofore the temptation to
The unusual attendance of visiting

make a few extra dollars off this class
engineers at this exhibition led to

has resulted in a succession of de
much actual selling on the part of the

teriorating shows from which the busi exhibitors. Mr. James Olsen , of the

ness- seeking trade exhibitor has
Habirshaw Company, made a state

shrunk . ment at the exhibit that he was more

The Electrical Testing Labora
than pleased with the whole affair, and

tories occupied three booths, making
had gotten in touch with a number of

elaborate display calculated to
engineering customers whom he had

not seen for years. Another manu
impress the engineer with its facili

facturer stated that he had taken
ties for test work . One of the novel

orders for several thousand dollars'

things seen in its booth was a strobo
w of business and had obtained a

scopic view of an alternating-current

arc magnified about 20 diameters, so
very large number of leads for new

business. One of the sign manufac
as to be visible to a visitor in the aisle

outside the booth . An oscillograph
turers was taking orders at the rate

of 15 to 20 a day, chiefly from mer

in continuous operation showed the
chants in the city. Two hundred and

wave forms of a condenser current,

and a voltage curve , together with the
fifty prospects and an average of fif

teen contracts a day was the visible

generator -current curve, disclosing in
result of the activity of one of the ex

a beautiful manner the irregularities
hibiting central- station companies.

of the commutation .
The exhibit covered the entire

The Brooklyn Edison Compan
ground floor of the Garden , occupying

showed a model apartment, utilizing a total floor space of 16,800 square

every possible household device of an
feet . It is understood that all of this

electrical kind. The arrangement of
floor space has been contracted for

lights was planned by Van Rensaeller
next year, and a number of the ex

Lansingh, and the inspection of this hibitors have signified their intention

apartment ought to have been instruct of placing heavy machinery in the

ive to central-station solicitors in the basement of the Garden . The first

smaller cities near New York. balcony of the Garden will undoubt

The United Electric Light & Power edly be required for exhibitors at the

Company made, perhaps, the most coming 1908 electrical exhibition .

an
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The Electric Illumination and Wiring of the

Singer Building

THE nwe Singer Building,when 2/ 3-in, thickand the lead sheaths will

64

3 32 . iron which will be anchored to the

completed , will be 18 -in . thick for 1,500,000 c . m . floor and braced from the wall . Suit

high , the tallest office building cable , the thickness of the lead sheath able packing will be supplied between

in the world, and is now a distinctive being reduced to 6 - in . on 800,000 the marble and the frame to prevent

landmark in the sky-line of lower c . m . cable. Cast-brass end bells , each breakage . All exposed parts of the

New York. Naturally a building of with hard rubber cap, are to be sup- frame are to have electro -bronze fin

this size presents special problems in plied at the ends of each cable , each ish and unexposed parts are to be

installing the electric equipment, not

only on account of the size of the

building, but also on account of its

height. Special lighting features

must be supplied for the purpose of

illuminating the exterior of the tower

at night .

The electrical work is being in

stalled by the M. B. Foster Company,

under the direction of Ernest Flagg,

architect.

The details of the plant were

worked out by the engineering de

partment of Mr. Flagg's office, Mr.

O. F. Semsch , chief engineer, and by

the owner's consulting engineer, Mr.

Chas . G. Armstrong. We are indebted

to Mr. Semsch for the information be

low .

All motor wiring is to be two-wire

220 volts . Main feeders, switchboard ,

panel boards , switches , etc. , for light

wiring will be arranged on the three

wire convertible system . Distributing

circuits and all switches are to be de

signed for 220 volts , it being the in

tention to operate the lighting system

for the present at 220 volts .

Starting from the generators, the

wiring will consist of leads for con

necting five generators to the switch

board , including equalizer connections. THE CONDUIT IS FOR CIRCUITS FOR THE FLOOR BELOW .

These cables are to be run in iron

conduit which will be buried in the end bell being filled with No. I painted. The space beneath the board

concrete floor ; they are to be lead cov- Ozite compound. will be filled with copper netting of

ered and paper insulated, as made by The switchboard will consist of pol- flat wire and end spaces will have cop

the Standard Underground Cable ished white marble panels two inches per netting doors with strong hinges

Company. Paper insulation is to be thick bolted to a frame of structural and fastenings. The instruments sup

385
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plied on the switchboard will consist of capacity under operating con

of four 1250 -amp. double -pole circuit- ditions. They will have dust-proof,,

breakers operating between 900 and soft -iron cases which will be heavily

1800 amp. and one 800-amp . double- copper-plated front and back. The

pole circuit breaker operating be- operating be- light and power bus-bars will be con

tween 600 and 1200 amp. Also four nected by one triple -pole, single

1800-amp . quick -break, double-throw throw , double -break switch of 2000-

fuseless switches and one 1200 -amp. amp. capacity, one pole being for the

quick -break, double -throw fuseless equalizer bus.
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1

The schedule of feeder circuit

breakers is as follows :

1000 amp. lower office Singer addition.

1000 amp. upper Office Singer addition .

600 amp. office of the Singer building.

600 amp. office of the Bourne building.

600 amp. office of the Bourne addition ,

400 amp. outside lighting Singer addition,

300 amp. search -lights Singer addition .

200 amp. lower public space Singer addition.

200 amp. upper public space Singer addition .

100 amp. safe deposit vault .

100 amp. mechanical plant.

100 amp. public space in the Singer building.

100 amp. public space in the Bourne building.

100 amp. public space in the Bourne addition.

1000 amp. elevators Nos. 1, 2, 3 and 4 Singer

addition .

1000 amp: elevators Nos. 5 , 6 , 7 , 8 and

Singer addition .

1000 amp. elevators Nos. 10, 11 and 12 Singer

building.
1000 amp. elevators Nos. 13 , 14 , 15 and 16

Bourne building.

200 amp. four basement fans.

100 amp. three sump pumps, two iced -water

pumps, motor generators, paper press ,

and small fan .

100 amp. carpenter shop .

100 amp. repair shop.

50 amp. fan on the thirty -ninth floor of

Singer addition .

50 amp. fan on the roof of Singer building.

50 amp. fan on the roof of the Bourne build .

ing

50 amp. vacuum ash handling apparatus in

the basement .

50 amp. pneumatic service in the basement.

amp. spare.

The Bourne building and Bourne

addition are adjacent to the Singer

building and Singer addition .

All of the above circuit -breakers

will be two -pole switch -type for 250

volts, those for lighting feeders being

arranged for a third pole in the fu

ture .

All switches are to be constructed of

pure rolled copper with a conductiv

ity of 98 per cent. and a cross section

allowing for 800 amp. per square

inch ; contact surfaces being of a size

to present a contact surface equivalent

to 50 amp. per square inch . All con

nections on the back of the switch

board are to be made with flat bars .

There are to be two sets of gener

ator bus-bars, one for supplying light

and one for power ; these to consist

of positive, negative and equalizer

busses with provision for a neutral to

be installed at some future time.

All generator switches are to be

connected to the two sets of bus -bars,

and one side of each break - down

switch is to be connected to the proper

bars.

The break - down switches are for

the purpose of supplying the service

from the Edison system , if necessary .

Two sets of Edison service bus-bars

will be installed, one set for lighting

and one set for power, with provision

for a future neutral on the lighting

set . One side of the break -down

switches will be connected to these

bus- bars. Provisions will be made

for connecting the Edison service to

these bus -bars, dividing the bars to

suit the size of the several feeders.

Each group of circuit -breakers is

to be connected to one section of the

above bus -bar sections and each sec

tion will be connected to its proper

break -down switch , provision being

made for the addition of a future neu
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RISER DIAGRAM --NEW SINGER BL'ILDING .

switch and five field rheostat All circuit -breakers are to be I. T.

switches. There are to be five sta- E., laminated , dublarm type with in

tion -type ammeters, four of which dependent operating arms for 250

will have a maximum scale reading volts with both overload and shunt

of 2000 amp. and one with a maxi- trip coils, finished in the standard
mum reading of 1500 amp. ; also five manner and mounted on polished

station -type voltmeters reading from slate with rear connections. Three

zero to 300 volts. One voltmeter and push -buttons are to be connected to

switch will be installed with contacts the shunt trip-coil of each circuit

for each set of bus-bars and for breaker for remote control, these

ground, and two summation am- push -buttons to be located as follows:

meters will be connected to the two
One on each generator.

sets of bus-bars on shunt circuits each One group of five central in the engine-room .

for 3500 amp.
One group of five in the chief engineer's office .

All of the above instruments will Lamps will be installed on the

be of the station type and guar switchboard for illuminating the in

anteed correct within one per cent. struments ,
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tral on all lighting sets . The bus- A marbleized slate panel will be

bars are to be of a size which will mounted near the motors with the fol

allow of not over 800 amp. per square lowing integrating wattmeters :

is to be extended in the Singer and

Bourne buildings to the switchboard ,

where it will be connected to the

proper throw -over switch . The

Broadway Edison service will also be

carried to the switchboard and con

nected to the proper switches. The

size of these feeders will be as fol

lows for each leg .

BROADWAY.

Two 1,500,000 c . m . cable for Singer addition

lights .

Two 1,500,000 c . m . cable for Singer addition

power .

LIBERTY STREET .

One 800,000 C. m. cable for Singer building

lights.

One 800,000 c . m . cable for Bourne building

lights.
One 800,000 c. m . cable for Bourne addition

lights .

One 400,000 c. m . cable for Singer building

power.

One 1,600,000 c . m . cable for Bourne building

power.

Feeders are to be run from the

switchboard to the panel boards

through the basement to and up the

shaft back of the elevator. Those for

the lower part of the building are to

be run behind elevator No. 8 , and

those for the tower behind elevator

No. 4. All lighting feeders are to be

installed on the loop system and the

three -wire convertible system . All

office lights below the thirteenth floor

mezzanine are supplied by one feeder

extending from the switchboard in the

basement . The public lights in this

section are to be on another separate

feeder. Similarly, all office lights

above the thirteenth floor mezzanine

are to be on one feeder and the public

JUNCTION BOX AND RISERS.

Eight 250 amp. for elevators .

One 150 amp. for shuttle elevator .

One 75 amp. for the 120 in . pressure fan .

One 75 amp. for the 80 in . pressure fan .

One 50 amp. for the iced water circulating

pumps.

inch and will allow of a contact sur

face of 50 amp. per square inch . They

are to be made of thin copper strap

with air-spaces between, only pure

rolled copper with a conductivity of

98 per cent. being allowable .

The switchboard is to be arranged

so that the system can be changed to

a three-wire system with the least pos

sible work. The lighting of the

Singer , Bourne and Bourne addition

buildings is to be balanced on the

three bus-bars by floors or feeders

when the system is changed. All bare

copper on the switchboard is to be

spaced for 240 volts. All switches

and circuit-breakers to have

spring washers at the hinge joint. An

engraved copper name-plate will be

mounted at each switch and circuit

breaker to designate the circuit con

trolled. The following integrating

wattmeters will be erected near the

back of the following panel boards ;

the wattmeters are of the Thomson

type :

are

Two 1000 amp. for the office lights in Singer

addition .

Three 600 amp. for the office lights in the

Singer building , Bourne building and

Bourne addition .

One 400 amp. for outside lights .

One 300 amp. for search -lights .

Two 200 amp. for public lights Singer addition .

Two 100 amp. for safe deposit vault and me.

chanical plant .

Three 100 amp. for public lights in the Singer

building, Bourne building and Bourne

addition .

One 50 amp. for exhaust fan on the thirty -ninth

floor .

CEILING OUTLETS.

All of the above wattmeters are to lights on another. Feeders to safe

be 240 volts two-wire . deposit vault panel and to mechanical

The Liberty Street Edison service plant panel are separate and therefore
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ELECTRICAL PLAN-FOURTEENTH FLOOR OF THE NEW SINGER BUILDING .

THE FIFTEENTH TO TWENTY-FOURTH FLOORS ARE SIMILAR TO THE FOUR

TEENTH FLOOR .

not on the loop system . Power feed

ers for elevator motors and for fan

motors are to be run from the switch

board up the shaft back of elevator

No. 4. The power feeders are to be

two -wire as follows :

To elevators Nos. 10 , 11 and 12 in the Singer

building the cable will be 1,000,000 c . m .

about 250 feet in length .

To elevators Nos. 13 , 14 , 15 and 16 in the Bourne

building the cable will be 1,600,000 c . m .

about 220 feet in length .

To the four fan motors in the basement the

cable will be No. o B. & S. about 30

feet in length .

To the one fan motor on the thirty -ninth story

the cable will be No. 1 B. & S. about

650 feet in length .

To the sump pumps, iced - water pumps, motor

generators , fan , paper press , etc. , the

cable will be No. 6 B. & S. about 120

feet in length..

will be securely fastened to the junc

tion and outlet boxes, proper bush

ings being provided to prevent abra

sion of the wire. Plugs are to be

placed in the open ends of all con

duits to prevent the entrance of dirt

or other foreign matter. The ends of

the conduits are to be reamed smooth

before joints are made. The ends of

all conduits running down from panel

boards or outlet boxes will be sealed

with wax after the wires are drawn

in to absolutely prevent the entrance

of moisture. Horizontal cross

in partitions are not permitted except

for very short distances.
The 2017

duits will in every case be kept free

from contact with other pipe. Elec

troduct conduit supplied by The

American Circular Loom Co. will be

used throughout, free from burrs or

rough surfaces , evenly coated and of

full standard gas pipe weight ; sizes
smaller than 58 - in . interior diameter

are not allowed. Hangers will be sup

plied at intervals of not more than 10

feet , unless the conduit is imbedded in

concrete .

A Thomas & Betts steel outlet box

will be installed at each outlet. These

will be set so that the opening in the

cover will be flush with the finished

plaster line. Ceiling outlet boxes will

be secured to the floor arches by

means of anchor plates fastened to the

back of the boxes. All outlet boxes

are to have threaded fixture studs.

Pull boxes will be installed at numer

ous points . Switch boxes are to be of

the same make as the outlet boxes ,

namely, Thomas & Betts. Panel Boxes

will be of 18 -in . steel secured to

framing provided by the building con

tractor with back, sides and remov

able covers to gutters well built and

braced with angle irons . Partitions

between gutters and panel boards will

be 1/2- in . slate marbleized and pol

ished on the exposed inside surface.

Marbleized slate linings will corre

spond to partitions and panel boards .

All conduit entering the panel box

will be secured by lock -nutsand bush

ings. Panel boards are to be 7/8 -in .

marbleized slate with bus-bars and

fuses neatly mounted , ample spaces

being provided between branch cir

cuits and bus -bars . All connections

are to be made on the face of the

board . Circuit wires are to be se

cured by binding screws and feeder

cables by Dossert lugs. All bus-bars

and other copper work will be of rolled

copper polished and lacquered . The

bus- bars will be protected on the

three exposed surfaces by fiber 1 / 18 - in .

thick , this being to prevent short-cir

cuits from accidental contact ; all such

fiber insulation is to be neatly finished

and lacquered.

Enclosed fuses are to be provided

for all feeders and circuits which will

One circuit to three electric elevator motors on

the roof of the Singer building.

One circuit to the four electric elevator motors

on the roof of the Bourne building.

One circuit to the four electric elevator motors

on the thirteenth floor mezzanine of the

Singer addition .

One circuit to one electric elevator motor on

the forty -second floor of the Singer ad.

dition , one electric elevator motor on the

thirty -ninth floor of the Singer addition

and three electric elevator motors on the

thirty-sixth floor of the Singer addition .

One circuit to two 12 -h . p. fan motors in the

basement, to one 18 - h . p. fan motor in

the basement and to one 12 - h . p . fan mo.

tor in the basement of the Singer build

ing.

One circuit to one fan motor on the thirty -ninth

floor of the Singer addition .

One circuit to one one -half horse -power fan mo .

tor in the basement of the Singer addi

tion , to two five -horse-power motors driv

ing iced - water circulating pumps in the

Singer addition basement, to one three

horse-power motor driving a sump pump

in the Singer addition basement, and to

three three-horse-power motor generators

in the engine-room.

All of the above is to be installed

complete with the conduit system .

Conduits for the loop feeders are

to have steel junction boxes, and

panel-board connections on the vari

ous floors shall be made to each cable

in these boxes . The connections will

be made direct without fuses with

Dossert connectors.

Feeder conduits will run along the

basement ceiling exposed and in

chases in the shaft behind the ele

vators securely fastened . All feeder

conduits , except those in the base

ment, are to be concealed in the floor

or wall construction. They are to be

continuous from box to box with not

more than four quarter bends between

two boxes , and no bend shall be less

than six -inch radius, all being bent to

a true curve. All conduits will be put

together with couplings and standard

threads, clean cut andmade up water

tight with white lead . The conduit.

The sizes and lengths of the power

feeders are as follows:

To elevators Nos. 1 , 2 , 3 and 4 in the Singer

addition the cable will be 1,600,000 c . m .

about 250 feet in length .

To elevators Vos . 5 , 6 , 7 , 8 and 9 in the Singer

addition the cable will be 2,990,000 $ , m .

about 700 feet in length .
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SWITCH BOX.

be mounted on the panel boards. No Instead of installing wall outlets for lets are located near wash basins , the

feeder or circuit- switches are to be on bracket fixtures in the offices , it was brackets will be retained .

these boards . decided to put in receptacles for port- All wall switches, receptacles and

brackets throughout the offices were

located on the columns and permanent

walls rather than on the partitions.

The partitions can accordingly be

shifted without necessitating altera

tions of the electrical work.

All receptacles below the 14th floor

will be placed in the baseboard of

offices with the bottom of the plate two

inches above floor ; above the 14th

floor they are to be placed above the

base. All exposed steel conduit boxes

and supports will be painted with two

coats of Voltax paint to prevent cor

rosion .

Three search -lights for 40 - amp ., 220

volts with water -tight casings, re

flectors , diffusers, cut- out blocks , etc. ,

are to be installed on the roofs of the

13th story portion . The arcs are to

have prismatic reflectors so made as to

throw the strongest light on the top of

the tower and to give diminishing in

tensity toward the base. They are

also to have shutters so adjusted that

the light will be cut off sharply on the

outline end of the tower , showing the

tower brightly against a dark back

ground. One search -light is to be

mounted on the top of the tower on a

movable truck and arranged to travel

around the flagpole and pass the lad

The spacing of all bus -bars on the able lights. It is expected that these ders , pipes and trap doors, also piv

panel boards is to be arranged for receptacles will be of more use to the oted vertically and horizontally upon

240-volt three-wire , and neat direct- tenants for lighting desks and tables the truck .

ories are to be provided on the inside

of the door and protected by a glass

cover.

Wall switches are to be double -pole

flush push -button type with polished

bronze face plate , and where several

switches are mountedin a gang a

common face plate will be provided

for all . These switches will be of the

diamond H type, manufactured by the

Hart Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn . On

thin partitions, mats of calamined iron

will be placed around the switch plate.

Circuit wiring will be No. 14 B. & S.

duplex wire ; all wires are to be the

Standard Underground Company's

Tip Top. All wire No. 8 and larger

is to stranded . No wire is to be used

smaller than No. 14 except for fix

tures. Wires will not be pulled into

conduits until the plastering is com

pleted. The insulation resistance must

be not less than one megohm between

wires or between wires and ground ,

after the entire wiring installation has

been completed and the various con

nections made.

The electric range now in the

Singer Company's kitchen on the roof

of the present Bourne building is to
SWITCH BOX — WALL READY FOR PLASTERING .

be moved to the new kitchen on the

north side of the 34th floor. than the brackets would have been ; The outside of the tower from the

One complete set of extra fuses is general illumination is provided by the 34th story up is to be illuminated by

to be provided . ceiling fixtures, Where the side out- incandescent lamps concealed from
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16 Lights

48 Lights

Up from 42nd Story

43rd Story Ciroult A

Time Ball

Total. 16 Lights

45th Story Cirouit B

to 39 lights

45th Story Circuit B

53 Lights

Behind Columnارتکد

Plan of Dome of Lantern

45th Floor

24 Lights

14th Story Circuit B

44th Story Circuit A

72 Lights

Bebind Columns

44th Floor

43rd Story Circuit B

Flan of 44th Floor
21 Lights

G0 Light

43rd Floor

42nd Story Cireult A Ust Story Circuit A

32 Lights

o Laghts

Laghts

72. Lights

42nd Floor

G4 Lights

Circuit A

96 Lights

view either by the architecture of the

building or by shades on the lamps.

These lamps are to have reflectors so

as to throw the light on the outside

of the tower and supplement the illu

mination from the search -lights on the

lower part of the tower. The size of

feeders for the incandescent lamps is

to be 600,000 c . m . Reflectors are to

be of aluminum with the outside to

match the building.

The conduit to the tower incan

descent lamps is to be run exposed

on the masonry . Where copper

sheathing is encountered , the conduit

is to be run back of the sheathing

with outlets extending through the

sheathing. In every case the hole

around the socket is to be made water

tight. All outside lamps are to be

16 - c. p. 220-volt .

The outside lighting may be modi

fied before completion.

Incandescents will be located as fol

lows , the location given being for one

side of the building only :

Behind Column

Bubind Colum

32 Lights

O

120 Lights

Cluster of 12

Up from 38th Story

Panel Board

64 Lights

41st Floor

( 4 Lights

41st Story Circuit B

42nd Story Circuit B
2 Lights

Fan of 41st Floor

21 Lights

40th Floor

(AIL .

Plan of 40th Floor

-76 Lights

16 Lights

60 Lights

48 Lights

30th Floor

160 Lights

176 Lights
fo

118 Lights

88 Lights

192 Lights

88th Floor

40 Lights

G4 Lights

112 Lights

44 Lights

36 Lights

વી . હો
332 Lights

37th Floor

66 Lághts

180 lights

24 Lights

64 Lights

16 Lights

100 Lights

3Cth Floor
84 Laghts

176 Lights

136 Lights

100 Lights

34th . floor- 41 lamps on each balcony rail ;

total , 164 .

36th floor - 21 lamps on the top of each pedi .

ment over center windows; total , 84 .

36th and 37th floors -83 lamps on large central

arch , the two bull's-eyes and the flat attic

coping between them ; total , 332 .

37th floor - 10 lamps on top of each of three

large windows and 9 lamps at each bull's.

eye window ; total , 192 .

39th foor- 19 lamps around bull's -eye window ;

total , 76 .

40th floor--18 lamps on each side of the square

distributed and 12 in a cluster ; total , 120 .

41st floor-8 lamps on balustrade of balcony ;

total , 32.

41st and 42d floors - 12 lamps in a vertical row

behind each column , total , 96 .

43d floor 16 lamps on top of gable and attic ;

total, 64 .

44th floor - 7 lamps in a vertical row behind each

column ; total , 64 .

45th floor - 4 lamps on each face ; total , 32 .

Crown at base of flag.pole ; total , 16.

35th Floor

104 Lichts

102 Lights

104 Lights
34th Floor

172 Lights

0
104 Lights

33rd Floor

32nd Floor

.

A

The total of all lamps on the out

side of the tower is 1264 . This num

ber will probably be increased to

about 1600.

The illustration on this page shows

two proposed schemes for lighting

the tower. The one to the right and

designated as estimate No. 5 has been

adopted.

It will be noted that the table of

lamps per floor and the plan show

45 stories in the new Singer building.

L'sually, however, the building is said

to be 42 stories high only, the 430,

44th and 45th floors being in the

cupola. The total height from Broad

way to the top of the tower is 672 ft .;

a time ball will be erected at this point ,

where it will be visible from the

greater part of lower Manhattan.

31st Floor

344 Lights

30th Floor

140 Lights

20th Floor

I
28th Floor

48 Lights

64 Lights

27th Floor

This Side shows Lamps as called for by

ESTIMATE 6

This Side showsLamps às called for by

ESTIMATE + 5

-



Power Station and Electric Equipment

JOSEPH STEHLIN

A BY-PRODUCT
of breweries much of the work at the present time ing apparatus. One of these last two

known as “ grains” is an excel- is temporary, awaiting the opportu- motors operates two grain presses and

lent feed for cattle , and is used nity to be placed in final location . the wet grain conveyor, the other

quite extensively in its wet state for The power plant consists of four handling the dry grain conveyor.

A moist vapor is given off from the

grain which is very injurious to

metal, for which reason the motors

were made entirely enclosed, outside

air being supplied to the motors for

ventilation through air ducts.

Owing to this moisture it is also

necessary to adopt marine fittings for

the wiring. Russell and Stoll marine

type fittings are used throughout for

the incandescents, as they are both

dust and moisture proof . The wiring

is rubber-covered , enclosed in iron

conduit with every precaution to ex

clude the injurious gases and to re

lieve the conduit of moisture from

condensation . Main feeders from the

switchboard distribute the electric

energy to numerous panel boxes

located at convenient points about the

building. The lighting is controlled

from these panel boxes , which are

ROW OF ELECTRICALLY OPERATED DRYERS . fitted with tight-fitting covers to ex

ciude dust and moisture and provided

this purpose in districts adjacent to Parker boilers of 275 horse -power with locks and keys so that only

the breweries. For shipment, how- each and two 100 kw. Western Elec- authorized persons can turn on and

ever, this material must be thoroughly tric generators direct-connected to off the light. Circuits to motors are

dried, this process being conducted on Buckeye engines of 150 i . h . p . each . run from the switchboard direct, each

a large scale by the company whose The electric system is operated at 240 motor having a separate circuit which

plant is described herein .

The material as received is first

compressed to remove surplus mois

ture . It is then conveyed to dryers,

where it is subjected to steam heat

until all moisture has been removed .

During the drying process the dryers

are revolved , thus mixing the grains

and gradually transferring it from

one end of the dryer to the other,

from which point it is discharged in

to conveyors and carried to the stor

age bins. Next it is transferred to

the shipping department, where it is

packed in bags for export .

Formerly this work was done en

tirely by steam engines belted to the

different conveyors and dryers. Lately

the steam equipment has been replaced

and supplemented by a steam - power

plant and complete electric motor

equipment, this addition being made

under the direction of the Stehlin

Miller Company, electrical and me

chanical engineers , 59th Street and

Madison Avenue, New York . volts two -wire. There are four 10- is controlled by a switch and enclosed

Considerable difficulty was experi- horse- power Sprague electric motors fuses both at the switchboard and at

enced since the old plant was neces- running at 400 r.p.m., each belted to a the motor.

sarily kept in operation while the new dryer and two ΙΟ horse -power The arc lamps in the engine-room

machinery was being installed, and Sprague motors belted to the convey- have fluted steel enameled reflectors .

CONNECTION OF MOTOR TO DRYER .

392
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LAYOUT OF STEAM PIPING.

All other arc lamps in the boiler-room

and outside lamps have clear outer

globes which have been found to give

the best service in these locations.

Russell and Stoll marine type guard

screen and socket for connection to

marine type receptacles , located at

convenient points. Receptacles are

pounds. This is reduced to 90 pounds

by Foster reducing valves for supply

ing the dryers ; the engine generator

sets are operated at 125 pounds — the

boiler pressure . The return from the

dryers is conducted to Burrows steam

traps , thence to a closed tank, from

which point it is pumped by Fair

SWITCHBOARD.

TWO OF THE BOILERS.

banks -Morse pumps to the boilers.

The supply to the boiler feed pumps

is regulated by a float valve. The

pressure of the return is approx

imately 70 pounds , so that the feed

pumps are working with pressure at

the intake . It will be seen that with

this system the only loss in the steam

used for drying is that due to the

actual heat given up in the process of

Portable incandescent lamps are in

stalled at numerous points . Each

portable lamp consists of from 25 to

50 feet of portable lamp cord with

also provided in the offices for attach

ing electric fans when found desir

able.

The boiler steam -pressure is 125
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drying the grains; moreover , the

extra water required for operation is

heated before being fed to the boil

ers . From the feed -water heater the

exhaust steam will pass through one

of the drying machines to be utilized

in drying grains, from which point it

is handled through a pump and re

ceiver back into the utility tank , where

it is mixed with the water from the

dryers and fed into the boilers. The

back pressure at the engine exhaust

will not be above 2 pounds.

The switchboard was manufactured

by the H. O. S. Electric Company,

with American instruments and I. T.

E. circuit breakers.

The results so far secured by elec

tric operation of this plant have been

satisfactory in every way, the reduc

tion in the amount of attention re

quired for operating electric motors

over that required for operating the

steam engines formerly installed being

cited as specially desirable.

POWER PLANT.

water is returned to the boilers , and

there is no extra cost for this water

except that due to leakage .

The exhaust steam from the en

gines in the power plant is conducted

first to a feed-water heater, where all

Single -Phase Electric Motive Power on theon the Erie

Railroad - Rochester Division

W. N. SMITH

graphs which illustrate this article

were furnished.

The section of track equipped for

electric operation is 34 miles long, ex

cuted and placed in operative condi

tric railway developments of tion by the Westinghouse, Church ,

the present year is the change Kerr & Co., engineers , through whose
from steam to electrical motive power courtesy the drawings and photo

on a portion of the Rochester Division

of the Erie Railroad, which took place

on the 18th of June, 1907. This is

the first installation of a single -phase

alternating system of electrical motive

power upon a steam railroad .

With this electrification, the priority

of application can justly be claimed

of several important features, which

are of interest in connection with the

discussion now prevailing upon sys

tems best suited for steam railroad

electrification . This railroad company

was the first to operate electric cars

on the single -phase system over the

tracks of an operating steam railroad ;

the first to use 11,000 volts working

pressure commercially on a trolley in

this country, and the first instance of

a heavy electric traction system receiv

ing power from a 60,000-volt trans

mission line.

All of the construction described

below , except that of the 60,000 -volt 4718.

power transmission line and the car

bodies and trucks, was designed , exe AVON SUBSTATION - EXTERIOR .
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MAIN TRANSFORMER ROOM IN SUBSTATION .

tending from Rochester over the main The freight service is handled ex- trips between Rochester and Mt. Mor

line of the Rochester Division to clusively by steam , as heretofore, as ris, and three more between Avon and

Avon, a distance of about 19 miles, are also the through trains operating Mt. Morris .

thence 15 miles over the Mt. Morris

Branch . The railroad is entirely sin

gle track, with sidings at way stations ,

averaging three to four miles apart.

The grades are light, and the curva

ture for the most part quite easy , the

line being relatively straight.

The line was originally laid with
68-1b. rails , but relaid with

80 -lb . rails , taken from another di

vision just prior to the electrification .

The roadbed is ballasted with gravel,

and the joints are of the Weber type .

A single No. 2 / o protected rail bond

is applied to each rail joint under the

plate , one of the advantages of the

high -tension single -phase system be

ing that the relatively small current

renders it unnecessary to resort to

heavy bonding

The line crosses number of

bridges . The longest one is that over

the Genesee River, about a mile and

a half south of Rochester, being 780

feet long, and comprising seven spans.

There are also through truss bridges

at Rush , and at Caneserauga Creek,

near Mt. Morris, and a stone arch

bridge over Conesus Creek, a short

distance south of Ayon .

The electric service is devoted solely

to passenger traffic, which is of the lo

cal interurban type . The principal vil- between Rochester and Corning over POWER SUPPLY.

lages served are Avon , Geneses and the main line of the Rochester Divi
The power is generated at Niagara

Mt. Morris, the other regular way sion , a distance of about 94 miles. Thesion , a distance of about 94 miles . The Falls, in the plant of the Ontario

Power Company. It is transmitted at

60,000 volts , three -phase, over the

lines of the Niagara, Lockport & On

3 .
tario Power Company, whose system

2. has been fully described in former

technical papers . The Iroquois Con

struction Company constructed

branch line from Mortimer, a little

over four miles south of Rochester ,

to Avon, locating it upon the Erie

Railroad right of way for nearly the

whole distance. The pole construc

tion used upon this branch transmis

sion line is of the A - frame type, using

two 40 - ft. cypress poles, set abreast of

each other, and inclined so that their

tops are framed together, the butts

being joined by horizontal plank braces

underground. The cross arms con

sist of two three and one -half by six

inch timbers, eight feet long . The in

sulator pins are of cast steel, one being

placed at the apex of the A frame and

the other two bolted near the extremi

ties of the cross arms, so that there

is an equilateral spacing of seven feet
SUBSTATION OPERATING ROOM - SHOWING 11,000 - VOLT SWITCHING APPARATUS.

between each of the three wires. The

insulator pins are grounded by copper

stations being little else than cross- steam service between Rochester and wire . The neutral of the transmission

road stops. The population is entirely Mt. Morris originally comprised three system is grounded at the power sta

agricultural, and the Genesee Valley, round trips daily . Instead of three tion through a resistance. Lightning

traversed by this line, is probably one round trips per day, the electric serv- protection of the horn arrester type

of the most beautiful and prosperous ice has been the cause of increasing has been installed at every fifth pole.

farming regions of New York State . this number to six complete round The conductors are of No. 4 , hard

a

BASGER

11000 VOLTS
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drawn , stranded copper cable. The maining space on the main floor is,

standard length of span between poles divided into a high -tension room

is 220 ft . , which is shortened at curves (through which the 60.000 - volt wires

where necessary. When crossing over enter, and in which are located the

the tracks of the Erie , or other rail- high -tension circuit breakers) size 16

ft . 8 in . x 19 ft . 8 in ., and the oper

나. ating room , which is 19 ft . 8 in . X 24
WW , 0 Volifeeder
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DIAGRAM OF CONNECTIONS - ERIE SU'ESTATION , AVON, N. Y.

roads, recourse is had to a special con

struction of No. o copper cables car

ried on steel towers, so reinforced by

guys that it is impossible for a failure

of the line to result in dropping the

conductors across railroad tracks .

one behind the other, on each of the

three conductors, the first gap being

four and three - quarter inches across ,

the second five inches, and the third

six inches. A concrete column is in

series with the first gap , an electro

lytic arrester in series with the second

and a five - foot fuse of No. 18 copper

wire in series with the third, that is

to say , between one horn and the

ground. Both horns of each gap are

of 12 -in. round iron. Between the

line and the first arrester there is a

hook -type knife switch , and between

the last arrester and the lead into the

substation there is a No. 18 copper

wire fuse, in each conductor, placed

horizontally upon the structure es

pecially devised for it on top of a pole .

These fuses are enclosed in wooden

tubes about five feet long, wrapped

with torpedo twine. The entire ar

rangement of lightning arrester gaps,

fuses and switches is mounted upon

18 chestnut poles ; and a suitable ele

vated platform , railed off and fitted

with a gate to keep out trespassers,

affords means of access to the appa

ratus when attention is required.

The three high - tension conductors

enter the substation through glass

discs held in 36 -in. tile , set in the
upper portion of the rear wall of the

substation .

Within the substation the wires

first pass through three 60,000 -volt

stick -type circuit breakers , mounted

directly inside of the rear wall, thence

over bare copper conductors to the

three oil insulated choke coils, situ

ated on the mezzanine floor , and

thence to three oil insulated series

transformers, also on the mezzanine

floor . Connections are taken from the

series transformers to the power

measuring instruments in the operat

ing room . The main connections fin

ally terminate upon a set of copper

bus-bars in the transformer room .

These bus- bars are run upon porcelain

insulators mounted on wooden cross

arms placed at a convenient height di

rectly over the line of transformers.

The 60.000 - volt three-phase current

is rendered available for single -phase

distribution by means of three trans

formers of the Westinghouse oil- in

sulated -water -cooled type, each of 750

kw . capacity. For the present instal

lation , two transformers only are used

at one time, the third being a spare .

The high -tension connections are such

that in case of one transformer fail

ing while in service, its connections

can quickly be taken off the bus-bars,

and put on the spare transformer.

The transformer windings are fitted

with taps enabling the three -phase to
two -phase " Scott connection to be

used. The low -tension windings can

be so connected that either 11,000

volts or 22,000 volts can be obtained,

SUBSTATION BUILDING .

ft . , where are located all the 11,000

volt switching apparatus and the

measuring instruments. Directly over

the operating room is a mezzanine

floor, reached by an iron staircase.

The 11,000 -volt lightning arresters ,

60,000 -volt choke coils, and the 60,000

volt series transformers are located on

this mezzanine floor. The high - ten

sion connections enter through the

high -tension room , which runs from

floor to roof, and pass through the

choke coils and series transformers, on

the mezzanine floor, and then turn

through a wide opening in the wall to

the 60,000 - volt bus -bars, which are

located in the upper portion of the

transformer room .

There is space in the transformer

room for another transformer of the

same size , and there is also space in

the high -tension room for an oil in

suiated circuit breaker should it ever

be decided necessary to install one

there. The interior of the building is

painted with cold water paint of the

same light green shade that is com

monly used by the Erie Railroad for

interior finish .

The interior lighting equipment

consists of 47 16 -c.p. incandescent

lamps. Heat is furnished by a simple

system of colonial wall type steam

radiators, supplied by steam from the

locomotive roundhouse.

The substation building is located

in the Y formed by the railroad tracks

at Avon, and, together with the car

shed , is adjacent to the roundhouse

and division repair shop. The walls.

of the building are of brick , resting

upon solid concrete foundations, the

roof and floors being of reinforced

concrete . The floors are supported

upon steel beams, but the roof beams

are of reinforced concrete, like the

slabs which they support.

The building is absolutely fireproof,

the doors and windows being of kalo

mein construction , and fitted with wire

glass . The building is 39 ft . 8 in . x

44 ft . on the outside, and 29 ft . 1o in .

high from the top of the foundation

to the top of the parapet. The door

sills and lintels are of concrete blocks,

and, for architectural effect , a belt of

concrete blocks runs around the build

ing, at a level of the window sills .

The parapet is topped off with a cop

ing of concrete blocks.

In the basement of the building are

located one of the transformer oil

tanks and the oil pump. The main

floor is divided into three rooms, the

main transformer room being 43 ft . x

17 ft . , and extending the full height

of the structure to allow room for the

high -tension bus bars , which are car

ried over the transformers. The re

SUBSTATION EQUIPMENT.

The transmission line terminates at

the lightning arrester yard in the rear

of the substation . The arrangement

of the 60,000 - volt lightning arresters

consists of three horn gaps, arranged
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GENERAL ARRANGEMENT OF ELECTRIC APPARATUS-AVON SUBSTATION , ERIE RAILROAD.

so that in case it should ever be de

sired to transmit railway current for

an extension of 40 or 50 miles , to

another substation , it could readily

be done without adding transformers

to this equipment . The low-tension

windings also have six taps , enabling

relatively small variations in the sec

ondary voltage to be obtained if the

same should be necessary to suit oper

ating conditions in the trolley line .

One end of each low -tension wind

ing is directly grounded to the boiler

iron case , which in turn is , by means

of a 4/0 stranded copper cable , di

rectly connected to the track return

circuit.

The transformer cases are made of

boiler iron ; each is set on a square

cast- iron base , which is in turn

mounted on three pairs of wheels run

ning upon an iron subbase set in the tanks are provided , each of slightly

concrete floor of the room . A track greater capacity than a single trans

runs lengthwise of the room directly former. One is located in the base

in front of the transformers, a trans- ment directly under the transformer

fer truck running upon it . Upon the room , so that the oil from the trans

top of the transfer truck there is former can readily be drained into

another set of little wheels or rollers , it . The other is suspended from the

which line up with those upon which concrete roof beams at the top of the

the transformer cases are set . When transformer room , close to the side

it is desired to remove the windings wall of the building, this being in

from the transformer case , it is only tended to act as a reservoir for dis

necessary to disconnect the electrical , tributing oil back into the trans

water and oil connections , roll the former. The oil is pumped from the

transformer off its subbase, and on lower to the upper tank by means of

to the truck, which is then pushed to a steam pump supplied from the boiler

the rear end of the transformer room room in the adjacent division round

where it comes directly under a 10 -ton house, where steam is always avail

hand hoist , which is able to lift any able . From the upper tank , oil is fed

part of the transformer that repairs by gravity into either transformer. It
may make it necessary to handle. is thus a simple matter to draw the

Two cylindrical boiler iron oil oil off from any transformer if its in
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sulating qualities are found to have upon separate phases of the two-phase feeders, should the breaker usual

depreciated ; and the dehydrating, fil- secondary system . Either the Tor V ly controlling that feeder be tempo

tering or purifying apparatus can connection can be used, the latter rarily disabled. This system of con

readily be employed with the aid of method being employed at present. nections is simple, compact and

the pump, and the supply returned Each one of the active transformers flexible, and has admirably fulfilled

again to storage. The oil piping is therefore feeds a separate section . the conditions for which it is in

of iron throughout.
As mentioned above, one terminal tended .

The water circulation is by gravity, of each single-phase 11,000-volt trans- The outgoing 11,000 -volt feeders

the supply coming from the railroad former is grounded. The middle run up to the mezzanine floor directly

company's water -tank system , at the transformer of the three is ordinarily over the operating room , where they

adjacent roundhouse, being pumped, used as a spare, and the ungrounded emerge from the building through

originally, from the Genesee River, low -tension lead from this transform- perforated glass discs, set in 18 - in .

about a mile distant. An artesian er runs to the center of a double- round tiles . Before emerging, there

well had been opened up on the prem- throw switch , whose outside poles are tapped to them two Westinghouse

ises , but the water was so strongly connect separately to two low -tension low -equivalent lightning arresters , set

impregnated with sulphur and other bus -bars. The ungrounded low -ten- in brick compartments, and reinforced

impurities, that it was thought best sion terminals of the other two trans- by two electrolytic lightning arresters

not to introduce it into the copper formers connect through single - pole of the 11,000-volt type. A set of call

piping in the transformers, although switches, one to each of these bus-bars. bells is provided so that, when the

the cost of such a supply would have The low -tension bus-bars run along automatic breakers open , a bell is rung

been practically nothing: the wall of the operating room , and in the car-inspection shed, near by.

There are three separate water- directly beneath them are three type Also, if the temperature of any trans

cooled coils in each transformer case , E Westinghouse automatic oil circuit former runs above normal, a bell cir

each one controlled by its own valve, breakers, one on each of the two trol- cuit connected to a thermometer in the

so that the amount of water may be ley feeders, the third breaker , which top of the transformer tank is simi

controlled as found necessary under is situated between the other two, be- larly made to operate . The station

various conditions of load . ing a spare . One pole of each of the itself does not require the continuous

The necessary transformation from three oil breakers is connected to the presence of an attendant, which is

three-phase to two-phase fits in very center pole of a double -throw hook- needed in the case of a rotary con

well with the natural subdivision of type knife switch , by means of which verter substation . The working force

the electrified line, into two sections, it is thrown upon either bus -bar. The is so organized that the car repair

one of which is about 19 miles in other pole of each of two oil breakers men are always available for manipu

length , north of Avon , the other being is connected directly to a feeder, The lating the substation circuit breakers

about 15 miles in length , south of outgoing lead from the middle or and the cost of attendance is thereby

Avon . The connections were , there- spare circuit breaker can be readily reduced to a minimum .

fore, laid out to operate these sections thrown of the
( To be Continued ).upon either one

The Electrical Show

at Madison Square Garden

TIE Electrical Show recently held

at Madison Square Garden was

notable in that the exhibits con

sisted of electric appliances adapted

to household use , to machine-shop op

eration and to lighting in distinction

from exhibits in former shows, which

consisted largely of new inventions

that had not proved their value in in

dustrial work.

F. Alexander Electric Company had

an exhibit of arc lamps, which was

unique on account of the size of the

lamps shown . They have a three am

pere miniature arc lamp which gives

500 actual candle -power while con

suming 330 watts. This lamp was

shown with a muber of assortments

of glassware and reflectors.

The Consolidated Telegraph and

Electrical Subway Company had in

their booth samples of cable composed

of different arrangements and sizes of

conductors and showing different

methods of installation . Manhole con- servant- girl problem . Electric flat

struction was clearly demonstrated by irons were used in conjunction with

a full - size model. the washing machine and completed

The Driver Harris Wire Company the laundry equipment. Hot water
showed a complete line of resistance was always obtainable from an elec

wires. tric water -heater. A dish -washing

The Edison Illuminating Company, machine capable of handling frail

of Brooklyn, had one of the most in- china was another demonstration of

structive and popular exhibits for the interest in the kitchen . A complete

general public. Their exhibit con- electric range with utensils, including

sisted of a model apartment equipped broiler, griddle and stoves was very

for electric operation. A refrigerating attractive. Electric plate-warmers

machine operated by an electric motor were used to advantage and an electric

was shown and the statement made coffee grinder dici effective work.

that the cost of running this machine Polishing machines were also shown
by electricity is about half the cost of in the kitchen . The dining -room

ice. A clothes -washing machine, con- equipment consisted of an electric

sisting of a tub in which washing was coffee percolator, an electric tea-ket

clone, a wringer connected to the tub tle , an electric chafing -dish and an

and a special driving mechanism for electric plate-warmer. Passing from

transmitting the power from a minia- the dining-room to the parlor a

ture electric motor, either to the vacuum cleaner was encountered ,

wringer or to the washing equipment, which was certainly very effective in

clemonstrated a method of solving the its work . The parlor contained an
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electric grate , an electrically operated washed and ironed. Of particular in- operated Regina music -box which dis

piano and very handsome electroliers. terest was the electric carpet renovator courses sweet strains.

The bedroom electric equipment con- in which a motor drives a cylindrical The main booth was devoted to a

sisted of an electric heating-pad , an brush , and a centrifugal fan produces model dining-room and model

electric curling- iron heater, an electric

milk warmer, an electric radiator , and

an electrically operated massage out

fit. The library was also completely

equipped with modern conveniences

operated electrically . An electric

fountain , sewing machine, sterilizer ,

telharmonic music and cigar lighter

were all viewed with intense interest.

The illumination of this department

was planned by Van Rensaeller Lan

singh ; three-way switches being used

to a large extent.

The Electrical Testing Laboratories

had an instructive exhibit consisting

of standard resistances, testing sets

and numerous other instruments of

value for calibrating and testing elec EL

tric equipments.

The Federal Sign Company had an

attractive exhibit of electric signs .

The General Electric Company have

lised their space, which was equivalent

to eight booths, for an array of motor

applications and electric heating and

cooking devices in order to make their EXHIBIT OF THE EDISON ILLUMINATING COMPANY OF BROOKLYN.

exhibit of wide interest to the gen

eral public. The interest shown in a suction at the brush and delivers the kitchen . The former was furnished in

their exhibit was a vindication of the dust into a receptacle ; absolutely no mission. Over the table hung an ornate

wisdom and desirability of this idea . dust escapes into the room . There shell dome in which wasa 40 c . p .
The exhibit was laid out with a main

were also on exhibit in this wing mo- tantalum meridian lamp. The electric

booth roofed with an arched canopy tor-driven dough -mixers, coffee grind- cigar lighter and the corn popper on

forming a galaxy of light and two ers and meat choppers. the table were suggestive dining-room
open wings on each end .

To further heighten the interest in conveniences ; the electrically wired

side table on which were an electric

chafing -dish and percolator, indicated

the best way to provide for these mod

ern necessities . The electric fan was

not omitted.

The model kitchen exhibited the

electric kitchen cabinets, large and

small size , on which busy demonstrat

ors were preparing delicious biscuits,
NEW YORK

fudge, rarebits and other delicacies.

A counter along the side was stocked

WESTEPEERS with a complete assortment of electric

heating and cooking appliances, many

in operation, for examination by the

curious and interested. Perhaps the

article on this counter attracting the

most attention and exciting the great

est comment was the Electric Lumin

ous Radiator. Already the inquiries

regarding this device have resulted in

many sales.

The end wing was devoted to indus

trial applications.

Attracting considerable attention ,

partly on account of its noise, was an

Ingersoll- Temple Rock Drill in oper

The front wing was devoted to the this wing a moving -picture machine ation . A three horse -power motor

motor household and culinary applica- was placed there illustrating graph- drove an air compressor and pulsa

tions and electric ironing. The visitor ically the exciting race between the tor, the energy being transmit

could demonstrate personally the ad- General Electric Company's elec- ted to the drill through the medi

vantages of the electric -driven sewing tric locomotive and a New York Cen- um of compressed air . It is a

machine, potato peeler, the ice-cream tral flyer running seventy miles per machinemachine which combines both the

freezer ; and observe the clothes both hour. ' There was also an electrically advantages of the pneumatic and pure
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EXHIBIT OF THE NEW YORK EDISON COMPANY .
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GENERAL VIEW OF SHOW FROM RIGHT -HAND GALLERY .

lv electrical drills . A one horse-power Electric Company's exhibit so intense , Mr. J. O. Case , exhibit engineer and

motor drove a cabinetmaker's circular that a large portion of the New York Messrs . H. J. Mauger and H. Ful

miter saw . The greatest interest on office had to be pressed into service to wider, electric heating department ,

the part of the general public was answer inquiries, there being 12 or 15 Schenectady.

probably evinced in connection with men present . The exhibit was in im- A. Grothwell had an exhibit show

ing the efficiency of Mogul paint ap

plied to numerous electric devices as

a protective compound.

G. M. Gest exhibited numerous

samples of conduit.

India Rubber & Gutta Percha In

sulating Company had very complete

samples of Habirshaw wires , cables

and cores for every class of service,

among which was a section of a tele

phone cable containing 10g conductors

protected by a lead sheathing, asphalt

METROPOLITAN and steel covering for submarine use.

EGINEERING CO. LE This was stated to be cut from the

largest telephone cable installed to

date.

The Advertising Mirrorgraph Com

pany had a complete line of signs and

flashers .

The Kenney Co. showed their line

of electric devices to advantage.

The Monoton Construction Com

pany took numerous orders for elec

tric installations.

The Marconi Wireless Telegraph

Company appealed to the public by

the mercury arc rectifier automobile mediate charge of Mr. W. J. Can- sending messages from one end of

charging set, which was in operation , ning, who is in charge of electric cook- the hall to the other, where they were

with switchboard equipment. Of spe- ing and heating sales in the NewYork received and reported .

cial mention, however, was a 30 kw. territory . Miss Winifred S. Potts, The National Dairy Supply Com

four-cylinder, direct-connected , gaso- in the household departments, was as- pany had on exhibit a Burrell-Law

lene generator set which the General sisted by five lady demonstrators. rence-Kennedy cow milker and a

Electric Company was just placing on Among those from out of town were number of cows , this feature proving

the market. A new electrically -driven Mr. C. C. Chesney, manager Pittsfield of great interest to the general public

floor sander in which a two horse-pow- Works ; Mr. F. H. Gale , in charge of on account of the exhibit of live an

er motor drove a 15-inch sanding advertising, exhibits and electric heat- imals.

drum was in use for demonstrating. A

20 kw . Curtis turbine steam genera

tor set used for train lighting and a

disassembled turbine showing the ad

vantages of construction ; also a
THE UNITED

Bridgeport double 12 - inch emery
FECTE LISHT & POWER CO ! :

Attracting Services

planer driven by a two horse -power

induction motor and numerous small

motors for various applications, com

pleted the exhibit in this wing.

On the left side of the main booth,

a color booth of four sections had been

placed, each section being lighted by
a standard illuminant, viz . , enclosed

are , Welsbach gas , incandescent, and

Nernst. This color-comparison ex

hibit was an educational feature for

the purpose of illustrating the effect of

artificial illuminants on colors . It

demonstrated, for example, that silks

or dry goods of any color can be

purchased or matched by the light of

GE enclosed arc lamps which corre

spond most closely to natural day

light . The conditions are entirely re
GENERAL VIEW OF SHOW FROM MADISON AVENUE END OF BUILDING.

versed by the use of other illuminants ;

for instance, blue appeared green ing appliances; Mr. H. B. Wilson, of The National Electric Lamp Asso

when viewed under other illuminants, the heating department, Pittsfield ; ciation , composed of the following

such as gas and incandescents. Mr. E. L. Callahan , electric heating companies, The Banner Electric Com

The crowds were so great , and the department, Chicago ; Mr. C. E. Dib pany, The Brilliant Electric Co. ,

interest manifested in the General ble , small motor department, Chicago ; Bryan -Marsh Co., The Buckeye Elec
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EXHIBIT OF THE NATIONAL ELECTRIC LAMP ASSOCIATION .

tric Co. , The Colonial Electric Co. , Reinhold Lewitz had a model of a of machines driven by the Westing

The Columbia Incandescent Lamp flying machine on exhibition . house motors :

Company, Economical Lamp Co., the The Safety Car Heating and Light Pipe cutting machine:

Fostoria Co., the General Incandescent ing Company gave a demonstration A. B. C. rotary fan :

Lamp Co. , the New York & Ohio Co. , with their car lighting electric equip A, B , C. Company

Vacuum cleaner :

Sanitary Device Company

Exhaust fan :

American Blower Company

Centrifugal pump :

Watson & Stilwell

High-speed air compressor:

Rotong Eng. Company

Blakeslee dish washer:

Blakeslee & Company

Perforating machine :

Simpson & Son

Commercial graphophones:

Columbia Phonograph Company

Stafford loom :

Stafford Company

Singer sewing machine :

Singer Sewing Machine Company

Day dough mixer :

John Day Company

Ironing machine :

American Ironing Company

Westinghouse motors were also

used in connection with milking ma

chines, supplied by Schimmel's Dairy

Company The Westinghouse Com

pany had quite an interesting exhibit

of motors not in operation, consisting

of back -geared, belted, direct -con

nected and vertical types . These nio

tors range from 18 h . p . to 50 h . p .

The display of Westinghouse trans

formers consisted of oil and air - cooled ,

also of the manhole type, ranging

from one kw . to 20 kw . The detail

The Shelby Electric Co. , the Standard ment, both the load and the speed of apparatus display of the Westing

Electric Manufacturing Co., The Ster- the driving mechanism being varied
house Company consisted of a varied

ling Electric Manufacturing Com- between wide limits without affecting display of switchboard and portable

pany, and the Sunbeam Incandescent the voltage at the lamp.
instruments. The following is a par

Lamp Company, had a very attractive Schimmels Dairy Exhibit consisted tial list of some of the instruments :

booth in which were shown the numer- of the electric operation of milking
Graphic recording power -factor

ous types and makes of lamps now in machines. meter and graphic recording watt

the market, among which were several Standard roller bearings were well
meter ; both of these instruments are

of exceedingly high efficiency.
illustrated by models of bearings in operation. The switchboard instru

The New York Edison Company shown in section .
ments consisted of synchroscope,

exhibit was composed mainly of elec
The Telharmonic Music Company power-factor meters, vertical amme

tric applications of machines for exhibited in connection with the ters and volt meters. A special feature

household and shop use ,
Brooklyn Edison Co., and entertained of the integrating wattmeter display

among

which were
a Day dough mixer, a large crowd with musical selections. was the prepayment wattmeter. This

a portable grinder made by the
The Warren Electric & Specialty meter was in operation . The light

Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company, ani

Company exhibited their line to good ning -arrester exhibit consisted of a

American floor surfacing machine advantage. standard low -equivalent lightning ar

driven by a Crocker -Wheeler motor, a

The Metropolitan - Engineering rester panel mounted and connected to

coffee mill and meat chopper, potato

Company showed electric signs, elec- its auxiliary parts . The arc lamp dis

peeler made by the Robertson Ma- tric sign motors , motors, heating ap
play consisted of direct and alternat

chine Company and operated by a one
pliances and cooking devices . ing enclosed and semi-enclosed types .

half horse-power Eck motor, a Brooks
The American Wire Brush Com- The main features of the arc-lamp ex

centrifugal pump, supplied by the pany showed their Minerva wire brush hibit was that of the flame arc lamp,

Dayton Hydraulic Machine Company,
for cleaning castings; it is also

which was in operation. The display

and several electrically operatedoperated adapted to sweeping. of fans blowing the well-known West

presses from the Hill Publishing Com- The W. Green Electric Company inghouse pennants furnished a unique

had on exhibition a very attractive
and interesting feature.

pany .

The New York Beck Lamp Com
line of small motors operating buffing,

The Nernst Lamp Company had a

pany had their lamps distributed about polishing, grinding, drilling and lap- demonstration of their lio watt 100

the building besides showing models
ping lathes.

Their lines of plating c . p . lamp on their special wall fixtures

in their booth . The arc of one lamp

dynamotors, demagnetizers, electric and brackets . This furnished a bril

was enclosed by a red glass globe
clocks , and Westminster electric liant display as a decorative and com

chimes were also of interest . mercial light. They also gave demon

clearly showing the shape of the arc .
The Westinghouse Exhibit was a strations of lighting the glowers and

The New York Telephone Com
joint exhibition of the numerous com

general working of the lamp. Three

pany was represented. panies comprising the Westinghouse giower inverted lamps shown on top

Thomas Prosser & Son had an at- interests. The main feature of the of each column around the Westing

tractive booth . Westinghouse exhibit was their dis- house spaces crowned the exhibit.

Fried Krupp showed cast steel play of motors driving industrial ma- The Westinghouse Lamp Company

Krupp machinery and steel forgings. chines. The following is a partial list attracted a great deal of attention by
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EXHIBIT OF THE WESTINGHOUSE INTERESTS .

their interesting display of lamp also appeared. The top of this arching and cooking, and industrial ex
manufacture, the actual operation of was lighted by 50 c . p . tungsten lamps hibits. In the industrial exhibit were

tabulating the bulb and sealing the in 8 - inch Holophane globes. Around shown two very good uses of alter
filament was shown by the latest type the upper border of this arch 20 c . p . nating current — the National Biscuit
of machine and operators from their metalized filament lamps were stud- Company's plant at 15th and 16th

Streets and ioth and with Avenues ;

also the newest type of spot welding

machine, made by the Universal

Welding Company, which machine

can only be operated by alternating

current.

WESTINGHOUSE In the power corner of the exhibit

DAPPARATUS were shown single, two and three

phase motors in operation with cen

trifugal and reciprocating pumps, vari

able speed single -phase motors, sew

ing-machine motors, massage

chines, cash registers driven by alter

nating- current motors and a phono

graph similarly operated. An electric

carpet-cleaning machine and a coffee

mill in operation were also interesting

parts of this exhibit .

In the cooking and heating branch

of the company's exhibit the Prome

theus Company exhibited all kinds of

electric irons, hot-water bottles, boil

ers , percolators, chafing-dishes, curl

ing irons , plate cleaners and electric

radiators . The Simplex Heating Com

pany exhibited an electrical range .

All these heating and cooking devices
New York factory . Special wattme- ded . Under the arch the company were connected in circuit .

ters were shown side by side showing made a display of all types of incan- In the electrolier portion of the

the consumption of current by a tung- descent illuminants-carbon, tantalum , booth one of the most beautiful dis

sten and a standard carbon lamp of

equal candle -power. The instruments

showed a saving of 66² /3 per cent . in

favor of the tungsten lamp.

The Westinghouse Machine Com

pany had on exhibit samples of their

large plates used for regulating fuc

tuations of load on street railway

plants. They also had an exhibit of

giass jars , rubber cells and detail parts

used in connection with storage bat

teries . They had quite a neat exhibit

of storage batteries of the automobile

sparking type. The construction of

the Westinghouse Machine Com

pany's storage -battery plates involves

the most recent improvements, the

capacity of these plates being guar

anteed for ten years.

Suspended in mid - air above the

Westinghouse spaces were quite a
number of Cooper -Hewitt mercury

vapor lamps. These being the only

vapor lamps hung in Madison Square

Garden , they attracted a good deal of

attention . The type K Cooper-Hewitt

lamp was used in this display. It is

45 inches long

The space assigned to the United

Electric Light & Power Company was

denoted by a large sign 8 ft . high and

32 ft . wide, containing the name of the

company and the words " Alternating

Current.” Directly under this sign tungsten and Nernst lamps burning in plays of electroliers ever seen in the

was a space 32 ft . by 28 ft . , covered profusion. The booth proper was Garden was shown. These were from

by an arch 5 ft. high and 4 ft . wide , divided into four parts, devoted re- the factory of the Duffner-Kimberly

on which the name of the company spectively to electroliers , power, heat- Company, 11 W. 32d Street, and John
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EXHIBIT OF THE UNITED ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER COMPANY.
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Wanamaker. This exhibit of electro- taken of the names of the visitors to

liers represented a valuation of over the booth . Advertising material de

$4,000 . In this same corner was also scribing the various uses to which al

located a branch office of the United ternating current can be put was dis

Company, where contracts were taken , tributed by uniformed employees of

souvenirs distributed , and a register the company.

The entire arrangement of the

United Company's exhibit was taken
care of and installed under the

personal supervision of Mr. F.

W. Smith , Secretary of the Com

pany.

Report on Economy Tests

7500-Kw. Westinghouse-Parsons Steam Turbine

was

Overflow Vent

1
0

f
t

.

HE following data comprises somewhat. Previous to the test , this the water rate was determined by

the principal results obtained turbine unit had been running on a weighing the condensed steam deliv

during the eight-hour economy load of 7000 kw. , which was increased ered from the condenser hot well .

test on September 1 , 1907, upon tur- to its test load 10 minutes before the This condensation was weighed in a

bine No. 253 installed earlier in the start . tank mounted upon platform scales ,

year at Waterside Station No. 2 , of with a reservoir above large enougli
Calibration :

the New York Edison Company. to hold the condensation accumulat

This test was conducted entirely by Three-phase electrical load ing between each weighing. See the
the New York Edison Company, un- measured by the two -wattmeter meth- accompanying sketch . These weigh

der the direction of Mr. J. P. Spar- od , using two Weston indicating ings of 12,000 to 13,000 lbs., each ,
row , chief engineer . The various ar- wattmeters of the standard laboratory were made at intervals of five minutes,

rangements therefore, were carried out

in accordance with a mutual agree

ment between builder and operator

entered into previous to the test , and

the results , as here given , were ob

tained by independent computation.

The turbine unit tested is of

standard Westinghouse construction

throughout. It has maximum

rated capacity of 11,250 kw. , and was

built to operate on 175 lbs . steam pres

sure , 28 in . vacuum and 100 ° super

heat. Under these conditions , the

turbine unit was guaranteed to have

a minimum steam consumption of

15.9 lbs . per kw . hr, at the generator

terminals with a normal speed of 750

r . p . m . Incidentally, the electrical

efficiency of the generator was guar

anteed to be 97.8 per cent., exclusive Receiving

of friction and windage, at a load cor

respondingto that sustained during

the test . The results of the tests , de

tailed below , show an economy about

7.5 per cent . better than the guar

antee .
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Condenser

Tank

व

METHODS OF CONDUCTING THE TEST
Weighing

Tank

Pump
Hot-Well

Pump

Load :

During the test period, No. 2

Waterside Station sustained practi

cally all of the 25-cycle load on the

system , of which the unit under test

carried practically 70 per cent., the

remainder by the other turbine units

in the station . This load was main

tained as constant as possible by re

mote control of the turbine governor

by the switchboard operator. Be

tween the first and the last hours of

the test , the maximum variation in

load was held within four per cent.

above and below mean . During the

last hour, however, the load decreased

Gland Leakage:

type . These instruments were cali By the loop method of connecting

brated at the New York Electrical the gland water supply , shown in the

Testing Laboratories immediately be
attached sketch , the necessity for cor

fore and after the test. Power fac
recting condensation by an amount

tor was maintained substantially at equivalent to the weight of the gland

unity, and all electrical readings were water used is avoided. It will be

taken at one-minute intervals .
noted that a continuous gland water

Steam Consumption :
circuit is used entirely outside of the

weighing apparatus, and that all over

As a surface condenser was used flow from the standpipe returns to the

in connection with this turbine unit, hot well delivery.
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Condenser Leakage : Steam Supply : Test Correction :

As the circulating water is quite Steam pressures and temperatures Owing to the departure, during the

salt , any condenser leakage may im- were determined close to the turbine test , from specific operating condi

mediately be detected by the salinity throttle. As usual, the degree of tions upon which guarantees were

of the condensed steam , which should superheat was obtained by subtracting based, it was necessary to correct the

be pure distilled water. On this ac- from the actual steam temperature the observed results by the following

count, condenser leakage was deter- temperature of saturated steam at the amounts :

Pressure ( 2.5 lbs. high ) correction ,

0.25 per cent. ; vacuum ( 0.69- in . low )

correction, 1.84 per cent ; superheat

( 4.26 ° low ) correction , 0.29 per cent.

These corrections were mutually

agreed upon previous to the test as

representative of this type of turbine.

Louily Lok NY, Edison EconomyTest When applied to the observed steam
7500 K. W. Westinghouse - Parsons Turbine

consumption given above, the follow

ing results, representing contract con

ditions, are obtained :

Throttle Pressure

175

Sujeilezit
100D

e
g
r
e
e
s

F
.

SO 28

Vacuun . deferred to 30 Durometer

2
1

I
n
c
h
e
s

H
g

.
.

26

Water Rute Run

L
u
s

,p
e
r

K
.
W
.

H
r

.

11 Water-Rate Correctid

TotalWater per Hour - Run

Average corrected water rate during 8 -hr.

test , lbs. per ķ v.hr....

Guaranteed water rate , lbs. per kw. hr ......
150000

14.85

15.9

145000
Total-Water per Hour Corrected

140000

K
.
W
.

L
b
s

,p
e
r

H
o
u
r

Average Lond K.W.

9800

9700

9:30 10:30 11:30 . 12:34 2:30 3:30 1:30 5:301:30

Hours

Log :

Referring now to the accompany

ing log, it is interesting as a check

upon the average figures above pre

sented , to observe the results segre

gated into hourly periods, as shown .

Here it will be noted that the load was

considerably lower during the first

and last hour than during the main

part of the test . Neglecting, there

fore, these two hours and considering

only the six -hour period from 10:30

A. VI . to 4:35 P. VI., the results are as

follows:

RESULTS OF TEST.

Average corrected water rate , six hours,

lbs. per kw . hr....

Equivalent water rate , lbs. per b.h.p. hr .

Equivalent water rate , Ibs. per i.h.p. hr....

14.8

10.65

9.8

mined entirely by chemical analy- corresponding pressure carried at the

sis , employing the silver -nitrate test same time. All gauges and ther

with a suitable color indicator. This mometers were calibrated previous to

method proved extremely sensitive , the test at the U. S. Testing Bureau.

and possessed a decided advantage It will be noted that both pressure and

over the ordinary method of weigh- superheat were somewhat below the

ing the leakage accumulating during guarantee.

a definite period when the condenser

is idle and under full vacuum . As l'acuum :

samples of circulating water and con- Vacuum was measured directly at

densed steam could be taken at the the turbine exhaust by means of a

same time, this method made it pos- mercury column with a barometer

sible to discover any change in the alongside for reducing to standard

rate of condenser leakage taking place barometer - 30 in . This also obviated

during the test , while the method of
the necessity for temperature correc

tion between the two mercury col
weighing, above described, provides

umns. During the test the vacuum
only an average result during the

was not maintained quite up to nor
period . mal.

RESULTS OF TESTS .

The following data represents the

results of the tests , calculated for the

conditions as actually run ; i. e ., for

instrumental errors only :

Hot Il’ell Correction :

In this condensing plant, the de

livery of the hot well pump is auto

matically controlled by a float valve in

the interior of the hot well. This

maintains the water level therein at

a practically constant point, and

hence no correction had to be made

for difference in level of water in the

hot well before and after the test .

The two latter quantities are de

termined by applying conversion fac

tors for generator efficiency and for

internal losses .

In connection with these tests , a

noteworthy agreement exists between
the results noted and those previously

obtained from tests of machines simi

lar in design installed in the Manhat

tan Station of the Interboro Rapid

Transit Co. , New York, and the Long

Island City Station of the Penna. R.

R. At the same loads and with

equivalent operating conditions, the

performance of the machines is al

most identical . These economic re

sults , while not exceeding in actual

steam consumption the best records

of European practice, yet are ex

tremely good in view of the moderate

operating conditions under which the

test was conducted.

Duration of test ... . 9.30 A. M. to 5.30 P. M.

Average steam pressure at throttle , lbs.

per sq . in . gauge . 177.5

Average superheat at throttle, degrees F. 95.74

Average vacuum ( referred to 30 barom . )

in . Hg : 27.31

Average load on generator, kw . 9830.48

Average steam consumption, as tested , lbs .

per kw . hr . 15.IS



POWER - HOUSE OF MCKELL COAL AND COKE

An Alternating Current Coal Mining Installation

at the McKell Coal & Coke Co.'s Plant,&

Kilsyth , W. Va.

AFTER operating their Kilsyth
new with the already existing power and a switch by which current from

mine for a number of years, plant , which it is necessary, or at the direct -current generators already

using electric haulage of the least advisable, to maintain in its installed may be used for excitation in

rack -rail type and employing electric existing shape for the present. case the regular exciter is out of com

power for various purposes in and The power requirements of the Mc- mission for any reason .

about the mines - generating the cur- Kell properties, like all mining opera- Lightning arresters are placed

rent at 275 volts close bythe bank tions, are steadily and constantly in- where the line wires leave the power

mouth - the McKell Coal &Coke Com- creasing, and this fact, with the pres— house, though ventilating cupolas and

pany , which was a pioneer in the New ent needs, fixed the size of the first

River field of West Virginia, realized unit to be installed for the transmis

the necessity of supplying electric sion work at 500 kw. , with a station

power for their newer operations far- proportioned for a second unit within

ther up Loup Creek . From the follow- the same building, and space avail

ing facts, furnished by Timothy W. able for an extension of the building

Sprague and Charles K. Stearns, Con- to accommodate a third unit, should

sulting Engineers , and given out by it be found necessary .

Allis -Chalmers Company of Mil- The existing boiler plant , consist

waukee, who furnished the principal ing of four horizontal tubular boil

power and electrical equipment, it ers , was increased by the addition of

may be seen how advantageously this four 72-in . by 18- ft . boilers of the

problem was solved . same general type.

The first plan considered was the The engine is of the Allis - Chalmers

placing of other power plants at each Corliss type, 26 -in. x 42-in , running CO . AT KILSYTH , W. VA .

operation. Lack of water during a at 125 r. p . m . , with a normal steam

portion of the year was, however, an pressure of 115 pounds. This is

obstacle in the way of this plan , and
direct connected to a 500 -kw ., 25

disconnecting switches at the same

further, it meant a large increase in cycle, 6600 -volt, 3-phase, Allis- Chal point allow the cutting out of the en

operating expense, each plant requir

tire equipment from the line wires

mers generator, revolving field type,
when shut (lown.

ing its own engineers and firemen. with 24 poles. It is separately excited

Moreover, the distance between the by a 20 kw . Allis -Chalmers generator
The transmission line from Kilsyth

new operations, and from the existing wound for 230 volts, direct connected
to Sydney substation consists of three

plant to the new operations is too great to a high -speed engine.
No. 2/0 copper wires carried on high

to allow of direct current or low The switchboard consists of three tension porcelain insulators, sup

voltage transmission . Further than panels of Vermont marble . The gen
ported by iron pins. The three wires

this , the installation of such individual erator panel carries the usual direct-.
are placed in the form of a triangle,

low-tension power plants would meet current instruments for exciter cir
in cross - section about 28 inches on a

the requirements temporarily .
The cuit , three alternating current am side. The top wire insulator is car

extent of the coal to be eventually meters, and a three-phase indicating
ried on an iron ridge pin and the other

mined and handled over the tipples is wattmeter. It also carries the con
two are held by iron pins supported

so great that the cost of distributing trolling wheel of the field rheostat, by a southern pine cross arm 3 feet

electric power over the entire terri- its switch, a synchronizing plug for long, 26 inches from the top of the

tory from those stations in the form an additional generator and an operat
pole. The poles are largely second

of direct current , would largely off- ing lever controlling a triple -pole, growth chestnut, 35 feet in length ,

set the economy of its use .
single- throw , non -automatic , 6600- 7 es top diameter and 12 inches

The establishment of a central sta- volt oil switch , placed three feet in
diameter 6 feet from butt . At cross

tion from which power could be dis- the rear of the board. A swinging ings, 40 -foot poles are used and pro

tributed to the many points needed bracket attached to the board carries
tection provided in case of breakage .

was the logical solution of the prob- an alternating current voltmeter with Poles are set from 5 to 7 feet in the

lem ; and , naturally, the location of illuminated dial , and a Lincoln syn
ground.

this station , other things permitting, chronizer. From the Oswald substation to the

should be, as its name indicates, in The feeder panel carries three al- Graham substation the same form of

the center of the entire property. ternating current ammeters, a power construction is used, but the size of

This , as has already been said , was factor indicator , static ground de- wire is only No. 4. The amount of

not feasible, owing to lack of suit- tector, a three-phase recording watt- copper installed is sufficient to supply

able water supply , and that require- meter, and an operating lever con- double the present capacity of the

ment led to the final choice of Kil- trolling a triple-pole, single-throw substation with a line drop of 10 per
syth for the new generating appa- automatic, 6600 - volt oil switch, with cent .

ratus . Besides being the nearest point overload relay . At each substation are located trans

to the power center where a water The exciter panel carries the usual formers reducing the alternating cur

supply was available , it further of- direct-current meters and equipment , rent to a voltage of 160 for conver

fered the advantage of combining the with the addition of a lighting switch sion to direct - current at 250 volts ,

1
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through rotary converters, all of Allis- duce the direct-current distributing current by their darkness, and a vis

Chalmers Company's manufacture. distance as much as possible and at ible signal will also be arranged to

At Oswald the substation is the same time place them where the show an interruption of the fan itself

equipped with a 300 kw. rotary with small attention required may be con- through the same cause or trouble

equivalent transformer capacity. This veniently given by employees at the. with the motor or belt connection .

substation supplies direct current for tipples , or on other portions of the The location of the Oswald fan No.

locomotive haulage , coal cutting and outside works . The main direct-cur- 5 is a good illustration of the adapta

other minor uses, in the Sydneymine rent circuit breakers in each station bility and flexibility of the system . At

close by the station , and also for the are provided with a contact device by the time the installation was started ,

same uses in the Oswald mine, the which a bell is rung and also lamps it was planned to place this fan near

bank mouth of which is across the lighted , when the circuit breaker is substation No. 2. Later on it devel

stream from the substation . out , giving both a visible and audible oped that a location over half a mile

At Graham a 200 kw. rotary sup alarm . away would materially increase the

plies the Graham mine. Each sub- The three mines are provided with efficiency of the work of the fan .

Clifford-Capell fans, and owing to Were a low-tension generating plant

the heavy demand for power which installed at No. 2 , the cost of copper

these fans when run at their full ca- to connect a fan requiring 80 horse

pacity will make, they are operated by power at No. 5 would be consider

alternating -current motors entirely in- able , and of course the same statement

dependent of the substations. The would be true were it necessary to

Sydney and Oswald fans located at take direct current from the sub

No. 4 and No. 5 respectively are ii station . The cost of connecting on

feet in diameter, 4 feet 4 inches in the high -tension lines running from

width , with 9-inch shaft and are rated Oswald to Graham and passing with

to deliver 100,000 cubic feet of air in a short distance of No. 5 is entirely

each per minute against a 3 -inch water negligible, and would not be of great

gage pressure. Under these condi- importance had it been found desir
SUBSTATION OF MCKELL COAL AND COKE tions the fans would run at 230 r . p . m . able to place the Oswald fan at some

CO . AT SYDNEY, W. VA .

and require about 80 horse-power other point, even much more remote
station is designed for an increase in each . from the bank mouth .

capacity to double the present installa- The Graham fan is the same pat

tion, and each contains a four -panel tern , 9 feet in diameter, 3 feet 6
switchboard. The 6600 -volt current inches wide, with a 7 -inch shaft, and

first passes through an automatic oil is intended to deliver 75,000 cubic

switch placed in a concrete cell at the feet of air per minute against a 2-inch

rear walls of the building and con- gage pressure. This requires a speed

trolled from the switchboard . The of 200 r. p. m . and about 40 horse

same panel carries three alternating power for driving.

current ammeters and a voltmeter on All three fans are placed with

a swinging panel . The second panel shafts parallel with the mine entries

carries an ammeter for low tension on concrete foundations, with stool

alternating current and three single- and concrete housings , and the motors

pole, double- throw , main switches for are placed in concrete houses with

the rotary. In operation these wooden roofs. The fans are arranged

switches are thrown down for start- for exhausting, but can be changed

ing, connecting thus the rotary to half to run as blowers by altering the posi

voltage taps in the transformers and tion of the fan and air passage gates .

the regular running position is up . Each fan house is provided with
Field break switches are placed on lightning arrester equipment and dis

the frames of the rotaries themselves , connecting switches , where lines enter

as are also the equalizer switches for the fan houses, and the high tension
future equipment. The direct -current current is controlled by an oil switch

panels carry their usual direct-current placed so that it prevents anyone un In the same way induction or syn

generator and feeder equipment for accustomed to the plant coming acci chronous motors for various purposes ,

two main circuits and an auxiliary dentally in contact with the high po such as the operation of mine pumps ,

direct- current lighting circuit . The tential apparatus. From the oil switch etc. , may be placed practically at any

main circuit and each feeder circuit the current is carried overhead along points needed in the entire territory,

are protected by circuit breakers , and the roof to three transformers which at a nominal copper cost , the voltage

both alternating and direct-current reduce the voltage to 440 volts, for of 6600 reducing the size of conduct

lines are provided with complete light- which the motors are wound. The ors so that the principal items of ex

ing arrester equipments. The incom- fans are belted to the motors, which pense in such distribution is very ma

ing and outgoing lines pass through are standard three-phase induction terially cut down.

tiled openings in the rear walls and type , controlled by compensators. It is equally feasible to place other

the alternating current lines are pro- Each motor is provided with large rotary transformer stations at distant

vided with disconnecting switches. and small pulleys, allowing a varia- points on the property for direct cur

The substations, like the main sta- tion in speed, the present require- rent distribution underground, and

tion , are of stone, with concrete floors ments being much below the expected the high -tension current may be car

and foundations, and the substations ultimate requirements for which the ried overhead to a point above the cen

have steel truss roofs , with slow- motors are installed . Banks of lamps ter of such a needed distribution and

burning wooden roofs , covered with a on the secondary of the transformers, thence down a bore hole to an under

roofing composition. which lamps are to be normally burn- ground transformer station similar to

Those substations are located to re- ing, will show an interruption of the the substation already described .

INDUCTION MOTOR DRIVING PUMP.



Jeffrey Mining Machines

JEFFREY

FIG . I.-21 -A COAL CUTTER .

FIE Jeffrey mining machines both the armature and field coils are ing in every particular to the rules

with flame-tight motors and insulated in the most approved man- and requirements of the Departmental

starters shown in the accom- ner for mining -machine service. This Committee.

panying illustrations were brought service , by the way, is probably the An advantage of these motors is

out almost simultaneously with the most severe of any service which elec- that they can be applied directly to

publication of the British Depart- tric motors are called upon to per- Jeffrey mining machines with no

mental Committee's report upon the form . The insulation has to with
other change than the removal of the

use of electricity in mines. This re- stand both oil and moisture, as well existing open -type motors . They are

port, which embodies rules for the as heat and infinitely more dirt and wound for standard voltages of 220 ,

250 and 500 volts , and may be wound

special for other voltages where re

quirements demand it .

Attempts have been made by manu

facturers of coal-cutting machines to

develop an enclosed-type motor, which

motor would not only conform to the

rules and requirements of the English

Government, but would at the same

time be an efficient motor and one so

designed as to reduce to the lowest

possible point the expense of mainte

nance, but up to this time no such

motor has been put upon the market

by any builder save the Jeffrey Manu

facturing Company. This company

use of electricity in mines, recom- less attention than in any other serv- has not only brought out the 21 -A

mended the adoption of entirely en- ice known. The motors illustrated motor for what is commonly designed

closed motors and auxiliary devices , are provided with self-oiling ring -oil- as the standard type of chain-breast

such as starters , terminals, etc. , for ing bearings, which are so arranged machine, but they have also brought
all mines coming under general rule that the oil hermetically seals the out the 27-A motor which is a motor

No. 8 of the Coal Mines Regulation motor so that any gas which may ac- of the enclosed type conforming

Act of 1887 . cumulate about the motor cannot pos- strictly to the mining laws and adapt

Mining-machine motors, of neces- sibly be ignited by sparking at the able to low or thin vein machines.

sity, have to be designed to be very brushes , or any interior trouble with The demand for such machines

compact. It is therefore necessary the motor. Over the commutator of equipped with both of these motors

that every ' advantage be taken of this motor is a plate-glass door , pro- has been very extensive, and since the

space, so that the motors will not heat tected by a heavy malleable -iron lid . motors were put on the market ma

excessively under their regular duty. The brushes may be observed through chines equipped with same have been

In this country, where our mines are the plate -glass door without opening ordered by the largest coal companies

very free from gas , the open type of the motor to mine gases .

motor has found favor on account of

its accessibility , and on account of the

fact that the same motor capacity can

be put into smaller space in the open

type than in the enclosed type. By

careful designing, however, the Jef

frey Manufacturing Company have

been able to put upon their mining

machines motors of the enclosed type

which are of equal capacity to those

of the open type formerly used, and

the enclosed motors occupy practically

no more space than those of the open FIG . 2. — 27 - A COAL CUTTER.

type.

The Jeffrey 21- A mining-machine The starting switch for this motor not only in Great Britain , but in the

motor, which is typical of other en- is protected in a similar manner to English colonies where the rules of

closed mining -machine motors made the motor itself , all contacts being the home government are effective.

by this company, is a modern motor hermetically sealed in flame-tight met- Figure I shows the 21 -A coal cut

in every respect. The armature is al casings. ter equipped with enclosed -type motor,

drum -wound with machine -formed The inspector for the British Gov- and figure 2 shows the 27 - A coal cut

coils. The pole pieces are of lami- ernment who recently inspected these ter, which is a low -vein machine,

nated sheet steel , and the windings of motors pronounced them as conform- equipped with enclosed motor.

JEFFREY
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FIG . IO

F we imagine the wire that carries neighboring wire . All neighboring induces a downward current in the

wires are possible centers for mag- second wire. Starting an upward

magnetic whirlpool, we can netic cyclones, and respond immedi- current in the main wire induces a

derstand why similar parallel currents ately to changes in the magnetic downward current in the second wire.

tend to come together and dissimilar barometer. Consequently, the reversal of the cur

ones to push apart. Let the falling stone represent the rent in the main wire from downward

Now that wehave a moving picture starting of a current down the vertical to upward induces a downward cur

wire. Let the wave rings of magnet

ism set up by this current rotate

around the wire in a clock-wise direc

tion. The dented -in portion of a

ring, where it strikes the neighboring

wire, has a counter clock direction of

rotation around the neighboring wire .

This counter clock direction of rota

tion corresponds to a direction op

posite to that in which the stone fell .
rent in the second wire. Likewise

Starting a current, then , in the main
FIG . 6

wire tends to set up , temporarily, a
the reversal of the current in the main

of an electric current, let us see if we wire from upward to downward in

can make our magnetic cyclone brew
duces an upward current in the second

wire .

other cyclones. I will commence with
The direction of the induced

a simple analogy. Drop a stone into
current then is such as to oppose the

still water. You know how the wave change in the main — if the main cur

rings travel out. Imagine these rings
rent is increasing the induced current

to rotate around the center like our
opposes the increase by flowing in the

magnetic whirlpool, and to have the opposite direction, and if the main

continuity of the smoke rings that
current is decreasing, the induced cur

sometimes emerge from locomotive rent opposes the decrease by flowing

stacks . Suppose these wave rings, as
in the same direction . The action and

FIG , 8

they travel out, to encounter an ob
reaction are equal and in opposite

directions.

stacle such as a vertical rod. Where current of opposite direction in a

the rings strike the rod they will be neighboring wire . See Fig. 7 .

dented back toward the center and
The first current having risen to its

partially encircle the rod before they normal value, the expansion of the

break and join again on the other side. rings ceases, and as no more lines cut

across the neighboring wire , induc
tion also ceases .

Now interrupt the main current.

The encircling rings shrivel up , and

those which lie outside of the rod are Suppose, now, that instead of mak

- Elhunytammatti dented out as they converge on the ing and breaking the current in the

center. This outward bulge may like- main wire , we allow a steady down

wise be considered as a segment of ward current to flow . We canimagine

incipient vortex around the second the wire to be encircled by concentric

wire. Its direction of rotation is , in vertex rings of magnetism whose ro
The dented -in portion of a ring can be tation is continuous in the clock direc

considered as a segment of an incip
tion , but whose expansion has ceased .

ient vortex set up around the rod as Move the second wire toward the

a center. The direction of the rota
main . First , it dents the vortex rings ,

tion of this small ring around the rod
then breaks through them , and in do

is counter to the direction of rotation ing so sets up around the second wire

of the main ring around its axis . See opposing whirls which correspond to

opposing currents. As soon as the

I will ask you to carry this dented cutting movement ceases the induc

ring portion of the picture in mind, this case , clockwise, which means that tion ceases . we move the

for I will constantly refer to it . It the temporary current induced in the second wire away from the main , we

is an illustration of what happens second wire is in the same direction dent the lines in the opposite direction

when an electric current is turned in
as the current dying away in the main. and accordingly induce in the second

to a circuit and its expanding wave See Figs. 8 and 9. We see , then , that wire temporary whirls in the same

rings of magnetism strike a neighbor- starting a downward current in the direction as the main—which corre

ing wire. The dent, as stated , repre- main wire induces an upward current spond to similar current. See Figs .

sents an incipient temporary vortex in the second wire , and stopping the 10 and 11 .

of opposite direction around the downward current in the main wire (To be Continued ).
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SELLING CURRENT
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Commercial Experience- Cont'd. facturer to be in hard straits , which and we were further convinced that

talking point I used to the limit, argu- the electrical trade in general shouldC. N. JACKSON

ing that repair parts would be an im- also be equally interested, that the

The ready -to -serve rate afforded ex- possibility in case the company went time had arrived when the old rates

cellent opportunity to enable the so- out of business. When the manufac- of gain in the business would only be

licitors to calculate the cost to within turer's expert was setting up the plant secured in future as the result of very

a small per cent. for the prospective I spent a great deal of time with him . materially increased commercial ac

customer . After we knew what the showing him our power station and tivity all along the line — which is

demand would be we could always other points of interest , and at the same what the Co -operative Association

estimate that we would make a flat time learned manybad points about the stands for, in a word.

price of a certain amount per month ; engine. I got on friendly terms with As to this question of wiring,

this price was one-twelfth of the an- the engineer who was to run the plant, treated of by your President, it is

nual ready -to -serve charge. Then and he often in confidence told me he obviously the essential thing for all

guessing what the current would be at was doing too much work for the of us. It directly involves the whole

Ic . was easy. Even if we did miss it money he was receiving. I allowed commercial problem , for the public

25 per cent . the error would not be a him to think that way as much as he must first be educated to the comforts,

big item , and not worth a complaint pleased, with the result of several conveniences and inherent advantages

from the customer . Consequently our small raises in his salary ; but he was of electrical service for light, heat and

complaints were reduced to a very never satisfied and finally he asked power before they can be persuaded

small number. once too often . The next time I saw to invest their good money in the

We had very little trouble with him he was running a 15 h . p . steam necessary wiring of old or new prop

customers increasing their demand engine in a small steam laundry. The erties .

without our knowledge, as every con- gas engine would never work after Along with this is the equally essen

tractor in the city was trained to noti- this engineer left ; the manufacturers tial proposition that the central sta

fy us whenever he added any new had failed and the engine was paid tion shall adopt a liberal and pro

equipment. The large customers were for , so I had no trouble in securing a gressive policy in the extension of

watched by the meter inspectors and contract after that. The entire plant, their mains, and that we all lay our

every fall and winter the inspectors battery and all , was sold for almost work out with due regard to a con

would make it a point to drop in at nothing . After this experience we stantly increasing efficiency of the

about 4.30 P. M. and take a reading would stop any gas engine “ scares ” service , by reason of which certain

from the meter which would give the with the above story . classes of business not hitherto con

maximum demand. This was reported (To be Continued ). sidered available will fall within our

and if it had not increased since the
reach . I have in mind particularly

rate was made nothing was done. If Co-operative Commercialism in
the great developments in new illum

it had increased we would readjust the the Electrical Field - Cont'd inants in the lighting field .

rate on a proper basis . On this great question, of interest
J. ROBERT CROUSE

We were competing with artificial
to us all , of educating the public to

With some exceptions, I believe
the freest possible use of electrical

gas at 90c. and natural gas at 350. As that other branches could be substi- service , we propose the following

natural gas has about 900 b.t.u. per tuted in this quotation for " Con
cubic foot , or about double the heat of

plans :

tractor, " and it would have in con

artificial gas , the price of it was equiv
That we get together as manufac

siderable degree comparable applica- turers, jobbers and central stations

alent to 200. gas , which made gas en tion . and conduct a national campaign of
gines very popular and caused us to

The fundamental reason for this advertising in the magazines and
concentrate our energies on that com general condition , as I see it , is the

petition , as it would never do to allow highly technical nature of the busi
periodicals of the country, and ar

these engines to obtain a start .
range as well for the systematic in

ness itself . It is comparatively young troduction into the reading columns

There were two gas-engine plants and to date necessarily the product of of timely and interesting articles on
in operation ; one in a combined of

the technician and the engineer, who electrical development and applica

fice building and theater, and one for this very reason are likely to tion .

lighting a large clothing store besides undervalue the importance of the sell We propose also the establishment

furnishing light to other occupants of ing and commercial branch . of a national electrical press bureau
the building. We could not approach As proof that the electrical business

for the systematic dissemination to

the laiter for reasons which were rath- was not making satisfactory gains, I
the daily press of the entire country

er personal, but we went after the of cite you a second time that the in
of news articles on the subject of

fice building and succeeded in having candescent lamp business gained only electrical progress and development,

the gas engine removed . The plant. 5 per cent in 1904 over 1903 ; only which will have at the same time a
was equipped with storage batteries 8 per cent. in 1905 over 1904, a not- legitimate commercial value.

and was up -to -date in every respect. able decrease from the gains of earlier Similarly, to have this Bureau carry
It was just being installed when I took years , during which the peculiar and on the same lines of work in the

charge of the contract department. exclusive merits of electric service for thousand trade journals

On my first visit I learned that it was certain classes of business were suffi reaching as many lines of retail ,

guaranteed by the manufacturer, so I cient to maintain rapid increase. wholesale and manufacturing busi

went to work to " knock " it if possi- At the time mentioned , in 1905 , we nesses.

ble . Dun's report showed the manu- believed as incandescent lamp makers, ( To be Continued ).

or more
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Consumers' Load Factor

C. HOLM

THE salesman for apower com
several years to pay this amount in

the savings due to the individual drive,

with the chance of its never being off

set , on acount of the extra cost of

repairs and attendance due to the in

erage of 5 per cent. of connected

horse -power, and so

$2,080 x .05=$ 104 per year, or ap

proximately $ 8.67 per month .

It might be criticised that with 13/2

TABLE OF LOAD FACTORS.

Load Factor Load Factor

032
22

1

.02

25

.2

.175

Industry

Bakery ...

Bottling establishment

Broom factory ..

Candy factory .

Carpenter shop .

Clothing manufacturing .

Dye works

Electrotyper ..

Freight elevator..

Passenger elevator.

Industry

Glass sign makers .

Grocers' coffee mill .

Linotypes..

Machine shops.

Newspapers .

Printing presses,

Shirt factory .

Trunk factory .

Wooden box factory .

05

.12

4

.25

22
081

09
.02

1 .

.25

06

pany
house

usually meets as his first awk

ward question , "Well, what will my

power bills average per month if I put

in motors and use electricity ? " This

is an awkward question, because on

the part of the consumer it is his de

ciding factor, and on the part of the

salesman he cannot tell exactly what

the consumer's bills are liable to

amount to . Of course , the salesman's

troubles are due to the fact that no

two shops ever use motors the same

length of time per day.

To overcome this stumbling-block a

power company in one of our largest

cities averaged its bills to many cus

tomers in similar lines covering a

period of one year. Knowing the

number of connected horse -power in

each shop, it was then easy to find

what percentage of the connected

horse -power the consumer was actual

ly using. This percentage, or load

factor, for many lines is given below

and will be found of great assistance

to salesmen of power or motors.

How motors are usually sold will

serve as an example of how to use the

table . We shall, therefore, assume

that the prospective customer has a

carpenter shop and is equipped to

build frame houses and do a repair

business. In such a shop the follow

ing machines might be his equipment:

The above load factors are the averages of a great many tests extending , in most cases ,

over a period of one year .

one

creased number of motors. We shall ,

therefore, assume that one motor of

10 horse -power is selected and in

stalled .

This shop will run 9 hours per day,

five days a week, and 5 hours on Sat

urday.

Allowing 800 watts per horse

power, the 10 -horse-power motor re

quires:

800 watts x 10 h . p. = 8000 watts

8000 watts x 9 hours = 72,000 watt

hours per full day

72,000 watt -hours x 5 days = 360,000

watt -hours per five days

8000 watts x 5 hours = 40,000 watt

hours per short day

which gives a total of 400,000 watt

hours per working week, or 400 k . w .

hours.

1 Universal saw bench ...

1 Turning lathe

1 Grindstone

1 Band saw .

7 % H. P.

2 H. P.

2 H. P.

connected horse -power the estimated

cost would be higher. In reply it may

be stated that the values given are the

result of averaging a great many indi

vidual and group drive systems, so

that 5 per cent. tends to be high for

case and low for another. It

serves , however, to give a very close

idea of what bills the customer may

expect to meet.

In explanation of why a value of

800 watts per horse-power was used

instead of 746 , it may be said that the

rating of a motor by the manufac

turers is based on its brake horse

power at the pulley. Therefore 746

watts will give the output of the motor

per horse -power ; but to allow for

losses in the motor a value of 805

watts per horse-power input through

the customer's meter should be con

sidered.

To allow for losses this value can

be used up to 25 horse-power, after

which it may be advisable to obtain

the actual efficiency of the motor or

motors to be installed in order to re

duce the variability of the calculation .

The great majority of motor appli

cations use from the 20 horse -power

size down, so that it is seldom neces

sary to use exact motor efficiencies for

calculation .

2 H. P.

k . w .
one

If a motor were connected to each

machine, four motors would be re

quired with a total of 13'2 horse

power. Four motors of the above

ratings would cost about $325 . Now,

motor of 10 -horse -power rat

ing, which would be ample if all

the machines were connected to a

countershaft, would cost only $ 210.

With the motors in place and wired

up , the net difference in cost between

the two installations would be about

$ 200 in favor of a short shaft and a

10 -horse -power motor . It would take

400 hours x 52 weeks = 20,800

k w . hours per year as total consump

tion .

20,800 k . w . hours x 10 cents per

k . w . hour = $ 2,080 , cost per year with

a load factor of 100 per cent.

Turning to our table we learn that

small carpenter shops use on an av
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Questions and Answers a ground pipe there is a spark indi- instructions under the head of direct

QUESTIONS OF GENERAL INTEREST WILL cating a leak, but I am not able to deflection method of measuring re

locate it . The shop is supplied by the
1 sistance .

IN FUTURE BE ANSWERED UNDER
The reading you obtain

THIS HEAD . lighting company. We have our own with a steady deflection of the galva

transformer. The voltage is 220 volts nometer is the one which is more near
No. 1001. - When measuring the

and the frequency is 60 cycles. ly correct, though the result is not so
drop in potential between the main

IGNORAMUS. accurate as that obtained with the

switch and the last lamp I found the
same instrument using the direct de

voltage to be higher at the lamp than Do not try that again . You may flection method . The reason you ob

at the switch . This same result was burn out the transformer by ground

tain an entirely different reading
secured with two voltmeters, no mat- ing one side of an alternating system . when the deflection is momentary is

ter which was used to measure the
If the 10,000 -ohm magneto does not due to the charging current; see No.

voltage at the lamp and which was ring through your wiring, the wiring 1002. This current flows for an in

used to measure the voltage at the is in good condition . The spark you stant charging the conductors of the

main sovitch . F. H. S.
see when you ground one side of the system and ceases after the system is

system is due to the capacity of the charged to full potential.
This peculiar result can be obtained

line and will appear no matter how
with a three-wire circuit , and if the

perfect the insulation. The line has
circuit you tested was three -wire the

No. 1004. — We have been operat

a definite capacity to ground depend- ing 2200- volt circuits with knife
phenomenon can be easily explained, ing on the distance from the wires
otherwise I can

switches, but during the past month
see no reason why

to the nearest conducting surface.
such a result should be obtained.

they are so severely that our operator

This capacity permits a charging cur- is afraid to open them . These

With a three-wire circuit with the
rent to flow the same as if there was

load unbalanced the drop in potential
switches were supplied by a large

a direct connection between the wires
in the neutral wire tends to increase

manufacturer who said they would be

and ground. all right for this voltage.

the difference of potential between the SUPERINTENDENT.

main switch and last lamp on the No. 1003.-In testing the insulation

heavily -loaded side, and to reduce the resistance of a wiring system with a
Knife switches will operate satis

difference in potential between the wheatstone bridge I do not get the

main switch and last lamp on the
factorily on 2200 volts with an incan

same resistance with a steady deflec
lightly -loaded side of the system . tion of the galvanometer than I get descent lamp load provided the

switches were made for this
This effect will be so great on circuits with a momentary deflection . Please

purpose ,

very much out of balance as to cause let me know if there is any reason
as you say. The trouble is probably

the result observed . for this, or is there something wrong
due to your adding a motor load or

with the bridge. arc lamps during the past month .

No. 1002.— The wiring in our shop A WIREMAN . Motors and arc lamps have a lower

is apparently perfect. I cannot ring power factor than incandescent lamps

through it with a 10,000 -ohm mag- Do not test insulation resistance and the low power factor causes se

neto . When I touch either wire to with a wheatstone bridge. Follow the vere arcing

Review of the Technical Press

House Cleaning by Electricity

[Bulletin of the New York Edison

Co., Sept., 1907.]

An interesting application of elec

tricity is given ; the particular ma

chine mentioned is made by the Elec

tric Renovator Manufacturing Com

pany, of Pittsburgh . The machine is

portable and resembles an ordinary

carpet sweeper in general appearance.

Synchronizing Heating and Ventilation of Ma

chine ShopsPAUL MACGAHAN AND H. W. YOUNG.

[ The Electric Journal, Sept. , 1907.]
CHAS. L. HUBBARD .

Different methods of synchronizing [ Machinery, Sept. , 1907.]

are described with especial reference Among the methods of heating ma

to the different types of sychronizing chine shops, the author considers the
devices now on the market. heating by hot air as most satisfac

tory. Diagrams show sample layouts

with the hot- air pipes, fans and heat

The Elevator Industry ers in plan and elevation.

CHARLES H. KLOMAN .

[ Cassier's Magazine, London, Sept. , Hydro-Electric Power Develop

1907.]
ment

WILLIAM KENNEDY.
This is a very well -illustrated ar

ticle covering the subject of the ele- [ The Canadian Electrical Men's, Sop

vator industry in America. Examples tember, 1907.]

are given of the elevator construction An article giving the advances
in different large office buildings and which have been made in the design

hotels. The article is largely histor- of hydraulic turbines during recent

ical .
years.

aElectric Lighting of

Cottage

Colonial

JOSEPH INSULL .

[ The Illuminating Engineer, Sept.,

1907.]

This is a well- illustrated article

showing up -to - date methods for light

ing a cottage of the colonial type.

Holophane glass globes are used to a

large extent.
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Kimball Concrete Steel Ties

[ The Railway Age, September 20,

1907.]

A type of concrete -steel tie which

gives promise of solving the trouble

some tie problem satisfactorily is one

which is now being subjected to the

test of heavy traffic in the tracks of

the Chicago & Alton and the Pere

Marquette.

The tie is patented by George H.

Kimball, consulting engineer, Detroit,

Mich .

-

4.C

=
.

However, presumably the field due

to each electron is influenced by all

others, and so influenced that it is con

fined to a plane at right angles to the

wire , but equal in every direction from

it . From this it follows at once that

dF

= 47El = 450 ,

dt

and

2C

f =

2πα

According to this conception , which

I believe to be the correct one , the

magnetic force at any point is due en

tirely to that part of the current near

est to this point; the more distant

parts having no direct effect whatever.

But, of course , as just explained, all

electrons produce their full effects in

directly by compressing each other's

fields into planes at right angles to

the wire.

a

Electrification on the Southern

Pacific

[ Railroad Gazette , September 6,

1907.]

An editorial dealing with the elec

trification of the Southern Pacific

Railroad between Rockland, Cal., and

Sparks , Nev ., 135 miles over the

Sierra Nevada Mountains, mentions

this electrification as the most difficult

and important installation which has

so far been seriously considered . The

statement is made that the economy

of electric operation is still open to

some discussion, though the possibility

of increasing the carrying capacity of

a given piece of track by substituting

electricity for steam as motive power

is more easily proved. The important

problem in the case of the electrifica

tion of the Southern Pacific is what

method to adopt to increase the carry

ing capacity of this portion of the

line, and economy of operation is of

secondary importance. The traffic is

heavy, but quite irregular, and block

ades are frequent at both ends of the
division . The road is single track ,

with few sidings, and because of dif

ficult location it is practically impos

sible to double track the road or to

greatly increase the length of the sid

ings.

Some of the difficulties to be over

come if electric operation of the en

tire division is finally decided upon ,

are installation and maintenance of

transmission lines to withstand heavy

snows and violent storms, provision

for wide variations in load with heavy

but intermittent traffic , danger from

fire in snow sheds during the summer

and from short circuits due to melting

snow in the spring, cost of a substan

tial and permanent overhead line con

struction and danger to trainmen in

tunnels and snow sheds, if this method

should be employed and interference

by snow in the open if the third -rail

construction is used . The report of

Allen H. Babcock , the electrical en

gineer of the Southern Pacific, and

Frank J. Sprague, who has been re

tained as consulting engineer, is

awaited with great interest by railroad

men .

Pay As You Enter Cars

[ Electric Railway Retrieve', September

21 , 1907.)

During the past three years a type

of car and method of collection have

been perfected and adopted in Mon

treal, Can ., known as the " pay -as-you

enter " car system . The result secured

from the operation of this system ,

principally in the reduced number of

accidents, has been such as to attract

the attention and investigation of

many of the more prominent and pro

gressive street railway managers, with

the result that cars of this type are

now under construction for use in

New York , Buffalo, Cleveland and

Detroit.

Tension and Sag in Span Wires

[Electrical World , September 28 ,

1907.]

HAROLD PENDER .

A mathematical treatment of the

subject which engineers engaged in

wire and cable work should have at

hand.

Direct Current and Single Phase

Railway

( Street Railway Journal, September

28, 1907.)

Sections and elevation of one of the

railway motors are shown, also curves

of performance and details of the

pantagraph collectors are shown by

line cuts.

The Rise of the Electric Railway

Magnetic Field due to an Electric

Current in a Straight Wire

W. J. HUMPHREYS ,

[ Science, September 27 , 1907.)

Let electrons, all moving in the

same direction with the constant ve

locity 1 centimeters per second, be

uniformly distributed along a straight

wire, and let E be the total amount of

electricity per centimeter length of the

wire . Then , assuming the field of

force from each electron to be the

same in all directions, that is , moving

slowly and undisturbed by other elec

trons, the rate of change of induction,

due to the electricity at all parts of

the wire , through a circle at right

angles to it of radius a ; or in other

words, the work required to carry a

unit magnetic pole once around this

circle is given by the equation

df

- 2nal' cos ♡

dt p2

But cos pdl = rd !, I / r = cos ” ,' a, and

El ' = C , the current.

Hence

dF

cos bdb = 450,

dt

and therefore the force on a unit pole

at any point on the circumference of

a circle of radius a is ....

470 2C

'inf. Edl

- 2

SO

BION J. ARNOLD .

[Western Electrician , September 28,

1907.]

An historical article dealing with

electric railway development. He

states that the first extensive applica

tion of the electric motor to the pro

pulsion of electric cars , and the one

which probably gave the greatest im

petus to the remarkable development

which followed , was made by an

American ( Sprague ) in 1887.

Following the successful operation of

the Richmond road came a most rapid

conversion from animal power to

electric power of street railways of

the principal cities of the country, so

that by the year 1895 it might be said

that almost every city of any magni

tude of the United States and many

of the principal cities of the world

were equipped with electrically pro

pelled cars.

Live Rail Accidents in England

[ The Railroad Gasette , September,

13. 1907. )

English electrical experts are quiet

again just now , but the danger of the

live rail between tracks was one of

their strong arguments in favor of the

single -phase alternating -current sys

tem . The statistics that have been

officially compiled of the live -rail fa

talities during 1906 will not help them

in that argument, whatevermay be the

relative merits of the two systems on

other grounds.

TT

47C

0

2па a
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Catalogue Review several applications of the well-known ably high efficiencies . The advance

Holophane globes and reflectors. made by this type of turbine is illus

The Jeffrey Mfg. Co. send cata trated by the maker's claim that

logue No. 69A describing Jeffrey Bulletins Nos. 1098 and 1100 have nearly 1,000,000 kw . of Curtis steam

screens. Screens are shown for every been received from The Fort Wayne turbine generators have been sold .

purpose and of all sizes of mesh . The Electric Works . The first of these Special attention is called to the flat

half-tone illustrations are very plain bulletins is devoted to direct -current efficiency curve giving high efficiency

and line -cuts give outlines of different generators for light and power service at overloads and light loads, the sim

machines ; different types of coal of the belted type. Several details of plicity of design , the low mainte

chutes are shown . Other illustrations construction are shown . The second nace, the economy in space, etc.

show conveying and elevating ma- bulletin is devoted to small direct-cur- This publication seems to be typi

chinery for all purposes , including a rent motors . In this last bulletin ap- cal of the recent desire to have such

rubber -belt conveyor handling stone , plications are given of these motors to information written by and to engi

an endless pan conveyor handling the driving of a drill press and to the neers, and the following synopsis of

run -of-mine coal and elevators for driving of a pump. its contents will show the wide field

stone and ore , also crushing machines, covered : Advantage of vertical-shaft

grab buckets and mining machinery. The Emerson Electric Manufactur- type, economy of space , building ma

ing Co. send bulletin No. 3504 de- terials and steam clearances, flow of

A complete line of turbine pumps scribing electric exhaust fans for al- steam , balance, lubrication, the con

is listed by the Watson - Stillman Com- ternating and direct currents. struction of buckets, governors, foun

pany in catalogue No. 72. An appli dation , low -pressure turbines, vacu

cation is given of an alternating elec- The Pittsburgh Transformer Com- um , regulation, parallel operation,

tric motor to the operation of a single pany send a folder the major portion ventilation , economy, etc.

stage twinvolute turbine pump, and of which is taken up by a letter de
Of the illustrations, the following

of a direct -current motor to a two- scribing how a 30-light Pittsburgh may be taken as having special inter

stage twinvolute turbine pump. A transformer was struck twice during est : Those showing the interior of the

simple tank switch is illustrated and August, 1906, and continued to oper- Fisk Street Station at Chicago and

its operation is shown by diagram con- ate until May, 1907. cross sectional view of 9000 -kw . tur

nections. A line cut shows the verti bine, the method of cutting and rivet

cal submerged centrifugal pump oper- The De La Vergne vertical oil en- ing buckets , the hydraulic governor,

ated by a vertical motor. Numerous gine has recently been placed on the low -pressure turbine sets installed and

tables are given . market by the De La Vergne Machine economy curves.

Company. Like their Hornsby-Ak

Graphite for the month of Sep- royd horizontal oil engine which they " Electric Heating and Cooking De

tember contains the continued article continue to build in sizes from 13 to vices for Marine Use." is the title of

on " Pressure Reducing Valves," by 250 b. h . p . , the De La Vergne engine a handsome publication just issued by

William H. Wakeman ; the first por- is especially designed to be operated the General Electric Company as bul

tion of_ “ Power Transmission by by cheap oils , such as kerosene or fuel letin No. 4523 The pamphlet is

Manila Fibre Rope, " by George P. oil . No carburetor or valve motion is bound in a neat cover and contains

Hutchins , and interesting applications used, making this engine one of the illustrated descriptions of small ap

of graphite to lubrication.
simplest ever devised . At the present paratus particularly useful in ships'

time the 77/2 and 15-b . h . p . sizes only galleys, staterooms, smoking- rooms,

Complete data regarding “ Tobin are ready for delivery. Other sizes sick bays, etc.

Bronze” is supplied by the Ansonia are in construction. A ship's lighting plant, usually of
Brass & Copper Company. This data

more than ample capacity for inter
includes tensile strength , specific grav- The Gold Car Heating & Lighting mittent load , offers at once an avail

ity , weight per cubic inch, acid tests , Company give the latest methods of able source of supply, which, utilized

crushing strength and other informa
regulating the temperature of rail- for cooking, heating, etc. , would pro

tion all of value to the manufacturer. way cars in a catalogue recently re- vide numerous real and profitable con

The applications are largely devoted ceived . This regulator is claimed to veniences with small increase in cost.

to boats of different forms . be compact with neat appearance and The electric heater on account of

to give excellent results. its compactness, neatness, easy regu

The September number of The
lation and simplicity is ideal for state

Steam Shovel News has been re
“ The Curtis Steam Turbine-Gen- room use . The General Electric Com

ceived . This is an interesting month
erator " is the title of a large pamphlet, pany manufactures several forms, in

ly paper devoted to recent work with
No. 4531 , issued by the General Elec- cluding luminous radiators and non

steam shovels.
tric Company, Schenectady, N. Y. , luminous air heaters. One or two

The September number of Paistery
that is perhaps the most complete and quart water heaters, electric wash

gives late forms of fuse cutouts,
handsome publication ever sent out by bowls and electric shaving mugs are

switches and receptacles as
any turbine manufacturer. The print- familiar conveniences and electric flat

manu

factured by the H , T. Paiste Co.
ing and general style of the pamphlet ironis in sizes from 3 to 24 pounds are

is very attractive, but will be found supplied for the laundry. Among

About 90 pages of testimonials have of special interest to engineers on ac- special devices particularly service

been received from the Buckeye En- count of the information given with able on ship -board may be mentioned

gine Company in reference to the regard to superheat, vacuum , econ- electric soldering irons, glue pots,

Buckeye Electric Blue Printing Ma- omy, etc. , and the details of construc- curling- iron heaters, surgeon instru

chine. Judging from these testi- tion and operation of all parts of the ment sterilizers, heating pads, cigar

monials, the Blue Printing Machine
Curtis apparatus. lighters, etc.

is doing good work. Under the heading of “ Economy." Two distinct forms of heating ele

detailed tests are given of 9000 -kw ., ments are used by the General Elec
The September number of Holo- 5000 -kw ., 2250 -kw . and 1000 -kw . tur- tric Company, known as the cartridge

phane has been received . This gives bines, which show some very remark- and quartz enamel units. Both heat
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ing units are practically infusible and On Oct. ist , Percy H. Thomas Co. is to be congratulated on having

indestructible, but can be readily re- leaves the Wesitnghouse interests to secured so able and energetic a repre

placed if damaged by accident. The join with N.J. Neall, consulting engi- sentative.

makers have taken great care in the neer of Boston, to form the firm of

design to insure the most efficient ap- Thomas and Neall, electrical engi- Eugene Munsell & Company, the

plication of the heat and sufficient neers, with offices in New York and well -known dealers in mica, and the

radiating surface so that nearly all the Boston . The firm expects to do gen- Mica Insulator Company, manufac

apparatus may be left in circuit in- eral consulting work in electrical en- turers of micanite and other high

definitely without fear of burn -out. gineering, giving special attention to grade electrical insulators, for many

high -tension transmission design , to years located at No. 218 Water Street ,

the investigation of the difficulties in New York, have removed to No. 68

Trade Notes
Church Street , corner of Vesey Street .operation on high -voltage plants, to

lightning protection and to extra Owing to the increase in their busi

While con

The Jones & Laughlin Steel Com
high -tension practice.

ness , they were compelled to seek

nected with the Westinghouse Elec- more commodious quarters , and their
pany is a recent purchaser of addi

tric and Mfg. Co. , Mr. Thomas and new location is one of the most central
tional heavy Allis -Chalmers electrical

machines in the shape of two 1000

also Mr. Neall did a large amount of in the down -town business district, be

kw . 6000 - volt generators wound for

investigation work on high - tension ing only one block west of Broadway,

and within five minutes' walk of the
25 cycles, three -phase, and designed

problems both experimental and in

commercial systems. principal railways and ferries . They

to operate at 94 r . p . m . These units,
Mr. Thomas graduated from the occupy four floors at their new loca

together with a 600 -kw . direct-cur
Massachusetts Institute of Technol- tion , the second floor being devoted

rent generator, 240 volts and opera

ting at 110 r. p . m . , will be installed
ogy, and entered the employ of the entirely to their offices, whilethe other

Westinghouse Electric and Mfg. Co. three are used for stock and shipping
in the new Aliquippa Works, situated

on the Ohio River several miles out
as a " student." His early work was departments, for the preparation and

side of the city of Pittsburg:
on insulation of apparatus and on assorting of mica and for the manu

transformers, followed by a stay in facture of mica specialties.

A new 500 -kw . motor generator

set , comprising a synchronous motor
Brazil in 1896-7 in connection with

rated at 6600 volts, wound for three
one of the early transmission plants. A motion for preliminary injunc

Later he spent some years in the in
phase, 25 cycles, and a 250 -volt direct

tion was brought in the United States

vestigation of static disturbances and Circuit Court for the Middle District

current generator is also being added

to the structural shop to carry a por
of Tennessee by the General Electriclightning, with special reference to

tion of the steel mill load .

the protection of commercial systems. Company against the city of Nash

Later, as chief electrician of the ville , Tenn., to restrain the city

Cooper Hewitt Elect . Co. , he carried from the further use of some alter

The Cuba Railway Company, with on the practical development of the nating -current generators manufac

headquarters in New York City, re Cooper Hewitt Mercury vapor appa tured by the Bullock Electric Manu

cently purchased a No. 4 “ K ” Gates'
ratus. He has for some time been facturing Company, of Cincinnati, O.

Crushing Plant built by Allis- Chal
much interested in the American In- These generators have laminated pole

mers Company for use at Canaguey, stitute of Electrical Engineers, before pieces attached to the revolving field

Cuba . This machine will be mounted which institute he has read a number spider by means of bolts from the

on masonry foundation and fitted
spider engaging a transverse bar im

with smooth head and concaves. The

Mr. Neall, who is also a graduate bedded in the pole piece,a construc
product to be crushed is limestone re of the Massachusetts Institute of tion covered by the Parcelle Patent

duced to 21/2 -in. product . Technology and has made a specialty No. 463,704, granted November 24 ,

It is expected that this plant will be of high -tension work , has been prac- 1891, which has been heretofore sus

used successively on the several divi tising his profession in Boston , where tained by the courts.
sions of the road situated , in each in

he opened his office in the spring of
stance , between the quarry and the

1906. The Bristol Company are about to
right of way, parallel to which boilers,

erect another new addition to their

bins and crushers are arranged so that present plant. This addition is to be

the product may be readily dumped Mr. Harry De Steese , of New York
53x170 ft . , three stories high.

into cars for distribution along the City, has recently been appointed by The additional space is made neces

line. the International Timber Preserving sary by the increased demand for

Co., of Chicago , manufacturers of the " Bristol's " Recorders and " Bristol's"

The new power stations of the public service timber preserver, "Neo- Patent Steel Belt Lacing. With the

North Shore Electric Co., at Waukee- sote," as eastern representative. For amount of business they already have

gan and Blue Island , near Chicago, sixteen years Mr. De Steese has been
in sight, it will not be long before even

are furnished with alternating current constantly identified with various this addition will be crowded .

electric Northern Cranes, furnished branches of the public service work,
by the Northern Engineering Works, both in this country and in Europe.

of Detroit, Mich . These cranes are His earliest experience was gained Errata

30 tons and 25 tons capacity, respect under Postmaster -General Payne at

ively, 58 ft . and 39 ft . span . The Milwaukee, and from 1896 to 1900 Two typographical errors appear in

larger crane is equipped with an aux- he was manager of the railway de
the September issue. The value of

iliary high -speed alternating -current partment of the Western Electric Co. , F on page 348, second column, should

hoist. of New York , leaving that position to MIV

take charge of the establishment of a be F -, and the value of b on

The Black Hills Traction Co. have supply business in London, England. ( KE )

recently installed an 8 - ton , 32 - ft . span Mr. De Steese's friends will be glad

Northern Traveling Crane at Spear- to learn that his new connection, and
page 349, first column, should be

fish , S. Dak .
the International Timber Preserving b = 27 fC .

of papers.
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The Westinghouse Companies future success of these interests prom- certain to relieve the financial situa

HE whole business world was ises to be as marked as in the past. tion of these solvent and magnificent

startled on October 23d by ap In a formal statement issued by organizations. The Boston Herald

plications for a receivership George Westinghouse it appears that says :

for the great Westinghouse Electric
both the Electric Company and the “ This undaunted man will surely

& Mfg. Company, and for the West- Machine Company are solvent and are emerge triumphant from the predica

inghouse Machine Co. Investigations doing the largest and most satisfac- ment in which the financial disturb

made by the receivers appointed show tory business in their history . Each ances culminating this week have

very clearly that the cause of the company is earning liberal dividends placed him and several of the great

trouble was not a falling-off in busi
on its stock and has quick assets sub- industrial companies of which he is

ness, but was brought about by the stantially equal to its liabilities. It is the illustrious and honored head .

state of the money market, making it
understood that there will be no

George Westinghouse is a man who
expedient for those interested to ask changes in the personnel of the com- knows no fear , and always conquers.

for the appointment of receivers . The panies ,nor in the general policy which He is not a speculator, not a 'Na

unusual number of orders requiring has hitherto been followed in the con- poleon of Finance ,' not a dreamer of

large outlays for materials , and the
duct of business . In short, the ap- dreams, but a great inventor and a

constant drain of the pay-roll , without pointment of receivers was merely a great manufacturer, known the world

any immediate returns because of the legal step brought about by reasons over , and carrying the American cour

long time required before completion given above , which in no wise affect age and foresight and enterprise into

and payment, at a time of unusual the company in manufacturing and every country on the globe. He has ,

financial stringency , anticipated the selling, and in no degree affect the by sheer grit and the genius of en

difficulty. Such orders for machinery cordial relations existing between the lightened persistence, built up some

covered work which must extend over companies and their respective cus- of the most important industries of

a period of months and sometimes
tomers . our time. He is one of the most com

years before realization on investment, The public press has been outspoken manding figures in the engineering

and therefore required borrowed cap- in its sincere regret that there should world , honored everywhere for his

ital . The great stringency of the have been any temporary embarrass- integrity no less than for his achieve

money market prevented the renewal ment to George Westinghouse and his ments. In his employ, both in Amer

of the customary sources of ready important industrial companies. The ica and Europe, are many thousands

money , and therefore made necessary New York Times says: " He has done of men ; in his industries many mill

prompt action to conserve the inter- so much for the splendid industrial ions of capital. No successful man

ests of the stockholders, creditors and evolution of the country, his enter- of this era cares less for the personal

all concerned . That the action was prises have been so varied and so im- acquisition of money than he, few

wise and timely is the consensus of portant, he has carried the name and care so little for it. He has never

opinion of the most conservative finan- the fame of American invention and sought to gather wealth for its own

cial men in the country. There is no development in the application of sake. Money is to him but an instru

question that the various properties novel scientific principles over sucli ment which , used with brains, makes

will be returned to the stockholders wide areas and everywhere has won
industry grow . Years ago he might

unimpaired in value as soon as the
for his nation such admiration, con- have retired with vast wealth . But

money market regains its equilibrium . fidence and respect, that he presents work , not ease , is his delight. To

The splendid organizations of the himself, in a way, as an American in- him , perhaps more than to any other

different companies will be preserved stitution in whom we have patriotic individual, is due much of the won

to receive and execute orders with the pride. The wish will be universal drous progress in transportation, and

same satisfaction to the customer as and the belief general that he will in ihe commercial application of elec

heretofore. There has not been even come through the difficulties he has tricity. Any serious reverse to a man

a momentary pause in the operations encountered safely with his material of this character and force would par

of the works, and orders are being and intellectual resources undimin- take of the nature of a public calam

filled with dispatch . ished , and ready for new triumphis." ity. But he will not permit the pres

So much confidence is felt in the The general and broad faith which ent difficulty to seriously retard him .

men appointed as receivers for the is felt in the personality of George He will go on . It may truly be said

several companies affected that the Westinghouse and his companies is of him that he has long been a crea

415
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IT

property. We may look fora rational WIRES transmitting analternat

Very little use ofthe device has beet T HEaravoidancenestaršiliary ap

tor of wealth , a discoverer of oppor- It is possible to measure the surge drop in voltage is avoided by starting

tunity, a powerful influence in the following a simple switching opera- these machines at a lower voltage than

advance of the age. In all lands men tion not only at the station, but at normal.

will rejoice, for his sake as well as measured lengths from the disturb- A short radial length and a large

for their own, that his industrial or- ance center ; and thus it should be area of air gap, besides increasing the

ganizations are solvent, and every- actually easy to get at the logarithmic starting torque , reduce the tendency

where there is hope that he will be decrement of such a wave crest and to hunt. Rotary converters thus made

spared for many more years of su- to define its sphere of disturbance . are therefore frequently not provided

perb achievement by which armies By an extended study of the oper with dampers or the dampers are of

of labor benefit and the whole body ating system per se , it would be pos- high resistance, since low resistance

of civilization is aided in its onward sible to measure its over-waves and dampers are unnecessary.

march .” to protect it at the proper points . Any

other method of attacking line prob Pole Line Wiring

Application of the Oscillograph
lems is wasteful and dangerous to

T was in 1904 at St. Louis before
lightning

ing

the International Congress of after the ground -work has been laid
tromotive force induced in

Electrical Engineers that Blondel ,
by the oscillograph .

them by the alternating magnetic field

the eminent French physicist , directed produced by the current. This in

the attention of American engineers
duced electromotive force tends to di

to the value of the oscillograph in the
Starting Rotary Converters as

minish the voltage at the transformer
Induction Motors

study of alternating -circuit conditions . supplying the customer, and may bring

it to a value insufficient for good light

been made elec paratus the of ro- and power. Dissatisfaction with the

trical manufacturers and the New tary converters is a step in the service is often thereby created .
York testing laboratories . The de- right direction , in so far as it leads to The amount of the induced electro

scription of the method of working a simplification of the system . The motive force depends on the distance

and the experimental use of the os- starting of rotary converters 'as in- between the wires, on the amount of

cillograph as found at another page duction motors is ideal in method current transmitted and on the fre

are suggestive of possibilities . since the primary source of power is quency of the circuit . With a given

Some four years ago an attempt to alternating current, which is always size of wire the amount of the induced

run three 150-kw. gas-engine driven available regardless of what may be electromotive force can be reduced,

alternators in parallel occasioned six the condition of auxiliary apparatus that is , the voltage regulation of the

months' experimental study on the in the substation ; also this method line can be improved : first, by erecting

part of three men who worked by the eliminates synchronizing with its at- the wires of any one feeder close to

usual cut-and-try methods. Two of tendant difficulties of equalizing the gether ; second , by neutralizing the

the gas engines would run very well converter voltage with a fluctuating field of one feeder with the field of an

together, but any third engine made voltage of supply. Some engineers other feeder of similar capacity ; third ,

trouble. Here was a problem which find the starting current objectionable by reducing the amount of current, or

prevented a particular manufacturer when this method of starting is em- fourth , by reducing the frequency of

from pushing the sale of gas-engine ployed ; which fact leads us to make a alternation .

plants of this character and seemingly few observations pertinent to this sub- Crossarms are made with a stand

warrented the heavy expense entailed ject even though they concern a ques- ard spacing between pins , thus limit

by try -again methods of paralleling. tion of design. ing the distance between wires to a

The damage to the machines by such An induction motor or a rotary con minimum when the wires are erected

methods of working were insignificant verter can be made to give a high on adjacent pins. This distance can

in comparison with the commercial starting torque, when the secondary not safely be reduced by means of

prize. To the credit of the manufac- circuits of the one or the dampers of crossarms with a special spacing be

turer be it said that it was finally the other are of low resistance. This tween pins, owing to the danger of the

solved . While the case is unusual , it is done by reducing the radial length wires swinging and coming into con

is typical of a wide variety of operat- of air gap and by increasing its active tact each with another.

ing problems which would yield to area . An increase in resistance of an More than one crossarm is usually

oscillograph work . induction motor secondary or an in- installed on one pole . By placing

Another class of problems is the crease in resistance of the dampers on wires connected to opposite terminals
study of wave surges in transmission a rotary converter, without other of the generator one above the other

circuits. We know the causes of changes in either machine, has the ef- on the several arms , the magnetic field

many of its phenomena owing to the fect of causing the maximum torque produced by each of two feeders is

frequency with which they occur and
to occur at a lower speed . partially neutralized by the other feed

the resultant damage which they
The reduction of the length of ra- er . The magnetic field is entirely

dial air gap and the increase of the neutralized when the wires of opposite

cause . Thus an eminent scientist on

several occasions has measured these
amount of iron at the air gap , without polarity are close together and the cur

changing the resistance , results in an rent in each is of the same amount.

over -waves by their wreckage, fol increase of maximum torque and

lowing a method of calculation which
While the voltage per phase is fixed

causes this maximum torque to occur by the station apparatus, and feeder

few have the patience to master , and
at lower speed , at standstill if re- connections are usually made in delta ,

fewer still the opportunity to use . quired.
it is possible to reduce the current per

Moreover, the method is only ap- The amount of current drawn from feeder by rearranging the connections

plicable in the study of wrecked or the line for starting machines as in- of the generator windings when they

damaged systems and may hardly be duction motors, when the resistance are supplied with six terminals; that

dignified into a method of wave study of the secondary or dampers is low , is , the generator windings can be con

The real study of the surge problem will be so large as to cause a con- nected in star instead of in delta ,

ought to begin experimentally. siderable voltage drop in the line . The which gives a higher voltage between
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wires and a lower current per feeder . reduction in voltage loss obtained by obstructions prevent the extension of

This procedure is not advisable for transposing the wires was greater than a guy wire to an anchorage in the

small stations owing to the necessity of would have been obtained by this ground, a half pole may be set ten

running a fourth wire or grounding transposition if the arc circuit had not feet or more away from the line pole
the neutral connection , though it is been there. and deep in the ground, the guy wire
sometimes necessary in order to secure Some misunderstanding has arisen being attached to the top ofthe half

satisfactory line regulation. Trans- regarding the advisability of transpos- pole. In some instances it is found im
formers adapted to the higher voltage ing lines carrying an alternating cur- possible to place more than one pole at
must be installed when this change is rent. The object in transposing the corners and the available space does

made. wires is to reduce the effect on neigh- not permit of guy wires . Here a tim

The current per feeder can also be boring circuits ; transposition does not ber work of 10 - ft. timbers can ad

reduced by increasing the number of reduce inductive drop in potential due vantageously be arranged about the

feeders. Advantage can be taken of to the current transmitted , as is fre- pole base, two pairs of timbers being

this fact by transmitting large amounts quently the supposition . Where the buried with upper sides at the ground

of power over more than one feeder, only circuits affected are telephone cir- surface , one of each pair being placed

the inductive drop in voltage being re- cuits belonging to the light and power on either side of the pole and the pairs

duced in a greater ratio than the in- company owning the transmission line, laid at right angles to each other. This

crease in number of feeders , provided transposition of the telephone circuit construction, with a 40 - ft. pole sunk
the feeders be so placed that the nega- will usually give as good results as 10 ft . in the ground, makes a secure

tive direction of magnetic field pro- transposition of the transmission line. anchorage for corner pole .

duced by current in one is opposed by The condition of ground influences

a positive direction of field in that next Aside from the advantages to be ob the depth to set the pole ; five feet is

adjacent . tained by the placing of transmission
sufficient for average hard ground.

The frequency of the alternating wires properly the method of support Where the ground is sandy this dis

current is fixed by the station appara- ing the wires is of great importance. tance is increased to six feet. In

tus, and must be maintained for the
The customary pole line of eastern sta

damp, marshy ground broken stone is

transformers, motors and lights at the tions consists of chestnut poles 35 ft . placed around the pole base , often in

end of the line ; a large investment in long, seven inches diameter at topand ' a barrel previously sunk in the hole.

new apparatus is therefore required 12 in . diameter six feet from the butt ; The pole is securely guyed.

for changing the frequency of the sta- at corners these dimensions are in- The primary object of the poles is

tion . Two frequencies are now stand- creased to eight inches top and 14 in . to support the wires , and they should

ard with light and power stations, butt . The taper of the poles depends perform this function without the ad

namely, 25 cycles and 60 cycles per on the location of the trees before cut- dition of numerous guy wires . The

second , the lower frequency giving the ting. In dense woods the trees grow guy wires are for the purpose of safe

better service for operating motors with less taper than in the open ; dif guarding the poles against side stress

and for conversion of alternating cur- ferent poles in any one lot having dif- es ; the poles should stand of them

rent to direct current , while the higher ferent degrees of taper. selves without assistance.

frequency, 60 cycles, is greatly better The poles should be approximately Crossarms of well-seasoned yellow

for operating incandescent lamps and straight. Tops are usually pointed pine, unpainted, give good service .

will operate arc lamps . Where the and painted ; the painted top sheds Some difficulty is experienced in ob

lighting equipment is a considerable water from the pole and conduces to taining this wood of a straight grain

item , a lower frequency than 60 cycles a long pole life . All poles must be and without knots, and in order to ob

is inadvisable unless the density of thoroughly seasoned before erection. tain the best wood it should be selected

service warrants conversion to direct It is advisable to coat the pole butts stock , free from all defects . Cross

current. with tar, filling all cracks and inter- arms may be obtained bored ready for
In addition to the voltage induced stices to prevent the entrance of mois- pins and for crossarm braces . The

in the line by the current transmitted , ture. Creosoted poles have a long life , upper corners are rounded to prevent

a voltage may be induced in adjacent but difficulties of transportation pre- splintering.
feeders or circuits so as to cause a clude treatment with creosote except Two strap -iron crossarm braces are

considerable wattage loss and a conse- near large cities , while tar is readily secured to the pole by one lag screw

quent reduction of voltage in the line. applied. The tar or creosote must be at the pole center and one lag screw or

One instance was encountered where applied so as to be well above the bolt on each side of the crossarm.

the primary drop in potential was ground level when the poles are set Crossarms are advisably placed in po

much in excess of the calculated in final condition. Gains for crossarms sition while the poles are down ,

amount. On examination , a length are most conveniently cut before erect- though care must be taken to prevent

was found where the two wires of the ing the poles , also holes must be bored detaching of or breaking them while

feeder had been installed on the outer- for securing crossarms to poles . One setting the pole . They are set facing

most pins of the crossarms and the hole should be bored at each gain for on alternating poles , the tension of the

supply and return of a direct-current a through -bolt through crossarm and line being against the pole for one

series arc circuit were on the inside pole . Some difficulty is experienced half the number of crossarms. At cor
pins. By placing the wires of the in matching holes in crossarms and ners and anchors the crossarms are

direct-current arc circuit on two pins poles when two bolts are used for se- set so that the tension on those mount

on one side of the pole and the wires curing crossarms ; one through -bolt ed on the three poles next to the cor

transmitting the alternating current and two lag screws ner is against the pole , that is , these

on two pins on the opposite side of the veniently placed in position.
crossarms are on the side of the pole

pole, the primary drop in potential was Corner poles and all poles at nearest the corner or anchor. Double

reduced to 25 per cent . of its former changes in direction of line are se- crossarms had best be placed on cor

amount. Evidently the direct -current cured by guy wires and anchors. Any ner poles for taking the strain due to

arc circuit had been acting in a manner of the patent guy anchors obtained change in direction of tension . A

similar to a transformer secondary, by from supply houses makes a good an- good right-angle turn is made by

taking power from the primary line. chorage, though obstructions do not erecting double crossarms at 45 de

This was attested by the fact that the always permit of their use . Where grees to the line, and placing the wires

are more con
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on the side of the insulators to pull obtained with wire not larger than No. each side of the conduit and a cover

against the insulators, the tie wires o B. & S. , unless insulators, especially ing of four inches of concrete is placed

simply holding the transmission wires designed for heavy wire , are erected. over the top . The whole conduit sys

in place. Wires on straight runs are Short lengths of No. 0000 B. & S. tem thus forms a solid masonry

alternately placed on inside and out- wire can be installed on deep groove * structure continuous from manhole to

side of insulators. glass insulators, though the strain due manhole. The conduit is given a
Pins are made from white oak or to the weight of this size of wire is slight pitch toward the ends for the

locust wood, well seasoned and often such that it is usually best to divide purpose of draining out any moisture

kiln dried . They are frequently creo- these feeders between two or more, which may accumulate. Where cables

soted , as this treatment has some ef- particularly as the inductive effects are of large size are inserted in the con

fect in preventing the leakage cur- also thereby reduced . duit, numerous empty ducts should be

rent from assuming a large figure and provided not only for the purpose of

also, owing to theirsize , this treatment additions as required at any time, but

is readily applied .
Wiring Underground

also for the purpose of ventilation.

Glass insulators are usually used for As the density of business increases , The relative merits of round or square

1000 and 2000 volt lines ; the deep- the wiring required for transmitting holes is now an undecided question ;

groove, double-petticoat type being the power increases also , and to such the square hole does not require as

adapted to this work. There is a an amount that pole-line wiring be- much tile for a given number of cable

tendency to use telephone insulators comes unsatisfactory in service . Num- openings as does the round hole, and
for these voltages , breakdowns in the erous overhead wires are continually the opening is larger, giving more air

line at times occurring when these in- coming into contact with each other, space about the cable. There are

sulators are used , the breakdowns be- and in populous districts they inter- those who claim these advantages are

ing caused by arcing across the insu- fere with the handling of fires. Ap- offset by the increased ease of pulling

lator to the pin in wet weather . Tel- proximately the limit to overhead wir- cable in round ducts.

ephone insulators are not designed for ing is 24 connections per pole, a great- Individual ducts , whether stone,

this work and should not be used . er number producing stresses on the treated wood or compound, are laid on

Tie wires are cut from the trans- pole- line so great as to endanger their a foundation of concrete and the

mission wires, the insulation on the breakingbreaking down , especially during spaces between them are filled with

tie wires reducing the leakage current strong windstorms or when they carry cement. A number of ducts greatly

and preventing injury to the insula- an excessive amount of snow or sleet . in excess of the estimated require

tion of the feeder that might be caused The cost for excavating streets and ments had best be laid when the in

by the sharp turns of bare wire . repaving them is approximately the stallation is first made, the extra ducts

Triple -braided weatherproof wire , same whether one or more ducts are being for the purpose of providing

as now made, gives effective results laid. This cost , figured on the basis ventilation and space for additional

at 1000 and 2000 volts. In nearly of cost per duct, diminishes as the cables .

every sample of wire examined the number of ducts is increased until, Manholes are placed in every length

braid was found to be thoroughly im- with all things considered, 24 individ- of conduit of not more than 500 ft . ,

pregnated with moisture repellent and ual wires will be found to be cheapest the allowable distance between man

was found in good condition after con- installed under ground.
holes being governed by the size of

tinued service. While this insulation Where the streets are paved the cables to be installed . Cables two

has frequently been criticized as inad- width of trench must be kept as nar- inches or more in diameter are ex

equate, it is effective in preventing row as possible, shoring being used to tremely heavy and the distance be

short circuits where the wires occa- hold the sides during process of ex- tween manholes had best be reduced

sionally swing together and would cavation . A depth of four feet to top to not more than 300 ft . when such

produce a short circuit if they were of ducts is usual. The nature of the large cables are to be installed . The

not insulated . ground influences the method of pro- street layout governs the locations of

Wires smaller than No. 8 B. & S. tecting the duct and the type of con- manholes to a very large extent , one
are not erected on poles on account of duit to be installed . manhole being usually placed at each

the strength of the wires not being Vitrified tile ducts are supplied in street corner . The object in placing

sufficient to hold the weight of insula- short lengths and give good service them at the corners is to provide

tion in addition to the weight of the on hard ground ; with soft ground, points for connection to all streets

copper under the conditions encoun- however, and where the ground sinks crossed for any service that may be

tered in service . In order to limit the from time to time, it is better to in- required in the future.

tension on this wire it is customary stall the longest length of tile ducts or It is important to make manholes of

to place the poles with spans not more the individual ducts of treated wood ,
ample size , where possible, though

than uo ft. Where necessary , spans stone or a compound especially pre- numerous gas and water pipes often

of No. 8 wire have been made as much pared for this purpose. limit the allowable size in large cities .

as 200 ft . , though the sag is so great In laying tile ducts on any but the At street corners the size should not be

that the wires swing excessively . very hardest ground a layer of con- less than six by six feet , though where

Spans are reduced to 70 ft . from the crete , approximately four inches thick , the manhole is to be used for pulling

corner pole to the next pole to mini- is placed at the bottom of the ditch,
the cable through the duct only, as

mize the strain on the poles. Longer then the ducts are centered by dowel- when installed in the center of a block ,

spans can be made with bare wire than pins and laid on this foundation . a four by six foot manhole is suf

with insulated wire with the same sag Tarred paper is wrapped around the ficient . The length and heighth of

and tension , since the bare wire is not joints between sections to prevent the wall must allow of splices on a num

required to support the weight of insu
entrance of cement or other foreign ber of cables equal to the number of

lation .
matter which might do injury to the ducts, otherwise when additions are

The limit for size of wire on 60- cables. Other conduits are laid on top made to the system space will not be

cycle systems is best kept below No. of those first laid, with joints at in- found for connecting the cables.

0000 B. & S. , as with wire above this termediate points, the layers being A floor of six inches of concrete ,

size the skin effect becomes apprecia- covered with cement. Approximately with four or five layers of tarred pa

ble . The best mechanical results are three inches of concrete is placed at per and a top dressing of cement, walls
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eight inches thick, of brick laid in the cost of inspection by the operating very thin . Usually the cables are run

cement, and brick arch top with I- company does not warrant this, the in separate ducts, and unless the cables

beams form a durable construction in manufacturer being depended upon are hung on iron hangers, with a

most locations. Cast-iron covers , es- to supply a perfectly tight lead sheath . metallic connection between them , the

pecially designed for this service , can An alloy of lead and tin makes a connections at the ends of the pairs

be obtained with opening and lid suf- hard metal , a small percentage of tin of cables have a resistance above 10

ficiently strong to resist ordinary street producing an alloy much more capa- ohms, so that the current in the

traffic . The manhole is drained by ble of resisting the abrasion when pull- sheath is so small that it may be ne

a trapped outlet to the sewer and nu- ing the cable through the duct than glected. However, cables are frequent

merous vents in the lid permit the does pure lead . This addition of tin ly hung with their lead sheaths in

escape of sewer gas . Sewer gas will ac- increases the cost , but it is better to contact with a metallic hanger, com

cumulate in manholes, and even sacrifice a slight amount of thickness mon to all , and frequently cables are

though openings be provided for ven- than to omit the tin entirely. bonded to trolley tracks or to a copper

tilation no one should be permitted to Large cables are stranded . These conductor, in which cases the induced

place a light near them when first cablescan be made up from 7, 19 , 37, current will greatly increase the heat

opened . The gas should be allowed 61 , 91 , 127 and 169 small wires, and ing of the cables, a much less rise of

sufficient time to escape. these numbers only can be supplied ,
temperature being obtained with

Wooden beams should be built in- otherwise the outside conductors will
smaller cables of the multiple con

to the walls of the manholes for the not lie close together. There is one
ductor type.

purpose of securing cable hangers central wire ; the layer around this In order to limit this induced cur

thereto . These are often omitted and wire has six wires , the next layer has rent to a small amount, two single con

cable hangers can only be secured to 12 wires , the next 18, the next 24, each ductors should not be drawn into one

the walls with great difficulty.
layer adding twice the diameter of duct and allowed to have their

Paper insulated lead covered cable one to the whole and increasing the sheaths in contact . Some form of in

is almost universal for underground circumference by six times its diame- sulation should be provided between

work . The thickness of this insula- ter . This is due to the fact that the the lead sheaths and at metallic cable

tion must be sufficient to resist bending circumference of a circle is 3.14 times hangers . Where cables are connected

when installing the cable , this fact be- its diameter, and the decimal 0.14 is by bonds to trolley tracks this connec

ing often overlooked when specify- taken up by twisting the wires . Rope- tion should be made only at one end

ing the insulation thickness, the thick- laid cable can be made from anymulti- of the cables .

ness being required to resist the volt- ple of seven wires , and this is done Besides the current induced in the

age only without regard to mechanical where extreme flexibility is required. sheaths by the current in the conduct

stresses produced by short bends. It The outside circumference of rope- laid ors a charging current flows between

is imperative to prevent workmen cable is not as smooth as cable made the lead sheaths, this charging current

from making short bends in the cable , up as described above with the same depending on the voltage of the cir

for which reason it is best to fill in size wires . An increased amount of cuit , on the thickness of the insulation

the corners of the manholes and to insulation is therefore necessary to fill and on the material of which the in

round the approaches to the ducts . the spaces between the strands , the sulation is composed. If two lead

Three-conductor cables are made full advantage of the total quantity covered cables be connected to the two

with paper insulation around each of insulation not being obtained and terminals of a source of electromotive

conductor and a belt around the set the external diameter of the cable is force ( alternating or direct ), the cable

of three, all covered with a lead larger.
connected to the positive terminal has

sheath . The paper must be sufficient- When transmitting alternating cur
a negative charge induced on

ly flexible to withstand bending when rent with lead -covered cables , the two sheath and the cable connected to the

the cable is installed . It must be of wires for single phase or the three negative terminal has a positive charge

a uniform thickness throughout and wires for three-phase systems must be induced on its sheath . Where the

the lead sheath must be of one uni- « under one lead sheath ; there should voltage is maintained at one constant

form thickness. There must be no be no magnetic field cutting the metal- value , as with a direct electromotive

holes in the lead sheath . lic sheath . While it is well known force, a small current flows between

If a very high resistance of insula- that individual wires in iron pipe cause the sheaths, producing a charge on

tion is specified, the insulation must an excessive drop in voltage , it is not each . Where the voltage is continual

be thoroughly dried before testing ; so universally known that individuallychanging, as with an alternating elec
this drying out of the insulation makes wires in separate lead sheaths will tromotive force , a current flows be

it brittle, so that it is liable to crack cause heating of the cable . Current tween the sheaths, producing alternat

when the cable is bent. A moderately in the conductor induces a reverse ly positive and negative charges on
high breakdown potential test applied current in the lead sheath , the amount each , the amount of this current de

momentarily is all that is necessary. of current in the sheath being limited pending on the electrostatic capacity

This test should be made after the by the resistance of the lead and by of the cables, on the voltage and on

cable is installed , as it shows faults the resistance of the contacts between the frequency . When the supply of

at bends and joints. the sheaths at the ends of the two ca- electromotive force to the cables is

Rubber compound gives better re- bles. The voltage may be only a suddenly disconnected , as when a

sults than paper insulation, when the few volts , but, with secure connec- switch is opened , the electrostatic volt

cable is submerged under water , owing tions at each end of a pair of cables,a
age sometimes rises to an immense

to the probability of the water finding such as is afforded by iron cable value, sufficient to jump an air gap
its way through the lead covering. hangers, the resistance of the lead cir- of 10 in . or more , and sufficient to

For ordinary street work , however, cuit is so low that a current approxi- puncture the best insulation that may

when water is present only occasional- mating in value the current in the cop- be separating the lead sheaths. The

ly, paper is all that can be desired . per will flow in the lead . The current amount of energy is small where the

Small holes in the lead covering induced in the lead would equal the electrostatic capacity of the cable sys

must be avoided , as a breakdown will current in the copper if the lead cir- tem is moderate, so the first spark car

develop at such points. These can be cuit has no resistance and the insula- ries the entire discharge, no arc be
discovered by careful inspection, but tion between the lead and copper is ing formed. The static effect is also
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observed on multiple conductor cables at cable hangers . Wherever the track One, Two and Three Phase

when the voltages of the different con- is negative to the sheath , the cable
Systems

ductors do not neutralize with respect should be joined to the track by heavy The three-phase system of power

to the ground potential. The potential copper wire. This bond must be as transmission is considered as more

of the lead sheath should be neutral carefully made as any bonds are made economical than single-phase or two

with respect to the potential of all the between tracks on a railway return phase system and this is the main rea

conductors covered by the sheath . circuit , otherwise the connections will son for its adoption in most cases.

The total current flowing through the rust and the bond will become inop- While it is true that a three-phase
conductors under any one sheath erative.

transmission line has a less loss per

should be zero when measured with Some companies installa heavy cop- pound of copper than a single or two

respect to the direction of flow of cur- per conductor in one of the ducts of a phase transmission line , when the volt

rent, in order to prevent induced cur- conduit system and bond all the lead age between wires is taken as a basis

rent in the lead sheath . Underground coverings to this conductor at every for comparison , the loss for any given

cable systems should be maintained manhole, bonding this conductor to the size of wire is the same for the three

with a balance of voltage and the load trolley tracks at points where the systems when the voltage is measured

on the different phases should be bal- tracks are negative to the conductor. between wires and ground. There

anced . A better plan is tơ treat this conductor fore, three -phase transmission lines , as

Lead-covered cables are affected by
the same as the railway tracks, bond

now installed with ground connec

current from adjacent street car
ing the cable sheaths to it only where

tions, give no economy in weight of

tracks , the lead following the direction
the test by voltmeter shows the current

copper over the other systems for

of current. Trolley wires are con transmitting power .

nected to the positive switchboard bus
to be flowing from the cable sheaths

Three-phase transmissions have an

at the railway power station . Current
to the conductor. Otherwise the bare

advantage over those of two-phase in

flows along the trolley wire to the car,
copper conductor tends to add to the

that three wires of one size are used

to the tracks and back to the railway current in the lead sheaths by its ad for transmitting the power , while the

power station negative bus. In flow- ditional surface collecting current two -phase system requires four wires

ing from the car to the power station , from the near -by tracks through the or three wires , one wire of the three

the current divides over many paths ground . being 40 per cent. larger than the

and in proportion to the relative con- Joints and splices of lead-covered other two. Also the voltage between

ductivities of the different paths . The cables should only be made by experi- outside wires of the two-phase sys

lead sheath of an underground cable enced men ; others should not attempt tem is slightly higher than the maxi

forms a part of one of the numerous this work without proper instructions. mum voltage between wires on the

paths to the railway station , with the Lead sleeves of a larger diameter than three -phase system for equal weights

result that some current flows along the cable are slipped over the end of of copper and equal losses. However,

this sheath and leaves it at some point one section of the cable to be joined ; when the limiting voltage is the safe

on its passage. Where the current the conductors are slipped into copper voltage which the line insulators will

leaves the lead sheath , the lead follows connectors , the joints soldered , then withstand, and where there is a ground

the current , causing pitting and disin- wrapped with gum tape and cemented connection , the single-phase, two-phase

tegration of the sheath . Complete with a rubber solution . The ends and three-phase systems require equal

destruction of the lead covering the of the lead sleeves are soldered to the weights of copper.

cable may be caused within a few cable sheath with a wiped joint, and Although the saving in copper

weeks under extreme conditions . the sleeves filled with an insulating obtained is only applicable to un

One method of preventing electroly moisture-proof compound through grounded systems, where the limiting

sis is to prevent the railway current holes in the sleeves , which are later voltage is the voltage between wires,

from flowing to the cable by insula closed by soldered caps . All moisture the polyphase systems are more desira

ting the lead sheath from the ground as and acid must be removed from the ble than the single-phase system when

much as possible. This is not possible, joint before sealing. The flux used for the cost of the generators is consid

however, during damp weather except soldering and the moisture are driven ered . Only a part of the generator

by completely covering the lead sheath off by slightly heating the joint; too armature can be supplied with wind

with a waterproof insulation. An- much heat will injure the cable in- ings for single-phase, thus requiring a

other method of preventing electroly- sulation . Similarly the sealing com- larger generator per kilowatt output

sis is to provide a low resistance path pound must be heated and must not be than is required for two or three

from the cable to the trolley track at too hot when poured into the sleeve phase machines, since polyphase gen

points where the current flows from around the joint . The degree to which erators have windings around the

the cable sheath to the tracks , that is , heat should be applied can only be de- complete armature circumference. In

by bonding the cable sheath to the termined by experience, the novice consequence of the larger machines re

trolley tracks at these points . Indis- either scorching the insulation or not quired for operating single phase , the

criminate bonding of sheaths to tracks applying sufficient heat to do the work. cost is slightly in excess of that for

is not advisable , since low -resistance All ends of cables should be sealed polyphase .

circuits are thus provided from the with lead plugs until the time of mak- In small lighting plants , with nearly

track to the sheaths as well as from ing the joint and joints should only all of the feeders supplying single

the sheath to the track . As soon as the
be made in dry weather. phase light and power, generators of

first cable is installed in the conduit
Junctions of branch cables are made the two -phase type permit of balanc

system the potential from cable to
in a manner similar to that described ing the single -phase feeders on the two

above for connecting joints. In every
track should be tested with a low

phases of the systems by means of

case of making joints and junctions double -throw switches, which advan
reading voltmeter. Wherever the

the material , connectors, sleeves and

track is positive to the sheath , the

tage is often found so desirable that

compounds made for the purpose

sheath should be insulated from the

the two -phase system is adopted for

should be used , as hasty work with small plants.

ground by providing thorough drain- materials unsuited to the purpose will In single-phase railway traction

age of manholes and conduit and by almost always prove a source of later service , a two-phase generating sta

winding tape around the lead sheath trouble . tion permits of feeding the length of
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track on one side of the station by one supplied by 17,300 -volt transformers crease of magnetism in the transform

phase and the length of track on the instead of by 30,000 -volt transformers. er, thus unduly heating the core.

other side of the station by the other Frequentlythe generator windings When the neutral is grounded , a

phase, conditions permitting of a bal- are wound with the three phases in- current flows through the ground be

anced system with a majority of in- dependent and insulated to withstand tween the transformers at the two ends

stallations. Another advantage of the delta or star connections, so that these of the line , causing them to operate

two -phase system over the three-phase machines may be connected in star in a manner similar to three single

consists of the number of transform- with the advantage of obtaining the phase transformers each carrying the

ers required for changing the volt- higher economy of star connection . load on the phase to which it is con

age, since two suffice instead of the The desirable characteristic of the nected , the voltages across the three

three required for the three-phase sys- three- phase system in economizingeconomizing phases differing only from their no
tem . copper is then only apparent in min- load values by the amount of trans

The three -phase system is usually imizing the voltage between wires , former regulation .

adopted for moderately large and for and this desirable characteristic is As an analogy, two transformers

large central stations owing to three only apparent when the line is not con- may be considered as connected in

wires of one size serving for conduct- nected to ground. series on a 2000 - volt line , each taking

ing the current and to its economy of This characteristic has its value , 1000 volts at no-load . If one trans

copper when the voltage is measured however, in that the insulators of a former be loaded , the current to sup

between wires . With the three -phase delta - connected three-phase system ply it must flow through the other

transformers now on the market the
need only withstand 86 per cent . of the

transformer . A much higher voltage

objection to the use of three trans voltage of a grounded star -connected than normal is required to force this

formers for power is overcome. How system with the same voltage between current through the primary wind

ever, single-phase transformers allow wires . Cheaper insulators may there- ing of the second transformer and the

of using thetransformers in stock for fore be installed on a delta -connected voltage at its terminals will be high

light or power, so that the two -phase
than on a star-connected system . er than normal , while the voltage at

system has some advantages for small
For 30,000 -volt system with the loaded transformer will be greatly

light and power stations .

Each particular station has special insulators from wire to pin is 17,300

less than normal . Similarly, the sec
grounded neutral, the voltage across

ondary voltages of these two trans

conditions governing the desirability
volts, while without the grounded neu

formers will be unsuited to the load ,

of the system to be installed and which
tral the voltage at this point, under

must be treated separately in each

the secondary voltage supplying the

normal working conditions, is only load being too low for satisfactory

case . Unless some special condition ,

such as the necessity of balancing a

15,000 volts. Also for plants of mod- operation and the voltage on the light

erate size , where the wires are run ly loaded side of the system being so

small number of single-phase feeders, through treesand under other adverse high as to endanger any lights or

or where the desirability of two trans
conditions , trouble is continually ex

power supplied by it . Now ifa third

formers in place of three is considered wire be run from the supply to the

of importance, the three-phase system
perienced from accidental grounds to

should be adopted . This is in line

one or more wires. With these plants receiving end of the line , or if the two

with the general tendency of the pres
the important desideratum is to keep ends of the line be securely grounded

operating, and aand a system without at the neutral point, 1000 volts will be

ent time to accept it as a standard . grounded neutral allows of operation across each transformer , thus produc

even though one wire be accidentally ing normal conditions . Similarly, the
Delta and Star Connections grounded. The delta-connected three- voltages at the three transformers of a

phase system then has advantages not
star- connected three-phase system are

The relative merits of delta and star possessed by the star- connected sys- balanced by a neutral wire or ground

connections depend on whether the
tem . connection .

limiting voltage is reached with the When two or more banks of trans

transformers or with the line insula
These considerations lead up to the

formers or generators are operating

tors .
question of the desirability of ground

in parallel in a station , a neutral con

Where step -up transformers are re
ing the neutral , a subject discussed at

nection preserves a balance on the

quired , that is , for voltages above length during the October meeting in phases at times of switching. When

11,000 volts , where it is cheaper to in
New York of the American Institute

feeders are disconnected one phase

stall low voltage generators and raise of Electrical Engineers. may be disconnected before the others,

the voltage by single-phase transform thus producing an abnormal voltage

ers , the maximum voltage of line is
Grounded Neutral

across the other phases at the instant

obtained by connecting the transform of opening a breaker unless there is a

ers in star. The grounded neutral was first in- neutral connection to preserve a bal

With three 30,000 - volt transformers troduced by companies transmitting ance .

connected in star , the voltage between power at high voltages with the trans- Again considering our analogy of

each wire and the ground is 30,000 formers connected in star ; the star two transformers in series , if one be

volts , and the transmission line will connection of transformers permitting disconnected from the line the volt

be equal in copper economy to a of using transformers of a lower volt age is 2000 volts between the blades of

30,000-60,000 volt three -wire single- age and consequently lower cost than the switch at the point of disconnec

phase system with grounded neutral . the delta connection with the same tion , while if there is a neutral con

With three 30,000 -volt transformers voltage between wires . nection the voltage at the switch con

connected in delta , the voltage be- With any unbalancing of the current tacts is only 1000 volts .

tween each wire and the ground will on the three phases of lines connected

be 17,300 volts , and the system will re- in star, the voltage is raised across the

quire the same amount of copper as terminals of one or two transformers
Resistance in Grounded Neutral

three 17,300 -volt transformers con- and lowered across the terminals of With the grounded neutral , when

nected in star. Obviously , therefore , the remaining transformers ; this in- any one wire is connected to ground a

the cost of transformers is less with creased voltage at the transformer severe short circuit is obtained, the se

the star connection , since the service is primary terminals producing an in- verity depending on the resistance of
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the ground connection and the ground should always be of a low enough the resistance drop in voltage with this

resistance to the point of ground at value to cause the breakers to operate , current should be calculated . The

the power station. since, if it is higher than this value, maximum resistance is then that which

With aerial transmission lines, the a ground may be maintained at some gives the maximum allowable voltage

resistance of the ground return is con- point on the line with the result of in- unbalancing.

siderable , and short circuits due to the jury to adjacent cables or other prop- Cast-iron resistance appears desira

grounding of any one wire are not of erty .
ble for use owing to its property of in

low resistance . These lines rarely re- As previously mentioned in the May

quire the addition of resistance at the issue of this paper ( page 226 ), re
creasing resistance with increasing

station . sistances must be provided in the sta
temperature. Its resistance is low un

With underground systems and tion to protect the generators when
der normal operating conditions, with

lead -covered wire , the resistance of the switching on and off the bus bars , the flow of only unbalancing current,

ground return is very low. Therefore, that is , each generator should have its it thus being effective in maintaining

any connection of one wire to ground own resistance. This resistance should a balance . Short circuits cause such

causes a large rush of current . In be of as low an ohmic value as the kilo- a rush of current that the temperature

order to limit current due to short cir- watt capacity at any short circuit will of the resistance is raised almost im

cuits to a moderately heavy overload , permit, and in order to prevent main- mediately, thus increasing the ohmic

resistances are inserted between the taining the short circuit should be low value , reducing the current and secur

ground at the central station and the enough to allow a flow of current that ing safe operation of the circuit

neutral connection of the generators. will operate any feeder circuit-breaker .
breakers, instead of taxing them with

Such a resistance must be low in Circuit -breakers are made to break

order to preserve the value of the a given capacity in kilovolt amperes,

heavy overloads .

ground connection as a balancer. therefore the resistance should not be The cast-iron grid resistance has a

Otherwise the drop in voltage due to so low that the feeder breaker cannot
very low inductance, due to its con

unbalanced current flowing through handle the short circuit . The circuit- struction , which also adapts it to this

the resistance neutralizes the value of breakers then determine upper and work . Resistances of this type are

the ground connection and not much lower limits for this resistance from designed for low inductance in order

better results are obtained than with the standpoint of circuit- breaker oper to minimize sparking at switching ap

ungrounded neutral. ation , while the advantages to be ob- paratus, controllers and rheostats. It

Another aspect , the one given con- tained from grounding the neutral at is a mistake to suppose that they have

sideration at the October meeting of all limit the highest value of this re- a high inductance simply because they

the American Institute of Electrical sistance. are made of iron ; the shape of the

Engineers , is the question of opening The maximum possible amount of grids produces a flow of current with

the circuit-breaker automatically when current unbalancing should be esti- a minimum field in spite of the fact

a ground occurs . The resistance mated for the system and the effect of that they are made of iron .

aConditions Producing a Higher Voltage than

Normal at theat the Receiving End of a Line

CHARLES JENKINS SPENCER

THEcoplitiersproduring ashishe dropin potential isspecifiedby thevoltage than normal at engineer charge of the work ,

receiving end of a line are best limit for uniform lighting being gener

described by describing these condi- ally three per cent. of the service volt
tions first for a direct -current three- age . Thus, on a 110-volt service the

wire line, then for a single -phase three- voltage at any lamp must not be less

wire line and lastly for a three -phase than 106.7 volts , and with a 220 -volt

with grounded neutral. In all of these service the voltage at the last lamp

transmissions, a low resistance neutral must not be less than 213.4 volts .

connection between the source of sup- When testing the drop in potential on

ply and apparatus operated is essen- a three -wire 110-220-volt feeder, the

tial for satisfactory operation, and any voltage at the farthest lamp may be

resistance added to the neutral wire found to be higher than the voltage at

partly defeats its function of balancing the main switch on the same side of

the load. the feeder. This condition shows the

The wiring for lighting a building load to be so greatly unbalanced that a
must be of a size to prevent an exces- larger neutral wire must be installed

sive drop in potential from the main for satisfactory service, as otherwise

switch to the last lamp on each circuit, the voltage on the heavily loaded side

as the light will otherwise vary with cannot be maintained at even approxi

variation of load to too great an ex- mately its normal value .

tent for satisfactory service . This Suppose three arc lamps to be con

nected to a 110-220 - volt service , as

shown in Fig. 1. Each lamp takes six

amperes at 110 volts, the length of cir

cuit is 500 ft . , the size of each outside

wire is No. 10 B. & S. and the neutral

wire is No. 14 B. & S. The resistance of

500 ft . of No. 10 B. & S. wire is 0.5

ohm and the resistance of 500 ft . of

No. 14 B. & S. wire is 1.25 ohm .

With the lamps connected as shown

in Fig. I the current in one outside

wire is 12 amperes, in the other out

side wire it is six amperes, and it is

six amperes in the neutral wire . The

positive side of the supply is connected

to that side of the three -wire system

supplying the two arc lamps, that is ,

the positive wire carries 12 amperes

and the drop in potential in this wire,

from the main switch to the two arc

lamps, is

12 amperes X 0.5 ohms 6.0 volts ,
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rapidly heat with voltages in excess of

25 per cent. above normal owing to

the increase of core magnetization.
Suppose, now , the neutral points of

the supply and receiving transformers

be connected to ground and that the

neutral wire be omitted , the ground

connection being relied upon to carry

the unbalanced current. The resist

ance of ground connections may be
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Plot this drop in voltage as shown The voltage at the two lamps is

by Fig. 2 . IIO volts 6 volts 3 volts =

The current along the neutral wire 101 volts ,

is from the lamps to the source of sup- and the voltage at the single lamps is

ply, and the voltage at the lamps must II0 volts 3 volts + 3 volts

be positive to that at the neutral blade 110 volts .

of the service switch . This drop in In this case the voltage at the single

voltage is lamp is the same as at the main

switch .

The voltage with No. 10 B. & S.

neutral wire does not come within the

three per cent . drop in potential re

quired , and larger wire should be used .

Applying the same reasoning to an

alternating -current line with trans

6 amperes X 1.25 ohms = 7.5 volts . formers, similar results are secured ,

Plot this drop in voltage as shown but with this difference : The trans

in Fig. 2. former primary is not disconnected

The current along the negative wire from the line when the load is re

is from the lamp to the supply and the moved and an excessively high volt

voltage at the lamp must be positive age will injure the transformer.

to that at the service switch . This Take , for instance, a transmission of

drop in voltage is 1000-2000 volts three wire with neu

6 amperes X 0.5 ohms =3.0 volts . tral wire of small cross section as fol

Plot this drop in voltage as shown lows :

in Fig . 2. Power transmitted = 100 kw.

Fig . 2 is drawn to scale , permitting
Transformers receiving power

the voltage at the lamps to be scaled Two 50 kw . each .

approximately.

The voltage at the lamps can also be

calculated by adding and subtracting

the drops in voltage on the different

wires. Thus the voltage at the two

lamps is

10 volts — 6 volts - 7-5 volts = 96.5

volts .
FIG . 3 .

The voltage across the terminals of

the two lamps will then read 96.5 volts.

The voltage at the single lamp is
The line = Three wires , the outside

wires being twice the size of the neu
I10 volts - 3 volts +7.5 volts =

tral and having five per cent. drop in ?
114.5 volts.

voltage each at full load.

With these conditions, consider that

one receiving transformer is carrying

full load and that the other transform

er is under no load . That side of the

line connected to the transformer car

rying full load will have a five per

cent. drop in voltage and the current

returns along the neutral wire. On

the assumption that the potential drop

The voltage across the terminals of
per ampere in the neutral is twice the

potential drop in one outside wire,
the single lamp reads 114.5 volts , that

there will be a 10 per cent. drop in
is , higher than the voltage at the main

switch on the same side of the service .
voltage in the neutral, giving a total

In a three -wire system , good prac
of 15 per cent. drop in voltage at the

loaded transformer . The drop in volt
tice requires the three wires of any one

feeder or circuit to be of one size in

order that the neutral wire have equal

carrying capacity to that of each out

side wire . Conforming with good

practice by installing three wires of

one size for this circuit, three wires

each No. 10 B. & S. are used . The

drop in voltage is then as shown by

Fig . 3 . Here the drop in voltage

along the positive wire is age in the neutral wire so unbalances

12 amperes X 0.5 ohms 6.0 volts, this system that a voltage 10 per cent.

along the negative wire it is higher than normal is impressed on

6 amperes X 0.5 ohms tlie unloaded transformer ( see Fig . 4 ) .

and along the neutral it is Transformers will stand a voltage

6 amperes X 0.5 ohms = 3.0 volts .X 10 per cent. above normal but will

come almost any amount with changes

in the soil. A coincidence of condi

tions, when the ground return resist

ance is high and the load on the two

transformers is unbalanced, is not out

of the ordinary. A poor ground re

turn resistance might very well be 10

times the resistance of one of the wires

with the result shown in Fig. 5. Here

it will be seen that the voltage across

the terminals of the unloaded trans

former is raised to 50 per cent. above

normal, or sufficient to cause excessive

heating of this transformer core , burn

ing out the insulation and causing its

destruction.

Three -wire single -phase transmis

sion systems are unusual. The above

example is giveni only for the purpose
of leading up to those large three

phase systems with grounded neutral

which are now so common , and other
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systems with resistances connected in

the grounded neutral.

Whether the transmission be under

ground or overhead the same condi

tions hold no matter whether the load

be unbalanced or balanced perfectly,

as in feeding rotary converters. When

the load consists of transformers sup

plying a rotary converter, one trans

former secondary may become discon

nected accidentally, or at times one

switch in the secondary of a bank of

three transformers may be left open

unintentionally or at times of connec

tion to the rotary. The large capacity

required of these switches necessitates

single -pole switches which cannot be

thrown in or out exactly simultaneous

ly .

499

FIG . 4 .

3.0 volts,
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With a three -phase star -connected load as four times that of one wire- age above normal for the average

system and one leg of the secondary or , neglecting effects of inductance and transformer, a higher voltage will

at the receiving end open , the electric capacity, say the ground resistance is cause excessive core loss with accom

power supplied by two of the prim- four times the resistance of one wire panying rise of temperature.

ary wires is returned by the ground the potentials at the receiving end When designing resistances for con

connection . The current along the of the line are as plotted in Fig . 6 . nection in the grounded neutral of a

two wires composing the two legs of a The current along the neutral is transmission line, an ohmic value

three -phase current is added geomet- equal to the current inone leg, giving should , in general , be selected which,

rically to compute the ground cur- as the neutral potential drop when added to that of the ground re

rent. 5 per cent. X 4 = 20 per cent . turn , will not be above four times that

Taking the line drop per leg as 10 The voltage at the receiving trans- of one wire . Resistances of a higher

per cent . or five per cent. per wire , former with open secondary is 20 per value neutralize the benefits to be de

and the drop in potential along the cent. above normal. This is near the rived from the grounded neutral in

neutral with current equal to normal allowable limit for increase of volt- properly balancing the load .

The Starting of Rotary Converters

GEORGE 1. RHODES

Engineer, Interborough Rapid Transit Company

THEobject of thispaper is tode- willalso be larger; the dampers and cores will be so large as to become

the closed dangerous to insulation. In small ma

ing rotary converters and to producing an induction motor ac- chines having 110-volt excitation

state the relative advantages of each . tion . It has been found by the writer which the writer has tested , potentials

These methods are considered with that the starting torque with certain are induced in the field coils aggre

respect to certainty of operation, ease small machines may be very consider- gating from 1500 to 2500 volts. In

and rapidity of synchronizing, dis- ably increased by connecting a resist- large machinesfor 600 volt excitation ,

turbance to system and apparatus con- ance across the terminals of the field such as are used in railway work, the

nected thereto , and simplicity of wir- coils, the resistance being of a value induced voltage will be very consider

ing and operation . to cause maximum torque to be pro- ably in excess of this. The splitting

The methods for starting from the duced at standstill. of the field to limit the potential to

alternating- current side are as fol- In any case , the starting of a rotary that of a portion of the winding re

lows :
converter as an induction. motor or as quires a multipole switch which on

As an induction motor. a hysteresis motor although certain account of its small size and apparent

By a small induction motor at- in operation can be accomplished only unimportance may give a chance for

tached to the shaft. by drawing an excessive current from trouble .

In case of total shut- down of a the line . This large current may pro Provision for starting rotary con

system , by bringing several rotary duce serious effects. Being at a very verters by the above method requires
converters up to speed and voltage low power factor, probably never in extra switches which should be of a
simultaneously with one generator. excess of 20 per cent., it will produce capacity comparable to those used in

The methods for starting from the a large voltage drop both in the line ordinary operation. In rotary con

direct -current side are : and in the generator, and, if the ro- verters of large size , it is necessary to
From the bus bars . tary converters are large as compared have single pole switches thrown by

From a small motor generator set . with the generating capacity the fluc- hand or large motor-operated switches.

Any polyphase synchronous ma- tuations in voltage may be sufficient to In low voltage machines with six

chine may be started from rest by cause trouble for other rotary convert- phases such as are used in lighting

connecting it to the line either directly, ers that may be running or to make it work, these switches may be of very

to transformers with low voltage taps, somewhat difficult to synchronize in large size and on account of their

or through resistances or reactances. other substations connected to these number introduce operating difficul

In machines which have no damp- generators. There is , however, an- ties in starting With machines of

ers on the pole pieces and have field other possible danger from this large small size the switching arrangements

windings open -circuited, rotation re- current of low-power factor in sys- may easily be made quite simple.

sults principally from hysteresis ef- tems having large electrostatic capac- The great advantage of the method

fects ; that is , these machines start as ity , such as underground distributing of starting a rotary converter as an

hysteresis motors. In machines of systems. The natural frequency of induction motor is the elimination of

commercial design , the torque pro- some of these systems is so low that synchronizing When the machine

duced by this effect is sufficient to the sudden draft of a large amount of has attained its speed it is merely

start them even at half voltage or less . inductive current is liable to produce necessary to close the field circuit and

The current which flows is of very surges with resulting high voltages the rotary converter will be pulled into

low power factor, the greater part of dangerous to the cable insulation. step. It is by no means certain, how

it producing the rotating field . In rotary converters designed to be ever, that the polarity will be right.
If the field coils are short -circuited , started directly from the alternating With machines running in this way ,

or if the machines have heavy damp- current side provision must be made the polarity is determined by the phase

ers to prevent hunting, the starting to split the field coils into several sec- of the current at the instant the field

current will be much larger than for tions, otherwise, the potential pro- circuit is closed with equal chances

machines with open circuited field duced in the field circuits by the alter- that it may be right or wrong. In

coils and no dampers. The torque nating flux passing through the iron case the polarity is wrong , it is neces
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sary to open the field circuit and try be high. There is no convenient ate as it is when starting directly from

again . In one system using this method of varying the speed of the the alternating currentbus bars. The

method of starting the polarity is motor to adjust for synchronism , ex- uncertainty of the polarity makes it

found to be correct somewhat oftener cept by changing the torque necessary undesirable to start more than one

than half the time, though there have to drive the rotary converter. This is rotary at a time in a substation or to

been cases where at times of emer- accomplished by varying the field connect several substations in parallel

gency the voltage built up in the wrong strength and consequently the iron until after the polarity has been deter

direction several times in succession . losses. The speed may be adjusted to mined. On account of the large torque

The uncertainty of obtaining correct synchronous speed by this method, necessary to start a rotary converter

polarity may cause very considerable but it is not possible to adjust the volt- from rest the number which may be

delays in getting a rotary converter age at the same time and it may be started in this manner is limited .

on the line. necessary to synchronize with the In a number of tests made by the

It is not necessary that the field of voltage of the incoming machine con- Interborough Rapid Transit Company

the rotary converter be closed upon siderably different from that of the some years ago it found that not more

its own armature terminals, it may bus bars . than three rotary converters could be

first be closed on the bus bars of the The starting torque of an induction started with certainty from a single

direct- current switchboard , thus pre- motor is directly proportional to the generator. These rotary converters

determining the polarity of the ma- square of the voltage so that, unless were of 1500 -kw . capacity each , and

chine. In case of a total shut-down , the motor is of liberal design , it may the generators of 6000 -kw . rating

however, the first machine may come not start under low voltage conditions. with a continuous overload capacity of

up to voltage in the wrong direction A certain substation recently under about 9000 kw. When more than

unless there are storage batteries to the writer's observation in which there three machines were connected for

keep the bus bars alive. are a number of 800 -kw ., 25-cycle , 8- starting together , one or more ma

To sum up , then , the starting of ro- pole , 500-volt rotary converters em- chines would frequently refuse to

tary converters directly from the al- ploys the method of starting by means start, merely vibrating and humming

ternating- current side may be accom- of an induction motor. Usually there very violently.

plished with certainty but only with a is no serious trouble in synchronizing, The starting of self-excited rotary

very considerable and possibly dan- but there have been times when the converters by this method has the ob

gerous disturbance to the generating system was a little below normal volt- jection of very large inductive cur

system . The necessity for the some- age and the rotary converter would rents . In starting a single rotary con

what delicate operation of synchron- refuse to start , making it necessary to verter as an induction motor from a

izing is removed, but on the other help the machine along. As soon as fully loaded system , the large induct

hand there is an uncertainty of polar the static friction was broken the ma- ive current may cause trouble on an

ity unless means be provided for con- chine started all right , but it was im- underground system , but in starting

tinually maintaining a voltage at the possible to obtain synchronous speed several machines in this way from an

direct-current bus bars . Although without having the voltage of the in- unloaded system the possibility of

this method may be suitable for sub- coming machine very much below that surges is much greater.

stations having a few small rotary of the bus bars . It has been found With separate excitation such as

converters, it hardly seems suitable that considerable skill is required to may be obtained in a station equipped

for regular use in substations of very synchronize these machines rapidly. with a storage battery , even if the bat

large capacity such as are a part of The method of starting by means of tery is pretty much exhausted the

lighting and railway systems of large a small induction motor has a great polarity is determined with certainty

cities . many advantages over the first and the rotary converters will start

Instead of starting a rotary con method. No disturbances are created with much greater certainty, they be

verter as an induction inotor , it may on the system and the method is ing in complete synchronism at all
be started by a small induction motor simple. However, considerable skill times. This latter variation of the

mounted on the same shaft. This is required for synchronizing and a method seems to be the one found suc

method removes the most serious starting motor is required for each cessful by the Chicago Edison Com

trouble incident to starting from the machine, this motor adding materially pany. These two methods , that is ,

alternating -current side. There is no to the cost in spite of its small size . starting with or without storage bat

disturbance to the system when the After a complete shut-down of a teries from a generator in which the
small induction motor is connected to large system , certain circumstances speed and voltage are increased simul

the line, there are no dangerous po- may make desirable the starting of taneously have one great objection, they

tentials produced in the field coils of rotary converters in several substa- are methods for use only after a com

the rotary converter , and the polarity tions simultaneously by connecting plete shut- down. They require in the
is fixed to the same extent that it is in them to a dead generator and grad- trying period immediately following
a direct -current system . The neces- ually bringing the generator and ro- the shut-down that the operators per

sary wiring and switches are of small tary converters up to speed and volt- form operations different from those

size and may easily be located in the age together. This scheme has been ordinarily practised . The possibilities

most convenient position . On the tried successfully by the Chicago Edi- of mistake are much greater than with
other hand there is the necessity of son Company as described by Mr. a method in which the operators per

synchronizing John E. Hill in the February number form exactly the same operations that

An induction motor attached to the of THE ELECTRICAL Age. The same they perform several times each day

shaft of a rotary converter has fewer scheme has been tried on other sys- under ordinary operation .

poles so that its synchronous speed is tems with poorer results than those Rotary converters may be started as

above that of the rotary converter . It secured by the above-named company . direct -current motors, either from the

is designed for a large slip so that it In starting up a system in this man- direct-current bus bars , or from a small

will run the unloaded machine at ner, the rotary converters may be motor -generator set consisting of a

about synchronous speed . A large either self-excited or excited from a direct- current generator driven by an

slip requires a secondary winding of storage battery. Where no storage induction motor, and supplied espe

high resistance so that the starting battery is available, the polarity of the cially for this purpose . In substations

torque of such an induction motor will rotary converters will be indetermin- having no reserve capacity in storage
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batteries , a starting set is necessary switches may be closed without any reduces these fluctuations and removes

after a shut-down . In starting it is material increase of current. Al the difficulty mentioned above.

required to have a rheostat with multi- though the use of secondary switches Although the operation of syn

point short circuiting switch and the slightly increases the number of oper- chronizing is easily and accurately ac
excitation must be taken outside of the ations required, it has the advantage complished, under ordinary conditions,

resistance at start and then transferred of giving the operator something to mistakes are possible. If the machine

to the rotary converter terminals by do after first closing the switch for is being synchronized from the direct

means of a double-point switch with starting before he begins to cut out current bus bars when such mistakes

preventive resistances, after the rheo- the starting resistance. This advant- are made the results are liable to be

stat has been short -circuited. This is age is rather noticeable when starting serious, possibly wrecking the ma

sets of small capacity are used , for an

appreciable time is taken for the volt

age to pick up after the first heavy

rush of current.

When a starting set is used, it is

usually designed for a no -load voltage

considerably in excess of the rotary

converter voltage . Either a shunt or

a very much undercompounded gen

erator must be used for starting, to

prevent the motor generator set from

running away should the alternating

current motor be disconnected from

the line after the voltage at the rotary

converter has been built up, and be- FIG . 3.-STARTING CURRENTS OF A 1500

°
fore the connection between the rotary

600 VOLT ROTARY CONVERTER , SUPPLIED FROM

1.8

FIG . 1. - TIME REQUIRED FOR RISE OF FIELD converter and the starting generator is

CURRENT OF A 1500 KW. 600 VOLT ROTARY opened . The size of the starting gen

erator need not exceed six per cent. of
chine. If the starting set is used the

the rating of the rotary converter to capacity behind it is so small that the

necessary to give sufficient excitation give perfectly satisfactory results, difficulty is almost entirely removed .

at start and later to remove the start- even though several machines be
Liability to damage at time of syn .

ing rheostat from the circuit for use started one immediately following the
chronizing may be minimized by dis

on other machines. other. A starting set of half the above
connecting the machine from the

Starting from the direct-current size will start two or three rotary con source ofpower before the alternating
side may be accomplished in the quick- verters without trouble, but this duty

current switch is closed. This can be
est time with no disturbance to the will so increase its temperature that

system. With machines having open
accomplished effectively and with

later machines will start rather slowly.
absolute certainty by opening the cir

switches in the secondary circuits , the When starting from the direcl-cur

first rush of current necessary to start
cuit breaker in the starting circuit by

rent bus bars , more resistance is de

need be no greater than 15 per cent. of sirable in the starting rheostat to pre
the operation of the control lever of

the oil switch on the alternating -cur

full load current of the rotary con- vent excessive current than when a
rent side of the rotary converter . The

verter and after the machine turns starting set is used. There is anotiser
circuit breaker can be made to act al

over satisfactory results may be ob- need for this extra resistance whiclı

; 'tained with less than 10 per cent. of
most instantly, while the oil switch

will be described later .

takes an appreciable time before operthe rated current. When the second- After the rotary converter has been

brought up to speed there is no diffi

culty in synchronizing under normal

conditions, whether the machine is run

from the main bus or from the starting

set . If running from the bus, the volt

age is correct and the speed can be

adjusted exactly by means of the field

rheostat. When running from the

starting set the voltage can be ad

justed to any desired value by means

of the field rheostat of the motor gen

erator, and the speed can be adjusted

as when running from the bus bars .

In railway substations when after a
FIG . 2. - STARTING CURRENTS OF A 1500 KW .

600 VOLT ROTARY CONVERTER , SUPPLIED FROM A shutdown the bus is made alive from

50 , KW , 750 VOLT SHUNT WOUND STARTING the third rail , and there are large volt
FIG . 4. — RELATIVE STARTING TORQUES OF A

1500 KW . 600 VOLT ROTARY CONVERTER WHEN
SET THROUGH 1.3 OHMS RESISTANCE .

age fluctuations, synchronizing is aided

materially by having an extra resist- 1.3 OHMS AND FROM THE BUS -BARS THROUGH

aries of the transformers are per- ance in the starting circuit which is 1.8 OHMS RESISTANCE .

manently connected to the slip rings of not short - circuited by the starting

the rotary converter, approximately switch. Without this resistance the ating. This scheme has been in suc

30 per cent. of full load current may current fluctuates very widely when cessful operation in many substations

be required at first on account of the full speed is reached, making it ex- of large capacity .

shunting action of the transformer tremely difficult to synchronize; the The Interborough Rapid Transit

e coils. After the rotary converter has addition of a comparatively small re- Co. operates 15 substations containing

: begun to turn over the secondary sistance to the armature circuit greatly a total of over 80 1500 -kw . three -phase
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rotary converters. The method of

starting is that last described . In seven

of these substations the starting sets of

50-kw . capacity are provided , and in

eight of the substations the starting

sets are of 100 -kw . capacity . In all of

the stations provision is made for

starting from the main direct-current

bus bars .

In the stations having 50 -kw . motor

generators the rotary converters were

started for five years from the motor

generators . It was found, however,

that in case of a shut -down some time

could be saved in getting the necessary

rotary converters synchronized by

starting only the first rotary converter

from a starting set and then starting

the others from this first one. About

two minutes is required , after getting

power, to synchronize and connect to

the bus bars the first rotary converter

and about one and a half minutes for

each of the following ones . The direct

current feeders are closed only on or

der from the power -house. If the

starting set is used to start all of the

machines its temperature rise becomes

so great that the voltage builds up too

slowly. At present all of the syn

chronizing is done from the main bus ,

except for the first machine, in case of

a shut-down.

In the substations having motor

generators of 100 -kw . capacity all of

he starting is done from these sets ,

the connections for starting from the

bus bars being used only often enough

to keep the operators in practice . The

converters may be started easily with

the secondary switches closed.

At very rare intervals operators in

substations using the direct -current

method of starting report that a rotary

converter will not start although they

can discover no error in the operations

which they have performed, yet later

the same rotary converter

started without difficulty. This is al

ways due to the operators being in too

great a hurry, as investigation of the

requirements for starting has proved .

substation which

equipped with 50-kw . , 750 -volt

shunt-wound starting set, as well as respectively, the necessary field cur

being provided with double -throw rents are :

switches to allow of starting from the

bus bars , observations were made on
1700

a 1500 -kw. 600 - volt rotary converter ,
6.1 amperes .

280

the results of which are shown by the

curves of Figs. I to 4.
and

In Fig . 1 is shown the time required 1700

for the field current to attain full = 5.2 amperes.

value . It is to be noticed that this time 330

is very considerable . The impressed

voltage was 750 volts as obtained from
This means that, after closing the

field circuit, an interval must elapse

the starting set and 600 volts as ob

tained from the main bus , the resist before closing the armature circuit

ances of the field is 68 ohms and sufficient to allow the field current to

the inductance approximately 370 rise to 6.1 amperes for the motor gen

henries. erator method and 5.2 amperes for the

Figs . 2 and 3 show the armature
method of starting from the main bus

and field -currents of the rotary con
bars ; these times are approximately

verter for 40 sec . after closing the
3.2 seconds and 3.5 seconds respect

starting switch on the first notch . Fig. ively. ( See Fig. 1.).

2 is for starting from the 50-kw.
It is thus evident that, in starting

motor generator adjusted for 750 volts these rotary converters by either

at no load, and Fig. 3 is for starting
method , the armature circuit must not

from the bus bars throughan extra
be closed in a orter time than four

one-half ohm resistance. The total seconds after the fields are closed .

resistances in the armature circuits This interval seems quite considerable

were approximately 1.3 ohms and 1.8 to an operator, especially during a

ohms respectively , these being the re
shut-down, and is probably the cause

sistances at the first notch in each case. of all the failures to start that have

Fig. 4 shows the relative torques
been observed.

corresponding to Figs. 2 and 3. The To sum up, although rotary con

torque is proportional to the product verters may be started with certainty

of the field and armature currents and as induction motors there will always

this curve is plotted from these prod- be a considerable and possibly danger

ucts. ous shock to the system . Although

It has been found by repeated tests the operation of synchronizing is elim

that the curves shown are good aver- inated, the indeterminate polarity is

age results. The maximum current on sure to cause delays in emergencies.

the first rush is always approximately The use of a small induction motor
280 amperes when starting from the attached to the shaft for starting pur

motor generator, and 330 amperes poses avoids all shock to the system ,

when starting from the main bus bars but the operation of synchronizing is

through an extra one -half ohm resist- made unflexible by the inability of ad

ance. These 1500 -kw . rotary convert- justing independently the speed and
ers cannot be depended upon to start voltage of the incoming machine. The

from rest when the product of arma- starting of rotary converters as direct

ture and field current is less than current motors from the bus bars or

1700, although after the static friction from a starting set of ample capacity

is overcome the torque necessarily is has the advantage of the other metli

very small. It is to be seen then that ods, by combining certainty of start

with armature currents of 280 and ing, absence of shock to the system

330 amperes when starting from the and perfect flexibility in synchroniz

motor generator and main bus bars ing.

can be

In one was

An Oscillograph for Demonstration and

Testing Purposes

WM. W. CRAWFORD

Engineer , New York Testing Laboratories

THEoscillograph is an instrument
The essential part of the apparatus

is the galvanometer, which is of the

type shown in Fig. 1. A fine silver or

bronze strip, a a a a, is stretched over

two bridges, b b , the two ends of the

strip being soldered to the insulated

metal blocks, c c, and the middle pass

curve , rapidly changing condi

tions in an electric circuit. One use

is the determination of the wave forms

and phase relations of alternating cur

rents and electromotive forces .

ing around the pulley, d . A small

plane mirror, e , about one millimeter

by one-half millimeter in size , is

cemented to the strip, and the whole

is placed in the field of a power

ful electromagnet, in the

shown .

manner
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respectively , and all three circuits were

connected in parallel to the alternating

current terminals of a rotary convert

er which was driven from the direct

current side. Fig . 2 shows the con

nections. Fig. 3 is a sketch of the

curves obtained . The voltage curve

R was observed to be wavy, due to the

presence of a very high frequency

electromotive force , an effect due to

the commutator. In the current curve

for the condenser C, these irregulari

ties are exaggerated to a great extent ;

dhh
b

C

e
R L

When the strip is connected in a making the curves directly visible to

circuit, by means of the terminals , c c , the eye. This is done by causing the

current passes down one section of the beam of light to reflect from a second

strip and up the other. AccordingAccording mirror, which is made to oscillate by

means of a cam on the shaft of a syn

chronous motor operated from the

same source of alternating current as

the circuit being tested . A shutter on

la the motor shaft allows light to pass

only when this mirror is moving in

a given direction. After reflection

from the second mirror, the beam

of light has two motions, one an oscil

latory motion corresponding to the

SNN variations of the current under test ,

the other a uniform motion in one di

rection , which is repeated with every

revolution of the motor. These two

dhpb motions are at right angles, and hence

combine to make the beam trace , on a

screen interposed in its path, the curve

of the alternating current. When the

frequency is 60 cycles per second , the
d

spot of light moves over the same path

on the screen at the rate of 30 times

per second. The curve therefore ap

to the well-known law for conductors pears as a solid line .

in a magnetic field, the two lengths
By a suitable arrangement, several

of strip between the bridges will be
galvanometers may be made to throw

pushed in opposite directions, causing
curves upon the same screen , thus giv

the mirror e to turn about an axis par ing simultaneous curves of the cur

rents in two or more circuits . A curve

of voltage is obtained by connecting a

non - inductive resistance in series with

one ofthe galvanometers, across the

line. In current measurements, low

resistance shunts are used where the

currents are too large to be passed

through the galvanometers.

The manner in which the oscillo

graph may be used to illustrate a

point in alternating - current theory was

shown at the recent Madison Square

Garden electrical show . The three

galvanometers of the instrument were

connected in series with a resistance,

a condenser and an inductance coil,

FIG . I.

FIG. 3

w
w
w R

୪
୪
୪
୪
୪

in fact , resistance had to be connected

in series with the condenser to make

the curve smooth enough to be visi

ble . In the current curve for the in

ductance L, these irregularities are

choked down to so small a value that

they cannot be observed . This de

monstrates the fact that for high fre

quencies, condensers have less im

pedance, and inductance coils more

impedance, than for low frequencies.

The phase relations are shown very

clearly , the condenser current leading ,FIG. 2 .

10

17

cel

eeee

14.- 11
14 15 16

13

12 18

allel to the strips. A beam of light

thrown on e from an arc lamp will be

deflected through an angle which ,

for practical purposes, is proportional

to the amount of current flowing in

the strip

It is evident that, on account of the

extremely small size of the moving

part , the swing of this galvanometer

is very quick. In fact , even when the

current is varying quite rapidly, as

in an alternating -current circuit, the

displacement of the beam of light from

its zero position , is at each instant

proportional to the value of the cur

rent.

In order to trace out the variations

in the form of a curve , the beam of

light is allowed to fall upon a moving

photographic film . With this arrange

ment,of course it is impossible to see

the shape of the curve until after the

film has been developed. The instru

ment has , however , an attachment for

rees

w 19

8

25

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

o o o o o оо Со

FIG. 4.
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and the inductance current lagging Circuit 4 connects to the alternating The chief merit of the oscillograph

with respect to the voltage . Thedis- current synchronous motor 12 , lies in the fact that when used photo

placement is practically one-quarter through a rheostat II . graphically it is the only instrument

cycle in each case . which will record phenomena which

A few other phenomena which may takes place only once, or which are

be demonstrated in the same way are different in successive cycles of alter

as follows : nating current. Such phenomena as

Magnetizing current of a trans the pulsation of alternators run in par

former. allel, the abnormal voltages and cur

Phase relations in polyphase cir rents produced by switching and short

cuits. circuits in high tension systems, etc. ,

Current taken by a synchronous mo are studied with excellent results .

tor , with different values of field ex While considerable attention has been

citation . given , in the foregoing description to

The wiring for making routine tests the convenient arrangement of cir

with this oscillograph is arranged very cuits used in making tests at the lab

conveniently. Seven pairs of wires oratory , it is not to be inferred that

run from the oscillograph table to the the instrument is for laboratory use
laboratory Switchboard where, by

only. It is , on the contrary, easily

means of flexible leads, any desired portable, and may be set up in any lo

connections may be made. The wiring cation when tests are desired . It will

of the table itself is shown in Fig. 4 , be of interest to those desiring oscillo

the significance of the numbers being graph tests , but not having sufficient

as follows: use for the instrument to warrant its

Switchboard circuit i connects to FIG . 5. — APPARATU'S SET UP FOR PHOTO

GRAPHING THE CURVES .
purchase, to know that the one de

arc lamp 9 , through a regulating re scribed in this article is at their serv

sistance 8.
The three galvanometers, 14 , 15 and ice at a moderate cost , it being a part

Switchboard circuit 2 connects to
16, are connected to the three cir- of the extensive equipment maintained

direct- current motor 10, which is used
cuits 5 , 6 and 7, terminals being pro- by the Electrical Testing Laboratories .

for driving the moving film when pho
vided at 18, 19 and 20, for the in- The oscillograph described in this

tographs are to made. The speed of
sertion of suitable series resistances article was exhibited in operation at

the motor is regulated by means of a

rheostat in the armature circuit . in the galvanometer circuits. the electrical show recently held in

Circuit 3 connects to the windings
The appearance of the apparatus, Madison Square Garden . The instru

of the galvanometer magnets 17 when set up for photographing the ment was manufactured by the Gen

through a rheostat 13 curves, is shown in Fig.5. eral Electric Company.

Single -Phase Electric Motive Power on the Erie

Railroad - Rochester Division Continued

W. N. SMITH

CATENARY TROLLEY CONSTRUCTION . prevented the use of bracket construc- fastened there to a pole clamp devised

tion there .
HE overhead trolley construction

for this work, which grips the top of

The poles are given about 12 in .
is in many respects unique. It

the pole instead of requiring the bolt

was the first of all catenary in
rake . The poles are tamped with cob Inor truss rod to pass through it .

stallations to operate regularly at
blestones , of which plenty were avail- this way the timber of the pole is kept

able from the coarse gravel with
11,000 volts . There were very few

intact and does not have a hole bored

which the road is ballasted. The through it which will admit moisture
precedents to follow ; many of the de
tails oftheoverhead work are entirely ground proved very deceptive as re- and induce rot . The two truss rods

original, and nearly all of them were
gards the nature of the digging, much are threaded at both ends ; at the up

especially designed for this installa
water-bearing gravel and quicksand per end each one passes through a

being encountered, and oil-barrels had small iron casting which is in turn

tion by the engineers who executed

the work .
to be resorted to in many instances carried upon a bolt projecting out

Thepoles are of chestnut,averaging ing pole setting.
to prevent caving in of the holes dur- from the cast iron portion of the pole

25 in . in circumference at the top, and
clamp, like a trunnion . The whole con

The brackets are of an entirely orig- struction is extremely rigid and is
about 42 in . at the butt. Most of them

inal design, each consisting of a 3- in . stronger and more conducive to a long
are about 35 ft . long, but 40- ft . poles

were used where the embankments
x 21/2 -in . tee , 10 ft . long; the heel of

which is fastened to the pole by a pair
life for the pole than any bracket hith

were narrow and steep , and in span
ofbent straps, the outer end being switches, extra long brackets areem

erto used . Where necessary, at

construction . Nearly all the construc
supported from the pole top by two

tion is of the bracket type , except at 5/8-in. steel truss rods, insteadof the ployed, the standard brackets being

the railroad yards at Rochester , Avon single rod commonly used for bracket lengthened by splicing ; an extra truss

and Mt. Morris, and for some distance work . The two rods are attached rod is attached by means of a clamp

at Mortimer, where there is a siding about 27 in . back from the outer end , to the outer end of such a bracket and

on each side of the main track, which run one to each side of the pole and run to the extreme top of the pole.
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CATENARY TROLLEY BRACKET-ERIE RAILROAD.

The insulator pins are of malleable the requirements in shifting the align

iron and of a type especially devised ment of the trolley wire on curves.

for this work . The lower portion of The messenger wire is of " extra

the pin was divided and fitted closely high strength " steel, furnished by the

over the flanges of the tee bracket , American Steel & Wire Co. It is of

being provided with a single 58 -in . seven strands and is 10 -in. diameter.

bolt by means of which the lower split Joints are made by using the so-called
portion of the pin is clamped securely " open " and " closed" cable sockets , the

against the bracket . The brackets and sockets being sweated on to the abut

pins were furnished to the engineers' ting ends ofthe cables and joined by

designs by the Electric Service Sup- a pin connection through the eyes of

plies Co. the sockets . The trolley wire is No.

The insulator is of the R. Thomas 3/6 B. & S. grooved copper , the

& Sons' manufacture, 678 - in . in di- lengths being spliced with the usual

ameter and six inches high, made in type of soldered splicing sleeve .

two parts, but of the three petticoat The spans on the straight-line track

type , and known as the No. 3029. It are 120 ft . in length , and as much

was designed by the engineers espe
shorter than this on

cially for this installation. As most quired by the radius of the curvature.

of the overhead work was done dur- The maximum deflection from the

ing the winter months and had to be center line of the track , on curves , is

rushed, a quick setting cement of seven inches each way . The catenary

litharge and glycerine was used in hangers were of the Electric Railway

place of Portland cement, which not Equipment Co.'s drop -forged type , be

only enabled rapid work in construc- ing modified by the engineers to suit

tion but obviated troubles due to the the requirements. The messenger

freezing of hydraulic cement while clip and the trolley clip are of the same

setting type but grooved differently to accom

The insulator pins are ordinarily modate their respective wires . They

about 12 in . from the end of the are joined by a 58 -in. iron hanger -rod

bracket but there is 2712 in . space be- with right-hand threads on each end ,

tween tiie end of the bracket and the the longer rods being flattened in the

point where the tru's rods support it , middle to admit of bending them

which enables sufficient variation in slightly so as to conform to the di

location of insulator to meet most of vergence of the messenger and trolley

wires near the ends of the spans .

Both trolley and messenger ears are

secured in position by jam nuts . This

type of suspension was developed es

pecially for this installation and is so

constructed that there is no possibility

of parts becoming loose and falling

apart on account of vibration . It is

also very quickly and easily adjustable

on the trolley wires. The hangers

are spaced every 10 ft.

The steady strain rods are of
treated wood of the Westinghouse

Electric & Mfg. Co.'s make and they

are mounted at one side of the

bracket instead of directly underneath

order to give sufficient clearance

for the pantagraph trolley on curves

where the super-elevation results in

the tilting of the shoe from the hori

zontal. Each steady strain rod is

hinged to a spool -type Thomas porce

lain strain insulator which is clamped

to one side of the bracket in such a

manner that the hinged end of the rod

is almost at the elevation of the top

of the tee bracket . The method of

attaching the steady strain insulators

to the bracket is such that they can

readily be shifted along the bracket

to follow up any change in alignment

of the trolley wire that may be re

quired by curvature or for any other

reason . The clamps holding the

steady strain insulators are of 3-in . x

38- in . bent iron . The spool type in

sulators are cemented on to pieces of

34 -in. pipe , through which passes the

58 -in . eye bolt by means of which they

are attached to the bent irons . Steady

strains are used only on curves and

turnouts and were not found neces

sary on tangent track .

The tie wires are of No. 9 Extra

BB , galvanized telegraph wire , be

curves as re
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TROLLEY CONSTRUCTION UNDER LOW BRIDGE - ERIE RAILROAD .

lower ends being bolted to track rail the uncertain nature of the soil which

and bracket respectively. on the river bank is filled in with

The span construction is as nearly gravel and cinders. For these long

as possible similar to the bracket con- spans, where it was impossible to use

struction , and uses the same type of guys of the usual type ( the river bank

pin and insulator. A piece of 3 -in. x being on one side and the main high

21/2 -in . tee about 30 in .. long is sus- way which gives teams access for

pended from the span wire by hangers loading and unloading of freight cars
of galvanized strand cable, adjustable on the other side ), it became neces

in length, and fastened to the span- sary to use self- supporting span con

wire cable by specially designed clips , struction, and this was done by using

the construction forming a sort of the “ Tripartite” type of steel pole set

stirrup upon which the pin and insul- in concrete. This type of pole , being

ator are carried. The messenger wire constructed of re -rolled ' Bessemer

rests upon the insulator just as in the steel rails , is less subject to rust and

case of regular bracket construction. is consequently more durable than any

This form is used not only for spans other available type of metal pole ;

w
w
w

Gioiss '

Ne Sheet Iron

158"

cause it was thought best not to make

too rigid an attachment between the

messenger wire and the insulator ; so

that if a bracket became detached

from the pole for any reason , its

weight and the shock of detachment

would tear the wire clear from the

messenger and allow the bracket to

fall entirely away from the wire, thus

reducing the chance of steam railroad

trains colliding with it . An accident

to the electrical equipment of a rail

way operating both steam and electric

trains may shut down the electric

service but will not automatically

place any check upon the steam serv

ice , so that accidents to steam trains

must be guarded against as a steam

train might easily be wrecked by an

obstruction which would automatically

prevent power from being supplied to

an electric train . This was one of the

reasons for installing the system of

" ground rods " from the brackets to

the rails which is carried out very

consistently throughout the installa

tion. Every bracket is grounded to

the rail , so that an insulator failure

will instantly throw off the power as

it will cause a complete metallic short

circuit. There is thus no danger of

setting the wooden poles on fire,

which would be possible if this pre

caution were not taken . The burning

of a wooden pole would not of itself

necessarily cripple the electric service,

but it would be quite likely to cause

an obstruction dangerous to the pas

sage of steam trains which are of

course independent of any disturb

ances on the electric motive power

system . Up to the present time, how

ever , there have been no cases where

the overhead construction has caused

any obstruction to the passage of the

steam traffic .

The ground rods consist of 38 -in. x

114 -in. flat steel , their upper and

á Ape

IRA

'ssed load ito ?

Sween insulator

in stody strain

ciamp

*rotrolleyCor line

W.C.K. & Co. Engr's

----
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STEADY STRAIN BRACKET UNDER LOW BRIDGE .

where there is but one track , but also

in the yards at Avon and Rochester

where three or four parallel tracks are

electrified . Span construction, in gen

eral , was only used where conditions

absolutely required it .

The Rochester yard was a difficult

piece of construction on account of the

distance between supports (which

reaches a maximum of 94 feet where

spanning seven tracks , four of which

are electrified ), and also on account of

also all of its surfaces are always open

and easy of inspection. On account

of the great tensile strength of the

material there is considerable saving

in weight, and the fact that it was a

standardized product enabled quicker

delivery to be made than special riv

eted poles of structural steel shapes

especially designed for these locations.

The span wires consist of the regular

messenger cable fitted with cable sock

ets sweated on at each end, the same
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being fastened to turnbuckles and on the outskirts of Rochester. The

pole collars at the tops of the poles . original clearances here were so low

There are two span cables at each pair that the road bed had to be excavated

of poles ; the upper one being used to and the track lowered about two feet ,

* ELS FAROOS

EXPRESS

and the steel work of the bridge .

These insulated supports are sus

pended at short intervals from the

under side of the steel work of the

bridge and are further supplemented

by the use of steady strains which pre

vent any side displacement of the trol

ley wire . The shortest sizes of hanger

spacing rods are used in such places.

Where the bridge trusses are high

enough to permit it , an iron stirrup

like that used in span work is em

ployed which carries the standard

form of straight-line insulator, and

the regular type of catenary suspen

sion is employed.

At either side of these overhead ob

structions, it was necessary to provide

warnings for brakemen upon the tops

of freight cars as substitutes for the

warnings of hanging pieces of rope

previously used . In the accompany

irg photograph is given a view of the

Clarissa Street Bridge, showing both

the old arrangement of ropes and the

new one, for electrified tracks which

supplanted it . It will be noted that

at this point only one of the two

tracks is electrified and freight trains

are here obliged by rule to use the un

electrified track ; but to insure that

the place shall be absolutely safe

guarded, the electrified track is fitted

with warning signs of the type shown .

They consist of the well-known type

of horizontal suspended swinging

wooden rod, mounted with its axis at

an angle , so that it swings up as it is

pushed to one side . The pantagraph

trolley is fitted with a setof springs

on each side , one of which strikes this

4717

PASSENGER TRAIN SHED - ROCHESTER TERMINAL — SHOWING OVERHEAD

CONSTRUCTION .

a

carry the weight , the lower one acting the minimum clearance between the

to steady the arrangement and also rails and the trolley wire being finally

to act as a relay in case of an accident 18 ft . The messenger is fastened to

to the upper span . Similar construc- horizontal spool-type insulator

tion was also used at Avon , where mounted at the center of a substantial

guying of side poles was not always piece of turned oak, which is long

possible. enough to carry two more similar in

A very simple type of pull- off was sulators, one on either side of the cen

devised for curves in span construc- ter one .

tion , and it so happens that both the The steel hangers reaching down

Rochester and Mt. Morris yards have

considerable curvature. The pull-off

consists simply of a spool-type insu

lator with a piece of pipe cemented

through the center; this pipe being

slipped over the hanger -spacing rod

joining the messenger and trolley

clips, thus giving an insulating con

nection through which an ordinary

pull-off cable can be attached to both DA

messenger and trolley wherever re

quired . The division of the horizontal

pull between the messenger and trolley

wires is easily adjusted to suit the con

ditions by shifting the spool-type in

sulator up and down the spacing rod

or by inserting longer or shorter nip

ples of pipe underneath it . In gen

eral , when near a span wire , the mes

senger cable is supported rigidly on

its insulator and the trolley wire needs

all the side pull; but in the middle of

a span , the pull must be equally di

vided between messenger and trolley

wire .

The presence of several through

truss bridges over streams and two

low bridges over the Erie right of way from the overhead bridge structure

necessitated the employment of special carry the two side insulators, so there

construction at these points, particu- are always two insulators in series be

larly at the bridges at Clarissa Street, tween the 11,000 -volt messenger cable

ROCHESTER TERMINAL YARD -OVERHEAD CONSTRUCTION-FOUR ELECTRIFIED

TRACKS

warning sign a blow as it passes un

der and instantly throws it to one side .

The blow is struck upon a heavy

leather strap held taut by a coil spring
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of steel wire in tension, the whole con- master mechanic's office. This tele- back from its position of rest ; but

trivance being fastened to the lower phone system is run upon the trolley when the fuse is blown , a latch is re

half of the pantagraph trolley mechan- bracket poles, transposed every third leased which allows the fuse tube to

ism so that it is at the right height for pole , and has worked satisfactorily . swing to a vertical position which

striking the warning sign. The Lightning protection for high -ten- shows conspicuously from the ground

swinging rod is mounted upon the

pole by means of insulators , effectu

ally preventing any leakage to the

ground, even though a car might

stand still directly under the sign and

make contact with it for an indefinite

length of time .

Nearly all the telephone and tele

graph wires which cross over the

11,000 -volt trolley wire have been put

underground, particularly in the case

of the leads composed of only a few

wires ; but where the line is crossed

by heavy telephone trunk lines, they

have been protected by the basket type

of construction , so designed as to ef

fectually prevent a broken telephone

wire from falling across the mes
senger or trolley wire . This consists

primarily of four galvanized steel

cables stretched between opposite ends

of two cross arms, one placed above

and the other below the wires of the

intersecting telephone line ; the four

cables are joined by a basket work of
AVON YARD - LOOKING SOUTH TOWARD STATION ,

light strap iron ribs placed at intervals

of three to four feet across the whole sion single -phase railway lines not and signifies to the patrolman that

span , forming the sides and the bot- having as yet been standardized, only the fuse should be replaced. The fuse

tom of the cradle and effectually pre- a part of the line was equipped with tube can then be lifted off the sus

venting a broken telephone wire from line lightning arresters, which are of pending lugs by a pair of insulating

dropping any further. This construc- a swinging fuse gap type of construc- tongs made for the purpose and the

tion was also followed in the case of tion made by the Westinghouse Elec- fuse renewed and replaced in a few

an electric light line at Avon . tric & Manufacturing Co. This type moments.

The telegraph department of the of lightning arrester consists of a gap On the other half of the line, light

railroad company in connection with one side ofwhich is connected directly ning arresters were not installed.

the signal department constructed a to the trolley through a No. 4 copper During the summer, two of the poles

were struck by lightning, but the

metal work of the brackets and truss

rods being entirely grounded, these

poles were not damaged below the

topmost point of attachment of the

truss rods, which is generally not over

18 in . from the top of the pole . In a

number of instances several lightning

arrester fuses have blown , but it is not

known how many of them have blown

simultaneously. Although the extent

to which this type of arrester is fully

protective is hardly established as yet ,
it ca be stated that at no time since

regular operation started has any in

jury to the car equipment resulted

from lightning though there were sev

eral severe storms during June andJuly .

The trolley line is divided into seven

sections : One comprising the Roch

ester terminal, one the Avon yard,

three sections in the main line between

Rochester and Avon , and two sections

south of Avon .

OVERHEAD CONSTRUCTION — MT. MORRIS TERMINAL . The sections are divided by trolley

section insulators, made by the West

private telephone line of two copper wire , the other side being directly con- inghouse Electric & Mfg. Co. They

wires between Rochester and Avon nected to the ground rod through a are of the overlapping type, made of

with instruments at all signal towers fuse enclosed in a tube which , while impregnated wood, and are of suffi

and stations in the dispatcher's office, the fuse is intact , is maintained in an cient length to insure insulation at

and at the substations, car shed and inclined position like a pendulum held 11,000 volts . Each section insulator
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flat steel , 2 -in . x 14 -in ., suspended by

riveted hangers from crossbars spaced

five feet apart which in turn rest on

standard trolley clamps fastened to

the trolley wire . The particular ad

vantage gained by this construction

is that no extra tension is needed to

keep the bars from sagging and get

ting crooked, this type of deflector

being of minimum weight and entirely

self -contained. Deflectors are placed

over both angles of each switch . The

object of the deflector is to prevent

the end of the pantagraph shoe, when

traveling under either wire, from be

coming hooked over the other wire .

( To be continued) .
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DEFLECTOR FOR INTERSECTING TROLLEY WIRES-ERIE RAILROAD.

4714

is carried upon two brackets , mounted

on poles spaced 10 ft . apart . As the

trolley and messenger must both be

completely insulated on opposite sides

of the breaker heavy strain insulators

were introduced upon which the mes

senger is dead ended , the two insul

ators being connected across the gap

by a heavy steel rod . This entire

combination is supported upon stand

ard insulators mounted upon the reg

ular brackets .

One of the section insulators, that

opposite the substation at Avon , is

different from the above -mentioned

type in that it is not of the overlap

ping type, it being necessary to abso

lutely separate the two halves of the

trolley line in order to utilize the sep

arate phases of the current in each

half of the trolley.

The only feeders necessary are

those connecting the substation with

the trolley on opposite sides of this

section break. The principal object

of cutting the trolley into additional

sections is to facilitate the locating of

line trouble .

The conditions of electric traction

upon this line are such that no feeder

is necessary besides the trolley wire

and consequently there is no necessity

for feeding the sections separately.

A jumper is therefore provided at

each section insulator in which is

placed a hook -type knife switch that

can be operated in case it is desired

to cut out one section. Normally:

however, the switches are closed and

the effect of the jumpers is to make

the trolley wire continuous.

Another detail peculiar to the cate

nary type of trolley construction is the

" deflector ” —a sort of mechanical

fender placed in the angle formed by

the intersecting trolley wires at

switches. The type of deflector here

used consists of four or five bars of

OVERHEAD BRACKET CONSTRUCTION— MAIN LINE AND SIDING AT WEST

HENRIETTA STATION .

SLON

OVERHEAD CONSTRUCTION AT CLARISSA STREET BRIDGE , ROCHESTER - SHOW

ING TROLLEY SECTION INSULATOR AND BRIDGE WIRING.
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Allis -Chalmers Steam Turbines and Generators

In

The turbine consists essentially of aRIEFLY stated , steam turbines
seen in the cut. This thrust, however,

B. can be divided into two general fixed casing, or cylinder, and a revolv- is counteracted by the " balance pis

tons” L , M and Z, which are of thetypes ; the impulse type and the ing spindle, or drum . The ends of the

reaction type.
spindle are extended in the form of a necessary diameter tơ neutralize the

In the impulse type the steam , be
shaft, carried in two bearings, A and thrust on the spindle steps H , J and

fore doing any useful work , is ex- B , and, excepting the small parts of K respectively , the pressure on the bal

panded in nozzles of various shapes,
the governing mechanism and the oil ance piston at Y being equalized with

that on the third stage of the bladingits pressure being considerably reduced pump, these bearings are the only rub

at
bing parts in the entire turbine.

while it acquires a high velocity be
X by means of passages ( not

Steam enters from the steam pipe at shown ) through the body of the spin
fore acting upon the revolving buckets

or blades.
dle . In order that each balance piston

some constructions Cand passes through the main throttle

there is only one row or ring of re- or regulating valve D, which , as act- may have the proper pressure on both

ually constructed, is a balanced valve ;
volving buckets and the turbine runs

sides, equalizing passages O and Q are

at a very high speed relative to that this valve being operated by the gov- provided, connecting thebalance pis

of the steam, thus necessitating the
ernor through suitable controlling

tons with the corresponding steps in

mechanism . the blading
employment of gearing to reduce the

The
speed to workable limits. In other

steam enters the cylinder The end -thrust being thus practi

constructions two or more rows of

through the passage E , and turning cally neutralized by means of the bal

buckets are used , each of which rows
to the left ( as seen in the cut ) passes ance pistons, the spindle " floats," so

absorbs a part of the high steam veloc
that it can easily be moved in one dithrough alternate stationary and re

rection or the other. In order to defiity , thereby reducing the turbine volving rows of blades, finally emerg

speed. For the purpose of obtaining a
ing from the blades at F and passing

nitely fix the position of the spindle a

small " thrust bearing" is provided at
better economy, in the later impulse through the passage G to the condens

er or to the atmosphere, according to
turbines the steam is passed through

R inside the housing of the main bear

several successive sets of nozzles and whether the turbine is condensing or
ing B. This so -called thrust bearing

their subsequent rows of buckets.
non -condensing is adjustable to locate and hold the

In the reaction type the steam acts
Each row of blades , stationary and spindle in such position that there will

directly upon the blades without initial
be such a clearance between the ringsrevolving, extends completely around

reduction in pressure , except such as
the turbine, the steam flowing through

of the balance piston and those of the

may be effected by the governor in
the full annulus between the spindle cylinder as will reduce the leakage of

steam to a minimum and at the samesecuring speed regulation . The steam and the cylinder. In an ideal turbine

flows through a large number of rows the lengths of the blades and the di- time prevent actual contact under

of blades, alternately stationary and re- ameter of the spindle which carries varying conditions of temperature.

volving. Guided by the stationary
them would continuously and gradual

Where the shaft passes out of the

blades upon the revolving ones, the
ly increase from the steam inlet to the cylinder at S and T it is necessary to

steam expands continuously through
exhaust. Practically , however, the provide against in -leakage of air or

out the length of the turbine, alter- desired effect is produced by making out-leakage of steam . This is accom

nately gaining velocity and imparting the spindle in steps, there being gen
plished by means of glands which the

it to the rows of blades, partlyby im erally three such steps or stages, H , J
small scale of the illustration renders

pulse, but to a greater extent by the
and K. it impossible to show as actually con

The blades in each step are arrangedreaction as it issues from the revolving

structed . These glands are practically

blades . There is no violent change in in groups of increasing length. At the frictionless , being made tight by water

packing without metallic contact.pressure at any time; the reduction beginning of each of the larger steps

seldom exceeds three pounds at any
the blades are usually shorter than at The shaft of the turbine is extended

one row of blades, and the velocities the end of the preceding smaller step,
at U and coupled to the shaft of the

are therefore comparatively small.
the change being made in such a way electric generator by means of a flexi

The longitudinal section on page 436
that the correct relation of blade ble coupling. This coupling is inside

shows the Allis - Chalmers turbine in length to spindle diameter is secured. of the bearing housing.

diagrammatic form , but omits all details The steam , acting as previously de The turbines are so proportioned

which are not necessary to an under- scribed, produces a thrust tending to that, when using steam as previously

standing of the general principles. force the spindle toward the left , as described, they have just enough over

435
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load capacity to take care of the or

dinary fluctations of load when con

trolled by the governor through the

valve D, thus insuring maximum econ

omy of steam consumption at approxi

mately the rated load . To provide for

greater overloads , the valve V is sup

plied, to admit steam to an intermedi

ate stage of the turbine; this being

the equivalent of the by-pass valve

generally used for admitting live

steam to the low -pressure cylinder of

a compound reciprocating engine. This

valve , shown diagramatically in the il

steam, and at the same time keeping ner bind together the tips of the

such leakage as small as possible, has blades , a shroud ring, B , is used .

an important bearing on the whole de- Holes are punched in the ring to re

sign of the turbine, both as to general ceive the projections on the tips of the

proportions , mechanical details and blades , these holes being accurately

methods of construction . spaced by special machinery to match

As, due to varying temperatures, the slots in the foundation ring.

there is an appreciable difference in The bearings are of the self-adjust

the endwise expansion of the spindle ing ball and socket pattern, especially

and cylinder, the baffling rings in the designed for high speed , with as large

low-pressure balance piston are so bearing areas as have been demonstrat

made as to allow for this difference. ed by experience to be ample for

The high -pressure end of the spindle this purpose. Shims are provided for

being held by the thrust bearing, the proper alignment, but are so arranged

W

x

SZ

A
B R

ELEMENTARY PARSONS TURBINE WITH ALLIS -CHALMERS MODIFICATIONS

G

EXHAUST

lustration , is arranged to be operated difference in expansion manifests it- that they cannot easily be tampered

by the governor or by hand , as the self at the low - pressure end. The laby
with .

conditions under which the turbine is rinth packing of the high - pressure and The lubrication of the four bearings,

to work may require, and is , according intermediate pistons has a small axial two for the turbine and two for the

to circumstances
, located either as and large radial clearance, whereas generator, is effected by supplying an

shown by the illustration , or at another the labyrinth packing at the low -pres- abundance of oil to the middle of each

stage of the turbine. sure end has a small radial and large bearing and allowing it to flow out at

If it were possible to make the rotor axial clearance. the ends. The oil is passed through a

of the steam turbine a tight working The Allis -Chalmers method of blad- tubular cooler with water circulation ,

fit in its cylinder so as to prevent leak- ing is , briefly, as follows: Each blade and pumped back to the bearings.

age of steam , the high steam economy is individually formed by special ma- The speed of the turbine is regu

of the turbine would even more nearly chine tools, so that at its root it is of lated by a governor driven from the

approach the theoretical limit. The angular dovetail shape, while at its turbine shaft by means of cut gears

high speeds which are essential in the tip there is a projection. working in an oil bath . The governor

steam turbine, however, preclude any To hold the roots of the blades firm- operates a balanced throttle valve by

continuous contact between the rotat

ing and stationary parts, except in the

well-lubricated bearings. The rubbing

of other parts would produce such

friction as would more than neutralize

the increased steam economy, and

would also result in the ripping out

of blades.

It is necessary , therefore, to effect

a compromise by leaving a clearance ROTATING FIELD OF ALTERNATOR.

between the rotating and stationary

parts and allowing the steam to leak ly there is provided a foundation ring, means of a relay , except in very small

through this clearance, but reducing A , see illustration, which , after being sizes in which the valve is worked di

this leakage to the minimum possible . formed to a circle of the proper diam- rect . The governing mechanism is so

For this reason the tips of the rotating eter , has slots cut in it by a special proportioned as to respond quickly to

blades just clear the cylinder, and the milling machine ; these slots being variations of load , but at the same time

tips of the stationary blades just clear formed of dovetail shape to receive the the sensitiveness is kept within such

the surface of the spindle. For the roots of the blades, and at the same bounds as to secure the best results in

same reason the rings of the labyrinth time being accurately spaced and in- the parallel operation of alternators.

packing of the balance pistons are not clined to give the required pitch and The governor can be adjusted for

allowed to come into contact. The angle to the blades. speed while the turbine is in operation ,

necessity of permitting a leakage of To protect and in a substantial man- thereby facilitating the synchronizing

a
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CYLINDER

B

bearing is to locate the turbine spin

dle accurately in an axial direction, as

previously explained. For this rea

son it is made adjustable, but the wear

ing surfaces are so large that, when

once set , it should not need readjust

ment even after years of operation.

Like the main bearings, it is automati

cally lubricated by a flood of oil .

For connecting the rotors of the

turbine and generator a special type

of flexible coupling is used to provide

for any slight inequality in the wear of

the bearings, to permit axial adjust

ment of the turbine spindle, and to al

low for differences in expansion .

The revolving field alternators ,

which are directly coupled to the steam

turbines, have been carefully designed

to meet the special conditions of tur

bine operation.

The greatest care is taken in the in

sulation of the armature coils by suc

cessive dippings and bakings after the

application of the various layers of

insulation. The coils are firmly se

cured in the slots , and particular atten

tion has been paid to the form of the

coil ends and the securing of the same

in such a way as to prevent deforma

tion in case of a short circuit.

The field cores of the Allis -Chal

mers Company's turbo-generators are,

according to size and conditions , built

up either of steel laminations, or of

nickel steel forgings , of high magnetic

permeability and great physical

strength. A revolving field core , built

A

SPINDLE

ALLIS - CHALMERS CO

PATENTED

REPRODUCTION FROM DRAWING OF METHOD OF BLADING.

enough to prevent the passage of al

most anything of such size as would

damage the turbine blades.

The principal function of the thrust

of alternators and dividing the load as

may be desired .

In order to provide for any possible

accidental derangement of the main

governing mechanism , an entirely sep

arate safety or over-speed governor is

furnished . This governor is driven di

rectly by the turbine shaft without

the intervention of gearing, and is so

arranged and adjusted that if the tur

bine should reach a predetermined

speed above that for which the main

governor is set , the safety governor

will come into action and trip a valve ,

shutting off the steam and stopping

the turbine .

The turbines are designed to give

their maximum economy at or near the

rated load, with only enough overload

capacity, under normal operation , to

allow for ordinary small fluctuations

of load and to permit of good speed

regulation . To provide for such over

loads as will sometimes occur, an over

load or by -pass valve is furnished to

admit steam at a later stage in the tur

bine where the blades are larger than at

the beginning, thus enabling the tur

bine to develop greater power at a

slight sacrifice of economy. This valve

is operated by the main governor and

comes into operation only when the

load reaches a higher point than can

be attained by the turbine when oper

ating normally.

A steam strainer is provided ; per

forations are large enough not to ob

struct the flow of steam, yet small
ARMATURE OF ALTERNATOR WITH FIELD REMOVED.
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up of nickel steel forgings, is shown,

from which the substantial construc

tion can readily be appreciated.

The method of winding the field

with flat strap copper in radial slots

has been made possible by the use of a

specially designed forming machine

which bends the copper edgewise and

gives an increasing spread to each suc

cessive turn of the coil . The careful

ly insulated coils are firmly and sub

stantially held in the slots by means

of Parsons manganese bronze wedges . and discharged at the periphery. The

The revolving field is thus formed as a ventilation of the ends of the coils is

smooth surface cylinder, no matter attained by allowing them to project

what the number of poles, thereby re- beyond the ends of the core in such a

ducing the windage loss, besides tend- way that they can be thoroughly

ing to quiet operation. cooled ; the coils at this point being

Ample spaces are allowed at reg- firmly secured against the effect of

ular intervals between the laminations centrifugal force by means of nickel

or discs of the core , to provide for steel rings , which form an extension of

ventilation of the core itself and of the core and are provided with open

the coils, air being drawn in through ings for the passage of the ventilating

openings formed parallel with the axis air current .

The Pay -As-You -Enter Car.

A

ENTRARE

N experiment is about to be at the point marked " entrance , " step- yellow , red or white light the destina

made in New York with what ping upon a commodious platformping upon a commodious platform tion for which the car is bound.

is known as the pay-as-you seven feet six inches long by approxi- Each car will be driven by four mo

enter car, a number of which will be mately six feet broad. They then move tors and will be equipped with both
placed in service upon the Madison in the direction indicated by the arrow , air -brakes and differential brakes.

Avenue line some time in December past the conductor, who stands at the The electrical equipment of the car has

of this year. point shown, to whom the fare is paid been carefully installed and in a man

The total length of the car is about as the passenger enters the car. " As ner in full accord with insurance reg

48 ft . , or about i ft . longer than the soon as all of the passengers have ulations, especially heavy insulation

present standard closed car . The car stepped upon the platform (which will being adopted and asbestos building

is also slightly wider than the present hold more than 20 persons) the lumber being used .

conductor, who always maintains the

same position, gives the signal to the

motorman to proceed , and the passen

gers enter the car from the platform as

soon as the fare has been paid . In

order that there may be room upon

the platform for persons who may

board the car at the next stopping

place, passengers are not allowed to

remain standing upon the rear plat
form .

The aisle within the car is about six

inches broader than at present, and

there will be an unobstructed view

both forward and backward along the

streets by reason of the fact that plate

glass will be placed in the sliding and

standard equipment. For the purpose swinging doors at each end of the car ;

of greater comfort to passengers, and and glass will also be placed in the

in order that less time may be con- stationary portion of the end of the

sumed in making stops, entrance is re- car body between the sliding and

stricted to the rear platform , although swinging doors .

persons may leave the car at either In order to afford ample illumina
GENERAL DATA

end ; but, as will be seen by referring tion at night, there will be three rows
Name of Builder ... J. G. Brill Co.

Motors. 4 GE - 80

Controllers . K-27

Resistances C. G.

Sliding bags
Brake Equipment:

Hand.. Sterling
Air .. General Elec . Straight

Air

Circuit Breakers.. M. R. 12

Selin boor
Canopy Switches.. M. S. 8 .

Heating.. 16 Consolidated Heat

ers- 146 X

Lighting 27 Lamps in all-Five

5-light Circuits

Length over Bumpers. 48 ft .

Length over Vestibules, 47 ft .

Length over End Panels . 32 ft .

to the floor plan, the annoying situa- of incandescent lamps in the ceilings, Width over Sills ... 7 ft . 3 in .

tion created by the attempt of one set
Width over Posts .8 ft .

one row in the center and one on each Width over widest part .8 ft . 34 in .

of persons to leave the car by the side ceiling. For the greater conven- Height from Rail to bottom of

Sill .. .312 in .

same step as that by which other per- ience of patrons, an experiment will be Height from Rail to top of

sons are seeking tơ board the car at
11 ft . 5 in .

made with a colored light signal dis
Roof ..

Truck Centers 21 ft .

the same time is eliminated . Persons played upon the front of the car and Trucks.. Brill No. 27-GE- 1

Truck - Wheel Base . 4 ft .

who desire to enter the car may do so indicating by the colors blue, green , Wheels.. 31 in Schoen

GENERAL VIEW OF CAR .

ENTRANCE EXIT

2034

REAR PLATFORM .

Cewere

re

Pani

hienT
h
e

Erit
Entronce

FLOOR PLAN .



Exhibit at Jamestown

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY

A

GENER
AL

ELECT
RIC

COMP
ANY

LargestFactri
cal

Manulr
cturor

in the World

are

PORTION of the General Elec- oil switches. Power for the exposition number of 24 and 30-in . search

tric Company's space at James- is generated in Norfolk, eight miles lights.

town has been partitioned off away, by three 3000 -kw . Curtis steam

for a model electric dining-room and turbine units. This power is gener
James L. Farmer, secretary of the

jury of awards, Jamestown Exposi
kitchen. The remainder is guarded ated at a pressure of 11,000 volts and

tion , has notified the General Electric

Company that it has been awarded

two gold medals and a bronze medal

on account of its exhibit at the ex

position .

The classification by which the jury

was governed in granting the awards

limited them to one in each depart

ment, while previous expositions have

allowed separate awards for each class

of materials exhibited . The General

Electric Company's exhibits

grouped in three departments : the

machinery , the manufactures and lib

eral arts and mining departments.

A collection of motors applied to

various machine tools and other de

vices has been awarded a gold medal .

The arc and incandescent lamps and

electric cooking applications exhibited

in the departments of manufactures

and liberal arts are also awarded a

VIEW OF EXHIBIT , INCLUDING EXHIBITION SUBSTATION . gold medal. The company exhibited a

special motor designed particularly for

with a brass rail behind which is ar- is transmitted at this potential to the use with an Ingersoll - Temple pneu

ranged a large variety of motor-driven substation where it is stepped down matic rock drill , and this motor, be

tools and machinery. for distribution . cause of its peculiar adaptation to the

The space devoted to the display of

the industrial applications of electric

ity contains an automatic refrigerating

plant made by the Automatic Refrig

erating Co., of Hartford, Conn . A

portion of the rail is filled with the

refrigerating liquid . In one corner

stands an electrically-wound Seth

Thomas tower clock and near by is an

Ingersoll -Temple electric-air rock

drill . Among the other machines are

a motor - driven sewing machine , blow

er set , coffee grinder, meat chopper ,

dough mixer, washing machine, buf

fer and grinder, and the automatic

All of these devices

are operated by General Electric mo

tors .

Adjoining the exhibit space is the

substation of the exposition equipped

with three 1400 -kw . air blast trans

formers, two 500 -kw. rotary convert
INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS.

ers, three 100 - light arc-lamp trans

formers and the switchboard , all of About 45,000 eight candle -power special service , was awarded a bronze

General Electric make. This station General Electric lamps are used in medal.

is also equipped with the latest type the decorative lighting of the exposi- The company was also awarded a

of remote control, electrically operated tion buildings and grounds, besides a silver medal for installation of exhibit.

PRINCIPAL
GENERAL ELECTRIC CO

house pump .
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Electric Locomotive Continued

H. L. KIRKER

Copyright 1907

W ,

FIG. 12 .

G

E see , then ( what you no have can do this by giving them a more We have , then , in the iron ring and

doubt already inferred , that suitable path to travel in than air. across the air gap a powerful vortex

moving a wire into and out of Iron is such a path . If we put an iron whose axis is the equivalent wire

the magnetic field cuts the line in the ring around our current, the magnetic carrying a heavy current along the

same way that the expansion and con
whirls from far and near concentrate

traction of the magnetic field cut them
in this iron path . The hundreds of

when we start and when we stop the
lines of forcethat were uniformly dis

main current. In all cases it is the cut
tributed around the wire are now con

ting that induces the current. You will
centrated within the iron ring, and the

note that the forward direction of the density of our magnetic circuit in the

current is accompanied by a clock space occupied by the iron is now hun

direction of magnetism . This is easily dreds of times greater than that of

the surrounding air. The iron has
literally corralled the magnetism . See

Fig. 12 .

If we insert another similar current

in this ring, its magnetism will be
FIG . 16 .

sucked into the same iron path ; the

same thing would happen to a third
axis of the iron ring. If we introduce

a current -carrying wire into the air

gap of this magnetic circuit, we see

remembered , as it is similar to the for that if the vortex around this wire is

ward travel and right-hand rotation
similar to the main, the wire will be

of a cock screw. pulled across the air gap toward the

Faraday assumed the current to be
axis of the ring. If the direction of

the current in the wire is such that the
encircled by lines of force whose

vortex due to this current is counter
direction , with reference to the cur

rent, is the same as the direction of
FIG. 14 . to the main vortex, the wire will be

thrust across the magnetic field away
rotation of the cock screw in its for

current , to a fourth , and so on-all from the axis of the ring. See Fig.
ward travel. He discovered that cut

adding their diffused field to the one 16, also Figs. 4 and 5. A wire then
ting these lines tends to set up a cur all-powerful magnetic circuit . See

rent in the cutting wire, and that the
Fig. 13 .

It is an easy matter to loop the ends
of these wires so as to make a con

tinuous spiral and let one current do

all the magnetizing. See Fig. 14.

Now that we have the entire mag

netic field in the iron ring we can re

move a short segment of the ring and

FIG. 13 get a dense magnetic field in the cor

responding air gap. See Fig. 15 .

direction of the induced current is With this dense exposed portion of

such as to oppose the cutting. For

my own convenience, I have assumed FIG. 17

the electric current to be a magnetic

vortex whose axis is the conducting carrying a current is in unstable equi

wire ; and I have assumed that such librium when in a magnetic field. The

a vortex can suck in a similar vortex , wire tends to move toward or from

repel a counter vortex and induce the axis of the field according to the

temporary vortexes in conductors that relative direction of its vortex with

move across the storm area. These reference to that of the main vortex
FIG. 15 .

general assumptions concerning cur
in which it finds itself. We see, then ,

rent and lines of force are easy to the magnetic field we can reproduce that we can secure a powerful mag

carry in mind. We will , accordingly , on a more powerful scale the induc- netic field by using an iron circuit and

proceed to apply them to the magnetic tion and motion effects that we have that we can get a dense field in air by

circuit. just been considering, for the many removing a short segment of the ring,

We have just seen that the electric turns of the wire distributed over the and that we can make a wire cut

current is surrounded by a magnetic ring and carrying a small current are across this air gap by sending a cur

whirlwind . Let us see if we cannot but the equivalent of a single wire , rent through the wire. The motion

merge a lot of the little vortexes into carrying a powerful current. See is the result of the attraction or repul

one powerful magnetic circuit . Figs. 12 and 15 . sion of the vortexes .

( To be continued ).
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Electric Motor Connections

TO LINE

CUT- OUT

MAIN COIL

REVERSE

MAIN COIL

TO LINE

FIG. I.-USUAL CONNECTIONS FOR MOTORS SMALLER THAN ONE-SIXTH

HORSE -POWER .

TOLINE

Connections for the smallest motors minals being particularly adapted to

single-phase electric motors, as are shown in Fig. 1. In general , this the smallest motors.

made bythe Emerson Electric diagram is applicable to motors small- The larger sizes of motors have ter

Mfg. Co., are shown below. er than one - sixth horse power , the ter minals as per Fig. 2 , though the wind

ings are the same in principle as those

of the smallest motors .

Motors of the largest sizes , approxi

mately one - quarter to one-half horse

power, have terminals and are con

nected as per Fig. 3. The winding is

here shown for a six -pole machine,

STARTING COILS which necessitates showing the cut-out

outside of the winding for the sake

of clearness.

All of these motors operate on the

induction principle. In addition to the

main winding, an auxiliary phase or
Emerson CutNo 333

starting coil is placed midway between

each main coil and also connected in

circuit with the line . This auxiliary

winding is a modification of the Teslaa

split-phase winding.

These starting coils exert a strong

influence while the motor is starting.

and bring the motor up to full speed

in a few seconds. The starting coils

are automatically open circuited from

the line when the armature has at

tained sufficient sneed to dispense with

their influence . Thus these coils con

sume no current except during the

period of acceleration .

The device by which these phase or

starting coils are disconnected from

the circuit is a simple mechanical

switch , or automatic cut- out, operat

Emerson CutNo 530 ing on the centrifugal principle .

Motors equipped simply with this

device are not designed to start under
ONE - QUARTER HORSE -POWER ,

full load .

For service demanding a large pro

portion of the full rated power of the

motor in order to start the load , tvpes

of motors have been developed which

have , in addition to the automatic start

ing device, an internal centrifugal

clutch . The armature is not fastened

to the motor shaft, but revolves freely

on the shaft without rotating either

shaft or pulley . By this arrangement

the armature is free to start and attain

practically full speed before the load

is thrown on . When such a speed is

reached that the motor is capable of

cm ) Emerson Cut No. 478
developing practically full power, the

centrifugal clutch engages the shaft,
FIG . 3. — USUAL CONNECTIONS FOR MOTORS FROM ONE - QUARTER TO ONE-HALF

HORSE - POWER . starting the load promptly.

CUT - OUT

MAIN COIL

STARTING COILS

MAIN COIL

TO LINE

FIG. 2. - USUAL CONNECTIONS FOR MOTORS FROM ONE-SIXTH TO

CUT

OUT

TO LINE
MAIN COIL

STARTING COIL

STARTING COIL

MAIN COIL

TO LINE
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SELLING CURRENT

Copyright, 1907

5th 4th 3rd 2nd 1st

Walnut

40

Birch

20

Elm

27

Spruce

Pine 116

Commercial Experience - Contd. itable customer a central station can houses with the proper sizes of lamps,

have. 8 c . p. or 16 c . p. When an 8 c. p .C. N. JACKSON .

I think free renewals should be fur- lamp would be nearly burnt out the

I would show a load curve taken nished to residences by all means. poor light would be noticed and a

from the three -wire direct-current They are not like commercial houses lamp of greater power would be pur

system that supplies the business dis- who do business in a businesslike way, chased, with the result that 32 c . p .

trict but for the fact that when you are having someone appointed to look lamps would be finally installed .

charging the ready-to-serve plus one after the lighting equipment, who Even though you furnish free re

cent per kilowatt hour rate you do not places an order for a sufficient quan- newals at theoffice you cannot expect

care what the load curve looks like. tity of lamps to last for several customers to ask for them at the prop

In fact, if you had one that looked like months. The housewife lets a lamp er time . I believe renewals should be

Washington's monument it would not burn until it cannot burn any longer, delivered to the homes and installed

matter, as your profits would all be in then asks her husband to stop and buy there. A wagon could make two

the ready-to -serve charge . On the trips per year, one late in the fall and

alternating -current system , however , one in the early spring, at a cost which

where we handled residences , small would not exceed that of keeping a

stores , saloons , factory lighting, small clerk to pass out a few lamps at a

single-phase power and other such time .

business usually found outside of the The system for keeping transform

business district, the load curve was er records was complete. It consisted

very important. We handled resi- Maple of a map of the city . At each location

dences at 120.; small stores having 20 of a transformer a red ink spot was

lamps or less at loc . , with a $2.00 marked , also a serial number. These

monthly minimum ; factory lighting numbers started with No. 1. On a

at the sanie rate , only the minimum card numbered to correspond with the

was ioc. per lamp ; and small power number of the location was put the

at about 5c . Our load curve in De number of the transformer, date of

cember was peaked. As we were sell installation , capacity , etc. When

ing nearly all this output at a straight received notice that transformer, say

meter rate it was necessary to broad No. 43,774 , had been removed from

en the load curve. After careful in the corner of Pine and 4th Streets ,

vestigation I found that residences and No. 76,974 had been put in its

and factory business would give the place , we would look on the map and

result desired . Consequently our res find the location number, then turn to

idence solicitors were told to turn in the card file and pick out the card

a report on all persons whose houses to correspond to the location number,

were wired , but would not take serv mark “ removed " after the one that

ice from our company. To these peo was removed , and enter the number

ple I mailed once a week a personal of the one installed . A glance at the

letter ; I had about ten of these and the map would tell where the nearest

results were phenomenal. It took on a lamp . He probably forgets it for a

an average seven letters to " land" a time, until finally he stops at the near

customer. Too many solicitors get est store and buys anything. We did

discouraged and quit just before the not furnish free renewals in Toledo,
Capacity

results begin to show. My policy is consequently a canvass of several

to " hang on " as long as I know I have homes showed a few of every make

a good argument, no matter what the of lamp of all efficiencies and of all

other fellow says.
degrees of usefulness . We seldom

One method of getting old resi found a lamp that was fit to burn on

dences wired , which I wanted to try
a 12c . rate, when taking into consid

eration the fact that lamps burning on
but did not have the opportunity, was

a 12c . rate should be of the very high
to furnish four or five months' service

est efficiency -- 3.1 watts per candle
free, providing the free months fell

or better . Very few of the lamps had transformer to a certain spot was lo
between February ist and November

an efficiency better than 5 watts per cated and a glance at the card showed
Ist. Practically this free service candle -power and it is not surprising its size .

would cost the company a very small that electricity was considered a lux- The diagrams show a section of a

amount, as a great deal of the power
ury . city map and a sample location card.

station machinery would be idle dur- Often when we receive complaints Suppose one wanted to know where

ing this period . The free customers of high bills and poor light an inves- the nearest transformer to 4th and

would only increase the expense 34c . tigation would show that there were Spruce Streets was located ; a look at

per kw. hr. , which would be a small a great number of 32 c . p . lamps in the map shows No. 116 is the nearest

item when you take into consideration use , nearly burnt out . Customers at and a glance at the file shows the bal

a customer gained , and the most prof- the start probably equipped their ance of the information .

Broad .

Way
10

EXAMPLE OF TRANSFORMER LOCATION MAP.

Location No. 116

Lato

Trans. No. Removed
1 :: called

a
+377 i . ( ! : 4 10.05

TRANSFORMER LOCATION CARD.
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Edisison Current for The “ New the addition , and it is hard to state

York World ” just what this space will be worth to

HE correct adjustment of rates us in the future . With our present

could rarely be better exempli- crowded quarters, space is valuable.

fied than by citing the condi
After the extensive additions to the

tions that led to the adoption of the building now undergoing construction

Edison service by the New York are completed, we will be better able

World, with a statement of relative to handle our increased business.

costs of operation . “ The main reason for taking the Edi

Mr. Don C. Seitz, business manager son current exclusively is to eliminate

of The World , states as follows : the heat and dirt. The chimney runs

" We have a power plant for oper- through the central part of the build

ating the presses and supplying light, ing, and the heat in the offices near it

and it has done this work effectively. is undesirable in summer .

However, increased circulation neces “ Rates for current will be the same

sitates either enlarging the plant or as supplied to all large power cus

purchasing current from the outside. stomers , three cents per kilowatt-hour

" By making an expenditure of $60,
with a minimum of $ 25,000.00 per

000.00 , we could put in a plant to take year . As I said before , with our

the additional load and generate cur steady day and night load we can

rent with a saving of one - quarter cent better this by one- quarter cent .

per kilowatt-hour below the Edison " We shall keep our present plant,

rate , due allowance being made for and may operate the lighting by this

coal , water , supplies, fixed charges,

attendance and incidentals. A certain " The power equipment is as fol

amount of space would be required for lows :

5 sextuple presses, 85-h.p. motor

each .

3 quadruple presses , 60 -h.p. motor

each .

3 octuple presses , 85-h.p. motor
each .

2 double-octuple presses , 120-h.p.

motor each.

2 sextuple color presses , 85-h.p.

motor each.

67 linotype machines , 0.25 -h.p . mo

tor each .

9 elevators , 60 -h.p. motor each .

“ These elevators are of the new

traction type .

" There are five pumps taking from

40 to 60 h.p. and two air compressors

of 15 h.p. each . We also have some

small power in the electrotype plant.

" The lighting equipment consists of

2300 incandescents.

“ Our average is 1,500,000

eight -page papers per day with this

plant.”

means . run

-

Questions and Answers

No. 1005.- I am electrician for a No. 1007. - I am street car inspector Answering your first question first,

large manufacturing establishment. for company and test from 10 the allowable length of ammeter leads

We have a number of motors, all run- to 15 cars every day. One of the depends on whether you have a watt

ning well except one. It is a motor tests is to measure the resistance of meter or any other instrument con

driving a machine lathe shaft. Volt- different controller notches. Some- nected to the same transformer, if not,

age is 220 direct, and capacity five times the resistance is so high the test- then you may make the leads as long

horse power. It seems to start to ing set will not measure it, but the as you will probably require . In an

spark in one place, the sparking gets car runs all right. There can be no swer to your second question, the volt

worse every day until I sand paper it, mistake in connections, for the same age drop in the leads affects the read

then it will run all right for a time. thing happens frequently. The set ing in the same way as current affects

The voltage test between commutator ineasures up to 30 ohms and the car voltage transformers, by increasing

bars shou's the winding and connec- does not start on 17 amperes. the load. The series transformers are

tions are in good shape. X. Y. Z. Inspector. made to transform the current in ac

The fact that after you sandpaper curate ratio with a given load ; if this

the armaturethere is no sparking tant partoftheinformation in your let
You have left out the most impor

load be increased they become inac

shows that something is wrong with curate .

the commutator. The trouble is prob
ter, the kind of testing set you use .

The trouble is , however , of frequent
ably due to the mica insulation be No. 1009. - We have a mixed lighta

occurrence , and is due to dirt on the

tween commutator bars being so hard ing load on our plant, consisting of

that it does not wear at the same rate
commutator under the brush . This

both arc and incandescent lamps. Our

as the copper. You should get a
dirt gives a high resistance when

regular orders are to allow two arc

grinding brick and keep it for this
measured with a low voltage . Even lamps or 20 incandescent lamps per

commutator only. You can chip it
when full voltage is used in making kilowatt of transformer capacity .

the test, the resistance of the testingaway to match the commutator and One transformer of one kilowatt ca
set adds enough to prevent the mo

it will soon wear down so that it fits pacity will carry 20 incandescents

the commutator exactly . After that
tor from turning. When the full volt

without trouble, but where we have

there should be no more trouble than
age is applied and the set is not in cir

two arc lamps on a transformer of the

an occasional grinding, about once per
cuit, enough current flows to start the

same size the fuse frequently blows.

month . motor turning until better contact is I asked the arc lamp man about this,
made, then the armature momentum and he said the arc lamps only take
carries it past the black spots .

No. 1006. - Why do the fire-under 450 Watts. Please let know

writer inspectors prohibit the use of whether the current in the magnets do

open -link fuse blocks, even when there No. 1008. — Do long ammeter leads not increase the current for arc

is nothing to catch fire when the fuse on an alternating-current ammeter af- lamps ? Anderson.

blows ? Subscriber . fect its accuracy ? I want to move our Alternating-current arc lamps take

The principal reason for not allow- series transformers, but am told that more current than incandescent lamps

ing the open -link fuse block is on ac- the ammeters will not be as accurate . of the same kilowatt capacity . Allow

count of the liability of the melted Do not the series transformers change six amperes for each arc lamp and

fuses gradually forming a metallic the current only, and does the voltage figure your load from this basis.

path between the terminals. In case drop in ammeter leads have anything Sometimes the arc lamps will not pick
a path of this nature should be formed, to do with it ?

up as they should at starting and will

the fuse would become inoperative.
Switchboard Operator. draw from 10 to 15 amperes each .

те



Review of theof the Technical Press

Cost or

The Relative Merits of Direct and actually uses 63.9 per cent. of the The Field for Electricity on Steam

Indirect Lighting Railways

available energy in the stear cycle .

J. S. DOW.
The method of connecting the low

FREDERICK DARLINGTON.

(The Illuminating Engineer , October, 1907 , p . 588.) pressure turbine to a non -condensing (The Railway Age , October 18 , 1907 , p . 527.)

Advantages of direct and indirect compound engine yields three times The advantages to be derived from

lighting for different rooms and build- more additional power than is ob- electrification of steam railroads are

ings are discussed . Each scheme is tained by running the same compound ably set forth , with data obtained from

recommended for some particular engine condensing. actual results . The following para

class of work. graphs are taken from the article.

The total operating expense per car
Concrete Transmission Towers

Notes on the Use of Low - Pressure
mile of electric interurban roads is us

( Electric Traction Weekly, October 3 , 1907 , p . 942. )

Steam in Connection with ually about 13 to 16 cents . The cost

Engine Exhaust A description of two large rein

forced concrete towers for carrying
of operating steam railroads per pas

J. R. BIBBINS.

the transmission lines of The West
senger train-mile is usually from four

(The Electric Journal, October , 1907 , p . 560.) to eight times as much , and the steam

In view of the possible develop
Penn Railways Company transmission

motive power cost alone, that is , the
lines across the Monongahela River

ment of low-pressure steam turbine steam locomotive fuel, labor, materials

work, which seems probable, judging ft
. in length across theriver and the

at Brownsville, Pa . The line is 1014
and repairs, is ordinarily two or three

from present indications, a brief dis times as much per locomotive mile as
clearance 80 ft . It consists of 16

cussion of some of the important tech the total operating expense of electric

nical points involved may be of inter
cables, one of the feeders being for

roads per car-mile.

est . First, consider how much energy

22,000 volts .
The following table shows the op

is available in steam below atmos erating expense, including taxes , per

pheric pressure ; second, what per
Piping and Power Station Systems car -mile, for several electric railways

-LVI
centage of this is transformed into in Massachusetts, Connecticut and

work by the turbine ; and third , what
W. L. MORRIS, M. E. New York, as reported by the rail

(Electric Railway Review , October 5 , 1907, p . 410. )
percentage by a good steam engine . road commissioners of the various

The accompanying pressure -volume
This number takes up the piping States ; also the same table shows the

and pressure-energy curves are based for blowing out electrical apparatus. cost of electric power on these various

on one pound weight of steam work- A vacuum cleaner is recommended for systems:

ing between 165 lb. absolute pressure cleaning floors, as the collection of

and 28 in . vacuum . A theoretical com dirt on electrical apparatus is thereby
Total operat

pound indicator card has been avoided .
ing expenses

NAME OF Road
sketched in to show, first, how small

electricper car-mile.

including taxes

a part of the total expansion energy
Line Construction with Data on

mile . cents

of the steam cycle is used in a com
Costs-11

pound engine running condensing, E. P. ROBERTS AND J. C. GILLETTE .

(Electric Traction Weekly, October 10 , 1907 , p . 972. )
Brookfield

and second, the relative greater value Spencer .. 3.03

of high vacuum to the turbine. If In this instalment, catenary con
Brockton & Plymouth ..

properly designed for its work, a tur- struction both for low voltage direct Connecticut Valley 3.66

Consolidated Railway

bine is capable of expanding steam current and high voltage alternating
Company

right down to condenser pressure , current is discussed. The article is Connecticut Railway &

Lighting Co

while a steam engine rarely releases profusely illustrated by half-tone International Railway

1.70

below seven pounds absolute. illustrations and line cuts. Costs are Schenectady Railway

There is available below atmos- given for single and double track Company 2.80

phere in the adiabatic steam cycle 49 construction .

per cent . of the total energy of the

An Aerial Electrically Operatedcycle between these particular limits.
The total operating expense of these

Of this 49 per cent., the turbine is Tramway Over Lake Michigan
various electric roads is in the neigh

able to utilize for useful work, prac (Western Electrician , October 12 , 1907 , p . 283.)
borhood of 16 cents per car-mile. The

electric power on the same roads cost
tically two -thirds, and the steam en- A description of an aerial tramway

about 2 to 3 cents per car-mile.
gine from one-fifth to one -third. Op built under the direction of Mr.

erating between 15 lb. absolute and George W. Jackson. The tramway

26 in . vacuum , the steam consumption is about one and one -half miles long. Kendall Gold Mining Fly -wheel

of a well -designed steam turbine The traction sheave is driven from a
Motor -Generator Set

should be under 35 lb. per brake h.p. shaft belt connected through reduc
H. H. CLARK.

Now the heat energy released in adia- tion gearing to a 25 h.p. induction
(General Electric Review, September, 1907 , p . 140.)

batic expansion between the above motor . The following is a brief description

limits, is 113.7 B.t.u. per pound, or The towers reach 30 ft . above the of a unique and interesting electrical

113.7 X 778 = 88 500 ft. lb. as shown water line and are spaced 300 ft . hoisting equipment recently built by

by the energy curve.
For a steam apart . The last tower is in 30 ft . of the General Electric Co., for the Ken

consumption of 35 lb. per h.p. hr ., the water . dall Gold Mining Co. , of Kendall,
steam thus supplies to the turbine 3,- Three Ingersoll-Rand air compres- Mont. The requirements which this

097,500 ft . Ib . per hour. As one horse sor units are being installed . The outfit had to meet were similar to those

power is equivalent to 1,980,000 ft . lb. compressors are belt-connected to encountered in most mine hoist in

per hour ( 33,000X60 ) the turbine three 150 -h.p. induction motors. stallations .

power

per carand electric

power , cents.

Warren &

11.7

14.8

16.5

13.0

2.63

3.63Blue Hill...

15.8 2.35

15.93 2.35

Co. ( Buffalo ) 16.00

18.30
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UNBALANCEDFIG. 1. - HORSE - POWER INPUT.

OPERATION .

MOTOPOIST

Seconds

BALANCEDFIG. 2. - HORSE - POWER INPUT.

OPERATION.

This hoisting equipment was de- The hoist equipment comprises a full load , and the movement of the

signed to raise 2000 15. of ore from a shunt-wound direct-current motor, ar- water rheostat is stopped .

1000 ft. level every 103 seconds when ranged to be geared to the hoisting The voltage of the exciter is main

operating two drums, and every 170 drums, the motor receiving its power tained at a constant value during the
seconds when a single drum only was from a motor generator set driven speed variation of the motor generat

in operation. from the main power system. This or set by means of a Tirrill Regulator.

The mine shaft has two compart- set consists of an induction motor and Referring once more to Figs. I and

a direct-current generator, with a fly- 2 , attention is called to the curve

wheel swung between them , and a which shows the kilovolt-ampere in

direct -current exciter overhung at one put to the induction motor when a fly

end of the set . The function of this wheel generator set is used. In these

latter machine is to excite the field of curves the undesirable starting peak

the generator and that of the direct- has entirely disappeared ; it was to se

current hoist motor. The speed and cure this result that this equipment

direction of rotation of the latter ma- was designed

chine is controlled by varying the field This curve shows very clearly, in

strength of the direct- current generat- deed, how well the automatic devices

or by means of a rheostatic controller, perform the duty required of them ,

which is conveniently located for the keeping the demand on the line prac

hoist operator . tically constant, while the hoistingmo
In this set the induction motor is a tor was called upon for several times

ments , and extends vertically to a
three-phase 60 -cycle, form M variable its full load capacity.

depth of 1000 ft . Two cylindrical
Two cylindrical speed machine , while the direct-cur

drums are used , which are provided rent generator is provided with com

with the usual clutches for individual mutating poles, and is designed for

and combined running, each drum op operating with a very weak field at all

loads .
erating a compartment in which the

weight of the rope is always balanced
The fly -wheel is a steel casting, ma

by an individual tail rope, whether the
chined all over and perfectly balanced ;

other compartment is working or not .
it weighs about 12,000 lb. and operates

This rope is one inch in diameter, and
at a peripheral speed of about 18,000

weighs 1.6 lb. per foot, the hoisting
ft . per min.

In order to obtain this effect on the
speed being 1000 ft . per minute . Each

compartment is supplied with one skip part of the fly-wheel of alternately stor

weighing 1400 lb., and having a ca
ing and surrendering energy , the in

pacity of 2000 lb. of ore .
duction motor is arranged for variable

speed operation ; changes in speed be

Comections of flywheel Motor-Generolor Hoisting Equipment, ing automatically controlled by the The Induction Motor as a Phase

variation of the main line current , Converter

which is led through a small three- (General Electric Review , Nov. , 1907 , p. 221. )

3carcine phase regulating motor operating a If a motor having a polyphase pri
PA Armater

water rheostat in series with the sec- mary winding be run single -phase,

ondary winding of the motor. there will be induced in the idle wind

The torque which is produced by the ings electromotive forces which are

full load value of the main line cur- dependent in phase upon the angular

rent in the windings of the regulating displacement of these windings from

motor is exactly balanced by the the primary phase ; thus a three -phase

weight of the moving parts of the motor, when run single-phase , gives

water rheostat , so that there is no three-phase electromotive force at its

change in the resistance that is in terminals ; two-phase motor, two

Aintendenten Generator Field Assistance series with the rotor winding of the phase electromotive force , etc.

motor generator set so long as the mo- The induction motor used in this

MOTOR -GENERATOR HOISTING EQUIPMENT. tor is taking full load current. If, manner presents an instance of double

however, it should demand more or transformation in which energy is

Figs. I and 2 show the theoretical

curves of horse power input to the

hoist, both when running one compart

ment ( unbalanced operation ), and

two compartments (balanced opera

tion ) . From these curves the unusual

demand which occurs during the peri

od of acceleration is made very appar

ent.

The capacity of the generating sta

tion being somewhat limited , the large CURVE A, CURRENT INPUT HOIST MOTOR ; CURVE B, CURRENT INPUT OF INDUCTION

rush of current incident to starting and

accelerating the hoist tends to produce

undesirable voltage fluctuations in the less , there is an immediate movement first transformed from one primary

system, and the equipment here de- of the water rheostat, tending to ac- phase of the motor to the secondary or

scribed was designed to eliminate this celerate or retard the speed of the mo- armature, and from these transformed

trouble and improve the regulation of tor generator set to such a point that into the other primary windings,

the line. the induction motor once more takes which are known as tertiary windings.

.with Regulating Motor operated with Series Transformer

Amer Supply

Tocol Jo Sutch
Switcharrond

oypraseSoormer
mong Contacto

Short moltmeler
Crouteng

AmnelerSuch

Voltmeter

Pocenta nasteriner
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Trensformier
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Revs. Per Min.

MainTYPE Size Hard

Lime

Output in Tons Per Hour

Cmt. Marl Clin

Rock ker

5D

6D

7

8

30-50

4-6

30-60 400-450 200

30-40 125 21-23

40-50 125 21-23

70-80 180 21-27

21-27

40-55 160-175

30-40

3-5

4-7

3-4

4-6

5-7

8-12

10-15 N
N

Since the induction motor has compar Electric Drive in Cement Plants tention and the driving machinery is

atively poor regulation as a transform
(General Electric Review, Nov. , 1907 , p. 211. ) not apt to get it . It is best to use in

er, due to the unavoidable magnetic The cement mill must be kept in duction motors owing to the dirty and

leakage in the air - gap , this double continuous operation. Most of the dusty nature of the work. Results

transformation can be accomplished at machines start under a heavy overload , obtained from a great many cement

an appreciable loss of voltage and with and some are liable to short over- plants indicate the horse power neces

distortion in the resulting polyphase loads during operation. The cement sary to operate varies from o:8 to 1.2

system, depending on the self induc- machinery does not require much at- h.p. per barrel per day.

tion and resistance of the field and

armature windings. TABLE OF HORSE POWER, OUTPUT AND SPEED

A calculation applied to a 600 h.p.

1150-volt quarter -phase motor shows H. P. to

with no load on the polyphase system a
Drive Pulley

Shaft Clay
Coal

tertiary electromotive force of about
Gyratory Crusher* 25-40 400-450 200 20-30 25-35

92 per cent . of the primary. With Gyratory Crusher *

Ball Millt..

200 amperes output, representing
42-3

Ball Millt . 3 4 5

about 400 kw. input to the polyphase Tube Millt . 5' x 22 24-3

Tube Millt . 592 x 20' 80-90 180 3-4

receiving circuit , the tertiary voltage Kominutert . No. 66 5 Yr7

has fallen toabout 87 per cent. of the
25-28 190-200 190-200 1 % -242 1 %8-2

Griffin Milli .

primary . With 200 amperes output at
Griffin 3 Rolli .

Fuller Lehigh Millf. 3-3 % 342-4 2%

70 per cent. power factor , the tertiary Kent Milli.. 342-4 344-4

voltage falls to about 78 per cent . In

the case of a 50 - h.p. motor operating * Starts light when empty ; overload torque at starting if hopper contains rock.

as a phase converter, with the poly † 80 to 100 per cent . overload torque necessary for starting.

phase system drawing about the rated Starts light.

power of the motor, the tertiary elec

tromotive force would be about 80

per cent of the primary electromotive Length Drive Output in Barrels Per Day

force at unity power factor , and about
Rotary Kiln 250

60 percent. at70 per cent . power fac Rotary Kiln 80 ft, 10-15

tor.
Rotary Kiln

Rotary Kiln

The practical use of the induction Rotary Kiln 27-1

phase converter is so necessarily lim- Rotary Kiln 12-1

ited on account of the voltage distor

tion that it is little more than an emer Starts with 50 to 70 per cent. overload : orque.

gency machine.

5-8

6-8

2-3Griffin Milli 2-330 %

36 %

30' 4-5 5-6 4-6

30-35 135-150 135-150

40 150 150

30-50 210 210

25-30 180-220 180-220 3-4 3-4

U.P. to

TYPE Revs. Per Min.

60 ft . 10-15 1-3

1-3

1-2

1-2

100 ft . 15-20

120 ft . 15-25

150 ft. i 20-25

170 ft 20-30

300

450

580

740

800

BOOK REVIEW tors, synchronous motors , transform- Cranes and hoists are described in

Long-Distance Electric Power ers, rotary converters, motor genera- a four -page flyer by The Northern

Transmission tors , frequency changers and other Engineering Works.

ROLLIN W. HUTCHINSON, JR. converting apparatus , switchboard and

station equipment, lightning protec- Those interested in lifting magnets
The arrangement of the chapters of tion and line construction, two -phase

this book is in the order of the steps
will welcome a 32-page pamphlet just

in transmitting power ; namely, the
system, three-phase system , choice of

issued by the Cutler-Hammer Clutch

laws of hydraulics, applied hydraulics,
frequency, relative weights of copper Co. , of Milwaukee, in which the sub

for various systems and calculation of
hydraulic machines and accessory ap

ject is very fully treated . The book
transmission lines.

paratus , generators, switches and pro let in question contains a number of

tective devices , laws governing trans
Quoting from the author's preface :

“The excuse for this book is the de
full-page illustrations showing lifting

mission of energy, the transmission
mand for information, in a convenient

magnets handling pig iron, steel

line, transformers, motors, converters ,
form , on the characteristics and uses

stampings, castings , scrap and other
practical plants , and distinctive fea

of the various types of polyphase ap material, togetherwith diagrams, data

tures of prominent long - distance trans
paratus, and on the actual working of

on current consumption, information

missions.
the several polyphase systems now on lifting capacity of magnets, etc.

The work is primarily intended as a
sanctioned by the best practice.”

book of reference for engineers and a D. Van Nostrand Company, 23 A booklet which should provę ex

text-book for students .
Elementary Murrayand 27 Warren Streets

, Newmathematics is employed . D. Van ceedingly useful to everyone who sells

NostrandCompany, 23 Murray and 27 price is $ 3.00 net — 369 pages .
York City , are the publishers. The electric motors or motor-driven ma

Warren Street, New York City , are
chinery to the Navy Department has

the publishers. The price is $ 3.00 net
also been recently issued by The Cut

—345 pages.
ler -Hammer Mfg. Co. , of Milwaukee,

CATALOGUE REVIEW makers of electric controlling devices.

Standard Polyphase Apparatus Stuart-Howland Co. send their il This company for many years has

and Systems
lustrated catalogue of electrical sup

made a special study of navy depart

MAURICE A. OUDIN, M.S. plies . This is a cloth -bound volume
ment requirements, and in the booklet

This is the fifth edition of this work . of 784 pages.
just issued full descriptions , illustra

A list of the chapter titles is given be
tions , dimension diagrams and ship

low as they indicate the ground coy- Fixtures for individual and for com ping weights are given on starting

ered . These chapters are entitled as binations of several Nernst lamps are panels, speed -regulating panels , ma

follows : definitions of alternating-cur- listed by the Nernst Lamp Company chine -tool controllers , resistances , cir

rent terms, generators, induction mo- in a recent catalogue. cuit -breaker panels , etc.
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on

Bulletin No. 4533, issued by the Bulletins Nos. 106 and 107, pub- engineering in general, and publicity.

General Electric Co., Schenectady , N. lished by The Electric Storage Bat- in particular, acquired during nearly

Y., describes and illustrates the sev- tery Co., give information on the 25 years connection with the B. F.

eral sizes of Wright demand indica- subject of application of storage bat- Sturtevant Co. , encourages him in the

tors manufactured, together with ca- teries to railway work. belief that this service can be made

pacities, prices , dimension diagrams, of exceptional value .

scales, etc.
Graphite for October contains nu

In bulletin No. 4534 horizontal merous items of general interest . A Announcement is made of the resig

shaft type steam turbine sets up to letter from Prof. Plumb, of Purdue nation of David B. Carse from the

300 -kw . capacity, both direct current University, speaks well for the opera- chairmanship of the advisory com

and alternating current , are described . tionof Dixon's graphite brushes, made mittee of the U. S. Steel Corporation .

Mercury arc rectifiers is the sub by Joseph Dixon Crucible Co. Mr. Carse and his brother, John B.

ject of bulletin No. 4530. It describes Carse , have composed this committee

the simplicity and reliability of these The October number of The Emer- since its formation five years ago ;

devices for producing direct current son Monthly gives considerable data the duties of the committee being to

for charging storage batteries and for on the application of small power mo- keep track of all expenditures of the

many other commercial purposes . tors to various machines. corporation under the appropriations

Other bulletins are : No. 4532, mo by the finance committee. Mr. John

tor- starting rheostats , and No. 4538, B. Carse still remains with the cor
Personal

catenary line material . poration, and will take care of the

At the University of Wisconsin, the future work of the committee. In

Bulletins Nos. 8 and 9 describe the chair of electrical engineering, re- leaving the steel corporation , Mr.

application of storage batteries to rail- cently made vacant by the resignation Carse does so with the idea of taking

way work, the latter giving an appli- of Professor Dugald C. Jackson, who up again the business of Carse

cation to an alternating -current sys- is now in chargeof the department of Brothers Company, which deals

tem . They are issued by the Gould electrical engineering at the Massa- largely in machinery and supplies for

Storage Battery Co. chusetts Institute of Technology, has railroad work. This company has

been filled by the appointment of Mr. been reorganized and its headquarters

The Fort Wayne Electric Works Orville H. Ensign. Professor Ensign removed from Chicago to New York,

have recently published bulletin No. is recognized asa pioneer in the elec- with offices at 12 Broadway.

1097 , describing portable wattmeter trical profession , having been identi

calibrators , No. 1099 on enclosed di- fied with undertakings of great mag- Mr. 11. Hobart Porter, of Sander

rect-current multiple arc lamps, and nitude and importance for the past son and Porter, engineers, has been

No. 1101 a multiple system of 20 years. appointed chief engineer of the In

street arc lighting. terborough Metropolitan Co.

The Allis -Chalmers Company has

Rathburn vertical gas engines are opened an office at Deadwood, S. D. , J. G. White & Company have con

described in a catalogue sent out by with Mr. O. F. Purnell as district tracted with the Alliance Gas &

The S. M. Jones Company. manager. Special attention will be Power Co., of Alliance , O. , to act

given by Mr. Purnell and the mem- as consulting engineers and supervise

The October number of Holophane bers of his staff to the sale of mining, the purchase and installation of new

contains information of value to the crushing, pumping, power and elec- machinery, consisting of a large tur

illuminating engineer. trical machinery, many installations bine generator and a battery of 350

of which have been made by Allis- h.p. boilers with complete auxiliaries

Single-phase self- starting alternat- Chalmers Company and its predeces- for both electrical and steam ends .

ing - current motors are listed with ap throughout that section of The new equipment will be installed

plications by the Century Electric Co. country . in the old plant of the Alliance Gas

Motors of the horizontal, vertical and & Power Company through the

back-geared types are shown, with nu- Mr. Edward E. Scribner has re- winter and will be transferred later to

merous applications. A cross- section cently joined the sales force of the a new plant, the construction of which

al drawing on pages 20 and 22 makes Holophane Company. His work will will be begun by the engineers early

the ready ordering of spare parts pos- be among architects whose interest in the spring

sible . in the Holophane system of illumina

tion has grown to such proportions Mr. Richard T. Laffin, vice-presi

The Allis -Chalmers Company send as to warrant the company in detail- dent and general manager of the

bulletins Nos. 1514 and 1515 , descrip- ing a special representative to serve Manila Electric Railroad & Light

tive of type J emergency valve for them . Mr. Scribner's headquarters Company, has resigned, having com

straight air -brake equipments, and will be New York City . pleted the task of establishing the

typeOB pneumatic governor respec operating organization of this prop

tively. Mr. Walter B. Snow announces erty on a sound earning basis . The

that he is prepared to undertake work management is now assumed by Mr.

Catalogue D, issued by The Jeffrey of any kind in the broad field of pub- C. B. Graves , who has been Mr. Laf

Manufacturing Co., and illustrating licity for manufacturers of machinery fin's right-hand man since the prop

coal and ashes handling machinery, is and allied products. His regular erty was placed in operation, three

a valuable addition to the collection of service will cover the conduct, on a years ago, officiating as manager of

all engineers engaged in power- station salary basis , of the publicity depart- the lighting and power department .

work. ments of a limited number of non -com- Mr. Laffin is still interested financially

petitive clients. Special service will in the Manila properties , and resigns

Bank and office lighting by elec- be rendered to others in the form of to take the management of another

tricity is the title of a late publica- general advertising , catalogue mak- group of public utility properties in

tion issued by the Nernst Lamp Com- ing, technical writing and investiga- which J. G. White & Company, Inc. ,

pany.
tion. The intimate acquaintance with are largely interested .

sors

a
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Trade News tinues to pay as the work makes prog-qing executed in its shops and the

The American Railways Company,
ress . Each locomotive was intended necessity for large current funds.

to haul only five - car local trains, but
through A. S. Kibbe, engineer, have

it frequently happens that trains of as . The first session of the annual meet

awarded the contract for the founda
many as eight cars are handled withing of the managers of the General

tions of the power-house of the Home
ease by a single unit, and on a recent Electric Company was held at the

Electric Light & Power Co., at Ty- occasion one of these locomotives
main office of the company in Sche

rone , Pa. , to the Raymond Concrete pulled a broken-down steam locobroken-down steam loco- nectady, Oct. 28, 1907 .

Pile Company, of Chicago and New motive with its train into Stamford
Owing to the national interest taken

York. so that a new engine could be at
in the business affairs of the industrial

tached .

world , the principal topic was a dis
A type of switching locomotive has

cussion of the general situation in the

been built by The Jeffrey Manufac- The new foundry of R. Hoe & Co. , electrical field .

turing Company, of Columbus, O. , printing press manufacturers, of New
The satisfactory condition of the

for use in handling freight cars for York, has been equipped with three company's business was indicated by

the Cerveceria Cuauhtenoc Brewery,
10 - ton electric traveling Northern

a statement that orders received dur

of Monterey, Mexico .
Cranes, each of about 56 -ft, span ; ing the current year to date exceededThis style
and also with a No. 72 Newten

locomotive takes the same electrical those of the corresponding period of
Cupola, all furnished by the Northern

equipment as the mine type, the only Engineering Works, Detroit, Mich .
last year by fully 15 per cent. The

volume of orders and prospective dechanges being in the side and end

frames and the addition of a platform
mand for supplies and for the various

The Northern Engineering Works lines of smaller electrical devices

and suitable cab to accommodate the
have also furnished for the Bingham which the company manufacture is

conditions incident to surface work. Junction plant , United States Smelt
very satisfactory .

The motors are ofthe water-proofing Co., Utah , two 12 - ton overhead

steel frame type having drum wound traveling cranes .
There has appeared in the technical

armatures, laminated pole pieces , oil
and popular press an item to the effect

lubrication with auxiliary grease Some months ago the Cutler-Ham- that the General Electric Company

boxes and liberal wearing surfaces . mer Mfg. Co. announced their pur- obtained an injunction against the

These locomotives are built in sizes chase of The Wirt Electric Co., of City of Nashville preventing the use

from 10 to 30 tons with two motors, Philadelphia. They now beg to ad- of certain electric generators_manu

and in larger sizes with three and four
vise that they have consolidated the

factured by the Bullock Electric
Wirt business with that of their New

motors, arranged with rigid frame or
Manufacturing Company. It appears

York plant at Park Avenue and 1 30th that a motion for preliminary in
with double trucks having flexible

Street , where the manufacture of junction was filed by the General
wheel base , depending entirely on the

Wirt apparatus will be continued . Electric Company against the City ofcondition .

Nashville alleging infringement of the

The Tremont & Suffolk Mills, of Parcelle patent. This patent, which
Among the exhibits at the Atlantic

Lowell, Mass ., will add to the present has but a few months more to run ,

City convention of the American
power equipment, recently purchased, covers very specifically a mechanical

Street & Interurban Railway Associa- a 1500 -kw . Allis-Chalmers turbine device for fastening the laminated

tion , was that of the Golschmidt Ther- direct coupled to a 2000 -kw . generator pole-pieces of a dynamo- electric ma

mit Company, of No. 90 West Street , wound for 60 -cycle, 3 -phase circuits chine in position on the frame. This

New York . It was shown that by its to operate at a speed of 1800 rev . per construction was employed in a few

new system of using yellow wax as a
min . machines manufactured several years

pattern or matrix for the mold , it was The new equipment includes, in ad- ago by the Bullock Electric Manufac

possible to repair motor cases at a
dition to the main unit, two exciter turing Company, before its affiliation

cost seldom exceeding $ 15.00, and
units, one motor and the other engine with Allis -Chalmers Company ; but

often for $ 4.00 or $5.00, thus enabling
driven 50 kw . has since been abandoned for a better

a small expense, of
device. The City of Nashville was

the saving, at
motor shells, which would cost from The Oliver Typewriter Company given 60 days from the date of the

has recently purchased new power Court's order within which to make

$ 80.00 to $ 100.00 to replace.
and electrical units for the plant at

the necessary changes to avoid in

Woodstock, Ill . , comprising a 22- in . fringment. The simple changes re

The New York, New Haven & by 42 - in . Allis- Chalmers horizontal quired were readily made by Allis

Hartford Railroad is now running its heavy duty Corliss engine direct-con Chalmers Co., within the time speci

35 Westinghouse electric locomotives nected to a 300-kw . , 240-volt , direct
fied , in such a manner that the opera

with local trains between the Grand current generator of the same build tion of the plant was not interfered

Central Station , New York , and for carrying the power and lighting with .

Stamford. The success of the opera load .

tions involved has exceeded the ex

pectations of the officials of the rail- Among the large industrial corpo
WANTED :

rations of the country which the re
way company and of the manufac

turers, and it is understood that a
cent financial crisis did not affect ad- Experienced man to take management of

considerable addition to the locomo
versely , Allis-Chalmers Company, of Light and Water Co. in a New York State

Milwaukee, is especially prominent,
tive equipment is under negotiation .

town of about 4000 inhabitants . State

for the reason that its name has pre

The New Haven Company, it is viously been coupled with various fully experience, give references, and

authoritatively stated , has paid the rumors circulated largely for specu present salary.

manufacturers practically in full for lative effect. It stands unshaken, de Address B, The Electrical Age,

the entire work done to date and con- spite the tremendous load of orders be 45 East 420 St., N. Y.
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Tests of Service Meters
from developing into shorts, thus In general, where the station is

HE Public Service Commission lessening the number of fatalities and operated night and day and the build

diminishing the number ofof short
the Second District of New ing provides protection from the

York

circuits.
State has completed weather an insulation of a low cost is

Usually, an insulation which is not
preparations for testing service meters

better than none, provided the wires

now installed.
designed for full working voltages is are erected on high -voltage insulators .

The cost is slight in any case. Al
considered worse than bare wire . This Where the station is shut down at

stand has its foundation on the fact times and the operators cannot other
though the applicant deposits a fee

that station attendants who see insula
with his request , the fee is returned

wise be depended upon to treat wires.

to him when the meter is found over
tion in place will rely on its efficiency, as they would bare wires, the insula

while if it is notthere they take proper tion had best be omitted entirely.

four per cent . fast . Fees range from

one dollar for the five-ampere size to
precautions before working in the

three dollars for those of 25-amperes proximity of the wires.
When we speak of a dielectric covera

capacity .

Barriers vs. Clearances

This will be welcome news to the ing for a given voltage , we understand
The high cost for barriers between

electric operating companies, as it
one that will withstand twice normal conductors is sometimes considered

partially relieves them of the task of working voltage while the wire issub excessive , large clearances being pro

making tests. Consumers who object merged in water. Is an engineer jus- posed to eliminate the necessity for

to an increase in amount of bills can
tified in stating that an insulation them .

which will not withstand this test is

not now require the company to de
Barriers between the poles of circuit

vote the time of meter experts to use worse than none ? It depends on the breakers permit of reducing the width

less work . The only tests necessary
purpose for which the insulation is to

of switchboard panels to a size below
be used.

are those for the adjustment of these
that required without their use , thus

The air in an electric station is dry . effecting a reduction not only in the
instruments.

Therefore, a dielectric that is efficient

The natural tendency of wattmeters cost ofthe switchboard panels alone,

is to run slow . As dirt accumulates
when dry certainly has a value on but also in the length and cost of bus

and the bearings become worn , the
wires inside of a station when mois- bars and connections. Frequently the

friction increases, thus producing a ture is not present. Also , its thickness size of the building required to contain

lower record than actual. Therefore,
need not necessarily be sufficient to the switchboard may be diminished .

the average of all adjustments made
withstand a voltage twice normal in Power stations

are costly, and

after continued service is to increase
order that it afford some protection . where the omission of barriers en

the speed. This fact is the cause of
A thick covering of a low-grade larges their size such an omission can

rubber compound or
some dissatisfaction, since after a cus

many not be considered . This is the case

tomer asks for an inspection of the
braids saturated with asphalt over with nearly all central stations with

meter, the bills are usually larger than
wires will prevent dangerous shocks a number of high voltage feeders

before.
to persons coming into contact with

emanating therefrom . Such stations

them momentarily. Moreover, such a have usually an elaborate system of

Connections of High-Tension
protection will prevent a number of marble, soapstone , brick or concrete

short circuits that would otherwise
Apparatus Inside of Power

compartments for containing high po
occur .

Stations tential circuit breakers, other appa

On the other hand, the average sta- ratus, bus bars and connections.

The advisibility of providing a tion attendant considers wire that is Central stations supplying a few

certain amount of insulation for wires insulated safe to handle, and we must sets of feeders and containing only

connecting high -tension apparatus is not neglect the human element of one or two generating units ; also sub
well worth consideration in all power- these men when designing an equip- stations fed by but one or two feeders

station equipment. Thoroughly safe ment. The station attendant finds the and containing a small number of

insulation may be prohibitive in cost for equipment safe in dry weather, and transformers do not require a large

some stations, but a measure of in- naturally neglects to consider its con- proportion of the total space for high

sulation is cheaply provided . It has its dition after periods of shut- down, voltage connections and the necessity

advantages. Suchprotection will pre- when moisture has condensed on the for barriers is not apparent without

vent mere brushing against the wires apparatus. calculation of the relative cost of bar

even

449
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a

cross

riers and space . These stations have The cost for a given volume of large Alternating-current generators as

a floor area for the apparatus, and the dimensions is less for concrete than made ten to fifteen years ago had a

space above the apparatus is ample for brick owing to the better utiliza- voltage regulation of from eight to

for running high voltage connection tion of labor and material . For stations twelve per cent. The current with

wires at distances sufficient for the having a small switchboard equip- armature terminals short-circuited

voltage .
ment and requiring no other concrete and normal full-load excitation is

Though large oil -type circuit break- work, brick will be found cheapest for from three to four times full-load cur

ers usually warrant their erection in switchboard compartments . In sta rent . Such machines may be aper

separate compartments when placed on tions having a large switchboard ated for a few minutes on a dead

the floor as the heavy oil-type circuit equipment, and especially those built short circuit without injury to the in

breakers require, breakers of the air- partially of concrete, it will be found sulation . They therefore do not re

type when mounted at a distance from most economical to have the switch- quire automatic protection , since a suf

the floor may often be mounted with- board structure likewise of concrete . ficient time may elapse for the manual

out barriers between poles of opposite operation of switches before disas

polarity without encroaching on the
trous results follow.

Automatic Circuit Breakers with

available space in the building. At the presenttime a generator reg
Generators

High potential devices and connec
ulation is specified to care for low

tions may often be economically in- Automatic circuit breakers between power- factor loads with a drop in po

stalled in the space above machinery alternating -current generators and tential of five to eight per cent . from

in stations with few high -tension con bus bars are now generally omitted no-load voltage . The short - circuit

nections to the outside lines, while the entirely, or where they have been in- current ranges from five to seven

numerous feeders distributed from
stalled the tripping device will be times full-load rating . The copper

central stations and the many connec found locked in most of the stations. loss and the heating of conductors in

tions to apparatus therein require the
The reason for this is due to the heavy creases as the square of the current ,

utilization of floor space with a con currents between machines five times normal current giving

sequent increase of building for which when connecting in parallel and when- twenty-five times normal full-load

reason the reduction in cost of build- ever there is any tendency to hunt. heating. This rise in rate of heating

ing more than compensates for the
At such times the machines are im- is so rapid that windings are endan

cost of the barriers. properly and unnecessarily discon- gered . Also, the shock of such a

nected with the result of necessitating heavy draft of power as is incurred by

resynchronizing and perhaps doing short circuits on generators of close

Brick and Concrete for Switch- damage to the generators which re- regulation may buckle the connecting

board Compartments main connected to the board after one rods of engines or injure the motive

or more have been automatically dis- power in other ways. Both the heat

Both brick and concrete structures connected from the bus bars . The ing of the windings and the mechan

make efficientefficient compartments for
omission of automatic trip coils re- ical strain result almost simultane

switchboard apparatus. The function duces the troubles of the switchboard ously with the overload and give no

of these structures is to isolate each
operator and prevents the liability of opportunity for manipulating switch

device from others so that a break
the total load being thrown on one or board appliances.

down at any one point will only affect two generators which may already be Overloads and short circuits nearly
the line connected at that point. The

carrying full - rated capacity . always occur on some feeder and are
brick or concrete prevents the spread- When the automatic features are disconnected automatically at the

ing of trouble, and is not for the pur- omitted, dependence is placed on the feeder. However, the feeder breakers

pose of insulation .
switchboard operator to disconnect the cannot be made of a size to open the

Brick is available in nearly all loca- load when it has assumed proportions full capacity of the station without a

tions, and labor for properly building dangerous to the operating equipment. very large outlay for these devices .
the walls in accordance with plans Electrical apparatus will carry cur

For instance , take the case of a 100

will generally be found without diffi rent somewhat in excess of normal ampere feeder on a system of 50,000

culty. Insulators for holding studs rating for short periods and no im- kw. A short circuit on the feeder

are mounted on heavy slate or soap- mediate bad effects result from forc- causes a great deal more than 50,000

stone bases and built in with the
ing for a reasonable length of time kw. to flow to the point of trouble ,

brickwork . Slabs of the cheaper for those in charge to see the danger and provided the feeder breaker does

grades of marble or of soapstone or and remove the cause . not open instantaneously arcs will be

slate make suitable floors and tops to Operating companies can better af- maintained at its contacts to the de

the compartments. The structure ford to have part of their equipment struction of a portion of the equip

thus formed resists intense heat and damaged than to incur the loss of ment. There must be some current

prevents communication of fires.
trade resulting from dissatisfaction interrupting device between the gen

Concrete requires the use of good with a service that is unreliable . It erators and the feeders that is capable

sharp stone, clean sand and dry ce- is better for them to take the chances of disrupting the short-circuit current

ment. This material is found to a of burn -outs than to have the supply of the generator.

somewhat limited extent and requires disconnected at critical times. One good plan is to provide a large

care in preserving the cement from There is , however, a class of sta- circuit breaker on a total load panel

the weather. tions which supply light and power of a size capable of handling the full

For large work consisting of many for purposes where a momentary in- station output. Any overload that

compartments, most of which are alike terruption to the service is not ofsuch may cause a breakdown in the feeder

in size and shape, a few sets of wood- great importance as to justify the ac- controlling devices will then be opened

en molds suffice for concrete building. ceptance of risks with overloads , at the total load panel. Automatic

The timbers and planks used for though the switchboard attendant can protection at this point does not inter

forming are moved from one portion be relied upon to act quickly in emer- fere with the station operation. The

of the job to the next as the concrete gencies. This class is considered be- cost for this addition to the total load

hardens, thus minimizing the material low with respect to the voltage regu- panel is , however, no inconsiderable

and time required by the carpenters. lation of the alternators .
item , and while the features are ad
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vantageous the increase in expense is on account of space not being avail- load on the alternating than on the

appreciable.
able for the switches, but also because direct -current side of these machines.

The next best plan is to supply au- of lack of room in which to bend the Another point to be considered is

tomatic overload trip coils on the gen- leads from the bus bars. The addi- the maximum volt-ampere capacity to

erator leads and to set the point of tion of switches to present switch
be opened. Switches and circuit

release at three to four times full- load boards is not often possible without an breakers have two ratings: one is the

current. This high setting prevents undesirable complication of wiring. current they will carry without undue

trouble from small overloads and from Oil switches of the remote control heating and the other is the kilovolt

cross currents of moderate amount. type may be classed in this respect amperes they will break at zero power

In addition , the motive power is pro- with high -voltage stations, since ad- factor. It is not sufficient to require

tected from mechanical injury and ditions to their leads are effected with- a 20,000-volt , 50 -ampere switch for

overloads beyond the capacity of feed- out difficulty. the transformers of a 1500-kw. ro

er breakers are opened at the gener- Where conditions permit their use , tary converter supplied by a 20,000

ator panels. the additional cost of apparatus and volt line , it must also be capable of

Series transformers for operating space for disconnecting switches is breaking the maximum short circuit

the trip coils or the relays employed so slight that they may safely be rec- to which the apparatus will be sub

with them should always be placed as ommended for moderately high -poten- jected . The circuit breakers or

close to the generator as possible. tial circuit breakers . switches at the central-power stations

Leakage current from leads between can be relied on to disconnect the

the machines and the switchboard
feeder when short circuits do occur ,

Switches for Transformers which
operates through transformers thus but it is highly desirable that the

Supply Rotary Converters

connected , which would not be the feeder remain in service . Each bank

case if they were at the switchboard . Rotary converters are of two gen- of transformers with its connected

eral classes, namely, compound wound rotary converter will deliver a definite

and shunt wound. Usually , react- load in kilovolt-amperes with the posi
Disconnecting Switches on 2300

ances are connected between the com
Volt Circuit Breakers

tive and negative direct -current leads

pound converters and the transform- connected together . This load should

The average electrical worker han ers, thus producing an inductive load be calculated and the capacity of the

dles live wires at 2300 volts with lit- to be opened by the transformer switch or breaker supplying the unit

tle more care than in making altera- switches. made of a size to break this load at

tions and repairs to low - potential It is a well -known fact that loads zero power factor .

systems . Why not provide means to of low -power factor are severely at Another requirement is the maxi

eliminate the possibility of shock from switch contacts when the circuit is mum capacity which can be fed back

this voltage ? broken . Unless the separation of to the primary feeder in case a ground

Disconnecting switches between the these contacts is large, the arc will occurs in it while the direct-current

bus bars and circuit breakers are hold, expel the oil and perhaps cause bus bars remain alive from other

rarely provided on voltages as low as serious trouble. Circuit -breaking ap- sources of supply. The required ca

2300 volts . Oil tanks are removed paratus which gives satisfactory serv- pacity will be found by calculating

and refilled with one set of live con- ice with shunt -wound machines can- the ohmic and inductive drop in po

tacts , and repairs are made to the me- not be expected to give equally as tential through the unit with full

chanical links, levers and catches good results when the winding is direct electromotive force. Straight

while the leads are connected to the compound on account of the poor overload circuit breakers as usually

bus bars . power factor of the accompanying re- mounted on the direct current panels

Moderately high potentials, that is actances . will ordinarily open a reverse current

potentials up to 3500 volts , are insu- There is a lagging current due to above their overload adjustment, but

lated without difficulty. Shocks from the reactance and a leading current after the one in the leads of any par

contact with voltages up to this in the converter which, though they ticular unit is opened , the converter

amount are only fatal when thorough may produce unit power factor at the runs from its momentum and gener

contact is made with the live parts . transformer terminals, are liable to ator power through the transformers

Nevertheless, when an attendant is produce a momentary rise of voltage for a sufficient time to maintain an

working with tools he may receive a that will be apparent at the switch on arc of dangerous proportions.

dangerous shock from the tools touch- the primary side of the transformers. Circuit breakers or switches on the

ing live wires at a voltage as low as The power factor measured at the high -tension side of transformers sup

600 volts, and proper precautions slip rings of the rotary converter de- plying rotary converters should be of

should be taken to protect him as far pends on the amount of excitation for a size to handle the greatest load that

as possible. any given load. The current leads can be forced through the unit from

With the present state of switch- the voltage with over excitation and either direction .

board construction the back of the lags behind it when the field current

board is crowded with connections, is less than normal.is less than normal. Consequently,

small space being available for mount- shunt machines have a poor power
Leads Between Generators and

Switchboards
ing any additional switches. There is factor at times of improper excitation .

no good reason why panels should not Usually, the direct- current side is Where single -conductor and lead

be madelarge enough to accommodate opened first, but with automatic over- covered leads between generators and

any additional apparatus which may load protection on the alternating -cuir- switchboards have been installed , the

be deemed necessary . Disconnecting rent side there can be no certainty that lead sheath has been fused in one or

switches can be placed back of the such will be the case . Switches on two instances. In other cases the

board on their own bases or mounted the primary side of the transformers static voltage is excessive with leads

directly on the panel by making the must be capable of handling the load of this nature.

switchboard of sufficient size . under any conditions of loading and The explanation is simple. The

Very few of the standard panels as over or under excitation. It is good sheath acts in a manner similar to the

now erected permit of addingswitches practice to set automatic tripping coils secondary of a series transformer.

in the circuit-breaker leads, not only at a much larger percentage of over- Current is induced in it to cause ex
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a

cessive heating, the amount of current breaking of the circuit causes the volt- ammeters and one with a single am

depending on the resistance of the age to increase to a value much higher meter only .

sheath, on the resistance of contacts than normal . Panels with a single ammeter are

between the sheaths , on the relative It is a usual occurrence for switch- generally provided with plugs giving

distances between the conductor and board operators to receive a shock readings on any of the phases. Three

sheath and the other cables and on from static when throwing switches ammeters give continuous readings

the current in the conductor. Under on lines of as low as 1000 volts. The on all of the phases . The single am

extreme conditions, that is , where the spark jumps an air-space of four to meter with plugs gives readings only

two ends of the lead covering over six inches, showing the voltage to be at the discretion of the switchboard

each of a pair of cables are securely very high. The shock is not fatal for operator.

connected by bonding, full - load cur- the same reason that the shock from How important the question of cost

rent in the cables produces heat suffi- an electrostatic machine is not fatal, is cannot be reduced to a comparison

cient to melt the lead. the power is too small to produce more with operating necessities in all sta

Where generator leads have been than a momentary current. tions. The necessity for three am

installed , as here described , the defects The best method of preventing meters giving continuous reading on

can be remedied by taping the sheaths these sparks is to connect the lead all the phases of a generator can

at points in contact with metal. If sheaths with a copper wire . This hardly be overstated .

they are in separate tile ducts , the re- connection permits the charging cur- Consider two generators supplying

sistance of the tile is sufficient. If rent to flow between the cables. The a load in multiple and suppose one

two or more cables are in one duct, charging current in the short lengths generator lead becomes disconnected

each can be covered with canvas hose inside the station is of such a small or one phase of its winding suddenly

or other slight insulation . The differ- amount that there is no appreciable develops an open circuit. All of the
ence in potential at the ends of the loss from this source . The connec load on that phase must be supplied

cables is less than 10 volts, so that tion must only be made at one point by the second machine with conse

almost any form of insulation suffices. on each cable unless a resistance of quent heating and ultimate break

Excessive current is only found over two or three ohms is inserted , as down. The three ammeters would

where the connections between the the induced current will then have a show a defect immediately . The

sheaths have a resistance less than complete circuit through the sheaths. single ammeter might and might not

one ohm. Multiple conductor cables give best show the trouble.

Static troubles arise from the ca- results with alternating current and A highly desirable addition to all

pacity of the cables . If the voltage
should be installed when possible. stations is a total load panel with

between lead sheaths be measured three ammeters even when the gener

with a voltmeter that does not take ator panels are thus supplied. TheThree Ammeters on Three-Phase
power for operation , such as an elec load panel then tells when the phases

trostatic voltmeter or a spark gap , it
Generator Panels

are balanced on the bus bars at the

will be found equal to the difference Nearly every engineer has been con- load while the machine panels show

of potential measured between con- fronted with the question of the ad- the condition of the generating equip

ductors. In the short distance from visability of placing three ammeters ment.

the generator to the switchboard the on generator panels. At the present As the safe operation of electrical

cables have such a small electrostatic time, switchboards are so standard- machinery is determined by the cur

capacity that the power is small. ized that he will find a panel exactly rent, measurement of the current can

Slight sparks carry the current, the suited to the requirement among the not be made too carefully or too fre

power is not sufficient to maintain an numerous lists of the manufacturers quently, and any expense incurred by

arc . These sparks are at so that the decision depends on the instruments for this purpose is wisely

times of switching, when the abrupt relative costs of a panel with three made.

severe



The Starting of Rotary Converters

Data Regarding New York Stations

The following dataregarding
HE

substations of electric systems

in and near New York is here

given because of the great interest

created by the publication of an ar

ticle on this subject in the November

issue.

NEW YORK CENTRAL AND HUDSON

RIVER RAILROAD COMPANY .

INITIAL ELECTRIC TRACTION SYSTEM .

SUBSTITIONS.

on the high -tension side of the trans- and gradually cut out as the speed of

formers. rotation increases; about as shown

in Fig. 1 .

Philip Torchio , chief electrical en
" One starting resistance is pro

gineer, New York Edison Company, vided for each substation . This is

gives data regarding the substations connected to the direct-current bus

of this company. bars through a starting circuit breaker

which is set to trip at 600 amperesTHE NEW YORK EDISON COMPANY.

SUBSTATIONS.
The

for 1000 -kw . rotary converters .

starting circuit breaker is provided

( 1 ) Number of substations - 23.
with a shunt trip coil in addition to the

( 2 ) Total number of rotary con- regular overload trip coil , thus per

verters-107 .
mitting of operation by means of an

( 3 ) Capacity of rotary converters
auxiliary circuit, as described below .

-19 2000 -kw ., 64 1000 -kw ., 24 500
" The starting resistance is con

kw . units. nected to a number of single-pole

double-throw switches equal to the

(4 ) Method of starting - started number of rotary converters in the

from direct - current end under normal substation as shown in Fig. 1. Nor

conditions. For emergency operators mally , all switch blades are thrown in

are trained once a week to start con- to the upper contacts . Connection for

verters from engine unit, bringing starting any machine is made by

them up from rest to full speed . throwing its switch blade down into

the lower contacts. In the diagram
( 5 ) Approximate number of starts

this connection is completed for ma
-normal method of starting about

chine No. 2.
an average of one operation a day for

“ After this connection of the rotary
each rotary , since beginning of opera

tion in 1898. Emergency starting
converter through its double -throw

switch to the starting resistance and
from engine one training a week since

starting circuit breaker is completed ,
1903.

the four-point starting switch is closed

( 6 ) About 50 per cent. have damp- to the first starting notch, at which

point all of the starting resistance is

in circuit. The starting switch is next

( 7 ) These dampers are known as
closed to the successive notches, thus

low resistance type .
short-circuiting the starting resistance

( 8 ) The dampers reduce about 34 in steps. A resistance of one -half ohm

the fluctuation under similar provoca is left in circuit for the purpose of

tion , than rotaries without dampers. neutralizing the effect of voltage vari

ation on the speed of the machine.

( 9 ) The field coils are divided to .
With this resistance in circuit no diffi

prevent abnormal rise of voltage at

the time of starting.
culty is encountered from unsteady

rotary converter speed with a fluctua

( 10 ) The alternating - current side ting direct electromotive force . Exact

of the rotary converter is permanently speed regulation is obtained by adjust

connected to the transformer ing the rotary converter field rheostat.

ondaries.
“ When approximately synchronous

( 11 ) Iron grid resistances are used speed has been attained, the four-pole

for starting field switch is opened to the position

as shown making contact at B. This

J. R. C. Armstrong, chief electrical
opens the field circuit and discharges

engineer of the New York City Rail
the field energy through the discharge

way, states as follows:
resistances.

" Our method of starting rotary con “ It is to be noted that the field cir

verters from the direct -current bus cuit in this case is divided into four

bars is simple and rapid . Moreover, sections, and that the field switch is

the cost for starting apparatus is re of standard design with discharge

duced to a minimum . clips. The division of the field into

“ The machines are started as direct- four sections not only reduces the arc

current motors, a resistance being con- at breaking this circuit , but also re

nected in series with the armature duces the voltage induced in the field

1

( 1 ) Number of substations - three.

( 2 ) Total number of rotary con

verters—nine .

( 3 ) Capacity of rotary converters

-six 1500 -kw . and three 1000 -kw .

(4 ) Method of starting - rotary

converters are usually started as di

rect - current motors connected to the

direct -current bus bars. Provision is

also made for starting the rotary con

verters from the alternating - current

end, 12 and 34 voltage taps being pro

vided on the secondary windings of

the transformers .

( 5 ) Approximate number of starts

-2000 .

( 6 ) The ' rotary converters have

dampers on the pole pieces.

( 7 ) These dampers are known as

low resistance type.

( 8 ) There is not the tendency to

hunt with turbines for prime movers

that there is with reciprocating en

gines . There has been no trouble in

the above substations from hunting,

( 9 ) The field coils are divided to

prevent abnormal rise of voltage at

the time of starting

( 10 ) The alternating current side

of the rotary converter is not perma

nently connected to the transformer

secondaries.

( 1 ) For direct current starting

the field circuit is provided with a

radial switch arranged so that the ro

tary may be self or separately excited.

Separate excitation from the direct

current bus is used only for starting

the rotary from the direct- current end .

Knife switches are installed in the

circuit between the secondary of the

transformers and the slip rings of the

rotary converter. The rotaries are

synchronized by closing an oil switch

ers .

sec
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FIG. 1. - DIAGRAM OF CONNECTIONS SHOWING METHOD OF STARTING ROTARY CONVERTERS-NEW YORK CITY RAILWAY .

to one-quarter of what it would other

wise be when connection is made to

the alternating-current bus bars . Two

sets of contacts in addition to the dis

charge clips are supplied at C and D.

" The four-pole field switch as it is

opened completes contacts at C. This

completes the auxiliary circuit through

the shunt trip coil of the starting cir

cuit breaker, trips it and opens the

armature connection to the direct-cur

rent bus bars .

to contacts A thus closing the field provision for starting as induction

circuit. motors . In this case the field switch

“ The operation of starting is then should be double-throw to reverse the

complete. The starting circuit break- polarity as desired .

er remains open , the rotary converter

is operated from the alternating-cur
rent bus bars , is self excited , and may

be connected to the direct -current bus

bars at the switchboard.

“We have never had the polarity to

reverse with this method of starting :

“ The method is a combination of

the methods of starting from the di

rect- current bus bars and from the al

ternating -current bus bars . The ro

tary converter is brought up to speed

from the direct- current side , floats for

an instant and then is operated from

the alternating -current side.

“ The four -pole field switch is .

opened and closed . The difference in

the time element of operation between

the air-break circuit breaker on the FIG. 3.

direct -current side and the oil circuit

breaker on the alternating - current " Under normal operating conditions
side is sufficient to insure the machine we start a rotary converter from rest

being disconnected from the direct- and connect it to the load within one

current supply before connection is minute.

made to the alternating current . “ There are two methods of con

“ The many sections of the field necting the resistance to the field of

winding prevents abnormal rise of the rotary converter . That shown in

voltage while the field switch is being Fig. I is represented diagrammatically

opened and closed . by Fig. 2 . The other method is as

“ Of course , one can imagine that per Fig. 3. Here it will be seen that

times may occur when direct current the resistance in Fig. 3 gradually cuts

would not be available for starting. down the current in the field as the

If there is any probability of the di- switch is opened, while in Fig. 2 the

rect-current supply failing, one or resistance is a discharge resistance ab

more rotary converters should have sorbing the energy from the field . ”

FIG . 2.

“ As this switch is opened after

making contact at C , contact is made

at D which closes the oil circuit

breaker and connects the rotary con

verter to the alternating -current sup

ply . The field switch is then closed



The Electric Illumination and Wiring of the

New York Public Library

CHARLES JENKINS SPENCER

in .

NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY AS SEEN FROM FORTIETH STREET AND FIFTH AVENUE,

WHA1
HAT is perhaps the most im- Paragraphs are taken from the speciParagraphs are taken from the speci- angle-iron frame braced with angle

portant system of illumination fications for the benefit of those en- iron imbedded in the wall. A single

and wiring now being installed gaged in similar work . angle iron runs across the entire bot

is that of the New York Public Li- The feeders are distributed from tom of the slabs . No weight of the

slabs is carried by the bolts fastening

them to the frame .

The front of the slabs is polished.

The joints between slabs are made

plain with a bevel on each edge. The

space above is enclosed by electro

bronze screen work.
Ends are en

closed by white marble slabs one inch

thick, and have at each end an iron

grill door plated in electro-bronze fin

ish. White marble is placed imme

diately behind the molding below the

switchboard . Ends of bolts holding

the slabs are covered with acorn

shaped coppered brass cap nuts . The

front of the board is surrounded by

a bronze -plated iron molding three

inches wide, polished and lacquered.

This metal is not less than 3/32

thick at any point.

All circuits and switches are marked

with engraved copper plates 3/32 in ..

thick with beveled edges and filled

black enameled letters .

Connections do not show on the

front of the board, and all work at

brary , Fifth Avenue, 40th to 42d one main switchboard . This switch- the back is neatly done with copper

Streets . The illumination of this board consists of white marble slabs bars and strips. The heavy bus bars

building is arranged to the best ad- two inches thick , supported on an are laminated . The bus bars and con

vantage for the benefit of the readers.

Owing to the handsome and imposing

nature of the structure, its lighting

fixtures must be so designed and so

placed as to harmonize with an archi

tectural effect rarely equaled . About

25,000 incandescent lamps and nu

merous motors are required .

The scope of the work now being

installed includes wiring and appa

ratus for light , heat and power, wir

ing for watchman's clock, time clocks ,

call bells , complete closing gongs, fire

alarm , automatic fire alarms , wiring

for messenger calls , public telephones

and complete intercommunicating tele

phones .

An electric power station will be

placed in the building at some future

date . This article includes only that

portion of the electric equipment

which is erected during the construc

tion of the building and which has

been determined in detail. The con

struction is described as found in

place . Future work is described as

far as is possible at the present time.
ONE OF SEVERAL LARGE PULL BOXES ON THE CEILING OF THE BASEMENT.
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necting bars are polished and lac

quered. All studs are forged copper.

All copper conductors shall have an

area of not less than one square inch

for each 800 amperes. Switches and

circuit breakers have on their movable

contact surfaces not less than one

square inch of surface to each 60 am

peres .

All small wires are fastened to the

marble with brass clasps. All iron

work , conduit, cables and circular

loom about the switchboard is painted.

All circuits not provided with cir

cuit breakers have fuse blocks for

open -link fuses on the switches and

on the front of the board . Distances

between opposite polarities of all

switches, circuit breakers , bus bars .

etc. , conform to the rules of the Board

of Fire Underwriters for a 250 -volt

plant.

Feeders not running under the floor

run to the top of the board in the

shape of hard -drawn copper rods cov

ered with neatly fitting circular loom

conduit, and supported by porcelain

insulators or slate fastened to iron

bars properly secured . The rods

terminate at the top in lugs which are

bolted to similar lugs connected to

the feeder cables. The rods are of

the same size as the cables except that

no rod is less than 38 - in . diameter.

Above the switchboard , for a space

about four feet in height, a box of

one- inch white marble slabs is erected

with marble front and ends and a

bronze grille over the top with a mar

ble cornice to finish the front and ends.

In this box the feeders are run , mak

ing all the crosses and turns neces

sary . The feeders are firmly sup

ported on angle- iron strips with split

porcelain insulators .

The space behind the switchboard

is lighted by six key receptacles with

polished copper finish , mounted on the

wall equally distributed and controlled

by a switch on the switchboard .

All cut-outs, switches and circuit

'breakers are built upon the marble of

the switchboard without individual
bases . Removable strips of marble

under each set of fuses prevent black

ening the board . All metal work on

the face and back of the board is fin

ished in copper.

The switchboard contains the fol

lowing 250 - volt, double-pole, all-cop

per knife switches and fuses :

Seven 500 amperes for feeders Nos .

41 , 51 , 61, 71 , 221 , 231 and 281 ; four

400 amperes for feeders Nos. 42 , 52 ,

62 and 72 ; six 300 amperes for feed

ers Nos. II , 74 , IOI , 211 , 261 and

271 ; 20 100 amperes for feeders Nos.

12 , 13, 14 , 17 , 18 , 24 , 26 , 27 , 34 , 43,

53 , 63, 73 , 102 , 103, 106, 131 , 201 ,

241 , 251 , and two for future use ; 30

75 amperes for feeders Nos. 21 , 22,

23 , 28 , 31 , 32 , 33 , 35 , 37 , 44 , 81 , 82 , 83 ,

d
c .
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-DETAILS -OF - DISTRIBUTION -BOXES .

པར་ ཀུ་ ཅ །
TYRAL SECTION OF NUTRIBUTION BOX

Conduit run to lamps on tables in

the reading room is brass and is

screwed into the cap of a floor recep

tacle under the table . The floor re

ceptacle used throughout the build

ing is the Knickerbocker, made by

Thomas & Betts , 299 Broadway, New

York.

Each distribution box consists of a

1/2 - in . slate box inside of a box con

structed of hardwood or heavy sheet

iron braced with angles and fitted with
lugs to receive trim . All boxes are

thoroughly painted inside and outside

with P and B paint , and lined with

14 - in. slate , leaving a space between

inside and outside boxes not less than

three inches on all sides , and with a

common back of hardwood or iron

similarly painted and lined with 1/4 -in.

slate . Boxes in the cellar , attic and

book stacks are of iron, all others are

of hardwood. All distributing andOO

O

go 00ML

DODAT

о
о

-
M
o
n
i
t
e

with half-round porcelain reflectors,

green outside.

There is one double - pole double

throw switch connected so that the

lights in the engine room and behind

the switchboard can be thrown on the

lighting bus bars or directly on the

source of supply to the building. Im

mediately above this switch , a small

red bull's-eye in copper rim set in the

switchboard with two small lamps be

hind same in metal box and connected

in multiple direct to the source of sup

ply shows when the supply is alive.

A part of the conduit system is now

in place . Conduit is loricated, made

by the Safety -Armorite Conduit Com

pany, Pittsburg, Pa.

It is installed in such a manner that

all wire of each and every system

may be run for its entire length in

the conduit, and may be easily with

drawn and reinserted without disturb

ing any part of the building except

the portion installed in connection

with the electric system for that pur

pose. A separate system of conduit

is installed for each system , that is ,

light, heat , power, clocks, fire -alarms,

call bells and telephones .

The conduit is of proper size for

all the wire to be inserted without

damage, and, where for 250 volts

systems, is not smaller than 74 -in . for

all branches, 34 -in . for all sizes up to

two No. 10 B. & S. , one inch up to

two No. 6 B. & S. , 11/4 in . up to two

No. 1 B. & S. , two inches up to two

No. 0000 B. & S. , 27/2 in . up to two

300,000 C. M., and three inches up to

two 500,000 C. M. Conduits for low

potential cables have not less than 18

in . clearance up to one inch conduit ,

and 5 / 16-in. in larger sizes .

All conduit is securely fastened to

the building walls and ceiling inde

pendent of other pipes, pipe hooks or

straps being provided every three feet

and on either side of every elbow .

All joints are made with white lead ,

and there is no open space between the

ends of the conduit inside of the

couplings. All ends are cut square.

All concealed joints are painted on

the outside with two coats of white or

red lead , after the conduit is in place .

The conduit is made watertight.

When the conduit is run under mar

ble, cork or tile floors, or at other

points when exposed to the action of

cement , it is covered with plaster of

Paris. All exposed conduit is run in

straight lines parallel with the walls .

In the cellar, the conduit is carried

on iron pipe hangers secured to the

steel beams of the building . The

hangers and conduit are painted with

three coats of white lead tinted .

The conduit in the book stack

rooms is run exposed and is sand

papered , filled, painted , rubbed down ,

painted and glazed white .
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DIST BOX " 3.A

ROOM* 19

DIST . BOX ** 8.c .

ROOM * 116

86 , 91 , 92 , 93 , 95 , 104 , 107, 132 , 141 ,

151 , 153 , 154 , 161 , 171 , 181 , 191 and

192 ; one 50 amperes for feeder No.

291 , two for motors about engine

room , and one for future use ; and 13

25 amperes for feeder Nos . 15 , 16 ,

25 , 36, 84, 85 , 94 , 105, III , 121 , 122,

152 and 172 , one for end cell switch ,

23 for lights about engine room, two

for motors about engine room, and

six for future use .

The switchboard is illuminated by

six three-arm copper electric brackets

panel boxes are made by the Metro

politan Switchboard Co., 532 West

22d Street , New York.

Doors and finished trim on all boxes

for the cellar and attic are of paneled

sheet iron. A diagram and scale plan

of circuits is provided inside of the

cover of each distribution box , and is

protected by a plate-glass cover fas

tened with coppered screws and leath

er washers . A thin cloth is stretched

behind the glass to give a finish . All

locks on boxes, cabinets or other de

vices containing electric equipment

are master keyed .
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At all points in all low -potential

systems where wires are distributed

or terminate, connection boxes are in

stalled, built and fitted the same as

Any point at which a wire or wires

are brought to the surface for use or

control is termed an outlet . At each

outlet there is placed an outlet box

and then cemented into the wall. At

combination outlets a hole for gas pipe

is made inside the stud . All outlet

boxes are cemented into floor, wall or

ceiling in addition to any other fasten

ing

For each ceiling outlet there is pro

vided a fixture hanger consisting of a

T of 1/2 -in. iron pipe anchored on the

floor above , the top being 15 in . long

and the vertical of a length to pass

through the floor and leave an end

for the insulating joint in the outlet

box. The fixture fastening is secured

to the floor above with two pipe hooks

and covered with plaster of Paris ,

with which the space around the pipe

going through the floor is also filled .

The fixture fastenings for the ceil

ing outlets in rooms 333, 313 and 331

consists of one- inch iron rod with

two eyes at top , one split eye at the

bottom and an iron saddle plate above

the ceiling upon which rests an iron

bolt passing through the lower of the

top eyes. A small iron windlass and

75 ft . of 1/2 -in . Swedish iron hoisting

rope is provided for each of the ceil

ing fixtures in these rooms. At the

bottom of the fixture hanger there is

a railway strain insulator arranged

to receive the fixture.

A narrow strip of marbleized slate

having the necessary copper terminal

blocks and connection screws for the

wires from the fixture will be at each

ceiling fixture in rooms 333 , 313 and

331. The wires from the distribution

box are connected to a similar termi

nal block with the copper terminals

CONDUIT FOR CONTROL WIRES TO THE REMOTE CONTROL SWITCHESA CONTROL

PANEL WILL BE LOCATED AT THIS POINT.

made by Thomas and Betts , 299 Broad

way, New York . Each side outlet box

for lighting has a threaded fixture studа

distribution boxes , and containing

panels or connection strips having

mounted upon them copper connect

ing terminals and binding screws .

At the points in the basement,

where wires for public telephones,

fire-alarms , messenger calls and other

services from outside enter the build

ing , boxes as described above will be

placed in a separate compartment un

der separate lock and key for each

company.

Pull boxes are placed where neces

sary. These are of sheet iron with

iron bars and split porcelain insulators

to hold the wires. They are subdi

vided for the several sections by iron

partitions.

Conduits are brought in at the side

of the boxes as near the back as pos

sible . They end just inside the wood

en box, and from this point the wires

are carried in flexible tubing. All

conduit ends are fitted with bushings

to prevent abrasion .

The slate linings are bored from

templates so as to fit the tubes accu

rately, and in many places templates

are placed at the ceiling and floor to

insure a straight run of the conduit

into the box .

Conduit from the distribution boxes

to the outlets is run on the loop sys

tem.

WALL OUTLET AND SWITCH BOX .

in the base to act as a fixture fasten

ing. These boxes are securely fast

ened to the wall with expansion bolts

extending over the edge so as to ex

actly fit the terminals on the fixture.

Dowel pins are provided so that the
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terminal blocks can only be put to- lamp. The difference between any insulated with a compound contain

gether in the proper manner. two lamps will not exceed two volts . ing not less than 30 per cent. new pure

The wires for lighting are of suf- The voltage at the lamp shall be 235 fine para rubber, covered with two

ficient capacity to supply all the lamps volts . small-meshed braids thoroughly im

in the building simultaneously with a All wire and cables are of the very pregnated with a moisture -repelling

loss of not more than five per cent . best quality of copper, 98 per cent . solution, and finished on the outside

between the switchboard and any conductivity, thoroughly tinned and with asphaltum polished. The wire ,
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Volt.

age

600

5005,000

Motor

h.p.

1-2

1-2

Motor Generators

before the braids are applied and after sơ that the current remains in the white marble 11/2 in . thick. This box

48 hr . immersion in water at 60 ° F., switch only long enough to operate is of proper size to contain all devices

shows the following breakdown and the same and is then cut off . The used for starting and operating the

insulation tests :
switches are made by Pettingell An- motor and to allow the door to be

drews Company, Boston , Mass. There locked whether switch and circuit

Size Wire are 24 remote control switches each breaker are on or off .
B. & S. Gauge Insulation

of 25 amperes capacity and 196 of 15 There are also two motor gener

14 to No. 0000 ... 7,500 1,250 megohms
amperes capacity each.

ators each of 20 amperes capacity at
250,000 to 500,000 C. M .. 7,500 1,000

550,000 to 1,000,000 C. M. 7,500 Push buttons for controlling these 25 volts for operating the call bells,
2,000,000 C.M.

switches will be installed at near-by time clocks, closing gongs, fire-alarms,

points as follows : signals and telephones, and one motor

The wire also withstands reason- At six points in the lending delivery generator of 10 amperes capacity at
able mechanical tests without break room, five points in the rotunda and 25-40 volts for charging storage bat

Theteries for the above systems .
in the insulation . portico , six points in the exhibition

All wires larger than No. 10 B. &

motors driving these generators areroom , 12 points in the periodical

S. are stranded . room , eight points in the newspaper
wound for 235 volts .

Wires smaller than No. 12 B. & S.
room, eight points in the technical All the motor generators are set

are not used .
upon a brick base built on the floor of

All branches for all science reading room , one point in the
the engine room , with white enamel

systems of wires are run in parallel catalogue room, seven points in the
document room , two points in the brick on the outside on sides and top

duplex wire . Each wire is taped sep

arately and then they are taped or
economics room , seven points in the

and with bull -nosed brick for all

applied science room , 58 points in the angles . The foundations are of

braided together.
main reading room and stairways to proper size for all of the motor gen

In no case is wire pulled into con attic , twelve points in the catalogue erators, and the top is 28 in . above

duit during the erection of the con
room No. 331 , and at 350 points in the finished floor .

duit . Thewire is pulled in after the the stack room . There are also the following stor
plastering is completed . The wire is

The following motors are to be age batteries each having a capacity

of Standard Underground Cable Com wired :

pany's manufacture.
of 10 amperes for eight hours :

One battery of 14 cells for general
All switches for local control in

ringing service .
the various rooms are the diamond

Two batteries each of six cells for
H type made by the Hart Manufac Room No. Use .

central telephone talking circuits .

turing Company , Hartford , Conn .

The face plate is of dark statuary
Air Compressor Twelve batteries each of three cells ,
Drain Pump.

bronze of ample size to cover the out
3-62 for talking circuits of intercommuni

Lift M

let , and where there is more than one Dumbwaiter B cating telephone systems .

switch a gang plate will be installed ,
Storage Battery Ex. The switchboard for the above con

engraved to show the lights controlled sists of two slabs of 172 - in . polished
Disc Fan

by each switch. These switches will slate mounted and equipped , finished
Pneumatic Tube Ex.

be placed on the knob side of doors and framed as described for the main

at doorways . switchboard , except that the angle

From each of distribution boxes iron frame is to be fastened to the
Elevator L

Nos. 1 -C and 7-E two No. 12 B. & S. Book Lifts I , J. K. brick wall above the motor generators
Dumbwaiter F

pressure wires will be run to the in the engine room . On this switch
Passenger Elevators D

switchboard and connected to the board there are mounted the follow

voltmeter switches. Fuses are pro Locker Room Floor : ing :

vided on the panels in the distribu
Ash Conveyor

One ammeter reading from 10to

tion boxes for these wires . 100 amperes for charging and dis

At each outlet shown on plans for charging ; one voltmeter reading

a complete flexible there will be placed
from o to 25 volts with dial reading

a porcelain ceiling block , brass can in ohms for testing grounds, one 24

opy, reinforced flexible cord , key point back connectedvoltmeter switch
Air Compressors

socket , shade holder and 10-in . por with name plate and connected to

Sixth Floor Stack :

celain shade, green outside, white in Book Conveyors G , H all dynainos, bus bars , batteries and

side . The flexible cord , except for grounds, also the switches , rheostats,
Roof:

boiler gauge lights , is of a length to etc. , for the motor generators and bat

bring the key of the socket within teries .

six feet and six inches from the floor .
The work is being constructed un

For the boiler gauge lights, half Exhausters der the direction of the architects,

round glass reflectors, green outside
Exhausters

Messrs. Carrere and Hastings , 26th

and white inside , will be set to throw Street and Fifth Avenue, New York
the light on the gauges.

City. Pattison Bros. , Fuller Building,

Remote control switches and pushes For each motor throughout the New York City , are retained by the

for operating them are located at nu- building, except elevator motors, there city as consulting engineers for all

merous points for the efficient control is a double -pole, all-copper knife of the electrical work . The Lord

of the lighting. All remote control switch and a double -pole, double -coil, Electric Company, 213 West 4oth

switches are of the solenoid type with separate operating , laminated type Street , New York City, are the con

ample copper knife and jaw switch circuit breaker enclosed in a hard- tractors . We are indebted to Mr.

contacts, mounted on the marble slabs wood or iron box lined with 14-in . Brainard , chief engineer of Carrere

of the panels where located, and oper- marbleized slate .marbleized slate. The switch and cir- and Hastings, for the information

ated by push-button switches devised cuit-breaker are mounted on a slab of given above.

10

8

9

9

17

17

17

1-12

1-6

1-18

1-8

Exhaust Fan

hauster

17

12

18

1-2

1-6

2-10

Book Lift A

hauster

Disc Fan

Machine Tools

Book Lift C

19

46

44

22

22

23

36

33

1-2

9-1

1-6

1-15

6-6

1-6

2-40

1-6 Book Lift E

4 1-10

Basement:

52

99

99

98

98

84

84

84

5-3

2-3

2-5

2-5

2-6

3.27

1-24

2-2

Presses

Cutters

Presses

Presses

Presses

Fans

Fans

2-3

410

408

400 - a

406-a

406 - a

406-b

403

2-5

1-5

1-8

1-10

1-6

1-5

3-5

Exhausters

Exhausters

Exhausters

Exhausters

Exhausters



Commercial Testing of Wire and Cable

F. M. FARMER
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Bare
Alloy .

Rubber covered Marine.

Paper

Cloth

on

HE subject of testing wire and 20° cent., by applying the temperature · manipulate and eliminates the ques

cable is one about which a great coefficient for copper ( 0.0042 per de- tion of temperature. The essential

deal has been published, but, gree cent . ) . The average cross sec feature is the use of arbitrary copper

nevertheless, a review of the various tion having been obtained from the standards representing pure copper.

tests which commercial testing length and specific gravity , the resist- The samples are compared by the

laboratory may be called upon to ance at 20 ° cent. of a piece of pure Thomson double bridge method with

make under present-day specifications copper of the same dimension is calcu- these standards, and the conductivity

and a description of some of the meth- lated. The ratio of the latter resist- is read directly from a scale .

ods used may be of interest . Wire ance to the former gives the conduc- The apparatus used by the Elec

and cable used for electric light and tivity . This method is in use in the trical Testing Laboratories for this

Equipment Bureau of the Navy Depower purposes may be classified as test is of this class , except that the

follows : partment on wire and cable purchased conductivity is read off directly from
for use on the naval vessels . The

the dials of a Thomson bridge. The
| Copper. largest single wire, however, that is
| Aluminum .

operation is as follows : The weight

used either in a single conductor or in of a known length ( 120 cm .) is first
Bimetallic .

Commercial 30%. a cable is No. II B. & S. determined. The length of the sam

When the sample is larger than No.
Navy standard . ple , which if it was pure copper would

10 B. & S. , the resistance can be more
Rubber insulated.

have the same resistance as the stand

Insulated Lead covered.... accurately determined by means of a ard , is then calculated from that of

Thomson double bridge, which is a Matthiessen's standard metergram .

Waterproof. special form of the Wheatstone The resistance of the standard is hen
Magnet.

Special. bridge adapted to measuring low re compared with the actual resistance of

sistance. By means of this instrument this length of the sample by means of

Tests on wire and cable are of two the sample is compared directly with a the Thomson bridge, and, by properly
general classes—-laboratory tests and standard resistance, the two being connecting the standard and the un

factory tests . The former are made connected in series and carrying a known , the ratio of the resistance as

short samples and on single current which is not large enough to shown by the bridge dials reads in

lengths for the purpose of determin- heat the test sample.
per cent .

ing or checking the quality of the Where approximate values only are
Of course , in the actual operation ,

materials and the properties of the wanted and thesample is long enough, time-saving facilities are used . The

cable . The latter are made to detect the straight fall of potential method
sample is cut to a standard length of

defects and to see that the cable ful- using a millivoltmeter and an am
120 cm . in a machine and , knowing

fils the specifications. meter can be used . If a potentiometer

is available to measure the fall of po
the weight, the length required is ob

LABORATORY TESTS. tained at a glance from a table pre
tential , the resistance can be deter

Conductivity . - Conductivity is
viously worked out . Suitable holders

mined in this way with high accuracy .a

with adjustable knife edge are pro
relative term and refers to an arbi- In order to get the average cross vided for the standards and test sam

trary standard which for many years section , it is only necessary to weigh ples so that the conductivity determi
has been known as “ Matthiessen's the sample in pure water, which gives

Standard of Conductivity.” At the the volume and hence, knowing the
nation is a matter of only three meas

urements, and no attention need be

time Dr. Matthiessen carried out the length accurately , the cross section.

experiments on which he based his However, in the larger samples of
paid to the temperature.

standard for pure copper , copper was wire ( No. 5 B. & S. or over ), the
A method has not been mentioned

not being made commercially as pure
which will serve for very approximate

cross section can be determined with

as it is now . Hence, it often hap- sufficient accuracy from the mean of
results. After determining the re

pens that a conductivity of more than a series of measurements of the di
sistance either by the fall of potential

100 % is frequently obtained. ameter made with a micrometer cal
method or a Wheatstone bridge, it

Since conductivity is the reciprocal iper.
can be compared with that of pure

of resistivity , it is only necessary to These methods for getting the con copper of the same gauge size as pub

determine the resistance of the sample ductivity are , however, slow, and they
lished by the American Institute of

and its dimensions in order to calcu- involve the use of the temperature co
Electrical Engineers.

late the conductivity. The standard efficient, and hence the measurement
In the determination of the con

practice is to cut samples about four of the temperature of the test sample. ductivity by these methods, it is as

feet long and measure the resistance It is desirable to avoid the latter meas sumed that the sample is homogene

of a length of one meter . urement if possible , as the only satis
ous and that the cross section is ap

The resistance can be measured in factory method is to immerse the proximately uniform . Otherwise the

several different ways. If the wire sample in an oil bath during the test . sample would not be representative,

is of small diameter, No. 10 B. & S. A method in common use commer for these tests give the conductivity

or smaller , the resistance of an exact cially is that making use of a form of of the sample as a conductor and not

meter length can be measured on a the Thomson bridge known as a metal.

Wheatstone bridge . It is then cor- Hoope's conductivity bridge. It The conductivity of samples of

rected to the standard temperature requires fewer operations , is easy to cable is best determined by measuring

as

462
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that of several of its strands selected oughly cleaned samples in a sodium some of the samples of lead -covered

at random and taking the average . sulphide solution a prescribed number cable at right angles once or several

of times . times . Others are put in freezing

Copper.-In many cases , the physi
cal properties of the conductor are of High -Potential Tests . — The Na—

mixtures, baked in an oven, etc. , be

tional Electric . Code test is to prepare
the greatest importance . This is par

fore being tested . These tests are

ticularly true in high-tension trans- samples about two feet long and ar
usually made by applying the voltage

at a low value and gradually raisingmission work where the line construc- ranged in a suitable vessel of water in
it until puncture occurs .tion is expensive and it is desirable to such a way that one foot is immersed
There are several important de

make the spans as long as possible. for 72 hr. Then 4000 volts are applied
tails to be considered in high -potential

On this account, copper conductors, to the copper wire and the pan and
testing

both solid and stranded with a steel
The testing transformer

should be of ample size, so that its

wire core, are being used in addition ratio will not be affected by any or
to the usual hard -drawn copper and

copper alloys .
dinary testing load that may be put

Here high tensile
on it . This load is , of course , in the

strength is desired even at the sacri

fice of some conductivity .
case of lead -covered cables , the charg

On the

other hand, other purposes require
ing current required because of the

electrostatic capacity. Another ad

copper of low tensile strength but

high ductility . Such is the case with
vantage of ample capacity is that the

point of rupture is easily found .
magnet wire , bonding wire , railway

Care should be taken in the method
signal wire , etc.

Tests for determining these prop
of controlling the voltage . Variable

series ohmic or inductive resistance
erties are very simple. The tensile

is very undesirable as it distorts the

test is usually made in a machine
wave form , making it peaked, and

built for the purpose, such as the one
thus subjecting the test sample to a

shown in Fig . 1. It consists essen
higher voltage than the maximum

tially of a set of stationary jaws in corresponding to the mean effective

the upper platform , and a set in the
value indicated by the voltmeter.

lower platform , which is movable. The All the methods of measuring the

former is supported on a system of
voltage have objections . The most

levers , and is counterbalanced by the

arm and weight shown to the right .
common is doubtless that using the

ratio of the transformer and the indi
The lower platform is caused to move

cation of avoltmeter on the primary
downward when power is applied to

winding. This method depends evi
the endless screws with which it en

dently on the constancy of the ratio,

gages , and thus the stress is applied

to the wire and at the same time it is
which may or may not be affected in

the way previously pointed out, as
being weighed. The machine is

suming that its normal value at no
power driven , and is under the entire

load is accurately known.
control of the operator, who at the

held for five minutes . At the end of The voltmeter is sometimes con
same time keeps the counterweight that time it is raised to 7000 voltsand nected directly across the high -ten
always balanced . The elongation is

The elongation is again held for five minutes. This is
usually taken in a length of eight or

sion terminal in series with suitable

continued by 3000 -volt steps until resistance. This method means con

10 inches , and in ordinary tests on
puncture occurs . siderable lost energy besides using

copper wire is measured by means of
A satisfactory method of determin

two scales sliding within each other.
the capacity of the transformer for

ing the dielectric strength of an in other than test purposes.

One is fastened at each of the works

Further

sulation is to wrap several sections , more, it involves more or less risk to

by a very light steel wedge. each say six inches long, with tin foil the instrument and the operator as
Torsion tests do not, as a rule , re

about one inch wide wound on spir- well as possible errors on account of
quire the ineasurement of the tor electrostatic attraction between thesional strength butsimplythenumber ally . The potential is applied tothe

conductor and a piece of light copper moving element and the case .

of times a sample can betwisted with
wire twisted around each of these sec- The spark -gap method of measur

out breaking, and the number of times

it can be wound around itself and then
ing the voltage is often used , but gen

tions in turn . The sample is divided

into several sections in order to get erally as a rough check. A spark gap
unwrapped without breaking . Both

of these can be made by hand and the

an average value of the dielectric between ordinary needle points gives

former can be made in a lathe or in

strength and also an indication of its very inconsistent results because of

uniformity, for, if the entire sample slight variations in the points , condia special machine similar to a lathe. uniformity, for, if the entiresample

In the twisting test, care has to be
were wrapped with tin foil, the punc- tion of the atmosphere, shape of the

ture would occur at the weakest spot circuit leading to it , etc..
taken not to introduce a tensile stress

An electrostatic voltmeter in theby reason of the shortening of the only. In investigations of lead -cov
ered cables , the test is made on several high-tension circuit is probably the

sample as it is twisted .
short samples for the purpose just best method if it is correctly cali

Tinning. — The usual test for qual- indicated . In the case of large cables , brated . These instruments require no

ity and depth of the tinning is to ex- it may mean considerable money cost , energy , and can be obtained direct

pose samples of the wire to hydrogen since the samples have to be suffi- reading as high as 200,000 volts.

sulphide gas for a prescribed period ciently long to permit cutting the lead They can therefore be placed directly
( about three hours ) . Tin sulphide , back from the ends to prevent arcing across the sample under test, which is

which is black, is formed, and the over. always desirable.

depth of the color is an indication of In connection with these high -po- Fig. 2 is reproduced from a photo

the thickness of the coating. The tential tests , abnormal conditions are graph of the principal part of the

test is also made by dipping the thor- often introduced , such as bending high-tension testing equipment of the

FIG . I.-MACHINE FOR MAKING TENSILE

TESTS.

-
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Electrical Testing Laboratories. It A Kelvin electrostatic voltmeter, E ,

consists of a 10 -kw ., 120,000 - volt10 -kw ., 120,000 - volt oil damped is connected permanently
transformer with control apparatus to one section of the high-tension

and a testing cabinet . There are winding. It indicates the total volt

many testing transformers in use of age on the test sample when the sec

a much higher capacity , but for test- tions are in parallel and one- fourth

minals. The other two sets provide

the series connections so that twice

per revolution the plates are all con
nected in series and to the discharge

terminals . The five 2000 -volt ma

chines which were referred to above

are connected to the charging termi

nals so that the condensers are

charged in multiple twice per revolu

tion at 12,000 volts and discharged

in series twice per revolution, giving

probably about 120,000 volts. The

apparatus is virtually a direct-current

step-up transformer which will give

about a 10 - in . spark at 250 rev . per

min . , which is oscillatory and , accord

ing to the accepted theory, of the na

ture of a lightning discharge. This

apparatus is, therefore, used in con

junction with the testing transformer

to study the effect on the dielectric

strength of static discharges through

the insulation of wire , cable , etc.

Rubber. - Physical and chemical

tests are not, as a rule , required by en

gineers on paper or cloth insulated

cable , although some simple visible

test may be made by the manufac

turers as a check on the quality of the

paper or cloth before it is made up

into cable. On rubber insulation , how

ever , these tests are of great impor

FIG . 2.-HIGH -TENSION EQUIPMENT.

Wo

mummy

ing samples and for general labora- when they are in series. Weston

tory use, 10 kw. is sufficient. Fig: 3 alternating and direct-current volt

is a diagram of the circuits in which meter, V , is also always kept connected

AB is the low-tension winding, and to the primary of the transformer as a

ab, al b ?, aż b?, a b3 are the four sec- check on the electrostatic instrument . Iso

tions of the high-tension winding. In addition to this 10-kw . trans ww 100

The latter terminate at the end of former , the laboratory has several

long hard-rubber bushings about 30

mbowwwww
smaller ones , including three 12 -kw .,

in . long on top of the transformer , and 10,000 volts, and three 1 -kw . , 2000

are so arranged that they may be con- volts . There is also a set of five 2000

nected either in series or parallel . volt , direct-current generators ( shown(

The two end terminals connect to the at the left of Fig . 2 ) . These are

testing terminal in the upper part of driven from one motor and are con

the testing cabinet, which is about four nected in series so that 12,000 volts

feet from the transformer . The total is obtainable . The outfit is used

primary voltage is controlled by a to make tests in comparison with al

variable ratio auto -transformer R , ternating current on insulating mate

which was built at the laboratory . It rials , including wire of low dielectric

consists of a large ring built up of strength . Its principal use is , how -

iron wire about 27 in . outside diam- ever, in connection with a piece of ap

eter and six by six inches in cross paratus which is unusual and which
FIG. 3.

section , and was formerly a field ring is sometimes made use of in wire

on a brush arc machine. The ring is tests. This apparatus is shown in

wound with No. 5 B. & S. magnet Fig . 4, and consists of 10 plate-glass& -
tance , as little can be determined by

wire , the surface of which on the in- condensers each being a single plate
mere inspection.

side of the ring is bare . A carbon of glass about 24 in . sq . with a sheet The object of the chemical analysis

brush attached to the end of a radial of tin foil about 20 in . sq . pasted on is principally to determine the per

arm which turns on a shaft fixed at each side . A wooden shaft extends centage of pure rubber, of extractive

the center of the ring slides over this from one end of the frame to the matter and of sulphur , both free and

part of the winding. The line voltage other , and to this are fastened four
combined. The value of the rubber

is applied at the terminal t t ’ , and any sets of radial spokes or arms. Two
an insulator depends on the

voltage from zero to the line voltage sets which are diametrically opposite amounts and proportions of these in

may be impressed on the primary serve as supports for wires, and fine gredients.

winding by moving the arm. The brass wire brushes arranged in such A certain amount of pure rubber is

shaft to which the latter is attached a way that twice per revolution of required to give the necessary water

extends to the front of the cabinet the shaft the condensers are connected proof qualities, flexibility , etc. , but it

within easy reach of the operator. in parallel and to the charging ter- alone is a very poor insulator. The

as
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addition , however, of the proper can be obtained on an ordinary testing cess moisture by means of filter paper .

amount of sulphur under heat makes machine such as the one described in The braid is then removed and the re

it an excellent insulator , but the connection with tensile tests on copper maining copper wire (or copper wire

amount of sulphur and degree of heat wire . The special machine is hori- and rubber insulation if the sample is

( vulcanization ) must be just right to zontal and is provided with special rubber-covered wire) is weighed.

get good results. If too little sulphur jaws, a spring balance for weighing From these three weighings the

is added, the compound will be low the stress and a scale on the bed frame moisture absorbed by the braid ex

in dielectric strength and weak me- for measuring the elongation. The pressed in percentage can be deter

chanically . On the other hand, an sample, which is usually cut six inches mined . In comparative or exhaustive

tests , the samples are alternately

soaked in water and baked in an oven

until the waterproof qualities are de

stroyed , the object being to imitate

outdoor conditions.

There are, of course , other tests

than those mentioned, usually of a

special nature and on conductors for

special purposes . These would in

clude tests to determine the effect of

freezing, acids, alkalies and fire-proof

qualities . Conductors of a new kind

require tests for carrying capacity ,

and those with steel cores require in

vestigations as to the impedance at

various frequencies, current densities ,

spacings , etc.

Tests on Whole Lengths. - Tests of

this class are for the purpose of de

termining the properties and quali

ties of the wire or cable as such . They

include : ( a ) insulation resistance and

FIG . 4. - CONDENSERS ARRANGED FOR PRODUCING A HIGH VOLTAGE, its temperature coefficient ; ( b ) elec

trostatic capacity and its temperature

excess will either make the compound long and from 18 -in . to 12 -in . wide, coefficient; and ( c ) sheath and di

too hard or remain uncombined after is placed in the machine and two electric losses in lead-covered cables

vulcanization , in which case the pro- marks two inches apart are placed on on alternating current .

cess will gradually continue causing it at the center . The jaws are moved ( a ) . The most common method for

the compound to eventually become apart at a constant and prescribed measuring insulation resistance is the
hard and brittle. The amount of ex- rate . The zero of the scale, which is

tractive matter is indicative of the two posts which slide past each other

probable quality of the original rul- like a slide rule, is kept opposite one

ber, the best goods showing the least mark and the other end is kept oppo

amount of extractive matter, as a rule . site the other mark as the sample

The methods used in making these stretches. From the indication of the 101
tests being purely chemical ones need spring balance, which is between one

not be discussed here. Suffice it to jaw and the point of application of

say that the analysis of rubber com- the power , and the original cross sec

pounds is difficult and slow and re- tion of the sample the stress per

quires a high order of skill and much square inch at rupture is known . The

experience . scale reading shows the elasticity .

Physical tests are made on rubber The permanent set is determined on

compounds as a check on , and often another sample marked in the same

as a substitute for, the more slow and way .

expensive chemical analysis . These

tests consist simply of a determina
Moisture absorption . This test is

tion of the tensile strength , the per
not generally made on rubber insula

tion, to wire covered with saturated

manent set after stretching a pre
paper and cloth , or to that not in

scribed amount for a given time and
tended to be waterproof. It is in

the rapidity of recovering after hav
tended to indicate the waterproof

ing been stretched . High tensile

strength is usually indicative of high
qualities of the braid on rubber-cov

dielectric strength, and the other tests
ered wire , and of the insulation on

show whether or not this has been
weatherproof wire . It consists in

obtained at the sacrifice of elasticity
cutting a small sample about six

FIG. 5.

inches long and, after dipping the
a necessary property from a mechani

cal standpoint.
ends to a depth of about 18 -in . in hot direct deflection method in which the

A special tensile testing machine is paraffine, carefully weighing it on a resistance to be measured is compared

manufactured for making these tests
chemical balance. The sample is then with a standard . In Fig. 5 is shown

although rough results, sufficiently
immersed in water one or more days , a diagram of the arrangement of the

accurate for the purpose of determin- according to specifications , and then outfit used by the Electrical Testing

ing compliance with specifications, weighed again after removing the ex- Laboratories. The only unusual fea

B

S

Sh
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ture is the use of a storage battery wire or cable should be thoroughly determined the correction for the

instead of the usual silver chloride discharged before making a measure- leads , etc. , by trial with the condenser

battery. This battery indicated by B ment. In the case of the ordinary and cable, respectively disconnected,

consists of 150 34 ampere cells rubber-covered wire , where the elec- the capacity of the cable is the ratio of

mounted on a shelf which is hung trostatic capacity is small , the residual the cable deflection to the condenser

from the ceiling. To insure high in- charge can be best gotten rid of by deflection multiplied by the capacity

sulation , each glass jar was dipped charging first in one direction and of the condenser . The capacity per

in hot paraffin before assembling, theninthe other , and gradually de- mile would be the quantity divided by

and a layer of paraffin was floated creasing the time of charge until the the length of the cable in feet, and

on the surface of the electrolyte . Each reversals are as rapid as possible. multiplied by 5280.

tray of 10 cells is carefully insulated Insulation is , of course , equally as

from the shelf and the latter from
important in this test as in the in

the building by the use of insulating sulation resistance test and all of the

trolley strains . When in use , the bat
switches , keys, battery, etc. , are thor

tery can be completely disconnected oughly insulated.

at its terminals from the charging
It is desirable in this test to keep

lines .

the two deflections about of the same
The switches , galvanometer scale , magnitude in order to eliminate the

etc. , are mounted on an alberene stone

effect of personal error of observation
table and the switches and binding and also the possible error due to non
posts are furthermore mounted on

proportionality of the deflections. To

rubber posts. The switch S. discon accomplish this , the condenser is made
nects the battery from the table , Si

subdivided and in addition a dial

is the usual reversing switch and switch on the battery for varying the

t t are binding posts for voltmeter number of cells is sometimes used .

connections . Those marked t1 t1 are The use of the latter for controlling

on rubber posts which extend be the deflection is furthermore prefer

low the table as well as above ; the able to the use of the galvanometer

lower terminals serve for convenient
shunt . A galvanometer shunt will di

connection to the wire and the port vide a steady current in the ratio in

able tank T, while the upper termi dicated on it, but on account of its in

nals are for the connection of the ductance it will probably not do so on
standard resistance and for use in

capacity currents which are oscilla
tests on materials other than wire .

tory .

The galvanometer G is connected to The temperature coefficient is ob- .

the table by wire supported in air by tained , as in the case of insulation re
silk cords and glass insulators . The

sistance , by measurement at various

procedure is to note the deflection of
After such treatment the wire is usu- temperatures .

the galvanometer with the standard
ally in a neutral condition . ( c ) . In single conductor lead -cov

megohm in circuit instead of the wire

using the testing voltage and a suit

The apparent resistance decreases ered cables carrying alternating cur

able shunt value on the galvanometer.
with time of application of the voltage rent, the sheath will have induced in

and with increasing voltage. Hence
This is repeated with thewire in place

it eddy currents , which represent lost

of the standard and then having mul

it is customary to specify these con- energy. There will also be a loss in

ditions and also the period of immer
tiplied the deflections by the shunts

the dielectric due to a capacity hys

used , if any, the resistance is simply
sion and temperature at which the

teresis effect similar to magnetic hys

test is to be made. teresis in iron . These losses are , as

the former divided by the latter. The

resistance per mile equals the resist
( b ) . Electrostatic capacity determi a rule, comparatively small , but the

ance as found divided by 5280 ft . nations are made in a manner similar
amount of the dielectric loss is an in

to that used in insulation resistanceand multiplied by the length of the
dication of the quality of the dielec

sample in the water expressed in feet .

tric and is often of importance in com
tests . The capacity of the cable is

In tests to determine the tempera
compared with that of a standard con paring different cables . The sheath

ture coefficient, the insulation is sim

loss does not exist , of course , in condenser by comparing the deflections of

ply measured at several different tem
a ballistic galvanometer obtained on

centric and polyphase cables , since in

discharging each . A diagram of the
those cables the fields produced by the

peratures . The latter must be kept

constant several hours ( depending on

individual conductors neutralize eachusual arrangement is shown in Fig. 6

where M is the standard condenser,
other.

the size of wire , etc. ) before a meas
S a double -pole, double-throw switch , The sheath loss can be measured by

urement is taken , and it must also be
first passing alternating current of theC the cable, K a double -contact,

kept uniform . This is best accom

plished by heating ( or cooling ) the

quick-action spring key, G the gal- desired frequency and magnitude

vanometer and B the battery . With through the conductor of the cable

water in a separate vessel and allow
the cable thoroughly discharged by

and then direct current of the same

ing it to flow into and out of the test connecting the conductor and lead to- magnitude. The watts , amperes and

ing tank at a uniform rate . gether for a few seconds , the proced- volts drop in the cable , are measured

Several precautions are necessary ure is as follows : Switch S is thrown in each case by suitable instruments

in making insulation resistance tests . downward and key K is pressed and the difference between the two

In order to avoid leakage over the down for the specified number of sec- wattmeter readings will be the sheath

ends of the wire, the braid ( or lead onds, depending on the size of the loss . The dielectric loss at such low

in the case of lead -covered wires ) cable , thus charging the cable . The voltages would be nil.

should be cut back from the ends at key is then released and the deflection For measuring the dielectric loss,

least three inches , and then these ends of the galvanometer noted . The same the potential is applied to the lead and

should be dipped in hot paraffine. The is done using the condenser . Having the conductor with a wattmeter con

FIG. 6 .
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nected in the usual way. Since the

voltage is high, the instrument must

be protected and static charge errors

must be eliminated by the use of

grounds properly placed.

Both of these measurements require

special instruments. The first meas

urement deals with very small volt

ages while the second one deals with

small currents and in addition a low

power factor.

it is at room temperature, which tem- surance that the wire will not be in

perature has to be used in correcting jured in handling and braiding before

the results to the standard of 60 ° F. it is finally shipped, but the chance is
When the cable comes from the lead small andthe practice is permitted by

sheathing presses it is very hot and most specifications.

in that condition would show a very The paraffining of the ends of the

low capacity . It should stand several coils, which was mentioned in connec

hours before being tested . tion with laboratory tests , would be al

Insulation resistance measurements together too slow and troublesome for

are also generally made by the method factory tests where rough results only

described previously and are usually are required . The ends of the wire

made last . Here also several coils are dried by the flame of an alcohol

may be connected together, but in lamp just before testing. Such a

this case it is safer because the total flame leaves no residue of carbon,

insulation will be determined by that which is a conductor on the wire .

of the weakest coil . If the wire is After the tests are completed and

rubber covered , it is immersed in samples are cut off for the laboratory

water a prescribed period before the tests , the accepted reels are sealed

test is made, and the temperature of either by a small lead seal or by

SPECIFICATIONS-RUBBER-COVERED WIRE .

Set No. 1 Set No. 2 Set No. 3

98%

50 %

98%

33 %

30 % 40 % 3007

6%

COPPER (See Note 1 ) .

Conductivity , minimum .

RUBBER COMPOUND .

Chemical: Para , maximum

minimum

Extractive matter , maximum 5%

Free sulphur, maximum .

Physical: Tensile strength, minimum . 800 lbs.

per sq . in .

Elasticity , minimum (See Note 2 ). 2 " to 8"

Permanent set, maximum ( See Note 3) . f" in 2"

Resistance : Period of immersion minimum 36 hrs.

Temperature.. 60 ° F.

Test voltage , minimum
100

maximum 500

Period electrification , maximum . 1 minute

Megohms per mile , minimum (See Note 4 ) 500 to 5.000

High Potential Test: Test voltage , minimum (See Note 5 ) . 2,000 to 25,000

Time, minimum . 1 minute

BRAIDS.

Moisture Absorption : Period of immersion , minimum

Temperature .

Per cent, maximum

Heat Test: Not affected by ..

0.2%

1,000 lbs.

per sq . in .

2 " to 7"

1" in 21

24 hrs.

72° F.

200

0.7%

800 lbs.

per sq . in .

2 to go

*' in 2

48 hrs.

60 ° F.

150

1 minute

800 to 1,000 1,200 to 2,100
4,000 to 10,000

5 minutes

24 hrs.

70 ° F.

10%

200 ° F.200 ° F.

FACTORY TESTS.

Factory tests refer to tests made

at the factory by a representative of a

testing laboratory or a consulting en

gineer in the interest of the purchaser,

and are made in accordance with the

terms of the contract to show whether

or not the wire complies with the

specifications and to insure freedom

from mechanical or structural defects .

The class of tests already described is ,

as stated, for the purpose of deter

mining the qualities , properties, etc. ,

of the wire and the material of which

it is made.

There are usually three tests speci

fied in the specifications, and all of the

wire or cable must show certain pre

scribed results before it is accepted .

As every reel or coil has to be sub

jected to these tests , it is obvious that

they should be made at the factory,

not only on account of the expense of

handling which is saved , but the fa

cilities are right at hand for making

repairs or replacements , thus saving

time.

The tests usually made are insula

tion resistance , high potential and

electrostatic capacity. The latter is,

of course , made on lead -covered

cables. The usual procedure is to

make the high-potential test first, thus

eliminating the defective coils at once

by the application of the prescribed

voltage , which depends on the thick

ness of the insulation, for a period

varying from five minutes to an hour.

The transformer should be checked

first by a portable voltmeter in the

low tension and a spark gap in the

high tension .

If the cable is lead covered , the ca

pacity test is made next to avoid the

charge left by the insulation test . It

is generally made by the method de

scribed above-several or all of the

coils being connected together, lead

to lead and copper to copper--thus

saving time . This can only be done

where the individual coils are uniform

and in fact is only permissible under

such conditions . Care should be taken

in this test that the cable has stood in

the room long enough to insure that

Note 1 . The Signal Association specifies the following physical requirements : Each solid conductor

must stand elongation from10 inches to 124inches without breaking. It muststand 30 twists in six inches

before breaking and must be capable ofbeing wrapped six times about its own diameterandthen unwrapped,
the process to be gone through twice without breaking.

Note 2 A section in the middle two inches long must stretch to the lengths given without rupturing .

Note 3. Specifications 1 and 3 state that the two-inch section in the middle , when stretched to six

inches andreleasedimmediately ,must not be over 238 inches long after one minute. Specification 2 requires

that after the application of900 lbs . per sq . in . for ten minutes the ' 'two-inch section " must not be over three
inches long ten minutes after release.

Note 4 and Note 5 . These values depend on the size of the wire and thickness of insulation . For

the same thickness of insulation , they are highest for the smaller size and vice versa .

the water is noted at the time of the qstamping the wire, flattened at the end
test in order to correct the results to 'of the coil , with a suitable steel die.

the standard , which is 60 ° F. Lead- Some of the more important re

covered cables are , of course, tested quirements of three recognized stand

between copper and lead and do not ard specifications are given in the ac

need to be immersed in water . The companying tabulation. These apply

same precaution in regard to tempera- only to rubber- covered wire for use

ture that was pointed out in connec- on low voltages, 500 volts or less .

tion with the capacity test should be For other purposes, the specifications

observed here . vary with the conditions to be met .

As the braid on rubber - covered Set No. 1 is from those specifica

wire contributes nothing to the in- tions known in the trade as “ 30 per

sulation value of the rubber com- cent. rubber insulation .” It is stand

pound, the insulation test at the fac- ard commercial wire which is made

tory is made before its application . by all of the leading manufacturers.
This facilitates repairs in case de- Set . No. 2 is from the Bureau of

fects show up and also hastens the Equipment, Navy Department , and

handling of the wire as it dries much Set. No. 3 is from the specifications

quicker . There is , however , no as- of the Railway Signal Association .



Joint Construction PolePole Lines

H. B. GEAR

General Inspector Commonwealth Edison Company, Chicago, Ill.

In many

T
HE rapid extension of telephone The lighting company's transformer within a block or two of the location

and electric light distributing is allowed to encroach on the clear- of the telephones served . This avoids

systems in recent years has ance space, provided that at least 372 the necessity of extra cross-arms for

caused the erection of pole lines on ft . is maintained between the bottom through lines and greatly reduces the

many of the principal thoroughfares of the transformer and the top tele- possibility of crosses with lighting

of our American cities . phone wire . Ground wires on sec- services or high -tension wires. The

cases all the available space for such ondary lines and lightning arrestersondary lines and lightning arresters lighting services being taken off above

lines has been occupied and this has are covered by a half -round wood the telephone wires cannot pass

resulted in a badly tangled condition molding for the protection of linemen ,molding for the protection of linemen , through or under a telephone line and

of poles , wires and service drops . as well as to prevent the possibility are , therefore, not likely to become

The situation is further much aggra

vated in some cities by the presence

of two telephone systems, thus making

three claimants for space in the public

streets and alleys .

In the average American city there

are , therefore, two or more pole lines

in most of the principal streets and

alleys with service drops from each

passing over , through and under the

other in a very unsightly and danger

ous manner . These conditions are

especially bad in alley construction ,

where the pole lines are necessarily

close together and the opportunity for

proper clearance is very limited. This

is illustrated by Fig . 1 in which tele

phone and lighting services must cross

the mains of the other company.

The increasing danger of such con

ditions as these has led the lighting

and telephone companies in some

cities to enter into arrangements for

the joint use of pole lines. This policy

has been further encouraged by

municipal authorities who are desirous

of keeping the number of poles on

public thoroughfares down to a mini

mum , in response to an increasing

public sentiment favoring the removal

of poles from streets .

Joint arrangements have been in

effect in the city of Chicago between

the lighting and other companies for

the past eight or nine years, with the

result that a comparatively small part

of the distributing systemsof the light

ing and telephone companies occupy

separate poles on the same street or

alley at the present time . The general

nature of this construction is shown

by Fig . 2 , which illustrates congested

conditions. It will be noted that the of anystray current being communi- crossed with the telephone wires . Be

lighting wires are carried on the top
cated from the ground wire to the ing the stronger, they are not so like

of the pole with a clearance of five
telephone system. ly to break and fall across the tele

feet between the lower cross -arm of The telephone company limits its phone lines, as would the telephone

the lighting company and the upper open -wire equipment to two cross- lines be to break and fall across the

cross-arm of the telephone company.
arms and a service buck -arm in out- lighting lines were they run above.

lying districts and to one cross-arm A clearance of two feet is maintained

An address delivered before the Western Associa- in the more congested districts . Cables on the sides of buildings between light

tion of Electric Inspectors at the annual meeting

at St. Paul , Minn. , October 23 , 1907 . are used for the transmission up to ing and telephone services .. Where

FIG. 1.-SHOWING TELEPHONE AND LIGHTING SERVICE CROSSING THE MAINS

OF ANOTHER COMPANY.
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IL el

underground lighting cables are which they may carelessly or ignorant- he considers it advisable for his com

brought up a pole the iron pipe is ly cause injury to the equipment of pany to take an interest in the poles

extended to the top of the clearance the other company. It is, therefore , which are to be set . If the other com

space, thus safeguarding the telephone essential that the relation between the pany desires larger poles it may ask

linemen and minimizing the danger employees of the companies interested for the same and they will be set as

of a cross between the lighting and should be friendly , and a spirit of for- requested by the other company. Pay

telephone wires . bearance must exist at all times . ment is then made on the basis of the

This is illustrated by Fig . 3 .

The major portions of the dis

tributing systems of the lighting and

telephone companies in Chicago is car

ried in alleys, owing to the existence

of a very general alley system , which

makes it unnecessary to utilize the

streets except for through lines . The

through lines are , in many cases , car

ried underground on the streets with

lateral connections at alley inter

sections for the distributing lines .

There is some advantage to both

companies in joint-pole arrangements

from the standpoint of investment.

The equipment of the two companies

may be carried on one 35- or 40 -ft.

pole instead of on two 30- or 35- ft .

poles in case the lines were not joint .

This saving amounts to approximately

20 or 25 per cent. of the investment in

overhead lines in cases where new

lines are being built . But in cases

where either company desires to ex- .

tend its lines along routes already oc

cupied by the other company, it is

usually necessary for the company

which desires to make the extension

to do more or less reconstruction work .

Where poles must be replaced in order

to secure sufficient height for the wires

of both companies, the expense in

curred by the original company in

transforming its equipment from the

old to the new poles must be borne

by the new company, and the cost of

the line usually amounts to about

what it would have been had the new

company constructed a new line on

the other side of the thoroughfare.

There is little saving in investment
FIG. 2. - EXAMPLE OF JOINT CONSTRUCTION POLE LINES — CONGESTED CONDITIONS .

to either company in such cases . The

telephone system usually precedes the The details of the business arrange- number of gain spaces reserved for

lighting systems in growing sections ment covering the erection of new the use of each company.

and unless the lighting company can lines and rearrangement of old lines If the other company does not feel

forecast its requirements in such a
are very numerous and at times per- that it will require space on the poles

way as to be able to take ownership plexing. When once established, how within a reasonable time, it reserves

in poles before it needs them , it must
ever, the various employees interested the privilege of refusing to take an in

stand the expense of providing space may be given a policy to follow which terest in the poles which are to be

on the telephone poles by lowering the can be carried out without undue erected .

telephone equipment or replacing the friction. In case one company wishes to ex

poles. The arrangement in effect in tend its lines where the other com

The operating advantages are , Chicago may be outlined briefly as pany already has a line , it will ask

however , considered such by the follows: for space on the existing poles, if

Chicago companies that in all such Each company, when it proposes to they are high enough , and will attach

cases the old line is reconstructed in make any extention of its lines, noti- its equipment after agreeing to pur

preference to erecting a second line on fies the other company by letter of its chase from the other company an

the op site side of the thoroughfare . intention , giving a description of the interest in the poles concerned. In

The use of joint pole lines has , number, size and location of the poles case of the lighting company, however ,

however, some obiections which mav which it intends to erect. Several it must stand the expense of the other

not be overlooked . The service of copies of these letters are passed be- company lowering its equipment in

each company is likely to be inter- tween the companies, so that each order to provide space for the lighting

fered with by the emplovees of the situation may be looked over by a so- wires at the top of the pole . In case

other company, who may be engaged licitor or inspector, who makes a the poles in the existing line are not

in construction or repair work in recommendation as to whether or not tall enough for the equipment of both
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companies, the incoming company re- frequently necessary to provide space established for these by each company,

places the existing poles at its own on the upper part of a joint pole for and the distributing lines which it

expense, taking the old poles as sal the lighting wires of the city and on may be necessary to have strung along

vage, and paying the other company the lower part for the fire-alarm and these routes may be carried well be

the expense incurred by it in trans- police telephone systems . In general , low the through lines .

ferring its equipment from the old all signaling systems are kept on the As far as possible, the through lines

to the new poles. The new poles are telephone company's portion of the of the telephone company should be

then jointly owned by the two com- pole , and all lighting or traction sys- carried in aerial cable, which for a

panies. tems on the lighting company's por- considerable number of lines is prac

The expense of maintenance of joint tion of the pole. tically a physical necessity , in any
poles is shared by the two companies Cases of triple occupation in which event .

in proportion to their interest in the

pole.

In cases involving reconstruction

work, and in cases where either com

pany proposes to do new work where

separate parallel lines exist , repre

sentatives of each company meet on

the ground and agree upon a suitable

arrangement for the consolidation of

the existing lines into one joint line .

In such cases, each company stands

its proportion of the expense of the

new work and transfers its equipment

from the old to the new poles at its

own expense .

In general, the lighting.company is VITSORE

apt to bear the greater portion of the

expense , owing to the fact that it must

pay for the lowering of the other com

pany's equipment and also because the

lighting lines are usually preceded by

telephone lines so far that the lighting

company cannot forecast its require

ments with sufficient accuracy to de

rive the benefit of taking an interest

in the poles when they are originally

set .

The safety to the lives of employees

and the public, as well as the di

minished fire risk , are well established

by the fact that less than one serious

case of trouble per year has occurred

in seven years of operation of joint

lines . This record has been made on FIG. 3. - EXAMPLE OF JOINT CONSTRUCTION POLE LINES - UNDER

lighting and telephone systems, which

have been rapidly extended until there

are at the present time about 25,000 the city is the third party are numer- The presence of two sets of tele

poles jointly occupied by the wires of ous, but triple occupation with other phone-distributing systems is a de

the Chicago Lighting Company and companies is not frequent . plorable condition from every stand

the Bell Telephone Company. The writer realizes that methods point, and joint construction of the

Joint arrangements are also in ef- which can be applied in metropolitan three companies involved in such situ

fect on about 2500 poles with the city , work are not always suitable for
ations is not practical under existing

telegraph and street railway com- smaller cities on account of the limited
conditions, though entirely feasible

panies. In addition to this , the city financial resources of the companies
of Chicago has the privilege of at- involved , which prevent the use of

from a construction standpoint . Con

taching its wires for electric light, underground work to any great ex
ditions can be somewhat improved by

fire - alarm and police telephone pur- tent . In cities where the main runs the encouragement of one of the tele

poses to the poles of the lighting and cannot be carried underground , sep- phone companies to operate jointly

telephone companies. It is , therefore, arate routes on high poles should be with the lighting company .

GROUND CONNECTION.

1



Single -Phase Electric Motive Power on the Erie

Railroad - Rochester Division Continued

W. N. SMITH

H

com

ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT. as when the car has stood for some The transformer is of 200 -kw . ca

The electrical equipment of the cars time unused, the line switch must first pacity, and is of the oil-insulated type.

consists of four No. 132-A Westing be held in mechanically by means of It has three high -potential and eight

house single -phase railway motors a handle provided for the purpose un- low-potential taps, the latter running

with a nominal rating of 100 - h . p . til the air pump, which can then be from 300 down to 110 volts, at which

lowest pressure current is provided for

heating, lighting and auxiliary pur

poses.

The high-tension wiring of the car

is done mainly with varnished cam

bric cable, drawn through loricated

iron conduit. A small amount of high

grade rubber cable is used , but it is

thoroughly protected with varnished

cambric tape wherever there is danger

of a brush discharge to ground break

ing down the insulation .

In the main low-potential circuit

are the switch group, the preventive

coils and the reverser. The switch

group is a set of air-operated switches

controlled by magnet valves , all

mounted in one frame . It is placed

FOUR -CAR ELECTRIC TRAIN AT AVON , N. Y. athwart the car as near as possible
to the low - tension end of the main

thrown into operation , has
transformer.

each , the gear ratio being 20:63. The
The switches of the

suspension is of the nose type and pressed air to about 50 lbs . pressure ,
group are all provided with inter

solid gears are pressed upon the axles . which is enough to properly actuate
locks, which automatically govern the

The control system is of the West- the control system . To raise the trol- connections in such a way that each

inghouse electro -pneumatic type and ley whenthere is no air pressure, there switch of the group acts only when

includes three distinct circuits ; the is provided a small automobile tire the current in the motors has reached

high potential , the low potential and pump placed underneath one of the a predetermined value , thus making

the control circuit.

The high -potential circuit includes

the pantagraph trolley, line switch

and transformer. The pantagraph

trolley mechanism is operated by a

pair of springs and by an air cylinder.

The trolley is raised and held against

the wire by means of springs against

its ownweight, and it is lowered by

the application of air pressure to pis

tons working in cylinders that form

part of its base. When down, it is

automatically locked , and the latch of

this lock can only be withdrawn by ap

plying air pressure to another small

piston which then unlocks the panta

graph , allowing the springs to raise it .

This trolley mechanism is so con

nected with the control- circuit through 132-A WESTINGHOUSE SINGLE - PHASE RAILWAY MOTOR, 100 H.P.

the line relay that any interruption in

the supply of high -tension current im- car seats, which is connected by a acceleration automatic. Preventive

mediately causes the trolley to be low- three-way cock into the trolley air coils are used across the terminals of

ered by applying the air to the main piping system and enables the air- some of the switches of the group, to

cylinders in the trolley base. operated trolley latch to be withdrawn prevent excessive current powing at

The line switch is equivalent to a and power obtained that will start the the instant of closing the switch.

main high -tension breaker. It is air compressor and also the mo- Each switch in the group is fitted with

opened and closed by air pressure , ad- tor generator set which is used for its own blow-out coil. There are two

mitted by electrically operated valves. charging the storage battery and sup- reverser switches actuated by air pres

In case the supply of air is exhausted , plying current to the control -circuit. sure, one for each pair of motors.

471
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ARMATURE 100 H.P. SINGLE-PHASE WESTING

HOUSE MOTOR .

Current from the main motor cir- side of the bottom of the master-con- all the switches and fuses for the con

cuit is led through the motor limit troller case. That on the right-hand trol of the battery and motor gen

switch , which makes effective the side is used for dropping the trolley erator set, the lighting circuits and

functions of the interlocks on the and opening the line switch . When heaters, and also the main connection

switch group and renders it impos- the button on the left - hand side is from the low-tension side of the trans

sible for the successive switches to be pressed , the switch-group is stepped former to the auxiliaries .

thrown in unless the limit switch is up to the last or high -speed notch and The control-circuit is fitted with

closed . remains in that position until the han- junction boxes , branches running to

dle of the controller has been returned receptacles at each of the four corners

to the off-position . of the car directly under the end sills .

There are four different notches on The jumpers for connecting the cars

each side of the controller, the first and the receptacles are of the 12-point

corresponding to the coasting position type, there being 12 wires in the main

with the power off, the others ena- control - circuit.

bling such gradations of speed as may The low-tension wiring between the

be desired . Reversal is effected by transformer and switch - group, and

moving the controller -handle to the motors , is all enclosed in a boxing of

opposite side of the center or dead " Transite," to insure its protection

point . If the controller stops on the against mechanical injury , as the in

dead point, as it will if released by ductive effect of heavy currents at

the hand, it will immediately apply low potentials renders the use of iron

the brakes . conduits impossible for this part of

The motor - generator set is a com- the wiring

The control- circuit includes a mas- pact machine of about 1 / 6 -kw ., the The air -brake and electrical equip

ter-controller in each vestibule , the motor being of the self -starting in- ment were placed upon the cars by the

train-line wires and their connections duction type, wound for 110 volts, the engineers at the Buffalo car shops of

to the valve magnets and interlocks , a generator being normally of about 23 the Erie Railroad .

storage battery supplying current for volts . It is placed under one of the
ORGANIZATION .

these wires , and a motor generator seats in the car and is covered by a

set , which is used either to charge the
box with removable lid , so that it can The single-phase system was rec

batteries or to actuate the control sys easily be reached for such small at- ommended for the electrification of
tem . The master - controller makes tention as it requires. It is mounted this division by the Electric Traction

the proper connections by means of upon rubber bushings and runs so qui- Commission of the Erie Railroad and,

which the 15-volt storage battery ac etly that its presence in the car can
after authorization by the company,

tuates the valve magnets which con- hardly be detected . was installed under the general direc

trol the action of the air -operated

main contactors in the switch group
Pantagraph Trolley

Sequence ofSwitches

and the reversers. The controller Molly

handle is normally held in a vertical

central position by springs unless it

is moved to one of the running points Line Switch

by the motorman. When released

from the grasp of the hand it flies to

the vertical position, cutting off the MotorLimit
power , and enabling the emergency 12

application of the brakes by means of
Trolley Limit

Preventive Woo

the brake-relay valve alongside of it. Coils

Field Coil
Sofie

There are two holes in the face of the ga Field Shunt

master-controller directly under the

handle , and attached to the handle by
Too

4 - Armature

means of a chain is a plug which may FAuxiligry

be inserted into either of these holes. 300 Coil

The master-controller is not operative

unless this plug is pushed all the way Line

into the lower hole, which closes the Relay

line switch , connects the generator

and battery , and puts the brake -relay Schematic Diagram ofMain Circuits
valve into circuit. This is the or

4 Motor Car Equipment W.C.H. & 60Enys.
dinary running position of the plug. No. 21624

In case the line switch is opened by

an overload, which generally causes The storage battery consists of tion of Mr. J. M. Graham, Vice

the trolley to be lowered, the plug is seven cells contained in a wooden box President and head of the construc

taken out of the lower hole and placed with handles , carried in an enclosed tion department of the Erie .

in the upper, which action immedi- box underneath the car . No other The engineering and the construc

ately closes the line switch , releases auxiliary lines for any purpose are tion work were carried out and the

the trolley, and allows it to spring up connected to the control-circuit , in system brought into operative con

against the wire . As soon as the order to prevent it from being dis- dition by Westinghouse , Church, Kerr

power is thereby returned to the main abled by accidental grounds. & Co. , who designed and erected the

circuit, the plug is taken out of the In one vestibule there is located in buildings and the catenary trolley

upper hole and replaced in the lower an asbestos -lined compartment en- construction , bonded the track and

one. closed with steel doors a slate switch- installed the electrical apparatus in the

There is a push -button upon each board panel upon which are carried substation and on the cars.
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Thomson High Torque Induction Test Meter,

Type IB-2

To

TYPE IB - 2.

CASE WITH COVER REMOVED SHOWING CORD

AND SWITCH FOR CONTROLLING THE

METER .

O every central station or iso- Personal errors of observations are ampere winding. This protects the

lated plant the question of peri- also practically eliminated as all read- fine wire winding in case it should be

odical meter calibration is of ings may be made with precision. subjected to an accidental overload .

vital importance , and the customary The stop watch may be confined The fuse plug is of the enclosed type,

method of making such tests is by the solely to the testing room or labora- thus preventing the melted fuse wire

use of indicating instruments . Al- tory, as it is not required except in from injuring the meter.

though there is no question regarding checking the test meter with the pri

the accuracy of this method, the rapid mary standards.

The test meter is enclosed in a

wooden carrying case provided with a

substantial strap to aid in transporta

tion . The case is made from quarter

sawed oak with antique finish . It is

of a convenient size, being only 9.5

in . by 8 in . by 7 in . in over-all dimen

sions.

The cover is provided with lock and

key for the prevention of tampering

by unauthorized persons.

The register of the meter is very

large and easily read and is placed on

top. This feature is particularly ad

vantageous when making tests at

points of installation where there is

no opportunity to hang up the meter, MECHANISM OF THOMSON HIGH TORQUE

but where it must be placed on the
INDUCTION TEST METER ,

floor or some other place below the

observer . The register is of the three

pointer type. The largest pointer
A meter with the highest possible

reads directly in disk revolutions, and
accuracy, both initially and throughout

as the dial is subdivided into 100
its entire period of usefulness, re

equal parts , the position of the
quires an indestructible bearing, and

growth of electric lighting and power

to this end the cup diamond has beenpointer may be read to hundredths of

systems and the more than propor

a revolution. The two smaller point- adopted for the lower thrust bearing.

tionate increase in the use of rotating
ers make one revolution for each 10

The grinding of diamonds in a con

100 revolutions respectively. cave form has been so perfected by

meters , demand that some way be pro- is , therefore , a very simple matter the General Electric Company that

vided whereby tests may be made
to ascertain the number of they are quite the equal of any other

niore quickly, and yet without de

creasing their reliability in the least .

olutions made by the disk by simply jewel bearing both in form and finish.

noting the position of the three point
The extreme hardness of the diamond

Such a method is provided by the

Thomson high torque induction test

ers at the beginning and end of each renders it practically indestructible,

test . As the full- load speed of the
and therefore of inestimable value in

meter.

meter is less than 35 rev . per min ., a
a meter with a rotating element.

In using this meter it is unneces- three -minute test at this load may be The pivot is identical with that used

sary that the load shall be constant, made before the indications repeat for the ordinary sapphire bearing,

as the only observations necessary are themselves. consisting of a small piece of piano

the number of disk revolutions of the Connections to the test meter are

meter undergoing test and the pointer
made by means of binding posts, con

indications of the standard meter be- veniently located on top .

fore and after test . Both meters in
At the left of the dial is placed a

tegrate the instantaneous values and
plug receptacle in series with the po

hence it is unnecessary to obtain the
tential circuit. In this receptacle a

mean value or require an unvarying plug is inserted and connected by
load . The time saved by this device

means of a lamp cord to a pendant

will be appreciated when it is remem snap switch , the opening and closing

bered that no check tests have to be
of which stops or starts the meter. Note . - Wire marked “ A ” must be connected to source

made, nor need a reading, once com- The cord is of sufficient length to per side of meter,

menced , be discontinued on account

of load fluctuations.
mit of the test meter being placed at TYPE IB-2 PORTABLE TEST METER, CONNECTED

some distance from the operator. TO CHECK TYPE I INDUCTION METER ,

Furthermore, the meter is so de- A little to the right of the dial is 2 WIRE 3/25 AMPERE.

signed that one standard may be used placed a nurled thumb nut, by aid

for testing meters of different capaci- of which the moving element may be wire, glass-hardened and highly pol

ties covering a range from light load raised from its jewel bearing and se- ished, inserted in a removable brass

to full load . This further renders curely locked during transportation. shaft end.

possible more rapid testing as no time A fuse plug located at the left of The entire meter may be lifted from

is consumed in changing standards. the dial is in series with the one the case by two buttons on opposite

or

rev

1

Lood

Source
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sides, thus makingit easily accessible terminating in each of the three re- for the individual coils . In other

for calibration . When removed from maining binding posts, which are words, when using the smallest wind

the case, the meter will remain with- properly marked for the various am- ing with one ampere passing, the

out support in an upright position pere capacities of the coils attached torque is equal to that produced by

resting upon the magnet core and thereto . The capacities selected as the largest coil with a current of 20

central casting, to which all parts are being the most generally desirable are amperes. Thus, friction is entirely

fastened. one, 10 and 20 amperes, which are negligible and accuracy is obtained

The potential winding is suitable sufficient for testing meters from throughout the range .throughout the range. This feature

for use on voltages ranging to per three to 25 amperes normal capacity. will be found of the greatest impor

cent. on either side of the normal . The ampere turns of the three wind- tance when testing a meter on light

Three current coils are employed, one ings are equal, hence the torque is loads , for no corrections will have to

end of each being connected to a com- constant when the meter is operating be made for possible errors in the test

mon binding post, and the other ends under the same percentage of full load meter.

Curtis Steam Turbines — Horizontal Shaft Type

.

HE the Curtis

Teacharacteristias develepedum bis and reliable,controling the speedper
The governing mechanism is simple and surfaces which may require clean

and reliable, controlling the speed per- ing are either painted or covered with

the General Electric Company fectly under conditions of fluctuatingfectly under conditions of fluctuating planished iron. The oiling system is

specially adapt it for driving hori- load and varying steam pressure . enclosed , is automatic , andthere is no

zontal shaft generators. For condensing operation the pack- oil throwing.

The shaft is very short, of small di- ing is so designed that air leakage is The exhaust steam from the turbine

ameter, and has a comparatively low prevented , thus eliminating the diffi- is free from oil as no internal lubrica

surface speed in the bearings, result- culties of maintaining a high vacuum , tion is necessary . Where the exhaust

ing, with the light weight of the re- which can be used to great advantage steam is used for heating or for man

volving parts, in low bearing friction as the turbine has a large exhaustufacturing processes , or where con
and small tendency to wear. passage and no exhaust valves. Tur- densed steam is returned to the boil

These advantageous features char- bines built for condensing service can ers , this is of vital importance. This

acterize the line of horizontal shaft
be operated non-condensing in case of feature is of especial value in connec

Curtis turbine sets built in sizes of 20 necessity. tion with laundering, dye works,

kw. , 35 kw. , 75 kw. , 100 kw. , 125 kw . , The generators are of the most im- bleacheries and paper mills.

150 kw. and 300 kw. for direct cur

rent, and 100 kw. and 300 kw . for

alternating current .

They can be arranged to operate

either non-condensing or condensing,

and at any steam pressure above80

lbs. for the smaller sizes and 100 lbs .

for the larger. The use of super

heated steam in the Curtis turbine re

sults in greater steam economy, as in

any type of reciprocating engine or

turbine, but without the usual attend

ant difficulties from lubrication and

warping of parts .

These sets require minimum attend

ance and may be advantageously in

stalled for supplying light and power

in mills, machine shops, laundries,

apartment houses ; for heating and 35 -KW. TURBINE WITH DIRECT -CURRENT GENERATOR.

lighting plants on steam vessels , in

office buildings, railroad stations , and

for train lighting. They are also ex
proved type and embody many new One of the most important advan

tages of these turbines is the greattensively usedfor exciting alternating features, such as commutating poles

current generators in central- power and special commutator construction , smoothness of operation which is al

stations. particularly adapting them to contin- most essential in buildings where

These machines are built either
uous operation with little attention . noise is objectionable, and on trains

with a single-piece shaft and two
The commutating pole construction and boats.

eliminates sparking under all condi- Should the turbine be flooded with
bearings, or with a two -piece shaft

tions of load .

and four bearings. In the latter type
water there can be no danger of strip

the turbine shaft is connected to the
The generators for direct current ping the buckets nor other damage.

generator shaft by means of a flexible are built for 125 and 250 volts ; the Steam is admitted in a steady flow and

coupling. In both designs the turbine generators for alternating current are there is no risk of steam hammer.

and generator are mounted on a com built for any of the standard voltages These turbines can be started up

mon base. All parts of the turbine used in this class of service . promptly from a cold condition with

and generator are interchangeable and Cleanliness has been especially con- out danger from accumulations of

easy of access. sidered in designing these machines, condensed steam .



Portable Standard Integrating Wattmeter for Testing

Alternating -Current Service Integrating Meters

M. B. CHASE and H. W. YOUNG

weswOUSE

FIG. 1. — PORTABLE STANDARD INTEGRATING WATTMETER .

HE increasing demand for a re- mula or multipliers . For testing any on a removable jewel screw and the

other in a removable sleeve attached

scheme for testing service me- make direct comparisons of disk revo- to the end of the disk shaft. By this

ters has resulted in the development lutions as given in the calibration construction a bearing is secured

of the portable standard method of table . which has a constantly changing point

of contact between the bearing sur

faces, thus giving a lower friction

value and in conjunction with the

light moving element, a longer jewel

life than can possibly be secured in

meters employing the older form of

bearings and heavier moving ele
ments.

XXX

The registering mechanism also

embodies features not commonly

found in integrating meters in that

the shafts are made of polished steel

rather than of brass , and the gears

and pinions are gold-plated to prevent

corrosion, which is frequently present

in meter registers of the usual form .

Furthermore, the vertical shafts are

provided with special bearings con

sisting of polished steel plates, so that

the register not only hasminimum in
itial friction , but the friction value

will remain unchanged for long peri

ods of service.

In order to test a service meter with

test and a brief description of the A form of standard which has been the portable standard, the connections

standard, together with the applica- developed for use either as a bench should be made as shown in Figs . 4,

tions of its use , may prove of interest or portable standard is illustrated in 5 and 6, and the connection plugs of

to central station meter men . Briefly, Fig. 1. Fig. 2 illustrates an internal the standard so arranged that the

this method of testing consists in view of the operating mechanism , ampere capacity of both meters will be

comparing the disk revolutions of the which consists of a specially arranged

service meter with the disk revolutions set of measuring elements, the series

of a second integrating meter which coils of which are divided in sections

has been carefully standardized at the and by means of a plug and connec

laboratory. tion board can be connected in series

parallel or parallel connections . The

potential elements are also arranged

for series-parallel connection so that

by proper manipulation of the two

TIE
connection plugs the meters can be

used either on 100 or 200 -volt circuits .

The entire measuring element is se

cured to a polished slate base which

in turn is supported in a compact car

rying case .

In order to secure a construction

having minimum friction , the bearing

illustrated in Fig. 3 has been adopted

for the portable standard meter after

having been thoroughly demonstrated

for some years in the regular service

type of meter, and in the construction FIG . 3.—ROLLER BALL BEARING.

of laboratory indicating instruments .

It should be particularly noted that As will be seen from the illustration, of approximately the same value.

the method of test herein described the bearing consists of a steel ball The load should now be adjusted to

absolutely eliminates the use of stop- located between two cupped sap- the meter only, and a direct comparison

watches, slide rules, calibrating for- phire jewels, one of which is located made of the number of revolutions of

FIG . 2.- PORTABLE STANDARD INTEGRATING

WATTMETER - INTERNAL VIEW.
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the meter under test with the number

of revolutions indicated by the register

pointers of the standard . It is good

full load twenty-five revolutions of

the disk in the same time. The num

ber of revolutions made for these two

Service Meter

Rovolutions of Westinghouse Portable Integrating Wattmeter For 94 por cent to 106 Por Cont

Registration of Service Meter

Make
Revolutions
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with the General Electric meter. If

the meter is correct, the standard will

show 1.5 and 22.5 revolutions re

spectively. If the standard shows

1.54, the service meter is three per

cent . slow at light load . If the stand

ard shows 1.45 , the service meter is

three per cent . fast at light load .

If it is desired to test three-wire

meters, the standard should be con

nected into the circuit with one side

of the meter under test , the other side

of the circuit being left open . When

the test is conducted in this manner ,

the portable standard pointer will re

volve at a rate twice as fast as the disk

of the meter under test , which has

but one-half of its current winding

in use during the test . To effect a

direct comparison , the number of rev

olutions made by the meter being

tested should be multiplied by two.

As the polyphase meter is practi

cally two single -phase meters having

a common shaft and registering mech

anism , it can be attached and tested

as a single-phase device and the port

able meter used as a standard . In

testing polyphase meters it is custom

ary to remove the meter from service

and employ an artificial load , testing

each side as a single-phase element .

To test a self -contained polyphase
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It is recormended that test be made at approximately 100 per cent aud 4 per cent offull load of these loads are within the range of standard

meter.

Load service meters as to give revolutions stated in table in approximately opeminute time.
where possible the capacityof coils used should he the same for both service and standard meters

*Westinghouse Rouod Pallern and Hype A metere make fifty revolutions per minute at full load.

practice to continue the test for at least

one minute's time in order to eliminate

personal or observation errors , and

the per cent . of error in the meter

under test may be found directly by

LOAD ThreePort Switch LINE

LOAD LINE

INTEGRATING

WATTMETER

opood

oooo
PORTABLE

STANDARD

INTEGRATING

WATTMETER

INTEGRATIS

MITTETER

PORTABLE

STANDARD

INTEGRATING

WATTMETER

loads by the standard - if the service

meter is correct-would be one and

25 respectively. If the number of

revolutions made by the standard is

1.03 , the service meter is three per

cent. slow at light load . If the num

ber of revolutions of the standard is

0.97, the service meter is three per

cent. fast at light load . From this

example it will be seen that the ac

curacy can be determined for any

speed within six per cent. fast or slow ,

reading same directly from the table

without any calculation whatever.

( 2 ) If it is desired to test a five

ampere General Electric meter, the

load can be adjusted to give , say , two

revolutions at light load and 30 revo

lutions of the disk at heavy load

in approximately one minute's time.

If the meter is correct , the standard

will show 1.8 and 27 revolutions re

spectively. If the standard shows

1.85 , the service meter is three per

cent. slow at light load. If the stand

FIG . 4 .-- CONNECTIONS FOR CHECKING SELF

CONTAINED SERVICE SINGLE - PHASE

METER

FIG . 6.-CONNECTIONS FOR CHECKING POLY

PHASE SERVICE METER BY MEANS OF

SINGLE-PHASE STANDARD .

LOAD UNE
VOLTAGE TRANS

SERIES TRANS

wwwwww

PORTABLE

STANDARD

INTEGRATING

WATTMETER

INTEGRATING

WWTMETER

dividing the number of revolutions

of the standard by the number of disk

revolutions madeby the service meter.

The standard described above was

primarily designed for testing meters

which run at the same full - load speed ;

namely, 25 rev . per min ., but in order

that it may conveniently be used in

testing meters in which the full-load

speed has a different value , a table has

been prepared as applying to Westing

house, General Electric and Fort

Wayne meters. By the use of this

table any one of the three makes can

easily be tested with the one standard.

In explanation of the use of this

table , the following examples are

given :

( 1 ) If it is desired to test a West

inghouse service meter by using the

portable standard , the two meters

should be connected in series and

loaded so as to give one revolution of

the disk in approximately one min

ute's time for a light-load test and for

meter using neither series nor voltage

transformers, a connection should be

made as shown in Fig. 6. A three

point switch is provided to cut either

series element of the service meter in

circuit with the standard . As but one

side of the meter is in service at the

same time, it is customary to multiply

the disk revolutions by two, thus per

mitting of a direct comparison with

the portable standard , the disk of

which would run at twice the speed

of the single element of the polyphase

meter .

In all tests of polyphase meters,

both potential elements must be con

nected in circuit and energized, other

wise errors of greater or less magni

tude will be introduced . If desired,

the current elements of the polyphase

meter may be connected in series with

each other when making test , thus

operating both elements together and

giving a full -load speed of the service

meter equal to that of the standard.

0

FIG . 5. - CONNECTIONS FOR CHECKING

SINGLE -PHASE SERVICE METER EMPLOYING

SERIES AND VOLTAGE TRANSFORMERS .

and shows 1.75 , the service meter is

three per cent . fast at light load .

( 3 ) If it is desired to test a five

ampere Fort Wayne meter, the load

can be adjusted to the same value as
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FIG . 20 . 1

so on .

V. MOTOR -COMMITATION . The direction of the eddy around the posite each other in the vertical plane

We have just seen thatwecangive main,consequently, thewire is now
armature wire is now counter to the and in contact with the four-seg

mented bush which we will call the
the wire a reciprocating motion across

forced down and out of the magnetic commutator.
the magnetic field by simply reversing

the current in the wire . Now , if the
field . Reversing the current again as When segment No. 1 is under the

reciprocating motion of the steam
the momentum carries the wire under top brush , No. 3 is under the bottom .

engine piston can produce rotary mo
the north pole we see that the wire is As the armature rotates counter clock

tion, why, we should be able to trans
forced up across the north pole again , wise , No. 2 comes under the top brush

and so on . The result is continuous

form the reciprocating motion of a
and No. 4 under the bottom, then No.

rotation in a counter-clock direction

so long as the direction of the arma

ture current is from front to rear

under the north pole and from rear to

front under the south pole.

Now that we know we can produce

continuous rotation of the pivoted
N

S30

ring in the magnetic field by reversing

the current as the wire passes from

pole to pole, our next concern is the
means for reversing the current .

Well, as the piston of a steam engine

reaches the end of the stroke the valve

gear admits steam on the opposite side

FIG . 18 . of the piston . It is the motion of the

engine that operates the valve gear. 3 under the top and No. I under the

wire across the magnetic field into
Likewise, the rotation of the motor bottom , then No. 4 under the top

rotary motion also . armature can be made to commutate brush and No. 2 under the bottom and

Suppose we introduce a pivoted the current in the wire as the wire Now let us connect the top

iron ring into the air gap. It becomes passes from pole to pole. A toy motor brush with the positive brush of a

a portion of the path , and you will commutates in the same way as the dynamo and the bottom with the neg

note that none of the lines pass commercial article . Now mechanical ative and trace the current down

through the internal air gap. Let us toys are always interesting, so I will through the motor armature winding.

imbed our wire in the surface of the call your attention to a diagram of a If the electric current can find its way

ring and send a current through the toy machine. See Fig. 18 . through that armature winding we

wire. The wire , as we have just seen , We have put four coils on the ring , can surely follow its trail .

moves across and out of the field , but spaced them uniformly and connected Starting with the segment that taps

in doing so it imparts a turning mo- the end of each coil to the beginning the cross connection between coils

tion to the ring. ' The momentum of of the adjacent coil to the right. This No. 4 and No. 1 , we see that there are

this ring carries the wire on over into gives us a closed spiral since the end two paths and that half the current

the field again . Now , if we reverse
of No. I is connected to the beginning runs down through the two coils , No.

the current, the wire is thrust across
of No. 2 , the end of No. 2 to the be- I and No. 2 , on the right-hand half

and out of the field once more. If we ginning of No. 3 , No. 3 to No. 4 and of the armature and that the direction

reverse the current again after the No. 4 to No. 1. Now note the tap of this current is from front to rear in

momentum of the ring has carried the from each one of the front cross con- both wires on the surface under the

wire into the field once more we keep nections to a corresponding insulated north pole — just as we wanted it . See

up the rotary motion in a continuous Fig. 18. The other half flows down

direction . See Fig. 17 . through the coils , No. 4 and No. 3 , on

There need be no guess as to which the left hand half of the armature, and

way the ring will rotate . All we have the direction of the current in the

to do is let our magnetic field whirl wires on the surface of the armature

clock-wise and let the armature cur under the south pole is from rear to

rent run from front to rear under the front , also as we wanted it . The two

north pole. The direction of the main s ! currents meet in the cross connection

vortex is clock-wise and the axis of between No. 2 and No. 3 , and pass out

this vortex is the axis of the main through the tap to segment No. 3 ,

ring. The direction of the vortex thence into the brush which is con

around the armature wire is clock nected to the negative brush of the

wise also , consequently, the wire dynamo. We see , then , that as the

moves in toward the axis of the main direction of the current in the wires

ring. This motion of the wire im on the surface of the armature under

parts a counter clock rotary motion to the north pole is from front to rear,
the ring

quadrant of a metal bush fixed on the that these wires will be pushed up , and
During the time the momentum is armature shaft . You see we have also that as the direction of the current in

carrying the wire over under the added two insulated copper brushes the wires on the surface of the arma

south pole we reverse the current. and placed them diametrically op- ture under the south pole is from rear

T
I
M
U
L
D

3

3

FIG . 19 .
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to front, that these wires will be under the top brush and No. I under ture wires , as they pass from pole to

pushed down. As there are practically the bottom and the current now passes pole .

no lines in the air space within the down the right-hand half of the ar- The movement of the wires across

armature ring, no force is exerted on mature through coils No. 3 and No. 4, the magnetic field is nothing more

the internal wires. The push on the and down the left-hand half through than the tendency of parallel wires to

outside wires starts the armature to No. 2 and No. 1 , and is always from pull together when theyare carrying

rotate in a counter clock-wise direc- front to rear under the north pole and currents of the same direction , and

tion . from rear to front under the south the tendency to push apart when they

By the time coils No. 1 and No. 3
pole . See Fig. 20. Counter clock- are carrying currents of the opposite

are in a vertical position , bar No. I is
wise rotation continues. Another direction ; for as I have pointed out,

no longer under the positive brush, quarter turn and the armature has the magnetic field can be considered

and No. 3 no longer under the nega made a complete revolution . We as a portion of a powerful vortex

tive , but bar No. 2 now makes con
cculd continue to trace the current whose axis is the axis of the main

tact above and No. 4 below . See Fig. through the windings, but it would ring, and whose direction of rotation

19. If we trace the current again we only be a repetitionof what we saw is constantly clock -wise , and the ar

see that it now enters the armature
before, namely, that the direction of mature wire can be considered as the

winding through the top to the cross
the current in the wires under the axis of a second vortex whose direc

connection between coils No. 2 and
north pole is always from front to tion of rotation is alternately clock

No. 1 , and that it travels down the
rear, and under the south pole from wise and counter clock -wise. Conse

right-hand half of the armature ring
rear to front . The description is quently, when the two vortexes are

through coils No. 2 and No. 3 and rather long, but the facts are simple clock-wise, the armature wire moves

in toward the main axis , and when

down the left-hand half through coils enough. They are easily followed
the armature vortex is counter clock

No. I and No. 4. The direction of the with the aid of a diagram. But it is
wise the armature wire moves away

current in the wires under the north
worth the trouble. A few minutes '

from the main axis , and as the loca
pole is as before , from front to rear, serious attention will put this com

tion of the brushes is such that the

and under the south pole from rear to monplace thing — the continuous rota
current is reversed in each wire as it

front . Rotation continues in the tion of the motor armature - within finishes its travel across the field, and

counter clock-wise direction . the grasp of anyone who really wants as the wires are imbedded in a pivoted

Another quarter turn brings coils to understand it. The commutator, ring, continuous rotation of the pivo

No. 2 and No. 4 into the vertical plane then , is the means of changing the oted ring must ensue.

and puts the commutator bar No. 3 direction of the current in the arma
(To be continued .)

Electric Motor Connections

LINE

LINEDOUBLE POLE

Fuse BLOCK

R

FUSES

DOUBLE Parc

SWITCH

SWITCH

Csion induction single-phase self
"ONNECTIONS for the repul- and 2. These motors are interchange- The motor starts as a repulsion

able for 104 or 208 volts by making motor, but on reaching full speed the

starting motors made by the slight change of connectors on the governor weights are thrown out, due

the Century Electric Company, of terminal board indicated in Fig. 2 . to centrifugal force short-circuiting

St. Louis, are illustrated by Figs. I The terminal board is located inside every commutator bar to one common

the motor on the commutator end di- ring of high conductivity and at the

rectly underneath the line terminals . same time releasing the tension on the

carbon brushes and pushing them

back away from the commutator, al

lowing the motor to run as an induc

tion motor. The governor is entirely

automatic, and when the motor is

stopped the device returns to its ori

ginal starting position. The commu

tator is in service only during the pe

riod of starting , ranging from five to

20 sec., depending upon the amount

of load to be brought up to speed.
208 VOLTS CONNECT 'B' AND ' O '

In Figs . 3 and4 are shown the con3

nections to single -phase self- starting

(000000 motors, made by the Wagner Electric

Manufacturing Company, St. Louis ;

the difference in these figures consist

ing of the modification in connec

tions required for full and half line

voltage.

As sent out, the brush holder is set
00000 )

for clockwise rotation looking at the

commutator end. If it is desired to

run in the opposite direction , screws

208 VOLT
P are loosened and the brush -holder

104
CONNECTIONS. turned until the mark L on the index

plate stands opposite the pointer.

FIG. I. со
2364

FOR

TOGETHER AND ' A ' ANDD'TO LINE .

FIG. 3.

LINE

R

FUSES

LINE

104 VOLT

ContesTIONS.

SWITCH

LINE

2365

FOR VOLTS CONNEOT ' A ' ANDB

TO ONE LINE ANO'O'ANN'D ' TO THE OTHER.

FIG. 4 .
FIG. 2 .
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1

The History of Electric War in
Railways and Light Company's pelt of the Railways and Light Company,

Toledo
on the wall? ” but we will guarantee their price at

C. N. JACKSON I said I could , providing they would least, and later , as soon as we have

Formerly Commercial Manager of the Toledo Gas, let me have my own way and not been operating a few months, it is

Electric ard Heating Company handicap me with orders from every very possible that we will cut the

HE Toledo Railways and Light " Tom , Dick and Harry ” connected rate ; in any event, you have every

THE Toledo Railways and Light
Company contr

with the organization. We finally thing to win and nothing to lose, as

light business in Toledo up to
agreed upon terms, and I went towork any business man knows that compe

the year 1905. The Toledo Heating to lay my plan of the campaign.
tition guarantees the lowest possible

and Lighting Company was a small Having had several years' experi- price. Ofcourse, Mr. Blank, you

corporation formed for the purpose of ence as a salesman, and knowing my
can't expect our company to spend

heating and lighting residences in the self and the people, I decided to go nearly a million dollars in running the

best residence section. The two com
after contracts in the business section

lines into the district without contracts

enough to guarantee at least one year's
panies got along very well together before we had put in a pound of cop

for several years, in fact , neither one per . The president fought me on this
business, after that we are willing to

wanted to start trouble, so the smaller point. He argued that a business man take our chances in a fight. Our di

would be very foolish to tie himself
rectors would not be so foolish to

company kept in its own territory ,

and the big company, whenever it did up on a contract one year before the
run the lines and then ask for con

service could possibly be given , andany business in that section , maintained
tracts, because as we had

its regular rate of 13.3 cents per wanted me to go out in the residence
commenced to run our lines the other

kilowatt-hour for residence lighting district where we had service and get company would only have to cut their

for fear the little one would get mad new business there. I was so deter price a trifle and tie up all the busi

and extend its lines into the business mined that my plan was feasible that
ness and there would be nothing left

district and cause a war. I ordered contract forms printed , when we were ready to serve. "

During the spring of 1905 certain
which were drawn up by our lawyer ,

By that argument I secured three

and were iron-clad in every respect . contracts in the first hour, a cigar
local capitalists thought it would be

They were good for a connection at
a good plan to buy the Toledo Heat

store, drug store and implement house .

any time within one year from date .
I was so elated at my success that

ing and Lighting Company and Toledo

As soon as the contract forms came
I stepped into the office of the presi

Gas Light and Coke Company, merge

the two, and make war on the Toledo from the printer I went out to try my
dent of our company, who greeted

Railways and Light Company, and in
plan , which I had repressed until I

me in this way : " Now , Jackson, there

time force the Toledo Railways and could put a good argument on the
is no use of your spending your time

reasons why I should get the man's
downtown ; get out in the residence

Light Company to buy them out.

They quietly secured options on the contract at that time . The first place
section and get the business out there.

majority of stock of the two com I went after was a cigar store where
No man will give you a contract in

panies and then organized the Toledo
the business district when we can't

I was unacquainted. I took the pro

Gas, Electric and Heating Company, prietor to one side and very confi- promise service for several months.”

which purchased the Toledo Heating dentially told him that I was represent- I then handed him one of the con

and Lighting Company from the pro
ing the Toledo Gas, Electric and tracts and asked him how he liked

moters, paying them in bonds and Heating Company, who had recently it - it opened his eyes , but they

stock of the Toledo Gas, Electric and purchased the Toledo Heating and opened wider when I showed him the

Heating Company. The bonds Lighting Company, and the Toledo other two . He couldn't find words to

amounted to nearly double the cash
Gas Light and Coke Company. In

originally paid out by the promoters,
view of the fact that it was generally

express his feelings, but he did tell

and, besides, they got nearly a million
understood that the Railways and

me to go ahead, that I certainly knew

what I was doing. I immediately be

in common stock . The Toledo Gas, Light Company had always charged

Light and Coke Company stock was

an exorbitant price for electric light, gan to employ solicitors and train them

our directors had, at a recent meeting,
to follow my plan , and at the same

turned in by the stockholders, who re

ceived bonds of the new company, and
decided to run the lines into the busi time I engaged two young men to call

ness district and compete with the on every user of electricity and put

50 per cent. stock in exchange. Railways and Light Company, pro all information secured on a 4 by 6 -in .

The capitalists then laid their plans viding we could get sufficient busi card .

to wage war on the Toledo Railways ness to warrant the investment. Con- They generally learned the name,

and Light Company and force it to sequently, I was making contracts address, class of business the user was

buy them out. Knowing that I was with the business houses for electric engaged in , lamp and motor equip

acquainted with the local conditions, lighting. Regarding the price to Mr. ment, rate they were paying the

having had charge of the Toledo Rail- Blank , I said : "We will only charge Toledo Railways and Light Company

ways and Light Company contracting cost plus a reasonable profit. Of and average kilowatt -hour consump

department for three and one-half course, the first year, when our cus tion per month . When after the last

years and had lately severed my con- tomers are few and our organization item , they usually saw the bills and

nection with it , they sent for me and a new one, we do not expect to do at the same time the rate .

asked me if I could “ Hang the Toledo much better than the present prices ( To be continued) .
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I sec

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS Usually, they have a longer life than No. 1013. - Why are shunt-wound

No. 1010 .-- Please let me know how lamps of good efficiency. There is motors never used on street cars ? 1

to measure the setting for a potential no difference in the construction of should think some of the power could

regulator when in the central station . the lamp ; the difference consists in be returned to the trolley when the

We have one at a substation and reg
the voltage at which it is rated . If car is running downhill.

ulate it for 2080 volts by voltmeter, the voltage is steady and current costs F. W.

but want to move it into the central more than five cents per kilowatt-hour,

station . How can the voltage at the

Where the road is a straight run up
buy the 3.1-watt lamps. If the cur

substation be determined at the cen rent costs less than five cents per unit
a continuous grade and downgrade

tral station ?
on the return with few stops, shunt

A READER. take the 3-5 -watt lamps.
wound motors may be used for rail

Run pressure wires, that is small
No. 1012.- Are alternating-current

way work. Usually, street cars are

wires, from the substation back to the induction motors suitable for the oper
started so frequently that any advan

central station and connect them to a
ation of cranes and hoists ?

tage of the shunt over the series motor

voltmeter. There are several devices
them advertised , but when I ask for

in returning power to the line is offset

made for compensating the voltage at the actual figures the crane builders by its poorer starting torque.

the voltmeter to agree with any line
try to induce me to put in a direct

drop in potential. Any of these de
current equipment.

No. 1014. — Please let me know of a

vices may be installed and will be 0. S. P. method by which I can light my room

found cheaper than the pressure wires by electric light without buying cur
for long distances. Alternating -current induction mo

rent from the lighting company ?
tors are suitable for cranes and hoists,

ECONOMICAL.

No. 1011. - What are the good but they must be run with the con

points of an incandescent lamp of poor
ditions for which they are designed . Yes , if you are satisfied with a light

efficiency ? I always supposed price Motors for this work having a high equivalent to a tallow candle. other .

varied with the efficiency inntil recently
resistance secondary will not stand the wise, no. I take it for granted that

when a salesman quoted the same
amount of abuse that is possible with you wish to use primary cells. Use

price on 3.5 -watt and 3.1-watt lamps.
separate motors and resistances. The a 1.25 -volt tantalum miniature lamp

F. G. H. amount of space available for placing and a large renewable primary cell .
resistances in the motor rotor is very This makes a good light for photo

Lamps of poor efficiency do not small, while separate resistances may graphic work and is a good night

have merit on account of this fact. be made as large as desired . lamp when used only occasionally .

Review of theof the Technical Press

Circuit- Interrupting Devices Pantograph Collector for High

F. W. HARRIS . Speed Electric Railways

( The Electric Journal, November, 1907 , p. 606. ) JOSEPHI MAYER .

Oscillograms taken by breaking the ( Street Railway Journal. November 9 , 1907 ,

circuit on various devices show that
P. 951. )

on short- circuits the fused circuit The design illustrated and invented

breaker consisting of a fine wire un by the author of this article uses an

der considerable tension and enclosed aluminum bow carried by light tubu

in an expulsion tube gives the best re- lar radial arms which by swinging

sults . around a shaft give the bow an ade

Next in order of quickness comes quate range of vertical motion inde

the expulsion fuse in which wire is pendent of the heavy frame below .

not under tension and in which the

arc is simply ruptured in a small tube.

Circuit breakers in general take about Ratio of Generator Capacity to Mo

tor Horse Power in Electric Drivo
twice this time to open , as they have

considerable inertia .
Installations

GEORGE R. HENDERSON .

( Proceedings of the New England Railroad Club . )

Practical Experience with Exhaust

Steam Turbines
At the 1903 convention of the

Master Mechanics' Association ,
DR . ALFRED GRADENWITZ.

committee reporting on electrically
( The Engineering Magazine, November , 1907,

P. 278. ) driven shops stated that 40 per cent .

The author mentions the work of of the aggregate horse power of the

M. A. Rateau, of Paris. He then tools could be taken , and to this added

gives data on several installations. the constant and average lighting load

One plant is that at the mines of in order to determine the capacity of

Klein -Rosseln , Germany. The gen- the generators required, without in

erator , set has an output of 370 kw . cluding in the list of such motors

The steam consunption is 17 kg. per those required for cranes , transfer

kw. hr . The initial pressure is 1.3 tables or turntables ; but the question

kg. per sq . cent., and the final pres- of a spare unit should always receive

sure 0.10 kg. per sq . cent.
consideration. The Master Mechanics'

proceedings for 1900 stated that at

the Baldwin Locomotive Works, the

switchboard load averaged only about

27 per cent. of the total motor rating,

in this case the crane motors being

included. At the Topeka shops a

switchboard load equal to 38 per cent.

of the various motors , exclusive of

those on the cranes, was found to ob

tain . At the McKee's Rocks shop

the power consumption was about 30

per cent. of the motor rating. At

Collinwood the total generator capa

city ( after deducting requirements for

lights) was 50 per cent. of the sum

of the motor ratings , not counting
those upon the cranes. At Mckee's

Rocks shop it was 47 per cent. on the

same basis ; at the Angus shop, Von

treal, 37 per cent. The new Parsons

shop of the M., K. & T. Railway has

a generator capacity of about 75 per

cent. of the total rated motor capacity.

a

European vs. American Methods

of Street Lighting

H. T. OWENS.

( The Illuminating Engineer , November, 1907 ,

P. 643. )

A four -page article giving the

methods of lighting streets in London

and Paris.
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Simplon Tunnel between Switzerland

and Italy , and a comparison of this

locomotive with other recent powerful

engines, both electric and steam .

Electricity in the Manufacture of

Roofing Paper

L. B. VAN NUYS.

(Western Electrician , November 30 , p. 423. )

A description of the electric plant

in the factory of the Barrett Manu
facturing Company in Peoria.

The Demagnetizing Factors for

Cylindrical Iron Rods

C. L. B. SHIDDEMAGEN .

( Proceedings of the American Academy of Arts

and Sciences, September, 1907 , p . 185. )

When an unmagnetized iron bar is
placed in a fixed magnetic field and

thereby becomes magnetized, the ac

tual force within the iron is not so

great as the original permanent mag

netic force at the same point before

the iron was introduced . Seventy

pages are devoted to an exhaustive

mathematical and experimental treat

ment of this subject.
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68 95 93 161 280

36' 6 " 37' 0 " 36' 4 " 62 ' 3 " about

75 '

Weight, tons ..

Length ....

Normal Horse

Power .

Maximum

Horse Power

H. P. per ton

weight ...

2700 2200 1000 1360 2000

8000 3000 2000 1500 2500

An Analysis of the Distribution

Losses in a Large Central Stat

ion System

L. L. ELDEN .

(Proceedings of The American Institute of Electric

Engineers, November, 1907 , p . 1595. )

The central station system consid

ered is typical of those throughout the

country. The following table gives
the losses in station apparatus.

39.7 23.2 10.8 8.5 7.2
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Shall Central Stations Do Con
The Present Status of the Pro

struction Work?

ducer-Gas Power Plant in the

United States F. A BERLIN .

ROBERT HEYWOOD FERNALD .
(Electrocraft, November, 1907 , p. 633. )

( Journal of the Western Society of Engineers , Next to inefficient workmen , the

October, 1907 , p . 551. )
central station companies who do con

The subjects gas producers, gas en- struction work are the greatest source

gines, fuel values, grades of coal, of trouble to the electrical contractor.

power - station economics and costs are The remedy, however, rests largely
treated in an able and exhaustive with the contractors . Let their vari

manner . The author is professor of
ous organizations work for municipal

mechanical engineering, Washington ownership of public utilities, for legis

University, St. Louis , and engineer in lation which shall make it a peniten

charge of producer gas tests of the tiary offense for any public service

United States Geological Survey fuel- corporation to discriminate in rates ,

testing plant. and see that they pay their just

amount of taxes , and for the use of

Most Powerful Electric Locomotive the streets . It is also well to show up

( Electric Trunk Age, October, 1907, p . 1. ) the aldermen and other city officials

A description of the locomotive who are obtaining free light for their

used on the railroad through the homes and saloons.

5,527,416 7.42 17.6

373,059 0.50 33.6

2,403,471 3.22 25.5

230 - volt motor-genera

tors .

500 - volt motor genera

tors .

Series arc motor-gener

ators ..

Step -down transform -

ers .

Constant -current trans

formers .

Potential regulators..

Batteries .

Boosters .

Balancers..

Water rheostats for

testing .

1,010,848 1.36 3.23

118,548

65,353

807,067

211,264

67.725

0.16

0.09

1.09

0.28

0.09

5.40

3.53

43.2

63.0

1,366

Total . 10,586,117 14.21

CATALOGUE REVIEW accompanied by a set of blue prints Direct-current indicating instru

Frank Mossberg Company, Attle- showing the internal construction of ments, Type D, are described in bul

boro , Mass., has recently distributed a
these engines. letin No. 4552, recently issued by the

41-page catalogue of wrenches, bells , same company.

The Westinghouse Machine Com

advertising novelties, reels and spools, pany show storage batteries for port

punches and dies. TRADE NEWS

able use in catalogue P.

The new power station of the CoThe Sandusky Foundry and Ma
Bulletin No. 5A , dlated Nov.9. 1907, lumbia Improvement Co., Seattle ,

chine Company, Sandusky, Ohio, send has been distributed by the engineer- Wash ., will be served by a 50 -ton ,

catalogue illustrating its line of single, ing department of the National Elec- three -motor electric Northern travel

acting triplex pumps and paper mill tric Lamp Association . This gives ing crane, furnished by the Northern

specialties.
full information regarding the Tan- Engineering Works, Detroit, Mich .

Zoar storage batteries are listed in talum Regular and Tantalum Meri

an illustrated catalogue recently dis- clian lamps and units. The United Engineering & Foun

tributed by the Zoar Battery Com
dry ( u . Pittsburg plant, have recently

The Allis -Chalmers Company; of
installed a 10 -ton , 60 - ft. span electric

pany, of Zoar, Ohio .
Milwaukee, will send bulletin No. Northern traveling crane.

The Mechanical Appliance Con- 1403 on request. It is descriptive of

pany, of Milwaukee, Wis., builders of " The Hancock Jig ." Facts regard The Rail Joint Company, of New

Watson motors and generators, send ing the operation are published as
York , exclusive makers of base -sup

bulletin No. 60 , descriptive of its ma- secured from the performance of the porting rail joints, announce that their

chines, and bulletin No. 61, illustra- first machine installed for the Arizona rail joints are now in use from ocean

ting motor applications. Copper Company. to ocean — the Panama Railroad being

The company will also send to any
their latest equipment.

A circular of Christmas novelties electrical engineer bulletin No. 1037 .

Allis -Chalmers Company has en
has been received from the Manhattan

which gives the method of testing al- gaged for its office in St. Louis, Mo.,

Electrical Supply Co., 17 Park Place ternators as perfected by B. A. Behr
a new suite of offices located at 1302

and 14 Murray Street, New York . end.

1304 Third National Bank Building,

The Lazier Gas Engine Company, The Thomson high torque induction where the company's district man

Buffalo , has recently gotten out test motor is described in bulletin No. ager , Mr. F. L. Bunton , and the sales

folder containing a bulletin descriptive 4549, recently issued by the General men of his staff will be prepared to re

of the Lazier vertical gas engines and Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y. ceive visitors after January 1 , 1908.
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IHEONLY WAY
ToLearn aTrade

is

To do the Actual

Work

An unusual opportunity presents ible bonds or $225 cash for each share

itself for men and boys to learn with- of Western Electric.

in two to three months the electrical Most of the Western Electric stock

and other trades, as the Coyne Trade holders will accept the terms of ex

School of New York has demon- change for American Telephone bonds

strated , by the practical and individual reluctantly. Smaller holders would

instruction given in their schools that prefer cash exchange , if any.

serving an apprenticeship to a trade The proposition is regarded as a

is no longer necessary. In this school, plan of the telephone company to con

tools take the place of books, and the solidate the finances of its various

student engages in actual work. In concerns , of which the Western Elec

the electrical department he does all tric is the most profitable, earning

kinds of wiring, installs light, phone about 40 per cent. in a normal time..

and telegraph systems, and learns to Outsiders say that the telephone com

control, take care of and install mo- pany finds this plan the most feasible

tors and dynamos. This department way of solving the financial problem

is complete in every detail . of the electric company.

Western Electric stock is quoted
The Wisconsin Engine Co. , Corliss, nominally at 190. The bond exchange

Wis. , has taken up the manufacture is equivalent to 200 in bonds.

of gas engines under the Sargent

patents . All offices now connected with

Stone & Webster in Boston are now
The Studebaker Company have de- located in the firm's building , at 147

livered to the H. B. Claflin Company, Milk Street, corner of Batterymarch

New York, three of an order for six
Street.

heavy electrical trucks weighing 8400 Stone & Webster have now under

1b . Each driving battery consists of

44 cells weighing 2600 lb. New York railway, lighting, gas and water
their management over thirty electric

saw the unusual spectacle of three

huge automobile trucks running down
power companies operating in widely
distributed sections of the country ,

Broadway each carrying a pair of
and a number of electrochemical and

large horses inside and drawing the
mechanical companies. In 1906 these

horse truck behind the electric truck .
companies paid over $ 2,000,000 in

The Long Island Railroad will use
bond interest, and over $ 1,000,000 in

dividends.
concrete pile foundations for the new

conduit line in the North Shore Yards During the nine years that Stone &

at Long Island City. The contract
Webster have undertaken the man

has been awardedthe Raymond Con- agement of properties, their com
crete Pile Company, of Chicago and panies have paid out $ 9,588,000 in

New York, by J. R. Savage, chief
bond interest , and $ 5,600,000 in divi

engineer. The conduit, which will be dends, a total of over $ 15,000,000.

of concrete , will be 1100 ft . long, and
The Public Service Commission,

will carry the feed wires for the elec
Second District, will hold a hearing,

tric system. The application of con
December 11th , on the petition of the

crete piling to conduit foundations is Niagara FallsLighting Co. for au
a novel one, this being the first time

thority to issue $ 100,000 capital stock ,
such use has been made on a contract

and a mortgage for $ 500,000, and to
of any magnitude. The Abbott

issue $ 300,000 bonds under said mort
Gamble Company are the general con

gage ; also for permission to construct
tractors .

an electric light, heat and power plant

A total of 69 units, aggregating in the City of Niagara Falls.

60,000 -h.p . capacity, of the Curtis
The Philadelphia section of the

typeof turbo -generator, manufactured Illuminating Engineering Society will
by the General Electric Company, of meet Friday, December 20th , in the

Schenectady, N. Y. , have been in
Assembly Room of the Philadelphia

stalled in Japan. Electric Company.

The receivers of the Westinghouse The United States Civil Service

Electric & Manufacturing Co. have
Commission announces an examina

arranged to make the January pay
tion on January 8 , 9, 10, 1908, at

ment on the coupon bonds, and have

annuled the call for bonds.
many places to secure eligibles from

which to make certification to fill two
The directors of the Westinghouse

Airbrake Co. and Union Switch & vacanciesin the position of mechanical

and electrical draftsman , one at $ 1,200
Signal Co. meet to act on dividends .

and the other at $ 1,500 per annum , in
It is stated on good authority that the

the office of the Chief of Ordnance,
regular disbursements will be made.

War Department.

In a special circular the American Applicants should apply to the

Telephone and Telegraph Company United States Civil Service Commis

offers $250 in its 4 per cent . convert- sion , Washington, D. C.

That is the way we teach the

ELECTRICAL

PLUMBING

BRICKLAYING OR

PLASTERING

TRADES

Tools take the place of books.

The work is all individual,

practical and given under ac

tual working conditions. Two

to three months completes a

course and enables you to

earn $ 5.00 a day, upon gradu

ation .

Notice the small cut at the top of this ad.

You do not see any books; they are not

used in our school; tools take their place .

This is the way and the

only way in which you can

learn the Electrical, Plumbing,

Bricklaying or Plastering

Trades . If you cannot attend

school we give you practical

instruction at your own home.

Now is the time to start .

Write for Free Catalog and Infor

mation to-day .

Coyne Trade Schools

501-507 W. 24th St. , NEW YORK

W. S. SWIFT, Manager

840-846 N. Ashland Ave. , CHICAGO

L. L. Cooke, Manager

FILL IN AND MAIL TO - DAY

COYNE TRADE SCHOOL:

Please send me Free Catalogue and infor

mation about

Trade

Name.

Address :

Electrical Age, Dec. 07 .
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